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2. "Beatles 10,00 Advance for Latest esa AAT 10 Actor oa Prod; Fim Biz 
} ant Stand Those ‘raz __ Single Gives ‘Ein Pre-Sale Gold E ail J se Lrazy 

_ London, Dee: 3. + 

... Beatles’: - 

_ UK! s: “hottést: ‘foursome. ever: in 
the: pop’ disk charts. The: Beatles, 
are stepping from’:. one. sales |: - 
triumph. to another with. staggering | ~ 

. rapidity. ‘The furious pace they’ are 
_ -sé@tting in the British, disk busitiess.| 

' “ig completely unprecedented :and,. 
‘presumably,..-their upward. ‘spiral 
has not yet reached its zenith, 
A: couple of: ‘days. before it was 

| 7 issued; the.group’s latest : single, | 
eae & Want. “To.. Hold “Your : Hand,” 
packed “up advanice orders in ex- 

CESS * of: 1,000,000. This: gives. ‘the 
. group the. distinction - of -earning 
a. gold . disk for: a single. before it 
Aits: the ‘stores, ‘a feat: which: EMI 
believes. has never . ‘before - beef. 

_ equalled. ‘anywhere: ” Lo 
And, naturally,on the: day: of its |’ 
‘release: it’ went to: the top ‘of. hit.: 
singles charts. . Second gold disk: | ¢ 

‘caward comes days . after ~ The 

--Loyes - You,” 
their. first. 1, 000, 000-seller award. 

“: 2. With an. ‘unexpected: ‘sales: spurt, | 
“7 "Loves You” which “was tailing off | 
“” galeswise, has reasserted. itself at | 
.” ‘the top ‘of the ‘local . ‘Singles. sales:| 

chart.“ (Most: likely this - “second | 
: wind” rush for’ copies’ is. ‘geared’ tol. 
‘the: outfit’s: exposure-on tv -in. The} 
Royal Command Variety Perform- 4 

“(Continued on: “page 61) 

; Mixed Israeli (Musical ©: 
“And Political) Emotions 

By JOSEPH LAPID:: 

Tel Aviv, Dec: 3. , 
The Haifa ‘Syrnphony. Orchestra } 

tried ‘and’. failed in “breaking ‘the | 
. “unofficial. boycott: against. the musi¢ 
of ‘Richard. “Wagner: , existing’: ‘in |- 

: Israel." 
.. In the: 15 years ‘since the: ‘estab- 1 

_ lishment. of the State’ of Israel not} . 
--.; @ne single. record ‘written - by: the-|.~ 

in: seven Cities in. province of Hesse. 

-previous : single, -“She : ® _ 
earned. the. group |. 

. Frankfurt,: Dec. 3. 

The. West- ‘German. “Ministry “of 
the Interior. has just _turned: ; 
thumbs-down. on. an “ appearance 

| here of the. Folk: Entertainers. of: 
the ‘Hungarian city. of Gyoer. ": ft 

- The troupe’ was: due’ to appear 
? 

But: the’ Land: Peace: Committee of 
‘Hesse protested. that : the | ‘ per=. 
‘formers © were really .a travelling: 
troupe’ of © Communist | ‘organizers, 
-and. the: federal. ‘government de-. 
-cided to turn. down | their. -Fequest, 
for entry. Bermits.- fpf a 

on : beh : 

Tread in Brain 
_ London, Dees. 3. 

“The. ‘British “record. “industry,. 
| now. working full. tilt. to cope with |° 
its heaviest .selling. season: .. pre- 
| Christmas, .is not: only ‘pressing. a 
- | healthy ° quota: of pop’. Waxes,’ NOv- 
“Velty’ songs. .and “Yuletide: ‘albums, | 
T but. is ‘also. _turning - ‘out a ‘flock-|- 

a P fi Wa ‘of. religious. disks... . 

. |. . Move -is - geared -to the stiecéss 
- ver. er orming agner | in America and.-in. Europe of Soeur |‘ 

2 °° 1 Sourire’s. album,. “Fhe ‘Singing.| 
“1 Nun,” ‘and. to Dominique,’ ” the 
‘most. ‘commercially. .: “spectacular 
‘theological. “number .. Since. . “Ave. 
 Maria.”’. -Later.: disks; “the album: 
‘and: ‘the: single; ‘have been. released. 
here’ through ‘Philips, the'LP. being | 
‘tagged. as: ““America's fastest: Sell-y 

. (Continued on. page, 61). 

* great German miisician was played |. : 4 a 
on the. stage:or on the radio, The |. . | 
Israeli: Opera’ didn’t’ perform any: |. 
of his works either.. 
he” reason. for’ this.- “unofficial oT: 
“but: “universally . accepted . -ban-. ‘is. 
that-. Wagner. was..a_-rabid. anti- 
.Semité.. Though ‘some other ‘com-_ 
“posers, like: .Chopin,.. were.: anti- | : 
‘Semite too; their works : are. -not 

Pe: under Doycott. : 
The reason. for. this “aiscrimina® 

ws 

“!. tion” ‘is’ the ‘fact ‘that’.Wagner. was: 
. gecepted.by the .Nazis: as the pro-. 
“, “iniéter..of “their: -Teutonic .dreams. 
and. murderous nationalism: He. 

_ was .regarded. by ° ‘Hitler: - as. ‘the 
. “greatest: Germaii .composer, a‘kind 

..- Of -artistie:: ‘prophet of. the Nazi: 
philosophy. ° Therefore. his music. 
ois even: - less palatable.'to Israeli 

2. @ars than. that ‘of: other anti-Semitic 
| composers... 
_ Some-:. visiting’. musicians: “and: 
i. some: local musicologists. ‘did’ try to 
"argue -through - the - years against: 
-the. boycott,” pointing. to the’ fact. 

(Continued on: “Page 61) - 

_Vibraney oF” --Bresident - Ken] 
nedy and the. former First . Lady 
‘is ‘evidexced -. by. _ the. number of 
topical references. in almost every: 
medium: of communication ° which 
must ‘be caught, edited or .elided; 
although in: several. notable: instan- 
ces it’s just-.a case ‘of. time and’ 
circumstarice being: against. ‘the will |. 

week immediately. Stepped the pro- |* to rectify. ‘Look’ S. cover. story . on. 
the -President,. with : ‘three-year-old 
John-Jéhn,; is: dre. ‘such Ainstanee,,. 
‘and ‘Parade’s. 42,000,000: copies : of | ¢ 
its’ Dec. .7 ‘Sunday’ supplement ‘is 
‘another. The: article, “Is Jackie 
Kennedy." “Tired. ~ ‘of. the .. White 
-House?”, : is | not.. critical . -of.-the: 
former. First Lady bit,.the. publica: | - 
tion feels,.is untimely. in: light ‘of 

tthe - ‘tragedy. It ‘has: ‘alréady b
een | 

| shipped. fo. 73° “newspapers” ‘which 

‘Bar Magyar Folk. Dancers:| : 
“As* ‘Commie Organizers’ |. : 

By “ABEL. {GREEN 

. Showiham Roger: - Te “Stevens, | 
F hiead of the National Cultural Cen--|:, 

‘| ter: undertaking, which ‘has $14,- | 
000 000° in: ‘pledges and $4,000, 000. 

‘to. Washington: ‘this ‘week. to fur- 
ther the: project with a. threefold. 
‘plan: (a); rename’. it - as.. the John. 
EK. Kennedy: .Cultural: Center: :(b), 
urge ‘passage of 4 bill in. ‘Congress. 
-whereby. - the Government: . will 
match (up to $25, 000,000) as much’. 
-as- is: pledged: ‘py: the ‘citizenry, -via } 
| proposal. (c) wherein anybody: and 
everybody in the lively arts will. 
-allocate-1%. of: their 1964 earnings. 
to. ‘said: ‘Center.:- -_.. ; 

“Latter : proposal | “of “donation |: 
comes ‘from playwright. Samuel | 
| Taylor who “has told ‘Stevens ‘that |. 

he ‘would:.commit 1% of his: 1964 
:\ineome. to thé. finalization of the | 
|-Cultural. Center which ‘has. been ‘ a 
several years in the talking stage Tt + 

| but always lacking sufficient capi-| °°. 7". 
| tal:: Taylor: feels that ‘showmen, | - 

writers, -ereators, -artists—any ‘and.| 
‘all in: .the - ‘cultural ‘field—not to] SUV. 
‘mention : philanthropic. ‘industrial- |-°~ . 

4-ists’' andthe. man-in-the-street..can. | 
-| contribute to the. realization: of the: 

‘Tate. President's: pet undértaking. * 
os Tf. by. ‘most “optimistic. happen- 
“stance: ‘the. Government’s -$25,000,=' 
000. “matches = the “public's - :Tike. 
“amount it would,- of coursé, achieve 
not ofly the construction of the. 
‘Cultural - ‘Center ‘on: the banks of. 

4 the Potomac ‘but’ eave <a’ Teserve. 
for’ initial: operating expenses. 
Showman-realtor' Stevens’ has 

been assured that, separate ‘and: 
apart’ fromthe bill. which Rep,’ 

| dames. C. ‘Wright -(D.-Tex.) says he 
2 

‘will introduce. urging the Govern-. 
ment’s $25,000;000 appropriation, 
there will: be. other . Congressional 
support, 
“Playwright Taylor's: formila for 

(Continued on ‘page. 60): : 

carry ‘the Sunday. supplement. and 
Parade has’ asked its ‘clients. either 
to -withdraw’ it or; - if: too: late, ‘to 
‘insert..a box .in: the. news ‘section 
to ‘accent: that. this mag insert was 
printed before. the. assassination of. 
A the President:. oS 

Books Revised - 
‘Macmillan and. Victor. Lasky ‘ast. 

‘will have: to: “be reedited . for: re-: 
runs.. Similarly, several. film. and: motion and merchandising on the 

latter’s: highly. critical “JFK: _Man: 
or Myth”, ‘Now ¥ bestseller. Author | 
‘explained. : that. “there ..no.“longer | 
exists: any difference .of' opinion”. 
Lasky “also. cancelled . ‘préebooked 
lectures: and - radio-tv. : ‘appearances, 
-Both the ‘editors of the Encyclo-. 
paedia. -Brittanica. and. the. World 
Book Encyclopedia: ° -were hard | 

| Pressed, to: make Changes, if a their [- 

~MATDH OMT 
tig 3 N abs 64 Olympics 

 :Musie;- Official Song 
The. Big: 3 (Robbins-Feist-Miller) ; 

‘will run. ‘with ‘the :official music. 
| for. -the...1964: Olympic. games in’ 
“Tokyo. The Big 3 affiliate, Eastern 
/:Musie Publishing . Co.. Ltd, of To- 

kyo, obtained. exclusive: rights. of 
from. the” J apanese Olympic ‘com- 
mittee. .: = 

‘Official:. pop: ‘tune- of. ‘the “world | 
7 i games is’ “The - Olympics..:Song,” | 
‘a’ ballad which has- already . been 
disked : by. Ji apanese . ‘Singer. Kyu. 

-| Sakamoto, -a-:-Capitol: .disker’ :who 
clicked: in- the U.S.. - recently, wath: 
Sukiyaki oo en, _ i. 

“BBC's. * two-hotir-and-50-zninute 
production. of . “Hamlet, ”: starring: 
Christopher Plummer, is being: of-: 
fered for network: ‘telecasting in the} 
US.: Asking. pricé: $300,000. - Lo 

Making « the ‘initial ‘overtures’ to" 
-the three-networks is Sydney Ni ew-: 
‘man, head of BBC’s- tv drama divi- 
sion, “here. ‘on’ short visit from | 
England. ‘Newman ‘said: he: didn’t | . 
expect. any network action. until) 
‘prints, ‘die later in| December, of | 
the vidtaped production: are’ avail- . 
able ‘in the States. 

~The. “Hamlet” - production, yid- 
taped:.:on’ ‘location “in Elsiriore. : 
‘Castle, ‘Denmark, -was..done. in con- 
junction - with ‘the * 400th ‘anni of. 

a Shakespeare. ‘BBC. will telecast the: 
play in April, ‘when. the* anni. of: 

{Continued on. page 38). oe 

7, Disks 
‘Sensitivities| ‘Northeastern 

4964. ditions: “ER's biogs’ on “JFK. 
and President: Lyndon B.: Johnson | ? 
.had already: been: printed and had. 
to be revised: World Book’s. edition 
required. changes in. 10 different:|. 
articles. -.although ‘in: ‘latter's. in-|- 
stance. they. -had not yet been put} 
-{0 ‘press... 

A -nuniber of ‘taped ty! _ shows | 

Stage ‘productions are affected. All}: 
prints of. ““Take-Her, She’s Mine’ | 
were recalled. by. 20th-Fox: to elide. 
‘references - ‘to’ the First -Family, 
There are ..two.. comedy scenes: 
.where a college. student speaks. in 
‘a voice’ résembling: JFK,. and. an-. 
other 2 character supposedly speaks. 
to ‘Mrs. John. F. ‘Kennedy: Some’ 

* (Continued. on page 60y" 

_duction. cos 

~ Despite: the ‘role and: -rule ° ‘of. 
sky's thelimit ‘talent peddlers. in 
‘Hollywood today, top. management 
‘In: Manhattan, meaning the film 
company presidents, is gripped by 
a determination: to end “crazy pro~-. 

Perhaps..this is. 
more ‘accurately. ‘stated in the form 

when Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer faced 
_| the embarrassbent of revealing a 

“ .'1'$1'7,000,000-plus oss, attributable . 
-,. | to- insufficient corporate  eontrol. 
_--Lover producers. A year ago it had 

been 20th-Fox’s: turn: (See sep- 
‘arate story. this issue. of this com- 

[pangs upturn” “and . Btospective 
. | Profit.) . 

It. remains true that. certain 
. stars and directors. command. com-" 

| pensation’ terms which apparently 
‘mock’. statements of economy. 
Most ‘of the stars in or near the 
qmillion-dollar-per-film. bracket. ac- 
cept no. risk: whatever of: loss if 
the: film’ loses.. Liz. Taylor, :for ex- 

{Continued on page 16) 

Jackpot, Ne ev., Unique 
Gambling Oasis; No LV 

‘By ART: LONG ‘JR.: 

SoS Jackpot, Dec. 3 

“And, for entertainers; Jackpot 
} spells” ‘another.’ “Spot for: regular 

club dates: | 

‘To the uninitiated traveler. in: 
ON evada, Jackpot. 

| comes.as a complete ‘Surprise, It’s 
located in. the middie of a desert, 
inhabited. only by Jackrabbits and 
sagebrush — and’ the 250 to 300 
persens einployed in the unincor- 
porated ‘town's: three. clubs. 

Cactus Pete’s is for the nonce 
the community’s major club, and 
-operates on the same policies as 
‘other Nevada. casinos. And the 
facility - compares favorably | with 
the smaller clubs in other Nevada 
“gaming: centres. 

‘Live .entertainment is. provided: 
nightly on.a small stage behind the 
bar and ‘on a larger fully equipped 
‘stage ‘in the 225-seat combination 
diningroom. and cocktail lounge. 
-On Cactus. Pete’s. marquee have 

‘been: such riames as the King Sis- 
| ‘ers: Jimmy Wakely, . the Sawyer 

“(Contitiued oa page 60) 

an -insistence that shooting 
budgets not’go wild to start with, 

‘| and worse, thereafter get out of. 
| company control. 

Examples. ‘of demented ‘excesses 
of shooting. costs have been gruc- 
somely numerous in‘ the past sev- 
‘eral. years: This truth, was reem- . 
“phasizéed over the past. weekend 

Rival Bat Same Odds 

This. pioneering northern Nevada 
Community .— with gambling its 
‘only industry —. is admittedly no- 
threat to the table action in Reno, 
Lake’ ‘Tahoe or Wegas, but it’s 
collecting a generous portion | of" 
the green. stuff from: northwest-. 

‘}erners who disdain longer treks to 
the more southern Nevada cities. — 



MISCELLANY. 

Bavaria s New Seeder - | 
Bows During Assassination Weekend | . 

By JOHN KAFKA 

‘Munich, Dec. 3. . 
When finally the dream National 

Theatre. in’ Bavaria’s. capital ' open- 
ed here Nov. 21 with -Richard |- 
Strauss’ “Frau. Ohne. Schatten” | . 
(Woman Without Shadow). it was 
a gala housewarming—by invita- 
tion. only—in marked ‘contrast to: 
‘the gloom of the $125-a-ticket. for- 
mal premiere Saturday (23).: with 

-“Die Meistersinger”. The news ‘of. 
._the assassination of President Ken-. 
nedy created .a pall but the Richard 
Wagner opera went. on. per, sched- 
‘ule. 

Virtually every American: ‘torned 
‘in their tickets as did. other nation- 
als, including. the Germans, but. 
80 ‘great had been the demand. for. 
the 2,200: places—they' ‘say - some | 
10,000-. operalovers. from .all ‘over | 
the world had cohverged here—that 
it was.a sellout. 

The press covered “Meistersing- | © 
er” at a preview and witnessed a]: 
new edifice on the sife of the opera |- 
house of Bavaria’s first King, Maxi- os 
milian I, built’ in. 1811. It-was dem- |. 

‘lished by” Allied. bombing on Oct. ‘easino-resort. -operation: in .-south-: 
‘east France. (near the..Swiss:.. bor-. .3,. 1943. 

This ‘was, next to Berlin’ s- Kalser| der), | 

| Lewis, ‘who. was ‘European. general | 
"| manager, is returning to” Restau- |. 

(Continued on: page (5a). 

Say Naive Cals, 30 to 70, 
Conned by Promoters 

_ Minneapolis, Dec. ‘SL 
Lonely, guileless ‘women, rang- 

ing in age from 30 to 70, allegedly. 
were bilked . out. of - thousands‘: of 
dollars here’ by what the U. ‘3. 
Justice Dept. in Federal court de-| 
nounced as..a dance studio racket.’ 

In his opening statement in the. 
mail fraud trial of:-11 male de- 
fendants, 

with the new defunct’ Twin Cities’ 
Dale and. National. Dance: Studios, 
iP. J. ‘Foley, assistant: U.S. ‘district 
attorney, told. the-jury. ‘that _the | 

(Continued on | page 61). 
_ * 
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‘clothes in the ‘nightclubs: through- |. 

have to age. overnight—because. if}. | 

-banned from ‘performing. 

nude’ dancers, the’ strippers :-and|’’ 
| “beauty queens” “who. participate |. 

and cabarets must be: 21. minimum. 

"| -York: as ‘aide.to recently: elected. 
+ prexy Joseph “H. Baum. Lewis is: a} 
\veep of RA. When.-Jerome. Brody:| 
| exited as RA’ prez, Baum, -who was . 
exec’ V:p., moved up. Of Dancing Glamour 

‘| System: Ine.: which | is “buying. into 

‘agement of Restaurant Associates.. 

‘approximate | Purchase in: cash and’ 
Stock- of $2,750,000. - 

formerly : associated: in’ 
an ‘ownership or employe capacity | board, and -RA. Inc.: ‘is: listed - on. 

| the.. American: Stock: Exchange, 
| While .RA.also: has.a chain -of- pop 

Gift Subscription 
‘Enclosed | find ‘check® or: m0. ts 
‘for $5 soe ss Send Variety for’ 

NAME AOD R eee eee ene ec eee eens eeneeeeeeeretenceesene’s 

| ADDRESS. Soe e ee eens tng ee esd reese pee bwwevscgees tebe’ 

cece ar ee BTAM eof ROME 

| INDICATE IF GIFT CARD besinep [— Oo | © 

NAME cocecsesosseetsecenbanaenstessenettbeneseete 

ADDRESS | Seesbert dart tageveasnege liar i erereethae: 
ween STATES et a 

Three-Years — $39.00. 
“Canada ond Foreign — $1. ‘Additional | per Year. . 

West German’ Strippers an 
Down to Minimum Age 21} 

‘| °- Bonn, ‘Dee. 3... |. 5 
The - ‘girls. who. take. off. their 

out West Germany are’ going to|- 4 

they are ‘under 21, they ‘will. be 7 

The West German. ‘Ministry. of" 7 
Labor: has ‘just. decreed :.that.-the |. . 

in ‘scenes. and,:acts ‘in- nightclubs | Po 

Wladyslaw. J akubowski :: 
Director Polish: Agency | of. Arts; 

_ ‘gays: ar 

” “PAUL: “AN KA'S | ‘tour’ of: “poland 

B-girls ‘and. ‘dancing | partners , must. 
also be of this age.” ne 

a) was a tremendous. success: - ‘ Every- 

Restaurant Asociates 
Bows. Oat in: France: 
~ Waldorf System’s Buy-la| 
“Having: bowed out~ from. : its|= 

..| hours ‘after the .opening™. of. ticket |. 
“ offices.” 

without any ‘self- -conceit, has the 

moment: he appears on stage.” 

No Bosom A 
For Cleo hg 

” Madrid, “Dec, :3. 

- Alan ‘Divonne: “les Bains, 

rant Associates’. homeoffice in New: 

; for. its -upeoming” premieré release 
‘of “Cleopatra”? even if. the. original. 
-release. ‘print Tunning time 38 Te- 
duced : “by” 25%. 

Proof: of -20th’s” drive: for. ‘the 
-6-t0-60 moviegoers. -is- the. ‘arrival 
‘here last week of MacClean Webb. 

Baum explains: that. the. Waldorf 

RA : dominantly, -will “not: impair. 
the present operations “and man-.|- 

Via: stock: options Waldorf ‘System,. 
which is a cafeteria chain, ‘could 
acquire. ‘over 50% of RA ‘for ‘an’ 

“| hour’ 42-minute version:. -~.. 
Waldorf ~ is’ listed: - “on the. big| - Additional. editing will also help 

‘overcome ‘censor frigidity.. In’ :a 

priced eateries (Riker’s) ‘under its: 
umbrella, it: is’: chiefly: identified 

‘(Continued on ‘page 61). 

35m. work :copy :’ was approved | . 
with : only two. “minor . cuts: in-..a 

_| four hour’ plus: print; “however, the 
| censors reserved the right ‘to. ‘take: 

f|:sion in color. ‘At.{this:: point, .re- 
“ports say, 20th; Fox’: was. advised 

\ that: all close-in - bosom: shots. had: 
to. .go—along | ‘with::somé: ‘of the 
more. obyious - exposure in: Roman 
.bedrooms. and-~in ‘the Forum.. 

With months of. preparation but. 
‘toned down’: for: a ‘gala -opening: 
this. week, - “20th: - Fox’ ‘will: tempo- 

| classification but ‘efforts. to: reach’ 
a broader. audience’ will, continue. 

| | Eddie Fisher Reapeaiig 
| bs Desert Inn’s. Room | 

iy “Radie ‘Fisher: reopené the’ newly- 
‘decorated: and.: enlarged ‘Painted 
Desert Room ‘of .:the Desert Inn, 

|-there - for four -weééks.”. So. far: he 

| 52°in this casino.” -:. 
“Singer --has:. ‘been - Shuddling” iw 

| with: possibly. a. Br oadway Jegiter: ene TL . 

yea ~~ fi] plus. other. alliances. . a 
“we years..c ls eee | 

three years. 66.8.6! 

| following . the -- ‘Nevada 
. Board's s. hassle... 

“British Showman | 

‘LESLIE A. 
-MACDONNELL 

On both sides of the Atlantic 
“ ¥eports. on the - 

i + Attractions 
_*. - a 2 Two Years _ -$28 00 

in the ‘upcoming | 

4 AABSIETY “New York, N Ys 10036 He 

= Nata 8 charts: end ‘articles... 

ei BB 

o. wheré he. appeared ‘was sold ‘out two}: 

This. ‘modest: young: man |}-. 

house. ‘under his ‘gpell:: from: the] | 

Tweritieth “Century. ‘Fox ‘is. -de-. 
| términed - to’ get, ‘a’ family -rating} 

. the .. -American presentation later. 
Of: 

to. snip off 30 minutes: of. footage | Felicia _ Montealegre e. 
from ‘an already... _abbreviated 3): 

Brit. Mail Robbery As | 
~ Danish- German Film. 

{| pension. issued by: the State Liquor - 

first screening for the Film Censor \° 
Board last. July; a black‘and-white 

ta second: look - -at. a. big ‘screen. ver= | 

| rarily. open with an “Adults -Only”.|: 

| sen veteran’ ‘Harald. Reidl. . 
Fuchsberger will -play.. the male 
‘lead: “Shooting. will | start. on. the 
-island ‘of _Lolland - with German 

~ Malls B’ way: Legit Role | 

Danish - ‘cast. | 

| Las Vegas, on, ‘Dec.’ 23. “He'll be || —- 

New: York with. librettist Alan Jay ||} -:. - 
Lerner ‘on: potentials having to do'|| 

4. - Fisher... -also. has... been: ‘aulling Tye 
possible. takeover of ‘Frank :Sinat- |}: 
ra’s previous: 9% holding in- The.| |}: 
Sands, Las. Vegas, and also control |;||- 
of Cal-Neva,. ‘at Lake Tahoe, which ||] 
the singer--decided . to. relinquish: | oS 

“Gaming ||}. —— 

1 we ‘flits. from. capital. to. capital || : 

ite Global Dearth of. Top : il. 

Seth Anniversary, Number : | | 

| “Plas other statistical and ststes AW. 

“Wednesday, December 4: 1968 me oa os a 

110, Swi Magyar S She 

i: Post- Assassination’. i 
_ Urging: of ‘Anthem | 

‘Albany,’ ‘Deec.. 32. 
-In the first ‘stunned’ and ‘shamed 

{national reaction. to’ the. ambush 
‘| murder. of the’ President, there ‘has 
| been.a wave. of suggestions that the} 
“Star: Spangled Banner” ought. to | 
. | be played: at .film,,. legit,..concert, 
| eabaret and. other. amusement situ-. 
'[ ations, including “sporting. events. 

At least. two eastern -dailies, the | 
7 Albany: ‘Times-Union and the Bos-. 
| ton. Record’: Amerian, aré known 

‘to: have given editorial. encourage- 
‘ment to. ‘this: suggestion: 

-Due for Debut In Israel; : 

- Jerusalem, Dec. 3... 
“Leonard “Bernstein : “on leave 

“from: ‘the. NY: Philharmonic: will. 
‘come: here. toward “end of -1963..to | 

-| premiere his. new 30-minute Sym-. 
|:phony: No: 3, 
Kaddish” after the Hebrew prayer 

‘also “called- 

of: mourning ‘which’. is repeated 
three times.:during: work. Orches- | 

-| tra, chorus; female: speaker and 2 
-Soprano 
Tourel ‘will: be: the latter.” . 
For. the 10 performances -here |. 

‘the narration in Hebrew will be'| 
‘handled by Hanna Rohvina, 4a first, 

is” called . for. 

lady .of ‘the. Israeli. legitimate. For 

‘ik addish” ‘the ‘narration - 
English will’ be spoken ‘by .Mrs. 
‘Bernstein;:. othéerwi ‘ise known “as 

~! Copenhagen, Dec. ‘3: 
Preben. “Philipsen, Danish: pro- 

‘ducer: in Germany,. has tied this 
-summer’s . great: mail- Fobbery * ‘in: 
‘England: into his series of. Ger- 
‘Mhano-English - ‘pix’ based’ on - the 
‘novels © 
Wallace: ‘story, - 
‘been scripted in ‘such a 
the masked men’s. real life: rob- 

”\bery’ of, the. London-Glasgow’ Iail | 
“ltrain fits in nicely with the re- 
‘mainder ‘of: the’ ‘plot.. Title. will be 
changed | later... | 

. Of: the. several. Wallace: stories’ _ 
filmed. “by ‘Philipsén; - ‘this: will -be. 
|made: in. Denmark...” Previous « pix 
-tin the ‘popular. series - -have | been 
‘| shot. in. ‘Germany. ‘All. have ‘had: 
| soundtracks in- both ‘German and 

_+-English... 

by: - Edgar © Wallace: 
“Room, 13," 

technicians. and: a predominantly, 

‘will’ have played IT weeks: out: (Of |. SS 

Syd S 
186 West. 46th St. ra New York, N. 

Hallyweed, 

Chicago,. 
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 ‘Bilm Reviews “s 

| International 
Legitimate 

‘Literati- 

~ Bren Bad Actors Never Unemploye f j 

“The. 

J ennie 

“In: 

-The. 
-has 

away .that | 

rv Film- . 
2.1 Television ‘Reviews . as . Bt 

7 |. Vaudeville wavieseece 4 

ow Biz ay 

By CONNIE ‘SOLOYANIS — 
Budapest, Dec. 3... 

ized | ‘in- Hungary. to such: an--ex-.: 

“panned. every time. out.. ‘And: he:. 
gets. paid: even if he doesn’t. work, 
This ‘is because: there are “of 

‘ficial’ actors —-actors::who ‘are . 
awarded - diplomas attesting . that” 
they are qualified: by = the- State. - 

must. ‘study .an -extra® year... 

One notable . was 
Istvan’ -Hildebrand, award-winning. : . 
cameraman .who -served. as. top... 

“The. Golden. Head.’ aie 

‘over.50 films while in school, in-~. 
cluding © the top. picture - OF. - 3947, 

sophomore - year.. 

; (Continued. on page 60): . 

Dancer’ A Shar (Conch) 
Just :as ‘Arty’ as Bard's 

"| Somets, Atty. Tels O
hio o ce 

‘Columbus, 0. ‘Dee. 3. 

‘Pleas: Court in:.Columbus ‘to ‘over- -- 
ridé :a 28-day liquor ° ‘license sus-. 

‘Control Board, involved ‘the show-: 

of performatrces : by’ dancers..in thes: : 
‘par. ‘The board’s investigators.had- _ 

and grinds... ~ - a 

Theodore | Saker, ‘defense’ ‘attor= 

ney, - . 

shown “in. the: film,, ‘performed, DY. 
Renee .(Rebecca Montford),. ‘were: a” - 

‘American way. of life.. 

formed - by “Renee were. just. as.. 

‘The: ‘state. contended. “the, films’ : 

liquor department investigators. ©. 
Judge Kénneth. L. Sater. has “taken. _ 

. the: ‘case under advisement. 
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Ae 
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Show: ‘business ‘has. ‘been’ “social: pe 

{tent that’ no matter how bad.-an’.:-.. 
actor. can be,. he keeps :‘working: .° ~!. 
and getting: paid, even if he gets. - 

“The: 19-year : “old ‘Academy. of ae 
‘Theatrical & ‘Film Art ~has . pre. 
scribed. courses for actors, diree.  - 
tors. (Stage and film): and: camera- Legge 

{| men. ‘All: are of four ‘years 
‘tion, except: a stage- director. who: a 

| Bernstein Kaddish’ Symph 
usually - participate - . 

: | their chosen’ field- after. the first ...: 
| or second ‘year. 

Using Woman Narrator | 
|man.on the lensing of the Cine... 
rama- - Hungarofilms - ,coproduction, os 

*-dura- -" 

‘During the: period. of study; all ; ‘ 
“actively. “in. 

‘He was. ‘assistant ‘cameraman’ on . 

“Somewhere | in‘ Europe, 2. ine his . 

‘To enter the : ‘Atadeiny,” ‘appit: roar . 

‘cants- ‘must’. také: an . exhaustive: >” _ 
. “written | and: oral: examination som. ot 

F: “An Vappeal by operators ofthe.” 
- ‘Jack ‘& Jill Bar in Cleveland, ask- 
-|.ing .the Franklin. County Common. 

ing. of seven. ‘Teels. of: film ‘taken | Us 

‘said ‘the . performances. were. sug- oo - 7 
gestive and immoral, full of. bumps: a 

contended ‘that ‘the : dancers’. 

form. of. ‘art “indigenous. to _ the. ns 

: “Everyone . ‘can’t appreciate ‘By- hy 
ten and ‘weats,”...declared ‘Saker. * - .. 
He claimed :; the’ dances as -per=:..° (-.: 

much a form.of art and’ Specialized ie ene! 
| skill “as Shakespeare’s : sonnets. in - 

, | iambic. ‘Pentameter. 
Director: will be Wallace-Philip- |. . es 

. Joachim: were. not relevant evidence, since. =: - 
:they -do ‘not: convey the suggestive” 
and: immoral. dances’ :witnessed‘by °°... 



‘on Show Biz. . a 
Kennédy's” experiences: | ‘as. a PT: : 

“r+, boat’ -cornmander . in. ‘the. ” Pacific | _Legalisties for. 1964. 
“s Sduring World’ War - Tl - Jack iL. Pe er ee 

“s"| Wednesday, December 4,.1963 9° 2 

oo. J instead. 

OS week Ordered. -withdrawn * ‘from.|} 
> pelease -:“PT- 109,”: a..drama:‘ con- 7 

‘-eerning ‘late | President... Jotin.. F.. 

| Warner, personally - supervised - ‘the: 
.. production,’ -which. he: regarded |] 

naar part | ‘of ‘the: market ‘(about -15%'|| 
_-' @£ it). as of the’time of the Kennedy 
an assassination. 1 ‘Shortly following | T°. a . 
: .the.” President's. death... WB ..ex-J]" 02" | 

- changes were. ‘instructed’ to hold 
‘back on the: release: prints. . 7 

- last week, has. decidéd to- ‘postpone ; * 
. release | of “Dr. Strangelove . or 
” How. I Learned’ to. Stop. ‘Worrying |; 
the Bomb.”-a. farce about. possible) 
e nuclear: ‘bomb: disaster.: 

he firmed. is that..Gore “Vidal’s’ “The | 
| | > Besti :Man,”” -eompleted ‘but not 

. +. yeleased, -.is “now. to undergo. re- 
‘editing. and- ‘retake shooting. - ’Star- | 

-ertson,: this United -Artists release || 
. feature’ concerns.-a ‘fight: for ‘the’ |: 

_ , Presidential nomination. at. a: polit: | 
‘a ical ‘eorivention:. a 

7 "ahead with ‘its ‘planned release - of 
| . “Seven. ‘Days in May” next’ Febru- 
ary but. with’: ‘considérable change 
' in’ the advertising campaign. . Pic- 
‘ture « ‘itself, a “fictional account of 

a. conspiracy - to- ‘take. over’.the 
: presidency’ in’ the. late: 1970's. is 
“not. suggestive of Président Ken- 
“nedy but it_was. felt. that.a new 

- . shift in’ emphasis’ in. the: artwork | 
and. ad copy would: be: appropriate. 

ore “ome. Texas film situations; -ad- 
 Wertised in: this . maniner:. “See 

2 Visconti, Film Director, 

' ““-events for ‘the - Festival ‘of Two- 

he revealed here during: December 
' 2 Swhen Gian-Carlo -Menotti’s . “The 

pean’ performance. following ‘the 

“> Paris: ‘Savage’ was. poorly. re-|" 
‘ ceived: ‘by the’ ‘French: and ‘is due |: 

, ‘under. Menotti. is. expected. to: be. 
‘opened. with: » *Rosenkavalier”, 

_..Luchino’ Visconti and conducted ‘by | 
. =the Met’s Thomas Schippers: Latter per. share.. 
' wilf ‘also. conduct the Cathedral |” 
Square | closing” eancert, Rossini’s. 
/ Byabat 2 Mater.” Dose 

A ins With Presidential Killers 
Much recall fias been heard: ‘since ‘the: assassination of President: - 

Kennedy’ of the novel by: ‘Richard ‘Condon: later filmed: for. United: . 
Artists, namely: “The Manchurian: Candidate”: “'This:. mixture of | 
_party-line - -and. ‘science. fiction ‘opens in. ‘Manchuria: where.a group. ..}-. 
of capturéd.G.I.’s are undergoing psychic conditioning: by. ‘a-Com-. of 
munist Dr. -Fu Manchu; 

- Central -figure. isan “American. (Laurence: Harvey). with’ a: “tight- lan dustry, : in. the. all-important New| * 

sight. to the light: loft of an ‘auditorium: in“New. York... Under his’ “York area: was. clearly: ‘in ‘evidence 
. ‘deep-freeze. hypnosis he‘ is to. kill-the good man. but instead, -break- -:: 
ing ‘partly. free: of his psychic. ‘conitrol, he kills ‘the: evil: ‘plotter a 

a “fim called. “The... 
SETS Sniper” i ‘in 1952, and the Russians used ‘the title on: a film of ‘theirs: | a) ee . :. | kind ‘of. showcase. ‘tiarketing. “Spe- |] 

swing. stooge istepfather.. “This ex-G:E ‘takes a rifle with.a ‘telescopic ~ 

“Separately, Columbia. Pictures. released ” 

in .1932:-- 
-:“Suddenly,”. ‘United Artists. release of! 1954, focussed: on a paid 7 
Killer, Frank” Sinatra, : “whose assignment was to assaSsinate-the = 

{-firstrun, “and: ‘instead. go in” with +} 
- Fits, product in 20 theatres: ‘day-dat- |]. 

President as his train- arrived: in. the. California ‘town ‘called- ‘Sud- : 
denly. : Sinatra and his cohorts take over a: little house ‘and hold: 

its occupants ‘at gunpoint. “They set.up.a high-powered rifle zeroed .. 
ed in-on-the spot-where the President expectedly is-to ‘come ‘into view; 

‘The assassination plans: are. thwarted, however, - when one. of: ‘the | 
a ‘hostages manages to: subdue. the would-be- assassins. 

JFK's $ Naval Heroics hi m Leonel 
_ Pr. 109° Had Played. Off d. Off “About: q 506 Will Re-Edit: 

‘Best Man’ n’—Change Ad Copy: for wf Days i in 1 May’. 

Wain Bros: ‘heizarchy. the pall ot copie a hitorney 

HARRIET F, ‘PILPEL 
Powe ‘dome $64, 600. questions . 

_ note Informative. eaters: 
with. obvious .: affection. - in the” upcoming : 7 

. “PT-109", “had. play ed’ a .sub-| 58h ) Anniversary Number» 

VARIETY: 
Phas othet statistical and. dote-filed_ 

charts and erticles a 
“€olumbia, as ‘ VARIETY reported || 

‘“Karlier. indicated and: now: ‘eon: |: 

Sune tins 
ring Henry Fonda- and. Cliff. Rob- |; 

: Paramount, meanwhile, is’ s‘goind 

devised a. provocative. ad campaign. 

ter. ways -of. getting rid’ of. him!’”.. 

-(SPT-109” | is the. film which 

The Japs™ -Almost | Get. Ken--.- 
* Medy.”: ‘The story: was. widely. ar 
‘published at the time film: was. . 

. an ceneral release.) . ” 

. | Par'’s' campaign ‘for the ‘film; 

Set for Several Events . 
A Menotti’s Music Fete 

. Venice: Dec. 3. 
“Next summer" 's general Jineup of. 

‘Worlds: at. Spoleto.. ‘is “expected to 

Last. Savage”: has: its second ‘Euro- 

completed. " 

Glen ‘Alden’ ‘tra Me 

Opera. ‘Comiques* presentation ¢ in’ 

for . . Met: ‘Opera. ‘exposure. Jan: “23. |. 
Jer i 

“The: ‘4964. “season at. “Spoleto | 

d by Ital stage y. alo’ film.” ‘director Te gular’ quarterly. divyy. of. 1248 

ers: of record on Dee. . 31, 

~ | ron Tights.” Another. . ‘exception + 

| picture will now -open at 20. thea-. - 

'.. {| do- so, But: in -all-:cases’.the.- thea-. 

..» {| Picture”? ‘ policy, _although . aréas- 
—“| have been. -The DeMille. ‘Theatre, 

o | say, (one-of them), may be ‘opening | 
~-[ with’ a Metro. picture and’ running: 

~ From JFK Gaff) 
. ‘Paramount - Pletures ~ ‘narrowly 
avoided ‘an: - émbarrassing :“eoinei- |: 
dence’ on. the. véry. day ‘the Presi-. 
dent “was ‘shot.. This:. was: in’ con- 
‘hection_| “with ‘it’s- “Seven: Days in 
May,” for: which. the™ ‘company’ has | 

‘On the -fateful: Nov. 22,. ‘an ‘ad was |. 
‘scheduled to. run with | ‘a banner | 
quoting one: of :the film’s characters |" 
-as.-saying in’ reférence. to the’ pic-] - 
‘tures’s fictional “.chief . exécutive: | 
Impeach him hell. There. are: bets, 

“The picture deals with.a military — 
‘coup in the. United States -in which |° “ 

| a’ President:is deposed. ‘At. the last 
| minute, it.was decided that the ad 
might™ be .a. little toa, strong. and. 
different. copy “was' substittted: ‘In 
thé wake’ of: ‘the JFK murder: ‘it 

a: fis’: - felt ‘that some - -other.:. “copy 
[ehanges may: be fortheoniing: in, 

: 20th: Century-Fox’s. “Take © Her che. 
; She's: “Mine”. was also yanked from |’ 

.:|.éxhibition ‘for some: reediting : fol- 
: lowing: the shooting; to deléte some 
references to: JFK. :One.scene. in- 

"| volved a college’ student: imitating’ 
Kenriedy’s.. voice .arid -in another::a. 
character had‘a. phone conversation: 
with’. Jacqueline. ‘Kennedy... ‘These | 
sequences were: ordered ‘cut from }- 
the "350. prints* now. in. release : ‘Na- 
tionally, (a. “different. voice. being 
dubbed - to: replace -. the ‘student’s 7 
imitation. .- ‘The - work. ‘is. already 

‘!uneven::;“Take Her, .She’s. Mine”. ” 

> Glen ‘Alden : Corp... .. whose - “sub: |. 
-sidiaries ‘include:: ‘RKO ° Theatres, | ; 
declared: an éxtra dividend. of. 20c 
‘a common share in addition to they j 

“Both are payable: ‘out: of the 
earned: ‘surplus: on Jan. 14° to: hold- we 

lle, runnerup Pics; followed. by. -“Con-\ pages ad 9). : oo 

“eg fee Or in IATSE Mudhole “HIN na 7: , 
._ Upheaval: in, ‘the. ‘motion: ‘picture: oO 

. "By. EDDIE KALISH. 

International. “Alliance. of - Thea- 
"Chairman of. the: Fedesction of 

British Film Makers‘: 

“LORD: ARCHIBALD - 
- @Nalyzes the. local: film business. : 

- and details his reasons: why 

- Slow Playoff Gluts 
; British: Market 

this. .week': as Metro. _officialdem ||. 
disclosed, plans: to. break : away. -from || 

| the : “stereotyped” .” . metropolitan | 

play off. patterns. and-set-up its own |[ - 

|| getion: in’ New York: City against 
jthe production of a non-union fea- 
|} ture, .Throtigh... the’: East- Coast 
‘Motion Picture Council, which is 

cifically, MGM. intends: .to .- fore- 
‘sake the usual. type ‘of: ‘Broadway . 

{sighted -aim on Larry Moyer, an 

}ing:- right. off,-. ‘perhaps | ‘including } 7 = et the enn are | Union | , film | Called “The Moving. 
~ among -. ‘the outlets ‘a - downtown . 7; lw may _ Ma bebgrt > in New York and nT Fest. 

. 2 olay se of the. type on sed! cf |. -inthe'upcoming It val’s “best director” award for it. ° 
= clusive, or ‘almost : exclusive first-'|| ‘58th. Anniver sary: ‘N. umber, IL The - council’s action is twofold. 
= iin ‘basis. | -For-one thing, it is demanding that eS x of 

oe or I] Moyer, who has been ‘a film editor 
| by ‘trade, be expelled from editors’ 

The. “MGM. -plani: ‘as ‘detailed. ‘by 
V.p sales -manager- Morris © -‘Lefko: 

| this. week,: calls. for ‘the : ‘company || © .*". 
| to play. all ‘of its pictures in New|]. .: 
York:.on ‘the .“showcase” basis at’) ~ 
“the. ‘outset. Exceptions are: such | Fy 

-| Metro features.as are accepted ‘for |} #4 
.| Showing at -Radio. City Musie Hall, | S784 | 
a\ which’ would retain’ exclusive ‘first-} 

‘Pisi2 ‘ther’ statistics ‘cad dote-flled. 
- gharts, aad: articles. 

— the N.Y. City Commissioner of In- 
. vestigations, Leon. Fischel,: to. re- 

would be-the ‘type of. product that |* 
} lends -.itself ‘to.. exploitation-satura- |:-*.' 
‘tion bookings. around: a nefghbor- , 

__| basis:-of the: alleged.: violations. 
at will work: this. way: “gecording : af Bs 
‘to presént ‘blueprinting.. “An- MGM}... ¢. 

| “Lotion, ‘Dee. 3; 
’ ||'tres around .the-general:N. Y.area. | Official disclosure in the" House : 

| ‘The Broadway: theatres which: want.| of Commons. on. the award of. the’ 
‘to /participate will: be..invited to first pay: tv contracts “in Britain 

is ‘expected hourly. It. is. almost:|-~ 
certain. to-be made within the next | 
48: hours. Word. is- due: from. the 

crackdown in east by IATSE: 

J tres: ‘thus ‘Participating: will be on 
firstrun.. - Doubtless © they'll ‘be. 

|| charging ::  firstrun,.. of: “advaniced, Postmiaster-General, Regin ald. 
‘prices “and guaranteeing runs “Of. Bevins. ; 
‘two to. eight, “weeks... |: At’ least: ‘three. contracts, and 

. Specific theatres: have yet" fo be. possibly a ‘fourth, ‘will be awarded 

se selected, for the “MGM: Showease and each..of . the. ‘successful:. Com-:: 

ginning the film, he had- gone to 
thé union to try: and work out. some 

‘feasible but that he was unable to 
obtain any. concessions. He then 

union basis. 

would. take -action against ‘any 

f Continued on Page 35) 

which. winds its. initial engagement : 
“(of three: weeks) at the. Music Half 
tonight (Wed.). On Jan. 22 it will 
-go “showcase.” This. is to. be. fol-: 
lowed .by’ “Sunday. in- ‘New. York.” 
Latter-will: ‘go right into. ‘the “show-. 
case”. belt* of 20 or so theatres. 

__ (Continued on. Page. 15)" 

~ Nai ational Boxoffice Survey 
“Thanksgiving Boosts. Biz: Tree’ First, ‘Dealers? od, 

ar Cleo’ 3d, “West? Ath, “MeLintock’ sth | 

“panies will | have ‘a. territory ” in. 
London as . well: as . in the’ Prove | 

or .the. Criterion,‘or Loew's State, |: he thre _ certairitic es. “ate “be: 

gardéd’.as :(1)° Choiceview, . which |” 
|. will: have t 

| simultaneously . ‘with: perhaps::’ 19.J", wid. eithes Unser ar Noting | . 
| other ‘houses around the five mu-: ham;* (2) Pay-TV;.. which ‘will op-. a 

{-nicipal ‘bor oughs: and: in the’ outly . erate. in. the.: Victoria. district of. | ai 
| ing suburbs. | London and Sheffield in the north; |4 1. ment | ‘erms 

"First picture ‘slated ‘under: the | and (3). British WLelemeter, ‘which | a 
new ‘policy. is “‘Wheeler Dealers,” | wili function - in’. the: ‘Wimbledon-| 

‘area:.in “London -and in’ a® -Man=| 
chester district. ‘The: ‘fourth.- would: 
be. -‘Tolldivision, which. is -expected | 
‘to: have ‘the’ south. London area |- Television: Industries: Inc,, which 
of Woolwich: and a’ provincial’out- ‘had been engaged ‘in the distribu- 
let in'-a--Home ‘County. area - of 
either ‘Bedfordshire ‘or. Hertford- 

4+ shire.- > oe 

tv, -and’ undertook. to. enter -new 

_. - | Youngstein - as. its president, is to 
receive 10° of the net proceeds 
from “Fail-Safe,”. ‘produced. ° by 

| Youngstein. for Columbia. release. 
. Youngstein, Jerry: Pickman and 

:1 Charles Siminelli had: become .a 
prominent. part’ .of: the Television 

:..| Industries setup ‘when the film- 
-{ making :: program was adopted. 

a 5) “Pail-Safe”. was fo-be the first fea- 

Firstrun big is “recovering . ‘in: -juzat’ Bed” (Embassy. and ‘fema } 
sharp : fashion from the’ big: ‘let- | La Douce” (UA). Latter, ‘of coursé,. 
‘down of: the. previous week (due /-has been: high® on: ‘the:.- Vist “for 
‘to. abbreviated: schedules and. ‘sad- | months, and. currently. is playing: in 
dened populace caused by” Presi-: only. a ‘few major. ‘city firstruns.. -|“Dr.. Strangelove” is. based: 
dent, Kennedy’s assassination), with | - “Tg a Mad World’. (UA), just ; 

| natural- upheat - from. .-the’ ‘long j getting: .under.. way Sin four: key- 

‘Thanksgiving -Day- weekend... _p eities -covered. by.’ Variety, looks. 
. “Under Yum Yum’. Tree”: (Cal) like “a: future: blockbuster. ‘It. was 
‘(5th -wk) -is finishing: ontop by -a| capacity. :in- Second week: at - “N.Y. 
narrow. margin. It is: closely . pur- | Warner, “smash in Boston, ‘boffo. 
‘sued by.“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM).| in: Chi.and still ‘smash-in U.A. ..[ing.. (Pickman: bowed out and later 
(4th: .-wk), “second-place - winner. |”. ‘Soldier. m* Rain”. (AA). shapes: 
“Déalers” has: been- near ‘the. top | as a potential .high-grosser, . judg- -Technicolor.) . . 
-now :for’ several ‘weeks... ing from its. sock:.showing in two |. In. addition to: the 10% of the 
i “Cleopatra” (20th): (3d ‘wh: is NY. -firstruns:’ “Who's: Minding ° net profits, Television Industries 

‘being pushed down: to: third: place: ‘Store’” (Par),- another. newie, As: in 
a like -category.-° = 

. “City. ‘Lights”” ‘(indie),.- back on 
Teissue’ at a NLY..arty theatre, hit | 
-a new. house. record opening. week 
‘despite being .an oldie. _| the. proceeds after total production 
‘In: French: Style” (Col) : shapes and : distribution, costs. have been 

sharp” in-two. key. cities and. is okay ; recouped, 
in: another. ‘Wuthering ‘Heights” |: 
(Cont) « (reissue) looks “smash - in 

fringement: upon a property. .on 

resigned as ‘president last “April, 

“Fail-Safe; ”’ which he has done, for 

‘tion: and: production expenses | in 
‘the-‘amount of- $204,915 and is. to 
réceive;: further, : $52, for over-. 

“by these. sterling newcomers. “How 
“West: Was Won”. (MGM) (49th wi) . 
is. finishing. fourth: : : 
“MecLintock” . (GA). (3a “wik): ‘is; 

“winding - ‘up -fifth although abit 

1 (20th) ' (3d wk). ‘will capture sixth. 
sf position. “Fun at Acapulco” : (Par) : 

| is taking: seventh . spot, first. ‘week 
‘out: to-any_ extent. SLA. | 
““Paini Springs Weekend” (WB). we “Lawrence: of Arabia” {Goi}, now ing. Dec. 19 in Wilmington. 

(9d. wk). will ‘wind:: up eighth: mostly on continuous and lowered = 

Trans-Lux Quarterly Ie “Incredible Journey” (BV). (4th.wk):| 5cale runs, looms hotsy in L.A. and |: 
is finishing ninth after: being much |:Frisco ‘and: okay in Toronto. - 

Cl higher in ‘recent: wéeks..“Silies of |“ Note: The number of weeks. ont |. 
| Field” (UA). (7th: wk) : ‘rounds . out. ‘ta releasé for-bigger and longrun: 

the: Top..10 ‘films... | Pix are designated in: such’ cases.. 
-“Lord - of : Flies” (Cont) | ‘is ‘top. _. (Complete Bowoffice. Reports ony 

. , holders . of Tecord ‘on Dec:.: 13. 

-clared the: regular 15¢ quarterly 
dividend -On:.the common: stock: 

° aR serve 2. on ps wag oe nas ee! rar ere nook mea en re 

| pier He Shot Non-Union 

1 trical ‘Stage Employees .is taking. 

made up of eastern: picture-making . 
| IATSE.. ‘locals, the union _ has: 

-_ | indie producer. who made a non- 

Local %71- because of his use-‘of 
| non-union crews. onthe film: .Sec- - 
'|-ondly, ‘the. Council has ¢ontacted: 

. | quest an investigation. into "Moyers... 
..- alleged . violation. of various ‘City 

oe, ; Counej! is also asking. that the: City: 
—_ impound. the film -or take. other: 

{steps ‘against its: showing on the. 

| . As regards ‘the expulsion —pro-'- 
ceedings in Local 771 action,: it. 

yappears “that Moyer will be’ 
|} bounced. ‘from the . ‘Union ‘and. his. 
main livelihood. As far as known. 
‘this is. first recent: ‘instance of a. 

: Moyer -declares: that, before be- 

kind of arrangement which would. 
make. his project’ economically 

went ahead with the Bie on. a-non- 7 

“The: union has: Tong. said that it 

IATSE .member. who participated’ 

"hs to Fail- Safe’ 
tion: of old theatrical features for 

:; featrical production with Max E.: 

|} ture. A lawsuit.-was filed against ... 
the company by Col and others who-:: .- 
claimed “Fail-Safe’ was an..in- | 

which Col’s and: Stanley. Kubrick’s: 

The action, it’s now-learned, was. 
settled this’ way: Youngstein, who © 

‘was .permitted. to go ahead’ with 

*Col--release and: with Col financ-. 

joined Col- and. Simonelli. joined. we 

was reimbursed for its pre-produc-" 

head allocated to the picture. from ; 

-Details were’ ‘given ° ‘in.a proxy : .. 
statement.‘sent out in “advance of”: 
‘Television: Industries’ annual meet... 

Trans-Lux. Corp.. _last.. week de-" 

‘It’s ‘payable Dec. 27 to. oe 

? Se oe: me. oa Seema cee 

o. Vie 
> Sox 

“et 



ye A 

uae Kw bw. ed can 

For : Tadies In ae
d 

international. Alliance : of Thea- + 

trical Stage’ Employees projection- ae 

jsts local 306. ‘has..succeéded in|. 
raising. scales:. and. manpower re-|: -: 

quirements . in: independent : thea- |} 

tres in the New York area which} 
-in. selective | firstrun| 

- United’: _ Artists’ | 

‘“‘Premiere. Showcase” and. related |. 

': participate 
bookings : like 

plans. With. the - independents 

nailed, the union is now readying | *. 
battle with the Century: circuit, -a. 

Long Island chain of some size. 

Projectionists reached © 

ment, with. the Independent. Theatre|. 
| 

covering: ‘special : 8 
‘Owners - Assn, 

rates on what 306 defines ‘as ‘‘spe-|- | 

- These: include: “Pre-|- . 

--miere. Showcase” with a Broadway 
situation, selective bookings’. after]: 

: cial | runs.” 

Eroadway,. ‘some neighborhood 

firstrun ‘schemes. -and. - 

“third . circuit” ‘pookings.. 

these are quite ‘inter-related : and} 

eften amount to ‘slight. variations o 

on on> . another. a! 

“Premiere *Showease”. 

ror week. Theatres. “playing | the |. -- 
runs © but: 

runs which fall into the categories |: 

outlined will: add a “man to the]. 

booth in. houses: ‘with less than |.» 

“1.100 seats at existing scales. In|- 

other ‘ sub-“showease” 

s‘tuations over 1,100 seats the. scale 

has been upped to the. present. cirs] 

eit rate of $580. weekly -as. opposed _ 

ta. the’ old. indie rate : of $438 per |: 

week... 

These. - demands were “bitterly 

‘contested by the theatremen who. a 
felt. that they were being unduly]: | 
pressured. - But: 306. declared itself ..:7; 

prepared. to walk-out : if: it did. not 

~ Bet its way. | 
Century circuit may ‘bea ‘tougher - 

Several. years -ago this a 

chain | beat. "306 by | ‘forming : co eae 

“ramp” union of its own, thereby |. 

shutting out the IA for. a while. |. | 
Union wants Century to pay the | 

-onponent. 

$530. major chain scale, or add. a 
man. to. its - booths.’ 

houses now pay. $480. but most pay 

“just $360 a week. Already 306 is 

‘talking. “strike” 
tions fail. 

"Europe to oU., Ss. 
Eileen Flissler 
‘Erroll: Garner. 
Curt Jurgens 
Alan Lewis 
‘Anthony. R. Morris * 
Aaron Rosand- 

“N.Y, to ix: 
Eddie Bratken 
Troy. Donahue. 
‘Peter Fleming 
Eleanor Pinkham 
Sid Raymond — 
David Samuels 

| L. A; to N, Y. 
Martin Brandt: > 
Judy .Cannon .- 
Warren Caro 
Larry Cohen _ 
Stanley. Donen. 
Vernon. Duke. 
Sid Garris - 
‘George. Greif. . 
Mitchell. J. Hamliburg 
Billy. James... 
John Kurland: 
-Roddy’ MéDowall - 
Geraldine Page 

U.S. to-Europe 
“Michael Anderson Jr.” 
Jean Berere. | 
Maurice. Chevalier 
Alfred Drake - mi oe 

Philippe Forquet. . 
Jacqueline Francois _ 
Jack. Harrold ~~: 
Morris Lefko. oh 
George Margolin 
Robert H: O’Brien. 
Hildy Parks. ~<° 
Clark Ramsay :’ 
Red. Silverstein . 
Dan Terrell 
Jack Towers © 
‘Elmo Williams 
Lou Wilson - 

~The Finest: “Address 
' In London a 

May Fair Hotel. 
BERKELEY. ‘SQUARE, LONDON. WT 

‘Res.; Cable. Collect—Mayfairtel, _ 
Leaden. oe ‘Your ‘Travel Agent .. 

COS nr = a Od 

agree-| -’ 

‘so-called |. 
-AlL of |): | 

“ houses an 

with. over 600 seats must now’ pay} 
-"75 

“$638. weekly whereas’ “before there. 

was no fixed scale. It. was invari-} - ; 

ably lIess.. For’ those houses . “with. ° 

I1-ss than: 600 ‘seats the ‘seale is now}. ; 

.95¢C> less .or. approximately $578}. 

Top -Century |: 

should negotia- 7 

Fest, 

: Acapulco, 
| View of the ‘year’s previous festival | 
‘winners,’ is a. devotedly . fun. ‘af- 

| fair, meaning that. film: showings, 

«Week Ended Mon, @. 
t Actual Volume, . 
+ Ex-dividend.. 

Over-the-Counter ‘Securities. 
. . ; ve Bid aw re 

° Four Star Television | ous wh 3 geblatees .8%° -° 934 ..- 
‘Gen, Aniline & Film = «|. va, "eases oe B25 B52 IO: 

’ General Artists. Corp. easel ne eeeer te 694 oT Wy 
«General ‘Drive-in... a : °40%° 1%" +%. 

- Magna Pictures: ...00.000.050 0002. 02 De 2 14 HH 
‘Medallion | Pictures *: fl TR 18% 
-Premier Albums -. ;. ees wees a veseoe, 458 ...536 —G-. 
. Rust..Craft. Greeting Cards eters 6  STIY 1256 + 34: 
“Seven Arts Productions ~ a . on egereegecce (656.  - TBO. = HH 
_ Transcontinent Pelevision we aesetiseees av IDR. “2056-0. 3% 
UU: A. Theatres: -. a Es see's us Sen eweee WB IZ 
“Universal ‘Pictures :. hee e recente. 65. 70%. [1 | 
Walter Reade-Sterling Inc. “eee reece cae BIA 8% = 
-Wometco. Enterprises we gaae oie Te wee ee 8 3656 . +3. > 
Wrather Corp... 2.8 i. eee eee saecccecscaw 6C 6% 0 mar 

“Source: ‘National: Assn: or Securities. Dealers Ine: de: 

Sf Courtesy of erat Lynch, Pierce; Fenner. & Sault, Ine. ) _ Do 

nee Quai 
Week Ended Tues. (3) ~ 

Ne Y. ‘Stock- Exchange 
.. 7963. “ #Weekly VoL Weekly. Weekly Tues.. Change 
High. Low... ... in 100s. High. .- Low. ’. Close’. for wk, | 

"9556 -12%. ABC. Vending 132. 18% |” vie 1300 I 
3814..2774.. Am Br-Par Th. 303° ...3238. 30%. = 3194 te 
21% .1444. Ampex. -.<: .2067 BOA 1918 19% - 1 
84344216 “CBS 2 2.v.0: 858 280 | 7434 7958-4338 
1834. 12% ‘Chris. Craft: , 120°. 1378 > 18%". --18%-5 =| % 

2944. 22%. Col Pix ;.. ae “89... 2334... 22%%4--. 2% 4 is: 
46... 4514 Deceasc2s-.. 5. 4 =... 451%. °.4514 4518. UB 
4636 2734. Disney: a 148 °° 4284-.  .4034.05:42 2" “+1. 

12236. 10614. . Eastman - Kak 311° 11514. - 11134, -114%— 2. 216.7. 
636.514: EMI 2.02...) 343-53 6M 05 584 6. be 
277% 2056.- General ; ‘rire. 706-25... 2314... 249% =. +34 
161% .95%° Glen Alden .. 795. 1434 144%. 141. +154 
2334 1584. Leéw’s. Thea.. 93..:° 1784." 178 AT tH 
6834° 48 MCA Inc.” ..° 74: 6056. © 57)... 9 59%) +256 :, 
3836: 15 .. Metromedia | » 252" 341%: - 3214 B40 AL 
“3704-28. MGM ree. 28E 80% 2 27746. 28g 
1234. 77%.. Nat. GL Corp. 205. 1044 “ 934 “93%. —™% 
2434. 2014 Outlet’: +490 ~~... 2 RIG 2200 , 
391% 3544": Paramount. - $206" Bagge 252i 6384 4 
211% 120%. Polaroid. ...1085 18234: 16914. 179% . +74 
10234: 56. RCA 4488 102% | '9234 .102°.- : +84 
1014. 634°. Republic”. 98. 8% BA. BSA, 
"1634 14 Rep, pfd-.:. 5. UB WU 
2534 2014 “Stanley. War. TAS 251k oer 2334" 24Ve 2 vi on 
4536 31. Storer 33 . 4012 ° -.39 * 7? 401e.. 
2814 17% Taft Bdest. : . 41°. 25765: 244% 254% +. NE 
37:20. 20th-Fox*.2..-729 2834.. -.°2656.-" -2734.¢, Hee : 

- 32. ° 4734 - United Artists: 131... 220 -:- 2036. --203@-°. 4 
16144 12% "Warner Bros.. 170°. 13% * + 13%. “113% oe 
“8414 ...51... “Zenith © 1137" | 83° 16°. 8114 Ale 

°  Aimetican ‘Stock: ‘Exchange... a —_ 
a See)! Ss ‘Alliea ‘Artists..24°.-2234°. 216 238A EMH. 

11%4;.°5 -. BalM’nt GAC 70” 1096" BE". 85% LIA 
12%’. 634°" Cam-P’kway’'. 140 8%). TY TH 
247%. 1674 Cap. Cit. Bde. 57° 2Y 0° 19 BA 
1734: 10%. Cin’rama Inc. 480 1344. 1338. 125 + 
9°. 614 Desilu. Prods. BB a O58 Yet Me 
9%. 434 Filmways- “61.0914 8% 9 

:14%.: 9... MOvielab...°°°°°'1T 0° O76: (9% — 95%. 2 — He 
13% 534 MPO Vid... 24° 1b Hs TK KH 
356 21%. "Reeves ‘Bdest. 17) 9-27 ---. 294...: 2%. —=23™% 
514 |. 234..Réeves Ind. ”..132 00: 3 23% 82. 24> cal. 
1734 1334. -Rollins Bdest.. 15°. °:1656 1554 «165@ 4:14 
- 25%. 1634 . Screen Gems. 3600 22... 20: 21. . 1% 
22° (856 Technicolor .382° 17% -°1654. (174% — % 
- 63% — 41% -Tetepromnter * 44. ~ 5G: 4% 4G _ 

234. - 34 Tele-Indus-.. AB an a) er) oe a 
ce 1056. Trans-Lux. 12. 1154" 1156 ~ 

‘eeu Delays AcaploF Fest 
~ Richard “Beymer Gives Practical J oker. ‘Host’ a a Taste i}. 

Of His Own’ Boyishness 

By VINCENT CANBY ~ 

“Acapulco, Dee. 3. 
: - Official: opening of the- sixth: an- | 

: ‘nual: ‘Acapulco: Film Festival, which 

= “was - ‘originally scheduled | for: Nov. 

“123, was: delayed ‘until last: “Tuesday. 
(26). -as © all of ‘Mexico * ‘observed | 

° three days | ot ‘national. ‘mourning | 

for: the late. ‘President . Kennedy.. 

“is .scheduled - to. 

wind’ up’ ‘per original. ‘plan on. Fri- 
{day (6), via: the double-featuring of 

however, 

six of: the’ 14: films set to: be ‘shown. 
a: non-competitive. re- 

are. lintited. to. evening ‘screenings 
| so ‘that. -delegates-.can. “enjoy the: 
daytime: sun-and-sea:. 
Yank participation. ‘has: been ef: 

ee. Neee 

‘Tsult. of events ‘at -home: *:Prior. to 
(| the sereenings -of: the. official US.: 
“pic, -Sam : Spiegel’s ‘British Eady 

“Lawrence of. Arabia,”. ‘on Planner: 
Saturday. (3), “Motion. ‘Picture Ex: 

‘ed a. Small. cocktail” Teception.. for. 
heads...of the. fest. and other” dele- 
gations." 7 

chad ‘been invited to attend the fest 
‘by . an.» “unauthorized”: Acapulco 

woed last month. Beymer's. arrival 
‘eaused a. certain. “amount: of: con- 
sternation, but fest: finally - agreed 

his -érsatz’ host’ and: threw: ‘him 
; fully, dressed - -into" the pool. of the 

_ (Continued ‘on ‘Page 15): 

a 

“| Jand Thornton, MPEA chief in London... 
~~} staff “of - Variety’ flew: out Friday: :(29).. to. Acapulco, . Mexico,. for. the oye 

. Henry Hart. of ‘the. National Board:.of Review has | | festival there. ee 
. Mr, and ‘~.. | changed: residence from Brooklyn. Heights tto Jersey. shore «. 

|Mrs.. Charles E: Kurtzman: slipped. out ‘of Manhattan for: 10: ‘days «in 
“Florida waters on yaeht. of. sister-in-law,. Mrs.: ‘Ralph Atlass, of Chicago 
| ‘broadcasting fame. The -recent ‘general. manager ‘of -Loew’s: Theatres : 
a is due ‘back in mid-Décember to negotiate. his probable:new.. connection: ” “A! 

- Twentieth-Fox : board: :chairman .Spyros .-P. . Skouras.. is planning a.....-: 
. business-pleasure trip abroad after the first-of the. year vas 

wt .. | homeoffice- was ‘buzzing: with: top’. level” ‘production. ‘meetings: Thanks- 
--.| giving ‘eve, with Elmo Williams. in ‘from Europe .and’ Richard. ‘Zanuck 
“Lim from the Coast for talks with prez Darryl. ¥. Zanuck. 

~ | Kong and. “Lord Jim”’.. 

(publication: in. the N.Y. area’. 

Le conferences. in the field this week. . on 
-.. (comedy, “Hallelujah The. Hills,” ‘a vet. of: no less: than six of. the 1963:°°". 

:| festivals, .will- open its U. S.: preem. date: at the Fifth. Avenue’ Cinema*” - 
. Loeal IFIDA ‘office pledges | support for. that exhib. a 

‘who -was “indicted last - week ‘by a Grand Jury in ‘DeKalb County, Ga. 2 vo 
| for. showiiig:“‘The Baleony.”” | aa 
| ” Herman: ‘G: Weinberg. has: been comimissioned by: Editiong ‘Seghers 

iF of Paris to do.a book on director. Josef von Sternberg: . 
. briefly | Jast week en route to the Acapulco Fest: Andre Parent, director 

-" of. the. Centre ‘National de. la .Cinematographie, and’ Robert- Crayenne>. 
“Muscle Beach :Party” started. shooting. yes: 

_ terday (Tues:) on. the ‘Coast. Meanwiile,. producer. Martin Ransoheff | 
. fis. vel looking. for a new: title. ‘for. his: film version of dra Wallach’s an 
a “nove an 

| here Dec. 16 .. 

-of Unifrance . 

‘| Par’; 

ae ings. of “Ladybug, . Ladybug”. -. 

*| feetive, ‘though - subdued" ‘asa. res 
‘UA’s 
‘ging: the. pie *. 

port. Assn. veep. Bob: Corkery. host- |. 

~The’ only.’ “American. actor -to'| . 
‘show for the Yank screening . ‘was 
Richard: ‘Beymer who, dronically, |'Monday (2). 

representative. who’ visited. Holly. . 

23-Jan-1°: 

RES TE EES LYTIC i Ee ee ae Oe 

Ba | Weisl, chairman of. the ‘Paramount exec - gonimiittes - ‘and. a Bar: 
| poard member, is a‘ close pal of new President: Lyndon B..Johnéon, | 
| baving headed. LBJ’s campaign for the Democratic ‘nomination at-the 

1960: Dent convention. : -Leenard. Lightstone, Embassy’ éxec -v.p: planes eg 

'L Ripps, Cinema. Distributors. of: America ‘prez; ba¢k. from: Paris - ‘and:> |. 
‘Rome where: he glimpsed native pix and made some. distrib deéals for - 

Le | EDA | product . <: .. Jack Lewis; who with. Jane Wardell penned Allied. ..: 
| Artists’ “A Yank in’: Viet-Nam,” inked ‘by paperback book. publisher a 

: ‘Century Books to: write a novel on guerilla. warfare. se 7 

| tomorrow to Paris ‘to set'the opening. there ‘of. “Ghost at Noon”. . 

‘London Evening News & Star gave top-of-page 12-point. ‘type prom--:.. 
inence to a. poem honoring J ohn: Fitzgerald: Kennedy writtenby Ro- 

. Vincent. ‘Canby: of ‘N.Y. film 

Word from: Argentina is. that. next ‘year's. Mar Del Plata ‘Film Fest 
. will, in fact, be: the Buenos. Aires Film Fest,-with an April: date tenta--: 

rant ‘tively - set. ‘A number of reasons are given.as to why" the’ location is 
_*| being: shifted -from. the. South. Atlantic. resort. city.to the: Argentiné~ 
| capital;.-among™ them: convenience: and: a growing | dissénsion: between, fe 

eee fest. heads: and Mar Del Plata -city fathers. : + 

Foreign . ‘department . execs. ‘of. 20th-Fox: ‘report’ “that. advance ticket " 
. sale for “Cleopatra” in Tokyo, where pic opened ‘last ‘week, has:-reached’ 
Va Tokyo. record figure of $82, 000—particularly’ noteworthy, they think, =. 

-| because: tickets. for. the. yearend. holidays have “not, yet. gone’ on: sale 
. Casino | Films is. prepping ‘the U.S. release . of ‘the’ new: Austrian 

! | film. version of “Die’ Fledermaus,” featuring. Peter. Alexander, ‘Mari- . 
.:) ahne Cook. and Marika Roekk,. pe 

one Philippe Forquet N.Y.-to-Paris. ‘this ‘week. to: record ‘a French- sound- : 
— ‘track’ for:“In the French Style”: in: which ‘he .appears ‘with Jean Seberz |. 

Curt: Jurgens. in from ‘London: and: readying . for a trek -to Hong: 
. .“The Victors” is .the subject of a- 20-page 

| feature -in. -WPAT ‘Program Guide, the . paid-circulation radia’ musi¢.- 
. ; The. most productive of. ‘Warners’ 38°": 
. domestic - branch ‘Managers ‘daring’ this current, week: gets’ a. “special -- 

".| prize—a. television set’: .-. Elia Kazan’s “America- America” -bows-Dec. _ 
| 15 at the Paris Theatre. with. a. limited: number of tickets up for public. 

.. | and -the -rest: invitational’ . 
| (Tues.) after’ a ‘round of personal appearances: at loeal‘theatres here. © — 

‘Something. new in. pix: preview gimmicks | in “Walter. Reade-Sterling ae 
“hosting a. “sauna. and: smorgasbord”: party at. the: City: Squire. Inn-fol-.):. 
lowing: ‘screenings: of Dino De Laurentiis’ “To Bed-Or. Not.-To Bed: me 

| City Squire is a Loew-Tisch. motel which -has a sauna and. | swimming- od 
, ‘Pool setup, and- it’s close: to the: screeningroom.. . 

“Twentieth-Fox exec veep: Seymour ‘Poe: holding | a~ Series’ of. sales ~ 
“Adolfas ‘Mekas’. indie-made. ” 

/Eroy: Donahte’ ‘to: the~ Coast -yesterday 

. AIP’s 

“Muscle Beach. aan sy 

. Tom. Tryon. and. Carol Lynley in. San. Francisco for . -p.a.’s jointly,: 
wd Shortly. will-take off ‘in different roadtour directions ‘to tell. the. gospel.” = 
. | truth ‘about “The Cardinal... -. oes 

‘| -y Daniel’Mann on a promo road tour: on behalf. of Paramount's “who S. one 
‘. Been Sleeping. In. My Bed?” which he directed: : ; 
of published ‘a. paperback | ‘edition of ‘William: ‘Goldraan’s “Soldier ; In. the - 
«| Rain,”.. tied in -with ‘Allied Artists’ pic -version now..‘in.. release’ oe ee 

: |. George. Macready and William Gray inked for.“Where Love Has Gone,” ©. . 
“ | which. begins filming:Dec. 10 in- San Francisco with Jée. MacDenald:. « -. 
“1 Signed -as_ chief. cinematographer... 

| M.D.”.: set for: a. Radio. City: Music: ‘Hall. ‘run - following: Metro’s “The: he: 
| Prize.” “ 

. “George: Sanders: “and. Herbert ‘Lom: set. ‘tor. “Shot: In: the: Dark: ” “now 
filming in. London. for. Miriscb-UA .. » _ 

_ begun. lensing. in. Houston with ‘John: Frankenheimer. directing - ‘and °.° .. 
‘Henry: Fonda and ‘Tony Curtis .toplining;. postponed . until --February: :- 

wos :Universal’s. 

“The. Confessor,” ». due to have. 

. Julius. Epstein signed to. script “Return. From the Ashes” for the 
° a Mirisch - Co., ‘with’ J. ‘Lee: ‘Thompson . slated ‘as: producer-director ; _ 

.. | Roy: Jenson. and Reg ‘Parton among the “Stagecoach. to. Hell” cast: ‘at ve 
- Legit: actress . ‘Hilda ‘Haynes - into’ the: ‘Landau. Co.” ’s “Pawn: nn 

broker.” 

soda company zets several plugs... _ 
-“From Russia: With: Love,” 

. Pat McGee, 

possible theatrical deal with cartoon maker: Ernie Pintoff ; 

was to become a. special distribution-production, rep for Allied’ ‘Artists 
‘in Europe: have been tabled... ..:UA has. slotted .a special 9:30: a.m. 
showing of “It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World” at the Warner Cine- 
Yama Theatre, N.Y;;- : during the - Xmas-New: ‘Year: ‘holiday period; Dee:. 
: : Fortune Films Associated of Boston is the New England: ms Le 
area. distrib. now for Cinema. Distributors. of. America _ Product. a 

The 20th’ 

-:In. New York. 

|" Prodacer’ Everett Freeman, who just finished “Sunday in New. York® aw 
for 7-Arts. ‘and “Metro, says he: and TAs. 

: about two pix-a-year. contract. — oo 

| Elmo Williams, .v.p.: of 20th-Fox. Productions Lid: back: to his. ‘Lon- 7 

a dor: base‘ over. the past weekend. following" homeoffice ‘conversations. 

Ray’ Stark, have been “talking 

Dell Books has ~*~ 

“Captain . ‘Newman, -:: s, ; 

oe t : . : ‘ . . 
. _ .o . 7. oe oat .- - 

a7 a . re wos mo, : . a 

tt i i 

Frank: .& ‘Eleanor ‘Perry: in. Hollywood. hosting press-exhibitor screen-- co 
Allied. Artists and’ Pepsi Cola in:a: .*:| 

national promotion tieup for - "Soldier : in .the Rain,” in which the — 
- Tom Carlile, unit pub manager on’ --.. - 

ona ‘two-week European tour: plug--. ~: 
. Ernest, Pintoff’s: shortie: “The - Critic” will -be-shown): 

in London along with Columbia’s “Dr. ‘Strangelove. ete... 
Cinema_ ‘Distributors. of.. America . “western division . ‘sales manager, : 
touring the southwest holding product promotion meetings...” ae 
“Stanley Donen. in. Gotham: for. a couple weeks’. ‘stay. ‘plugging: “Cha= no 

‘rade’ which. he ‘produced-directed . for . Universal. . fs 
‘gets a-nice boost via displays’ in fwo. of Macy’s- special ° Christ: : as @is-.- ~ 
Play: windows, which generally: attract considerable sidewalk ‘attention. ; 

.. Winston, Cc. Hech: lensing “Robinson Crusoe on Mars” for Aubrey: 
Schenck, Edwin F. Zabel and. Paramount, filming having begun Jast-" ° . 

.» Broadway producer-publicist Arthur Cantor talking a. 
. Bleeeker. ae 

‘St. ‘Cinema, N.Y.,.running a-Polish film program. the week of: Dec.'9.° 
A festival of the. films of George Stevens will be held at the British = || 

Film Institute in London, Dec. 10-Jan./ 18 and a “George. Stevens . -- 
| Retrospective”: is. slated for Paris early in the year, _staged:. by ‘the’ 
-Cinematheque Francaise’. .'.. . Negotiations whereby: William G. ‘Reich 

.to- underwrite - his -bed and board.. 
Actor. subsequently added ‘a. little 
color to the fest when he ran into: 

Pic,: incidentally,: : 



ERT Te TR ee SN TESST TR SRT NT se cage pera mass eo 
-_ - my . ete . . . : pa : . - “ a eas tc ° . . = . 

THAT WAS. {Cre di Asked to Endorse Scheme 
I ; my ___ToKeep Astor Pictures Alive ~ An’ ‘amended . plan of arrange-. 

"0 Bren For recat 5 Ret to edt bi Mm 
~ Metro in: “the. fiscal year. ‘ended 

| ast: Aug. 31 had the biggest Joss |. 
‘in the. -corporation’s history.. .The | 
net deficit amounted - to. $17, 478,-| 

oe 

$14,300,000 cartie™ to. 
“Yn 1962 the company. “had a. ‘profit | . 

co of: $2, 589, 269... or. $1.01. per. 
‘com ae 

‘-.-- mon. share.: 

965. The. ‘loss for- ‘the year . before 
giving’ effect, ‘to. . ‘a tax.” credit . of |- 

$31; 7718, 965. 

That 1963. “would | be. a: financial 
» flop’ had ° ‘been. widely: ‘known, - Tt 
\ was back ‘in January - that Joseph 

. _R.. _Nogel: exited as: president and:|. 
oe Robert: He oO Brient was given, the |. 

,, "MGM at ‘that tire had $100, 000,- =} 
000 ‘invested in its: inventory and |: 

-it- was’ clear: then .and. there that.|. 
--this. kind :.of investment;’on the.|- 

__’ basis of.-cost’ factors, would not ‘be.|' 
_ recouped. . . 
E _ O'Brien . ‘immediately. instituted. 2 

_ ee me 

‘ --Andertook to reduce. “overhead. 

In a: report: to stockholders" last: Lees 
week, O’Brien: ‘said ‘a return’ to | 
profitable operations. ‘igs..in ‘view of + 
“the current, year. and. this. already. 
is in. evidence on results of the 
‘first-quarter. “In ‘an’ interview. with }. 
VARIETY . previously, - whe” said--the I 

““eurrent year: would be: satisfaciory |: 
and: -1965:-ought. to ‘mean further, } | 
we vast improvement: ; :; : 

‘Bounty’: ‘and. ‘Lady’. 
“Among: ‘the: pictures: aay puting | ; 

a after: a: meeting of the Venice’ 
"Biennale: administration under . 

_ of thé Biennale, .- 
'- Mario - Mareazzani,- 

: “post.’some- months’ ago. 

“s-roca.:and “Wladimiro:: Dorigo,. 

4 Bronston Pix 

“It's Chiarini ‘Again’ 
“| «Menice,. “Dec... :3:- 

‘Tniigi: Chiarini_ has.. peen. Fee i. 
: confirmed as director ofthe: 
-Venice Film, Festival for a. secs 

“trond year.: ° 
“Decision. “was. “yeached here”. ; 

“the presidency: of the new head’ 
‘brofesstor , .: 
who. “fe 

‘placed. Italo ‘Siciliano’ in | the 

8 Motion voted also. speaks of | 
‘full: approvation of “moves de-— 
signed to: speed: early” organ- 

> ization. of. 1964. festivals ‘on - 
c ‘their. way.” Reconfirmed along -. 
~ with Chiarini-were Mario Lab-..< |. 

| respectively. heads o£. the :mu- 7 
~ ‘sie and theatre festivals ‘which | 
- come under. the. “Venice Bien- 
nale ‘banner. - * | 

And the: Pitch 
Via Paramount 

fet | 2%. 

at the: 

By VINCENT: CANBY © 

Te 20th-Fox. earnings continue. ‘at. 
‘their present pace, company. should | 

| wind ‘up the 1963 fiscal with a net}: 
j:profit in’ éxcess of. $8; 000,000, -com- | 

'_.| pared -with last’ ‘year’ s monumental : 
“loss. of. $39, 796,094. 

This:-was ‘apparent - -with | the: re: | 
port Tast. week that 20th’s' earnings| --. 

1 for the -third quarter;. ended : last |- ~ 
‘Sept: 28, reached ‘$2,081, 000; or 82¢|- 
‘a share, compared ‘to--a oss of _ 
| $4,360; 1009: for : the. Jike: Period’. in 
52962. | 

.For’ the: first nine months of this 
‘| year | 20th’s .earnings™ totar” $6,841, -]- 
.{000;- equal to “$2.69 |a share, 
7 week's" ‘nine. -months* ‘wound. up in}: 
the red. to: the ‘ture. of: $16,816,000. |:" 
‘Company. has. also voted .a_spe-| Jt * 

“| cial. stock ‘dividend: of 4%- onthe] 
outstanding” common, payable: Dec. |. 4 
31; 1963 to -holders- of record at} :.. 

- the close _of, business-Deé, 9, 1963: '|' : 
_ | This is:.the. first: stock dividend the | - 
_ company has: - had.“ since’. March, | 478. 
_|-1962,.: the . last: time. its. ‘declared. get 
| its: ‘regular’ semi. annual stock, divvy|. . ... 

~ Biz. “Up, : Costs ‘Down pt 
“Cited” as. contributing: factors tol: 

‘improvement. in .-this - year’s. 
| nine-month ‘record: ‘over - the 1962. 

| are’a.5%. increase in income, cou-. 
| pled with a 25% ‘reduction in ‘ex- 
|-penses: involving: amortization costs: 
; and. selling expenses. 

Last. 

-Prexy ‘DarryI’ 

“Pioneers Fete i in. Jan.?° ; 
‘The: official” 30-day. mourn-| © offering an alternative plan: to the “ing. period for the late. Presi- 

> “ner,:: 
a ‘Monday : (25), at: Jeast ‘until 
‘some time-in’ January. 

ordinate ‘the.’ availability 
three major - factors © fhe. 

- dinner — Pioneer .- of - . The- ; 
* Year Darryl F.. Zanuck, spe-. 

’ cial- gueSt .of ‘honor. Dwight D.. 
‘Eisenhower; - 

7 cana. Hotel. ballroom. 

* Somber ‘dramatics. have: “been. 

presarios, -and: some from. foreign 

-Comedy,..once again,: AS: King.. 

-dent- Kennedy: will delay. the -| 
. Motion Picture’ Pioneers din- — 

‘skedded originally - for.” 

and -the- Amer 7 

= rangement, . 

given: thie: ‘pest: from. ‘the. motion | 
‘picture scene. The Hollywood : ‘ime | 

‘lands, are’ bearing. down - on light. 
_and: -airy celluloidia. copy, as. if 

‘} ment has ‘been: arrived at- between 

: “Astor: Pictures. and _ its ‘creditors 

liquidation | of the operation. : The 
creditors mirst now all agree. to. 

the’ mew plan ‘and have been serv-.. 

iced with copies and » forms .. OF 

Pioneers prez: William y. { 2greement. 
Heineman is now trying to- 0 | “Under terms of the new arrange- 

aa ‘ment, all costs and expenses of the 

. proceedings are. -to: be paid in cash: 

jin. full upon: ‘confirmation. Priority 

“f ereditars are.to be. paid in ‘full. 

upon” confirmation or upon. such. 

__ | terms: as. ‘May. be agreed upon: by: ~ 

| the. priority:. creditor ‘and. ‘debtor: 
| Unsecured: creditors are to be paid 

sn. ) 130%. 
~~" elaims: without. 

{months after confirmation and 5% 
_ | semi-annually . thereafter for. two. 
“Land. a half years: These. payments 

yW9 | are to be evidenced by a non-nego- 
/ "| tiable certificate of indebtedness. to 

in. full ‘settlement of: their 
interest’ 

“be: given each | ereditor. _ 

‘Under -terms of. the new - ‘ar- 

executory;, 

four . 

Astor’ reserves ‘the. 
right. to disaffirm, prior to con-- ~~ 
firmation, all:-contracts: which are | 

in whole or in = part... 
Until-all. installments due: creditors. 
per .the pact have Been. paid, the ©... 
salary. of Astor ‘prez. George. Foley. 
will be. limited _to.a sum not in: 

‘te. the’ heavy ‘red ink last. _year. 
-were_the $19, 000, 000° “Mutiny. on] 

“the: Bounty,” - loss-on which ° tas. 
". been written off, and “Lady ’L,”. 
which’ was ‘abandoned and- the $2;-. 

000,000: invested” in. ait E went down. 

Bg ranuck’s om Uae AORBCSE| Cycles come and. ¥o,,of course, |@XCES8, of $400 and_ can't be. in ithout’ :the” written ‘con- and right now the trend: is. toward:| &T eased wi 
rem ‘producing’ ‘factor :in- the ‘the. easy-to-take ‘(or leave) type of ‘sent:of the. creditors committee. 

-as° Well ..as - ‘the highest. | 
‘screen fare.. The heavy: staff is now In the event that an audit at the 

ompany. film. ever Feleased by: thes to. ‘be found mostly in the off-Main | ‘end of any calendar year reflects’ 
Re “Cleopatra,” | Stem: theatres ‘in the. metropolitan losses. ‘by the. Astor. operation: ag- 

* pardmouut “Pictures “has. now. 
confirmed . earlier reports. in ‘this 
_space that. it will ‘bé handling Sam-: 
-uel ‘Bronston’ s next four ‘pictures. 
No...details . of ‘the - ‘agreement _ are. 

. —previous year’s” ‘$136,999, 002. “But: 

..expenses rose from 1962's $131,-: 
709,733. to °$167,998,002. * Of major |’ 
- significance, “amortization ‘and :oth-. 

~ -Blyd> ..and.. ‘Hayworth’: “St, 

"=: fromthe «present -DGA. Building, 
will: ‘cost .an ‘estimated $12,000,000. | 

“ National board. “of- the Guild hias ; 
; okayed expenditure of coin for pre-. ; 
lim architect’-sketches’ ‘and - draw- | 

‘Ings for.the Guild’s new structure, | # 
which will” include’ a theatre, .sev-'| 

_ ‘eral projection. rooms, - 
rooms and:other. filmmaking facili- | # 
. ties, PGA ‘Prexy: George: Sidney. | 

er film. costs -$86,655,569:. in. 1963, 
‘compared with. $56, 572, 689. in. 1962. 

‘Stated: O’Brien: ““While- ‘some of 
: the: ‘pictures earned” grosses: which’ 
-“yeflect * wide. popular. . acceptance,. 
. the -amounts. ‘taken: in’. were.-none- | 

- ‘theless .. unsatisfactory - ‘in - light of {- 

their Production: and : distribution, T. 

costs.” 

Continuing | in the: profit, ‘area } 
were. the: television ‘and music .de-. 
_ partments, = 
$20,962,706, ° "compared: with. ‘$21,- 
174,495: the: year previous. “Records 

’-“ and’ ‘music .income* amounted - to.l§ 
~ $13,810,943; dowrr : ‘from: the. pré-- 
"ceding year’s. $15, 103, 344. ae 

Directors Guild Sinks 

Tv. income. .came. ‘tol 

$12, 000,000 in Com'l- 
- Office Bldg. on Sanset il 

” Hollywood, Dec.: 3. 
Directors ‘Guild - of ‘America’s. | 

: new: 18-story. building . to: be ‘con-: 
structed ‘at. the: corner: of - Sunset 

said. . 

‘Options .: to”: purchase: 

‘Options ‘for. 2,500: shares. of. the 
- Col. comnion’ at. ‘the same. $25.06% [IT 
“: have. been Voted for : senior’ athe ’ 
“: Sok: Al. Schwartz, ‘also. subject: to 
a stockholder: ‘approval. 

across |#k 

-is: believed. .a- -major bankroller in ye: 
[these endeavors. | 

Par :will : supervise. ¢ distribution 
of. “Fall of the. Roman: Empire” -in |: 
ane. western hemisphere. 
‘east, this ‘one will. be’ a: ‘roadshow |: ‘flected: in th m net. 
attraction and “Bronstén’ won't ‘be: et J e. company's inet. 
handling any of. the bookings him- |: 
_self ‘as.-had ‘previously. been ‘intend- 
ed: “Empire”. will be followed. by}. 
“Circus “World,” ‘which: Par: is. ‘dis-,| .. 

"(Continued on Page 6). 

| DECLARE 

|.) “subsequently higher than any | 
- picture. in fhe history of. the - | of. dark and’ ‘brooding themes. And ; 
. industry. _i ‘a 

|: period.” ~ 
“As for- |: 

“*Cleo’ ss” 

_ (Continued. on Page. 8). 

00 IND 
| ON YOUR Sth NDING. N THE TRADE... 

‘comparable. - 
P “1. fully joyous: boxoffice. with prod-. 

| uet devoid ‘of-“sick”. suggestiveness 
| and/or frarikly-stated | moralistic 
a ‘Squalor. 

‘|... Manhattan’s- “fitstrun | be: t. last™ 

éCleo” ‘rentals;: -how-" 
: ever, -have not’ ‘yet. been re- 

It’s : explained . that: 20th is. .- 
. waiting: until an ‘estimate is ~ 
. made. of - ultimate, 
world ‘grossing. potential in: - 

order. to determine the rate | ' 

| said. the public. has: gotten..a surfeit: 

they’re carving their:way to a hope- 

week was. a revelation. inthe way. 
‘| the Hghtweight material has: taken: 

“Wheeler. Dealers”. was at 

‘(Continued on ‘Page, 6) 

over. 

- You’ Can. Imply You As A. Person’ or You as.a- ‘Company; ron 

ra advertisement in. 

 cutting- 1 

Boas. Arthur: Froelilieh::- architect’ “of 
‘3,- (2 DGA's present building, has been |] - 
“Tos. y ‘seleeted, for the: ‘preliminary work. ii 

| - Col & SG. Stock Options } 

~To Frankovich, Schwarts | 
25,000: 

aon shares -of. Columbia eommon ‘stock |: 
oes vait $25: 0614 - and: 55, 000: shares of: 

-.Sereen Gems: at... $20 - per” share. 
have -been.- granted’ ‘to Mike “J. |i}... 
1 Franikovich,; . first. v.p., “Subject” ‘to Bh = 

 <, — stockholder “approval -: at. the ~ an- | 
“nual ‘meeting in New-York Dez.. 18. 

: “NEW. YORK. 10036 
SW, bth Ste 

S LONDON, SW. a
o 

7 o ” St. ‘James's Street . 
_ Piccadilly 

o 9 “Organization, i: Group.- Whichever it is;-Nething Is More ‘Primary - 
‘Than’ Your Standing: in, Your Impact Upon. The Trade. : Everything You” : 

. Gré:or hope to- ‘be: starts ‘with, the Aragle. | ‘Hence’ ‘the. force. of ‘your 

Here is ‘the: Image. of. your Issue, . the. Prospectus | ‘of. “your 
. Anticipation, the. Biography - of Your. Performance: : ‘ 
a - "Suthorize publication. Don't Delay. Act: Forthwith. 

~ HOLLYWOOD sone : 
6404 Sunset Blvd. . 

PARIS 
ae ‘Ave. le. Nesilly: 

de: Neri Sar Sete 

the drain... ae “available but the four features: in- fates that “in : ‘company. ’ \-dreas,: and: “not, in. the. downtown gregating . "$75,000. or -more, the 

The gross’ last. year. was’ listed at: volved. are: represented: as. an. in- | alates this, far, both domestic” showcases.” _tereditor’s committee. has the right 
.-.$136,219,455, compared. with the| vestment of néarly. $40,000,000. Par |. and ‘foreign | it has - zrossed |; “Several - ‘producers’ af late. havé to require ‘Astor to make good the 

lass’ to ‘the extent of $75.000. If. 
‘this -is not done within: ‘30. days: 

| after formal notice to this effect is 
‘served. on Astor, the committee has 
the right to demand all outstanding 
and unpaid notes ‘be paid immedi-. 

lately, provided, however, that any. 
capital. contributions made to. Astor 
during -the .calendar year . he 
credited. ‘against any: losses during 

1the- year. in| question to determine. 
1 ‘whether “Astor - -actnally © Sustained 

| losses. totaling $75, 000 or more. 

The. arrangement also.. provides 
ai that, so. long as any’ of the notes: 

| delivered: is paid, whether:.or not. 
‘due, - the’ ‘stockholders. will not, 

| without consent of the creditor's 
+ committee, 

Hi debtor ‘or declare or pay. any divvy: 
1 on its. issued common stock. Astor 
‘ean’t issue any..additional . common 
Or: preferred stock. either, . ° 

“yote “to ‘dissolve ‘the 

| | Wi Boston Production Fi : 
Plan ‘Me Candido’ First; 
Then Bette Davis Pic: 

' Boston, Dec. 3.. 
i “ Four:Bostonians who propose to 
IIH film ‘Bette. Davis as. Mary Todd 

1 Lincoln, constitute Carlton Produc-: . 
| tions. * ; 

BY. “They: are: ‘Tosh: Baldwin, produ-- 
B| cer of the film, prexy of the organ- 

ization, previously. associated with _ 
the: Boston: Opera Group. and: the 
‘Charles Playhouse of Boston; Joho 
‘B. Fisher, ‘vice president, and . a 

| longtime of - Miss acquaintance 

1. Davis; - Eugene Barber. of Brook- 
| line,. who is. writing the screen- 

: & play; ‘and Terry. Shuman Jr., Need- | 
j ham, Mass., 
‘ducer.. Also. in on deal is Maurice 
‘Weiss. of New York City.. - 

“You: ‘need. ‘only 

~ qHiIcAco 6061 1 - 
400. Ne Michigan Aner ow 

ROME'S” 

‘who is associate pro-: 

. The film’ is: to--be based upon 
Dt polly. Ann. Colver Harris’ Literary ~ 

If! Guild selection of 1942, published. 
by. Farrar &. Rinehart, “Mr. Lin- 
.coln.” -No- director thas yet been: 
named, no- distribution arrange-. ; 

\ ments ‘exist. - 

Production is planned for the 
late. summer. “of 1964 with: ‘shooting: 

“first: film production” ‘of - ‘Carlton 
| Productions, howeyer, they’. said, 
Will be a film version of. Walt ‘An- 

|. derson’s- play, “Me Candido” with. 
| Baldwin‘ and Weiss producing. and 
Lloyd Richards directing: Walter . 
Reade-Sterling will distribute, 
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Dr. Claude Marceau. . eeeee 

Dr. John Garrett . 

-_eockeyed - screenplay, 

FM. REVIEWS 

ED OO ee SE 

The Prize 
(PAN AVISION-COLOR) 

- Expleitable but uneven film= 
_fzation of the Nobel Prize tale. . 
Palatable fare for easygoing 2 
audiences. © 

Hollywood, Nov. E. 
‘Metro ‘release of Pandro’S.-Berman pro-. 

“duction. Stars Paul Newman. Edward G. 
Robinson, .Elke. Sommer, Diarie Baker. 
Directed by. Mark. Robson. - Sereénplay, 
‘Ernest. Lehman, based on. Irving. Wal- 
Jace’s novel; camera (Metrocalor), William 
H. Daniels: editor. ~ Adrienne: Fazan; 
music, Jerry ‘Goldsmith; . asst. director, 
Hank Moonjean. Reviewed at’ Hetlywood 
Paramount Theatre, Nov. Ae 763. Running 
Aime, 135 s. 
Andrew Craig 
Dr. Max Stratman - Edward Bi, 

“Paul Newman 

Inger Lisa Andersen. . sees ke Sommer 
Emily Stratman: . eeee ine Baker - 
Dr. Denise ‘Marceau. aes . Micheline. Presle 

Gerard Oury 
. Sergio. Fantoni 
_ Kevin: ‘McCarthy: 

Dr: Carlo Farelli . 

Bertil Jacobson. 
Sacha Pitoefft 

enenapes’ wea. John Wenegraf 
Ivar Cramer .......-. “Don Dubbins| .- 
Mrs. Bergh jedevcess Virginia Christine:| von 
Mr. Bergh ...... etecawe Rudolph Anders]: *- 
Saralee Garreti..0..:00. Martine Bartlett |. |: 
Hilding- ys aeeweee aces n ace: -Karl Swenson |- 
yee ree ‘Sohn. Qualen. 

Clark ‘Wilson Ned. Wever. meester dtvereiborn 

“Phis is the story: about. the 'N lobel 
Prize, nude swimming ‘and Nordi ‘| Bu 
morals which wpset the: ‘Kingdo 
of Sweden when first. ‘schedule 
for filming. Swedes. deplored. what’ 
they foresaw as.a vulgarization of 
the serious. awards given annually | ; 
under the will of the inventor: of 
dynamite. So read on—- ~ 

Pandro S.° Berman's screen. ‘ver- 1. 
gion of the novel by Irving Wallace 
hhas the cast.magnetism, glamorous’ 
‘production sheen -and.. exploitable 
ingredients to lure. the. kind: of. 
easygoing: audiences. that. will -re- 
spond to its cheerier. aspects. andj} 
dismiss’. its _ shortcomings.” Such 
being the case, it should make. its . 
mark at the. boxoffice. However, 
the film is marred by: inconsistency 
of approach and, although it has a. 
number of juicy -moments: and 
scenes, the whole fs. a. rather - un-" 
easy, capricious concoction: of such 
widely divergent elements as. com-. 
edy, suspense,. melodrama and 
political topicality. ‘Reaction will 
be mixed. + - 

Stockholm during Nobel: week is | 
the setting for Wallace’s: smorgas- 
bord. In’ Ernest:: Lehman's” Hitch- 

seven se-. 
lected: prizewinners: convene ‘-to. 
‘receive the award: The~unofficial. 
mystery of the picture is how seven 
such screwballs ever. found time or 
inclination. to excel in their fields: 
‘of endeavor. At any rate, the man 
from. literature (Paul Newman). 
‘genses something amiss in the be- 
fiavior and: physique. of. the man 
from. physics: (Edward . G. Robin-. 
son), proceeds to snoop: around for. 
clues and ends. up in a. wild goose Yo 
ehase, with himself as the goose: 
who almost gets cooked. It.all turns. 
out to bean elaborately. devious. 
plot by the Communists ‘to kidnap | 
the noted scientist and replace him | | 
at the. award ceremonies: with a 
Jook-alike’ whose. favorite ism cer-- 
tainly ‘isn’t | ‘Americanism.: New- 
man’s sleuthing saves the day. 

clashes: with. ‘the: ‘political-topicatl- 
framework of the story, so. thatthe |. 
audience continually. has to. make. eS 
adjustments in. the: ‘attitude. 

omic | 
Although limited’ "as: a’. € ‘duction: ‘Stars: Roger Coggio. Directed by - 

actor and confronted. here with .a 
-yather difficult -and« -unsubstantial 
‘eharacter to- ‘portray, Newman’ 
tackles his _ task: with | sufficient 
vivacity to keep an: audience’ con-.| 
cerned for: his welfare and amused |.. 

| rantings-commitment to. an institu- by his antics. Robinson achieves a 
persuasive degree of: /contrast in 
his: dual: role.. 

For Elke. ‘Sommer, this ‘marks: 
her smuch-ballyhooed maiden: ap- 
pearance in a Hollyw 6od-originated 

-- production. As an attache who. gets 

also to ‘be released ‘shortly. :. - 

attached to Newman, ‘she: hasn’t ‘a 
very scintillating role; but. has the 

_Jeoks. to. make that. a secondary 
issue,’ Tooks that stamp her. a. 
glamour doll commodity to. watch 
in the: near future, Miss Sommer 
has one of the leading distaff roles 
in: Carl Foreman’s “The~ Victors; an 

-Diane Baker is also. attractive. as 
the niece of Robinson. number. one |: 
who believes that Robinson: num- 
ber two. is ‘her. daddy,. 

&-wise’ child: that. knows its. ‘own. 
father. 
Oury, Sergio’. Fantoni- ‘and. Kevin 

prizewinners: Leo G. 
capable as the. Count who ner- 
‘vously presides over the ceremony. 
‘Sacha Pitoetf is’ ‘deliciously. sinister : 
as the léad heavy. 

erates a lot of excitement, ‘humor 
. and suspense in spats, ‘but. this is 
offset by hokey. elements, . /ocea-} 

‘Robinson |: 

-.Leo G. Carroll: 
“music. : 

Jacqueline ‘Beer | 

which ‘he is’ 
not (he is:a professional actor). It’s 

Micheline Presle; Gerard. 

‘sional Sxagyierations ‘and ‘stripping | 
‘of dramatie gears as the film flue- 

: -[-tuates -hetveeen.” its: incompatible | . 
:-| components. . The: well’. ‘ballyhooed [| - 
nudist. colony. scerie; incidentally, '} .. 
fis ‘overdone and. not. one. of the’ 

“4 film’s stronger sequences. Exterior |: - 
|-views. of Stockholm are: interesting, ; 
| .and the locale is. carefully matched | 
“in the are direction: by- George. -W..|" 
Davis. and Urie McCleary. William | 
H. Daniels’. photography fs quick, 
observant. and’ agile, and’ Adrienne |- a 
-Fazan’s editing.is especially adept. 
at: sharpening:-the impact of such: 
‘demanding. bits... “of “business ‘as 
‘Newmian’s: ‘plunge. from a- rooftop. 
‘inte a‘river and the: heavy’s’ ulti-- 
mate: death. via impalement. Also. 
—aiding:in’ this regard: are the: spe-. 
“cial ‘visual effects of .J:.;MeMilan 
- Johnson, AL “Arnold Gillespie and 
Robert: R. Hoag: Jerry Goldsmith's 

- satisfactorily reinforces 
mood. and identifies character. 

. Tube. |: 

. Gudrun - 
.. DANISH=—COLOR) 

- Copenhagen. Nov: 26. 
“hea. ‘release of . Morten. -Schybers: pro- 

| auction. Stars’ Laila -Anderson. Jorgen 
ekhoj. Written .and directed by Anker.: 

Additional dialog: by Mette Budtz-Jorgen- 
sen; based on novel by Johs. V. Jensen:. 

‘Jorgen Buckhoj 
Hellund.. wsetedyeceecsce Poul: Reichharat. 
“Mr. Roscoe: ....00-- Nils Asther 

| Mrs. Brunn -.-... csecy Birgiite Federspiel. 
| Office ‘Girl Stee wees Yvonne: ‘Ing 

“Another Danish. hry: at ‘reaching. 
the international. market, this time. 
‘with .a. deliberately old-fashioned,. 
‘rather | anti-New Wave: romantic 
film in-coler and: with very. ‘black 
‘and white: characters. Nobel. Prize. 
‘winner John ‘V: Jensen’ s. flop’ of -a. 
‘novel about. his ideal. ‘woman; ‘broad 
of hip, simple of manner, ‘sensual. 
“yet sensible and very aut-or-door- 
ish Scandinavian, . is portrayed: by. 
‘Laila Anderson. who happens to: 
|‘have an 
Father than’ — ‘Scandinavian * “face: 

interesting and. Slavie 

Miss ‘Anderson * ‘saves this film to 
cake ‘it ‘worthwhile. entry in the. 

foreign : market - where otherwise ‘Casey, and’ ‘then ‘envision ‘him. as |/-. 
heing mianeuvered into: -moonlight- | 

jing . into -the : field of. ‘psychiatric. . 

only its: corm: has any. Kind of taste. 

Story is: ‘about’ a ‘girl. who will-'- 
‘ingly and. unmarriedly. sleeps with. 
the. right. boy .while -all other men 
around her are. cast: as ‘pad, -Con- 
sequently they are: fought off with |’ 
 strong-armed, . 

boy. and”.a stranger who happens to 
stroll by. where Gudrun is bathing: 
in all her-stone-age woman ‘splen-- 
dor: ‘Jogren | ‘Buckhoj .:re ally. 
punches, - -but in‘the rest of the. pic.| 
film he. rather’ underplays, his-rote. | 

.. Gudrun: also fights. off a “Lesbo |. 
iandlady.: This: ‘does not make the. 
film any more modern, but it still. 
is a rather’ earnest: production:: 

Occasional originality 

parts.of Copenhagen. Inia bit part,. 
.Yvonne’ Ingdal . shows: ‘her: rather. 
funny’ ‘face’ and displays | ‘a. talent’ 
and’ a - bods ‘that. re ly: belon 

“The Prize” is ‘a suspense. ‘melo= |: - y. eal — BS. 
. drama played for laughs, “Trouble: - 
is the basic | comedy ‘approach | 

Kell. 

Te. Journal PUn: Fou. 
Diary: Of:a Madman) 

- (FRENCH) - 
a ’ Paris, . 

“Cécinor release. of Marceau- 
Ov..: 26. 
ocin or. pro-_ 

Roger Coggio.. ‘Screenplay, Sylvie. Furneau; 
Marcel . -Moussys. ‘Coggio from story. by 
Gogol; camera, pristian Matras; editor,. 
Leonide Azar... Lora Byron, Paris: 
Running time, . 105. MIN 

- Study” “of a. psychotic’ § faittasies; 

tion: and anguish remains too much. 
‘Von: one level to build: much’ ofa 
film: Its: theme ‘and treatment have: 
it: mainly.:an arty -bet abroad,. at 
‘best; ‘but its: forced’ thesping - “and: 
literary and. theatrical styles: make’ 
‘it chancey:. ~~ 

* Originally a. Gogol. ‘Short: “story, . 
set. in 19th Century’ Russia, it. was | 
‘done as. a. one-man legiter. last Se€a-. 

son-and has now. been. updated to’ 
‘the present, and. ‘played and ‘-di- 
réeted’ ‘by, the::actor-.who did it on 
the stage: Its ‘double. metamor- |: 

a phosis has'made this lose. edge, An- 
Sight ‘and depth. 

from. the - very. start.: And: long 
monologs replace the. needed coun- 
‘terpoint between the ordinary and. 
‘madness. Actor-director Roger Cog-. 
gio has not been able’:to get. the 

{right balance to depict: the man’s: 
“McCarthy do .the ‘best - they: :can} 
as. thase unbelievably. adolescent. 

Carrol). is 

derangement.: ‘Hence,.“this- vacil-: 
lates’ ‘between some telling. run-ins 
with: regular . life. and his Jonely. 
imaginings | and final ‘complete 
“madness. ©... 

Coggio lacks the flair’ ‘in. direc- 
: -\ tion. and .acting ‘to | ‘pinpoint ‘the. 

Mark Robson's: direction. “gen- progression of his fantasies. The. 
-film'’s: inability - to. strike a balance 
‘in. style: makes this: turn. out: fo: be: 
ati uneven a monolog. ° Mosk. » 

. Sanford: Kaufman’ tee ear 

.f Leonard Ashley a 

. “Tom Edwards HIELINSD 

; Carol Burnett, 

camera (iechnicolor), Henning Bendtsen: |. 
MINS. Ib Glindemann. ‘Running time, 9 

(Gudrum 3.2. .,00..5../. baila “Anderson | 

is. “also. : 
‘lavished ‘by ‘the ‘camera On’ ‘certain | 

-| she.. 

‘synopsis. 
E surgeon extraordinary. of the” ‘jm-' 
“age. orthicon.:. He. hasa -pretty 

Hallucination... and ‘Feality, mix |: 

| Whe’s ‘Been: , Sleeping in| 
My. Bed? . 

{COLOR—PANAYISION)- 

‘Glossy. ‘préduetion, playing: out” 
“ well but. unamusingly © ribald 
- fin spots,. with Dean Martin as 

by. at. the boxoffice.” 

* Paramount releage - of Jack’ Rosé “pro-’ : 
‘Martin, ‘duction. Stars. Dean: ‘ Elizabeth 

Montgomery;- features: Martin Balsam, Jill 
St.-. John; - Richard ' Conte, Macha ‘Meril, |‘ 
Lotis Nyé, Yoko Tani, Jack-.Soo, Dianne f 

.Screen-. 2 
camera - tfechnicotor . and |.:- 

-Joseph:. Ruttenberg; Leditar, |. 
George Tomasini;- music, George Duning. |. 

‘Foster... Directed .by. ‘Daniel Mann. 
play, * ‘Rose: 
_Panavision), 

‘Previewed at Victoria. Theatre, N.Y., Nov. 
19; °63. Running time, 163 ‘MINS. | 
Jason 'S 
‘Melissa ‘Morris . 

teel — ee ee ee 

Toby.Tobler ........ 

Jacqueline Edwards: . De esee wees ‘Macha Meril- 
.|.Harry Tobler ...-:... wacceoe.s Louis Nye 

‘| Isami: Hiroti:...:..:.... de swess Yoko Tani 
-Yoshimi Hiroti..:..:..-...-+-..- Jack Soa 

ah eae’ Eliott Reid. | 
“PF Charley 2.0... decane le. ".. Johnny Silver 

‘Dora Ashley ....::.... Biizapeth ‘Fraser 
Sam Jones 2... 0sciewees | : Steve Clinten 
‘Lawy er ~ file lepeeweseecds cP Danijel | ‘Ocko 

Mrs. Grayson ..:i0....-. 3- Allison Hayes |. 
‘Policéman .. .....- faeries ++ James: O’Rear 

._Hexsel euneeteeceeovaeear,ee ee, ee 

«4 

owt the. ‘outset ‘pisdueer | Jack | 

Rose seems. to. have. ‘something. go- 

‘ing. for himself ‘irr Who's -Been. 
Sleéping in “My: Bed”. Right. away; 

da slick -production is ‘on. view, the 
“story: basics. have. lots. of jazzy fun} 

| potential; and: Dean Martin; seem- 
‘ingly ‘right’ for. . the ‘part, - plays 
|-therapist for a. covey. of. neglectéd: . 
married women, : But in ‘the: ‘end 

} it only. comes. oft fair; some. poten- 
tial has. been: ‘lost. 

Film. Tends. itself. to provocative 1 

Centered |. 

around the. screenplay: angles,” “It’s 

promotional _ “devices 

mightily. suggestive’ ‘to. think of an 

actor: who appears. on: television- as. ; 

Ja: ‘doctor, such: as ‘Kildare. ‘or ‘Ben. ’ 

advise (and perhaps romantic: ‘stim-. 

ulation) for the glamorous: dames 
JInarried to: his, tv-business associ- 

‘strong-legged . :¥io- | 
‘lence ‘by: the husky Gudrun. In ‘one 

| fight a dramatically effective judo. 
‘fight is -waged’ between. the. nice’ 

ates, . 

“But there’ 5 the slip between’ cup. 
and. lip:- The: slip “makes: the.. dif- 
‘ference between what might have 
“been | ‘ischievous,. ‘zesty: ‘comedy 
and what .is—what is.being 4:some-" 
times. ‘laughable: : ‘frelic: that.” in- a: 
couple “of: ‘instances ~‘is: permitted 

\ to: ‘sink in’ its: quest ° for: sophisti- 
cated. hilarity. : A. few of. the. oral: 
‘cracks. care. ‘juvenile’ trite. - Disagreé-. 
‘able. is a’.scene in- which: ‘Martin. 
: graphieally. “demonstrates on his 
analyst’s: couch: his. anxiety. . abbut. 
a gal. > - 

“Instead. of ‘péing: “gophisticated, 
the ‘screenplay by’ ‘Rose; . ‘directed : 
‘by’ Daniel Mann,. loses: ground. with 
‘this “kind ‘of tastelessness.. This is |: 

| unfortunate because .2 substantial’ 
| part -of- “Who's. Been. Sleeping: ‘in 
| My .Bed?” plays: -Sparkingly’ well: 
| Martin is’ an: amiable . performer 
Jin light comedy. and. does. fine: with 
‘the material: at hand, - 

qt Done: with- ‘admirable. ‘restraint’ 
and the.. best’ kind: of subtle. sug- 
gestiveness: is a- bitin which: Carol | 

‘and 

the’ check. 

“As. is; -the: production Siapes” as 
The |: 

the: Music . 
| tomorrow’ (Thurs). by- “Charade-”:| - 

apparently’ SO-SO" ‘boxoffice. 
103 minutes .of running time. add: 
up. to’ a. few minutes to spare, :a- 
little judicious: exorcism ‘might not 
-be.out “of order, ‘and’: improved. 
commercial - chances. ‘eould. result.. 

“Plot js: one: ‘of . those: situation 
‘things ° just . barely conveyed = by. 

_First : -there’s. Martin, 

fiance,- Miss Montgomery.*: Her pat: 
is Miss Burnett, -2 nutty Secretary. 
‘in a. psychiartist’s . office. 

‘On ° the. lodse . and looking “for 
-Martin’s - attention» are, among 
others, Jill. St. J ohn; Macha: Meril,: 
.Yoko. Tani,: ‘Dianne Foster : and 
Elizabeth ~ Fraser. - They're all 
lookers.. 

‘Wednesday night | poker. game in- 
cludé “Martin. Balsam, . ‘Richard: 
Conte, Louis: ‘Nye. and Jack Soo: . 

‘All: ‘ behave ‘histrionically. well 
for the -jJoh. on -hand. Joseph Rut- 

color-Panavisien). is. workmanlike, : 
-editor:. George Tommasini - “Feflects: 
‘competence’ .and : - George “Duning: 
has contributed - a good Jnusical 
score, - 

a TV Dr,. Kildare: type much °°" 
‘sought after by yeung; -attrac-. ma | 
"tive, ‘married wemen. . Slightly . ao 

' provecative. comedy might Bee | 

nh Marti | 

Man St. aan 7 
* Richard Conte. ‘I 

. ‘Dianne Foster | 

CONCEALED PRINTS; 

= Continued from page. 5 

1962 ‘months. 
‘dewn | this year.. to = 

-f ing; general: and’ 
|penses | -also’ have: been. ‘cut: this. 
‘year, to $17; 939, 000. from. $21, 097, 
000. “last year. | s 

- Dramatic ‘upturn in 20th’s: for. a 
‘tunes can ‘be seen in the fact :that-| 

—= ‘Continued from ‘page 5 —— 

“Gleason’s 

“The. ° men: ‘who. prefer: to- 
forsake them “for a- ritualistic 

_ a 5 sis 

Fred. Schneir- of Showsérporation, in. connection swith: his is present: : _ 
. Marketing of “Der Rosenkavalier” ‘in the United States,:declares'.: - 

- . that: opera-on-film through’ the: years has customarily. fallen into 
:| five” types, to wit:: 

“Hoffmann,” 
+ (3) 

“Renata: Tebaldi. . ~. 

(1) ‘Straight . ‘story- ‘black &: white —_ with ‘pliotogenie: screen” 
.. aetors. -used. and . ‘SONS: dubbed..’in. 

(2) Opera. treatéed:.as. ‘spectacle, far removed: from | the. conven- and: 
- tional. stage. setting | and. libretto of ‘the: work, as per “Tales: oe oe 

Opera: through. the: life. story: ‘of: a: celébrated: Composer or co 
singer as per the late Mario Lanza.in “The Great Caruso.” . ve 

(4) Opera ‘rendered ‘in. excerpt. as part. of a. contrived: modern 
romance built around a. Lanza or.a ‘Grace Moore... to - 

(5).:The lavish more \or les¢ literal. translation “of; for. ‘example, 
“ Aida, " ‘essentially more film than opera, with. Sophia Loren ‘as. 

. the Ethiopian . ‘princess. who ‘opens. her. mouth and “sings Just, like 

In. “Rosenkavalier”: there | is on. cellittoid ‘an. actual ‘photograph’ ; 
_. Of. a. production: at Salzburg. of the Richard. Straus work ..with. its - 

Austrian. cast—Elizabeth SchwarzKof; Anneliese. -Rithenberger, ‘Sena.:: 
_ Jurinae, Otto Edlemann,..et al:° ‘However,, the screen version was 

1) vvaried. with numerous: close-ups. and Shot: over five days.: CaS 
Mo Showcorporation. is selling the film: along concert. Platform lines, poe 

_ Preferably in: tie-up’. with. local. ‘music. ‘or “opera” auspices. os 

” Philadelphia, - -Dec.. 3. 
“Thomas E: Schaefer, of Reading, = 

Pa, -who operates. Craft Films. and}: 

Equipment, . was fined : $1,888. by. 

Judge Alfred L.. Luongo in 'U:S.: 
| District Court. here . on. charges of. 
civil ‘and: criminal :contempt when 
he was ‘found guilty: of . concealing. 
from. the.:U. S.. -Marshal’ some. 16 
7am: prints.’ 

‘Schaefer was the « defendant - ‘in’ | 
‘three’. copyright infringement suits 
brought - by. Universal,. MGM. and. 
Warner Bros, 7 

Fox Profit Picture 

' -which: the picture's. cost: is. ‘to. 
. be. amortized. This. apparently ~ 
/ is te be done shortly for the: 
‘company 

. contribution. to. ‘company. earn- ° 
ings will. be. reflected.:in . the: 

yearend: financial. Yesults. ca 
_ Income,’ . from. film. 

‘rentals, including. tV;, rose’ to /$75,- 
-1°420, 000: for-.the.- ‘first: ‘nine: months: 

Twentieth’s 

of: this. year, from.. -$71,643,000 ‘for 
the first. three-quarters - of. 1962. 
‘Total. income for the period is $79,- 
954.000, against: $76. 555, 000. in: the 

Total - expenses, are 

from. $92,238,000 for the: first nine 
imonths of. 1962. 
‘Biggest: cut. in expenses was. ‘reg- 

istered - in ‘the amortization’ of film 
costs : ‘and’ participants’ . ‘share. -of 
film ‘rentals; down to $48, 217 ,000 
from: $68, 999,000: last Year: . Sell- 

dministrative ‘X=. 

its: net profits. for: both: 1961 and_ 
1960 (of $2;945,833 and $6,213,101, 
respectively) were: solely" due. to: 
“special. income. from. sale . of: the 
| this -year, company. earnings. -al- |, 
+ Beverly. Hills: studio’ Jand.: . ‘So’ far‘. . 
‘ready have. topped: the entire 1959) 
net of $4,163,135 and are close tol. 

Burnett is forced. into: doing.a ni- (aaah $7, 582 BOT 
| tery". striptease - ‘number:. because {* 

companion. ‘Elizabeth | 
“Montgomery: +have. been’ stuck with: L Brood No More 

states’ that ~~ “Cléo’s”.” .. 

$71,711,000, | 

‘ducers). 

tra J. Bilowit Preps. 
"FINE SUPPLIER $1,888| ‘Secret Concubine’ Film: | 

Filipino: Coproduction 
- Tra J:. Bilowit, “for the. past two 

New: York.. trade.’ paper, has .re- 
signed to: form _an.indie film pro- - 
ducing. company called: Pancosmos .. 
Productions. . Two... features 
planned, both for: “Production early: 
An. 1964. 

- The: “first pic: is: called” “The 
Secret. Concubine,” | based : on’ tlie. 
play. of the same name. by ‘Aldyth. 
Morris: which: played off-Broadway. Os 
in. 1960.. Bilowit’ is currently’ neégo- -. 

* | tiating: a coproduction deal :with a. ~- 
| Philippine - film. company .. for: the - 

| making. of” the film. Plans call for. :.: =. 
“la native cast, except. for. ‘two top- _ 
= | lining roles... 7 * 

. The ‘other’ film will, be ‘based one 
‘Edward. ‘Adler’ ’s. novel: “Living It °. 
Up.” Set-in a-Catskill: resort: hotel; * *.... 
| the-. story. will probably -be- lensed eels 
|'in: one of: the area’s ‘resorts.:The °* 
_| Site ‘hasn’t: been’ selected yet, how-.: 
ever. Author Adler also: wrote the. 
novel: “Notes. From .a Dark: Street”. 
and --has scripted . several. outings 
‘of :“The ..Nurses” and “Fast. Side, 7 

| West Side” ‘for tv.- - 7 

NEW BRAINPOWER ON 
~ MPAA CODE REVIEW 

Five: new. ‘Members have ‘been: 
i appointed” to .the : Motion Picture. - 
Assn. ‘of “America’s 20-man’ Produc-~.*’. - 

| tion: ‘Code’ Review Board for the -. 
‘coming year... They are Pandro- S..:- eae 
‘Berman and: : Walter:..M.. Mirisch. 
(MPAA - ‘director: members), Laur- 
erice A.’ Tisch (exhibitor member), . 
and: George Englund: and Joseph Lee 

we. oe Qe 

The ‘woivat “which © was - -éstabs- . 
lished. in 1957, corisists. ‘of 10. ‘meme © 

| bers of: ‘the. MPAA. board ‘of: diree- me 
tors? six. exhibitors. ‘arid - four. indie. a 
producers. 

| Lord Jin’ Encites Notice : 
“Hong Kong, Dec. 3. 

fo SLord: Jim” has nabbed -a “spot- a ” 
|. light: -here® as ‘Richard: Brooks be--~ 
gan. background -shooting. of. his’ 

; Production. for Columbia release. 
-Film.- buffs. were out. in“ droves 

___~ | sirrounding. the. company, and: ta- . 

Hall, to. be followed 

Others in, view:, “Jerry. Lewis.’ in 
:““Who's Minding the Store,” Jackie | 

“Soldier: in’ ‘the: Rain,” 
John Wayne’s “McLintock,’ ” “Under | 
the :Yum Yum: Tree,’ “tis: a. Mad, 
Mad, Mad, Mad World,”’: “Take ‘Her, 

naturally, | Stanley: Kramer’ Ss. 
“Mad ‘World.’ ” Not ‘since the late 
Mike Todd’s “Around: the World in. 
80 Days” has a funny feature gone | 
roadshow. Walt Disney has ‘gotten 7 

‘| beaucoup: b.o,, Mileage ‘out: of his: 
Jaugh pictures which, incidentally, | 
needn't .cost too much. 

‘tenberg’s:: ‘cinematography (Techni- |. In any event, the public” is. ‘get- 
ting, and will be. getting. in future,, 
‘a spate of cinema: in -what’s: in- 
tended as the fun groove. Skid row: 
‘Human behavior. has gone. out ‘of: 

bse 

| dio ‘and ‘television foverage’ has, 
‘been extensive. : ee 

~ Bronston. a Quartet 
— Continued. from page — 

She’s . “Mite, Tae Bet dies Who Do, 3 | tributing ‘in “the * western ‘hemis-. 

“Tom “‘Jories” and, : for’. an- oldie, 
Charlie Chaplin’s: “City” Lights.”” 

. Serious. drama is not. being aban- 
-doned, ‘of: course..But a check of |" 
films now ready for release,: ‘those | 
‘in production and others on future | 
production: schedules: reflect a dis- |. 
tinct - trend toward. shappier days’ 
: thematically.” 

phere’ also and deals have. also .- : 
been. made for the. release by: the. 

company. of. “Nightrunners of: Ben- 

‘gal’: and “Suez.” . 

- Final : details of: the. Four-pieture 

‘mount: ‘brass to:see “Empire”. and 
‘talk ‘sales. strategy. In this connec-. 
tion, the distrib will'be-setting up 
special: sales. and. marketing units”. :.-..: 
“within the - company. for ‘each: of 
‘ the Bronston- epics. . 

. “Circus” *: is currently filming: : 
“Bengal” is in the: planning: stage 
with ‘production skedded to. begin 
in the spring ‘of 1964 with Richard « 
Fleischer’ signed“to direct. It -will 
be filmed entirely-in Spain. “Suez” 

years. the managing. editor. of “a - 

‘are. . oy 

deal- ‘were wrapped. up-during the... .. - 
recent. -visit to. Madrid: of” Para- 

is the tentative title ‘of: a‘ film’ to:.: 
._ be: based on: the book : “The Blue 
‘and. the: Gray.:on: the’ Nile.’*:- It. is 7 

alt also skedded: to be: made, in "eh. 



- third Oriental frame. “Under: ‘Yum: 
- 2: Yum -Tree” - is great. -in.. United 

-) : Artists fifth: round: “l,ord of Flies”. 
“ yemains - ‘Bood | in its: Cinema. 10th 
-session.. 

7 Sock $6,000.. Last.’ “week, - $5,200. . 

! ' §$2.20-$3 80)—"It’s A’ Mad. World” |" 
"* (UA) .(2d_ wk), Boff $31,000. “Last | 

nm 

- Weekend” is. bowing. okays $24, 0004 - 
he at the. Chicago... : 

te -.. ping. snappy. coin. . “Seducers”’, “is |. 

a . (brisk. “Marriage: of. Figaro” looms 
, tidy at Globe. 

aged’ .and Gil Fever” * is okay” 
.-.” for same sesh. | 

ae ‘ts: preem- week: with a. boffo .sec-. 

ane ‘MeVickers. “Cleopatra”. is: firm: in. 
ei edits | State-Lake ‘23d _ round, 

‘et 80)—“Conjugal: Bed’ (Embassy): 
-(2d -wk). Torrid $4 500. Last week, 

-.. $6, 300.. 

Fo Chicazo- (BRK) (3, ‘900: “90-91: 80): 

"'$4.25-$1.80).—-"Leopard”: :(20th): 
vo 2 3 (6th wk): “Socko ‘$1, 500... -Last week, 
oy $5,700.) 
a riage. of Figaro” (Pathe).: Nicé $2;-: 

. = 700. - Last. week, :“Lazarillo” (n= 5 
se fon): (2d° wk),’ $2, 300. : 

ce Take Her’ Sockeroo: 146,. | 

dg soko... ‘Fun :'In Acapulco”’ at. 

_*MeLintock” vat. ‘the: Ohio. Shapes, 
a fine! 

aE Te 

_... long. run, ‘but is rdbust..“How, West: 
. Was: Won,” : in 25th tound at. the: 

; week by’ $2, 000:. 

:... Kentueky. .(Switow). (900;" -75- 
$1. 25)—“Fun.. ‘In: Acapulco” (Par). 

_: $2,000 

a $1:25)- “yum. Yum ‘Tree’ (Col). 

Wk). robust: :$9, 900; © Last. “week, 

“os.” gy 95 61:75) —“How: West’ "Was { 
ae Won”. (MGM) 25th - - wk). “Took 

Sse“ week's $7,000, 
7 Sa, 800; -75-$1.25-—“Take Her, She's 

: near: ‘to. ‘top: city.. Last. week, “New |'000. Last. -week, “Incredible” Jou” . + $1. 50)—“McLintock” (UA). (2d wk): 
- ‘Kind . of. Love” Par) « ‘Bd: Wh), ney.” (BV) -and: paces at Saxone” {Solid dh 000: holds.. Last. week, 
7 ¥4,000.. a MGol). a: wk), 2 $4,500 = $11,900 me 

‘ frstron: biz. here. booming to new 
recent heights: “Take: :Her, She’s 
Mine” is teeing: off with wow $35,-] 

Carnegie second: “Incredible Jour= |. 

: Okay.. $24,000. ‘Last.. week, ye 

F - —Incredible . Journey” | (BV). (2d. 
wk). ‘“Wow.-” $15, 000. ‘Last week, “f 
$15; 500...° 

; last few-days, firstruns are getting. |: 

“at the Mary. Anderson is still big: 
~“Cleopatra,”. in 23d week ‘at the: 

-“MeLintock”: (UA)... Fine - $7,500. 

_ (BY) (3d. wk) “$5,000. 

| ‘|*Take Her Smooth Ee. Dp? 
Buff; . “Fun’. Fast 12. q 

.. "Buffalo, Dee: 3. : Tes ave 
2 a | 2 Phanksgiving Day. holiday ‘will } > 4 
help. biz: .generally.: here -his: week, |’. - 4}, 
.... with most of. strength. concentrated:|..: *- 
] in’: second-weekers:.: “Take”. “Her; nn 
. ‘She’ s -Mine”: ‘shapes ‘fine in = two on, 

| ‘smaller’. cinemas: while. ‘Fun in]* _ di 
“4. | Aeapuleo” looks.-’fast:: on’ -initial F } 

-| round: at: Paramount. “Under Yum: Broadway frstrune are rene | 
-! Yum. -Tree”’ is: best of holdovers| ing -from - understandable * sharp: 

| ” Estimates Are e Net ‘| with a, big’ session at Century in| slump.in the previous week result- 
“Film gross estimates. a3 re- second: “Wheeler Dealers”. ‘also. As ing: from ‘President John F. Ken- 

ported ‘herewith. from the vari- |. Dig. ‘in second at.Granada. ©. —-|:nedy’s assassination, They are | 
 ous’-key -cities,- are net; Le:,." "2: Estimates. for This Week - ‘being. helped this - session, . of 
without - usual © tax.” “Distrib- ni -“Buifalo (Loew) (3;500; 90-$1. 49)—| course, the. the long’ Thanksgiving 

. «ators share ‘on -net take,. ‘when © “MeLintock” : (QUA) (24 Wk). “Nice Day weekend and. some newly 
“playing. percentage, hence‘the... $10, 000. Last week, ‘ditto... | Jaunched. bills. ‘Torrential rain last. 
estimated . figures are ‘net: in: ‘|. Center. (AB-PT)- (2,500; ‘$1: 40-$3) Friday. hurt but “otherwise: it was : 

: ‘gome.! .-: . eee eobaera (20th) 4 2d strictly upbeat, L 
“The. arenthetic-. admission o Fair $4,300." Last. wee -- “Soldier in “Rain”. shapes stand: 

p - Century. (UATC) (2,700; 90-$1.25) | out. of newcomers, with a ‘socko. 
—Yum Yum' Tree’ (Col): (2d. wk). |'$97, 000: opening week at the Palace | 

=| Big $13,000 or over:. Last week, and: -great $7,000 at the’. Paris: 
fal, 000." where daydating.” “Who’s Minding 

- Paramount, (ABPT) ro) 000; ‘90- :thé- Store” looms big with: $23,000 
‘| $1 25)=-"Funi_ in. Acapulco” :, (Pat) | ‘or near-on opener at the Victoria. 

Fun’ Potent 106; | and.-“Paris’ Pieke-Up. (indie). Fast |.Phis Jerry. Lewis comedy, natural-. 
M ,} Tr "] G 2 ‘$12,000. “Last. week, «Mam. With | ly, was helped: by. juvenile patron- | about. 33% from what - was: ex- 

Mpls; ree 176, 2 X-Ray Eyes’ (AT) and “Mind Bend- age during: the holiday: period.” ..[pected “Charade” (U): with annual 

“MeLintock”’” ‘is: ‘hailing ‘a. : Stout 7 

we  obiteage, ‘Dee. ee 
Baue. Thanksgiving weekend | has | Initial ‘session concluded yesterday 

‘time. ‘Daydating. with. Paris. 
000-‘at the-Woods. “Palm ‘Springs: Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 

(4th. wk). Third frame ended yes- 
terday (Tues.). was mild $15,000 or 
‘close. “4 For Texas” (WB) is due 

A batch of new: Grties are.. cop-. 

posting: .a ‘speedy session at the 
World: :Surf. duo. of “Hand: in the 

: to-present plans. 
Trap”.and “Summerskin”’ is rated | 

pr p 
a ‘prices, however; as indicated, .| 
_snelude’ U.S. ‘amusement. tax... fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—"Wheeler 

- “wheeler Dealers” is nabbing ‘é. 
‘lively ° ‘second . - Roosevelt - stanza.. 
“Conjugal . Bed” looks. hotsy. in big pickup. from. the 514-day second 

ney” .is: big in second: Loop’. lap. 

Monroe’ reissue ‘tandem’ of: “Rav-.. yATY $5,000-" . 

ers’ |. “City” Lights,” initial -pié of. the | 
; Cinema (Martina): (450; 90-$1. 49) ‘Chaplin’ Festival at the Plaza, hit 
"Take “Her, ‘She’s. Mine”. (20th).. a record. $25,600. opening -session. 
Hep $5,000. .Last.week,. “Wuthering | “ . w+ STt's >a. Mad | World”: landed. 
Heights”. (Cont) (reissue),. ‘$1,200. | ‘Amherst. .(Dipson) -(1,000; .90-. capacity’ $53,200- in: second rauad 

| “ »y |. at- the.” Warner, ‘covering'-13 per-. 
Doty. Ne ake Pi re ‘She’ s Mine? | formancés after the. initial.week | 

ice 1 (ae oe*| had been held to five days. “Under | 
issue) 2200. (Cont) (re: the -yum: Yum:-Tree” improved to.| - issue 
“Granada: (Schine)’ -(4,000;--90- | BO#f $44,000. in second stanza, day- }. uc 7 | dating - the . State ; and’. ‘Trans-Lux | $1.25)-— Wheeler Dealers”: (MGM). 52d Street.” 

(2d - wk). BIBS $6. 800. Last week, ; “Wheeler - Dealers” | with. stage-. 

$75 000: : | show is climbing fo: a big $150,000 | 
[a bee and. eal session” _at’ the | with Trans-Lux 52d Street. 

usic:.Hall.. “Charade” with an- |. Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; $1.25- 
‘nual Christmas.’ stageshow:. comes $2) fi ‘ 30 —_ -| in-tomorrow (Thurs:), “Take Her,. 

‘Estimates’ ‘for This Week _ |-She's “Mine”. built to_a solid $26,- 
Academy: (Mann) : A, 000:- $1: 25- |". 

1. K C: Tree’ 136, 2 d 500 in. third ‘stanza,’ daydating the 

$1.50) -—..““Mary.. Mary”: (WB). (4th|- Criterion and. “Trans-Lux . 85th | 
Street. . . 

.” awk), --Okay~ $3,500. in- ‘three . days. | - “New Kind of Love” 
Last week; $4,500: «> “Kansas * City, Dee. : 3. ‘with: okay: $26,000 Love" finished | 

“Avalon: (Frank) (800;- $i) Her| Bu: nade up for lost: time over ‘round; daydating ‘the .DeMille and 
| Bikini Never ‘Got Wet’.(Indie) and’ ‘Thanksgiving holiday and - week- |- 46 9s “Coronet: “The Cardinal”. | 
“Facts.* of -Life’.. Indie) (2d. wk); | end; with “Fun in: Acapulco” big} the DeMille, ”.Dee.. "1, on hard | Mild $1,000; Last: ‘week,. $1, 300, [in- 13-situation. opening’ and “Palm | ticket. ““MeLintock” ‘wound ” its. 
: »\ | Springs: Weekend” earning a ‘sure | US. 

. Century. (Par) (1,300; $2. 10-$3. 50). second = week ‘at “downtown: Para- third session ‘atthe ‘Astor. with a 
—*Cleopatra”’, (20th)’. (23d. -wk).t ‘surprisingly good $15,000: “Lilies | : 
Stout $7,500. Last week, $7,000. | Hettren houses big. me ee of Field” opens there-today (Wed.). 

| Cooper (CE) (905: $1.25-$2. 50) ‘lines for * holiday: afternoon. and.) “City Lights,” Charlie Chap-: 
.|-“How West..Was.: Won” . (MGM } evening. shows | for. three . second-.. “lin comeédy- brought back at |. 

(39th: wk). ‘Wow. $1L, 000. Last week, ‘week ‘pix: ..“McLintock”.:is solid |. ".the..Plaza, established a view.” | 
+ $11,400. 2 ‘in'. secend:- “Under “Yum: . Yum’ alltime: record’ there;: topping ~ 

El L: / h). (800:.. $1)-—|.Tree”*. shapes. socko. in first: ‘hold: = both “Lust For: Life” and. | | 
cistit ago (Car isch (0; 8 va over week: Never On. Sunday,”.” which ...’| cheer exhibs here this round.’ Best 

“Stolen: “Hours” “heads for” aul |. ry tr". - hung. ‘“up_.its’ high. ‘Christmas. | ‘of these looks tobe “Bitter Har- 

Hot Head”: Andie), ‘Okay’ $1, 100. Diz. - day-and-date | at . three. -drive- |. ‘week, ‘While: it- was ‘thought 1 vest,” lusty ‘in first at the Holly- 
_ Gopher (Berger) (1,000;-$1-$1.25) | | optimisticalli, '-b _ | wood, . “Fun in. Acapulco” ‘looms: «palm: Springs: Weeken a” (WB). ins ‘and. the Parkway.One. Ad-|. 0©P tca ¥, before the pic. 

el |vanee.-for “Cleopatra”. continues| ~.0pened; that it: might ‘run _ lofty on opener at’ Imperial. 
Fair’ $5; 000. Last: week; “Incredible strong, pic. being. socko. in, Marl REE ‘or four: ince, now: the} ya in Gfth session at the, Gane 

jat a ri: | - , za management believes it. - te . ~ 
, . Lyric: “(Mann) @! maa $1-$1 sorel. Pri may. carry. “through well into ton. . qenintock looks fine in. |piigoat Aetna ae sen a a ee . Pane | > |. all types. of :patrons—oldsters, 
Mann- (Manin) a: 000: "$1. 25-1: 50) ‘Gen.. .Corp.).. “(800; $1.50)— oe “teen: agers fa those seeing in. second. at Loew's. .~ . 

DP yille: ‘Tree’ Lush 8} ¢, j‘Take Her; She's. Mine” (2oth)| Her, She's Mine”. (20th): 2d wid.l'° picture for. the first-time: in | _,. Estimates for This Week 9 |(3d. wk)- Dandy $8, 000. Last week, Glittering $5, 600. ; Last -. week, | |. many. years.. Originally feared . Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1.25-$2) 3 d: ‘Wes ‘4 Bi 9G, 25/8, 000. | $6,000. 2 | that youngsters would’ feared | —“Under Yum..Yum Tree” (Col) 
3° g. | Orpheum: (Mann) 2, 800: “$1. 95: | Capri. “(Durwood)- “G, 260;. ‘$i 0-1 for Ehaplin ‘since a compara- 

: Louisville, Dee. 3. of $1 50)—*MeLintock”. (UA) (3d wk): $3)——“Cleopatra”:. (20th): (3d. “wk). _., live. stranger: to -them but-teeén- - 
After: thé ‘tragic events of the | Good $10,000. Last week, -$11,000. |Socko $22,000:" Last. week;. $17. 009 “agers: :came :in, droves. Housé ° |:,, Danforth, Humber, Savoy (Rank) : Park: (Mann) ~ (1,000;". $1.50)—| for:'6 days. : __ had’ ‘the: biggest Friday. and.” 4, 325; | 1,205; 780; . $1-$1.75)— 

“French: Style” “(Col).: Mild $3,000,°/ Crest; ‘Riverside. (Commonweaith) * Saturday biz. ever,” -which - ‘|’ MeLintock’ " (UAY (2d. Wk). . Fi ine 
-Last :: week, “Conjugal, Bed" “(Em- (900. cars each); Boulevard. ‘(Rose- |" ‘more ..than: made -up- for--the: $18, 000. Last week, $25,000. | 
‘bassy), $2;500.- .| dale} © (750° -.cars),”: Parkway - One usual downbeat of Monday. Downtown; Prince of Wales, 

Tow. (Thurs.). . “Mirineapolis,” Dece:: 3°: _ Rivoli. (UAT). (1545; $2,50- "With. the. weekend. Thanksgiving. 
holiday” a -starter ‘for the current 
stanza, firstruns look the. ‘best in’ 
Tecent _ -weeks.: Most. of. biz. con- 

{tinues centered” in’ holdovers. -Of 
several. newcomers, “Fun.“in Aca* 
puléo” -shapes: socko.:at’. the. Lyric. 
“Palm Springs ° “Weekend” ‘fair. atl 

| Gopher. ae 

. “Approaching ts. th “ynonth's 
start, “How: ‘West. ‘Was. Won”. con- 
tinues:. wow : in-”.39th - round: ; at | 
‘Cooper, “Under: Yim Yum. ‘Tree’ | ¢ 

| Fur’ Lively NG, 

wk). The-25th round: ended. yes- 
terday (Tues.) perked up: to great 
$35,000 or near, up considerably. 

“It’s - A Mad. World’: is “bettering 
from. 24th week, 

ond. -hardticket -“ canto... at:: the. 

yesterday (Tues.) soared to. great 

“" Estimates for This Week - 
Carnegie | ‘(Brotman)- (495;-.$1. 25 -. 

looks: smash in ‘second. Week at 
"| State. - Tt 

yesterday (Tues.): was smash _$23,- - 
000 or close. 

Warner (SW) ron 504; $2 50-$4. 80) 
—“It’s ‘a Mad. World” (UA} {3d wk). 
First : ‘holdover ‘week ended Satur- 
day (30) was: capacity $53,200 for. 
13 shows after $29,000 for five day 

a (Continued on page 9” 

‘Harvest’ Rich $11, 000, 
"> Toronto; ‘Fan’ Fine 176; 

Tree’ Wow 126, 5th 
‘Toronto, . Dec. 3. 

— “Palm: Springs Weekend” (WB). |. 

“Mary” (WB): (3d. wk), $14,500. -. 

. Cinema (Stern): (500; $1.50): —~ 
“Lord: of . Flies” (Cont). (10th: wk). | 

‘Esquire (H&E Balaban) - -(1, 236; 

Globe . ‘(reitel (7100: * 90)—""Mar-|- 

- Loop: (Brotman) | (606: 90-$1. 80): 

‘MeVickers: : “(B e ae 0 ny” AL, i00: 

“week, $22;000. 
“Monroe. “(Jovani) a, 000; °65-90)— is 

(Continued on page 9)" a E -Journey” (BV) .(3d -wk); $6,000. 

"Estimates: for This. Week... 
-Brookside:. . (Fox®:. Midwest-Nat. 

: 45th - wk)... Boffo. $12,000. Last 
week, $14,000. © 

back near normal. “‘Take~: Her, 
‘She’s, ‘Mine” at the. United ‘Artists 

spots.” 
Eglinton - ‘(FP) . (919; $2-$3)-— Penthouse, : is ‘nearing. ‘end of ‘the 

SOW West . Was “Won” - (MGM) 

Rialto; ‘still is: big: to. ‘top: previous: 

Estimates ‘for. This. ‘Week 
wk). Oke. . $4 000:: Last. week, 
$5,000... 

Hollywood (EP). (1,080; $1.25- Above average $6, 600. Last: weeks, |. 
$1.50) — “Bitter Harvest” (20th), ‘Mary, ° Mary” - » (WB): ‘(4th _ wh); 4 

Mary Ann. (People 5)" A; ‘100: a-. | Style” (Col) (3d: wk), $5,000 

(34 wk). Healthy $8; 500, after. sée-- 
ond" week’s. .$10,000.: 
Ohio (Settos)'- (9005. 75-$1.25)-—| 

‘Last’ week, “Incredible. Journey”. 
(BV) and. “Battle~ Beyond: Sun” 

Penthouse -. (Fourth. ‘Ave.- “(900; - 
$1. 50-$3)-—“‘Cleopatra” (20th) (23d |" 

$7,000. 
“Rialto. (Fourth: ‘Ave 4, ‘00; 

‘jump . to ‘big ‘$9, 000. “after. 24th 

Kentucky. ig rated“ above: average, |. State (Par) (2;200;- $1.25-$1.50—-|(Durwood) (400; 90-$1.25)—“Stolen |” - [State (Taylor) (1,059; 1,197; 696; 
a s “Yum: Yum: Tree”. i $l SI wk). | Hours”... (WA) plus : various. ‘second |. ‘Estimates for This Week: as 50-$1)..— “Seducers” | (Indie). Big. mn Huge- $17,000: Last. week, $19,000, |feature pix. Lean $7; 000. _ Last |. “Astor (City Inv.): (1,094; $1: 25-$2) $14,000. Last week, “Twice Told 

onder: Yum Yum Tree." third | Suburban’. World. (Mann): (800: ‘Week, subruns. * ~ | 5, Tiles of Field (UA). Qpens to: $1.25)-"Lord-of Flies (Cont) (7th |." Bipire -Durwood): (686;. $1.25-| dav ;(Wed.). “Last “week, “McLin-| 
Wik), Superb” $2, 500... Last week, $2:50)—“How ‘West Was. Won’| tock.” (UA) (3d-wk), nice $15, 000 or 
$3, 000. (MGM)... (36th wk), "Boff:: $10, 000, |-Close... : 

‘World. (Mann)..(400; -$1.25-§1:50) | Last: week; $6,000 in'6.days. "| Cineramia. ‘(Loew) “1,552; $1.50- 
— “Wheeler: Dealers” (MGM)~ (3d'|. Paramount, .(Blank-UP) - (1,900; .+ $350) “How West Was: Won” 
wk) Boff $5,500. Last: week, $6, 000. $1.25-$1.50)—“Palm Springs Week-| (MGM) (37th wk)."The 36th session | 

- fend”. (WB). . Slick -$10,000;: am) bia Sunday (1).-was Sreat $28.) 
of 9. Last ” week, - Mary; Mary” WB) |. or pe ‘ormances arter 
‘Weekend’ ‘Good. $8, 000,” | 4th wk), ‘$3,500:- | ing. off :to.'$19,600 ‘in “35th: week’ 

di) Plaza: (FMW }. Ge 630: $1. 25-$1. 50) -lowest : of ‘run, with ‘Friday. night's 
» Col; Dealers’ Nice: 9G |- “Yum. Yum Tree” (Col): (2d_wk).| usual -healthy. ‘biz: being“ washed |’ 

| Socko $13, 000. . ~ Stays. on.. Last.;out by:theatre’s closing,. and Satur-- 
amy "Columbus, ‘O,, Dee. 3... week, $15;000. day ‘not being:up to ‘par... _- 

wo-downtown firstruns had hold- | Rockhill: CATE Theatre’ Guita) | ‘Criterion’. (Moss)’ . (1,520; $1 25: -; overs for Thanksgiving week, with: (821: $1-$1. '50).—: “Lord - of: Flies” |:$2:50) —. “Take ‘Her, ‘She's. Mine” | 
‘pleasing ‘business in‘. the offing. | (Cont) (3d wk)... Good $3, 000. ‘Last. (20th): (4th--wk). Third: round was “Wheeler: Dealers’. looks. fine: at) week, $4,300 in-6 days. ° | solid $18,500 or near. (2d wk). . Lusty $10,000. Last: ‘week, 
Loew’s.- Ohio: .in “a second: week. | “Roxy (Durwood) (664;. 75-$1 s0=-| DeMille (Reade) 463: “90. $2'50) $14,000. 
“How The West Was.Won” at.RKO | “Wheeler Dealers” (MGM). (3d wk). | = --"New Kind:-of Love” "(6th final | Imperial (FP) (3, 216; $1-$1 15). Grand in eighth month, still is solid:- Snappy: $7,500... Last: week, ‘$1, 000, | wi Fifth ta ‘DE Lave ena!) “Fun in Acapulco” (Par). Lusty: ‘Sole: ‘new. entry. is “Palm. Springs | also 6 days... ‘day tr rs nza ‘finished yester-| $17,000, Last week, “Palm Springs | Weekend”: at ‘RKO™ Palace with |" 63d‘ Street.” (B&S)” (1,500 - cats, elose.. ‘Ende was on nD $12,000 ith | Veekend” (WB) (2d wk),-$10,000. . good: returns in prospect.” =|. | Fairyland (Finkelstein) (1,500. cats), |) 6, § ot od t ec. 9, with)” Loew's (Loew) (1,641: $1-$1.50). Estimates for-This Week. _|.Shawnée and: Leawood . (Dickinson) |? d tews . scheduled for Dec. 101: —“Wheeler. Dealers” (MGM) « (2d: _ Grand (RKO) (860; $1.50-$2.75)— | (1,000: 750: cars): Hiway 40 (Gen-| 202 11.. “Cardinal” (Col). opens} yi), pgiotsy $10,000. Last week, 

, | “How West: Was Won” (MGM) (33d eral) (1,000: cars), Hillcrest. (Heath) Dec. 12, unusually fine advance be- $14,5 Wk), . Plump $8,000," ‘Last’ week, | (750 cars);: Isis, Vista, . Fairway. mg. reported. | ‘Tivoli (FP) (935: $1.50-$2)— $6,500. "MW. 4.360 400; 700); Walde, | Embassy. (Guild Enterprises)| “Evening with Royal Ballet” 20th) Ohio: (Loew) : 8 079: “B0-$1. 50)— | (Rhoden) -(1,000; -$1-$1:25); .Dickin-| (500; °$1.50-$2.50) -— “814”. (Em)| (ag. wk). Sad $5,000. Last week, “Wheeler . Dealers” (MGM) (2d } son, Overland . and :.- Englewood (24th: wk),.. The | 234. round . -COM-} same. . 
ie ‘oo $9 000. Last. , Week, (Dickinson) (700; "700; 850; $1 each) | O00. Monday - (2) Was "Smash * ‘University (FP) a 344: $2-$3. 50) . —Fun in. Acapulco”. (Par) - plus | |=—“Cleopatra” (20th). (23d “United: Artists: - (Fourth. “Ave!) Palace (RKO) (2;845;. 50-$1, 50)—<] various. added. feature. pix at drive- | Forum. (orel): (813; $4.25-$1 80)! Still lusty at $14,000. ‘Last week, i | “Palm: . Springs . Weekend” | (WB)- ‘ins. Big $50,000. |—“Conjugal_Bed”” (Embassy) (12th | $16,009 . Mine” : (20th). -Socko. $14, 000 - or {and .“Gun Hawk” -(AA).. Good...$8,--| -Uptewn (FMW) . 70) 043: “$1 25- |: Wk). The 11th week ended: Sunday |. Uptown (Loewy. (2;245: $1.25- 

ay was: _Breat. $7,500.. ‘Love on $1 .15)—"Lilies of Field” (WA) (24 
Pillow” (Col) comes in Dee. -16.. “|'wk).: “Sad $6,000. Last “week, 
* Balace (RKO) a, 642;, $1.25-42).— ‘$7,500. oe 

+ 

om ¢- mgs hae 

Soldier ‘in Rain” ‘AAD tea. wk), 

(Tues.) was socko $27,000 or. close,. 
one of ‘best figures here in some. 

$2) —"Twilight of Honor” (MGM) 

| to open late this month, according 

Radio: City Music Hall {Rocke-. 

Dealers”. (MGM) with stageshow | 
(3d-final wk); ‘This final stanza’ 
looks like big $150,000, which is.a_ 

week: which: dipped.to $75,000, off. 

Christmas stageshow orens. tomor-. 

a] $5. 50)—"Cleopatra”.. (20th) © (26th. 

’ State (Loew): (1,850; -$1. 50-$2. 50). 
—Under.. ‘Yum Yum Tree” (Col) 
(3d: wk). . Second. week concluded. 

$29, 000, much higher than. open-. 
ing round of five days. _Daydating. 

—“Who’'s - -Minding. the “Store” : 
(Par) (2d wk). First week finished 

“Some neweomers are helping. “to. 

“Under Yum: Yum Tree” is rated" 

‘Tall “Tales”: (UA). and “My: Son, .. 
Hero” © (UA), . $22, 500 for. “sevén- 

(36th wk).. Fast $5,000. Last week, - 
$5,500. 
Fairlawn (Rank) (1,173: $2-$3)— a 

“lawrence of Arabia” {Cob {44th- 

Fast $11,000. Last. week, prrench a 

“Hyland | (Rank) (1,165; $1.25. 
$1.50)—“‘Mouse’ on. Moon” (Lope). * 

a 



2 Jssues}.: 

| - Los Angeles, Dec. 8, oe 

: Firstrun biz. is: ‘picking. up. sharp- . 
dy by this frame helped. by long}: 
Thanksgiving holiday. weekend. 
Lone new entry, 
pulco, ” 

three - theatres. 
Heights,” ‘back on reissue,..shapes. 

_ lively $9,000 at. Warner . Beverly. |.’ 
which’ previously. |” 

-had been playing at the Beverly} 
‘alone, also: was. launched: at © Or- |. 
pheum, giving: pie a wow $34,890 cf 

15 in. ‘sixth at : 

“Tom Jones,”. 

for two. ‘houses. 
‘the Bev. 

“McLintock” shapes ; 

“Lawrence of Arabia’’ is torrid in. 
two. spots; both for second rounds. |: 
: “How West Was. Won” looms.torrid | 
$21, 000. in 41st" -Warner Hollywod mt 
week 

$18, 000 in sixth session at the Chi- | 
nese, “It’s a Mad- World” is rated | 
smash $30,000 or. close in ‘fourth, perking up. the 
round at the Cinérama- . 

, Estimates for This ‘Week 

Los: Angeles, Iris, El Rey: (Met- Mbig.on opening’. weeks, 
ropolitan-F WC). " (2,049; (825;. “856; 
$1-$1.49)—"Fun in Acapuleo” {Par - 
and -“Last Train -fre~ Gun . Hill” 
(Par). treissue}: Gous: $21,000 “0 
near.. Last week, Los-Angeles’ with | 
Wiltern, : ‘Hollywood, Loyola, “Take } 
Her, She's: Mine” (20th), “Young ; 
‘Swingers”, (20th), $24. 000. Tris, Ely 
Rey, “Incredible. Journey” (BV), 
“Flipper” (MGM). (2d _ wk, Tris; ist | 
wk, El Revi, $7,800... - 

Warner Eeverly . (SW) (1, 316: $2.) 
“$2. 40) —° “Withering. 
(Cont) {reissue}, 
“week, “Mary,” 
wk), $4,500. 

Music. Halk’ (Ros) (7203: $2-$2. 40 
—‘School for Scoundrels”: (Cont) | 
and “Battle” of. Sexes” (Cont): (re- 1-800; 90-$1 .25)-—‘‘Wheeler Dealers”. 

(MGM) (2d. wk): Fancy- $11 000: or}: 

‘Mehintod? Potent 106, 

Busy’ $5,800. «Last ‘week, 
“Resurrection” : (Art), $2,900. - 

‘ Warren’s, “Crest - 
State) (1,757: ‘$1-$1, 49) — “Law- 

_Yence of Arabia’. “Coal 

“Fun in. Aca- . 
looms ‘good $21, 000- . in} 

n “Wuthering: 

_sockeroo 

$23,000 in “four tTocations. while: os 

. “Under Yum: Yom Tree” is “great | - 

Heights a 
Rosy $9,000. ‘Last | 
Mary” (WB) (4th | $1. 25)— ‘Nurses . on“: Whéels” . 

{ier Last: week, 
“Name Js Ivan’ (Indie), 

(Metropolitan- os 

3 | rently: 

Ray City Greses 
Estimated. Total Grass - 
Last Year "$2, 832,600 

2 (Based. on 23 cities sand 298 
theatres). . 

This. Week - $9) 274, 560 
: (Based on 39° ‘cities and..250°° 

théatres, chiefly first runs: in-. 
cluding NXDs ae aad

 

ee ee ee 

Tree’ 

St. ‘Louis, Dec. 3. 

“Some seein sturdy: product- ts] 
firstrun: biz picture. 

here currently. Both “Under Yum. 
Yum‘ Tree” at Fox and-“Fun -in}' 

$2,600. for: six days.: Acapulco; ae at the’ St. Louis, Shape 

Dealers” looms ‘fancy: in ‘second at 
| Esquire: while “McLintock” is. fine |, 
Re ‘second at, State.” 

“How. ‘West ° Was: “Won” 

“Cleopatra” | 

. . Estimates for This: “Week:: 

“Ambassador tArthuy) . @, 70: . 
$1 .50-$3.50) — “Cleopatra”. oth) |) 

Okay $8, 200." ‘Last week, : 

(7003. 90-. 
fIn- | *: 

23d. wk). 
$8,000. © 
‘Apollo Art - (Grace) 

Good’ $1,600. : 
$1,500. 

a Esquire: «= ( Jablonow-Komm): - 

' close.:.Last week, $15: 000:: 

Slick ‘$19, 000° or near. Last: week, ; Mine” (20th). 424: wk): $12, 000. : 
-$20.400. 

‘Hillstreet, 
Baldwin. . 

State) (2,752; 756;-1,990; 1,800; $1-. 
$1 .49)—"MeLintock” - (UA) and. 
“Young Raters” AAT). (2d° -wk); 
Socko: $23,000- or. clase. East week, 
$30, 400... 

Hollyweod,. . ‘Loyola, 
(FWC-STY 18565 1,288; 2,344; 
$1.49)—"Take “Her, She's 

Pix, Fax’ -Wilshite: 

Mine” 
(20th) -and ‘various .Second. feature" 
pix (2d wk). Fine $17,000." 
Beverly, Orpheum. (State-Meiro- | 

politan}: (1,150; ..2;213:° $1-$2: .40)— 
“Fom Jones” (UA) (6th: ‘wk, Bev- 
erly: 1st . wk, Orpheum). 
$34,800. Last’. ~ Week, ‘ _ Beverly 
“$18, 200. | 

~ Vogue, Lido (FWO) #810: ‘a76: $i- 
. $2): 

(Continued: on. pace. 9) 

Viclinteck’ Potent 136, 
“D.C; ‘Dealers? 116, 2d 

Washington, Dec. :3. 
“Trade is’ slow. currently. as: this 

-eity is -still trying | to shake off} | 
‘the numbness last: -week’s. 
events. Only” big entry. is ““Me-' 
‘Lintock,” which shapes sock - in. 
second sesh at.” Keith’s. 
Springs. Weekend”.” looms. barely | 

-@kay in opener. at- Ambassador-|. . 
Metropolitan.:: “Wheeler ‘ Dealers” 
figures ‘good. in ‘Second round: at 
Palace. we 

"Batimates for. This Week 

Ambassadot-Mctresolitan. 
1, 480;. $1-$1.49)—“Palm . Springs. 
Weekend” 4{WB).. Okay ($10, 006.: 
Last week, “Incredible - J ourney” 
(BV). (2d:-wk), $6,600. 
Apex (KB). 1940:. $135-$1. 40)! 

“Conjugal Bed’. (Embassy) “(7th 
wk). Mild $3.500. Last. ‘week, same. 

Calvert.(Mann) (900; $1.25-$1.50) 
-—*“Devil . ‘and’10- Commandnients” |’ 
(ndie) (2d-: wk).. ‘Mild. $3,000: ‘her! 
opening at $3,500. - - 

_ Dupont (Mann) (400:. 90-$i 55)— | 
“Knife In Water’ (Indie). Fine. 
$7,500. Last week, “Leopard” 

- (7th wk], $3,500. 
Embassy | (Loew). (567: $1:25-$2). 

—“Take ‘Her,- ‘She's Mine”. (20th). 
(3d... wk). 
$7,500. 

‘Keith's: (RKO) (1, 838: . -$1-$1.497 
—"“McLintock’- (UA) 12d. wk): Sock |- 
$13, 000: after initialing at. same. 
“ MeArther (KB) (900; ‘$1.25-$1 40): 

(Continued. on 1 Page 9): 
58m 

Bas $1.25-§2.50) — “How 

$10,500. ‘Last week $10,000. 

$1. 25)-——‘French’ Style” . 
| Sharp.“ $2. 506." Last: ‘week, : 
$3,000. | holdover round. at. Capitol.. 

Paris’ Art iGhernoff) (800; $1. 50) . 
“Greenwich | Village Story”. (Indie) 
‘and “Some. Kind-of Nut” ‘(ndie).. 
‘Light: $1,200: ‘Last- week,. “Lovers” y 

—"L-Shaped “Rodin”. (Col) (3d | UNG S200. 

Wow. 

“Palm +: 

vee ‘yeurrently. 

(20th): ae 

‘Loew's Mid-City.” (Loew) (1,160: . 
“66 90)-—"Lilies of” Field” A) (2d. 

(Metropolitan-Prin-FWC- wk). Fair $6:000. Last week, $7,500. |. 
(Loew) (3,600; 60- 90) — | 

“McLintock" : (UA). (2a wk. Fine. |. 
$12,000 - 

State . 

ZOF. “better. Last. Week, 
$15. 000.5 ..° 
.Martin ‘Cinerama’ (Martin): (913: 

West. ‘Was 
(MGM). “Great Won”. (34th. wk).: 

(Arthur) (1;000;. 

( Col): 
‘Pageant 

(3d 
wk: 

“Over’’. ‘Indie);: ‘$7, 000: Don 

‘Shady Oak -(Arthury - (7605. 90- 
$7.25) — 

week, & 500. : 

NCLINTOCR’ WOW 8¢, 
PORT; ‘DEALERS’ 76, 2d 

S Portland, -Oré:,. Dec. 3. 
. Strong product ‘in most. ‘key spots 

\is spelling much. better :biz here’ 
“WicLintock” - shapes as 

best. af neweomers,. 
(SW), +showing . 

WwW 
‘the. -: Laurelhurst.- 

“Wheeer.. Dealers” is rated: great 
‘in. second: at ..Broadway.. 

“ “Pun” 
is only. SO-So on. opener 

:Opener at Orpheum: 
Acapulco” 
jat. Music Box. a 

. Estimates for: This ‘Week: 

‘Bresdway | (Parker). . 
$1 .50)— 
and. . “Main © ‘ Attraction”: 
(reissue): ‘12d. wk). 

Last. week; -$9:100: . 
_ Cinema 21 (Foster)-(648; $1. 50-1 
“Yum-Yum. Tree”. - (Col). (2d - wk). “Ty 
Big: $5,500... Last ‘week, $5,600; 
Fine Arts (Foster) (321:. $1.50)— 

‘Oke : $5,500... Last week, “Lord. of: Flies” - (Cent) (3d. wk). 
“Last: ‘Nifty $3,000:. Last. week, 

‘week, $3,200... 

and. “Thunder Island”. . (20th) (2d 

(Continued on page: Ln 

Sa a 

-| Art: - 

fend”. (WB). 

i St Loo; Fun’ 166 | 
: |-Game” (Janus), $1, 700. 

| - Heights “Art Art’ ‘Theatre: Gulla): 
(925; .$1.50)—!'The “Trial” « (Indie). 

“Wheeler. 

still “Es |: 
‘great. jn 34th round.. at Martin }— 
L Cinerama. 
‘okay. jn 23d. session:at Ambassador. E 

is.. rated | Ojsay $7,000... Last: week;. $6,800. . 

1$1: 25-$1. 50) —. “Take . Hey; : ; 
{Okay. $8, 500. 

‘Last. week, $8, 000. : 

Guild) 
(Indie). 

Fox. (Arthur) 15,000; 90-$1. 25) == 
“Yuin: ‘Yum:- Tree”. #Con.. : Big -$25,-. 

(2d: wk), ‘ 000: ‘Last week; ‘"Pake- Her, She's [ 

40-1: 

: (2d Wk): 

““Women of Worid”. (Em-- 
‘bassy). (4th. Wk). ’ Nice. 42,0 000. “Last. 

$1. 25)—"French . Style”. 
wk). - 
same: . - Daydating: with. Hyde: ‘Park 
“Art. ~ 

a Wow | conuise . On. Wheels” . 
wk). 

. “Palm. ‘$1, 100." 

| Springs Weekend” looms ‘tall .on 
“jn | $1-25\—“French*. Style”: 

.Fairish: $1, 500: Last week,- $1,400.) , 
(MGM). (24 wk), Good $6, 000 after 
-$7,500. opener. * - 
‘Elmwood. (Snider): (2, 200: $2.50 re, 

_ .$3)—“Cleopatra® (20th) ’ (18th, wk). 
-Good. $7,000°.or near. Last ‘week, ‘| 

(15890: - $1-. 
“Wheeler Dealers”: (MGM) . 

MGM « 
Wow $7,000, : 

| Fex. (Evergreen) a ,600; $L$1. 4g) |" 
—Take’ Her She’s Mine’ (20th) 

$10.50 300. 

Cleveland; “Dec. 3. 

ce A couple of good. newcomers and 
a | some strong. holdovers. will Bive the: an 

"1 city’s. firstruns a -nice session cur-| 
*Palm- Springs’ Weekend” |: 

~ {|l00Ks good. on opener at the: Allen.{: ©... 84.8: 
~|“‘The . Trial” is -rated nice in two}. 

ses... “Under the Yum | 
Yum Tree” shapes: socko in: third |: 

“Tilies of 
_.- | Field’. is big ‘in fourth at ‘Colony | : 

‘She's: Mine’? :- 
[looms | ‘okay. in second ‘at Palace. 

smaller. houses.’ 

stanza: at the Hipp.. 

:“Take’ Her,. 

’ Estimates ‘for This ‘Week. 

a : Allen (Stanley-Warner) . C866: ‘| ° od 
4 $1. 25-$1.50)—“Palm Springs Week-| : - 

Good. $13,000. or néar. = 
“| Last week, ; Haunted’ Palace” (AA), 

Nice. $3. 000 “or” over.” Last. week, 
“Lord of. Flies” . ( Cont). (4th. Wk), 

‘Hippodrome. (Hipp Bldg. - Ca) 
(3, 500;. $1.25-$1:50) —:“Yum. ‘Yum. 

“Brisk $15; (000. . 
; in: ‘23a week . vat. the Hipp.. 

‘Are the. Days” 
‘the ‘Charles. 

Tree”. Cal). (3d wk). 
Last: -week.. $20, 000. : 

‘Ohio (Loew) ~ (1: 020: 
Cleopatra” * (20th): 

$1. 80-$3. 50) 

(FRA: Theatres) . (1, 254: 
“She's 

Palace © 

Mine” (20th) (2d: WE). 

” State. (Loew). @; 450: gh. 50)_— 
“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) (2d wk): | 
Average. $8, 000:-: - Last: week, $9,500. 

| Westwood ..“Art. (Art Theatre 
(955:. :$1. 50)—“The-- -Trial”. 

Cincy; Tree’: Whopping” 
116, ‘Take Her’ 126, 2's 

‘Cincinnati, . Dee: 3. 

Cincy ‘fArstruas: shave. started “to'|-: 

$1. 50)-— “Take: Her,. She’s Mine”. 
Boff $11,000. Last: week,: 

“Wuthering: Heights”. 
-issue).. (2d. wk), $5, 000. - 

in “second - week. at} 
outlying’ Valley, Yates. boffo:. 

“lL brighter in the wake-of the Ken- 
Jnedy | tragedy. ° 

} lone’: downtown.’ entry" “currently, : 
tJooms. big’ at Keith's. 

“McLintoek,” a9 

“Under Yum. 
Yum. -Trée,””: 

“ake -“Her;) She's Mine”. is 
‘Smash. -at.: Palace, also’ in: second.’ 
.“Wheeler Dealers” is ‘mild <in‘:first] ; 

“““Cleo- 
patra”: climbed. in. 23rd ‘week . at 
Grand ‘With | extra matinees.. -: 

"Estimates for: This ‘Week: | 

- Albee” (RKO): (3,100; $1 25-$1. 50) |: 

St.Louis ( Arthur): (3, 800: “75-901. ‘s =—Palm ° ‘Sorings’ Weekend”. ~CWB): 

= “Fun in Acapuléo” (Par) and’ 
|“old ‘Dark ‘House’ (Col): Big $16;- 
}. 000: Last week; “Man With “X-Ray-|- 

[-Byes”- (AT) ‘and “When: Girls. Take: 

‘Nice $8,500 after: $9, 500 | 
opener. —— 

“ Capitol « (SW-Cineramay a. 540: 
$1 25-$1:50) — ‘Wheeler Dealers”. 
(MGM).-(2d° Wk. “Mild $6,000. “Last 
week, - -$5.500. : -Popscale . - breather 
after 36-week. run of “How. West 
Was “Won”. (MGM) 

“(Cin-T-Co)- 
(Col) - (2d. 

‘ Fair - $1,700. - First: .week,. 

“Esquire - Art: 

‘Grand. (RKO) (1; 396:. $1 20-$3)— 
| “Cleopatra” ‘(20thy (23d .wk): Okay” 

- $8,500, .:on lift: ‘via: extra. matinees. 
‘Last week. $7,000. 

292" © $1.25) 
_ (indie) "(3d 

_ Last’. “week, 

‘Guild (Vance) 

. So-so - $1, 300: * 

“Hlyde. ‘Park. Art. (Cin-T-Co)..(700: |: 

_ : Keith’s: ‘(Gin-F-Co) - (1,500; $1.25- 
{$1 50); = “McLintock” (UA). Big 
$10,000. | Last . week,. “Incredible 
Journey” (BV) (3d wk), $5,500. 
“Palace (RKO) (2,600: $1-$1.50)—. 
‘Take ‘Her. “She’s . Mine”. (20th). (2d. 

. Smash . $12, 000. Last: week; ; wk). 

$11. 500. 
Twin. Drive-In. (Cin-T-Co). (west 

side only, 890. cars;. $1)——“Playgirls 
‘and  Vampire’”. (Indie) and “Day: 
‘Earth ‘Froze’” (Indie). 
Last: week,” 

wk):. Boffo _ $11,500." Last. week, ; 

“Cleves, Tree’ 156
, qj Hu 2 

"Rules. . of 

(24th. * wk)... 

-mer).. (2d wk): 
week,. $4,000. 
-. Five .West (Schwabet). (435: ‘90: 

“Good.$2,900. “Last week, ae 
“Lord . of Flies”: (Cont). 4th’ wi 
$2, 100: : wo 

$1: 50)—"Fun. in* “Acapulco” 
‘Good $9,000. -Last week, “Conjugal. 
Bed” (Embassy). (4th wk); $4;000. |. 

(700: . "50-}|— - 
“Kipling? s-Women’”” (Indie). (Ga: wk), 000 
$3. 500. Last week; $3,600. ee 

(12795. $2:$3: 90)—. 2 
’ }Gleopatra” (20th) -(n:o.) (3d wk). ee 
Sock $10,000. Last week, $8,000. ° 

the'| 

(2d wk). 

‘holds _ until |--. 
| “Mad: “World”. (UA): restores: Cine-| 
“| rama. policy on. Dec:. 19... 

. (500: . 

of. 

rated good, 

“(2d .. wk).: 

Oke’ $6,000. : 
“Married Too” Young” 

Indie) and. ‘Violent Years”. ndie) 
-$5.000. -. : . 

Valley ( Cin-T-Co). (1.975: “$1. 50- 
$1 80)-—“Yum Yum Tree” (Col) (2d 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated ‘Total Gross . an 

$6 
(Based ¢ on 33: theatres) 

Last Year . $4994 
_&£ Based: on 38 theatres)" 

“Baltimore, “Dee. 3... 

1. "Colony “Art: . (Staniey-Warner) | 
(1,354; $1.50)—“Lilies* of Field}. 

CUA). (4th” wk). Big $6, 000. Last) 
‘| week, $4, 600: re 

. Continental Art ¢ ‘Art “mheatre | + 
Guild) - (925;" * $1 .50)—“Lord: of | 
Flies”. (Conty (me), -Good . $3,300 
for’ ‘fifth ‘week _ “here. in - chain’ S|. 
houses. © Last.’ week, 

. Sstimates: for’ This Week B 
‘Charles: (Fruchtman) . 

$1. 50)—“Gone Are * Days” (Hamn- 

$1. 50)—-“Lilies- of Field”. (GA) (2d. 
wk). Good $2, 000: : "Last, ‘week, 
$2, 300. . 

$3, 50). =~. “Cleopatra” | (20th) (23d’ 
a ]ee. Good sit, 000.. Last” “week, 

* $11, 500. .. 
Little (EE) (300: "56-81 65) 

| “Irma ‘La. Douce” (UA) (20th wk): 
= Holding “Nicely © “at. 4, 000, : ‘Last. 
_|- week; same; 

New | "(svuchtmian) -(1,600;- 
(Par). 

. Mayfair - (Fruchtman)- 

(20th). 

Playhouse | (Schwaber). (365:.. '90- 
‘$i. 50)—“Lord. of . Flies”. (Cont). (2d 
Wk). - 
$2, 700: ° 

Stanton ‘@ruchtman) (2, soo! | 50-|. 
‘$1. 50)—-“‘Wheeler: Dealers” (MGM) oS 

“Hep. $10, 000. _ Last week, a 

Weekend? Jugh $18, 000, 

Good - -$2, 500. Last. week, 

$10, 000.: 
.Senator. (Giurkee) (960: 90-$i. 65) 

—“Great Escape”: (UA). (6th: wk). 7 
Socko $12;000. -Last™ week, |  $9;500.. | 

(1,125: - 50-$1 50)— |. 
| palm. ‘Springs. “Weekend” : 
‘Nice $8, 000. or . over, 
(UA) (3d: wk), $5, 800.. 

 Fown. { T-L). 
(WB): 

Caretakers 

|*TREE” SOCKO $9,000, 
~ PROV; ‘CLEO’ 76, 18TH 

“ Providence, Dec. 3. 
. Biz. is picking up. this week, nat-: 

‘rally, ‘with: Strand in. the lead for 
third. -straight session with “Under |. 
‘Yum Yum Tree,” .-which~ is’ still |: 

.| Socko, _Majestic’s | 
Weekend” . is also-healthy in, sec- 

““Paim © Springs | 

‘ond. : Elmwood’ 's. 18th “week: .. of. 
“Cleopatra” | is showing sigis.: of.’ 
‘being.a bit tired. State’s second 

-Albée’s | 
Is 

‘“McLintock” -is- fair: 
second. of. - "Wheeler. Dealers” 

Estimates for ‘This Week | 
Albee’. (RKO) (2,200;: 7 
“Wy heeler Dealers”. . 

mild - $5,000 because of ‘mourning 
closing... 
. Majestic (SW) 2 200; 15-$1)— 
“Palm ‘Springs ‘Weekend”* (WB). 
(2d... -wk). -Healthy:” $6,000: afte 
$8,000 - ‘for the first .week, . 
“State (Loew). 

“MeLintock”’: (UA): (2d° wk). 

90-41. 25)—“Yum Yum. Tree” (Col) 
cand: “Critic” (Col) (3d wk), Heavy 
weekend. helping to -socko #900. 

. Second: ‘was. $8,500 | 

New: product and strong. hold- 
‘overs will help :the boxoffice: this 
week...“Take Her, Shie’s: Mire” is | 
hoff. in’ bow..at the “Mayfair. “Fon |, 
in Acapulco”. looms good in opener 
atthe New. .“Paim. ‘Springs Week- 
lend” is. nice ‘in ‘first at ‘Town. : 
... “Wheeler “Dealers” shapes okay| | 
in second. at: Stanton while : “Great. 
“Escape”: . ‘is. Socko. in ‘sixth. frame 
at: the. Senator. “Cleopatra” is good 

“Gone 

-is niee in second. at |. 
“Lord ..of. Flies” ‘Is 

. holding. well jn ‘second | “at: Play: 
7 ‘house.: | 

$11, 000. 

4500: gg. | $1:20-32 ..95)—-"“Mad World”: 

, Loud: ‘$5, 000. “Bast | 

| $3,500." 

Hippodrome. (TL). (2, 200: $1 “50- 

(Cont). (ree | 

4:(24. ‘WE. 

dating .two:.. spots.. 

‘(MGM). (3d: wk), 

(3.200: 15$1)— 
Fair’ 

+ | $7,000: or near. First was$6, 500. 
. Strand . (National Realty) :(2,200; 

wb dent lle a 

‘Boston;. Dee. 3: 

“Palm. Springs: ‘Weekend’. looks - 
7 ; a hotsy in second. at. ‘the. Memorial. 

-“McLintock” shapes: good in sec-" 

Bal; ee ri at 
ond... round at Orpheum. “Mad 
World”. was way ‘up in’ its second 
session ‘.at the. “Boston: ‘Wheeler’. 
Dealers’. 
‘Saxon. 

: “Under Yuin Yum Tree” is. ‘sock. - 
in: fourth week. at Astor. “Irma“La::. 
Douce”: held: for a .second. ‘slick - 
week. at. Mayflower. in subrun after 
20. :weeks at the -Saxon:. 
‘Flies”-is still stout at ‘the. Cinema, 
‘Kenmore Square in 11th stanza. . °: 

_ Estimates for This : ‘Week Ses 
> Astor - (B&Q) (1,117; . ‘90-$1.50)— 

“Under Yum Yum Tree” (Col) (4th 
wk).- Last. ‘week, 

Beacon. Hill ( Sack) (900: $1-$i. 80): 
—“Incredible- Journéy” . (BV). Sock’ 
$15,000.'- “Last. - - week, / “Fantasia”. 
(BV)' (reissue):. $3. 500:: “i 
‘Boston. -( Beacon. - Ent): 

Boffo: $14,000: 

“(345s 
“(WAD: 

(3d. wk). Third -week- started Dec... 
‘8. Second. week was. Socko $17,000: ~~ 
Capri «.(Sack) (859; - ‘90-$1.50)— 

“Incredible - Journey”: (BV).- ‘Lofty: 
10,000: Last -week, “Small. World. ; 

Sammy: Lee” (Seven Arts): (3d wk), = 

Center. (E: M, Tsoew) (1250: 902) 
$1.25) —.. “Promises. 

$8. 000: woe, 
-Ciriema. Kentore Square. (Thilie) oy 

(320: '$1.40-$1.90)—“Lord: of. Flies™ 2. <°: 
. (Cont) (11th WR).: ‘Slick $5, 000. Last. a 

. | week, $4, 000. : 
50- a 

“Heavens Abov e”: (Janus) (5th. wk). 
Bright ‘$4,000, Last week, 4. 500. 

“Exeter: (Tndiel: ¢ 1 276: 90-$1 49) 

Fenway. (Intie):. .(1;300: .90-$1. 49) 
“Babes .im ‘Woods” -(Indié) and 

‘Gary. (Sack) - 

‘Mayflower. (ATC) - (689; 90-$1.:50): 
“trma- Ta Douce”: UA): (subrun) ° 

Good" $5, 000. : _ Last. week, aoe 
same,. \ 
Memorial (RKO). (3. 000: “90-81. 50). ~ 

(Continued on Page: 9). 

Frisco; Fan’ Great 146 - a 
San. Francisco, Dec: 3. 

| - "Thanksgiving holiday. is. helping On 
| Srstrun. biz. out: of. the.doldrums ‘of ° * .. 
_| Of ‘last .week- Hottest newcomer” ds. te 
|Palm’ Springs Weekend,” ‘which. is 2: “ 

"Pun ‘in’ Aca- - 
‘pulco”: Icoms: ‘great in debut ‘at -the - 
big. at: Paramount. 

St,” Francis. “Wheeler. Dealers” 
shapes: sock | in ‘third: session, -day- 

“Under ‘Yum 
Yum: ‘Tree” ‘still -is, big) in. fourth 
round. at. ‘Warfield. 

“Estimates ‘for This Week”: 

$2-$2:50) . eae . “Wheeler 

week, $6,700.. 
“EI- Rancho: Drive-in. “aera (925 

‘ears: $i. 20 ° person).—. “Wheeler. . 
: D 99 75-$1)— . ealers’ 

(MGM): and |. 
“Gunfight -: at Comanche. Creek”. 

(MGM). (3d wk). Fast. . 
$4.500. - Last. week $6,000. 

Embassy. (Dibble-McLean) “2:400; >” 
$1.75)—"Take Her, She’s. Mine” 

| (20th) (2d “wk).. ‘Lofty’ $8,000. ‘Last 
“fF week $11,000. , 

Geneva - ‘Drive-In © 
cars: . 
(UA). (2d . 

(Syuty)- 

wk). Great $9,000 - or 
$9,000 -or -close.. ‘Last. week $10,200. 

_ Golden, Gate. (RKO). (2,850: $1.25- - 
/$1.50)—“Incredible Journey”. (BY). | 

- | (ath Wk). Smooth $9, 500: Last week as 

$8.500. we 
Metro | (United “Calif, ).. (1, 000; " 

$1 15-$2)—"814"" «. ( Emb) (3d wk). 
Big $8:000: Last: week. $8,500. 

Mission - Drive-In 
ears; $1.25 ‘person)—“Take . Her, ° 

She's - Mine” (20th) (2d. wk). Fair: mes 
$4,000. Last week $5,000: 

, Orpheum . -4Cinedome).. a A39; 
» (Continued on. page, 2) 

: “Film biz showed. lpward mromen-’ _ 
| tum with opening of big new prod-: 

4 uct and. return to normal: after Jast:..  --:: 
week's ‘tragi¢ events... There was-.. 
definite improvement all down the..." - 

-j]ine .from. deluxers..to “compacts — 
| with. a cold. weather front: ‘helping: | 
. {Incredible ’ Journey”. is boifo- at. ~*~ 
_.|two houses, Beacon .Hill and‘ €apri. ..-..- 
“Fun in Acapulco”. is nice. at ‘Paras | 

{ mount. 

looms: big. in third | sat 

“Tord. of": 

Promises”. ©" "~ 
(NTD). and “Strong “Room”. (Indie) . oe. 

444th wk). 7 ‘Perky. ‘$7. 000. Last week, wo 

~~ Alexandria: (United Calif.) 1; 444: as - 
| $5)—~“Cleopatra” ~ (20th) . (23d: wk), - 
| Big: $15, 000: Last week, $10, 700. “ 

Dealers” oo : 
Sock $8, 600. ‘Last on 

"(910 7 
$1.25 : _person)—"McLintock” ' - 

(Syufy) (950.5 



— TS OE PN Ee A a FT TQ” 

. fe 

| eo “$16. 000.” 

i on 500, Tie = Sa 1% 

o “ing EPs (MGM). (10th wk). 
va $5,000... Last week, . $4,800." Ag 

(1:536: "$2-§2. 715) — ‘thw, 
an “How... West: Was © Won’... $19. 000. - 

- Great .$19.000 -in. Jast : - (39th. wk). 
-roundup., Last week; $11, 090. - 

-91.49)— 

a 

. or of oe 24 te “. 
. ts oe 

' 

*"Cleopatta’(20th)’ (23d° wk). 
$17, 000... . Last week, $13 500.. - _ 

° "Staton: (SW) (1,483: 95-81. 80)| - 
“Wheeler Dealers” : (MGM) (2d wk). 
' Hotsy" $14,000: Last week, $10,500. 1: 

a ‘Go - to Hell” (Indie). . 
Last: week; “Pagon Istand?? : (Indie): 
and: *1.000 Shapes of. ‘Female’. (ins 

wot die), : 

Se Ne PCS TS Cid io Dt PLE ee 

. . : . . 

. on . m4 . . . . 
ae ‘ . . ad 

. . o. my soe 

ae TENNENT ITF * EN rE emacs inieg eeceaimmeaneaamaiaabemndie aerate. Preteen rene mn moe oor - : . wt we . oy ta . . thou oe an a . foe _ m 

. : . . 

““Sporting. ° -Life"’... 
Mild: $2,000: : ‘Last. week; 

a $3,000. 

. ea wk). 
"1 $7,200:, 

7 ~-Rousing.. ‘$6, 000: - 
‘$5, 700. 

| ‘$t: 25). — “McLintock” * 
_. “Mouse on Moon” (Indie): (reissue): ; 
“Wham: $8, 000 or. over. 

: $3: 50)—*Cleopatra” 

: ‘declared: a@ tegular quartér} 
-. idend: of- 30¢ per. share-0 on: it 
. tal. stock. ” x 

. he - 
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» Melintock’ 
- Philadelphia, Dec: 3... 

“Ws ‘pappy- Thanksgiving. -in. cur- 
Toss rent session here for exhibs. despite |’ 
oa ‘sparsity: of newcomers. Lone. im-: 

_: portant -. newie, 
me _-Weekend” is rated. dim. at . Ran- 

* . “dolph:. 
... splendid in second: round daydating. 
“two .smallér houses. : 
ae “Under Yum Yum: Tree” shapes. : 
“ginash” ‘in: fourth stanza. at Fox.. 
“McLintock” ‘Tooms big. im: “second 

--"- at-Goldman., “Wheeler: Dealers” is 
torrid in. second’. Stanton : round. 
**Take . Hoer,- She’s “Mine” - “still - -is 
; fancy in third- “week! at Trans-Lux. 

“Palm © Springs 

“Conjugal... “Bed”. 

"Estimates: for: ‘This Week 

Arcadia. (S&S). (623; 95-$1. 80)— 
Good. 

(SWY  Beyd”. 
:- (MGM) 

Bryn Mawr, (Goldman). (630: 
“Conjugal “Bed”. ‘(Embassy): 

(2d: wk). Hep: $4. 000. . Last. ‘week, 
$8, 300: 
"Fox. (Milgram): (2,400; 95-180) 

“Under Yum: Yum: Tree’: (Col) (4th 
“i owk): - ““Socko $19, o00.. (baste week, 

Goldman. (Goldman). { 1; 000; 95- . 
$1: -80)-—“McLintock’” (UA) (2d: wk). 

‘< Big .$16,000.. Last. week; ~'$13,500. | 
‘Lane - (Swy (1: 060: $1. 49)—“Lord. cee 

iv of: Flies”. :(Cont): (6th, wk). 
, $4, 800... Last’ week, $4.000: 

Midtown: (Goldman) a, 500: 95- 
oon $1. $0)——““Lilies. ‘of Field” (UA): (4th 
ee, wk). . Sunny - $12, 000. . Last | week, 

Randolph - (Goldman -(2.200°.- 95: 
vs $1: 80)——'Palm Springs . Weekend”, 
“» WB): * -_ ‘Dim: $7 ONO: Last‘. week: - é 

“ . “Mary, “Mary” (WB) (4th, wk), 
ve 4, 500: 7: 

“ Stanley (SW) (1, 450:. “$2.50: $3) 

' Stadio (GoldbersY (400: 95-$1: ‘80y 
—“Sunsweot” (Indie). and. “Wicked 

‘$3,600. - 
ee ‘Trans-Lux (TE) (500: “OB-81. g0)== 

oo. “Take Her, She’s. Mine” (20th)-(3d: 
"2: © wk). Fast-$7,000. Last week, $8, 000. 

World (Rugosty. (499: :95-$1 80 
“Conjugal Bed”. (Embassy) (2d wk). 

“Fine: ‘$3,800.. Last. week, -$3:500. - 
Yorktown - (Sw) { i 000: $I. 49) 

(Cont) -(rerun).: 
-“Three 

‘Fables ‘of ‘Love’ (Janus) (2d: wk), 

~ PORTLAND, ORE. 
(Continued from page g). 
Faney. - $6, 500.. _ Last week, 

"Hollywood: (Bvergteen) i; 1 890; 
$1: 49-$2)-—"South. Séa ; Island’. Ad-- 
-Venture”’ « <Cinerama).. (13th &. wk).- 
Snappy. $6.00, in. 3 days. Last: 
week, $5,400. Mees 

Irvington. (Smith). (650: $1. 50)—: 
“Irma La: Douce” (UA) (18th- wk):. 

* Last | _ week, 

Laurelhurst’ ( Cruikshanid ($650; 
“( UA): 

“Lilies of. Field” (UA) .and “Pock- 
etful Miracles". MUAY. (reissue) Gd 
wk), “$3, 100.. 

‘| -Musie Box, (Hamrick): (640: ‘sf oe 
. $4.50)—Fun in: “Acapulco” *(Pary. 

- So-so $4,000: | <Last 
Catch '.Thief’’. (Par): and. Wertigo”- 

‘week, 

(Par) (reissues), .$2,800.: 
Orpheum. (Evergreen). €1 536: ‘$1. 

| ares 49)— “Palm: ‘Springs. Weekend”. 
(WB) and “When. Girls. Take Over”. 
(Indie).-. “Tall -$8;000. - - Last. week, 

i “Incredible Journey” ev) (3d.wk),, 
"$7,600. 

-Paraniount (Port-Paty- 4 i 406; $2). 
(20th) | (23d 

wk). ‘Solid. $8,000... “East Week, 
— $5, 900. 

Decca v Diy Rates 
Universal: ‘Pictures yesterday 

(Tues:),. declared ‘a’ quarterly. divi- 
dend:‘of..25c¢ per share and..an ‘extra 

Decca: Records Ine. at sate time: 

* divi- 
® cap: 

““Ravaged” 

166° 

“ i reissue), 

“Good |. Cot 
a i ’ Pitstrin biz: still-is ‘not back- to 

its: real’ stride this found ‘after -last'| ‘ 
“Fun. in. 

‘ Acapulco” ‘looms - bie ‘on..opener at | 
|. the ‘Denver, 

Centre. :' 

wk)... 
"Fat. 

Okay’ $3.800.'} 

‘and.|"- 

“Last week; | 

serra | : 

looks like fancy $5, 300: : 
| . Cinema. One® (Rugoft Th). (7005 

arse 50-$2)—Tom. Jones” :(U-A): (8th 
wk). The eighth: ‘round: ended: Sun-. 

(1)... was.” wow: :4$36,800, up | 
_| sharply. ‘from. seventh week: ©. . 

“$1.50-$2)— 
(4th, wk): 

“CHICAGO © 
, (Continued ‘from: page 1) 

(Indie) and: - 
Fever”. (Indie) (reissues) (2d. wk). 
Oke .$4,500...Last. week, ‘$5,000: 

‘Roosevelt (B&K).: 

: State-Lake - (BE&K) 2 400:. $2.84) 
—: ““Cléopatra”. | (20th). (23d wk). 

| Solid: $21,000:. ‘Last’-week, ‘$22,500. |, 
: Sart (H&E Balaban). (684; $1.50-. 

$1/80).-— 
-and” “Summerskin” - (Indie). Bright 
\$3,500; Last ‘week, 
“of “‘Sammy::: Lee”. 

:“Hand.‘in’ Trap”: (Indie) 

Cndie).” 
$3, 000.- 

*Pewa (Teitel) (640:~$1.25-$1. ‘80 | 
—“Prélude To’ Ecstasy’”’:.(Manson).|:‘ 

‘Fine. $3,000. ‘Last : week,-|- 
“Bad: ‘Sleep. Well”: (Indie); $4,000: 
‘United Artists .(B&K)::(1,700;°90-- 

=. “Yum -Yum! Tree” 4Col). 
Big $26, 000.. “Last: week, 

1.80)..— 

Woods (Eésanes9), d, 260: 

Commandments” Union): (3d. wk), 
to $4, 000. ° . 

woe, 

‘Fun’ Robust: Sit 000, . 

Denver; ‘Tree’ 136, rr 
Denver, : Dec:. 3. 

week’s’ slump. ‘However, 

“Under Yum: “Yum 
Tree’. looks . smash ‘in second. at 

“Mcliintock” . ’ is 
boffo. in* third -at- Paramount.’ 

: Estimates for This. Week = 
': Aladdin (Fox). -- (900:. 

$9, 000. - 
Centre. (Fox): (1, 270%" “$1, 25-$1. 45) 

“Yum > Yum Tree” (Col (2d wk); 1 
Lofty $13, 000. ‘Last week:. ‘$14. 000: 

'$1.65-. 
Won’? 

| Big. . $15, 009. a8 

(8142 " : 
-Was': 

Cooper «( Cooner). 
$2.50) —“"How - “West 
(MGM): - (38th --wk):: 
Last week,. $10.500.. 

Cleopatra” (20thy (24th: wk).. 
$6. 500..." Last:.week,- $5,000. - | 

(2,432: ° $1. 25)—1 
“Fun In: ‘Aleapuleo”. (Par) and “Tas- 

(20th). 

Denver ‘(Fox) 

‘sie’S. .Great: . Adventure”... 
Big: $14,000. ‘East. week; “Incredi- 

| Creek” (Indie) (3d: wk),- $12, 500 
. Esquire. (Fox) | 

oo (m.0:), -$2.200.. °-- 
_ Orpheum: (RKO) (2, 690:;. $191.45)" . 
—“Palm 1 Springs. Weekend” - (WB) 1. |: 

) Is7 500. . 
’ Paramount (Wolfierg) (2, 100: ‘90-1: : 

Dull $5, 060. - Last: week, |. 

| $1.25) — “MeLintock” : (UA): (3d. wk): 
‘| Smash. $19. 000° or: covery” 

. } $35. 000. ) 

—‘‘Wheeler™ Dealers” 
wk). 
week, -$5, 000.: 
“Vogue: (Art: ‘Theatre. Gwila), re 450: 

$1.25)——"Stranger: ‘Knoeks” 

‘|(ndie), ST, 300... 

7 “BROADWAY - 
(Continued: ‘from: page. Ty: 

| initial Session, . “early . “Capacity: 

TOW. is. fixed. at $140,000: | . 

 First-Rem Asties _ 

was socko. $13, 000. 

;“Beekmar :_ { Rugoift Th): 

(6th Wk). $6.200.. 

Carnegie - “Hall Cinema: (BRA) 
| (330: - $1,50-$2)—“ Affair. -of. the: 
Skin” (Zenith): (2d wk). 

| day. 

‘Cinema: Twe: (Rugoft Th) (300; 
“Family. Diary” (MGM) 

-Coronet (Reade): (500: : “$1. 50-$2): 

wk)... 

_ Fine Arts (Davis). (468; aa L802)! 

: “Girl J 

_ Oriental (Indie) (3,400;. -90-$1. 80) 
—_-*McLintock” (UA) .(3d wk).. Hef- 
ty® $24,500...’ Last week. $25,000... 

| : (1;400; - - $O- 
-$1.80)—“‘Wheeler . Dealers”. (MGM) |. 
(2d. wk). Lively: $19, 000. ‘Last week, . 
“$18, 500. 

“shapes oe 

‘Bergmann:. Film. Fest.’ 4 | 
| Third week . ended Saturday | (30) | ———_____- 

“Three Lives of |) 2. 
‘Thomasina”™ (BV): opens Dec, 11, -} ° 
Little: Carnegie (Landau).’ ' (520: |» ~ 

. “Naked. “Autumn” | a 
Third - ‘round |. -- 

ended = yesterday : (Tues. “was. nice | 
| $8,000. Oy 

>| was ‘okay. 

‘Sl 25. ~ $2). — 
{COMPO}. 

“Small. World: Monday’ (2): was: -bright ‘$7, 500... 

(m. 0.), ; 
$2)—"'Soldier ‘in . Rain”. (AA) -(2d. 

 90-" 
$1.80):—*“Take* Her:. ‘She's: Mine”. 
(20th)... Smash- $35,000. :Last : week, +’. 
‘New. Kind. Of. Love”. (Par), (6th : 
wk): $5.500..” - 
+ Werld ° “(Peiteli’ “608; 96-$1: 80) 
“Seducers” (Brenner)... Frisky: $7,= 
000.. ‘Last week,.‘‘Devil ‘and: 10} 

OMG M)-. (9th ° wk). 

| (Sth: wk): . 

Fated - 

- SE 45)—| 
“Take Her, She’s -Mine” (20thy (201 

‘Strong $8, 509. Last: week, , 

$1. 25-$2)-—“Take’ ‘Hér, She’s Mine” 
Bhird- session’: 

{completed * ‘yesterday . (Tues.) was} 
‘sturdy $8,000, a big: improvemeng.|.. . 

| over. “the: -second: week. | 

‘AZOth) 

‘Denham (Indie): (800: $1. A5-$3)-— 
Hoty 

{xinotous Sex’ 
Fourth: ‘round: ended: Monday . (2) 4 

-ble. Journey” (BY). and: ‘Comanche vunusu ally. fie exten di ed-run: : 

(600: © $1.25)—" | 
“Tneredible” Journey”. (BV) (m.a.). 

F Sock $8,000:. - Last. week, “Leopard” ; ‘Tree’ Si ll Pace Pi it, _f- —‘Myv Life to Live” (Union) - (2a 
. °° ~ ” | wk). ‘Good $5,000. Last week, samie.. 

Last week, | 

"Towne (Inidie) -(690;: $1-25-$1.45).| 
(MGM). 2d’. 

Okay. $4,000.” or near... “Last 

‘to fair - ' | 
“Springs “Weekend” is. soft at Stan- 

. Squirrel Hill .on opener.. “Wheeler. 
(T-L), _|;Dealer”. rates neat in first: at Gate- 

Sharp $4.000. a Stn week, “Satur-. 
ay: Night. and: Sundi ‘Morni cnn 

day Nigh : ay. ° ne .} wp-and running well ahead 6f Jast |. 
_ | week: at. the ‘Warner. ' “Lilies . of} 

Field”. continues ° hep ‘in: fourth “at | -- 
-On: Regardless” ‘is. wk), and “Walk ‘on Wild Side”. =f 

“a . - 3 : mi yo Esti ates cf Wee reissue). Slim $7, 000. Last, week 

Fhis .opener . was. sans.- disual ‘two | 
Sunday: ‘performances. Advance | 

oT Forum: 

Baronet: (Reade) . (430: “$1:25-$3) , 
— “Ladies: Who Do”: (Cont): {2d wk).. 
First ‘Stanza concinded: ‘Sunday’ MD 

: (550: 
$1. 50-$2)— “Knife in Water” (Kana) |: 

Jatt week” was.” Solid: 

This round jo 

—“Carry: .On Regardless” 
(2d wk), Fancy: $3,900 

” Squisrel Pig (sw). (823; $1. 75)—-.| 
“French. Style”. (Col.- ‘Okay. $4,000. 
Last. -week,- 
-bassy) (4th. wk), ‘$2,800... 

Stauley: (SW). (3,700; ‘sist: 50) 1°" 
“pain ‘Springs | Weekend” 
Soft. $7,000. “Last - week, . “Mary, 

Third week ended. Sun-. 
day. (I OK: 

_ dividend: of 25c. per ‘share: on’ ‘the o ein ata iat AR 
; -Common. = —=New Kind: of Love”. (Par) (6th 

. Fifth ’ session ‘finished | yes-. 
‘terday. -(Tues,) : was Solid” $8,000. 
Daydating with DeMille. © 

“Take Her, She's Mine” (20th). (28 
wk). Talk $8; 500: and. well ahead: of: 

| last week's $ $8,500. 

FO RTT SD NOES A ONE RD GRE OT Er s eeme  T mee oee: Srey St ree wen ee 
o a sono ao . oe . . i 

:. +H Ciear-. ‘Skies” (Eanle). ‘(24 wid: | : 
| Initial week ended Monday (2) was {° 

fine: $T, 200: or. close. “ove on Pil- |. 
low” -(Col) “opens Dec.’ 16, daydat-| wae 
ing with Forum. 

“Guild (Guild) . (450;: sizg1 5) fos. 

$5,000. 

(4th. wk): 

‘Murray Hur:  (Rugott: Th. y (S68: “ 
$1 50-$2)—“‘Lilies ‘of . Field” (UA): 
(10th: wk)”. The: ninth round ended 

‘Paris’ (Pathe: Cinema) (568; $1.50- 

wk).: Initial ‘week. ended yesterday 
‘(Tues:). ‘was: ‘fancy, $T, 000. 

Plaza. (Lopert): (525: $1. 50-$2)-— | . 
| Chaplin: Film Fest; ‘starting. with- 
“City Lights? (Indie) (2d wk). First. 
week ended Monday. (2) was ‘mighty 
$25,600, ‘new. ‘house. ‘record; ‘This’ 
tops . the © old. ‘mark: held by “Lust: 

For Life’ (MGM) of $25,319; andy “Wheeler Dealers”.: (MGM). 
| $6,500 in. 6 days: «Last week, ‘“Fan-+ eng”: (WB). 

4th, : “Wk, week, 

remarkable. for-an oldie: 

six .days .-at “Cooper. - 

Sutton (Rugoft: Th.) (561; “$1. '50-: tasia”’ - 

(4th wk).| ||: 

. : * Omaha, Dec: 3. 
“McLintock’* -(UA),”. " daydating 

three” spots,. still is. socko. in: second 
*session _ to. . pace’ : city. | 

“Incredible. 
Journey” ‘looms... likewise trim at 
‘State. in: first: “Fun in. Acapulco,” 
looks ' mild’ on initial round at the 
Omaka. 

" Estimates: for. This Week 

Blank): (1,000, »-1,234;°° 1;122 ‘cars;. 
$1. 95)—-""MeLintock” (WA). (Qe wk). 
‘Excellent - $22, 000. ~ Last _ Week, 
; $4 6,000: 

‘Ceoper: “(Cooper)”: 687s. ‘gt. 25) | 
‘Good 

ABY: ) “reissug) — 
$2). — -“Any* Number. Can. Win” | $3,200. © 

-Eighth, session | 
‘completed : ‘Monday £2). was . socko" 

$8,400... 
“Toho Cinema: (Toho (299- ‘g1.50°! 

$2)-—“High and: Low" (Toho) (2d |": 
.| wk).- Initial stanza ended. ‘Monday - 

(2) was ‘socko $11, 009, with fine crix. 
‘| appraisal: 

34th: ‘Street, Kast’ (Reade), (456; 
$f. 50:$2)—‘Lord ‘of: Flies” (Cont): ‘$1. 25)—+ _"¥Yum Yum ‘Tree’ (Col): (2d j run’ at. downtown. ‘Michigan. 

Fourth...round finished: $5000 
yesterday. (Tues: was smash $7, 200. 

“Kower .East_ (Loew). (588; . $1. So-) 
$2)— “Fantasia” (BV) {reissue) (5th: 
i wk). “Fourth ‘week ended ‘Monday 
(2) was great $17,000 .or near,’ “way: 
ap. from: third. - round. : ; 

“Trans-Lux East: (T-L). (600: st 25: | Oe, 
$2)—‘All Way: “Home”. (Par) “(6th | . 
WE). -Fifth week: ended Monday. (2) |. 
was okay : $6, 000... 

‘Prans-Lux- 52d ‘ste: 

ended yesterday: (Tues:): was: smash. 
$15, 000.: _Daydating: ‘with: ‘State. 

: ‘Prans-Lux 85th. St. (T-L)" (550: 

(4th: -'wk).- 

- World (Perfecto) (390; '90-$1.50) 
“Traveling “Light” -(Vie). and 

*:(Mishkin) (5th. wk). 

‘was big: $8,000. Continues on -with, 

Salas $10; +0: > Dealers. 

Tt 96, Take Her’ SiG 
' Pittsburgh; Dee. 31. 

deluxers, - aS. “newcomers: Tun - -good 
‘in. first. rounds.. 

ley. “In French Style” is: ‘okay: at. 

way. 
. “pake. Her: “She's Mine” “ pieking 

’“Car 

lofty in: second at. Shadyside. 

‘¥orum - +Assoe. a 

Fulton. (Asso¢.): (1,900; $1.$1.50)| 
—Unider | Yum ‘Yum - Tree” . (Col) ° 
‘(3d wk). ‘Socko ‘$20, 000. ‘Last week, . 
| $11; 000.. 

“Gateway. (Assoe. y (1,900: “$i-g1. 50)'|- 
—Wheeler_ Dealers’ * “(MGM).: ‘Neat |: 
$9,000. . Last - “week: : 

Penn (UTAC) (2,003; $2-$3: 50). | 
“Cleopatra” (20th). (230 wk), Solid: 
$8,500. Last week; $6,200" in: 6: days. 

Shadyside~ (MOTC): (623>° ‘$1. 75) 
(Gov) 

“Conjugal Bed”. (Em- | 

(WB). 

Mary” (WB) (2d wk-6 days), $5,000: 
Werner. (SW). (1,260: - -$1-$1. 50)— | 

-| $6,500. . Last: -week, : 

(tI). ‘640; | 
: $1.25-$2)—“Under Yum Yum: Tree” 
i (Col) (3d wk). First holdover stanza" 

“| (20th) (3d. wid. 

wader Yum “Yum | Tree,’ * in| 
‘third -at: Falton,. ‘continues. to. ‘SLep- 
\-ply the: main. ‘excitenient for’ Pitt 

“Palm. 

“McLintock”” {- 

| (UAD" (3d wk-5. days); $6,000. 

. Last. week, |: : 

"|: (1,468; . 

ee nod i Spee ToL: 

State (Codper) (752; $1 25)— 
credible - - Journey”. (BW. 

: “Twilight. of) 
Honor’: “(MGM)," $3,200. 
* ‘Endian -. Hills (Cooper). 

$2.20): “How West ...Was - Won” 
(MGM), ‘(28th.. wk). ‘Sock: $9,500 
Last week, . $9, 000. . 

im “Orpheum Upri-States)- 

tne 

Good’ - $8,500. “Last | week, | 

Omaha. (Tri-States) (2, 066; ‘$1. 25): 

Mary’? (WB) Bd. wh), $510 000. 

“BOSTON: - 
! (Continued: from page 8) 

- Fang “Gunfight. at Comanche Creek” 
(AA) @d-: ‘wk).: Torrid- $16,000 or; 
over. “Last “waek. $15,000. : 
‘Music © -HBH (Sack) 

$i -80)—""Take - Her. - She's . Mine”. 
‘Okay: ‘$10,000, Last 

week, $9,000 

“McLintock” (UWA): (2d°-wk): 
$10,000. . “Last. week; $11.000. |» 
-Parameunt. (Net) (2, 357: 90-$1. 65) 

—“Fun. in “Acapulco” :*(Par) . and 

$15,000: ‘for new ‘Presley nic. . List 
week,. -“Sfary. Mary” 
“‘Castillian” - (WB). (4th. wk). $8.000- 
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909: 75-$1. 25)— 

“World. of . Flesh” : 

Oke $7,000.. Last week,.$8.000. « 
Park Sauare (Indie) (300; $1. 80) 

: _ Saxen. (Sack). (1,000<: $1.50-$2.75) 
— “Wheeler - Thealers”: 
wk): Big ‘$9,000... “Last _ week, 

State: (Trang-Lux) 730° 90- $i. 25) 
(Tndie) and 

| $71, 000; 

—"Europe. in’: Raw”. 
“Vice: Dolls’* Indie), 
‘Last’ :-week. ‘“Nature’s: . Playmates” 
Indie) and “Pleasure Girl” (Indie): 
(2d: wk), $8000, . |: 

Fourth’ week 
Third: . Week: 

was. fine $5. 500. 

» LOS ANGEL ES 
(Continued. from. page 8): 

. 4.$8:500. 
(380; $1. 75)~ | 

*Lilies* of: Field” - (UA). (4th: -Wk), 1$3.50)— 
aon -Hep ‘$4, 000.: Last week, ‘same.. 

Cinerama™ (Pac). " (g15:. * $1, 49-1} 
~“Tt’s -a Mad World” - (UA) 

(4th wk). Smash’ $30, 600°" ‘or “hear, ces 
Last. week, $32;600. . 

*!at Music Hall: 

- Admiral,. Chief, Sky View (Ralph | ; 

$1,25-$1.49)-— 

Good |- 

(804: {Fine - $12,000 oF. over. 

|$1.23-$1.59) — 

cae Last ‘week, $6,000 
pai: Springs. “Weekend”. (WB) | 

1 $2 
4, 300;" 90: , 

| Fifie $19,000: or. aver. 
Orpheum’ (Loéw). (2.900: $1:65)— " 

Good’ 

(WB); and |: 

(Indie) and. 7 
| “Marilyn”: (20th)..(rerun). (2d_ wk). 

(MGM) (d’: 

(WB). - 

Hot - $9,000. |. 

“West. End Ciném+- 1B. M ‘Lasw) | 
(500; . . 75-$1. 50) —.*Conjugal™ Bed” }. 

1 (Embassy) -.{4th wk)... 
started | Friday © (29). 

: | week $6,000. 

oe - leven grossing. situation. following 
| 7(, {the assassination of the President. - 

: | “Palm: ‘Springs “Weekend”: shapes 
nice.at the Michigan... “Under Yum 
Yum. ‘Tree” continues a. very: hot 
item. in fourth session at: the Mer- 

. “Wheeler cury. 
Dealers” shapés good’ ‘on opener of | “McEintock” is fine. in second a 

stanza atthe Palms... “How: West 
Was Won”. is wham in 40th wéék 

“Wheeler - Dealers” 
‘shapes. good ‘in third at Adams, 

- Estimates for “Phis Week 

‘Fox. (Downtown Fox Corp. do 
(5,043; -$1.25-$1.49)—“Man With. 
X-Ray | ‘Eyes” ..(AD cand “Hercules 
and.: Captive: “Women” (Indie) (2d 
wh). ' “Good $12,000. Last - ‘week, 
$10. 000.. a 

” Michigan, (United. Detroit) (4 926:. 
“Palm Springs. Week- 
Nice $15,000. Last’ -. 

“incredible ‘Journev’ {BV} 
| and “Lassie’ Ss Adventure” (20th). (24 
wk), “$5,006. 
“Palms (UD) - (2995; $1.25-$1 49) 

——‘McLintock” (UA). and.“‘Great 
| Van Robbery” : (Indie) {2d wk). 

“Last week, 

(UDy 1408; -$1.25-" 
“Incredible Journey” BY). 

| $8.000. er oa 

+ $1:49)— 
2. ‘870: (m.o.):. Fair $7,000, after. two-week: 

Last. 
week; “Mary, : Mary”: (WB) (4th wk),. _ 
$5000 
Grand Cireus (OD) (1,400; $i25- 

—“Fur. ‘in: Acapulco”. (Par).- Mild |-$1.49)—“Take Her,” ‘She’s - Mine” 
$7, 000. or near, Last: week. “Mary, {20th) .. 

‘7 .| Last week, $8,000. 
(3d. wk). Good $10, 008... 

Adams “(Co mmunity) (1.700; : 
“Wheeler Dealers” 

Passable. $9, 000. : 

United Artists (UA) (1.667; $150- |: 
$3.50): —~ “Cleovatra”: (20th): (23d.-°° 
Wk). Big. $10,000... Last. week, 
0,400. 
‘Music: Hail ‘{Beacon’ Enterprises). 

{1,213 $1.25-$2.80) — “How. West. . 
“Was Won” (MGM) (40th wk). Ter- . 

Last week, a 

(MGM) -{3d:.wk). 

$15, 000: 
Mercury is Suburban D: et roi ob 

4 (1,488; $1-$1 80)—"Yurn Yum Tree”. .:— 
(Col). (4th wk). + Lofty. $16,000 or 
‘near... Last week. $14,400. 

“Operation. Bullshine” (Indie). Nice {- 
(980; $1.49-S1. 20) “Fantasia” (BV): 
“Frans-Lux ‘-.Krim.. - {Trans-Lux? 

es wk). ‘Fair’ ha 006. East week, 

SAN FRANCISCO” 
* «Continued fromm page 8)" 

2. 15-$3. 95) — “How.” West: - Was, 
Won” { MGM) (40th wk). Soaring to 
socko: ‘$28,000 ‘or close. Last week, 
$24500..  - 
‘Paramount. (Par) (2,648: $1.50- 

‘Palm ‘Sorings | Weekend” 
Big $18,000. Last: week 

“Mary, Mary” : (WB) {4th wk), 
$4.000 

St Francis 4Par) (1,400: $1.50-. 
SI. 75)\—“Pun «in Acapuleo” (Par). 
Wow. $14,000 ‘or. better. -Last week, 

| *Ewilight of. Honor” (MGM) (3d | 
wk-5:.days), $3,000.. . 
‘United Artists (No. Coast) £1,148; 

$3-$3.75)—“Lawrenc> of... Arabia” 
{Col) (45th wk).: ‘Hot’ $7,500." Last 

- Vague (S. F. Theatres): (365: $2) 
—Conjupal ‘Bed’ (Emp) . (6th wk). 

| Fine £2,000, Last week, $1, 800. 
‘arfield (FWC}. (2.656; “S125- | 

$1. ae Under | Yum-Yum* Tree” 
{Cob (4th wk).-Big: $13,000 or. near. 
Last. week, “$12 700. - 

- WASHINGTON 
(Continued. from page. 8) 

$1.75) — 

Nillage (FWC). (1 5535; $1-$1 49)—! a, “Murder: at Gallop”. (MGM) (a- 
#irma- ‘La. Douce”. (UA) (6th. wk). 
1 ‘Bright $6,000. Last week, $9, 000: I 

Chinese (FWC) . (1,408; -$2-$2, 40) 
—"“Yum ‘Yum Tree” (Col). (6th: wk); 
‘Great - -$18,000.' Last. ‘week, $16, 009. 
Egyptian -: 

$2 -40)-—' ‘Lilies. of -Field” UA)’ (7th 

“Four. Star. (UATC): (368; $1 -49- |. 
*$2)-—A : Stranger Knocks” {Lux) | 
(7th “wk).. Slow: $2,500.: ast. week, ; 
$2,800... ; 
Fite ‘arta: (FWC). (6315. $2-$2:40) | 

Last. week; “$6. 000:. 
- Paramount - 

$i. 55-$2.40) — “VEPs”: 
(MGM). (12th. wk). 

(ATC) *(1.392: “$24: 

—“Lord ‘of Flies” (Cont) (7th wk). 
| Breezy $7,000. 

Hollywood 

; wk). Hep: $8,000. Last week, $7,500.. 
‘Ontario. (KB) - (1,240: $1 .75-$3)——~ 

“Lovers of Teruel” 4Cont). Modest 
| $4,500.. Last: week,.-. “Macbeth” 
Indie) (2d ‘wk},..$5, 400.’ 

Palace (Loew) (2,360; $1.25-$1. eoy z 
—‘‘Wheeler Dezlers” (MGM) 2d -. 

wk). Mild.'$8,000. Last week; $7;000. | - wk). Nice. $11,000 after $13, 600. om. 
“opener. 
--Playheuse (TL) (459;-$1.25-$1.80) 
——‘ Fantasia” (BV) (reissue) (6th - 

i wk). Oke $2.006. Last week, $2:200. 
+ Plaza (TL) (278; $1.25-$1.80)— 
“Sin You . Siiners” (indie). Trim 
$6,000. Last week, “Nudes: and 

Frans-Lux (TI) (990- '$1.49-$2)— 
- (State) Variations” (Indie), . 

Firm. $7,200. : “Under Yum Yum ‘"Fren” (Cot). (4th 
‘Last. week; $7,000. .. So. Lowi) Okay: $6,000. - - Last. (week, 
Pantages (RKO). . “. 512: $350- $6,500: a 

| $5. 50)—“Cleopatra’”: -(20th) - (24th | :. Uptown. (SW): 1,300: $1. 65-$2. 75). - 
| wk). Solid. $30, 000: - Last | week, ; —~“How: “West Was. Won” (MGM) 
$28, 000: . a mt (38th wk). Big $10, 600. Last week, 
“Warner Hollywood. (SW): 4. 991: iar 000: 

$1: 25-$2.80) — “How . West ‘Was. ‘Warner. (SW) (a, 250; “$l 50-$2: 75) 
-Won’”’. (MGM)- (41st ° wk). Torrid, : “Cleopatra”: (20th) (23d _wk).- 

“1'$21,000; Last week, $25,100.  }Go0a ‘$10,000. Last week, $8,000; 
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~ line:* 
(Breakthrough Hole 234). has been |. 

- finished. ‘by Profilfim of | ‘Cologne. |. 

- Filmaufbau’s. “The... Heron”; 
‘Film’s 

: ‘Alley. ” Authors. of the: scripts: were. 
+. paid an“ initial $3,750-each, but the: 
“: “~pemainder .of ‘the :$50,000 per pic- 

ture was due to. ‘be paid only, when. 
? the shooting started: | 

“ SVARLETY's! LONDON OFFICE 
e 

7 a | = : 

Ge Fresh Lew} 
“By HAZEL. GUILD. 

‘Bonn, Nov. 36: 
‘West: Germany’ $. ‘troubled’ film: | 

industry has: :just:been: hit. by. -an- 
other: blow, ‘with the . ‘revelation | 
that --qne. of:- ‘the. ‘few federal. 
schemes: that) came into: ‘being | to. 

“aid the budgets of. the filmmakers. t].: 
‘is-.a flop. “A year ago, the ‘West. 
German Ministry of the Interior | 
offered: special ‘awards Of. $50, 000 |i. 

“seven German productions,.| _ 
: -based upon the scripts of the films |. oe; 
“that was due‘to be. paid’ in full only |}. 
“when the films.-were .going into |].. 
production: . ‘A: termination date.-of. 
-next Dec. .10 was. established, ‘and |4- 
‘if. any of. the. films had not started. 
shooting . by. ‘that date,’ ‘they, would” 
lose. the: money: -° - 
"Now, it’s been revealed ‘that only. 4 
“, one “of. the seven.:pictures consid- | 
ered: “outstanding”. ‘on ‘the ‘basis of 

F rench ii imites 

‘from’ the. ‘government . were. “The | 
. Lamb,” * of _Fono’ Films | of: Berlin;. 

“The - Flying | 

their scripts,. has: _met-:the . dead-' 
“Durchbruch: -Lok’ :234” 

. The. other : Dix. that-were. due to. 
receive. - the’ ‘special | “premiums: 

Peter: _Bamberger’ Ss 
Carpet”: Real Film’s “The Patriot”; 

“A . Weekend”; and: Kurt 
Hoffmann’s “The ‘House’ ‘in: Carp 

- Now, the. five producers have. ad- 
“ niitted that. it will be impossible: ‘to 

. get: going by ‘the target. ‘date, one 
-year after the money was. promised. | 

” -But.one hopes: to make it. 
As ‘Dr. Hermann’: Schwerin,. the. 

“chief. ‘of: -Fono Films,,. -explained;’ 
-:. there were several. insurmountable 
- difficulties for his company ‘in: get- 

-ting: into’ shooting. “The Lamb” - ‘by: 
‘the December. date... Entire: produc- |.’ 
tion. was ‘to. cost about - $200, 000: 

. which is- relatively low ‘for. a -Ger- 

= 

“JORGE TUSSELL AGAIN. | 
HEADS SPANISH ASSN. 

is toto ” ‘because ‘censors... claimed” it! 
| “ridiculed .religion and ‘the. armed 

forces”’..and:.“constituted.:a danger. 

_Eduardo .” “Manzanis. ° 
.. -Copercines. - 

we man::film,~ but: nonetheless.’ ‘he has 
~. been unable: to find ES distributor: 
a for. ‘it. 

‘How ‘He. Planned to Get Funds 
He ‘planned. to ‘contribute. $20, -. 
000 -of ~-his own money,.and - had 

“The 
which: he. planned. to 

, (Continued ‘on page 13) - 

“Madrid, Dec.’ 3.°: 
te Jorge Tussell: was-last week ‘re-| 
-— elected. -president: of. the ‘Spanish | 

fas Producers -Assn... and. ‘its: loverséas. 
* "> arm, UNTESPANA.: ‘General mem-. 
fof. bership. meeting ‘renewed. the’ old’ 
Board’. ‘of. ‘Directors... 

Goyanes: of. -Guion: Films © 

‘The: Treasury.” “post 
“went to Fernando. ‘Lazaro oF - ‘Pro- 

> @uga’ Films,’ 
In addition; the. new: Board. in- 

7° s¢eludes | representatives - of... Agata 
_.|.. Films, - Chamartin,’ Suevia,: -Perojo..-- 
.'...Coral_ and. Atenea. Two new Board'| 3 
2 * Seats were assigned. to: Jose ‘Maesso. 
-. of Tecisa and 
=’ 0f-Isasi: Films; 

|. Was. added to the Board ‘as. Tepre- 
“Alonso: _Pesquera: 

sentative: ‘of - cooperative film com- 
.* panies. and José : Luis. - Jerez: ‘fills'|: 
i: the: fourth. | newly-created: seat ‘to: 
.:“represent. producers’ of' documen- 

a taries and short. subjects... 
"Phe. assembly also.” “re-elected. 
David Jato to ‘tha kev: _adminisltra-' 

.: tive. and’ sole: salariod’ position. as: 
-Sécretary” General: of. the: Assn. as 

. well. as of f 'UNIESPANA. : 

in vt Plan tl 

Mia Awards Flo
ps: Pix Unis 

‘hold: the 14% which’ was only. ob-: 
tained. Jast ‘February... : 

another. $25; 000- which the’ federal'} .. 
government: had awarded. him: pre- |- 

_ Hire Ship.” ‘which he. plant More Italo: Censorship 
“plow back’ into: this film: -In -addi-- fe 

“. tion he -hoped ‘td’ get $25,000. from | :. 
_the film: fund of the state of North- 
_Rhein: Westfalen: That, with . ‘the | 
‘expected. $50;000 .. premium; ~ ; - still | 
* totalled .. _ only $120,000". and: -lie | 
“needed to -be sure. of getting: $80,- |" 
000 from a distributor but: ‘so far. : 

“has had ‘no-sucéess..: °° 
_ ++ Eberhard. Krause. of Fiimaufbau |. 

ans noted: that | distributors * had: shied: 
. +" -away:-from:.““The- Heron” ‘because 
1: they. felt. the: War. rtheme: was a risky | 

“one... | 
“Atlas films Was » trying’ to ‘beat. 

7 the. ‘deadline and - ‘hoped. to :come. 
vo ‘through. : with - shooting :-on . 
: Weekend” in time. to. earn ‘the pre-. 

“The. 
ing, : 

‘guaranteed: by. the. (Italian). -Con- 
-Stitution.”. ‘Since’ the = film * -turned 
‘down...in. “appeal generally ™ has_ no 
‘further : possibility. of -release © -any- 
“where; . the: producer restored: to 
‘the ° ‘previously - used :: ‘expedient: ‘Of 
re-submitting it under a‘new. title, 

-Pro- 

intact - but! 
:, added. three’ new’ “members. ‘ -Mice- 

_President. Posts. went . to: Manue¥ 
and. 

“who... heads: 

‘|‘Ape Regina.””: < wa! 

: Magnificent -: Heroes,”’. 
‘been turned down. aby : ‘censors. 
here.“ -Prodticed:. by... Alfredo’. Sal-| 
viati,. production deals with a rich 
‘skirt-chaser and.his-dealings with. 

‘to. ‘Isasi-lsamendi_ 

Our. Man in ; Copenhagen 

i. ‘R.KEITH KELLER 
Everybody’: '¢ Dream - 2 
'* Amusement ‘Park, 

, Copenhagen: 

‘another Informative Feature 
: .- win the upcoming 

I: 58th “Anniversary. Number 2 : 2 

- Se by Schnyder | ~ | 
SARIETY. 

“charts: and articles: - 

y Over Aid 
te > Paris, ‘Nov. 26. 

French film: people still are. Wwor- 

“Atlas | ried about the fate of: the: Film Aid} 
setup. Word is: that: Common. Mar-' 

ket ‘headquarters’ in’ ‘Brussels. ‘is: 
‘against. having. ‘the: 14% French 

‘Pix Aid on’ Jecal grosses ceontinug 

after ‘mext: July. 1 

Film: reps. here. claim’ they ‘con : 

‘Hot - exist. without: it -and: that it: 
‘would. bea blow to ‘production. : It 

‘Seems* that: the ‘main signatories.5 
+ Italy and Germany are with France. 
{on this but-‘ECM: reps are -vehe-- 
‘| mently against. ‘it! -They. want the.|- 
beginning’ of. Film. Aid: euts ‘over a 
-few -years:to finally: ‘have: a central: 
. aid coffer: for all ECM countries. 

‘There is talk. that. ‘French Film 
‘Aid will .be ‘continued, -but-. .imaybe’ 
it would be cut. Repercussions may. 
be. forthcoming here, if that -is.-so: 
‘Meanwhile, : film. people * are ‘put- 

“| ting. pressure on the ‘governmental’ 
Centre Du Cinema: to fight to up- 

- Hassles; Prods. Change. 
_ Tits, Cet Pix Okayed 

“Rome; ‘Nov.. 26... 

AS major: “eensorship : hassle: ‘has 

‘T results:.- 

- {| school -teachers © 
- has: ‘written. an. incisive plece” on of 

‘motional. idea; . 
revived: interest in ‘the: pic. 

| Yelept Tivoli Gardens, || 

Plus other statistical and: cette | |. 

ycompany,. 

-‘mias -Gotthelf:: 

accorded. ‘this | 

~ COPENHAGEN REISSUE | (2! 
Copenhagen; Nov. 26. - 

° “wR xodus”” (UA), 

suggesting the. film:-as.a suitable 
-subject:for an: essay contest among | 
pupils.- Not rated ‘an original ‘pro- 

it} seems ‘to- have 

:Zurich;. Dec.' 3. 

AS “project. ‘which might; revitale 
ize the ailing: Swiss: film” :produc- 

tion, which: has: suffered financial. 
setbacks: due.to--a. string of: flops, ; 
-has. been: disclosed here: by. Swiss |. 
' producer-director, * Franz: ‘Sehnyd- }-. 
fer, head of..the indie’ production | : 

Neue. ‘Film- A.G. ’ It.is | 
the ‘filmizafion, in ‘color. and. wide-- 
sereen. and with: ‘a (for?  Switzer- | 

J land). Steep: budget: of -oné: million: 
Swiss : francs - 
novel by 19th century poet. Jere- | 4 

“Geld und - Geist”. 
(Money .and ‘Spirif) is: title, Pre-| 

| vious. screen versions “of ‘Gotthelf’s 
_| peasant: novels, .. 

($233,000), 

man literature, ‘having ‘been -spec- 
| -tacularly : ‘successful: on ‘the “home 
market, if is hoped that the: new. 
project: may. continue, - “or. rather 
‘bring | back,. that. ‘financially. lueky-" 
“stréak:. 

(A: distibutor, . 

els take place; as’ well'.as the.’ asso- 
cfation: of . Swiss provincial and 
smalltown: cinemas. have declared. 
‘their readiness to: contribute. im- +. 
portantly to. the financing: ‘The lat-. 
ter is- believed to be an ‘unprece- 
dented. move in the :Swiss film in-. 

</|- dustry. : Furthermore, the: produc-. 
- “fers hope: to obtain. ‘cooperation, in. 

the-form of. risk. guarantees, from 1 
| the: Swiss’ federal : government:: 

The.: ‘screenplay. is presently be-: 
| ‘ing written: by Richard Schweizer. 
Cameras are. ‘slated .to “roll next 

| ‘February, if ali financial proplems 
-ean- be. straightened - out,. with ad- 

| ditional shooting “Set “for: late. 
apcing of 1064. “ : Loe 

‘been ‘peacefully.resolved: here’ ‘with, 7 
“| the . final okay, : 
week to: " director: Tinto Bras’ |] : { y 
Venice. ‘entry, “Tn. Capo. al Mondo” ve 

(To The Ends: of.:the’ Earth): “Pre-| / 
-viously - ‘banned ‘even on appeal’ ‘byt: i 

the Italo cénsor commission,” pie |. wey 
Was. “freed” after a: new. screen- 

under © another’ title, . 

“And ‘producer © ‘Moris 

Film was originally. ‘banned ° in 

for -.moral ‘and - ‘spiritual: values 

‘probably. : “with some .cuts. 
cedure. was.’ “previously - . successful 
‘incase ‘of: “Ape Regina” (Conjugal. 

| Bed),” 
with-: new tag, “A “Modern : Tale: 

Meanwhile, . a: new. pic, 
has: 

a group of ladies of easy virtue. 

lights the. current. local situation. 
‘which: sees: Italo’ socialist elements, 

jy expected to. get into Italian goverh-. 
ment -:via coalition’ with’ .ceziter. 
-parties,.in favor of total: abolition: 
of censorial : practices, - vs. . center 
‘party policy that.a form ‘of: censor-| : 
ship. must be. retained. a 

“Chi] 
" ‘Lavora: e Perduto” (He, Who. ‘Works 
es - “Lost).: 

. "|: Ergas is’ ‘now. open to bids: for local 
as: well” as: foreign: release. - 

Films - Council.. 

nixed | ‘until . re-submitted. |. 

Netup in ‘the: campaign: ‘within . the 
industry... The. ‘two. -prodticers”: .as-. 
Sociations' are.-meeting: separately 
this week, ‘and. ‘with both the crisis 
is the. priority. item- on the agenda. 

. On’. Thursday. (5). 

“London, Dec. 3. 

(the : ‘department formally 

that:.: these. -were. ‘being © ‘considered 
as “a- matter. -Of:: : “urgency. oby = ‘the 

The; representations ' ‘referred ‘to 
liad ‘come. from the. Federation: of 

50% 

‘closely’ watch’ the -film’..scene. 

«Meantime. there::is no-sign. of .a 

the Five’ Trade 
scomnrising | -distribu- 

- Htors, exhibitors, the.. two. feature 

“ ‘considered re | 
_| played. out. in. Denmark, has“been| 
}| reissued with. exceptional boxoffice} ~~ 

‘In. four weeks, . the’. At-|.. Oat 
WUE | lantic Bio: lias’ shown the film. twice} ©... es 

-" | daily. and business -seems:° ‘to assure PIE 
.- |} at- least: two. more ‘weeks... | 

. . Theatre: manager : ‘Erik: Elias. ‘sent | 
out. ‘letters about - the. film. to all] 

in. . ‘Copenhagen; 

of. a 

“whose .. _ literary: 
value. is’ undisputed in- “Swiss-Ger-- 

- Monopol - Fim |: 
A. G.. Zurich, ‘has already been set: Ai 
Apart | from. the: latter’s finaneial: 

| participation, ” “the ‘canton .: (state)- 
of. Berne, where all Gotthelf.nov- |’ 

. | title, 

The: “presstire: for government. 
action ‘on -emergericy ‘measures to. 
deal with the British film crisis be- 

| gan officially: in-the House of Com- 
Mmons.. last., week,.. when “Edward: 

| Heath, Minister. for Industry -and. 
}Trade. 
‘known .as_.the Board of. Trade) | 
‘confirmed that he 
Tepresenitations on the subject, ‘and: 

chad: received: 

: ‘Week... 

British: Film. Makers, ‘and’ urged, as | 
‘an: immediate’ first step, the intro- 
duction’ of emergeney. legislation to 
‘hike: the ‘British: Film’. Quota.to| 

‘It currently stands at 30%,. 
though. “that - ‘level ‘is’ ‘heavily’ ex- 
ceeded: by thé two major. circuits. 

- The. question: ini. the -Comons last: 
week. was'.the first of several ‘that. 

1 have. been’ tabled by..:M-P.s- who. 
“Three. 

‘now | Others are due to bé asked. during. 
this week and next: all emphasizing ae 
the urgency. ‘of: the. situation and 
the need“for prompt action to save: 7 
‘independent: production and keep | 

_{ British:; studios’ actively at work, 
- Entire ‘censor’ controversy © spot-|. 

* From ’ Johonnesbuig 

reports: “On. the 

eee Situation 7 
dn. South African’ | 

. Show Biz | 
es ae ee oe ee 
~ eiethr Interesting Feature. o 

fa: the. upcoming | : 

‘Pas. other statistical ‘end d doto-Alled 
5. “ sharts and articles . 
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“Censorship ‘continues. ‘to: “make | 

local. headlines: ' 

have © caused - ‘eorsiderable. “public 

nixes: have: ‘ow. been ‘okayed. 

_ One. 

leased... here - in. 1948-49, : 

tions* by producer. 
more’ -recént,: Tinto Bras’. Venice | 

“Moris *- /Ergas, which. had" -been. 

few. if any ‘chances. ‘of ever. ‘seeing: 
‘the: light. 

puted obscenities which,.. aceord- 

‘moved. by” trimming. - 

‘recent ¢ases .of ' “Rogopag” (resub- 
mitted ‘and: passed ‘as “Let's: 
Our .Brains”) .and  “Ape- ‘Regina; 
now running ~as. 
Moderna” ( (A Modern, Story). 

INTERNATIONAL 

| Foreman’ s'- 

ren ip | Theatre; . 
| 58th Anniversary Number” : 

controversy. ‘because’: -of. their- early |, oS 

ig’ Claude . Autant-Lara’ ig |$1.75)—"West “Side Story” 
‘Devil. in the ‘Flesh, produced by: 
‘Paul Graetz. Pic: was. briefly re-| 

“then 
yanked’ and. hasn’t been, seen ‘since, 
despite repeated. ‘protests: and peti-, 

The other: is] 

entry, “In Capo. al Mondo” (To the 
Ends. of - the’ Earth), ‘produced’ by |. 

ing. to ‘censor, could not . “be: Te- 

te -|.$4.20) — “Cleopatra” 
Now, the issue. has ‘been dodged 

by: re-submitting - it. under a new 
“Chi Lavora e ‘Perduto”’ and |. 

‘effecting - a few | cuts. This’ same: 
“ruse”: also: was. adopted in’ ‘other | 

Wash}. 

dd. 

. Tendon, Ne: 26: 
Bwo:. major British-made. entries. 

| gave a-lift.to the West End scene: EVELYN =n Ie last ‘week, though the shock news 

end: And all.the. eight American-. 
‘controlled firstruns ‘closed Monday 
(25). as.a mark of: respect; | 
The two- newcomers .are. Carl ; 

“The. ‘Vietors,”. which. 
‘completed . its ‘first’ session with a 

“fi mighty $22,000 or near for 13 per-- 
formances. at the ‘Leicester Square. 

‘following: /royal charity 
gala: at. Odeon, ‘Leicester Square; 
and “The . Servant,” ” which estab- 

a lished: a. new ‘house record in its. 
first frame at the Warner, and has: 
ta prospect of hitting a great $24,- 

ae | 000: in its‘second stanza of six-days. 
Another big newcomer was “The 

oe Thrill. of It All,” ‘which was head- 
J ing-for a-torrid $19,000 or over in 

Lits first frame ‘at the . ‘Odeon, Lei- 
ae cester ‘Square. 

Nixed Given Okay | 
136th: Dominion’ sesh. 

..Among the Jong running. hold- 
overs, “Cleopatra” again leads the 
field, with-.a smash $31;000 in. its 

“How the 
West ‘Was Won” was over $17,000,: 
big for its. 56th Casino --round. 

‘Two. films which | “Lawrence of Arabia”. topped $15,+ 
‘000 in its 41st week at the Metro-. 
pole. . 

| “Fetimates fer Last ‘Week. 
‘cAstoria. (CMA). - (1,474;  $1.20- 

(WA) 
{91st wk)... Steady. $5,700. “The 
Cardinal” (BLC) preems Dec. 20. . 
Carlton. (20th): (1,128; 70-$1. 15) 

“Doctor in House” (Rank) and 
“Genevieve” (Rank) (reissues). 
Good $6,000 or near. “The Leop- 
ard” (20th) bows Dec. 5. 
Casino’ (Indie) (1,155; $1.20-$2. 15): 
— “How. West: Was: Won” (Robin- .. 

-Columbia_ (Col) (740; $1.05-$2:50). 
—*“Can’t. Take It With. You” (BLC) 
and” “Here | to: Eternity” (BLC) (re-.” 

banned: in: ‘appeal. - Hence, it had. | issues). - : Fair. $4,800 for six days. 
“Man From: ‘Diners’ Club” (BLO). 
{follows on* ‘Nov. 28: 

“Parth” had been. “nixed: in tote? 
for its theme and for certain-re-* 

Coliseum (MG) (1,795; $1.20- 
‘$2.46)—"Brothers Grimm”, (Robin- 
MGM). (18th -wk). Okay. $15,000. 
“Mad World’..(U:A). preems Dec. 2. 

Dominion (CMA) (1,712: $1.45- 
(20th) (16th 

wk). Hefty $31,000. . 
“Empire (MG) (1 330; $1.70-$2.15): 
~‘‘Marie- Walewska”’ (MGM) (re- 

issue), Brisk '$10.000 or near for 
Six days.. “Camille’ (MGM) (rex 
‘issue). opens: Nov: 28. ‘ 
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) 

"'y. a 3875; $105-$2.80)—"Th ictors”.. 
“Una -.- Storia | $ $ © Yictors (BLO). ; “Great $22,000 or close for ' 

“3413 performances, with capacity. at’. 
“—. | every caret evening. show. ‘Naturally. 
: |holds‘indef.. 

“> ‘Lendon Pavilion. (UA) (1, 217: 70-.. 
| $1.75) —“Tom Jones”. (UA). ‘(22d 
wk). Fancy’ $10, 100, and great for 

. length. of:run,  ~ 
"Metropole ; (CMA) (1, 394: 70- : 

shorts filmmakers, ‘willbe in: joint 

tendencies in the industry: :This 

‘The Federation. of Film:-Unions, 
which ‘has:\“actively backed the]. 

and: is also campaigning :for..im- 

ernment. and the Films: Council. 
The ":first “move: for. ‘the 50% |. 

-Quota.:was -made at last month’s 

a. decision: ‘was. adjourned: until the |: 
December | meeting. Thére is wide-| 

Council again. wilt. delay. taking a 
‘yote onthe issue.-until its. January! 
‘meeting. At that time, it will have 

all the. trade associations: to its 
report. 

“Trish, Nix “Ardmore 
Dublin; Nov.: 26. 

to buy Ardmore Studios, now in the 
hands of..a receiver; nominated by 
the. ‘State-sponsored. 
Credit Corp.. 
Minister’ for Industry and: Com- 

merce; Jack-Lynch said. the prob- 

‘of the studio -would. not. be  re- 
moved i if ‘the state. took it. over. - “ 

“fates ° predwest ‘groups: ‘and the! 

session. ‘to.-draft a reply to the} 
Films Council report on. Tmenopoly | : 

for .. ‘consideration. sat. the | “Films | 
‘Council session -in- the. New -Year.{ 

FBFM demand _:for .a 50% Quota; 

‘mediate steps to create a third out-T. 
‘let, had- a:.further: meeting last 

It.-is:. expected: to make | 
further representations to the .gov- 

meeting ‘of the. Films Council, but} 

spread feeling, however, that. the 

before - it.. the”: detailed. : replies - Of. 

the. Trish government: has refused 7 

Industrial | 

‘lenis’ which’ confronted. the owners |. 

(Continued on ‘page 13) 

¥. GERMANY CLAIMS 
ONLY 19 PIX BANNED 

- Bonn, Nov. 26: 
Tn the wale of mounting criticism 
that the. West.German government .. 
is banning foreign films illegally 
and unethically, the government.” 
has explained. the. Situation. 

‘In a special report, covering the 
last two. ‘years, from Jan., 1961-un- 
til Oct. 1, °63;. it has: looked at.756 
films, :of which only 19 were -re- 
fused’ ‘an: entry permit. 

In- another 10 instances, - the. 
-German “government demanded 
certain cuts. such as references to 
‘the “German | ‘Democratic Repub- 
lic,” :. which «is the. Communists". 
name. ‘for East Germany but is a: 
designation. that the West Ger- 
mans refuse to’ accept; calling the - 
‘severed. half of their country the- 
Soviet Zone instead... 

attack of the. Bonn government, 
7 | especially from the Socialist party, 

| which claimed the West. German 
government was..using an. illegal 
manner of banning films from the 
‘Communist: satellites, instead © of. 
relying solely on the powers of the. 
‘Film Censorship Board. The report 
noted.that the: Federal. Office for 

| Industrial Trade in Frankfurt 
actually was pre-screening. any of. 
these films from: the Commie: 
countries’ ‘which - might be. .“‘sensi- 
tive,””” and: could . refuse. them 
entry. . 

of. President Kennedy’s death had... 
Jia depréssing effect.over the week- . 

MGM) (56th wk). Socko $17,000: ~ 

‘Report was: issued. after direct -:. 



noe BO ‘Wednesday, December. 4, 1963. : a 

x Ne ow drawing: record- breaking crowds i in its : pre-release 

- 2 engagements: at the Cinema, Tr m New York and. at 
tae, 

. das been booked by the allowing theatres for December 
and Jt lanuary: 

SAN FRANCISCO — - United Artists — December 17: BOSTON ° 

Beacon Hill—December 18; ‘CHICAGO—Michael ‘Todd—December 18; 

“WASHINGTON, D.C. = Ontario— December 25; TORONTO: 
_ Hyland — - December 25; BALTIMORE — ~ Charles — January 19. 

oo ena 

February dates, mM the ‘foiloviing 7 major cities through- 

out the country, will be announced. shortly. - : 
ATLANTA + FALL RIVER « PORTLAND + PROVIDENCE: SPRINGFIELD: WORCESTER - - BUFFALO: . BINGHAMTON 
ROCHESTER = “SYRACUSE: « : CHARLOTTE: + COLUMBIA - CHAMPAIGN: + JOLIET - PEORIA + ROCKFORD. 
SO..BEND « + CINCINNATI + “CHARLESTON - “COLUMBUS - - DAYTON.« - HUNTINGTON « - LEXINGTON « - CLEVELAND: 
AKRON + CANTON. TOLEDO:*. YOUNGSTOWN + DALLAS + AUSTIN: « FT.-WORTH"+ HOUSTON - ‘SAN ANTONIO.” 
‘DENVER * DES MOINES « DETROIT- ANN, ‘ARBOR “GRAND RAPIDS - LANSING - BLOOMINGTON - LAFAYETTE ~° : 
JACKSONVILLE MIAME. “MIAMI BEACH -+” CORAL GABLES. _FT, LAUDERDALE "= ST. PETERSBURG. 
“KANSAS CITY; MO. = COLUMBIA‘ KANSAS’ city, KAN. - LAS. VEGAS + PHOENIX. « “SAN ‘DIEGO + TUCSON 
. MILWAUKEE * MADISON * MINNEAPOLIS.* ST. PAUL «NEWHAVEN - BRIDGEPORT « HARTFORD » STAMFORD 
NEW. ORLEANS » + MEMPHIS - PHILADELPHIA « PITTSBURGH « ST. Louis « ‘FRESNO * HONOLULU + OAKLAND: 
RENO « SACRAMENTO "SAN JOSE - SEATTLE « EUGENE + ‘PORTLAND « RICHMOND: : 

ifieer FMNEY/ SUSANVAR ORK wcll + ORIFFITH/EDITH EVANS /JOAN gneENWo0D is /sTOM pues” . ya : any 

DIANE IE CILENTO fn nema ,/ DANN DAVID TOMTNSON is oi oscie/for TONY TICARDSON aa coucto mY ABS X iment mae COLOR ae] 

| A-UNTED ARTISTS-LOPERT RELEASE ; 
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wee po . 2b ae : s 3 . : Cat, . . . :m 
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“.. -on the Rank Circuit scheduled :to start Jan.:26..’.: A cruising holiday jf: . 2.7: 
along the Rhine for an entire family. is the prize ‘offered by. Cinerama. oe ae 
in:a contest’ to mark the: transfer of “The Wonderfut World ‘of the!}4 2. 
: Brothers Grimm’” from. the Coliseum to the Royalty .. . Charles. Tingwell, t 

. who has just completed-a:role-'in: Metro’s new Agatha. Christie comedy- j} 
“thriller, ‘Murder Most Foul,” .is costafring with Anna. Neagle -in “a |}. 

.... Suspense“drama,- ‘Person’ Unknown,” which started an out-of-town try- |: 
gut in. Bournemouth ‘last. week ; .Ron- Moody now: conipleting a stage ree 
a, musical ‘ based.on the life of- Grimaldi, which. it is hoped to launch ‘in | 
:-: the Weést-End next spring. ‘Moody: has: written. the entire: show,. and .-will. 
“. ~ star inthe production. . Elke Sommer. arrived in‘ London last: week ‘as ; Wow 
' “~-the replacement, for Romy Schneider, who: in ‘turn -had been-the re-|:-..-' 

_.. placement for Sophia Loren in “A Shot in the.Dark,” a Blake. Edwards vee 
production’ for“Mirisch: Films ‘and UA: release. "Peter Sellers: stars, with, | ee 

! ‘in a addition. to Miss: Sommer, George Sanders and, Herbert Lom, a 

] oo - Signoret and: under: Michael. Cacoyaanis’ direction, also: ‘toying with idea}... . 

’’. ing: up’ another. Italo-made: “T] -Sorpasso”. (Fairfilm), which . was. ast [°° 
7 *$eason’s. sleeper. here’ winding’ tp number four nationally though made | 

"+ 6n-slim budget ... ) though Richard Brooks will probably not be making | 
pout .. “Catch: 22” for Dino. DeLaurentiis,.:as locally. reported, producer. and 

’ “ director ‘are looking for ‘miitually. suitable project. with an eye to the 
‘future; latest date’ for. DeLaurentiis Studio opening is mid-January, and | 
- Stage ‘One is -already. completed:: . 

diag 

fre ees 2 

Pa ‘assassination of: President John F.“Kennedy became known. Only | seri- $1.20—'T'm All Right Jack (BLC) 
“<. ous: films screened, no dancing, etc. on the. days. up to the funeral : 

Paul- Hubschmid reportedly. offered: male lead in the American: screen. 
.. Version of “Sound .of Music” .to be directed: by Rebert Wise in:Salzburg. 
mn ‘He. once filmed under the name -of Paul. Christian: ‘in Hollywood... 
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ao ‘cities. ; , Frederic. Rossif: winding his compilation pic on animal life. 
“Les Animaux”, ‘| . Writer Rene.-Barjavel. touring France to intro. the : 
‘French | ‘Version. of ‘the: Italo.:pie: “The. Leopard” . ‘at various openings 

Fest; ‘now .publishing her‘ third book “Les. Stances A Sophie”-a satire. 
about’ a. freedom-loving, free-wheeling, . ‘candid girl. aught - up in’ ‘the. 

= rather: ‘vapid conventional. French upper middle class : .|..The wife of. 
. ‘the late. stage “and: scréen ‘star’ Gerard. Philipe, Anne, “has written ‘:a.!:* 
‘book on ‘their last days’ tegether - Which has a-‘style, -poignance, - taste: 
and féeling that:has ‘already: Made it a’ ‘bestseller’ with ‘probable: literary 

. prizes .in store. ‘Philipe died: at the“age of 37 five: years. 2 ago: ‘Book cis: 
-ealled , “Le. Temps: ‘DUN ‘Soupiy” (Time: of A Sigh). : tt 

, Arthur’ Cohn’s “Michael - Arthur. Productions: -will shoot: it..in’- italy, 
-.. Atistria;* Russia; and. - ‘Germany °. Burt: Lancaster . being. ‘paged. ‘by: 
=) Alfredo | ‘Bini ‘for:““Passion. According ‘to Sairit: Matthew,” to be- shot: by. | ~ 

’ Pier. Paolo Pasolini for Arco:Film .: “Robert Aldrich showing his “Four. 
“For -Texas” (Warners) . to local. crowd. at, Fiammetta “Bieatre early: 

' November. 

: "_Ferreri ‘and. costar Catherine Spaak for Carlo: Ponti is set around 2000 | ‘ + | also handled another indie, made | 
: A.D... Robert Weston, Embassy. Pictures pub-ad veep, ‘beck to Gotham: (2,200; . 10-$1, 73)—"Bye. Bye Birdie” 
_ after ‘Toeat 0.0..and ‘conferences with Ponti. .. . - 

‘Magnani dubbing: Perselt in Talo” Version an “Ee Magot de Josefa” ; 
= (Sopae-Arco) 0 .-..Linda an, Alexandra Stewart, Senta’ Berger, : 9 

;. others: set for: 4 And: Woman Created Man” ‘for Geos-Loewant. Produc-. week, $9,000. “Fun: Ta. ‘Acapulco’ 
* .tions and.director Camillo Mastrocingue. - . Franosisé Prevest delaying | 
i her: return.to Rome:to do “Le’ Reps. des Fauves” ‘for. ‘Christian-Jacque }.- ; 

-in France, may segue’.with “The ‘Age. of Reason” for Valerie. Zurlini: 
‘Italy. ..... Fabrizio Capucci; husband -of ‘Miss Spaak, recovering from. 

ao 

. ly. fevéal. that “V.1-Ps” (MGM). was 
-; the most séréened: pic. ‘in. 300 West. 
German -key ‘cinemas ‘last month’ 

(Oct.): “Irma La Doiice”’ (UA)-.was: 
‘Second,.‘“‘55. ‘Days. in. Peking,” ”-(AA),. 

released: by: Rank,.was, ‘third, and: 

Apu”: finally. getting an. art. ‘house release here: ; : |. ee Alam” (UA). in. 
- for -afother. firstrun: re-run... | -Unitéd ‘Artists started ‘a. French pro-: 
‘duction adjunct “UA. Productions SA ‘under Geerges: Laurent. Qutfit 
‘will : take -local -pr ‘oductions: for UA. release. in- various. territories: or: 
also actually’ produce: pix. ‘here for’ release. Metro has been doing that. 
for some time’ and: now.’ has. two” bankrolled™ local :companies, “Cipra 

~ :and.-Gaumont International: Paramount~recently closed down a ‘local. 
--. production. department - while 20th -is taking more pix for release ‘and 

So even. producing’ via“ rep”. ‘Andre Hakim. ‘Warners. sometimes - ‘picks -up’ 
: ‘French’ .pix.. All- this ‘is’ “to swell needéd ° ‘product, ‘Columbia: aiso has. a 

..‘ thand’-while Universal-is not. busy: in this line. 

: Habe, won't roll ‘until, 1965, according: to ‘director Luchino Visconti, who's 

-partnered with Munich’s Neubach Film; : script is. by. Dalton. Trumbe 
- and Alberto: Bevilaqua, Edgar. ‘Ulmer directs. ‘It’s’ under ‘way. near 

“Calda .Vita” (The: Warm Life) |. : Gianni ‘Hecht’s Documento’ Films. 
producing sketcher -called- “High “Infidelity, ” with segments by Marie | 

oe ‘Monicelli, Elio: Petri, Franco 9 Rossi, and: Luciano Salce 

- "title. role. in’ the filmization of John Kaittel’s novel; “Abd el. Kader,” in. 
*. 1965 ..... Rialto’s. “Winnetou”. will have ‘its preem Dec. ‘11 in. Munich. : 

-. Two. days later,‘ this‘ new. ‘big-screen German. erman western will see mass re-" 

‘a U.S. colonel in’ the:German ’ ‘western, “Old Shatterhand;” which has 

“the film for Artur. Brauner’s CCC. Burke wrote ‘script for the film which |. 
was shot in. Yugoslavia‘... :-Relf Theile, cinema mogul in W-Germany, | ° 

“observed. his. 60th, Producer Lage Waldleitner his. 50th: birthday.” : 

World's s Women; ” wound. Up fifth, 

.  Apaniery’s’ Loneon ortice 
69. St. James's. Street. Piccadilly Looe 

“From Turkey: 

-EROL KENT 
“eis written: a ‘rouadep on. 

Istanbul Legit 
~_ IisAtitude Towa Film Fests 

London’ 7 —_—_—— . —— Paris, Dec. 3. 

“| |e, , ‘Runner’ Brit. 
° Gilitan ‘Eames signed “a ‘as s choreographer’ for: ‘the ew: Clift ¢ Richsra || q. : Ble _ 
musical. “Wonderfil Land, ” which is to be filmed’ on location in ‘the jf 

= oe te i ‘The Federation of: International. . 
“| Film. Producer Assns,, in a meet- 

Canary Islands: and at: the’ Associated British Elstree. studios.’ Kenneth ||-~ : nother Piguet Festus ‘ing here, has ‘liberalized ‘its atti: 
__* Harper’ produces: and Sid Furie-is directing .:; .'“‘Take Her,.She’s Mine,” | of the upe : nn Entries at Mex Fest: tude: towards’ film ‘festivals, There 
ss.» -20¢h’s first Hollywood picture ‘under ‘its. new. production. program, will }} ‘SBth. a Ne mber er { no. -Ionger will be an attempt to 

. ~-be launched in London -at the Carlton: on. Dec,. 26, with general release. nniver sary. ue London, ‘Nov. 26.. | classify these film shows. And be- 
There: are” to be. two | ‘British sides the established biggies, like * 

Cannes, Venice, Berlin, San: Se-. 
batian, the ‘Moscow and Karlovy 

_ ot ace | entries in ‘the Acapuleo Film Fest, 
ns | RIETY -. dl which started. “last ‘Nov. 24-—ard_. 

: <M} both are from the-Woodfall stable. | Vary. - fests, members will. be free 

“Pius other ‘statistical’ and ‘dote-filéd |. They. are “Tom.: Jones” . (UA) and | to. enter others. as’ they wish. - 
oe |, Charts and articles. |] “Loneliness | of - ‘the ‘Long Distance | The FIFPA. Fest Committee is 

Runner” (Cont).. a {now working out details but it. 
“EL: - “Steven. Pallos, head. of. Pax Films, | basically: means that. all . festivals. 

‘will be leading the British delega- | which live up to general: fest reg-- 
Ai. -|tion to-the: festival;. going: on to ulations . will automatically have 

». | Mexico from:New York. Also from. FIFPA - ‘support.. -It-may not: be 
: -Britain’ willbe. ‘Fom:™. Courtenay, outright, ‘as for the leading fests, .- 

» t star .of..“Long: Distance’ Runner”; | but there: will’ be no boycotting 
| } Julia Foster, ' Wwho- played a small | as happened. at. several smaller 

: ‘=’ | role.in ‘the ‘film, and Jack ‘Worrow, 4 fésts this year, like the new. Tri- 
mee TE Paris a ae ane “Rome; Dec. 3: | publicity: . director. “for. ‘Bryanston este Science’ Fiction Film Fest. 

ai ‘jrit f ‘g ajit Ray“ Th Ww i i. cel “Aquisition Of ‘three Ttalian feay: Films, co and: the. Beirut ‘Fest in Lebanon. 
“Last part of ‘the In ian pic oxy ‘of Saty e orld of. ture ix for fhe American market |. oe a be _A thorny angle is the fact ‘that 

was revealed here by. Ralph. Zticker: oe a -_ ‘the so-called. teading fests.) now 
| of Ossen & Zucker. Associates.. Pix. Paul Heller, | will: -have fo_take, their chances 
‘are ° “Kapo,” ‘“Adua_ .@- te” Com-.| 3: | with: ihe 1 ee. nis. tt top 
pagne’’. and “T Niiovi:-Angeli.” First |: -. | Ones y abided ‘compietely by 
two dre “Moris: Ergas productions. | - Maker of ‘Lisa,’ Chims | .| FIEPA ‘rulings in the past. At 
Third was:made by ‘Alfredo Bini’s | x es Ye Tai | Mkt. least as far as the 2-day length . 
Arco Films. : Zucker ‘said all three | } en { and ‘film choosing were concerned. 
will . be. released. by. February. int. es - Paris, Nov. 26. -:] A. FIFPA source maintains that 
New. York. - ; -Holiy-’ | there: ‘was never an attempt to. Te: is as natural for ‘non-Holly: 
At the- ‘game | times: ‘the pic exec wook: pix: ‘producers: ‘to think : in in- limit festivals: to appease the es- 

said” his. company. planned to. ex- | ternational térms.as itis for Holly-| tablished ones, but rather an_at- 
‘pand “in. the opposite direction -as. ‘woad filmmakers. Or perhaps more tempt to keep out those that were 
well by'selling Yank-mades (“Grass }so,. since it is the rare one. that | Obviously init for touristic. rea- 
Eater”). for which ‘‘Ossen-Zucker | breaks through -for. depth release Sons and did not help the prestige 
have European’ "and. Common-|on its homegrounds. - ‘of : films in. general by their 
wealth. rights “abroad . and“ “par-|: “So thinks Paul Heller, prodicer choices. Also, too many prizes 
ticipating in. . Yank-Itallan- copro-. ‘of. “David' ‘and: Lisa,” -which,: para-]-Were apt. to ‘water down the. ef- 
‘ductions.~ | doxically, is one of the few films | fect of them in the’long run. _ 

First yeriture-j in “Joint. production to: break through ‘for: solid art and Still Will Enforce. Its Rules 
is .a- medium-budgeter, “The De- then: circuit reléeasé. in: the U.S.|.. However, FIFPA: still will en- 
ception,” ‘slated to roll. in: Rome, |The New York-based producer has force the rules-as a condition of 
‘March. 1, with’ Zucker “acting..as | been abroad for. six months now, | batking.. That. is, ‘the choice of.. 
|exec producer. ° ‘Ossen and Zucker. huddling. with writers: on. ‘future films from’ recognized lists by na-' 

Rome lhe ast >: falso-plan ‘to ‘purchase’ a New York | projects. “as well, as lookseeing re-| tional or’ governmental. groups in: 
: ate , . {theatre outlet. and currently. have | leases: of: “Lisa”: on. the Continent. each ‘country, international juries. 

~ Romy ‘Schneider’s ‘Maria ‘Tarnowska “project, ‘from. book. by Hazs. reps in - Italy, France, Australia,.| and in England. | free remittances ‘and: visas for all 
|New. Zealand... Middle . East, and|* “Heller.doés. not feel: there: is_aljentered pix and no censorship of. 
‘Far: East: Donald. Krain ‘has-been. N.Y. school of filmmaking, He just | any. competing ‘films. 
named’ general’ manager’ of the points out that there are people!” One source: pointed out. that: 
‘company’ s: New York: Office. : 1 who: want. to ‘make: films .and -de- Great Britain: Wa ; 

Zucker left ‘for: Paris:.and Lon- . ‘mand: -indépendence,. and. ‘not ‘the. keen for a go-it yourself outlook. 

| don after ‘setting: details. here prior. 

. Walt Disney’s. “The Castaways” due for: openings. in. “22, towns: and. 

. Christiane Rochefort, head of: the press’ office-for. the Cannes. Film. 

booked: elsewhere ‘until. then. -but ‘is enthusiastic about actress and. “pic. 

‘shackling aspects of. star packages: to ecially since its. 
| and formula.’ films... Jf facilities, reese eye y egulstions 

-, | talents ‘and money. ‘are more’ prev:} kept it out of Beirut while. prac- 
~ Une in Gotham, they are: thus. be-. tically all- others. went. in on their 
ing made. there. But ‘other ‘pig. ‘own. France purportedly is miffed. 

cities or even. little ones. ‘May. sud-! since it feels too many festivals 
_{denly make themselves felt in this.| mean Spreading .out product and « 
;} sphere in the: near’. future, che | watering down kudos from Cannes: 

claims. - land othe lish 

"And. the-fact ig that) U:S.’ arty {2poyctne” Ctablished, competing 
houses are moré: prone to. over~ “IEPA still will recommend the: 

{ look. “local ‘unusual. films for ‘off- | 
[si 05-92,80)-"-55 Days at Peking”| shore entries ‘as are. independent | /e*ding: fests and accept’ others. 
(Rank) (18th wk). Neat $5,000. | distributors. Or else these hardtops | 1t 1 Zemerally felt that the vet- 
“Odeon, ‘Leicester: Square (CMA)|0 in more and mare for: Holly- | smaller entries which sometimes 
(2,200: 70-$1. 15)—“Thrill ‘of- It. All” ‘wood pix. ‘Heller. is” thankful. for: 

(Rank)... Fancy $19,000 or over. ~ | Walter. Reade’s Continental. Co. help in taking offbeat pix or. spe- 
* Marble Arch (CMA) 

. . to returning ti to New York: 

- Anthony. ‘Quinn, due. ‘for “Zorba; the: Greek” in’ Spring. ‘with. Simone t 

of‘part in: a musical. . . Joseph Levine’s Embassy Pictures may be’ pick-: on oe 

= | Continued trem. pace: ii — 

$1. 75)— “Lawrence of Arabia” (Col) |: 
be ig Lively: ‘$15, 000. oo 

, Haymarket (CMA) (600; 

. “Rosanna. Schiaffino’s: current item,. “The. Cavern,” “ts: first for ‘Cine 
Doris, ‘recently-founded ‘Rome..company ' linked. to: ‘Martin Melcher, |° 

| cialized: ones: that: may not have 
Trieste . . . Marcello. Mastroianini’s..upcoming' pic -with. director. Maree | - taking on his. “Lisa”. (Continental | chances ‘at the others. And many. 

‘repeat film entries.at these fests ‘|in- Hollywood,” * ‘The . Balcony”). - ‘can help them in different global 
‘Such. films .as: - “Shadows, an “The |. 

Connection” ‘and now. : “Hallelu-: 
jah the Hills”. have obtained re- 
‘lease and: recognition abroad first. 
And: the first two,. did better in|” 
foreign climes than ‘at home: But]: 
‘Heller .is not for crying: that, indies 4. 
are martyrs. . 

| (BLC) (3d: wk):. Fair $7,300 
Gian-carlo Menotti will direct’ “Dolce Fine”. (Sweet. End): « ; Anne a Ban) (88s; gies $220 

Moderate. 6.400 for six days. First mu “No ‘push. of new festivals is ex- 
pected. and the fact that it will be 
deft u p to individual countries also; 

tend to exercise control on. 
“present ‘tolerated _ outsiders 
‘any possible new ones. like. 

“Heller ‘had. one deal to make: a: much-mentioned U.S., British 
pic in Britain fall through because’ ‘and: Esyptlan’ fests. 

Crazy World”. (WP) opens: Dec. 5./ the. ‘precarious ‘state of the indus-|. ° 

| * |ycarstuad oubraa 70$1.05)— “Par try there, Argentine director Le-| frak-Anthored Yarn | 
Te Be Fikned for: TV. 

» Berlin: oe oe om a | sturdy ‘$5,500: for six. days. ‘directed from a script. by- Edna’). 

oh Czecho by Hoffman 

ae | | O’Brien, But: the touchy: theme of | 
“most Jocat cinemas and theatres ‘broke off: their programs. wien’ the “One . indie) (556, 50- homosexuality - ‘also did. Trot: ‘haster:-|. 

.Frankfurt, Noy. 26. 

German. ‘director Kurt © ‘Hoft- . 

" [and “Two-Way: Stretch” (BLC) ‘(re-| finding “an: equitable~ production | ™ 
issues) (7th ay Stretee 200. “Fan: | backing: | ‘However, -Heller’ says -it |, 

| mann, ‘who failed -9 find a pro- 
‘ducer for his rights to. “The House. 

9 [is just ‘pushed back on. his agenda | a (By) (reissue) returns, ‘Noy | and not abandoned. Script is call led | 

in.the Karp Alley,” by the Israeli. 
author Ben Gavriel, has taken the 

‘Omar Sharif has ‘been hired “by Horst Wendlandt’s Rialto-Film: to play | Warmer © (WB). (4, 185; “m0-$1. 75) | “A, Beau tiful Family. oe ‘a script 
—The Servant” (Elstree) (2a wk). a for. an: oater, ‘Deaf: Smith,” based: 

Great: $24,000. or.close in six: days on: ‘a deaf gunfighter; to be. made 

| after. yopenin g. we or ie | in’ Hollywood while Donald ‘Ogden. drama to Czechoslovakia. ‘There, 
pee Ouse. tially-i ° ite d- ‘0 pening| Stewart is working ‘oa “The. Duch-|‘he is making. the ‘film for ‘tele 
rs apart mene € P ess. and the. Smugs” ‘which is:to-be j since he was unable to find any-. 

night au eaeed - . | done’ in “Yugoslavia. with aeraess ‘one ‘to finance. it for-.screening in’ 
od | German cinemas. " 

” The story, by. the writer who was. 
. Lb born in Austria,. concerns a house: 
in. the Jewish: ‘section. of. Prague, 

= *| Meredith directing. 

: : 1 * German Pix. _ _| Huge Tent for Use. By 
“wid “the German ‘Nota. “release, = Continua: froma: page — — | -Cimerama i in. England |ana ‘the tragic tale of its inhab- 

Konstanz; Nov.-36.° - itants. during the: period ‘in .1939 © 
4. LP” S Had Most Dates” ; , | 

SEL Years. and One Day,” was. Sev-"| mium- And Kurt:Hoffmann was un- |" 
enth. Thi @ ‘biggest tent ever turned out ‘when. Hitler’ annexed. Czechoslo- . 

by: the Stromeyer and. Company: Vakia. 
Th: W. Germany: for Oct. | America, . pictures” garnered. | 201, % find. German. distributor | ) 

Tentmakers’ Corp. here ‘has. just - However, “although the German’. 
to handle his film “Howse:in Carp: 

Berlin, Nov. 26. 5] 39.3% : ‘of the. ‘piaydates as. “con- Alley” -because‘it concerns Jews | 
“Statistics ‘compiled. ‘here: recent- |:trasted” with ‘43%. inv September.. been. sent . off to ‘England - for: use | sim: producers..were hesitant’ to 

by’ Cinerama. tackle such a risky. theme for box- 
and war atrocities.. So: he ‘is mak-. 

German: films’ came next with | ing it for tele, and thus will not. 
21.9% as against 26.3% ‘a. month | be. eligible. for. the $50,000 “pre-|° “Enormous: ‘tent. will be used’ for. office, the. West German tele of 
ago. “British films, which garnered: ‘mium-which ‘is restricted to. films ‘special exhibitions. of . the -Cine- | Cologne came up. with about. $175,- 
only . 43%- in September, jumped . for ‘cinemas ‘only. ~| |} rama technique. It will- seat 2, 400 {| 000. to finance the project for tv. 
‘up to/16.3% in- October. This: in-'| '-The Federal: Ministry of thie in viewers, and after six months . it|{In- addition, “the. Czechoslovakian 

| crease of nearly 400% .is mainly | terior is-due to award. more’. ‘pre-|.can- ‘be: disassembled and. ‘trans- state film industry is adding about 
‘because. of the success of ““V.I-P:”, +miums this December, : based on | ported to another English city. Cost | $75,000. to the - “budget, It looks 
which. is ‘running. here ; as a British outstanding: scripts, for films to. ‘be of. this: _tnusual: tent: vfs: “around: like the pic will require 56 days of . 
pie. ’ r produced: before Dec. 10, 1964 — "7,125,000 er, i | Shooting. - % 

(Par) follows on Dec.'5. | 
‘Rialte. (20th) (20; 10-$1.20)— 

in,| “Viva Zapata” (20th) "(reissue): (2d. 
| wk), : Average. $5,000. in-'six : days. | 
Opening week was $6,700.. ‘What: a’ “A injuries ‘sustained.. in’ fall.from rocks, ‘on Sardinian’ locations for “La } 

‘lease in 80. German cities . . | James Wakefield Burke played the. role of 

Lex Barker. and: Guy Madisen in. the leads. Huge Fregonese directed 

“The | “Birds” (U). ‘finished. fourth... 
-The. - Italian film,: “All This. 
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- Spirited | east 

ie SG Castons ae = Reid i hin 
7 Brought In by Australia | 

“Hollyw vood, ‘Dee.: 3. rae — 
"Bome’ 413 ,000: feet: of. ‘black and. _ 

-  cawihite: film | on. life within. Red}[ 
ae China’ lensed. ‘by Australian docu- } 

cor. mentary’ producer. John ‘Dixon. last.H 
“3? Week were. impounded: ‘by US. 
poe Customs. Officials here. *. | 

--., William C.. “Morling, who. heads | = 
oo -Morenco:- -Corp., : Anzac ‘company. 
”. which has’ rights. to: film; reports | -: 
_ that -pix were. taken . from- him }} 
--when he: attempted .to bring::them | 
in: for. network. ‘perusal.. He: ‘says: 

' that” ostensibly. footage has been|{™ °: 
pu 'for Customs: home: res Pere ist tL 
office ‘screenings ‘thou e. de- jt: | 
clares that-he has. been: -unofficial-|} 58th. Anniversary’ Tanta y 
‘ly-advised. that the State’ Dept. also . 
wanted. to. view. films.” 

Morling, : ‘who: States.’ ‘that ABC: | 
ho “NBC, Screen. Gems :and . Britain’ Sy 
i. BBC. have. expressed interest ‘in 
"s footage, avers that he is: hopeful } 

of 

trek 0. 
"o> Areas of Red: Chinese life. lensed. 
Anélude factories,’ 

.“pnodel - family”—chiosen’ 
<:.from-: ‘three: suggested -by.. Zovern-. 

. 2 "ment, - ‘and. 
* “though: ‘permission. to ‘film ‘it- was: 
contingent ‘on. inclusion . ‘of “more 
: favorable- 

_ mune, - 

. house”’ 

'” of getting films back-by next week |. 
though - ‘Customs * have ‘been: silent: 
On ~ ‘their fate. since’ "impounding |’. 
ra them. 

“ Morling aims - Reds’ 

during: 5; 000. mile. 28 day filming 

a ‘farm: com- 

-- Shaghaih - 

. footage. - Also © 
were the. | summer. palace - 
Peking, Mao Tse-Tung’s. “hideaway 

“and'.’a_ private: interview. 
with ‘the .Reds’. Vice-premier.- and } 
Foreign: Affairs. Minister. Chen ‘Yi: 

-- Nothing. of a ‘military. nature was 

<1 Tibet. would .not ~ be-: 
though ‘he insists. absence ‘of edi-| - 
‘torial comment .in.. pix: was ..not: 
dictated by:.:this ‘consideration: It. 
“is his feeling that: straight. presen- | 
tation”. and: the words — of . the 

any ‘ease. 

He. notes. that: they: were: allowed | 
 “fo-. film ~ 

. street”. 
random . .“*man-in-the- 

interviews. 

the people’s’ ‘reluctance. to talk. 
“Morling™ candidly. admits’ that if 

way in which films ‘are: edited -and 
presented ‘is: offensive: to. the. Red 
‘Chinese,.a: proposed second trek-to 

- allowed; 

Chinese officials. do-a. better:-job of 
-“shooting themselves: down". thar 
“he could. with comment. on 

Films, which - -are- insured . ‘for’ 
$60, 000; have’ beén- screened. and | 
passed by..the Australian govern-'| 
-ment, The nine months’ of. negotia- 
‘tions for permission to ‘inake : ‘trip 

2+. were’ .handled:. through . the * ‘Aus-. 
-“tralian-China’ Friendship. Society. -f.- 

‘-. Subjects touched -upon..in the]: 
‘Chen-Yi session ‘included - China’s. 
relationship ‘with’: Russia, . _its. at- 
titude. to the U.S:;,. ‘Australia ‘and 
other . ‘South-east : Asian ‘countries: 

: and - atomic: weapons. - 
~..° ‘Agent for. firms. in this. country. 
“ds Paul Kemp of the. National Edu- |": 
noe cation Sciences. Corp. in Anaheim. 

ema la Douce’ ‘Sensash: 

a 17. Weeks in Portland, Me. | 
: Portland, Me., Dec. 3. 

wong “Shattering | all previous. records.|- 
ae where, “Irma ~La .Douce™.- 

’ finally bid adieu - to Portland.* It |. 
v3 racked‘ up 17 -weeks.- ‘Previously. 

“2°. the’ seven: week-rin.of 20th’s “Pey-: 
“ton Place” held the all-time record.: 

' “Fine Arts manager Sam::Gold- 
‘farb~ had - predicted- that ° “Irma”? }. 
would’ have at least a’ 10 week 

“showing. Even he: was ‘flabber- | 

“allowed |. 
them -virtually.-a. free:: hand. in|: 
lensing the films ‘though - he ' ac-. 

.“‘knowledges’that ‘a rep.of the. gov- 
‘ ernment’s:.Department. of :Culture. 

' in Overseas Relations was ‘on hand. 

slum - 

Jensed , 

wo but’ reports: 
cl gambit proved fruitless ‘because of. 

(U Ad 

ac Copyright “Attorney” i ~ 

« STANLEY 
-ROTHENBERG” 

S “whe i is an ‘authority on the subject . 
woo reprises. the a 

“ Ramifications and * 
Problems. of World : 

vas oo) = Springfield, “Ill. 

oon -| chief: film: buyer:. 
“|. ‘made: by Bernard: Myerson, Loew's | —= 
at ‘Theatres. exec: VRE a mi 

Ht Dickerson’s i isa new. post: Added 
‘}yexec . ‘manpower. in’ the : field of] 

-Vof-town..and “assistant to ‘Bén. Joel. 
Disclostiré “wast 

booking was felt needed. at. Loew’s, 
a it’s. understood, .: “because: -of:' the: 

modern-day | complexities. in: “-book- 
“|| ing . patterns. as . concerning ~ such || 
|| matters: as: bidding. and _Suaran- 
+ ‘tees: ‘to the. distributors: eee 

Copyright Protection : I: ae 
“another: Informative ‘Feature. - 

in the upcoming 

of 

 WARIETY 
| bo other statistical and:dota-filled 

charts and articles, ane 

STANDARD. CAPITAL = 
"AGAIN SWINGS SHINGLE! 

: . Hollywood, Dec. 3. 
Standard ° ‘Capital, ~ 

Loew’ 's Inc. . 
SC, according to. ‘z. spokesman, | « 
projects financing. a total. of. six | 
pix ‘in: 1964. ‘First: feature | “will. ‘bet 
‘indie “The Searcher,’ 
bY. Stanley. 4. Cherry. 

‘filmed. but Morling insists their in-'} = 
_. terests . didn’ t. lie. in. this. area ° in | 

‘Metro “Showcasing” 
— ‘Continued, from page. 3 — 

which ‘night, or ‘might not, inélude | 
fa “downtown ‘house... °- «. -. 

To repeat, - if the: Music “Hall 
“wants-a- picture - ‘on “an: exelusive. | 
‘run, it’s granted.. Otherwise it goes. 
either the 20- ‘theatre show casing. or} 
nabe-: saturation. . 

‘cant. United ‘Artists. initiated. the . ; 
‘showcase plan and, ‘until now, only |. 
-20th-Fox emulated. the idea: Twen-.| 
-tieth “went -along. only. limitedly..: |: 
‘In’ the “instances -of: both’ UA: and | ' 
20th: the Loew’s’ and. RKO chains‘|. 

“| were invited ‘to’ Join . in,” but de-. 
clined. a 

‘Loew’ Ss ‘and RKO are: now invited. 
to" “participate “in. thé MGM idea 
‘put - ‘there have been no ‘decisions |. 

-Golden,. : Prof. from the. Tisch ‘operators | as “yet. 

’ With: this new breaking from the} 
status. quo: ranks. by. MGM, and: if } 
the ‘poli¢y “proves successful, : it’s: 
‘obvious . to - inside. observers: that 

‘Columbia’, 
and - ‘Universal.’ and. ‘the. sinaller. | - 

| companies.” “may, Or. will, | ‘ follow: 
suit... ae 

‘Warners, . . Paramount, 

Its. felt: strongly: that Loew’ S. ana} 
- RKO, whieh ‘for .long™ shared-.the | 

“) only: ‘principal. marketing. ‘Positions 
in“ the: greater :N.-Y,. 4réa,’ so “far | 

1 as: ‘the. berough. firstruns ‘and. ‘the. 
nahes: ‘are’ : concerned, “eventually. 

1 will. go along. with: the idea of mul- | 
‘tiple showcasing _ as. ‘a thatter: of 
economic’ “‘nécessity.- 

‘Lefko, states there’ sno. ‘animost:'| 
ty” toward - Loew’s, 
-product has: been playing in Goth- | 
‘am -and ’ surrounding: -areas -since-|: 
U:. So cinematic. ime began and |: 

-COMmMon. | - 
{There's no. break as: “yet: ‘Loew’s 
has -its choice: of taking.-part” but. 

| no. longer - with ‘the traditional | 
_-| D¥_ Most. of the visitors’ who':seem: 

both - “were - ‘owned -. 

ac Broadway. - exclusivity;.- 

Warners Equals $1. 7 
a "Warners. for. the. year “ended Aug. : 

eye 31. ‘had a: consolidated’ net: income 
la: T of $5; 699; 000,. ~equal -to $1.17 ‘per. 
<.. /commen’ share: ‘Company ’.for the: 

‘+. year “previous had. a net. of $1, 
.- "566,000; . or $1. :56 per - share.:- 

are Theatrical . and television: “fim. 
oe rentals, Sales, -ete:; “amounted. to: 
= $87,129, 009; “eompared with -$79,- 
on 864, 000 for the 1962: fiscal year. 
ils, Net ‘current: asséts. at ‘last “Aug: 
3 -were -$51;870, 000 (including 'f -.- 
$11;205,000 cash) . and: : debt.” due} 
after one year: was $6,571,000, com- 
pared ‘with °$48,331,000 - (including 

Cr $11, 732, 000° cash) © “and $6, 126,000, 
re respectively, . for: the year: ended 

7 Aug. $1, 1962. He, 

are: ‘talking about it, | 

| Lefko.: 

- Meanwhile, it’s understood: ‘the. 
} Aocal: N. -Y. -RKO- chain ‘is’ under: | 
taking” to. work: out. its own idea of: 
a showcasing, with WB: féaturés. 
‘RKO. and WB execs,” its ‘known 

Reasons: why: ‘are ‘pinpointed. by 

 Rdward G: ‘Robinson: ‘set. to- Co: 
star with’ Paul ‘Newman, Laurence’ 

| Harvey: and.Claire Bloom’ in “Judg- 
{ment in. the .Sun,”. Ronald. Lubin‘ 
production for Metro directed. 1 by: 

| Martin Rite, . . 

“which: - “ge | 
‘nanced motion pictures: ii the ’40s, 
and: early: 50s, has returned to film. |: 
finaneing~ ‘and set. up’. “Coast - head-": 
quarters. Firm. is_ “based. Ain “wile 
-mington, Delaware.” a 

‘Following - its’ Jong. tenure. in| 
packing: pix; company. ‘set. up~ a- 
‘subsidiary, Staridard Television, to 
‘distribute firm’s features. and other | 
Jacquired® ‘product ‘to tv. ‘Subsid. ‘Was: 
headed. by - “Bob Berger, ‘son of ex- 

+ hib : -Benny - “Berger, - ‘and | Marcus |. 
- Loew,. ‘Brandson .. Of ° _founder-: “af. 

‘from. Story 

- where. Metro’ 

Neighborhood: rung .and | - 
suburban runs can’ “produce. far’ 
more revenue than used tobe. true, 
“That's his reason-for getting away 

“"}-#rom: what he calls aforementioned} 
“stereotyped” kind: of distribution: mh 

* Embassy “Pictures, 

versed. an :earlier ruling on. a ‘trio. 
of Embassy releases.” 
-The “censor. “board had: refused | 

“exhibition Tieenses for the: showing |. 
of “Seven Capital Sins;’?: “Ingmar |- 
‘Bergman’ s “Night : As. My Future” . 
and -“Bluebeard,”’ - which had ‘been’ 
called: “Landru” ‘in. its: initial eb-- 
gagements: -. The’. ‘board - then’ re= |: 
‘versed its own ‘decision just before: 
the: matter was to go-to eourt and }- 
cleared “the films: for exhibition, 4 | stazehan ds, and the issue had been 

under - discussion for- some . time.: 
‘Last week. a: picket. line appeared, 

process’: which. - had -held“up-: the 
showing’ of. the ‘pictures. for over. 
‘three months.-” ‘Now Embassy. ‘plans 
‘to: Capitalize’ on’ the -situation--by‘} 
advertising. the. films as’ having 
been withheld ‘by, ‘the: ‘censors : ‘ini- 
tially. : 

: “The: company’ is: still waging’ a 
‘censorship :-batile | 

court after: it. was denied:a Ticense | 
| to show. the feattire. ‘Some: answer, } 
Vis: ‘expected. shortly: 

” Tn. Atlanta, the. ‘comipariy’ “recent 
qy: won a. eourt ease. fought. on ‘be- | 
half. of “Women;” the court: over=- 
ruling _staté. censors who had’ 
sought. to: ‘block. ‘the . film’s: ‘show=. 
-ing:- In’ Georgia, however; there: is: 
still considerable local-level : cen-"}. 
‘sorship. and -it remairis.tq be-seen 
‘whether. or. not: the picture. will | 

Po Bet much i playoff in. the Mate. 

~ eapaleo Fest 
—. ‘Continued from, ‘pase. 4 —. 

El. Presidente: Hotel. Beymer had] | 
not been amused. 

“Rest. of-.the. Yank: ‘delégation ‘is: 
‘comprised of ‘Corkery, San -Fran-| 
cisco Fest ‘head Irving. Levin, ‘for- 
mer” “Commerce : Dept. . exec “Nate 

‘Robert Gessner, 
‘Consolidated : ‘Film::" Labs’ - 
Solow: and’. indie. producer-director: 
Larry. Moyer. - As: seems: “Usual cat 
Latino -fests, the ‘European :: “and 
‘Iron’ Curtain. countries - ‘seem: to be. 
‘much: better: repped, . 

‘The. French’ have - Robert Favre: 
‘LeBret, ‘Cannés ‘chief: Robért’Cra- 
. venne,- ‘Unifrance; Andre. Parent, : 
director. of: the.’ Centre “National | 
de- la. Cinematographie; “and ~ sey-: 
eral: stars. ‘including Maurice: Ro- 
net. fof “Le :Fou :-Follet’”), ‘and Anna}: 
Karina, wife. of. Jean Lue Godard, 
The- British: ‘brought ‘down their} 
‘ambassador. ‘to Mexico, Sir’ Peter. 
Garran;.. who - ‘hosted . a ‘Feception: 

” for. ‘the: British ‘delegation includ- 
ing: Steven. Pallos;.. of “Pax: ‘Films. 
and. ‘Britannia - -Films,: - and. ‘Fom: 
Courtenay, star of.the British: se-. 

“The . Lorieliness : of - “The |! 
“said that his. department has no 
authority’. to ‘do: ‘anything’.in that |. 
regard-.and that: he didn’t: know. 

lection, - 
‘Long’ Distance ‘Runner.”. ork 

’ Rumors ‘to: the: effect” that. this 
may: ‘be: the ‘last. . ‘of the. Acaprico 
fests . are officially . denied on “all 
‘sides; not ‘only. by .Mex ‘execs but 

‘to ‘agree’ ‘that. ‘whether- or not this: 
fest ‘thas any. economic -reason ‘for: 
being -(little or no biz: seems to gO 
-on),” Acapulco ‘is -so-. ‘magnificent a 
Spot; it. (arid they) -must’: not ‘be 
denied. this. chance. to have..a little’ 
fun: and do: a Aittle: high level. Pr. \ 
work, | 

beer=and: tequilla." Fest. has |‘ oc- 
-curred ‘at .a ‘crucial point in -his ne- 
‘gotiations. with. Operadora de .Tea- }~ 
-tros |.(the ‘Mex ‘theatre monopoly) |* 
-and* the. ‘Mex: government: re. the 
‘mandatory ‘printing-in-Mexico de- 
crée... Exec, .. who’ has: been. doing 
no ‘little: politicking here, left for. 
New.. York | Monday * (2). to brief: 
‘Major : company: ‘chiels.: "on. » Tatest. 

| ‘developments. 

~NEW LOEW'S: BOOKER * a J). 
' Dick. Dickerson, formerly . ‘asso- rr: 
‘elated. with the. Chakeres: Cirviiit,|‘ 

on, :Jan.. 6 will on 
switch to Loew’s as: booker for out-}' 

; whieh. has. : 
“pen. ‘a lorig-time © battler in - ‘the |] 

— “‘eensorship field, ‘won. ariother. vic-. 
‘| tory’ last week’ in Maryland when: 
|} the. - Maryland’ ‘censor. ‘board: -re-. 

‘abe which ‘recently went first-run, 

_in = Memphis } 
over’ the ‘showing. of. “Woinen: “of 
‘the: World.”Here too Embassy: has |s 

-|"taken a censor:-board’s. ‘decision to. 

‘Sidney ; 

. Lsides:- Mo er's comments * in. the 
For Yank ‘delegation. chief Cork: | om 

ery, however,” it has not -been’ all | . _ 

SE EI TEE RT FEES RL UTR ORME 

; oe apes se - a 

‘GEORGE MARTON. ; 

‘whe as. play: ‘broker ‘end literary. | Sun.” ‘The ‘situafion. involves the. 
, Catalyst contrasts the b.e: hazards 
of. ‘plays. and playwrights: gives. Als , 

. ‘summation ‘on: the 

’ Reet pe for. Success 
we a i ah 3 

- another ‘Informative Feateie 
7. fe the. wpcoming — 

58th 4 Anniversary, Number | 
of . 

VARIETY —_ 
° Plus other-statistics oud deto-filed 
ae _ cherts and orticles | 

IATSE PICKET LINE 
~~ CLOSES NASSER $P0 

. San Francisco, ‘Dec.: 3° 
“Nasser Bros.’. Royal Theatre. was ~ 

closed last week (26). by. a’ disptite: 
‘with Local 16,-Stageliands Union. 
Union: reps: wanted - the -Royal, : a 

to hire - -two maintenance men. 
- But: the |Nasser ‘. ehain. ‘said the. 
union “had - ‘demanded - it hire: two 

and members - of other unioas -re- 
fused: to cross: ‘it. ‘Rounding cut - its 
first--week was :“McLintock,” :which.. 

{did - ahout - $7,500; first week. Pic. 
| was scheduled: to: oper: Monday. (2): 
‘at ‘the . Alhambra,” -another: Nasser 
house. . ao 

~ Moyer in’ Madholo 
= ‘Continued from, pee 3 — especially on. Broadway, it is felt 

‘that the- company would: normally 
have lined ip its Main Stem house - 
by. this . .time. ‘Certainly. the other. 

in, the making. of. a ‘non-union film. 

“fo. .- order..: ‘Moyer ” “looks .. made 

Whether. any - ‘other TATSE mem- 
bers ‘will ultimately. be: involved | 

| “isn’t: being discussed” -at present: 
(Among: the ‘things. -which. Moyer. 
did in the making. of the film was |: 
to ‘defer:payment of the salaries of. 

- phis . actors, which is -not : allowed 
oe by. Screen Actors ‘Guild -but. actors 

= | will * collect. SAG. scale)... .In- addi-: 
..| tion ‘to: crew. being. non-union,: the 
-] Souneit. also” claims:.that - Moyer} 

‘used ‘considerably « fewer men ir 
s,| Making the pie than is required..: 

-The- Council 15. basing its’ request : 
that | the - City : Investigations De-. 
‘partment. look into the: making of. 
the “film .on: ‘a “New. York: Times 
interview from. Hollywood in which 

police and City regulations regard- 
ing shooting: permits... and |: such.. 

violations they. will ‘go-to .the.-ap- 
‘propriate’. departments, *’ “he - said. 

- Fischel said that: he fias a long 
interest. in both trade’ unions. and 
show - biz. ‘He’ mentioned, in’ fact, 
‘that: several years ago. he- had ‘been. 
a member. of’ :Actors’ Equity, ‘the 
legit ‘actor’s. union, He pointed ‘out }. 
that his office was.an ‘investigatory. 
‘branch and would refer its. findings 
to the department: involved. if -ac- 
tion is: deemed. necessary. .AS. far 
‘as the impounding ‘of ‘the. picture or: 
the’ prevention of. its being. shown 
in ‘New * York, the “Commissioner: 

what the possibilities were as. 3 far 
as ‘that: ‘was concerned. ° 

- ‘He also -noted that this was + the 
first’ time. his department had been 
‘called’ upon-to look into filmmaking 
‘in’ New York: He said that. he.isn’t 
too ;familiar -:with ‘picturemaking 
but that his office:--had begun call- 

somé: further facts on the: case. ‘be- 

Times. 

“Weinstein Up, Pike In j 
Albany,’ Dec.:3. . 

Dave Weinstein, managing direc-': 
‘tor’ of ‘Heliman:: Theatre. since: its 
opening in April; .1960,. has been | 
‘promoted by ‘Neil. ‘Hellman: ‘ta the 
recently created post of advertising 
and - public relations’ director for 
the organization in the e Capital, Dis- 
I tric t. . . “4 filing: attorneys at Albany. 

{-company’s. 
releasing plan for which the Astor 

|| Theatre: is. usually the Main Stem 
‘flagship: but. which -is taken: forthe. - 
holiday period ‘with 20th Century-. 

| Fox’s. -own-. “Showease” 
“Move Over, ‘Darling: ” 

Christmas and .UA’s 
releases about the: picture’s- book-. 
igns -do- not mention. any theatres 
as ‘yet... As’ it. stands. now, the .. 
Skouras Riviera, a a uptown situ- 
‘ation,: may end | 
booking for the. film. 

“Premiere ‘Showcase” 

Picture, 

UA: and. Fox: have. collided: be- 
‘fore over the ‘ ‘showcasing” of fea-- 

|] tures. Since-UA started the “Pre-. 
‘- {| miere Showcase”. multiple: firstrun © 
os idea “in New York’ a year. and a 

| half: ago, Fox has been using it: 
|more and. more, including the use 
of thé: name “Premiere Showcase”. 

| which it-employs by permission. of: 
UA: which has the name protected. 
|-The | last: time: they clashed. was 
‘quite Tecently when both had a 
“Showcase” pic - skedded to. open 

onthe same. day. . ; 
’ The . way. that ‘situation finally 

‘worked -out, UA: ran its picture, 
“*“McLintock,”. in. the Astor ana 
various ‘selected : theatres ‘and Fox 
put “Take Her, She’s Mine” into 

{the ‘Criterion..on. Broadway, along: 
‘With other -houses throughout the 
Gotham area.’ In this latest colli-: 
sion,” however, the Broadway 
houses’: appear Solidly booked for 

initial news 

the. “flagship 

dt is pointed ‘out by UA that 
- | often ‘the-. particular ‘theatres. for 
“1a. “showcase” ‘run -aren’t . set until 
| vight: be¥ore a picture goes into: 
release: ‘But. with Christmas. book-. 
ings as “competitive | as they are, 

companies have had their Xmas at- 
‘tractions. locked. in for a while 

1 now. 
If. things. stay as. they. are, it may - 

“become: first. time. that. the: “show- 
ease” idea has. backfired on. its 
: originator since it cut Fox in on 
the: plan. The ‘company has .en- 
couraged the use: of the idea by 
‘other companies in order: to get it 
‘firmly. established not only in New. 
York “but elsewhere. around the 

| country. ‘The aim, it is believed, is 
to get the Participation of major. 
circuits : like-- RKO - arid Loew's: in) 
‘the scheme: _fhey presently ab-. - 
Stain. Right now, “however, things: ‘Moyer -outlined “various. methods } seem. to have slipped abit. — 

‘he used ‘to allegedly ‘beat various |. 

Rick BARRY INN. Y: 
‘Commissioner Fischel . confirmed}. 
{last week :that. he’ had’ heard’ from]: :- 
the ‘union .and . ‘said: that: “his. de-|- 

| partment would -look into the mat-J: 
‘ter...“If there have. been’ any Jaw} 

TER BET THAN L.A? 
‘Film-tv: director Rick Barry ‘has 

formed a new pic production com- 
pany in New- ‘York. called: Praetor- 
ian Productions. The indie plans 
three features. a year, the initial 
one. presently in pre-production . 
work’ with lensing planned to be- 
‘gin'in J anuary: It’s called “Ron- 
|.dera”. and is now being cast. ©. 

Having ‘spent most of his film-tv 
years on the. Coast, Barry stated 
that. his. ‘principal reason for set- 
ting - up: shop in' Gotham is that 
“New York is: ‘where .the. talent: 
lies.” He. claimed: that there is a 
Jack of. technical: talent. in Holly-: 
‘wood ‘and that the. cost of making 
a film ‘there ‘is “exhorbitant.” ; 
Barry - also”. contended -that “in- 

| vestors are: fed up. with the ‘de-. 
ollywood asa film. 

| capital.” He. .said’ that: there are. 
imaginative. young: inyestors.in the 
east who are. interested in backing 
a rebirth of New-York. production. 
‘These are the “new breed. innova-. 
-tors;” Barry said, who have been _ 

several _ high - 
‘ing’ and- looking “around to line up. paualtty low budget pix recently. 

terioration of”: 

responsible. ~for :: 

Among - ‘Barry's. credits ‘is -four 
years as assistant director. for the 
ty show “Dobie Gillis” and: service. 

| ag. -producer-director . -of the ‘half: 
.{-hour taped tv series “Gateway. to.. 

- ve Glamor”. on KTTV: in Hollywood, .- 
-| He: also. ‘directed a couple of feay- 

tures... . “ 

‘Stage Fitiy ‘Seven Ine. has been 
: authorized to produce. motion | pic- 
tures, in New ‘York. Capital stock 
consists: of 200 shares, na ‘par 
value. _Zweibel & Graber werl 

“1e AS. it. ‘stands now, United Artists 
‘ig in’ the awkward posture of not. 
‘having a. Broadway ‘showcase for. 
its Christmas release, the Mirisch. 

1 Corp: ‘production, ‘Kings of the « 

Aa ete 

a eo 



Rockinit A “Ar rgues 

From Continued Boy cott of ‘Television
 . 

By HAROLD. ‘MYERS 
| ‘London, Dec. . oo 
A forthright ‘declaration that 

FIBO (Film Industry Defense Org) 
had served. -its purpose in. keeping 
-feature pictures: off the. tv. screens: 

: 

was made by Milton ‘R. Rackmil, the time of its: creation, but: chang- 

president of ‘Universal Pictures, ing times’ had “demonstrated. that }. 

when he was in. London: last ‘week. ate had: outlived its usefulness:. 

.on the ‘first leg -of. -a European} a 

swing. He considered that. the]. 
‘scheme, which was supported by all Poe Pres ressure 
the American majors at the time of 

‘to... waste. such. an asset, partic- 
ularly | as - the- income. 
ing. -would. be “re-invested ‘in : pro- 
duction... He .did: not. dispute ‘the 

its inception a few years back,. did 
not. make sense in. present. day. con-| 
ditions and he .thought.-the time | 
would come when the. pre-1948 qe. 
braries would. have. to be ‘shown | 

by the British networks: | | sought. .. ' punitive . -Gamages , of | adaptation of the. famous ‘musical | is poured into.-it; as in -the case’... 

Insisting. that revenue eained| vall Improper| $500; 000. Oh a wt was: budgeted: at. $10,000,000,’ in- | of MGM’s s.““Mutiny on the. Bounty,” - 

from_ television provided the cash | cluding. . the $5,500,000 for. the} at--near: $19, 600, 000;: and 20th's s 
rights. -Even: with the extras, the “Cleo. ws 

to finance additional: feature pro- |  Bigteburgh, Dec. 8.. 
duction, Rackmil pointed to: frends | 
in: admission and. boxoffice receipts | 
‘in. the United States: and -Britain. ceived -a. helpi ing. hand from: the 
‘In. America, where: the: floodgates. 
‘ad been opened .and . features 
were sold. to’ tv,. both paid. admis-. 
sions: and. b.o: .grosses had: in-|.courts before punitive. “action” is 
creased, whereas in Britain; where’ 
FIDO. had -kept Yank’ and ‘British, 
features ‘off. the “screen,” “audiences | 
had gone. down, and, SO chad. box: 
office. earnings.: ‘ 

In- the ‘face of ‘these’ facts, Rack: 
mil was. ¢onvinced ‘that television 
was no-longer the. big ‘bugaboo. it 
was: claimed to be. ‘In fact, ‘it was. 
no more the villain than the. auto-. 
mobile, the bowling :alley; the  bet-|. 
ting shop or the bingo ‘hall.:. They | , 
all detracted from. the. boxoffice 
potential. 

Admitting. that he had only ‘dis 
cussed this.on an informal, conver- 
sational level With the. other Amer- 
ican ‘majors, and that at this. junc- 
ture at arty: ‘rate, there. tas.-no 
thought .of - immediate. action -on his 
part in view of the delicate critical. 
situation in. the British film ‘indus- 
try, Rackmil ‘was — convinced | ‘that’ - 
‘the time would come. when such a 
step - would he -essential.. in. ‘the 
interests of the~: entire: industry, 1 
“I wili wake up one morning. and 
say ‘this is ‘the. day’.” he. com- 
mented, though | declining to indi- 
cate when: that day might. he. ” 

So far as his own’ ‘company’ is 
coneerned they: had: a library” of’ 
625. ‘pre-’48 - features .of- which 
about 300 would be- suitable ‘for 
television, .“If we should. face al; 
‘lecal industry ban by: making. these: 
films available,” he ‘commented,. 
we. gould earn. Bs much from: tv: as 
rom eatrical. release... But ..I 
doubt whether the ‘industry: would. a oe cenity.- Hi | “thi 
give the. thumbs. down to ‘Rictures e Camerap ore’ ease, e 
starring: such... artists-..as “Cary: 
Grant, Gregory Peck, Tony. €urtis, 
Deborah Kerr, ‘Hayley Mills, -et. al. 
lo make that ‘an’ ‘eventuality: : ; 

Taking the -view -that there : was, 
a potential goldmine locked up in 

marked. 

Jayne - Mansfield: . 
Promises’. ‘a movie. that ‘was pulled 

Art Cinema after a party. of police- 

Bare. Lady”. and . “Nature Girls on 

Liberty before they could be shown 

inherent fn the manner ‘in which 

‘torney anda sqiad’ of: policemen 

the ‘validity of.-:the- 

Yet even this case raises doubts, as 

“accrue j- 

fact ‘that FIDO had ‘had a value at}. 

Pittsburgh “exhibitors “have .re- Fi aaysi on ‘Sunny 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. in.a strong | 

-editorial” ‘which: ‘urged * . that... “ob- | 

scenity”’. ‘cases: -beé~ handled: -in the . 

‘taken - against . film. ‘theatreowners. 

“The morality. erusade-in which 
Pittsburgh Police and the. District} 
‘Attorney's’ office: seem to. be-en-: 

“| gaged raises’ questions. for the com- 
munity that. transcend: the simple |: 
ssué of whether the: complained- -Of. 
‘movies and. “publications: are oD-. 
scene,”’... the _ Paper: editorially. Te- | 

‘Further. quote: “we haven't See 
.. ‘Promises! 

off the screen: by. the owners. of: the: 

‘men,:- ‘prosecutors: :and : judges ob-} 
jected. to. Miss. Mansfield’ S: state. of. 
undress. :.Nor have :we seen. “My: 

‘the-Moon,” two films ‘seized by the’ 
police -at the Cameraphone ‘in East 

-but:..there are. “serious. “risks. 

law enforcenient Officials have gone ; 
about protecting”. us: from alleged |. 
obscenity. : The :owners ‘of. the. Art 
‘Cinema. ‘were forced ‘under. clearly: 
| coercive: circumstances*to cease ex~ 

..°|hibiting a movie: : before there. was: 
any,. charge against. them. . Does 
then a judge; -Assistant District At-' 

claim the: ‘authority to decide: cases} 
oa the .spot withouts. benefit: -of. 
‘rules?’ If- so, there is a threat.-to. 
our liberties (and: ‘property, in: this. 
case). more grave than: any... ‘threat 

police. at-least followed. regular ar- 
rest ahd-héaring procedures so that 

obscenity 
: charges can be tested. in: the courts. 

do all-cases in’ ‘the ‘delicate area ‘of 

. the: industry could not. | -afford4— 

“DISMISSED wii: “PREJUDICE - 

For Slander : " 

“Bander suit, brought. last ‘Sep- |: 
. tember. against’ 20th-Fox exec veep: 

. ‘Seymour. Poe. by. ‘Phillip -Engel of| - 
' | Boston, has been dismissed in N.Y. 

. | Federal. Court : “with: prejudice. ‘The | 
“Faction of the court. means: ‘that. 
- “| Engel. cannot initiate ‘another: suit- 
“|-based on» ‘the . same: ‘purported 
| claim. 

-' Engel, who” had been. a eompany. 

| field exploitation man ‘in Boston; 

Filmways. ‘Ine:,: tv: ‘and theatrical 
film producer, has. recovered from: 
a ‘loss for the. fiscal’ .year ” ‘ended: 

Aug. 31, 1962 and turned ‘in .a 
profitable. year. for’ thie term: ended: 
Aug... 31; -1963, . according : to. the. 
company’ S. recently issued. financial 

statement. 
Profit for: fiscal 63 was "272. 408 

before. taxes. After taxes the.com- 
pany :posted . a profit... ‘of. $122, 408, |. 
equal, to .21¢ 2: share: | -The. previ- 
‘OUS~ year ‘Filmways, ‘lost- $275,860 
before - federal . income tax credit, 
equal to 47c a share. ‘Also revealed. 
is that, the-company had working : 
capital of $1,132,190 at the end of: 
1963 as opposed. to. $984, 455. at the 
start of the year: - 
‘Filmways. Ahad: ‘yellenues of. $10,- - 

763, 767..in 1963 -.as- compared. with.|. 
income ‘of $12; 829,849. the previous 
-Year. Expenses, in. ’63- amounted to 

hile the year ‘before |: . 
$10,491,359. while: Mf are awaiting the results: of modern 

“eontrol’” « 
knowledge’ “that - there have: been. 

expenses ‘came, to $18, 105, 709. ‘With 
income. tax provisions, - ‘these. .fig- 
‘ures - ‘account for: the company’s. 
‘cash position at ‘the: end: of -the| 

Total-assets:-in’ 1963: were}. 
$3,741,087: ‘and. $4, 187,'767...in 62. | 
Liabilities in 1963 were $2, 608,897: 
as ° “eompased * with- $3; 203, 312. the 
year: ‘before. 2. 

year.’ 

- Commenting on. ‘the reversal 
from: the” 1962 © deficit. position, 
Filmways prez Lee: Moselle said. it 
‘was. due principally .to.. the: ‘com- 
pany’s withdrawal. from ‘producing 
commercials -in ‘New.. York..and to. 

- }expanded: ‘tv-.and film production: : 
‘He -:cited 
future tv and film : projects: and. 
‘Roted’ that the Coast. ‘commercials: 
operation | is’ doing. ‘well, ‘He par-: 

‘several - “current: ** and: 

ticularly. pointed - out:.the - planned 
‘filmization- of Evelyn ‘Waugh’s elas-. 
‘gic “The Loved: One;” to be: di- 

Paty ‘Engel Sued. Seymour ‘Poe: ‘if ever in the ‘50-year history: 
:{ the ‘motion picture iridustry. has a. 
single ‘phrase. become.so important | 

“Control } 
’ p Israel. 

. __ | £0. $14,000,000... ot 

.Producers and. distributor-finan-, va 
eiers have ‘gotten. themselves‘ ina ~:~ 
bind,: They’ve started-off with a. : 
a blue. chips: production and: when Ho 

“it there’s: NO. 3. 0+ 
“turning back. . . Being ‘a major. en= .): 
terprise they’ve: got: to “make. ‘it. 

“And more, and-more ‘money | 

‘ample, collects: off. the top ‘of “Cleo: 
_| patra” .rentals long before -20th- 
”1-Fox: will. have’ recouped : the ‘stu- 
| pendous $40, 000, 000. costs .of - ‘that 
‘| film 

Yet despite the. foregoing, rarely, 

as ‘the one. that ukases: 
the production costs.” 

-’ ". Warirer’s ‘Credo: _ 
“Jack L. Warner said ° in New| 

York last. week that: his ‘personal. 
production of: “My Fair. ‘Lady’ is 
being “brought in ‘at: -$17,000,000-° 
‘which: . 

| might include ‘some. extra. revenue 
‘for. perhaps prints. and. advertising. Py 
‘Early. reports: -had 

‘some - observers “believe; 

-it: that.” this’ 

| ‘dividing: line between -Warner’s an-|. 
nounced .$17,000,000: and ‘the’. ‘ear-: 
lier-rumored $10, 000; ;000. is. a broad} 
one... 

‘Side of the Audit | Balaban, O’Brien - 

dents: ‘and. studio. heads. ‘doubtless 
| Feason’ fhey’re all in ‘quest -of -what’ 
‘some. Call. . “sane” “production in- 
vestments. | 

- The: -how-to?. is. another. matter. 
There: can ‘be: no question but.that 

|the ceiling. on gross. business has 
Teached. new heights... But. there 
also. can: be no question. about. the 
fact --that. for: ‘the most part. loss} - 
usually ean be: the. result: with .a. 
‘picture ..that costs; ‘say, $5,000,000° 
when it: should -have been. brought | 
in. at $3,000, 000. This has” happened: 
repeatedly «in: ‘past, and ‘the ‘indus- 

Stockholders and bankers, et. al:, 

efforts . ‘with the ° full 

lots of: slips in past. 

‘Brando’ Ss Jacks’. 
: Tt | ‘Can: now. “be: ‘revealed | that: 
Paramount: ‘not long -ago-had: been 
‘commended ‘for. the’ “safeguards” 
it had taken:in joining with -Mar- 
on ‘Brando ‘in ‘the latter’s produc- 
tion. of:.- “One-Eyed - Jacks.” . The 
deal was for. a: ‘budget: of” $3, ,000,000° 
and ‘Brando ..was .to take 15% of 
the. profits.. Brando. personally was’ 
‘to. provide. up to’ $500,000 if need. be 
‘and. if. the: ‘budget went. over: the 
$3, 000,000. 

trol: . 
producer. Brando ¢cértainly ‘wouldn't 
go: over budget because..this would | . 
‘mean: *his: own money. was at stake. |} 

Actor-producer : Brando." finally }'{* 

in the: business. . 

=| just... 
~ 1 $4, 00. 

-. Paramount’s. ‘Barney Balaban and a |S 000, a 
| MGM's Robert H, .O’Brien ‘say, |.-: 
‘individually, . that’ budgets: can - be,’ 
and..are ‘being,’ held to originally.| 
“blueprinted figures: - without: im-] 
pairing the scenic. values:: 
inquiry other film compaiiy._presi-.|" 
‘dents..and studio. head’ doubtless | 

Upon 7 

the. 

try leaders are squaring away -to]. 
prevent its. recurrence’ In’. future.. 

, _Wednesitey, Drenter £ 06 . 

I British Gain. ] Vothing|” “strap Down ‘ ‘Crazy’ F iim Costs 
- Continued from page 1 

' Cecil . B. DeMille; who. ‘had. ‘been . 
thought of as-one of the most effi-- 
cient, ‘fiscally-knowing © ‘producers 

- He ‘took. off on... 

1410 ‘Commandmenis”’ with a ‘budget: 
It was thought at 

‘of |the. time ‘that: this -might © go. to. 
$8,000,000. or even: $9,000,000: be-... 
-cause ‘of possible : unknown. factors’. .. 
in ‘the locationing’.in: Egypt’ .and ~ 

The final. tab. was ‘closer. : 

of $7,500,000. 

partially’ through 

right. a 

At present” the - joys: of: accom- 
‘plishment ‘are: being -shouted at. 

‘Paramount because ‘Hal Wallis-has:- | - 
“Becket” at a 000 

Walter Eby Sues 
-Mexander: on Contract 
Walter ‘Ellaby;: a, former: exec ‘of - 

“Alexander 
‘Corp.; ‘has - filed. -a, breach® ‘of con-- 

‘tract: suit | in. Ne Y¥, Federal : ‘Court 
seeking ‘damages. from. his: ‘old: em-. 

* Motion Picture 

ployer: totaling $1, 170;300: Suit. was 
originally filed. in-N. Y:. ‘Supreme. 
‘Court but' was Jater moved, to Fed- 
eral jurisdiction: oo . 

--Ellaby claims that, indér a “May; 
i96t, agreemient;. he: was. “hired ‘as: 
-y.p, in charge ‘of national sales in: 
‘the. ‘eastern States for Alexander. 
He’ got’ $150. “per:--week: against - 
‘commissions. The’ suit charges that,..: | 
in 1962, the corporation: agreed: not 
to employ: ‘other persons or firms... ~~ 

oe but that ‘it breached the pact when ees 
it ‘permitted. others. to use’ a sur= -: 
vey. Ellaby had prepared and’ make ™. : 
use’ of competitive advantages he *~ | 

‘| -had. arranged: at: ‘personal. expense. oS 

Ellaby says: .in-.the action. ‘that, - 
as ‘a result “of “Alexander's. al- - 3 
‘leged- action, confusion ‘and -loss 
of . sales resulted: ’ and:..customers’ 
were. not. ‘willing to. deal‘ with. him, 
exclusively | as per his contract. He: 
therefore claims‘ that lie is entitled... 
to $6,500 ‘in. the loss ‘of drawing. |: 
‘account, $3800 forthe survey and; ~~: 
other analysis. he prepared at his: =. -: 
‘own. expense ‘and $1, 260, 000° in Joss 
of Drofite. ; 

This was. aease. of a ‘major ‘film eee 
corporation feeling’ assured of con-| | aw 

-It- was “reasoned. that .actor-|§ 

1B East 54th St'New York 1 

past woe . a , 
. oo . . aan wr . 

Parte rele ne  acete, ‘ spent s .7 : ‘os awn? wm PODS ee ON pes page yt ote en ep pet eee 

, ’ 

erepem pene hae 

Plaza 1-6655__ pews 
free . ‘expression, - so ‘wisely... pro-| rected: by: ‘Tony. Richardson: who |. “ ». | —— o 
tected: by ‘both ; ‘federal. and: State} has _seored . a resounding ‘success. ‘wound. up ‘One-Eyed Jacks -with | toes . . 

| constitutions.” ||.with. ‘Tom’ Jones,” "anther. literary | on outlay. of, $5,500,000. . He shot | 
Post-Gazette: took “Superin« | classic.” | and: -re-shot. the production.” The} [io 

. tendent. of - Police Slusser to task] =| BFOss_ was :$3,000,000. domestic and |. 
{for ‘setting himself up as a judge $5,000,000 foreign: : An $8,000,000. 234 we 44th ST... NEW YORK 

“a ; 5,500,000. feature’ adds i. 
of what “appeals-to.the prurient in- Damian Exits Bride e ort: : gross on. 2 $! 

‘| terest,” whichis .the. standard. set | gi pe :}up to: deficit in today’s’. economies, 

the vaults, -Rackmil ; opined: ‘that 

| New York Theatres | 
—nipio giTY music: HALL | 

Rockefeller Center e- PL 7-3100 - The. paper - then advised’ the 
| police -to halt’ their drive. tintil. the 

by a state supreme. court. decision. mI 
Bridgeport, ‘Dec.. 3. . 

‘Alfrea ‘Damian,: with: Loew=-Polt 
chain: ‘since © 1928, exited last week 

| considering: distribution expense | . 
and ‘costs of prints and advertising. |; , 4, 

‘Paramount. as. financier took a ‘loss | i 2 

Ye 99. Pe 

—t | ference. with free expression.” A manager:. | A ‘casé in: point. involves the late 'f':... REpublic 5-122, Editorial. 
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2a 
_Rooms -- 

IN- Loa! 

PRODUCTION ; 1600" | 
KILLING Broadway . = 
‘SUCCESS | New York a 

SUITORS: | 
N: Y. : “ 

i ‘The Mesie Hell's Greet Christmas Show a | “as Manager of. chain’s Loew-Poli | and ‘Brando. was’ out his 500G. If] | 
CARY GRANT> AUDREY HEPBURN. 7 eos have. Tuled’‘on ‘the, Camera- and Majestic in. Bridgeport,.- , brought “in: at ‘the original’ $3, 000,- |f . 

: te“ CHARADE” . a 4 phone case and -then: closed’ with: Robert Potenziaiia, former man- | 000,: “One-Eyed: Jacks”. would Pre-| - OF ai 

A-Universal ‘Official. censorship * campaigns'| ager. of: College’ in New Haven and. sumably. have been: profitable,’ : : ; wt N N. ° U. N ¢ ES”: 
: : ann ce | usually ave a tendency to involve. -also ‘sales. rep. fcr. Loew hotel-|” Even ‘De Mille | Jk ‘FILM LIBRARY: sf 

| ON STAGE The Baivite" aad “citgens™ “| overzealous prosecution and: inter~ “chain, rakes. over. as “Bridgeport | “How. ‘do these ‘things “happen? | “sa Wide Eotege: jimm. ix. sft , 

ae , 

ae 9 na ee pe ee oe, 

(Steaua aes 

CRATE ER, 

' 

ee 

4, ae 

Re aa 

wha 

Fhe. tet en F ee ge PS, 



a _ ‘Foy: Jr. 

~ Hiwood Looks at the he Ratings 
Those - bi-weekly ‘Nielsen: Pocketpieces: whose. digits and. decimals | a 

a -‘xicochet through the: networks,..ad*agenci4s; sponsors and:-Wall St.,- -|: - 
-’ereate no less excitement in ‘the top offices of the major. producing... .; = ° 

_ Studios.: “With six: Majors ‘now producing” 23.5 hours of prime-time... o an 
per ‘week’ (although, virtually“locked out of:-CBS. next. year), each . ie pes ES 

.. Of them: (plus ‘20th-Fox; which’: is: desperately. trying:-to'-regain:. 1 
“network foothold). is. ‘scanning, the: Nielsen data’ for clues: “as to. how of. 
t9 expand, res 

_ Their latest: Nielsen batting. averages. read: : ae | 
ae - Brime Time 1. 
os “Major Producet ~ AN: ‘Nielsen. Hours . 

‘Disney Studios. 2. rie. Cie es OE LOT eS are a1 Q 8: 

Four Star: :. ‘ees wea ewe os a 20:0: | nn a a i a ot. - £0 

. MGA-Revue : oe 18.7) 2s, (10.0 
_Sereen Gems’ .2...,....e ci eens, UBB be 80 
‘MGM’... le wens eee viene Pee . 7 17.1. wb at 5.0 

Warner Bros. . 23.2... reett eee veetel 13. 4 ":2.0* 
20th-Fox pp we cd sabe ee leew ees ee seen 2 

The’ average. ““thajor. studio” Nielsen. rating, 1 ‘for’ the. two. weeks 
oe ending: ‘Nov. 10, is a-17:9..: AML Other evening shows, produced by. 7 ne :,, the “independents,” 3 averaged. 185. - : 

a Silvan to Telecast: Real Moscow | 
Circus as Chalfen Drops CBS Sut | 

: Minnéapolis, Dee: ' 
i, ‘Ag part’ Of a déal -closed . rere | a 
fae last week. local showman: “Morris] -. 

. 4. Chalfen’ ‘and “his - associates . are |. 
“+ ealling | off:: their. $750, 600. lawsuit 

| _ against CBS. . 

The suit Was: for “alleged “aan: 
ages done to the Moscow. State Cir- | 

--.eus: tour- by the recent CBS-TV 
telecast: of a ‘Russian. circus ‘on. the ’. 
Ed. Sullivan show. - 

~ Chalfen is ‘responsible for. © bring: 

‘$l 000, rT Tb 
. ing. the Moscow State. Circus. to 
this ‘country. as a: Russian-U:S.. cul-: 

tural - exchange attraction. : : The 
present tour extends into Canada. ; 

_.. “Inthe ‘suit which was. filed: ny.” 
“*" -Disttict Court- here:-it was. alleged } °. 
that. the Sullivan Russian“ ‘circus 

-. telecast’ constituted - a . “poor: Per | 
Ms formance” which left viewers’. im- 

“i... pression: that. it was ‘that "of the |: % 
“’..) touring Moscow show. and that the - 
“Sls latter-“was ‘not worth :the price. of |. 
2. ’admission.” The ‘plaintiffs. claimed} ‘ 

. -~.. that the Moscow- show’s, boxoffice : 
"was. damiaged. substantially in the 
_city-where the. attraction then ‘was. 

on appearing and ‘that’ similar ‘mone-- 
“LY tary. injury “would be: ‘suffered. in |. 

. _ 1. the,towns where. it: Tater’ was ‘to be |. 
‘presented... i? 
: ‘The. deal. resulting’ ‘in ‘the: ‘drop-|' | - 
ping of the suit.calls for. CBS-TV 

“*¢o present the ‘actual Moscow: State: 
-.. Circus, on one. of : the. impending ' 

-.. Sullivan ‘programs ‘and to-pay. Chal-.} 
cout fen” and ‘his associates: an -undis--} 

:.-.:-elosed amount: of money. ‘for the J. 
privilege. of: doing. SO.- 

‘Sullivan: himself - was “here: ‘Jast | 
-téchni-.| 

: Cians. and:-various kinds. of - -equip-"| 
“’ merit to tape the Moscow State. Cir- | 
‘cus .for ‘his’ show, the ‘attraction | 
having been playing: the. tag. end it 
‘of its seven-day. Minneapolis - en-'|. 

“Estimated 

‘weekend | with cameras,.* 

-gagement. at .the ‘time. | 
cost of tv: ‘one-shot. Is v-one:shot is $80,00 000: - 

a, Little Foys As. 

~ Hollywood,.- Dee. 3. 

 ‘IMeeting: 

“RCA. Stock Split 
A ‘must’? ‘eall. has’ gone : out 

. for: attendance of directors at” 
- this. Friday’s: (6): ‘RCA _board- ° 

OAS ‘result this is’ “the aneet= 
ing, - it’s “anticipated, that __ 
RCA’s: soaring. Stock, will. Re 

_Splity-.:. at ot 

For US. Steels 5. 

World’s Fair special. is’-all set for 
‘opening ‘night | April 22 with UU: S.. 
Steel pacted for: the entire spread a 
.at’ close. to; $1,000,000; making ‘it. 
one of: the: ‘most costly: sliows today. 

(Continued on. ‘age: 40)" 

| DECLARE A | YEARER END OW IDEND 
WN YOUR STANDING NN THE TRALE... 

ne “You: ‘Can’ Iniply’ You As: K Person’. ‘or. You « as a Company, ‘ha 
aa ‘Organization; a Group. : - Whichever.’ ‘it is, Nothing: Is .More: Primary | 
oe Than, Your Standing i in, ‘Your Impact Upon The Trade... Everything You" 

1 QO: OF. hope: to bes starts with the: trade. Hence. the: Fores: of your: = = Crysler Spinlt | advertisement in. 

«cea. ‘Seven . Little: Foys, ” Bobi ca 
“Hope starrer: of -1950,.-will_ be .the:|. 

_iv spineff for anew -series,. to: be-\ il. 
2. seen ‘on Hope’s. “Chrysler. Thea- | . 
ter" ‘series “on. NBC-TV,: with Ed- |) 

“Starring. “as | ‘Eddie |} : “die Foy’ Jr. : 

‘Hope. ‘essayed - that. ‘role: | in: “the. f {.. 
: aa Paramount. film “version. He -will: 

“be host-narrator.. when : the’ spin: . The + 
a off: is airéd .in late: January. 
” new. series will. be preduced: by 
= -comedian’s production company -in. 

_association:. with. Mel . Shavelson’ ‘S:1 
Llenrock. ‘Productions. » : 

*“Boys”?. “was: ‘originally: produced 
2 by Shavelson ‘and. Jack : ‘Rose-. ‘Sha-: | 
“ velson: will.pen’ the . pilot. script. |. 
as well” as- function: as _ advisor. 
Harty. Tugend. will: Produce. 

- NBC-TV: Sports-¢ Coin-: ; 
- NBC-TV’s * new. Sports © specials: ; . 

ae -scheduled. ‘for. a .Jan.,.4° premiere .| 
vo has ‘picked. ‘up <two. participating. Mi}: 

‘sponsors in: Ford and Consolidated iu 
. Cigar. 

~NEW: YORK’ 10036 . 
.-T54°W: 46th St. 

- LONDON, $.W. os | 
ar St. James's Street 

Fi Piccadilly, - 

~ NBC Fair Spec 
N BC-TV's 90-minute New “York: 

PT SO EN EE Lae ALS FRILL ITS eho ST wre 
: r : Tor rel owe . . . r oa . tae 

By. ‘GEORGE. ROSEN. 

: “The: 1964-65. network battle lines ; oe 
‘are. “drawn.: | 

The three. ‘master: plans: of the ae 
‘three television webs are ‘aS:sharp-| :. 

-|ly: varied. as the outlooks and tem- | 
'-.{ peraments of their guiding: leaders.. 

-- 1° The’: difference. in’ thinking ex |” 
| tends .all_ the -way: from ‘choice . of. |. 

.. ‘|’program. material to: creative man-" oe 
| power. to. the. physical ‘studio... | “-.manded: 

j: nv planning: program stratégy | 
for next. season's. billion-. dollar. 

' fray,” ‘agency men: note’ that the |. - 
: strong’ dependence’ ‘of - “ABC—and |: 

:1) ‘4 the lesser- ‘reliance -of » ‘NBC—on |: 
—- =| the “studio”: furnishes ‘a-Gramatice |. -- 

: | contrast to’ the. obvious’ contempt. : 
“| in*-which ‘they. -are. held ‘by. ‘CBS.). 
. prexy Jim. Aubrey. are 

. For never in the: history. of: ‘the 
entertainment” industry ~. has - the 
leader. (Aubrey; ‘be ‘he judged. by |. 
CBS.’ -audiénces,. revenues or: prof- 
its)...l6oked:° the’ Darryl.‘ Zanucks, |. 

——| thé -Jack ‘Warners; the- Lew Was-|: ~ 
= sermans, the Abe Schneiders, ‘the poat 
1 MGM. Lions, -et ak-straight in the}. =. 
: “eye. and. dismissed - -them. with “T° - 
{don’t need you,” 
is ‘not. boycotting - the. studios per | 

‘|.sé, -he.-has ‘east his: non-patronage ‘a 
‘plague on ‘their trade. practices of oe 
‘not: firmly setting the ‘producers, 
’ directors and. ‘writers: when: inking 

_ a network deal,” , 

But, ‘while CBS has deliterately” 
"| made not a. single:.step, pilot or 
-; commitment . deal: with a major 
- | studio ©. (concentrating: ‘exclusively : 

| on -producers and top writers in-|' 
‘independent : deals), Leonard Gol-+ 

_| denson:: is ‘betting his ‘and. ABC’s 
future’.on_. the. Sélf-same © ‘studios 

1 from: which, for’ 30. years as. their 
‘biggest : 
theatrical : 
{ picture exhibition: a 
"Never -in ‘ty: history . have: com: |: . 
petitive: approaches: and. points - of 

: customer, - he’s’ bought 
- features 

view offered. :so. dramatically and 
‘sharply’ ‘varied.. contrasts. 
'’ Next season, . ‘therefore, as: the ‘|: 
‘trade: insiders. see “it,” will: witness:|: 

| the’ critical : test. between: the: ap- | 
Show’ -will- be.a panoramic. ‘pre- 

~| view. : ‘of. the ; 580-acre Flushing. 
proach -of. the. broadcaster. — as. 
epitomized -by CBS: board. ye 

-(Continued: on’. page. 40) 

Here’ ts: the: Image’. of your. “Issue,” the. Prospectus’. of “your 
Anticipation, the Biography. of Your: Performance... : 

‘authorize, publication. : Don't Delay. “Act Forthwith, 

HOLLYWOOD 90028. 
6404 Sunset: Bivd. 

~ PARIS 
ae a “$0 Ave. le: Neuitty:. 

de t Neuilly-Sar-Seine 

| - not only delivers top Nielsens - 
toy his: boss ‘(board chairman. ~ 

1: 

7 :sky” s, Aubrey’s favorite ‘calis< 

While Aubrey-|° 

1 CBS : for: their. entertainment, as 
.| this“ season’s, Nielsens “once .more. 

still prevails by ‘a: ‘wide and £om-"|: 

ithe. Friday :- Saturday - Sunday 
“Back. Weekend” ‘period when the’ 

sassination -of President ‘Kennedy.} 
‘-and: ‘watching. _tv. to. ‘a point: of. 

| [almost saturation. : 

for- “motion; 

7:30 ‘to 11 -p.m.: prime “time -hours }. 
ore ‘the three. nights. ‘reads: 

3 | Bat t Bet on 64 5 Comenions 
—+ ‘Howard | ‘K. Smith and Edward 

” Paley’ 8. Pushups~ 
" CBS-TV" ‘prexy Jim. ‘Aubrey .. 

_| burden’ of ABC-TYV’s coverage. of 
the’ aftermath of Pres.’ John .F.. 

. Kennedy’ $ -asSsassination, - ‘have 

Paley) but he’s now: got. 
him working: ‘out’ at:Kounov- ~ conventions.and elections. Web ex-' 

ecs.. refuse’ to. ‘Bl 
Morgan’ “as Other. Huntley- 

; (| Brinkley” | a. By -other ind of 
= .J team ‘at. .a ut agree they are 

When: “Aubrey leader cont ‘|-Jooming large’ in” all future ABC 
your." News. projects. a 

‘gym’ (where. Aubrey. “is en-*: 
led four. Cokinge a week), ... |: ‘The major. role: played by Smith 

. he’ moved: pronto, ‘with result _ 

thenics . emporium. . on. “West: 
57th: St. 

. “that -Paley’ is now. “a. three-* - the fateful weekend. has ended. all. 
‘times-a-week- pushover for the. 
pushups, . -Aubrey- ‘heads his 
‘own morning class: (one. ‘of. his* 
star |: Dupils is. UA-T¥ 8. Dick: 

. Dorso).. 

Black Weekend’ 
y Nielsen 

” Gives NBC Lead| 
The riajérity- of the nation’s (or. 

30-market) viewers ‘may. Switch to 

‘| he invited convicted Alger Hiss to: 
Jappear.-on: his. “News .and. Com- 

7 press Smith into service a few. 

-| European. ‘trip. 

- ABC... execs. 

‘sonality.. ‘Morgan, however, has al-. 
‘ways tended. to resist the ty. cameras. 
in favor:'of- his daily ABC ‘Radio: 
show... Following the accolades 
‘which. he. received for. his perfor-.- 

demonstrate, but.:when -it comes manée ‘on ty last weekend, Morgan 

to enlightenment, the yen for NBC. ‘down any future video assignments... 
fortable margin. ‘The problem before ABC is-how 

: So; at least; ‘says. the: Tatest 30:. 
market ° Nielsen . report, spanning the Presidential: race gets under- 

| way. -.At..the present: time, Smith 

Sunday afternoon “Issues and An- 
whole nation Was. mourning the .as- 

|news schedule for two strong per- 
; sonalities: von. 

‘The: multi-city: ‘Nielsen ‘for. ‘the 

IC ins In Blast At ole 24.0 
CBS cebebeserwee 16.7 | 
ABC wee. noes ceeseeee 100 
It’s: a hutiee reflection: of. the! - 

Bob ‘Kintner “sixth | sense” When 
(Continued: on age. 38). 

BP es ve ‘Washington, Dec. 3. 
y. NAB prez: Le Roy. Collins 

| ;arate the men from the boys.” " 

{| mercial “a brazen, cynical flout- 
ling of. the concern. of millions of 

' American: ‘parents about. their chil-: 

| -Collins - said he resented.” ‘the 
|-commercial _ and~ felt he. Should. 
| say so. °°: 

‘Commenting on: 1 the. line, “Tucky 
| Strikes. separate the. men from the. 

1ll| boys, .but: not from’ the girls,” Col- 
if} lins. said the. Tacky people: “well 

“know every. “boy. wants. to. be. re- 
| garded aS: a‘man.”. 

He charged : the ad in effect says: . 

a | “will acquire. . the virtues OF | the 
: ‘Thanners. of manhood.” 

“TLFOUR: NEW. SPONSORS 
_ FOR ‘INT'L SHOWTIME’ 

| NBGC-TV’s ; *‘tnternational Show- 
| time,” which got off to a slow start 
in. the Tatings this season (it’s now 
| pulled up. to 27th rank in the Niel- 

“ditsens) has: landed four new spon- 
a} [Sors... | 

- Latest. bankrolier ‘for the. ‘hour 
You need: only. (which:: cuts the. buck nicely on: 

“cording ‘to. NBC: sales. With the. 

| in’ CBS-TV’s 
same time. slot.” 

“CHICAGO | 6061 1 
400 N. Michigan: A Ave. a - | 

“Great Adventure,” 

| Other - new ‘participators: are 
“ROME: 3” | Beechnut, Block Drug and Sun- 

fil {- beam, all. for minutes over a spread 
, Ve a Sardegna. 43 "Wil of weeks. *' 

}-. In “other NBC. nighttime sales, 
, Miles: Labs has renewed. in Jack. 
Paar, the ..Saturday and Monday 

| ‘feature pix: and “Virginian. em 

1P. Morgan, who carried the major - 

emerged ‘as the web's best bets . 
\for handling the 1964 Presidential 

of :Smith and. 

in ‘handling ABC-PV’s coverage of: 

-:| suspicions .about. the web’s. alleged: ., 
_| brushoff of. Smith. since the con- . 
troversial episode ‘last-season. when -. 

-|ment” show. In fact, Smith himself - 
has. recently’ blasted: ABC for put- 
4ting: him.on-its alleged “graylist” : 
following the Hiss - brouhaha... But” 

when. the chips. were down on Nov... 
22, ABC execs didn’t hesitate to ~ 

‘|-hours after he arrived back from: a.” 

“have. ‘ong - ‘been’. 
searching for. a way to. showcase |. 
‘Morgan as. a television .news: per-“" 

“will now find it impossible to turn - 

_ to. use Smith and .Morgan before. . 

gets a bi-weekly showcasing on: the . 

swets” “but beyond ‘that, there's: 
little. scope on the twice-nightly - 

=| Ludkies TV Com) 
doesn’t. think Lucky. Strikes “sep-._ 

In a! speech to the United. i 
‘Church Men: in Philadelphia, Col- 
lins. called the. Lucky cigaret com- 

{dren ‘starting the smoking habit.” - 

| o’seas. production).is Nabisco. with ~ 
{'a° $950,000: spread: of. minutes,: ac- | 

-buy,.-Nabisco. goes. against itself in.--°~ 
| the first quarter. Company also is. : 

eal: 

ae 



Chieftain With a a $150 0 00.0 000 Bu etl | By BILL GREELEY: 

“It doesn’t make any” alifterence| 
what you’re going after—whether | 
its the Go-Cart races in Florida or. 
the duck-calling finals .in. Stuttgart, ; 
Ark.—you: get there to find: out it’s : 
already” been : option ‘by another]: 

- network. or packager,’ * says. “Carl 
Lindemann, ‘NBC-TV’s . new sports 
chieftain. | 

It’s his way of. sumrning up ‘the 
thorough and fierce competition 
between the networks. these days 
to dominate sports. And, “It takes 
dollars,” says Lindemann; who 
estimates NBC’s sports tab will Fun, 
‘to $150,000,000. this, year. 

That figure. represents a: good: 
beginning, as Lindemann and : the: 
execs. upstairs at NBC know well. 
For Go Carts duck-calls ‘and pocket. 
billiafds notwithstanding, control 
of rietwork tv sports begins with: 
‘the National Football League fol- 
lowed by. NCAA football—and: not. 
to. count out American — ‘League 
Football. . retirement. program. Ww 
There are two “fascinating” dates and ‘the. “afin board “ras. Te 

coming up: on the behind-scenes “elected... 
‘sports. calendar, says Lindemann jin |. 
a slight case of understatement. | 
First will be Dec: 17 when bids:on. 
the new NCAA tv football contract} 
are opened on the third. floor. of | EV 
the. Manhattan’ Hotel, New York, wo 
“in a room yet to be. designated.”.|. 
‘The second. will be “sometime in} 
ynid-January;” when. bids are re-|: 
ceived and opened by NFL officials, | 
Now held by ‘CBS, the- NFL Yights 
(and rights only) ‘signal ‘a. pact of 
more than $9,000,000 for two years. [ 
Production costs. ‘for seven pickups: 
a week during the: season fal: to| 
the network. Scale it down forthe}. 
college boys (also: now with: CBS) 
and the. American. Football. League 
-(atfer has a year: to: run. yet on 
ABC with rights : “estimated at 
around $2,000,000 4 year). 

S6's FIRST QUARTER 
‘NET SHOWS. INCREASE |" 

1964. fiscal ‘year, ending | Sept. “28, 

| rose: “to $I, 009,000'. - AS. compared. ‘to 

-year. Net. profit, after taxes, .. was 
$515,000. for: the. period conipared : 

in, 1963, 

the. first, quarter. represent. the 

Screen, Gems’ - 15-year. . 
. Jerome ‘Hyanis, SG’s exec. Vp. and. 
‘general ° manager, “said the. figures. 
indicate’ ) 
earnings: growth” of. the. company.” 

-At last. “week's . 

Brit TV F ranchise 
“London, ‘Dee: "3.° 

In the scramble for. ‘Independent . 

Television. Authority. franchises. ‘to. 

‘operate - commercial tv" stations. in* 

the. U.K. from next July, . the ‘ITA: 

‘Screen Gems’ net income, before | 

$958, 000. for- the: like. period ‘last | 

‘to. $468,000" ‘for’ the. Same quarter: oes 

‘Earniags - of. “0c ‘per’. share for: }: 

highest first quarter - -earnings.. in’ a 
-history.- 

“a. continuation of - the | 

_stockholders - 7 
meeting -in:-N; Y., the. employes’ | 

Th ‘Sports | 

| Poor Richard Club ‘Award - 
“To Leonard. Goldenson’ i 

Philadelphia, . ‘Dec. 3. 

Poor Richard Club’s’ ; 1964 -Gold 
Medal of - ‘Achievement. 

A C Crew Finds 

- In the .case of: 

“It |. 

aroufid. one’ ‘of. Russia’s.. “mother 
“heroines,” an. accolade given - to: 
mothers with six or. more. children:: 

boadea. ‘H.. Goldenson, : “Ameri- . 
“taxes, for the: first. quarter of. the | ean Broadcasting-Paramount. Thea- | - 

‘tres -prexy,; ‘has been. awarded the |. 

He'll. receive: the. award. ‘at ‘the | 
Franklia, Day’ dinner here. Jan. 1. 2 es co 

‘|. observers wondering whether a. deal or reply was made. At. any: 

USSR Cooperative 
On Documentary io 

: Soviet officialdom . ‘may ‘be sen-|..: 
Sitive:: -about . ‘curious’ details, .:but.[: | 
they are ‘generally showing ‘a :co-|. 

- | operative © attitude’ ‘towards: U.S. | 
“| television documentarians working |" - 

jin the: “USSR, : _ according to : screw-: i 
men.. 

ne “The ‘Soviet’ 
Lo, Woman,’ "* -upeoming on:the.ABC-TV + .' 
eo network. as. one. of four Philco- 
| sponosred - -hours, ° the. Soviets. de- | 
-t veloped. .and ‘viewed all .the film} 
shot by the ‘ABC crew but-only. Ins | 
sisted" -on-. cutting out - one - scene. 
“which, -by American: standards, was |. 
‘totally | inconsequential. - —_ 

_~ By. ‘Soviet . standards, however, _ 
the snipped piece of-film must have |*° © 
-been: of --firstrate importance. 
‘was -part .of- a sequence revolving 

4is . now considering. applications. |. 

‘Tradesters. , trying ‘to. ‘toliow- NBC:TV's segregation. “play 2 Te the 
coverage of. deep-south football: games.are.: -beginning to. wonder if 
the action ‘isn’t being called by. ‘one. ‘of. the’ web's. sportscasters— - 

"those fellows who: fill the fall air. with'sueh jargon as: ‘Sitterbug,”: 
“fake,” “spinner,” “bootleg,”. “double reverse” and ‘so on... -:.. — 
oO Anyhow, the complex ‘negotiations. and annouricements. that. have _ 
... followed ‘the’ network’s cancellation of the Montgomery, Ala., Blue- er 

: Gray. game,: have..-been razzle-dazzle, to say. the . least: ae 
--Latest word:.is that NBC will carry ‘the Senior’ ‘Bowl from Mobile. ret 

as This announcement . -prompted - a: query - from an editér of -the © 
* ‘Montgomery.-newspaper (via. a: wire service). to the. network. He. ~ 

' ‘wanted: to. know why one would-be cancelled..and: not the ether.. ° 
-The ‘network -Says:.that, Senior -Bowl officials ‘have. stated that 

there ‘is no regulation . against ‘participation © of “Negro. players... 
-- But.it took: the Senior Bowl factotums:a ‘couple :of weeks.to.come. 
> ‘up -with that reply to:a query from.the network:which asked fora .__’- 

“clarification”. .on the -eligibility of Negro players.“ Two weeks ‘is.a - 
-long:.time. to’ spend studying: the -fine print, -and leaves. some" ‘ 

“pate; if they: were taking bets at: CORE: headquarters; one would 
get: yout. 20 that: the Senior Bowl selection: folk. will not. be able to 

_ come up with-a qualified Negro participant. 
‘CORE ‘is the: Negro. civil rights: organization: that has. stated: it. 

ae will pull a demonstration if NBC ‘broadcasts. the Sugar. Bowl game. -... 
from ‘New ‘Orleans. NBC says it definitely will- telecast the Sugar ~.: 
‘Bowl. game, that the state law against segregated exhibition: sports |... - 

‘ “football exhibition games. . ot 
. Nevertheless, the Sugar Bowl will be. an ‘all-ofay contest featuring’ LO 

: Ole Miss: and) Alabama—and that’s: ‘reportedly. after negotiations: ae 
. “with a northern entry fell: apart over the Segregation issue, 0°: 

-NBC’s decision to cance] the Blue-Gray game. came after:sponsors:_ | 
_ Chrysler and. .Gilletté ‘had pulled out. under. pressure: ‘There has’ - 

-make’ a: similar’ move. The Mobile game is ‘sponsored. by Colgate. a 

Williamson: .(Bates); United. Motor’ Service . division * of General. 
_ Motors, via Campbell-Ewald, and - ‘Georgia ‘Pacifie, via. “McCanin- oan 
Erickson. ols | | esc 

Gains for Teleblurb Per jormers i 
FTRA- “SAG A Agree on Tem 

G 04 5. chi in Yen ‘|-for: teleblurb- ‘performers ‘who -are.. 

“events in Louisiana has been declared. unconstitutional in’ part and -. be 
“that “Negroes have | ‘played. in. ‘the. Sugar: Bowl: stadium” ‘via. ‘Pro. mee 

‘been no. indication that . Senior and Sugar’ -Bowl sponsors: will a oO 

“and Brown. -&: ‘Williamson, .via Ted: Bates agency, ‘and Texaco, via: . ne, 
, ' Benton -&. Bowles. Sugar Bowl backers. are Colgate and. Brown.&. | 

last | week on a. new ‘commereial tv. 
|} eode..:embodies © substantial. gains: 

| members of. the. American Federa- .: 

That NBC paid’a record (for one: 
show} $826,000: for. ‘the’ NFL cham- 
pionship game this season as.a}. 
separate package is an indication of: 
where the bidding will have to'goj. 

game, ‘incidentally, is a ‘sellout to- 
advertisers (New .York ‘market. “will 
not be blacked out this..year as 
Jast) and will air ataprofit, = | 

Another indieation of. the NBC- 
Lindemann all-out sports effort’ is 
in recent negotiations ‘on big league 
baseball. Network will again have| 
weekly paseball telecasts (blacked. 
out in major league cities), but for: 
two months was seriously consider- 
ing a ‘major league game weekly: in 
the Monday night schedule through: 
the summer. John Fetzer of: the 
Detroit Tigers initiated the: scheme, 
which would call .for. a game .a 
week by. two. big league teams. on 
Monday ntght, ‘usually a: travelling 
day in the majors. _. 

Plan was_ finally. nixed, says 
Lindemann, “because - “the ‘dollars 
involved were incredible.” That's. 
in the light of the fact that. thé net- 
work, via the Monday night feature 
films, already’. had. a substantial: 
sponsor commitment ‘for next’ ‘sumi- 
me 
In still another. big sports. move, 

Lindemann and NEC are the. latest 
(of the three webs) but ‘hope ‘they: 
can be.the mostest: Its the sports 

special, a 90-minute weekly: show: 

Saturday afternoon that will head-|. 
on with similar outings on. ABC. 
and CBS. NBC's. 
‘Jan; 6, and will. air “such ‘events as 
the ‘Army-Navy weekend; European 
figure ‘skating. championships ‘(for 
which the network paid a third as 
much: ‘as CBS did for World figure ; 

‘(Continued on: Page 34). 

from ‘all the. existing commercial. 

companies—plus.: bids: 
new: applicants W ho want a slice of | 
the tv pie. = = - 

if the network is tobe: denied. That}. 
confidential” and_ most of: the new. 
applicants -. care” 

credentials: ‘Strictly - secret, insiders . 
- here. .are = confidently :: predicting 
that ° -bids..are in from: prominent 
‘showbiz personalities | as... well .as. 
financial. combines and. -interests. 

instance,. is indépendent. film: pro- 
ducer . ‘Sydney. “Box, .who. already: 
‘has. ‘connections’. with ‘commercial 
ty interests. both personally and 
through his wife. It-is undérstood a 
that. he is ‘now maiieuvering ‘to 
head: up. his own.. indie.--station,. 
probably. in. ‘one. of the: richer’ Y 
‘provinces, “as: ‘for instance, ‘Ty! né- om 
‘Tees, ne 

Tom . ‘Arnold, an. 
longstanding, is: also. being. men- 
tioned -in- ‘connection: with | un -ap- 
plication - for - station owner ship... 
John: and “Roy. Boulting, | fitm mak- 
-ers within :the British Lion: set up. 
are ‘being: named ‘as conténders;: 
too. Documentary - and |  shortfilm: 
‘producer B. Charles Dean. is ‘also 
-understood: : -to-. be: serious. about 
getting control ‘of. an: indie outlet: 

plying, it’s -being said, . are. “one 
‘based. in - Wiltshire’: called. . Uni-'| ,. 
versal-TV, a.- combine of. local. 
businessmien,. and: ‘Pennine-TV,. a 
similarly ~ business-backed - ropera-, 
tion” with hq in Leeds.: 

will - premiere }. 

Ito operate a station’ -in . central 

view; in the. apartment. of sucha 
mother: there was a book. with the | 
title, .“Russia.-in Bad Times,” "in. 

. | the. -Russian language. : LA ‘sharp- | 
shooting censor ‘saw: the book show 
up: ‘Oni film. and : ordered it cut‘ out. } 

“their |.” In. another: ifistance;.the ABC 
crew. wanted. to go to.a poorer séc-. 

by: . eight | 

While... applications’ are. “ highly. 

‘Keeping .. 

terial. “There ‘was no -overt ‘effort’ 
-by the. Russian authorities to pro- |} 
hibit’ this ‘sequence, but.: the: Rus- 

One name on. insiders lips; ‘for. American. crew... Aside ‘from: these. 

| found .the’ ‘Russians ° to. be’ friendly | 
‘and, ‘accommodating. Le 

‘Greatest Show's’ Switch 
Te Lighter Vem; Like. 

QaDay:at Palance’ 
“The - Greatest - ‘Show: ‘On. ‘Earth; + 

ARBC-TV’s. . series of high-tension 
dramas under the Ringling’ ‘Bros.’ 

. Another. “prominent “showman. 
impresario . ‘of 7 

comedy. -yarns. . Jack. Palance;;: the 
‘Series’ star. who. was in New: York: 

| down: ‘Broadway atop ‘a: "Macy’s: 

new tack was: a return to the -Orig-. 
inal ‘conception: of’ the. show as .a 
varied | panorama. ‘of circus: life: ' 

Since. its launching, - 

“Among. the business" groups. ‘ap. 

‘- mas’ with a. sawdust. setting.’. Pal- 
‘Lord - _Beaverbrook’s ‘application: ance, who owns.a piece :of: ‘the. show 

In. ‘the: ‘background | ‘of the inter-" 

tion. ‘of . Moscow . to ‘film - some ma-_ 

| sians ‘failed :to. set it. up”for the | 

two: incidents,.- American. crewmen }: 

| long -specials; : ‘to. be underwritten 

| lines the company’s thrust. in other. 
| tv: directions: ve 

-natra,. three days: later, Feb.: 15 : 
“on CBS-FV is.due to be: Seen again,’ 
“this ‘time..as. guest on the Bing 
-Crosby: ‘special. ‘Lever Bros, is pick- 
ing up ‘the. Feb. 15, ‘Crosby’ Special. 

SET NEXT JUNE FOR’. 
last week. for’ a. promotional ride |’ 

big ‘top, is’ ‘shortly-.to .switch ‘to a] 
lighter touch. and ‘occasionally ‘to. 

| Thanksgiving. Day: .float, said. the'| 

vention | “which. -was 
- scheduled. for. this: ‘week but. put 

however,,. \o 
“Greatest . Show™ has tended. to de-. . 
emphasize. the. entertainment “-ele-) 
‘ments: ofthe eircus in favor of tor-- 
‘tured. and twisted personality dra-|’ 

and. Jikes. television’s: pace” ‘and pay=|- 

‘For ‘Specials; Set 
_ Sinatra CBS Date 
Frank ‘Sinatra stars in. ‘his own 
special,” in: a ackage bought by }-. 
y ¥ 7 eh ‘spearheaded the negotiations” with. 

the. performing ‘unions, ‘to cut. the. 
‘basic 13-week cycle for commercial .- 
usages ‘to a. seven or: eight - ‘week | 

“| eyele: were’: met” - 
union opposition. As. a result, the... 
13-week cycle for: ‘calculating wage. 
scale has: been retained ‘in the new. 

-BBD&O. -for: client; B. F. Goodrich... 
‘The hour: Special: is | “slated. ‘to -be-. 
telecast . on. CBS-TV: Feb. “12. from. 
‘10° to -11 pm. “preempting. the . 
‘Danny . “Kaye. show that night. 

It’s understood. BBD&O.is shop-. 
‘ping around: for..four- other hhour-. 

| by: . Goodrich. : ‘Tire sponsor. long | 
| had been. associated with series 

| vehicles and the: Sinatra buy. and 
+ the: yen: for. ‘other. specials . under- :: 

Following. his: own “special, Si- 

_ NBC: AFFILIATE MEET 
“The. -annual .NBC-affiliate con. 

mourning : ‘period. for” ‘President 
Kennedy,. will: probably take: place: 
next ‘June in Beverly: Hills, Calif. 

| gotiations, . 

originally. pects of the-new deal is that it has 
| solidified the rélationship. between. 
| AFTRA and SAG. Union negotia- 
‘tors’worked in ¢lose harmony to’ 

“It will be ‘preceded, by ‘a “month, af 
“by” the RCA stockholders: meeting,. 
-which , will ‘be held. in Burbank.. 

| tion of Television. &- Radio -Artists'‘. 
j and“ the “Screen . Actors. ; 
Terms of the. “understanding - ‘De- 
|-tween..AFTRA-SAG and the -net-. 
‘works .and .ad agencies* are’. cur-. “ 
‘rently ‘being drafted into contract- . 
‘ual language © and. will be retro-: .. 
{active to Nov. ‘15 when. . the. ‘old. ae 
pact expired. . : 

‘Efforts: by the ad ‘agencies, which’ 

by. ‘intransigent 

deal. . 
In. addition . the” ‘new “pact. will . 

‘increase ‘scales for Class A. com-'™. 
mercials, involving ‘network usage, 2 
from. $95: to $105. for. the. first. to. 
the. 13th. tise: Payment for the 14th 

-“lto- the 26th\use. will go from $15 | 
‘to $20 while all subsequent usages. 
‘will rise from’ ‘$10 to- $12.50. These - 
scales cover. on-camera. perforni- ’ 
ances. Off-camera “work Wilk get 7 
| comparable increas Ss?” 

In. another - key area “of ‘the. né- ° 
“covering - New. York. 

local programming, the-commercial. ‘- 
‘ft seale goes from $210 .to-$255: ‘Wild--... .-: 

‘spotting, .or use of commercials-on --- 
non-interconnecting ‘stations,.. will” ~~ 
give performers increases of up to 
‘100%. . 
‘One -of the. most’ important as-. 

‘maintain: and extend the. gains. in 
‘their jointly: négotiated | 1960 © ‘pact. . 
‘Before the new ‘agreement is put’....- 

into: effect, AFTRA will, have. to. 
7  f}eomplete. ‘pacts. with .the networks © 
|-on:.staff. announcers in’ New..York, — 

-Guild. |. 

4 "|'Scotland; as.” first ‘revealed ‘in. 
7 VARIETY. earlier. this. fall,. ‘ANATOMY OF MOVIE” 

AS A WOLPER SEG ‘Only. “applicant: outside ‘Of: the: exe: 
lic is. the’ Edward: Martell Freedom 

-Off, ‘said. that there was enough 
his. “eon 

isting contractors. to: make it. pub: 

of this fare on-:tv already, - “Tt 

done, ” he said. 

i ‘Trans-Canada Air Crash 
| can become ‘a’ bore. when it’s over=} 

‘Palance ‘said that’f future: “Great-|- : 
est Show” plans ‘involve a stronger. 

[Chicago and -Los “Angeles. and..on 
| dancers, ‘singers,’ Ifty - acts, 

~ Kills 2 CBC-TV Exees oe ete. Latter: negotiations are. due to 

Montreal, Dec. 3. 
Hollywood, -Dec.. ‘3. 

‘Wolper Productions. is: preparing | 
“Anatomy. of a Movie,” a half-hour | 
episode examining Otto Prem-. 
inger’s production: of “The .Card-.| : 
inal,” claimed .to be ‘the: at 
documentary showing’ © how” ea | 
motion picture ’ is put. together. . 
Ed Spiegel is producing,.: writing |" ; 

and directing the: documentary, to'|. 
be aired on NBC-TV’s.“‘Hollywood |. 
and the Stars” series in .February.” 
Documentary will trace the’ com-. 
plete history of. “The .Cardinal . 
beginning with its inception and. 
ending with ‘its. world. preem- in|: 
Boston. Filming behind-the-scenes' |’ 

of 
*-Preminger and -stars. 
murrently being edited 

includes backstage oge 

Pr aductions. ~ 

Group. which: ‘has . applied | in. ‘five. 
areas, : 

ootage. is.’ 
t Wolper’ 

“Continued on: page: 40) 

“That $a Brothel, Brother 
Y Vienna, Dec. 3. | 

“When: ‘Hie: ‘Guizmaster ‘of Duesseldorf. Germany, announced a. 
Winter: (name deleted by. VARrEvTY), :little’.did he - know “that: the. 

"telephone. number . on the ‘winning. Posteard: was’ “that! of Mrs, ey. 

a “Wal ‘ren’s. profession. . 
Requesting that. Mrs, Bruckner’ came to. the phone, he: was. télé: ~ 

‘Johanna does not work here anymore, ‘she ‘is now .in the Nasch--~ 
market .district in Vienna”. When. quizzer continued -asking, what-::" 
.. does:she da’ there, the -alldience. heard Jaugher and remarks “such. 

silly: questions”: ‘and finally they heard a voice ‘shouting,’ “This is. 
‘a brothel..de.luxe;. you know.” ” 

Austrian reporters .dashed. ‘to ‘Naschmarket, discévered: her’ at ” 
J. work: and broke: ‘the happy 7 news. : - 

spotlight on. the -circus. perform-}" 

‘duced‘the Wayne’ & Shuster come- 
| dy show: but left it: this season to. 
7 -work: on. the. bilingual. series, : 

l-of '- ‘CBE. television -operation - in 
3 Toronto. Se 

resume next, ‘Monday. (8). 

Two. CBS. television 2#XCUS,. ‘Don. 

“Hudson, ‘a. ‘native of ‘Toronto, ; 

light : entertainment. He’ had. pro-- 

- Langdon ‘was ‘assistant. director. 

first . quarter; : 

: GILLETTE'S SPREAD 
\ ‘Hudson ‘and. John: Langdon, were |. 

=| among ‘the 118 ‘persons ‘killed: in 

~~. | the ctash: of thé ‘Trans- Canada-Air’| : 
| Lines jet here last Friday: night. 

‘| 29). Hudson, -45, and Langdon,:34, | 
“were working: on a series of -bilin-- 
gual programs. in Montreal. for the |’ 

i | Canadian, Broadcasting. Co,. .- 

© ON NBC-TV SHOWS 
"Gillette, which: reportedly ‘still... 
‘has’ a: bundle. of Several. million ‘to. ~ 
‘spread. around ‘in ‘promotion: ‘of -its . 
new. stainless - -steel . blade, ¢ ’ has - 
‘bought into: three NBC-TV night-. 
time’-shows ‘and. invested. $250,000. 

-/ | in: the. web's daytime, according ne 
to NBC ‘sales;- |” 

| joined” CBC. in’ 1952: -when: ‘he. was |. 
| named : supervising - ‘producer. of 

Three shows" are i Sia t u rd a y: 

“and ° 

ering December: and January. 
The .$250;000 ‘in “daytime, says 

sales,. boosts the .. network’s ’ first=. 
“quarter” sunshine. “Sales to". ’more : 

“| fhan: $8, 000, 000. 7 

Night at:the Movies,”. covering ‘the ~\”.- ~ 
“International. 

| Showtime” and: “yith ‘Hour” cOv- Z 
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. ee ‘In this. ‘continuing, series; ‘you. will:read how. thé ABC Owned Télevision Stations; 
alter careful e amination of the issues, express. their: views ia the best interests of the communities. they’ serve. 
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Iva APRIL OF 1963, a tanker truck. svansporting gasoline on ‘the Ford Frees 

“way in Detroit caught fire. The blaze" was spectacular and perilous, pe 

Most people shrugged it off as ‘Gust. one ‘of those things.” r N ot WXYZ-TV.” 

We saw ‘the danger’ to: Detroit: motorists in a. repetition. of” the: incident, 

Station: WXYZ-TV: took. immediate action: On‘ “April 27th, John. E Pival, 

“president: of the station, ‘went: on. the: air “with the first of a series of editorials ” 

~ on. the subje éct. Their aim was-to bring the combustible situation to the. atten” - 

tion of the pyblie~ and: to provoke action: Oe Te lyn fh 

These: editorials, ‘unpopular’ as: they’ were: in: 1 tertaiti quarters, achieved 

results. On May. 17th, the station received a letter from’ a. ‘member of the: 

Detroit Common Cotineil. It said, in parts. | . an we 

"You will be- interested. in knowing that I: requested the Corporation’ Counsel’ 3 : Q 

-office to check: into. the e legality of: cee two 0_proposals that are @ along | the lines s suggested.” 

‘in your editorials.” EES 

‘On May: 21st, Station WXYZ- av “yeceived a: “Teter. ‘from the. Director. of. 
Detroit's Department of, Streets. and Traffic, partially quoted: here: . oS aan 

Y _ “We have noted with interest: your. recent editorials regarding the potential danger 

to Detroit's freeways. by the transport ‘of ‘flaminable material; This matter is. under ©: 

| _ Consideration. by the’ Police Department, Fire: "Department and the: Department: of. 

* Streets and Traffic.” hoe me 2 = : : , 

~The ultimate: result: on. November. 19th, a pill ‘was s passed i in 1 Detroit's. 

“.Cotrimon. Council panning - carriers of fiammables. or explosives from: m the 

most dangerous. section: of the J ohn: Lodge Expresoway. : 

- Dah - Ninety Editorials Aired’ - ae 

‘Since di anuary 2: 1963; ‘Station WXYZ-TV ‘has addressed its audierice ninety 

.-times with editorials devoted to’ their’ mutual. interest. Many of ‘these édi- 7 

~ torial points- of-view: were controversial. ‘Some were. downright: unpopular. a 

» AIL these editorials. were: specifically designed, to give. the people’ of Detroit. 

“an awareness of community problems'¢ and, to have them. do something about. 

these problems. They got. results... ES 

"Letters poured i in, and not only.f froma an awakened: viewing public. Governor 

“George Ww: Romney wrote? es SRS OAS TE | 

“Thanks for yours of. the 47th and the editorial of the Detroit School Systm. This. 

“is excellent: You: are. doing a fine service ‘with this type: of. exposure,’ " Slopes. 

‘The Honorable J joseph: 5. Kowalski wrote, ‘from his ‘0 office in the House of 
Representatives: a: , 

“Though. many’ of your. r éditorials are “controversial, ‘and on some. 1 support y your: 

views and.on:some L do. not,. a | ‘appreciate. the fact that you ‘speak ‘out on. issues. rather - 

than. take the line of least, resistance as. some doi in ‘order to avoid offending anybody.” 

Station. WXYZ:TV. is ‘pleased with and proud. of the. results 

- achieved by. its editorial: stands. It‘is. just: one example. of waa 

~ how. ABC Owned Television Stations’ participate i in: helping: ~ ° - 
to solve the problems of people v with, whom they live and serve. 

~ wre: IW. DETROIT, WABC-TV. NEW. YORK, WBKB CHICAGO. 7 
- KABC-TV Los ANGELES, KGO: TV SAN N FRANCISCD:: 

“oe 



‘London, ‘Dee. 3. 

_ What. might comeé as a measure |. | 

of relief to: technicians and: other |. 
‘unemployed studia personnel whose | . o 
livelihood is ‘seriously threatened 

filming front look rosy. - 

‘Contributing © largely... to. the: 
brighter tv. film ‘horizon is -Lew | 
‘Grade’s. decision to get: back into |: 
‘telefilm production. despite the. up- a NBC“TY, . “ged, 300, 400, aD. 

coming governmental. levy. on ad- 
vertising .income. ‘The Associated:| 
TeleVision topper, already: ‘part-| 
nered with NBC in the “Espionage” Vo 
‘series, currently filming at Metro’s|. 

-has. booked’ the| 
studio . for production. ‘of another|;=—= 
Elstree. studios, 

hourlong series in the New Year. 
Latter is “Danger Man” with Pat- | 
rick McGoohan, which. will occupy: 
part of the Metro. lot. for: 52 weeks: oa 

from next spring. 

At the same time, Grade has ‘set 
a year’s production work .on ‘“‘The_| .: 
Saint” with Roger :Moore:. booked |. 
in at the Associated British studios, | 
Elstree. Further, as ATV's sub-| 
sidiary, ITC, has set aside’ $50 ;000,-- 
000 for coproduction ‘deals -with 
American telefilmeries, this could. 
entice more. ‘Production to. this 
country. - ; | 

While - no ‘other . ‘Jocal operator 
here has a concerted film. -produc-. 
tion thrust, comparable * to. ‘Lew. 
Grade’s. others. are .in the swim. 
ABC-TV, which-last time: out. fi- 
nanced . “The Human Jungle”. film 
series, is not disenchanted with ‘the | 
idea of investing in celluloid’ and 
according to program topper. Brian 
Tesler, is “‘talking up. copraduction 
deals with American: sources.”’.- 

Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn; 
producers of “The: Human: Jungle’ 
for. ABC-TV, .are prepping. to. go 
into ABPC studios, Elstree, for an- 
other round come January. “Fhough: 
ABC-TV has: picked up the. U.K. 
rights of the retread, show is under- 
written “in. the. main . by. United; 
Artists this time: round. ‘It is. ane: 
ticipated that, like the initial: series, . 
new skein. will be. in the ‘stadios: 
for six. months: ~ 

Anna Neagle is. also ‘signed to 
a new vidpic project which is be-. 
ing promoted ‘by Bill Luckwell of | 
Winwell: Productions (which, . in- 
cidentally, _ held the rights: -to 
George. Simenon’s . “Maigret”. stor-. 
jes) and is due .to roll. on. its’.20, 
one-hour segment in the. spring. 
‘Titled “‘Fréedom Prison,” the new ; 
show's: production venue. isn’t -set- 
tied yet.. - 

- But while “the indie- web’ seems 
set: to: go..into its. biggest vidfilm | 
production year to’ date; :big “ques. |: 
ion mark so far as vidfilming .is |° 
coneerhed comes from BBC-TV En- 7 
terprises.. While under. the aegis | 
of Ronald Waldman; two series— 
“The Third. Man” and “Zero. One” 
~—were: -coproduced | “with ‘U.S:. in- 
terests and many other deals. were 

of Dennis Scuse;_ fresh out: of:-the 
BBC’s New. York: office; the BBC- 
TE policy in. this direction. may 

ro copreduction: or film: plans in. 
the hopper. at. the network. (apart 
from 26 half-hour pix on: “The: 
Great War’ which. will be internal-: 
Iv. produced. by the web for BBC-2, 
the upeoming “UHF outlet) .:So- far 
as Scuse’s new. role is: concerned 
these - are. early ‘days, however. 

Initial ‘fears within | the industry | 
‘that the Actors’ Kquity-Metro ruc-. 
‘kus on the production in this coun- |. 
‘try over “Harry’s. Girls” could turn 
‘American | ‘producers shy of. the 
‘WK. appear to have been unfound-|} - 
ed. ‘One ‘pilot—‘“The Edie .Adams |. 
Show”— : 

Shepperton ‘studios here... 

Egan Set. for: Stryker’ 
“Hollywood, Dec. 3. 

Richard ‘Egan has-been. firmed to! 
star. in. “John Stryker,” “being: 
piloted by Daystar-Grauman for. 
next season. 
‘Walter Grauman. w ill direct the 

60-min. pilof; “and :Leslie~ Stevenis |: 
-is:exee producer. and producer of 
the show. If the. ‘project | is sold 
‘for next semester, ‘Grauman - will 
de its: producer. Pilot rolls -Dec: 9: 
‘Egan. previously. starred in Screen | 
.Gems’. “Redigo” series. : 

| RADIO-TELEVISION. 

Bris iV rm Hepped oT od Uy 

ing . name. 

operations... 
- Aside from his: stretch: with: NBC | : 

International, . Roth served.a five-. 

has." been. made for U.S. 
tv since: ‘the MG-Equity bustup and, | 
if a series is sold to-a.network,. the | 
intention.is to bring the show into 

TV. Network. ; Billings 
‘Network’ tv. gross: time bill-" 

‘ings: were up 5.5% in ‘the first: - 
«. Nine months of 1963.:for a total 

by the depressed : state’ of. British}. - 
feature film production, is. the: fact]... 
that prospects on the local. vid-f. | 

of. $612:054,600, reports: the 
“Television: Bureau of ‘Advertis-. 
ng. . 
“By network, the billings. for ~ 

othe. nine ’.months: were: .ABC-. . 
TV, - $158,482,200,;./up 6.3% : | | 
from a. ‘year . ago; CBS-TV, — 
$239,272,000,. up. 5.8%;. ‘and 

4.5%.. 
“Daytime. * pillings ’ for | 

- three webs ‘was up: more than’ | 
--10%.in the first nine months of ©” 
’63 for a total of $198, 351,,000.. 

the - 

_London,. “Dec: 3. 
» The: “Michael. Style-Trévor Wal: 
lace vidtape production unit Inter- 
Tel (VIR Services) Ltd. is. moving: 
closer to independent. production. 
Apart from packaging such ‘sport-' 

-|ing. event. as. the. upcoming Royal 
International Horse. Show in: ‘Lon- |; 
‘don—which it has: sold’ to the CBS. 
‘network—the partriers have had | 
meetings with. the program brass |. 
‘of BBC-TV about ‘production. “of 
‘entertainment Specials... 

_. Style ‘and ‘Wallace héveé received |. oa a 
assurances’ "from- Corporation's. ‘tv. ¢4: .- 
. program controller ° Stuart Hood |'\y 
‘and . BBC-2 | --program.. Ce 
Michael Peacock that the two BBC |. 
‘webs are in the’ market for. the |..@ 
lavish..and the. spectacular. type of 7 
light. entertainment’. ‘shaw. “It: has |’ 
been ‘established, the. indies - say,.| 
that. on’ the. basis .of other -work | 
they have. done; BBC is. prepared’: 
‘to. give them. the go-ahead: on. 
shows once: cast and: scripts, have | 
been ‘agreed... =~. : 
Negatiations ‘for a ‘cast on their’ : 

first project—brieffy : described“ “as 
“an hour ‘location’ ‘musical featur- 

artists” —are. ‘currently. 
in progress. If all. goes: according: 
to. plan, the two. mobile units which. 
‘make. up. the: InterTel production |: 
‘nerve centre should. be“ shooting. 
the. project: following : its January. 
coverage of--the: winter ‘Olympics 
at Innsbruck for. ABC. in. America.. 

EW. IL ROTH QUITS 

“London, ‘Dec. 3.°. 
“Edward. aa ‘Roth. has: resigited his: 

position as -assistant managing ‘di- | 
‘rector. of Associated Television. He 
joined the company ..on Jan. ‘this 

explored. But-now under the wing ¥ ear and left last Saturday. (30):: 
Prior to joining the British com-. 

mercial: company, Roth had: been. 
director-general of. Telefis Eirann; 

change: At the. moment there are_| and :previously had. had..a Jong. 
stretch ‘with NBC International in’ 
launching. a new: station-in Peru 
‘and’ twa’ cothers . in. Mexico. ° All} 
told, he iad been- ‘connected : with: : 
pioneering | six. different. television 

-year term: with. the’ Parent NBC." 

“enterprise,, or_ possibly with, one .of 
the: upcoming pay: television outfits. 

' Portland, Ore.,. Dec. 3. 
ABC has” notified KPTV:: ‘(Chan- 

"hn 12). ‘that: the: networks. affilia=.[?* 7 
l tion. Will be: ended. ‘March:. 1;°1964:445;.°. 

aL Rumors | shave .been:: “circulated | 
since ‘Jast .-summier.. that “ABC: will | 

| Switch to. KATU-TV ‘Channel 2). 

-easting Co. 
‘on the air “here with KATU-TV.~ 

‘channels operating—KPTV (ABC), 
KOIN-TV (CBS).. KGW-TV (NBC); 

‘ “fang. KATU-TV. nd), 

"(Richard A. Mack, EcFCC.f""*> 
| Member Accused in Ch. 10|$ 

. , | Safety - Television,,. 
.| side. represented, ‘was revoked : and. 

ower. appointee: ‘tothe. FGC, serv- 
‘ing: two years as. chairman ‘before 

-(his wife divorced: him on charges 
‘of desertion). | . 

chieftain | ‘ 

He has plans to remain in Britain, - 
either -with. another commercial tv'| 

which . ‘recently.’ “went ; 

“Miami Fix, De
ad. at 54/444 

d Y- 

IN. NEW YORK . ' ‘Richard A. Mack,: 54. FCC: meém- | 
; ber. once. . ‘accused - of: ‘plotting: to | 
| fix. ‘the. award: of. Miami's channel 

10, was. found. ‘dead: Nov.:' 26 ina 
2: Miami rooming. ‘House. Police said 

{| he: ‘apparently ‘died :-of natural 
causes and.had. been: dead for four. 

lor five: days. when discovered . Gin. 
-apswer to a. complaint about. ‘a 
loud radio). - oN 

- Mack resigned ‘from the . Com- 
| mission under ‘fire in: 1958 when a-| 
. Congressional.” 

| mittee. disclosed*he had accepted 
$2,650 from lawyer .Thurman™ A. | - 
Whiteside for his vote in designat- | | 

‘investigation © ‘com- | 

ing ownership: ‘of. channel “10.. -The 
| pair was: indicted..by a F ‘ederal. 

“grand jury,. charged with ‘‘con- 
| spiracy: ‘to: defraud. the United. 
‘States... First trial::resulted ‘in -a 

-| hung jury—11: for. conviction; one. 
| against. “Mack: was never retried. 
After several adjournments. due to 

| illness: (lie was ‘described ’_as- «a 
“:, -| ¢hronie alcoholic and. was’ institu-: 
| tionalized off and on), charges were: 

‘dropped : in. 1961. (Whiteside: Was. 
.| tried and. acquitted. in: 1960, then. 

. | committed suicide the next: year). 
Channel: 10's. license to” Public 

-which' White- 

‘is: now’ operated by: L. B.- ‘Wilson, 
‘Co. as. WLEW-TY:* 
An: infantry. lieutenant’: ‘colonel | 

‘during WWII, -Mack was appointed 
| to the. Florida Railroad and Public. 
“Utilities. Commission in” 1947. -In’ 
1955; - che. “was.-a President. “Bisen- 

his: forced: Tesignation. 
~ Among’: sutvivors' ‘is a ‘daughter 

min a 

“By ‘HERM ‘SCHOENFELD 

David ‘Susskind is. giving ‘Up. the’ 

| ghost of live’ tv. drama and. ‘going 

film ‘all. the. “way: - ‘next, season.” A’ 
-onetime- ardent ~ and -. ‘articulate 

champion of live’ ‘television; ‘Suss- 

‘kind. ‘and: his: “partner in’. “Talent 

‘Associatés-Paramount ° 

Melnick, now are of the. opinion that: 

Ltd.,. Dan. 

the -excitement - of: live. tv ‘drama. 
“was “hallueinatory—like‘ ‘the kicks 
‘induced: by cocaine, it’s .not-‘worth 

| the hangover.” "The. Susskind-Mel- 
| nick team, .are. ‘turning. out ‘seven. 
| live-on-tape™ dramas for:the. ‘NBE-. 

BRIT. ATV-EXEC Post 
| down. the. curtain. on their non-filn-. . 

TV “DuPont Show of. the. Week” 
this..season-’ and. these. will’ bring. 

‘jing activities. - 

At this. point, Susskind and Mel: 
‘nick ..are ‘switching: to: film ‘but™ will 
-bé shooting in’. New “York. Their | 
“Kast Side-West - Sidé” | series: :for te 
-CBS-TV, which. is. now «a. ‘virtual: 
‘certainty to.:return ‘next year, .and 
their-Garson Kanin bne:hour pilot, 
“Mr. “Broadway,” are. both . New 
York. based’ and‘ ‘will continue” to: 
be. so. There’s- hopes. for .develop-. 
ing’ other. properties © on the’. Coast’ 
‘but these plans “are ‘awaiting a. re- 
placement” for.Sam ‘Rolfe, : ‘who: went. 
in a fast revolving. deor as’: UFA’S. 

| Coast: chief arid. then. out again. 
Susskind, however; is. not: satis-. 

fled with the. production. setup ‘in: 
New’ York. In fact, he’s downright. 
‘miserable: abeut | ‘the- waste of. time 
involved in getting from one. phase | | 
of the “production process to. an- 
‘other. ._He ‘said: . ‘we ‘rehearse. at. 

‘| Central "Plaza: on the: lower east 
wp side; we. shoot at the’. Biography. 

“ABC. 1V’ Ss Oregon: Switch ; Pathe’s: in. upper “Manhattan: ‘and. 
‘| we -mix.in ‘the building ‘at 42nd 

-studios ’ in: the Bronx, we: edit ‘at: 

Street and_ Eighth Ave. We -are 
spending. a. lifetime | ‘getti: g from 

‘erice. "for "New. York for tiie - con-| 
veniences. -of the: Coast. . Susskind |: 
Said: the issue. today is: not. between: 
live or. film; ‘but between. automated | 
entertainment: ‘and inspired show | 

KPTV-is the oldest tv. station :in | 
 Oregon,,. having | gone onthe air |. 
Oct. 1,-1952. They ‘no: doubt.'will 
“go ‘independent. ‘Portland has four’ 

Hollywood: 

(Continued~ ‘on 1 page 30). 

‘chalked up their 2,000th broadcast Friday- (29)... 

| TV's 
ty stint: on’ “Defenders” Dec: 21... 
-prexy, off. on-a plobal biz trip ; 

+ Reporter, *: pilot. . ‘project of CBS-TV 
“Manager,,. ‘ratings in NBC’s research. department. 
guest. on Mitch Miller’s: Jan. 13. “Sing Along” .. . ; 
‘supervisor of technical. operations at NBC:. 

scout European tv properties’: is 
‘report.on television’s: handling : ‘of. the. assassination of Pres:.John.F.— 
. Kennedy... 
- Jan Scott, designer: ‘of the. “Jimmy: Dean Show”. on ABC- 
1 as: -consulting:: art direetor. on .the film, “The World .of Henry Orient’” 

| “Faith for Today’’.seg: . 
.|- Morris. Agency. Coast tv ‘department, ‘in ‘New. York last ‘week for’ series . 

' | Pornris to. cancer two..weeks ago . 
| sponsored to tape special on. ‘the Caritas fashion show, which-was to have. 

‘Z| been: aired. tonight |(Wed.),. . because of President Kennedy’s death.’ ‘It. 
- "| was to’have. featured - his: ‘mother,’ Mrs. Rose Kennedy,...and” “made 7 

‘Teference .te his ‘administration: A program ‘with Dr.. Norman‘ Vincent. 
Peale -.arialyzing. the: moral effects. of: the assassination has been. suh-. =. _ 
stituted instead. -WTTW is orginating.a. new series. for: National’. =-- 

“atthe. U. of | 

“video pantomime this: Christmas ‘ ae Sor. og 
‘mentary—sold -to..WPIX 11. New" York—collected a-second award’ ines alg 
‘London at the British. Industrial: and. Documentary Film -Festival’..5.- 0.72 5 
“Videxee-cum-tv ‘writer Sid . Colin ankling his ‘upper-echelon’: post. vat. oe at UE. 
-Associated-Rediffusion. to freelance... . .. Promo head: of. ABC-TV,, Alan“. 
'. Kaupe, - elected member of the Council -of: the. ‘British: Direct- Mail : 
Assn. _ . Cart Foreman guestarred i in BBC Radio! Ss “Woman's Hour:” nn | 

IN WASHINGTON | . 
“Mark Evans’. interview. with ‘Mrsy. Lyndon B. Johnson on: ‘WITG-TV oY . r 

last’ summer was repeated’ Sunday ‘((1)..On:same day Evans ‘interviewed. a s 

On. Nov. 15 marked. his 16th-anni on. -radio «. 

liy-] and. Infirm .-. 
2 -E Erlich: & Merrick. for public. relations: . 

-George Washington. Univ. radio-tv dept.: “was named: chairman. for. the." 2" 
Tuesday. (3): ‘was: Arthur. Godfrey Day at:. 

. WMAL radio preemed '. 

~Susskind . ‘and, Melnik. \are. “not | 

tle, “Wash. This. channel is: owned | 
tand operated by the. Fisher Broad-: 

FOTO SRNR SPOTS OWA leer a re care ea a: 

~ Jeanne Cagney, member of the “s “Qiagen for: a Day cast on. ABC-TV 
and: ‘a -member of. the. Visiting Committee - for. the.. ‘Fine Arts ‘at Ohio 
Univ., ‘spent: three’ days. last week at the campus: ‘at Athens, O., at the 
invitation: of president Vernon Alden: to. ook over. the’ setup. for. ‘theatre, 
painting,. music, literature; ete.; and. make. recommendations.” po. : Alan. 
Brock; ‘former Broadway. actors”. agent; makes his bow as’ a. thesper: in. 
an. upcoming. segment.’ of ‘“The’ Defenders, ” titled “The Secret”. 

|-Hal. Browne; -an erigineer Since 1944, has been. named a " production: 
-assistant.of WMCA:‘‘Radio. ; 
named v.p.’s of ‘McDermott: Co. public: relations outfit: 

. Anthony DiMarco: and: Roy: -C. ‘Guyver. 
. LeRoy Ve" 

‘Bertin named’ Sales: manager. for WNBFE-TV, ‘Triangle's outlet. in. - Bing- - 2 
hamton, ‘N. ¥e 

_CBS-TV. ‘prexy ‘Jim: “Aubrey ’ and. program vy. D.. : Mike: ‘Dann - ‘to Coast: 
CBS-TV soapers, “‘As ‘the. World . Turns” and. “Edge: of. Night,” .. . 

. Alan Arkin; comedy... 
star of ‘Enter- Laughing,” signed for ‘straight dramatic: role in CBS-._. 

“East. Side, West Side,” .s Vet. actress. Aline ‘MacMahon: set: for 
. San Gang, Global: TV Enterprises .. 

. Tom: Gries and Joel Freeman have. ° 
been” set as: director and. associate Producer; respectively, of “The 

Ronald: 'Friedwald: named: ° 
Milton Berle will 

“Frank: ‘Whittam. new. 
. Pennessee. Ernie .Ford’s 

Christmas spec. of - Dee. 22 will be ‘closed circuited ‘around: country for ~ 
General Mills in: preview. Dec. 10. : . i NBC. Press’ Alan Ebert took. _ 
‘Sailing vacation -to Caribbean . 
“special phone ‘call-to oldtimer i. Vz ‘Kaltenborn to thank latter. for his © 
comments on. NBC-TV’s “LBJ- Report: No. 1” .: 
‘Chase Smith, Maine GOPer, mentioned as. possible vice. presidential - 
timber, : “guesting | with Jack | Paar. Dec. 13 . 

. fiction “Experiment: in ‘Drama”. ‘Nov. ‘17. drew a Surprise 3, 500 letters. 
“OF comment, most with high praise for the: drama... . 

. President Lyndon. B.. Johnson ‘made. - 

..U.S. Senator Margaret 

- NBE€ Radio’s...science: 

‘Doug. Cramer, : “ABC. director of - ty: program. planning, ‘to. London. to. 
. Reader’s Digest publishing .a fullscale :. 

. Singer Buddy Greco: guest. on Ed’ Sullivan's, show. Dee. 8. 
Vv, credited .. 

. WNEW Radio is producing. ‘the ‘show. for the International Radio-TV: 
1. Society. ‘Christmas Party. at the. Waldorf-Astoria Dee;.-17: with Tony... 
Bennett, Mahalia Jackson, Marion. ‘Montgomery; : ‘Peppermint ‘Twisters, 
‘Sy Oliver orch -and. Billy Taylor. Trio , . Ronald. Dawson into-ABC-TV’ s 

‘Sammy. ‘Weisbord, head ‘of the: ‘William * 

of. conferences to blueprint product for ’65 season. Weisbord, conférréed. 
| with: his eastern: counterpart,. Wall Jordan. and Net: Lefkowitz, head of © 
‘the eastern office,.as- well as: the. toppers of: the film,: ‘talent, it, literary... 
| departments plus. the. entire: N. Y.. based: ‘Video. Stalf... A ade 

lin CHIEAGO™ oe 
Frank. ‘Smith Tas: ‘suecéeded. the late Cesar Petrillo: as ‘music director: 

of” ‘WBBM - "Radio. ‘Station. lost. both. Petrillo and ‘orch. leader Sam 
. WBBM-TV. has. scrapped its. fully- .- 

Education Tel evision ‘with Dr. Maria Piers, clinician’ in ‘psychotherapy 
shicago.. It’s titled “About ‘People’: 

. John Gibbs produced and scripted. 
WNBQ’‘s upcoming - documentary, “Inside ‘NBC News” -..:. ‘WBBM-TV. ” 
received more ‘than .25,000: completed questionnaires. from. viewers ‘of. -| 
‘the recent “Feedback” ‘special on the race. issue. . 
-of .development ‘for educational. station: -WTTW;. -is Taking. his’ debut. as 
a@ producer on the. station with, the new: Opus, -. “Book . Beat” .; 
“Stein. is: producing: a “Segment. on folk musi¢ for. WGN-TV! s - cultural m 

| “Lively: Arts”. ‘series.’ Joes 7 as 

IN LONDON. . 
“David Frost;. one™ ‘of. the mainsprings - in.  BBCTV’s soon-to-die: “That: ts 

| Was The: Week That Was,” expected to do other. shows for the network. -. 
Fate of other “TW3” ‘performers. -less' definite: . = 
chacl_ Peaceck. presented Danny Kaye with. a toy Kangeroo,. symbol. of 
the: Corporation's second -web- on: which Kaye’s. vidshow will. ‘be seen. 

. Reporter Philip’ Radcliffe joining. BBC. néwsroom.. = . 

. Anthony: Steele 
making: his. first. appearance. on Scottish-TV in .a- 30-minute - ‘drama - 
“Truth: Is: A: Stranger”: ‘Hugh. Lloyd and Terry Scott. inked. for: a 

David Schoenbrun .and: Art Buchwald, garnering : their: impressions: -of* 
the late. President. Kennedy. ‘and President: Johnson :: 

with WRCV; Philadelphia’. . . Steve. 
: WAVA-AM-FM airing 

news. every. ‘eight. minutes from: 4-9-a.m:. and- 46 pm::.-;.. WTOP radio 
-and -tv teamed up: ‘with. Junior. Chamber ‘of: ‘Commerce for: “Dollars for.’ -. .-/ ‘f 
| WWODC’s Chiistmas ‘charity..for: the elderly. <..°:  { 
will be highlighted Dee, 93 with party at:District- Home for the Aged. | 2). - & 

Maryland-D.C.-Delaware. Broadcasters: Signed on Kal, °F 
< Lillian Brown, chairman. of: 

-Orphans” campaign -: 

Bal. Boheme on Feb. 7 . 
WTOP will a-full day of- honors i in the. offing. 
‘Tuesday .(30) hour “mystery drama | series: “to. run. Monday. “through: 
Saturday from, Aa: 15-12: 15 am..: ad oe 

| IN PHILADELPHIA. . 
‘business.. Susskind ‘fears: that. the. 
computor™ is . taking ‘over .at ‘some | 

studios’: ‘which: have | 
‘adopted the same outlook as a‘shoe 
‘factory—efficiency. and:.standardiza- | 

| tion. Susskind: -and: . Melnick - are: 

oto ae 

. Thomas B. ‘Jones appointed progeani coordinator for tr iangle Stations 
David Barnhouse, | WCAU-TV. news. analyst;. discusses his recent - 

‘tour of the Soviet Union. before’ the. student body of Ursinus: College 
(4). - : WFLN has inked the Boston: ‘Symphony: Orchestra for. 52 weeks 
of. ‘programs, from, ‘Symphony: ‘Hall and ‘Tanglewood: eee WHAT-FM ~ 

(Continued. on page 38)-- 

' te . “ 

. a : Pee) ” 

hess Py, rs barat el Ohi cores, . oe 

. WBKB. ‘is staging’ 
the annual Christmas party for youngsters..with cerebral palsy: ‘at: the 
Prudential: auditorium, Dee: 14. Chuck. Bill. will: emcee a. linéup. of. 
station | personalities that include Nancy: Berg,- and: Jim ‘Stewart. and 
|. Capt.:Stubby. and The Buccanieers.. : 

. Ed Morris, director | -- 

Hal _ 

to wo wn Bo ae 7 . ‘ tot a - ete ee ‘ * a Le. : 
- TEN SpE ants ora Paige oe a re nama ee ore ro eo TI CR eee 

‘BBC-2 topper-Mi- =: 

Following 
“Tat Was The.Week That. Was,” BBC’s latest. contender for the “long- 
est, title” trophy. is-an: early-evening: audience briding item ‘Called: “It’s 
Too: Late For:Children: And: Too. Early: For .Passion’’. 

» Anglia-TV. natural history - docu- © 

. Frank, Whittain: | - 
signed. on as :technical | ‘supervisor. for. WRC radio and: 'tv. ‘He has ‘been. a 

Allison’ Ss _WWDC. interview.’ show: 



— 7 v Recoups It’s now. ‘estimated that. the: ‘three { television networks wil wind. 

_ Wednetday, December 4,-1968._ 

‘up. recouping’ about a third: ofthe ‘$22,000,000 which they: lost -in™ 
. the. four days ‘of commercial ‘preemptions. during the crash. ‘cov- 

_. erage of President Kennedy's: ‘assassination. -This,: of: course, ad | 
"Ipeing®:-accomplished “through: the: web's “appeal to agencies an 

clients for. “make’ goods”—channelling . ‘some. of the’ bumped. ‘coin . 
_ into. minute program buys. 

‘All told it’s expected ‘about $7 200,000. will be ‘retrieved through 
- the “make ‘goeds.”: The. rest is gone forever, along with the ap-- 
~~ proximate $10,000,000 ‘it’s figured. the three. webs .spent. in ‘mo-. 
-bilizing -news: facilities, Nor’ has it: -antything to do with national. | 

. | President: ‘Kennedy. 

The. cost ‘to ABC-TV," ‘which’ ‘lost the least: ‘among: the. threé ‘webs, a 
; spot ‘tv losses. 

Was ‘reported tobe. $2, 500,000—about $1,000,000- in scatter. ‘busi- . 
‘ness, the’ remainder in‘. program’ buys: About $650,000: of: this. 

4 -. amount is being recovered. For: ‘the. ‘other, two: networks it will be 
ae proportionately : higher... 

- But: nobody’s: moaning. ‘Tn: the. ‘wake of: the: ‘unprecedented Job - 
they ‘accomplished and. subseqtient: hosannahs, the. networks. take ~ 

a. “so what’? attitude, figuring: it: ‘more. than worth. the effort: and: _ 
‘outlay. - a 

. There~ were : -some- jidications: ast: week. that national” ‘spot ad-. : 
_Nertisers would ‘respond. to pleas. for “make goods” -to the ‘tune of. .. 

Seal some 80%,” on (Estimated: loss on: national - spot. to stations. around - 
“~ the ‘country. has been put between $7,000, 000 and $8,000,000): 

-ever, some strong. resistance from leading advertisers cropped up _ 
-How- 

this week.- Anstead: of 80% Fecoupment - ‘the figure will be consid. ' 
; -erably less, * 

- Norman. Cash; ° -prexy of “Pelevision’ Bureau. of: Advertising,’ dis. a 
= patched; a. plea: on Monday’ ‘to..100: Jeading spot ‘advertisers asking: 
‘ their. cooperation on “make goods”: but the clients: apparently. are. 
-“more concerned. about taking. advantages of. yearend: ‘economies, _ 
thus thus letting the station. carry the burden.. an ten 

ise of
 ing ig 

‘By MURRAY. HOROWITZ. 

-Gov. John B.- Connally Jr., iis first 
‘interview since the ‘Dallas tragedy.. 

. Aides.to ‘the Texas Governor. at] 
are first insisted that the.interview. with | 

” "Martin. Agronsky; acting on’ behalf. 
of the three. networks, -be- telecast 

: ne - whole. ‘Connally’ S. top ‘aide wanted 

“the - networks. to.carry: the .inter- 
view. without. excerpting. any. part 
of. it... 
; "There were. other ‘points. ‘insisted 

a upon ‘by. Gov. Connally’s-:exee™ as- 
sistant, ‘points . in - which _ the. -net- 

- works. acceded, ‘but - they. jealously | ° 
_ lung’ to their. right. to -edit.: CBS 

>." News ‘prexy Dick Salant, in.-re- 
 -eounting. . the’. ‘negotiations: with 

“ Gov.. Connally’s: aide; . said he “had. 
_asked :if Gov. Connally: granted an 

“~“gtory? — This’. 

| _ (Continued: on: ‘Page 36) : 

F Fi ilnways’ F sal 
Reversal: Now Up 
-Filmways. has - feversed: a Toss. 

‘for the. fiscal year ended Aug.’ 31, 

According :to..Filmways.- prexy. 
Lee Moselle : the. ‘reversal. from | 

’ Jast: year’s: deficit - “was due’ not: 
only to:the company’s: withdrawal: 

’ “from” the™-business: of ' producing.|. 
“ gommercials “in: N.Y., -but.-to ex-.] - 
oS panded production’. in- the. tv. and 

ot | nings, : : motion ‘picture fields... 

— hour’ tv series’ on .CBS-TV;. 
voc, erly: Hillbillies,” “Petticoat : June- 
+ tion,” and “Mr. Ed.” In- -addition, 

... ».geveral “new. tv: projects. are 
' preparation, among: them- “My Boy. 
Goggle,” ‘starring. Jerry: Van Dyke, 

cea pilot. ‘of: which:has _ . just been: 
- completed;. -and - ‘the | “My. Son; -: 
{Witch Doctor.” - 

“Filmways. motion: picture: sclied- 
7 : “Muscle }- 

-’ Beach,” “The - Sandpiper,” ”. “First | | 
Te ye Love,” and: “The! Loved" One. ” oe 

‘ ‘ule for. 64 includes - 

+— 

_ . Time and again, the issue ‘of the. oe * 
“right i to edit comes up in ty journal- | 
' sm; the: latest prominent example| 
"being. the pooled: interview -with]. 

BBC Stepping tb 

‘in | Lambert, : 

{ tations: of the 
Cristo’ and “Martin. Chuzzlewit.” oe 
“Wilson: is in the market ‘for more | ’ 

crime ‘serials. ‘for. BBC-1 and ‘has | 

gin iY Journal ral 

Sy] Rolls i in Mexico 
* Hollywood, Dee. 3... 

“ping: Crosby Productions “Trolls 
: location footage. for its: The. Spy”. 

pilot in Mexico; Starting Monday ‘ 
(2. 

"Skein, created: by” Richard Deno- | as 
‘van, stars” Darren’ McGavin in the |:: 

“earned. the. heartfelt gratitude. ‘of 
people‘ everywhere. for. the-manner}: 

|-in, which. it. fulfilled its vital. public 
| trust.’ ie 

‘role. ‘ofan “American. ‘espionage 
agent: with world-wide: assign-- 
‘ments, Collier ‘Young will. produce 
the hourlong series for: ABC-TV. - 
Robert -Ellis Miller’ ‘directs the 
‘pilot "penned. by.. ‘Richard -Breen.. 
Initial stanza: will be completed at: 
Desilu-Culver. « 
. BCP,. “producers of “Ben ‘Casey. 

‘and. “Breaking Point,’”” also is cur-.|.' 
‘rently: rolling - pilot: at Desilw for 

“The: ‘House,’ ” 
starring Richard. Crenna._ 

‘interview with..a newspaper: would’: 
-the ‘Governor. -;seék.: to . ‘edit: the’ 

‘inability.~ -of many. 
-. prominent. people,: in“ various seg- 
ments of our’society, both ‘here and | 

“abroad, to grant. tv journalism: the | 
>". game. rights granted .to newspapers 

. +. was'scored by Salant: CBS-TV car- 
woo? Bied an’ ‘interesting segment of the: 

~.. . Connally ‘interview -in ‘Wednesday’ S|. 
(23): Walter Cronkite :. news. show. | 

:1 + NBC-TV had highlights on‘Huntley- 
‘Brinkley and. gave it‘more ‘fulsome . 
-coverage in ‘a. special: at 11:30: p.m. | 

its political" skein,. 

or We 
“‘Bondon; ‘Dee.: 3. 

drama. ‘department, “BBCTV's: 
T newly” “styled” -and * réconstructed.| 

- J under. the wing of. Sydney. ‘New-.|- 
| man,. is: -prepping -to' beef up - its. 
| output ‘of dramatic séries. and. ‘se-. 

:| rials. Now under.the personal ‘su- 
| pervision. - of. Donald Wilson, : .for-|°. * 
mer. script héad at. BBC-TV, this |. 
particular limb of.the ‘corporation’ $i. 
drama_ operation. is. snapping into} 

{a new high: gear with. ‘plans: for 
| new © shows” on™ ; both BBC-1 | and. 
;BBC-2,, 

‘1962. by showing ‘a. profit - atter'| 
taxes of .$122,408, equal to 21c: a} 

. ,: share; In .1962- the. company ost } 
va: $275,860: before federal-income tax: 
> -eredit, a. loss ‘equal: to.47¢ a ‘share. - 

two |. bi = weeklies, . 
Street”. : and -. : "Emergency, 
10”. 

In. ‘addition, Wilson’ is starting a. o 
52-week - serial ‘ on Saturday .. -eve- 

“Dr: “Who,” 

‘noon sports’ audience’ and the early |." 
‘peak time: crowd. . Latter: show, -a} .-. 
first’. ‘effort : -by” producer. Verily | 

is-.intentioned to . have 
| kidadult appeal. ‘Meanwhile, he’ is |”. 
-continuing with: ‘the’ regular ‘Sun- | 

. classi¢.. serials “——'] 
among those: coming ‘up. are. adap-|. 

“Count. of... Monte |: 

day. 5-6: p:m. 

- (Continued - on. 1 Page 36) : 

J: saluted”. . ; 
‘broadcasters: ‘and: offered them “the}* 

highest commendation for: _ This 
| public service.’ mo. { 

His ‘opposite pambex” ‘in: - the | Pa 
Rep. Walter. Regers’ (D-|:A- 

a Tex.) ‘praised: the: industry for: an| J& 
).|“outstanding..and tremendous job|“*" 

iB | of measuring up to its, Tesponsibili- _ 
ty Hes.” _ _ 

aD Henry- ‘said ‘the networks were |. 
. due “a. special word of thanks” for | 
~ [preempting all. regularly scheduled 

‘| programs, | 
qe “Americans: are. deeply: ‘indebted |’ 
to. the: broadcasting. industry for: its|. “- 
comprehensive;.. dignified: coverage: 

| formance © 
‘highest. commendation that: I can 

‘ts Drama Output | 
: superb. performance, 1&2) 

““television’s - 
*:detractor during: ‘his. term: as. - | 

-.- Chairman: ‘of: the: FCC,. “feels: | 

. which~ will: 
. Filmways: jhow : has” three | half-: bridge the gap. between Sat. after-|-- 

“Beye 

“: egs-for:several.years.and that - 
when. the. calamity: occurred a 

_ pap in a fouple of. days.” 

Washington; Dec. 3. 
“Ree: Chairman’ E. William Henry| - 

land™ ‘key: 
‘| heaped praise on the broadcasting |. . 
| industry for. its.performance in the}. 
‘four. days following. the. death: of ‘. 

‘members’ of - Congress 

néss” .in the hour ‘of. tragedy, said. 
Henry. in-a statement” on: ‘behalf of 
the. Commission: * ~ | 

_ His remarks were ‘echoed by: ‘four 2, 
. Congressional. ‘committee ‘chairmen | 
who wield-vital control: over: broad- . 
cast legislation. « 

‘Senate’. ‘Commerce Committee 
chairman Warren. . Magnuson--.(D-| 

| Wash:): said, ‘‘‘Well: done, networks| 
J and broadcasters. ‘This was public}’ 
7 service programming at its finest.” 

- Rep. Oren. Harris, ‘chairman of] 
‘the: House ‘Commerce. Committee, |: 
| said, “Thanks for:a-job well done.” |- 
He said it should: offset much‘of the] 
criticism levelled: at the “industry. |" 
Senate’ ‘Communications _ subcom-| - 

| mittee topper.John. Pastore (D-B.1.)} 
‘radio. . and ‘television |: 

House, : 

of..the ‘tragic and solemn : events. 
. on top. event that: it can lay its hands. 

on ‘for. the. past several years, the 

web: has: run‘ its: gross. on sports: 

id ‘Henry said.: 
“The industry,” - “he. continued, | 

“He. also praised | newsmen: tech- 
‘Hicians: and. station’ Personnel *‘who. 
{gave unceasingly of ‘their time and 
energies.” a 

- Magnison’s. and: Pastore’s ‘Kudos 
were delivered in’ Senate. speeches.’ 
-- Magnuson . said, “I would .be re- 

‘Miss..in- my: responsibilities ‘if I. did 
not: .take this . opportunity’ to com: 

. :;mend. the broadcasters,. ‘specifically. 
the’:.major -networks,:. for | their 

. magnificent. and outstanding service 
‘to the: American’ public.”* 

“excellent “per-|" 
‘brings - them - the 

--He — ‘said the : 

make. ” 

electronic | 
journalism . at.-its. best - and. public 
‘service .in. the true meaning of the | 
-phrase .. 

: venience. ‘and necessit 
‘public: interest, . -con* 

tid 

Joining them was a: broadcasting’ 
critic, ‘Sen. Albert. Gore. (D-Tenn.),. 

* (Continued. on a page: 34) 

‘Minow: : Ya ou: Were Great’ 
a -, Chicago, Dee: 3. 
Maybe: now ‘we. can dispose 

of: the ‘vast wasteland” tag. 
~ Newton: Minow, . ~who becatie’ ~~ 

- most . ‘publicized: . 

"medium was fulfilled” in ‘tele-. 
vision’s . coverage. of the- four 

dent’s. assassination. 
- "Only. ‘ through” 
could ‘the whole country * 

‘same’ time the strength of the 
democratic process ‘that. passed 

* the ‘administration: from. one . 
= - President ‘to : ‘another: within °°: 

Ment was. Sensitive, 
and digmified:” - * - 

. Minow; who is. a civilian’ now a 
“as ‘general . ‘counsel.-for: Ency-. 

-_ eloperia | -Britannica, :. 
«that: the” medium . had. -been:~ 

..: going through a‘maturing prec-- 

‘it responsed brilliantly. 

’ ‘that: television is a: young me- 
dium,” he- said. “If so, ‘it grew a 

RNS ste 

"Pastore pointed: ‘to “television's s |: 

Following: the rating succéss’. “at ' that: “the -real’ promise. of the: ” 
‘twice-weekly prime .time™ soaper;. . 
“Compact,”. Wilson. is working. ‘on |. 
-‘a- second . bi-weekly - Serial “project.| - 
thus bringing BBC. in line with |. 
the: commercial. network -which ‘has: 

“Coronation: —_ 
“Ward : 

_idark days following: the Presi- . : : 

television. 

grasp. the tragedy—and: at the: a | 

mature a 
‘-with occasional -‘musie.” 
‘| marked ‘“this is. the only.. thing I 

stated.-. | 

~. “We always. hear. it: argued |i 

"Leonard i Marks’ § Status - 
“Washington, Dec: 3. 

; will: .goon have to--- decide 
whether he- wants -to. keep his. 

* Washington law practice, much 
“Broadcasting - achieved great: ” -of which Js'in the  broadcast-. 

: ing arena,: - because © President 
- Lyndon. B. ‘Johnson. will no 

doubt. offer. a-key job. : - . 
-’ The new First. Lady, ‘Claudia 
(Lady Bird). Johnson, :has ‘al-. 
ready called ‘on Marks: to.‘set..- 

- up the. legal.” machinery “for: 
“her to get out-of the broadcast- © 
ing: -business ° ‘aS. long: as’ her: - 
husband jis in ‘office’ or ‘until’ 
"the: préperties are’ sold:. She~: 

.-@ trust: which stripped: her: of 
> ahy control. 

‘Marks® has_ Jong - been - ‘Mrs. 
‘Johnson’ ‘Ss broadcasting. ‘attor- 

“+ fney.: “He has: also been. the 
President's . lawyers. on. other 

: matters. 
- Not. many men. are. as -close.~ 

” to:. President. Johnson: -as “is-- 
‘Marks, and that has been true’ 
for almost | a score of years. | 

hh Sports Arena 
"ABC Radio is ‘sports-erazy like a 

‘fox. Wrapping ‘up every. available 

‘events and ‘news. to. over $2,000,000 
a year. - “Three © years. ago, when 
|-prexy::Bob.. Pauley ‘took over: the 
‘helm of. the. ‘network, ABC Radio 
‘was ‘pulling | down’ a- ‘meager $250,- | 
000. a’ .year’ on :its ‘sports program- | 
|ming. At. this point, ABC Radio is. 
the ‘only .one of the four. kilocycle. 
‘webs. making: a consistent - efforts : 

/’man, in the. sports ‘arena. 
Pauléy;- who: just: ‘named. Pete |. 

| Commissioner Robert ‘T. Bartley 
| will be. elevated to the chairman- 
ship, as. was widely: predicted. by 

Kalison. to his. staff - -as coordinator 
of . sports: programs, ‘said that. .ad- 
vertisers now. are. ready to buy’ all 

| major. events on radio: Even though 
onny | Liston’s lightning. knockouts 
i Floyd Patterson .in. their: last |”. 

two. bouts. hiked the. ‘accompanying. 
"| Ladio | commercials* to a-fantastic 
1.$35,000 per minute: -value, equal to} 
‘primetime tv, the sponsors ‘of those | 
‘events now want.to.céme. back for 1 
-the next : Liston fight. “ABC. Radio 
-has..the. option. on” the upcoming: 

| Liston-Cassius Clay ; “heavyweight 
championship match, but the pro- 
moters have not yet indicated. what |: 
‘they, will-wapt for the:radio rights. 

: |): ABC Radio: will be the only: web | 
- covering the Winter. Olympics from. 
-! Innsbruck; ‘Austria, next year, al-| 
though | ‘the summer Olympics from| 

-. | Tokyo:is‘due to get an all-network. 
‘| treatment. ABC ‘Radio is also. plan-. 

| ning. to’ ‘report: ‘the America “Cup: 
-) yacht. races off. Newport next fall, 

-along with its usual. complement. of 
top collegiate football games. ~ 
‘Pauley: said that ABC. Radio’s 

|-click with-sports has stemmed from 
its. selective choice of. events and 

| its insistence that: tadio handle: ‘its 

(Continued: 0a. ‘page 40) - 

-Ashaire ‘Comedy Series 
Hollywood, Dec. 3. 7 

‘|-naven’t-.done, and. ‘that was: What 
‘attracted mé.”? |: 
. Astaire. ‘a couple. of. years. ‘ago 

me was host. for’ Revue's : ‘Alcoa: Thea- 
” 1 tré,”” and’ starred: in five ‘segments, 

‘but ‘the new project will mark the 
7. first. time ‘he. has essayed a sustain-|. 

jng character. ‘Astaire ‘has script 
‘approval. Exec. producer: ‘is - Dick} .. 

Lewis.. Show goes ‘into Produetion 
2 after, first: of ‘the Vea: oe 

had Marks. put -her: stock into. 

: “Fred ‘Astaire ‘has been. signed by: 
| Reyue: studio ‘to star: in half-hour. 

| situation’ comedy ‘series, “The. Fred 
| Astaire. Show,’ : 

two hours.: Television’s treat- | for next:'season.' Format was- de- 
‘| seribed ‘by Astaire as.a_ “goimedy 

e Te- 

being projected 

By LES CARPENTER 

-:' Washington, Dec. 3: 
The best informed insiders in 

“Leonard. H. Marks: Dee Bo ‘the capital are predicting that. 
President Lyndon. B. Johnson will. 

| make no changes in- FCC and will 
keep the broadcasting agency at 
arm’s length 
‘The - prediction’. is that’ ‘the: 

| President. will-in no way, by hint. - 
or suggestion, alter the tone, at- 

1 titude or direction. FCC has been | 
| taking. If individual commission-: 
ers reach. the. conclusion ‘that. the. 
new President has. a- different - 

| private. view toward the regula- 
}tion of. the broadcasting . industry 

-| than ‘was. held ‘by. his predecessor, . .. 
the late President Kennedy, it will 
be the opinion of any commission- 
er who forms it-—and not a White 

| House message. 
‘FCC. is, after. all, an ‘agency of 

. the Congress ‘rather than ‘of the 
executive branch of Government. 

| The .President’s power lies in his . 
‘| duty: to appoint .commissioners 
and: to ‘decide ‘whether: ‘to give 
| them atiother term, 

. Although an agency of. Congress, 
FCC ‘has at .times seemed - to. 

| flaunt the will of many in Con-. 
"| gress—perhaps a majority—on key 

- ‘broadcasting issues. following. the: 
Eur j advent .of certain. ‘appointees. by: 
ay. President. Kennedy... 

“Since: his wife -first - ‘owned. ‘a 
a | broadcasting station in 1943 (KTBC 

| radio in Austin, Tex., which. she 
bought: while it was a moneyloser), 
President Johnson, first as a mem-. 
“ber ‘of. ‘the U.S. House and later. 
_as a member of the U:S. Senate, . 
has ‘abstained from voting on ‘any 
bill affecting. broadcasting. He 
-made no “big deal” -about it.. He 
simply refrained from answering 
‘his ‘name on the roll call. 

This ‘strongly ‘suggests he will 
interfere ‘in|. no manner whatso- 
ever. with FCC. ‘during his. time 
as -President,' even. though’ his” 
wife has now - forfeited absolute. 
control over her: stock in broad-. _ 
casting: properties to a trust, 

The prediction (although noth-. 
ing can be confirmed: at’ the 
White House).is that .E.. William 
Henry. will rémain_ as: FCC chair- 

‘Insiders do not think . veteran. _ 

the..press ‘after Johnson became 
President. | 
Bartley is the nephew of House 

Speaker Sam Rayburn who was .. 
.President Johnson’s. closest ‘friend 

Continued on ‘page. 30). 

Lap: $ Station 
Ree 

- Washington, 1 Dec. 3. 
” Mrs: ‘Lyndon B. Johnson. trans- 
ferred her. broadcast holdings to: 
trustees: who will have ‘complete 
control ‘of -the stock. 
The First Lady’s. application . foe 

FCC, . filed by attorney — Leonard. 
1-Marks, requested. ‘permission to 
turn: over -her controlling shares 
Of | the LBJ Company to trustees. 
|.A. W. Moirsand of -Dalias and. 
J. Wz Bullion of Johnson City,. : 
Tex. 

Moursand, an attorney, and Bul-. 
1 lion, county judge. of Blanco: 
|] eounty, already hold 30.9% of the . 
| LBJ stock. This is being. ‘held ‘in: 
trust’ for the Johnson daughters 
Lynda Bird and ‘Lucy Baines. © 

: The LBJ Company is controlling 
: owner of KTBC-AM-TV, Austin. 
and _ holds | 29% of the stock in 
KWTX-AM-TV, Waco. 

Mrs. Johnson now. owns 313. of | 
‘the 594. outstanding - shares - or. 
52. 8% of the LBJ Stock. 
‘Under terms of the trustee plan, 

Moursand and Bullion have full. 
‘power to vote, sell or dispose of 
the’ stock. They cannot consult. 
‘Mrs. ‘Johnson on any. moves. 

Any dividends paid on her stock 
will go into municipal bonds. ~~ 

‘Mrs. ‘Johnson will resign as. 
board chairman and “will have ‘no 

| further duties fn. the. company. 
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Mitch Miller today might well be oboist with a amajor . 

symphony. Or still the busiest A&R (artist and reper- ; 

-toire) man in recording. He’s no longer: either one-_ 
and. that’s: one ‘of. television’ s luckiest breaks. Since 

. Mitch turnedtotelevision, the Sing Along Ganghasbe- : 
come the country’ s favorite choral group; such » 7 

soloists as. Leslie Uggams and: Bob. McGrath : 

have attained stardom;. and “Sing Along : 

With Mitch”. has become a household term. - 

Which is why the. full-hour, color show holds. 7 

one of television’ s most. devoted. followings. 

This: season, “Sing Along” has new ‘sights and soi 7 

to match ‘its new Monday night time 
period: For. 

sweetness, the Sing Along. Strings ensemble; for 

spice, a ‘Dixieland combo. And for: surprise, a. fas- pe 

inating guest list of stars, musical groups ‘and: (de 
“didedly non-musical) celebrities; 

Look to NBC. for the best combination of n news, 2 information ond d entertainment. . 

‘In addition, ‘Mitch the musicologist, has 
‘made room for Mitch the modernist. To the _ 
“good old songs, he is adding the best new. 
ones, After a lifetime in music, he doesn’t. 
§ miss a trick. You can bet ; your beard. on ‘that. 

24, . - _ . . . woe 



<the!.-commiercial- ‘web’s. overseas. 

> “hours: of ‘vid ‘programming: - — ‘Tot | ao 
~ eounting- US. sales.— of which |} 

“et other. way, while “ITC-. circulated | - 
on ‘about 45 entertainment - shows last | . 

_ he programs, 

ee prejudice to. final -Commission.| - 

: _ ‘Six’ -AM-FM. ‘combinations:: Others 

ee “Angeles, ° 

> evision. stations. They. are. WFTG, . 
._. Washington; “KMBC, ‘Kansas City; | 

”-Angeles:: KOVR;’ Stockton; :Calif., 

ft. abstained from, voting. 

a Ford and Kenneth ‘Cox, . 

ce to Breathe 
s 

to, the planners. ee 
2° "TD PE-~64, which . ‘remains: “the: ‘only. ‘syndication trade. “event;: me 
mF - promises. a Breater’ selection. of. exhibit rooms and’ a. more ‘compact: . 

‘layout; according: to the TFE-64 executive committee. - The rooms | 
‘will’ be -on’ the fourth floor-of the Pick-Congress ‘Hotel,: Yather. 

‘:..:>than‘on: the.third floor; the location of the. rooms ‘last year. 
TFE-’64 will beheld: April ‘5-8; in ‘conjunction’ with. the annual” 

meeting of the National: Assn.. ‘of Broadcasters, .\ which will. be: held. = 
in the- nearby: Conrad. Hilton Hotel:: 

_  TFE’s: cocktail. ‘party.’and reception’ for ty" ‘station. execs will. be = 
a “held ' in the ‘Great: Hall of the -Pick-Congreéss - on -April:.5,“Sunday.” | 

.... Last: year, :the TFE.reception. drew over’ 1,200 guests. Named.’ 
-.” | chairman - of . the .. Entertainment’ Committee - “for. “TFE-’64 is Leo - 
», ‘Gutman; of Four Star. Distribution. ‘Mike Laurence, of: ‘Trans-Lux;”: ae 
~~ : has “has been en appointed chairman. of. ‘the business. affairs committee. 

“Bendon; Dee: 3. SF 
The’ British commercial. tv- web, 

comprising: ‘four major. and several: 
. minor production. “limbs, exports {| 
. per year more. documentary shows. 

than: does. any -other- single. video.j] - 
: ‘operation.. In. fact, it: is likely that} 

“IV. Newsman 

om: be. fue i jaa ‘treatise - 

“thrust. in“ this particular field - tops: 
even ‘the’ combined .. total. of: they]: 
: three ‘American networks.. at . 

“This was ~revealed ‘by. Leilie. i 

Candidates 
* 

. Harris, . production .executive :witi} - ie. the. ‘upcoming my, 

“ITC, -Associateéd: TeleVision’s |} 3 
wholly _ owned:.-distribery,.: in. his 58th Anniversary N umber 
address to the Television’ ‘Viewers |} -2 i Of. : 
-Gouncil here:. Harris, ‘as’ an: Amer-|] aa 

.._ dean; . was defending” British pro-} SMETY | ote 
-.gram'- “exporters... ‘who, -_at times, | 
‘have .. been’ accused . of. presenting 1 
too. . commercial .an- image -—||>. ©. 
especially’ in ‘the: emergent nations — 

»- Of Africa. . 
.. : According to Harris, in. the: ‘past 
"! year ITC ‘sold ‘overseas sonie 4,500)© 

. approximately . 800: ‘hours’ were. in.|- 
- “the. documentary category. Put an-]" 

year, the average ‘number of docu- |. 
‘mentaries it made. available during |. 

: the--year owas 50,: plus. 15 religious | : " Dublin; Dec. 3. 

7 7'Some: . “of: the sales: " problems 
_ ‘allied to the educational program: 
“:eategory as: encountered ‘by British} 
distribs in ‘emergent | nations, . lig, . 

_- said; Harris in- the. fact- that: Native 
‘stations’ will not ‘pay for. etv: pro-. 
grams (even at: cost). although the: 
demand ‘for them -exceeds that of | 

dominated by: American. ‘product... 

‘documentaries. ‘Harris, said: it..was. 
) (Continued: on’. page. 40). 

Mrs$2000000-- 
Balto Bay 0 ayed 

’ ‘Washington, Dee, 3." 

- With, ‘frust-buster Lee: Loevinger | 
“dissenting, “FCC: okayed. ‘“Metro- 
media’s: $2; 000,000. buy ‘of. WCBN-. 
AM-FM, Baltimore ‘from: ‘the : -Bal- 

.! ‘timore’ Broadcasting. Corp, 
oot. -Commission’s approval hinged on) 

@ Metronredia stockholder. .divest- | - 
“ing “interest in. another: -broadeast |. 

property: to- comply. ‘with multiple + 
«ownership- rules. “ Sales i in 8 Markets Grant: was “also nade without |S 

~..| Boston-born: Director Getieral, who 
3 | started” the service bowed -out ‘and 
+ was. replaced by .an Irish: ‘business, 
a executive. ‘with ‘no. previous experi- 
: | ence of tv, radio or. show biz. He is 
| Kevin. McCourt:’ -A’.new controller 
\-of programms, Swedish-born Gunnar. 
Ruggheimer, of MCA, was .also. ap-. 
‘pointed. during. the. year ‘and~ he |. 
introduced a new ‘setup for: pro- 

.| gramming, naming. former head of }. 
‘| public ‘affairs, Jack White; as an as- 
‘sistant - ‘program? controller ‘and | 
‘giving .a -similar “appointment . to 
‘Padraig. O’Raghallaigh, head - ‘of | 
presentation: : 

"(Continued on. page 34) 

action . in ~ othe - Orlando... -ehannel |: 

39 case.. 
:.. Buy. of WCBM. gives Metromedia 

are WNEW, New York; WIP, Phils. 
‘Adelphia; ‘WHK, Cleveland: KMBC, 

_,._ Kansas. City and. KLAC,” Los: 

Metromedia also- -owns: sever tel: : 

* WNEW; ... New : York; - KTTV,. Los: ‘Scrantén;” and ‘WHEN, ‘Syracuse. : 

_WTYVP,. ‘Deeatur, oe and. WIVES, 
- Peoria, TH 
o - Sale ofthe: KOVR, Stockton’ to. 
7 ‘the McLatchey Newspapers for: $8, =: 
000, 000 awaits. FCC ‘approval. 
“Commissioner . Robert | Bartley: 

-Favoring the buy. were. Chairman’ 
a Ey . William . Henry- -and -‘ Commis- 
.. Sioners: Robert -E: ‘Eee; Frederick 

_ French ‘dubs. * 

“The: Vinnited ‘selectioit of ‘hospitality suites, which: caused some | 
. “beets. ‘among..syndicators ‘at last’ year’s Television Film Extibition, ~~. 
“ig being remedied: for the. ‘Upcoming TFE Chicago event, ceo | 1 

oe Corp. to Telesynd, ‘from Metro TV ji} 

| 3 since. ‘passed: Even United Artists} _ 
20. | Television, which ‘absorbed Ziv, has |} 

-7. ‘| merged its accounting and ship-| 

| How: long ‘UA-TV . will. operate a. = 
— “>. | f'sales’ organizations. ‘for-its. feature} Ya 

aes on | and. telefilm operation: ‘is. a. Inoot | ya 

> BRUCE CARROLL at ve oy 
.@wells on how. slectioneeriag 

* IV $s. Prime Ti ime Bod 

-|] pix. “Metro: TV,’ though,: has: .in- fee ME YY. 
* -_ . -4| herited. - ‘the’ off-network. half-hour 

ae = re a | tance ‘has forced . Metro: TV's” pix 
‘salesmen to broaden: their: outlook 

HY the’ syndication. of. a.. first-run|* 
ne é " af ‘property - for - the first. time, - “Zero: 

One,” made in England, : at: Metro | 
Pia other stetitica ond dete-flled 

| At Jaek. ‘Wrather .. ‘Enterprises, - with. 

4 Ranger,” - went. out ’-and- nabbed j- 
“1 Car: ‘54, Where Are. You,” -as an: 
"-g | off-network . property for: ‘the: mar- | 
roa ket-by-market:. rounds. : ~ Again, a 

Ameriean-produced featufes con-.| 
| tinue to dominate peak. time .view- 
ing on .Telefis Eireann. ‘(Irish:. TV) 
during 1968. Total time for .im- 
‘ported. programs -was.. about, 55%. 
.of: all. transmissions. “Top Ten”. 
TAM © ratings. - were invariably } 

- Switch of: -top ~ personnel ‘took | 
: place’ during. 1963.: Edward J. Roth, 

Advertising“: “reveriue- “built “up, : 
iit: the build up_of set ownership | 

“| market.catalog.. .. ~ | 
.-|. In’an off-beat note, anda. gesture |" 

For Seven Arts Vol. 8 0 
* Seven: Arts Jatest- ‘package. of. 42: 

features; : tagged. as. Vol: §&. in ‘its: 
: “Films of ‘the ’50s” series, has been 
sold in: eight. markets’. in its. first 
‘week. of -tv distribution: -The :films.-|: 
were acquired: by. KCTO,. Denver; ; 

‘| WKZO-TV,. Grand. Rapids;» WEEK- |‘. 
TV, Peoria: -KTAR-TV;. Phoenix:. 
WCHS-TV, ‘Portland: Ore.;' WRGB- 
TV,’ : Schenectady: .” WDAU-TY, 7 

‘TT. In’ ‘Canada; Seven: Arts ‘Produc: 
tions Ltd.” sold various.: feature’ 
packages: ‘and “cartoons to. CFCN. 
Calgary; - - Alberta: -CHSA,. Lloyd- 
minster, Sask.;.CHOV, Pembroke, 

“| Ont: CFPL, London, ‘Ont.; CECF,: 
Montreal; CKNX;- Wingham, ‘Ont.;.]°: 
and - ‘CSAY, - - Winnipeg. .CJIPM, 
Chicoutimi; ‘Que. ‘was. ‘signed: for 
71 -features dubbed: in’ French and: 

 [CECM, ‘Quenbece: City. sequired 12. 

____ LOCAL, TV-RADIO & SYNDICATION 

Ls gy] 

London, Dec. 3. 
From Hollywood BO 

“From: Independent: Television | fates 

ae SawART: . j Japan, the biggest..grossers for. 
4 to CBS Films; from United’ Artists } 

| [Television ‘to..Allied” Artists’ . Tele- brightly, scourtes. [and Canada, are’ now being 
4 Vision, the move ison. eatalo more | si ge AL, Mert os equals by qe US. film 
divers ‘Program catalog” in AR is overseas 

: syndication. oe “The e Rating Maker |] program: sales dollars. But,. for 
1 , we: - 7 

“another Editorial Feetare 

“Phere :was a. time: “when: many |} > aaee 
syndication . ‘houses... prided: them- | 1 and’ ‘Australia by far. outstrip the 

: U.K. as. importers. : 1 selves’on. marketing one . type. of |]: 
| preduet,: when the larger ‘syrdica-||' “Is the ipcoming .. 4] | Findings are those from a sur- 

*4.tion. houses ‘had -different - Selling ||" } vey conducted by ITC; Associated 
“1 divisions, “each: «division specializ-j/. Sah. h Anniversary. Number. |, TeleVision’s -prodytion ‘and _sell- 

‘Ting in areas Yanging’ from ‘proper- { . ef oan || ing subsidiary. With the going. . 
| ties: to: the types of -sales‘involved. |} . 

‘That ‘eta, for the most part, hasj/ ” « x - . Jj tict averaging approximately $5,000 
Ab ASIETY ro | an ‘hour—in some cases jacking up 

Pies other statistical ond. dete-filed. 

‘| ping functions ‘for both its feature |{- ‘ ts “articles: 
and, vid. film. syndication operation. |" 

| lets.is devoted. to ofishore. mate- 

‘| origin). Main buyers here are 
question.” Bae fe : 1 BBC, ‘which screens more or less 

| *.Some~ ' $yndication © ‘firms: - find ae 
| themselves’ inheriting a diversified] -. Fi 7. 
program catalog. Metro :TV: is.such |. ° °4™ 
an example: Dick “Harper's Metro} |: . gw 

1-TV: _ Syndication: operation is more}... 9 
weighted toward selling’ feature}: ~~: 

; j ming, and the coémmercial ‘stations 

oS Pog. US. Product in their individual 

{ 122 :commercial stations: 
by 45. companies have an. insatiable 
‘appetite for American vidfare and 
are subject to no quota restric- 

tie “Washington, 1 Dec. 3. 
“Thsiders: ‘here | expect. imminent | 

‘announcement, that.” ' Metromedia. 
will - ‘sign "on David. Schoenbrun. 
to air a- syndicated” “MEWS - ‘Pro~ 

and. ‘hourlong. -seties:: The ‘inheri-] 

| to: encompass ‘off-network: :vidfilm. 
||. senies:’ Metro: TV. also has taken: on | gram. ‘with: -Metromedia.. 

‘Though: ~eonfirmation’ wasn't | 
‘available, ‘Schoenbrun | fas. ‘sup- 

: studios in Britain: . | posedly worked -out . arrangements | 
J\- On: the ‘other h and, “Telesynd, ‘Et to, have ‘first a radio. and then = nese. australia’ 

evision’ ‘news - ‘program: syhdi-]. imilarly, - us operates. no 
minor ‘distribution arm | owned by cated. by Metronet, the sales, ‘out- ‘quota.. against - overseas ‘material 

let of Metromedia. ... , 
“Word is ‘Schoenbrun . will be: a 

50%: partner - in ‘the - ‘arrangement. wt: 
ogram “David = ‘Schoenbrun. 

Reporting” will -be a news) andj. 
‘analysis. strip running five. minutes ; 
«Monday through Friday.: : 

‘It’s expected:to. debut. oni - Jan. 6. 
and Metromedia is reportedly try-]} 
‘ing to: line. up 100. ‘buyers: by the, t 
first airing.” 

' Television preem ‘will. likely” fol: 

‘stations _ and, it’s. believed, there 

| one: “major. property, “Lone | * try’s. film imports are taken from 

for ‘American shows. 

{ move. toward. catalog ° diversifica-: 
4 tion, this time, though, represented 
| by. a- smaller: house. ~. 

‘Independent: : Television: ‘Corp., 
1 sparked ‘by. board. chairman. Mike’ 

| -Nidorf and: exec v.p. Abe Mandell, ; 
has’ had’ as. a- cornerstone | “of . its 
‘program’ policy to build a: diversi- low. in: a couple’ montis.:: : 
fied - array- of series. and. programs. : Folks. in. the - know . Say. “Metro-| top, . the’ estimated $3,500,000. a 

ITC's" catalog now ‘anges . from ‘media. eventually hopes to. expand | year. that .fows ‘to ‘Yank Mistribs 
the syndicated tiews concept to: in-| from this’ country. 

first-run ‘series’ to” ‘educational: te 
shows..In order to buoy its ‘first- 

clude ‘a bevy” ‘of. big-name .news-| - 
casters 2 la the newspaper. colum- j. 

rug hold:on the: national ‘and syn-. a | 
‘| dication .level, ITC; - which | is 

‘nist ‘syndicates: - mo 
= -Seheenbrun. ‘has been. on: “the: ‘air: rogram. - 

owned - -by. = the. “well. heeled As- Pr 
-Sotiated Television of England, has 

and. ‘wire for and ‘with Metromedia} 
sin¢e. President. ‘Kennedy’s’ assas-]..°° °° 

‘set: aside. a $50,000,000. kitty:.over | sination. - He -first ‘was ‘doing. pro-i . 
‘a: five-year. period “for coproduc- grams: from. Paris and in. jhe. last) 2 
‘tions. (see separate story). | few: days’ from Washington: 4. & 

- Screen :Gems. is ‘a. classical. ex-|° Metromedia: reportedly: tried to}: 
‘ample .of product : diversification, | sign’ Schoenbrun- on “a ‘regular |" ‘tad Cleve. e. 
‘under: one. sales. roof..SG has fea-| basis. but : he- demurred - and the]..- 

| Cieveland, Dec. 3. 

is Germany which will pay any- 

tures, + off-network.. properties, ‘car- |}. di e: 

toons: reruns, “and “Festival ‘of |: vn iéation: deal was | -_then ar 

‘Performing . Arts,” all handled by} “As ‘it. ‘stands now; “the show wilt}: 
the. sames.N. Y. and field salesmen. | include: ‘Much. ocean-hopping with | 

The diversification’ yen- also ‘is{ : 
feit by. ‘such: firms as Four Star's inte US" ee equal. Sime: 
‘syndication . wing, under. Len. Fire- 

{| stone. : Four. Star.. has — made | no. 
secret.- that: it. would’ like: to. nab 

| feature films, . and. ‘possibly get into 
first-run.° syndication, _Tather - -than |- 
‘be. wholly dependent : on off-net- |. 
work’ properties -for ifs market-by- MCH. TV Overseas Sales: 

Science Show to Janan| 
| “Science. “All: Stars,” the! MGM-: 
TV series, ‘spotlighting “high school | ard’s. WEWS. 

. youngsters. active’ in|. science,’ ‘has: . 
‘been. sold: to. Japan.’. Show- "bow ws i In - salary hikes, Storer agreed 

‘Jan.-12 on ABC-TV here. -MGM-{ to pay minimums ‘of. $172.50 in 
TV’ has “made . a. flock’ -of “other | Tadio.after ‘three years, and $180. 
foreign program- Sales, ‘including! 

He’ will;. howéver; be ‘ready to} 
travel’ to ‘other. ‘eontinents. if the 
theres Story: is: _ unfolding: 

ere — 

ees receiving salary hikes over the 
two-year. contract and introduction 
of. sustaining fees.:The latter is a 

.| to.. enliven: its. array - -of - product, |. - 
. CBS: Films. took on for distribution |: 

the ‘Jack. ‘Douglas 90-minute special}. 

would - strengthen’ its drive to es- 
‘tablish a union shop in the atea’s. 

‘on gold, called “Golden. Tee.” NBC. 
‘ilms, the: syndication - -subsid. of 

NBC,. has -hit gold dust -by” acquir- 
ing - the. Japanese - ‘made “cartoon. 
“Astro .Boy,’” ‘representing - ‘an off- | 
-beat..venture :and another color’ on |: 
the NBC’ Films’ product. spectrurs.| ‘The Eleventh Hour’ to Southern | | 
‘ABC Films has made similar moves. TV in England. ‘and’ ‘to. ‘Rhodesia { agreed ta a $750 per Spdt, per 

Oiie :of.the more recently formed:| Television. ‘Ltd. 135 cartoons to ™an; the latter significant in. that 
companies, the partnership of Hank. 
Saperstein: and Harold. Goldman, 
under the corporate. title: of. Screen: 

. Entertainment, - -again. represents a 
thrust. in “ product:. diversification. 
Saperstein’ s. Television Personali-. 
ties ‘salesmen who had: been. handi-. 
ing the. “Dick. Tracy” ‘and “Mr: 
Magoo”. cartoons ‘ now are. selling 
the: post-’50 features as well. 
Few |syndie outfits such. 

Official Films, which: has. it~ it 
‘comparatively big with its .docu- 
mentary-news series: and: Embassy, 
now enjoying a ball. with “its -Mass 

_ (Continued: on. Page. 30. . ‘EY, . ‘Eureka, 'C | hopen: talks. with WERE.: 

Peru; “Father of the Bride,” to -Re- usually :‘two-man shows. Manage- 
diffusion -Ltd:. of Hong Kong:. a: ment: also agreed to cut back from 

vet’’ to: ‘ Associated: Rediffusion: ‘Int: nouncer . ‘cut: studio cominercials.. 

to: CHIC“TV,. Sqult-St.. Marie; ‘On-{: agreements. on FM, public ‘service 
‘tario: times, ete.. 
Zs “Domestically.. MGM-TV: hag std | Storer, gupervisory personnel 

as “Christmas. In: The’. Holy ‘Land,”] about 55 union ‘engineers and stage 
with Art Linkletter,. to: WCHS-TV, | employees réfused to cross picket’ 
Charleston, W.":Va.:- WFTV.’ Or- lines during the strike. 
Jando, : Fla.; KGBT-TV, Harlingen, | AFTRA has extended the WHE 

s Next 
7 in the conta market, Britain. and - 

|S. vidfilm outside’ of America 

4) sheer volume of product, Japan: 

|| xate in Britain for overseas prod-_-:. 

to. $7,000 ‘or. more—the -U.K, op-. 
ft erates” a 14% foreign quota which- 
: means . about 14 hours a week of. 

—! British - ‘video: time on. both out- 

7 {xial’ (most. of which is of "3S. -: 

.{ am hour a.day of Yank. program- 

. 14) which take a similar amount - 

ae in” “Japa, however, where the 
"| Boing rate. is $3,000 an hour, the. 

‘operated 

tions;.- ITC reports that its own. - 
zm catalog. has been sold out- to Japan “ 

is hardly one Yank show -which 
has not - been. seen. by the Nippo- 

J and more than 80% of. the cown- 

the US. ‘Rates there have re- . 
eéently climbed ‘to $3,000. an hour : 

‘But while a-far greater percent-.. 
‘age o£ American’ shows is seen in © 
Japan and. Australia than .in Brit- 
ain, biggest revenue earner is a. 

between the U.K. and Ja--— 
“pan. It’s felt: that the volume of 

‘product exported to--Japan at a ° 
lower rate may now equal, even’. 

‘Best paying g customer 3 in Europe . 

{ thing. up to , $18,000. for. ane hour: 

A Thanksgiving Eve. settlement .. 
ended the 12-day. strike of AFTRA. 
‘and the Storer Broadcasting radie-- 
television outlets with: 17 employ-- 

| first -in 'the area -and. paves. the. 
[way for’ -AFFRA ‘demands on 
|: |- Westinghouse’ s KYW-TV when ..... 
| contract ‘talks open ‘next year. 
‘AFTRA: also “indicated the move — 

only jnon-tv ‘outlet, Scripps. How-.. 

for staffers- after four years: on -- 
: In: sustaining « fees Storer © = 

Panamerica’ de ‘Television in: Lima, ; Major newscasts on Channel’ are . 

second .season ‘of’.“National Vel-| 28.:to seven: the number of an-. 

‘the U.K:; and 50 pre-1958 features; AFTRA’s’ concessions. ~ involved: 

_||.its:- owe-hour :-color: seasonal: show, | Kept the stations on the air when: 

‘Tex; WTVT,. cae and. _EvI@- “contract until Dec, 19 and will also 

| 

| 
; 
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Temple Houston is is ‘the least talkative lawyer intele- . of how. rugged the West of | his era. really was. ae 

“VISION.. Though. he: can: deliver: a fine oration; NBC's: a The Western has: been. with: us a. long. time,. and 50- 

young saddle-and-spurs solicitor is generally short: ‘phistication has crept into the picture. The hero must® 

on words, long” on action:. ‘This: is. natural. ) - still: ride tall and shoot straight, ut nowadays.” 

enough. Temple i is a true. son of: his: fighting “he. jmust also: come ‘across as. a ‘full-fledged, © 

father, history’ S. General. Sam Houston. ot ‘flesh-and-blood. man..- ‘Which. des cribes | young 

Young Temple i is.a defender of. people. and - Hollywood: star J effrey Hunter, who: plays. 

principles.. The fact that his real-life story: “Temple. Houston, ‘and: his co-star, J ack. Elam. 

beats most frontier fiction hollow i is ay measure. They play for. keeps. Every Thursday night. 

Look. to NBC for the best combination of: news, information and entertainment. 
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“Montreal. Bee. *. 
* Radio’ ‘Station ‘CFMB, neafing|.. 2... 

"Ast antiiversary.. ‘of its” ‘existence, “ a 
has *. proved: ‘an ‘important . ‘peimt: | 

.. Make. the ‘outlet. unique, . ‘aud: “the |. 
-  charices af ssuCCESS: “are: that” much |: 
Q. ‘greater: 

“What: ‘mmaikes thie ‘station ititrcrent 
= ” from. anything else: that’s -ever ‘hit 

oe the Tallio: waves. in Canada—anil: 
| possibly: un fhe’ continent—is ‘that |: 

.@esigned sto: 

serve. the ‘tastes and needs of “New 
--. Canadians” (ix, immigrants). and 

is. ‘multilingual,: 

-? thus far, it.plays’ programs in~18 
different languages. for most of the. * 

_.. day and ‘night. - 
le “Station - . went: ° operational - ‘on. 
Dee.’ 21, 1962,. after : ‘four years: of 

‘dickering and : debating: with the} 
..Board.. of . -Briadeast: Governors— 

_<:.who..were told frankly by: Casimir 
1 Gwe ‘Stanezykowski, - president . and 

" gen: man. ‘that. the programs would 
be. pitched ‘to ..the “ethnic. commu 

Roe tre uae er rere OST LTE Te Re NIN EO SE TS” 

~~ 

"Seripter oa . 

PLT aa VU OTR BTS OS: TS RS ATT rT NT AST NS PPT ST SILC a ES eg STEP oF one 
Fee, : . ‘ acer woe - 

en I ‘MILTON M RAISON’ of age : 

= 

Dee. 3. 

open here’ ‘next “April 1. 
--South German: ‘Pelevision, ‘head: 

‘quartered: “here, has felt. the: “same |] 
pressing ‘need ‘fortrained .camera- | 
‘men, television ‘directors, writers ||... 
and sstage-builders. ‘that ‘have both-:| ja 

“Stittgert,. | ar 
aphe. ‘rst “television ‘school’ to 

-|-train:. ‘newcomers ‘inthe: epmpli- 1] 
(eated needs of..this. country’s : Brow. | 
‘ing -television. industry is. going: to. | 

~ fapleced the aeesie witlations 
af the msi Fa 

ered. ‘the niné stations: maki
ng “up ja a _ . 

‘the ¥irst ‘TV: Net, -and, which. have |® 
|also’-created. a ‘problem . for. ‘the 10 C: 
‘country's: Second ‘TV. Net. | 
“Now, with. each ‘of the nine ‘orig: i. 

“inal: stations: planning: a. local: Re- ||: 3: 
gional ‘Channel’ sometimes. next -3agB SJ: 
-year or in.1965,:the need for quali- ; 

snity—and. amid plenty: -of- -skepti-- 7 

Bed te television. workers is ‘increas. | a ) 

8 || nara at. i iehing se new archives | h. 

FE AS RT NT EEG 2 FN ER oe 

'" eism. by. the rest: of:.-Radio “Row |g, . 
.- that the station would- ever get eal : 
the greund—financially. pt 
According: ’Stancyzkowski, {~ - 
: ‘however, CoM ‘has. ‘not. only. wgot-}-: 
ten’ off the ‘ground; but: is ‘more |‘: 

a: “he ‘Anglo-American sit en ‘tie |? ‘aha: 
7 . | stiff’ British’ quota: alloting ‘prec-| Yakima; ~ WRBL 

. «| tically one-hour a ‘night ‘for Ameri- | aod * 
: |2an ‘tv program fare on British ty |" Lo 
» | outlets. is ‘due. fo: grow ‘tasre -tlif- Te 

 area- 

‘than - holding “its.” own:. with .“‘ex-. m 
* cellent” prospects of ‘black -ink. op- 

-. “erations in ‘the. forseeable ‘future. iz 
“: "The “secret:.of -CFMB's: SUCCES | own 

2, Cam. he “traced to.a- ‘number ot ‘fac-| Brown 

‘ swork”. 
‘NBC affiliates here. ae bo 
Jt Gs: a ofe-day. ‘Radio-Television. ~— 

| Clinic For high ‘school’ journslists.. his 
“More ‘than. 140 high ‘school news- |". 

paper astaffers ‘and -their’ advisers |~ 

; tors: - 
coe oc ‘The: sadvanee - “home 
; and: planning ‘that went, to ‘studies 
of : ecanemics’ and | ‘programming, 

: for many ‘months . before the: pro- 
gram went ‘on the ‘air last Dec -:21. |- 
2. ‘The recognition that . the -so- 
-called “‘ethnic  market’’: - Tepresents 

upwards of 400,000" persons ‘whose. 
»,- ‘interests‘are ‘teased. and tantalized 
with . their -native . language - and: 

“folklore, “beyond. the anxiety ‘to |: 
* Tine up :avith :either. the. “French” |. 
OF, English” rattio outlets—a -peint' 

. "been: largely: “missed: ‘by. 
older: ‘and “more hidebound sta- 
that “had 

‘tions. et 
:3.- The generous: ‘inchisian - 

° teners: - 
5. The: ‘Spackground- of. Stancay- | 

“kowski ‘himself ‘ who, - though. still 
- in. his 30's, ‘has a wide experience | 
sin: ‘ethnic ‘broadcasting : going ‘back | , | 
a 5. ._ Radio, ‘spoke on “Es. News, the Cand “program ‘material to Britain,|'* 

te she is| 

’ gimmick; ‘of course,: 
ig. that “the: ‘business of attracting |. 

_- the. ethnics ‘through ‘an. “appeal ‘to: 
-, ‘their mative and patriotic -senti-. 
is ments, 2is no. -gimmick :at. all; in 
ae ‘the general tone- ‘of the’ ‘pro-. 

: “NAB Backs th B sacks Mls, 
WS Stat 

a . 

* Sgrabhington:. Dec. 3.- 
“NAB ‘pleanet “every: possible. as- |. 

sistance” ‘to four. Minneapolis sta-:}. 
tions still fighting ‘FUC-imposed | 

identify a ~ Zfines - ‘for. failing. ‘to 
_- Sponsor. 

“Fhe stations: have refused to. bay: 
the $500 charges and their: case is 

- ~now -before.a US. “District, Court.) 
vin: Minneapolis. - 

.-  NAB~and. the: stations ‘are. “ehial- | . 
lenging. FCC’s ‘ruling: that: any at- 

tion nat: completely. : ‘accidental ‘ds. 
_. “willfull”..and that ‘the word. “re: a peated” ‘means more than onte.. _ 

Stations KSTP-TV,. WCCO-TY, 
“" KMSP-TV ~ and. WTCN-TV: -were 

fined: for. “repeated - ‘and willful”. 
violatian “of “sponsor identification |-. 

rules.’ They ‘aired a videotape: pro- | 
gram supporting: a Sunday ¢losing | .. 
ordinance .ivithout. :mentioning its 

<i sponsorship «by: a. downtown" mer-: 
chants asseciation.” 
“FCC's final. forfeiture. order. was, 

7 ol issued. in- October-.. 
: NAB. General. ‘Counsel Douglas. 

bee Anéllo- charged ECC's: interpreta-. 
..".. tion of “repeated ' ‘and willfull’’ was. 

..“unrealistic.”. « * 
‘He said the Minneapolis: stations 

. rs ‘failure to: identify the sponsor “was: 
"not deliberate. but an n ‘unintentional 

tnistake.” 7 ee 

ot 
ee French and English broadcasts. anil: 

: newscasts—such as a delightfully, 
‘casual femme ; interview . show ‘hy 
Sheila Revers, a w-k. actress. avhp |S 
As: also ‘fhe president's . Gal Fritay.. 

_. & The “study of the” Yiddish | 
Bes market—110,000 | in. the | ‘Moritreal 

“Es - effectively served 
by’ Nachum “Wilchesky, @ Mortreal- 
‘born: Jewish. ‘school: ‘principal 

oe whose: Widilish : ‘fliency “for. .inter- 
Views; and. ‘knowledge: ‘of .Jewash . 
culture; amakes ‘him. an. ideal -attrac-. 
tion: for. all devels:. af. Jewish: ie: 

| | etiiate, . “gooperation: 

Breer. Morris; and: farm 

son Fines| 

“atlanta. Dec. 3. 

like Topsy, °: 

stations, WSB-TV, AMEEM, 

aL alli “promotion, which . has | , | tele : 

friends. hy the . -score for ago ‘virturads 

‘quota 

pathered: at White columns, ‘WSB's|~ mr 

amansion-type.. home ‘on’ historic. radian 

annual all-day’ session’. “im. ‘broad- | ‘Wy fare. 
Peachtree. Street, . for : the 

‘Harb Kaplow, NBC. News’ Wash- | View. of 
“-eorrespondent, . ington .. was - 

‘at. Athens: . 

‘the )can. 
*heattliner and a closed-circuit. aaudi- | 20. & mol 
sence interview with John ‘Palmér, sew 

-|forner WSB-TV : staffer: and: now |S 
awvith NBC News. in Chicago Was “AD | | 
mdded feature: on hig 

‘News ~ clinic “is - cosponsored. by. ee Ee 
University. of ‘Georgia School ‘of Oe ne ae ET 

Elmo Ellis, WSB ‘Radio manager | ita 
Pot :the. morning session under away | Se0gest:.: 
with. a lecture: titled: “News. is a #6 % 
Big’ Fat. Question Mark,” ° giving | foreign 
gtuiients ‘an insight into what makes |but 
Tatlin news: -WSB Radio newsmen | ome.” 
combined a.series of questions and}: 3 
‘ithistrated with ‘slides and stapes |°ot 
how stadio. tiews is knowledge, in- 
‘formation, veontinuois, “people, . im-'}* 

‘enter- 4 

Bill ‘Sanders, WU: ‘pf. Ga: Journal | a 
ism student, who spent: last sum- 

and. 
tainment: 

meres ‘an intern (trainee) at wss |u: SS. 

Teer: -for You?” — 
"Participating. - 

<L3ack | Scott; producer. ° Tommy. 
.| Thompson; ' woman’ 's director Au- 
_|drey . Tittle; and _ . Sports - editor: 

| Frank Stiteler: .~ .° 
Atlanta Associated ‘Press Bureau’ 

7 | accede. to the: desire of a foreign: 
‘}country. to..maintain the rational. 
* V eharacter of its. tv fare. Translating 
pthat desire. to a. 36%. limitation,. 

. (Continued: ‘on- Page 38). 

WRC Tans Thornton 
Pittsburgh, ‘Dec. 3. 

Peter. ‘Thornton, p.t.. director der { 
-KDKA-TV ‘since °1955,. has beén |: . 
named ‘ advertising: ‘and. sales ‘pro- 
Motion director of: the. Group .W/ 
station. sticceeding David ‘N: -Lewis 
who was recently. .nanied: ad. and 

: promo head of the Graup’ W ‘chain.. 
‘Thornton: 

came to: the.:U.S. in: “1989 with “Ice 
and ©.was. 

‘working’ for John: H. Harris- when. 
‘UHF er. 

here” in 1953. “When - the. station’ 
-went. off the air, Thornton’ joined 
KDKA-TV ‘as. Publicity head.:. 

-A’- native: - Londoner, 

Capades International” © 

he’ . went ‘to: ‘WENS,) “the 

i “Box Office 26° Sales: 
‘United Artists. ‘Television's : “tens 

ture’ package, “Box ‘Office 26,” ‘has 
-been sold: in.a total of 130 markets, 
with the .addition of. 10.. deals. : 
: ‘Most. recent markets - ‘acquiring 

‘include:.- KFEQ,: :St.: 
Joseph, ‘Mo:; _ WSPA; Spartanburg, : 
ioe OF WTOC: - Savannah: .. WBOC, 

| Salisbury,. Md.: “‘WRVA,: Richmond,. 
Vas KPIX, ‘San ‘Francisco; WRAL;: 
Raleigh, N.C.: WSOC, . “Charlotte, 
N.C.;. KFDA,. “Amarillo, Tex;; and. 

oe WSHS,. Charleston, WW. Na. OOS 

the. package... 

“in - “this. : gession : 
were WSB ‘Staffers;. ‘News: director 
King Elliott: morning -news ‘editor 
Jim Herne Clockwatcher (midnight |ma' 
+o. 5 a.m.) program ‘host ‘Bob Me-/ ties. 

~. | ¥artand: ‘public affairs. editor - Au-|° 
: director | 

Jimmy - Dunaway; mobile Teporter: e 

‘that it’s z erroneous in foreign trede| eet. 
matters to try to ‘match . oc 

. | view of. U.S. exporters. 

Privately, ‘some JU. Ss: ‘exporters 

though, -is. way out in .terms of 
degree, in the. view oF the Ameri- 
cans. - 

The "86%: quota. not: ‘only: limits 
the’ number..of ‘shows | which ‘pos- 
aibly. ‘could ‘be sol@ in. Britain; ‘but. 
‘is «a sharp * “depressarmt on. -shows 
:which ‘do. win aa: airing against a}. 
“pool of - ‘competition: The quota atso |. 
‘has repercussions in other markets.. ; - 
‘Canada followed Britain's Jead, and |: 
: ota. ‘There. are}, imposed a 55%: au e are ‘diversify. corporate activity, Wol- other :examples: Those’ working 
-towards: a: freer ‘inarket ‘find: the. 
British ‘quota a- miajor. block | in 
their efforts elsewhere... 

Ht was recalled. here that British 
__ motion ‘picture interests for years. 

| felt that they were blocked .out ‘of 
“the American . market, that Britain 
was. Playing: : H 
“while: U.S: 

+ product. only .in limited: art hoiises, 
af. at ‘all, That’ situation, ‘it’s con-|- 
tended, has been. ‘altered _sharply,| 
with British product . new’ playing |: 
‘the : circuits, if..the. picturé - has| 

‘preduct 
“Was ‘playing | “British 

popular. merit, ‘It would be™ “pre- 
‘mature, it’s argued, to rule. out the 
eventual | possibilities of’ British . t¥ 
programs.:to make -their: way on 
-American tv. screens in ‘much: more 

_ significant numbers: than currently: . 

popularity: they Schueve abroad. t 
‘To. throttle the chances ‘of U.S.|. 
‘Shows. to- gain exposure. and.com= 
‘pete for popularity is.unfair-in the Springfield Broadcasting . Co. 

| Selling “the -outlet’ -was Lincoln the program schedule.” That's the. 

. ‘Nebraska. Fowa* stations. _uare | 
.KMNS ‘Sioux. City and: KOEL, Oel-!: 

‘Salina, Kan 

‘education -- division for. the: 16m 
‘|-market. - 

education” division: ‘wilk 
‘Story. of 

Was ington, Dec. 2. - 1 , gazettes, week plucked 
FCC okayed the $700,500 sale ef (columnist John ‘Justin Smith frem 

WMAY-AM, | Springfield; Ill, to| the Daily News for what ‘has ‘been 
Ine. | described -as “an important spot.on 

Broadcasting Co.Inc.. . {station's biggest talent acquisitien - 
Springfield : is owned: by ‘Stuart. since’ John (Red) Madigan was- 

Investment | Co. which now ‘holds |-spirited away from. the American 
the. maximum séven AM -stations.|to become ‘WBBM-TV’s editerial 
Stuart’s. other. eutlets. are XFOR, voice about a.year age. Madigan . 
Eincaln; KRGI,:.Grand Island andj since. then has been upgraded to 
KODY, . “North. Platte, -all ‘in news: ‘director. . 

- Smith, ‘who | joins: ‘the: station 

Seah lng ar RSA. oP ik thot ce 
me * | having worked variously as gen-__ 

Pas a eral. assignment reporter, assistant - 

= y — ‘7 's Tom Pash {film and musie critic, and assistant: 
a ieds adel city editor until he started. his. 
wo! -. Hollywood, Dec..8.. |column-.of general comment in 

‘In an expansion: move to:further |1961. In effect, he had taken over 
Jack .Mabley’s. column ‘when. 

per Prod.ctions ‘has formed a new ai switched to: the American. 

wein. 

Smith. will be. carried by the .. 
station officially as a.writer and 

Jack. Muleaty, - ‘who . has been | an-camera personality in the news 
functioning as. producer, has’ been: department, although’ it’s. under-* 
named. by: prexy. ‘David L: Wolper: that he’ t t r- 
‘to..head’ the: “néwly-created unif.: stood. that s ‘not going to pai ticipate’ in the newscasts. Specula- 

tion is that- he might become the 
station’s . new.. editorial voice now 

. { that: ‘Madigan. is news director. _ 
4 “The WBBM-TV' scorecard row | 

WINS Ups: Goldberg - reads ‘five piracies from the Amer- 
Gerald “M.- Goldberg thas. been ican ‘(Madigan .and: field reporters 

upped. to: the. new: ‘post of. director |.Walt. Jacobson, Sheri Blair, Wen-_ 

First” shows’ offered jhrough the 
‘be 

a “seties. 

‘of public -relations ..and' special | dell: ‘Smith and Mort Edelstein) 
‘projects for : WINS: Radio, 
‘He'll. handie special” assignments -and.-Ben’ Holman who since -has : - 

| including ° programming. ‘and. on- graduated — to CBS News, | 

N.Y. | and two. from ‘Daily: News {Smith 

New 

the-air: Promotion: « York). 



There'll atwayé bea an. England d—and things British. Like the bulldo g. Proud. 
symbol of British character. Oh, so. gentle. Wow, so ferocious. And so friendly to 
its friends. Ty Le representatives of NBC International in London are best of friends. 
with things. British. Particularly? British broadcasters. True, too, about NBC Inter- 
nationaland broadcasters i in Japan, Venezuela, Australia, Ttaly, Germany, France, : 
Mexico—in. television. centers throughout. the free world. This status has been. 7 

earned. For seven years, NBC International has been active in helping to establish a 
andstren gthen overseas television. C Op eration: Coop: eration has included technical 
advice, mana gement. training assistance,. and programming help. That’s. why 
today—even. where others may. meet. indifference—NBC International. generates 
sales.. Think your film: series ‘may meet the needs of overseas television markets? 
Show us. To become part of this s world-wide design... -call NBC International 

30: ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, “NEW YORK, NEW YORK: : 
OFFICES | AND. ‘REPRESENTATIVES. ‘WORLD- ‘WIDE. 
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-. Directer: Roger Englinder - 
Musical ‘Directer: Levine | 

~. 60: -Mins.,: Thurs.,. 2330: rae 

ue ‘-Gray’s ‘well-controlled: ‘book, 
.., - Roger. ‘Englander’s happy- 
torial touches. Thé cast responded 

a ; another - way... 

qo wwe 

; a THE COWBOY..& THE TIGER 
_ With David Wayne;. Jack. Gilford, | 

Paul. ‘O'Keefe, Nathaniel: ‘Frey, 
‘Sue Lawless. o 

‘Produeers; Sonny. Fox, Maurice | ; 
' Levine. 

> PARTICIPATING 
ABC-TV, from. ‘New: ‘York 

. “The : Cowboy. and” the: Tiger” 
“ was “a. Thanksgiving -Day.. delight: 

“that doesn’t have to ‘be limited”to: 
” any particular holiday. ‘It’s a mop-. 
pet: staple good for repeats at any |. 
‘time and. could. even work out ‘tre-. 
tméndously: well as an album entry. 
in‘the kidisk’ imarket.... 
Billed as‘a “musical fantasy,” the 

show. spelled. out. in charming mu-, 
; Sical ‘and. visual: terms:the story of 
a youngster. from. ‘Texas who.coines.. 

- “to: New York‘ in search: of. 4 horse 
and. ends: up with a tiger. It was: 
 asimple : little fable, .but- it: was’ 
_ done with- such an imaginative. and 

a tasty, flair that ‘everything worked. 
“Much: credit -is due ‘to. Harold: 

~: Beebe’s sprightly ©. score,. - “Wallace 
and 

‘direc-' 

‘to all departments and: made much: 
-of..the: material at‘-hand.* The nar- 

.: tation ‘was ably :- handled by David: 
** Wayne, Jack Gilford was in‘ high. 

.. eomedie’ form.-.as: the ‘Tiger, ..Paul 
.,7  O’Keefe - carried -off the’ role of 
oo4) the young” cowboy. -in believable: 
oJ terms: and: good singing voice,. and | 

“ Nathaniel Fréy arid Sue: Lawless 
supplied | ‘able: support asa. Bear. 

and'a Peacock, ‘respectively... 
a. This"-is: the. kind of kiddie. show | 
that: gives the ‘adults. much- +0 ‘be 
~thankéur- for. ee . Gros, 

7 THE: SHAME. OF ATLANTA’: 
a With Dale Clark, Hamilton. Doug: 

; “has, Rodney ‘Cook, ‘Cecil Douglas, 
--Cone Maddox, . -Maicolm: Jones, 
and: others. - 

ae Producer-Director: Frank Rushton: 
=: Writer-N arrator: Clark. 

“.° 60/Mins., .Thurs.-8 ‘p.m. eon 
rs WAGA-TV; Atlanta. (film) © 

The title of ~ t?iis: "hard-hitting: 
a ; documéntary ‘pertains’ to: “Atlanta 
on community’ 's -eontinuing - compla- 

'  Geney. to its slum. problem. : We. 
; simply. ‘close our eyes and’ .minds. 
..to- it,” said -narrator Dale ‘Clark, . 

*- station's: director of public. affairs. 
+. Clark was ‘not. ‘alone in his. views. : 
Former: City: ‘Alderman: ‘Hamilton | 
Douglas ° said the’ ‘same ‘things , in. 

_ Documentary, : which preempted 
- * mss “Rawhide,” ” explored’ some of the 

= implications of. the. failure ‘to “at- 
7 tack: Slums:: a. continuing - rise. in: 

‘crime, ‘magnified . health: and .wel-| 
_fare costs," and ‘others —- mostly. 
hinted at—involved: in cooping. up. 

. people: .in what amounts: 
; wretched. ghettos. - 
Alderman’ Rodney Cook ‘pointed 

oa : cout: that’ - the slum problem’ .is a. 
".:.. complex one and. cahnét be. tackled. 

. pieceméal—that ‘is. to. say,: from /a- 
.. housing ‘point of - view ‘alone. Pro- 
.; l-gram only'.came. to grips: indirect-- 
‘© ly with. - the’. fact” {that “Atlanta's ; 
“> slum’ ‘problem is . also’ largely - a 
“> pacial. 
: : however, that ‘the majority of peo- | 
“a= ple. living. in slum areas, are Ne: 
oe ‘groes. 

‘one.’ Clark ‘did point out, 

Documentary,’ ‘thn “work. tor ‘five | 
moniths,: gave’ viewers. a: ‘firsthand. 
look: at local.‘ slum conditions, : ‘in. 

-. which "20%. of the . city’s popula- 
tion is reportedly : ‘forced to -:live.: 
In.. addition to footage illustrating | 
‘these ‘conditions, :numerous _prom-. 

and = business. lead- | inent’ citizens. 
ers concerned with: the. ‘problem |: 
: ‘were interviewed, . -Buce.. 

‘SON. oF. (CHILLER. 
_, With Rose Marie Ear 

-.. 6:00. -p.m.,. Sat... 
PARTICIPATING” . 
KMBC-TY, Kansas. City. 

Having : enjoyed - long-term suce 
_ : cess with “Chiller,” a medium late} 

.. (10:45) Saturday night feature film 
“series, KMBC-TY recently initiated | 
- an early Saturday (6. p.m-.). evening 
suppertime spin-off, “Son. of. Chil- j 

ler,” 
ay ‘Whereas the. later ‘show is: firmly | 
oy ‘committed. to the shock and shriek. 

. --in its. films’ and. in its eerie.type- 
-‘m.c.: personality, the junior. edition 
is: milder, alternating : chillers with 

: Science’ fiction:. , 
_- "Presiding over Dreadfal Manor: 
-mythieal - ‘emanation point of the 
“Son” series, is Penny Dreadful, at 
* tongue-in-cheek. lady: vampire.’ — 
more toothsome than fangful'. | 
who scores with ‘cleverly: written. 

'.. hit-and-run’ quickies. of the “sick”. 
“genre... ‘Gal is: staffer: ‘Rose Marie: 

Earp, who does: a nice job: at being 
a more: ‘appealing type’-of. witch. |. 

oo “Show is ona participation. ‘basis, as: 
-.. . is “Chiller,” and is. drawing. recep 
oh tion, equally: approving. Quin, ° . 

_ Writer: . Bernstein. ee 
dl gg. ‘Mins. Fri. 3 “ty pans a 

-7,:./SHELL OL. . a 
| CBSTV, “from: NY, 

‘|:stein’s. development, 

Q Passengers aboard,. 

TELE RINGO © 

oS |WICN-EV,, Mpls-St, Paul 

to: 

__Wedceday,, December + 1963 8 a ep = 

_ G|Macr's 7 ‘THANKSGIVING DAY 

: With, Lorne Greene, ‘Beity. White, 

[Nx ‘PHILHARMONIC . YOUNG. 
_ PEOPLE'S CONCERTS: 

‘With Leonard Bernstein. aos 
| Preducer-Director: ~ Roger Eng 

Jaender .....- wei ott, 

(tape) 

7 Kenyon. & Eckhardt) © | 

“Leonard Bernstein Jaunched: iis 
Seventh season of . tv: concerts. for ; 

‘appro-|' . kiddies. . with a. program. 
| priately ‘titled: : “A. Tribute. -To 
Téachers.” ‘Although paying . hom- 
‘age.-te the. “many... teachers. ‘who. 
played ‘an important rote: in “Bern: 

also. underscored: ‘Bernstein’ S- ‘ole 
jas one ‘of ‘the ‘great’ inspirational 
teachers : ‘of: our. day. Onte:. ‘again,’ 

luminescence’ of his” personality, 
| Bernstein transformed a*.visit to a- 
concert hail into a. stirring. cultural: 
‘experience. 

The: -mirsical repeitoty, was. s‘made 
‘up of. four -colorful pieces ‘tailored 
‘fo’ the . attention: 

youngsters. who. filled New York: Detroit, andthe latter event of-|' 
fered :. the: ‘most spectacular ‘floats; 

Span - ‘of © ‘the 

‘Philharmonic. Hall. fer. this concert, 
‘The camera’s panning over, the’ in-| 
tent. faces of these children: is, for. 
the: tv viewer, . as ‘entertaining - _as:|. 

-batoning. 
‘Bernstein 

Bernstein’s - gymnastic - 
‘Before ‘each. umber, |. 
‘paid - tribute ‘to some of his. teach-: 
ers;.“many: ‘of whom. were ‘in -the | —_ 
audience to hear: his: lacedladés. - ‘|: oe Oe 

THANKSGIVING: ‘PARADE - It was. unfortunate that. the. mood 
of. the. opening show was : twice |< 
“shattered-. by. bulletins ‘about ‘the’ 

; appointment of a Presidential com-.| 
mission . to investigate’ Pres. John. 
F. ‘Kennedy's: assassination. and .the | 
‘erash of a Canadian Plane: ‘with 118. 

an “Herm. 

With. Bob-Dakich, oe 
‘Producer: Mark. Zelenovich 

| Director: Dennis. Falk | 
68 Mins::. Sun., 6:30 p.m. 2 - 
RED OWL STORES. ~~ - 

|-- This locally. produced: 60-minute 
4: 30°p:m. program boasts. what’s be-: 
lieved to be ‘a. new: audience par-: 
ticipation bingo twist ‘for tv. “And 
it has. caught -on. very. well, garner-. 
ing for Time-Life’s :WTCN-TV. cap-: 
acity studio. audiences; dialers by. 
| the. wholesale. Jot" and. a topnotch 
+ sponsor. - “. 

“The difference froin other tv bin- 

‘known, ‘| Paige, Craig © Stevens - 
Special : Herald.. Square]. . 

£0: programs, as far as is: 
: 1is that it’s ‘uncontrolled. Setowners, 
who-tune .in,.: play along with those. 
‘in -the. studio. and have the oppor-| 
tunity. to become one of -the sta- 
tion’s 300° guests. | at these once-a-. 
week parties.- 

‘from. 

prizes . ‘without, any: cost. to. them. 
/ And they, seem. to comprise. a ‘vast 
“army. 
The sponsor ‘ostensibly. ‘conducts | 

‘the bingo games.: In. order to: be-| 
‘come even a: -home. ‘player a per-| 
son. must -visit. one of the ‘sponsor's | 
‘Twin. Cities’ stores. to. pick: up a 

olor. bingo card. w rcrchase’ Phe | ‘the CBS coverage elsewhere: were 

home | *player-to-be. even... receives 
‘100: trading ‘stamps: free. If a home| 

ng - and. listening to player, “wat 

card,: 
; making’ the possessor eligible to be- 
—jeome a studio player. and . get. a}: 
. {chance to‘receive one of the prizes 
— displayed: during: the show, there 
=f thust be a return. visit to a-sponsor. 
.’, | store. to ‘turn. in: the: card. ¢ontain- 

ing. ‘the. person’s. name and ‘address. | 
: Home-winning: cards go into: a 

‘hopper and the ones pulled out in 

players.’ who’ will . ‘become . - Studio 
‘participants. - 

For . the : "studio. players: Dakich a 
“announces ‘numbers. which are also 
flashed ‘electrically : on. ‘two: huge 
bingo. card: replicas. Inthe studio. 
‘there are six “hot” telephone linies. 
‘used. to. receive .calls from winning} 
home ‘players..and::to: inform: the. 

| lucky ones. who. will be studio 7 
ers. A’ young . woman. at a: phi 
{in the audiences’ view ‘presides « ov- 
er this part. ‘of the program... 

‘A totalof. 10 games are. played. 
on’ €ach ‘program: ’ If a game -has. 
more than one. winner, the. ‘main. 
prize “goes .to. the player “whose: 
card’ is" pulled. from a: receptacle. 

OR local adv vertising agericy: con- 
‘ceived: the program: and _ ‘plans’ 
try to ‘sell ‘it in other. markets. 
aed : Rees. . 

this © stanza . 

boat and. 125-foot: doodlebug. 

it had - to. be" ‘fun- ‘for: “all,” “except 
maybe CBS. 5 Prexy. ai im 1 Aubrey, ‘who 

Director: ‘Vern: Diamond. 
+ Writer: Richard Ellison © 

a oe 120. Mins.,:Thurs,:10 a.m. ae 
2: | NESTLE, POLAROID, KELLOGG: 

‘CBS-TV ‘dive,. tape): . 

af (MeCann-Erickson: Doyle; Dane, 
foe » Bernbach; ‘Lea Burnett)": 

‘Michael Landon and ° ‘a giant: ‘Bull- 
| Winkle Moose ‘balloon: - | 

Sherman. ~ 

front. oF a: stage: mockup. 

CF: s Pete & Gladys’ Bay: ‘| 
dialers’ view ‘donate these ‘home * 

Gladys” fo for: 26 weeks, starting Jan... 
5, ° 

" network. 

As consolation prizes. radio: ‘transis: |; 

Classic.” 
to ' 

+ quarter © 

Z ‘Sports S Spectacalar.” ann ae 

"| reducer: Fa Pierce: ne 
: Directors: Lee Tredanart, Bob ait 
1:7 gren 

en ‘Writer: Sid: Brooks: x nope! 
fo ‘| 90 Mins.,: Thurs, 10 a.m: ~ 

:. GOODYEAR; FOOD. MANU- 
FACTURERS, REMCO. | 

NBCTV™ 
(Y&R; Ted “Bates: Webb. “Assoc. 8). 
“The Macy’: Ss Thanksgiving | _Day 

‘parade -- - got’: double. network ‘- ex-, 
‘posure. ‘this. year. ‘CBS-TV. rendered} 
a sort of preview to. ‘NBC-TY’s 
‘coverage: _Former's.. cameras: ‘were’ 
located. ° ‘uptown on. Central: Park| 
West; catching the. line: of : march. 
Latter’s were. down . on.. Herald| 
‘Square (near the department store), 

| where :‘many:.of: the units involved} 
broke. out. with: special “routines.. 
‘NBC. also ‘had: color, which made it: 
doubly rewarding for. the: viewer. 

. But ther. CBS. had .an. extra half {| 
| hour” ‘along. with. coverage: ‘of the: 
Gimbels:. parade. in’ Philadelphia, 
‘Toronto’s Santa. ‘Parade- (via. tape): 
and ‘the. J. ‘L.. Hudson ‘parade in} 

including” a “back-wheeling: . river- 

- JUBILEE _ _. " 
With: Captain Kangaroo, Bess. Myer- 
_. Son, Allen Ludden, Fran Allison, 
--Gene Crané;.- Bert. Parks, Bob). 
:, Murphy, others. - - 
Producer: Paul Levitan: 

: | iieke ‘have. ‘got! a. “fittie. “restive 
Watching: the numeraus. plugs. over 
his web. for. NBC: talent in the Macy, 
parade." 

? Said: talent included: Mitch: “Mil. 
ler: and ‘singers, - James: Drury - of 
“The . Virginian, »: “Jack * Palance;, 

. Otherwise, there : ‘was ‘Ray Bolger: 
‘Gene Krupa, Troy. Donahue, ‘Janis 

and - Allan: 

performances. covered bythe NBC 
cameras. included. a: Latin. dance 
‘by. the: Radio. City. Music: Hall] 
Rockettes; songs “by : Miller. and |° 

so 4 ; Lincoln: Center’ dancers: in 
‘As: far as. entertainment Is. con- group; Lincoln. Center dancer 

cerned’ for the: home -non-player, ; 
all that's afforded: are some close- 

1 up: views of. interesting faces. among 
the studio and; some young . wo-. 
men assistants who are a treat for: 
‘the eyes and ‘the breeziness of the| 
-young.: ‘man.. who® conducts. the: 
games, Bob Dakich: But its audi-: 
ence. must ‘be recruited. “mainly 

owners who -want.to. play 
‘bingo. and ° . compete - for valuable|: 

a special folk: routine; and. miming. 
‘to.- current. -hit- (or: wouldbe hit) { 

City. Center. Chorus;: ‘and ‘a raft: of 
special: numbers. by - the’ crack’ 
marching ‘bands that: dominated. the 
event. . “Probably . ‘the ‘most: :‘mem- 
orable-turn in this variety spread. 

was. remarkable. for - ‘the ‘streets of | 
‘New York, ‘and whose chorus cos- 
‘tumes .against. the:: chilly... weather} 
drew empathy. - 

‘Betty’ ‘White, for: ‘NBC, . and. lien: 
Ludden, with Bess Myerson; . for 
‘CBS; handled.the Macy's ‘coverage 
with ‘special. skill. Both Green. and 

than with. prepared. ‘stuff.: Handling 

Gene Crane and -Fran:. Allison. ir 
‘Philadelphia ( (Ollie: Dragon’ s best. 
“frierids .was a.sound:for. sore ears), : 
fand: Bert Parks’ and: Bob. Murphy in 
Detroit.. 

Also. on hand’ ‘throughout . ‘for 
CBS were Captain ‘Kangaroo’ and 
friends, ‘who. worked - the: segues 
from” parade. to ‘parade. ait in. 

1 

‘Other Sales at. CBS-TV. 
“General: Foods ‘has. ‘bought alter- 

nate - daytime ‘Monday - _ quarter: 
hours in. -CBS-TV’s - “Pete -& | 

Other. revently: ‘inked biz: at ‘the: 
includes. Simmons * “Co: 

| inking : for. 48 ‘minutes. in. -web’s- 
‘|-Morning. Minute Plan..- American. 
| Home’ Products. bouglit ‘short: term 

| participations. in- “East. Side, West 
 Side,”’: 
cock,’ “Rawhide,” “Great Adven-. 

ture,” and Sunday's “Sports Spec: 
‘tacular.” American Home. Products’ 
“also. inked’. for participation in. the : 

“Nurses,” “Alfred ‘Hitch: 

28° the. “CBS. . Match: : Play: 

Chatles Pfizer: & Co. ought one- 
‘sponsorship. | “CBS 

| opening . song, . 

‘records ‘by Bolger, Sherman. and 

Ludden vere sharper ‘on thé .ad_lib 

Moon” Piario- solo. re = | 

_ | _ TELEVISION REVIEWS. 

| ARTHUR: “GODFREY. -THANKS-| 
iG SHOW - 

With: Teny_ ‘Bennett, Carel ‘Laws 
rence, Shari Lewis, ‘Orson Bean, | 

- Eiza Minnelli, others:  - 
Producer-director:. Kirk . Biowning | 

1] Writer: Walter Marks.- ce 
oo | 60. Mius.: Thurs. 10 p.m. - 

| MOHAWK. CARPETS . 
NBC-TV: (color) | 

(Maxon) ~ 
| The . Thaniisgiving Day. special of 
Arthur..Godfrey on’ NBC-TV. tee- 
‘tered. between ho-hum and. lively. a 
interludes. The. fiour,’ from: -10-to |” 
11 pim., was pleasant. for the most’ 

|-title. of this: oneshot rundown on™ part,: even though”. ‘the ‘slow. seg- 
ments. ‘seemed. to. make ‘the time, 
‘drag. | Cee 

‘Goilfrey was. ‘affable. anid: folksy. 
‘He assembled: Tony. Bennett, ‘Carol 
Lawrence, Shari. Lewis, Orson} 
‘Bean... ‘and. Liza - “Minnelli, for the. 
occasion. The” songs - ‘and. -sketches 
of ° each” Of - the stars varied - in: 
quality and: freshness. “As. an. en- 
‘semble, the stars-also seemed to |: 

plink. on: and “off, delivering and j prodiicer and~ writer, focused“ on- 
‘missing in entertamment values. . 

- Prodticer-director Kirk: -Brown- 
ing: had.a ‘good. idea for.the setting 
—Godirey. and his guests in-a‘sug- 

- gestéd living room after the -holi- 
‘day dinner. The. “Talking. ‘Turkey’ 

semble, was. . good fun: . ‘Godfrey- 

TfuL. and winning -in.“My Day’ 
and comedy: monologue. ‘Tony. Ben- 
nett : sang-some. sentimental’ num-. 
bers, : .introducing | for-the first-time. 

“os. | anew song, “A. Little Boy; which’ 
. ae seemed quite ‘derivative Of other |: 

: : ‘songs of that. yein. : | 
- | “Hiawatha”. pallet: inter! ude, 

‘| danced. by. Carol- Lawrence, . Ray 
Kirschner ‘and Bill Starr-was arty; 

1 and ‘unexciting. ‘The specialty Song * 
“Down by the. Station,” sung -by 
Godfrey: and - his: ‘guests; again hit. 

as the fun’ meter. The ‘minstrel num: 
ber: was old :hat: 
.. Some. of ‘the. gag ‘dialogue “‘be- 

tween Godfrey’ ‘and. his’ guests was. 
overlong. On’ ‘a: number: of. occa- | 

‘| sions they seemed to.’be- fracturing {a 
each. other. with laughs rather than 
the audience. One ‘of the gags of |. 
Orson Bean: appeared ‘to. be edited | 
-out—perhaps: ‘because of: the politi- 

/t Cal. ‘topicality ‘of the line which 
eould have’ been .‘deenied .- better] 

in. : this SEK “mourning: 
ee "Horo, - 

- {with the spirit of the Bible in: his. 
‘production: . 

erased 
period: : 

PHYLLIS. DILLER SHOW~ 
With’ Izumi Yukimara, Ward Dona- 

- van, Tanya & Biagi, Peter Diller, 
‘ Joe Harnell . 

‘Producers:. Seymour Horowits, Lar- 
: {| Hutton, Edward G. Robinson, Bar- 

. | bare Stanwyck, Stewart and Cor- 
-7.- 4 nel Wilde.. They spoke with affec- 
~~. | tion, without going ov: 

| diefying the “greatest showman.” 

ry Johnson . 
Director: Linwood Kingman. 
10@ Mins.: ‘Thurs. 11:26 pm, 
PARTICIPATING .. 
‘WABC-TV, N.Y: (tape). - 

Phyllis. Diller “Snapped. television 
‘back into™ “the anything-for-a-laugh 

ision| STOove ‘on Thanksgiving night. She 
was the Rockettes, whose precisio ‘rollicked -into the subdued holiday |: 

mood. ‘clanging like a cracked. fire. 
bell with her ever-punching ‘brand 
of comedy: -If . this. - offering: was} 

-| somewhat _Jarring,: Miss - Diller, of}. 
course, was not. at fault ‘since. this|. 
show was taped ‘a ‘couple of weeks 
before. tragedy: struck the’ nhation.. 
‘Miss ‘Diller’ s outing, ‘the first in 

a:series of occasional live-on-tape | 
specials’ ‘tobe. ‘presented by ABC's]. 
flagship: in. ‘this: customary feature 
film slot, was .carried ‘along -at al. 
‘good. . ¢lip.” ‘by - this. comedienne’s 
‘Shappers, mugging -. and. physical |, 
attack. Some of ‘her routines were. 
marked by ‘lines that. transplanted | 

| the franker, if not coarser, style of} 
nitery humor . into television. On 
the whole, however; Miss Diller 
registered’: with Hier | self-ribbing, 
her. display - of -outragéous: gowns. 
and Some nifty .gags constructed | 

| with: a series a. ‘mounting. punch-, 
. ‘{ lines. . . : 

: Miss Diller ° ‘was the ‘spicy: ‘meat 
‘of the show and the rest was filling, 
bland for the. most part. A_ ‘Japan- 
ese - songstress, :: Izumi - Yukimara, 

{potently «socked >: across - 

Soles: of quiet numbers: in’ okay| 
$s @oo os... 

-Tanya: & ‘Biagi, a “comedy. “ball- 
room: dancing. team, weré not show- 
cased. effectively. Their . routine, | 
which was’ ‘presented | in a studio 
vacuum, “registered: like a show. biz 
curio... Miss - - Diller’ s.-son,. Peter 
Diller;. “was. on: hand. for a good 
display of: Dixieland; 
was pallid: interlude. - Joe. ‘Harnell, 

{ musical director for the show, ‘con- 
tribute a. “Swinging: ‘instrumental 
passage “with his: “Fly Me: To: The 

erm.. 

{up.-in his pictures, 

“Goodie: 
Goodie,”. but_ erred: in Staying ‘over! 
for a slow ballad, “‘As. Long As He} - 
Needs Me,” where her. mechanical |" co 

| | knowledge of the Tanguage. became | : 
obvious. “Ward. -Donayan, : “a sophis- 
ticated . pop. singer, ': delivered -a| 

,. bat it |* 

THE “WORLD'S “GREATEST. 
SHOWMAN | 

“With. Yul: Brynner, Chariten ‘Mes- 
. ten, Bob. Hope, Betty Hutton, Ed-. 
-\-ward G: Robinson, Barbara Stan- 
‘Swansen, Cornel Wilde, Samuel. 

” Goldwyn, Rev. Dr. Billy Graham 
aa Writer- Producer: Stanley Roberts. 

‘Director: Boris Sagal 
~ Music: Elmer ‘Bernstein’ 

‘DQ. Mins, Sun., 8:30 pm, 

NBC-TV. (film; celer). JF, 

iG. Walter: Thompson) _ 
‘Let. there be cynicism about. the | 

Cecil “B:; DeMille, for there’ $ Zot 
| to -be strain in at least: some. quar- 
‘ters when an individual is-identi-. 
fied.as the world’s greatest ‘any- 
‘thing. Be that ; as it may; the show. 
was good. The people ‘who put it 
‘together: obviously are savvy. to 
‘the: ways things must be done to - 
‘sustain interest over a marathon -. 
hour. and a half of running time. | 

- Stanley Roberts,. functioning: as. 

ithe De Mille cinematic miracles 
upon: miracles.+ His characters 
‘parted the Red Sea and, in re-- 
iving Samson, barehandedly. killed: 
a lion and. ‘destroyed an army of: 

| ‘adversaries, 
done by. the’. en- |: This: was. De- Mille the filmmaker 

‘Shari ‘Lewis: number with “Lamb- | and the story was told in terms of 

o chop” wore ‘itself thin’ before it 
‘was: over. Liza ‘Minnelli: was: zest- | 

’ song. 

‘excerpts: from his ‘productions. 
There :was:no De Mille in-depth 
‘coverage about: the man, or little 
OF it. His: ‘entire Nfe was wrapped 

and .so what 
‘petter- way to do’a biography than . 
‘to offer :a chronicle. with vividness. 
of the parade of his pictures? 

-James Stewart, as one of -the 
‘guest commentators, was allowed 
to offer the thought. that De. Mille 
‘hada. particular specialty. in com-. 
bining -religion, spectacle and sex. 
Another, Charlton Heston, noted 
‘that the: producers was the target 
‘of Inany ‘a critic, and particularly 
the ‘sophisticated: ones: on little 

| magazines: ‘who. would: ‘prefer sad. 
‘stories in small ‘pictures: ‘These. 
‘critics, opined. Heston, would be” 
most happy with a. picture about 
“Ionely: man in a telephone booth. 

making - a local -call. 
‘Producer-writer, Robe rts ac- 

knowledged that De Mille had’ his 
‘detractors, wha charged that the 
-Hollywood. pioneer was corny. In. 
contrast, the Rev. Dr. Billy Graham — 
.was on camera to shout the halle- 
Jujahs ‘about. De. Mille's keeping. 

of *Ten- ‘Command- 
ments.” 

Other - -eulogists | appeared. “be- 
tween: clips. of the De Mille fea- . 
‘tures, including Bob Hope, Betty ~ 

, i 

Boris Sagal’s direction fittingly 
segued one scene into another, as 
from commentator to the replay of . 
‘a. minute or. so. from the old pro- 
-ductions.: Roberts” script and Sa- 
gal’s . put-togetherness:. made. for 
liveliness: Done particularly. well 
“was -a- segment. in which James 
‘Stewart applied the: grease paint 

‘(before encountering a circis-cos- 
|:tumed: Betty Hutton for a latter-. 

| day © reenactment of a hit from 
“Greatest Show on Earth.” And 
‘there ‘was the element. of genuine 
thrill in a pickup from this Acad- 
emy.Award-winning film in which 
‘Miss Hutton and. Cornel Wilde. are 
‘flying. trapeze specialists. : 

‘Samuel ‘Goldwyn contributed. tie. 
historical information on De Mille’s 
first-time-I-saw-Hollywood career, 
including the jumpy “Squaw Man.” 
Elmer: Bernstein -backed up the 
entire. program ‘with a ~workman-. 
like musical score which included. 
Pieces from the De Mille pictures. .- 

. All in. all, this Sunday Special 
‘was assembled’ in pro: fashion. 
‘De Mille the picturemaked was: 
brought : into . focus. intelligently 
and: in: the right kind of balance. 
As. ‘biographical documentaries go, 
no one ‘need 1 run for cover, 

“Karltt’ Yule Sp : 
Boris Karloff has been signed to 

provide the. narration of a. special 
'“Christmas Night”. ‘show on. CBS 
TV's “Chrotiicle” series. - 

- “Chronicle”. will: present: a story 
on. the life-of Hans Christian An-. 
-dérsen told through.the use of still 
pictures. . Dor Kellerman will: pro- 
duce. - 
Karloff will do. the audio natra-. 

tion in. London; where he resides. 
‘Kellerman will fly a finished. prirt. 
over to him .which Karloff wiil 

s Aview: as he narrates. 7 
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.” 25-Mins.,. Mon.; 9:30 p.m... - 

foe nounced; : ‘both: the” local: ‘tv webs 

- .not.be faulted in intention: and ‘in. 

-maood.. 

eeived the ‘tribute: -in 24. hours. * 
.: Films "'of: the: Tate: President: would. 

“With suitable:simplicity and direct- 

7 “did - not diminish: it,. but. it: made 

* “ration, and such. American. -actors, |: 

--Jach, Gary Merrill, ‘and Anne Ban-: 
: : croft. joined. -journalist.. Joseph .C: 
” Harsch ‘in..speaking .the quotations 

vals the future were a: group of British: 
and. American. 

-: erisply corralled by Raymond Bax- 
ter; who: gave. ‘the’ background. to: 

the sexes is‘: obviously ‘ideal;* but. 

: world - ‘population - “by” ” the ~ year 

. _ Sir ‘Norman ° Wright; - experienced. 

“convinced . that. technology ° ‘could 

“Wednesday, December 4, 1968 ary 

“Feat | = 7 
_ -ERIBUTE. TO KENNEDY © mane 
oy With . Sir’ Laurence ‘Olivier; ‘Bl 

: Wallach, | Gary::. ‘Merrill, - - Arine 
ny ” Bancroft,: Joseph C. Harsch . 
“Producers: Peter - Morley, , Cyril 

.. Bennett .. os, 
, Writer:. Bernard: Levin a aa 

iT) fhe. likes). J 
~ Upshot.” "was ere 

eT but: non-specialist » audience: It 
oy Associated-Rediffusion, from: Lon- 
2 don. 

Despite some slight ‘tnisjudement 
about programming-as soon:as the. 
news. of Kennedy's ‘death -.was ‘an- 

-of - ‘insufficiently. ° Brasped ‘by: 
world governments, . Otta, 

have acquitted themselves: with GALA. PERF ORMANCE. 
dignity. and ‘authority: thereafter. |" 
This. “Tribute | to. Kennedy.” fol-|:-. 

- ‘lowed: the Telstar. Yelay - of the 
Washington. funeral, and: it ‘could 

lian © -Bream, : 2 

- Cziffra, “Philharmonia. ‘Orch’. 
‘Producer: Patricia Foy. oe 
50. Mins.,, Tues.; 8:10 p.m. : rae 
BBC-TV, from London: .! | 
‘BBC-TV has: always had. a. pen- 

“precise “judgment - of. the” British 

, Produicers: Peter “Morley - anal! 
‘Cyril Bennett, the alert and -prob- 

-. ing. brains. behind the “This.Week’’. 

* pubaffairs ‘skein, planned ‘and con- touch of: musical -culture..- Nor: 
mally, they: are..pretty | ‘adept at: it, 

have: ‘been: too . poignant * at this} pot: a. melodic. jine: 
time; ‘so: it was) tactfully omitted. " 

.. ness, the. ‘memorial ‘took -the’ form 
"of putting: the. tragic event into the 
-: context ‘of ; American * history. < It- 

it’ was - infected ‘with’ ‘Tampaging:| ° 
coyness; ‘mostly: apparent - ‘in: the” 

“it easier ‘to accept. 
+ The program diew. ‘on Theodore: 
of White's ‘book, ..“"The. Making - of a 
President; ” and. -Bernard -Levin’s. 
“-seript,. well-judged -and . heartfelt 
’. but... néver. maudlin, | pinpointed. 
““Kennedy’s: towering : ‘position. _ ‘in 
consort with sich. predecessors as 
Lincoln,’ Roosevelt; .and Wilson. 
Sir Laurence: Olivier -gave a mein-. 

. orably resonant: account. of the nar-. 

‘however, he.was. afraid - to. ‘be: -ins 
telligent. - ‘His comments, like ‘ “mu- 

and, often, . untrue. 

ple, that: Chopin: was:.at. ‘his ‘Peak 
in the: set.: of ‘polonaises. ‘: 

now filming in. Britain, as Eli Wal-.| out, ‘being mistakenly reverent and 
involving. Attenborough: In. jejune 

‘Maleolm. : Arnold 
from © Kennedy «and: Other - ‘Presi-. Julian. . -Bream:. . 
-dents. They did. it without. any: -in- +. 

-- trusive.. -dramatics, and’ the | result: 
was. a--firie’, example” of’ paying 
homage. -to...a: man—but.. acknowl- 
-edging that his ideas ‘and -inspira- 

: “tion could: never. ._ be: ota . 
wo . . pe tta 

good. display of music¢;. considered. 
‘as.a braneh.of the: ‘fireworks: indus- 

MAN TOMORROW. 
With Raymond Baxter . 

= Producer: Glyn: Jonés.. . . 
Director: Max ‘Morean-Witis 
+60 Mins., Fri., 9:35 p.m... ~ eT ; . | glibly ‘opined - was: Puccini's ‘great- 
-BBC-TV, from London. eap - lest opera... She then: gave the origi- 

. Taking . a° speculative -Ieap: into: nal orchestrated: version of -““Home, 
Sweet Home” and ‘charmed with it. 
“The. dextrous fingers* of. Gyorgy: 

: Cziffra’ stunned: - 

ae : de ‘deux .from. “Swan: Lake.” 

scientists, some |. 
“live, : some. ‘on film. : "They-- ‘were 

the’ four. basic’ questions: discussed. 
Producer “Glyn. Jonés. had: a- fussy. 
“and . Over-elaborate Set,. a» huge. 
concertina:. ‘screen which. . ‘opened: 
-and*’:closed . around " the © studio 
“speakers ‘to. -artificial - effect, . bit: 
otherwise’ allowed. the. boffins ‘their 
‘heads arid their ‘utterances; ‘spoken 
‘straight: to’ ‘the. camera; were---all 
ithe. more compelling: because they 
_..weren’t:- prompted . or amended: -by 
.. am interviewer. -: 

wo  Pirst subject | was ‘the: “gurgieal |” 

his life: -depenided on’ it.: 
‘harmonic | ‘orchestra, Britain’ s--best 
and most. consistent,- 

It: :-was:. merely. the approach. that |. 

lasses, . — aoe _ Otta., 

“ gavanee ‘in ‘artificial “organs, : like’ ‘BRITTEN. AT. ‘50 
kidneys ‘and: eyes. “While wweleom: |" 
ing’. this ‘progress; " warning ‘notes | 
“were:struck about the ‘perils of un- 
controlled: : exchange - of: =parts. |'°. 
More controversia was: ‘the’ section . 

on choosing the: sex of ‘children. | Froduicer: mom rey Barton: 
. AH agreed. that. the:‘choice : would. BEC-TY, from London mS 
_-be_ possible this century, ° but ‘the |- 
_.Consensus - was that. ‘it: would. be: 
dangerous if it: were. widely -exer- 
‘cised. A . : fairly. ‘even. balance . of 

“Symphony . -Orch, Peter.. 

. Michael 'Tippett;. Hans: Keller 

ute to ‘the: ‘composer: - It’ coincided 

it: was. feared: by. Professor ‘Beritley 
_Giass - that: boys. : :would . ‘get: most 

a parents’ vote. if. they: could. decide. 
'-'-The ‘mysteries’ of: death ard .the 
decline . of. ‘physical. ‘and mental 
powers. were «similarly - : probed. |. 
_-Heré .the answer. seemed more re- 
mote, : and. the. ‘reasons. for. ‘deteri-. 

:.. Oration -were still vague, ~ But: Dr. 
P.. B. Medawar: and ‘Professor--Leo 
Szilard: easily stated -.the . nature 
_.Of:-the problem, ‘and. ‘assessed: the: 
-experiments. now being | conducted if 
on’ rodents: - . " 
°lRinally: came birth’ coutrol;. “dur: 
. ‘ing. ‘which Dr: .Alex.. ‘Comfort 
we pleaded - ‘for: an ‘abortion: pill” -as: 
- well. ‘as. ‘contraceptive ‘pill. He 

- firmly “believed. that ‘the: galloping: 
.... birth-rate; * which: will. -double ‘the | 

‘and concentrated. fittingly: .on ‘the 

personality: 

emcee, “conducted - ‘the - - proceedings 

_efithusiasm: and woolly. English, and. 

‘provided | the: musical-:ilustrations 

Gennadi. Rozhdestvensky. 

‘Britten ‘has ‘been. noted - ‘for . break- 

“Shostakovitch and collaboration 
with: cellist “Rostropovitch. 
Joining 3 in comment and: analysis 

‘were pundit Hans: Keller,-a. taciturn 
-.2,000,. demanded - rigorous’ limita-| musicologist. with. a. gift. for. crisp 
tion-of ‘faimilies. On the other hand 

“Tippett:. “Phey -placed the music 
firmly. in the: context. of Britten’ Ss 
development, and finally .came out 

: if enougit® “strongly."t ‘in: favor “Of. “his: - religious 

.: dn the U.N. : food: organization, was 

oS Beads, enough food 

_-inind-teasing’ 
---| show, firmly’ “beamed “at an. alert’ 

‘left. an impression - of a. mighty - lot. 
of Tesearelt being conducted, mueh: 

With: Richard. ‘Attenborough, | “Zu. 
Malcolm .-Arnold;- 

Margot. ‘Fonteyn, -Rudolf ‘Nure-. 
: yey, “Joan Hammond, Gyorey | 

)] fo -hoi- I 2 chant. for: giving. the: hoi-pollot.. *| spoke. ‘through ., his’ :.musie,.. and | 
‘viewers. - “had ~ to” be. content. with |: 

; i Otte. and ‘are-not_ over-scared: of purvéy-: that. 
ing ‘a slice of Bach; so. long: as it’s 

This: new. 
. monthly. skein: was. Jaunched with: 
a‘fine line-up of okay ‘names. But | 

Director: Jol s. ‘Gray, 

‘With 
Executive Producer: Neil Hutehia-| 

‘linking . of: ‘Richard’. Attenborough, 
‘He is known as @ musical aficiana- |. 
do—no ‘one. likes ‘Handel's: Largo”. 
like Attenborough likes. it—and: he |. 
has: ‘@.successful | ‘deejay. skein’ on]. 
radio ‘to prove it. In. this: context; 

“Associated-Rediffusion, from - 

mentary: .: from. the: 

sie ‘tas ~ -everything,” “were. banal,’ 
“It is - just’ a. 

‘flippant ‘untrath to .say,- ‘for exam-' 

Patricia Foy’s production missed: 

chats.- With comiposer = - conductor. 
-and.. _ Guitarist, 

try.- Nureyev--and:, Miss. Fonteyn|. 

- 41>" Joan Hammond gave-‘a: fetching 
~~, aecount ‘of “Mimi’s Farewell from 
: (“La Boheme,” -which Attenborough. 

‘in. “Chopin = .and‘|-~ 
Liszt; and Julian Bream. did :what: 
he. ‘could: for: the barren :concerto. 
‘written for his instrument: by- ‘Mal- 
colm ‘Arnold, .who. conducted. as if 

“Tha. Phil- 

-derously- 

was - at: its: 
-Silkiest throughovt, and there. was. 
‘nothing. wrong with. Patricia. Foy’s: 
technical. ‘expertise. as.a producer. 

-together.: 
John -Crew’'s eareful;: dull ‘script, 

needed to be’ drained of the® mo-’ ‘DR. “WHO: 
pe Rus "William: ‘Partnell, William 

With . Huw Wheldon,’ ‘the ‘Lendioa ‘Producer... Verity. Lambert 
Pears, i 

-Benjamin Britten,. Ronald Dowd, | Writer: Anthony. Coburn’ 
Harry. Mossfield, _W. ‘H:: Auden, 

’ | BBC-TY, from -London ~ 

. Exactly 50 yéars: after Benjamin 
Britten's. first’ birthday, BBC-TV. 
mountéd ‘this ~ comprehensive. trib- 

with. other. .celebrations. at: opera: 
houses and London's. concert, halls,’ 

| range of: his. music: rather’ than dig-. 
ging. fruitlessly’. into. his: reserved: 

Huw. Wheldon, the: web's cultural, 

in ‘his usual style; a‘ mixture of nice]. 
‘(William~: Hartnell): and. his’ daugh- | 

‘| ter.. Susan, “(Carole ‘Ann Ford); had 
“the: use. “of: a couple” of. other” di-.' 
-‘mensions: -. 
‘around ‘in. space. and ‘time at-:will.: 
_Meanwhile;* Susan, : at school; ‘had 
‘alarmed. her: ‘teachers by. displaying 

the.” London : Symphony .. ‘stylishly’ 

under. the: command . of - ‘Russia’ §: 
* Choice 

| of conductor,.-in fact, was’ apt:-for 

ing down ‘the: .international sound-. . 
barriers : by’: his friendship .- with: 

dominies' - 

‘explanation. ‘and : composer Michael |. - 

. ren omtiaent ‘as -njaingpring: ae. ‘his epee 

J] work::. This latter’remark needed |?" -3  * 

more’. precision. than, they, oF - the} et 
“4 program, allowed. . +t. 

{| .-Early : Britten was ‘Pepresented e 
~ {by clips from his musical: tracks for + 

: - "documentary. -shorts - like: 
‘money’ : was made. available. “He. ¥- 
-doubted, . however, .. the. value. of. 

. experiments: to find’ new ‘sources. 
“| of. nourishment. in. ‘staweed and. 

“Night |. 
Mail,” and poet | LW. H Auden | ‘Te-|- 
called their - ‘collaboration. ix the} 
GPO -Film. Unit.~ 
variety of: his: scores was. agreeably’ 
‘indicated,. ‘with film: of ‘Britten. and 
-Peter: Pears. performing. at ‘the. 
Aldeburgh: Festival he had. initi-]: 
ated.in: his: home.-village; rehearsal 
shots: of:-the ‘composer ‘schooling 
ehildren for --a - performance. of. 

| Noyes . Fludde, om and. an. excerpt 
. {from -. the: “Peter, Grimes”- opera 

rs = ‘forcefully: delivered: by . singers 
Ronald Dowd: and Harry Mossfield, 

Moving. ‘climax fitted striking. pic-: 
‘tures. of. crucifixion. nd war to the 
recording. of: Britten’s. crowning. 
work -to ‘date,. the. “War. Requiem,” |. 
‘Humphrey .‘Burton’s.: production; 

7 cnicely. combined eulogy. with .cri- 
ore tical. examination, and. the « only 

“a | disappointment ‘must: be -that “Brit-: 
ten remained..a- . Shadowy. ‘and un- 
motivated: ‘figured. throughout.- He}. 

ILLION. STRONG | 
james Condon‘. 

TEN 

Writer:. John Crew . 
55 Mins., ‘Tues,, 10: 50: P. m:- fs 

. London * 
--This “is” thie: third. ‘Intertel docu 

Australian 
Broad¢asting Commission, cand its 
subject .was’ more topical than ‘its 
predecessors. : ‘It gave a: sturdy sur-' 
vey. of the new state of Malaysia,| 
methodically marshalling ; :the. facts 
and. the.:leading : political:. “figures, ae 
but ‘it was too much -of‘a.text-book| 
exercise.: The. treatment - was _un-]: 
imaginative; .even. using a. -school- 
‘teacher: and .a-:professor to lecture 
‘to the. camera, and there was some 
repetition, especially in connection. 
with. the country’s actial’ fears: be- 

“The” ‘ goose-pimpling | framework’ tween. Malays and’ Chinese. The 
apart, “however, the show .was™:.a: threat: from. Indonesia: was- scantily 

treated, “and | its.” “Motives. unex- 
plained. 
“But the. ‘program aid, however 

launched -it with ‘the silly ‘dances | ponder ously" and- didactically, _pre- 
from. ‘“Gayaneh, ”’ delivered - them. 

2° bwith- “spirit, but .were ‘more impres-' 
. “Sob sive in. ‘their second. item, the pas: 

sent ‘much * ‘unfamiliar background: 
The ‘accent ‘on: ‘education’ was - il- 
‘lustrated -:-by-.a: trained. “‘Dyak tea: 
cher ‘returning . to. -his.: primitive} 
‘native village,. inhabited by former: 
(and -not.-too ; former) ‘headhunters. 1: 
Malaysia’s.: dependence - ‘on. rubber. 
‘and. tin: was stressed; ‘making. it im- 
‘perative. to diversify : ‘the economy; 
and... the . lecture: was. salted ..:with | 

*| some exotic: shots: of ritual, such as. 
a. Chinese. celebration of Ancestral 
ghos 
Tania “Abdel: Rk. a h. man “pon- 

motives -behind ‘the new-state, but 
the most. exciting: personality ‘ to]. 
come.acress was: ‘Singapore’s leader;} 
a- Chinese, - ‘who. predicted © an ex- 
plosion - ‘if. the. races::could not: work} 4 

‘James’. Condon 

and John ‘S. Gray's. ‘direction. ‘was |: 
strictly utility.” | _- Otta. 7 

_ 

“ Russeéll;. “Jacqueline: Hill, Carole 
“Ann Ford ‘: 

Director: ‘Waris Hussein. -: 

25. Mins.; ‘Sat., %15 p.m. -. 

_ Apparently,, this. new sci-fi. serial |" 
ot is. intendéd: to-go on into infinity, 
“lageach adventure - -will* consume 
“several ; “weekly: segments. and then 
‘be’ followed’ by - ariother.. . 
‘itialler seemed: likely. to. hold: an} 
‘undemanding audience,- but - its: aim]: 
is... somewhat’ “indecisive. . as . “yet. 
“This: kind.. of melodrama. “requires 
the utmost ‘conviction in detail to]: 
‘carry. ‘the. futuristic development. 
‘Anthony’ Cobiirn’s’ script: suffered 

| from a glibness-of characterizations,. 
-which didn’t. carry: the: burden | of 

.The- in- 

belief: 
‘Basie™ idea” was... “that . “Dr. “Who. 

They -’. could: :: travel 

astonishing’ knowledge..of . :scierice 
‘and. the French, ‘Revolution: |. ‘The. 

investigated; her “home 
| background, and stumbled. across. 
grandad:..Who,: :who° trapped” ‘them 
‘into: a space : craft which . promptly }* - 

| nicely’ detached: and unémotional;. 
‘and the opener was 
40. attract’ a 
whom. the. ‘private. ‘habits .of the} Latin America. Regular. commer- 

went into orbit.. 
“William . “Hartnell fatally- erred 

in: “suggesting. that’ Dr. Who was 
certifiable, - 
‘gifted... The: ‘other thesps were ade-] ii 
“uate, and: ‘director. Waris Huseel 

rather, ‘than ‘ Supra- 

Thereafter’ the: 
| 

ereaftey the on .NBC-EV: .Sunday -(1) ‘night. in|. 

‘for an. hour: that. the viewer's. in-'|: 

in’ the. fashion: ‘6f. .a.- threatening 

{the .wee hours of the morning. |} 
of The. heavies, essayed by Tony Mu- | 
"1 sante. ‘and Gregory. Rozakis,,. had 
’ just. mugged: a. hapless. victim’ in ‘a. 
‘subway. station, when ‘the ‘Nicholas |: 

a momentum. 

| a a. young:.man. and his girl, ‘two} 
; ; S ‘soldiers, an elderly Jewish ‘couple, | 

‘troubled: ‘couple with’ a -child, ‘and 
‘then. the. two ‘maniacal young 

“the. drama. ee! 

-rorized . each --of the: ‘passengers. 

.What had ‘begun asa naturalistic 
‘drama, -became ‘a play.-where all 

; hoods.: 

| people: are your a 

“hoods: there. -are. situations “in. re- | 
-ality. when: hoods. do- terrorize. ‘sub- + 

‘What purpose is served to graph- 

{are aware’ that. our. mental. hospi-| 
‘tals-are overcrowded and that the | 

indicated. :_ the: - political] siipway system ‘could ‘Stand better 

Babbin. produced. Cast, ‘each play- | 

-spoke: 

_Leibnian; ‘Vincent. Gardinia,. Frieda 
. Altman,” 

ole came - “UD. with: 
-‘camera-work,' which indicated” ‘the 
strangeness ‘of . it all without pin- | 

_ | phonic Workshop gave. eerie ‘sup-|- 
Os ‘port, and. the’ production will im- 

“|-press if it decides. ‘to establish. B 
. firm. ‘base in. realism. | vo  Otta. 

; LOOK. 

‘man: .Peter Scott: t6--report’on the’|. 
“ravages . caused: by last.:.winter’s 

‘Spot. records of the. plight | of starv- 

shaving. a fine’-time’ breeding and 
-moths.. ‘being. able. to: manufacture: 
‘their. own: ‘anti-freeze. 
“were .fhe -exception,- and. the - ‘pro-. 

‘eie’ campaigns. of private individ-. 
‘uals. and. societies. One. woman 
‘spent, $12°.a week on food for the} 
‘birds, “and touching pictures. illus- 

| trated ° their gratitude... - 

: DuPont ‘Show. of the: Week - 
-the- ‘switchblade “set . took - over’ 
the “DuPont. Show of the Week” 

a- vehicle’ of cheap terror appro- 
priately called “Ride: with Terro

r,” |": " 

‘It ‘was ‘cheap. in’.the -sense ‘it |. 
stacked its.cards so‘that a maniacal: 
‘duo of. hoodlums: could.hold sway: 

terest and emotions ‘were engaged. 

knife being. held .before ‘his nose; 
that; if there was a larger: ‘Meaning |: 
to. ‘the... nightmare, . “that meaning: 
was - SO’ loose | and. cryptic. that: At 
‘was lost. °: °°". 

For: ‘the’ wiost ‘unpleasant, ‘taste- | 
less. show of -the year, this Talent 
Associates-Paramount. . production, |" 
along’ with. the network, could win 
-an - ‘award. Loe 

The: ‘setting for. ‘the dtama was. 
a subway: train on its Bronx. Toute} 
towards .mid-Manhattan. Time was 

-E..- Baehr drama. ‘began : ‘to: gain | 

- Other: people. pet’ ‘on: “the train, 

a: . childless, | -unhappy. couple, ‘an | 
ex-alcoholic, | an. effeminate | man, ‘a | 

hoodlums, introduced earlier : in| 

One. by .one;: the two" hoods’ ter- 4: 

‘One’ ‘by ‘one, ‘all ‘the: mate passen-" 
gZers—except. the. -non-New. - York | 
‘soldier’. who. emerged: ‘as the /hero'| 
—were- ‘de-manned by... the .author. 

‘the cards were stacked ‘in ‘favor ‘of 
the .maniacs. - Each. malé- in’ the | 
dramia. -had. ‘his own’ selfish . weak. 
reasons not to..stand ‘up to’ the |}. 

. Finally: one. of ‘the soldiers’. 
—-the. one who hailed. from west. 
of .the. Hudson—did’ grapple with} 
the: hoods ‘and was, ‘stabbed: He | 
‘turned: to his’ fellow ‘passengers. at4 
‘the.-end and ‘in. ‘agonizing tones} 
‘askéd: rhetorically, “What: ‘kind. “of! 

Well: 

There - ‘are “maniacs: ‘there . are 

way. passengers and. mug: people. 

ically: depict: this. - -People- already. 

Policing. . 

‘Ron’ ‘Winston’ s direction’ ‘was: in 
‘the: Tealistie ‘school. - Jaequiline. 

ing’on the called. for: realistic lev- | 
el,. included “Mart.” Hulgwit,. Ron} 

J ohn. Connell, _Louise. 

“Some - -ettective 

ning it -down. | The. BBC.- Radio-. 

‘With Peter Scott Le 
Producer: Jeffrey: Boswall 
25 -Mins.;-Fri., 6:35.p.me- 0... 
BBC-TV;: from. London. |.” 

. This - popular: and: “skillful: wild- 
life skein returned with’ an appeal- 
ing segment .that allowed. anchor- 

freeze-up-in Britain. Filmi, smartly | 
assembled. by producer . Jeffrey: 
Boswall, provided. ‘pathetic on-the- 

ing animals and: birds:.:. ° 
‘Some: creature’: ‘revelled, in: the’ 

sub-zero: temperatures, thie ‘micé 

-But they 

gram, réecalled. effectively . the -res-.: 

: Peter: -‘Scott’s: ; commentary ‘was: 

deftly chosen 
wide | audienoé,:- for- 

Fmally.compulsive. 
ne wee Tete +S OMe 

4 ‘Troy; Genie Hackman, James ‘Shel-- 
Ter, Kathy Dunn; Loretta Leversee 
‘and: Jol ohn MeMartin.- Hore. 

Ed ‘Sullivan ‘Show. 

‘an hour of delighful public service 
for CBS-TY-: in 
entertainment. “for Kids. 
The ‘sheer: artistry manipulation, - 

‘creative: Teality and rich humor of- 
the figures: both. physically and in 

t situation, -May haye caused a trau- 
‘matic wave.to strike the nation’s . 
kinder: ‘saturated. with the late — 
-afternoon cartoon and blurb grind... 
Format’ was classic. vaudeville 

4 with’ a- marvelous hirsuted old. gent 
in‘ soup & fish as the salty emcee. : 
‘Most: fun for ‘the kids were. the.. 
animals-—waltzing poodles, - ‘a. sing-. -. 
‘ing “chicken, ludicrous. lions—all 
of whom were delightful in their: 
switches from. the’ ‘species ‘ta. hu-. 
man reactions. 2 

“Although: Ahere was. none ‘of the 
social - satire that is part .of | the. 

| troupe’s fame, the. adult audience 
-had- to be drawn in by. the..articu- 
Yate: manipulation of the magician. 
{who actually mystified), the. wildly 
funny. tangoing Minestrones ‘and 
the ‘pompous. soprano, whose bat-.-- 

fishnet. eyelashes. were as. 
| much..a part of. the: ‘performance 
ting, ° 

as -her voice. After. one. of the 
turns, the puppet emcee returned 7 
to-comment, “I don't know ‘about ~ 
‘you, but.1 feel intellectually . ful- 
filled.” There was a fulfillment of | 
some: Kind, anyhow. 

“Phe human underside : of the a 
troupe. took .a bow following the. 
performarices, and gave a.demon- 
‘stration of how the puppets were 
worked... Also. in.a bow with. Sulli- 
‘Vani. were Sergei Obratsov and. 
producer Sol Hurok who brought 
the. troupe: to the U.S. for the New 
York, “Washington and ‘Canadian. 
appearances. oo Bill. 

. Alfred Hitchcock 
-A.. neat, 

‘dered: on. CBS-TV’s “Alfred Hitch- 
_ |-eock Hour” Friday. (29) night. 

Titled: “The Body in the “Barn,” 
it. starred . Lillian’ .Gish,: ‘Maggie . 
McNamara ‘and Peter Lind Hayes. 
‘Teleplay by Harold Swanton had. 
many. engaging twists and. turiis,. 
themed’ to the proposition : that. 
“two wrongs make a right.” 
Miss. Gish portrayed - an. old, 

‘salty jpusybody who felt responsi- oo 
-ble. for-.a death sentence. carried 

| out” against an ‘innocent victim, - - 
essaying:. a .: 

‘straight dramatie role, played one - 
of the “heavies” convincingly, as... 
did his ‘partner in -crime,. Miss. 
‘McNamara, ‘How Miss Gish, in her. 

Peter. Lind. Hayes, . 

role, beat the. “heavies,” ‘Tender- 
dng her “two wrongs make a right” 

=; justice: was the heart. of.:the tele- 
‘play, adapted from a story by. ae 
garet Manners... 
‘Joseph Newman ‘directed. 

good, etipped style. | Horo. | 

ese Too, Bamps All 
~Com'ls. for. Microwave . 
Fick. on JFK. Tragedy 

Mexico. City, ‘Dee. 3. 
” Ag: in - the Vv... S., Telesistema .. 
“Mexicano S. three ‘Tetworks - -SUS- 
pended:: ‘virtually ‘all commercial. 
broadcasting. fo carry news and 
documentation. on the. assassination. 
of: President’ Kennedy, primarily 
via.’ microwave . pickup of ABC- 
‘TV’s live transmissions. _ 
For ‘four : days, ‘beginning at 5 

p: Mm. on the day of the ‘assassina--° 
tion, the . Mexican webs carried 40 — 
hours. of -ABC’s microcasts which 
.were:seen by an’ estimated 4,000,- _ 

In addition, * the’ ”. 000 :. Mexicans. 
Mexico ‘City. hq rushed yidtape. to. 
-another 10 affiliates to cover 2,000,- 
000° "more viewers . throughout 
‘Mexico. 
"English: Janguage ‘commentary. - 
was “heard. througtiout, ‘translated 
by. Mexican ‘announcers: using: the 
United. Nations technique. 

‘to. Washington, D.C., for: coverage 
of*the Monday funeral. 
: The: Mexican. ‘network | “pickup a 
-was the ‘only ‘direct- coverage ‘in 

‘cial’ service was” restored -.at.. 2:30 
‘pam. ‘Monday.. oS 2 oe 

This variety hour can go on for-- 
ever if it. continues. to come. up. 
with: attractions’ like Russia’s’ Ob-. 
ratsov_ ‘Puppet. Theatre, Log: it as 

‘the realm of tv 

- Suspenseful . murder” 
mystery, done with style, was ret-. 

Tele-... 
| sistema .also sent.a correspondent 
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“19. shows, ‘both. network and: syndicated, are: sted on. “the baste of their sowing | 
in the: total area. -homes’ barometer. . F 

-"<; Various branches of the industry, ranging from. media: buyers: ‘to local stat
ions io 

oie 16: 5 syndicators ‘will: find: the charts. valuable. 

Both. the network and ‘syndication’ “study feutures the total: ¢ drea: hones: ‘reached: ; “Over. the ‘course “of a ‘year, “ARB. will: tabulate: a minimum “of 247. ‘markets. The i 
‘Vand the metro aréa tatings'on each show. The total area homes: reached reflects resilts of that: tabulation willbe found. weekly in- Variety Coupled ‘with ‘the rating. | oe 

i the dudiences on ‘the basis. of the total. market...area . examined. The metro. area _ performance of the top. 10 network shows, on the. local. level, the: VARIETY-ARB. charts $02: 

- ratings are: based. on the metropolitan. markets within: the. total: area, examined: ‘Top. ; ‘are. Gesigned to: reflect the rating tastes, of virtually every market. m b the: U. Ss. -: 

CHICAGO 

Vantéry's. weekly. tabuldtion ‘based | on. “patingé ftirnished: by American Research’. 
Bureau, highlights the top 10 network: shows .on “a local level. and: offers. a .rating 7 
study of the top 10 ‘syndicated: shows tn the’. same’ Particular ‘markets. This: ‘week. ao 

four different markets are. covered. wee : 

“STATIONS: WBBM, sree, He inte A PERIOD: OCTOBER 16 - 29, el 
Tot. ‘Area Met. “Total ‘Area Metro j a 

Metal (fo 

. Huckleberry: Hound’ (Tues. 7 00): 

. . | ie. oh: Homes-~ Area |t - ce ee Se Mb DS - “Homes Area | ae 
‘RK. : Tov Network. “Shows. Sta,.~ _ Reached Rte. RK. Top Syndicated ' Shows Day & Time ‘Sta. a - Dist. oe Reached” ‘Rts. - Top Competition _ Sta. Homes - 

‘L Beverly Millbillies z ~ WBBM “772, 300 . 35 oe -Hiickleberry.” Hound. (Mon. 6:00): S WGN. weve Screen: ‘Gems 286, 300... 13 6:00 Rpt: “Standpoint. WBBM’ 210; 200%. 2. 
2. Bonanza ....... . WNBQ .-~ 750,000 ~35 HI 2. - Yogi. Bear (Tues... 6:00) ThWGN: ; Screen: ‘Gems 263,300--. 12]|-Chicago Report | . .WNBQ 195,800. 
‘3: Dick Van Dyke. .. WBBM 740.200. _ 84] 3. Rocky. & Friends. (Wed:, Fr: °6: 00). . WGN::-: PAT Lot e700 114 6:00°. Rpt;. Standpoint. :.-WBBM 223,800 
4. What's’ My . Line’ ..WBBM. ~ 710,100 *. ...-33-]] 4. One Step Beyond (Fri: ‘8: 00). Sida +S WGN. “ABC Films :. . 227,700-- 10. Bob Hope -::.:: .cv. WNBQ@ ..° 411,300 
5. Candid Camera a ..WBBM 689,900: *-* 31.]},5. Dobie Gillis (Mon,..7: 00). a -WGN....20 Fox TV’. | 215,700 10: I’ve Got. A. ‘Secret. we eens . WBBM 392. 000: 
6, Andy Griffith .......,.WBBM.. 686,700. ‘.. -32/} 6. Quick Draw McGraw (Thurs. ‘6: 00). -WGN......Screen: ‘Gems 210,700. 10 | 6:00: -Rpt;- “Standpoint: :.WBBM _230,900.” 

“J. Danny Kaye oO “WBBM :636:800...°-..30.1] 7. Fractured Flickers (Thurs. ‘9:30).... WBKB: ee TTC .192,400/ . °:9}Nurses. =. betas WBBM... .526,500. 
8. Lucy Show ... eee WBBM 566,100? 26/| 8. Leave Beaver; NCAA (Sat.. 4:00). ; .. WBBM: .. ..MCA 190,500 ~~ 9 | WGN Presents» ooeesWGN | |. -129;300 
9. McHale’s': Navy ....... WBKB - 564,600: -- -26 || -9.. Lippy. The Lion’ (Tues: 6: 30). eered TAWENS: wees ; Screen: Gems. 172 800 8| Combat .2. 2.65. oe «+ WBKB . 407, 700: 

10. _ Danny Thomas. - <0) WBBM (556, 100, ~ 2 26 10. Biography . (Sun. 9°30)... wae » WGN... » Official. "169,700. 8 ‘What's My. Line. oe -WBEM ._ 410,200. 

LOS. ‘ANGELES | ; STATIONS: KNOT, KNB KILA, KARC, KH KTIV, KCOP. SURVEY Penions OCTOBER 6 29,1963: 

, | i re L Sea ¥ Hunt (Sat, ": 00)... i. “ENXT, -Economee. "360,100 14. Shirley” ‘Temple Fila. KS: 280, 300. 
ue sey, am. en “sen 36 2. Death. Valley ‘Days (Wed. 7: 0075. Senge, US. Borax 339400 12 |CBS News. .--s....0.cKNXT 342100. 
3. Perry Maso YRC Treen KNXTE 801, 600 31 3.. Across 7. Seas..(Tues: .7:00).° 0.5 6. “KNBC... ‘Crosby. Prod. 267,900 9}CBS. News: ... weave acts KNAT . 294,600 . 

erry Saco NAL a? “4, Leave It To Beaver’ (Mon. Sat. D. . KTLAY. - MCA ~~ 210,200 ‘8|.CBS NeWS ves cece ee -KNXT. ’ -» 320, 200. : 4, Bonanza = .4:2:..03.....KNBC -,742;200. |» 27||-* Das “ : ” TSea Hunt’ <2 oeclr! KNXT .. 360,100 
5. Bob Hope ..i...36666:KNBC ~ 685,100-.:. 2251] x 06100 B®: ec rpibess tyre 

' 6. Andy - Griffith: KNXT 651,000. “24 5. Biography:: Hall Fame (Sun; 6: 30)... “-KNBC. Official 7. 206,100: +8 Mister’ Ed. ely eeie’s eee NXT: 461. 000 
oy Candid Camera mee “NXT 623. "600°. OE 6. Science. In Action: (Thurs.. T: 00)... “KNEC.. ...RSS Assocs.:. 192,700 6 CBS News. le citeveedsees KNXT: 323; 000 .. 
8. Lucy « Show. meee KNXT 616: 700: - a 93, a i Gun: Will. Travel: (Sat.: 7: 00). a : PesRABG: - CBS. Films . 163,100. ~s Sea. Hunt sete cee ese en -KNXT _ 360, 100. wt. 

9. Richard: ‘Boone, ses KNBC 613 "500: gig IP 8e Yogi. Bear. (Thurs. 7:00) 2.01.02... et -KTTV.. .. Screen ‘Gems: * 159,300 6| CBS: News. °.....0.0ec0. «KNXT. © “223,000. ee 
10. McHfale’s: Navy 2. .0. 2... K ABC “604 300 3s 9: Our Miss Brooks. (Mon.-Fri: 6: 30). KAS we Fees CBS. Films: 155,100 6| Big News <.....622- »-KNXT:. 357,100°: Peg ee 

. SONAUY secs ies: Dee CL SOL KITV, ; Screen: Gems iadcaatl 8 = News" --KNXT "294,600 0 yrs 

PHILADELPHIA 
L ‘Beverly “Hillbillies | wear : “105; aia on - Death Valley Days ‘Mon. oh: 00). 

“STATIONS: weRy, weit, WCAU. SURVEY PERIOD: 

are Sora ~ 314,500 —_ | ITV 10 Bie ‘News... 

* OCToRER 1b 29, 

WCAU ; 2312 300: 7 
2. Donna Reed wel Laos WEIL: “671,500 39 ||.2. Rifleman _ (Wed. 7:00)... el elo ° Four..Star 238 400 [;TV. 10 Big News... i... i~WCAU. 260, 700 — a 
3. ‘Candid. Camera - woe WG AU 644.800 “39 7.3: Sea Hunt: _N€AA FB: (Sat. 27: 00. WAU. .-:Eéonomee. __ - 229,300 } | Gun ‘Will: ‘Travel..: beetle .WRCV...; 206,400. ee 

: wt ees 73 ne mat dns | 7 2 Adv. In Paradise (Thurs.. 8: 00). -/ WEIL, + oe 20, Fox: TV. | 216, 300 i ‘Huntley-Brinkley : . mr AWRCV 257,000 © 4. Bonanza Fees vees'ss WRCV °641,200 2334) oo “|TV 10. Big. News...0..41 WCAU ” -216;800,° 
5. NFL Football .......2.WCAU | 629,300, .- 34||"5. Hénnesey (Fri: 7:00)... 7 oS oWROV: cNBE. Films: . 215, 700° ‘| Dragnet ..0. 2.6.0... 5 WEIL 176,700 2 
6. Dick Van Dyke... <-WCAU : 616,300. 33 }|.6. Rescue 8. (Wed. eee laseee eee WRCV Seren, gems ae. 100 lj Sea 10 Big NER FB ae WeAU : 260, 700 | 

Poo RIT on 1. Gui Will -Travel-(Sat:. 7: 000". - aan RCV...,:CBS Films: - 206,400° [3.| Sea. Hunt; NCAA -FB: =, 21 a . 
a. Mettate’s Navy aan sWF ih. 608 800. o 82, Be Maverick (Tues. ‘S: 30) ° paeeetes WFIL: Mate -Warner Bros. -.185,400 . | Huntley-Brinkley.~ .»WRCV..: 326,000-- 
8. My 3 Sons..'. 2)... ees WEIL. 593,700 31. = es .. | PV. 10° Big: News. . .WCAU.:. 254,600 
9, Combat 22.22. 2.6262. WEIL 576,100 =. 30-|| ‘9, Wyatt: Earp. “(Dhurs. 7200), <8: WRV. ABC” Films’ 182,900. 10) TV. 10 Big News... =-WCAU © (216,800 
10. ‘Mon... Night ‘Movies. 2.-WRCV “570,500 po 31 10. Dragnet: (Eri, 7: 00). re - WEIL. ou CA te 176, 700. } [Hemnesey : -WRCV faa 700 

CLEVEL AND ° "STATIONS: KYW, WeWs, wow. "SURVEY PERIOD:. OCTOBER 16 - 29. | 1963. 

"L. Dont ‘Donna Reed ween —WEWs: 454,400: 40), 1. “Cheyenne. iSun.: 6:30), SWEWS.: ABC Films . 230 0800, 18 | Littlest. “Hobo: De WOW oon. 131 300: -~ - 
2. McHale's: ‘Navy. - ++. WEWS 421,400: | ooste | | S| Dassies 02... obdeeee) WEW ” 209,700 ©: 
‘3. Bonanza -- Peay tees KYW. - 401,000° 0 «~ 2. “Thriller: (Thurs. 10: 00). wc cet ec eled wow :: _MCA 209. {700 -_..-18.} Suspense: Theatre ” KYW +. 265,000 - 
4. My 3: Sons”. lacs WEWS:* 396,900. . 33 3, Leave It To' Beaver (Wed,. 8: 30). .WwIw... MCA -. ~~ 487,300 16 | Virginian’! 2. 2...:. : vets . KYW: 304, 000 .. 
5. Mon, Night: Movies... wo KYW? :.373,200. ..°°37:|/ 4.) Lawman. (Mon. :7:00): 2c co  WEWS. Wiener: Bros. “177,300. --.13- Eyewitness. News | aves» KYW. 213,500. 
6. Ben Casey. | ae -WEWS. ~.357,600=. 344.5. Huckleberry : Hound. (Mon. 6 30). - WEWS.... ..Screen Gems 160,600° _ 14} Huntley-Brinkley ieee KYW. 187,200. 
7.. Beverly Hillbillies | ops. WIW 354,400° 27 || 6. Battle Line -(Fri:: 10:00)... — _ CO AWEWS 5 Official 158,900" 12)]Jack<Paar .:°:... IES KYW: 293,900. 
8. Patty Duke. 2..........WEWS 352,800. 32./|-7. Dickens-Fenster (Fri. :7:00).. - WEWS.....ABC - Films - 145,800 13'|Eyewitness-.News -:......KYW.: 198,800: 

. Flintstones /°*  WEWS’.. 348,500-..:-27 || 9. Across °7-'Seas. (Tues. 7:00). oe i «| EWS: Crosby: Prod. 117, 500. :10| Eyewitness News ott -. KYW. ”.. 245,000. 
* 341,600 -- 31 |[10. Bachelor Father (Wed.*7:00).<-.. = WdIW... wee “MCA we 116;300 .. 10:3) Eyewitness’ News... 2.0.0. K yw “209; 700 ae 0. Fugitive 

D. ¢ s Al Pride, No 0 Prejulice 
Continued from: ‘page 23. 

He called ‘the coverage “an: action| 
that I admire.” — 

In a-speech.. immediately follaw- , 
ing President Johrison’s. address to 
a joint session of.Congress, Harris 
said: “We can-say truthfully today 
_that we Americans have felt fused 
together. as one ‘people: largely be-. 
cause of the outstanding. contribu- 
‘tion made by the broadcasting in- ‘days. . ; “““ANl the hostilities and: preju- |, 
dustry during - these last. few. = ; =| h. “more ., is. it, . Boing Ba dices’ which has: caused ‘such: trag: | * 
days:.- OR Ea: lL edy- in. Europe. during the... past | 

and advertising “is a clear: demons-}- 
tration that the industry can, if it 

..$o..desires, ‘live -up to the highest 
‘standards ‘of public” service.” 

“Never. before;”” ‘he said, 
there been such: a documentation 
of history in the’ niaking . for. ‘the: 

. ‘skiing; and other international’ and: 
‘national ” events.. 

American public.” 

__ Rogers termed the industry. per-{ 2 
formance: “‘one .of the most:-out-}- 
standing jobs. that L ever: thought 
of.” 

“7 can’t say” Seen" ‘since: Tr hope 
its the only time -in my. lifetime 
that I w “il have to .w itness such an. 
event,” Rogers added: 

While FCC ‘was praising .. ‘the 
‘industry, a local station ran.a large 
‘advertisement. in the: Evening Star|- 

‘broadcasting’ 's. 
coverage. “should show FCC Com- 
missioner Henry: that.  broadeasting 

“here saying: the. - 

The. “Atkansas Democrat. said the}. 
‘webs’ and individual . stations’.-de-|: 
‘cision to cancel. regular’ ‘programs |}: ; Contihuie 4 from page <= “ 

skating’ 

“has: 

can. and’ does. serve ‘Atnetica- with: 
{ out POV ernment: interv ention.”’ 

prez and ~general . “manager. 

‘the one 

football: and boxing during the 1 four 

~ Lindemann 

-championships. " -featuring: 
the same.skaters): ‘several Nladison |. 

‘| Square ‘Gardeni, events | ‘(on one. of). 
which. the web“bid double the CBS 
figure};: Russian-American. hockey;. 
Pebble. Beach “golf;:-New Yéar’s. 

--Competition, Lindemani. feels: 
isthe. key’ to the -succéss of” the} 
‘sports ‘specials—avid. sports .. tele- 
casting ‘generally—and™ he. actively | 
seeks. -events © with © celearly-drawn 
competitive Hines. ‘Bud Palmer;.who| 
‘handled ‘thé first network tv. Sports'- 
‘specials’ on CBS, Ww in host the mew. an , 
NBC series. | 

Lindemann’ figures there's" ‘more} 
to ‘network: sports: dominance than 
the. focus. on big events.. Radio, he 
feels, . “is- Boing’ by Aefault. ” “The| tng ‘State’ “organization held. here, ao 

BL [10. Bachelor Father. (Wed.: 7: 200). 

The. ad, ‘submitted by Ed. Winton,. 

“San .  Antonio;:: 

‘and WDAF.. Kansas City; Mo: 
; “Road to” Bali,” |. 
“Seven. Little: Foys,? and’“'Son’ Of 

TH. 

“Summer Olympics - from. tékyo for 
* [whieh NBC -.: paid. 

says, -is up. for grabs to. anyone ‘who’ 
{wants © ‘to *.cover™ via. ‘the’ sound} .. 

__ | medium. -He points. out -that’ in ae 
{sports in ‘New York radio, listeners |‘ 

| don’t. think’ Of -a- nétwork: flagship,| ¢ 
they. ‘think of’ WNEW.” 

“He | also. ‘would. like” to" see “the 
of ‘network. ‘give :more:.attention to: the 

WQMR-AM,, said. “I wonder.if-once 
-again . FCC. and. “the . ‘people’ will 
_point to the. minority’. 
‘or. two: stations” that carried music; : 

$1,000,000,'. he 

reporting: of ‘sports. ‘events’ aS.. in- 
-corporated™into. regtilar’ radio and 
.tv newscasts, He'd ‘like, -in fact, -to 
‘see a. sports: ‘reporter regularly: as- 
signed . to:.the news . desk—“But- 
then, of. course, they. want" to: ‘know: 

“More: Bob: Hope Sales 
_KLAS-TY,.. “Las... Vegas, and. 

-KTVK-TV, - Phoenix, "are “aniong 

libraries. 

Allied Artists Television: distrip- 
uting’ the ‘Hope’ ‘features, also Teg-| 
istered. - salés.; with. WNIKX, : “Sagi-. 
haw,: Mich:; -KEND,. Fargo, N.D.; 
WKZO;- Kalathazoo, “Mich.; KONO. 

-WREX, . Rockford, 

“Fitles - include. 

Paleface.’ ay 

“Atlanta—Elmo fllis,. ‘manager of. 
‘WSB. Radio was. elected Vice. presi- 
dent of the: Georgia Easter Seal: 
Societyat the annual meeting of 

‘Las’ does the fact that, in-line with 
approval by: ‘the :Board of: Broad- 

is given over the French and. Eng- 
\ lish. broadcasts, ‘and. 40% to. for-| 
‘eign. language ‘-programming—the. 

a century,” 

reach the New: Canadians in. their 

|Canada and’: Canadian’: ‘products. 

familiar ‘to: him.” .- 

10,000 watts for a 20-hour day, has. 
‘| another interesting: feature. in -its 

Five :: ‘minutes to ~ the |’. 
{ hour. in English; one’ minute. of. 
newscasts: 

‘in- French—these. two breaks de- 

news. 

gramming: “reflects. solid- ‘integrity, 

cast Governors, 60% of: the time’ 

highest: “yet | permitted for -ethnic 
programming, 

the 

Stanczykowski- is’ a ‘director: of 

CFMB, he. says, “it :is: “designed: to’ 

native language, ‘and .to. interpret. 

against a background | and. ‘ideas 

The. Station, with’ 7 an. ‘output’ of 

héadline reprise ‘on: the half-hour ; 

voted. to Rational. and: International. 

aTataNer a 

. Eyewitness: News. 

~ Montreal's CMB 
; Continued from, page Qt 

says. Stancezykowski, “are| 
» Heft at:the door-of.the station...We.|.- 

are intersted ‘mainly. in good .Cana- |. 
‘dianism while | ‘maintaining 
-ethnic ‘cultures. at’ a high level.” 

-eight - stations’ to. add: the: seven-]- 
‘Bob Hope. fe atures:-t to Meir: film} the Montreal Citizenship. Council. 

{which helps “New. Canadians” ad-. 
just. to theiradopted. land. -As for |. -' 

“area joint service,. dependent. on 
license. fees. from viewers and. lis-. 

nations - ‘represented in _ CFMB's 7 * 
| language spectrum, as well as ‘glo=" -, 
‘bal news, ‘is carried in the format. -: 
of .. the various.” ethnic. _ Program-. 
ming. : . 

“What. Stanczykowski has achieved - 
with.:a show of good faith; “isa. 
‘barrelful - 
course, S008. business! 

of ‘ goodwill . _and,..” 

Trish. Tv 
— Continued’ fiom page. 25 ss 

in: ‘farm. areas. was’: * particularly" 

slow, It is currently estimated. that 

-one-third ‘ ‘of. all homes: “will: haye 
tv sets by’ Maz ch, 1964.” 

“Tv and’ ‘radio - -in: Irish: “Republic e 

teners :.and.. -advertising revenue: 
‘State. _provided - ‘capital. for - “outfit 
and a- Subsidy of $1,400,000; sub-: 7 

| sidy:ran out‘in 1963 and new legis-* . . “ 
lation’ has been ‘framed. to provide. ae 
further. aid in. addition to. “Upping - 
license fees, Deo. 

Hilton” ‘Edwards ‘bowed. “out. as: . 
chead. of tv drama.:and- has: been. 
‘replacetl. by . -producer. Jim. .Fitz- .. 
‘gerald. Drama. output has been low: . 
‘compared to radio-where. this has”. .--:. 

‘| been: a strong feature through: the So 
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RADIO-TELEVISION_ 

London's s Ist Festival of World iv Z wl Despite Initial Snags Off & Ru 
‘London, ‘Dee. 3. +5 

If. ‘Britain’s first. international. tv}: 

-fete—more strictly tabbed Festival} 
of World. Television—which _ ‘winds f- 
tomorrow (‘Wed.; isn’t a ring-a-ding | 
-guccess, it will be through no fault|- 
‘of the local industry. Sponsored :by |: 
BBC, the. Independent . “Television 
‘Authority -and:. the Independent. 
Television Companies . Association} 
(which are each doriating $5,600} 
to the running ‘of the. niné-day| 
-event), the networks have pitched 
in with: equipment, staff. and: other: 
resources — to get the fest. off the 
ground. 

_ Inevitably, prototypes need | re-| 
finements and. modifications “and; 
ho exception, the first. London Vide 
‘fest. kicked off with its Share of}. 
rough edges. The organizers, for| 
-instanee, were unable - to. mount..a 
proposed temporary building: ad- 

_jacent to’ the National Film ‘Thea- 
tre: (fest’s venue). which ‘was’ in-| 
tended. to house additional . moni-} 
‘tors’ plus the... transmitting’ - and 
other equipment: and: an exhibition. 
‘Site apparently: is. public. land. and| 
cannot «be. built upon, not. “even : 
temporarily.’ . 

In-: fact, . Leslie ‘Hardcastle; : NET] 
manager in charge. of . ‘organizing | 
the equipment, showings, accommo- | 
dation etc. has ‘a legal battle on his 
hands for parking a loaned trailer 
there which has been. brought. in as. 
an alternative abode: for the equip-|_ 
Tent... 

While this inability- ‘to erect : a 
viewing adjunct to. the. NFT has 
not: 
arrangements. 
dustryites and press, 

for. delegates, ‘in-| 
it has cur- 

tailed to a large extent the public’ S|. 
change. of peeking: the. screenings, ; 

Not helping: ‘either, 

to: secure more than. ‘a ‘dozen moni- 
-tors for the fete which -can cope}: 
with the varying ‘line standards. 
Thus, the theatre's - big screen has 
been pressed into service, 

Electronic snags have ‘cropped| 
up, too, most’ devastating. of which]. 
is the fact that the electricity.sup-| 
‘ply to the theatre is noticeably cut 
back when the big. office ‘blocks 
nearby switch on. at. night. 

Working. troubles: aside, ' the fete. 
seems to have a chance. of catching 
on. While its: morning and. after-| 
noon sessions are attended .by the 
delegates.and one or two. outsiders 
about. 150 . in all, the : - evening 
screenings have been up. to “ex- 
pectations “with ‘crowds of”. 4-5000.. 

“Appreciation has been. ‘expressed 
by tradesters and délegates re: the]. 
“truly international” flavor of the]. 
affair (23. countries are: participat-| 
ing). and, being. ‘non-competitive, 
political wrangling, “Instant -With-} 
drawals and: other “competitive” 
hazards Have so far: ‘been: -avoided. | 

In a big effort to get the initial 
night away with a swing,‘ the ITA’ 
.hosted a ‘200-guest. cocktailery |: 
bringing ‘together prominent poli-| 

. .ticians,: industry leaders, delegates) 
and. selected reps. from the: press. 
Tonight (Tues.). Shell International, | 
which has. donated its nearby thea_ 

“tre for the colorvision- demonstra“) 
tions and -other fetival -events, ’ 
feting the overseas. delegates | and 
tomorrow ‘Wed.) Stuart -Hood;| 
BBC-TV_ program. topper is . wind 

(Continued. : an. n page" 4 40). 

Upcoming BBC. D Has | 
Heartening Effect On> 
Accelerated Set Sales: 

_. ‘London, Dee. 3. 1. 

The combined -- canipaigning of 

BBC and the tv: receiver ‘manu: 
facturing - business, . constituting -a. 
mighty tubthumping.-promo to the 
Cor oration’s - upcoming -UHF net- 
work, BBC-2, -has .already chad a 
noticeable’ effect. on. the: sale” of 
vidsets. 

‘Accelerating i in. September, man: | 
ufacturers deliveries . tataled - 194- 
000. receivers: to the home’ trade, 
~some 20°C more than-in the- cor- 
Yesponding monti. ‘the “previous 
“year. -Total deliveries for the first. 
Ning months of 1$63- were well: in’ 
excess: of 1,000,000. sets. 23C¢ ¢, more 
than the 856,000: sold ‘in’ the: cor- 
‘Tesponding, period” of 1962. 

At the same time, deliv cries oft 
““gadios also improved substantially 

in. September, -at 240,090. sets,. or 
3825 better. than..a year ago, ac- 
Wofiding to figures just. released’ by: 
British Radio Esipment, Manufae- 
vurers: Association, _ 

‘interfered with . the seating _ 

is thé fact |. 
that Hardcastle’ has. :-been : unable |: 

, pooled - VS. 

Fee's Status Quo 
— Continied. from. page: 23 — 

mate. friends, perhaps. ‘because Mrs. 
John: mm chas ‘been. a “broadeaster. |: 

-. The fact. ‘that Bartley isa Texan 
would: -probably. : “work as .-much | 
against him.-as-it ‘would for. him: if. 
‘President... Johnson | ‘did. make a 
change in the chairmanship. There]: 
-is..the. “problem: “of: “placing. too.} 
many Texans: in’ high. office: in the 
‘Government. 

ing future: appointments: or’ reap- 
pointments “to. FCC. -Those: who, 
know -President . Johnson say it 
‘would be inconceivable ‘that he-has | 
had-time -to. think about. anything* 
as -far.in the. future,’ and | of as’ 
relatively: ‘Tittle national - and: ‘in- 
ternational . .consequence yet. : 

‘the FCC, “eacti occuring on .June 
30° of. the. year. involved, will: -fall:. 

: 1964-—Fredérick. W: Ford (he -is-} 
a ‘Republican, ‘and -the. post cannot. 
go. to. 4: Democrat under’ the: law): 
1965—Bartley ‘(ae 

-berth). -- 
"-1966—Rosel. Hyde (a: GOP spot): 

-1968-—Lee _Leevinger . - Demo- 
cratic’. - . 
1969-Henry (Deitiocratic):, 
/1970—Kenneth, & ox... 

— Contiriuéa ‘trom page: 23° — 

each.. 

‘tially some 30. hours: a week, : ‘two. 
-of the’ four. drama slots.-have been 

| made available. for - ‘Wilson's, ‘seri-. 
Intention -here. isto. screen: als. 

“adult” cliffhangérs. ‘and. to ‘seria-: 
lize-:the “world’s. greatest novels, 
First ‘of: the’ latter. ‘eategory * will 
‘be: “Madame Bovary;,”: “sét ‘to: bow: 
in: - : April: ‘When. BBC-2 . -opens.. 
Others: i clude : ‘the. “Brothers Ka= 
ramazov;”. “Ann: Veranica: Germi- 
nal”. and “Witchiwood. ane 

Says | -Wilson: © Fhe’ ‘Serials ” ‘on. 
BBC-2' ‘will be put out. fairly. late: 
at night -so- we won’t have the re-. 
‘striction ‘of. children | in: the - audi- 
ence. mo, 
Anothér innovation, thie ‘BBC-2. 

serials will Be ‘scripted: toa ‘length 
of 45 minutes as opposed. to: the. 
more: ‘familiar 30: ‘minutes. 

” Gov. Connally 
—- Continued from. page 3 — 

Ss ABC-TV. also. carried: highlights. in : 
its news that ‘day. . 
Other issues. Which arose. in the = 

three. network: negotiations. for the] .-<: 
Gov. :Connally story were. those” of |.. 

‘interviews; |: 
“2 _«fthe choice’ of. the-.interviewer, -and| < 
* ... [release time.‘of the’ story. “All: of |: 

.' | the issues come up’ time: and- again 
- -. Fin ‘ty journalism, and.each of them 

‘individual: 

‘is. worthy of. ‘exploration’ for. each 
‘| tells ‘the “story .of how. -alike: and live or .live-on-tape. television dra- 
how: far “apart. tv journalism’ -is|; 
from other: journalistic media... 

Gov. . Connally wanted: NBC's 5. 
Martin. Agronsky-, to’ do: the inter-: 
view, and.. he. ‘wanted’ it .to -be: ‘a 
pooled: affair: Salant 

‘to the. interview ee selecting. the cor- 
respondent; ‘and ‘the.. interviewee 
choosing ‘the network ° ‘to. feed the 
“pool Salant;. thoug.. finally” ace. 

was. that ‘if the Gov ernor’ felt: more |" ° 
comfortable with Agronsk ¥y., 
would: be’ best. to “relax.” principle | : 
‘for: this one ‘Océasion.. 

east. Gov. Connally initially wanted 
to’ conduct ‘the - ‘interview’ in -the 
‘early: afternoon:'on the. basis’ of'a 
“hold for reléase”” ‘in the evening.|- 

pianist - and’ disk- jockey: Billy. ‘Tay- The: Gov.. Connally interview -was 
‘a hard news:story, for the first time 
-publicly : relating. his’ version’ of: 
what. had happened on that ‘day -of. 
‘assassination. CBS.- News. balked 

_ on. ‘the: “hold. for release” tag, Put! 

There could. not: ‘at. this: time: ‘be | 
ahy accurate. speculation concern-: 

“| by 
Here: is. ‘the: way . vacancies.’ ‘on 

Demoer atic i 

1967—Robert.: E.. Lee. (also GOP), |: 

such’ as the’ FCC standing .in the 
.| Wings>- ‘Neither, though, does. any| . 
_|-other. media. contain ‘the..dramatic 

_- | power- OF: -tv. Between. the. power 
{and the doctrine ‘of fairness, ty}: 

aan ‘journalism must find” its: Thiche. 

— Another Era Passing? 
already - pacted: with such ‘Writers. : 
‘as Francis Durbridge, Victor.Can-- 

| ning; Ken- Hughes, Nigel. Balchin |: | 
{and - ‘Nigel: Kneale- - for: “one serial | : 

On ‘BBC-2, the web's “apéoming | 
‘UHE.. outlet avhich- Avill: beam. ini-. 

Lang Syne terrain, onre.so popular 
“here, appears. to. be «on the: - way 
‘out.: The 1963-64. lineup. reveals no | 
‘traditional -panto shows a la-“Dick. 
Whittington”’. or - “Cinderella. ” In: |: 

lstead;: ‘Manageiments ° are _ staging | 

sophistication. of ‘the age: and the. 
~ f influence of -television.. The How- 

ard. &.Wyndham ‘group will ‘drop’ 

the. plush” King’s Theatre, “Edin- 
-burgh,; . 

‘goof; 
initially: e 

balked, being opposed in: ‘principal |. (3); 

‘horizons. -and | 
residual - problems: involved - ‘in Te-.J- 
-peats” of. taped: as. against: filmed 
“drama: m Boar ba: 

-| ceeded due to the unusual; -situation, |: / __ 
Gov: Connally was ‘still recovering |. 
‘from, his «wounds and. Salant’s ‘view. 

“Another:.issue, which: dissipated | TR 

itself, was the timing. of the tele-| gramming format this week ‘with 
the © “adoption . Of: a mood - music. 
‘pattern’ from’ 8: ‘p-m.., ‘tO. midnight: | 

-strip * with. his’ “Taylor Made:.Jazz’”’ 
show.’ Wally: King. ‘will: hold” ‘down 

ing Thusic to “relax by.” 

[the issue’ was. s-dissipated when thie & 
J interview . was: moved. up. towards ° 
evening. ’ . 

-On -ariother. front, ‘eriticism of ty 
editing; according to:a N.Y. Times |- 

we 

‘story. out of Dallas, was voiced. by} 
employees of KERD, Dallas, ‘CBS-. 

1TV affil: The: ‘quoted criticism: of 
| the. station. employes ‘dealt with ‘the}. 

} way: N. Y.-had. edited the remarks!. 
of Rev: ‘William . Holmes; Methodist 

‘| minister in ‘Dallas. It ‘was: the’ :con-| 
5 | tention- ‘of : Station” employes,’ 

“and. most - trusted adviser. “Bartley, : 
‘and. “President -and “Mrs. - Johnson. 
have been: friends, . but. ‘not. inti- | 

ac- 
cording to the published. story, that 
the. ‘good: things -said -abaut Dallas 
by: Rev: :Holmes’ had: been- taken 
out: of the. ‘Holmes: segment: shown 
on the. ‘Walter. _Crorikite: _ Show. 
‘Tuesday - ( QT). 

Dan. Rather Correspondent -. 

sent ‘it’ to Ne Y, for ‘télecasting. a 

“Many: times. editing - has ° ‘become |. - 
the “heavy”: of tv- journalism. CBS 
News ‘has: been ‘attacked “by” Sen. 
Goldwater. and Congressman. -Utt 
(R.-Calif.), for “example: ’ for being: 
unfair in -editing.. Both. Sen; Gold- 
water and..Congressman Utt: since ; 
the attack have appeared: on: pub-|- 
affairs shows: of .CBS. ‘News, ap-. 
-parently relaxing their:feud. All of 
ithe: ‘networks have: ‘been. condemned 

“ Congressmen: . Segregationist :: 
more than-once. for. ‘allegedly slant-. 
ing the news..via’ editing to: favor’ 
the. _integrationists: .The::. editing 
‘issite- ‘also comes. up: outside the. 

#roup. may. feel that: he, she,. or 
| they, ' have’, beet. unfairly. ‘depicted | 
on. ty: 

In: -other:, journalistic. media; 
there’ 5s ‘no watchdog of. fairness 

W ‘Fading. Traditional 

“Glasgow, ‘Dee.. 3. 

- Praditional ‘pantomime | “in. Auld 

either; “Christmas: or -:. new-style: 
“pantomime ‘with: an : original plot.|> 

‘Trend. is“ due to: the - increasing: 

its: traditional-style’ ‘pantomime’. at 

- and. is”. substituting; ° this 
year, “The -Andy-.Stewart. -Show,” ” 
featuring: the kilted Scot minstrel-. 
-ecomedian. . 

The. Glasgow. Pavilion, a. theatre 
long ‘accustomed to: featuring tra-. 

| ditional pantomime ‘stories | geared. 
at -the. ‘moppet. -trade, - will :: also 
break ground » -at ~ ‘Christmas -by- 

| staging. “a. completely®.. new and 
'-| original ~. story, 
‘Widow. 
comedians Ja¢k Milroy: and: Charlie, : 

The -: World . of. 
-Cranky.” :-Stars.. are. tv 

Sim, With. thrush Sally ‘Logan. 

~ Susskind - 
—. ‘Continued from page. 22 <a 

only: tooling up for. a custom-made : 
product. .- 

Settling “his: fitial "accounts: with 

ma, Susskind said :this phase: of. ty 
. | has ended. because. of. ‘several in- 
‘surmountable. - factors: 
public's. intolerance of. the technical: 

(2). the. narrowing of: the} 

(1). - the: 

cost: ‘gap: between live’. and. film: 
the need. for: greater . visual. 

(4): : the’ -mixed-up 

_WNEW's s “Wood Music’ 
WNEW. Radio, NYS: a. leading 
representative’ Of. the . class Pop 

.idiom,’ has made .a.. major 
change: in: its. nighttime " pro-. 

Under’. the fhew- Asetup,. jazz: 

lor: will | topline : the 8.to 9° Dm: 

‘the. 9. to midnight segment: featur- 

Television Network;. which | is beset’ 
by. 

lems, has just been hit with’ anew 

jSion, ‘representative - of one of. the: 
‘11 states “of West. Germany. :that: 

refused - ‘to: pay its” monthly levy. | : 
‘ing.into. the..Mainz’ kitty are ap-. 

‘variang (who. want-to keep their 
money . “at- home. ‘to: help. finance 
their-own forthcoming Third: Tele- 
‘vision Program). are. saying: that -if: 
there::is too. much squabble-: over:} 

‘even: ‘demand — some of. their ‘Past. 

| vision sééne- ‘here. is. that’ the 11] 
=~ | states of. West Germany. make up 
|. their: ‘own. First. Television ‘“Net-: 

. Lwith : the - Second: Television. Net 
‘that they . are forced : to- co-finance, 

Third. Programs ready for 1964 or 
3965, they ‘are. finding ‘themselves: 
‘hard-pressed. for added funds for 

sion. 

the Bavarian: Television, which has |: 
just: wrested -an odd:decision from | 

-eourt’s jurisdiction, the Bavarians |* 

monthly 20%. of their: net income:|: 
. “to the. Second - Television. Network ||: 

{to help finance’. its “Mainz”. shead-. 

"Wednesday, I December 4, 1963 | 

| ~~ Taside res IV 
N: ¥. ‘rimes Square. area,. assailed. at times: for. its -Cénéy Teland. ‘ate; oe 

“Title of ‘the 30-minute program “will” he. “Times. “Square: Rise: or 
Fall.” Documentary: is ‘reported ‘to. include: frank. talks. with..youths’ 
who frequent. the ‘area, former Ziegfeld Follies’ girls. who ‘lament: the- 
good. olddays, .a 42d Street bookséller :who. denies selling porno-. 
praphaic. literature despite. the fact that. his. store is periodically raided. . 
by Police,.. and: many other people who" sive ‘Times: Square ifs, flavor. - 

“New York chapter, ‘National: ‘Academy of. Television -Arst & Sciences, ra 
will hold a forum tonight. (Wednesday), at. 8°-p.m:. in. ‘Hotel. Astor with a 
the subject,. “The Television. Documentary.’ earns 

|. Panelists: will include Arthur. Barron; director of. créative: programs, oe 7 
Fact lof: the: ‘thatter, though; is Metropolitan -Broadcasting: “Robert -Collinson, .'film:-:editor : on: “20th -: 

‘that © the Holmes. interview ‘was- 
‘edited -in-. Dallas, ‘not -N.--Y: CBS 

Century’; -Robert: Drew, ‘Time Broadeasting;: Lou.: Hazam. NBC -pro-.-. 
_ducer-writer; David Lowe, producer. of “CRS. ‘Reports”;- John Secondari; ™: 

n| ABC News; “Willard .Van: Dyke, documentary’ film - ‘maker; and. Al ME, 
‘serman of. ‘NEC, 

‘Screen’ Gems’ ‘Stitting ‘Sinipnant will writs: the. first OE: a new: Ly, s: So ‘ 
Information’ ‘Agency television: series - “The. ‘Continuing . Revolution.” 

Thie: series ‘will include: six. 30-min:;’ programs ‘covering ‘civil. ‘rights; er 
‘the. U:S, ecohomy and . foreign aid. Aim of the-‘films;” according to o 
USIA. tv chief. Alan’ Carter, | is to. show a. -democracy: can. accomplish © 
change. * oe. 
_:Production on first program. was to begin Monday: (2): 

” Radio- Press: Intérnational; a. news agency operating as part of. the. > 
R. Peter. Straus (WMGA, “N-Y,). broadeasting: group, - has. extended its. 
service to Australia and the. South. Pacific via the’ ‘opening. of the. new: 
-13,000-mile Commonwealth Pacific: Cable. “Latter. beeame the world’s 
largest : broadcast: line: with start. of: ‘transmission: Monday. (30) with: 
“inaugural. speeches. by. Queen. Elizabeth ‘of. England, U.S, Secretary~‘of: 
State Dean Rusk and Australian’ Prime Minister’ Sir: ‘Robert » ‘Gordon -- - 

. Menzies. 
-Halis -of Congress. ‘It. -is pounced |. 
upon -whenever any: individual. or |: 

“Key - “stations. -in the “Australian: “Major : Network. and: ‘Aussie. inde- a 
pendents. have signed -for.the:RPI service.: It. now provides .voice news ey 
and public affairs programming to over 130° U. S: and. Canadian’ stations. _- 

a “Memory of: a. ‘Large: Christinas” will” be. the riext ‘présentation’ ‘of 
‘the: “‘General. Electric Stereo Drama’” on the. QXR‘ network. - Slated 
for Thursday, Dec::12, from 9 to..10° ‘p.m... ‘the: ‘show. Will ‘Star. ‘Walter . 
‘Abel, ‘Dorothy - Stickney and’ ‘Eugenia ‘Rawls. 7 out 
-Drama is based: on Lillian Smith’s recollections’ of chilahood in her“: 

autobiog of the same -title..when her. father invited -48 ™members- of a a 
chain, gang to. share Christmas : dinner with the family. - ce, 2 

“the Encyclopedia Britannica’ Press Is. publishing, the first book-length | 
‘+ biography: of Gen.: David’ Sarnoff, . board: chairman: of: RCA, °-Written 
a John Tebbel: as part: of the-“Great Lives” book :seriés, the -biog’ will .. 

-be out Dec:: 6. ‘In: tracing. Sarnoff’s .career’ ‘from: his. Russian birth ‘in. 
1891 to his arrival in New York at: the age of nine and his. Subsequent 

+ ascendancy, to the chief executive. post of RCA, Tebbel. has .collected. 
‘numerous ‘hitherto. tinpublished: anecdotes.. ifebbel As. chead ‘ot. the. 

Panto: From Scot Scene | 

'New Hurdle for Second. German’ T 

Journalism: department: at! New York University: 

a 

Bavarian TV Refuses to Pay its Dues 7 
By. ‘HAZEL. ‘GUILD: 

“|”. Wiesbaden, Dec. 3. {sold out. 
. “West ‘Germany’ s troubled Second . The. Bavarians made: their: last : 

payment to: Mainz’ in. August, and 

| | high: ‘and “its: advertising, not yet! . 

_innumerable- financial rob- 
- {| forthcoming... ‘It’s “been rumored. 

thatthe financial difficulties may... 
force some drastic action fromthe’ -. 
Second Net, which: has already ape. an 
pealed’ against this ‘decision:. at 
_The other 10: lands:.who. ‘are pay- mee 

one:— Bavarian: Tadio ~ ‘and. ‘televi- 

| support: the new ne‘work, has just 

“ Not only th t, ‘but the an Ba-. 
oF ony a ery ‘parently standing pat, and at least~. 

keeping up their monthly:-tolls 
while. they await the. .outcome .of © 
the: money; battle with : ‘the Bavari- ws 
ans.-But since - .they~ are. likewise 
planning © ‘their © own ::Third . Pro-- 
grams, if.the-. ‘Bavarians. succeed in. 

‘their .scheme.. some.. of the ‘other. 
supporters | may -also- withdraw: : 

From Second. German ‘Television ; 
‘has come -an- announcement ° that. 
the. Bavarians “.must : continue’ ‘to- 
‘pay. their 30% ‘of the: take untti. 
the matter “has been clarified by..a 
‘court of appeal... Too, a press. of- 
ficer’ added. that, the new net. has . 
cut its: spending- to..the bone; has. : 

the withdrawn -funds; ‘they. may. 

payments . back, ° 

‘ Background of ‘the cloudy tele- | 

work; which is ‘the. ‘competition 

Since the ..11: ‘states. are. all in 
various phases. ‘of -getting: Tocal 

‘and 

is no: ‘possibility’ ‘that. the. Second: _ furthering their own -home televi- ; Net. is. going broke, * contrary. ‘to the . 
if rumor. 

First of. the: “Tot: to protest. ‘was’ |. 5. 

~ Syniies Diversity 
a Continued: trom. page 25. 

the: Bavarian court. Under: the| 

say they -will stop ‘paying the | =—— 

: Mosphére and defended as an. evolving tourist attraction; will be- ‘the: os 
subject. of .a “WCBS: Radio. ‘documentary; ; to. ‘be. telecast: ‘Sunday (8)... 
from 1:10 to 1:40 ‘p.m: 

they ‘say there’ is HO. more. money.’ . 

stopped: all’ possible . ‘productions on. 
is .saving. in--every. possible te 

sphere. ‘However, he stresséd; there ° 

and class’ Joe: Levine pix,: iek 
pretty close to their product thread.-.”.. 

| quarters and programming.: ; 
“Phe 30%, which: they. have. been: 
paying since the Second Net actu-. 
ally | started. broadcasting ‘on-April |: 
‘1 ‘this ‘year, amourits to $275,000. a]. 
month—a fee that the Second ‘Net. 
can well -usé since its initial: start-. 
ing: costs were high; and ‘since it. 
‘is anticipating. ‘buliding a combined 

| éenter. for ‘all.of its ‘activities and 
will -need- to float a-loan for: about 
'$60}000,000: ‘In’ addition, the new 

‘Second. Net: has - just ‘barely “been |' 
able. ‘to keep its-head above water 
in its initial months of. operation, 

aan with, its starting costs: having been! 

quence, too, 

“| Most’ of ‘the others, ‘though, have: 
felt that: ‘only.. a diversified. prodiict.. o 

catalog. “offers: . a. promise © of. dra-. . 

matic “growth - in. today’ Ss syndica-. 

tion. market.’ Of :tio. small: .conse-- 
. is “the.. ‘economy : ef=: 0 

fected: when. ‘the: same ‘salésman a 
Visiting | a. market ‘can offer pix,.re--- 

-cartoons: run vidfilms, ° first-runs, ° 

and. what. have -you.. ‘It. cuts | ‘distri- 

‘bution overhead. which. time’ “and 

again, has made. fed ink, ‘flow in. 

what. otherwise. might. have ‘been: ‘B ; 
profitable. operation. 
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‘Dr. Froelich Rainey,. director of the University ‘Museum... 

‘Lee, associate dean of the Annenberg. School. of. Communications... 
Bob Bernstein,. former public. relations ..director- of. ‘Westinghouse. radio |! 

, Educational station |. 
‘She started. weekday newscasts yesterday (2), 

“Boston. . 

IN. MINNEAPOLIS . 
“WCCO: Radio sent. farm ‘service: * director. “Majnard: Speece. and ‘aa-. 
sociate. director ‘Jim ‘Hill to. ‘Chicago this’ stanza .to -cover’ National : 4-H. 

_Wodeay December 4, 1963 - | 

“From The Production Centres 
‘Continued from Page 22:; 

deejay ‘Sid Mark ‘writing, liner-notes for Ella Fitzgerald’s. next album 
“, ., WCAU-IV’s award-winning -archeological ‘series ™ “what -In * the |: 

8 s ‘last frame, noted radio’s biz: comeback,: saying, “We are in the golden 
age of the:radio commercial, ‘a.minor art. form. and a major advertising: 
force. " .Bunker cited the sale of -25,000;000: radios. as against -6,000,000° 
tv ‘sets last. -year. . Addressing same parley, Television Bureau: of ‘Ad-- 

a vertising. exec -veepee George: Huntington. urged” expanded use ‘of. ‘light 
. Lois Leppart,. formerly - swith, -WDAY-TV,. 

Fargo, “has joined. 20th-Fox’s’ -KMSP-TV.-as ° ‘women’s News - ‘director. : 

World?”, -returned. to. the.-air for. its season” (Nov. 24). -Moderator - is 

former NBC-TV¥ veepee, signed’ with MGM-TV for the. production of his: 
“For the People” series for next season. He is: the brother of-Dr. Charles,. 

and ty stations -riamed ‘to same. spot.with Triangle: : 
Channel 12 to: telecast the biographica¥ ‘docurhentary “Prokofiey 7 made. 
available through the United ; ‘States-Soviet Cultural. L exchange. 

IN. ST. LOUIS... _ . 
Suzanne Wallach, a 2-year-old singer actréss,. will cut a pecora: with 

Lerné Greene on the+RCA label. The two: ‘performed. together ‘at the 
recent Firemen’s Rodeo here and she. also is a‘veteran of -KTVI-TV’s| 

: KSD radio -has canceled. plans ; 
.| benefit. and -will:also usé. most ofthe. local tv. names ... 

“Suzy’s Playroom” show for children: : 
for.a sister FM outlet and has returned. ‘the permit to. the FCC. .. 
““Fditor and Publisher,”.the ‘program ‘featuring Globe-Democrat Pub- 
lisher Richard. A. Amberg and KMOX. news: ‘director Rex: Davis. ‘back 
on the. air as'an. alternate Wednesday show. 

Louisans for $500,000 .. .: Walt: Disney. ‘in:town for: more exploratory. 
talks on ‘plans ‘for a Disney riverfront ‘entertainment:area here . 
KMOX-TV will air the “Repertoire Workshop” series in. a ‘Sunday. time 
slot, starting Jan:"5 . ... Robert’: 
KMOX, elected: president. of- the. Knights, of the. Cauliflower. Ear, a. Sti 
‘Louis sports: organization. : 

IN BORTLAND, MAINE. 
Louis Lyons, newscaster. for. WGHB,. the: -etv. station: in Boston, and | 

curator of Nieman . Fellows, named: by’ Colby. | College. as this year's’) 
-Bob Saracen, winner of a: “‘TvB. award’ for :out- |: 

‘standing creativity in selling, named. local.salés manager. at ‘WGAN-TV iz 
The .Rev.: Howard. O. Hough, pastor of. the First. Radio . ‘Parish |. 

newspaper-orientated: .” “p T 0. gr a m 

formats stretching ; from. national 

“dailies: (Deadline. ‘Midnight”). to 

(“Compact”) 

Lovejoy Fellow ... .. 

Church of America for’ the past 38 -years. retires. Sunday . ‘services 
-were aired over the Maine Broadcasting. System : network’. Bud 
Bolin, WCSH-TV_ salesman. ‘named “head ofthe. Katz. Agency. ‘office: in: 

. WLOB feted: press, advertisers and. Tocal dignitaries at. the. 
Hawaiian’ Hut of. the: Eastland Motor Hotel on the. occasion of its going: 
fulltime with 5,000 watts .°... Panel on: tv-and -the: press slated: for ‘the | 
N.E. Society .of Newspaper Editors. annual | parley, called off: because’! 
of. J FK’s death. 

Club . Congress. . ‘CBS affiliate set up studio facilities: in Hilton ‘hotel:}. 

== | and: WCCO-TV (CBS) “permitted Time-Life’s WTCN-TV.: “Jone Min-| 

, David Levy,- 

“Department, has’. joined: the KDKA-TV -news.:department «. 
. «Radio WEW has been 

sold -by the. Franklin Broadcast: Co... of New ‘York to'a group. of St: 

area a. 
yland, CBS Radio v.p. and g.m. of 

-| neapolis-St.- Paul indie, to share web coverage. of the Presidential crisis: | 
1 WTCN picked, up:.all ‘three -nets’ : ‘programs on the 22nd and: ABC and} 

| NBC’s coverage ‘the. following: three days. It was the first time -in’ tv: 
“pee ‘here that: network affiliates have shared their: programs: with | 

| an indie-over such.an extended. period. In- turn,’ -WTCN made-its local 
|: coverage’ available ‘to. network’ Stations’. : 
Prexy Edmund Bunker, speaking at a Minneapolis Ad: Club workshop | 

touch in." tv. advertising - 

ae [iN PITTSBURGH s.. 00S 
“Harry: Kodinsky,: the Biticbased telethon expert, ‘will stage. a “Tele: 

_Tama” ‘for the March of: Dimes over. ‘WIIC..on-the: weekend of Feb. 1 
-and 2: ‘William: F: Chase; civic leader here, ‘will serve:.as. the chairman 
‘with - direct. aid : ‘from: ‘Robert A. Mortensen,.'g.m: of. WIIC.. ‘Mortensen: 
said he- plans. to -bring. in. nationally famous tv personalities. ‘in for ‘the. 

Herbert M, 
Kester, until recently | the ‘executive. assistant in: the New. York. State. 

Augustine,.promotion head:of WIIC, received. two awards ‘at. ‘the’ “Broad- 
casters. Promotion ‘heads convention recently -on ‘the Coast. 
Point;””. “KDKA’s.’ year-long ‘examination. of the. aréa’s. ‘unemployment 

.| problem,. concentrates its attention: fonight:. (3). ‘on: the’ Beaver Valley. 
-. The ‘current Chatham’ ‘College series. on ‘morality. is being. 

- filmed. by WIIC: for’ telecasting late year. | 
{be televised: next. ‘spring. under the title of “Conversations on Morality.’ ” 

“The. seven-part series will 

‘+s . * 

“Radio Advertising Bureau |. 

. Caley. 

:.“Foeal |” 

‘women ‘Ss . 

150, ldeseribed, 
1 “Private: “Bye”: 

and is carrying several live reports daily 
_ ‘Cooperation. of network. affiliates KSTP-TV. (NBC), KMSP-TV- (ABC).|' 

YOU. FOLKS. ¥ WHO 
TREAD THE BOARDS — 

_ For you people i in show: business] 
‘contact lenses have proved a. Teal 

boon. Literally thousands’ of | you 

are wearing them. ‘Many. thousands |e € 
mere could benefit from them: Con- 
-tact: lenses are widely accepted, the 
world: over; in: -many conditions S 

they ‘are far superior to any. -other 

_Imethod of sight correction.” . .. 
Yet, some months ago, an: emi< 

“nent medical ; ‘columnist: had an 

article on contact lenses i in a. num- 

_ ber of metropolitan newspapers— |: | 
* real scare copy. After reading i it, no 

one in ‘his right mind would want 

-contacts. What are: the facts? Let’ Ss 
- look at them. 

What Contact Lenses. 

Will Do For You ~ 

Today’ s contact lenses are ‘pre- 

scribed by” competent: ‘eyedoctors, 

‘scientific eye measurements. ‘If your 
‘éyedoctor tells you that you are 

physically, psychically, and emo- 
tionally the type : of person’ to wear. 

contact lenses successfully * (nine . 
. out of every ten: people can), here 

“is what contacts will do for: you: 

: Give. you visual. acuity ‘beyond: 

what spectacles can give you, be- 
“cause they leave side-vision unim- 

Renowned WHEE for ty 18 S. ‘Michigan Avenue, Chicago: 3, ina 

| The. Plastic. Contact Lens. ‘Company: ae o 20 |. 
| 18S. Michigan’ Avenue, ‘Chicago 3, Minois. | ot, . | 

i. You may send me: the Booklet “The | Modern Way 1 to Better Vision.” a : 

| a Address_ ~ a oo 7 4 

t City and: State____ _ cage ml 
Se ee | 

paired, because” image: size. “nd. 
depth perception. remain un-.-|. 

changed, because thereis no “blind-- 

ers” effect, no. spottight reflection. |. 
from glaring ‘glass. And—your ap-" | 
pearance is not changed... 

Learn tnore about these remark: . 
able aids to better vision. Send for ” 
‘a copy of the brochure The Mod- 

THE. PLASTIC CONTACT LENS. cO.: 

PY 7ald WESLEY-JESSEN ORGANIZE 

on the: confab’s developments: 

“| | Scandal Sheet Format. |. 
For Brit. ABC-TV. Seties | . 

-| Chief. Ron: Autry. also- -particpiated. | - London. ‘Dee. 3. 

weeklies: 

have now come: “UD - with. anew. ap-. 

proach—a’ show: revolving: around. 

-- |a. ‘scandal’ sheet. pitched,. as. it: is. 
- between 

(a. oeal: : satirical | 
‘and © the American 

“Confidential” mag. . 

Somewhere . 

publication) : 

Titled: “Scandal;” also. the name 
‘of the. ‘sheet in: question, the- ‘show 

|. editor “Ken | Cosgrove; 
news editor: Fred: Briggs; newsman. 
Tom: -Wassell;..film editor Jack }[ 
Worth; sports ‘editor Hank Morgan; |: 

| writer : Gloria’. Crowe; investigative 

‘hourlong formtat.. “Tt: is ‘expected: to. 
| bow. next ‘Spring: when: it -will -re- 

place: ABC-TV’s topratéed Saturday’. 
7 night skein “The. Avengers.” ».- 

‘Contact. lenses: do ‘not’ ‘foe’ or |B 
steam . up, “regardless . of weattier, | 
‘humidity: ‘OF ‘temperature: changes. i. 
Perspiration -droplets,’ a. frequent a | | 
‘annoyance, with: spectacles, cannot 1 

bother your contact lenses, od 
- ‘Remember, .too, -that age’ is no a i 
barrier, to the successful: wearing of |. 
contact: Jenses.’ After cataracts, °| 
“which ‘usually « occur in middle age -: 

-+ or later; conitaets have: proved very, 

:. | dling -of “the ‘news. “I’m 
drunk from ‘the: belting attack -used 

| for ‘news. broadcasting in this‘coun-. 

em. Way to. Better Vision.” A post: 
card. will ‘bring, ‘it; free, with. our 

‘compliments, ‘or use: the. coupon, . 

Main ‘Seripter: on: the: “Scandal” 
4 piece. . will”. be’. Allan’ Prior, ©. a| 
‘| regular contributor and one. of. the |: 
‘foundation ‘stones’. ‘of BBC-TV’s 

.| much-lauded .“Z- Cars” series, He 
| will. be handling: most of the first 
113 ‘seripts..<.. 

”: “Seandal;” whieh ‘has a pilot 

producer is Michael ‘Chapman.: 

Alisdair” Milne,’ BBC-TV : “exec 
producer: for the - “Tonight”. ‘and 

|“This’ Was ‘The: Wéek “That Was” |. 
shows, | would..like’to-see.‘a bit of 

. successful, far ‘better: ‘than spec- wit in: Ameri¢an’ television's han- 

| tacles, Similarly. with fused. bifocal 

\ contact lenses, ‘especially : ‘those: 

‘based: on: Tecent WIS. Fesearch: de- 
| velopinents. : 

according to. meticulously’ made : 

punch- 

try,” Milne. said. on. his visit. here 
last week. “Ft’s. shout, shout, shout 

| for 15 cor. 30. minutes,” ‘he: ‘com: 
‘When W/J contact lenses (worth: 

asking for) ‘are prescribed. for you,” 
your eyedoctor and you are assured _|. 
of unsurpassed. quality: ‘and ac- . 
curacy... won 

plained. 
‘Milne was: also. not: ‘happy. -with-|. 

: the ‘American. version. of. “TWTW- 
“TW” ‘on. -NBC-TV:: ‘recently. He | 

‘said the. ‘Leland Heyward produc- 
tion was: not “plain. speaking | that. 

* +) peally- steps... on. ‘people’ s -toes, but 
‘Just a -string of | gags”. that were. 
‘as about..as pale as: you. ‘could’ do 

_| the: thing.” ” ‘Milne. said: the Ameri- |. 
“s can ‘version of: .“TWTWTW”. was 

“show: business.” :The ‘British ere=| 
ators: of. ‘the. show: Tegard - it. ‘as |. 
“§ournalism.”. 

|-: Although’: py a WwrW" ‘is. being |* 
suspended ‘on: the. BBC ‘during. the 
period ‘of. Britain’s . election’“cam- 
paign starting next. year,. ‘Milne. in- 
Sisted. that the ‘show was. funda- 

[Mentally non-partisan in. its -punc- 
_| turing. of’ public figures. “‘We. have 
|made fun of the. Labor Party as. 
Well: as_ the Conservatives,” Milne 

said, ‘although: - 
.| those: in -pawer- would. also. be-.a:t. 
_|more | likely . ‘target. .for - sativieal| 
_| shafts: than those out . of. office.” 

Milne . observed: that. “pwrw- |. 
| TW" has: been - under’ ‘uiustially | 

-| heavy: criticism for the past couple 
‘of months. .He attributed these at- 

- | tacks to. the: political. rightists and 
ja Puritanical . resurgence. in. Eng- 
“}land: following. the. _Fecent ‘Profumo 

Le scandals. . oe 

British ty’ ers: who ha ‘tried | é ! 
ve trie ou {for morning session. with ‘a talk on 

reporting -news . on. thé network | 
‘level,..emphasizing: the. importance || 
of. “seeking the truth” and Sknow-. ; 

‘jor university... 

ithe south and 

ioe Bit of Wit 

Sweden, 

“seven . nights): Teads: 
‘conceding. ‘that! CBS. - 

-WSB Clinic. 
— “Continued from page. 27% —— 

Kaplow was. anchor: . man for 

ing: your. sources, mo 

‘Bob van" “Camp - ‘served as pro-| 7 
ducer of the: radio clinic. 

“ After‘a lunch and.a-tour of White ; 
-Columns .and: station’s facilities, |. 
‘Ray: Moote;: “‘WSB-TV’s. news direc- 
tor, introduced. ‘the “p.m... Segment { . 
‘with — a- _talk On 

‘-| Horizon.” * T. 
. Production - and’ coverage of: tv a 
were demonstrated. ‘by ‘assignment |}: 

afternoon | { : 

“Beyond ” ‘the | 

iat 

International 

contract.” after the.: Coast.DGA 
agreement {a “merger. 
SDIG and:DGA also: is. atiticipated): 

~The: ‘producers, 

“Défenders,’ ” “Kast... Side, 

. -eliminate wasteful jurisdictional, =~ “~ 
| disputes. Producers ; also - ‘point out re: 
that .DGA’s. agreement: on’.AD's:’ =~ 
-| currently offers higher rates than mn: 
| those: current onthe: east coast. 

“ACTION BY 1 AUCTION © 
POTE NTI AL ‘MON EY-MAKER _ 

; GREENWICH: VILLAGE 

637 Greenwich St. 

-building, © 25’x109.": 

Extra-high | -€eilings. 
7 -years on “‘pecentage’ basis. 

“AUCTION. 

“Sheraton, Atlantic Hotel 

34th ‘St. ‘& Broadway, N. ¥. C. 

Send: for. Brochure BM-15 

JOSEPH P. DAY, ING. 
LT Dey St. N.Y.C. 10007 

reporter. Don.-McClellan; . and - as- | am 
«| Sociate: news director Hal. Suit. | 

_This. clinic ‘is the nation’s only |". 
student conference sponsored -by. a) { 
'radio-television. station and ‘a ma-} ; 

WSB was the first] & : 
| radio: station ‘to - take the -air in| J/5 

“sponsored WSB-TV, |: 
‘| bic n. ° 

‘| recorded :next: month, isto be- a | s oldest. | television. sta ton. 
| duced. by Guy Verney. Associated. * : 

“|. BBO’s ‘Hamlet” de: amle 
. —. Continued. from. ‘page, 1 —| 

- _Shakepeare’ s birth occurs. Because i” 
2 Vof the length-of the: play, a network. - - 

* Lawould: have to give up’ an ‘entire |‘: 
‘evening. schedule ‘for its ‘telecast: | 9 

| However, there’s keen ‘interest on’) = 
‘the network level in ‘the produc-'|4- 
tion, according to Newman. Failing |. 
a. -network ‘deal, there. are other |} 

>| averiues for BBC to go in the-U:S., |} 
including. the - possibility: ‘of. the 
educational: network. BBC, though, 
hopes to-make:.a net work deal on/{ 
one of the three commercial webs.. 

_ Newman,- who : stopped over- in |e: 
his. native. Canada prior to. coming | 
‘to. N.Y.,.said he had: bought three | 
Canadian teleplays -of CBC. They |i 
include’: “Labyrinth,” scripted: by | 
Charles. Israel; and. “Pale. Horse,’ 
Pale Rider,” ‘adapted. ‘by. Fletcher. 

‘|'Markle ‘from . a” Katherine ~ Ann 
‘Porter story. --~ 7 

BBC, according :to’ ‘Newman, has |. 
had offers to. buy “Hamlet”. from = 
the ‘markets .of Western Germany, |] 

The’ big” deal, 
edged; is the-¢ one. ‘in the U. Sz, 

‘Black Weekend? 
— Continued from page 11 = a 

it comes: to. news, as ‘evidenced. by ite 
‘the fact ‘that he. had. ‘those - NBC: 
cameras :trained on Dallas: for ‘an:} 
instantaneous © pickup : of the. _Os- ; 
wald murder. . 
‘In contrast-:the . ‘previous ‘week's 

30-market report ° 

A .240~ 
_NBC Lies t awe eeeees 212200 

“ABC tppstrestent ts 170. 

-Coliitnbus_—Mis, ‘Betty. B. Shep-. 
herd, assistant: to. Morrie Butler, | 
‘special broadcast. services director: | ' 
of. WLW-C,. has ‘resigned to. be- | 
‘come the development and public 
‘relations. secretary: of: the National | 

mal [Conference on Social Welfare. 

(covering - all —E—— EEE" |. 

| J New York's largest specialists in: 

a Satie 

“LEONARD GREEN 
" 900 E. 51st St. 
|New York ay 
PL 21764, 

_ AVAILABLE 
Most ‘Accessible Location 3 in: 

New York: City’ 

Reasonable Rates. 

853 Broadway. (cor.. 14th. sty 
OR 3-6650 

Italy, Canada, Australia, Norway, |#- -: 
Denmark. and” Finland. | 

Newman ana : 

and CAROL 
ED SULLIVAN SHOW. 

(Dee. 29) = 

_ Booked. by 

” CHARLES We 

RYAN 
- ENTERPRISES 

‘MIRIAM L LOVE OE: ; 
{[' 35 W..53. St. New York ” cr Saas 

‘motion picture 
‘& TV insurance 
_{cast, film, weather, liability, : 

“cameras, Props, plagiarism. ae 2} 7 

WIN KLER ASSOCIATES, ‘LTD: 
/ #20.W. ‘57 St., New York 3 19, Crete 73366 ° 

Nev ew “York tv. program 7 produeers’ 
| have “proposed. to the ‘Assistant. Di-- 
rectors” ‘Local 161; -about to merge. es 

‘with: the Directors ‘Guild of: ‘Amer- 
ica, that. the local ‘union ‘adopt. the. 

provisions of the Coast: DGA- cone", 

tract covering AD’ S. aa - 

. The producérs’ proposal is’ “atin” 
ter to 34. ‘proposals | submitted. by obo 

4161.based on its existing contract.:/' 
In .a: meeting. with. the AD’s, the ~~ 
producers. pointed: put © that the - 
‘Sereen Directors. . 
Guild; representing’ east. ‘coast. di- | 
rectors, has already patterned. its’: 

_-between . 

covering’ such ‘ 
east. coast..production as. “Nurses,” 

West... ~ 
Side”. and. the - Patty: Duke® show, 
are. ‘stumping - for -.a three-way. . oe 
merger between Local 161; -SDIG.°:: 
and:-DGA, contending that it will-~ 

‘Your “Hedge” Against. inflation. os Dont 

Between. Morton. and. Leroy Sta.” a acre 
Renovated Schubert scenery. - “studie #. :: 

‘Drive-in’ ground: f-. ¢ |. 
floor. Mezzanine and. high bridge floor. f°: ss 

Now leased for J... 

“THURS:, DEC. 12,. AT: 00. P.M. . : 

‘Brokers’ Participation Invited _ 

‘pl 192000, D 

REWEARSAL = 7 

- ACADEMY. = : 

ot = oo 1 
a a ae te De ae a 



“Ati Appreciation 

we We: “have: nevér been more. proud of our ‘association 
Bee 7 with’ the. television: meédium.. Nor, thinking: back upon the. 
a tragic. days. of. late: November, have we’ ever been more: 

oa ment, ‘or ‘the: professional ability of ail the. men “who: plan: 
Seer and. participate. in the: Coverage: of important events. : 

Faced with ‘responsibility: to- report on‘ one of the least ® 
— “expected, most important’ stories of” our: time, television 
=. newsmen. ‘responded. by: achieving: new. ‘journalistic: oh 
kD heights. of visual. eporting, ‘simple, - unpretentious | cov > 

. -erage that Was: thorough; ‘meaningful : and aimost | invari« ; 
. ably in. impeccable: taste. Fr 

ree _Everitually some will: be singled ‘out tor specific: feats mae 
7 reporting. “That: tirme has not yet. come; for-the. ‘shock : no 

Jf POF, losing. our. young: President” is’ still: ‘too. much: with us.- 2 S 

-\. for- anyone -to ‘be ‘congratulated for telling how he WAS oo 
~\ -“smurdered and was-buried. . 3 a 

_~. “Television.:is“an- inidostry,” a profit-making entérpiige. 7 
: “devoted ‘chiefly. to.. entertainment. and | advertising. For. 
mes three-and:one-half days, and at a-cost- no-one’ ‘apparently a 

on _ bothered. to count: up ‘until those: days: were: ‘over, tele-. a 
ee _ vision. became. a pure: information: medium. - : 

_ “Cooperation. ‘between. ‘competitors . was “the - unques- ° ger 

° “tioned: order: of the day. - Pool .arrafigements: were Made: 0.0 
“~>quickly.-and’ ‘smoothly... Networks -fed programming. 

to °~ 

‘educational ‘and: iridependent’ ‘Stations | in cities. where 
“there: were: competing. ‘network-owned Or. network affl 
“ated stations.:. - 

. Station’ ‘and: network. tieads: fnade their decisions: une 
._,hesitatingly.: The: medium: did: mich: moré’ than: it was" 

woe obliged: to do-by any standards: except those of unseffist 
va, public: service, of dedicated citizenship. - | 

“+ This is: ‘one: time when’ -we-will presume. to speak for ae 
‘our: ‘readers’and for ail.viewers. On‘ their behalf, as. well. -. 

-. ... aS our_own, we express sincere appreciation to television 
See - for a task well done.” | 

"Ais era appa inthe Deéember7 tse of T Gide magazin. 

Saree F . ot 
ws Peters, 

hoe 

_39 
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A to 1 (Aubrey To Tamuck) 

‘exhibitor, in which. craft-Goldenson 
has long since. been recognized in” 

the motion. picture industry as the. 

acknowledged. ‘master. 

Aubrey &. Co... 
Madison. Ave. observers) | 

action which’traces directly. to the 
anticipated needs and. wants of. the: 
‘tv. viewer to the writer at the type- . 
--writer to: the creative elements that. 

’ translate those, needs. and. wants: 
into’ *64-65 tempoed. enter tainment- 

Continued. from. page It, 

Bill Paley and his protege, ‘Aubrey + 

and that. of the highly’ skilled 

(in -the: ‘view. of |.0f yesteryear. : : 
While CBS ‘goes ‘with a ““Nolse=. 

: > “Mark 
a’: Ribbee © Hates | 

Hatch,” ABC is. “hard. at work | : 

B%,. Increase in 

ew, OF /° 
approached next sesson’s program- 
“ming. in a line. of thinking | and 

know-how “Of. the: “newt: and “in” 
- writers—the: : Garson. . ‘Kanins, the | 
Jerome. ‘Weidmans; * 
“Nashes, . the. Neil - ‘Simons, -et al— 
‘ABC ‘is banking tO-a- large degree’ 
“on ‘the | ‘tried; ‘experienced-proved 
| acceptance of the studio Properties 

maker,” Reporter 
| Dolphin” or 

rewriting a- Zood | bit of the ‘show. 
| -biz.. past" ‘from: the.-bottom - of . the 
ocean . (“Vovage - ‘to: the ‘Bottom -OF | 
-the Sea’) te: ‘the stratosphere (S12 

7 1 805- don't. operate today; that, ‘fur: 
-|-ther, the very nostalgia. or vintage. 
| quality .of . the - 

the Richard. 

Goldenson and: associates, on the. stop ‘in. ‘between (‘Peyton. Place’): 
-other hand (as .the selfgame- ‘obser- | 
‘vers see if), have approached. the | 
next season from the standpoint of. 
the © “manufacturers” of. rdass en- 
tertainment, in: a greater than ever 

* yeliance'on the same giant produc-. 
ing: corporations which in: the. '30s, 
'40s,:'50s.and still in the ’60s dis-° 
tribute the - bulk © of the ‘nation’s. 

i “boxoffice” ‘ niotion - pix: entertain. 
~~ ment... d. 

- NBC. tin the view of the tv. trade) | 
seems ‘to :be .avoiding either fex- |. 
_treme, with approximately. equal 
~emphasis, on. “independent” - and. 
“Hollywood factory”: deals. 

While the CBS © -appreach is 
oriented: to. anticipating the pre- | ears | 
ferences and: the psychology of the the.-Sun,”:.“Bus 

. ; ventures. In. ‘Paradise,’ 
“"64- 65 viewer. . With | the creative. out. : that -- Was. 

| whom. Goldenson has “ known’ “for 
- {ft} many. “years, - assumed ° the’. 20th: 
AR presidency. Jast year. — 

projects - are 
remarks . of |. “old. movies, 
“characteristically;. they. are. being} 

instance, 20th-Fox,:which produces 

projects. for.’ ABC . next: ‘season. 

| -dent, - to: ‘this: extent, on. a single 
supplier. - . - 

‘reliance: on’ 20th has: raised’ trade 

|] | to. 20th, and Zanuck. 

_ {L}mitment’ for - next season’ is” “Des- 
jf} try .. Rides -Again,”: 
|.Revue, which ‘now .— in its size, 

| tainly’ ‘qualifies’ as ‘a “major- stu-. 
~- |} dio.” John Gavin in the starring. 
lh role. plays. the: ’64-'65 - 

“Stewart”. while Roy’ Huggins, who 
{|| produced “‘Bus Stop”: for ABC: and 

‘| 20th, will essay the ty: production 
chores...” 

_., on-old-features. © contemplated.:--by 
7 ABC. ‘for ’64-’65: -inclirde . “No Time 

for . “Sergeants” . (Warner -. Bros.) 

“Such - program . 

“ling My Way,” PHOTOS 
| oe sxi0 Glossy Prints $¥ac each 

“100 8x10 Color: Photes only $1. 15 each’ | 
Write for’ brochure. ‘and free samples ; 

} MAS Sé PHOTOPRINT C0. 

a Bex 12585 Houston, Texas.77017 | 

+-me-an-old-movie”’ . projects. — ..as, 

er’s. Daughfer’” or ‘Greatest: Show 

tas. in: the case of “Dr.. “Kildare,” 
{-while-. ‘CBS has ‘come: close . with. 
| “Alfred ‘Hitehcock ° Presents.’ ” 

: Hear. a 

= Hollywood: 
a Commentator 

Tj enthusiastic: - -Goldenson- inspired’. 
‘fy 'sales pitches, ‘believes: that an old,,. 

|} a: public ‘which_has previously ‘dem- | 
|-onstrated- “its | acceptance - of: the 

|| property ‘in. question: CBS—and to } 

7 | agency: buyers. that ‘an historical 

- 800 Stations. 

in Americal 

: Suite +4 . 

£17 N. ‘Highland Ay. 
Hollyweod 28, Cal. 
moses is 

\one; i.e: that public. taStes- change, 

7 10, 000, LAKES. To. 

each one with something to
 offer a 

in the way of: outdoor erijoyment. wee 

For {ndoor. enjoyment, KSTP- a 
TV is. ‘the: first choice, ‘providing 

a, superior entertainment for810, 800: 
” television families in this’ active, | . 
growing: Northwest market. with... 

‘more. than «FIVE: “BILLION: . 

: oo 
“100,000 WATTS ~ | 
* mieenrous . ST. rath 

-O’Clock :-High”),- with an “‘earthy” |. 

Each of. the aforementioned ABC| 
' characteristically:| . 

- Also; . 

made‘ ‘for ‘ABC. bya studio, in this ¢ 

(Irish... TV). 
“erease . of: 43%, 

With “ABC. involved in ‘seven: 20th'|. 
pilots, . no. other network is. depen- 

all three-plus four. ‘other: new. pilot, 

“While such a unprecedented. 

-eyebrows,. ‘particularly *. in view. of 
what happened a ‘couple ‘Seasons- 

+ back. when ABC: ‘showcased. three | 
‘hours: of 20th properties; “Follow lica ‘still the largest. supplier. ’ 

Stop”. and -“Ad- | 
it’s pointed - 

- before... Zanuck, 

‘on Saturdays. 
troller of prog rams~Gunnar Rugg-. 

| However, ‘the ABC predilection |: 
We te remake old features at-‘major. 

studios - is‘ ‘by. no..means | confined 

ABC’s - first . full ; ‘program comn.. 

"produced ‘by. 

Broadcasting — 
-Second ‘ te. am” with.“Néew Yorker : 

“Jimmy 
Heading third ° team with réspon-- 
sibility: for. three: ‘nights. is’ James: |. 
-Plunkett,:a ‘producer. who hit head- 

| lines: last week. ‘when: ‘he’ deélined.|” 
Other’ | “new: “-4v-programé-based: | 

no and: others which ‘maybe finalized. 
| planning,. of | 
course, ‘is. in: the ‘developing ABC |:- 

- ‘tradition of a “Casablanca,” a “Go 
a: “Mr. ‘Smith. Goes” 

+ to Washington” or a.’“Bus: Stop” 
Tof. previous seasons... While ABC 

has’ led ‘the way in’ such; ‘“sremake- | 

=} for example, this: ‘season’s “Fain: | 

- |.On’Earth”—-NBC: has" used the. tac- 1H. 
“| -tie—on “a: highly: selective’ basis— | 

| a lesser extent. NBC—-on the other. |. 
hand | have. told: these | ‘selfsame.. 

| success is no. -precursor. of. a future {- 

piHOOSE:F FROM. wa 

in: “J Jand,”. ranging’ over the’. vast new. 
developments taking place. * 

‘DOLLARS of spendable i income. _ ; 

| all-night show in New York: ' Sta-. 

‘-Foods, . the . ‘American | 
..the .. Bristol-Myers, - the. 

P & G's, ete:). is: about - to: begin. 

casting or.” exhibition — they, will 
Place most. 0f ‘their. hrechips: 

— Trsh T 
* “‘Dublin;. ‘Dee. 3. 

“By. “March ‘next’ one-third of--all 
Homes. in’. ‘Ireland wilt - have - tv; 
according. to John .R. :Talbot,. di-. 

iewing 

rector. of sales. for ‘Telefis : ‘Eireann | 
‘This . means. an in= |: 

| Palanee. is - -working ona novel: ti- 
tled “The Ballad of a Broken Nose,” |. 

‘within | a. ‘year. 

Aim: now. is ‘to encourage: farm |. 
‘homes. to. install tv and new pro- |! 
‘grams slotted for start of the year: 

‘| include sveeiil features: from tHe |: 
sticks. Schedules - will also’. show. | 
an -increasé .in- home-produced: fea- | 
“tures. Currently.about 55% of pro- | 
grams. are. imported: From Jan.-.1 
this: will drop'to 47% with Amer: 

Purchase | of- “Arrest and. Trial” 

and: it. is’ slotted’ :for™: peak.“ time 
‘Swedish-born- con-" 

‘J heimér has. named: ‘three. produc- | 
tion teams: as.- -Fesponsible for out-. |: 
:put. on. different’ evenings, . P. . Pz 
O'Reilly, - “former radio - newsman’ 

|-who- ‘workéd. with. UN Radio. and 
subsequently. edited Telefis Kire- 
‘ann’s Broadsheet,’ heads. one. teain 
with former..BBC.-man :Michael. 

| Johnston: as. executive "producer; 
scope and.modus: “‘operandi—cer- | forftner. ‘ Canadian. 

Corp.. -man, .. heads 
Pat. ° ‘Kearney, ~ 

‘Burt: Budin as: ‘executive ‘producer; 

nomination . for. ‘a Jacob’s. t® award . 
‘as. author of best’. original” scripts} 

| His’: executive : ‘producer’ is Denis’ 
_O’ Grady, - -another . Irishman :who-: 
Was’ ‘formerly on™ the. sound ‘staff. 
of the’ BBC. : 

‘Hosts are to be ‘named. for each ; 
evening's magazine. features:. New. 
‘Setup. has ‘three. months. to. settle: , 
‘down’ before. ‘advertising: rates are 
upped '¢ on March le oo 

“Radio Review 

SCOTTISH MAGAZINE. 

Producer: ‘Bill Meikle. . : 
30° Mins., ‘Sat. 

“ABC, as: Madison. Ave: reads ‘its | BBC . General "overseas Service, 

“from: Glasgow. . 
~ Réflecting. mitich: of the: Spirit of |: 

suécessful . piece -of celluloid. :pro- ‘present-day and. .traditional - Scot- | 
[| vides. a -format, ‘a pattern, a story | Jand,.: this lightsome. ‘half-hour * of 
‘| Line. plus 2 “built-in rapport”: with chit-chat’ ‘and. musie is aimed: au 

‘overseas . listeners, and . “not © only. 
those. with Auld. Tang ‘Syne. affini- 
ties. .~. : 

- Show ‘ caught had - a: -patticular 

importance » In ‘that. it marked. the. 
21ist birthday. ‘:of...the- “program,.| 
‘which. has: been beamed. Tegularly: 

that the factors which made for’ to®. ‘eastern -: and.’ western... hiemis- 

U):success in--World War If or in the: 
-pheres- since 1942. without a break:- 
‘Taking: part were three: of the. Feg- 

= | ular: team, Ina Gilmour, Jack. In-:; 
“T glis : ‘and. “AS Je ‘Campbell. Gilmour. 

| presented an.item -in verse}, recit- |: 
ing-from: ‘Sir Walter- Scott;: while.| = — : 

[Inglis » ‘and ‘Campbell. engaged. in}. 
.-1some light -banter.-and’: reflections’|_ 
:Fabout: the’ ‘past and programs: they | 
[had ‘enjoyed..the ‘most..‘The. BBC. 

+*| Controller « for’. -Scotland,: Andrew. 
Stewart, spoke a “Toast. to Scot- | cheduled.. 

Musical : items: ..werée. 

- first. producer. - -of: the 

Gord: 

“Basion:—Jack “Dazare:. 

program. director of WCOP here, 
an outlet’ of” ‘Ptough. ‘Broadcasting. 

| Lazare .was‘for: seven: years: jock of. 
the WNEW.. “Milkman’ s: Matinee”’. 

tion | also has named... Dick. Radatz. 

‘subject. ‘Matter. 
makes. it ‘at.-once. out-of date.and |. 

~Lits. ‘fundamental. appeal, tilted, to-” 
; | ward older age bias... :_.. 

But: “as. always. it’s. the public : 
that -will -decide. . Meantime, - the. 
"64-65. network. tv. buying. tof: the-| 
-General. °: 
Homes,’ 

ers themselves, a “natural: ‘eniter-|_ 

l-The trade is “watching: closely to some. elephants to launch ’a breed- 

“1 See on, ‘which | ‘philosophy—broad-.- 

. trigued by the rating dominance. of 
| the. comedy shows . and. would ‘like: 

_| to the. American’ public. 

| said. -he is not: called- upon for: any- . 

~ Greatest Show’ 
= Continiied from page. 18 —". 

tainment ‘ingredient for ‘such aA: sé-| 

ries. : One of the lighter upcoming. 

‘stories. -eoncerns . a couple. ‘of. cir- 

‘cus employees who try- to-- steal 

ing. farm in Texas... Like. everyone 
else. in television. “Palatice is: in-| 

to divine. their. ‘underlying: message, 

-.Palance,. who plays: ‘the role: of a a 
ciréeus | ‘boss. without’ using .a stunt, 

‘| man for. the | difficult assignments, : 

“J - 0eca- 

. River”. 

, ceived 
eral.:’ 

Of the: $30.00. the legit ‘venture - 

=| Tollvision’s $30,000. Nets 
, 1 $8, 398 to ‘Spoon River’s ; 

~ Performers Rate $480” 
The: $11, 000,: received: bythe : a 

‘Broadway © production - ‘Of . “Spoon 

in. connection :: with. *the. 
Widéotaping. of the show: by RKO". 
General for its: Channel 18 Sub. es 
-Seription-tv operation in Hartford,...°.° | 
Conn.,.was less. than one-third. ‘of | 7 
the. full . ‘amount, involved: :in the” 
tape: transaction. ‘The. packaging of’ 
‘the presentation ‘for. its videotape 

| outing . was handled: by | 
Brown ‘Associates. ‘Ine.; 

“$30, 000 from: ‘RKO: ‘Gen- 

Arnold. 
‘whieh - ‘re-° 

}-thing” ‘really. dangerous... 

- quality: job. and that ean .be:done: 

free” : 

“Meadows: fair grounds, 
in.. prime-time. "from | 

7:30. ‘to 9 p.m: ‘Wednesday. (April 
22). 

iBob Bendick - has: “been - “get” as |. 
No. ‘cast has: been . 

“in: Scot: i 
‘countiy danceband’ -vein from Jim |! 

-|MecLeod ‘& his. Band.. Howard.’ M.’ 
_| Lockhart, . | 

. program. also: ‘took. ‘part,’ reflecting |... 
.| over. early. days ‘in:the series. Bill 
| Meikle attended. crisply. to. the-pro- 
duction: \ chores: 0 

EXEC - producer. 

“former! me 
_/ New: York. deejay, has been. named |. . 

Lansing. 
‘station, has: been appointed. to: the 
‘staff-of WJR news and pubaffairs 
-here. He will handle the .7 a.m. {ff 
vand .12 . noon: newscasts: on thell 

“Monday. _ through. 

sionally ‘have to. go-- -into- ‘the cage 
| with “a -lion, ‘but » ‘there’s no real 
danger if you: ‘follow: the trainer’ Ss. 

I: ‘also’ go. “40°. or »50- 
| feet: up. on the. raps, but ‘there’s. 
instruction. 

nothing much to that either.” *- 

In a ‘really hazardous venture, 

‘which -is linked .to-his boxing” ex- 
Ploits. while: at North. Carolina Univ. ; 

“ABC Radio. 
— Continued ‘from: page’ aa. — 

| own: coverage. ophe. idea of taking. 
‘the. audio from .a video feed is out} 

‘Is. regarded ‘as: the major: new. buy (f you want to be competitive. The |. ‘advertiser .and: affiliates . expect a 

‘only: by ‘a. staff oriented exclusively: 
‘to. radio’s requirements.” 7 

Howard ‘Cosell. has ‘a five-minute | ' 
strip ‘show. in the morning’ while}. 
Tominy - Harmon: has a. 10-minute |- 
wrapup. every evening. On: week: | 
ends, there ‘are :10: ‘different sports'| 

Harmon. also. ‘does. ‘a minimum: of 
12° remotes: per year from the. sites: . 
of" ‘the top. Sporting: events. 

British Image’ 
— Continued. from page 25° — it 

an “educ: stional program. | 

profit-making, etv unit, 

London Festival 
— ‘Continued from page: 36 — 

ing up ‘the spiash. with. a fork. sup: 

‘per’ for the.visitors.. .- --. 

Press interest‘in the fete:i is build~ 
-ing ‘though,.in the main, .it is“ con-: 
fined :. to. ‘the: -égghead | sheets: and: 
trade: journals. ‘But, on the broader’ 
front; BBC-TV’s. news-current 

a prime’ 
‘time. outing, ‘is devoting its whole 
“affairs - ‘show “Ponight,” 

‘program. - to. the festival ‘on. Friday: 
-(6}.: ABC-TV previously planned tto- 
do. the same thing in’ a “Tempo” 
program,. but - has. ‘since’ abandoned 
‘the: idea. in’: view of ‘the.  BBGTY. 
show... 

U. S. Steel 
— Continued from page 17, — i 

‘and © 

set. _BBDO is the. agency; - 

Tt will: mark the’ reentry : of U. S.. 
Steel: into ‘network programming.. [. 
Company. has. béen off ty since the | 

4 expiration. of. “U.. 5. ‘Steel Hour’. . 
"| last season. eS . 

correspondent: ‘for ‘the 

radio. station, 

a er ed 

A significant part of "ABC Radio’ Ss . 
‘sports... revenues comes. ‘from its |: 

*-1-flock.of. daily’ sports news’ roundups. 

news shows. by: Cosell. and Harmon.: 
-In addition. to: his: Tegular. ‘broad- 
‘easts from ABC’s Coast studios, 

4. Fabulous 2 story Conteriporary. - | 
|f residence. Waterview with beach. |. 

Exquisitely: planted acre.” =f. 

‘incongruots that, ’ thesé stations . 
| would. pay. .for an’ entertainment 
Show, but ‘would. not. be prepared |. 
to” ‘contribute. towards the “cost” of. 

TE they dropped their “etv-is-for- | 
attitude; Harris. contended, | 

Cite ‘was Very ‘conceivable: that .fac-. 
| tions of the British. industry. ‘might. 
set. up ‘a commercial, : - but. . non- 

whieh. 
‘| would ¢ provide- the basic. ‘elements ; 

meme" | Of ety. programming for. emergent 
_ countries, | . “f 

| er 

| place, 2 Ig bdrm, 3 bths,: full. D.R.— | 

‘Detroit — Jim’ ‘Harper, ‘former. . 
4 Pheatricar Production ‘Office. 

‘got: $11,000. ‘The: Brown. ‘firm. paid: 
all: ‘base: salaries ‘— the minimum . 
per: performer ‘was. $480—and. ‘any 
‘payments to. the: cast ‘above -that 
figure. were covered. by ‘the legit .. 
‘presentation. This’ ‘figured’ in. the: ~~ 
-expenses - which- ‘reduced..the net 
-to:-the Joséph- Cates: ‘production ‘on. 
‘the ‘tv subscription deal to. ‘$8, 398.. 

In‘getting: the consent: of the es-:- 
tate of. Edgar. Lee’ “Masters: author. 
0£°. “Spoon - River. “Anthology,”. to. - 
go ‘ahead with ‘the RKO. General 
deal, Cates had. to guarantee’ that 

| revenue received by .the legit pro-".: . 
|.duction .. from. 

| would. be ‘spent on advertising: the..." . 
Show, now. at the ‘Belasco Theatre, eee 
‘N. Y. ; - 

‘the 

RBOALS: -. 

APRESS beeen nee oe © < 

‘Kings Point. Great Neck, NY! | 

» PERFECTIONISTS 
_ PARADISE! © 

_ ‘Fights.. 
- 5-6 bedrooms, 41/z. baths, large. 4, 

: studio. 
-“-golid ‘woods, | teak, rosewood, . 

press; ash; white mobray marble, - 
-. glass mosaic’ tile. a 
° Unbelievable,. meticulous works - tt 
~ “ manship . and detail. Must be ff 
“ ‘seen! Asking $1 15,000—a .frac- © 
tion of cost. Exclusively. shown: ai a i 

cH. G. SIMON © 
20 Grae Aye., “Gteat ‘Neck, N Ye 

no HU: 27575 a, 

: HOW TO SUCCEED 
‘IN SHOW BIZ. 

os e Without ‘Really Teying so 

Live’ at : a 

320: W.-56 St. 
Gust below: Columbus Circle). _ 

eo. 

A ‘brisk buck-and- wing. to. théaters, 
“EM studios Lincoln Center,: .. 

rehearsal studios,. “easting. offices, 

‘Phone TR. 9-5300- 

by. - Fooms,. from: $1 55 
“32 rooms. (1 bdrm) -: 

GENEROUS CONCESSIONS. 

 lihees 
a = a 

: 5 .ROO 
_PROF ESSIONAL 
APARTMENT 
“140 W..53 ST. 

“AoW York . 
“‘Unturnished: ideal. location. 
‘elevator building. See ‘superintendent. 

50! 's” E-O#. Beokinan:. ‘Charm’ 5 rm ~ ve 2 
| Duplex’. ‘4. .glass enclosed. terrace |: ’ 

| Studio skylight, Ig: liv’ cm,,.W:B. fire- a 

kit. exquisitely furn;.W.. W. Carpet-. 
ing, brand new. wash. mach., - dryer, ~ 
_dishwasher.. _Min. oye: ‘sublease. j 

$700 mos” : MU U 8:7653, 

FOR RENT: 

- fifully. . “furnished 

‘Conditioned—Kitchenette;. Piano.: Ele- 
vator Building—Immediate Occupancy. 

“58th. Street Midtown 

; Gal wo 4-3030—Untit 5:30. 

a _RE 42486—Atter 5 P.M. 

. transaction - -° 

" MILWAUKEE— Tori; Shanahan, : 
| formerly . with . the’ station : for’ | 17. 
years,..has .been named: program. oar 
director: of. WEMP. here. Shanahan + 
“was.. ‘program © ‘diréctor. until’ 1960: : 
when: -he left ‘to:.manage. WMKE-. 
‘FM. For the - last; ‘two’: years - he: * 
was a: Salesman - with, WRIT... 

den, private. studio, . plus work. f.- - 
‘Ingenious: use .of rare - f 

.. “macassar “ebony, redwood.: cy ; : oe 

(Modern | See 

3 private . offices’ Bet 
¥-reception ‘office, waiting ‘room... Alr 

re: - 

e 4 a 

LE, , 
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“(ohn Hom). 

N. ¥. Herald Tribune 

The: Cowboy” - — Musical, 
Delight for Children 

6 ole. the: ABC:TV tnusiegl “iteelf,” @ 

imple. offbeat. production with: sev- - 
* eral ‘catchy © funes, was an: aed. of .. 

— Amagination: ‘executed with. cart: and 

. Lg hate. oe - 

Oy funny, end. ‘huinan: tiger, . ‘and Paul» be no a a 
O'Keefe, ‘an ‘Oliver’. “moppet turned: . ea 
would-be ‘cowboy. _ 

The smdsh of. the. hour: was aa ‘big? | 
ope “production: with three: ‘performers. in 

__ a.symbolic zoo. * In: ‘Proud as a: Pea- 
cock, ‘Hungry as a Bear; ‘and: ‘Fero=" f 
cious. as a Tiger,’ the. song that had os 

“fun: with. ‘words : and:: human’ be--" 

less, the. ‘Peacock ‘and. Nathaniel 

Co os Pare Frey; as.a ludicrous: Bear, i in ‘a, joyous. 
ge composer. Horeid. Beebe blew a | 
up’: storm: of: charming “funes, 
“‘e@mong ‘them .. ‘Twelve - Hundred Te 
Miles,’ a) ‘Need: You,’ “and. it’s -Great : 

fe: Be.a Horse,’ which . were. sung 

oe and. ‘danced. ‘to: a fare-thee-well. by . 

- deck Gilford, a wonderfully Pathetic, 

number” that. was: inspired: comedy « 
- and education... : fee Es Oe 

Producers Sonny: Fox: ‘and: Maur. 7 
ice. ‘Levine, who -was: ‘also musical ~ 
‘director, had. a hife. © 5 ee 

. the show will be well worth ti the .. 9 
“rebroadcast it. is = getting Dee. x a 

; on ‘An act tof imagination ... executed 
with, art and taste... A Hit.” 

JOHN HORN-New York Herald Tribune 

- “hge gem n of a ifable.. wee “ Boston Globe 

; ~Miiting sc songs . vee warming Humor ves 
| Anpeccette ie taste...’ 

BEN GxOSS_New York Daily News . 

-dren’: s hour...’ a 

- “Thin treat. sas: 

"Sparkling score. .+.agem of a chil- 
BOB WILLIAMS—New York Post 

a 

“LARRY. WOLTERSChicoge Tribune 

ben Grass) 
The Daily. News 

oe caeley & Tiger”: a 

The show; with: ‘some | lilting songs 
a by Harold Beebe, was invested. with: 

“+-@: warming: humor | ‘and. marked: by . 
“impeccable taste. . .Wayne,. -Paul, - - 

_: O'Keefe (the boy), ‘Nathaniel Frey 
= tthe. bear). _and- Sue Bewless (the 

Our THANKS fo: me 

| ~ HAROLD Bt BEEBE—For ot Writing Such lovely Music _ 
~ DAVID WAYNE @ JACK GILFORD e. PAUL ok EEFE. . - NATHANIEL FREY @ and SUE LAWLESS 

For Such: Sparkling Performances _ 

"VIDEOTAPE « CENTER for Its Artistic and Skilifol Video. Tape Production 

oes SPONSORS for Their Feith iin lity T Televis ision n for Children 
. . oat - oa weedy . . 

Po _ oa _ woe . mo -, wots ae, Meta, 

. - aa . os 

. "of oe oe ane oe . 

. . y . : ’ 

. . . a ‘ 

c.e . . Solos, aloe . 

: : - “* - we rte 
. 

"Te be n ropetedD December ah on, ‘the ABC Network, 12- 1 P. M,. (Channel 7 7i in n New York, ‘5: 30 te 6:30 P: M.) 

“The: Cowboy » ‘and. “the. “Tiger, vo 
-- Wallace Gray‘s musical fantasy, on. 
-- Channel. 7,:. 2:30 .P.M.,:.was ‘a de- 
+: Jightful. special. With David. Wayne, 
‘as.the narrator. who. played various. 

havior, ‘Mr, Gilford j joined Sue baw-- “roles, it told the story of a little” 

“the Tiger.” 

peacock). were first-rate. But it, was 
Jack Gilford’s:’ impression © of . the 
non-ferocious. tiger that stood out in 

_ this: charming hour. 

| (tarry. Wolters) 
Chicago Tribune 

TV: ‘Musical Fantasy 

Texas boy who.came to a:New York. © Thanksgiving 1 Treat 
“200 ‘in quest of a horse: - But instead: 
“ef a@. steed, he compromised. fora 
_‘¢omical tiger. who Fesented’ ‘being. 

ay called “ferocious.” ae! 

| .. Thanksgiving brought its usual 
“quote of holiday parades: and foet-.. 
‘ball games. Also one unusual. ‘spe- 

_. Cial for. kids: titled “The Cowboy and 
‘This Sonny Fox special. 

offered considerable appeal. It was. 
an original. hour-long musical fan-. 
fasy on. ABC-TV witha libretto by 
Wallace Gray and beautiful songs 
by Harold Beabe . woe | 

| (CoProdoces ). 

International Distribution: ‘SCREEN GEMS 

Loe 

. wt. - we 

+. - : 
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: tor). The composers: of the: legit. 

* 0. prodticed by Jaek Keller and Jack 
°* Gewis with: Charles’ ‘Albertine ar- 

ranging. and conducting, Miss Mor- 

_ ‘teen: market ‘and’ ‘other items writ: 

‘RECORD REVIEWS | 

Bways'll "hai 

ROBERT. 4H ORT fON-INGA 
| SWENSON-STEPHEN. DOUGLAS: 
“-#31@ IN THE SHADE” (RCA Vic-: 

Musical, ‘110. : In: The. Shade,” 

Harvey Schmidt music): and. ‘Tom. 

“Jones (lyrics), are making: their: 

Broadway debut with this score 

‘and it firmly establishes them: in 
the showtune‘ field. They are bright 

and. inventive - with a. freshness ‘of 

‘style and wit- that keep. the grooves. 

glowing. 
In’ Inga:. Swerison they- ave a 

leading lady. who can sing a song 
“and she does especially. well by. 
- them: with ‘Love Don’t. Turn Away”. 

‘Stephen Douglas: are robust sing-: 

ers: who - bring. ‘excitement to the 

disk. Douglas’ “Gonna Be Another: 
“Hot Day”. and™~ Horton’s - 
. Song’ are high. points inthe. over- 
‘all winning score.. The show is.-an 

° established | click on’ Broadway so} 
- there’s no: doubt: -about. a sales. rub-. 
off for “its” disk: ‘counterpart. oe 

. ‘BOBBY - DARIN: “GOLDEN: 
FOLK HITS” - (Capitol). '. “Like 
everyone ’.else, Bobby - ‘Darin. has. 
climbed aboard: the ‘folk ‘train -with. 
‘this set-of recent hits and ‘popular { 
favorites | ‘of the. guitar-strumming 
set. -As. tisual, Darin. brings | to 

' these songs his drive: and ‘savvy. to: 
add‘new commercial values. - Darin. 
demonstrates: his driving. style on 
“Tf I. Had .A) Hammer,” his coun-f- 
try. flavor -on “Don’t ‘Think-‘Twice’’. 
-and.a sensitive feeling’on ‘Blowin’ 
“In-.The --Wind.” .” Other. standout 

Flowers Gone” and. “Michael Row 
rhe Boat. Ashore.” 

‘JACK JONES: “WIVES AND: 
LOVERS”. (Kapp). This is another. 
fine. vocal : “package - -from: Jack 
. Jones. Included are a ‘couple. of. 
_film title tines like “‘Wives- and 
“Lovers”? “Toys in .the: “Attic,” 
“Charade”. and. several, other items. 
from: the. ‘standard --pop’ songbag.- 

Jones. puts. his smooth; lyrical‘ style: 
to gaod. use on numbers. which. are- 
arranged by Pete King, Glenn: Os- 
ser, Marty “Paich and. ‘Ralph. Car- 
michael. The.result is:.a-lusty en-: 

_ try. in the male vocal. sweepstakes. 
_ Mostly in a ballad mood, the disk. 
presents Jones’ ina fine “showcase 

pay (Dot). 
‘up in:a’ swinging’ ‘collection of ‘hits | 
‘culled from the’ last decadeor so. 
The :quartét brings: fresh arrange- 
‘ments. to: these familiar: tunes, .belt- 

‘and ‘the: platter will be a weleame: 
addition to. .the library, « Of “the 

\ singer’ Ss. “prior: outings. rs 

“JANE MORGAN. SERENADES 
THE... VICTORS”. (Colpix).: . ‘Jane’ 
"Morgan. .- in. -first LP -for Colpix. 
-since leaving. the: Kapp abel, 
‘shoud get “a. good ride because: df 
‘the. tie: with Carl Foreman’s: big 
pic, “The Victors.” ‘In this set; ‘ably 

‘gan deftly delivers six .songs. used 
in the pic and six new pops... All 
“eontribute to making the’ ‘album: ‘a. 
diversified delight. Of special: pull-| = 
out ..interest are “Bless. Em AI’ | Ho: 

~ which |} ‘and. .“MEy- ‘Special -. Dream,” 
., Is: the. “Theme: From‘ ‘The Victors.” *.. 

“LESLIE | ‘GORE. SINGS . OF | 
MIXED-UP - HEARTS” (Mercury).. 
Pop. ‘chirper. Leslie ‘Gore -has a. . 

~ brisk. outing: with this. ‘session. In-' 
:' cluded are-some ‘standards for. the. 

ten esvecially” for-..the © teeners. 
‘Claus .Ozerman’ has. arranged. the 

=session. which ‘ably, displays: the: 
‘singer's “pop: ‘stylings. ‘She . deliv- 
ers her. material ‘with :a swinging 
- exuberance, -without overdoing, 
and Ogerman’s: arrangements: pack |. 
lotsa musical zip.. ‘There..are “also | 
‘some moodier ballads, but: the-em-| - 
‘phasis is.on Miss’ Gore’s youthful |* 
verve. The LP: should do, ‘substan- 
‘tial coin-eatching. a 

“TONY. ‘WEBSTER: 
. COUNSELOR”: (Verve). : This: ‘a 
potpourri of: -sketches- revolving 
around ‘the solid. premise’ of. a: day. |. 

-“with”.a marriage counselor, - Thé 
routines are. mostly very: brief with 
a funny ‘Snapper to wrap. them: up.} 
The point of, view is not a rib of} 

- cotinseling ‘but .a sharp Comment on | 
the state of contemporary marital 
“relations. - Tony Webster wrote and |- 
directed this- comedy album “with 
a solid assist from:-a thesping. group | 
including: George. Coe, -Lovelday |: 
Powell, ‘Joan. Darling,. Peter .Turg- 
bon, Rex: Robbins and. Nancy Coe. 

BETTY: ; 

CHARLES. 

f Atlantic), 

. “Rain . 

come. up : 

rocking. combos. - 

‘MARRIAGE 

GARRET - ROBERT 
ELSTON-JOYCE © VAN © PATTEN-. 

AIDMAN: “SPOON 

original. . 

- THE NEW. ‘WORLD SINGERS 
An instrumental-vocal. 

folk-.unit, the New World ‘Singers 
get. a solid. showcasing © in this -al-- 
bum: .The.greup has worked ‘up 
-a.pleasant. blend: of. material, guitar. 
{and ‘banjo. picking. cand: singing - to: 

. ‘with a-‘session: which 
should ‘capture. ‘the fancy: of many 

fa folknik. .Lying’ somewhere. be-. 
tween the ethnic. and ~commercial- 
groove; the trio has lotsa spirit and. 
‘strong rausical values’ which. should 
help..put the. unit: over: well... The . 
‘tunes * -aren’t ‘from the : -entirely.|.; 
‘familiar ‘repertoire. so: often. heard. 
from’ folk. units, and this. alone 

| should: provide :listenership,:.. Trio 
comprises Gil: Turner, Bob. Cohen 
and. Happy: ‘Traum: 

"-“BRIGITTE. “BARDOT SINGS” 
‘(Philips): Having. already. .made a 
‘strong “impact on’ - film, : - Brigitte 
‘Bardot turns to. the’ disk’ biz ‘to give: 

. numbers.are “Where. Have-All The. ) her another. ‘kind: of. showcasing—- 
jas’ a singer. She does “a: nice’ job 
in her native: ‘French: ona: ‘set ‘of. 
‘sometimes- complicated items -. 
‘ranged. by Claude Bolling.. His: ar- 
rangéments are. often: involved. and.} 

“ ar- 

‘SF ok ti 7 | | a 

wd Lovers a Bec $ Vitor |} 

RIVER- ANTHOLOGY” (Columbia). E 
This" isan. offbeat entry in the}: 

‘Broadway. cast album] |: 
‘sweepstakes but. it-has. enough -in- |: [% 
teresting: points to: make ‘it: a like-| 12 
-able~entry.. Its’ commercial: poten- | Ji 
tial is: moot, however, since it’s @ 

| blending of. folk songs and recita-. 
tion of Edgar Lee ‘Masters’: poetry.| 
‘But..it should. conimand: a devoted | fj 
following: Betty’ - ‘Garrett,’ Robert | | 
Elston,;.. Joyce Van: Patten and| . 

| Charles Aidman,.with..assists from |’ 
Naomi Caryl: Hirshhorn’ and‘: Hal| 
‘Lyrieh,. fill . the, vocal: Dbill- with ‘al 
style: that gives. the: disk: Jotsa lis-| 
‘tening ‘pull. ae 

and “Raunchy.” Robert. ‘Horton and] 

SRA 

~ LAWREN CE WELK ~ 
“Has Another | Hit Dot. ‘Record! |. 

_ | BLUE VELVET,” B/W “FIESTA” | 7 

his operatic. talent and deep feel:| 
ing‘to-this group of Yiddish songs. 
‘Peerte’ extracts’ the last:drop .of } 
emotion’ out of the numbers. which, | 
‘even when in a joyful mood, are} ™ 
charged. with. a:. ‘profound. . ‘melan-. 
choly.-: The group of: ‘songs, which |. 
includes .one’ marching number : ‘of: 
the .Warsaw: ghetto. uprising,. “will | 
have’ nostalgic.appeal: to audiences | 
of Yiddish background. . Full trans- | 
lations : are provided’ on. the liner. - 

“THE. RAY: CHARLES SIN GERS: 
““WE.LOVE PARIS” (MGM).* This | 
is a pleasant: outing by ‘the tv Ray. 
Charles .singers. “It... ‘contains. a. 
large: collection’ ‘of French-pegged |. 
tunes, some sung: in English: ‘and.|” : 

: others:: 
\ group .has’ a: smooth -.and.. ‘skillful |. 
‘Style ‘and .is ‘effectively. : showcased : 
‘in’ this .LP."-- Some of .their:tunes |. 
are. .from | ‘the familiar : Paris . song- 

-In native ‘tongue... 

alog: while’ others--have a fresher 
-sound: -. The. album is a natural |: 
for “Soft. music” programmers, and { : .. 
disk customers ‘Should | also find. it : 
an: attractive. item. , 

run:. through. various: ‘styles. - and |-. 
‘tempos: Miss - Bardot is- up to: alt 
-Of his. trickery. to bring. about. -a. 
‘spirited. and entertaining LP:: ‘Phil: | | 

| ips. has: given the session. an: elab- |. 
erate . packaging ° treatment, ‘with a]. 

insert featuring. a} 
large-size ‘picture © of: the ‘French |" 
star .reposing on'-a’:bear .riig—. 
clothed. It’s an interesting: item], 
‘which - could: get: sonie’ action. as- a 
novel” Christmas. “gift. 

j several-pageé- 

‘OH, HAPPY 
r Lads turn 

THE. FOUR L ADS: 
‘Fhe Fo 

ing them .in a polished ‘style’ ‘that 
has . -nothing ‘in - conrmon ‘with; the. 

Best cuts | ‘in, this. 
layout of a-dozen ‘tines are “Sweet. 
‘Mama: ‘Tree. Top ..Tall,” 
Brown “Phe Newsboy, ” 
D'Amour,” “Tom’ Dooley” and. the 
album. title- ‘song. oe 

JAN PEERCE: “YIDDISH FOLK 
SONGS” (Vanguard)... Joining..the 
folksong” cy cle,” Jan Peerce > brings 

until Dec. 12 ° 

‘Puerto. Rico 4 

Tey’s latest filn, - 

stations .. 

professional studios.: 

Spain. .. 

Hill, - Brooklyn, ‘Dec. 6-15: . 

Winnipeg. - “Symphony - 
| Benny Goodman: as guest soloist for. 
| the. annual, Founders. Night. benefit. 
‘concert. 
“concert . ‘has been. cancelled... 

‘In’ 1962, -Goodman. fell. 7: ana | : 
‘This: ‘year he insisted. that. he. be j- 
called “off : his ‘entire’ concert - tour. 
-alléwed to audition local musicians: - 

| before .he, committed. himself-to in- | 
sclude a jazz Session in the. second 
half: of ‘his: scheduled Dec. aU con=} 

“Jimmy |: 
“Chanson , 

Columbia. Records has 20 albums: on - its ‘December schedule featur. 
ing: eight. Masterworks: albums highlighted: “by: the reléase of “Vienna, 
My City Of Dreams”. with Richard Tucker; 10: pop’ ‘albums. highlighted 
(by ‘the release of the. ‘original. Soundtrack: recording: of .the CBS-TV 
‘Series, “Bast. -Side,. West Side,” ‘one. Latin: Anierican: alburi cand Col’s: 
latest addition to-its language series, “Pasaporte Al Ingles”: . 
. Big’ ‘Tiny Little; Coral. disker, at the.Chi* Chi, 

. Sylvia Sims, who will debut next month on the. 20th’ : 
‘Century. Fox Jabet- ‘with “I'm A Sucker For A. Sentimental. 
‘for: a°-stand. in. January at. fhe Condado. Beachi..Club Hotel, | 

:.. Singér. Michael’ Allen, who.- recently - -exited” the. 
Mercury: stable, ‘begins &: ‘two-weeker at. N.Y? S. Living. Room.-on Dec.. 16. 

| Two. original . Broadway: cast ‘albums and the: ‘soundtracks ‘of musical: 
scores from: three .pix, including: the: songs. and. ‘music from Elvis Pres- | 

are featured’ in RCA : Victor’s | 
12-album.pop release for. December. The. ‘Broadway. shows. are ‘110 In]: 
The Shade” and .“Jennie.”: The other. two :-from. ‘Hollywood ‘are: the.|.. 
score “for “Charade,” composed. .by. Henry ‘Mancini, 
Moross ‘soundtrack for Otto. Preminger’s . “The Cardinal”. 
third. eorisecutive year, Ela Fitzgerald cut a special. recorded: message | 
‘for.tadio for the March of Dimes: Campaign which: will cover .4,000-| 

. Mike Settle’s. hew album, “Pastures. ‘of Plenty,” ‘scheduled 
. Writer Henry: ‘Mara 

“Fun -in-Acapulco,” 

for release ‘this week by Folk Sing Records ~. . 
| ‘preparing: a piece..on’ Caedmon Rec@rd3'. for’ the. London. Evening | 
Standard. | _Caedmon: and its subsid,; Shakespeare : Recording Society, |: 
are = distributed” in England by Philips. . 
-Epic. has a. special two-disk: set- called: “The: Lester: Lanin Dance-.Al-.|. 
bum.” It features’ 18 basic dances: performed i in the tempos. taught by: 

Too Many Squares Call 
Off.Goodman Dec. 11 Solo 
With Winnipeg: Symphony : 

. but it's still -a. -potent slice ‘with: zingy drive that demands: spins: “: - 
los “Auld Lang Syne”. (Prigant). swings out a seasonal familiar item Very 

ession . the}: ; ; . 
nas booked | 

“ Winnipeg, - Dee. 3. 
TWO ‘Seasons’ ‘in suc 

‘Two seasons. running they, 

cert. 

The : symphony: wasn’t: ‘prepared | 
to: isk: the. last ‘minute: possibility. |. 

|-0f -a full “evening. of square .Good- |: 
‘.| man: in the event ‘Goodman found |: 
‘an ‘orchestra: full. of square- musi- |: 
cians. _ The. parting: ‘seemed. amica- 
ble.” : we, : 

. Pianist. 
Palm” Springs;; ~Calif., 

ng,” set. 
an Juan; 

For. the: 

. For the: holiday. sales. drive, 

“Andres. Segovia, “Decea’ S: Gold Label’ “classical” artist, awarded. an = 
‘honorary. ‘Doctorate by: the University of -Santiago:. ‘de. Compestela,: : 

. Jackie: Wilson, who's out: with: his first. holiday-.albuni on |. 
Brunswick. “Merry Christmas. From. Jackie’ Wilson,” ‘set. for the Town:| |. ~ 

Goldie Hawkins, pianist who runs. & 
nitery 0 ‘on Ne ew. York's east Side, ‘has cut. 2 an album: for t United: Artists.” 

| } ‘op. herr Of The Week 

The}. - 

‘and . the: . Jerome | 

1 “SASGRP. 
. -_ no 

oe _Weinesiey December zs 1963 

“f The ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases). 

~(Decea) res | Wonder What's Become Of Sally . 
. Burl Ives’ “True: Love Goes.On And.On”-.(Frank*) is a: sentt- 

: | . menial - ballad: with a. strong sing-along appeal: supplied. by -a--’ 
topflight vocal.lead that all spinners will enjoy: ““T- Wonder What’s: 

Ss a Become Of Sally? ¢Advance*): has: ‘a: nice: old-fashioned quality. 
: |, _ that seems. to, draw. Jockey. interest. these: days. ° ns . . 7 

He 

_ United Artists) ocd vee ee ed ee ees os. Hello ‘Loser. 

ew 
|TONI WINE” 

-(Colpixy vite: oWhat-A Pity. 
Toni. ‘Wine’ s: “éMty " Boyfriend’s. Coming ‘Howe. For Christmas” 

. (Screen: Gems- Columbia: Musict ° spells out the Christmas mood 

ee #28 e @°@ “see le we: e.@ eae 

. go: for-in‘a big way. “What ‘A’ Pity” . 
sict) has" an intriguing, beat ‘and. a vocal: approach, that, will attract = 
spinning: attention. re Coal rb te, oe 

er 2 oF we 

DICK ‘DALE... crs 
_ (Capitol) re wn ue tele eo ~Night. Rider « 

» siental: that. spells out. spinning excitement: for the young ‘disk: 
audience “Night Rider” . (Monsour*) sustains’ ‘the brisk: ‘pace’ and 
it. should. win ‘some spins on its own. | : o : _ 

PAT BOONE . = Reaper 
(Dot). -Some’ Enchanted Evening. 

~ .“Pat Boone’ 3. ““phat's Mer y Notthern®) télis. a: ‘sad. story withthe 
simple and direct approach that ‘should win a young: ‘audience ‘a. 

lotsa. turntable. action: “Some Enchanted. Evening” ( Williamson® ) 
"gets new. Spinning. impact in this. forcefal . Teading.. 

“ae ae 

CHRIS CROSBY. . Vea e wees 
(MGM) 2 ols: “Raindrops In ‘My. Heart. 

-Chris : Crosby's. “Young. And. In’ Love” (Miller*) ‘is’ right : up. 
.teener. alley in deat, lyric message and. multi-tracked: vocal. so “it’s 

- botind to get hefty play.: “Raindrops In My Heart” (E- -H:: ‘Morris*)- 
“also falls into the .current.: teen. ‘sound. groove and ‘the. ‘Kids. will 
give tt qa lot of spins. a 

eee we ele oe 

loge oe se MERRY CHRISTMAS S MAMA 
- eee : Auld Lang Syne: _ 

|LLOYD PRICE. 
(Double. L) :. 

“drive that’s. not exactly ‘in - keeping with. the. spirit: .of- Christmas. 

ok with a Forceful. ‘eocal Pash 

BOBBY: WATTRELL... wee SS reles estes -BYE, BYE, BLACKBIRD - 
.,(Magnasound) ... Na de Sa ee Seed; .> Terry” 

“Bobby - Wattreil’s “Bye, "Bye, " Blackbird” ¢ Reimick*) fits ‘into . 
“current. vogue. of reviving “oldies. with. the “teen tempo” ‘and its: 
brisk .harmony - drive: will bring: ‘tt to the ‘spinning - fore.- “Terry” 
(Acuff-Rose}).is a hot swinger. that's. due. for a. lot oF: jock and ~ 
juke. action, top. . : 

WYNTON KELLY. 
- (Verve): a That's. ‘The Way You. Want-It.:. e «@ 2 'e@ @:'@ ££ &© © & &- 

Wynton Keliy’s: “Comin. In The .Baék . Door (Irvingt} is @ <0. 
“snappy instrumental that plays up. the. eiirrent Dixie: disk. ‘mood oo 
for solid: spinning -values. “If: That’s The Way -You.:Want It” 
“ ¢ Glamoroits- ‘Emarey*) ‘has: enough ‘instrumental spark: to- pull 
juke: play. ns, 7 oo! 

7 * he * 

|CARLA THOMAS... . Bes week .CEE WHIZ, IT’S caimisras: ae, 
_ (Atlantic). we call I Want For Christinas: Is. You 
Carla Thomas*: “Gee: ‘Whiz, It’s Christmas” (Eastt) should. grab. ~~ 

. ‘strong teener. attention. this: holiday season because. it. ‘has the: big” 
. _ beat. -and the: vocal..passion: ‘that’ juvés go-for. “All I-Want. For: 

| 2: ChristmasIs You’, “(Eastt) has” an. okay. romantic touch, for the. 
*. "Yule Spinning ‘Push. _ . 

ok 
LINDA. SCOTT... 

“(Congress) _ weds eee ‘My Heart. 
‘Linda, Scott’s “Who's ‘Been Sleeping In. My Bed? ( Famous*) is. 

a ” the. title.song from an upcoming Paramount. pic . and.-its.- catchy |. 
quality in. lyric; melody and - vocal: departments ‘should give it.a .« 
| wide. spinning. spread. “My: Heart” (Al Del#) . has‘'a- substantial | a 

ballad beat that's. delivered tn a warm. and: winning: ‘manner. 
*. a . oe 

- © © @ e's, @ -8 © @ @ o@ @'@,8 © © @-2# © . (Mercury yo ‘Fhe Last. Dance’ 
Billy '&- 2 The Essentials’ “Yes Sir. That’s: My Baby”: ( Bourne*) - 

gives. the. oldie, a “teen tempo”. and.. it: “works out.well for all: cons” 
.cerned.to build into a strong spinning. contender. “The Last Dance” ° 
" (Merjada-Dandeliont) is .an- okay ballad: effort. with some: neat 
harmonizing touches: to help. it along... 7 

eo, woe oe ‘ 

KEN JONES ORCH. : JON a . CHICKEN POT. PIE 
_ (Almont) .+.+ Second Hel ping: 

“Ken. Jones Oreh’s. “Chicken ‘Pot Pie” (Consolidated*).is ‘a hot 
‘instrumental ‘dish, with powerhouse. piano flourishes to keep..the- 
‘jock: and ‘juke - turntables ‘jumping. 
dated?) dishes out a Similar. driving course for good, followup play.. 

PETE JOLLY. TRIO. Lie’ "SWEET. SEPTEMBER 
: . Kiss Me Baby. (Ava) v.58. 05 Woe 

Pete ‘Jolly Trio’ s - Siveet September" “( B: F. Wood). has: solid. in 
strumental qualities, arid a good melodic. jaz technique to: give. . 
it-a high. spinning potential. .“Kiss Me Baby”. (B. F:- Wood*) Jea:: 7 

; fires. a. sprightly b beat, that: ‘could’ appeal to othe adult juke. trade... 
7 ~ ‘Gros. 

a i ed ee oe ee oe) 

itn teen terms with the ‘Sincerity: and:-sentimentality that the. juves -.: 
(Screen. Gems-Columbia .Mu- |.” 

Dick Dale’ 3 “The Wedge”. ‘(Monsoir®) is’ a: Swinging. instru’: Lt 

ne THATS ME. 

Lloyd. Price’s “Merig.¢ Christinas “Mama” ( Prigant) has a spirited. ” I 

wei .WHO'S BEEN SLEEPING. IN. MY. BED- —_ 

‘BILLY. & THE ESSENTIALS . . .YES SIR ‘THAT'S. MY. BABY. 

“Second: Helping” ( Consoli-:. a 

| | BOBBY. GOLDSBORO. .SEE THE FUNNY, LITTLE CLOWN ©. | 

Bobby ‘Goldsboro’s’ ‘See. The. Funny. “Tittle Clown” - (Unartt) ie 
plate up to the juve. audience’ s. penchant. ‘for. the. sad love story :.. 

| |. ‘with the ‘kind. of ‘vocal feeling ‘that wins: the juves and ‘holds“em "‘: 
“until” the..disk- pays: off. “Hello Loser” ..(Leeds*).: has ‘an: ‘okay re 
melodic cand vocal drive to make ita. moderate . Spinning. spinner, 

“MY. BOVFRIEND'S COMING HOME 1 FOR: CHRISTMAS fo 

OS ORBE. WEDGE oo ‘a tete 

“YOUNG AND IN: LOVE Th 

-COMIN’ IN-THE BACK DOOR 7 

_ b cote ‘he . aoe 
o ‘ fee sat tte wr Pr) . 

. * ae . wit tes . 

8 at TAM ee UN hat ate tee cette Rar Me abettatas oy Ane hae ‘ _— 

: : . . ote my . . * wo. : 

DNS D8 TTA IOS AN Bale DBD 9 MIAN Os Mi TS? in a i Pr he Na EO Oe ee nae ede Me Lal eine ane oed APRA LASS AV its veces 

| BURL IVES: . oo ose Sie 0 ele, TRUE LOVE: GOES ‘ON AND- ON: ian ie 

sos . . 

. . 

Sov te ane oO Sek ee ee 

teat, 3 Aware heated 
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va Nois
e iy Spal 3 aba 

“Yoondon; ‘Dee, 3:: * 
- Biggest’ “pop. tune cycle: to} 

. “emerge here:. ‘since. -rock -is.. the: 
group” sound,.. More than ever| 

- before; . the hottest’. selling. disks 
ever the-country are those waxed}. 
.. vby: various. ‘trios; . quartets. and:| 
|, quintets.’ _ 

a And though: the ‘majority ‘of the 
: : “best-selling: records. :.. these .. days. 
_/ are ‘eut- by native. groups,.. U.S. 
“| diskers “like .The Ronettes,. ‘The 
- Crystals and:.-The - ‘Shirelles are. 
7 also - ‘carving out - ‘a: fancy: sales 
a niche. in, ‘the local: market. 

- Taking - -at™ randoni:. one’ of- ‘the: 
recent” ‘top 30 ‘sales. charts, about: 
15% ‘of-the’:disks: featured therein 
were made’ by ‘a pop. group, or ‘by | 

‘a solo. artist: ‘with’: a ‘strong.:-group: 
” backing —as- in‘ the: case-'of “Dusty. |:. 
. Springfield's a 8 Only. Want To: Be | 
‘With. :.You”"—the~ balance © being 
_..gumbers. Dy. such : artists as- Cliff 
“Richard; Mark Wynter; Roy. Orbi:, 
son: ‘and. Jimmy. Young: 

. Thus,. it’s. ‘apparent -” that ; the] 
woe heavy emphasis. at. “present * 
..) against ever: the. “most: ‘established so 
-“Yone~ artists—with . the. few". inevi-}: . 
table © “exceptions—and for: ‘the. 
‘assorted’. “sounds” . of - big-noise:| | 
. units - whether.” they”. come. from} 

oo Liverpool, London: or. Nashville.. 
o. EMI, ‘ene - of. - the. - two*: major 
sdiskeries. here; in a: recent release: 

of: 20. singles,” ‘reports: ‘that there 
“were. 10by:groups, seven: by. solo. 

. artists. and.. three’. by orchestras... 
>, Deeta, ‘the: ‘second. major,, recently. 
“issued. five group. disks. out of ‘a 

Byie Ta Billy Sherrill 

‘sid, .Okeh “Records... © 
- He'll: -tiake his: headquarters: at 

‘ists as David. Houston; Jim‘ & Jesse 

Rudolph, ‘Now In 
[bth Yr, Marks © 

. déer,’ aa | Johnny ‘Marks’ Christmas 

total. of 37;500,000.-sales; and. there 

copies. | 

.-. 12-disk release;: the. other: “Waxes: _ | ings this year are. Johnny Mathis. 
featuring solo. artists: -and/or | wrereury), The..Platters (Mercury), 

- Around the. big disk companies: 
* Swhich * - have. commitments ‘to’ re-. 
“lease: Yank. Waxés' here, ‘the -in-. 

+ .terest is. ‘now: béing stimulated. by- 
. “American. groups like” ‘the: ‘afore- 
* - mentioned.. ‘chartoppers as -well.as: 
> “py The . Essex, . the. ‘Chimes, ‘The 
Chiffons, et ‘al.: 
Such “is “the struggle’ of. ‘s0i6. 
Be artists against the wave: of’ group- 
_.°. sound. popularity “that. some’. pop- 
- sters’. who. previously . made it. as. 

soloists “faye . compromised ~ and. 
My ‘scrambled’ ~ta- -get - ‘the. “magic” 

| “group noise. A. élassie’ case. in: point 
-. igs: Adam Faith - who hits the big-. 
“?time™ with his voice “up-front” and: 
i well tuned in-but now. has. acquired 

.-The - Roulettes - “who... merge’ with 
him: vocally.‘on ‘his. Jatest: ‘Teleases. 

‘Taking ‘no ‘ehances Dusty: Spring- 
field, who has. now gone solo after 
~her stint with the highly:successful 
_. group, ‘Phe : Springfields, is in the 

o<"eharts.. with her ° first ; record ss 
me Only: ‘Want To. Be. “with. “You.” 7 if 

NE Juke Ops 
Ai ight Celler Bil He 

“Boston, Dee: 3. 
Jukebox: operators: here have | | 
formed.’ Coin “Machine -. ‘Assn. of: 

... New.. England. to fight. ‘the ‘Celler 
. : Bill which would remove. the roy- 
.. alty exemption” on: ‘disks used . ‘int 

: ‘jukeboxes. The new- group will |! 
": coordinate ©. .éfforts of all - OPS. 
i. throughout. ‘the’ six: state region: | 

‘Reps from Music. Operators. ces | toe 
* ‘America. told.” delegates.:to’. the {ff 
meeting: which -organized. MANE. ; 
_that the bill. ‘would: “impose. a dras- jal 
tie “hardship on | ‘music: ‘operators } 
- ‘throughout: the: ‘country.’ ia 

‘.. A group. of: '40.. ops. formed ‘the 
“org: “Bob. Jones, local ‘member. of | 

“the ‘MOA: board; : called. the. meet-. 
ing:and:-introed Mrs. ‘Millis McCar-} fl: 

_. : thy, prexy. of New: York: State Mu- Ae, 
se. Operators... ‘She* detailed bene- im 

Crystals... (Philles); ° 

(Liberty). : 

ing- of ..“Rockin” 
“Christmas - Tree.” Last: Christmas. 

now: ‘being: released. worldwide..:- 

Day” with. 19 different. versions. 

‘Kaempfert’. (Decca), 

Yule push are “The Night. ‘Before 

‘Claus. Gets Your- Letter” and - “A 

Lot pe 

or ‘New York state and. told how vari-. 
-. /» Us: ‘ocal: orgs work. together’ with-.| ff 
in the: state: org. Robert. Blundred,’ 
‘Managing director of .MOA; was: 
also present: ‘at the meeting held | 
in nearby: Needham, ‘Mass... 

-“* Russell” Maudsley, - of ” Russell- 
“ Hall: inc.,.. Holyoke, . Mass., was } 
elected ‘temporary | -president. ‘of the. 

‘.. -néw’ -assaciation.. . Sponsoring. the | oe 
. -. organization - meeting were:. local |Ah -" 

‘distributors: “Irwin ‘“Margold;.-Tri-.! 
mount Coin;. Bill .Schwartz,. W._S; | 
Music ~ Distributing; .Al - “Levirie,. 
:.Musie and. Vending. Co.; Jim Hunt- 

“NEW YORK’ 10036 
154-W. bth. Ste 

i ery. ‘Wurlitzer branch: manager.’ | “LONDON, Ss. W. 1: 
ier Tt was” voted. to. form - a locat | o Ste Jemes's Street: 
oe jmetropolitan - ‘Boston. area’ group. ae 

ae David: . . Baker; Melotone ‘ “Music, _Fecadilly” 
ar ‘Arlington, . ‘was: named’ temporary | 

-presidént;..'Saul. Robinson, femipo- 
ae rary: weeretary-treas, : vd 

~~As Pop. A&R: Producer ES 

Epic’ § Nashville, offices; and will: 
supervise: Tecordings by. such. --art-' 

perennial,: is going. into - its.. 15th. 
“year with 15 new. recordings. “Rue 
-dolph” . disks: have -riow . amassed a |: 

| have been. 6, 000,000. sheet. musi¢ 

Among the’ ew. ‘tudolph”: disk: 

‘André Kostelanetz. (Columbia),. The |.- Ryerson 

-Dick “Liebert. 
(RCA Victor), and: ‘Robert Rheims. 

In addition. to the: ‘push on “Rue 
‘dolph; Marks’ St,. Nicholas: Music | 
firm ‘will. ‘£0: ‘back forthe. “fourth |; 

. | time -on Brenda, ‘Lee’s Decea disk-. 
-Around The |- 

‘the tune. clicked in-England, where | 
At was. handled- ‘py. Chappell. It: ds - 

Also -on.the ‘St. Nicholas: ‘agenda. 
is “T. Heard the Bells On Christmas . 

New: versions this year ‘are by Bert: “Al ‘Bennett,- 
“Dick : Liebert |. . 

(RCA. Victor), -and. “Robert ‘Rheims 
(Liberty: Other songs: in. the.firm’s:: 

‘Christmas: ‘Song,’ ‘When Santa } 

Merry, Merry: Christrias: To You. mi 

7 YEAR- END DIVIDEND 

"advertisement in in: 

| TA Award’s Cleffer Bonus” 
Goldie: :Goldmark: has: come. 

ape with ‘an inducement .pro- - 
“+ gram.-.for. songwritérs. Gold- — 

; Biggest Pop Tune Cycle Since Rak 2 ‘mark, .. general. professional 

«Premier: Musie -:-(BMI) - and - 
- West." End- Music -(ASCAP). 

On hig. activities, 

‘Music: Claims in ‘N.Y. Ct. 

“Mama: ‘Don’t * Allow”: -and 

Playin’ here)... i 

renewal. rights to. Joy: ‘Music. - 

“The: suit charges that: after. ‘Oct. 
4 . 1962, defendants: “Egypt: -and: 

infringed — the: ‘Tenewal 
rights by placing’ upon the market | 
and .by ‘lieensing” a. tune~ called |. : 

1 “Mama. _Don’t. Allow” 
Vanguard - ‘recorded:: It’s - claimed 
that the infringed acts were. -per- 

mour ‘Solomon, ‘an. exec . of each of 
the: ‘defendants, | 

~ Liberty Ups Blocker. 

“Blocker ’ ‘joined . Liberty An’ 1958 
‘as. national . promotion — director. | 
-During.- ‘his. first|.two.. years with 
Liberty, he ‘helped. establish ‘the 

opment oF the. Jabel's top . artists. ° 

ON ‘YOUR STANDING IN THE TO. . 
“You. Can ‘Imply You As A Person or You: as: a » Company, A ‘An: 

“Organization, a Group.” ‘Whichever “itis; Nothing. Is “More Primary. LE 
: “Than Your Standing in, Your Impact Upon The Trade. Everything You | ee 

“Here is: the Image. of. your. Issue, the. Prospectus “of. your 
“Anticipation; the. Biography” of Your - Performance. 
authorize’ @ publication. ‘Don't. Delay. ‘Act Forthwith. 

" HOLLYWOOD 90028. 
08 ‘Suaset Bivd.. 

PARIS © 
“80 ‘Ave. Te ‘Nesilly” 
as  Nesilly-s Sui-Seine © 

“ Manager for Award: “Music, is: - 
~ offering cleffers.$1,000. bonus © 

[) - for any song that lands. in ‘the _ 
. {.Stop: 10,-.and. ‘if’ that song be-: 
1: ‘comes No. 1, the ‘bonus will ‘be. D 

* $2,000... oo 
Phe. incentive pitch is being OTF 

“piny. ‘Sherrill: has” joined. Epic} - ‘made via-Award’s subsid firms, | 

| Records. asa producer. in-the pop | 
artists & repertoire. division: Sher-_ : 
rill ‘will ‘be responsible - ‘to. Bob}. ° ‘a 
Morgan, Epic’s exec producer, and}... 
-will produce':records for. the: Epic |. 
Jabel‘and its rhythm & blues: sub- | 

tl Solomon Firms ‘Lifted 
Tts ‘Mama Don’t Allow,’ Joy : 

&. The Virginia, Boys, Stan Hitch-.1 = 
cock, Obrey: “Wilson, Shirley. Ray. ie 

Goldmark has also. Taunched © “b 
“Goldie’s - Nuggets.” ‘news- .- 

letter to keep the. trade. Posted. “ 

with: the’ Swedish. National: Radio: 

Joy: ‘Music has. filed ‘an infringe- oy 

"} ment. suit. ‘in. NUYS ‘Federal : Court 1 7 a 

[against - Egypt: Valley: Music, ‘Ryer-. ta 
. } son” Music, ‘Vanguard: Recordings een er 

7 ‘Society and. Seymour, Solomon. ‘The |: FN: 

:| action:.séeks aii injunction, dam-. a a 
‘pages. ‘Sustained .and.: an. accounting |..*.-¥! 

37,500,000 Sales': 2 
“Rudolph, The Red-Nosed ‘Rein-- 

“Maina: Don’t . Allow. ANo- Guitar |, A . 

‘The. -complaint. clainié: that “in. - 
-1929,; :Charles.. Davenport- wrote |’. 
“Mama: Don’t Allow’ No ‘Easy. Rid- 
-érs: Here,” also. known as: “Mamia 
‘Don’t. Allow It” and’ assigned’ it: to 
State Street -Music.- It was. later: 
“assigned. ‘to Select Music. Select. in. 
1935: obtained: the. ‘copyright ‘and | .. 
‘the widow of.the write assigned. the. 

-} which. oversees the . advertising 

and which 

petrated under direction: of -Sey- 

4 :when, they: are fot in. use. by the 
ie | resident: companies. - 

tal -{6F events. presented: ‘by the | 

Don: ‘Blocker has - ‘been | set. ‘as. 
artists Bt. ‘repertoire: producer’ for 
Liberty. Records, Hollywood-based 
:diskery: | He had been. assistant to 

diskery’ s “president. : 

‘diskery’s line throughout. the.coun- | 
‘try..and, in. addition, added devel- | 

7 “| eco Schnabel. between 1932 and 
Koselnet 1 Kicks Of 

European Promo. Tour 
. André Kostelanetz; who. récently 

| wat Te-signed to an exclusive. deal. 
Columbia. Records, began’: A. 

European promotion tour in ‘Stock: | 
| holm. Monday: (2). - 

|. In ‘Stockholm, Kostelanetz.. ‘con-'| - 
1 ducted:: an... all-Gershwin concert 

‘click for Angel Records, ‘ Another 

which retailers: are peddling for 
anywhere. from $77.98 ta less than 

-der .--the 
offer. “Fhe - package is: a. collection 

- of 32. ‘Beethoven: ‘sonatas, 

“Orchestra. . Performing as - soloist: 
in Gershwin’s.“‘Conceérto in F” was 
‘Sixten. Ehrling:.. Ehrling was re- 
‘cently. appointed’ conductor | of. ‘the, 
: Detroit it Symphony, . mo 

‘ket. . The 3,000 ‘packages. were to 

vised their forecast to 10.000 sets 

_.-ary: First “shipment: of the addi- 
~~ | tional 7,000 sets have already: been 

oa off the presses. 

Poo” Another | offbeat | angle to the 
cae | Schnabel - splurge is that it is ‘the: 
<I gecond timé in 11 years the re- 

‘| eordings have. been released inthe 
. | U.S: RCA Victor. issued the same 
_... |Sehnabel. performances ina. deluxe 

a set in: 1952. . 

recordings ‘were completely —re- 
“Sehuyler'¢ G: Chapin. will, exit ‘his |. 

post ‘aS. V.p.- ‘in’ charge of creative} 
|-services at Columbia Records: at 
the..end of. the -year. to'take over 
as programming veep ™ ‘at Lincoln 
Center for the. ‘Performing. _ Arts. 

‘masters’ to- tape to LP masters. 

J and also notes that many more 
No decision, ‘has. yet been. reached y 

at: Col as.to:who’ll assume the’spot | 

Vietor version.:. 
‘sales. promotion and. merchandising |" The. ‘Schnabel - recordings 
‘division.. - Chapin. took: over . the | 
creative. services: estlpe in. 1. March of 
this year. 

‘were. 

‘| and: Yreleased.by HMV on a strict. 

‘work: directly’ with William: Schu-. | Subseription ‘bes that fre onthe 
‘man, ‘president: ‘of. the..Center, in| d 300. | arranging. programs: and schedul-: ‘complete set cost around $ 

-ing attractions in. the various thea-.|- 
tres and_ halls of. Lincoln: Center’ 

He'll “have. direct: exec ‘responsi- new: ‘Angel . pressings will be. re- 

-Center.‘such: as ‘the New York ‘Film |- 
Festival,’ August. Fanfare, ‘and. the | ° 
‘Lincoln. Center: World’s Fair Festi- 
“val.:He’llalso represent the Center |. 
in all. its: ‘professional aspects such: 
asin’ negotiations. with: broadcast- | 
ing. -and.-recording companies. ~— | 

- Chapin has: been. with Columbia | 
‘since 1959. when: ‘he was set as exec |: 
eoordinator. “of the’. Masterworks: 
Division. Shortly © ‘thereafter he 
“was - named ‘director ' of Master- 

‘Works. ‘ 

two or: ‘three LPs a month. 

Before the release of the Schna-. 
‘bel. “package, Angel’s. biggest: set. 

tas,. an 11-record package. 

Ava Wax-es Hot 
Over JFK 

Hollywood, Dec: 3 
anit iva: “Record. execs discovered— 
at i somewhat ‘in time—that the disk- 

1 ery’s>label was being used. in -a 
| manner: “they - completely .. disavow « 
lon a shellac: ‘stunt they ‘immedi- 
ately took: pains to repudiate: Ava 

JE} veepee. Jace Mills and national 
| promotioza! director Louis | Fields 
{spent the hetter part. of “Wednes- 
| day: (27). and: ‘Thanksgiving wiring 
dozens. of radio stations across. the 
Jand, in a frantic _ effort to 
| repudiate. all connection with. a 
4 disk. released. early in the week: 

. titled “Ballad Of JFK.” ~ 
' Unbeknownst. to anyone at the 
diskery, ‘an independent disk pro- 

a 

a{ ously’ | -purehased. masters (thus, 
{-Ava. execs decline to identify hirat. 
hurriedly: put. -together the disk, 
‘designed: as ‘a “tr'bute” to the late 

“ | President. 
1: With” a mix-and-match - group” 

; whom the . producer dubs : “The - 
Patriots”. (six or eight voices, men. 
fand women), the ‘choral. work is’ 
‘packed with .a.. muffled drum, ‘a 

| guitar and “‘maybe a bass: fiddlé.” 
{ On Monday: (25). ‘the disk was. 

Hil sent. :to- deejays all over the US... 
| with the Ava-label affixed to the | 

Hil centrepiece.. By. Wednesday cries 
LE of. “sacrilege” and. “bad- taste”. 

1 were issuing “from as far away as. 
'WMCA, New York: Jack Bogart, a= 

| WMCA .- deejay, shouted the. 
‘Toudest,. - Charging Ava. with 
| “avarice.” 

First Ava: knowledge of: disk's 

You need only. 

| eording: to. Mills, when he. received 
_ CHICAGO 6061 1. | an excited telephone. call from Len 
400 a Michigos. Ave. oO Sheer, head’ of ‘singles sales at 

more ‘MGM Records it:-N.Y., MGM being 
ROME 3 ch | il Ava’s..national distributor. Mills 

Vie o Sardegna a3 | {g\.and Fields immediately obtained a 
‘Copy ‘of the disk, spun it, labelled 

{Rl it “an “abomination” and then: 
«. #8} started frantically sending. wires 

to radio stations. a 

~ Recordings. “nade by “pianist 

{737 have developed. into ‘a “1963 

unusual ‘aspect of the Schnabel hit: 
ds: that it’s a-boxed set of 13 disks 

‘their’ co.t, approximately $36. un-. 
buy-three-get-one-free 

“Phe : original. pressing of 3,000. 
‘boxed: sets (39,000 LPs) sold out:in -. 
its’ first three weeks on the mar-: 

| have been ‘Angel's stock for three. 
months. Angel execs have now re- ~ 

-(130,;000- LPs) by the end of Janu--- 

| made with the balance being rushed. 

. For’ Angel's current ‘release, tie 

‘transferred from. ‘the old .78 rpm: 

‘Robert’ Myers, artists .& : ‘Tepertoire. 
director for Angel, claims a. con-. 
‘siderable . . improvement in quality 

sonatas are completed ‘ona side of. . 
the. Angel set than. were on. the ‘52. 

first - issued. in England ‘between 
1935: and:’40... ‘They were pressed - 

Angel's’ ‘new issue also. marks*: 
‘the first availability of the Schnabel: 
‘recordings in LP. form outside the :. 
US... The Victor disks were sold’: 
only” jn. this country whereas the. 

leased: in ‘England at the rate of 

was ‘the Walter -Geiseking collec-. 
tion of the complete’ Mozart sona-. 

| ducer from whom Ava had’ previ-- 

| release came. Wednesday (27) ae-_ 

: . 

A A atta 

Paced 
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=“ NANCY ‘WILSON “Capitol - 

In Person | (LPM 2710) | 

“PETER. PAUL & MARY: Warner Bros). 
In the Wind {Ww 1507) — 

“THE SINGING NUN. (Philips). 
“Soeur Sourire CC. 203) - 
BARBRA , STREISAND. (Colimbiay 

Volume. ag (CL: 2054) =. 

5 . ANDY. WILLIAMS “(Columbia ~ 
Days of Wine & Roses. (CL: 208) 

~~ VILLAGE STOMPERS (Epic). . 
.. Washington. Square ( (IuN: 24078) « 

7AL MARTINO ¢ Capitol). 

‘PETER, “PAUL. = ‘MARY (wartier Bros) 
. Moving . (W 1473) | . 

“BOBBY “VINTON Tiipicy ~ 
. Blue Velvet. (LN. 24068) - 

MARTA “ELENA (Victor) ma . 
-Los Indios’ Tabajarez ( (LPM 2822) 

"JOAN: BAEZ (Vanguard). >... rar _ 
“Vol. iW (URS. 9094) poe ne 

— ELVIS. “PRESLEY | “(Victor) - DR. | 
Golden Records, Vol, . TH: (LPM: 9765). 

NEW. ‘CHRISTY: MINSTRELS (Columbia) ~ 
Ramblin’ (CL:2055) 0s |. 

“ROBERT “GOULET “(anima 
_ In. Person {CL. 2088) © Pe 

TRINIE LOPEZ: (Reprise) ~ 
“Print Lopez: at PJ’S (6093) - 

—SEST ‘SIDE “STORY (Columbia) 
Soundtrack tOL 5670)° re P 
RAY: CHARLES: (ABC-Par) wot, 
Recipe fora: Soul (465): - Pee ve 

-FRANK: SINATRA | (Reprise). 
_ Sinatra's ‘Sinatra (R*1010) co 

SMOTHERS BROS... (Mercury). 
* Think Ethnic (MG: 30777) : 

_.. BARBRA. STREISAND. (Columbia? aan 
- Barbra. Streisand. Album’ (CL. 2007) - 

ROY ‘ORBISON (Monument) ann 
Greatest Hits (MLP. 8000). : 

ALLAN ‘SHERMAN, (Warner: Bigsy 
_. My. Son. the ‘Nut. (WB. 3501) - Se 

~ "BEACH: "BOYS (Capital) ~ = oO 
__ Little: Deuce Coupe. tT. 1998) ste 

RYE RYE. “BIRDIE | (Vietor),, 

Soundtrack: (LOC. 1081)... 

* JOAN BAEZ. (Vanguard). ; 
Baez: in: Concert (¥RS- O112) : : a 

“PETER. PAUL & MARY ( (Warner arner Bros)” 
; _-, Peter,. Paul & Mary: tW- 1449). 

JOHN GARY: “(Victor): SE . 
-Catch.a Rising Star (LPM. 2745). 

: Hollywood: My: Way, (JT 1934). 

~~ JOHNNY MATHIS:. (Columbia) 
__Jobnny (CL. 1809)... os. 

ARS HIRT 4LPME 2733) ° 
‘"[Honey. in the: Horn. (Victory. Soe 

~ CHAD MITCHELL TRIO- (Méreury) 
_ Singing Our. Minds . I IG 20838). ” = 

LAWRENCE, OF: ‘ARABIA ‘Colby 
Soundtrack (CP..514) - a Pew 
_ MONDO: CANE (United Artists) 7" : a 
- Soundtrack. (UAL. 4105).- a 

- BEACH. BOYS. (Capitol) 
” Surfer. Girl (T. 198p.* : 

"JAMES: BROWN (King) 
James Brown ‘Show. (826), 

“SOB: DYLAN. (Columbia) 
Freewheelin’ (CL: 1986). 

HOW ‘THE WEST. WAS: Wow’ GN 
~. ‘Soundtrack (1E5) os, oa, 

. JIMMY GILMER. (Dot) aa ot 
. Sugar: Shack _ 4EP™ 3545)- 

~“ HERE’S. LOVE: (Columbiay™ 
_ Original, Cast (KOL, 6000): 

> PERCY FAITH | (Columbia) 
-Shangri-La_ (CL 2024). ° er! 

VARIOUS ARTISTS. ( Capitol) 
’ Shut’ Down. (tt A918) — 

SUREARIS (Dot? 
| Wipe Out. {DLP 3535), 

"NANCY ‘WILSON (Capitol) 
__ Broadway My Way (T 1 1828). : 

"~~ SWINGLE SINGERS | ‘Philips 
_ Bach’s Greatest Hits (PHM. 200-097). 
BILL ¢ ‘COSBY: = (Warner Bros.) 

_- Bill Cosby" ‘Comedy (Ww: 1518) 

_ JERRY VALE. ~ (Columbia). - 
_ Language: ‘of Love. (CL 2043) .. 

JIMMY: DURANTE. {Warner Brosl: 
"_ September. Song_ (We 1506) - 

NAT. KING “COLE (Capitol) 
_. Hazy. ‘Crazy: Days: of ‘Summer r 1982 

~~ KINGSTON: ‘TRIO~ {Capito 
Sunny Side iT -3935). 

“PETER: NERO Wietory: 

~— JOAN BAEZ. Pe 
Vel. 1 (URS 9078)" 

:f ailed. 

“fl the™ 

| Gown,” 

vee —— _— . _—_— . —>. 

"Ls ment. 

}- maine.’ 

a | only)”: 

_ of : 

| ne 58th Anniversary, Number 7 | a = 

J ARIETY 
. || Pie other statistical and data-filled We 

“charts: oad articles. 

— = - . Mink & Moston Aad 
~ SRO at Lincoln Center - 

For: Mantovani Orc
h) ; 2 _ 

“By: ‘JAMES. Tr ‘MAHER. 

“Sellout 

a -whole-heat 
|| Aestimated. | 
“| Sunday night (1) 0 as: he- wound. up:|4 

“this. seventh: ‘North ‘American - tour |f 
‘with. a debut--at- Philharmonic Hall |] - 

~ | —where™ ‘they. | Separate the. men}: 
_di| from:. -the.. echo | ~chambers:. 

ae | English. king..of: light music ‘served. | io 

inhouse. ; 

ted, 

“ gross)”. ‘to. 

a (2, 600). 

— |:mixed:. ‘mink - and. mouton,. 
| agers and -annuitants;. 
‘and: weathered - -snap-brims" gave aii .73. 

$11,000." welcome |f* 
‘Mantovani- - 

up the mixturé as before, ‘a. suave, 

| from home. . 

“AE nified.. 

__.-[-neatly balanced;: romantic™.concert | 
“." © that: demonstrated. bar: by. bar. why | 
i ig} the sun: neyer. sets on’ a Mantovani . 

HL EP. - |. 

His ‘a5 piece” “arch ° (6. key: ‘mea: t 
“from: London: ‘the rest Americans) |{" - 
took the. downbeat from ‘concert- |} 

>I) master: ‘David: McCallum;: former |: 
‘G) first: fiddle © of... the . ‘Royal Phil- [Jeo os 
{i harmonic - under ‘Beecham,? 

Tt played the. affable maestro.onto the | 
| podium with. a few arpeggiated: 

-I-measures . of. “Charmaine,” 
‘|i the -audience: greeted ‘like’ money: 

e Throughouty;. -the--ap- 
[| plause ” Was. substantial. “but digs So aye 

{[ 20-20 Program included. twenty ‘sched- 
items 

conductor’ S 

‘and ° 

range’: and -. variety.. - 
Ty Can-Cani”- 

(30), 

The: “Mantovani | “mint-marks : ‘te- 
jmain instantly inidentifiable: canonic |# 

| |-arpeggiations ‘inthe high strings, 
‘: A -simple: wind. solos set. off from. 

| lush: string - -reprises “by. engaging 
-luft ‘pauses, wide dynamics. - ' 
expertly “scored.” coloristic ° effects. a) oom 

\-All- are. as- familiar. as. & ‘muscle |}. 
| twitch. to the ‘Toyal.Montavani. atdi- |f. 

‘}| ence... However, -the ‘suite af-selec-jf ; 
“J } tions. from “Oliver” that ‘closed the || | 

a ‘regular’ program. - -showed ° ‘Manto-: 
oc BEVani ‘to ‘be: a theatre: man at. heart: . 

The. “man with): ‘the: romantic ; 
a minimum. - of. |: 

.4]/ showmanship: He ‘announces: ‘each |f -..- 
‘title himself: with: almost : no. ‘com- 

ns Humor, when used, ‘is rudi- |. 
+ mentary - and . has .an- -in-the-family. 

' Big solos are few: Me-.|}...: 
-Callum, the ‘concertmaster; on: the}: 

“:....4\ Brahms; Charles. Swift, ‘trumpet, |}. 
oe | notably. on the ‘encore of..“Char-.|[. . 
* Still: Scores |f) 

‘| more ‘than’ -60&%- of his. library and. |§- 
sketches -the | work : of his: two. “as- a 

| sistant arrangers. : 

| * Tour. began Sept: 28 and’ played | a 
eo 58. cities. “before- Nee WY. “wind-up, |[- 

| formerly” played ‘at: Carnegie Hall. | 
-:4| George Elrick. .. Mantovani’s’ ‘mgr. » 

estimated :160; 000: people paid ‘ ‘over’ | . 
$250, 000”. to hear ‘the orch. * :. 

Orch goes “into -recording staaigt | 

. mono-ker - 

archness... 

stereo, 

. Smetana’s. 

died .. ‘the - 

“Uses: 

“-Mantovani- 

U. . Si: has*'3 

‘two. . 

“Long. Ago: and | 

day. _ before: 

4 |in°'-London- upon return, - untess. Peace 
_ |tdecision is made: that. market is: too. 
'. 4 saturated:: : 

J tcurrently. available (24 mono and. F 
10: mono only, .1:..stereo:|] 

AH. have’ been memorized|{ 
~, : 9} by: the. ‘faithful. who hummed pas-{|] * 
cS") sages: along: with. the: “orch, Sun- |]. 

mf day. might. ne 

5 LP titles. 

‘that, as 
-feéen-| 7 

_homburgs it 

‘The. 

and th. + 

which |} 18 “17 

_ -encores..| 
ee |. Thirtéen scores. were ‘based on, ‘thes | 

| atre. or film.. music;..a- Teflection of Lie 
a “years.. aS © ...an- 
_ | (orchestrator and conductor: of Noel 

:-I|| Coward. musicals. i 
Far’ Away,” - “Fonight, - Alice: Blue | i 

' “Gypsy - .Baron |‘? Waltz,” 1[- 
_ .1Do- Re-Mi, “Moon. River,” ““Law- | 

Ef} rence in ‘Arabia Theme,” and “Sum-.|f 
* 4) mer- Place ™ ‘Theme’: gave program {¥ - 

‘Offenbach’s.|f - 
“Dance: of |. 

= the -Comedians,” and an - -arrange- | —_ 
“..- fitment of Brahms “aits..and.dances.“}4- : 2 

‘provided °.a" light. classical -sinew: | 
+ The. . convert. ‘bolero 

:and | . 

1 a Tihis Last No. Ws ae 

7 7 “DOMINIQUE = 

7M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOu: 7 
‘Dale & Grace <2 22. .0 0252s. 

eo. oF 

cons nate ee lll as Sy at PRE OMRON La cE POISE ir EO Oe DO PIER LY OORT NE RE REEN WOOP CL 

_-.- ¥OU: DON'T HAVE TO BE. A BABY :.. Caravelles.: - eee eg ehb eens 

"EVERYBODY Te Ns — oe af. 
Tommy Roe ... 2... cae Vee cece cca ees :ABC-Par of... 

: | SHE’S. A¥OOL - a an : 
. Leslie Gore .. 

7, 

oe 

; 7 j 

a Béach Boys .- 

aa 

oie me 
a 

; 21-5 LITTLE-RED ROOSTER: 
'. Sam Cooke - Sl 

: WONDERFUL , SUMMER. A 
~~ Robin ‘Ward 3... 02.2. een ie ee Dot: fe. 
“THERE, PVE SAI ‘SAID IT “AGAIN ii. bee 
_Bobby. Vinton ue ee Fie sows Ele oe 
"-JN MY ROOM. . Pee eae 
“Beach Bye acini Cali sie 
“HAVE YOU HEARD: re i 

tho ol ns os] 

"2 THE BOY, NEXT DOOR a am ie 
i. *) Seerets: 21.6; fi ee eee. Ledeen ee es _ Phillips ek 
“WIVES &: 5 & LOVERS - ee a 

wee er eee aves eee oo Kapp 

~ HEY LIT LITTLE. GIRL Crs 
ae Major Lance... Fees ee te : Okeh © 

~~ SATURDAY JAY NIGHT Doe 
_ New Christy M Minstrels: 

~ BABY. DON'T: VT YOU: ‘WEEP. 
(Garnett Mimms: . bye ee ae! 

“FOOLS | RUSH IN — ar eas 
| | Riek Nelson: 3... 2) See oes 22+ Decca . 
3. 35° #7 « a a Po os ma | 
Co Betty Harris. .. . ces . cx eo tees _- seit. Jubilee iF 

} “WALKING TH THE DOG: MT Se, ce 
* Rufus Thomas |... < x Feel gence ecest pease Stax® . 

a "THE MATADOR 
oo. 3: Johnny Cash. : 

. 48° 47> 2° LONG TALL: TEXAN, 
0 Murray Kellum.: 

: MIDNIGHT ‘MARY | re ee 
Joey Rowers fie = netted : pee ley se iets ee Amy: . 

: SUGAR. SHACK. 
".. James Gilmer. . ... wigdevesise . ves sas aves Dot an | 

' SINCE I FELL FOR. you" rs | 
“ Lenny Welch :..... eee vec. rere Cadence , 
‘: LOUIE LOUIE . oe 

7 . " Kingsmen._ win eee . ny haven cudevoee se "s 

Les. Indios “Tabajaias.. wegeevecsaveneee Wictor -—: 

. “TALK BACK: TREMBLING LIPS i ira 
_ Johnny Tillotson ....... 4-0. Seb see-- MGM Fe 

. IT’S ALL: RIGHT 7 re oan 
a. Impressions. ae 

“™-DEEP PURPLE. 
- , April Stevens &: Nino Tempo.. 

- “WASHINGTON SQUARE . vO <= a 
* Village” Stompers. ran 7 Lob eeas _-.-Eple | 

- LODDY LO. 
_..Chubby: Checker. . a wis <a ws wceces /.Parkiiay 7 A 

BOSSA NOVA: BABY ae 
Elvis. Presley °.. ..:.. 7 peneaaaee Q 

500 MILES AWAY } FROM OM HOME 

"BE TRUE TO! YOUR SCHOOL 

LIVING A LI LIE 

pol, A Mart Martino’. riage 7 
CAN I ‘AN 1 GET A WITNESS” 

---Marvin:. Gaye... .- 
‘DOWN AT PAPA jors” 

‘ DRIP" DROP | 
Dion | 

: Duprees:. 
eer rere gn mmm een eg. mgs wo es wd na i ay ee ——— 

“Andalucia” 1°” 
was ‘played: ‘in. its : original: concert |f 

|) form, ‘not as’ “The. Breeze and. I" |} . 
4 | as-it is: known. here, but Mantovani |f- : 

missed. a chance: to pay . tribute tol} 
- f+ Ernesto: Lecuona,. composer. of the |#- 
sf work, : ‘who | 

Jack Jones ... 22: 

ame “See e es 

“CRY TO }- ME" 

NITTY y GRITTY. 
---* Shirley “Ellis... os we Sh a eee cla bces id -Congress 
7 ““POPSICLES | & ; ICIELES. Cae a Co es 

"2 sMurmaids: +... .: - rere 
a. -QUICKSAND™ =e Ee So Ge ee | 

“' Martha & The. Vandeltas:. wre ctes, Gordy:.- J = 
j TALK." TO. ME : Z er a = 

Sunny, & Sunglows eee 
MISTY 

2 | Lloyd: Price:: incl. Deel teitg i.e... .y. Double * 
2. “NEVER LOVE AR ‘A ROBIN. os OF ges 

-.- Bobby Vee .... - Dae. ween Ll 

' MY: BABY’S | GONE. BES 
Gene ‘Thomas. . ae Q . woe wewees seeeas 
) BAD GIRL 7 = re 

So Ti > Neil Sedaka. weal pe ee ee ce Op oe Mietor OP 
45. 40. 5. a at NS A 

, “Keith Colley ~ Dea eb dee eee ee dees a UN 

4. J ADORE. HIM . eT ee] 
: ots le Te Angeles : en ere bis «Smash: =f’. 

2 

ENAMORADO 

Sane eeeee oe e- 

MISERY 
: es Dynamics’ rare al 

ace 8 te a tel a a | f 

A ea oe a seuss = se Lee ei t 

1. Vietor a . . 

, Smash a o a 

ma Bobby. Bare 2. es ee eet cee ceases _Vietot r ee 

Penevi vet diglewcie rerenrrs cede. Columbia i. | ee 
“24 HOURS FROM TULSA’ rrr, ts 
Gene Pitmey 22.000 cee oo Musiéor ; 

_-Cohimbia J 



, vs fillation ‘with RCA Victor’ on ‘an- 
other longterm. déal concluded ‘ast. 

. ‘Steve,. ‘Victor's. ‘division: ‘veepee for: and. “Palisades Park: 

‘with Victor. in January, 1960. 

“Tos. singer”. Jimmy: Clanton to. a Jong-|-to. the: Philips “label. 
-... ‘term contract. in a deal:-with the] 

ey personal . 
- Image. Makers Inc: : 

i!) “Red Don't. Go With - Bie 4 
> Deing: released. this week. . oo 

~ ‘In’ the ‘first ‘of ‘a ‘series. of moves | tagged. ‘Betty Johnson to its. roster. } - 
- designed’ to step. up’ its” activities‘ ‘The -singer last. etched. “under the. 

in ‘the: ‘singles field, ‘Warner. Bros, | RCA ‘Victor banner,» 

NIOOTENANNY]| 
; - ON POEK MAYS RECORDSEE 

CHAD MITCHELL TRIO. -KAPP. K 510: X:. 
JERRY JACKSON :* KAPP-K'543. . - 

2 BOB DYLAN © COL. CL 4986. - 
. __ DENNIS & RODGERS @ "crs -300 x. 
"ARTHUR LYMAN: © HI-FI tL 1013: - 

oe BOB HARTER « ‘LIBERTY: LRP. 3330" 

“JACKIE DeSHANNON © LIBERTY. LRP- 3820 allowed ‘to:hear other ,issues. 
~ ODETTA + RCA LPM 2643 — 
“THE KINGSTON TRIG e ‘CAPITOL T 1985 

Ts SIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP | 

, . : i a mat vo whee 

noo gs BBs . a . a 
. e . ? , 

eogt. oy a ete ag . \ 
.: 1 

ies NY 
“Sam Cooke will continue his af- has. added. ‘Freddy.. ‘Canton. to’ its |. 

roster... ang “who:: previously | 
“etched “for. the “Swan «label, - had. 

week, The new. deal. ‘was’ set ‘by | stich clicks as “Fallahassee- Lassie” 

ae ‘Philadelphia, Dec. 3. 

‘Bobby’ “Rydell, -. 
Philadelphia singer . 
‘made $545,000 before: reaching his 

‘ing to’ -an: accounti made: ‘here 
pop artiste & repertoire. ‘Cannon . will: work with. singles in Orphans. ‘Court. ng. : arr 
Cooke's; swho’s -currently’’ riding: director. Joe Smith -in:the produc: 

high in the ‘singles field with “Lit-: fon: of his ‘disks ‘for: WE. 
+ chi "le tle . Red. Rooster,” - began: :his bane . “Philips: ‘Serendip! ‘a ‘Shigers 

a . The Serendipity Singers,. newly- 
formed- seven-man. : and‘ wo-girl 

- real name is Rober t. Louis. Ridar- 

philips: Jimmy Clanton, . 1 

“philips. ‘Records ~. has - signed.| singing. group, have.“been. signed fees, $131,000; . professional help; 

“The * ‘group. recently smade™ ‘their 
firm: “of debut: ‘at Fred Weintraub’s: Bitter: 

= End.:in New. York's’ Greenwich 
Clanton’s first ‘record for Phils, Village. UE 

. World: ‘Betty “Johnson.” 
. World Artists™ ‘Records, a: “new. 
| diskery ‘based in Pittsburgh; has. 

“Management guardian,. and $26,000 to. the. guar- 

"Warner Bros.: ‘Freddy. Cannon : . 
‘court: direction. 

“Miss -Johnson ‘bows: “on: ‘World: , Europe No. 1 (Same| Radio 

| *| Station) Forms. Own Label — |'with” “Wednesday’s Child” ‘and | - 
“What's The. Matter. Little Girl.” a 

ae ‘Paris, Dec. 3. 
. Capitol: Donna Lynn. we 

| “Donna Lynn, 13-year. old singer,. 
|| has .been added. to ‘the . ‘Capitol 

| stable. She made her disk bow on 
the. Epic. label. label. 

St] ASCAP Fieht Vs. 
"| Beeasters Drags |. 
Oni I High | Court | | | 

- Washington,. “Dee; 3; 
phe ‘American: Society - of ‘Com-. 

| posers, Authors and. Publishers’ ‘li- 
_.}'| céensing. fight with - broadcast : ‘Sta-. 

:. | tions. headed for another ‘round in: 
| |:the.U..S. Supreme Court yesterday | 

an (Monday), . ‘Fhe: tribunal . ordered: 
‘| the-346:- ‘stations contesting. ASCAP: 

, | licenses. to file’ a response ..to’ 
“ASCAP’s: petition | for “a ‘rehearing 

THE ANSWER. MY. FRIEND of the case.” . : — 

. | ‘[S- oe -. ASCAP’s - telearing.- -aemand. ae 

“BLOWIN hi THE WIND? 
| stemmed ‘from. the court's: order: in: |. 

PETER, PAUL-& MARY + WB 5368 . 

rope No;-1, which. beams. programs 
from: the “Sarre. 

-| gram ‘supervisor. Luejen Morisse, ‘it 
is. called: AZ. : 

-Morisse‘: ‘points. ‘out. ‘that “other 
| diskeries are ‘not sore for his com- 
‘| pany. ‘will mainly. concentrate. on ‘a 

| says he, AZ ‘is taping ‘at Barclays 
and. . Pathe-Marconi, . pressing. ’. at 

sort . -of. an adjunet, ' rather’ than: 
competitor of ‘the. biggies: 

cializes .in- pop music, - piftting - out 
‘records, is * unusual. 

“EN 2511- a FA 2455: ao 
£4.98: EACH. Lue 

has. sold . 60, 000 - disks: since’ the 
Tabel, began. vos 

FOLKWAYS RECORDS - 

On ihe et ~ 
” New. York | 

‘Al-Wilde lefé for South - tcioa 
last ‘week with singer Duane Eddy. 

October. which sent. the licensing | - 
_- dispute back ‘to. the: U.S: ‘Second 
: | Court ‘of: Appeals. “At that time,. 

the -high tribunal - ordered: the “li-. 
| censing case. to: be. reheard. “on its: 
merits.” .. 

. in its “petition ; or: a: ‘reheating | 
by: the Supreme : Court,: “ASCAP. 

| protested: the langitage- ‘of the re- |: 
| mand ‘order. - The. Society «also re-. 
quested. that. the. appeals court: be 

- ASCAP’s’ primary. “contention 4s | and: Clay Cole » 
oh ‘that: ‘the. broadcasters, when. filing. 

| their original appeal’ two years ago. 
| against .a.-Federal . District ‘Court: 
decision; submitted it 27-days after: 

=.| the. “legal deadline. . ASCAP: ‘said - 
| this issue:.should also be vane St 

: fears the licensing court : Pirie Sutmiller’ S,. Dayton,.:: -Monday --.(2), 

- The -¢ase has been: batted. drowia. then goes to Eddy’ $5 Kansas City, 
|| the: Supreme Court far..almost. a'| through Jan. 1, ° 

year. ‘Last - winter the. court . ‘ruled:] 

under “the ‘direction *. of.” ‘Harold 
Sandler . . 
Brown. “began - ‘a. one-weeker “at 

Ae NER FAVORITES. : 

AN ¢ ? Saga Of Western Man,” ‘which. will 
| || Wozzek’ Opera ‘moral’ | 

nae necnsenesee-seecae: : 66 al V Toulouse, Dee. 3... éd 

|: ounci funicipa e -~has.-ordered:| 
‘MILLS. Music, ‘INC. .. be mF the local: Opera’ house management 

et “New York City -.- (| not: to produce~“Wozzek” ‘locally 
| because it is “immoral.” The Berg | 
opera, . ‘currently . in. ‘rehearsal . ‘for. 
the: Paris Opera ‘and.“which ::was 
‘scheduled. here ‘for . next’ February, | Dec. 30... 

. has. to do-with .aprostie:..- ee 
‘It Has had a ‘Fough- Career: be-. * 

‘cause its: music is very avant Barde, |. om 
|| but ‘this.-is- the: ‘first time’. ‘(on rec-j.- 

y \ord)‘that it: has been shunted aside | 
for reasons: “of | “morality: me 

Now: “qvalleble for concerts.” 

“On tour densary “64: CANADA. BONNIE 

~ SLEIGH: RIDE. 

terminated... 
-)Fhelonius - “Monk’s 

“London. 

| On tour Febrecry. "64: EUROPE.” 

_ CONTACT. Se KUNST. | 

2. oe 18 West, 55th St. tes ° 

New York 19. 

| Charles, Jim Reeves and Del Shan- 

Catt: ova EL “9-9710. MIRIAM ‘LOVE. 
Ve ithe: ‘to: make | alittle dough. om | FLAUM 

35 W..53 St. New, York BF ‘C4 5-225 - + group : going ‘to: ‘the. ‘States. ‘on the 

ee Atco! Tabel.: are a 

ct ee a ee en ae ek ee tied 

Before His 2ist ss |" 
Court Accounting Shows| 

gin Meader Revises Mt TET ih 

“and -: South | disk heights last. year yia his im- 
| personation of . Eresident Kennedy” 

.| in. .Cadence’s. “The: First “Family” 
| 21st birthday: last April 28, accord- album, is now reevaluating his: act..| 

_}nightelub . turn, editing: an. MGM}: 
“Out of this ‘sum Bobby, : ‘whose | sibur, “Have Some. Nuts,” which. 

* 1a, .wound up with $90,000: This. 
_. | accounting ‘showed. ‘that. taxes ‘took. 

$80,000; ‘agency .and ‘management ; 

| $135,000; ° “promotion . -arid:. travel, 
$61; 000; ‘fees of. $23, 000. to Judith: 
Je "Jamison, his ° ‘court-appointed’ 

‘dian‘s attorney, Harold. B. Lipsius. ‘LP that. used ‘the JFK carbon.’ 
wl “Until he bécame ‘21, all -of: Ry=|° 
oe dell’s: funds. and: ‘contracts ° were 

handled by. “Miss. Jamison under’ 

} next-. week. | 

; ‘f the Kennedy-White . House’ ‘theme. 
‘| on “A -Visit-From St. Nicholas” and | 

aN new disk label has been started 

-by. the private radio’ station, ‘Eu-} Pum. in ‘the. meantime, has heen}. 
“Withdrawn :from ° many retail: out- | 

Headed -by | Pro- | ager, reports. that. as ‘of Nov. :1,-he 

‘Cadence - “brought. outa followup: 7 
‘edition . on. “First. .Family” ' early |. 

few: ‘selectéd - pop’ singers. ‘And,.|- 

‘Bob Booker’ -& Earl: Doud.:with| | 
‘whom ‘Meader: is ino longer | asso- | 
B ciated... 
-musie publishing” ‘operation and 1 

‘| sundry . other . activities are ‘now | 
_|-held. by . -Vaughn * “Meader " Enter-.| | 

‘Still a.-radio -outfit,: ‘especially " 
 Vone. like Europe. ‘No.’-1 ‘which: spe-: 

_ | Philips. ‘and. ‘being~ ‘distributed - by: 
- So-he: considers his label’ 

‘cancelled a- date at Le ‘Moyne |. 
’ Manor, Syracuse,: cwhich -was'-to| Jo. =: 
‘have - started - Noy.” 29 -and -run | -# 
through ‘Dec. : 8. | ns 

| -was. an’, engagement scheduled. at|> ~ 
the: ‘Crescendo, L: A., from Dee:.17 |. - 

““{f| to’ Jan. 1.. 
jt|-ever, at the ““Cavaleade. of: Stars” |. 

“AZ :-is “now 
pushing. rocker’ Danyel Gerard who: 

‘He’ll-be gone about: two weeks ..: ‘be broadcast Dec. 9. The program 
‘Irving Fields Trio‘ held over at the 
Park . Sheraton: .Hotel:- His Song, 

|“Chantez; Chantez,” ‘is: ‘in. the. film, |: 
| “Take Her -She’s. Mine”: . Don |. 
Lewis, fornier. WCBS “Railio direc- | 
tor,: ‘has joined the Don: Ovens: 
‘Management: Corp... ‘handling’ such: 
-clients ‘as: Gloria’ De. Haven, Mike 

| Settle, Sylvia: Syms, Michael: Allen | 
<A Meyer Davis 

orch :unit. ‘Opened at Huntington 
“Hartford's * Ocean Club; : Paradise’|. 
Island, B.W.E, Sunday -(1) for: the || 
1963-64 season.: The unit - will be ‘segment Meader taped for “the lf 

-Best--On Record” show. which is | &, 
‘scheduled. ‘for: Sunday: (8):on NBC=} 
‘TV. - Feeling ‘there is ‘that’ since 

ington : with - Meader . to. ‘do “the 

Novy. :25..: Allen’ is now in -a hassle |} 
‘with the. “Hootenanny”: execs over 

‘Singer Mara: Lynn 

for’ {The First Family” album, his | 

A. Special: ‘concert: saluting “the: 

segment has yet been set: 

ment to- Meader and. he’ll be 6n | 

‘it didn’t: Nave jurisdiction -in the: iate Jack .Crystal-.will” be. held: at 
“UTTLE |-dispute, but .in October reversed | the Central Plaza ‘on Sunday (8)... .| 

DRUMMER - \ itself and sent: the: “case. » to the AP. Ulpie. Minnucei -has composed the 
‘Peals. court. ° ; "| background: -music .to the., second. 

BOY = a . installment “of > “ABC-TV’s.. “The |’ 

‘be -broadcast. Sunday (8) 2. . Joe: 
‘Cal Cagtio:“:and.. singer ‘Tommy |. - 

. Boyce have ~ terminated their e 
partnership: ‘in. Calboy Music. -An | 

: artist-management., deal © between.| 
Cal -Cagno. ‘and. ‘Boyce - ‘was. also | 

' Jazz: - pianist. 
- Phitharmonie are 

Hall concert. ~ Postponed . “until. x 

4 CBS-TV).  during~ the. _ week, ‘of | CHARLES. Vv, 

me RYAN 
“ Withdrawn’ in: ‘San. Alitonto’ 
‘2. “San Antonio, Dec; 3: | ____ ENTERPRISES 

‘Vaughn Meader’s impersonations |. MIRIAM LOVE FLAUM.. 

ne |Decea* has come in. with a: pre-|.&--° 
‘Christmas _ release.” -Comprising 29 |.4,": 

4) EP (four track. records) featuring, | % *:..: 
{among . others, Duane..Eddy, Ray}: 

| non:... .. Tommy. ‘Steele set for: his |. ao 
‘I first -radio series, skedded for a : : 

cr 61691 “| } peak ‘Sunday listening hour. _ 
op ® ner r c L: ‘| «: Following. the climb: of» ‘their | E. 
2 Chieage -. E "You Don‘t Have To Be a’ Baby To{: 

. Booked ‘by, | eee in.the U.S., the:Caravelles are} ¥ 
Mr Lyric. CHARLES. v. ‘f} pencilled. in ‘for "2 US. visit via] ¥ -- 

“Your note bein’ apart”. ‘the - William Morris ‘Agency. . ad 
‘We're missin’ the boat: } British. jazzman’. Terry. Lightfoot e. 

BES. ; R YA N- |[to get swan release in the US| 
Whe'll make if pay. "ENTERPRISES: . under ‘a three: year “pact ‘with ABC- 

| Paraniount .: .«- The Fourmost béat 

requested by 3 a few people at local 
record shops, but most-stores have. 
‘purged their ‘shélves: of the: “First. 
Family”: albums. 
‘The albums. are being | taken off 

the market, . 

weal Niteries, 
‘Vaughn ‘Meader; ° who | Tose “to: 

He's’ ‘rewriting’ an entirely new 

Dave’ Garaner Ditto 
was due for release last: week, and .. Shreveport, Dec. 3. 
has. cancelled a: couple of, nitery  ° “Dave -Gardner, a. standup comic. 
dates. ‘who mimed the late President’ 
Although: Meader had: been: drift-. John. F; Kennedy on albums and. 

ing ..away* from: the. President | in  nitery -stints, played to sparse 
Kennedy. ‘impersonation ™ ‘during the-| crowds here last week at.the Stork 
past. several. months’ to- - concen-' Club ‘in Bossier City. 
trate more’on political satire, there |. . ‘Last -week, he bore down hard. 
was a:cut-on the “Have Some Nuts” é& ‘such targets. as. organized -re-’. 

This’ is in: the: process: “of - being | 
deleted- and:.the album: should: be: 
ready. to. go: ‘into market ‘sometime 

“There: was . also-..a 8 - 
Christmas single in the offing using }: ‘@ 

“Twas the’ Night. Before Christ-| |__ “Sah 

people;’” ‘with the .ever-present 
_—— view . of segregation. 

. . er 
nn. a 

)oF § THE 
_WEEK 

-mas.” | This, too, has “been |] aa —_" — 

‘scrapped. .: 
.Last-. year’s Binst: Family”. al ~ 

~GINNY | 
“ARNELL | 

Sings 

DUMB 
“HEAD 

K-13177 

Iets. “Buddy. Allen, Meader’s man- |- 

was-’ paid...on °3,800,000 copies..|. 

last. year, and it’s-reported to have:| 
sold around 300,000: copies... ~ "| 
‘Both albums ‘were ‘produced: by. - 

His “record productions, |” 

prises. Inc, |: - 
"On ‘the - cafe end, Meader has.|— 

' Also . cancelled 

‘He’ ‘VW keep dates,. how- | 

i | show. at the: Deauville and: Saxony | = 
i | Hotel,. Miami,..Feb.: 17, and. at the | 
= - | Outrigger | inn, ‘St. 

‘| Feb.: 22-28... 
Petersburg, if 

On the ty : end; “Meader - aa| 
i “Joey. Bishop Show” .to 

‘concerned. 2. Bishop. trip to .Wash- WHO'S B "BEEN 
~ SLEEPING IN. 
MY BED. 

‘on 1 CONGRESS RECORDS, 
Inspired by the Paramount Picture 

"WHO'S. BEEN SLEEPING 
IN: MY BED" 

FAMOUS: Music. CORPORATION 

THE 
~ REVELERS - 

Starting Jan. 14 

SHOREHAM HOTEL 
_ Washington, D. Cc. 

President: Kennedy impersonation. it 
It’s: ‘been. scrapped. 

Also cancelled . was. a ‘Meader’ 
shot: on: ABC:TV’s “Hootenanny,” |f- 
which he was- scheduled. ‘to tape |f- 

disposition of ‘the:: contract: ‘The |} 
tv. people want-to cancel its entire | 
obligation - ‘to Meader labelling . the ' 
cause: as. ‘an act. of God.” -- / Ve 

Still another - ‘scrapping was ‘the Wt 

he won ‘his record industry award | - 

appéarance. would -be-in ‘bad’ taste. 11. 
No -replacement for the. Meader |f- 

Goodson . &. -Todman, “however, 
will hold‘ to. its“ previous: commit- a. 

their “To: :Tell the -Truth”:: show 

JOE 
of Pres dent Kennedy ‘ar @ bein g 35° We ‘53 lira New York 19 ch ntaend 

Following a "factory. labor prob- 5 oa 
}lem -which.. held :.up © * production, : 

“CRAWFORD. GRILL, PITTSBURGH 
; “Starting: Dec: 9--GRAND BAR, DETROIT 

8 “os Bees. 17 - Jem. S-LONDON HOUSE, CHICAGO. 
ARGO. Records = a Pers. Mgr.—JOHN LEVY 3. 

BOOKED. EXCLUSIVELY BY: 

yo BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER. President” 

a a) WEST 87 “STREET, NEW YORK: 12 - JUdsen 2-7706 |i 
: i CHICAGO: ‘* MIAMI o BEVERLY HILLS © LAS VEGAS. ¢ DALLAS » LONDON 

‘ligion; ‘taxes. and “ideas that limit” 



“Las Vegas, 
suing the. authors. and: publishers 

Mo _VAUBEVIEE 

a es ae a A A i Lolo oo Se Se lev temp tre seer cere ea goer 

Felt Jungle’ any 
By. FORREST DUKE 

” Las. Vegas,: ‘Dec. 3. 7 
Two new literary: attacks. ‘on Las 

. “Vegas | probably. will: help’ rather | : 

than. hurt’ the - glittering. desert | - 

; gambling mecca, over the locals. 

A five-part “expose”. in: the NLY: 
Times, written’ by’ Wallace Turner 
(and printed ' on. page: one éach, day 
in the: Las Vegas: Review-Jout nal, 
which subscribes. to. 

accuse Las - Vegas of - ‘being: con- 
trolled by: ‘mobsters. 

Political: ‘and: gaming - Jeadets |. 

| ACVA Protests Interim: 
“Jungle” ‘say ‘that ‘the. ‘attacks. will-|* 

‘operators. 7 

more. willing to’ allow Government: : 

-agencies to. reexamine the gaming . 

“who read ‘the ‘Fimes’ -serles:and 
who ‘have read advance: copies: of 

merely | ‘make <= easino. 

setup here. 

‘The Nevada ; Gaming” Control | 

Board, with Ed:Olsen as chairman, 

was established to. police all casino 
activity, and -is always ‘ready ‘to 

. cooperate with» ‘Tocal: or: Federal: 
ws investigators. | 

The Resort: Hotel’ “Assn, -which 
- reps most. of the. Strip: ‘hotels: in 

mulled the. idea. . of. 

of “Jungle,’ ” because of. its “many. 
libelous statements,’ ” but. ‘the plan: 
was. . ‘dropped: because . “consensus- 

was that -a- lawsuit. would - -only. 
focus attention on. ‘the ‘book and. 

‘stimulate sales. : - 

‘Gov. Sawyer... 

_Gov. Grant Sawyer: told Vartery: {the.protest cannot: be determined.. 
“The “book couldn't. possibly ‘be. 

non-fiction. ‘because. of..‘fhe- total. 

disregard ‘for. . truth. - _ AS. fiction, 
the best I ean: say: is that it is dull 
and boring.” 

“2 ML A. Riddle, prexy of the 
Dunes Hotel, says: “I haven’t : ‘tead: 
Ed. Reid's. tatést -contribution. to. 

. fantasy; and. frankly, I don’t think 
Ili waste my. time: in. athe ‘reading. 
of: his latest book which. T under-. 
stand. from several. who. have,. only 
rehashes ancient ‘history . with, dis- 

that the book’ will sell: 

“exposes... 
writers and hacks which have little. 
basis in truith;. They. all sound 
‘alike and ‘no. one is. impressed: with. 
them. anymore.. 

‘Las Vegas is. ‘unquestionably: ‘the 
most thoroughly scrutinized .area 

in the: world—it has withstood: the 
; glare of. searching | investigation by’ 
all manner. of © ‘individuals : and 
every - conceivable department ® of 
“our government. 
will continue’ as Las Vegas .is truly” 
‘one of ‘the.’ glamor spots ° in ‘the: 
world and the public: wants: to’ 
read about it:.. Unfortunately, . the 

| (Continued: on page 48). 

French Rock. Artists Are: 
Okay on Screen But Not | 
In Flesh, Geneva Decrees 

Geneva, ‘Dee: 3. 

Johanv: Hallyday; 
partner. Sylvie Vartan, idols of the 
French “rock ’n’ twist” juve’ trade,’ 

were, banned; for -under-16 © -audi-| 
ences .at. their. -recent- concert. ap- |. 
pearance * in’ .this- Frerich-Swiss | 
city; Reason given is that:‘ ‘this: type. 
of | -mvanifestation: “ereates ..an -at-' 
‘mosphere’ deemed unfavorable” to: 

» youth?’ Efforts to revoke ‘the de-- 
cision. were fruitless, notably a: plea: 

-.to -admit..at least. 14-year-olds- ac- 
companied by. ‘adults: a 

Tronieally is the fact: that (1) in 
ne irby...Lausanne children from 
seven years on may “attend: mati- 
ness. of the ‘Hallyday concert, and | 

-“D’ou|. (2) -Hallyday* ‘Ss recent film, 
-viens-tu, Johnny?” (Where Do You 
Come From, Johnay?),. in: which 

“he has his first starring. role,. ‘was: 
rel jased_ in’ Geneva’ and* admitted. 

- - | room. and, instead, ‘Miss. Francois’ |. 
is. talking. 

yor'ng. people: under -16. ~ 
asked why. two.. sets.. of- values. 

arn applied to a performer whether 
he appears on the screen ‘or on at. 
eontert. platform, Geneva’ author- | 
ities. replied that a “real-life” Hal--| 
‘lyday is considered much more ex- | 
siting to youth than’ on celluloid. | 

-the ~“N-Y.. 
Tires News Service): plus a book... 
ealled.:““The’ Green Felt Jungle”: 
by Ed Ried and Ovid Demaris,'| 
published. -byTrident . Press. (a Sit, 
‘mon & Schuster’ affiliate) * again 

tion is‘only-in' the U.S., 
‘sions and-. Canada, and therefore 

No doubt . this. |. 

Vea spokesmen So ai - 

y, “ poses | 
7 | heraton’ S :10-¥r. Met. - [ 

Pact. for Honolulu Hotel 1 
_ Honolulu,’ Dec:. "BL 

“Sheraton. ‘Hotels. chair now. has} a 2 
10-year - Maragement ‘contract. for: 
“the Princess -Kaiiilani hotél, which’ 
‘it sold in: August for $8,700;000.to | . 
Kenji. Qsano;: Tokyo’ businessman- 
investor. Original management con. 
tract was. for only two- years. . 

‘Halt of GI.0’seas Shows: 

tigns.: ‘in. ‘Germany “and -ather_ Bu-}. 
ropean:. “countries: until : Dee: 22; 
AGVA,;: “which adinits* it has no-| 

Ljurisdiction-- ‘in _- these. lands, . 
bookers - of: military. “posts abroad |-. 
that it has-no- objections: to cancel-:|'- 
lation ‘of. dates for its members in 
situations. ‘where. there ‘is: “genuine” 
mourning : for. ‘the. - late: “President ; 

Lis no “genuine” mourning in- these ; 
installations since bars-in the Offi-} 
cer: and. NCO’ Clubs. ‘are. open. -and- 

_Jin-many- instances. there. are. bands 
ma | Aworking.: : 

* Just’ what will be. the results of 

Osano.; reportedly... is’. ‘dickering 
‘to: buy. the: connected. Moana ‘and 
SurfRider hotels, ‘acress the street | 
‘from | the . ‘Prinicess Kaiulani. -A. 
Sheraton source’ says . there’ll- be |: 
‘no sale.-unléss-a ‘similar: ‘manage-| 
‘ment. ‘contract ‘js. negotiated. rar 

Al. 

told: 

‘DOROTHY: SARNOFF 
Having just completed three trium- 

7 ‘phant. weeks at DRAKE in Chicago, 
} opens: her 4th. engagément  at~ the 
. DETROIT: ATHLETIC CLUB, this} 
* ‘Tl week:. ae 

JFK: Mourning Uneven? J A. ‘Mourning 
- The American Guild: “oF Variety | 

ARE ‘ists. “is: protesting . -eancellation |.” 
-of shows in US. Military installa-'- Cats Russ Cireus 

To 856 in Mpls 
“World’s -Fair Productions; has put}: 

.- up oa surety ‘bond: of $100,000 and. 
will give the state of Hawail 10%} 
‘of ‘the show’s-first: $500,000 gross, | 

“of the next: $1,500,000: and 

Minneapolis;. Dec: 3 
“Undoubtedly. badly: hurt ‘by the’ 

assassination of... President | Ken- 
“nedy two days: ‘before’ its scheduled: 

Kennedy, ’ ‘But..it feels that there . ‘opening ‘here Sunday -(24), ‘Moscow. 
i State Circus-had the poorest. wéek. 

Show . grossed. only.|" 
at 000 - for ‘six. nights . -and . three 
of’ - ifs. tour. 

matiriees (26-1) .at-$4:50. ‘top. in. the. 
9, 000-seat. ‘Auditorium.. 
i Sunday’s. opening: performainces, 4 
matinee and.night, were called off |- 

AGVA. “concedes . ‘that .its-: jurisdic-| because .of the Dallas tragedy. No 

its : ‘complaint’ is only “academic.” 

Vvage some dates ‘since- there are 
‘many” performers. in’ Europe . who: 
-went over: to work military. bases 
when . the . assassination put.a. alt. 
‘to entertainment in those. areas. 

VIVONA FAMILY WINS - 
tortions, half-truths, and::a- ‘desper- |: 

ate, effort to attract - attention ‘so | 
There:|° 

have. been any number. of ‘alleged 7 
by  mewspaper . feature | 

‘by ‘five Vivoiia brothers: and their. 

“Ottawa, Dec. 3. 

- Amusements of: ‘Ameriéa:. owned ! 

mother, ‘has .-a*.one-year. midway’ 
“contract for: 10-day: Central: Canada : 
‘Exhibition “here . next August: 

| their. first. Canadian. deal.: 
-peting: - ‘James. E..:Strates © “outfit | 
+elaimed a‘ foul, saying they -with-. 
‘drew: at. ast’ minute: because: not:'|- 

It’s 
Com-.| 

given . fair...consideration. . CCE 
“Association. g.m.."Jack Clarke says | 
net .so—they. ‘pulled. out . too early. 
Frank Bergen’s World of. Mirth; . 

‘had: CCEA: "midway. . contract.’ for |. ; 
years, | ‘but. Was. éancelted, out after ]~ 
‘three. years. ofa -eurrent ° ‘five-yt ear’ 
-pact - “for: “unpublicized ©: “reasons. 

=. | Bergen. threatened to suey. but: so" 
| far hasn't. 

“Midway will have: 56 ridés—two | 
| less than. last. year. but. with: Jarger 

| total. capacity. so. 
Strates -reps xéportedly- ‘offered | 

$17, 000. for : the . concession, ‘with. 
the show.to get 40% of first $50, 000. 
take, 45° -of next $50,000, 4715%, 
-of - -STOSS above’ $100, 000. - Wivonas’ 

‘ibid ds. not. known. 
Prance™ Ss No: 1 young pop Singer, | 

and: ‘his fiancee=| 

Jacqueline Fra rancdis is To 
Waldorf? ‘Also: Carne. 

. Like. ‘Maurice’ ‘Chevalier;. who re- |. 
tui ns to Paris for: the holidays this | 
week, | directly | after “his Bell Tele-: 
‘phone Hour ‘for. NBC-TV-: show last: each, month, for weekend stands, 
night - (3), Jacqueline Francois. ‘is | 

. likewise returning. ta. ‘France. after! 
a one-week quickie to the U.S. 

if Paradoxically, despite. their : Gallie 
‘and international: renown, this tas | - 
the. first time Miss. “Francoise ever |}. 

: worked with the yeteran ‘French 
‘star... 

‘Loew-Tisch - ‘hostelry’s : Royal Box 

agent, - Barron’. Pola, ° 
- both. with Clyde J:. Harris: for ‘the 
Waldorf- Astoria’s. 

Angel . 
Carnegie, Hall concert: under. Felix 

; Gerstmann’s ‘sponsorship. oe 

1 S0- 

‘} appeared for: brief. talks. at final 
| Saturday - ‘and’ Sunday’ ‘perform- |} 

'64 CCE MIDWAY PACT 7 al riineapolis showman’ “Mortis! 

its posses-. performance -was .slated for. Mon- | 
“day : (25): on : the: original | ‘schedule |. 

engagement. wasn’t. 
However,’ the. ‘union ‘hopes. ‘to: sal- 1 started - until. Tuesday ° night (26): 

‘delayed . 

‘However, Bolshoi - Ballet. awas ‘here 
-for two-nights at.same. time’ (26-27): 
jand | ‘played | to near. capacity. busi- 
ness in. 4, 800 - Seat N ort hru P 

| Auditorium. . 
Ed ‘Sullivan, there: to. ‘tape circus: 7 

COMIC SAVING VAUDE | for -his ‘CBS-TV ‘show: in January, 

}-Chaifen - ‘imported | circus: as. cul-. =: 
‘tural exchange... attraction: -and: 
“handled “US.. tour : ending. -here. 
‘From: U. S.. ‘it ‘has: gone into Canada’ 
for: Drief.” - tour’ under -.. 
;impresario’s ‘Ruidanee,: 

Batlle of Bands’ Bows 
Dallas Teenage Nitery; : 

‘Dallas, ‘Dec. 3. 
The: ‘Pity. feenage. nitery. “with ‘a: 

-2:500... capacity; : opened ‘Thursday. 
(28) with <a. four-combo : “battle - “ort: 
bands”. for. ‘three night.. ‘Winner: 
reccived weekend bookings through: 

; December. 

‘Group also. ‘has. contracted: to pay 
‘$200,000: rent. - 

10%: of the -gross:. 
: Current planning. is. to stage: the. 

-show | on: a: six-a-day basis : and . 
: Mossman; onetime singing ‘cop be-. 
‘fore deciding ‘to: devote full . time 
to’: show biz, claims. the ‘ Hawaii-. 

‘another. | 

~ May: Use. Name Talent |* 

| Virus Fells Liberace In 
‘Pitt; Cancels Nitery Date 

_ Weinesday, 1 December L, 1963. 

, Ley Bruce's $ Tew jeid SRO: OS 
‘Proves Boxof fice is Nine-Letter Word 

Bow for ‘Stewart. Show’ 
| ‘Edinburgh, Dec.-3: 

af ” Alma’ Michaels. and’ her. “Excess | 
Baggage” pooch , act are pacted. for. 
|the upcoming. winter revue, 

‘| Andy. ‘Stewart’ Show,” set. to bow 
. | at. King’s Theatre here. ‘Dee.. 6 for} 
ja. season: Danzer Dixie. Ingram, 
and - singers Sheila Paton and ‘Do- {| 
reen.: Kay,are among” those’ inked |. 

‘|: ‘Production*is said to. be a com-| 
| pletely new. ‘type of. presentation | 

.1 for-. Andy. Stewart, just - fin: ‘from |. 
North: _America, | ; 

7 His Hawaiian Show. at X Y 

“The 

Pir Will Hula Up $1-Mil, 

Honolulu, Dee. 3: 
“Showman. "Sterling. Mossman| 

| eine the’ production he'll stage: 
-and: front. ‘as Dart: .of .the Hawaii. 
|.N. Y. -World’s Fair -venture: can 

‘| make Up toe. ‘$1, 000, 000 . for ; “its 
‘| backers,. 

Mossman’ S- 10-person organiza: 
tion, “known ~ as. ..:Hawaii N.: Y: 

20% 

25%. of .any’ ‘additional. $1, 000,000. 

“AN we need. is 9% of: the total 
attendance atid: we'll make .$1,000,-. 

}.000,”" _ Mossman. is: “quoted ” ‘as Says 
ing... 
‘Runner-up ‘bidder: had “offered | 

to’.post: the. bond, pay $200,000.'in 
rent, and. cut. the. ‘stale in for: a flat 

Polynesian show: ewon't, be. a night 
club: act. ee 

~ AT PALACE, DUNDEE 
‘Dundee.. Dec... 3. 

Syne. vaude comedian, | 

_j°. Vietory is running: a- mixture’ of: 
1.vaude, and bingo. He comperes the. 
+ vaude. layout: himself, using ‘acts 
‘like Eiléen ‘Keegan, tv. thrush,: and |- 
a harmony. ‘group, the Six Earls.. 

-1-Comédian _ 
tice a ‘week: 

is: changing . ‘the: _ acts, 

Pittsburgh, Dec. 3.. 
‘dihepace. ‘who - had to -cancel ‘out |: 

“Johnnie Victory, - an. ‘Auld: ‘Lang. 
is making. 

a: ‘last ‘bid to. keep vaude alive. at'| 
this.‘ ‘East ‘of Scotland city,. where.. 
the. -Palace,: longtime. vaudery,: is 

| threatening with closure. - | formances: | 

{| Playboy’ has: - 
| among the puberty ‘stricken: - 

New . club is owned by® ‘Tamar.;-his “Holiday. Howse. . engagement 
' Hunt: loeal- oilman ‘and’ owner of | here dué- to a viral’ infection, - ‘has 
the -Kansas: City”. Chiefs~ pro .foat- | developed:: a kidney: “malfunction 
ball team. | “Located. at the. Bronco:|and “will . be- hospitalized at: Pitt's 

| ing alley, the. huge: teeters’ -nitery | ‘couple of weeks. - ry 

-has-a-$1- ‘membership, with admis-. [- Dick. Gabbe, the: star’s. manager, + 
a sion $1. 90 per head. 

Departure of Claude fou Philippe a 
from. the” Hotel - Americana, . New. 

1. York:. ‘has ‘put: ‘a new: complexion. 
_on:-her. Spring: ‘negotiations for. the-| 

‘Empire. ‘Room. 
|and Max:.:Gordon “for. -the Blue. 

‘Polan- is. also :mulling a. 

_ It's. open -7- 12: p.-m,, “Thursday: 
| through Saturday” nights,” 
“Sunday -matinees: Age. limit “is. 
18-21 years, with: “no jeans, Capris 
¥OF.-shorts™ ‘. for. : Birks. Only: : soft 
. dr inks--are sold. 

Blueprint 30, 000-Seat © 

‘Columbus, O:, Dec..-3~ 

located: near’ the. Spring-Sandusky 
interchange. northwest of : down- 

town, | 

by exbles.. ‘Arena: could. accommio- 

eireuses; 
vivals, 
‘tions; . * 

ywas in. town: over. the weekend’ and. 
and said his: client ‘would probably: 
‘be ablé to return’ to’ work-in. time’ 
for. the Jerry. ‘Lewis tv. show finale. 
on. Dec. 14:: After that, Gabbe said, | 
‘Liberace will take his usual Christ= 

| mas. vacation | and. return: ‘to. work 
again’ An: January: - 

with - 

Manager . Jack. Anderson” will 
have. live. bands at all ‘sessions and |. 
plans to bring in namie a¢ts twice ". | Jeff. Harris. New ) Prexy 

: 7 Of. N. E. Showmen’ Ss. Assn: 

Arena for Columbus,. 0. | showman, has. taken -elected presi-. 
“| dent .of the ‘New . England. Show- 

“Georg 6 ’Gareoff,... Columbus : at-. 
‘torhey, AS: ‘promoting * plans..for a’ 

| 30,000-capacity -‘sports -and. “enter- 
tainment. arena ‘tabbed .Columbus: 
-Gardens,’ “which :he hopes. will ‘be |. 

Mass., 
‘elected: V.p.s. Norman Lajoie, ‘New 
Bedford, Mass. ‘ outdoor. showman, | 
second: _V.p.3 Harry. -Rees, . cornceés-. 
-sionaire, third v:p.; James ‘Dawson, 
outdoor showman, treasurer; John | 

sec- 

Lower - portion * would. be: con- 
‘erete. The roof. is ° “planned to’ be: 
“made ~ c£ clear: ‘plastic . - Suspended 

date ice hockey, ‘rodeos, ice. shows, | 
basketball, religious re- 

trade, - shows" ‘and: -exhibi- 
owilk take their posts Jan: .1: 

o 4b. at the. Surf, Revere. wt 
. oe See et 

“Boston. Dee. 3: 
Jeff Harris. ‘veteran: -booker. and 

men’s, ‘Assn. -.A former. president. 
‘of the National Showmen’s’ _Assi,;: 
he. will. be the first: to-head the lo- ; 
cal- group. for: a two-year period. 

William * Colbert, 
-outdoor ‘showman, 

‘Cochran, “outdoor - showmaihi, 
retary, all ‘of Boston. ’ ‘New. Officers 

_-The 
annual. banquet. ‘will ‘he. held . ‘Dee. 

eee 

‘sound: was‘ okay,: and,: 
gceat: improvent ‘on the: acoustical is 
setup . when: he. ‘last, : Played, ‘Car... 

. negie.: : Bill, . 

—=t AS ‘usual; ‘the: appearance. of : ‘com- 

; Seat House Preps Dec. 6 = 
‘edian Lenny. Bruce: had. ‘its. spec-’ 
.tacular. aspects; on: ‘stage and. be- 
hing: 2 a 

‘First off: it: Was ‘shown. that, fiow- 
ever -far out, ‘this diminutive: ‘eru-" 
sading Mephistopheles -has -a line’: 

‘jeal ‘to'-a’-degree, “Bruce : opened.’ 
with the event of the hour, -Presi- 
‘dent. Kennedy's. assassination:. But. 
it was. handled* with’ taste . 
(Vaughn, Meader is through!”, ~~ 

assassin’ of : the’. assassin) ,. - and 
quickly dropped. : “ 

-Fhis.. was, in- “tact; @ relatively. 
" jgubdued Bruce—in . relation, that 

is, to:recent. appearances’ (such as 
his: Village ‘Vanguard. nitery. stand. 

:}-heré earlier. this . year) when - his 
. -[ seatologieat-. endurance amounted 

| t6 _an:.all- out assault: ‘on’ ‘the’ ‘audi- © 
ft “enée.. s : 

Sez P roducer Mossman| ‘that - ‘have ‘come ‘to~ be: ‘éxpected, 
-but. this: time ‘the profanity was in. 

He. did. ‘use all. ‘the: expletives: 

the context“of routines and mimic-. 
Ty; and the. lengthy dissertation: on’ - 

the: “Lone Ranger” turns out to be - 

An Evening with. ‘Lenny 
i. Bruee.” : 

Bena Bruce, Mongo Santamaria - 
& Co. (8): At. Village Theatre, N Y., 
| Nov. 30, "63; $5 ‘top. ee 

a tomboy; and ‘the: Roman “father ; 
_ warning - his kids: about the. Chris--.: 
-tians’ with.:all: the. ‘vicious cliches: 
: of: ‘contemporary | ‘Tace” -hate.. - 

“Bruce’s diehard semantieal pen- 
‘chant. for -gamy.-lJanguage.“is ‘a _. 
shame: “in. light. of. his: skill’ for... 
topical. irreverence. It. may..-have. | 

Tealm, . byt. also: has done.“a “lot 

‘ing.remarks about the. Ecumienical - 
- Council. ‘and -the ‘U.S. ‘Constitution. "| -- 
“|: Bruee,” who. never: has’ -looked.:* :: 

like a physical specimen -from: ‘the. . 
- 1 Gountry | claimed by: Marlboro: cigs, 

looked . :particularly . “awful | this 
time -otit, “puffy -and_ sallow. It. was.- 

showing - the ‘atidience his. taped” 
chest for: pleurisy: - 

film house’ + 2, 700 cap.) for. -both 
‘the. 8:30. p.m. and. midnight per-. ~_ 

Folding chairs: to--the *-."":-- 
limit=:were.:lined ‘up in -orchéstra “| 
‘and: ‘mobs’ ‘were turned. away at. the’ een 
“boxoffice. *: 

-Bruce’s. “eurrent ‘autobiog: ’ 
Playboy -mag ‘has - been- good. pubs. oo 
-licity, and from the dominance of”:.** : 

.f shaveless youths’ and: their : gangly ae 
..|- mates in ‘the. crowd, ‘it’s. apparent. cele 

wide following. Sor vad. 

“To these. ‘kinder, ‘Bruce’ s obscen- o 
ity: is: undoubtedly: less’ an attrac-. 
tion: ‘than the stimulus of his. bril-: - 
liantly comedic: ‘anarchy, an outlet. .. 
‘for :thée” hostility’ oftheir impotence =" *.:"” 
‘against the-establishmént, coupled” a 
with his :equally* prilliant projects... 
tion: that: flows across‘ witha‘ con: -%! ::.~. 
‘tem orar. 

Bowl, a-suburban Oak. Clif bowl- [St.Francis Hospital for thé next porary... 
‘beat akin: to, modern 

jazz. oS _ 
“But: ‘the : “night's opening. spec-- 

cues. ‘Promoter Don Friedman look-... : 

tered’ centre. (through: a ‘sequined 
-eurtain:. that “almost blinded the |... 
patroris before the show .was over). | 
-and: spoke a half dozen’ “good” eve-. 
‘nings” into dead mikes. ‘He éxited- 
-and-entered right. for. ditto. : 

‘Finally, in- despair, .he ‘said. he ae 
wat -| thought. he’d tell the. newspapers | tee a 
“} about the: problems: ‘of presenting. a 
Bruce: in New - York. —— which ‘in-. 
cluded “‘turndowns. - by: - ‘Carnegie’ 
Hall. (where’ he's: appeared twice) 

| and “Town Hall- (once. before).* 
Repair. .of: the’ ‘mikes... continued. ar 

‘through the: warmup turn of: Mon-. 

go Santamaria. and his. fine Latin.” 
septet “(which had little -trouble ~ 
' blasting. sans electronics): An eléc-’ oo 

W.estboro,| 
“was: 

trician- ‘crept: out front .to snatch. 
‘the: mike - while” the. femme vocal- ve 
ist was. doing. a shake and’ quickly.” . 
put: a new head on. the’ stand. She. 
‘returned - ‘to. belt into a still dead - 

mike.” 0 = 
By . the.” tinie: ‘Bruice” “entered: 

following. - intermission, however, 
in ‘fact, “a” 

of .restraint—for him. Always top-" 

and a couple of- jibes’ at: Jack Ruby, tos 

that: two-word. epithet that’ implies: =. .!/ 
-an activated Oedipis. complex: was Me es 
‘definitely: curtailed. : gh 

|: “There-weré ‘even: a’ couple’ rN ee 
‘those. brilliant “routines- of old. -“ 

served ‘him. ‘well:in’ the ‘publicity. 

‘to: smother . ‘his. real . significance: ~~ 

He -ought: to know-that it’s ‘shock’. . ose 

enough. when -he made ‘some -seath-. ~~ . 

‘a-tossup between jail, the hospital” ele 
| or. -the: date, ‘he’ said,’.at one point °-::: ~ 

‘ Said’ audience: jammed: a former aa 

tacular’ was in the: production’ misS- ... 

ing disheveled. and maligned; en-- | CPs 



’". Negro leaders: and. have: agreed to: 
:-” an “extension of open. occupancy” |” 

_".. begunin principle by some’ Atlanta 
.' i hotels and. motels - last. .summer. | 
~... Hotelmen :and : Negro. leaders: re-. 
. .* fused to confirm ‘that ‘their .agree- 
_":. ment: meant’.the desegregation . of 
. "Many - downtown: hostelries — “and 
a mote 

Pa sentatives. of ‘the " ‘majority of the 
*.. major hotels and- motels regarding. 

se open. “occupancy. which: was: ‘begun 
..:.'/ in'principle- by .some . major Aotels . 
in Atlanta , 

per “ple” and Neégro. leaders’ agreed “to: 
co dssue- the. statement. ‘without: 

. |) further .explanation. or” comment. °} 
ca some :..400°..Negro| 
a ‘demonstrators,. mostly’. college stu- 

... dents, marched | 
town department’ store: (the. largest: / 

protesting “the discriminatory 

or - demonstration -1¢ aders insisted. 
Font ‘We: are: part. of the summit.”- "2° - 

ae ‘at’ the’ store. will continue. as part. 
of a “selective boyeott’. Of: the. Be: 
me partment store, : BON 

“"”. fee has skyrocketed to $8,000—the | 
'.- chirp providing the orch and using 

i Francisco, | 

Wednesday, December’ 4, 1963. 

“iat Hotes ; wee = es | 
. Atlanta, Dec: 3 

~ Of Integration tol Downtown / Areas iq 
. “Representatives _of. major. At: 
:.“Janta -hotels. and : ‘motels: ‘met. with: 

This ‘statement. was. ; issued after’ 
the" meeting: © “Satisfactory -. “dis- 

_ce@ussion took. place. ‘between repre-1-! 
- sentatives of ‘the Atlanta Leader- 
ship. Conference ‘and some ‘repre- 

further. relations: and extension’ of 

last: summer.” 

One. participant -said. hotel. ‘peo- 

_'Meanwhile, 

n‘ -Rich’s “down- 

“in the South) : ‘after ‘gathering: on. 
: the: campus: at Atlanta. -University, 

. _, practice -in hiring: at Rich’s -.” 
l “March « ‘and picketing of. ‘store: 
"was led: by two civil: rights groups, 
.Committee on Appeal for Human’ 
“Rights and. Operation. Breadbasket, |. 
“being. made: up of. Negro’ ministers. 

-Picketing lasted | for two hours, 
_ but there'.were no. arrests. 

_Negro* Agaders;” ‘meeting: with’ 
‘Atlanta ‘governmental: ‘bodies, : and 

oa «the Chamber -of Conimerce ‘in. the}. 
‘last two. -weeks, ‘have argued: re- 
peatedly -- that ‘they. : wanted.~to. 

, 2: :vaehieyve desegregation goals 
“through: ‘negotiations: rather - than 

: renewed demonstrations. . ; 

Two: groups. behind | Thursday’s 
pee! *. demonstrations were “among: nine} 
role @iwil: rights: organizations sponsor- 
i...” oiding’ the--‘summit” “Negro . leader- 
i =~ ghip -eonference now. carrying .on] - 

we negotiations . -for. «the “total . de- . 
‘ segregation’ ” of. Atlanta. . 
<-l We.are* not. “repudiating - ‘the. 
summit: “group,” the Rev. Ralph 
“Abernathy, - one -of- the - Rich’s: 

Demonstrators.said the - ‘picketing 

~~ BARBRA STREISAND UPS. 
| -NITER FEE TO $8, 0001 | wae «20 ono “Los: -Angéles, Dec. 3..-. / 

Barbra: “Streisand’s one-nighter | 

no ‘other acts on bill.: Irving Granz, | 
loeal. one-nighter. promoter, is: Pay- 9 

1, ing singer. (backed by. Jerry Gray... 
vorch). that figure against’ 50% -for |. 
a’ gig: at Shrine! ‘Dec... 7. She also:{ 
gets same -coin: : ‘three ‘preceding | 

. ‘nights | Granz is “promoting at. San 

‘Jose. 

live « 

" $2,000 000 ‘and ‘also -has -booked. Ella” 
_» ‘Fitzgerald. and’ Roy Eldridge: ‘orch. | 
. for Seattle, ‘Vancouver. and Port- | I}- 

land: -gigs,. Dee. °13-14-15. -at, flat . 
$5,000. per against 50%, _ 

Suit and Countersuit By 

| Harrah's Tahoe, Hits Act 
| Jackp not Be 7 
Aug, Except March 7-25|= 

Miss: Streisand Yast ‘worked: here ; 
ne ‘in’ October’ _.at: Hollywood.| Ht 
<-Bowl,.on’ bill - with | Sammy : Davis |. 

* Jr. ‘and. George: -Shearing ‘combo. | 
Lou Robins promoted, paying. Miss | 
- Streisand: flat- $2,500 for that date. | I} - 

3. Granz is renting. Shrine for flat'|q}- 

Tandon § Slates. Rotating 
« Eatery-in-Sky for. 65 . 

‘London, Dec.. 330 

By the end ‘of -1965 ‘London will : 
have. a: restaurant .520 feet above:| 
‘the ground ‘ina. Post Office tower’|. 33 
‘being: ‘built to: carry new. telephone ‘| ES 
and ty systems.. Butlins; which runs] i 

| a: chain of ‘holiday. camps ‘through- |. 
out’ ‘the country, will operate the ”. 
new. ‘eatery. . 44 

The ‘restatirant, which. will have | 
a circular ‘design;. will: rotate: two] | 

|or. three. times. an’ - hour ‘to. give. . 
diners.a constantly. changing pano- |. 
Tama’of London. It.-will .accommo- 
date’. about 100. people. ‘and. facili-. 
ties. will. include: a Cocktail bar... _ 

"Hollywood, ‘Dee: 3. 

15: years. 

“Coin. “being | ‘expanded. | over’. ‘the f.2: we 
next -. eight: months’, by. Harrah’s |. -°- -. 
‘obviously ' is tops. ever spent : by) 
spot, one: of the biggest of ‘Nevada 
spenders. - 

Jimmy Durante Peter Lawford 
revue. closed Sunday: (1), with 
George Jessel ‘and six-act Tevue: 
coming ‘in till. ‘Dec.: ‘23. -Following. 
‘night Jack Benny: bows: in: tiT Jan. 

Other’ bookings-- are © ‘Mickey 
| Rooney Bobby Van, Jan: 9-22; El-. 

eanor Powell-Jerry Van, Dyke, Jan. aI 
23-Feb.'.5. ‘Sammy. Davis. ‘Jr. then’ 
does. - solid. ‘month : and: open Slot 
‘follows. . f 

 Lorné. Green. ‘anid: Dan. Blocker | , 
‘Yevue - plays ‘March '26-April. BY. 
“Tony -Martin-George. -Kirby, ‘April | . 
-9-22: . Andy: Griffiths, Don Knotts, | 
Anita. Bryant, “Ronnie Howard, 1 

| April- 23-May- 6: Debbie Reynolds : 
revue, “ May’ :7-20; . Teresa . Brewer, 

..| May: \21-June - 7;- ‘Anidy™: Williamis-. 
Osmond: Bros,,. June. 8-22;.. -Law= 
ence Welk Troupe, Ji une 23-July 
13. ‘Danny. . Thomas; “July. 14-27; 

: -} Donald O'Contor. -Tevue, Suly,.: 28: . 
. | Aug. 12... . : 

‘advertisement i in, 

~ Ginny Simms & Spouse 1 
. Minneapolis,. Dee: 3. 

- Songstress ‘Ginny. Simms, -from'} 
_- whom. -her~ husband’ Don Eastvold 

_. is seeking: a- divorce,--has. filed ‘a. 
“! erosscomplaint -to -her mate's: suit 

which. asks: $3,500 temporary: -Sup- |: 
port. She. dlso- wants .a restraining {' 
order : to. ‘prevent. her. -Spouse: .of |: 
“seven - “months .from. Inaking * any |: 

-., but .necessary ‘éxpenditures pend- | 
"ing. trial. of. the divorce ‘action. ~~ { 

Miss Simms‘ ‘and’ Eastvold have: | 
‘been. ‘operating: two: ‘summer : re- | 
sorts in. Minnesota,. ‘both of :which:| Dott at 
‘book name: bands. The. couple seek |B] -- | 
the divorce on the same ‘grounds— | 
mental and -bedily- cruelty. +: : The: 

: spas YORK 1 10036 
“154 w. +h: ‘St. 

_Piecodilty 

_Marriage. is her third, : his: second. | 
They. are now: ‘California’ residents 

; and the, suits have been: filed. there. VM = 

yked Solid Till| 

Hatrah’s; Tahoe, is now booked u nen 
solid: through Aug. 12 with éxcep- |. 
‘tion of ‘March 7-25 slot—-for which | 

-/-Perry. Como, : -among. others,-: has Us 
, | -been.. overtured.. ‘Should: ‘Como: ac-. 

‘cept: (deemed. unlikely); it would 1 
be his. first, nitery. ‘date in around 

“LONDON, $.W. we 7 
49 St. Jonies's Street: — 

“BACK HOME AGAIN 
‘NELSON. EDDY: and - partner, 

GALE SH. ERWOOD,. thank’ Austra- |’ 
Ha-‘for. its heart-warming welcome. 1 

~The: ‘Sydney: Sun: said: 
oe tertainment-seekers enjoy today -a 
-| regular. ‘procession -- 
4. gtars,.-but none of these is likely..to. 

‘exceed in popularity veteran. . film: 
star Nelson Eddy and his’ charming, * 

; partner, -Gale Sherwood.” . 
AVP.AS. Ince Handles 

* Dallas! 7 Dee: 3.° 

Bennett. : allegedly . 

“ (Continued. on Page 48) 

“‘Shirley’ Ss ‘Caitnegie Gig - 

WN YOUR ST ANDING. N THE Ta ue UE. 
‘Sacramento: “and-: San | foe : ° You: Cari imply You: As A Person or. “You as. a Company,’ ‘An 

3S ote Organization, ‘a Group: “Whichever it -is; Nothing Is More Primary 
_ “Than a Your Standing i in, Your Impact Upon The: Trade... “Everything You 

a “gre. or:hope. to bes starts, with the: trade. » Hence : the. force. of. your : 

LS uk nl of 

Here. is. he. Image: of your" Aésue,: ‘the. Prospectus | ‘of: your . 
Anticipation, the: Biography - ‘of-Your: ‘Performance. © : 
authorize publication Don’t Delay... Act } Forthwith. 

a 

- HOLLYWOOD. 90038 
6404 Sunset’ Blvd: 

PARIS ~ 
80 ‘Ave. te Nesilty. 
de: ° Nenty Serene oo oy 

“ee 2 Rar ely Faced $00 

: Mormona b Ink Publicist - 
2 For Their. Hawaii. Center. 

“Sydney en-:|- 

‘of. -big-name |’: 

* British: Singer. Shirley. Bassey. 
will ‘play :.a concert. at (Carnegie |" 
‘Hall, -N.Y., “night of Feb. 15 under 
auspices of Hank Barron: and /Wal-. 
‘ter. Hyman.: coe. 

|: Miss Bassey last’ played. New 
‘| York at the-Plaza ‘Hotel, but illness | 

| forced her to’cut ‘short her- engage-. 
— ment. by. several days. _ 

; Orleans : 

‘Up: Saturday 30). 

~ Honolulu; ‘Dec. 3. 

| New nie Pl Resort At 
St Martin’s, West Indies | 
Brom ; this new. ‘Park: “Ave. : “base: 

as hotel and: restaurant £onsultant, | 
new. ‘bungalow-structure’ hotel in; 
Claude C. Philippe is ‘inicepting. a> 

oe St. Martin’s, French island in the’ 
| Caribbean, which. has ‘three. mites. 

| OF. beachfront . ‘property. 
.-| sometime ago by him and: vintner 
_ ‘Alexis: Lichine....A°.:$12,000° realty. |: 

d investment by him:many years:ago : 
-in. St. Croix, -U. S. Virgin: Islands,. 

A he. says, is. worth . $800,000: today. 

‘bought 

but: he* will not ‘build ‘there -yet. 
~ batter. ‘the West -Indies’ structure,. 
+ he: will ‘bear. down on a new: hotel 

7 in Geneva: * ; 
“Meantime - the | 800-room hotel 

, “over. Paris’ ‘Gare d’ Orsay which. le |. 
- , [rand a. syndicate. are” Sparking. 1s.) 

* Bxecutive. board : of American | 

‘| Guild: of : Variety’ Artists “local |"; 

| branch. ‘Office ‘pas - muled. -in’favor - 

OF: Glenn: McCarthy" ‘ina. “$25, 000 

judgment . against . Tony Bennett. | 
McCarthy, ‘owner: of the ‘Cork Club . 
in: Houston, entered the suit: after 

“walked. out” |... 
during: ‘a Saturday: night show after. 
singing. -three ‘numbers . during - at 
recent. stand.‘at..McCarthy’s club. |- 

‘| Bepnett was also charged with. do- |. 

going forward. 

- Honolulu, Dec. i, ae 
4. George Lewis: and -his ‘New Or-| 
’ Fleans - All Stars‘. stretched their. 
| Honolulw stopover: to’ -be_sperial- |: 
guest:." attraction. for: the latest + | 
“Show ° of. ‘Stars”, ‘promotion... 7 
“Combo, :.en: route ‘back. to | ‘New 

appeared |. 
with: Eddie. Hodges, Bobby: Vinton, 
the: ‘Surfaris . and the- Crystals" ‘in 
‘the Civil. auditorium: here’ as. well 
as at two: MInilitary bases and:. two] 
néighbor ‘island dates. ‘Tour. ‘wound | ae in the ‘same city at the time 

from: Japan, . 

You: need. i only : 

CHICAGO 6 6061 : 
"400, NL Michigan Ave.” ; 

ROME 3 
Wie a Serdegea 4 43. 

_VAUBEVILLE 

..; Philippe, ~ as exec - “S60 Of the 
; April: In Paris. Ball,’ controls its | 
locale and, if he has‘no. permanent ‘| : 

|- Gotham - ‘hotel- affiliation in New { 
York next. ‘fall,: he. may. stage it: 
either on. a ‘ship,’ ata’. Long Island 
estate, or at the: N; Y. Fairgrounds. 

.{ the. union for the time being. Set-. 

Hawaiian Gig ‘Winds Lewis. 
/ AW Stars’ Pacific Tour | 

At 

s in Penny 

“Hollywood, Dec. 3. 
American’ Guild of” Variety 

i eotete ‘legal bills, resulting from 
the. union’s. 10-year stispension of 

| Pénny. Singleton, former AGVA 

“New ‘Polynesian: “Cultural ‘Cen- | President, has mounted to “more 

7 ter at Laie has hired Tod Faulkner 
_tas ad-pub: director. ‘Faulkner re-: 
{signed his partnership with. United’ 
1 Public. Relations, Beverly | Hills, to}. 
_.L assume. the: post. , 

.. He’s in New Zealand this’ “week. 
.|in advance: of. the. Te. -Arohanui_ 
op Maer dance. troupe. ~ Dee : 

than -- $20, 000, ” ‘according: to -in- 
formed. soufces. here. Edgar: L. 
Barden,: attorney. for AGVAS on. the 
matter. has. submitted a fee. of 
‘$8,000 along with stenographic. bill 

| for ’$1,900.. Previously, it was re- 
ported that. somewhat over $10,000 
was. paid . to. ‘him for handling. the: 
‘case. , 

‘Barden. was: ‘originally counsel. 
for. Irvin Mazzei, recently deposed 

“las AGVA’s Coast Regional director, 
.1 when ‘he ‘was brought in to repre- 
- ‘sent. AGVA on. various. litigations. 

-One.of the national board. mem-. 
-bers:here pointed out that the legal o 
costs .in' the. Singleton. ‘case “are 
‘only part of the expense in litigat- o 
ing a claim. He added that there 
are numerous ‘longdistance tele-. 
phone calls between New York and 
the Coast i an action of this kind. 
What's more, ‘AGVA attorneys and 
staff are called ‘upon. to assist. in 
various ways. §* 
. Miss Singleton, whose. rights 
were: restored and her suspension. 
‘lifted. at the October. meeting of 
the-national board, was ‘suspended. 
‘prior’ to. last . ‘June’ Ss convention 
which was certain to nominate her’ 
for AGVA:: president, Incumbeut 
prexy Jogy * Adams ran. without 
‘opposition ‘in the subsequent elec- 
tions. . 

The charge on which she was sus- 
‘pended . from union ‘rights’ was. 
“dual unionism.” She was found 
‘guilty by atrial board. and. verdict 
was _ upheld by an appeals board.: 
Sinee the national board restored |. 

‘her‘to ‘the .union’s good: graces, 
Miss ‘Singleton: recently . consented ; 
‘to ‘a $10,000 . settlement: and 
dropped’ her ‘$75, 0GO ‘suit against 

‘tlement has: to ‘be ratified by the 
| February. meeting of the board. — 
Otherwise, Miss : ‘Singleton is free 
to: ‘Teopen her action. 

BUSY ALAN KING EXITS 
AGVA NATIONAL BOARD 
Alan : King: ‘has Tesigned as: a. 
member of the American Guild of 
Variety. Artists . national. board. : 
“Since his election two years. apo, 
the: comedian found it. impractical 
to. attend meetings even when he 

j the. powwow ‘was. being held. He 
{generally gave his voting proxy to_ 

| Joey Adams, the AGVA president... 
Successor t0 finish out his three- 

year term. will be designated at the. 
}mext regular national board meet” 
to take’. place in New: York. . ‘in 
. February. ; 

, | : Geo, Eby to Metromedia 
As Tee Capades’ Exec 

Pittsburgh, Dec.. 3: 
“George. Rby, longtime adminis- 

| trative assistant. to John Harris, 
ii}; who. recently resigned. as producer 

of: “Ice Capades,” has joined Met- 
| tromedia, the-new owners of the 
show. He -will be in charge of ad- 

| ministrative affairs. 
Although. no. formal announceé- 

| ment has. been made as ‘yet, it’s. 
| likely: that Ted. Rogers, -~who. had 
} been aiding: Harris in production, 
will. get the.-nod «as. ‘the “Ice ; 
Capades” Produeer. 

: | Ink Aussie’: S. Frank Wield 
As Blackpool Headliner 

Blackpool, Dec. 3.. 
Frank Ifield, Australian singer, 

‘now: ore - of : ‘the U.K,’s . leading 
chart:.entrants, has been pacted to. 

iy star at this: holiday show. biz mecca 
- {gj} next ‘summer; He will open early 
“HAL in: June in - 

| Shaw,” staged by Albert J. Knight, 7 
j.at the ABC. Hippodrome here. — 

“The Frank « Ifield 

In. February,, Ifield is set to tour 
Wy South” “Africa with Susan Maug- 

: ham. ‘He will also trek through. the 
and: France. 

Ken Dodd, ‘English comedian, is 
| already: inked: to topline in George. 
&* Alfred Black's. 

| 1964” “at. the. Opera House ‘here, 
| opening June. 27. It wilt be his 

| fifth. season in the resort.- 

“Big Show of 

Pop..singers Joe Brown,: Johnny’ 
Kidd. &. the Pirates, ard the 
‘Tornados, are. also. ‘set for Larry. 
| Parnes’ 
} South. Pier Pzzilion here, opening 
tmext. June. 

“summer | revue. at the 
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“Vaud Cafe Dates 
Ne ew: York” 

Joe & Eddie inked for ‘Basin ‘St. 

East. starting” April 22°. 

Sherman’ and Molly Bee -to’ the 

‘Diplomat, ‘Miami: Beach, ‘Dee: OT 

- Carmén Cavallaro set for. the 

ing March 28°. 

nighters -in-the Southwest: starting 
Feb. 5. 

_for five weeks. . .-. Connie Stevens 
_to play the Terrazza ‘Casino, Mex- 
ico. City, starting tomorrow (Thurs.) 

. Johnny Desmond. pacted. for, 
‘the Riviera, Las Vegas, April.8 . 
Myron Cohen set. for the Nugget, 
spars: Nev., April 23... > 

“fl days ... 
" | Art. Leoard’s~ Phoenix, . 

. Jose Greco slated for the ‘Stat- |. 
: Jer-Hiltoni, 

- 8 Hi seven ..days . 
signed for Eddy’s, KC; Feb. 27. for | Ttalian’ 1 menus “but also- a’ - short. 

|: glossary “of Yiddish “to help: you: 
| understand. night ‘club comedians.” 

“ oh a fortnight 

DONNA L LYNN 
CAPITOL RECORDING. ARTIST 

Newest Release | 
 ARQUNTES: 

THAT'S ME CM THE BROTHERS 
_McCLENDON. AGENCY ; TN 7aeT 

.g — Continued: from page “ay: 

Show folks. are raving about ‘the 7 
all: new Hotel Avery.-All new, -. 

< “evision’& radio. Air conditioning. - 

| ottishe FUN-MASTER 
Poo. PROFESSIONAL a 

. COMEDY MATERIAL. 
a For ‘every branch of theatricals 

. “WE SERVICE THE: STARSIY 
3 Gag files $15, plus. $1. 1 postage = 

FOREIGN:. 35 for 

93 Paredy- Books, per Bk. ..-.. $10 . 
J oS: Blackout: Books 1-2-3 Each $25.04) 
; 'No. @ for. $35—No. 5 for $30 
fee Minsirel (white face) 

Z « “How to - Master the Ceremonies”. e 
$3 PER COPY: . 

7 BILLY GLASON 7 
200 W. 54th St., N.¥.C. 10018 CO S-1316 

bh We TEACH M.C’ing. and: COMEDY) [|] 
fp (ef) a real ‘Professional train ‘you) © 

WANTED 
] AUDIENCES TO WATCH FUNNY, if 

HILARIOUS, COMEDY WAITER: | 

|ARTIE_ ROBERTS ||: 
. PERFORM . 
ft He. made these audiences ‘hoppy? 

[do the same for you, 
, - FREE. Brochuces ‘and priee on-retiuest. 

. -. Contact:. ROBERT REXER, 
_ van Broadway, New York City ve 
mS Cr 5-360 a 

PHARVEY HOTELS 

. * te Allan 

116, and ‘Weody::: 
‘Henske -have.. signed for’ the*same’ 
“gpot March 9-29 . 

‘Montreal, start- 
ee “Levee ‘Singers { 

to work a‘series of. college one-. 

. . Nat King Cole takes his | 
-“Sights and Sounds” unit into the} 
Sands :Hotel, Las Vegas, Feb. 19: 

= | to. the: Lawrence’ Hotel, Erie, ‘Pa:, 
=: =| Dec..: “9 for two. weeks. : 

we | Dec: g for. two ‘weeks. 

uy -ing. a: free show at another Houston 
club. | 

a 3 ‘§ | deduction: 
oi AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. = 
WW SESS = a | Then. “McCarthy* ‘claimed’ ‘Bennett | 

Budget. $25.° 7) 
.NO.€.0.D/s- | 

| STEVE ALLEN, CANDID. CAMERA, || “wit TRAVEL? 
> @.M.,- XEROX, 1.8.M.. Now tet him. | 

11 Shiba-P.0. Box. 93: 

aaa ee 
“TL Of N.Y..City ‘Go Guides” 

The’ 1964: ‘N.Y. : .World’s Fair. ‘is 
already - ‘accelerating. publication |; = 

= {and release of’: _ guidebooks ‘with 

“Chicago 
Jack’ E, Leonard: and: Laura. Lane 

play. Mister. Kelly’s. Jan: °27-Feb. |: 
Allen. and. Judy | 

; Mose “Allison: 
bows, .as the first: of. ‘a’ series of: 
jazz. acts at ‘the. ‘Gate. of Horn. Dec. 
3-15::.. ..Wicki Carr set: ‘for: the. 
Drake Hotel. Feb. 4-23 
‘Starr. ias ‘just. been ‘signed by the 
Wm. ‘Morris: ‘office. ° 

Freddie Moiitell “curtently at thé 
Ambassador: Motel, Chi; until Dec. | 
24 5 
: Sheraton-Blackstone Feb..:3 for ‘a | 
fortnight *: | 
-for “the Elmwood. Casino, Windsor, 
“Dee.-:1-15 | and. the ~-Chj - ‘Playboy | 

same chip. manner... 

: More’ conservative, ‘aS. becoines. 
i their. ‘locales, are. the ..other- four. 

, Susan Barrett returns: to the 

. Stu “Allen skedded.- 

Jan. 6-20: . . Dick Smith returns |: 

Jackie. Vernon. ‘into. “the Holiday: 
| House, Milwaukee; Jan, 24 for nine |. 

. Margaret Whiting. plays:| 
Dec.: 7-17 | 

Dec, “26 for: ‘Dallas, 
|, Rusty “Draper. 

- Guy | Marks “down: 
for the Elmwood. Casino,: “Windsor, 

- Kansas City 
“Nat King. Cole. caricélled his. Nov. 

23. show. in’ the ‘Municipal: Audis. 
A) torium,: presumably: “will. set a re-|- 

i) play .:with.: “ Theatre® 
"- |'which was ‘promoting the’ event : 

|} Helen ‘O’Connell : ina. ‘one-nighter . 
- at’ the. Kansas - City : Club. dinner. 

| dance.. Friday : (29). . 
| Lounge open ‘Thursday-Saturday 

Enterprises: 

hights on a live: jazz policy, Sonny 
| Stitt: Quartet: ‘booked ‘Nov. -.28-30 | 

Clyde’ McCoy . and jazz. unit. 
Lat Kansas - City, . ‘Kan. ‘Holiday Inn 

‘| Nov, 22-24, ‘first: time’. an ‘this... area. 
[i months... 

~ MeCarthy. Bennett 

“McCarthy Glaitned he: ‘was’ forded 

F |'to- ‘refund . -approximately: $4, 000 fn: 
4 | coyer . charges - and... food | -checks |" 

& | when. Bennett left the: Stage,” and | - 
my | patrons’. .demanded ‘refunds.’ 
| nitery. owner-said: he ‘deducted $4,- 
# | 000. from: Bennett's 

large, beautifully furnished de- _ 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel- 

The. 

| $12, 500, week: 

ly. salary... | 

The’ singér: refused: to aicéept the 
-In'. an, "action : -taken 

through. AGVA's ‘New- York: office. 

‘was: in ‘complete violation: of: “his 
| contract ‘due to the. -Singer’s ap- 

1 pearance: vat. the other Houston 
: ‘club. - 

‘Tom: Palmer, : 
‘branch ‘manager, said Bennett. may 
appeal the- local. ruling. in. New 
York. re 

Sn 

~GAMM 
SISTERS 

Starting ‘Dec. 31° 

SHAMROCK HOTEL. 
‘Houston, Texas. 

- Booked - by: 

“CHARLES.-V. - 

RYAN 
‘MIRIAM Lov ‘JOR. Siaum. 
a5 We 53 St. ‘New York: 9 el (5-2225° 

. FAR EAST? 

‘Contact: 

GEKKO. PROMOTIONS 
“Booking Throughout FE... 

| Gable: 
Tokyo, Japan | “DANSAW To KYO 

WANTED: 
Entertainers. ‘for new. nightclub ‘ee 

[. cializing - primarily: ‘(but . ‘not: exciu- 
‘sively- in: Negro: folk. ‘artists: and sophis-" 

ticated | ‘stand- “UD: - comedians. ’ Direct. 

: enquiries ‘to Mr... W. Gibson;- The. Ram’s | 
(743: | Horn, ‘Broadway, Buffalo, NUYS 

- Kay |. 

|: tranlsations 
French, 

- Birdland Va 

* AGVA's | ‘Dallas | 

. |'more’: to.. come ‘early. néxt year. 
‘Sinton &. ‘Schuster’s, sextet of .35c 
“Go Guides,” ‘pocketsize; of a ‘type: 
to” -slip- “into: the © handkerchief 
pocket: ona man’s business. suit, 
are practi¢ally - ‘gotten up: not. only 
for . their. slimness but” terse : and. 
‘savvy: content: 

“Broadway: and: Times ‘Square”” 
is” particularly cogent with ‘its. seat- 

credit to. this. Paper.. - 

“The Merry: -Life | of: Gréenwich 
Village, ”- with -its -beat: language. 
shops, © maps, _ restaurants,. erazy- 

quilt street ‘guide, ete, 4/18 in. they and do. frequent’. any hotel: or 
| easino on the Strip or. downtown: 
Reid: and. Demaris also ‘state “. . 
a-conservative 10% of: the: people | 
-of' Las’ Vegas are in one way .or; 

‘another engaged. in the ‘pursuit -of- 
‘prostitution.’ ’: If-this were true, it|f-. .. - 
would. meaii about 16,000 - » Las | ‘oe 

“Go -Guides”—Central’ ‘Park; -UN, 
Statue of Liberty” and Wall Ste 
Lew Frank Jr. is the: overall. edi- 

subsid): presses. He. not only gives 
~ of. - menus”. 

- German, . 

“In his. brief. directory - to “Broad- 
ee way lingo,” “Frank:.points: up. that 

fe ‘considerable ° ‘portions.: of Broad=: 
“| way’s language. have’ grown: from: 

‘the : 
. VARIETY’s ‘reporters ‘and . editors.”” 

‘imaginative -writing. -of 

These. ‘pocket - encyclopedias: are 
-not .only the’ answer to’ a. .parent’s: 

- | embarrassment: ‘when* guiding’ chil-. 
‘dren; ora nafive’s ditto when guid- 
‘ing Visiting firemen (certair to be 

“big.-business” in: 1964, as the|-: 
friends: and ‘relatives. pile in) -but. 
many- * a .- native-born: “will: learn. 
many. things. about “each. zone and. 
‘sector from: Frank’s. breezily. writ- 

“Go. ten - but ‘highly - informative 
Guides,’ me Abel, 

~ Tada Show 

on - Kansas City; Nov. 30. 
‘Bob’ &: Chris ‘Crosby, Jerry : Van. 

‘Dyke, Vikki Carr,.Four Step. Bros., 
> | Nancy ~. Wilson..: “Marilyn. Maye ‘&. 

1 Sammy Ticker .Trio, Patti. Page, 
Tony: DiPardo. Orch. (12): 
: sion’ VSl. 25. 

admis- 

‘The ath annual ‘Auto Show’ orig- 

inally’: ‘was: ‘scheduled: Nov: 22-30 .in 

‘the’ ‘Exhibition. Hall and was to have. 

“been” closed ‘Thanksgiving. Day.. In 

) View -of- President: Kennedy’s assas*.| 

sination . the .show~ instead “closed 
‘on ‘Monday- ( 25). and. played turkey’ 

day. ‘Like other’ amusement ‘events, 

the ‘show: -was ‘severely damperied | 

by: the slaying. of the chief execu-. 
tive: and: attendant mourning: . 

: Event ‘never . got. ‘under ‘way’ > at 
tendance-wise until. “Wednesday 
27), pl to less than ‘half .the |: ( playing. to less than half the Ed. Reid gathers his: ‘facts.’ 

The final four days could not. make. |-once in the Sands lounge’ with Ed. 
enough gain to come- within shout-" 

~.{ing distance of the ‘anticipated. traf- 
| fic, annually well over ‘the. 100, 000 1: 
' mark. in recent -years.’ -~ 

_ Officials again ‘used: a staggered. . 
entertainment policy, basically: of: | 

]| fering at least-a two-act show daily, 
changing. the talent.four times. dur-. 1 

| ing the engagement but with. Tony 
|:DiPardo ‘show: “band. : ‘on: 

. {| throughout. : : Schedule -had . Bob. & 
a | Chris: Crosby, Jerry ‘Van Dyke’ and |]. 

'.'.| Vikki: Carr. opening “three . days; i 
with | . 

| Nancy “Wilson Tuesday and ‘Wedies-. | 
| day; and-Patti Page last .two. days. 

1°) In a bit of fast maneuvering, |. a 
vocalist Marilyn. Mayé. and the Sam- | 
| my::-Tucker-Trio were brought in for |. 
t the: ‘Thanksgiving: ‘Day: shows -when: 

| the - schedule was. changed, the 
group being popular . locally: and |r 

+having that’ day = off.from. their | 
| regular engagement, at the Colony 

usual. patronage. first ‘four days. 

Step Bros. last five’ days: 

| Steak ‘House. 

On, paper. the- “Yineup - “Tooked || 
Istrong,” and. under : normal - ‘condi- |] 
| tions” probably. ‘would’. have kept | 

| pace’ with ‘the’ topnotch ‘traffie of 
{past ‘couple - -of years.: “As: it-:-was, iE 
|eredit ‘Nancy. Wilson in her. first |+ " 

: appearance” here,.and Patti. ‘Page |™ 
;as. the: ‘old. reliable;. 
Ebiz back as well as.. they: did: Jast |: : 
‘half, - 

- 'Twiee. ‘daily shows ran about 45| 2 
‘minutes. ‘with the two-acters, around | 
|60. minutes with. the: three-act bills; | 
either event being. worth: the. ad- 

a | mission. . 5 Quin. | 

tor: ofthe 12 titles, half -of: which | 
rare just. off. the’ Pocket Books. (S&S 

“from: |. 

Sp anish: and Willie. Biofft : (a: convicted . extortion. | 
ist ahd FBI-informant then living | 
in. Phoenix) found. an even.’ more | 

| unlikely friend:. the junior Senator |: 

that 

. Stand jf. 

‘in “bringing | 

__Wednesday, December a 2 

~ Vegas Scoffs at Exposes 
writers who: visit” ‘with; us: think 

‘they “must: ‘slant. their stories . to-. 

ward: sensationalism, ‘This; is their 

-constitutional right todo, -even.if 
, Lit. répresents - extremely. poor | Te- 

porting,” — 
.In ‘a. page one story,. Joe. Digles; 
managing. editor of the Las Vegas, 
Review-Journal, commented 

ing ‘plans’. of :: theatres, « menu. lan- -“Jungle,” ” saying, “Distortions ot | 

“guage, hotel -and. ‘restaurant’ prices; 
‘seat: charts, - ‘SAVVY appraisal of all. 
priee structures,. and. -not..a2: ‘little-| 
VARIETYESE™ interlarded, including: 

fact. are: evident .in. the book, al- 
though. time-and-place dociimenta-. 
tion. is impressive.” (Reid .and. De- 
maris ‘write such ‘untruths as “ow 
a. Negro. cannot, rent a room,. buy 

‘a. sandwich, ‘order ‘a. ‘drink, :or: even. 
drop’. a: nickel. into a ‘slotmachine 
outside. . the: local” : Negro. com-. 
munity. ” Truth is that Negroes can | 

Vagans).. 

. ‘Biot. ‘and. Goldwater. 
Also: from “Jungle”: “In® 1955, 

from Arizona, * - Barry: ‘Goldwater. 
‘The ‘two men -were often seen -to-|f ..2 
gether, and ‘Goldwater: “personally | 
chauffeured Bioff in. his ‘private. 
plane all over the. southwest. to.at- |} 

‘tend. various parties. 
tioned by reporters, (Goldwater be- |= 

| ‘came indignant, protesting. that he 
‘had - no idea -that his : ‘friend, one | 

“When ‘ques-} 

William Nelson; was the notorious | 
Willie. Bioff,” 

“Reid: and- Demaris go. on. to. say| 
Bioff was ‘later. placed. in | 

charge : of © entertainment.° at ° the. 
Riviera: Hotel in Las - Vegas, | ‘when-| 
the ‘late :Gus Greenbaum, a friend. 
of : spoldwater's s; «Was head. of. ‘the | 

| hote ‘ 
aor | | bet. my ‘kids. on: it—and- 1 

Ii} usually ‘don’t -bet them—that. -Bioff }. 
ii had‘ nothing whatever to-do with} 

- = |] booking the, Riviera. °I. was: with |. 
‘ithe hotel then and ‘T- would . have | 
known . about it.. He had ‘absolutely: —_— 
‘no: connection with: Gus *.Green- || Za 
baum. 
that’s-a connection—but half:a mil- 

Aj lion other. people: live ‘there - too: 
When Ed Reid. and that. other ‘guy | 

“3 -wrote this fantasy—they were :lay- | 
ing back.there in- New York: and: 
doing | a lot of dreaming.: I. know | 
guys. who've been: on: hop .who’ve: 
“had better. dreams! ° This book is so. 
farfetched. it’s idiotic. : It’s. full of |. 
‘rehashed: stories which. have never. 

He ‘lived in: ‘Phoenix, if |. 

been’ proved. . If. Goldwater’ hadn’t’}. 
‘been-‘a: : possible Republican‘ ‘presi- 
dential candidate, he never. would | 
have: been mentioned ‘in the: book.. 
Anybody who pays: for that ‘book ds 
getting . robbed.” 

M. B:.Dalitz, one. of the majority 
stockholders. at the Desert. Inn, al. 

-| target : of Reid and Demaris'. in| 
“Jungle,” told VaRIETy: - 

“Pll give you an example of how | 
“T was | 

‘and. his wife, Natalie, who is now} 
his’ ex-wife. “We were. with mutual | 

BILL | 
—TABBERT 
"QUEEN ELIZABETH. HOTEL 

; ‘Montreal, Canada. 

’ Booked -by.. 

“CHARLES v. 

RYAN 
ENTERPRISES 

“MIRIAM: LOVE On. FLAUM 
35 W. 33 Str ‘New York 7 cl 5-225 . 

“ONE MAN HOOTENANNY | 

“GREEN ROT SUFFERERS! 
Now you. can. get fast relief vith. 

- WILBURN. LO¥ 
Comedian . 

P, Oo. Box 1741, San Diego 12, “Colif. 
(Also “good for fungus: of the. FUgUS.) : 

RUPE Seer! ae 
“OAK ROOM, Beverly Wilshire Hotel: || 

‘Managementr. DAVID. B. WHALEN 
- Beverly Wilshire Hetel, Beverly: Hills, Calif. 

; Continued from’ page: 46 ae ie 

- important industrialists ~~. friends — 

fromthe. ‘midwest—and Ed started.” -- 
to’ kid’ me about: being involved in 
‘putting up “campaign: funds to help. .. 
defeat- his -boss, Hank* Greenspun; 

| when the. Las. Viegas ‘Sun. publisher 
“was :running: for 

ithat TL contributed $150, 000 to. help 
defeat Hank.’ -I-laughed,° winked at: 

-“He’s- kidding __ 
‘What's: a -really good: 

number?.- How’ about’ $464, 0007 Is.: 
that .a ‘good number, ‘Natalie?’.. She 

Natalie, “and ~ “said, . 
isn’t hie? - 

nodded;: and.:we all. ‘Taughed.: The 
truth is. that I didn’t contribute one, 
penny to. -help. defeat. -Hank—he 
defeated himself—but: the next day 
‘a headline in the Sun: screamed. ..°— 
‘Moe. Dalitz. Confésses..-He: Paid. 
-$464,000. To Help Defeat: Green, ne 

"| Spun.” wo val. 

ie e UCKLEY 

“THE COMEDIAN”. 
e Only Real: Monthly. 

 PROEESSIONAL ‘GA SERVICE. 
“ THE. LATEST — THE. GREATEST. _". 

t-. THE: ‘MOST-UP-TO-DATEST: a 

stories ‘one-liners, poemettes, song 
titles, hecklers, audience ‘stuff, mono- 
dogs. ‘parodies, ¢ ‘double ~ gags, bits 
. faeas, - 

| :personations, ‘political, ‘interruptions. -: 

of the News, Vignettes, etc. (20 Pages): 

“$25 YRSINGLE: ISSUES $3" 

“$35. YR _—SINGLE ISSUES a 
a “2 INO C.0.D9 
_pibey. -GLASON, 200: W.' Séth- st 

New York city 10019, co 5-1316. 

= “RAT. FINKS: REJOICE. - : 
| You: HAVE A NEW HOME : en 

“in” peope.:- 
jerance in- spades. - 

cult will, spread. 
GERRY BARKER, Toronto ‘Dally Star: 

JACKIEKANNON'S | 
RAT FINK ROOM |. 

‘Atop The Roundtable 
151. East 50th St., New York, N.Y. J 

‘Dit: : Harry Greben, ‘903 N. “Wabash AV. 
_DEarborn: 2-096, Chicago, Illinols, - | - 

and promising: 
comedian." 

a " lust Concluded. } ie 

TOWN. CASINO,. Buffalo 
“Ss (Jerry Vale Show) . 
‘hank. ‘You MR. “ALTMAN © 
for ‘a wonderful. week! . os 

a | _(Phora T-T247, New: York). 

i” “GAG. FILES - | oe 
"400. ‘Music-Musician- ‘gags $3;.- aa: 
:- libs-Comebacks $3; se Drunk ‘Jones $3; 4 -. 
-300 ‘Television gags '$ 
ing.-gags $3; 500 Coilaca-Teenaee type . 
gags $3; 200 Hollywood gags $2; 100 § -.. 
‘Psychiatrist gags $1; many: ‘others. 
[BARGAI Ni: ole ags $28.: 

GAY. ~* 
: 242. Ww. ‘Tind St., New York 23, N: Ye 

governor ... of. 
Nevada.” He. asked: if it ‘were true 

QUARTER wit. ae 

"Now in its.::157th. Issue, “containing. | 

‘Intros, : Impressioris and:.tm J -: 

Thoughfs of the: Day, Humoreus: Views . mo 

“The cult: of ‘Raf: Fink-ism ‘led ‘by high 7 ee 
. Priest. comedian JK -has gripped the fj -.— - 

Rat. Fink means: irrev- J... * 
; With the’ success 7. 
of this club it's almost: a certainty the : 

ope ‘ ’ 

. . . ee . 

Sener ane! a ert be clon ee eet RE BRON oe "Amusing, lively | 

__ = Boftale Courier : a 

300 -Car-Driv- | 

“: Currently cae 

Re ee ad ER an CE Ear en 

. . . . . 

eA yh as fate te 

SN ala ie Eee alee 
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” eee . 
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‘Mister Kelly's So Chi 
= Chieago, Oct. 7. 

Jackie Gayle, Jackie Cain & Roy 
, Kral, _Marty. Rubenstein Trio; 
oe $2.50 | ‘cover. 

“Mister. Kelly’: S. is J ackie ‘Gayle’ 3 
| ‘most important. booking as.a head- 
. liner to date, and there. was little 
- doubt: after. his opening night show 
that he’s of top billing stature. At. 

_ his best, Gayle delivers an -unbeat- 
able. blend: of. pungency, poignancy 
‘and comic ‘ferocity, and for his. 
‘preem night he was at his best for 
the entire 50 minutes of his turn. 
Actually, although he ‘closes the 

show, ; he is. co-billed’ with Jackie. 
‘Cain. &: Roy: Kral, a topnotch. jazz 

. duo.. While Gayle is just becoming 
‘known. here. (“My agent says I’m 

mm a luxury act—I. don’t. draw”), the 
'@ convention season ‘is:in full swing 
‘min’ Chi. and -prospects are for a 
: "Profitable three. frames, . 

» Gayle: has a wealth. of ‘material, 
is. a. lightning-fast improviser, and 
uses. as many good. gags for throw- 
aways aS many comics have in 
- ‘their repertoire. He's also a first rate 
_ comic actor, jas he demonstrates in 
his. opening routine in which he 
fee skillfully -Satirizes — all the stock. 
bright; ‘uptempo song. and dance 

-- Numbers that. acts: have. histori-. 
| cally. used for curtain-raisers. 

It’s been. done before as a satire, 
_. but» seldom. with the grinning; 
we bouncing - and wildly’ ‘gesturing 
-/ desperation - that. marks: the real 
> thing. Asa matter of fact, a goodly 
-: portion ‘of .-Gayle’s anecdotes are 
about: the. life and times of a cafe 
performer, and they are e hip, fresh,... 
e ‘Personal, and topical.” Mor. 



_ vast repertoire’ of ‘operatic: roles... : 
~.. At one time ‘she’ abandonea |: 
opera in -favor ‘of: concerts.: She 
“f-lt that Ameriean. opera was~ too. 

~ stilted, ‘and _ealled. for. a- return 
to corn in - thejr renditions. . 
‘goiter impaired. her ..career ‘tem- 

and she returned — to| 

ety 

_Weineday, December 7% 1963 

7 sitions were i based: on “tative: folk = — = CURRENT E BILLS | Lecuona, who’ was ‘taught to play 1 ww 

~ WEEK OF DECEMBER. 4. 

| the piano’ by. his sister, made~ his | en 
debut -as.an ivory prodigy at. the:-/[* 

| age: .of ‘five.. At. 5. he’ graduated. ; 
aoe |-from’ the ‘Nationa onservatory ‘aty’ 
‘yin. |. England, ‘where: his: best. Jokes fe. ‘were received: in -silencé. He: has- Havana: and received a gold medal.| AMELITA GALLI-CURCE - 

Amelita. Galli-Curci, 81,°a° so- ‘LOS ANGELES — _NEW Y YORK CITY 
~ MUSIC ‘HALL — Rockettes, 

g 4H] i ‘tfor his. Ppiano:.. ‘accomplishments: |. Corps. de]’ ey ae 3 
prano of the Metrop olit “Op on y‘retu d-in to. the US. where he 7 ‘Four’ years earlier, he.-wrote his’ Ballet, Raymond . Paige: Srmphony ‘Ore. BihOe® ane GROVE: Tex Benes ° “Ray! 

- golden age, She bh A Nee 26 an a appeares ; Sin Geen no Vik ‘first’ song.-and~ ‘played. in silent} “The Nativity.”. Ag iGReSCENDO Jerry. :Van. Dyke, Paris | 
Jolla, Calif. She ha en poor shows. including |-film ‘housés: His first adult ‘con:| -""° AUSTRALIA. My <: 

“DINO’$—Jack | “Elton, Judy. -Lawler, 
lage Follies,” “Music. Box Revue,” Steye. LaFever health for. about a: month. One of] . 

the great. coloratura Sopranos | fol-| “Artists and Models,”" a Series - of 

lowing her. debut ‘in 1916, she was. “Passing. © Shows”. ‘and | Crazy 
with’ the Chicago. and. later the “Quilt,” His own produtcion,” “All 

MELBOURNE (Tivoll.:Theatre) : — Van: 
Loewe, i kiog McManus, ° Jennifer Hurley, |" CE. ‘HOUSE_—Paut ‘Sykes,. 
Ted Jim, Bill ‘Will eo ar 
SYDNEY. ‘CTivoil)—Penny Nicholls, : ‘Bob: : Oe 

‘Andrews, The D’Angolys, The 2 Pirates, | “JERRY. LEWIS—Lionel ‘Ames.- _ 

certs were. at the age. of 19 when |} 
he. recorded: for Victor: He. ‘played | 
‘eight weeks. at’ the Capitol. Theatre, |’ 
‘N.Y.-.and worked .in- some of the 

Richatd « & 

_Metropolitan - Opera. 

: bestseller on the: Victor. label, re-. 
. portedly ‘sold: 
disks’ in. a few: months ‘following | 
release of . “The: Bell Song” from: 

She developed — her voice Suffi- 

“age -five. At 16 she received a gold | 

Royal. Conservatory. at .Milan, “and 
later was urged to. sing. bya friend 
of “the family, 

cana,” 

-as Gilda in. “Rigoletto”: for $60: a 

She - started to. dazzle” audiences 

‘fields. 
-@areer was his. accomplishments. on | 

He ~ was’ credited} 
with having brought. to the- peas. 
of its popularity the vogue of ‘per- |-.. 

the ‘accordion: 

Star in “his own..tight?:.-.. 
_ Baker ‘worked. at the. “Century. 

. Miss. Galli-Curci, 

$40,000 worth of 

“Lakme,” : and “Caro Nome” from. 
“Rigoletto.” | 

Miss - Galli-Curci received : the 
highest: fee for a. one-nighter in. 
her time for: an: appearance. at .the 
Hollywood. Bowl in 1925. Her fée 
was $15,000. °°: 

At 40° when.” : voices * of- ‘many! 
-eoloraturas change, she attempted 
‘to cultivate-a straight style of sing- 
ing. She felt at that time sopranos: 
should forego roles which demand.| 
vocal tricks and should develop’ a. 
straight. style. She retired -with the 
comment. that ‘when ‘she bélieved 

An Memory of Our Partner 

Jin. Fun,” closed. on the road. 

who was. a] : 
aS..a radio’ quizmaster..on ‘Take: it | 
or Leave it.” It was. the. forerunner 
of the huge: giveaways... “There: was, 

x Roeen 
fe (December 5.1960) 

“His ‘most successful venture. was 

another. show, . “Everybody. ‘Wins,” 
but it never had. the impact -of the. 

| original: ‘He had~.a, hit:. and -miss: 
‘career - after. that, and. in .-1951 
achieved success in anew direction: 
as.a natrator: with the N.Y.’ Phil- 
harmonic. which unfortunately - -was 

| not. ‘a. long running producetion.: ' 

Survived. by his wife; three sons, 
three daughters. and. ‘three: ‘sisters, 

<KARYN KUPCINET 
‘Karyn -Kupcinet,. 22, TF ceeais 
‘daughter .. of ‘Chicago : ‘Sun-Times: 
columnist ‘Irv Kupcinet,. was. found 
dead ‘Nov: ‘30 -“in -her ‘Hollywood 
apartment.’ She, had been. bound, af 

“and Dearest Friend: 

ciently, she would return: ‘but: ‘not 
| vealed that she had been’ strangled. 
)- Thus. far, . there ‘are’ no- clues’ ‘nor 
suspects. in the. case:. 

in coloratura roles. | ~~ 
' Amelita Galli was: born. in ‘Milan 
and: took: piano lessons starting: at 

medal. of excellence. - from’: the 

Pietro: ‘Mascagni, 
“Cavalleria: Rusti- composer of. 

Her ‘first. ‘professional. role. ‘was 

month over a. three-month season:: 

Soon afterwards, and= learned ..a 

Forarily, 
opera. But. the spark wasn’t: there. 
She: was. twice married. She. hy- t+ 

- phenated. her name when.she: mar-: 
ried-the Marquis Luigi Curci. They 
vere divorced ‘in 1920. °She* later } 
married. Homer Samuels whe’ died | 
in: 1956. 

PHIL, BAKER™ 
Phil Baker, 67, former stage: ‘film: . 

‘and. radio. comedian, died: after. a 
long illness.Dec..1 in. Copenhagen;.|: 
where he had: lived for. the past |: 
fow years with his Danish . wife, 

retired. some years: “ago - because of 
ill health, but couldn’t. keep. away 
from. showbusiness or: from Ameri- 

cans despite his residence in Den-. 
mark. He. would haunt: the hang- |: 
outs. of - - American -visitors’-to’ seek. 
news of the US. and especially, tn- 
show folk. . 

Baker was successful » in. «most! 

forming with. a stooge in the box: 
Among -thoSe. -who- ‘avorked - with 
Baker. in that ‘capacity’ were: Sid. 
SE: vers. and. Harry McNaughton. 
Raker, born ‘in. Philadelphia in} 

1°35, mastered: various instruments 
ai an early age. He started as. a: 
p2rcormer | in . amateur. nights “in 
Bosten: for which ‘he: got: ‘50¢ upon. 
winning. He later played : with { 
violinist Ed Janis. .. Subsequently, 
.a voung. vaudevillian, ‘Ben: -Bernie; |" 

aecomipanist, . They}: 
fe ved as Bernie & Bake. and ‘be-. 
cate a successful pairing. “Later;. 

m-sted an 

when! ‘they: broke - up, each. was a 

Rodf and for’ Florenz : Ziegfeld in 
" “Midnight. Follies,” : He also. Played} 

struggle, It was believed. that she 
had been dead since Thursday’ (28). | 

Al 

One. of the bases: of his | 
an ‘uncle... Y 

ve oe and Jock 

and” ‘police: “said: an. autopsy re- 

‘Miss ° Kupcinet, who ‘lived in 
Hollywood: for. ‘about: -two” years, 
was a graduate’ of: Wellesley - and 
studied .-at. the. ‘Actors’ ' -Studio,, 
NY. ‘She’ appeared® in: legit: as: well. 
‘as- several television: shows .includ-: 
ing the: Red Skelton Show, “U.S.+: 
Steel .: 
“Surfside: Six”... 
Berg and Donna: Reed: shows. - 

‘ Hour,” 

‘Actor.: Mark. Goddard “and- his 
wife “Marcia, a ‘daughter | of ‘pub- 

“{-licist' Henry... Rogers, ° ‘found | ‘the 
body ‘when. ‘they: came.- to call’ on 
her. .There’ were. some’ Signs of a 

Miss Kupcinet ‘had: been . Seeing 
actor :Andrew Prine .who ‘said they 
recently - Aiscussed: “whether: they 

‘Leona Cole. 

| The staf “officers “and 

Gruz.” 

\rencée Tibbett. : 

. “Hawaiian -. Eye,”” 
and ‘the’ Gertrude. 

“Music, lnc.” ‘express ‘sympathy ‘and: profound: sorrow: 

. early -broadcasts of : ‘the Jate S.. Ti. 
; Rothafel-- (Roxy): 

‘After a. trip - ‘to: Paris to study 
With. Maurice Ravel, Lecuona wrote 
“Malaguena”’ which. was performed: 
at. the Roxy, N.Y. :For . years the: 
‘sheet, music: sales of: that: ‘number: 
annually. averaged. 100, 000. copies in: 
the. U.S. ‘alone: 
‘He: also’ wrote ‘several. musiéals 

including . “Maria La O,”* “El Cafe-' 
tal,’” “Rosa La China” and. “Lola: 

‘He was musical. director, 
for. Metro’ s-“Under ‘Cuban Skies” 
with ‘the late Lupe Velez and. Law- 

phonies. “For -4 . while - he “toured 
‘with a popular’ outfit. called Lecu-: : 
ona: Cuban Boys... :. .: 
_An. enterprising” sress ‘agent, 

Ivan” Black, who... handled «both. 
| Lecuona and_ comedian. Zero Mos- |r 
‘tel, felt there was a-resemblance:||. 

:J) | between. the two..He sent out’ Mos- ||: 
1 tePs. photo’ and. ‘backed them : with || 

: There. were no on mae Thecuona’s name. - 
| complaints: .. . 
: Following - ‘the: rise® of. ‘Castro, | 
-Lecuana: ‘left his~native: Cuba. ‘to| ° 

-Bllive-in:the U-S., later -in:Spain and 
Be Finally in. he Canary Aslands. ; 

GINA, MALO™ 
‘F. : Gina Malo, 57, éstranged wife ‘of | 
ii actor Romney Brent, died: in’ ‘New 

| York Nov. 30 after a long iliness.. af 
_ ‘Born. Janet | Flynn, : :She ‘was. an- 
‘Albertina ‘Rasch: Ballet: girl ‘and|. 

| after. the. 1926 
Scandals” *: 

-at’the:: ' Chatelet; 

London ” Palace, Why ‘Not To-/: 

directors. ot. Broadeait 

‘over. the passing of Leona Cole,. widow’ ‘of. M. M, 

~-€ondolences.. Be 

should: see. Jess of each other: since 
his: divorce. : ‘from: ‘actress: ‘Sharon 

Miss Kupéinet said.shé was tired. 
Surviving, besides her: ‘father, is 

“ERNESTO: ‘LECUONA . 

poser who. ‘achieved: *-worldwide 

dalucia,” : both: of which were pop- 
ularized: with - lyrics, | 

with. being: responsible for: the im- 
portation - of : the’. rhumba “rhythm. 
‘from ‘his. native Cuba. to _the-.U:S.. 

“Lecuona, who” had-:more: thar 
:300 published compositions, ° also 
‘wrote’ - ““Siboney,” ae 
ferred to <as- the. Cuban” national 
‘anthem. Aniong.. his* other ‘tunes 

‘Fare. “Say. Si. Si,”:.“Always in -my- 
Heart” and | “Tangle: ‘Drums: - He | 
was billed asthe George. Gershwin | Korda’s 
of Cuba. ‘His: ‘more, . Serious ‘POMPO: 

_ Cole, founder. of | M, M.:Cole Corporation;. Chis, - 

“¢ago... Fo her bereaved ' son Charles, our: r heart-felt. 

night” for: € B. “Cochran,” 
and the Fiddle”. 
Toes,” ‘all’ overseas. She: appeared} 
‘in. films: with: Douglas. ‘Fairbanks |. 
Sr. “and: ‘Cyril: Ritchard. She re-. 
turned: to, the U.S. in-1939 to tour. 

Farrell : (was not - yet ‘final. ‘Police. 
also’ .questioned ‘writer. Edward. 
Rubin, - and: actors Robert. Hath-|}- 
away and. William ‘Mamehes, all:of: 
whom. declared: they.:had ‘come: in} jin 
‘for: ‘a chat. ‘Wedriesday.. (27). night 
‘and left about - 11:30: ‘p.m; ‘when 

fame’ with: “Malagiiena” . and. “An- 

‘his. ‘acting career was . 
‘by -his, first- name, ‘died of. a heart |: 
attack ‘Dec. 2--in Hollywood:. -He. 
“‘WaS'a discovery: of. director ‘Robert | Trio. 
‘Flaherty who: cast him in Sir-Alex-|' 

“Elephant .. Boy.” 
‘Sabu, was: a’.12-year’ old .son. of. a]. arden 
amahout inthe elephant stables of 7 
‘the: Maharajah - of Mysore: ‘at ‘the 
‘me -Flaherty.. was. casting the. ; 

- sometimes -- re-- 

. “ 

-and.- “On” Your 

“Merry “Wives. of: Windsor” Ww 
with . Jessie Royce : Landis. and 
Charles. Coburn. “In: recent : years 

‘| she has: beén?in semiretirement. be-. 
15'|-cause. of. ‘health. - no 

-Besidés ‘her-:: husband, from | 
-|:whom.. “she « “has. béen™ ‘separated | 
_;Many: ‘years, 

Exnesto. Lecitona,..68, Cuban ¢ com- 
her - mother, - 

: SABU 
Sabu ‘Dastagir, 39;; ho’ ‘during. 

‘ander Korda’ 'S- 

Rudyard. Kipling -story. 
-In- 1942; Sabu. - appeared ‘ 

_ “The ‘Jangle’ Book’. 

~ $Contjaued. 0 on ‘page: 63) 

| Pat_E 

He -‘organized:: the. 
_ Orquestra“ dela. Habana ‘and con- 
ducted concerts “with: ‘various sym-_ 

* ; Delia’ Reese, ‘Ray 

“George - ‘White |: 
‘went’ to: “Paris. cat: ‘the: 

| Moulin: Rouge: : 2 

Fluent. in ‘French, she. did. the. 
‘Head - -in. Robert : Trebor’ S$ -produc- |. 
tion. ‘of “Broadway” at the Theatres Bu 
‘de “Madeline, Paris, and - -ditto.in} 
-the: : “French... version «of 
“Moon”’.- 
“Henry: Sherek, Spotted her.: 

Ne few. 
-Where 

Milt Ore A 
HOTEL” ST. REGIS—Peter “‘Duchin: Ore, 

K ‘Walter 

| Says 

Scand als, | 

\Dryes, Marion’ Conrad,’ Jeanne Michelle. 

De .Maio, © 
‘| Anita Schee 

RAT: FINK ROOM—Jackie:® "Kanon, 

1, ‘Leo Fuld; Bob- Phillips 

+ Screams,” 
§ |-Dick Schall, Dana. Elcar, Barbara Harris. 

; Fisher “& Marks, Magid. Triplets, . ‘Ned - 

“Cat 

‘Cathoune, Jim Ray. James, Astronotes. 

_ Revue.” Mitsou.. Maurishka, . The 

‘ two} cla 
-daughters” and - -a_ sister. survive: J 
‘Services. this. Wed.) morning: at} 
Campbell’s, | New York, ‘at 102 a: m. y 

‘died: of -a}.... 
heart’ attack Noy. .29..in Santa Cruz: 
|dé. Tenerife, Canary Islands, where |: | 
-he“-was: recuperating: froma lung 
‘ailment: He. is generally - credited’ 

known ‘only 

“la Frank: ‘York Oro. 

‘The: Balcombes, .. Eddié Mendoza. - 
Whitley, Jeff’ Hudson, -.Harry . Currie, 
‘Keith Leggett, Jackie’ Griffiths, Maureen | 

| Wilson, ‘Wendy Faulkener. : 

Lo _ BRITAIN 
BRISTOL 

_parnas 

Forsyth, Matt. Munro; Adele Leigh, Fred- 
| die - Frinton, ‘The. Rastellis, Johnny. Hart, |- 

Derek< |: Chocolate & Co., Four "Starlets; 
Taverner: Singers, . Joan Davis Dancers. - 

‘VICTORIA : ‘PALACE — John Boulter, 
Tony Mercer & Dai Francis, Leslie Crow-. 
“ther,.Margo Henderson, George Chisholm 
Jazzers, ‘Schaller Brothers, TV. 

LONDON. (Palladium)—Arthur 
F r ank Ifeld; 

Parsons, Bob. Wallis: and Storeyville Jazz- 
men, ‘Rudy. Cardenas;: Walter Gore .Bal-. 
let’ Group, Ken-. Morris &. Joan Savage; 
The Ross Taylor | Dancers, Dorothy. -Dam- | 
‘pier; Leslie Noy 
MANCHESTER PAL ACE—Albert - Bur-: 

~ Cabaret Bis 

_ NEW. ‘YORK. city. - 
- AFRICAN’ ROOM: — Tad: Truesdale, 
“Ritchie Haven 3, Johnny.. Barracuda. © 
 BARBERRY- -ROOM—Conrad | ‘Monjoy.." 

‘BASIN - ST. 

BITTER. -END—Leon - Bibb, - 

. BON 
Three. Flames. ‘Low Alexander. . 
BLUE ANGEL—Dave_ Astor, 

Constant,” | Woods - 

‘Ore., ‘Elemar.. ‘Horvath, . 
Dick- Marta, Janos: Hozzsu.” -. 
CHATEAU: MADRID—Los ‘Chavales.: ‘de 

Yvonne | & 

‘Espana, Emilio.:Reyes: Orc.,. Carbia ‘Ore. |. 
COPACABANA Myron ‘Cohen, “Wayne’ 

Keolu Beamer, ‘Auletta Ore. . 
HOTEL -. 'AMERICANA—Paiachou | Les- 

ter. Lanin ‘Ore.: -* 7 
HOTEL | ‘ASTOR—Eddie : ‘Lane. Ore. 

: ‘French - to. replace Lili Damita in 
“Sons 0’ Guns” (with: the late Jack '|: 

. ‘Donahiie). and engaged. her: “with | 
-| tHe ‘proviso:she: adhere’ to the. name- 
of “Gina - Malo - and: speak © only: 
French. * Broadway « critics. hailed |" 
-her.“as more. French. than’ Mile. 
| Damita’’ and not- ‘until: ater, did 
she. disclose the hoax. .: -: 

: .. After ‘another New York ‘rémie 
‘with Ted Healy, ‘shé starred in 
“Victoria, and -Her Hussars’ at the |.” 

Ore., ‘Cobe 

HOTEL. PARK. “SHERATON —. _ irving 
Fi elds 3. 
‘HOTEL. ‘ PLAZA—Kaye ” Ballard, Emil 
Coleman’ ‘Ore;, Mark ‘Monte Orc.. Plaza-9° 
Room: Julius Monk; Carol Morley, Gerry.|. . 
Matthews; Rex Robbins, Lovelady Pewell,. 
‘Susan. Browning, fil-:| ‘Gordon Connell, 
liam_. ‘Roy; Robert. Colston 
‘HOTEL ROOSEVELT——Julius La Rosa, 

Nancy. Manning, | itero. Ore,. 
Jani. kozi. . . 

“HOTEL SAVOY-HILTON—Arturo Ar. 

» Myer Davis Orc: 
INTERNATIONAL =, ‘George. White's 

‘Mike. Durso:. Orc. 
‘LATIN QUARTER—Kim: ” Sisters; Ven-- 

Jo ‘Lombardo Orc., Sammy Bidner Orc. 
LIVING R® mt 

re. 
NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE— Hankinson: & 

Kettv. Lester, Norm .Geller (3. : 
“RED ONION—Banjokers. -. 
‘SAHBRA — “Land: of: atk & Honey” °. 

- SQUARE . vast ewhen’ ‘The: 
Bob Dishy, Severn. . Darden, 

SHE MOST—Joe Mooney, Carol Sloane. 
TOWN & COUNTRY—Enzo_ Stuarti;, 

Harvey's . Orc., Rod Rodriguez . Ore 
UPSTAIRS me: ‘DOWNSTAIRS——“"Twice q: 

Over: Nightly,” 
.tyre: Dixon, Paul: Dooley, Richaro: Li 

Jane. Alexander; MaciIn- 

tini; Mary: Louise “Wilson. 
VIENNESE. LANTERN—Vicky “Autier, 

.Bes-Arlene, Ernest. ‘Schoen 
Ser, VILLAGE = BARN—Ivy Roy 

VILLAGE : CATE oe Cs. 
ilson, .. Geor. 
VILLAGE "VANGUARD—Herbie : Mann 
Ore.” 

“CHICAGO: . 
BLUE. ANGEL— {International Calypxo 

sonians, Al D’lacey Orc. 
CONRAD | HILTON.—"Hats- otf!” Black: 

stone Jr., Helga Neff & Theo ‘Ernst, Bar-. 
y. Shaw, Sherry Stevens. Ernie McLean; 

Boulevar-Dears G).-. 
immy Palmer ‘Ore 
GRYSTAL PALACE: Bob - -Gibso 

‘Ore 
GATE or HORN—Michel - Choquette, 

Grecco, :‘& Ru ibenstein: ; 
Trio. John . Frigo 

PALMER - Ge Some Diller, ‘Ben Be 
Ore. 

PLAYBOY Jana “Lawrence, 

“Mathieu. a 

SHERATON - BEACKSTONE—Jan 
a 

. Eric 

‘kk STATLER - HOTEL—George - 
“ft TOWN -HOUSE—Red Nichols ' 

e : Perinies. 
“ HIPPODROME—Temperence. 

Seven;. Morris & Cowley, Frank Formby; | . 
Anna ‘Sharkey, Ossie. Noble, Ballet Mont- |: 

THE: “COVENTRY: THEATRE — : Bruce. m 

| Jackson, - 
Toppers, 

-| Baxter, - 
‘Susan’ -Maughan,_ Nicholas. Peterson-Baker, 

don, John Inman,” Sylvia Melville, - Helen ‘4, Bob 
‘| Cotterill. Betty. Romaine, ‘Robin Lloyd, |: 
re ‘Newbold, Kenneth Bendel, Billy |: 

a er. Ls a 

mF ‘Motels cf °63.". Sheb Wooley. .~ 
NEVADA—Carol | Jean Thompson, ‘Seri 7 

Jack: -Cathcart.-. 
EAST Shelley: Berman, tE 

‘Modern | 
-| Folk. Quartet, Roland Kirk: Quartet. : 

OiIR—Mae Barnes, Bobby: "King, berta 
Basil. 

| Eberle;: 

& Jones: Reyneaux; | - 

Tibor - ‘Rakossy, - 

‘Bonnet. 3. 

‘AMER! 

La. é 

Jerry. Newby, Pierre. Jacques;..Line (12), .: 

turos .Ore ‘Cob 
iAHOTEL STATLER HILTON — = “Coen | +e 
HOTEL. _WALDORE-ASTORIA. ~ "Janet,} .: 

‘Blair dots, Preacher. Rollo - Ore. 2. MM. 
-phony Oo 

Fields . Trio,. Zig. & -Vivan . Bak 

Stanley. ‘Myron . “Handelman, | AE. 

' Chero,:” 

arda’ Caribe.: 

Owl | 

ber- : 

‘Gene. .Sheldon,;. Don :Conn 

| Dorsey Orc..,. Mary. 
“ . Tony. Lovello. 

Boulevar-Dons - @),: ; 

PRADO MOTEL—"Hits. at Merona: | 

wn DRAKE. HOTEL--Bonnie Miirray, Jim- Se 
‘| my Blade Orc : 

EDGEWATER BEACH—Gretchen Wyier, : 
Edgewater Beach. Guys. ak Dolls, Don Davis 

MASTER. KELLY'S—Felecia Sanders, t 
Willard. Mart 

& Soledad: 

‘ Me-} 

.MELODY :-ROOM-—-Rita Moss. 

Hampton Hawes, Teddy.:Edwards. 
SLATE. BROS.—Kay Stevens. 

& 

-TROU! BADOR-—Oscar. Brown: “Ip. 

ers, - Jack. Smalley’ duo. . ees 

LAS. VEGAS © 
BOURBON STREET—Lyn- Keath. 
- CASTAWAYS—Barry - - Ashton’s . 
mates af ’64,’’. Pearl. Willams, Peter ‘An: 
thony, Don: Randi. 3.. 
DESERT 

‘Sonny: King;.- 

‘Mafalda. ‘3s 
Silver Springs... 

‘YE LITTLE. -CLUB—Cherry . Hill “Sing- 

“**Play- . 

INN-—Jimimy. . “Duirante, : Eddie - 
Kimchi. Sisters, -. 

‘| Donn :Arden Dancers, .Carlfon Hayes Ore. '- 
‘| Leunge: Ben Bhie, Johnpy .. Puleo, Les. | 

‘Violins .of Mexico -- 

PURPLE ONION—Jimmy | Witherspoon, -. v 

’ Liberace oe 
Five. -. 

-DUNES—Showroom. closed. for~ yemod- a 
eling. 
ary ‘Jon 
"FLAMINGO—Bobby- Darin, Pat: Cooper.’ 

| Russ. Black Orc. « 
-Cleopatra’s Nymphs of « Nile, Rene. Paulo: a 

“Lounge: ‘Fats. 

Sims. .... 
FREMONT—Joe King, Zanicls,, 4 Fables, - 

Emblems, Bill . Britton. 
’ GOLDEN. NUGGET—Rose’ ‘Maddox. - Dr 
plornats, ' Cut-Ups, -- 

“TL HACIENDA—“Les: ‘Poupees- de Paris.” L 
‘Grover. Shore “Trio, Johnny - ‘Olenn, Four 7 
Tones. Kay. Houston. 
MINT -—. Pat ‘Moreno’s | 

Lynn ne Fraser,. King of ‘Limbo.. 
“NEW FRONTIER-—‘Paree! Ooo La! ‘Lar os 

{Counge: Clara Ward ‘Singers, ink’ Spots; : 
4 Sunny -Spencer. © 

heunge: “Vive. Les. Girls!” © Janu: * |: oe 

Domino, -:.:: 

“Artists © & "| 

RIVIERA-—Dinah Shore, Rola & Rolan;.: 
“Ore: - - ; Lounge: 

Hampton, 
SAHARA-—Jarie | ‘Powell, « 

Maury Wills, Moro -Landis ° 
Orc... Lounge: Tex . Benecke, 

"Modernaires;. Paula Kelly, 
-Linn,: 

‘Hank, Russ Cantor.: . 
' SANDS—Diahann . Carroll, - 
man, Bill Carey; 

Ray 
Ro- 

Copa - Girls. | ; 

cubian Co.,. Red. Norvo; 
Strings, Ernie Stewart. 

Lionel . 
sg 

Dave . ‘Barry; ” 
‘Dancers; -Louis ° 

Freddie Bell, . Senators, Peter. 

Antonio " 
‘|-Morelli: Orc. Lounge: Jackie Heller,. Yae-..)-. 

Morry: ° ‘Kings . 

"SHOWBOAT__Pat ‘Collins; Johnny’ Paul... - 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry.-Sparky 

Kaye,.: Danny — Jacobs, - Eddie. Innes.: - 
| Newton,. Cally’ Dodd,. Rene Martell. Jo- “Lilie St. Cyr, - Viennas, | ‘Slipperettes, ‘Geo i 

seph Mele. Orc, Frank Marti Orc. Redman ° Orc, . Lounge: :.Funtastics, _Bev-: ~ 
“CRYSTAL” ROOM—Larry. Storch, day erly’ , Marshal, Skeets ‘Minton, Johnny La. 

1 aR MBERS—Harold Quinn. 1, Ore. _ ‘onmARoust te (Lido ‘ae paris = Eadie. 

—. eal: Orc: Lounge: Novelites, Bernard 
GRINZING —: Kalman | Bany ak. ‘Henry, Bros». Nalani 'Kele, Esquivel, .Andriat 
HAWAIIAN’ ROOM | -—— Des. “Marques. ‘Bro | 

Jack Soo, Arlene Fontana, Juanita Hall,” 
Nat. Brandwynn. - Ore. - Lourige 
Washington, ‘Suzie | 
Moore: 4s. 

“TROPICANA —Falies: Bergere. *63.°- 
Sinatra ‘Orc. ° . Lounge: 
Henny." ‘Yourisman. Al 

Ray. 

‘DeP. Paulis.- Ae 

-MIAML-MIAMI ‘BEACH 
-AMERICANA = Jack : Xoung-George Tet. 

. Fee,” -° 
| Stanton. & Peddie,. Phil” ‘Richards, Wilton .:. 

“Artists. ‘& -- Mod 

» Icettes.(8),’ Dick Paul Ore, , 
‘CARILLON—Louw ‘Walters’ - “Goh : La. 

.Shearen - Elebash, -Eddie :Garson, 

Jacques Donnet-Ore. Bill Jordan &-. Lee 
my Morris, McCormick’s 3. | 

CASABLANCA—Buck Buckley, 
& Flora. ‘Bob Regent Orc. 

- CASTAW AYS—Ring-A-Ding. Six,’ Peri-: 
‘Bo 

re.. 
DEAUVILLE—Chico &.. “Cubans; 

er. - 

i Chester. 

‘EDEN. ROC—Jobnny’. Bachemin | & . Co. - 
Escobar’ Orc.,: Sonny - Kendis “Orc. ° 

Monroe ‘Kasse. Ore 

Malkin Ore.; : Nennett 
-| Dancers: 

Dinah | 
Nité - ‘Owls, ¥rank « 

Ken. Coimans Christine. ‘Chat- ; 

‘Sym- a 

Bobby.” 

||igere 4 Stan Havana Johhny. i Abe jie 
ae 

: OOM-—Alan Dale, Renee Tay- Mi. re > Stan Hayman o ny. Music 

flor; Irene Reid. Bob Ferro O 

-Mario. ey 

THUNDERBIRD—“Flower | Drum. Sone.” ane 

Jerry. -Colonna, ._. 
Due". Tet, 

‘FONTAINEBLEAU_-Len Dawson -. ‘Ore, :.° 
Del ‘Prado’: Orc... - Frank ..Natale- : 

Orc., Ziggy Lane, -Tony & Lucille, ‘Leon- © 7 
Quintet, Je, Chanteurs. 

MURRAY... FRAN Ns 
Franklin, Kay een ah Tommy, Eddie. 
Bernard, Dick: Havilland. 

GOLDEN—Paris. Playmates, - Dick - ‘Wes-. 
ton, Christine | and: .: Piroska; 

Carleton. Ore... - 
HAROLD‘S—Vivienne: ° ae 

re. - 
JHARRAH'S - (Reno)—Jack - “Ross, 

Jacques. |. 
Kayal' Ann Howard," Golden: Girls, . Soho .. 

della  Chigsa, 7 

‘Vie- .- 
torians, Tunesters, Hi-Lads; Red. Coty. -. 

| -HARRAH'S.. (Tahoe) — . George: Jessel : 
‘Variety. Show, Moro-Landis.. Dancers;. 

‘Orc,. tounge: . Tommy: Leighton . Noble:. 
Kaye. Trio,’ Marksmen, 

-Murray.::.- 

Ber" oe -.THUNDERBSIRD—Richie. Bros... . 
Vaughn. 4, ‘Jimmy -Holmes, Phyllis Brancti. a 

- RENO-TAHOE 

‘HOLIDAY—Collins Kids, ‘George ‘Young ~ woe 
Revue, - Giovannis, ‘Charl les: ‘Gould's Satin’ am 
Strings, 
MAPES. — Johnny. Desmond;. “Marilyn 

Eaves Kingsmen,” Enchanted _ 

NEVADA. LODGE - 
Comedaires, Joe Sante Quintet. - 
“NEW -CHINA . CLUB—Skip . ‘O'Connell. - 
“RIVERSIDE—Tony ‘Pastor Orc... 

Show, Frankie. Brent Revue, Don Lane oot 
and’ Madness, Ine., Enola. : 
SPARKS ‘NUGGET_—Frankie ‘Laine; Roy 

Foster: Edw. 

‘and Gallions,’ -Frankie 

“SAN. ‘JUAN. 
a 

Guillot,' ‘The PEARIBE. NRTON- Gigs , Gull 
lis, - Miguelit o Miranda Gren) 

Anita _& |to Torres Ore., Lopez. ‘Vidal - S.. ; 
ie, Bobby - Sargeant, Jackie. Gayle. Lolita. areas, ‘Paul: Dillinger. - 

Jack Bauer & Donna." Pee rn 3 oe SAN SJUAN—Ada. Cavallo, Pepe. 
1° SECOND CITY—“13 : Minotaurs,”: Ann | Miller, © Damiron - &:. Chapuseaux on 

\ Elder, Saily Hart, Avery Schreiber, John. ‘Lounge: Julio. ‘Gutierrez 5, .Russ Marlo. 5. woe 
n| Brent: Jack Burns,. Del Close, -Omar. ‘OCHO PU ERTAS—Mart-. Pacheco, ‘Luis- , 

Shapli,: David Steinberg,. Gene. Kadish, Bill. . : 

"CONDADO BEACH Tito to Gulzar, epi: me 

Strings, ‘Joe wv te 

(Tahioe)— Att | Kaye. . . : 

and‘: wt - 

‘Castle, ‘George Arnold Singers’ and’ Danc- a . 
ere, ards -Ore.: pe 
‘WAGON. WHEEL. (Tahoe)—Pat Collins... ot 

Ginny Show. uires, Mod raists,. Ted i ané ow, Esq ea e ed.- 
Fio Rito ‘Ore , ad 

paso NOS sererey Gibbs Quartet, aan ; TN ee, 

aa5 nce o, Larry Novak Trio. | seriGaANA—Thé- Treniets, Soe: var: ep ot 

SHERATON—Vi: ‘Velasco, Los’ Hispanas;: a 
Margie: ‘Ravel & Hector de. ‘San. yuany . 
‘Bobby. Capo Ore.s Hector. Narvaes. hal 
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os Ke Emil. Coleman” Orch, “Matk 
ce Monte: Continentals; 

* tests of -performance. and drawing |: 
. values of.those not normally on.-its 

talent. rosters’-has” already: Paid off. 
-Kaye -’ 

“Metel Plaza, N: ¥. = 
. Kaye Ballard (with Arthur Sie-. 

$334 cover. 

‘The. Plaza’ s. “policy: of: “off-season. 

Ballard, .-.who.- “has. --beén. 
around the -intimeries™ and: legiters 

fora: Jong ‘apprenticeship, . is now: 
= entertaining: during’ the. regular | « 

.. Season: She tested. during the ‘sum-] 
va, mer, Tun and. apparently was given | 

‘the .Plaza’s . -séal. of. good” ‘Souse- ot 
‘ keeping. ee 

. Miss" Ballard, has’ ‘come’ in. ‘with: a}. 
‘lot ‘of new writing and songs from-|: - 
_ hew ‘shows...She starts. ‘wanily. with | 
a ‘striptease - 
= Pieces: . 

Of | numerous ~ “fur 

-What’s:. left : 

-- items: are,. “of: course,. ‘the comedy |‘ 

_- bits- which: roam. a ‘wide. range... 
.. *’ She has: a number .on- diets. and | 
—e:} tune’ “Don’t. Call Me Sophie: J. 
<-There’s : also. a’ burlesque . of ‘a: 
“Monopoly: game-and other assorted 
:- items ‘whieh reap: a. ‘steady: ‘flow of 
.laughis. : Miss ‘ Ballard’-takes* little ! 

for® granted. “She. “virtually, takes 
the. audience by- ‘hand -into the 

."” these..yocks to ‘the fullest: :There’s. 
a certain: economy. of. ‘style - in. her 

oe delivery. : inasmuch: .as “she. makes 
.:. -the-most-‘of each. situation. * 

Q ” - batch of: “straight” tunes Which,. 
“ ‘while’ --excellently delivered » with: 

laughlines- and ‘lets - them: “explore 

Miss: Ballard has: also. taken. on. a 

high. regard: to’ all elements,. some- | 
. “" times. give ‘the impression. of ‘not: 
having” ‘sufficient - new. comedy: ‘to 

7..--‘take ‘her’ through | -the . stint. “But 
'*. actually, 
Spaces and. ‘provide. the headliner: 

they provide : breathing |. 

ae -chani¢e’ to’ ‘show. other ‘facets * of 
herself.: Indicative is Her. rendition’ 

"nected with 
;...Much-of her material. is by’ Fred 

Cede Ebb, -writing:, With ° an. assortment |: 
os OF ‘partners.. Johnny - ‘Richards « & 
1... Sy. Oliver. have-.worked.. diligently. 
“on her- arrangements and -Arthur 

oo Siegel -does excellently - ‘for: her <at; 
.- the- piano: . Of. course, “ the.- Emil. 

-~ Goleman. band does right: well for: 
-*s her too. and :also.in. the dance de: |. 

-": + 'partment..:The “Mark Monte Con- | 
‘+, | tinentals: dispense a pleasing. kind |. 

... Of. dance. Thythms | to. spell the Colé-' 
- “man. crew.” 

Of -@. pair. of “new, Noel’ Coward-| 
'_ :-tunes from. “Phe Girk: Who Came. 

. to Supper.’ Pe 
There -are a! Tot: Of. oredits ein-| 

‘Miss . ‘Ballard’s.: act. 

wat Jose: 

Nugget, Sparks 
Sparks,.-Nev. Nov. 29. 

Frankie: ‘Laine, Roy- ‘Castle, 
ee ‘George Arnold: Singers. & Dancers |. 

_ 218), Foster: Edwards :Orch* (10); : 
* ie minimum, second Show..." 

in ‘this reprise “at: J ohn Asciiaga’ s 
Nugget, .Frankie ‘Laine portends | - 
to. attract the same impressive: biz’: 

. he commanded : on-his initial outing 
.... in this’ swank. 650-seater,. i.¢.,, SRO” 
“* for ‘both shows ‘nightly.,’and three’ 
‘..0n Saturday: And ‘-uiidoubtedly;: 
“word ‘of: mouth should: lure ° ‘many. 

_Wednesay December. 4, 1963" 

"| Berthia, the. Nugget’s: - performing [° 

‘pachyderm {featured :in the: open-.|” 
ing: production),.: : walked: on -stage.|. 
blowing:a horn: ‘of-her own. Despite. 
his’: “strong appeal, Castle’ could |. 
‘wisely’ edit, his-.30. minutes to ‘a 
more~ ‘compact ‘presentation: swith’ 

‘néwcomer,. Savvy: to. his-.audience,. 
‘and a hard. worker. In addition. to. 
-his * comedy awareness, ‘Castle also’: 

‘bit of: acro thrown: in ‘for. added | 
“measure. ae ii 

“Toor: Millionaire; 
London - aoe 

eo “London, ‘Nov. 26. 
“Stephen: ‘Kennedy preseniation 

of. “Fletchers: a. la: - Carte,’’ with | 

‘no.loss’ of’ values.. He’s* a ‘sharp. she’s. more than just’ a glamor. gal. 
Her -abilities.and-impaet may. -not: 
tbe. -ovérwhelming, :but. what. there} 
jare:. she Manages | to. get every. : 

shows ‘skill. as-'a tap dancer. with’ a‘! -ourice’, out: of. . ) 

“Menzies, Melbourne © 
ne ‘Melbourne; Nov. 26... 

Diana: Dors,: Johnny. Lockwood; 
$5. 62. ‘admission: ; 

* In a. sinooth act. lasting: exactly 
30- “minutes Diana -‘ Dors proves 

In all: she does 's seven: numbers; 
kicking: off. with: “It. ‘Ain’t:: Neces- 
lsarily So,” and. including ““atmost | 

1p Like: Being -in- Love’ 
a Happy Face, ” She. ‘scores: with 

| “Wouldn't “It 'Be” Loverly,”” then. 
contribs “passable ‘takeoffs . of: the: 
same ‘number’ being done. by Ear- 

, and “Put .On 

=. ‘is’. a‘ black. 
ad <. beaded: gown ‘by’ Sussman.: which 

\---, Shows -her off: nicély,. ‘Her: :major’|. 

‘the ‘precincts of: the City, the Poor} | Tine of -chattér—much: of it ineon- 
Millionaire: has- changed its ‘starting. : ‘sequential, ‘but nevertheless ‘pleas- |- 

‘Cyril Fletcher, | Betty . Astall; Jill tha Kitt, Mae: West, ‘Marlene: Die- 
Fletcher - and. Peter: “Hudson;. » $6, ‘trich. ‘and Lena Horne, : 
minimum: Pa ee 

pe oh -about | Miss ..Dors. as .she” inter- 
“In its: ‘bid: to lure” West ‘Eniders. £0', ‘Sperses’ most. songs with a friendly. 

‘There isa relaxed: and easy air} 

graceful ” 

set ee veel a _ _ rh 

‘times, - 
that: an early. dinner, - ‘starting. att 
6:30; ‘was. hardly. a practical: propo- i. 

1 ‘sition. 

i with. the ‘first show. -EWo. hours.; 
later. But it is. ‘obviously going: to 
require more ‘than a revised time- 

yous: into .a. hit. : 
“After: having launched ‘the night- 

spot with. a’ satirical- revue, the. 
| management. switched. policy. for. ‘a: 
i two-week. run of. ‘a “modest: little | 
show. : starring | ‘Crril ‘Fletcher, “his } 
‘wife. Betty-. ‘Astell; ’ daughter. LT, 

is a: lightweight, 
Jong . presentation... swith’ little ap}: 
peal to. late-night sophisticates.. 
Y Cyril, Fletcher. is “a: popular: en-. 

{ 
Now: ‘the. service. ‘starts: at 7 30.1 

table ‘to: turn. ‘this offbeat: rendez: | . tine ‘at the. Savoy Plaza‘ here, fol-'|'- 

“Fletcher, ‘and - ‘Peter. Hudson. This |: 
-intiocuous our-||. 

‘having ° -abviously. realized |. ing. The entire: presentation. of’ 
hér : act” ‘tefiects Polish and ‘hard | 
work. : 

i likable -English comic . whose" ma- 
terial dbesn’t: -appear-. too strong: - 

. Miss. Dors: is also: doing her rou-. 

| lowing. ‘an early show: at Menzies. 
| Both. belong, to: the. Federal. Hotel. 
zi chains : . * Stan, . 

“-Shenty* ‘Ss: Manne’ ‘Hele, 
_ .. Me Le As a 

gp Les Angeles, | Nov: 29... 
Stan Getz: Quartet; 

H one: drinke. minimum, 

- ‘Backing ‘Miss Dors: ist a :"20-min- 
; ute ‘stint. by: Johnny Loekwood,. “al 

$2. cover, 

‘tertainer: -best_ known: for’ his. ‘off- | twas. thé night of. ‘Thanksgiving 

the. uninterrupted | 50° ‘minutes - of 
a ‘bullying waiter, ‘and : ‘another. ‘as. unadulterated . jazz. that. the Stan 

an: anxious’ -parent-to-be. waiting’ . ‘Getz Quartet-served. up.. 
outside a maternity ward.’ ' Bassist: Tommy: “Williams, 

Pipes, and: is. also’ a. promising. fm- ‘ing: here), : is: the ‘only regular in 

‘of .Harry: Worth. and “Bruce - ‘For, ing - to . Getz, : 
sythe, among ‘others. : --{ drums | >and’ Lou: Levy. on” -88. 

a. not-very impressive, magico: -TOu- 

tine; “The show’: adequately: 

beat odes—a stvle of versifying all. and all through the set. not: a- word | 
his -own.. But. he: hardly .“exploits’;.was ‘spoken, . not..even . an” intro. 
-this: talent. ‘arid ‘relies. too. heavily |-But.. the. :jammed, “opening - night. 
‘on-more: conventional. material. He. fk ‘house got’ message: enough -from'} 

~thasone reasonably funny séene :as: 

who pe 
Miss Astell | has’ a. “pleasant; ‘yoice: “travels - :with’. Getz: (they . gigged -at: 

but only” one. acceptable number. New:. York’s-. Lincoln ‘Center.‘with |. 
Hudson has °a- powerful set of | Count. Basie the night. before: open-: 

pressionist. with. first ‘rate takeoffs'!-group: and. .supplies superb’ back-’ 
‘Nick. ‘Martinis .. ‘on. 

Jill Fletcher's. major. solo. pit is i Though- the” latter. two. are local.| - 
boys, it. was.-a_ reunion: of. sorts: as.’ . 
foursome: worked. together.. recent-|. 

} J eonds 

backed ‘by. a- combo, a 
There was a. Sparse: audience for.+ 

‘the: -first Show ‘opening night, and it 
is questionable ‘whether the. quartet | 
ean hope to. draw, more. “substantial j 

| Myre, 

’ Savarin, ‘Toronto: 
. Toronto; Nov. "96. 

Buddy: ‘Greco: Taylor.~ Twins, 
Paul Grosney Orch. Ds $294" 
‘cover: caer 

‘Buday - “Grééo. “Whose . last’ ‘visit 

-ago- saw. him fieading a “trio; -has | 
sirice : bécome._.a ‘standup - single of | 
‘gentlemanly - -insouciante: -' More-- 

oe dy in- Frisco’ s Jazz. Workstiop. \ 

Getz is at’ “once | : mellow - and{. 

to. the. Towne;- ‘Toronto, three. years: ‘| 

powerful - throughout... But. espe- 
cially during “‘Blase’”” his tenor sax | 

i fully, ‘with meaning. 

.j ing ‘the “Blase” melody®.then leav- 

runs: ‘heard in: ‘a. long’ time; : Tempo 
: ranges’ slow. toe fast. to slow, with]. 
i. 

|.transitions’ achieved: ‘unobtrusively, 
| thanks. ‘to: the: masterful: stickwork. 

Levy: follows” With: “Light-touck | 
 brillianeée. ‘On a: ‘long. ‘solo; reiterat- 

‘ing it in-deférence to some of the 
freshest - ‘chording-. :and— rapid-fire 

“NIGHT: cs REVIEWS: ; “sl 
‘gome new 7 stories ‘that. measure up, } 

Land his windup: with the inevitable |. 
| “Honeysuckle. Rose” ives: him a 
_| Strong: exit; - - 

number ‘across. charmingly: » 

belting. - 

art. His ‘tapstering. is ‘nonetheless. 
‘modern _.and. suitable for: current 
entertainment “needs. He. gets ‘in 

atks flawlessly. _ dese 

Queen Blizabem, Monet | 
“Montreal: Nov. 28... 

‘Bill Tabbert,. D'Honati Sisters: 
; (3), Nick Ma7ztin. Orch (121, Salle. 

530° cover, $3 . 
$ a 788 process, She does. a comparatively. 

Bonaventure. ‘Trio; 
Sat;. : 0 Sunday. show. 

| Broadway shows (“South Pacific”, 

Singer goes over ‘nicely, but: re- 
Suits could ‘be better with a. loosén-. 
ing up, and ¢asing: of the stagey- 
‘almost-contrived: delivery obvious- | 
ly: ‘acquired: during’ his. Tegit days { 
when... theatre’ Projection | involved} 

oe: different style.. — i 
The onau-gals in: the opening: 

‘Spot. are ‘attractively. ‘gowned,. .and |. feneration. There are a lot. of de-. 
‘mix-.up-.some - slick: ‘modern. and. 
interpretative dancing, witha Span- | 
‘ish number for a nice bowoff..- 

. Nick: Martin’ s:Orch handles . the 
‘show in his -usual efficient: manner. f[ ' 

Opening. Dee. & _ Denise. Darcel. 
_ : Laza. . 

~ Palmer ‘House. Chi. 
‘Chicago,: Nov. 29. 

* Her arrangements permit her. to. 
‘T-build wp..to’ a’.climax. One ‘of. her: 
charming - tunes: ‘is: “Violetera” in. 
“which... she distributes. ‘posies “to | 
ringsiders,. She’ also.has:a tuneful. 
‘ItaHan medley.*: Toward the: end | 
she. leaves: them ‘applauding with | 
the likes’ of. “After. You've. Gone.” : 
Opener is Bunny. ‘Briggs, one: 

of: the top ‘exponents. of-a fading 

a. lot -of taps. ‘with .an -€ffortless and |: 
“style ‘coupled . with . ar 

sense ‘of. humor. He: scores ‘nicely... 
‘The. ‘Johnny’. ‘Morris’ Orch shaw-- 

UBhis is. an oKay. layout ‘with pin| 
‘Tabbert’ S pipes and tlie long-legged | 

_ | trioof D’Honau .terpers—all good- 
— looking. femmes—getting ‘good re- 

_| turns: for. some satistying. entertain: |: 
ment... , 

a -“Tabbert’s- youthful looks: ‘and. -at: | 
| tention-getting: ‘gold . dinner: jacket 
|set the. tone. for a turn which: per- | 
mits | a generous showing of ‘his 
voice, *and.: reprise -of: some-. -of “his | 

“Fanny” ). to good advantage... -** 

- Phyllis Diller, Elkins Sisters, 
Ben: ‘Arden: Orch}, $3-$3. 50. cover. : 

‘runs: -descend © ‘from — high-pitched |.’ 
| Sng Sone improvisations: to-sudden | ; 

depths; meandering in-the low reg-.| 
ister, yet ‘making: the: switch: grace- | 

On. ‘the. basis : of “recent: ‘future | 
booking -announcements:: by the | 
mew" Chez: Paree: and the Empire. 
Room, ‘it now. appears ‘that the. lat-. 

| ter: will. ‘continue .as the ‘room for | 
established ‘top. name acts. “The 
Chez ‘Paree. will | ‘be. working. with 
a: more. modest. talent budget. “and | 
‘will: angle for: less: eostly familiar | 
acts - and . some | ‘of. the ‘hotter new; 
‘talent.. . 
“Without — a Took: at. “the. ace} 

countants”, ‘books; it’s fair to” esti-. ae 
“mate. that: ‘the’ Empire ‘Room: “has.| | 

: Hef. 

_. Americana, N: Yy. 

“Patachou, since. her last appear- 
ance.in New York, -has changed 
her place d’emploi, but not her 
‘mode. -She’s had a metamorphosis. 

waisted. and fairly lighthearted 
‘chanteuse de France. who sang her 
Gallic. tunes no matter what. ‘She 
is ‘now a more sophisti¢ated: and 
mature operator in more formal 
gown. She still retains that. Gallic. 
flavor, but. in more’ than ‘the: nor-_ 
‘mal. Varieties, | ‘She has. but one 
theme and numerous and flavorful 

+ variations thereof. She. sings _. of 
sex—dramatie sex: lighthearted. 

4 sex and all the. shades in: between. 
But yet, ‘it’s rot a johinny-one-note. 
recital. | 

‘Patachou makes it all- sound in- 
‘triguing and vivid, almost like a 
participant, but. yet: with sufficient 
: ‘stachment to recite its. more col- 
arful and: ‘exciting aspects. without. 
‘becoming ‘too involved. Patachou. 
keeps ‘her wits about her— just. 
enough to communicate. the ex- 
citement’ and the glamour: She 
rarely. loses her firm control: and 
her mission of recital during this. 

brief ‘turn, less than. 40° minutes, 
but. yet Jong enough to: tell: what. 
‘has tobe: said on the subject, and 

\ still. short. enough to. wonder 
where the time went: 

- There is” but one -departure: 
from. the succession of French | 
songs with interpolations en An- 
flais,.She“has: a takeoff..on “My 
“Fair Lady,” which is still.to ‘be. 
‘translated. into French. Her Eliza. 
Doolittle ‘(Elise Faitpeu) is not a 
‘flowervendor but. still one who. 
‘works. dans-la rue. And Prof. Hig. -. 
‘gins-is not a savant in phonetics, 
but -an overator of a—let’s ‘say 
a schoo]. She carries. off this inter-" : 
pretation. mischievously and enter- 
tainingly, and in her milieu it’s a 
‘eharming rib of what is. probably 
‘the’ greatest’ musical hit of this 

‘liberate . ‘misconstructions. on the: 
-action of this musical. Nobody mis-" 

1. construes.. her aims, but..alI seem’ 
‘to be- ‘delighted with. her inter- 
; pretation. . 

She makes the: ‘trek. from the ~ 
| St. Regis to. the Americana’s Royal. 
Box: seem.: ‘like: ‘a s'ort distance, 

| but. yet it might have ‘been a sleep- 
-|er jump: ‘without her.sense of. uni- 

: versality. Patachou takes’ this trip 
with grace and ‘charm. Sbe should 
make ‘her engagement one of the 
bright spots of the hotel's ‘season, 
despite the fact that it's the time 
of year. when one debates ‘whether 
to. put’ that. extra. buck to other - 
uses:- : 

. The ‘Lester: ‘Lanin ‘Orch show:' 
‘backs. flavorfully .and Jo Basile, 
her special recording accordion- 
‘ist, provides the right Gallic touch - 
to. her endeavors, . -The Al Conte 
Trio. As equally OK as: dance. Te 

Jose.. 
Y 

‘Raaye’ , KC. 
‘over,.-he’ is’ jamming: ‘em into ‘the. | ear. |o- ___- Kansas City, Nov. 29. 

.toaudit Roy Castle, who marks this Savarin’s .400-capacity-.. room. -for ; of Martinis. ns | gniovet a ulehly Successful earl F rank D’ Rone, Peggy Lord, F red: 
date .as_his ‘first nitery: appearance | ‘his. twice-nightly ‘performances... Other numbers oy a Desifinado,” . a 1 idation: Muro Continentals . (6)>. ‘# ‘cover, 
‘in: the U:S; He’s familiar,’ however, | ° “On -the: strength ‘of, five: hit, eal “B-bop?” ”.:- SGodehild,”.. and. .O# |; with reluctance: and | trepidation: 7 

- Patachou, with Jo Basile; Lester. 
Lanin Orch, .Al. Conte Trio; '$3- 

. -couvert. 7 . 
Miss Stevens ig an: accomplished |: , 

singer who ‘has a seemingly: con- 
‘tradictory ‘knack’. of punching a'} 

‘Her | 
style . ‘appears. to. be one of ‘subtle‘| 

She is no longer the severe shirt-. - 

ituried ‘out: to be ‘smash, -and ‘the. |. 
> iregular lineup - of: fopliners. con- 
sistently- ‘Tived“up to. expectations. 

. 92 

with American .audiences:. from his: ords in rapid . succession, ~ Greco | i Thee*I Sing round: out. a " Bower- ‘Holiday ‘season “has “jumbled 
bookings for the next few. changes, r) +, , Many-“television guestints: on: the disbanded. his .trio--and- is ‘now. a! packed, ‘well -balanced ‘set. 

Garry. ‘Moore. tyr oe: 
‘ ‘Laine,. in- his: 40 minutes’ at: the: 

mike, essays. 15- titles, most. of them: 
a “identifiable . with -his name,: And, 
<° from. ‘the. heavy tabler reaction,’ ‘his’ 
a choice: is - ‘unerring—exactly ‘what 
.. ‘his :fans- éxpect.. to “hear,- In --top 

:- '-form and” obviously’ eager to: please, 
- ya. he offers such as “Shine,” “Moon- 

. sJight . Gambler, ar: e powerful ‘inter- 
i pretation: of “Granada, »..“Shrinip 
-‘Boats;” . 
a dramatie “TJ Believe’”)  - 

“In keeping “with: his prior. ‘polley. 
here, Laine . autographs. his albums. 
at the. theatre-restaurant: entrance 
“after each show: 

.: gagement. he’s’ donating. alf. profits, 

and his. - emotional and 

But. for this ‘en-. 

’ to Mrs..J.D. Tippit, widow of. the:| 
Dallas. policeman mirdered by Lee} 
Oswald- following the President's 
assassination, Laine’ normally: do- 

nates. the. ‘profits: ‘of “stich - ‘record 
wD ‘Sales. to the Runyon: Cancer Fund: 

: Albeit this is: his first U: S. nitery. 
a ‘exposure, ‘Roy Castle Shows: he’ has|| 

(. +, ithe--stuff from: ' which’ “headline |’. 
a0 +", @omies‘are: made.:There’s all iridica- |. 

' “.:_. tion, . -and.- strong potential;: he'll: 
make star. status in short order. ‘His 

“>, aet is enhanced by” his boyish (but 
‘ iandsome): ‘countenance, his: fresh. 
- -material;.: his.. varied “instrumental | 

cy Jabilities, ‘his. professional ‘assurance: 
“.. and spontaneity. — - 

“Big climax to “Bee” is his ques 
i _c+. tioned. ability to hit the: final high’ 

Note... On. show: caught ‘the ténse. 
moment Was shattered. _When!, 

[Swinging - single,” 
mercial jazz. swinging - to his “‘more:: 
| professional . Standards, 
‘he still plays. piano. ‘His arrange- 
ments: ‘are by “his. accompanist, 
‘Dick Palombi: -Greco™: has. also 
‘snare drummer. Bobby... ‘Bennett. 

‘ Greco, ‘who: was on” 40. ‘minutes : 
“~wheii. caught, opens -sedately with} 
“‘Most- Beautiful'Girl in: the World” |: 
and - ‘segues . into. - -balladeering of 
“Tet: ‘Th re" Be. Love,’ For change. 

_ 4 of..pace,|he does 4’ “slow. tempo: of 5; 
“Y.- Wish You. Luck’ ‘and. interpo-; 
Jatés “Fly. Me to the” Moon”-.as. 
an. instrumental at.the:baby grand.. 
‘AS.a: ‘Standup. Singer, -he follows 

“With -a. “rollicking “Chicago”: and | 
‘a comedy. treatment ‘of “You ‘with | 
SLC E 

“Tet. Me Love You” .: 
‘+ songs he’ has introduced. ‘Lad: has. 
an exuberant « personality and: a. 
baritone: voice. that. sells.. 

complete: :wit:h - strawhats 
“canes: Act's 10-minute, ‘turn easily t 

‘. €| puts: “the. customers into. a: /B00d ‘which he’s” been. ‘associated - for -| mood: * 
“Paul Grosney’ ‘Orch gives: ‘expert 

‘packing ‘to.-all acts, besides play: Be 
ng for’ the dance, ‘seshes,. - 

- _MeStaye 

switching ©. come *.: 

although: fe 

Boulevard. Rego Park 
“Terry Stevens, | 

and: -other.| 

7 iggs: 
Tayior. Twins, two. spéedy fiales. : Sancer’: ‘Bunny. Briggs. | 

-open: the: bill: “with. their: concerted. 
dance effects..'Théy~ display. plenty |: 
of": eccentric. work. ‘and. zany «leg-" 
twisting; ‘plus..a soft: shoe: number 

and. playing lets.:the’ yarns : ‘speak for. 
| themselves, ‘He still gets. the ‘great-.| 

‘Quartet closes ‘here. Dee. 8B “then |: 
heads. for Seattle. sha” _Joexs . 

|} Jackie ~Miles, ' 
of Bunn y..- Briggs,’ 

“Orch; $6 minimum: - 

“The nabe N Yo Spots with’ ene 
| quét: ‘trade: have: found a “pleasant. 
| place in thenitery: firmament, . ‘They.. 
have ‘more: leaway than: the: Fegula-. 
‘tion cafés. ‘They-:can remain: open 

trade. :This~ is . true of: ‘this Rego 
Park, “Long Island, . nitery." 

‘bill has a trio of: recognized : per- 
formers. 
Goldstein. seem. to. run a tight op=-|- 
‘eration: and’ ‘appear’ ‘to get the- max-. 
imum -out of. their. entertainment 
‘budget. ‘The ‘current ‘bill ‘comprises | 

+ Jackie: Miles, ° Terry. “Stevens” and. 

._Miles ds.one of. the. better story-. 
tellers. ‘He: has’.a deadpan- ‘manner. 

-élements of humor and ‘his. .under- 

‘est miléage out of the stories with 

many ‘seasons. 

- of: capping’... an’ 
twelvemonth with a “jampacked 
and. rousingly enthusiastic opening }. 
show: that. virtually -insures three. 

| weeks of: torrid: biz in. this. sizable 
-swankery. © 

>|. With ‘a ‘half-dozen ‘years ‘of. the. 
| bigtime. under .her. -belt;.‘she can 
fairly* ‘be appraised - asa. bonafide |* 

J ohnny ‘Morris : 

or close during the bad. weeks, ond [of comedic “brilliance; the discrim-
 

, irrelevant. - 

: Apparently business’ ‘has been. up 
t at. the Boulevard - as. the. current. 

Your Nose in:the Air.” But. it is | 
his: tradémarked:* t “Lady: Is al. 
Tramp”: (with: tiew. lyries). that.the. 
[tee we were awaiting; ditto: his: 

Arturo. . -Cano,“and™ Abe. 

‘that. helps accentuate - the -basic. 

The. yarn | Spout the “prayerful : 
| plea: of ‘a. racing . addict’ is-one“-6f- 
| Ane ¢ classics. i the field: There. are 

To. Phyllis Diller’. falls the honor 

member .of that small, select group 
‘of: “virtuoso -comics.. She: ‘affirms 
the fact that. past a. certain point 

iniations ‘of. gender ‘in this field are 

Although: ‘she’ appeared: ‘at: the 
Empire Room less than a-year ago, 
her material. is almost all new, and} 
‘it-is fresher and funnier than ever: 
|The: themes are. the same. ‘but ‘the 
-twists:'on them. are, sharper,:. her: 
timing™ is flawless and her delivery) 
is: ‘superb; cae 

-. The ‘subjects. in. her monolog 
‘are ‘still “her. ‘physiogonomy, her . 

{ driving: mishaps, her. 
problems, . 
party:- But - she. “has: ‘somehow 
worked it- ‘into. almost. an entirely’ 
new. and different turn. ‘::- 
 Opening™ ‘the. show. . are the El- 

kins’ Sisters, - Trudi, Elfi and: cousin: 
Lore. ‘The shapely. ‘and attractive 
trio spin‘ out a graceful .and-color-. 
|ful-acro-dance turn.. Also;. whether. 

1 by accident or design, the beau-| 
‘teous. threesome present: a. clever-. 
ly comic: setup ‘for: Miss: ‘Diller’s’ 

ungainly e entrance. oo + Mor. 4: 

‘already: great: 

* for the” sophisticate.. 

domestic. 
and...an’ unlikely “wild: 

and this bill is in for only a week. 
It’s the first time here for both. 
acts;: comedienne: Peggy Lord and. 
Singer Frank D’Rone, and both. ace 
‘quit themselves. notably. Show is: 
a highly entertaining 60 Iminutes, 

Ja fortunate .blénd of music and - 
chatter,. with usual good backing. 
from. Fred “Muro. and . the -Contin- 
entals. 

_ Miss: ‘Lord, the’ opening: entry, 
provides . 30: minutes of: off. eat. 
comedy and husky warbling. “Her. 
comédics Yrangé from one-liners to. 
‘contrived. sequences, all pointful: 

Midway :she. 
takes: to the guitar. in accredited. 
folksinger fashion. 
But. her..songs are anything but. 

folksy; Such*as' ““‘What’s. a Nice 
}Girl Like You Doing. ‘Working ‘in: 
‘a Joint Like. This,” a pointed com- 
‘mentary’ on girl singers, and -her 
closing parédy, “He Took Advan: . 

-{tagé ‘of Me.” Her interlude of 
scrambled. language on the Cinder- | 
elia. story. harks far back into vaude, 
‘but is effectively modernized. In a 
‘spot. or: two the. blue: tinges’ show, : : 
but. not. out of. proportion for «a 
nightclub’ audience, . 
..D’'Rone is one of the: younger 
singers with a: pleasing baritone 
and with a comfortable degree of .. 
album sales‘on Mercury, although’ 
henceforth : -he. is. with Cameo: He’ 
‘warbles: in moving. fashion *- \ the 
-Pair ‘holds ‘through. ‘Thursday 
( 5),.to-be followed by the Dukes 
of Dixieland Friday for at 



-.. Christopher Pollard. .«.. “Geoffrey _Palmer’™ 

different. type of. “whodunit* mhelo-. 

Opinion.” 
Bridge has: another winner: with 

‘and -with -effective.} 

; George Ross and Campbell Singer. Staged | 

- Andrew ‘Crawford; 

Gordon Robinson -: Lae - -Raymond A 

years hack. with “Any ’ Other Busi-. 
ness”’" (presented on- Broadway: last. 
season’ as “Calculated Risk”), bet- 

‘have: further . improved’ on. it with 

-production,. - 
adaptation, the, play":could also be- 
come a New: York. hit... _ 

_ _.It Seems. reasonable’ to presume . 
‘that. Ross, an ‘accountant with .a- 

most of the technical background 
‘of. boardroom financial complexi- 

‘business setting to background ab-. 
sorbing entertainment. - 

ler°is the managing director: of a 
construction:.company’ which. has |} 

‘major contracts - by’ “‘Fival concern. 
“Headed: ‘by the director's. -closest: 
‘friend. ‘The suspicions of the other 

and declines. to Bive. any explana: 

London, Nov. -22. 
Peter Bridge Presentation of a- -eomedy- 

drama in three acts (six.: scenes), by 

‘by Ant hony ‘Sharp; . aecor, Norman Smith; 
lighting: Michael. Norther.- 
Gregson, Raymond Huntley,-. Kynaston 
Reeves, Lally. Bowers, Gillian Lewis, 

features John Strat- 
‘ton, Lionel. Gamlin.. Opened Nov. ‘21,-.’63,. 
‘at the. Garrick Theatre, ‘London;. $3.15. top. 
Pauline Page ee ee 
Tessa Anstey aces ates - Sarah Long. 
Dorrie Jones ......... >. Zulema: Dene. 
Betty Brogan .. reeesess weneet Lally Bowers 

x; ohn. Grégson- Aathony Wilcox. wae 
‘Raymond Huntley. John Freyling ee sees 

Samuel Beco Ane ae | . 
ohn Stra ‘Henry Prosser 

- Lionel Gamlin Bernard: Davenport . 
ste ee ooee. 

Leo Stapleton ......... Fimothy Carlton 
Jerome Pitman ......... Timothy: Bateson. 
Mark Sutherland......: Kynaston “Reeves 
Edward Pringle. ‘Walter Horsbrugh 

damson 
wee vwae 
te 

‘George: ‘Ross. "arid. Campbell 
Singer have | ‘progressively ‘devel-|- 
oped a dependable formula for. a 

drama. They. set the paftern. soine. 

tered it with ‘“Guilty Party” -and 

their latest effort, “Difference. uf 
Tt looks ; as -‘if-: Peter: 

commercial ty company,. provides 

ties of the scripts, while Campbell. 

to firstrate teamwork, and. the col-. 
laborators: again have used a: big: 

The focal. character. of the mel-. 

been : out-bid on. a succession - “of. 

board members - ‘erystalizes in. an’ 
‘accusation that’ the director has |.- 

. betrayed the terms of. his com-}* 
-pany’s bids to ‘his. friend, -and. the | 

with 
‘word’ that the ‘director -has sold. 
situation becomes acute. 

his. entire: holding in the company” 

tion. 

The authors: have: ‘ewnningiy- ‘de-: 

, Difference of. t Opinion 1 

Stars.) John | 
. Wiseman; ‘decor and lighting; ‘Brian .Cur-' 

_Hampshire, Margaret Tyzack,, T 
‘Kenna. Opened -Nov. -20,- ’63;..at- the ‘Royal: 

‘Gillian . Lewis'|: 

: Kenneth .0’Keefe ': 

tle “Avalanche,"”: the ‘Royal Court: : 

. “Fhe. Man,”” -presented: ae fortnight.” - 
} earlier. ‘at. the :-Ashcroft. : Theatre, |- 
Croydon.- J.: P.- Donleavy’s -robust’ 

The Glager Man. a 7 b 
- London, Nov. 21, ~ |: | 

Spur: “Pradisctions &: Bernard Delfont: 
(by arrangement . with. the. English Stage | 
Co.). presentation of a comedy-drama : -jn-} 
two acts (five scenes), by J. nleavy;. 
based ‘on his own novel. Siaged. by Philip. 

rah:.. Features Nicol Williamson, . Susan 
P. Me | 

Court Theatre, London; $2.80 top. . 
stian Dangerfield: - Nicol. Williamson |: 

F "g T. P, McKenna . 
Marion Dangerfiel a ...Susan Hamp e| 
Miss . Frost ate ee. Margaret Tyrack, 

“To fill the. gap” Teaused. by the 
unexpected collapse of “The:.Gen- |° |: 

wee ove. 

‘Theatre mariagement has. brought} . 
in” Philip. Wiseman’s . staging. of 

“LESTER. FREED 
a “A ‘new, young, versatile,” acting, 
‘singing. talent: . .”. with credits. like 
“SOUTH PACIFIC, ". comedy-drama “adaptation ~ ‘of --his | 

own riovel: was first. presented - at 
this | ‘Sloane ‘Square . house ..a. “few 

‘idea how: badly they speak . 
. complain of. bad ‘speaking, . and. ‘playgoers used: to- all out to. delinquent - 
+ | actors,.telling them to speak. up. No notice was ‘taken, atid: ‘gradually — 
4 | the voices of protest: died. away.. Now. there’. is,. or will be, “a hope 2 

} of” improvement. st a 
.-- “The National. ‘Theaire, if it: rises. fo the challenge, Swill ‘establish a: 
standard which all will recognize. and respect; and the mumblers will: ‘nO 
longer be able. to escape the scorn they. ‘have worked.s SO. hard: to. deserve.” 

“CAN-CAN,”" 1h. 
‘IRMA: LA DOUCE,” “CINDEREL- pon 
LA" secking. stage, ‘screen or. AY. feo” 

Wednesday December 4: 1963 _ 

eaks Up 

He wrote: in. part,: 

here. 
. “They are™ ‘accepted in-no ‘other’ ‘country except ‘America: ” “There. the’. 
| standard -is so bad that when. they .want. clear speech thiey ; have to. | 
:{ import Englishmen; we don’t slur our words: ‘quite as badly as they do. 
“+ .“I. don’t believe. that our actors-of the middle’ age ‘group, . ‘who. ‘have me 
: grown. up. “while - ‘realistic’. underspeaking. “has - been: in. ‘vogue, - have. any | _ 

. There’ was a-time when critics. used to. : 

: . Although. British actors generally speak: much: better ‘than, ‘American. - 
} actors, many-of them’ don’t speak nearly well: enough—and. the standard 
has. deteriorated. That seems to be the attitude of W. A. Darlington,. 
drama’ critic : ‘of the. London. Daily Telegraph, as* ‘expressed. in a 
Tecent. column. : ob 

_ ©The’ ‘staridards ‘of : ‘speech: of the: ‘director who’ 
oo ‘collected ‘his.company together at. the beginning. of rehearsals and -said, . 

v1 .| ‘Now ‘look, ‘boys and. girls, this is a modern play,:so don’t let’s: be too 
- ‘terrible: audible,’ have too, Jong been: accepted. almost without question a 

cand . 

‘Arnel... ° 
‘strom, Eva. Stellby.. Opened Oct. :24. ’63,. 

‘Stadsteatre;: 

seasons back, with. Richard Harris : 

‘in the. title . role,: and its return’. 

should insure a lively. b. 9. pace for 
‘its limited: run. 
* “The Ginger: Man’? ‘is ‘a powerful 
star vehicle and: Nicol ‘Williamson.} 

pulls out” all the stops : in-his por-. fi 
‘trayal.of the. sponging,- 
| Student. who hopefully marriéd a} 
‘prim, middleclass . girl. for money, 
only to find: that the ‘anticipated |. 
dowry. Was ‘not: forthcoming: - _ 

-- The author has painted a ‘colorful: a | 
picture of the ‘angry, boozy idler, | 

vividly 
prought to life. by the star..He can 
|be abusive, foul-mouthed and vul-. 
gar,. but..just as readily dishes out. 
‘the charm ‘and proves: to be a mas-| 

Singer, am’ actor, uses his technical: ter. wheedfler.
 

stage knowledge to’ project the 
‘theatricality. Anyway, -it adds. up- 

the. "character “is 

Susan . ‘Hampshire 
port « °s: the. -prim ‘little: wife, and 
Margaret-.Tyzack is. ‘firstclass: as: 
the: ‘spenster | who subsequently sue- 
‘ecumbs -to.:his. blandishment. 

| McKenna. completes the cast. with'|-sa 
\-a. lively. study’ ‘of ; a - ‘frustrated |: 
loafer. who.” ‘wanders . in ‘and’ out of 
‘the scene: adding: color to the pro- 

T:. 

ceedings. Soe 
“Wiseman. “Has. . ‘directed’ ‘with’ ‘an: 

assured . touch, . and .“two- ‘adequate 
“sets have been: designed by. Brian |W 
Currah.- Myro. . 

Uppiala, Sweden, ‘Oct. 28. 
“Uppsala - ‘Stadsteatre | * presentation : of 
drama .in 12. scenes. by. Gerald ‘Gor 
Staged by Hans Rastam; decor. and c0s- 
tumes, Gunnar Lindblad;. music, Joe. Hill.: 
Stars: ‘Hans - Bendrik,. :Leif - Liljeroth,. Pia 

Sven-Eric Gamble, Rolf’ Nord: 

at the. Uppsala’ Sweden) 
‘| $3:50- ‘top. . 
-Joe Hill - 

veloped the plot to an extraordi- | Stor y Teller we ecsbeccecn Belt. gna 
nary degree ‘of suspense, -without Martha Taylor. | bans Sone” Nevdetrom 
a single shot being fired, or any ‘Matilda -... a ceheavtesces: » Eva: Sti Thy: 

cops brought in. . The. climax ‘is | {otis nasi <2 “cs seg Gi | 
‘perhaps too: facile, but. expertly; Ea Rowan .:.700.0...2:. Fredrik Ohlsson 

contrived. though not especially Bovernor 2ST, Siiiding “Rolin 
“surprising. Po Lawyer: 2... eo een 8 ge Fischer 

: diregtion, although’ a minor.draw- |: 
back is the too-frequent depend- 

. The ‘author's’ meaty plot is skill: | 
fully . _strengthened ‘by. “ Anthony 
Sharp’s:-well-observed and. fluent: 

ence on the. ‘telephone to. keep. the 

The performances are. generally 
firstrate, though the principal 
characters ‘fit too neatly. into”. pre- 
determined. grooves. John ‘Greg- 
‘son’s - forthright. portrayal: asthe 
managing director- -is,. for. ‘example, | 

- 
Nervous. company: secretary, while 
‘among the executive staff there. is. 

in direct. contrast to Raymond | 
‘Huntley’s scheming study. of. the; 
‘deputy who hopes . ta. move: ‘to. the railroad: him because: he was: an. 

LLW.W, organizer ‘and ‘agitater who}-: 
_ Kynaston Reeves. makes’ an. 6x: believed... in-.strikes.. and . . Sabotage. 

-. cellent’ neutral chairman, . and ‘the |. He. wrote songs .to unite and_ig- 
‘other board members. are’ ‘com- 
petently played by. Andrew : Craw- 

top job. 

ford, John | Stratton: and. Lionel i 

the same: conflict as in the board 

. obvious bad: guy. 
‘Among the four’: secretaries ‘the; 

best ‘breaks go..to Gilliam Lewis 
and. Lally Bowers, . with Sarah | 
Long and. Zulema ‘Dene providing 
romance and comedy. Two. small- 
er parts are ably. filled by: Walter 

‘Norman .Smith: has. designed: two | 
exellent, serviceable. sets,:and. the’ 

. generai office and. ‘director's. office 
is particularly realistic ‘looking. 
Michael Northen’s’ lighting is. also 
an asset. . ‘Myro..-: 

The. “American 

-next Jan. 13. 

story moving. , 

| 

| 

Horsbrugh . and Raymond. -Adam- tw 
son, | 

. ” Playwrights. 
Forum ‘will begin a new. series..of- 
Monday night:presentations. at the 

... Sheridan Square Playhouse, N, N, : 

. ‘Sig 
‘Elisabeth Gurley. Flynn Berit Gustafsson. 
-Saloon.: Owner .. 

tee weeaebuatreesteo gpa eea ve 

Guards Pomniiy’ Sohason, ‘Hiding 

| Joe Hin; “the: troubador ‘of. y. S.. 

Rolin 

labor’ in’ ‘the early 20th. century, is. 
the hero of this new Swedish play.. 
The legend of: Hill’ has. played a: 
part -in the development of -‘Swe-| | 
den’s. labor movement and. the. So- 
cial Democratic | Party, which: have 
Tuled the country. ‘for: “the. “past 
three- decades. . 
... Most: Swedes . believe | that Hill. 
was framed on:a:‘murder charge by: 
authorities. in. Utah, who: ‘wanted to 

nite. ‘laborers ©. 
‘against capital. - 
In reality, litile ts known’ ‘about: 

ramilin. h i the- ‘life . of . Hill. alias -Hillstrom, Gamlin. .Timothy Bateson . is. 2 who. was, ‘born Joel: ‘Hagglund in 

| 
room, with Timothy. Carlton . as | 
good. guy and Geoffrey. Palmer the: ! 

1879 in the city ‘of Gavie,. ‘Sweden. 
After - emigrating to. the U.S. with 
his brother in :1902; Hill. ‘worked 
in “a Bowery.’ ‘saloon: and ‘later |’ 
‘moved : westward. -He . was little 
“known: outside - ‘of: the: Wobblies, 
4-who. sang his..songs,--until- he -was 
arrested on. a: murder charge, :con- 
‘yvicted on: ‘circumstantial. evidence. 
| and- executed. - Hill. claimed -to. be 
| innocent. and’ that. he“ had been 
with. a.woman ‘at: the. time. of. the 
murder, but he Tefused to reveal 

thers identity : ‘because. ‘this. ‘would. 
sail. her. reputation: 

“. (Continued ‘on page ce 

dle «law } 

“‘Leve; 

‘Gorrin, 

“effectively. 

$750 Friday-Saturday. nights. . 
“Rose Garfield . abe 

pf Joe | Garfield: CITA: 

Jonas Wells: 
‘Helen Baker~™ . 
‘Ben. Garfield :.: itt occ ene 

‘|: Emily: Garfield. 
Mitzi 
‘Ted -Barker- 
‘Thad. MacKenzie. 

: Syen-Eric Gamble: 
une Jensson | 

Ane “their: “warfare, : 
‘| even: .minimizing. -the. 
: quality: of ..the . character ‘at the|; 
transparently ° “predictable' finale. |: 

role. 7 

Contact: ae 
Kaplan- Veidt ‘Agency, 312:PL 5: 52014 _ 
Ruth: Webb Agency, 212-CO-:5-4311) 
Don Wortman’ ‘Agency, 212- Cl 7-265 qo 

- Show o on B way 

. Yo 
- Joseph Kipniess 8c Richard w. ' Krakeur,. 
fa” .association - with - David . ‘Kaufman, 
presentation | of: comedy in three’ acts (10° 
scenes), by | Irving Cooper, . based 
story .by- -Helen ‘Cooper: Staged by. Don. 
‘Richardson; scenery - and . lighting, 

Kim. -Features: 
.Nancy R.: Pollock, Simon Oakland, Michael . 

Thorsell,, Bernard Kates, |. Jean 

On 22 

Sam: 
costumes, ~ Willa - 

Karen ; 
Dick-Van Patten, Paula. Laurence, Patricia 
.Benoait,.Joseph Boland, Hal Riddle, Mary 
Linn... Beller, . é Don Mitchell;. Tam™ 

°63, at the: Music Box 
"$6.90" ‘top — weeknights, 

Opened Dec: 2,. 
Theatre. - N.Y; 

Nancy. R. “Pollock 

‘Sam Garfield POSS ‘Michael Gorrin.:. 
Sally Jordan. vr bed sensed Paula Laurence | _ 
Steve Kozlek .... - Tom: Ligon | - 
Ruby. Pulaski -i.:.. 05. 

' Donald. Mitchell. oe 608 Owe o's's 

’ Bernard Kates’ 

Jordan 5 ......5. v Mary. L er 
pighbe > ei .ote.l) Hal: Riddle 

te eee ee ee 

estern ‘Union Messenger. . .:Tedd Ki 

Way back j in ‘the 1920s; or r before, 
* _p when life was. ‘simpler . and play-- 

"| goers .more gullible, the’ ‘scthmaltzy 
‘| family ..comedy..was-a_ theatrical | 
staple. But today; particularly. on: 

}- Broadway, there’s no place for bits 
“of ‘stage ‘taffy like ‘Have I Got 'a 
Girl for You!” Last Monday night’s 
(2) -arrival at ‘the..Musi¢ “Box- has, 
Tittle to: offer.for the road or films, 

| either,. although: it may: have mod-1: 
14 est” potential “for--.stock:: and: ‘the 

-amateur. market: if’ greatly simpli- 
fied “‘seenically. : 

|° + Assuming ° ‘that: there's been. no’ 
\ substantial “change ‘in’: ‘the script: 

d'since its Coast tryout -last season, : 
‘the: Irving .Cooper. piece, based: ‘on. 
“a. ‘story -by Helen.’ (Mrs.- Irving) | 
‘Cooper, is still a guilé@less, inoffen- 
_sive yarn about a. hyper-possessive, | 

-{ -bossy-busyhody | Tnama (Jewish, of | 
‘ecourse) and the~ ‘easygoing,’ idéalis- 
‘tie, dutiful. son who finally breaks ‘| 
away ‘to choose his: own wife and 
live his own’ life ‘in his own way: 

It seems: clear that “Have I Got a 

stereotype characters would be flat. 
and. utterly meaningless, ‘and ‘the. 
‘small, ‘hopeful jokes. would lack 
‘even: that shred: of flavor: 

Under’. Don’ Richardson’ Ss routine 
direction, “Nancy R. Pollock.. plays |. 
the: ‘interfering ° mother: : honestly. | 
and with: experienced. effectiveness, 

‘irritating 

Simon: Oakland. is”. agreeably .re- 
laxed,- -unhyrried and patient as the | 
-fussed-over. ‘son,. though. the: part 
wouldn't. tax. the artistry of a steep” |" 
walker:. 
“There © are . also" capably. broad- \ 

stroke “performances by’ Michael 
_Gorrin .as ‘the. henpecked,: -under- f-... 

} standing father, Karen Thorsell-- ‘as | 
interest, “Paula. 

Laurence: .as - a: shrewishly - vulgar’ 
‘family - friend, Bernard Kates. as. 
the obnoxious - younger: ‘son, Patri-. 

| cia : Benoit -as_ his. ‘sensitive . wife: 

the.. pretty love 

and Dick Van:Patten.as an- eagerly. 

: ‘of Ruby... ; 
In. fairness . to everyone “involved; * 

it’ ‘should: probably. “be ‘noted. that. 
‘the ‘play’s author -is-not to-be con- | 
‘fused ‘with the .Broadway’ ‘general 
manager named. Trying. ‘Cooper. 

. - Hobe, 

an - (Closeid » ‘Monday. BL. ale. q 
single perl ormance.) 

-by- Ronald .Alexander. Staged: 
"Saks; scenery and lighting, Will “Steven 

Have. r Got = Girl for. | 

‘Leslye Hunter, 
Bittner, Barn rd Hughes, Gertrude :Jean- 

-Hayen; $4.80 top. * . 

Diane Bentley. .:....2..2.% ‘Leslye Hunter 
Sarah Washington. ae Gertrude Jeannette. 

Hart ” err ee Seaeescree ‘Carol. Rossen 

Phil. Matthews >. ele beees . Richard ‘Mulligan 
‘Hildy Jones «........+, Constance Ford 

on. 

Simon Oakland |.L 

“Dick -Van Patten | 
tion’. of gags.: 

_Karén Thorsell |. Joa Miller-type jokes, but ‘just ‘pri-. 

- Patricia Benoit | |‘ 
|-a.-play*, around a. succession. “of: 

Joseph” ‘Boland: 

to his: “schemes, | 

F ‘producers. 

: Jayson; 

fiees* 

Nobody Toves on 
- " Albatross .- . 

New Haven, :Nov. 27, 
* philip Rose: &. Elliot -Martin: ‘presenta- | 
tion of ‘comedy in three acts (four scenes) | 

-by. ‘Gene. 

Armstrong; costumes, Florence. Klotz.- 
Stars” Robért Preston; features Carol: 
Rossen; . Marian - Winters, Phil .. Leeds, 

Frank Campanella; Jack. 

nette, Richard :Mulligan, Marie: ‘Wallace, 
‘Leon Janney, ._Constance Ford, ‘Opened 
Nov. 27;,. ’63,.at ‘the Shubert Theatre, New” 

Nat: “Bentley. _ Robert “Preston: oct ep wean steve 

L..T..-Whitman - es 
Marge: Weber ....6e+% : Marian Winters: 
Bert Howell ..2:...20+0. - Barnard. ‘Hughes. 

‘++ Mike’ ‘Harper wheeeewen ».. Leon Janney. 
pean. i") ‘Loughlin .. eeeweees . Jack : Bittner: 

bode er eds ctogeweeed. ‘Marie Wallace 
Victor: Talsey: +. leipeigens Phil Leeds: 

“Albatross” is” “maitily B Collec- ; 
Not the. hackneyed | 

marily gags. The ‘attempt- to: biiild 

funny lines: ‘has had. only. moderate | 
success. sO far... The significance of | 

| the ‘title is obscure,. but: the. word- 
‘ing could. ‘become prophetic. ‘unless. 
-more depth. is . added. to. this: es* 
sentially. dialog: ‘opus... 
‘AS -a- purported glimpse. inside of | 

Hollywood © ‘tv production, one 
‘scene depicts the typical. story: con- | 
ference, and. that. could .almost be: 

S|. the whole play. itself—just. a three-. 
act. story. eonference with. a mis-. 
‘celHany of: ideas tossed in.. . | 

Basically, the: theme. concerns a 
tv. writer-producer who-has: reached 
_a substantial: level : through - the 
-Bhosting. ‘efforts of. ‘talented - scrib- 
blers whom he.. has kept: under 
‘cover.. Although: ‘deficient in: writ-. 
ing,-he has made. career :progress |. 
‘by this: skill in Techery, but_.comes.|' 
“a cropper when. a” new secretary.| 
discovers. what a fraud ‘he. is.. 
‘Robert Preston plays.the. smooth-. : 

talking’ lead, but. there. is no: ‘meta-: _ 
- morphosis- and the play ends.on a 
once-a-heel-always-a-heel note. The 
star gives a good. reading -of the 
part. and - plays. the. Various facets. : 

Girl for: You” ‘(omitting the ex- “ereditably.... 
‘clamation: point hereafter) would 
have. ‘no. distinction whatever if ‘itl. 

:» There’s an abundarice’ of. ‘talent : 

‘in the: supporting..‘east although 

-Sec- 

an. agent, | 

content... A. single: Beverly Hills: 

-Bone. 7 

Up Your: ‘Curtain 
'-Los Angeles, Nov: 20. 

Bob: “Huber ‘presentation ‘of revue tn ' “| 
two. acts (23. numbers), with sketchces. by | - 

Roherts¢ - songs. .by |. Pearl’ Rowe and ‘Bill 
Bob Gaynor.. Staged by. Bill ‘Roberts; set-. 
tings; “Marguerite. “Seethaler; associate. 

Ruth Burch,. Ruth W. 
Dan. Barling, ©. -Genny. ‘Boles, 

“Julius . Johnson. 
Elaine Nelson. Opened - Nov. 19, .’63, - 
“the Coronet ‘Theatre, Los! Angeles; $4. 30 | 

-y bumbling Bronx delicatessen owner | t 
“The story has been transformed “with the needlessly" ‘topical: ‘pame | 

into: a: first play” ‘by’. ‘Gerald: Good,. 
whose real name‘is Torstén Carls-. | 
‘gon. The 41-year-old. Swede focus-'}. 

{es attention on “Hill’s: battle with. 
‘his conscience .and: lets. labor-man- | 
agement conflicts play. second : fid- | 
die., In an -attempt ‘to illustrate ’ 
the: ‘hero's. Feactions - and _actions, |: 

Op. 

With. fresh Yatent and” a. faisly. 
entertaining grouping’ of: ‘musical |” 
‘numbers, “Up Your Curtain”: suf- | ~ 

‘as. pleasant enough “light _ 

Shows Out of Town 

tressed . beauty, | 

humorous. . 

‘Pinter Plays, -26-62). _ 
:: [Riverwind,.. Actors Playhouse - 1212-685, se 

rte Characters, Martini 

*, Burning, ‘York :(12:3-63). 
° “Shakespeare, Carnegie Hall 2-463); 

‘arrick: |. 
Paul |. 

Joan. . Relly;. 

. After Fall, ANTA-Wash. 
. Habimah, —_ 

What Makes Sammy, S4th St. 2460. —— 

‘weight fare:. Six hardworking: per- | “Rugantino, Hellinger 

‘| formers: bring zest to. what: the: ‘pro-- 
_| ducers bill as.a satirical revue, and:|: 
\its chances of its’. survival at: the]. 
Coronet, Theatré.seem good: enough |. 
for at: Teast: a few: weeks. ~ ; 

"Each Of “the. three -men and 
.1-women “performing - the: series of. 
t skits -by. Pearl Rowe and ‘Bill Robd-. 
‘erts, and musicalized by ‘Bob Gay-. 
“Nor, . cappear-. to. individual : -advan-. 
| tage‘in solo as well as group. There: 
are still plenty © of. rough : edges,.. 
much isin need of toning and some... . 
of: the numbers ‘shouldbe ‘trimmed, . 
but.the overall effect. lends enough -.. _. 
interest, : sparked’ by. ‘these: players,” ners 
to. maintain a nice stride. - . SE Aas. 
“Two numbers particularly: stand: - 2 

out.‘ Joan ‘Kelly, ‘a. winsome dark- ~ 
is notable in’ a. 

comedy’ ‘striptease,’ ‘and: there: is.a™ - 
- at three: . 

|. knights :of King Arthur’s. Round-* 
‘table, . portrayed. by. Paul’ Jayson,’ © 
‘Dan Barling and : Julius Johnson. mo 
aboard: prancing. prop.. mounts: : 

backglance 

‘Such.subjects as: trading stamps; 
1 socialized: : . Medicine, : “people: on 
Mars-also. ¢ome in for examination | 
‘in. musical. versions. Both Elaine. 
Nelspn; .-a’. luscious ‘bionde,:: 
Genny: Boles, -a pert: ‘redhead, ‘sock: 7 
‘over:-such: appearances, “Joan- Kelly. : 
‘makes ‘a--sock impression... 
“Bill Roberts, one..of the - auttiors, ° 

directed, ‘but: should have included eo 
“more-.’ dancing. ‘Marguerite: See- Le 
thaler®: are: Simple’ but”. syfficient. - 
Bob’ “Huber Produced. ; 

‘and 

Off. Broadway Shows - 
( Figures : ‘denote opening - ‘datesy 
‘Ballad Bimshire, Mayfair (10-13-63); 
~ Blacks,. St.. ‘Marks. (5-4-61). 

| >. Boys. Syracuse; Theatre 4: (4-15-69):: Bot opey 
Burn Me ‘to .Ashes ‘Jan Hus: C1198, : 
‘- Chase. Bank, Theatre. East (11-26-63). 

_~ Corruption, 
: Desire Under Elms, Circle “1-8-69).. 
. Fantasti¢ks,. Sullivan‘ St.. (5-3-60): . : 

. Ginger Man, Orpheum. 11-21-63)... v... 
3Immeralist, Bouwerie Lane. (11-7-63).. ~~ - 
‘tn: WhHe-: Americar. ‘Sher. Sq. ‘GO3ES3). 

Cherry Lane “10-8 53)." ; 

Malds, 1. Sher. 
‘Next: fH Sing, Provence (11-27-63)... 

Pocket (11 

reets of N. .Y.. Maideven (10-29-89). © : 
.: Telemachus Clay, Writers (11-15-63)... tts 
:Theatre of Peretz, Gate (11-5-63). ee 

CLOSED | 

r 29 performances. 
‘in Darkness, | 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS : 

‘Crime and Crime, Cricket (12-11-63). 
Trumpets. of. Lord. Astor. Pl: (12-16-69). 

‘some of it doesn’t ‘get too: much] Ployiue eee Chere tyne dae.” 75.63). 
weren’t in ‘the: Jewish idiom.. ‘The ‘opportunity: to shine. Carol. Rossen | 

‘fares best: as the ‘attractive 
Tetary who abandons - ‘the . phony | 

Marian ; Winters |. 
is amusing’ as a. ‘distaff. comedy}: 

- writer, Leon Janney: does: well: as |. 
‘and.. Constance -Ford| | 

reigsters, asa hard-headed_ studio 
| exec. a 
Gene Saks ‘has. staged this. talk- 1 

fest smoothly, ‘strictly: for its ‘iaugh. 

y-Lever, Cherry. Lane 
Cabin - in ~ Sky, - Players Web. 

Mother Covurage.. de. Lys. (1-15-64) ~ 
» Amorous, Flea, 5. ‘th St: asso. 

Australian. Shows" 
a Week Ending Nov, _ 30): 

ADELAIDE 
2 ‘Camelot, Her. Majesty’ S.. 

“BRISBANE 
| ieiry, Mary, Her Majesty’s. . 

‘MELBOURNE 
a Aboriginal ‘Theatre, Palais... 
pity: :Liar, Emeral 
Breakfast With: Jolian Se St: Martin’ : 

living: oom ‘set. .by: Will Steven |'- Chesry Soul, Union. : 
“Armstrong ‘is .a visual ‘asset; ‘as’ are. |. Good 
‘the costumes. by, : Plotence Klotz. . 

Feurposter, Russell Street... -"-. 
7 Mrs.: Puffin, Comedy. 

de How to Succeed; -Her Majesty’s.° - 
_ ‘Orpheus ‘In ‘the Underworld, Princess... 

‘PERTH 
Ze King and We “Capitol. 

- S¥DN EY- 
ges ‘of -Man,. Royal. 

. Minstrels, . Tivoli.. 
Opera Repértory. Elizabethan, 

Physicists, Ensemble.- ws 
Private Ear, Public. Eye, Phill: Pp: 

- Rashomon, Independent. 

SCHEDULED’ B'WAY: PREEMS 
| Girl Came fo Supper, Bway (12-8 63). 

* Leve. & Kisses, Mosit: Box (12-18-63), - 
.. Albatross, . Lyceum _¢ -19-63).- 
: (Marathon. ‘33; ANT foo 
-. Double Dublin; ‘Little (226-63). - pad Cowen 
-. Helle, Delly, St.. James. 116-88). ae 

A (12-22-63). 

Dylan, Plymouth (1-18-64). = 
‘Sq. a. aH. 

Little: Theatre (2-3-64):. 

(2-8-64). 
Foxy, . Ziegfeld 215-68. 

7- ANTA-Was _ Maree 2-20-64)... 
. -Fuasy Girl, : Winter Garden Gtieo., 

Charlie,“ ANTA-Wash. Sq. (3-12-64)... 
'. Reyat Shakespeare;- State (5-18-64). 
. Girl te Remember, Hellinger- (3 
xine and 1, State (7-664. ~ *° 
; Merry. Widows, State B17. 

Mews (10-28-63); . - 
4 perfortuances. 

NTE TES SEM NT LE ERE RT PEE a nT eS 

-_ 

1 Jeurney te Day, de Lys:(11:11-63); closed: 
~ ‘last Saturday (1. ; 
' Walk 
closed Nov. 23. after 2 



“Yunch . recently, ‘the star ..of ‘the. 
“new musical, 

.- formance ‘of ‘the show: at the Fisher 
_, Theatre’ here, the producer entered: 

- * ‘the: room. 
‘been a ‘pretty: ‘good- opening, ‘and. 

~ were. all pretty. smiley, . but: not. ro 

! Merrick,’ she ‘said... 1 ead wo 
... »-“He- had. ‘his: usual . sa ‘expres-| a 

"sion: ‘and -when I ‘saw -him ‘I .just NederlandersI | 

“had to. laugh.” -Remembering, Miss |: 
Channing ‘took time. out to laugh: 

oo. again,. and “then ‘plop ‘a piece’ of-| 
oo pTOCK: candy. into her mouth... The | 

. ‘¢onfection was.a sort of side ‘dish. 
.".. for the regular course of spinach. : 

_£ humor,’ 
> ued. 

‘:mharvelous.:: 
--but. he didn’t sound very happy. 

a tumes I - ‘provided make - you: look: 
” great— why, you're: even: alniost 

o.. 3: beautiful. -They’ Te . going | ‘to” help 
*. your. career:a lot... 

'-’ “Phat scenery. you: stand. in. front. 
of, : why. that’s ‘going -to. help: this |. 

° show: which . ‘also. will :-help your’ 
-“earéer. These ‘things I have. pro-. 
-vided. for: you. will ‘make you- ‘a big. 

- 1... star and IE think you. ‘ought to pay: 
"-mé.a little something every week:. 

ne tumes. ‘and the: nice scenery’. 

bs her fork loaded. with spinach, threw: 
°c] .cher. head - haek- and: :roared” with: 

: +.’ laughter. . 
“aged: to ‘enunciate . ‘between ~bari- 
"fone 
~., “Jaughed: : 
. he first’ asked -for-.- 
‘money. 

me ise SO‘. 

‘eee characters?’ What a wonderful, 
Lot bes " Sense” of humor, ‘I ‘just. : 
“love oe 

7 oyAten laughing ‘ahd resumed ‘her. 
"spinach ~ ‘spiced. . ‘with rock ‘candy; |. 
She got.on. the subject-of thevalue ;f)}— 

J O8: the road to legit, the: ‘ostensible. i ws 
>“ yeason for the interview. --: 

 .“Dve ‘been’ working steadily: for: i 
-152years,.and without: the. road I} ro 
“would have been: sitting: on my | 

ae backside: Yeading all kinds: of’ plays: 

. President: ‘John. ‘F.. 

: te Merck a Gea aC “oe oe ae 
__Laral Desig Just Loves Him 
“By FRED. TEW. 

“ Detroit, Dec. 3... 
io “opavid Merrick is. a ‘great come- : 
‘dian and a. very. -stimulating - ‘per- 

.:-/son,” said Carol.: Channing;. with. 
- ‘-wideeyed | sSeriousness,. 
4s. just. love that: man.” 

“He. Teally, 

Between ‘forkfuls: ‘of spinach’ at 

-“Hello,. “Dolly??,: Te-: 
called ‘that. after. the: "preak-in. ‘per- 

“We thought | it’ had. 

ao “Merrick has a great sense of |. 
’ *the comedienne~ -contin-.| 

“He’ said to” me, 

LT: -answered 

that “I: ‘had, cand. wasn’t . ‘it: just" 
"He ‘said. it was: okay, 

“Then he’ ‘said, . ‘Carol, those. .cos- 

You. know, rental for the nice: cos- 

“At that; ‘Miss. Channing dropped. 

“You know,” . she ‘man- 

howls” of: “merriiient, * AT 
. wher. 

"rent: . 
. for. the: “eostumes. ‘and: 

seats the. scenery. ‘He...: . “eouldn’t}- 
get. me... « to: stop. laughing | 

whe just walked. away; :” 
MIsn’t: ha’ ‘one. of: “the funniest 

: just like. this 

: that: man. “Trouble: “fs. 
« too. many.' take, ‘him ‘seris 

ously.” 
: Garol Cains Down - 

After; a. while; _ Miss Channing 

(Continued : ‘on: ‘page. 54). 

- Monrang ang Becomes Issue, 
~Stageband Resistance 
Perils: Overall Wairer'| 
A. delicate .situation has’ ‘devel= qh | 

‘oped ‘over. the. cancellation of legit | fi. 
performances: thé evening ‘of -Nov.. 
22,. following: the. ‘assassination. of: 

. again. the evening: ‘of. Nov. 25; which. 
“was the day of national. mourning: |] 

-*-It’seems there was an understand- 
"ing ‘that, the-theatrical unions. would. 

.. “mot, require -that: their. members be} 
“0+ paid for the dark. ‘nights. | ’ This, | 

*..,. Jhowever, was. contingent’ on: all the. 
vy unions going ‘along with the. relin- 

 guishment. of wages. . 
“The matter, at .present,. is. up in : 

‘the air in that. it’s still being dis-| 
. “eussed. ‘by. Theatrical ‘Union Local 
“the New York Stagehands Union, | 

. and the League. of. N.Y.: ‘Theatres, 
"which: represents Broadway .. pro- 

> “ducers.” 
_ "> suokesman for: the local: contends 
* the union does. not’ have‘ the-legal,: 

and. theatre :.owners. 

right | to. :waive ‘the ‘salaries of its 
‘.-. members ‘and: consequently a ‘solu-| 

"". “"“¢ion “is “being. sought~‘in. the. dis- 
.” ’.-yceussions' with the league," a 

7 Salary ‘deductions: relating to ‘the i. 
‘. ‘two cancelled: performances’ -have | ff. 
-calready..been-.-made in. the case. of |] *-- 

“> stagehands.: 
most’ personnel, : exclusive. “of ‘the. 

os ‘tween.the local. and. the. league end- 
“ct. up with the stagehands being. paid |}: 

| for: the. cancelled. perfromances: fj}. 
'-':. then the producers: will;. presum-.| 

ably, be obligated; to reimburse: all}. 
17-9 "their: ‘other employees” for. ‘the | ' 

aa deducted wages, a 
eee uy rs oes . aes s ‘ghrew: COS ee ore 

A Doolittle, 

ne ‘Carol, dia” 

> vyou’ hear the - audience. ‘applatid |: 
‘the horse and. ‘the. train- and: ‘the | 

“sets. and. costumes?’ ”. 

» | ow. operating: 
“| cities; 

Kennedy, ° ‘and | As . 
2 are ‘or: ‘hope tobe: stats with the: ‘trade. Hence. the force’ of your 

A: ‘ 

If. the: discussions ‘be- |: 

_ Doolittle Greuit? 
! Honoliilu,: Dec. 3. ' 

phe’ nidnagément of. the. Greek | ¢ 
‘Theatre, Los ‘Angeles, is. interested | 
jin presenting: some of. its:: shows |" 
in’. the’ new - municipal. auditorium |. 
complex, here. © -*: * : 

- “Alice~-Taylor,,. ‘assistant to James |. 
‘said “the - “non-profit.|-. 

|. group hopes. to .setup-a_ circuit] © 
that’ -would include ‘San..Francisco | . 
‘and’ San Diego.as well’ as: ;Honolulu : 
and . the. ‘Parent. ‘outlet. « 

Talks « on. Buying 
at Cincy Houses|é 

Cincinnati; “Dec” 3. 
“prospect of. the: Shubert and Cox 

‘theatrés.:being taken’ over:.by the: 
Nederlander’. interests . of ‘Detroit;: 

‘in } seven. major. 
.loomed : last - week -: when. 

‘Joseph ‘Nedlerlandeér. inspected. the. 
‘properties © 
Theatre ™ ‘Guila” ‘and: . officials. of. 

Theatre: 
|The two groups have- rocketed. the.|- 
local: subscription to over 6,000: . 

accompanied: : by 
Ralph. Alswang; New. York lighting . 
‘and -design.. expert, : ‘said. he" would’ 
report ‘the pros. and. cons ‘of : the- 
adjoining - 2;028-seat. ‘Shubert. cand 
1,350-seat_ Cox ‘acquisition and ‘re-. 
‘modeling: to his: father, David. T. 

brother | 
James, who. head | the’ ‘Nederlander: 

‘and ~ ‘conferred --with 

Friends. of." ‘Cincinnati - 

_ Nederlander, °° 

‘Nederlander, . and: his: 

Theatrical Corp. ‘The visitors: met 
with: J olin -Builock :. and- ‘William. 
Rowe and Fred: Lazarus HI and -his 
“wife. ‘who are active..in Friends of. 
Cincinnati. ‘Theatre, Inc, and’ re- 
‘portedly discussed the probability |: 
‘of local: ‘financial Participation if. 
a deal materializes. 

- The. --Shubert properties, . 

years, :Theé. price : tag,. said: ‘to: be 

‘proving: the : ‘Shubert; entailing eX- 
panding. stage and. lobby: areas “by 

[eliminating -somé’- back: rows. of. 
‘ground: floor . séats:: would ‘boost. 
000. investment ‘to. nearly $10 900,, - 
00 se 

ae advertisement | in. 
es ae 

: New 9 YORK 10036 
ch J W. 46th St. 

wr -LONDON, ‘S.W.1- 
a “9 &. James's Street. 

__Plecedilly 

at 
dewntown Seventh’ cand’ Walnut. 
Sts., have ‘been: ‘for: sale for. several 

BE * Fo ohe dp 9 ve . a oo 

Toronto, ‘Dec. 3. - 
Opera: ‘headliner Teresa: Stratas, 
was . rushed - ‘fo. -hometown* hospital |: 
here - ‘last week “ with: bleeding |’ 

{ulcers -after. cancelling © ‘perform-|.. 
ances -in London,’ Ont., and. Niag- 

_|-ara_ Falls, . Ont. ; 
.| -. She ~was™ ‘operated’ ‘on: ‘and : ‘her 
|| eonaition: ds. ‘reported: satisfactory. 1 

World’ Has Paid 
M5, 000 Profit 
~ 0 $75,000 Ante |: 

tory,” 
pr oduction next: ‘spring. phe. “Broadway. : production of 

. “Stop. the -World—I Want to: ‘Get h: 
.. SP OfP*-and’. its: ‘road facsimile: are 

- figured to -have. - earned * "8: “profit 
{thus far of. about..$700,000 on .an 

; investment. : of. . $75,000.- - Allowing |- 
i for. a. ‘contingency .. provision of |- 
“1 $12, 000 ‘or:so, that ‘Teaves' Approxis |. 
-[Anately $688, 000 - ‘profit, “of: which | © 

&% {$172;000). ‘goes: to. the: original. 
British -management. 

ers’? $212;500 split of the payoff 
represents" ‘a profit of: about. 283%. 
on’ their. ‘investment. : 
-It cost the- Broadway. production. 

$9, 304.. to. move’ last. September. 
from. the - ‘Shubert ‘Theatre ‘to its 
‘eurrent ‘berth at’: the ‘Ambassador. 
Anthony ‘Newley, - -who . starred. ‘In: 
‘the: production, -fecently withdrew |: 
‘from: the’ cast..as did ‘femme: lead 
Anna Quayle. Both were repeating. 
roles they’ originated ° on the West 
End. . Fheir: parts - are = now...being: 
played “by.: Joel- -Grey: ‘and --Joan 
Eastman. Incidentally, ‘Newley: also. 
Collaborated with ‘Leslie’: Bricusse 
‘on. the: ‘book, ‘music’ and | lyrics for 
the ‘musical, now-‘in ‘its $24: week. 
on ‘the ‘Main«<Stem. . 

‘The: ‘road. production, -currently 
‘in. Montreal.--with. ‘Kenneth - Nelson | 

‘‘Fand Lesley..Stewart, in the -lead:): 
roles,. has ‘been earning as much as 
- $20, 381 ‘profit. on .a $57,578: gross. 
for: the: ‘Oct. : 14-19 at the: Shubert |. 

1 ‘Theatre,. 
around - $650,000,. and cost. of ‘im-: 

:- Cincinnati... ~ That::: ‘take 
figures. in a four-week * audited 
road - ‘profit’ “of "$54,434 for the 
-period. from. Sept: ‘30-Oct. 26. The. 
Broadway: profit: ‘for the same span 
was: $26,268, ‘with the weekly: profit 

| going. as’ ‘high. as: RUE Wi on a. a $87, * 

: “Sil Bross.” rere ; 

[ose AYER. 0 no : 
ON YOUR STANDING THE 

anor “You Can. Imply You. ‘As. A Person ‘or You. ‘as. ‘Company, ‘An 
“Organization, a. Group. - ‘Whichever it ‘is,. Nothing Is ‘More Primary... 

“> Than Your Standing i in, Your. Impact Upon. The Trade. :: Everything You. - 

- Here: is: ‘the: Image - ‘of “your: ‘Issue, the Prosp ectu cl 
aa Anticipation, the. Biography ‘of Your: Performance... 

authorize Publication. Don't Delay. Act + Forthwith.+ 

“HOLLYWOOD 90028 
: d404 Sunset’ Hive. 

"PARIS: 
ee Ave: Ie Neuliiy’ 
de © Meally-Ser-Seiee 

a death Hs oF 

| adaptation 
“| for: Wives" ° ‘with -book. by . Jerry |: 
{Devine “and musie and ‘lyrics by| 

. | Bruce: Montgomery, is being ‘pro-| 
- | duced . cy Devine and - Charles 

cn ‘Hollerith: Jr. for a Feb. 5 opening | 
fate the’: East.’ 78th - St: 

N.Y, Ralph. Beaumont will direct: | 
“Devine. ig . also. the: author. of} 

“Never: Live. ‘Over a ‘Pretzel Fac- 

“Around $14, 000. more represents | - . 
:-] uniricorporated.. ‘tax; 
estimated "$502, 000,-0f which $425,- - 
000 -has’ been: equally - distributed |: 
between the- ‘backers -and’- David. 
‘Merrick, producer: ‘of the musical: 
in: association with London~ pro- 
ducer Bernard. Delfont: _ The. back-. 

leaving ~ an | 

Sy Rag at AR € 

See, Teresa Stralas Under Knife , | Cia. , 

Deine 's: “Amorous Flea’ |. 
“The ‘Amorous Flea,” a musical 

of “Moliere’s | ‘School 

scheduled .. for. ‘Broadway 

Sound’ Has Made 
$3,400,000 Profit; 

the. British | version. of. ‘The 
‘Sound ‘of “Music,” which has been 

running : ‘at the. “Palace | Theatre, 

‘London, “since. Marehi 18;. 1961,. has . 
‘been - an. ‘enormous. money-maker. wf 
._That’s evident in:'a breakdown’ of | 
‘an _ estimated. - $3,400,000 -thus.~ far: 
|netted from all sources by.:the part- 
‘nership | responsible for introdué-. 
ing’ the musical on Broadway “in. 
1959: -Of the . total. profit, around 
$1,000,000 © represents. ‘income: ‘from 
the: English presentation, | Be 

- The: $3, 400,000 ‘figure. ‘réflects 
‘the financial ‘condition of the. mu-:: 
‘gical. on’ ‘paper. About. one-third ‘of: 
‘that. amount hasn’t ‘yet -been ..re- 
: mitted,” ‘but: is _ due “from: ‘two 
‘sources,.the British ‘production . and 
“26th Fox.. The film ‘company pur- 
chased’ thé screen rights .to .the | 
‘turier : for. “$1,200,000. under.a deal’ 
whereby .the.legit partnership is | 

-| also | in- for: 10% of. the picture | 
. profits. _ 

-As of ‘last Sept. 24, the profit on. 
“Sound, * which was -capitalized ‘at: 
$500, 000 for its:Broadway bow, was. 
2: ,337,860.: That figure,: which is: 

elieved to-have. ‘undergone. Tittle}. 
‘change in-the. ensuing two months, ; 
included, besides. Broadway. and 
road. reverue;,” $248,000: from: the. 
British production, $117;000 - from 
-the sale‘of the film rights, $188,000: 
from. “album: sales, .and . $200, 000. 
from: ‘such ‘sources: as: ‘sheet ‘music, 

(Continued on page. 54). 
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“You need only. 

“cHicaco 6061 1 
il N. Michiges’ Ave. 

“ROME: 3. 
_ Wie Serdagne 

-OfBway's ire 

-Playhouse,. 

“of: ‘some producers. 

| faction stems from her appearance’ 
Af} in-.a 1962 summer stock package 

Rin ae he 
~~. By. JESSE GROSS 

“Death and taxes aren’t the only 
| certainties on Broadway. Another 
sure’. bet {is that - periodically 
there'll be an investigation of the 
‘longrunning .practice of - ticket 
scalping and: the more elusive mat- 
ter of “ice,” a trade term :for the 
alleged under-the-table payoff to 
theatre people who service ‘ the 
black:market with. choi¢ée locations 
to ‘in-demand : shows..- 

. A: probe: of. the ticketselling. set- 
up ‘on Broadway is now scheduled 
to be. brought into ‘the : open. by 
NY: State: Attorney General Louis: 

AJ. Lefkowitz as part of an. overall. . 
0.0: of the business methods and. 

| practices-employed. by the theatre. 
| Public. hearings, covering various 
‘areas’ -of- legit - activity, will. be. 

| conducted - next Tuesday (10) ‘and: 
‘| Wednesday. (11) at the State Dept. 
of Law in downtown Manhattan. 

The: hearings have been pre-. 
| ceded by more-than eight months 

London Very Big) of. investigation by the: Attorney 
General’s Real Estate Syndication 
Buréau, headed by Asst. Attorney - 
General David Clurman.: Scrutiny 
of “legit: by. the Lefkowitz. office 
reportedly. ‘stemmed from : backer 

keeping procedures’on the part _ 

ary studies. made ‘by my ,vdifice,” 
‘Lefkowitz. said, “it. was. discovered. 
that some ‘individuals. who invested 
their money in productions never. 
‘received an adequate accounting of. 
fhe: disbursement of their moneys 
or. any Teport. of how the ‘money 
was: ‘spent.”: 
During ‘the investigation more. 

‘than. ‘300. persons connected with 
all phases of ‘the theatre including 
production, ‘management, ticket . 
‘distribution. ‘and sales both on 
‘Broadway and off-Broadway have 
been ‘questioned. Lefkowitz claims 
that the disclosure of those who’ 
testify. will serve to bring about 
needed. ‘reforms and legislation 
relating: to practices: which seri-. 
ously. affect the financial -invest- 
ments ‘of the public in ‘theatrical 
productions. It will’ als@ help, he 
adds; to disclose practices ‘and con-. 
ditions fram the inception of .a 
legit. presentation. to the distribu- 
tion. ‘and sale: of tickets. 
Prominent producers, directors, 

‘actors, actresses and others. CON 
‘nected with Broadway will testify - 
at the ‘public. hearings, «as will 
staff employees. of the Real Estate © 
‘Syndication Bureau, ‘Investments — 
in legit productions, usually under 
1a limited - partnership setup,: are: 

Z| regulated. by. the Securities & Ex- 
change Commission. ‘However,. 

[gone of: the: aims. of the. Lefkowitz 
(Continued on page. 59) 

| Fin Betty Hutton 1G 

And Equity Suggests 
She Read Rule Book 

" Betty ‘Hutton has been fined’. 
$1,000 .. by Actors: Equity. The... 

of . “Gypsy”. and. comments © slie.. 
made. publicly about the. -show’s 
leading ‘man’ Vincent: ‘Beck when 
jhe withdrew from the. producticn 
during its” Pittsburgh engagement 
‘aS a Civic Light Opera Assn. pres- 

4a entation. . - Beck, in a letter: ‘to 
| Varrery at. the time, objected to. 
\the-statements made by Miss Hut- _ 
ton and ‘said he had asked. Equity 

| to investigate the matter. 
| The Equity council, in its de- 
cision, declared, “The preponder- 

} ance of. ‘testimony. seems to indi- 
teate that Miss Hutton was com- 
pletely. unwilling ° to cooperate. and. 
failed to. appear before the Cor- 
mittee’ (presumably ‘a union body) 
jin Los Angeles.” . 
Mended. by the council that “a 
strong letter. of reprimand be sent 

1 to: Miss Hutton and. that she be 
instructed -to study the Equity 

| Book of Rules,: 
| appear before the. West Coast Ad- 

“It was.also recom- 

‘and required to 

visory. ‘Board within six months.” 
_ As ‘it sometimes does, the coun- 

cil: also ‘directed that notice of its. 
| decision be placed in Equity, the: 
| union’s official magazine, The situ- 
| ation is covered in the current. De- 
| cember ‘issue of the publication... 
‘Miss’ Hutton cannot work ‘under. 

~ Uf} Equity’s Jurisdiction until the fine 
{is paid. 

At the time Miss - ‘Hutton ‘blasted. 
Beck ‘she. was also.quoted as hav-- 

| ing stated, “Summer stock is ama-~ 
teur night. in: Dixte.” 

complaints. of inadequate book- 

“In prelimin- |” 

“$3 3 i, 4 

—_ * 



Harper's Mag Piece on \ Broadway Rife With Bra | | 
Loony Analysis and. Unreality __ = wad 

By HOBE MORRISON 

Even.: the N.Y.- “Times; : 

“rent ‘magazines, - 
swallow ‘a. pseudo-expert ‘piece ‘in 

the .December -issue. of Harper's. 
ynagazine. about - ‘the infirmities “of 
Broadway. A Saturday (30) story. 
by Sam Zolotow, of the daily’s 
drama staff, used ‘quotes from the- 
atrical ‘figures to rap the ' ‘Harper 
article, titled: “How. to Treat. the} 
Broadway Matady of . 1963.” 

The only: trouble’ with. the ‘Har- 7 

per’s. piece. is that it’s unrealistic 
and in various instances inaccurate. 

A knowledgeable ‘Broadwayite 
might have assumed: that the writer 

of such. a bungled: job’ ‘had. been 

picked...at random from. among 

Brooklyn: subway: riders or Queens. 

“Blvd. pedestrians, but a footnote. 

“indicates. that. the author, Albert! 

Bermel, is a playwright, translator 

Hamlet Cast: production group. Apparently none}. ‘ 

and the founder of -a -non-profit,.- 
‘presumably semi .— professional 

of his scripts has been. produced.in 

Now. York or elsewhere, but his 

article ‘suggests that he has done}. 

cursory reading -about : the . Broad- | 
way theatre and has. discussed . the |. 
subject. with friends... 

There's. no: point in. dwelling in 
‘detail on all the misstatements and 7 
examples ‘of. goofy. rensone. in. they . 

Harper’s piece, but. in. the secon | 

graph ‘tion of. “Hamlet,” starring . Richard |. 

Burton in the title role,. is sched-: 
uled . to-. make. its pre-Broadway. 

aragraph Bermel: cites that dis- 

peedited Times. ‘article: ‘by : “Milton. 

Esterow of: last: May about the 
“most. disastrous”. ‘Broadway sea-. 

“son of 1962-63, and repeats the 

Times - howler by’ referring to’ last: 

geason’s Coast. revival of “Dead 

Pigeon” as a: ‘tryout: closing.-. (actu- 

lly, it was a Broadway | flop of 

1953-54). He. also . misspelis’- the. 

name ..of Broadway: pressagent-| 

producer. . Arthur .Cantor: and 

~eredits Alexander. ‘H. ‘Cohen. ‘with 

the production. ef. “Lord ‘Pengo,’ 

which: was -actually presented by 

Paul Gregory and Amy: Lynn. 

Almost. inevitably... ill-informed. 

“experts” have to find:a heavy for 

the ills of Broadway, and Bermel. 

‘points the. finger | at: theatreowners, 

‘whom he -™ presumably. means ‘to 

damn -with: the desienation of real- 

estate men. He rails ‘against. what. 
‘he yegards | as. excessive theatre 

‘distinction between theatre rental 
terms and sharing. terms. - 

Thus, the article “criticizes - the 

Federal government. for. continuing 
the -10%. admissions tax (a point 

pancy tax.. 

ducers, not theatreowners, are sub- 
ject. to these levies, Presumably 
the author isn’t. aware ‘that,..on the 
' sharing terms. the theatre. pays ‘its 

tax. and various incidental imposts, 
license fees,.ete. <=. . 

Like. virtually - all bemused: 
would-be authorities, Bermet has. 
clear preferences for. the. sort of 
“aood” plays that producers shoutd 

3 select te save the theatre, and. he. 
: yeveals. the..usual intolerance for 

shows: that fail to meet his stand- 
. ards. . Presumably - he - has: equally 
little patience with ‘audiences who 

his. tastes. =. 
AM this ‘is: to. be. ‘expected; and 

probably isn’t unduly” important. | 
-Jt-seems fair’ to wonder, ‘however, 
_ahout the sense of. responsibility, 
-or -perhaps just. concern for ‘the 

, Magazine, of. the ‘editors. of Har 

7 ‘Denys Lasdun to: Design oy 
which a 

customarily ignores articles in ‘cur-j.. ° 
eouldn’t “quite 7 

‘who will ‘design. the ‘National Thea- 

be. erected-on the South Bank. ‘He| are 
‘was selected. from:a-.short. list: of 20 
‘taken from 109 applicants. | 

‘most. distinguished. architects, al-(L 

‘cludes. $2,800. ,000. towards the. cost |" 

‘plus a ‘smaller: experimental house | 

LOS TT ee Ne ET ET VTE RIE Te 
. von rin “I 

agi “siorian 

old Princess: Theatre's iatimate 
“shows in « bright. piece ” 

Five: Musicals: fT. hat 

Brit. ‘National. Theatre be * 
oo ‘London, Dec. 3. he ‘one of the. Interesting | Featares 

; Denys “Easdun_ is the. -architect}|- ia ‘the ‘upcoming . - 

58th Anniversary. Number 
‘tre. and. the new Opera House- tol]... yg te of. 

a other ‘statistical cid dote-filed 
_ shorts ¢ ond articles © 

-. Las- | 
dun, aged .49,..is. one. of Britain’ S$ 

though he) as never designed) Terry Thomas, Miss fiom 
The ‘initial government grant ‘in- 

bo In-2 Palm Beach Origs 
f- buildi th .1,000-séat theatre, 

OE one ne , Palm ‘Beach, Dec. 3... 

of around 300 ‘capacity.. ‘The Lon-} 
‘don. County. Council will provide. ‘Poinciaria -Playhouse:.:Jan. -13. (to }- 

. $3, 640,000 toward the’ cost .of erect- March 21). one::week . earlier: than : 

ing the theatres. and. the: “Opera usual, Frank “J:. Hale‘. has “an- |.’ 
BO, two * _ prior-to-Broadway : “nounced - House. 

*~ | productions.. 
“Phe Glass: Rooster” will, be. the. 

‘marking . -the}-: 
American stage. debut. of English 

2 opening - gambit; 

.._| comic, - ; Terry-Thomas. | 

‘So Far Burton, 
‘Playhouse. 

ROBERT BARAL, ©. 
harks: back te ‘the- tradition: of the: | 

1|.Kennedy’s’ .assassination. 

- 1. Also:scheduled is Celeste. Holm, i: 
yin @ new ‘romantic comedy,. “Mad-. coe 
ly vin. _Love;””. tobe produced. by.|:..-- 
Roger Stevens’ especially. for the Ae. 

ONT ENN a 

_ Wedinesilay, riscni
si 

~"Bonofice — 
G ‘took: legit: ‘several days to: recover. from the ‘shock of. President. a 

All Broadway, off-Broadway and .touring.. 
| shows. (in the U.S.) were.dark. Nov. 25, the official day of mourning At-.. 
-tendance was off.Tues night (26) and still: wasn’t back to the traditional: : 

‘t| holiday-eve level Wednesday « (27). or ‘Thanksgiving Day. (28).- 
“shows: sold out-for the: Friday-Saturday (29-30) performances, however. .. 

-. || --The pattern of past seasons indicates that -récéipts: will’ be down’this ’- . 
y ‘and: the: next: two: weeks—the’ traditional pre-Christmas slump, ‘The. 

|| upturn may- start Monday, Dee. 23; .and ‘is ‘virtually. -cértain to arrive *. 
--l] the next night,. Christmas Eve (which - used’ to .be .a. brutal. night ‘for. | 
{| theatregoing but ‘has picked up impressively’ in: the. last decade -or- so). 

The: Christmas-New:. Year's: Day period is: always the -boxoffice . ‘peak 
| re the ‘Season, but, the Bost-New: Year. ‘week invariably. brings: a: sharp” ‘ 
1, Top. - - - 
| <The same Seasonal pattern: occurs - with hotel occiipancy and ‘restau: .~ 

}herant. business in the Manhattan theatre ‘area, except. that medium-price. —. 
| eateries. pick. up. ‘non-legit trade: from. shoppers. after- -department: store .- 
‘closing hours. ‘As indicated ‘below, convention 1 ‘bookings : are generally a 

” | light: for: ‘the: ‘bre:Christmas: period. . 

“The: Following - are: the scheduled: tnajor. “convéntions,: expositions a 
“and trade shows: in New .York. this: week.and. next,. ‘according to the 
N.'Y.:Convention & Visitors ‘Bureau: The figures refer, respectively, to 
scheduled dates and anticipated attendance. on, 

“pluitng -to -: open his. “Royal |” 

er 4, 1963 

Most © 

‘O'Keefe Centre here.. ‘Others ‘thus: 
far ‘set. to appear inthe presenta- 
tion, which. will ‘be “performed in |- 
rehearsal. clothes, ‘inelude Hume _|- 

| Cronyn .-as.Polonius’: and. Alfred | 
Drake. as: Claudits.: _ 1 

‘start ‘here: ‘Feb.: t-under ‘the: direc-' 
tion. of.-John . Gielgud. ‘The. Broad:} 

_ tway . ‘stand ‘is to be followed ‘by a. 
brief tour. It’s understood Elizabeth 
Taylor, who's: been in Mexico ‘with | * 
Burton for. - his. assignment’ there. 
‘im the..film version’ of. 
thé -Iguana,”.. will take -up - local. 
‘residence: during” the actor’s stay 
‘in Toronto. “She's: . “also: scheduled: 
} to: attend the . _preem. here, - | 

rentals, evidently. ignorant: of the} ° 

volved in’ another’ Cohen venture. 

combiried: ‘with. the -$248,000 al- 
ready. received from: ‘England, adds 
up ‘to the $1, 000, 000 mentioned: 

“have the. temerity to. disagree. with’ : above. 

-since: February... ¥961,: -closed® ‘Nov. 

- 'Peronto;. Dec.. 3.: 

Alexander - ‘H. “Cohen's. :produc- 

debut: the’ week: ‘of -Feb. 24 at the 

. Rehearsals. of the play, which is le 

slated: -to- begin = 12-week ‘New 
York. run March. 19,. are. ‘due. to 

‘Incidentally,- Drake is. ‘also. in- 

He’s. working - on. ‘the - translation 
of the- Italian ‘musical,’ “Rugan- 
tino,” . which’. Cohen. is.. importing 
‘for a Broadway. outing this’ season. a 

most people. in. legit will’ endorse) |. , - = 

and New York.City for ‘its ‘oceu- | === 
He then -makes ‘the. oe 

boner ‘of ‘asserting : that only pro-+| - ‘Sound’ Profit 
— Continued from page’ 53. —. 

‘souvenir programs. ‘and. other sub-. 

end of the admissions tax besides} Sidiary rights. . 

‘having .to pay: thie entire realestate | 
However, ‘on. .a: $1, 200,000: ‘film: 

sale, the production's - 40%: “share; 
less) 10% -commissions, : comes ‘to. 

+ $432,000. Since only $117,000 of 
that: amount ‘had been: received by: 
-the “production, theré’s ‘a’. $315, 000. 
balance. due.:.In addition, about. 

| $750,000. more is ‘payable from the 
British “ production: That. amount:;: 

The original. ‘Broadway. produc: 
tion ‘ofthe misical; in whieh’ Mary. 
Martin © originally. starred, ended 
“qa 181-week run last. ‘June 15,.A- 
touring ‘subsidiary. | ‘On the. road 

23° in. Toronto... However, ‘Henry 
dignity .and_- reputation . of. ‘Mar | Guettel, who ‘toured: .’a:. bus-and= 

* per’s: in. accepting. (possibly. even 
soliciting?) and oublishing.. such} 
palpable nonsense. Or was this 

_ just a: deadpan. practical: joke?’ : 

Slate Coast Production 

‘Los Angeles. Dec. 3 
_Caurence ‘Merrick. .. operator... of 

th> “Princess... ‘Theatre, . has. pur-'! § 
chased the North.. ‘American ‘legit, 1 
film and. tv riguts to “Hannah Sen- | m 

‘a play: by. Aharon Meged. | 
The work” las’ been a: success: at: 
nesh,” 

Asrael’s Habimah Théatre.: 
“The  producer;: who -plans to 

stage the show here in January. 
_prior to. Broadway. and filming, has. 
an. English ‘translation by. ‘Meyer | 
‘Levin, — 

truck edition of the tuner last sea- 
‘son; is reactivating the ‘production. 

the Auditorium, “Vancouver: ° 
-Thus, more money . should: -be 

nérship from the renewed Guettel 

‘other . subsidiary 

deal with 20th. will work. out. Te- 
mains. to: be seen: 

which: the’ late Oscar Hammerstein 

-partner, Richard . Rodgers.:.‘Fhe 

Cronyn & Drake} 
‘| culated. Risk, 

“Night: of} 

Broadway.: 

‘stairs; : 

company ° ‘he formed. for. that ven-. 
ture. in order’ ‘to send. out ‘another ; 

~4 unit for a. tour starting. Dec. 30 at 

the .. profit-sharing. 

“Music” was: the . last: ‘show: on. | -: 

‘2d. collaborated. ‘with “his”: longtime. 

tuner, with” ‘book by: Howard. Lind-. 
say. and Russel’ Crouse, was copro--. 
duced by R&H with. Leland: Hay- 

| ward and Richard: Halliday, 

‘Other. coming - attractions on: ‘the.} rn 
agenda, with ‘stars. as yet unar- 
nounced, are “Lord Pengo,” ” “Cale. 

”.. “Sunday “in New: 
York” and a "yeturn of: Liberace. © 

Just: ‘prior: to’ the. formal Play 
house .opéning; the’ Academy. Royal. 
Theatre Ine., .a local school of ‘the | 
theatre, will sponsor:.a Festival of. 
the : Performing. ‘Arts,. -four’. Pro-. 
grams: of. music and’ ballet. 

” Carol Channing 
—- Continued. from. page 53 — 

and. things: and: probably. ‘grabbing: 
anything - ‘that came. along,’”’. she. 

“Instead, I've been able ; remarked. 
.to: be’ pretty choosey, : besides keep- 
‘ing. sharp and in: shape: by: working 
all the-time...- . : 

-|. “My. night: club. act- ‘and: my ‘solo: 
shows have’. ‘been * wonderful “for 
ame, keeping me in touch with audi- 
‘ences .:and: giving -me.. .experience. . 
You. know,: it’s really something: 
Lots of times, when’ I’m: walking 

{| down Fifth” Aveniie ‘and. somedtie. 
says something like, ‘Hello, Carol, f 
saw you in ‘Peoria’ ‘the . night | you. 
dropped your. : handbag -: into. the | 
orch' : pit.”.. And: then,.. we “both 
stand there: and have a good laugh. 
“Well, that visitor from. Peoria, 

or’ some such ‘place,. probably -is 
| Boing.to ‘the theatre ‘that. nighton 

‘And; if I'm playing on. 
_ Broadway, :it’s.a ‘good ‘bet I’ll have 

| that customer. ‘Broadway: custom- 
‘ers: come. from all over the. country: 
-and anyone who “plays -.on°. the. 

:'| Broadway. ‘stage: has: gotta. go. “out 
-and- visit them. once ina while, too: 
‘That’s the: way: I see it: And, with- | . 
out. these ‘visits back: and™. forth; | 

| why there would be no Broadway 1 
and no road,” 

“Besides, ‘it’s « fain: being. on thie: 
‘road, Take ‘Dallas, for example.. No 
matter. how sexy,:.or mean, 1: try 
to be;.the: Dallas ‘audience: “some-. 

Isn’t.. that. awful? - 
-“In Washington, Tm intellectual. 

Isn't ‘that’ a laugh? Well, you'see,. 
. there ‘are an ‘awful’ lot .-of - intel-: 

lectual - people ‘in Washington: and: 
‘when they come to.see me ‘and I’m. 
‘doing something “sappy, - they - are, 
so smart they ‘see right. through 

|the. whole thing ‘and just: know. 
that I must really be intellectual. 
“Detroit _‘is-: - sophisticated | “and. 

gutty.- “Oh, ‘the ‘ones: that sit down 

“Minneapolis is. a very: European 
\-city... Actors. are’ regarded like 

‘presentation, .as ‘well as from. the | ay a 
-|-continued run of the. London pro-’ 
T. duction. and: 
\ sources. *- How. 

deities, or. something. They treat 
“you. royally, .as. if “you -had- a crown: 
on your ‘head “and. the ‘crown.--was |. 
‘Surrounded . by a. ‘halo... Isn’t that, 
something, ‘though? . 4 wonder why 

| that is?) 
“Well, now, ‘Yook;: ‘that’s: ‘eriough- 

‘about - the: road: “And; Seeing that 
“you aren’t ‘having any ‘dessert, -have.|: 
a piece of rock candy;..instead: It’s 
good. for-energy and.that’s: ‘what TI 
nééd -now.: because - pretty. ‘soon. Pll. 
be at: rehearsal and--we’ve: got a lot 

ea to do > getting this. show in shape." 

‘theme. 
|room. in. the home. of - his. close 

_.:| friend, a. Negro; and his wife. In 
this version Hill is-a singer and. 
|} poet.“ who®. united | ‘People: ‘through 

. his: music. 
“Carlsson ’ portrays. “him. ‘as an} 

image- in Sweden. 
.(Joe--Hill-was also the subject: 

of “The Man ‘Who ‘Never Died,”. 
drama by Barry Stavis, which “nits 
{given.an off-Broadway “production 2 
by Irving Strouse. It opened Nov. 
27, 1958, at. the: Jan Hus Theatre,: 
N.Y, ‘and. had a 133-performance: 
run. Another play titled 
Man: Who .Never Died,” a mystery. 
melodrama. by Charles: Webster. on. 
a totally. different theme, was done }|' 

the ‘play is. made up of a series ‘of 
flashbacks. interspersed. with . nu- 
merous . ‘Hill. songs... - 
As the: problems. of: ‘hunger ‘and. 

-unemployment: mean. rather little 
to. Swedes today; playwright.-Tor- 
‘sten Carlsson: introduces a race 

He: lets, Joe: ‘Hill rent a}. 

idealist who was: convinced that he 

-A-minor play that: is:an ‘interest- 
ing document of the Américan 

: Fred.. 

“The. 

1-5 °° N.Y: Shoe Show. OTe beagle * 00 
26) Exposition ‘of Chemical’ Industries. eet bee ce 9° 40,000 
2-:7 Greater N.Y, .Dental ‘Meeting ©. :.:. 7 be bee ee ae eg ee 20000 = 

-3-5. National: Assn. of: Manutacturets.° woes ce betlu elise: 1,000 2 
Bebe National. “Assn. of Display . Ol, anne weddecces 1,500 — 

11-14. .. State Society of Anesthesiologists vate be Vaca. £7 °9,000° 
14-15. ‘Atlantic Cat ‘Club, : bees PE Peace 1,000. 

; Continued from page ‘5 ————————————— 

Joe Hill Their mimicry. is “acute. “But “in 

haps “only : for. stage: purposes); 

Of the 45 ‘aborigines,’ none .can 
|be. said to ‘stand out more: than 

_They come from three’ 
different ‘tribés and possess namés - 
like ‘Freddie Puruntatameri: ‘Djer-°. : 
| gujergu .and “Skipper - ‘Anggilidji. ee 
There are.only two::women, ‘both ©)": - |” 
Jooking. rather -weather - beaten, 
who ‘in--two sequénces sit. on. ‘their . ee 
Hhawiiches with three of their male’ ©...” 

_ -incomprehensively ; 

the. others. 

companions, :: 
intoning.-: 

- Down ™ Under - ‘the. interest: ‘is 

trifle: guilty over the: treatment of 
| the aborizine, but does little about: 
it. :But ‘overseas would -be little. : 

. place didgeridoo - ‘Playing. or. Sing: 
img... .:5 

“The coinmentaty is ‘is hard to hear 

the: main they - are. simply doing... 
what their forefathers. have’ been. 

| doing:. for’..countless . gerierations ~ 
and, “measured .. in relation ‘to- the © 
‘progress in- other ‘lands, their: art. 
‘is. all too primitive, -without | being. 
‘particularly artistic. =. 

Although their bodies: are: paint- - 
‘ed: -in- varied: designs ‘and - -they <all . 
wara red type of. loincloth (per-- 

their garb ‘is ‘not as colorful: as it. 
| should. be’ for. ‘full -effect. The. ace 
‘companiment: is mainly “achieved. 
by - forms: of ; “hand-clapping, | clap- 

would not.be convicted of a: crime: “sticks: and: ‘sometimes’ didgeridoos. 

he’ had. not committed. . 
- The | play: is -simple and unim- 

-pressive. ‘However,. ‘it is: an’ illus-. 
‘tration. of how ‘Europeans. Temem- 
\ber their . forefathers. who- emi- 
-prated to the new world: In the 
Swedish version, Hill fought. a los-. 
ing battle. against ‘a.corrupt society. 
‘that was ‘able to murder him but: 

| could ‘not ‘prevent .: his ‘soul © and | 
| Memory from ‘marching . on = ° 

eo. we . ° . . . . 

toe oa F os os ote 
e ° . . . 5 te . . . 

woe woe Loe . - . oats tte. ! 
A Ne ee A ee NN i Ne a a hn i le in ee Pe 

likely: to -be- kindly and. tolerant, . 
since the’ average. ‘Aussie feels. a” 

| The ‘Staging ‘is: efficient:.. ‘Seene. 
| changes. are skillfully. done .behind _ 
a descending: screen depicting con- ...: 
stantly: -changing-. slides - of ‘.abor- -. :. 
igine . art;, -before.: which takes -- 

; during. the 1925-26 sedson Ed.) - 

-Trust . presentation - of native. songs .and|. 

‘Kilda ‘Palais, Melbourne; 83. st top. 
how thinks: ‘of me as. being. ‘sweet. 

present. ‘on. stage. the” ceremonial 
‘dances, : -mimed legends, - 
_borees,: 
playing. and . other. ‘forms’ of = en= 

‘lian. aborigines, . To. make: it’ seem: 

tropical trees adorn. the. stage, and | - 

a’. backlit .-eyclorama: : 
“forest, “swamp or- plain. 

-they’ve . ‘been ‘everywhere | 
‘and- are’ very: blase. But, the’ones 
up -in: the ‘balcony, God bless em, 
when I get ‘Slinky: and kinda ‘sexy, | 

a | why I hear. those: dirty: ‘little laughs. 
-{ coming ‘from the. balcony ‘and 1. 

2 | - know I’m_ gettin through to *em.. 
oe fortheoming ta: the Broadway. part- | ' aa is 5 

~-Of Haneah Sennesh’ Pl-y| 

the: figures start slowly . ‘to. move 
‘| and there: is the impression, which 
‘remains: throughout most: of: thé 
‘performance, . of a technicolored: 

-less..be -more impressive: But’ in-|": 

without. any ‘gain. 

‘flashing - their..teeth of showing. 
i much: in. the" way. of. personality... 

at the Provincetown. Theatre, N. Y., 

| making it obvious that he is’ ‘read- 
| ing from a an 1 unfamiliar script. Aboriginal Theaire | 

2 Melbourne. Nov. 15.: 
The Australian. Elizabethan Theatre 

dances - by.- Aborigines “from. Arnhem |. 
Land. . Australia. Staged and‘ supervised 
by ‘Stefan Haag; narrator: Kenrick Hud | 
son: ‘Opened - Nov:. 14, ’63,: at. the’ St. 

London Shows 
A Figures denote opening. dates): 
:-' Albatross, Theatre ‘Royal. E.. tt 46a). 
, Angels Fear Tread, St. Mart 
” . At Broep 

An, ‘attempt “has “been - made to 
at, Haymarket (10-2-63):. ° 

-eorro- | - Reyond. Fringe: arorttne. ASTESL. | 
didgeridoo and ..clapstick | ~ Boeing-Boeing, . Apolle _ (2-20-63). 

“Boys: Syracuse, Drury: Lane: A1-8-63)., 

tertainment ° practiced: by. Austra- |. 
---Sentle Jack, ..Queen’s /(11-2869). .. .- 
. Ginaer Man, Royal Court. (11-20-93). - 
Halt a Sixpence. Cambridge (3-21-63). 
How to ‘Succeed. :‘Shafteshury (3-28-62). 

much imaginative use is. made of.|-: “Mary. Maly Queene os 1Z400) 
displaying - Pensteats Bieradite. (R9- | 

na _ rap, im assa dI- 

‘At . curtain © rise: gradual. in-'|-- Never. Tro Lata.- “Pines gies BD a, 
creased’ ‘lighting | reveals’ ..a “silent. . ony nat asi? wake s Gie-e3. 

aborigine ‘village scene - and: the)’ ‘one for the: Pot, Whitehall:(@.2:61. 
effect is. trémendous. The .narra- Out of. Crocesdile; Phoenix . 10-29-69)... 
tor’s. voice fills. in the’ background; ; 

the genuine, thing, real palms and |.” 

"Poor -Bitos, New Arts. (11-13-63). 
: Portrait of Murder, Savoy 10 3469. 

. - Piekwick, Saville (7-483). 
‘Possessed, -Méermaid (10-23-69). : 

. Private Lives, - Duke. York’s ‘(7- 9630. 
: Repertory, : Aldwych. ‘€12-15-60). 

, Severed Head, - Criterion : (6-27-63). 
Six ‘Characters, May. Fair (6-17-63). 
Six 2F Hiya: Adel} shi. (9-BRH2. 

Sound of Music;. Palace (3-18-61). 
- Swing Along, Palladium : (5-17-63). - 

oe Wings. ‘of the Dove, Lyric. az: 3.69). 

~ CLOSED - OO 

: “Alfle,. ‘Duchess 23-63); 
Saturday (30) .-after | 194 ‘perfor mances. 

film about ‘the. customs of ‘some: 
African tribe: © - ‘1 
In ‘their own. native . sorround-. 

ings, these. aborigines would doubt-. 

terms. of theatre a lot. of the rules: 
lave ‘to. be: broken and, seemingly,’ 

It ali- seems }:: 
more: interesting than © entertain- 
ing.- 
"For much. of the’ time the - abor- ‘ formances.. 

igines:look abject; seldom smiling, | . SCHEDULED | “OPENINGS 
f Peter Ptn, Scala (42-13-63). _ 
Dp’Oyly. Carte, Savoy" (12-16-63): - 
Ne Strings, Her Majesty's G2. 90-69), 

| and. ‘badly:done, with the: narrator." 
| appearing. to. stumblé over ‘words: 

Stan, . 

ins‘ (6-6-63), a 7 2 

' . Bed. Sitting Room, Comedy: (3- ?, oo ae 

’ Difference of Opinion, Garrick (41-21-63). - 
Funny Thing Happened, Strand (10-3-63): . 

Repertory, National . Theatre, ‘922-69 io ee 

* dosed -- last 
*-.Lesk Up Your.Daughfers, Her Majesty's ~~ 
C1769); ¢ glosed: jest Saturday: after 104 - 
perform = 

po Shout: 4 for ‘Life, Vaudeville. (11-27-43); . 
‘E-? closed last Saturday (30) after. five. per- 

» 

° _ . eet . . 

ee ee te eS 



tow te ( Gi $f Ft a 3 a, 
‘Albatross’ $18,906, ‘Kisses’ $16,500 

“Net the: Sanie ‘Albee 
_Buffalo,. Dec..‘3.: 

mann © Alan: Schneider, ‘director of-- 
"Who's. Afraid: ‘Of . Nirginia’ | 

* Woolf?” and. “Ballad ‘of. the . 
‘Sad Cafe,” lecturing. here ‘un-. 
der auspices ‘of. the. Studio: 

ee! rt With $f -( { he c ) 2 ! |: ~.Theatre, took for his subject 
| “Who's: ‘Afraid: of Edward. Al- " nnie’ Top- Gre n AT peer 

ie way aly 0K ‘fas Short 
“Park; Here s Love, Shade SRO; 

AM: ‘put two | ae 16 shows { ‘pen, J6hin: Moféat;. Peter: Bull: Glyn [e-.: Oldtime™ " vaudeville « buffs . 

thet River. *9 . 

a -cal-Drama 5 

“lune Martin). 

played. ‘seven: performances « ‘again: 
"* Jast’. week,: having cancelled. .Mon- 
* day night (25). in observance ‘of the}. 
‘day’. of -mourning: for ' President 

~~ John: F.. Kennedy... Business. for] 
most .. entries. was: ‘substantially | 
ahead’ of : the’ prévious. frame. when | 
Friday night «. (22) . performances | 
Were ° cancelled: following the’ :as-|: 
“'sassination; ze 

. Receipts last: ‘week: “exveedéd” exe 
‘pectations, with ‘weekend: ‘activity:| 

7 particularly ° ‘Strong. ° .-The Sellouts | 
‘+? last week. were “Barefoot * in: the 

-" -Patk;” “Here’s “Love” and: “110-in{ 
- the Shade.’ The’. -longrunning | 
: “steady ‘sellout,. “How to: Succeed. in’ 

- Businéss.. ‘Without.-Really. Trying,” 
failed to..go clean... ‘The. two. offer- 

_ ings. which- played. eight perform- | 
ances last week because of a regu-| 
Jar’ ‘schedule of Sunday matinees in. 
Fieu: of. ‘Mojiday. night performanées 

“were: “Man: and. Boy” and “Spoon. 

Estimates for Last Week 

thei C- (Comedy), D (Drama). a 
2 ‘ép" i(Comedy-Drama); R: (Revue), 
~ MCE Musical- Comedy):, MD -¢ Misi: 

eretta),: - Rep. ( Repertory), . 
(Dramatic Reading). __ 

°7* Other.-parenthetic ‘designations | 
-. Yefer, ‘respectively, to weeks played, 
number. of: performances throught: 
“last Satur day, top’ prices, (where |: 
two. prices are. giver, ‘the lugher is. 
for Friday-Saturday nights aid:the- 

’ Jower- for weeknights), “number ‘of | 
-Stars:.|.. " seats, ‘capacity ‘gross: ‘and. 

_ Price: includes 10% Fedéral: -and | 
- 5%: ‘repealed ‘City tax ( diver ted ‘to- 
tr inadustr 'y-wide pension. and:.wel- 
‘fare. fund),. but grosses are. net: 
te. ‘exclusive Of taxes .:-. 
Asterisk . denotes Sho - had. cut: 
“rate: tickets ‘in circulation.:.. .:- - 

: Grosses. “normally . have. “been | 

 .geduced .- by *- 
theatre. parties are_ mentioned: : 

_:; Ballad of: the Sad. Cafe; Beck (yt 
7 (5th: wk: 35° p): ($6. 90-$7.50;: 1,280;- 
_'$50;898) “(Coleen’ Dewhurst, “William 
Prinece).. 

“Barefoot ‘in | the: Park... Biltmore 
JG) (eth: wks: 43. p) ($6.90-87.50; 994: 
«$38, 692) (Elizabeth. Ashley, : Robert: 

‘Redford, - Mildred. : “Natwick, .: Kurt 
- -Kasznar): 

7 “with: parties. oe! 
“-: Last. week, $33, 321. with parties: | 

ae - Beyond the. Fringe; - Golden: ‘(R). . 

(58th .wk; 459 p): ($7.50; .799;- - $34, |. 
"*\g74), | ‘Previous week; $13, 474. 

_ Last: ‘week, $20, 283. 4 

Casé ‘of. Libel, Longacre (D) (ath 
“wk: 58.p)'.($6.90-$7.50;. 1,101; $40,- 
986) (Van Heflin, ‘Sidney Blackmer; |. 

Previous. week, $23,- at 
a 2934 with. ‘parties. 

. “Last : -week,. ‘$24, 477. with: ‘Parties. 
Z ‘Ply- | 
mouth, {D) (9th: wk: 69. Pd: ($6.90- |: 

”, Previous) 

Larry Gates). 

“Chips.” With * Everything, . 

_- $7.50; 1,084; $43, 865).: 
“S -weék, $14,549. . ‘: 
ae “Last: week, $21, 345: “Moves: Jan. 
|. 6 to the: Booth Theatre, as 

Enter. "Laughing, Miller’s S" 
(38th wk:. 299 pp). ($6: 90-$7.:50;940; 
$30,200) - (Vivian: Blaine, Alan Mow-' 
-bray, Irving Jacobson. Alan Arkin). 

_ Previous. week, .$14,882.: oe 
. - Last ‘week, $18, 965.. 

Funny’ “Thing - Happened on the 
“Alvin (MC)Y 7 Way. to: the ‘Forum,. . ouglas :Campbell, ‘Nancy. ‘Wick-. attached . Fecent - reviews. , OF : 

PROSE GP MEIGS wre Bowalas Rai aster |coune the ed” eae re Rawlings). | ‘erence ’ Was. “to” ‘the ” viereninial 
week, $34, 405... 

Last week, $44, 523. 

Me, “Here’s Love;. Shubert (MC) (9th and. 
oe ‘wk: 66: p) 4$9.60; 1,453: °$71,205).: 

Previous week, $54,405 with parties:. 
. Last: week, $58; 217 ‘with’ ‘parties. 

” How.’ to: ‘Succeed~ ‘in: ‘Business 
Without | Really. ‘Trying;- 46th St. 

- (MC)- (112th. wk; 887° p): = ($9.60; 
“. °“¥342-: $66,615), ,Previous week, | 

$56,519 
Last: week, $54, 083. 

- $7.50; -1,079; $44, 124). “(Claudette | 
7 Colbert; Cyril Ritehard). /Previous'} 
“week, $13,853. 

_ Last week, “$18: 064: 

- Jennie, “Majestic (MC) th: wk: | 
“50. p). ($9.60;. 1,655;. $91,714): (Mary | 

’ Prévious “Week, * ‘$68, 443 . 
‘with - -parties, 

‘Last: ‘week, “$64, 234 ‘with parties. . a 

» Luther, St: James (D). (10th: wk: mat 
- 5. p).: ($6 90-$7.50;. -1,609;. ‘$61, 095). 

nae “ (Albert Finney, Kenneth J 

oo we 

week, " $42; 891. - 

| Revill,’ Georgia ‘Brown).’ 
. “fe week, $34,184. . 

‘O. (Opéra), ‘OP. (Op: } 
DR: 

|- McEwan. Barry. Foster,’ Brian Bed-: 
‘| ford,. Moray. : : Watson). 

commissions “wher e | ; 

‘Previous : wéek;: “$19,817... 
LL el k.. 25, 900 “with: arties:. : 

ast week, $ F | wk; "253 -p). ($8.60; 1,047;. $53,700). 

Previous | week, $32, 536) 

‘| $7.50; - 1/162; $46, 485): (Uta: Hagen, 

ey 

“4°. Closed. ‘Nov. 23° * Grossed. about 

ve ‘performance | ‘and © is” believed to: 

‘ Irreguilar - Verb to. “Love,. “parey-|: 
more: (C) (11th. wk;.83."p) ($6.90-|- 

a $27, 000), 

+“ War-| Soseph Ripness , Presentation . ‘8 , 

“here: ‘reealled. ‘the: ‘nationwide ‘Owen, .Frank ” “Shelley). ‘Previous: Ae 
“|... monolithic nein - Albee - Or- |: 

Last, eek, 49, 188, «| pheum: booking. combine. head-., 
week, § ed: by the late ‘Edward F.:Al: 

Man and Boy,. Atkingon (D). (sa | ‘bee; namesake. of contempor- .” wk;.22 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,088; $44-| | ary playwright an adopted son: 
430). . (Charles " Boyer). ° Previous... ‘of Reed: Albee, son of E..F. Al-- 
week, $20,912 with’ parties:: :. |” bee 1 a 
Last: week, $19, 439 with parties. 1 e had literal power of. pro-: 

fessional life:-or death’: ‘over 

"Mary; Mary, Hayes (C): (43a wk: 

1, 

-- thousands of vaudeyille _per- 
‘LZ, 138° p) ($6:90-$7.50;- ‘1, 164; '$43,- | formers, Oldtimers. ‘muttered . 
380) (Patricia. Smith, Murray Hams | © in their beards,’ “Who's. Afraid . 
ilton, _ Michael. ° “Evans). _ Previous. 208 Edward | Albee?’ 2” No. “one 
week, $14; 164. 0.2 2 Ye in 1963..: : 

Last’ week; $22, 471. : 

‘-Never® Too Late, ‘Playhouse ©. 
(83d. wk;..421." p). ($6:90-$7.50;-994>. “closed. last Monday. night (2). ° 

$37,000)  (PRaul:: Ford,. ‘Maureen -} | a OTHER “THEATRES | 
.O’Sullivan,. Orson - Bean). Previous| -ANTA, “Belasco; Broadway, 54th 
week, $21, 308. - fr | Ste Hellinger,. ‘Hudson: ~ Lunt:" 
Last: week, ‘$31, 100.: Winter Garden, 2 Blegs| re Fontatine, 

“Oliver, Imperial: “@iD). (ath wk ; ‘feld-’ _ 

375..p). ($9. $0; 1,450; $71; 977). (Clive t nia “| CONTINUANCE VAGUEIF 
_ Last week, ‘$51, 268... 

One: Flew © Over. ‘the . -Cuiekeo’s | - 
“Nest,. Cort: (D) (3d: ‘wk;: 19 -p): ($6: :90-. 
$7. 50; 15100; $41,482) (Kirk . Doug: ; 
Jas). Previous week, ‘$21, 206... | way. run. of hig production of 
* Last week, $21, 418.. “ }Luther” after: Albert 

HO in the. Shade, : Broadhurst tf 
(Mc). (6th: ‘wk; : 42.-p) “($8: 60-$9 40; — 
/1,186;- $58,000) . (Robert. Horton, 8 
Inga Swenson, ‘Stephen’. Douglass). 
Previous week, $48, 176. ‘with’ Par-. 

ies 
‘Last: week, $50, 961 ‘with partiés. t 

- ‘David. Merrick. . ‘hiasn’t - ‘decided 

part: he..originated in London, . 

. pires - -Feb. 1. : 

Private” ‘Ear’ “arid « Public Eye, | 
“Morosco. (D). (8th. wk; 59 p)‘($6.90-. 
$7.50: 1,009; $41, 827) (Geraldine 

“house Jan. 10. to’ make . way. for 

‘Previous. 16... Another - theatre . is:: 
“week, $17,508. with parties: -° 

“Last, week, $21, 114: with “parties, : 

~“Rehearsal,. Royale’ (D) (10th. wk: | 
78 Pp) - ($6. 90:87: 50; :1,050;. ‘$43, 908). |. 
(Keith: Michell, . Coral: Browne; -|. 
Alan: Badel; ‘Adrienne. ‘Cori,’ ‘Jenni=’ ‘MEL’ Despite Ws $: 3 Years 
fer Hilary), Previous’ week, SIT, 719: 

Last. week; $22, 409. « 

She Loves Me, O'Neill. (MC) (g2d ot 

7 ney. 'S. withdrawal. 

En Route. 

(Barbara ‘Cook, “Daniel . Massey, | Editor, Waniery:: 

Barbara: Baxley).’ Previous‘: week, : 
. $26,730. ‘Miss Baxley returned. ‘to. 
the east last- Monday. night: (2) fol-: 
‘lowing a: month’s leave .of ‘absence. 
for surgery. -She' Was’ spelled: by: 
Marion Brash. : 

_ Last: week, $32, 305! ‘| most:. recent. : vintage -. 
Spoon River, Belasco . (DR). (oth 
wk: 71. -p)- ($6.90-$7:50: 1,008;. $34, = 
977). (Betty: Garrett; Robert Elston, | 

Clositiz’ After. 8 Years,” in all -fair- 

i enclosed) 

Joyce. Van Patten, Charles. Aid ferring to the. “freshness,” “bright- 
man). Previous. week,, $8, 493: ... ..| ness,” “charm,” “visual: joy,” “con-. 

” Last week, $16,875; .. © [tinued durability,’ ”” .. ete. of this. 
: Javish alltime champion. ,: 

_*Stop the. World—¥ ‘Want ‘to: Get Again; ‘and in “fairiiess ‘to. “the 
“Off, Ambassador. (MC) ‘(61st ’ wk; f. 
483. p) ($8.60; 1,121; $51,795). (let | my expe may I ‘state: that “in: all 
Grey). Previous week, $20, 412. ; 

- Last. week, $30,510. | 

“Who! s Afraid ‘of Virginia’ Woait? 
Rose. (D) (60th: wk;. 472 p) ($6. 90-. 

* | applied themselves: more‘ diligent- 
‘ly to a-gruélling, touring schedule, 

-Arthur Hill: ‘Ben Piazza) (matinee office, ? 
company - costars - Haila’ Stoddard, 
‘Donald Davis)... 
bis 019.. 

Last : ‘week, $24, 953>.. ATA 
-- CLOSED. PREVIOUS. WEEK 
“Golden ‘Age, ‘Lyceum. (DR). (1st 
wk 7..p) . ($6. 90-$7.50; 995; $32,669). 

Previous: week, 4 

ser: enough: to. consider: a mention “of 

a. better light: than. the: one ‘where- 
in: we. were: -ealled ; 

“1 $3, 500 on. _Seven-performnance- week. 
figured.” to - have” -lost|.to. this company - which, 

virtually its: entire $27; 500 capital 
‘ization. — 

as’ the 

th be: - anything but fatigue. Ed.) 

Once for: the : “Adking Boéth (cy. faye "Martin: (Pat); Chandler ~ 
‘st. “wk; ‘1-‘p): ($6.90-$7. 50; “T6654--7° 
$33; 213)°. Se ‘ott - MeKay, ': : Jan 
Sterling). : 

Opened and: ‘dlosed Nov.. 20.) 
Grossed- around $3, 200. for: -the’ one 

ae ‘Included below are. productions. 
‘with: guaranteed | dates :on ‘which 
. grosses cannot: be. ‘aecurately’ fig 
* ured Ds 

‘Camelot (MCB): (Biff ‘McGuire, 

st, “its 

entire: $125, 000: capitalization: - 

Tambourines | to. Glory; : Little [3 
(D) ‘4th: Wk; 24. P). ($6. 50;° 803; split-week; 3: 02: -°. ~, 

Closed Nov. 23. Grossed ‘approx-|-: Man. ‘for. A “-Seasotis: (BT) 
‘imately. -$3;100: -6n-. final | ‘week. -of 
‘seven performances.and is.figured week.” 
to, represent a Toss of: over $125.0 000: 1 

‘OPENING THIS WEEK. | ‘Pajama “Tops: (C:RS). “( ist. oer 

- Have I Got.a Girl for You, Music ‘ane . Wilkinson), ” 
‘Box .(C) : ($6.90-$7.50; 1,010: "$40,-| enver. 
000). Richard “W: Krakeur ‘and 

ereland), “SPLitew eek... 

‘ert Donley, ‘Dick O'Neil), 

. | play by- Irving: Cooper: ‘opened and] ; 

whether" he'll continue: the. Broad-|: 

Finney’ 
withdraws from. the: title role: The’ 
‘British: actor, .who’s- repeatin the.) y Pp EB Fected ene stows play quar quteed 

| scheduled to leave ‘the ‘New. York a Pops 
- _presentation when his. contract em)" 

The John: ‘Osborn play ‘current. 
= ly i in its 11th week ‘at: the St. James. 
“Pheatre,. N-Y.,.has to vacate . ‘the: 

Merrick’s. incoming . production -of- 
“Hello, ; Dolly,” ‘which “bows -Jan. 

’ being. 
sought. to house. “Luther,” at ‘least 
for’ the: three ‘weeks’ -bétween: its. Record, American). 
exit from . the’ St;. James and: camer 

. Off, ‘Shubert. ({MC-RS). 
($5.50-$6.50;. 1,717; '$56;000) -(Ken-| 
neth Nelson: Lesley- Stewart). Pre-. 

| vious: week, ‘$37,108 ‘for. seven: per- | 
. 1 formances with Show: of the Month. 
| Club: patronage. Lot et 

‘Referring to a recent. ‘Vanrery' | 

‘story,."\"MFL,’ Tired Lady. Indeed, : |formances: with. SOMC patronage, 
“ness and with déep- respect for. the | 
touring: National Company - of: “My |. 
‘Fair, “‘Lady,”. ‘may . I respectfully . 

" eall : attention ‘to..the reviews. of. 

»| Fat From ‘Tired’: Co. Mer. 

and. which. -objectively. Bive. praise | . 
‘again -and . again: to: ‘this touring | 

{my © experience. in “show business | 4 
never. has. any : ‘touring | ‘company '| 

- We. aré: coficluding. ‘our tour as” 
of Dee. 14 at :the’ O’Keefe’s Cen- 
tre, Toronto. “Will © you: be. kind F-,. 

| this gallant, ‘talented’ company’ in |. g t, pany 1 formances with: TG-ATS: ‘subscrip-. 
“tired. 29: My ; tion. 

“request ‘is’ predicated . upon: the.}.. 

“MEL,” -becaise of its 8-year dura-. 
bility, : and°.not intended . to refer 

attached ‘press clips attest; appears’ 

- (Production: Stage. Mer.): scription. : 

‘Unreported Road Grosses. |: 
($55 1,515; . $34,000) (Dane Clark, 
‘Margaret O’Brien). 
°$21;232 for. ‘sevén ‘performances 

Jeannie’ Carson; Melville Cooper), : Tonto: . 

(Robert. Hartis, Jeff: Morrow, ‘Rob- }- 
splits): Q 

Auditorium; 

Receipts ‘were slim. for a number | 
ee | of road shows last week. However, 
* Several musicals. played to big busi- | 

| ness: with the: Broadway-bound |. 
. “The Girl: Who ‘Canie “to. Supper” 

~ |the ° “top-grosser “in~ Philadelphia. 
|The musical was ‘the. only road en- 
-} try, other :than those in- Toronto, 
-.| to. : ‘play. eight: performarices last. 

|. week. A ‘Friday matinee: was. sub-| 
‘| stituted: by. “Supper”. for the Mon- 
| day night (22). performance. which |. 
| Was cancelled in observance. of the 

| day... of - ‘national’: mourning. “for |” 7 
President | John. F: Kennedy. . 

__ Estimates for Last Week 

“Parenthetic designations jor out: 
of town. shows are the sdme-‘as‘ for. 
Broadway, except that. hyphenated | 
T’. with: show classification indicates | 
tryout, RS J indicatés: road. ‘show 

|.and: ‘BT indicates’: _ bius-and-truele 
‘production. Also, prices: on touring.|° 

«| shows: include: .10% : 
‘Sand local -tax,. if “any, .but..as or. 

FINNEY. EXITS ‘LUTHER’ | 

‘Federal tax 

Broadway grosses.are net; £€., ex: 
clusive of :tazes.. Engagenients. ‘are : 
for. Single nee. unless: other "wise 
noted... oO 

‘Where’ “subscription . “is 
tioned, tlie-gross is:.the net aftet 
the’ deductions. of conimissions,| . 

1 ning performances and three. mati--. Grosses for;. ‘Split. iveelcs. are: pro- 

dates. 

_ BOSTON s 
-beve. and. Kisses, Wilbur: (C-T) 
2d wk): ($4.95-$5.50; 1,241; $36,699). 
(Larry: Parks, Mary "Fickett). .Previ- 
ous week, about $12,700 for seven’ 
performances. “Opened here Nov: | 
18: :to. three. affirmative notices. 
-(Huglies, ‘Herald; Maloney,.. Trav- |: - 
eler; ‘Rogers, Monitor): and two yes- |. 
no reviews (Kelly, Globe; Norton, 

seven. performances: . 

“Stop the. World—1. Want to ‘Get 

"Last. week; $34; 943° for se seven per- 

' CHICAGO... 

| Without -Really -Trying, Shubert 
(MC-RS) . (3d°. wk) ($5'95-$6.95; 
2,100;-' $74; 000). . Previous’ week, 
‘$61,101. for: seven. performances. 

'| with. Theatre Guild-American. The- 
atre Society. ‘subscription. 
‘Last week, 

Nev. eo <i Late,” Blackstone 
(CRS). "4th wk): ($5-$5.50; 1,447:. 

$42,000). (William - Bendix, Nancy | 
‘Carroll, « Will ‘Hutchins). 
week,- $24, 711 for: seven ‘perform- |. 
ances with - TG-ATS. subscription. | 
“Last “week, $22,307 for seven per- 

CIN GIN NATI 

oe 

split. ‘between Brown, .Louisville 
PG-ATS) and.Clowes, Indianapolis. 

-: Last. -week, ° $31,858 - for. seven | _ 
performances “with | TG-ATS, ‘sub-" 

‘CLEVELAND’ 
. ‘Thousand. Clowns,. Hanna: (C-RS) 

with TG-ATS and O'Keefe Centre 
subscription, Royal: ‘Alexandra, ‘To- 

Last: “week: $27. 205° for seven. 
| performances with | TG-ATS Sub- 
seraption, ec 

o “DETROIT ; 
* Hello:. ‘Dolly, Fisher’ (MiC-T). ‘(2d 
wk) ($6. 90-$7; 2 ,081:. $71; 000): (Carol 
-Channing). ‘Previous. week, ‘$63:397 

| for: seven performances with. Fisher: 
oa Playgoer. ‘subscription, Plus: a Nov. 

. ‘Thousand! Clowns. (can @ ohn | 16 preview... 

Last week, $52, 602 for ‘seven per. 

(8d - wk){ 

“Beyond ‘the Fringe, ‘Studebaker 
(R-RS). (8th wk) “($5.50-$6;_ 1,200;. 
$35,000): Previous- week, -$9, 018 for | tic 
Seven ‘performances. _ ‘a 
Last: ‘week, $13, 302 for: ‘seven per- | 

formancees.. 

ie How: to “Succecd ‘in. ‘Business 

“$58,637 - for. seven 
performances | with: _TG-ATS. sub-: 

, sorption 
or. . achieved . ‘greater’ results col J. 
Juminarly as” well as. at - the. -box- ; 

‘Previous |. 

denne, 
. + Elliott; Anne Meacham). 

‘week, about $18,900 for seven per-: 
flan: : tor. “All “Seasons, ' Shubert. formatices.-.of ‘repertory of “The 

. S). ($4.55-$5.10; 2.028; $52, 150)- 
“(William ‘Roderick,’ -George ‘Rose, 
-Bruce...Gordon). Previous *. ‘week, | 
$33,850---for:* ‘seven “performances | © 

Previous week, ; 

| son, Jeffrey”: Lynn, - 
1| Donald)... 

-for- seven performances with two- 
-1 fers, Shubert, Cincinnati. Potential 
“| capacity gross on full discount 

‘scale. for ‘eight performances ‘was 
$24, 126. 

| Indianapolis, ‘and Brown, 
4 ¥ille. Closes next Friday" (6). , 

formances . with Fisher - Playgoer 
subscription. . 

. “BOs ANGELES | 7 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 

Biltmore (D-RS) (3d .-wk). ($5.50; 
} 1,636; $55,500) (Nancy Kelly, ‘SHep- 
‘pard: ‘Strudwick) (matinee company 
costars’. Michaele Myers, ‘Kendall. 
Clark). Previous ‘week; $30,024 
for seven performances with ‘TG- 
ATS. ‘subscription.. SS 

* Last ‘week: $36, 172 for seven per- 
formances. 

NEW HAVEN® 
of. “ Nobody Loves an Albatross, Shu-. 

| bert (C-T) ($4.80: 1,650;. $27,800) 
{Robert * Preston). Opened tryout. 
tour here. Jast: Wednesday’ night’ 
(27), - 
“Last ‘week, $18, 906 for five per- 

formanees.. | 

_ PHILADELPHIA’ 
'. Girl Who Came to Supper, Shu- 
bert. (MC-T) (4th wk) ($6.60-$7.50; 
1,907; $73,382) (Jose Ferrer, Flor 
ence ‘Henderson). Previous week, 
$72,242 ‘with TG-ATS subscription 
for. eight . performances, including 
1&: ‘Sunday. (24). showing to make up 

“men Ae 
formance. 
for. the . cancelled, Novy. ‘22 «per- 

Last. week,: $69, 660 for. five eve-. 

‘nees. 

PITTSBURGH. . 
“Camelct, Nixon: (MC-RS) Bd wk) 

($6 50-$7; 1,760; . $68;000) : 
Hayward, . Jan’ "Moody, - ‘Arthur 
Treacher)... Previous ‘week, $39, 082 
for. seven performances... — 

performances. 

ST. LOUIS. a 
* Seidman’ and Son, American (Cc 

| RS). ($5.50;.:1,863; $45,000) {Sam 
1 

Last” week, -around. $16, 500, ‘tor! evene). Previdus- week, $27,754 . 

ington, 

‘Last ‘week, , $18, 564 for seven per- 
formances. © - 

a SAN ¥RANCISCO. 
No -Strings; Curran (MC-RS) 1st--- 
wk) ($6. 60-$7.15; $1,758; $60,000) - 
(Howard ‘Keel, Barbara McNair). 
Previous week, over $20:000 for 
seven performances, Orpheum, ‘10s 
Angeles, ° 

“Last: week, $40, 278 for seven per- 
formances with TG-ATS subscrip-.. 
on. oo 

> TORONTO | 
“Black: ‘Nativity,. Royal Alexandra 

| (MD-RS) ($5-$5.50; 1,497; $41, 321). 
Previous week; $10,195 for six per- 
‘formances, . Shubert, New. Haven 
‘(two performances were cancelled 7 
Nov. 22). 

Last week, $14, 553. 

“My. Fair Lady, O'Keele (MC-BT) 
‘ast: wk) ($5; 3,211; $84,710) iLe- 
land Howard, -Gaylea Byrne).. Pre- 

“t yious: week, $58,020 for seven pere- 
formances split between Orpheum, 
Minneapolis, and The Gardens, 
London, . Ont: 

Last. week, $60, 431, 

WASHINGTON 
..National Reportory ‘Theatre, Nas 

~. 

tional (Rep-RS) (ist wk) {$5.50- 
$6; ..1,673;: 

Farley Granger, 
$52, 469) Ev:: Le Galli- 

Denholm. 
Previous. 

Seagull,” “Ring Round the Moon" | 
and “The - Crucible.*- 

Last ‘week, $16, 444 for seven... 
performances ‘of same- repertory. 

-SPLIT-WEEK STANDS. 
How. to Succeed in: Business 

Without ‘Really Trying. (MC-RS-3d. 
‘| Co.) Previous. week, $35,530 for 

| seven: Performances, Auditorium, 
‘Memphis. . 

“Last week, "$39. 133 for . seven 
‘performances Split. between Munic- 
ipal, Atlanta, . and. Tivoli, Chatta- . 
nooga. 

‘Mary,: Mary. (C-BT) (Mindy Car- 
Pirie. Mate... 

‘Previous week; $13,528 

Last week: $17, 451. for five per- 
formances split. between Clowes, 

Lows 

Wheeling, W. Ye. 

(Louis: -: - 

“Last . week, -$41,000 for seven... 

| for seven performances. with TG- -: 
ATS: subscription, National, ‘Washe - 



“Following are * dvaitable 
‘way, ‘end touring shows, 
vision shows. All information | Ras -been . 

ale : : by telephone. ‘calls, arid. ‘has: ‘been re- 
d as of ‘noon. esterday. (Tues.). 

aioe i 4 be. repeated. ‘weekty. ‘untit: ‘ated: “and. addt- 

‘tons to the list will: be made only when trformation ‘ts secured from 
The: intention is to. service ‘performers with leads | 

Vanrery Casting =: 

The. available roles will’ 

-gesponsible parties. 
provided by ‘the managements, of . the 

‘Tun « wild goose : marathon... 

“charge... 
‘Perenthetical designations a ore: as: follows: (C): Comedy, 

(MC) Musical ‘Comedy, : (MD*° ‘Musical Drama, : 

‘Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading. (DB) Double Bil. wi! Le 

BROADWAY: 
“Abraham Cochrane”: (D), 

Jacobson 1119 W.-57th -St., 
“Available parts: femme,:: 
parlor. ‘maid; . male, middle-aged, 
“femme; late: 20s-early ‘30s, attrac-: 
tive. Mail photos and. resumes 
c/o above. address.” ‘Do. “not, t Phone | 
oe. visit. - | 

<7. Girk to. “Remember” - (Mi): 
Auditions. ext. Mon. (9): for: Equity | 
dattcers: -femmies at 12 noon and 
men at 3 p.m: Open call. dancers. 
“Tues: (10): . femmes. at. 12 noor 
and men‘ at 3: p.m.—all- at.the 46th 
Street Theatre. (226° W...: 46th. Sts 
NOY. 

“Baker Street” (MD. Produéér. 
Alexander H.: Cohen: (e/o: Casting 
Consultants,. - 444 Madison -Ave.,| 
N.Y.» Available ‘parts: femme. lead, 
26-36, glamorous, . ‘intelligent, 
soprano, must. ‘sing: -well; male, 

o middle-age, Dr. Watson; | male, 
villain, . Professor . Moriarty; male, | 
26-36, handsome, light. ‘baritone’ or 
tenor;. boys, 8-17, sing and dance, 
be able’ to-do cockney: accent, Mail’: 
photos. and resumes - “C: ‘0: “above | 
address. : 

“Basy Does At.” Oe. ’ Produc-: 
ers, Laurence. Feldman &. Jack. 
Roltins: (c’o Laurence Henry Com-. 
pany, 1545 Broadway, N-Y.). «Avail 

tive, flippant sense of humor; male, 
30, zany, uninhibited - writer;. ‘male, 
35, alcohotic.. artist;: male, .23, 
“bright college. grad; ‘femme,- 20, | 
‘pretty, bright; femme, ‘25-30, office 
busy-body, comic;.. male; 28, pom- 
pous, efficient P.R. man;. male, 95, 
blustering -boss; male, 35, authori- 
‘ative: but ‘nice army “officer; male, 
type, no’ sense of: humor; femmes, 
40-60, comedy members of women’s 
breakfast ‘club. Mail. photos and 
resumes -to. Michael. Parver (c/o: 

. above address). Do not phone. OF: 
visit, 

“Bunny : ‘Girt’ (M Ye 

Male,,. ‘Ziegfeld: male. 50ish, -: busi-.: 
nessman type, must sing. Mail plio- - 

to. ‘Lawrence: 
| cational - series). 

tos and resumes. 
Kasha c/O. above- address. 

“Side. Show” (M)., - --Prodwéer: 
Kermit ‘Bloomgarden 11545 | Broad- 
way, N.Y.). -Auditions today (Wed.).. 

_., Open eall singers: men at. 10 .a.m. 
“and -fémmes .at 11:30. a.m. Open. 
eall dancers: femmes: at’: 2. p.m.’ 
and.men ‘at. 4 p.m.—alf at the. Ly- 
eeunt: ‘Theatre: (149 W. 45th St, 
aN 

OFF-BROADWAY. 

“Circe of Sparrows”: - -(D): Pro 
ducers, Parard Productions (24 -W: 
“76th St... N.Y.) 
Equity. only. Boys, 12-36; femme, 
15, ‘attractive; - male, early 30s, so~| 
cial . worker,:‘femme, late. 20s, at- 
tractive: character . male, . -35°43:. 
male, early 50s, Ed. Begley type; 
male; early: ‘30s, legit. German: ace: 

“brotherly, 
energetic: Mail photos and - res-} 
umes c/o above ‘address: Do not] 

‘cent; male, - “mid-20s, ” 

‘phone or: visit. 

“Cyrano de Bergerae”. (CD). Pro- | | 
- ducer, ‘Equity Library Theatre (226/}1}" - . 

_ W.. 47th St. NvY.. All roles open: | Yas 
Sian Up. for readings on the ninth | 
. floor: c/o: above address. . 

parts in “upcoming - Broadway, . off-Broad: 
as well es. ballet, Alms, industrial ‘and tele- 

- Rhis information is published without 

(DY. ‘Drama. 
(Rep) 

pro-| ‘mid-40s, 

‘male, early. 20s,* male,: ‘40s, thin, 

ducets, Walter Fried & Helen ‘must be Irish‘ tenor;. male, late 30s, 

young ‘outgoing, . - vital,. 

- femme, 30, Nancy 
male, early. 30s; Buddy Hacket. type; 

Producers, = 
Ray Stark: & David Merrick: (1650; 7. 
Broadway, ..N.Y.): Available parts: |B 

“1 (524. W 57th St., 

Availab‘e ‘parts:| 

- Ef} Allyn & Bacon (OC). presen 2s aT 
'. .:@[ Amerieas Book (AS) © | 

| Amer. Book Strat: (AS). 
American. Heritage (OC). ose 

obtained: directly” by. ‘the 

shows. involved. rather. than ‘to. 

{R) Revie, :: 

105 WwW: ‘5th ‘st. N.Y;, ‘é/o: ‘Singer 
‘| Assoctates). Available parts: : 
characters. are. frish-American; 
male, 60; ‘short, stocky; -male,: 40s, 
| huge; - ‘strong, aggressive; ‘ femmie, | 
-50s,..small, “wily,. determined; ‘male, 

‘thin, haggard, : : bright; 

“ ‘peacemaker” 
type;.- ‘male, '40s,° “sits. .on _ his: 
‘brains’ 

wheezy ‘robust - laugh; ‘male, . ‘late 
40s;: small, ‘comic: male, - -middle- 
aged;- handsome; ‘boy,: nine. ‘years: 
-ald, tough, rough. kid. “Mail photos|" 
and resumes c/o‘:above address. * 
Do not phone: or visit. 

:*You the People”. (MG). 
“ducers: 'S.SVA. Productions 

NUY.).: Available - 
‘Walker -type; 

Ave, 

:femm, “early 20s, ‘soprano; male, 
middle 50s,” “guécessful - ‘Dasiness. 
“man; femme, -about’ 45, contralto 
‘or Mezzo;: -male, ‘early. 

“resuines. to. Harvey Flaxman, ‘c/o-}]]- 
above. address. - Do: ‘not. “Phone” or. , 
visit.: 

- STOCK. 

1 Main : Highway, ‘Miami, ‘Fla. 

star patkage’ -productions.’ Mail . to 
Kip Cohen (234 W. 44th St. NY). 

able parts: femme lead, 30; attrae-| "TOURING | 

‘producer, Lyn - Ely. (527. ‘Lexington 
‘Ave. NY), 

and double as the French Princess 
in: Henry. V.:. Must. have. -authestic 

femme, * to-: play. French accent, 
Katherine" 
Shrew.” |: 
ence -a:. ‘must. 

“Taming © of... The; 
‘Classical. ‘acting experi- |. 

Send .phofos §: and; 
resumes to Theatre: In. ress 

| Room 303, ‘e/o above..address: - 

Conde Nast. (N.¥.) 
Cowles (OC). : 252%: The ed, 

+ Curtis Pub. (N.Y.) 

‘all . 

;. male, 30s, ex-fighter, : not- 
too-bright; “male, 40s, beer. ‘belly, 

‘Pro-/ - 
Kefo| __ ‘Svpotied bu Bache & Co) 

n,..4 ‘West | End | 
Harvey. Flaxma) 33 “parts: {City Music’ Hall, RoekefeHer ‘Cen-. 

‘ter, N.¥.) Open: call auditions for 
‘femme ‘ballet dancers, will be: held 
‘Tuesdays. at 2: 30.p.m..at the Music. 
' Halk - stage. entrance ° a4 We 1st. 
[Sh N; Ya. coe ta 

‘20s; and !.. 
‘femme, Oriental: ‘and: Negra ‘types, ah 
with comic ability..Mail photos and | 

| “Fe Broadway With Love” (M). 
“at the’? Hall. Coconut. ‘Grove: Playhouse. (3500. at the’ Music. Hall ‘at ‘the New-York 

Ae- | 
eepting photos-and resumes ‘through 
agents. only, ‘for-:winter.season of. 

AGVA . singers: 
from 10:30 ‘a.m..:.to- 6 p.m: -Open. 
‘eal’. singers Thurs.: 
femmieés ‘frém:..10:30° a.m. to- 6: p.m. 
—all: at -the ‘Lunt-Fontanne Thea~ 

; fre (205 We 46th: St, : 

~ Publishing Stocks 
¢As of Dec. 3 -cloging)* 

Book of : Month (NX) Baie Ty 
. pereees To 

tes SEK 
Crowell. Collier . wy oes (4 

ae oa cceee “C4 

Esquire Inc. (AS) :. 
Ginn & Co: NY.) 
‘Grolier. (O€)~... 2 ..:: wee os eee Bb. 
Grosset &. Duilap (oo: beet 5. 

+ Harcourt .Brace (NY) - «3214, 
Hayden’ Pub.. AOC): ‘ede. TR 
Hearst (OQ) es wae x 6 ae . 26. 

| Holt B-& W. (NY) Sehg ate 21 | 
‘LA Times-Mirror’ (OC) «| «2... 23214. 
‘Macfaddehn. Bartel: (AS) * eens. 5% 
MeCall (N.Y) «. 2.22: . a ELE ge 
MeGraw-Hill (N. y)- was 4°30. | 
‘Meredith Pub: Co. (OCF weeds 2414 
Natl. Per. Pub, (OC) 22: .:.. .10-.. 
‘New -Yorker (OC) = . ae 
Pocket Beoks (OC)... 223.0. Pes 

214 

OC_Over: "thet Counter: 
-NY-_N-Y: Stock: ‘Exchange: 

‘(Supplied by Bache’ & :Ca.}. 

: "Wiscellancous 

World’s ‘Pair. - Auditions next ‘Mon.. 
(OF for. -AGVA | dancers: - femmes 
-at10° a.m. ‘and: men. at. 12. noon. 
Open. ‘eall: dancers: men: at 2-p:m 
‘and. femmes | at. 4 p.m. ‘Open’ Call- 
dancers also. ‘on’ Tues. 

-.f at 10 a.m. and: femmes at.2, pm— 

‘Wheatre..In Education: “Bkéoutive -all'at the Chapier' Room, 5th floor 

“(10):" men, 

6 ia 

-sidiaries ‘besides. publishing’ the 
‘Coast daily, is -going through. with: 
‘its ‘acquisition of World Pub. .Co.. 

:|.It .wil. be finalized . around: Dee. 12: 
[on -a.-.525 “IM” share for one. of 
“World. Latter: will be. contined. as 
‘a Times: Mirror subsidiary... 
Consolidated “net earnings oti: 

| 7M Co: for 40: weeks ended Oct. 6, 

" pimes: Mittor-World Merger 
> Ag - not. unexpected: the. Lia. 

Times Mirror Co., which has. other’ 
‘communications. - sub- | . 

‘written report Phillips made to:the™ 
-eity,, after. He lhad..been: ‘instructed. . 
‘to: give an opinion on some: litera- 
ture. colleeted: by a.group of. citi- -. 
zens. ‘Phillips. said- he. found. the =. _ 
‘material, objectionable, -but-: not. 

.| obscene,:.“when viewed in- ‘light of =.- 
the official defi nition: of: obscenity 
“aS ‘pronounced by | the GS. Su- “ 

diversified: 

1963. was 56% ahead: of last .year,. 
per.. Norman ‘Chandler, -prez. and. 
“board ..chairman.: Figures are. $6,- 
395,232, equal to. $1.42 ‘a: share on: 

|-the’.4,499,589° ‘shares, - 

$4,106, 128, . 
: ‘previous: year. 

as against. 
or. — 94e . a _share,. the 

‘Times. ‘Mirror declared. 2 year-" 
end 3%. stock dividend: in addition | 
‘to the regular: quarterly cash’ divi- 
-dend' of . "12% % -@ share. on’ the. 
-eommon Stock: A. 2% | stock. divi-. 
dend was’ declared at end of 1962. 

' Popular . Library - (OO) ‘eee hes an 
Prertice Hall (AS) ..3°.. sie 34 

>| Random . House » inane ee 
Scott* Foresman (acy eee Bo 
-H: W. Sams. (OC) eee ‘ ae tae | 
| Times: Ine. (OC) .. vats esa 
-Universal: Pub. Co. (06r., . 434.)- 
-Westera- Pub. Co. (00). 722014: 
‘Werld: _Pub. . nie Lik a 17% 

- NY. ‘Sunday News 200: 
Citing: “creeping | inflation”. and. 

“real: nécessity” as result. of: last: 
‘winter’s 114day newspaper ‘strike, 

{the N. Y. Sunday. News. went “up 
to: 20¢. from. 15¢. this past. weekend. 

“AS— American Stock Exchange. af ™. L. Ernist’s “Publishings’ - 
‘Lawyer-author: Morris’ LE.’ ‘Efnst’. 

= ‘has - .sparked.: seven book ideas: ‘in. 
which’. he’ functions ‘as. a quasi- 
-“publisher. ” 

‘down... 
-which he. thought he'd like to read, 
|hence he felt others.-would.. Than - 
|-he set out aligning. an. author and,. 
-in turn, a publisher. and the result 

| has béen seven projects: to. date. : 
|. For example, ‘there are’ 75 dif-' 
ferent:. international: organizations 

'| whose: functions have* to. do: with. 
Postoffices, 
“lighthouses, : ‘and the. like. He felt 
{these should-be documented’ and- 
| the result will’ be..a book whieh|° ~° = 
may be titled: either “Pacts .With-| 9.2.6 - 

r’ “The - World... At le 
» Work.” because ‘these are just. that 
‘international. treaties ‘focusing. 
strictly . on some | lofty ‘purpose,. 
‘stripped of any. east-west -and/ or. 

out. ‘Polities” - 

at Carnegie. Hall: ‘(ith Ave. & o7th | 

- Available’ par
ts: male,: St

. N.Y.). ° 

30-35, to play Henry V and: double!’ 
as Petruchio; male, ‘25-30, to play. 
‘Hamlet; femme, to: -play Ophelia: 

“Auditions : “next”: ‘Weds: “UD. “for 
men. : &: femmes 

NY 

‘Change of ‘Address For 7 
” Eondon' “Portrait” Meller 

_. London; Dec. 3 

“Bortrait of a y Murder” will move 

| this. weekend’ from. the. Savoy. The- : 

“Shout: for 

“ “adventures. in English” edu. F Life™. folded” at’. ‘the.. Jatter. ‘house 

. AVailable™. part: } ast Saturday. (30). after five per 

‘atre. to. the* Vaudeville. 

male, 25-35, Latin. ‘Américan ap-. formance’. 
pearance,:. ‘handsome, good - speech, | 
no.” accent, 
in this series. Mail photo... and 
resumes. to’: Gordon: ~Kelly; c/a. 

| Calvert. George: Baker and. Renee ! ‘USIA-EFV .(1776 Pennsylvania Ave. 4 “Asherson. 2 oe j 

: - Mich: ‘thy. Fellowships 

‘N.W., Washington 25, ‘D.C: 

.-“€amera -. ‘Three’. “(educationak- 
dramatic  series).. Praducer,,. -CBS 

Cates.. . 

- ‘Eamp ‘Unite: My” Feet” (religh” 
ov1s-dramatic’ series)... 
CBS. (524 W. 57th’ St., Ne ¥.; “se 
6-6006): 
‘Hindlin.. Accepting ‘photos: and : Te 
Sumes.‘ of general male ‘and: female’ 
dramatie talent, c/o above address. 
‘No duplicates. ; : 

“Seiitence’ t Life’. ip)” 
| @ueér-Director Boris | Berést: ‘elo! f 

for. . continuing. role| 

cain wren 

‘N. Y.; JU: 6-6000): : 
‘casting director, . -Paula Hindlin. |. 

| Accepting photos: ‘and’. resumes : of | 
‘general’ male and female’ dramatic. 
‘talént, ‘c/o above- address. No dup ] 

* Producer, 

casting director,.. Paula 

J * Theatre Ristorian” 

3 

‘Portrait,’ ” : by ‘Harry. ‘Bloomfield: 
is. s presented by ‘Ben -Kamsler. anid. | 
Bob : Swash;. and -costars- Phyllis 

“The | Univ. ° of Michigan. : has 
awarded. seven Professional The- 
-atre. Program’ ‘Fellowships: to. -col- 
lege: graduates. . 

- The. recipients. “will ‘g0. ‘te “Ann 
“Arbor this - fall ta- earn credit 

-ertory.-. company. which :will . be 
| Play mg a | campus. engagement, 

8 AM STARK | 

hes: written: an interesting. 
an dissertation: on ” 

(12): ‘men. & 

‘Suits. That’ Could. Not Have: Hap- 
pened’ 30: Years. Ago.”. These are 
‘the result primarily of. électronic, 
seientific or-:other modern :.ad-.|° Looe 

doing: a. ‘book: on: “Johnny. Torrio, woes 
{the “hoodlum, ‘who’: brought « Al Poet ey! 
Caporie: to Chicago. ... -:, = 

tions of actual suits which did:come 
a~ |-to pass: in the: past: 30: years. ‘One. 

“| had -to. do “with . Supersonic ‘noise. 

“the. aircarrier?. Another: has .fo do. 

“other - book. dwells: -on. 
::Chance”—the people who. flopped; 

“Bobbs-Merrill “has. ‘other: projects. 

| Allan’ Platt: of Ottawa, over.'a. piece. 

_|-May. 29, °62,” conviction. and: $500 

toward : ‘advaiieed ‘degrees. in. the}: 
‘department . of. speech by ‘working 
with the Assn. of Producing’ :Art- 

| ists,-the~ professional. resident rep- 

" on me : : ‘ “hy 

ad er a = SORT EON ESNE ~~ . 

‘suit. M&M Books, named. for. his. 

AS a. hobby’. he ‘started... putting. 
‘ideas for «book: projects. 

geophysics, - - icebergs; 

ideologies: DS 
“Another - frixample: is. titled’ «39 

vances, - and ‘these are. documenta- 

shattering. -windows - — who's. -re- 
‘sponsible, the’ nearby airport. or. 

with: artificial: rainmaking, another: 
| with - artificial’. insemination, ‘an-. 

.“‘Second : 

lost -out’ ‘finaticially,. spiritually: or 
morally. MeGall’s, may. do-that- one. 

Ernst: calls: ‘this’ ‘avocational : pur- 

wife, Margaret, and himself. 

"Major: Plati’s. Suit: 
Time - - International of” Canada |” 
Ltd: is being .suéd “for: libel. .-anl. 
$100,060: damages by Maj. William: 

headed ““Smuggler’s:. Reward”’. “i 
May 18, ’62; Time, about the break-- 
ing of. an. “alleged | opium-and-gold, 
“smuggling ring. in: Viet. Nam. . 

-Platt; one’ of: several. Canadians: 
involved. successfully ‘appealed .a 

fine in connection with it. 

_ Obscenity: ‘Suit - ‘Aftermath . 

‘suit. for. $¥,525, 000- in. Montgomery | 
County, Common. ‘Pleas. Court 
‘against: Dayton’ Newspapers Inc.” 

|-over two: stories in the’ ‘Dayton |- 
—_ . Daily: News: ..In his* suit, ‘Phillips |- 

|} contended that.an article published 
Oct 4 ‘was, intended. to. convey. the 

| published | ae 
stated ‘that. Pillips ‘believed’ ‘he chad... 
been. damaged: professionally . in his’ 
private.law: practice:: It. also. stated@ “-> .- 
that a statement. in. one. of -the °°. /. 0 ...4 

| stories was. made: “with: actual makes 
ice and. ‘willful, intent - to. injure: a 

| plaintiff: ; ae 

‘of .. the folk’. 

Henry iW. Phillips, city: prosecu- | ' 
tor at Davton;-O., has filed a. civil | 

The. ‘published stoty told: “of ty 

‘preme Court.” .- ° 
-Phillips “also ‘contended " in. his”. We] 

‘suit: that..an- article published. Oct... °: * 
‘12° “was intended to and did em- °°» 
“phasize. . the. impression: tonveyed...* 
fo : the. publi¢ ‘ by the articles 

Oct. . 4” The suit 

Meanwhile, - Mayor” 

obscenity | ‘ordinance - to: determine 
whether: it’ can ,be strengthened... ... 
-with:: added enforcement,. ‘and .to: .. 
seek. the voluntary: -cooperation of. ..: 

}.the Miami Valley News Agency in: .°:.. : 
j removing from ‘newsstands. those ...-.)... 4 
“publications. that are. deemed -ob-*=  "!00 7: 
j-jectionable. ‘This .was. in: answer to... .°.4 
a move Started by the four-member- 7? ~ 

| Dayton” chapter ‘of the Citizens for: —’ 

: Frank ‘ “RS 
Somers. ‘of Dayton: has asked for. _ 
‘Council to. review. the city’s anti-.. 

| —= impéession: ‘that. he’ ‘woutd not take. ed 
legak : action. in. fighting obseene™ 
‘ iterature. - 

Decent :Literature, toeliminate by 3:7 ° 
legal means allegedly: smutty: pub- -.-" 
lications. The CDE -has: been asked -:”’- 
‘to submit ..what they belfeve to. be.. 
indecent “material. to’ city” authori- 
‘ties: Polig¢e officers: will attempt to 
“buy ‘these. publications, and. turn. oo 
their -purchases::over.- {0° Phillips, >." - 
who: at. that. point--will: make - the... "- 
| final decision on’ whether he’ .has- - 

‘initiate ; 
prosecution. - -a. spokesman for "the 
-anti-smut. ‘forces - ‘explained. © - 

sufficient... ‘evidence. | to. 

” _ CHATTER: : 
N.Y... 

Robert - “Shelton’s © 
Song Book” 

repertoire. - 

~ $1600 Comrest. 

“tor w WRITERS 
“OF. UNPUBLISHED: MANUSCRIPTS: . - 

‘Send. for: contest: rules and free. 
.Brochure on publishing -your. book. - 

in case ‘of. fie, duplicate. prizes. 
Dept. VA 

-Journal-Ainerican, pub eta 
‘lisher J... Kingsbury-Smith. . -again: 
chairmaning the. newspaper. - 
group’s drivefor the N:Y.-Publie’~* 

| Library fund which’ requires. $700,-" tent 
000.:. from - private sourees. - Last” 
year the ‘library’ had a. $439,500. 
deficit. ‘on. more ‘than’ &. eck 

| operating: expenses. . 

Board: of directors of ‘Cowles. 
“Magazines & Broadcasting Inc. de-: 7". 
-clared .a. dividend. of. 10c.a- ‘Share. 20. °°. 
‘on - its ‘common stoek payable. OM inte 
“Dec. 16.-Cowles : ‘board also. author- ae 
ized. payment of the regular’ semie"" 

_ | annual -59%%° dividend’ on: the ‘pre- .~ 
 .| ferred stock for the: last half’ of 

‘1.1963, payable: on. Dec. ..3f.: “ 
-, Father.-Leopold Braun: ‘has guts one 
ficiently recovered from ‘his stroke =~ 
to. leave. St. :Vincent’s - “‘hospital,. of 
“Worcester, and. take. up recupera- ~.. -.. 

| tive ‘residence at . ‘Assumptionist’ re 
Prep. School: at ‘Greendale, ‘Mass... 0 e+ ¢ 

|'Father Braun wwas.the first: U.SJ° - 
| priest: assigned ‘to Meseow -follaw- - : 
ing recognition of Russia by Roose -: 
velt. He. spent: 12 ‘years. there: and. ; 
has - ‘written. extensively: ever. since . 

: -|-on" Russia’ for. a ‘wide “variety of 
a periodicals: _ 

awarded: a 

[Pageant Press, 10t Asad Ave.N. ¥.: = 

“Jo” (ND. Producer, : . Victoria | 
- Crandall: +162 .W. 54th St... N.¥..} 
‘Available. parts: - lead. male; ' :20s, 
singer-dancer; - male,: 25-30, Jyric}: 
-baritone, tutor type; femme, - -20s,f 
beautiful, dark-haired, . ‘lyric | so-| 
‘prano; mezzo, 35-40, lovely; char- 
‘acter man, 40-45; character woman, | » - 
40-50... Auditions next. Mon..° (9): for. -_ rac 
Equity. singers: femme at 1 .p.m.- |. Ba Het - 
‘and men at 3 p.m: at the Variety |B en 
Arts. Studio (225 W. 46th. St.. NY, Ht 

‘Ride the- fieckhorse”’ (CD. Pro- | * Radio: City © Music: Halt: Ballet: 1*. 
ducer, Frank - Roma” | pire. ‘Director, Mare: Platt, (c/o, Radie | Sees 

Creative Motion’ Picture ‘Corp.; 550 5. ‘% 
Fifth Avenue, N.Y). | Available :t Theatr e.: Billing’ 
parts: ‘femme; : 17-21, .- - SEXY, “sensi-: | ae ee eS - ae 
tive,. vital; male, 95-35, handsome, |. -_ 
character. male, 35-45: . Mail: photos. i} _ 
and: resumes CO above: address. : . 
Do not. phone or visit: i 

in the upcoming. A 

58h Anniversary. Number: | 
of 7 

charts aad articles 

re || “Second Valentina” they dubbed’ him: . 
‘easter Informetive Feats “ 

oe AEE , Why? 

|| aa A SINNER: 
Pes other statistical. ond sd datafile , 

“Josh. ‘White’. ene 
being’ -published., by. 

Quadrangle. Books: ‘in “$2.95: paper= 
back. ‘and.$6.95 hardcever editions: -: 
Walter. Raim did. the arrangements | 

Singer's: highlight - cee ON 

ourrwoltt TO HOLY ORDERS? a | ee 
7 -. adored i in. opera. and: films of. 
_-two continents. He lived the 

- mew, ‘frony: Mary. ‘Gerden ‘te. Lupe Velez. Then. suddenly. he vanished. 

. Read the astoni 
fr the playbor:. turned Grier! Iftustrated: $495. 

by Fray Jose Mojica, ° F. Me 
Order. from Your. bonlistore: or” 

ii FRANCISCAN HERALD ‘PRESS _ - 1434 West Slat Street J. 
_Shicege, I im. 60609 cE 

gay. life to the hilt among
 the greats he a 

1 | 

 frowk ‘reasons. in-- 2 this moving cutablegrephy: of - : boupet | 



) the ‘74th ‘Street Theatre: 

a “words “were prophetic. - 
“We're just: beating 2 ‘dead. |* 

., that there iis. no at 
tastes,’ espetially ‘on aa’ “Snterha- 

_ “countryside. 

~. Spartan esthete . ‘Or 2. degenerais? | 
i Perhaps. even the - origina 
. . @eesn’t make “it clear, but at any | 
'... ) Rate the actor who's ‘been cast: for. | 

*. the: role seems to. regard the sian 
aS 2. amartyr, and: he. presently be- 

| “Next. ‘Time Th Sing to: 
You °=: 

Phoenix. ‘Theatre’ CT.. . Edward: lene 
‘ton & Norris Houghton.. managing 
‘tors); = by . arrangement. with “Kermit 

. Bloomgarden & Philip Barry. Jr. presenta- 
-:-tion of. comedy-drama in’-two ‘acts; by. 

‘from: the book; A. 
Raleigh Trevelyan,.’ ‘ originally © 
by. Michael Codron at the New: Arts Thea- 
tre,. London. Staged. ‘by: Peter Coe; " set- 
ting” and ‘lighting,. David Hays; . costumes; 

coh Patricia .Zipprodt. . Features Jered-*Bar- 
- ++. clay,.James Earl Jones, 

-’.. Estelle... Parsons,. Harris. Yulin. -Opened 
" Nov. 27; - -763,- ‘at. the Phoenix-74th. Street 
Theatre, N.Y.;. $4.50. top: 

- _Cast:: Jered "Barclay; Fares Earl ‘Jones, 
cae, Yan Needles, Estelle. ‘Parsons. ’. Harris’| 

*. Yu n ee . 

qe there: was ‘a point, ‘this would: 
Sen be ‘beside- it,” says. one ‘of the ‘in- 

corrigibly ‘talkative: characters | in 
the first... few" moments... or “Next - 
Time . FIL : . Sing ‘to. You,” whith : 
launched. the «: ‘Phoenix ..Theatre’s 

. 13th season: in a morass.of vérbi- |: 
> age last Wednesday night :(27). at 

‘Although: 
’ his grammar was : “9 an : 

y horse,”. observes. another:. chatty. 
fellow at the start of ‘the second 

act: He, too; ig ever so right: The : 
‘author ‘of this curiously sopho-. 
cmoric non-pilay, : an “apparently ex-_ 
cessively -. ‘young — Englishman 
“named - _Janits Saunders, - 

‘presented: 

Wiliam. Needles, * 

‘T Jones ‘is. ostentatiously resonant. as. 
the director, ‘Harris Yulin is visibly 7 | 

direc-'| intense as ‘the: taunting actor. and’ tempts. 
| Jered. ‘Barclay and Estelle Parsons: 

. are ‘the: ‘mutually’ emused sothers, 
James. Saunders, su gested’ by, a theme 1°. 

ermit Disclose yl 
“option. - by: several - different New 
|:York. ‘managements; - 

Since the script has deen. under. 

| logical that. the “show. have: rather 

as: covered in the agate credits 

The: Plot “Againat: ‘the: 

t’s probably |- 

wife: who - Sbiects ‘to ‘being con- |. 
fined to-home and-kitchen, spends 
most’ of her time seducing men. Inj os 

Ba ‘ler spare. moments, she’ eavorts Fs. 
; With -a bear,;: undresses in church; | : 
- ubfortunate . herinit;. - James Far and. sends: ‘Her baby: floating” down 2 

‘the ‘Tiver; 

feckless. evening.. 

: It. should be” ‘noted. ‘that. the sets : 
| by: Richard Casler, the incidental. 

; |mausic: by Mark Bucci. and the cos- | 
tumes by. Budd: ‘Hill. are‘. laudable, : 

land. performers Joanna. Marlin, 
*: | John ‘Cullum -and-.Sam | Waterston. 
(do. what they < ean’ ‘snder. ‘impossible | 
| conditions, a Kenn. 

Chase. Manhattan Bank. | 
Eaton - Associates presentation oh ali. — 

| zevne ‘jin two acts, with music by- 

n, David Derer; | 
wt O8 uigrande, Lawrence’ B. 

Tom -Gruenwald;. choreography, . 

by: ‘Robert ivia ‘Kalovi. 0 a 

a op reraoae, 248 
Cast: Renee 

n-* 2 - 

berg: and Setty Freedman. Staged ‘by |9 
Karen:| 8. * 

Kristin’ ‘and: Bick Goss; -musical direction; |. 

"63, at tthe “Theatre East, N-V.C.; : 
30. weekends. 

oles garics ‘by ¥vank -Spiering Jr.; ‘; oo 
‘Cam . Large 

“tt i occasionally remarked. “pat | on ee a 
‘a ‘certain revue. isn’t good ‘enough |} a eee . . 
for a theatre or ‘Ciub, but might:be_ 2 
fun at ‘a private. party. “The: ‘Plot if. Ae 
Against’ ‘the-. 

putedly regarded as a: "promiking {. a Ex ep 
talent inthe West End theatrical’ 
“world. ° Which ‘demonstrates: Again 

tional ‘Dasis. : 
“Next. Time TH Sing ‘ You” ig 

oe yet: another .of the surrealistic |> 
‘works. on ‘the. currentiy. fashionable 

- theme of :non-communication, sug- . 

‘pregnant wife will have a goat in-|q.- 
| stead of a baby.. In another, a wife |. 
stabs her daughter : with knitting: 

| needies 

gesting: that the author must have i pressi 
“been - exposed to Pirandello at ‘an Al 

. arly age; probably without: ‘hav-: 
ns ing had immunization shots. There : 

. 2. 7; are references -t0 the distinction : 
LE ot between reality. apd. illusion; and: 
a gobbledegook - about. there- being: 

ee ved such. thing as: truth: ‘or. even: 
 meaning.:-—- with a ‘seasoning ‘oF ] 
io" the ‘sort. of: putter. language ‘that’s. | - 
asually required: oif-Broadway-| 
a these ‘days, - °° 
s ‘The piece is inthe fotm of'a re- 

-Rearsal. of a play; .with the actors 
: between. their: <OWn_ per-- 

-sonalities, the: parts: they’re. por-.| 
oe alter 

’ traying and ‘(this is only a- suess) | 
a. sort of. ‘subconscious | ‘Diend . of : 
the’ two. According © toa program ‘ 
“mote, the. work was suggested by. a: 
book; “A “Hermit - Disclosed,” . by | 
haleigh - Travelya, : 
centric who lived about half his 84: ‘ 
Years alone in a hut in. the English: 

. Was he a, ‘saint 2 “ptackpot,. a 

‘book . 

gins. to- try to: live ‘the ‘ character;: 
‘but ‘finally dies onstage under an: 

: onslaught of ridicile and. abuse. - 
he “Phe! ‘Negro. director, in: ‘contrast, 
“+ gées. the ‘old ‘man’ as ‘primarily. a. 

| ‘moral ‘wreck and before Jeng as an 
- insubordinate - actor. . ‘One of the: 
other -. players” seems. intent. on | 
“baiting: ‘the “wisibly .. MEINE. victim, 

i: and- the remaining © actor © ana. 
actress aré. more intent on..rather | 

“0 explicit” Jovemnatine and: . Sextial | @iscourse. 

ro The - “prom: _oraddits” "British | 
_ director. Pet: with the ‘en- 1 

< thusiastic sta-.- fhe doubletalr ; 
"effusion, The’ “4ttered: stage - -de- | 
Jsigned. by ‘David Hays : represents | 
the rehearsal” Idcale:: ‘and: the . not: 
‘particularly . attractive - costumes 

Pee, Sos were provided: by ‘Patricia. Zipp- 
eS ae “William ‘Needles. Plays. ‘the 

“FO RRE N v.. 
. “LONG TERM LEASE. 

= | Outstanding ‘200:- seat. theatre’ le 
‘ F excellent. mid-town . Joection. . 
| tremely. reasonable terms... Ideal: for: ma! legitimate shows, television tapings, 7 screenings, Industrials, movies, ‘COR-, 
certs; 

. ‘Complete . ‘facilities... 
LI projection, booth,’ ‘dressing ftooms, . 
—Piighting: . board “and 

2° Th offices, workshop-area.:.~ 
“$ Call PE 6-12.78" between 10 and 6. 

WANTED » 
ASSOCIATE :c = .CO-PRO ODUCER: 
OR PRODUCTION ASSISTANT. 
_ FOR. TOP BROADWAY COMEDY . . ) 

Ist: Class. Director Now With ‘Hit’ 
_. > Show on Broad dway. 

'. January Rehearsals 

4 hon ¥3540; VARIETY = 
| 154: We abth St NY NY, 70036: 

gied ..and. shrill, witha h rs 
variation In piteh: ‘The result is’ a: : 

a “stance Macomber '& Janie: 
: Ee |. tation of. comedy in: two ‘acts; bv 

‘Bud Hill; incidental MUSIC, Mark 

| Nov. 19 

—!play the 

who appears. to. be. a: ‘talented 
comedienne, gets a:few laughs as a] 

Bank,” would be: a ‘flop, however, | oper | a“ 

naughty fall ‘Hat. Joan She Scie 

‘while ‘her husband | takes |! REY 

hostess. on. an aifline catering to: I. SS —_: 

people flying :to. Mexico for di-jg ~ 
VOrCes, _and as a woman trapped in- a 
a movie theatre by. an usher’ who } a 

fhe. Chase. Manhatian, Bank,” but |f 
was . renamed | after the’ fragic |: 
‘events of Nov. 22. : : Kenn. 

‘Barn Meteo. Ashes!’ 
& Bennett Preductions :: est Bari 

| ion fa drama in two acts, by Nikos 

wr , 
production: at the. Jan ‘Hus. is. fren~ | 

nerve.’ wracking’ * evening °: 
touches: neither the: malo mor the 
emotions. : \Renn. 

‘Whistle in a My ea 
* Jonn’ T; ‘Weems, ‘Robert euecols, Con : 

Lee siresen-. 

Powers. Staged by Howard Da ‘Sil y Gueran ‘gets. 
and. -Jiehting,- Richard | ‘Cagler:- costumes, , 

‘asst. ‘director,, Rhoda Levine.: Opened. 
19. °63, .at ‘the Gramercy - ‘Arts: Thea: | 

tre, N:Y¥.C.; 84.50. top : weeknights, $485: 
. weekends. | 

“Large. stage, - Cast: ‘Joanna. Meriin; Joha- Cuilum.. ‘Sara; 
 Waterston;: David . Margulies, ‘Philip Proc: ? 

: or, 

e ui m nt; if 
q P . ti . William - aie 

Larry: Swanson. John A. Coe, Judith 3 
‘Dotv,. Barbara. -Waltuch.: -‘Michzel-. Miller, ¢ 

Burris. 
‘Brendan: Fay. . 

. ““phistle in ‘My Bed” may not. bel 
the worst play of the off-Broddway | 

| |'season; * 
1] close: A more. witless eoncoction is: 

‘but. it -certainly - comes: 

hard ‘to imagine. - 
_ This alleged. comedy - ‘is. set in ‘al | emer be 

Th enti” ‘century Enclish © village - ‘jn- 
1, habited “by nitwits °- 
[around like. ‘levrechauns: and dis- 

“who: jump} 

se: of f retarded. 

won't | ‘Tet: anybody out during. the: : ae 4 

aE | . 

-‘Debenning,. 14 

—— “Publicity. 

“" Ste Avene 

ww +1340 

Playwright Gudrun Powers’ at- : 
‘at. humor are -painful and: 

{often : vulgar, and -at. the. ‘end, the 
| husband: Fives birth to twins; an: 
‘appropriately. ridiculous. finish to a 

—- PHILUP ‘BLOOM. _ 

New. ‘York, N. UY... 

Fiaving: ‘cancelled two perform: 
‘ances. because of. the assassination’ 
(Nov. 22): and funeral (Nov,. 25) of 
‘President Kennedy, the Met Opera 
in Manhattan -is confronted with 
a potential loss.of perhaps: $65,000.. 
‘All -of :the. personnel which had 
these-nights. ‘off was paid. full salary: 
by: ‘the Met... 

‘pecatne’ impossible for reasons of |. 
logistics,. ‘mechanical and - talent, | . 

“Gane: both, : reschedule: the: 
| S@éetterdaemmerung” and 

subtle: Raes.: 

. reality. ue 

» MILLER PERFORMANCE 
~ JS LABELED * , | 

on srothy Patten. is splendid es ‘the 
frompy grende dame madwomen, The 

tir ples deft handling of a spate of 

Texed, yet. on the mark.@ 

By jay SCRIBA (Mitwaviee: Journal) 

ica SCORES IN 
CHAHLOT ROLE 

.. The’ Modwemon cen - only be é 
__ g00d as the actress who plays the fille 
role ‘and the Miller Theatre is blessed 

«fa have Devethy Patton in the role. ine 

ee © scarves, ‘steles, boas “and dubious 
Jewels, che is the: incernation of the 

Porision: eccentric. whe brings the 
“world. te: eccopt her ewn unerthedox. 

“LNIAN: ARNOLD 
134. West 58 Street 

: New York, N.Y. 

* Anthony A; “Bliss: president of. 
the Met, addressed ali odd. Mon-— 
day and even Friday subscribers, 
detailing the. management’s. predi-. 
cament and giving the subscribers ~— 
an alterative of (a) collecting re- 
fund -of tickets or (b) waiving the. 
lost .. tickets. 

-| price,.. presumably, would - be’ ‘tax 

- Compilication enstied: when © it. 

In that event. the 

deductible in full. 

“Jim ‘Campbell has completed «& 
narration assignment with Howard 7 
K..Smith for the U.S.A. on a film 

_ about ‘Latin, América. 

Her performance is re- 

Contact 

“PL 73400 
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Inside Tere ae 
“Herman. Levin ‘apparently: hash’t: “cooled. off ‘in ‘his. anger: at. ‘Nathan 
Cohen for the. latter’s pan several. weeks ago of: “The: Girl. Who: Came | ¢ 
to Supper” in the Toronto ‘Star.:. 
eritie. at a ‘Variety. Club. luncheon .in Toronto,: refused last week . to. 

~ “permit: his’ pressagent, Richard “Maney,.-to_ issue press. séats :to any. 
- representative of the paper. to cover- ‘the: miusical’s opening riext: Sunday. 

rae night (8) at the Broadway ‘Theatre, :~ 
~ -. Cohen, the entertainment and feature. ‘editor’ as Swell as “draina. critic: : 
of. the Star; had. ‘sought to. have: Lotta Dempsey, one of his ‘staff, attend 
the New York preem. ta- -do- a color. piéce. and’ include: the: “reaction. -Of | 
“the New. York reviews. 
“wrote a: series: Of: feature. pieces .on the. show::during its. ‘Boston’ and. 

- Levin. agreed ‘to -have ‘the’: reporter; who 

“Toronto tryout “engagements, ‘attend the’ Broadway. opening™..and~'a. 
.~ Company party. afterward,. but. he specified. that she must. agree not to |. 
“file a story. - 4 

; Cohen" ‘turned down, that’ proposition, and’ has. s reportedly akraniged | 

The. producer,: ‘who: denounced . the | y . 

$52, 704: The tax: ‘bite, however, was 
only $14,352, compared with -$31,-. 

| 830. the. ‘previous. ‘year, leaving - a 
‘total net of $38;351.: , 
A’dividend distribution ‘of “3914.9 

: (against. 25%: -last . 
$16,506 from the. total; and. after: 
‘depreciation etc., there. was. a carry. 
“forward. balanice’ of - “more Jan: 

-"* turns ‘to. the: musical: tomorrow |. 
“t-(Thurs:) ‘following. an industrial {-. 

—~ | Show: stint for: Nabisco. & Magee. 
"* 1. Carpets.’ 
_o2 lifting. the. tuner to assist. Jack ‘Cole’ 

a State Opera’s ‘Yebuilding by $3,500, 
7! 000; and. . Berlin’s.: rebuilt Opera’ 
- House. by $2,500,000. . 

‘the show and. the: ‘New: York Teaction. 

~ Bavaria’ 5 National Theatre 
=== Continued: from page z 

“Wilhelm ".Memorial : :Chureh,  Ger-{- 
‘musical,. 
‘patrons... 

. Many’s ‘most. famous: war ruin. For 
a long. time it was- the: subject: of. 
a local. sick . joke, *Let’s use it.as 
‘an open-air. theatre”’,.as Munichers: 
witnessed the still. towering ° col-/ 

-.uumns left ‘upright’ inthe: rubble. 
‘. .Néw- National Theatre. was finan-: 
ced: by: lottery tickets. sold, natural- 

‘With: .. ly, in. “Munich's: . beerhalls.:: 
‘local operalovers,. ‘beer: played: sec- 
ond -place_ as the State of Bavaria 

‘ finally in “1954 gave ‘the greenlight 
for: the ‘estimated. $5,000;000: bud- 
get. If it weren’t. for. ‘this: private o 
enterprise. the. new 2,200-seat Na- 
‘tional would never: liave- opened. its 
“doors—the total. cost: ‘came - to: 
“$16,000,000. although, a-local wag 
added, 
. OF - the: first . five new. ~opera ‘Pro- 
ductions”. . 

. This. ‘tops’ in. cost. the “Vienna 

_ ‘Three. local. opera . houses ‘with 
‘combined: ‘seating - _of - 2,700, ‘Sup- 
plied lyrical fare -until.this preem. 
They’. ‘were. the-: -Prinzregéenten: 

a “-(ihore’ or less usurping. the old..Na- 
- “tional, : “the: ~ Cuvillies ”.. (a-“ rococo 

. Jewelbox of a theatre, well ‘suited. 
.... for .Mozart’ and” ‘chamber opera) |* 
o ‘and. the. Gaertnerplatz (light opera). 

"°° Kach had:11-month.per annum 
_. °2 geaséns ‘anda combined. permanent. 
Lv. -repertory of 72 operas: and-21-bal- 
> Jets, Even: though. 

sistently: SRO, -the -budget-wary 
; Bavarian, government tried ta dodge 
"% the issue of rebuilding the National 

“I. quntil it finally: acceded .to. the $5,- 
“2 ">, 900,0000. which: ‘was. fortified | ‘by 

Lon igitizens’ ‘financial succor. 2.” 
— The ancient National.was a. whole 

- a complex .of ‘Royal. Court buildings 
: that: had ‘been:an ‘evolution: of ‘peri-. 
od ‘styles. from - Baroque through 
Rococo. to Empire. « 

“but: this. includes. the. ‘cost | 

‘they were con-. 

-theatri¢al- and-. -socialite. 
attended. the Nov. 21 in- 

vitation . preview, . ‘nobody ‘here——as 
in. America—knowing . of the ‘trag-. 
edy: ofthe morrow: in™ Dallas.. 
= The basic. color ‘scheme. of. -the. 

National's interior’i is ‘Bordeatix red, 
with -gold.” and. 

cluding. the. omnipresent chandelier 
which a corps of. decorators. tracked 
down.in Naples.and Vienna.: - 

Technical’. apparatus. and - light: |’ 
ing “mechanism of - ‘house - had:. a { 
‘chance to show. off : their” ‘enormous’ 
potential in ‘Die; ‘Frau. Ohne: Schat- 
ten’. ‘This opera’ was (a showease, 
too, for’ “America’s Jéss. -Thomas,. 
as” ‘the : ‘Emperor, - “who: rated local 

‘| superlatives: . as.did/. Inge. -Borkh; }' 
Nartha Moedl, Ingrid Bjoner, Hans |. 

‘| Hotter; Fritz ‘Wunderlich’ and. Die-. 
trich: Fischer-Dieskau. -Your review-. 
er considers the last. unrivalled: by 

; any. living “baritone... 
- \Rudolf..Hartmann’s_ ‘staging, the 

| late’-Helmut ‘Juergens’.- decor, ‘So- 
phia -Schroeck’s:-costumes,: and. the 
memorable: orchestral rendition un- |-- 
der Joseph. Keilberth’s: baton... all 
contributed. ‘to: the’ excellence: .. 

The opera itself evidences. anew. | 
why’. its. ‘comparatively unpopular 
‘in the. ‘US. and.elsewhere. It is‘an’ 
artificially .contrived ‘fairytale... Hu- 
‘go. von’ Hofmannsthal, superb - li- 
-brettist-"-of:. 
“Ariadne”, 
‘confused fable ‘with - 
‘truth ‘which, -in: genuine folklore, 

“Rosenkavlier”. 
failéd'’- to: “endow . this 

avoids .: the ‘absurd “and . achieves 
some. sort-of higher's Stature. Strauss’: 
miusic-must be the sole recompense. |* 
It is. still. one of. 
‘most: absorbing “scores but, -with- 
‘the. ishortcomings. ‘of. the. book, - - it: 
is -a. one-sided: ‘masterpiece. oo 

. “Meistersinger” ‘likewise © 

os : Schroeck.. 
This most. German: ‘of all operas | 7 

|) included: two- Americans among ‘the’ 
-flthree © leads—Jess* 

{| Claire. Watson whose looks,: voice 
7 |and: acting’ evidently could ‘not : ‘be 
‘I surpassed: by .a Teutonic soprano. 

Otto .Wiener, :like ‘Thomas, -repeat- 
_ ‘ed his’ ‘Bayreuth: ‘portrayal of. -the 
i Sachs: role.: 

o 7 Currently 1 Featured-i in 

5 oie ABNER” 
{> MEADOWBROOK DINNER THEATRE 

‘Cedar Grove, New. Jersey’ : 

“| ALFRED: ZEGA. epee 

4 ‘kirche;.. 

A novelty ‘of this: production: wast 
shifting the aura from authentic 

. “| Nuremberg ‘to’ Munich ‘atmosphere. 
Al For.example, in the first’ act.-the: 

. 4} interior: of..a ‘famous Joeal:.Nurem-. 
| berg - “landmark,” :the .‘Katharinen-:| tax: 
Jirche: (as: prescribed ‘by. the -book),; tT: 

‘Munchner™ landmark, the- Frauen-|: a 
‘The * _Iastersingers . also |: 

looked ‘more like ‘a ‘group. of Mun-7' 
ich’s. historic Morisco. Dancers. And}: 
what. élse. ‘would. the festival area.| : 

| of. ‘the. finale be but .Munich’s. au: | 9. 
|tumnal beer. ‘fairgrounds, the. Okto- 
‘ber-Wiesen?. 

7 NEW. HIT. 

| economy Tov oS AT 
“259 CANAL ST. aN. y. C CA 6-4394 

UNUSUAL and: LARGE: SELECTION OF 

“sere TOYS ano BICYCLES 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES. 

OPEN ‘SUNDAYS — 

international. ‘audience “of , 

ivory... “Virtually” 
‘everything faithfully duplicates-the : 
features. of the defunct original in-: 

‘and. 

the .: poetic. 

ie. ‘richest: and. 

-evi-: 
. denced splendid teariwork by Hart-. 

“§{mann, - _Keilberth, _ Suergens: and: 
~{ about: the ‘theatre in. geriéral.. ~ 

- ‘Ariother’ aspect ‘of the Lefkowitz’ 
‘investigation is the allegation that. 
‘producers get ‘kickbacks from sup-. 
|.Pliers ‘of ‘sets: and costumes, among: 
‘others.. The last“ major ‘probe’ of. 
-sealping..:was ‘conducted ‘‘in. 1949.] - 
‘by the then N..Y.: City: Investiga- 
tions © Commissioner’: John. 
Murtagh. | That ‘resulted. in.” the: 
revocation’ ‘of © licenses: ‘of. 30. bro- 

‘There. are “now: around 80° 
They’ re | 

Thomas *: and’ 

“kers.-- 
-prokers.. 
legally ‘permitted a maximum 
markup ‘ of te. 50 a ticket, plus, ide. 

"| eee 

dees LA: 0 = RDS Geary, | : | 

ee ot Year 3 Profit of $38, 351 | — 
: + For: ‘London’ Ss "Piccadilly 

‘London, Dee. 3... [g. 00° 

“year). “sliced |. 

$39, 200. 

or Probe 
. as Continued from page 53. —- 

ho probe’. is to: ‘foster: ‘legislation. -to 
correct: weaknesses of the -present | - 

«fia ‘governing -such. investments | 
'.| which may“ contribute. to. the : pos-- 

= |'sible_ victimization of baékers. |. * 
In’ the ‘area..of ticket. Scalping,. 

Lefkowitz has: revealed, as. have 
others iti the. past; that: hard-to-get t 
‘tickets on -the-black market com-- 
‘mand fancy: prices. _He reportedly: 
-has information on. the ‘widespread |.. 
scalping’ ‘of seats. to “hot? shows 
for as much as $75, with. the ‘total: 

involving | 
millions: of dollars. annually..: The’ 
information obtained: by: his ‘office 
‘includes. <a". report that for one 
“unspecified: ‘recent: .musical |. the 

| -take‘on vice”. was over a $1, 000, 000 
: annually. 

That: ticket: ‘seaiping. exists thas 
been. documented. .with. the. appre- 
hension’ and punishment of -indivi-. 
‘duals - involved in - 
“Not. so © with. : 
‘elusive. area “with ' little. tangible. 

‘let --alone 

illicit” ‘sale of -tickets”. 

“ice.” ao. 

supporting”. evidelice, 
documentation “as.. to. 
what. : 

who “gets 

| the: going. price. ‘when: demand: ex- 
“ceeds” ‘Supply: - a 
In’ the. :¢ase of. jegit,; a “thedie 

can. “only: accommodate | so. many: 
.. -| persons at each performance, Thus 

when .a-show hits smash: propor- |: 
‘tions there” are more :people- seek-. 
Ang. tickets ‘than. there - are. Seats. 
available...- Many . of. those “who 
recognize’ ‘the existence. af scalping:| 
don’t favor its elimination—provid- |’ 
-ing that were: possible—but rather: 
that. it. be ar above-board -opera-. 
tion with: the money: going to. the 
-producti f 

| 
production ‘as’ part. of its. Feeular eek. season: at the spot-is: sched-. 

luled to get. underway the last week. 
in June. and ‘scripts :are tobe sub-: 
mitted ‘to. the - theatre’ Ss managing} 

who's ai oe 

‘boxoffice: take: 

quently create a. healthier attitude 

in. ‘Manhattan. 

; “TOURING. SHOWS 2 
. (Figures Cover Dee: 2-14) 

Philly ‘Dec. 2-14): 
lack Nativity-—Civic, Chi- (Mec. 2:16) 

: Gamelot-Opera: ‘House... Chi Wec. 

7); Ohio Theatre, Columbus’ ec. 9-14). 

-Alexandra;;: ‘Toronto (ec. 9-14). 
Hello, - Dolly “(tiyout)—Fisher, ~ 

Really. Trying. @Qd- Co." Shubert, 
_ABDec. * 2:14)... Va: 

How. to “Succeed. jin Business: ‘Without - 
.Really' Trying (3d. °€o.)—Dade - County | f-. 

| Auditorium, - Miami. @ec. : 2: “15 Civic, New. | 
| Orleans ‘Wec.. 9-14). - - 

Leve — and. Kisses: : (tryout)—Walnut, ’ 
| Philly Wec.: 4 

: for - a ‘Seasons—Hanna, 
|. Wee. "2. -7)z Nixon, Pitt. Dec. 9-14): 

Man for -All- Seasons. ‘(bustruck)—Split- 7 
week (Der. 2- 
Mary, 

Wee’ 2-6. closes). - 
ity, Fale. alr Lady. tousitck)—O"Reeke, Toh 
“Rational Repertory“ Theatre—-National, |f 
w Never Too Late’ (ad: Co JBlackatone, ie 

Sines Cur an, SF. (Dee. 
an Ne, strin Loves An “al 

| Wilbur, Boston (Dec. 2-14). 

9-14), . 

Pajama Tops—Auditorium, Denver Mec. | . 

cnt 
: 1-2-7); Split-week Dee. 

Seldmai in “and Son—Studebakery.. 
a beta: 

Spirits. an 

such ‘ activity. 
-This.-is . an’ 

t's”. ‘generally. accepted .. in: 
‘legit,.as “in--ather businesses, that |. 
the law of: supply .and: demand: is: 
such. that there’ll. always’ be: ‘indi-= |: 
viduals: ‘willing’ to. pay more: than : 

*-. That would. probably. require al! 
revision. of the New York -State: 
law, but. would ‘presumably : benefit. 
those who. fet. a ‘percentage ‘of the | 
“show's gross, . notably -the play- 
-wrights” and. also.: provide. ‘more [:.: 
‘revenue for . backers: ‘and: .conse- 

Chinese -Prime Minister. raee| 

Det. if: 
2-14). 

How. to Succeed: in ‘Business without 1 ; 

‘Cleve. [fF 

2-14. 
‘Mary (bus trick) - ~ “Split-week . 

bafross. (tryout)— : {. 

7 Brofits'6f the Piccadilly Theatre ||. ~ 2!~ 
for. the’ year . ended. dast . July’ 31} ‘as = 

“George Wilmot, jnanager of. the, 
| Studebaker: Theatre, Chicago, was 
‘inadvertently omitted from the list 
{of house -; managers. “recently: Pub- 1: 
lished in “VARIETY. | 

Charlene. ‘Carter’ has” been: sub-| 
‘ping ‘off-Broadway: . in’ “The |“ Boys: 
‘From Syracuse’ -since -last Friday | T 
(29) for.Cathryn Damon, who rée-| 

Svetlana’ McLeée - is -ex- 

"| onthe choreography for “Foxy,” 
| due. Feb. 15 at the Ziegfeld ‘Thea- 
‘tre, N.Y... ) 
Bob. ‘Shaver has been’ ‘set: ‘for the 

‘new: revue at the -Happy Medium, jof entertainment for coast-to-coast” 
‘Canadian’ Pacific Hotels, and Bob 

Chicago. 
* Jules. Fisher; 

‘designer of. “Telemachus Clay,’’ 
‘will - -ditto.in that ‘capacity on the: 

upcoming. Broadway musical, “High 

‘Kate . “Wilkinson, 
‘Nancy Carroll in’ the touring pro- 
duction ‘of “Never Too Late,”’. went } 
‘on. inthe ‘comedy the week. of. Nov. 
‘18, when Miss Carroll ‘was: ‘unable 

{ to. perform because ‘of. a leg. injury. 
- Producer Claire: Nichtern - has. 

been bedded .the: past two: weeks t 
{with a ‘broken ankle. . we 

“Director-designer | Robert Paine|: 
‘Grose, who‘ operates the Berkshire 

.Mass., |. 
with. ‘his. actress-wife, | Joan ‘White, : 
is' designing. the sets. for. ‘produc-. 
tions’ at ‘the ‘Swan . Theatre,. Mil-. 
waukee, of “Pal Joey,” headlining. 
‘Harold Lang and Fran Warren: and. 
“Come Blow Your. Horn,” ‘starring ; 

Playhouse, © Stockbridge, . 

Dana Andrews. : b 

tions. :: - The’ bariton -is due back in 
the -U: S. ‘for Feb. 22 and 24. per-| 

4 formances =: with Pittsburgh Opera | 
Co.- in. “I Pagliacci." 

Charles .E. 

budgeted. ‘at $120,000."- - 
“The - Pioneer “Playhouse, 

director, : _Irvi - Strouse, 
now in. ‘New.’ rk.- 
“The Stables. Theatre, 

Doric: ‘Wilson,, 

shire” “to. await: the. ‘birth. of “her 
third child. °:. |. 

Cuckoo’s. ‘Nest” “because ‘of. the 
Jase in ‘the. production of. his. ditty, |f 

a s- {Does :the . Spearmint |. Lose Its’ 
ean Flavor on the: Bedpost .Overnight.” |# - 

{> ““Squat Betty” and “The Sponge}4. |: 
‘| Room,” two -one-actors by Keith |: 

Beyond ‘the . Fringe 2a. Co. Forrest, + Waterhouse and
: ‘Willis Hall, are De- a 

2-14). |= 
Camelot ° (bus-truck)—Split-week ‘(Wec. zo 

Stop. the. World—1- ‘Want. fo: Get. off I # 
< it ital, Montreal Wee..; 205 

nlibweek. (De “Clowns—-Nixon, © 
22): Shubert, . Cincy Mec 9-14)... 

“Pitt. Dee] 
-*.-Thoysand “Clew "Yousstracky—spnt: | : 
‘week Dec. 2-14. - 
. Who's Atcaid of. ‘VingInta-- ‘Wealf? (4 

Wee. D 
i 

ea ce ee A et nee 

curfently. repre’ 
: sented. ‘off-Broadway. © as lighting 

ila. pre = Broadway 

‘Miller's | ‘proposed =. 
‘Broadway : ‘production - of -his own | 
play, “Fetch Me. a’ Fig: Leaf, " ds: 

| wa ‘Her ,costar will be. John Lat=_ 
‘ Dan- 7 

ville; Ky., which ‘has been produc- |. 
ing -tryouts : only. in. recent seasons, 
‘no longer requires. that scripts be | 0-4 
Submitted: through. agents. : A-10- 

‘Stanley, 

: ‘the. GREAT ‘scenes . of the fT 
ma past“ DECADE on BROAD- |. 
fm 6 WAY. in the 5th longest-run . 
play. of the season... q 

ing! “produced by ‘Robert . Simons; 
.M. Lloyd Carter and Jan’ Stan-. 
-wyck fora Janyary. opening at the 
East End. Theatre, N.Y. 

CANADIAN-BERTHED | 
$400,000 MUSICOMEDY 

Toronto, Dec. 3. 
“With. Canadian. backing, - » plus 

| fact: that: Columbia. Records ‘and 
BMI. ‘are’ more than interested, 
“Make :It -Sing,” a musicomedy,. is 
‘skedded for ‘opening ~ at O'Keefe 
‘Centre, Toronto, prior. to Broad- 
Way | kickoff. Chief Canadian back- 
ers. are Moxie Whitney, director. 

Jarvis, — . Canadian’ Broadcasting 
Corp. * ‘producer © of the “Juliette. 
Show,” :-which, for the. past eight ~ 
seasons, ‘has. been presented over = 

: ‘the: ‘trans-Canada web of CBC. 

‘standby for a Musi¢omedy* book -is by. Alex 
Barris, entertainment columnist..of- 
the Toronto Telegram, with some 
15.: ‘songs. by Milt Carman, five of 
which .have been adduced ‘by reps. 
\of Columbia Records and BMI as‘ 
“potential hits.” Canadian pro- 
ducers. will seek this week. anas- 

Stars* and. 2- New York. choreog-" 
rapher. 
With “Make it Sing” assured of 

opening . 
O'Keefe’ Centre,. Toronto, - the % 
$400,000: musicomedy will be 
mounted here. because. production - 
charges. are cheaper in. Canada. 
Tryouts, besides Columbia Records 

Nolan: Van Way, ‘who - fast “ap-| and BMI, will also. be -heard by 
‘peared . on . ‘Broadway: in. 'Destry. 
‘Rides - Again,” ” 4eft New York. re-. 
cently: for: a ‘ three-month: swing | 
through Europe -for’ ‘opera. audi-} 

‘Robert ‘Whitehead, one of* the 
heads - of. New York's - Lincoln 
Center. 

Jean. Hayles Will Star 
In Glasgow’s ‘Lilac Time’ 

Glasgow, Dee. 3. 
Jean ‘Bayless will star in “Lilae 

Time,” :the Christmas show. at the 
King’s. Theatre here; opening Dec. 

«The: company: will include ‘Billy | 
Milton, 

‘Saunders, - Julia. Meadows, Norman 
ee Ballantyne -and. 

Chris. Robson. 

‘now HE: 
located in the’ fomer- Hawaiian th 
|Room of the. Wolverine Hotel, De- |} 

| troit,-: will: ‘present “Double Enten- |: 
dre,” comprising: two-one-acters by |f. 

“And He Made: ali 
Her” and “Nopy.’She. ‘Dances,”. as | 
its ‘second offering’ of the season 
beginning: ‘tomorrow (Thurs. ). it 
Hilary Kelley, wife of Flamenco |} 

“singer: ‘Juan Bots, . has- withdrawn {7 
: M. | for” the. ‘cast of the: off-Broadway ‘|. 

‘production . of “Ballad. for ._Bim- |} 

| BILLY DE WOLFE | Billy.‘ Rose ‘gels a -weékly: ‘royal: ; 
ty. of $25..from.*‘One: Flew over the. . €oe-Sterring In 

"HOW TO SUCCEED IM: 
BUSINESS WITHOUT — 

REALLY 

Some sensei itge 
| ‘RICHARDSON hod an in- | 
: toxicating taste of this as 

fo one of . 

His‘ sensitive, deeply felt, 
“fully” Projected performance. : 
owas the elect of critical ac- 

Alfred ‘Hallett, Charles: 

so." 

+ 

vs aegis Nr . 



Re-Edit JFK Pix, Plays, we 
350 prints in 1 circulation were thus | 
affected. 

Jose’ Ferrer’s: -song,.. “Long: Live. 
The King. If He ‘Can,” deals. with 
a political ° ‘assassination inthe. Bal-. 
kans. It’s. been dropped - by: the. 
Noel Coward-Harry Kurnitz: legit. 
miusi¢al, “Che Girl Who Came .To 
Supper”: Abe Burrows quickly.:re-. 
vamped JFK. references in’ “How: 
To Succeed In Business ‘Without 
Really Trying” -in ‘the Broadway, : 
Chicago, Atlanta, London and Mel-:|° 
Le yurne Companies. - -Ditto- ‘in. com- 
_nies. slated.'-for’ Paris, Copen- 
4 4en, Tokyo, Italy, South Africa, 

-¢ West: Gefmany. : : 
'“Stop. The- ‘World omitted: ref. 

erences to JFK and Meredith Wiil- | 
son’s. original | “From: -JEK ‘to WS.) 
Steel” -cauplet. in..:‘‘Here’s Love” 
ititle song. of the current musical ¥. 
now sings. “From “CIO: 
Steel’. ‘Music Theatre’ International, 
which handles. the stock. rights |: 
to Irving: Berlin’s “Mr.- President”, 
“has: revised all references to -Preési- 
Cent Kennedy - ‘before it’s: licensed. 
for stock: Another: Berlin-Lindsay- 
‘Crouse’ musical, “Call. Me Madam”. 
had an ‘updated . version refering 

.to President Kennedy’s. family but 
Wilk revert to its original. President. 
-Truman script... 

Already from overseas have been. 
reports of a number of “platzes’”” 
and. “places” (same in French as. 
English)’ and other’ vias and ‘rues |. 
and strasses. and squares: being. re-'|' . 
named. in ‘honor.of the martyred 
35th President. of.the United. States. 
Boston quickly. renamed a main: 

highway ‘the’. John F:° ‘Kennedy. 
- Memorial: ‘Drive. Ditto.‘a- number. 
of. public ‘works: and projects. Ditto 

‘a campaign’'to ‘rename .the: new 
Verrazano-Natrows Bridge . in.-Stat- 
en:Island in JFK's “memory... .The 
Univ..9£ Hawaii's new East-West. 

-.Theatre will now. be called :the 
John Fitzgerald Kennedy: ‘Theatre. 

‘The. American Academy of. Dra- 
matic .Arts’: annual’ award” ‘dinner 

dance: ‘scheduled’-for Sunday . (LY Tt" 
> has -been.:bound over: to Jan. 26 
at the same N-Y.- Hilton: site.: This. 
one.of | many. social events,:-usually: 
coming in the gay. -_pre-Xmas: period,. 
wwhich.: have. ‘affected many ‘key: 
hostelries ° and. posh. restaurants 
with . -eanceltations - -or postpone- 
ments; | usually. the latter, . until 

. after. the month’s. period. of mourn 
in?’ 

‘Silver doilar minting and postage 
‘stamps honoring JFK : ‘have been 
announced: Ditto ‘renaming -Cape 
Canaveral .as Cape. Kennedy. a 
‘WOR, New ‘York, restored Fulton. 

Lewis: Jr. and. George - Hamilton ° 
“Cormbs’. commentary programs after | 
.they had: been’ dropped as a pre- 
‘ cautionary measure, ‘Although 
“there ‘was nothing. critical .in for- 
-mer’s broadcast, said WOR;:: ‘the 
- station. ‘preempted both. It. received. 
quite a few: phone calls of inquiry: 

-so both .wereé reinstated. Both’ are 
-earried by some 300: Mutual: Broad- 

_ casting stations... — 
“The NYS Times ‘spotlighted . cor-.' 

poration. lawyer Edwin [..-Weisl Sr., |. 
of Simpson, ‘Thacher & Bartlett and 
‘member of the Pafamount - board,: 
“as “probably. President. Johnsoni’s 
eosest friend here .(New: York), 

‘but he. CWeisl). said: he: did. not: ‘that the security .of the nation,. its 
Sive him political advice” 
‘Thomas J.. Deegan’ Jr., chairman’: 

‘of the executive committee -of ‘the 
NX. World's. Fair: Corp., ‘who called !: 
-o1 President ‘Johnson. at: the White | 
louse. .last-. -Tuesday,- is another | 
close friend. He acted as-an: unpaid | 

consultant to Johnson’ in 1960, “said [ 
the Times.- 

‘Peter. ‘Lawford. returned ‘to. the | 
Cal-Neva,. Lake “Tahoe, where: he} 
interrupted ‘his: nitery engagement. 
with Jimmy .Durante;. and ‘nitery 
business from N.Y,.:to L:A. ‘tried 
to -slide. back. into. normal which, 

- from” now.. on,- tends » to. be: spotty.: 
_‘The pall engendered by. the tragedy. 
has. further. retarded :festivities.: 

death of President Kennedy, wrote. 
a-euology in poetic’ form which the 
London Evening - News. coe Star’ 
bannerlined. 

-Wolper’ s. ‘Spectacalar . 

ABC-TV. David i: Wolper and: 
‘Theodore.H. White face a problem 
“with their upcoming “The Making 
of the President, 1960,” which was 
slated for. February: release:. Based: 
on . the Jatlet’s. book. there -is- in- 
‘cluded some: necessarily -harsh..lan- 
guage when. both (then): Senators | 
Kennedy -and. Lyndon -B. Johnson 
were: bidding. for..the Democratic 
Presidential | nomination. ° 
Gabel did. the- ‘commentary. 

“OE. the. ., White House. With Mrs. 

Continued. from: page: ‘1. 

praisal. : 

‘to: U.S.} ~ 

‘ing. about |. 

Martin: 
It’s: 

. been in the can some two months. | 
NBC’s second repeat of “A. Tour. 

Dec. 22,-also: poses another. reap- 
. Joey. Bishop's. Nov.: 

‘taped show: with. /Vaughn.- Meader. 
doing his JFK- imitation was -imme-|. 
diately: erased, and CBS. postponed | 
“The: Plots. ‘Against. Hitler” which: 
was. scheduled: for ‘last. Sunday ‘on. 
“the 20th Century.” Next Saturday's 
“The. Gentle. Assassin” © was - re- 
tagged “Climate:-of: Evil” on CBS’ 
The... “Defenders” series,” for: the 
‘Same reason; otherwise. no editing 
Was necessary: “Claire. Cheval Died: 
In.--Boston,” same. “series, merely. 
eliminated’ a reference’ to .Presi- | 
dent Kennedy; it's not due. ‘until |, 
later. ‘ 
A moxatorium on. politieal cam) 

| paigning, of. course,. is in? “effect |: 
. | during. ‘the . 30" edays - of. national 
mourning. 

“Fail-Safe” and. “Dr: ‘Strangelove; 
or How. I. Learned ‘to’ Stop Worry- 
‘ing and -Love the Bomb.” Therein. 
British . ‘comedian. Peter, Sellers. 

in. New 

Safe” was not: to: be. reléased: until. 
‘end-’64 and: that: schedule’ will be 
‘maintained. 

Golden’ s: Book.. 
« Jsraelite: 

Harry. . 
Carolina 

‘slated: for. publication’:next.spring 
by- World; - will’ continue on. the 
‘project. ‘As ‘he: says.: “I ‘had: fin- 

late- to. Mr°: ‘Kennedy: and the inser- 
‘tion .of. the phrase, ‘the late’ ‘in.my. 
‘reference to: the fallen: Président. ° 

comment: at. the time but. he... was: 
most. generous: in directing: Lee C: 

‘would’ not have ‘been. available ‘to. 
‘any. other-.writer.or. reporter, but.|” 
the. warmth of the cooperation © has |. 
been — ‘of inestimable: value in the: -F:. Kennedy Memorium. ° Eu- - 

gene -Ormond ductéd. the-.:. 
“Actually, I -have."been thinking: 8 ly “conducted. the- 

‘about’ this book for 22: year's; .all | 

the. time I have been" writing -other-}” 

progress ‘of: the -book. 

essays, ° editorials* books ‘and .mag- 
azine articles. 1 "have been. think- | ~ 

. the greatest. Ameri-.}* : 
can riews-story. ‘of the. 20th. Cen- 4 
tury—the. ©  industrialization’ and 
‘urbanization of an agricultural and: 
-Yuralso¢iety and the ehanging” of. |” 
‘a Soeial: order. :involying 44,000,800 } 
Americans——-Southerners’ all; white i 
‘and black,.the ‘Southerners: I know, 
‘the: peoplé about whom I write. *} 
“But ‘itis futile and silly ‘not. to 

j.say. that ‘the.: great - Boston. Irish- 
‘man inspired. ‘me. John:-F. Kennedy 
was. 
United’ States. to: publicly’: declare: 

sacred . honor,: and. its. future © ‘are. 
-inseperable. from its ‘civil . ‘Tights. 
‘He: “was the: first: ‘President ‘since 

‘gation. was: morally. indefensible. 1 
“can “only: -hope my book. does: jus: 
‘tice to his: memory. 7 

Cop’s: Widow’s “Fund: 
“The. widow: and two: childéen “of 

39-year-old | Dallas’ “Patrolman -J.. 
D: _Tippitt, | a victim ‘of the. same: 

| 1as-Times. Herald)“ and. individuals.. 
‘Walter..H. Annenberg, publisher -of. 
‘the Philly Inquirer, TV Guide; etc:; 

pitt. ‘home, ‘TV’s ‘Jack Paar sent: a 
check for’ $1,000. Dallas. garment 
Manufacturer’ Abraham. Zapruder, 

good enough. to ‘get paid. $25,000 
from “Life for. his pictures of: the 

| exact ‘instant’ when: the - President. 
.. was: shot, donated-.the entire” 25G 

‘to Mrs: Tippitt. Life; incidentally, 
which ran the: dramatic. film. record’ 
of. the -tragié event: ‘last week, re- 

Johnson. 

“ack Ruby’ Trial ‘Telecast 
Dallas,- Dec. 3:.: 

Ruby, indicted for murdering Lee. 
Harvey - ‘Oswald; : accused _ assassin 

rE ae -_ 

= [B. Brown in. Ciiminal District Court = — 

| feeling Ruby: can’t be tried before | 
John’ F. Kennedy,” ‘scheduled. for 

15 | 

So ne eee pe ere = or 

- m: ° 

‘here, -However, “defense. ‘attorney |. ° 
‘Tom Howard; who- will plead tem- |.’ 
porary. insanity for his. client, : is}... 

1 mulling a change of venue. request, 

“Socialized Wagar Show Biz 
—= “Continued from page zg. 

cerning ‘everything: “from: itera. an. impartial. jury: here. ‘District At-.:| 

‘would ask-.a. death. penalty ‘for | as. ‘recite’ poetry and. .do some im: | 
-Ruby,- who: shot Oswald-Nov. 24 in promptu ; ‘vignettes: . ‘mer “of 1963. : 
the City: Hall. basement. before: a]. Of ‘some - 1,000° candidates - ‘for’ -Another .. exception - 

‘locally: year. 

- Cecilia. 
nationwide .ty. audience; If. held. ‘every, -class, no-more.than.20 are” Esztergalyos, .who ~ quit the Pees |. 
here, the’ trial may: be’. -televised admitted. in any one category. each Ballet-—with:. which’ she” was_prima °°)" : . “|-ballerina—to. become-..an: actress... ~ 

30 ‘customers - next. night. - Feeling : > 

The: ‘Carousel,. Ruby's “jmidtown . 

istrippery, ‘reopened. ‘last: Monday, | there isa rather: tough test. and 
(Nov. 25;) -with only ‘some: 50 pa- | about. 20%:.of-.each class. drops 
.trons; ‘then. business -got. bad,’ only.) out: within: the: first two years. 

At. the. -end. of- every - semester’ 

among the. 16 employees is that the | pation in “a. play in. the: school’s 
publicity. will either make. or break.. ‘theatre: and’ being judged by ‘the 
the nitery.” ue , -|- faculty; all of whom double’ as ace. 

Graduation consists‘ of partici-. 

In -addition -to ‘playing léad: roles - 
in ‘Hungarian: .films,. the slender 
Budapestian’ makes her . American - 
film.-debut ‘in “The. Golden “Head,” . 
in. which’ ‘she. Plays. the’ romantic _ 
lead:.- 
. Normally. one. can become an 
“assistant.. actor”. (as. “extras”: are _ 

“Columbia ‘is ~caught™ ‘with: ‘both 

| to: enlist a.segment of. Americans. thi 
-most. vividly ‘attuned to” the: cul-. 

plays -.a.-fumbling « but. well-inten-:| tural: arts. 2 
| tioned President 
farce. It was to- have had a. gala 
_preény in- ‘London-this week but will: 
now..be deferred ‘until ‘Jan. 29 for. 
simultaneous. openings -’ 
-York, .Toronto:.and London. 

in. a” political:|. 

-000 -aftér the: initial $20,000,000 - is: 

j will. make possible additional. sub- | 
“Pail-.| 

$900, 000 annually... 

eet pub | 1 
lisher-author Harry Golden's book;. | 
Mr. ‘Kennedy ‘and. the ‘Negroes,’ a © 

‘sure- finds, for a- ‘speedy — comple-: mushrooming’ - . television. ‘program 

tion’ of. the ‘Center, _. 
‘House - -proposal would . ‘authorizé | .casting, there .is ‘an. acute” short." 
‘Congress . to: appropriate money to’ age of actors ‘and trained - techni- 
match: public: contributions dollar cians, -so- the: bottom’ of: the. class |. 

=== |-tive members.of the theatre... 
—— | From the day ‘of graduation. for- |. 

Show Biz: $-for-§- 
move up to: ‘bit parts. 

~ward, actors are guaranteed . a Sal- 

interpreter - ‘who © never. als”: 

tor, 2,000. ($87)..for a stage: di-.| “The : Golden “Head,” . 

within-show business, ‘on: the 1%- -| the. Cinerama. icture. She. ot into: 
1964-income : ‘proposal, is -intended-}: : Bt 

directorand cameraman. 

@ duties of a cameraman and di- | Studio, . located . right. ‘ACrOSS.- ‘the 
tector: seem: to ‘be ‘interchangeable street ‘from her house.-- |... 
to a great extent.) ©: 506 ¢¢-Plus “at” ‘Retirement | 

Understood that ‘the. Ford Foin- | “In ‘line with: this pay’ scale, ‘the |. “Actors. can retire—women “at 50, ‘dation: will ‘pledge the last: $5,000,- 

raised. The Congressional: subsidy’: as $400 for. his efforts. 

others receive extra pay—as much they 
as 2,000 ‘to 3; 000 torints a month. 
“There are also longevity hikes. e 

‘| in compensation—seyeral . hundred 7 very. year. 
| forints every | four. years. ©. > 

a”. Growing ‘Live Theatre mo, 

terranean_ building facilities for -a- continue -working, | 
huge. garage ‘which. could. yield: 

President Johnson: for 1. other facets of. the: entertainment: 

, * Washington, - ‘Dee: °3.. 
“President. Johnson: will ask- Con. | : 

gress. ‘torenanie the National Cul- troupes’ of Hungary attend. gradu: | ‘four. -years for. conductor, ete... 
tural--Center: the’ John. F.. ‘Kennedy ation and ‘every «student is . given. 
Center: 

(D-Tex.). - - the: Jegislative.” “proposal: towns. where | permanent compa- | assigned. toa ballet. ‘company... 

tobe sent’te Congress Will also as-|.nies. are. being ‘established —‘:a_ 

‘The : White | and ‘very. active. live: radio broad- 

‘pany. ‘by: that.r name, . 

“One. recent. _example is 29-year a cee 

| ‘Vary: and work. Pay starts at 1,600 | ld: Piri Joo, ‘the ““sexy- plonde caren 
=. Continued. from ‘page. 1 — | forints ($70).a month for an ac-’ 

“who - also- 
public | subscription . from - people | 

| rector,. and’ 1,800 ($78). for.a. film. ‘makes: hér_ American: ‘film: debut in’ = 

(In ‘the. Hungarian ‘film industry. the movies by. hangirig. around: the. - 

‘star of a film can receive. as little. men -at 60-—after.25 years of ‘pro- - 
..| fessional. life and receive 50%: of... _ 

“When they’ work, -actots and. their last. salary “as. a- pension. If —.-~ 
“one-half **.. 

percent’ of, their ‘salary: is added : y 

| world: “Academy- of” Music,. which’: = | 
” Directors of. various’ theatrical; has a five-year ‘course for: singers, an 

‘when. - they’ are re 

The. famed. -Pecs. “Ballet: ° “was. ne: 
‘formed. only four: yéars: ago. when: poner: 
the entire-: : graduating | class. was. 3 
‘shipped. to: Pécs .to. form: the | com-. ope | 

a & discussed ‘the title of my book | 
With the Jate- President’ John: F:: 
‘Kennedy last July. He. -Miade‘ no | 

the first President. ° of. the |: 

assassin’s gun, are: in receipt. ‘of! 
.generous. dutpouririgs (via the Dal-|| 

‘said -he- would personally pay. off. 
| the $12,217.04 

Roland: Thornton, head . of. the. e§ mortgage on the. Tip- 
Ttotion Picture Export.Assn:’s Lon-.} 

dan. office, ‘moved -by the’ untimely. 

whose. amateur ‘photography was|: 

“Mass.), ° 

‘plated ‘its -cover in: -honor of Presi- 
dent - Kennedy.. ‘Time- did likewise } 
with its: cover ° Story’ on. President 

‘Trial of strip: club’ ‘operator ‘Jack | 

af. the: Tate ‘President - Kennedy, is: 
‘set for, ‘February ‘before: 6: Judge Joet 

for: dollar...” 
- Wright: ‘said: the ‘Keniedy. family’ 

| has agreed to the proposal. 
Reportedly. the - late. President's the contract’. is automatically “re-- 

| amily: was’ soniewhat -hesitant. to} mnewed. every year, although. ‘the:|, 
pb kt the r 1 

White of. the: White “House legal-|’ ack: the Pr ee un ae mere nk 
‘staff ‘to: give’ me whatever data I | 
“may. require. T did not ask ‘for,-nor. 
did I receive, any. materials which |*-- “Symphonic Requiem 

. Philadelphia Orchestra’ con: 
* “eert - at. _Carnegie: “Hel, 
on Thursday’. (26). was A. John. 

- Brahms German. Requiem with 
.. Phyliss’ Curtin’ ‘and. ‘Donald -. 
-. Gramm -as. soloists. plus | the. 
| . Rutgers. ‘Chorus. © ' 

‘Audience ‘refrained’ “from - 
- applause, - though | ‘the--work in. 
normal circumstances’. would |: 

- have. certainly. provoked: thun- - 
.. derous: appreciation, . being of 
‘Surpassing, tonal beauty. - 

| : ‘Among. 

assurances. that. the: necessary. $17,- 
000,000: could: . be -.raised : ‘and. ‘the. 
$30, 000,000 Center.-quickly ‘be built. 
To: date about $14, 000, 00. has. been’ 
Yaised or. pledged.: 

At .the ‘sdme time: the. idea of: | Wirst 

}forints. (close. to $5,000.) . 
jegislation» calling for partial: Gov- 
ernment: finaricing of. the Center.» 

| has. raised ‘some. worries. Thoug hi 
the: legislation is assured of. over- 
whelming ‘support, a few. ‘Congres-" 
sional. budget-watchers’. will: likely 
criticize . using . Federal. funds . for. | 
the. project. 

The. proposal. ‘of a. ‘Congréssional’ 
\débate’ ‘surrounding: ..a “project “in. 
memorial: to the name. of: the. late. ha 

| President’ is-not:.a. ‘welcome ‘one.. 
- Before - the ‘disclosure - that: ‘the’ 

Cultural Center. would. be renamed 
for. Kennedy, .a ‘groundswell: of. sup-. 
port: had: ‘been quickly built up. for 
‘the ‘idea. 
With: the Washington: ‘Evening | 

‘Star in’ the ‘lead; Senators,. ‘Con-: . 
gressmen. and. virtually . ‘everyone -eolumnist Betty. Beale , reported in 

“her ‘column in ‘the Star that - the 
‘| president of. the Dallas. Chamber 
‘ae: ‘Commerce had. endorsed: the 
idea.. 

associated. with: the: performing, arts 
‘endorsed the idea. © 

‘Senators: J. ‘William. - Fulbright 
(D-Ark:); - “Leverett - Saltonstall =(R- 
. ‘and:-Joseph Clark -(D-Pa.) 
and. Hubert: Humphrey. (D-Minn.) 
introduced a: measure to.namé: the 
-Center. for thé Jate- President and- 
-provide : -a- $5,000,000. appropriation. 
as the final portion of the” cost. 

Narris.. ‘McDowell’ (D-Del.). 

‘in the House. by Rep. Wright..: 
Support. for-. the’ proposal. came 

-earlier-” in the week: from: Dallas, 
where. the: President _ Was assas- 
sinated. | 
~ Washington's. “Jeading ; 

sbte Leet. 

“| éottragements, can. keep ‘working 
N. “Y.5.6 

|-paid holiday ‘of ‘two months every: 

:.| are given -free housing, depending 
“| on. whether the theatre owns ‘such: 

a accommodations. | 

bee Lake. ‘Balaton in southeastern 
‘| Hungary, where the Artists; Trade. 

‘Union: maintains hotel. resorts. ‘for: 

_| board.-: 

| tre repertory. 

movies: ‘This. extra income :is_ why |. 

7 teentre’ of all. 

| year old ‘matinee: idol, who. was: 

ber prexy Bob Cullum said;. 
‘people of Dallas will go “into. it|m 
‘with their. whole hearts and: their 
pocketbooks, too.”. 

A. ‘companion: measure :.was ‘in- . 
troduced: in ‘the House.-by-. ‘Rep.. numbed, shocked. grief. there will. 

2.0. bea tremendous ‘groundswell to do. 
foe : These bills -will. likely be’ rewrit:: 

a ten: and tailored. after the White 
‘something for - ‘the. “memory: of | 

; House bill which will be introduced. 7 
President ‘Kennedy. ”- 

“| citizens of. Dallas to say. that: they q 
would: love to join the country. in 

‘They would love to lead: the’ coun-. 
{ try. in. this, I can’t. imagine’ a. more 

* society | fitting. memorial,” Cullum: said: 

, As also guaranteed an assignment. 
: Technically. each. actor. gets: an. 

i annual: contract with ‘his Broup—. ~ Jackpot Nev. 
—. Continued from. page | Al. 

‘Sisters, “Rex: ‘Allen; and . “Arthur 
“Walsh... -Current is. a: teb iceshow. . 

performer - has the right to termi- 
nate his: agreement: and move.. to 

; another. theatre, if. another theatre | 
‘has made an offer. 

But bad actors, déespite all. dis- 

santi and A._L..: -Gurley; 
they. normally choose ; ‘acts “that - 

as long as they care to, and get “proved favorites in: ~other. Nevada 

year. Some of the lucky ones also clubs, Ss és 

in Jackpot: is “John Colahan, who 

. Holidays are “usually. ‘spent, at Cactus: Pete’s:: 
“boite in “Jackpot; ‘does: not’. book ' 
lounge acts: ‘but: features: an. _Or- 

members ..at--the law rate: .of 5 ganist. * 
. Jackpot, ‘located: on U8. ‘High: forints: (about 20c). a day with ue way 93 half“a. mile. south of. the: 

oN - 
The Kossuth ‘Oscar’ -| Nevada Idaho.’ border, draws the - 

‘other... ‘more éoveted 
extra : ‘rewards: are the’. Kossuth 
Prizes, named. after: a. Hungarian 
hero. .When: copping -such - 
“Oscar” for best. ‘performances. - of 
;the.-year, the -winners,. in - ‘addition Oregon, . ‘Utah, ‘Montana, ‘Wyoming 
toa badge, . diploma, | get - money. and. Cafiada.. 

elass award:is worth 100, 000 3 

from tne “Magic..Circle;” an: area 
described: . as’ the 50-mile radius -. 
around: Twin’. Falls, -Idaho. “Other © 

nj tourists,, however, -are attracted. 
from. as: far. away. ‘as. ‘Washington, 

= The town. contains no permanent 
| - [residences ‘:but 

Actors, as-in Russia; ‘ate. usually.|.mobile homes: | -. 
required to make. only: 10 perforni-}".:The Nevada. Gaming: ‘Commis- 
‘ances a month on: the stage: ‘This|.sion. in November, 1959, gave ‘the. 
is facilitated’ by: having: each thea- | greenlight to Jackpot. for fuliscale. 

. -| gambling. . Prior to -that : time 
‘ehance” was_ limited. 'to rows.. of. 
impersonal: ‘slotmachines. 
"The. Horseshu was the. first lua: 

to -be- established in: Jackpot. It.. 
‘went up in 1954 soon after. Idaho- 

m ‘| outlawed’ slot’ machines, : the. last. 
At is possible’ ‘to ‘get - into. ‘the - of the state’s legal: gambling. Since 

| business without “attending: the|then the ‘town. has ‘steadily. Ane. 
‘Academy, but this is rare. .One. creased in. .size—albéit --it’s ‘still 

| example. is Zoltan. Latinovics, 32> only. classed | AS. a “wide. ‘spot . in- 
the road:” +... 

‘The more’ ambitious. actors 
Vaouble. in’. ‘television, Tadio:.. -and 

Most. strive. to. leave. the sticks and 
assigned. to © Budapest, ’ the 

‘lation’ Of. 256 :to 300, Jackpot ‘now 
boasts ° ‘Of a. ‘one-mile lighted: .air 
‘strip, .a- schol, ‘and more than 100 
motel -units ‘adjacent to. the three. 
_major ‘Clubs. 
Cactus ‘Pete’s reports. that on: 2 

According. to Miss ‘Beale, ‘Chath- 
“The: ‘sons will visit’ ‘the - club, and. :as 

many. as. 1,000 persons have been: 
served in ‘the dining facilities in.a. 
24-hour | ‘period. ‘Free bus’ service « 

Cullum said, “IT ‘know: that. as: the 
city. of | ‘Dallas comes. out of: its’ ‘Falls .. area, 

promoted, ‘and. many. tourist. air In . 
Their: own, planes. 

|:tion’ on -U:S..93—“‘it--runs all: the’ 
- “Y, personally, will. speak for the: ‘way from. ‘Alaska. to. ‘Mexico, and. 

will gettin Reno or Vegas:” 
It’s a_good bet: Jackpot ‘will: be- 

‘a bright “spot-of the Nevada* Map _ 
for.vears to-come—or as ‘long “as | 

‘the: gaming tables are e legally: Open. : 

contributing toward this memorial. |. 

Cactus Pete's ‘owners, : Pete. Pier-. . 
concede: . 

lean toward the ‘western field” but.: a 
also -bo6k. other: names -who have ~ 

“Also booking: live. entertainment - - 

recently assumed : ‘ownership | of the:- 
Horséshiu Club; located. opposite’. ©} 

“Club 93; the. third, ~~ 4 

| biggest: percentage - of: its business. 

is .oflered -nightly. from. the Twin _— | 
“charter: flights .are-.. . 

‘ Club: owners like’ Jackpots. Teac” 

our odds.:‘ate. the  sanie™ as - “you. oe 

_Weidnesdoy December 4 1963 - oe, 

first “an: engineer” “before: furning ap 
torney:. Henry.:: Wade stated: he | ture, ‘fine. arts. and. music, ‘as ‘well | td_ acting. . His. “Romeo and Juliet” 

won “rave. notices. during | the. sum~: 2 : . 

-There are similar. ‘academies ‘for | 

is - dotted With: ae . 

‘With. a. “eurrent. ‘permanent: pop
u-. *, fin] 

‘good ‘weekend -2,000.:to 3,000 per-.- Rone “| 

Lee aed aan oe a tans 

ealled: in.. Hungary) | and . hope" ton ae 

A ballet: school. enrolls. ° “girls eg 
; ‘an: _assignment. With -a - growing | ‘eight: years of age and: trairis ‘them —°: 

- According. to” ‘Rep. Jim. wright. live: theatre—especially:in smaller i for’. 10 ° _years, 
ished the’ first five chapters..when.} 
I heard the news that ‘brought us’ 
all stich anguish. The changes “will, 
“be. ‘few—the’. changes -in: Sorrow 
‘from. ‘present’ to- “past,” .as. they. re- 



: ‘o ‘Cardinal 

oon Paris, 
at the. ‘Paris. -Opera «.House. ‘with |... 

“,°) President de Gaulle Ieading a host | - 
os of dignitaries. -who. are «slated to}. 

attend. -. The. -following. 
Preminger. will attend, the. London |’ 
-preem and then. it will be on to his 
next: film: ‘project: a 

~ This’ next is. Ring Lardner Se Ss 

Sy 2 audience 
* people.) 

ae “So now, with: tivo singles on. -re-: 
wh Jease: The Beatles are riding -.No.’ 

ce ie ‘and No,. 2 on’ the. Singles ‘hit, 

Sas -ment. 

nia ET Te TE TE NT IT SO er me a a ie 

. ars es oot ied cet 

_Wedsendey, December 4 1963. 

‘Under Robert: Keanedy 
Scheduled Dec: 13 preem of ‘The 

Cardinal”, jn-.Washington’ may ‘be |. 
.- “postponed: ‘in: the - ‘aftermath of -the.|°. 
2 Vassassination ‘-of 

~ » nedy. ‘This, according: -to’producer- |.” 
‘director. Otto Preminger, because}. 

_ Attorney General Robert F. Ken-. 
-nedy-was:..to sponsor: the . event. |: - 

‘ ‘Date. is. within Johnson-prociaimed |: 
mourning. period. 

Preminger,: who - recently: Te: 
‘turned from ‘a .multi-city,. 42-day 
“tour on. behalf of. the film, will:at-|- 

“cv tend, several of the picture’s local |: 
“’.- -/preems. He. will. be om. hand for |: 

the” Dec.’ 11:.world :preém'-at. the] 
_ > Saxon ‘Theatre. in..Boston- and. the |’ 

--".” following night. for the. New York |... 
3.0" debut: of the Columbia release. at} 
“2 the DeMille. Theatre.: He was. next:| . 

"| to -have: gone: to. the: ‘Washington |= 
ae ‘opening: ‘but that is now: undecided. 

‘The producér-director.. will . at- . _— tend the film’s European debut in 
Dec.’ 19. ‘This : will be - held |- 

filmization. - of: -Patrick- . Dennis’ 
..Movel “Genius,” which: United Art-: 
'- ists~ will | distribite.. It is now sked-- 
* ded. to. begin late in February, with 

ew: York and. Mexico. | lensing: ‘in. 
‘Also, the ‘script for-“Preminger’s 
‘film version ‘of ‘the ‘book, “‘Harm’s’ 
“Way” is now.being | written and this 
is: planned. to go right after. “Geni- 
us,’ ” Columbia: to release. se 

conro TRAILER ADDS | 
“POSTMORTEM. INTRO 

- * ‘Shortly. beforé ‘his. assassination, } 
ae ‘John F; Kennedy had: made-a spe-. 
i.’ @al theatrical. trailer for the Coun- 

“". gil-of Motion’Pictute Organizations 
‘plugging. the’. organization’ s drive 
for greater ‘public. awareness of the 

"Bill of. Rights “(as to ‘censérship) 
- and: ‘the film. went?” ‘into ‘release 
- about ‘the “time .of his --death. 

~* GQMPO: is..kéeping the trailer in 
:- girculation -but has created a new 
x ‘introductory. title” for. the - ‘footage. | 

_- The ‘ new. title reads’ “With- re-’ 
aes * spect - -to’ the ” memory of .our.. late. 

“---' President,".we “present. .a’ message. 
-)the “delivered. ‘for the. theatres~. of 
-. America shortly: before his death,” . 

_.' This-is. being added ‘to: eacli_of: the: 
“780 prints now.in ‘circulation’ ‘inder 

the supervision of National. Screen |= 
Service. Following : ‘the. new . title}. - 
.there’ is a ‘picture: of. the White |:-. 

~ House which fades . into ‘another |... 
_ title which’ reads “A message.From. 

‘the President of:the United. States:”’ |: 
°-. This. ‘then. fades, to- a closeup of 

JFK: 
. __Xecording. to COMPO’ ‘exec. vp.t 
Charles: E:: ‘McCarthy, . nearly all of: 
the: theatres* in. ‘New York’ have: 
heen. playing: the film. since it was 
smade ‘available.’ There had: been: no. 
objection to showing : it: in its orig 

_: inal ‘forrn, . he’ said;  bit- it’ seemed 
” desirable: to: -add’ the ; new. lead-in 

«cout of respect to ‘the memory: of f the, 
aor -late’ President. ot .. 

~ ar Song JFK < Heard? 
Following: the first. shock: of. .| 

President. Ken-|- 

_, Bhere’ the’ President entered” 

Fire Actors for Ning 

‘evening |. 

“atre, 

“| the assassination. of President, | 
- “Kennedy. and the Texas’ shoots ~ |. 

lt Oswald. -and.- Jack ‘Ruby, there: 
: stuff.” involving .~ Lee. *: 

‘:“developed an ‘in-gathering * of -. 
: details of all kinds relating to-- 
‘the . youngest. president: the: 

' United ‘States ever had. -_:-. 
It ‘is’ now “stated. that™ the «- 
ballad ‘Saga:-of the: legendary ~ 

“Mustang. Grey,” was the last: ° 

*. ‘while the’: Texas. Boys: Choir: . 
-; Tenderéd: “The: ‘Byes of. ‘Texas. 
Are Upon "You.’”: - However, ~- |. 

"quested - 

tune previously. for’ Decca. 

~-Performance Night Of ~ 
‘Kennedy: ‘Assassination| 

"_Atlarita, Dec. -3.. 
“Richard - Munroe, 

. |. Playhouse fired the.entire cast of 
John - Dos Passes”" “US. AL” for: re- |: 
fusing: to perform Nov:. 22 follow- 
ing “the news’ of.. Presideit | ‘Ken- 
nedy: Ss. assassination. 

“Munroe;: ‘aware’ ‘that: “ali ‘Broad: 
way ‘theatrés were. going dark that 

: night,. decided ‘that it would. not be |: 
in’ bad ‘taste to go on’ with the show. 
‘because’ of “patriotic” 

“the Dos ‘Passos work. In :fact,; -he 
.! | said; the:show was‘to. be* ‘dedicated 
"+t. the murdered’ Chief. Executive’ s 
. "| memory. 7 

‘nature *: of 

onstage, . however. . 

of:the day. According ‘to Munroe,-a 
spokesman: for the -actors said ‘they: 
felt’ they..could not. go - through |{F 
with. - the. performance’: ‘that.: night, J. 
but that. they ‘would:.do: the. two]. 
shows scheduled: for, the. following: : 
night. - 

Munroe- . ‘pointed out” that. they 
“were violating their. contracts, and. 
when.they ‘insisted, he ‘fired: them: 

‘The : “producer had. scheduled. 
“The Aspern’ Papers”: to opén next: 
Thursday. (5) -but- has; had to. post-| 
pone the opening” a week | until)" 
Dec. 12. 

” Naive 30-10 Gals. 
—- Continued from. page’ z mm | 

feminine. students. were: “made |. 
- [“phony’*. promises. ° 8 ; 

The : indictment alleges, that: 
among” such’ promises | were’ those. 
-of -éventual fame. and: fortune, tele-. 
vision programs’: dancing. appear- 
anees and free’ trips:to’ such - ‘places. 

s to ‘help’ in defraying Cost: to. _you. -| as New’ York :and “Honolulu. - It’s 
; charged. that .this\ caused ‘the. vic- 
‘tims to. sign”. ‘eoritracts - with ‘the | - 
studios running as long as 10 years}. 
and. to. ‘promise to. pay. “large $ sums 

-/ of “money.” - . -* 
‘It’s: further ‘alleged. there. ‘were 

 -L fraudulent: ‘dance tests. ‘arranged: by: 

“Boffo Beatles 
- —. Continued from page Le — Be 

“ance; which. had a. record ‘national 
“Of around. 38, 000, 009 

7 _ charts, -another,, “unique aetiever ? : 

> With... théir- “two! “singles way.|° 
: ahead in. the-sales sweepstakes, the. | - 
beat: group’s LP. has: garriered ad- |. 
vance: orders :.and ‘sales’ of . moré-|3 

_+- than .500,000—which . puts’ the: al-.|" 
-* “hum at No.'13 -in ‘the local singles’. 
"best ‘sellers. Of. course, it also-tops 
“- the album: ‘listings. Also. in .the:‘Top-| 

- ‘20. are: three. Beatles’. EP’ four-: 
"> track disks) recordings, “Twist And. 

Shout,” .: “The. :. Beatles - Hits” : and 
“The Beatles No. 1.7%.) ° 

- Other- “EP yeleased. by ‘the geoip’ 
- “Please: Please. Me,’ Holds. second. 
.gpot -on .the. ‘album: ‘sales- chart, 
topped | only ‘by ‘the “new. LP issue. 

‘Thus, with’ first and: second: posi-: 
“tions. inthe: three. récord .. sales 

. catégories . going’ to. Beatles. wax-. 
os dings, it seems the. only competition. 

: fo the’ growp.io the ‘sales scramble 
Ws. their :« own: disks,” 

Four 

.. | telephone: ‘calls ‘and. Mail Solicita- 
+The’ ‘actions . tions, 

Among - the” defendants are “Har- 
old Friedman, Long’ Island,. N.. Y., 
the’ studios’ ‘alleged head; . ’Stariley 
Friedman, ‘Old Bridge, . N. J. his 

‘| brother: /and: Henry ‘King; Pitts- 
_| burgh, ‘Pa: ‘The other eight, mostly. 
former. studios’ . dance instructors; '} 
reside’ now. or. did. in 1 Minneapolis 

: i -of the. Publics" and St. Paul. 

~ Restaurant Assoc. - 
—. Contifived from: ‘page: 2, — 

“with posh: operations . Wiz, ‘Forum, | 
. ‘Tavern - -on-- -the- 2 Seasons, : 

Green, eté.): * 
. Restaurant "Associates “sold “Di- | 
vonne ‘les. Bains. to “its. French |’ 
“managing . ‘director,..\Jean’ Claude]. 
‘Aaron, :for $500,000, which. consti- |. ~: 

| tutes:.a-capital gain: for -the..com-|~ 
‘pany: .- Yank: tourists ‘had found the 
‘strictly French .. staff unabashedly }.. 
‘partial: to the Gallic ‘clientele and| - 
seemingly: . insouciant: about: cater-- 
‘ing. to: the. American visitors..-- 

. Whether | 

aN National ‘Syniphony Sets 

‘song JFK ever. -heard.: Tt was... ae 
:--at the Fort. Worth. ‘breakfast. .- 

{Film on ‘Kennedy’ s. Visit 

Kennedy - had: caught a ‘snatch... 
of “Mustang. Grey” while: in ee a 

.. hatel. anterocom - and’ he’ :re-. | 
its repeat _for..-his’- | 

‘benefit: _.Group ..recorded:. ‘the’. |. leased: its full-length: documentary, 
_|“Deéutschland - Gruesst: “Kennedy” 
= -(Germany: ‘Greets~ Kennedy), for | 

-one’ day.. The’ film was shown Mon- | 
}-day -(25), 
|.the U.S. ‘president, at UFA. Pavil-: 
‘|-Ton . here: “House © “was Backed . all 

“ founder-pro-'| 
“ducer- director. ‘of’ ‘the .Pocket .The- 

use fed -Courtland ‘ .Stréet’ 

1 ‘read ° 
; Friend”). 

Phe ‘cast assembled. for. the show't 
and ‘an audience’ was present, so’. 

' difeetor*Ed.: Danus. ‘made his dedi-'. 
cation:‘talk,.. There’ was ‘no activity. 

‘Munroe. talked” 
to cast ‘members: and: “found . most. 
of them ‘upset over tragic:.events. 

of. ‘the: ‘Communist: ‘Wall. - 

ish in JFK Hush 

|| e@améraman -Gay-.'O’Brien to 
. it was’. ‘linguistic 
handicap or a: “manpower - ‘defi- 
ciency;. or. both, ‘Lewis: knew of this| 
but ‘séemingly was ‘not able to cor-|" 
}rect it to. the’ > visitors: Satisfaction. t 

JFK: Memorial. Concert |! 
“The ‘National Symphony’ 3 con- 

‘cert ‘honoring: . United ° “Nations |. ae 
| Human Rights’ Day will be: a. me-. 7 a 
{morial performance. ‘for. the. late | - 
|. President - Kennedy. : a 

‘Program,:° which - will: “include 
| |-songs: with . ‘quotations: from, the’ 

‘| President's 1961. Inaugural --Ad- 
| dréss;~ will be’ heard “Dec. , 10.‘and’ 

: -|11. ‘The combined: choirs:.of Cath: 
‘Texas Rangers. lieutenant, olic and Howard ° ‘Universities - will: 

perform in. the: ;Program, i 

- To Germany Re Released 

“Berlin, Dec. 3. 
Columbia. : Bavaria... a Zain: Te 

‘day - of. the- funeral ‘of 

day. °, 
‘No admission: ‘was: “charged, ‘both 
Colunibia-Bavaria: and .the: cinema’ 
management: stating : they -couldn’t 
think. in terms of money. after: ‘such | 
a ‘tragic event. Film's showing’ was 
regarded AS a; ‘gesture ‘of. sympathy 
for.” the late" Anierican: president. 

documentary "undeniably 
‘could register: “an: .extended-run. 
here, * ‘but: Columbia-Bavaria © de-. 

: ‘cided. to ‘withdraw. the :film; claim- 
ing if did. not: want to ‘cash in - on 
‘the death: in a ‘commercial way. 

‘There © ‘were’ ‘moving: scenes: in 

(Posters: at -‘mass - meetings | here | 

This: ‘documentary. jneidenitally, 
WAS a production : of ‘the. German | 
‘News. Reel. ‘and ‘preemed. Jast’ Aug. 
13,. ‘Second .anni:. of: the: erection. 

eovers JFK’s. entire -German. visit. 
(Cologne, ‘Bonn; Hanau, ‘Frankfurt ; 
and. Berlin - “(ast, June), aa 

Range of Onder 
re “Chicago” Dec. '-3. _. 
Viewer’ ‘attitudes. . toward | the 
three-network. - eoverage ‘of’: "the 
‘Presidential tragedy are: epito- 
qiized -in these ‘three brief: letters, . 
postmarked: Sunday: (24); that: were | 
received -by.. -WBKB-TV" here: eo 
1) Dear- Sirs: ” So BO 
“I: want. to’ thank.- you’ ‘ana: com- 

_. | mend ‘you for the magnificent cov- 
| erage ‘of: events. during these . past 

. jis “days of” ‘our. tragic. his~ 
| Ory: _ 

Gratefully; ° 
«Mrs, HDW... 

(2) WBKE:- 
. Thank. you ‘tor ve cancelling all ent 

tertainment ‘and: educational -pro- 
‘grams in observance . of. our. ‘Presi- 
dent’s death. “If this: causes ‘you 
undue financial : Joss,. I would “be. 
glad ‘to make a small: ‘contribution 

~ Dri “ELH, 
“(ay Dear ‘Sir. 

alleviate the’ ensuing grief. instead 
of adding to-it. = - 

work: has: failed fo meet: the needs 

: ~ Sincerely,” 

. DR. 

~ Day of Funeral, Nov.:25 | 

‘the cinema,: and - many: ‘patrons ac-. 
tually cried. J ohn F.. Kennedy wast 
regarded. ‘as’ a dear friend ‘of- Ber-} | 
liners, in- fact, -their “best ‘friend. 

‘Berlin. Lost’ “Its: “Best | 

“FPlm: 

On: Friday, 22 November 1963, 1] 
was ‘shocked by, the: killing: -of. our: 

| President. 
But“ I ‘disagree ‘with | ‘your: nets. 

-work’s policy of compléte cancella-. 
fion of all- commercial . programs. | 

of “yeur. “network J... 
| helped: to ‘make this very. ‘sad event |.’ 
almost . unbearable. : It -is not only} - 

your. duty -to’ inform’ the public of — Continued from. page. 1 —<— 
‘such a. tragedy - but- Also. to” help: | -- ; 

| ing: ‘album’. and ‘the single as “the 
| song, you. never ‘get. tired: of." 

-With the diskeries . ever-eager to. 
‘sniff: out a new trend ‘which -could. |. 

‘| pull ‘sales: their way, Philips’ rush. 
.L issue’. Of . “Soeur. ‘Sourire’ andthe 
_|-singing - nuns: has been: followed | 

‘In this . last - weekend - ‘your’ net: |". 

Ehe “nusic/record “business: is} 

readying its: tributes ‘to President 
Kennedy,” “Two: albums containing 
‘speeches ‘delivered. ‘by. ‘the late 
President weré rushed into market 
early this::week anda. song, . “In. 

. _-}The “Summer. Of His’: Years” was 
picked ‘up. for. disk. ‘coverage: ‘by’ 

, several. ‘companies. - . 

“- Unusual aspect. of. “In The: Sum-| 
mer Of His ‘Years™ .is. that ‘it’s: a} 

. British import. ‘The. tune was aired 
for ‘the -first: time via the. BBC on 
‘fhe. special” tribute..to President 

aL Kennedy prepared by the. “That 
| Was. The Week That Was" show |. 

| Saturday’ (23), the -day. after the. 
} assassination. The broadcast “was 
later shown in-the U. S. on NBC. 

‘who was in. London’ at.: the: time | 
of. the shewing, - 

words): and. David: Lee. (music). : 

. The: song was performed on the. 
show: ‘by. Millicent Martin, who'll 
-be repped’ on ‘a‘sizigle. disk‘release 
of :it. here via- the: ‘ABC-Paramount- 
label. The. entire TW. 3. program 
will be. packaged for’ an album-re-} 
lease . by: ‘Decéa -Records. 

* Israelis & Wagner 
— Continued ‘trom Page. 1 — 

i ‘that’ the: loser’ is: not Wagner ‘ “but 
the music-loving - -Israeli audience. . 
The lack of Wagner’s-music created 

+a-gap in the ‘music culture of an} 
entire: generation ‘which had: never 
had . ‘the opportunity to-.listen to: 
the tunes of one. of the. great ‘com-. 
posers: of. all: times.. 

\ me ., 

arguments: sidn’t ; carry | the: neces- 

| sary: ‘weight. | 

Finally, the Haifa ‘Symphony de-| 
cided to. break the boycott and an- 
nounced the.’ performance of Wag- 
ner’s .“‘Idille-: of’ Siegfried.” The 
-erchestra’s. management. ‘Jearned;: 
on ‘short notice, that -its timing. 
was most unfortunate.’ By pure co-: 
‘inciderice, the first night -perform- 
ance was. scheduled exactly .on the |- 
25th anniversary. of the -“Crystal | 
Night,” the night when the Nazts 
-destroyed,. in: their ‘first -big. show’ 
of power, practically all the Jewish 

= shops and ‘synagogues in Germany. |: 
| Tt was: ‘called. the “Christal Nacht,” 

because: the broken windows .cov-” 
ered the streets like: crystals. _ 

It was,.of course, ‘quickly pointed} : 
‘but, that this anniversary was the. 
worst. of all possible nights.to. ‘per-|- ; 
form: ‘Wagner: ‘for: the. first.time in T° 
Israel. . and. ‘the: orchestra. ‘hastily. 7 
‘retreated. | 

| - The. -: “Municipality: of: “Haif a 
‘warned the . orchestra’s manage- 
‘ment ‘that it would feel compelled 
to. withdraw. its: subsidy if Wagner. 
-wasn’t:-‘taken. off: the program. :The 
concert ‘was © “Postponed” * -in- 
definitely. os 

~ ‘Singing. Wen’ 

i com | by - ‘other religious - releases. Par- 

- Dublin, Dec, 3... 
AM ‘{rish - ‘cinemas . ‘and: the-. 

oa day. and ‘some, ‘including Ab-:- 
bey; ‘closed. ‘completely for. a - woe 

‘performance. ‘to. honor - late- 
John, Fitzgerald - Kennedy. 

Both ‘radio. and:-tv: ‘services. 
’. dropped’ regular ‘features: and.” 
- advertising: through the -week-:.. 

-end_ to ‘provide. news: and: fea- 
‘tures’.on. JFK and his. succes-- 
sor... Télefis “ ‘Eireann flew . 

Washington for funeral: and ~ 
-” the’ commentary. was: provided *. 
'-by sportscaster ‘Michael. O’He- ., 
hir who was. already: in ‘US. “ 
on ‘another: mission. oo 

-ptres closed for’.at least balf coe 

= | Blyth,” called 
_ | seribed: by. the label as..“‘a° ‘quality: 
{ concept.” 

' f Dennis Preston: has placed at least 
one. religious disk with EMI, ex- | 

: | pected. to. emerge. on the. Colum- 
Dia. label soon. 

*.4the “normal” 

a foe plans. 

ticularly- active is: Ember- Records 
: which, like Philips, is banging. the 
| drum for ‘its religious, “for. Christ: 
a mas’. “Stock. 

: Ember. topper. Jefe Kruger’ ‘has 
moved. . swiftly to bring’ “out... an |: . 
LP -narrated and sung: by Ann 

“Hail. Mary,” de-. 

Leading . indie’ disker 

- Decea and Pye: “at. ‘this. ‘ point, 
jare ‘content. to Jet. ‘the . Christmas 
rush at their factories produce just. 

, quota : of: carols, | ~ 
hymns and- quasi-réligious - ‘offers: 
However, they can always. change. 

re ‘ibutes te to Pres, Ke | 

yesterday 

His” Years.” 

of: an. 

“Made~ arrange~ 
ments. with-the BBC to handle. the 

| song in the:U.S. through: his Leeds 
Music. . operation. . ‘The '.tune.. was 
written: by: Herbert: ‘Kretzner. 

Miss |. 
Martin will also be. heard. doing: 

+In. The. ‘Summer. Of His Yedrs” in: 
+ the . Decca. set. . ‘Other ‘disk. com-. 

a | ‘panies: set: ‘for singles. on: i the song: 

International. 

of: 10: policemen “was: assi 
_|ring Northrop Auditorium; ‘pousing’ 
the: event. 

‘No disorder or: ‘untoward. -inci-. 
; dent occurred inside: or: outside of 

‘| the. Auditorium before, .during: or 
after” the. concert. With. ‘Violinist 
Yehudi: Menuhin as guest. soloist: 
the concert had. been sold: out in 
advance. 

ate Columbia with Mahalia Jacke 
‘son,: MGM with Connie Franeis, 
and ‘Decca: with Toni Arden. 
New: York indie station; WHEW, 

(Tues.) 

as entertainment.” . Varner. Paul- 
‘sén,. “station’s program. director, 
:said, “In the original setting, as 
part of a program. that. was un- 
expected and a significant tribute. 
to the late President, the song. had 
meaning. To play it now as pert 

“program entertainmet | 
schedule can only cheaven the 

| Performance : and offend the audi- 
Low, Levy, American: publisher - ence 

In: the: documentary’ division, 
20th Century-Fox. Records has. 
come up with a: package culled 
from’ the. newsreel soundtracks 
‘made’ by Fox Movietone. News. 
|The . album is. titled. 
‘| mentary—John F. Kennedy—mThe -. 
‘Presidential Years.” It's the second *- 
album the 20th Century-Fox label. 

“A Docu- 

has -released via its tie. with Fox 
Movietone News. First. was. “The 
March On Washington.” " 

en reier Albums . has. ‘réleased: 
“John: Fitzgerald 

‘Kennedy —. A Memorial. Album.” © 
‘The package ‘contains highlights: of 

- LP titled 

speeches: ‘delivered by. the” late 
‘President. The record, based. upon 7 
a memorial tribute. produced: and - 

“| broadcast: by New. York’s WMCA: 
.}on the day. .of. the assassination, 
‘feontains. special recorded material. 
—|from ‘the files .of 4Radio “Press 

ity proceeds: 
from the sale of the albums. will. 

Roya 

go to the Joseph -P. Kennedy Jr. 
Memorial Foundation, | 

‘The: -Premier package contains; 
among other: speech ‘highlights, 
the. complete inaugural address of 
President: Kennedy. It also has his... 

” -/ speeches - either in their entirety 
|-or in part, on “The New Frontier,” 

| ‘strong nationalistic. feelings, these | civil. rights, steel. crisis, 

‘ban treaty. 

-The.- album. is: narrated by Ed. 
‘Brown and was produced by Mar- - 
tin. Plissner with Brown. The spe- 
cial. material. ‘was -prepared under 
‘direction - of Roger W. -Turner,- 
-WMCA :director of news and pub- 

-The. package ~ will lic .- affairs. 
retail at:99c. 

- Documentaries Unlimited, a. Long: 
Island: City firm, has an LP “JFK- 
—The. ‘Man—the . President,’ °  “nar- 
rated by. Barry. Gray. 

10 Police Ring Aud W 
~ Minneapolis Symph Plays 

- Night of Assassination 
“Minneapolis, Dec: 3.- 

‘Minneapolis: Symphony- Orches- 
‘tra concert: that went on last Fri- . 
day” (22) despite. President Ken- 
nedy’s - ‘assassination - drew tele- 
phoned threats that stink bombs. 
‘would be thrown because the: con- - 
cert. hasn’t been. cancelled. Squad 

' The concert was- performed “as 
‘a memorial. to a. great lover of 
music, the President, of. the. United 
States. ” 
ductor’s. request.: there. was no ap- 
‘plause during — the concert. The. 
program was. ‘changed ‘to. include 
only. the. ‘sort. of music that wuld: 
be considered | appropriate for - 
memorial ‘cccasion. _. 

“Conductor “Stanislaw ‘Skrowae- 
zewski said he was in favor of can-" 
celling the concert; “but.the man- 
agement felt people. would want to 
conie.’ 

‘Crushed. by the tragedy, “Men- 
ubin also wished eanceliation, but 

| was prevailed upon to appear. The: 
|concert: began 
-} Funeral. March, bringing tears to 
‘many in the audience of 4,500. | 

Orchestra called ‘off -its Sunday: 
afternoon pop concert ‘two days. 

with Beethoven’s 

later, Pianist . Peter Nero. was to 
: have been the. soloist. 

banned the. - 
‘broadcast: of “In The Summer. Of : 

Station ‘said ‘that ig.. 
Abas “blatant. ‘attempt © to:>.com-.: 

{ mercialize” a. beautiful. and haunt- 
Ling. musical tribute never intended — 

Cuban: _ 
missile bases and the. nuclear Sext: ae 

ipned. ta. 

At the orchestra con-: 

A 

apne hte ay 
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“Broadway” 
“Newsday. columnist Radie. ‘Har- 
ris’ 86-year-old. mother. in ‘Doctors’ 
Hospital. . 

Publicist. David O. ‘Alber’ S daugh-- 
ter Emily does. the. Lohengrin bit 

wwith Wall ‘Streeter Mark | Fine on 
Dec. 21; 

“Carmen Jones. Inc.. has. merged 
7 Lively Arts Inc., according to a 
certificate. filed. at ‘Albany by Hays; ' 
St. John, - Abramson & Heilbrook.. 

Jerry Layton recouping. from: 
hepatitus in New: York, unable .to. 
restage the London production of 
“No Strings” “which | Jerry, _Wythe. 
Is: 1OW™ doing. ° 

Exhibition of° : “original . photo-- 

graphs by: Alan’ Arkin, lead ‘in 

“Enter — Laughing, ”. 

Henry Miller’s: Theatre. where the 

show’s playing. “ 

Pianist “Eileen ‘Plissler and vio-: 

Iinist. Aaron Rosand, husband-and- 
‘wife concertizing:pair, back in U:S. 
after dates. “in. Netherlands,- Bel- 

gium, Germany. and. ‘Switzerland. : 

Following: example of Radio: City 

there wilt be guided ‘tours starting. 

next April of. Lincoln Center.. ‘It. 

“will cost’ $1.25. Ceriter ‘hag: hired |. 
Carl Cannon, of” United - Nations 

tours, .as scoutmaster, 

* “Thelonius Monk - Orchestra e- 
dated at Philhamonic. Hall: for Dec. 
30. Previous. fNov. 29) date taken 
over by: -Corcert:. Opera Assn.. 

which was’ “caneélled out of earlier 

date by the ‘assassination. . 

Mata and Hari (Ruth. Mata, Eu-. 
gene Hari; a ‘married couple). back 

_in. ‘town after two years: _absence.: 
Will appear -Dee. 14 at Kaufmann. 
‘Auditorium. at. $4 top ‘recital. Pre-" 
senting three. new pantomimes. 

“State of North. ‘Carolina’ Ss: ‘¢om-. 
missioned opera by Carlisle Floyd 
will be conducted at its premiere |. _ 

Dec. 2 in Raleigh; N. C.,-by Julius |. 
(Via. Sardegna, 43; .Tel.: 479316) ye Rudel ‘of N. Y.. City . Opera, where: 

earlier Floyd. operas were mounted:.} 
That was a “first” as. Prince Or- 

lofsky for Jean Madeira at the Met 
‘Opera. fast Saturday matinee (30) 
in “Fledermaus.’ » ‘She’s soloist Dec. 
23 in Fall’s 
Leopold Stokowsk? s. American. 

. Symph. | 
Jess Thomas, ‘CAMI client; set” 

for Met appearances. this spring in | 
“Onegin.”. “Ariadne auf Naxos,” 
“Aida” ‘and “Lohengrin. ”. Recently. 
: participated in three performances 
at. Munich's new. opera house, ‘the: 
National. 

Kay Magenheimer, onetime: di: : 
rector of advertising and publicity 
for Columbia Records, . and .:re- 

“gently active 
interracial. activities ; from... her 

book of poems. 
via.Pageant Press.” 

_ Dinner Dec. 5- at thie Plaza pene- 
- fits Professional - Children’s School: 
and presents present students and 
‘alumni, 

Sextet . cispense -music.  Stager is 
Gloria. Wills Landau. 

Dan Healy‘will be the: First to be: 
honored by The Lambs at a‘ revival |. 
of “seidel”.night, Dec. 6, af the. 
clubhouse. 
former. has been in: show. business 
for. 55. years. ~The Lambs. will 
“ltambast”.. Billy, ‘Reed: on Dec. 4. 
Jack Waldron: is chairman” of the 
entertainment committee. 

“Mrs. Lou G. ¢Polly) Cowan, wife 
of the onetime president of Colum-: 
bia Broadcasting. - -System’s tv net, 
“was .one of participants - ‘in: last 
week's” Civil Rights panel:.of the 
‘National’ Council .: of Women : 
Manhattan. “Mrs. - Cab.: Calloway; 
Ann. Tanneyhill: and. Mrs. Stantey |’ 
Ha'e. of Zurich :were others. 

Lady. lawyer’. (show. biz ete.) 
-Fanny Holtzmann, who's a director] « 
of. the: Trafalgar Hospital, got’ her: 
interior decorator. to. prepare al} 
special reoni for Frank. Scully, ‘old- |. 
time friend, while he’s: ‘undergoing 
treatment: there .via’ Dr. Emanuel}: 

‘Mrs. Alice’ Scully ‘is house-. ‘Revici:: 
guesting’ with. Miss Holtzmann: on 
Fast. 64th. 

“Art. Buchwald 

Dec. © 27;° 

President Richard N... Nixon - will 
probably be. honored in: February;. 
Deeause ‘of the -President Kennedy: gow 
tragedy there was ‘no -S&S lunch- | 
eon in ‘November. when Nixon was. 
the scheduled “fall: ‘guy.”* ~~ 

this week. at. 

Teries in- “Manhattan. 

“El‘Amor Brujo” with |". 

‘in. _réeligious . and. 

‘ineluding., Leslje. Uggams: 
and ‘Lovin Hollander. . ‘Gene Ray- |: 
burn ivill emcee and ‘Paul ‘Winter. 

‘The 15-¥ ear-old -’ ‘per-. 

after . 

ceseatti here. for: concert. . 

_is: the. Circus. 
Saints & Sinners’ “fall guy” .on| 

- and- Sandy. Kaufax}, 
(“agented’? by Ford. Frick)’ takes.| 
‘the rap in Janury. Former. Vice-. 

E beat ad columns’ advertising: the. - a 
: ‘actress’ book, “Every Night; Jose-'| 
phine.”:. It’s: about her pet poodle; Dt 
which incidentally is. no “dog” as |. 

| a ‘seller,.Geis: has put it. back into: 
}- publication for a. third edition. : 
Richatd . Rodgers ‘and - ‘Samuel | 

Taylor, authors.-of-. ‘No Strings,” 
to London. next: week for’ “the West 
End © production,: with Beverly 
Todd, who. alternated with Barbara 
MeNair. on: “the national tour;. as: | - 

suming the lead, and Art Lund and 
Marti ‘Stevens: the other. two: -prin- 

‘Latter,. ‘daughter: of 
' former’ MGM -prexy.: ‘Nicholas. M. | 
cipal roles... 

Schenck, has been a: Tongtime. J-on-: 
don’ ‘resident. 

~ Alan. Dobie;. ‘who: ‘plays a corporal 
who. is-‘a. ‘stickler. for regulations .in 
“Chips ‘With. Everything”. ‘at: the 
Plymouth, . flew: ‘to England . after 
Saturday’s | (30) performance,’ -mar- 
ried singer Maureen Scott in -Ger- |. 
‘rard’s ‘Cross, 30 -miles~ outside . of. 
‘London .6n Sunday. (1).and returned 
to New York -without - missing. a: 
performance. : Management’ gifted 
‘the couple -.with’ a. bouquet ‘and: ‘a- 

| bottle. of. champagne ,at ‘the: airport 

upon arrival after understudy. Tony}. 
Caunter had been nervously: stand-|- . 
ing. by. 

-| global “exposure... 
on India. and ‘Japan: are “on ‘view 

{in | Queensland: National. Gallery, |. 
Brisbane, : ‘Australia: . 
oils -is in. National. “Association | of |: 
Women ‘Artists’ Foreign Traveling } © 

| Exhibition at: Royal Scottish, Acad-+. 
| emy. ..Galleéries,. 
“land.: ‘Paintings’ on. .the. Negev and | 
‘the Nile are. currently on. view in. nal” (Col): due for. a ‘Dee. 19- gala} 

preem. at. the. Opera.’ 
J: Pop singer Gilbert. ‘Becaud’s: op-. 

beta, “Opéra ‘of. Aran,” -will. be re-. 
: priséd at-Lyon next’ year, =e Lf, 

| -. Jean’ Gabin, ‘in. spite of his fe] 
: ported desire to.. give - up acting, 
‘| already set.-for.two. more -pix,- 

‘into... “east - “of 

“One of .-her 

Edinburgh, * - Scof-" 

the N.Y. Society of Women.Artists. 
Annual at. Natiorial-. Academy. Gal- 

| “Rome 
. By- ‘Robert’ F. ‘Hawkins 

‘Genoa. is the. site” of 1965. RAI-. 
TV-sponsored: “Prix. Italia.” . 

Gino: Paoli’ ‘writing ‘musical « score| 
for Bernardo Bertolucei’s : new pie,” ; 
“Before: ‘the Revolution.” Met 

Group of top: Italo: screen ‘direc: 
‘tors; writers |.and: musicians “have. 
banded. together ina co-op" venture. 
for- making. ‘of. tele. ad’ ‘pix. ~ 

Pietro - -Garinei and. Sandro: Gio-| 
‘vannini: bri inging. theirGoodnight, | 
Bettina”’” stage. ‘musical: .back- to. 
Sistina Theatre Dec. 3 in: ‘unusual 
(fer. Italy) reviv al: 

“Taria:. “Oczhini, 
and Gian: ‘Maria. 

Carla ° Gravina, 
Corrado: Pani 
‘Volonte: will extend their. legit. as- 
-Sociation: to’ joint pic. wark as well, |: 
with. first item. to’ be 

Long: Island home, ‘has: authored ag ‘aradise.  _ -. 
“Love's. Stigmata, ry - Franco. Br usati’s: aDa Fastidiosa” 

‘current in. Milan to be staged’ in 
“| Paris: and New York, with -Pierre’ 
‘Brasseur probably” doing Gallic bit |. 
and. Fredric. March | starring in. 
“Yank. adaptation.. 
Walt Disney ‘characters to. “be: 

‘featured - in: series... 6£.. -Songs:. -per- 
| formed | by top Italo pop: hames* at'|. 
‘San. Remo's Ariston: ‘Theatre’ Dee. 

‘| 23, °° with. RAI-TV>: ;Pickup. for 
‘Christmas Day scheduling, ° 

- In-and- out: : Frankfuit . “composer 
Eddie -Leshik;..Rossamia. ‘Podesta.:to 
Spain with husband: Marco: Vicario |. 

“Zizi. ‘Jean=|- - 
Maire ‘in for series. of shows. . at. 
| Eliseo. Theatre: Peter Marshall - to. 
‘Yugoslavia “for*: 

On. biz-pleasure:- trip}: 

‘role in “The 
Claire: ‘Bloom ‘to Arizona. 
winding 

“Teacher “of. Viger ano” 

| Cavern”: 

‘Maurice 

Jim: Mitchum: ‘back from. London}: 
“Victors”’: piéein; -and. Zino. Fran- 

“Seotland- 
Ry Gordon Irving. 

(Glasgow: .DOUglas :9999) 

Alhambra’ Theatre, _ Glasgow, dur- 
ing 1964. 

‘biz at ‘Odeon, ‘Glasgow. 
“Aridrew: ‘Foley.’ new manager . “08 

Palladium vaudery,. Edinburgh, in 
place of. Dan. Campbell, retired.: 

. Bill) -MeCue, Scot singer, « into | 
‘new run of his--local:BBC radio 
‘series, “It’s ‘A Fine Thing to Sing:”-| 
John “McGregor new- anchor-man: 

‘of BBC-tv’s - “Scotland at. Six,” 
nightly. new ‘S-Magazine. from: Glase, 

Billy’ Rose and. the Irving Matis- “Ayr 
‘fields | (Jaequ~ine: 

.. been ‘longtime - 

- -columnist Rose .weiting those. off- 

Susann). have 
personal. friends: 

which accounts for.:the showman-: 

David: Bell, program. director, 

-tertainment: séction of BBC-tv. in 
Glasgow. . 7 re 

‘Israel “Bonds. ‘while here... 

Nancy (Mrs, “Jo. -Ranson’s ‘oiis:| os 
and «graphics . are ° getting “.wide|: 

“Her. ‘serigraphs} vr 

“Four: in iF 

head. -the Folies-Bergere new. show 
ext: ‘February . after several: years. 

_DeLaurentiis" _ 

Silverstein: here for Metro ‘confabs;. 

“My ‘Fair “Lady”. likely fo -play:| 

. “From Russia, With Love," re: " Tatest 
James. Bond. film,. doing capacity. 

The. Popplewell famiiy’ 3: holiday | 
show, “Gaiety Whirl” into ‘Pavil- | 

| ton, ° Glasgow, from Gaiety ‘Theatre,. 

quit ‘Scottish, tele, to join light .en-. 

we ‘French ballads. 

~ Chicago 
‘(DE lawire 74984) - 

‘Joe ‘Levine. ‘quietly’. ‘in. Chi for: a 
stieak. preview..of a rough: print: of 
“The ‘Carpetbaggers. aan 

-Preem of “Tom::J ones, ” origin: 
ally. ‘skedded ‘for last week, set: for. 
Wednesday. AA). at. ‘Michael. “Todd: 
‘Theatre. es 

Billy. Starr ‘in “from: N y. to start 
‘rehearsals. for. the new Happy | 

“Three. Cheers for! 
“Tired ‘Businessman: ” : 

Hal’ ‘Bruno’ moves, up to jaidwest iz 
bureau chief of. Newsweek. as Bill |: 

| Brink | departs - ‘to: ‘take a’ senior, 
| editorship: in Gotham: 

Jean: Pierre. ‘Aumont ‘will: recite | 
the ‘Jean Cocteau tribute to. -the. 
original. Maxim’s when Maxim’s. de: 
-Paree |.restaurant. “opens: Dec. 9-11. 

‘Radio . ‘personality. . Jack. - Eigen 
‘Sponsoring’ ° a ‘beauty - contest. for 

Medium: show, 

“Seidman and - Son,” the two. witi- 
“Tiers “of ;which to get: contracts” for 
four-week. walkon “appearanice. ‘in. 
play:: Sam: Levene, ‘of same - ‘show,’ 
‘doing four: benefit .- appearances. for: ; 

‘| associates .- say. - there’ '§..no , living 
| with “him’-since ’.he was’: named on 
'-| the. nation’s “10 Best Dressed: Men”: 

list.’ Paris 
- “ By- Gene. ‘Moskowitz - 
(80°. Ave,: ‘Neuilly; Sab.: ‘O712) 
"Yank ‘director. ‘Stevé . ‘Previn to 

early next year. ~. 
‘George Balanchine : in. to. ‘regulate: 

Paris National, Opera: mounting ; of 
four ‘of his. ballets. - 

‘Otto. “Preminger’s SDphe Cardi- 

“Elsa. . Martinelii. - 
Raoul. : ‘Levy's’ “Marea. “Polo,” “pic 
which. he. hopes. to: ‘resume soon. in 
Yugoslavia. 7 

_. Jacques. Mauclair. bringing. back’ ; 
Eugene Ionesco’s play, “The King | 

‘| Is. Dying,” at. ‘the Theatre| Dall. 
ance’ Francaise... 
Long: “held -, up’ "Féench.. pic, . 

““Moranbong,”: ‘a tale of North Ko- 
; rea. ‘during’ the: Korean War, finally. 
‘given a ‘release visa: a 
‘Dwarf -. actor. Pieral ‘Opening - ‘a: 

nitery. in: Montmarte, - It-‘is : cal ed. 
L’Eternel Retour- (The- Eternal-I 

| turn); after. one ofthis pix. 
“The hit Royal .Theatrée vices 

tation of . “Hamlet,” 

Fest here :next | year. 
‘Yvonne :‘ ’Menard.- ‘comes. back to: 

of semi-retirement: _ Show = -will 
have a.“Cleopatra”. ‘motif. 
“Josephine ‘Baker “back | “here: be: 

‘Maximilian * Scheil, 

Mpls St. Pail 
-By Bob Rees : 

(2208.1 Kenwood. ~Parkway; 374-4015): 
Theatre. Stc: -Paut ° -has. “Come” 

‘Blow:. Your. Horn” next: two week- 
ends. 

-Ferlin - ‘Husky. ‘and,’ Bobby. Bare 
top. Grand‘: Ole “Opry ..show: -at) 
ae Auditorium Saturday 
(J) : 

7 artists course. = 
‘Helen Rice; Joan Lindusky, £ Paul : 

“Knowles and. Bruce Nielsen. will be. 
Soloists. with. ‘Minneapolis ° ‘Sym-| 
phony: in: ‘Rogers and. Hammerstein’ 
concert. ‘Sunday (8).- oN 
Philip | :Von'’ Blon, 
Star. and. Tribunte veepee,. -electea 

| head ‘of. Tyrone Guthrie - Theatre: 
‘Foundation,’ succeeding. ‘Star - ‘and. : 
“Eribune. editor: John Cowles’ Jr. 
‘.Guthrie’ . Theatre’: revised . “its 

ticket. ‘scale. for. upcoming . ‘second |- 
season, trimming flat’ :10% ‘reduc- | 
tion “on ‘season ‘subscriptions’. ‘to’ 
20% for ‘matinees: and ° cutting ‘tab }- 
on.. lower price: seats. $5. top con- 
tinues: - 

“Minneapolis: hotelries : ‘vieing: ‘for’ 
‘nitery trade. by offering ‘Swank new |: 
‘bars. Hotel. Radisson’ -has opened | 
‘Allee: Pigalle, continental type bis- | 
tro” where. thrush Desiree’ ‘watbles: 

“Sheraton-Rite ‘is: 

s ‘readying 1 a. ‘{9thfloor ‘nite. 
‘be ‘known as the Top of Ritz. bar.. 

ling: the ‘town. to: Oleg ‘Cassini. ’ 
in: * from ~ Miami : 

| Westchester Town House. Dec. 30. |. 
.Guy’ ‘Lombardo orch joined. Ben 

:-Blue in. Desert. Inn lounge—double a 
bill.. stays until. showroom: “Opens. 
Bec.. 23 with Eddie Fisher. 

“Flamingo | Sore at 
-European~ publicity. topper, : ‘heads’:. * : 
for. Hollywood : and. N.Y. on. Dee. PD 

rein an’ Eddie. Constantine pic, here 

‘Baker ‘for. role.in -the twin. 
| thing.. Goes” ° and.” “High -Button- 

-| Shoes” which open, ‘at. the Thunder-. | 
bird, Déc, 

‘brother ‘is Sammy. Davis Jr.—not 
the star,. but an.-instructor at Fre- 

‘|.mont High in LA: ; 

“at .the 
-{ owner. of: “Paul's Vegas Club”. on 
H’wood : Blvd.,: 
‘Thunderbird coffee | coffee ‘shop. 

‘enne; 
surgery. 

~|-turns. to songbird ranks in January, 
after a.throat: operation: | | 

-with Peter.} 
®'Toole will represent : Britain. at. 
the -Théatre: of . Nations: Drama |” 

‘and manager ‘of Stanton. Theatre, 

(operator, 
‘T-over: 
“off at the: Shubert Theatre to visit: 
-London. music. hall favorite. Tessie. 
‘O’Shea;: 

= Who. Came to. Supper.” ee 

fore ‘stateside to prep a: stint at |: 
a Broadway house. -She’ would do |. 
22-songs with. ballet “interludes by yo 
the’ Arleigh Peterson. Dancers. L : 

winding a. 7 
role:.in- Jules ‘Dassin’s “Topkapi”: yu. 
(UA). ‘here;. ‘algo. finishing a play, 

. “A: Man‘ Called : -Erostrate,” about: 
‘the. pitfalls of. celebrity i in: this day 
ae age. we FO: 7 iy. 

eras ~ ‘serve. 1, 000: dinners ° asa volunteer : 
| community | . 
“| United: Funds over-the-top ‘drive..: 

| Supply” ‘head, : ‘nursing “a hip. frac- 
‘ture which-- ‘has: ‘already kept. him} 
-in -hospital. 

“| La Pope; 
jetted ‘to: ‘and: from. National. Gen- 

1 the. Coast. ' 

“poll of. teen-agers as pic they.‘most 
-want> ‘to seé in a-bring back at Up- 

-) show: He-up” with. KUDL,. 

“) “Israeli - ‘pianist ‘David: ‘Bar-THan° 
a slated: for Northrop. Auditorium |. 
7 concert - tomorrow | 4. as” ‘current: |. 

‘tmouncer for WBNS: radia, suffered 

spot, of? 

“Theatre: -€ircuit owner Gil. Na} 
thanson ~ -of: “Minneapolis. elected | 
1964 : Chief - -barker. -of “ Northwest: 
Variety. Club,-Tent 12, Other .offi- |. 
cers” named: are. Columbia. branch’! 
manager Byron Shapira, asst. chief | 
-barker;. exhib.. ‘Clem Jaunich, ; :S@C= |} - 

| ond .- asst.;” 

| Green, ‘property master, and me 
circuit... owner | Ralph 

Bob. Karatz;. , doughguy. 

~~ Las Vega Vesas 
“By -Forrest Duke 

-  (DuUdley.- 4-4141)) |. 
Riviera veep Charlie. Kahn ‘shows 

Lou ~ ‘Walters. 
Beach’ to ayrange- for sale. of his 
home. here. .°.. 

> Harold. “Minsky | here’ casting 
“Follies of °64” “which opens-.:at 

Morris.’ : Lansburgh’s 

"Fremont’s s SKY, Room name. band 

‘land - -Chailie ‘Spivak have: been . 
booked. 

~ Monte signed. Benny 
“Any=|: 

: Proser 

At the. aiviera’ Jounge, Lionel 
Hampton ™ ‘reveals.. that his “half 

‘Paul ‘Roussos, ‘former: ‘maitre. a 
New . Frontier. there’ and 

“now :: ‘host. 

Philadelphia _ 
” ‘By ‘Jerry. Gaghan 

. Kathy | Dennis, singing’ -comedi-' 
‘into. ‘Jefferson. “Hospital- 

‘Former. “Tee. Follies’” . skater: 
Jimmy. MeAnny Joined, a ‘suburban. 
realty: firm. - 
“Gloria ‘ Hudson, ocal: thrush; re- 

~Al::Plough, Stanley. Warner vet 

celebrating 50th: wedding anni. 
‘Al Burnett, London - night. ‘elub|: 

“Megas . talent. “pool, © ‘stopped 

featured here | ih 

Kansas City 
By John Quinn 

See Ga. 1-8220:) n 
[: J. Kimbriel:. -Missouri: ‘Theatre 

‘Local WOMPI- élubbérs. helped. 

service’ -at- - yecent 

. Fred: Souttar, Dick Conley -and | 
Fox’ -Midwest _ brass, 

eral’s © Talari ia. demonstration on 

“Bye, Bye, -Birdie” -won. out in. 

town: ‘Theatre. -for: Friday. mntdntght | 

* Columbus 
By ‘Fred. Oestreicher: 

- {CA 'B-2669). 

off ‘on way from. Hollywood. to.N-Y... 

. Gordon. and: ‘Sheila ‘MacRaé ‘ap-| - 
pearing vat. _Maramor week - of |. 
Det. 2. 2: «CC 

~ ‘Russell . E Canter’. chief - -an- 

heart attack. 

Ferrante and. Teictier making 
‘first Columbus ‘concert appearanice:| 
Dec. Tat Veterans Memorial: . . 

Richard’ W. Ostrander. ‘upped: fo 
‘general. sales. manager at. WTVN- 
TV. He'was national! sales. manager. | 

Wally: McGough, former -WTVN- | 
‘TV general manager,. now ‘veepee 
‘of: Hide-a-Way . ‘Hills. at:. Bremen; 
‘Ohio,: in ‘charge of: sales and pro- 
motion. re 

7 a attorney ‘and~ former 
| Picturés veepee,. appointed. to Dis- a 
* trict Court’ of: Appeals: wots 
1 Herb Robins, Little Theatre. pro-- _ 

acquired Coast: rights: to---~ 
NY. - - Off-Broadway: a 

‘| show,. closed three. weeks: ago.: — 
Gerald Fried named: chairman: of | 

new- Composers. & Lyricists: Guild’. 
; proposals-negotiating committee to. 
‘prep for: ‘major: studio’ negotiations. ee 
‘next “Year: ° ss m toot 

ms “The. ‘Brig, 3. 

| his :Tatest production, 

‘Representatives,- 
‘Carlsen: as his deputy.: - 
Mike. ‘Frankovich: ‘to be: ‘feted’ at. - 

a tribute. dinner on’ Dec. 19, be-s 
‘fore. leaving to take up. his new- ape... 
‘pointment. as head. of ‘the: Colum- 

(319° ‘North. 18th. St. Locust 44848)" ue 

in, this..eountry ‘to look _ 

“Girl| 

George. Cobb, former. announcer |" 
‘at -WBNS _Tadio; - now., at ‘WMNI), lt | ra dio. 

“Minneapolis . 

x<~- 

~~ Hollywood = 

‘surgery... - 

‘sie. network. - - 

‘don ‘after.. winding up: in Metro’ S. 
“Americanization Of. Emily.” .. 

‘ducer, 

‘London 
(H¥de. Park 4561/2738): 

“Michael Ss. “Baumohi, Seven Arts 

16... 
Elmo ‘Williams; 

Texas," 

Ursula” Andiess. 
Frank ° ‘Rainbow, : 

bia ‘studio. in Hollywood.: . 
‘Cinerama_:is. holding | open house: aa 

_ | daily at the Royalty to give-publie- . 
‘|-a -eharice -to. 0:0, ‘the theatre... It . ~”. 

_ =] became. Cinerama’s . third - London ee 
..| home: last’ week; when. it: opened. 

| with “Brothers Grimm.” —-.* 
‘Technicolor: acquired. ‘Hetiderson 

Film: ‘Laboratories: and..‘took over. | 
responsibility: -as ~ of: ‘Monday (2).--. 
The lab will: continue. ‘under ‘the: 
Mmanagership. of. R.!.J: ‘Henderson wo 
Jr:;.son of the. firm’s ‘founder.: ea 

Stars. of the. upcoming produc: So 
‘tion-of-“No Strings,” which opens... 
at Her. Majesty’. ‘on’ Dec..: 30, . “met - 

| the ‘press’ at a Palace. -Theatre- re=. 
ception last: Tuesday’ (26). 

- Australia 
Ls ‘By. Eric: Gorrick _ oa 
(Film House, Sydney): 

".. “Longest. Day”, 

Local tele ‘producers: are ‘still 
finding it: ‘tough, to. ‘sell product: me 
‘in: the Overseas’. market. es : 

Advanée.: bookings are ‘solid. for: = 
“Cleopatra,” ‘set. to: -preem : “Dec. 6S 
cat Mayfair, Sydney; for. Hoyts’. Sot orn 

' Elizabethan.-Theatre Trust’ pull- De 
| ing good . biz: with: ‘grand: opera - ‘atec: GS 
Elizabethan,: Newtown, via carriage 

| trad de. 2 i: Be 
- Bob Hope. will telegast : a “show oe 

for key’ commercial. ATN, Sydney, |: 
| during : stopover. | here .. next, -Feb-: 
Tuary.. - 

"Repeat of | “Namie Get: Your: Liat 
Gun”’ . Winding ‘up” a-'so-so run ‘at. * 

2” | Her =Majesty’s, Sydney, for FAC 
_ .. | Williamson ‘Ltd. | 

“Lawrence ~. ‘of, “Arabia” | (col) 
_-' |.away-to “smash start .at. Barclay, -” 
| +L Sydney,. for Greater’ Union ‘Thea-.. 

Anna Maria. Alberghetti_ tonped Eres: a two- “a-day,. hardticket. 

“Austria: 
By Emil, Maass™. | 

“AGrosse ‘Schiffgasse’ 1a; 356156). 

-Quizmaster ‘Heinz: Fischer. Kar-. . 
| win’ ‘badly hurt in‘ear accident... 

Operetta star Renate Holm: inked | 
‘by State Opera for’ light ‘operas: 

Albert’ Moser named: new gen-. 
“eral ‘Manager. of :the Volksopera. 

Ulrich: ‘Baumgartner. ‘appointed: 
iianager ‘ ‘of Vienna -Festival.Weeks, :.. . 

- Cleveland’ “mezzo-soprano - “Mile: - 
dred Miller.: ‘Buesting: in- state. op: a 
‘era. 

Lotte. “Lehinatin “will “diréet: as 
singing course during. next festival. - 
weeks: in Vienna: : 
‘Von - Einem’s . opera ‘Danton’ 8 

‘Deat ”’.on program of: next. year’s. 
Vienna Festival Weeks. ° 

- Lawrence Welk recuping - sation: a 

factorily: from: minor abdominal 0 

‘Wiere Bros hopped. to” ‘Sydney 
to-tape. two. teleshows. for. an -AUSs--: 

Joyce. Grenfell ‘peturned. to: ‘Lon-* 

‘Lester: W.:. Roth, . Beverly" ‘Hills oy 
Columbia.” 

meester ct pat os praaanee ele ect ” 
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20th-Fox-- ‘pro-:" aoe 
duction . -chieftain- ‘for’. Europe, . ‘to. 
-New. York. on 10-day‘ stay - ‘for. con-.:” ae. 

| fabs “with Darryl. Zamick and. ‘Sey- Sie 2 Di 
‘mour. Poe. *.* a he 

Robert. ‘Aldrich - iri: town: to launch: re: 
“Four for | :' eo 

starring: Frank. Sinatra, |" 2°. 
Dean. Martin, - ‘Anita ‘Ekberg. ‘and 7 Soy ts 

of : the ‘Royal ’ a 
| Court: Theatre, named chairman of «. 3. = 
{the Assn. of London: ‘Theatre Préss) . s..., 

“with. John. TA oar 

Among. : 
‘those :feted were. Art. Lund, ‘Beve. a 

j erly. Todd: and. Hy. Hazell... 

: ‘Diana. ‘Dors ‘a: click -at. Chequers: oe 

nightclub, ‘Sydney. ms 

| (20th). ‘past : ‘its eg 
17th ‘week: in ‘Auckland, New Zea- Bote ei 

to ‘Berry: Greenberg’ Warners mane re 
caging. director, presently on. exten- -:... 
Sve. Far. East. ‘looksee, - foal _ 

toe . . . ‘. 
a . . at . . , ooh cegiatin et 

ate : 

weet SoS _t on "ae 

aL Oe Ue elt vale inedd 5 gaa to Be Aleppo *-< Beatin e-ciphy Wok aan aE 

a 



and. “The Thief ‘of: ‘Baghdad.’ ara 
‘7: After wartime, service with ‘the. 
‘U.S: Air Force, Sabu. made several | 

‘“Song.. of.| 
.““Man-Eater - of “Kumaon” | |. 

‘and. his}, 

‘nore - 
India,” 
and. 

- Jatest. being “Rampage. ad 

’ ing his. career he. was. associated 
_with. 
a District: : Attorney,”’- 

_’ Time,” 
and: we: Love and -Learn.”.:. = 

“Con-. 
_ sumer - Quiz.” His: ‘tv-credits . in- 
cluded. “Martin Kane,” i. Bight of 

Bo 

“Obituaries 
Se “-Contitiued. from page. ‘50 j 

‘Mowgli, 8 story: “of: a boy who’ was: 
‘feared: by. a: ‘wolf pack. In England, 
“Sabu was’ a- ward’ of: the govern-.|. ° 
‘ment attending: one ‘of ‘the’ more 
aristocratic schools. while. -eontinu- 
ing. -his . ‘career’ in’ the Denham 
studios; He appeared -in* “Drums”. 

‘films. inclading 

“Hello, - -Elephant, ms 

Survived... by.. ‘his . “wife, . former 
-actress. Marilyn. ‘Cooper, a. 1 Son: and: 

_ daughter... 7 7 ° eae 

FRED UTTAL:: 
_ “Rred Vital,’ 55;. pioneer tadio ‘an-. 
 nouncer - whose . voice” was long|-. | 
familiar to“ listeners,- died’ Nov. 28['was- secretary. ‘toa -Georgia con~| ' 
in New York.-He. started | aS a teen- 
age staff announcer ‘at CBS. ‘Dur- 

such: programs {ass “Mr. 
“March Of 

““Cavaleade . of. ‘America’ 

‘ Uttal. Was: an-emcee. “Oi. 

Members: of the Cinema: Broadcasting. 
. be. sorry ‘to ledrn- of the death 

Doe” ‘in. 
: operas. - 

-Suryived’ by wife, two sons and 
a ‘stepdaughter. - at 

| He. also. id some: ‘Alm, ‘and ‘video 
‘Work. - 
“At one dime he ‘directed the: New 

York City Opera Co. :at: City :Cen-. 
ter. He staged’ “The Ballad: of Baby. 

WILLIs 4. . ‘Davis - 

“A native. of Newnan, Ga. ‘Davis 

_gressman : in-his younger. days arid |: 
| entered. the:: tobacco -business in|. as 
‘Atlanta before: ‘venturing into-the|. 
‘theatre business. He built the}’- 
‘Ponce. de Leon ‘Theatre (dark for 
many yéars)'.and later the Buck-. 
head. (remodeled. and ‘enamed the 
‘Capri Cinema) in 1927:-He’ sold |-_ 

‘and Film: Studios industriés. will 
‘H; Clarke, aged 62,:a. Director ~ 

1958 as: “well. od other : 

“Willis J: Davis, 76,’ pioneer “Ate. 
Tanta theatre man, died. Nov. 24].. 
in'a Naples, . Fla., hospital. -He was 
.on ‘a. fishing. trip in’ - the - Florida | | 
Everglades: ‘when: he. was ‘stricken. 
-He was. public. “Yelations director 
for” -Wilby-Kincey. ‘Theatres : Corp. 
at. time of -his: death. :- 

oo 20th. November.:1963. after :a’ short’ illness. e 

aD a “Clarke, who. joined RCA: in 1932 had * ‘been “Gontinualty ‘in: ‘ charge. of - Hl. 

:-RCA. Great Britain Limited, Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex, : “who: died. on the -| 

, the sound: recording. dctivities:.. He .was ‘appointed: a Director of: the -Com- -. 
_ pany. in 1959, and_after -the closure..of the Recording Studios at Hammersmith [| : 7 o : 7 

@- in ‘1962, was transferred. ‘to the Sunbury premises where- he. became: head . 
‘of the. Television,. Film. and .Sound ' Systems Group which: included: ‘maziufac- 2 

daughter: “ 

I: with the:c 

° Everytime” 

- “1 pages... 
“". Kaiser ‘Wilhelm. a | 

> “He left for a- while to. “do public: 

a FS gS 

. . « ae . woe 

. a oan . 

. ate " ae . + we . 
. 7 soe . noe 

v o 

_ turing, service-:and. sales .departments.: --Mr. 
- branches of. sound ‘systems and. during - the. last ‘War was -closely associated . 

rown..Film :Unit | and Special Contracts for the War’. Office: 
- his services to the country-he was awarded the Order af. the. British’ Enipire’ 

The loss of -such a ‘well-loved: personality . -will be. _ 
. Braid the. Limited: film | saenatey as. within | bis own, ‘Company, RCA ‘Great . 

. Britain: , 

+n. .1945. 

the: Week” and “QED, a ‘quiz 
. program. He “also. appeared. as - an- 

_.. actor.” om-. several. daytime “shows: 
oe including: “Bdge ‘of Night: moe 

‘yINM¥ HATLO- 
: Jimmy ‘Hatlo,: 65; ‘eartoonist ‘who |” 

created. the "strips: “They'll Do’ It |. 
a “Little Iodine,”: 
’ died Dec, ¥ in Carmel, Calif. Syn-: 

‘dicated. - 
-. toons™:: “reportedly . “provided . him |. 

2 with’ 

‘and. 

internationally, 

relations: for: ‘Mack: ‘Sennett; but. 
7 ‘soon returned to newspapering. He |-8.” 

“worked: for:-the San’ Franciseo Bul-| § _ 
letin: and later. became auto, editor a: 

. for-the Call in. that ‘city. - 
_,/ +", Hatlo- came :to the. attention. of. i 
a Freemont: ‘Older, editor ‘of the]: 

“: €all, with:-’a cartoon: he, drew for | *. 
.fun-on.a football game- ‘which the +i- 

“. U. of ‘California lost..to: the .Olym- | f- 
” “~pie. Club. In. 1928; he was ‘asked | 8 -- 

‘to dash off “anything”. to’ fill some |i. 

Birt 

: ‘Wilby-Kincey 

‘his. “ear- |: 

larke ‘was .an expert” 

For”: 

felt -as much. 

= | Sinith,. ‘Broadway Tyricist;- ‘and “his 
- 2...) wife; Irene; * also’ of.” the’. musical | 
as ‘stage. 

“His wife: survives. . 

EDWIN: B.. WILEIS | 
Rawin. Booth Willis, -70,. ‘head. ‘at 

1. Metro’ s .set ‘decoration - “dept... for |" 
years: - until. his’ retirement. five} ~ 
-YCars:-ago,. died of. eancer. ‘Nov. 26 
in: Hollywood: - “An. Oscar. winner | 
for his. work ‘on:“Little Women” in| 

| 1949, in: association’ with. Jack -D.{ 
-Moore; Willis -was: with the studio 

_- | [82-years, Prior to that he was with 
a | the. Goldwyn Co..He started there. 

in’ 1919, and’ ‘remained -on. same: 
lot when. the merger : was. affected. 
“His. credits - included - virtually 

‘all. ofthe ‘big pix. ‘company. turned | * 
out. ‘Aniong® them ‘were ‘such. ‘films| 

“Mutiny. on. the 
‘Bounty”-original versions-—“The 
Good . Earth,” “Captains | ‘Courage- 

| ous,”. “Marie Antoinette,” ‘“Danc-. 
ing Daughters; ” “The Bad.and the] 
Beautiful” . and “Executive Suite. ” 

3 “Ben-Hur: 99. 

__ Sister: survives, 

"SAUL 8: ways ° 

independent. theatre. ‘owners -° in 
‘Maine, :died “Nov, 25: in. Boothbay. 
‘Harbor, Me;, after a long illness: 
“He. ‘owned... and- operated: the 

‘both . these. ‘houses. in’ °1938-. -and | Strand. Theatre i in Boothbay Harbor 

joined the old TLacas: &: ~ Jenkins |" 

“MR. W. H. ‘CLARKE, 0. B EB 

for 49 years..’ 
. He operated: the ‘Southport, “Me. “y 

i} Casino. and: the. Hayes’ Casino: in 
‘Boothbay. during the '30s and:’40s. 
-Previously he. trouped ‘in ‘vaude- | 

| ville.. In 1897 he formed a. comedy 
Bl -dance. team © Which | toured the: 

country. - 
Survivors: 

W:: HE: ‘CLARKE. 

RCA. Great ‘Britain’ ‘Ltd: died ‘Nov. 
|:20:in. Sunbury-on-Thames, Eng... He 
j-joined: RCA: in 1932.and had. been} 
jin‘charge : of sound repording activ- | 
lities. “He. became. 
| 1959,:" 

chain: as. assistant. to: “thie. aie: 
Arthur: ‘Lueas: and: later ‘as ‘assistant 
to. William K. Jenkins, who. suc>. 

_ “| ceeded Lucas as head: of the organ- 
ool. :AS..a~ youth: -he°: was: extra. in| 7 
- “various ‘Long. Island. ‘studios. “At. 
one’ time “he: was: a .featured per-. 

: former. -in’ D..W- Griffith's 
-, of aNation/”: °° < 
eo ‘Survived by.. wife ‘and ‘two: sons. 
os “by a former marriage. Popes 

ization. . 

In - 1952 « “he bécame “associated: 
with: the Wilby: Theatre. circuit,’ 
headed. by the-late R..B, Wilby, in 

| an executive. -eapacity, This: organ- | 
‘ization | was the ‘forerunner. of ‘the |. . 

“Corp., -which’ now. 
-..| operates an extensive chain in fhe 

- .°[ Southeast, ‘including the -4, 400-seat 
. Fox: ‘and ‘Roxy: Theatres. in ‘Atlanta. 

! Davis “is survived by: his. .widow; |: 
“@ sister, .Mrs..R: S.°“Mann Sr.,..and. 
ae brother, Theo - Davis, doth. of * 

. ‘phony -. ‘Newnan... 

“SPENCER. ‘BENTLEY 
- Spencer... Bentley,. - 53; 

ERNESTO 
His i Malagunn 

spacé. on the’ sheet’s comic -page | §: a 

-andthus was born “They'll Do It) . 
oo ‘had’ been making. hig. home: ‘for: the: 

“es -|Jast. few.years,: He - had - lived: at. 
* “| Beal, N.J.,. for :many-years. More. 
ms | recently ° he- had been. developing |‘ 
residential | homesites i in and about 
Cuernavaca. - 

and. director of. pageants:- and |... 

‘Everytime wo 
. Survived by wife and son. 

* -yLADIMIR, ROSING 
‘Wladimir: ‘Rosing, : 73,.: producer 

opera, ‘died of ‘a heart, attack. Nov: 
*, 24-in- ‘Santa ‘Monica;. Calif. A native: 

of | Russia, he turned ‘from law ‘to 
~~: 7 va. singing: career. and- bowed. with: 
“the” Music , Drama: Opera in St: 
““:) Petersburg.. He. made recordings :in. 
_:- London; thén went. ‘on -to produce. 

' “and -direct™ plays .in that: city,. In 
1936, ‘he. became - ‘director. of: the |-; 
‘Royal . ‘Opera* ‘House - OF ‘Covent: 
“Garden, . ° 
"Rosing ‘wert. to ‘Los: “Angeles in 

1939. There he beeame organizer 
and artistic diréctor. of- the: South-: 
ern. California ‘Opera Assn. -More : 

vy recently, he. ‘specialized: in. produc- 
- “ition . of - pageants: - He: ‘produced | .- 
_. &The.: “California Story” 
“. Hollywood’ “Bowl : in’ 1950; 

i) =“Qregon Story” for: the - .Oregon 

-in- the 
“The 

Centennial - in: 1959, .. “and “The 

Moo = Kansas Story.” the following. year. 3 

“Starting - his stage - career. “as. ‘a 
youngster. with.- roles ‘in. ‘several 
‘plays: with Eva Le: Gallienne, Bent- 
ley. subsequently” appeared 
Broadway’. in: “Boys: -From. Syra- | 
-cuse,” “Little Orchid’ Annie” and}: *. 
“Furnished | “Rooms,” among | other): a 
Jegit productions.” ....:.-: 

- He’ - entered:  Padio . ‘as. “ani: " an- 
“‘nouncer. . ‘in.. the medium’s.” early- 
“Gays::: Bentley - ‘later’ ‘became- chief: 

‘| arinouneer, then: program. director. 
: at WNEW,: N.Y...As..a“radio: actor, | 

. “Gangbusters,” he- -appeared _ On: 
-and:’" later. was: starred - on. ~such 

Bentley, | 

He. also ‘was: a: nephew of Harry: B.. 

Funeral. a today owed) oe ‘New- E 

annual income’ “said . toe be, a 
_ around $300,000. , je 

‘Hatlo. started. his ° career as. al 
a printer's devil at the’ ‘Eos: ‘Angeles a 
‘Times; Three -years later he ‘was. 
‘( promoted. to the: paper's | ‘art’. .de- |: 
“+. partment, and-in°1918 his. cartoons |. 

‘first. appeared. on the. paper’s fronti fr 
“They: were: caricatures ‘of 

- former: . 
legit: and ‘Yadio actor, : died. Nov: 27] 
in Cuernavaca, ‘Mexico; where whe 

in Fond Memory © 

£896 : = 1963" 

"Andalucia" “and: huridreds of other - 
__Sompesitions, will always: lives: 

“Herbert. E ‘Marks: 

i and all his: ‘other: friends ab. 

Bayard | B Marks. Masi Fe Corporation 

‘writer “of : “Georgia: Land,” 
state’s official song, died Nov. 21} * 
in Milledgeville, ‘Ga. A- radio. pi- 
‘oneer,: she. wrote and produced. 
‘many . ‘educational programs for. the 
‘Georgia. State College. for Women. 
during: ‘the -medium’s: early ; days. 

radio. shows ‘as “Stella: Dallas” and {She ; also’ authored. several hooks. - 
“John’s: Other ‘Wrifel?; + . 

Bentley: was the ‘son of. “Alice: Pee 
“wh o-. was.: a. “musical |” 

comedy actress_ on: Broadway and |... 
‘on the: road, and: ‘Wilmer -S. Bent-. 
ley,. who was a legit. actor-director. 

* He Jater: was: “named. ‘head GE. ‘the 
Televsion; Film and Sound Systems 
Gruops. “Clarke: was awarded: the. 
Order - of. ‘the’ British Empire: in 
1945 for . his : wartime. association 

| with: the Crown Film Unit. and han-+} 
dling: of. special contracts for . ‘the 
‘War Office,” —_ 

-FREDERIC.. *TILLOTSON 
'Bredéric © ‘Tillotson, _ 66,- 
cert pianist . and. chairman “of the 
-Bowdoin . .College. ‘musie | depart- | 
‘ment, died Nov. 25-in Portland, 
Me. He. was’ a former : conductor. 
of. a ‘symphony: orchestra and’ chor-. 
us in Denver and. often. performed 
as a: soloist. ‘with the Boston Sym- 

_ and + Boston | -Orchestra : 
Pops. 99. 

He. also- appearéd, ia. New: York 7 a 
. and. London concerts... we 

“ORDDIE. ‘CHING: WAN’ 
“Eddie Ching Wan, ‘70, one: of the 

first- ‘Honolulu: nitery. ‘operators to’ 
=" import 1 name p and. Semii-tame talent 

LECUONA 

° NELLE W. HINES |. 
Mrs:. ‘Nelle » Wommack - “Hiries, 

AY Son. ‘survives. . 

: WL AM A. “HENRY ao 
William - Archibald: (Arch i e) 

Henry, - 

Saas Ss. Hays,:79, one of: the: last 

-cus and for a-time. ‘was & boothman: 
at: ‘Schenectady’s s now ‘closed Strand’ . 

-inglude - ‘a. -Son | and 

“ow. OH Clarke; -62,. ‘director ‘of 

director’: -in i 

| His: ‘wife survives. 

con- } 

| biother. of baritone ‘Paul: Robeson 
‘a | anid~pastor ‘of. the Mother African 

_-ff| Methodist Episcopal Zion’ Church [ 
“Bi Lin ‘Harlem, died“ Dec.. 1 - in. 

'}-York..” Also Survived Py. three 

‘from: the qaainland, “died ‘Nov.’ 26: 
in: Honolulu. ‘Ching. ‘(his actual .sur-.|:: 
name; : ‘Chinese style) . opened. the} 

tin vaude. in: -song. and dance’. act. He? also .operated -the called: "Can men & ‘Huyler.” a 
‘downtown ‘Hoffman: cafe, which. his. 
father. had established: in 1908.°. 

Surviving -are: his wife, two Sons. | 
arid three. daughters... ys 

her: 

-worked ‘a8 one. of “The.‘Adorables” 
dancers. at the old. Chez Paree 
nitery,, died ‘Nov.. 22 in. Chicago. 

the - British. Broadcasting: ‘Corp. at A 
‘Prior to. that he was a]. 

freelance © actor -and:, ‘Telief - an: 
Glasgow. | 

{ nouncer. 
“From. 1937: to 1939, he: was al 
“| member ::of the Perth: Repertory. 

Theatre, acting: uinder ‘the: name: of. 
Graham ‘Anderson. : 

‘Survived: by. ‘his. wife, ‘son and. 
‘daughter. 

iS ABE ‘Liss:* | 
Abe Liss, 47; film 5 ducer. diea 

Dec. Jin New ‘York. He. was ‘presi- 
| dent: of Elektra Film Productions. |. 
‘He worked ‘in Hollywood, after ‘his : 

of:| Who ‘studied’ witte Neighborhood 
| Playhouse: ‘School : 

discharge : from -: the: _ Office: 
Strategie Services. as an exec with 
the United Productions — of 
‘America. 
He joined: Blektra “wine. years 

ago. Firm makes .commercials~ and 
industrial. films: .and designed. the |: 
NBC peacock, 
., Survived: by wife: ‘and: daughter. 7 

EVERETT A. FULLER oo 
Everett: A. Fuller, 71, .onetime 

~:.. “| eameraman,. clown and projection- |: M 
-. List, died. of ‘a. heart -attack: Nov. 24) to. 

in ‘Schenectady, .N.Y.- ‘He. was a{Ni 
freelance .lernser' for MGM . and | bi 
‘Kinegrams newsreels, was a clown. 
with the’ old Walter L. Main Cir-: 

‘Theatre: ~*~.” | 
Surviving * ate a “son and: two: 

daughters.’ ; e 

| CARLO. BUTI 
"Carlo ‘Buti, 61, ane of. Ttaly’ s. top. 

: pop : singers, . -died | ‘Nov... 16 ‘in. 
Florence: .. 
He appeared in’ ‘numerous. films: 

‘and ‘was:a star in Italy: before. 
{ World. War: TI. He. toured. the U.S. | 
| in ‘1937. Ten years. later: he- was: 
back with a.Carnegie Hall concert 
‘and. a-series of nitery appearances, | 
‘He returned ta: the US.. in: 11952. 
for another. ‘tour. voy 

. JOSEPH MARTIN. 

30: years died Noy. “26. in-.-Cork:: 
‘A ‘film..pioneer,. he: was. associated 
with Rotunda-Picture - House, Dub-. 
lin, in. screening the ‘: first. ‘motion | 
‘pictures in: Ireland. .After retiring: 

| from UA, he worked; with Ardmore. 
Studies, for a time::.. 

REX. LESLIE. 
Rex Leslie: cabaret: and ‘concert 

agent, died recently: in .Eastbourne;. 
Eng. He started -as a baritone with: 
Ronald « Frankau’s ." 
tens” and toured. during the - war: 
“with” Leslie’ “Henson. . He ‘switched | 
tO. agency: .and management. ‘work: 
before. Tetiring three years ago: . 
Survived. by wife ‘and son.. oo 

IRVIN G E. ‘PARKER: 

and: vip. of ‘the 
Lustra ‘and Amplex: Corps.,;, manu-: 
facturers*. of - lighting . ‘equipment. . 

fand : flash bulbs, died. ‘Nov. 28. in 
| New-York. 

. Survived by: wife, son; ‘daughter, 
on | father. and two- brothers. := 

MERLE: CONNELL. 
"Merle. Connell, - 58, ‘cameraman: 

a | ant ‘indie - ‘producer: for 27. years, 
: RY died of a’ ‘heart. attack, Nov. .28,. in| 
| Hollywood. In. recent years he‘ also} 

‘operated | ‘a 16m filrh lab,’ Modern’ 
His. wife. and son survive. 

Rev. Benjamin. Cc. ‘Robeson, 70; 

daughters, ‘and: & Sister. ~ 

“Karle Carmen,. 66, former vaude- 
ville. performer, died ‘Nov. :17 in 

1938. Room “had “heavy ‘patronage: ‘New York. He:appeared ‘as a child |’ 
| for several years. ‘but finally. ‘was |. 
shuttéred. -. 

actor’ with. -Maude Adams.and later 

"Mrs. ‘Geraldine Fitch Moxner, 62, 
former ‘singer “with - ‘the | ‘Chicago: 

<>] Opera’ Co.,: and a reporter. and |. 
| fine. arts” columnist - for the New 
{ York, American; ‘died: reecntly in) 

- [a film and tv. producer... N. ¥., AS ‘brother Survives, ~ 

Mis. ‘Margaret “Alessandro, 49. 
known: as ‘Billie Peacock: when ‘she: 

“Joseph- ‘Gliecksmann,: ‘63, play. 

“Sister, 40, ‘of. actress, ell Ciarke, 
died Nov. 13 in La. olla; Calif. * 

: he’s ‘the son. of 

Publications; | 

“t staffer, 

Joseph Martin, 77, ‘manager’ of 
UA’s Irish ‘exchange for more. than : 

“Cabaret Kit-. “New. York, Nov. 16.. Both are in _ 

a _Frving E. Parker, 52, one of br thel 
‘| owners - of the -Edén Roc: ‘Hotel, 

"| Miami. Beach, . ‘prexy” 

““Tchin-Tchin,” 

thal, - daughter, © 
New -Noy..-25: Father: is producer ‘of 

oh Mr. -and. ‘Mrs: 

daughter, 

“MARRIAGES _ 
Margaret ‘Fisher-White - “to® Mie : 

‘chael Shaw, -Stourbridge, Eng., re- oo 
-céntly. He’s: ‘a ..cast’ “member. of 
“The- Archers,” the BBC : radio. 
‘series. a . 

’Merrilee. ‘Ringuette. ‘to. Je erome 
Fella, . Beverly. Hills, Calif, Dec. 1. 
Bride is-niece of siager Peggy: Lee; 

hoebe - ‘Ostrow, 
of the: administrative staff of Basin 
St. ‘East and . Embers, ‘both New 
‘York. 

Patricia Deutsch to Donald 
Hart,: Nov. 30, ‘New ‘York.. Bride, -- 

the Theatre, 
‘is. daughter of .4 Benay YVen-. 
uta (now - Mrs. ‘Clark, wihio’s 

| also an. actor) ‘and | Hollywood. Pro- 
ducer.’ Armand Deutsch. 
‘Susan Lerner to : . Morgan. Hel- 

‘man Jr., Nov. 30, © n, NJ. 
‘Bride is daughter of 

-1 Jay Lerner and Mr 
-Talbot;. groom is  witt 
vens Co., textile fir 

been- married: and divorced three 
fimes. ae 

Gail . Jones - to. Sidney Lumet, 
New York; ‘Nov. 30.'Bride is daugh- 
ter of singer. Lena Horrie; he's. a. 

| Stage: and a Vandornt 
{ried to Gloria Vanderhilt, 

last mar- 

Mrs. Hazel. Dexheimer Van. Aer- 
nam: to. Michael. Piliey, Albany, 
Noy. 28. Bride is owner of Ten 
Eyck Record. Shop; he is drama, 
screen and arts critic for the Al-. 
bany: ‘Times-Union. 
Sonny :Arons to. Shermar Stokes, 

New York, . Dec. 1. Bride: ‘is with 
Associated. Booking Corp.. 

Barbara. Jo Willis to Marshall 
Helms, ‘Shelby, - NC., - Nov. 10. 

‘)He’s a WiST, Charlotte, N.C,, 

‘Eileen Hollis to. Floyd. L. Peter- 
‘son, Nov.. 16, New York. She's a 
publicist. with Solters, . O'Rourke °& 
Sabinson agency: he's.an inde- 
pendent radio and film advertising 
consultant. ” 
“Judy. Granite to Martin - Am- 

prose, ‘Nov.. 10, New York. She's 
an actress; he’s.an actor. 

Judyth. Ann Moss to Dan Katz, 
. | Oct: 19, New York. He's is the iv 
“| audience. development. department. 
of the Katz Agency,: Inc.,. station | 
representatives and son of. ‘its pres- 
ident Eugene Katz. — 
‘Janet Nelson to Buzz Berger, 

the casting department of. Herbert 
Brodkin’s Plautug Productions Ine. 

-BIRTHS 
Mr. and. Mrs. Anthony “Pranci- 

-0Sa,. daughter, Hollywood, Nov:. 24. 
Mother. .is daughter of Paramount 

Barney Balaban; father’ s 
the actor, — 

: Mr... and - ‘Mrss Tom’ ‘Skerritt, 
daughter, ‘Los Angeles, -Nov. 22, 
Father's. an. actor. 
Mr. and Mrs; Brook Benton, son, 
New York,.. Nov, 24 Father: ds’ a 

| singer. 
Mr. and: Mrs: Arthur M Tolchin, 

{ son, N:Y.' Noy. 22. ‘Father ‘is as- 
sistant .to the president of. Loew’ Ss. 
Theatres. 

Mr: and ‘Mrs. Joseph’ Brown 
stone, ‘daughter, New York, Nov. 
15. Mother is actress Anne Dia- - 
mond; father is production. stage. 

{ manager and. currently director: of |’ 
at Civie Playhouse, 

Hollywood. '. 
Mr: and: Mrs.. Norman Blumen- 

Brooklyn, N.Y., 

NBC-TV’s: “Concentration.” - 
Brendan Behan, * 

daughter, “Nov. 24, Dublin, Ireland. . 
Father. is the playwright. , 
“Mr.. and Mrs. Lee. Barnett; . 

Nov. 24, New. York. — 
Father. is a. comedy writer. — 
‘Mr. and Mrs. Arne Ramberg, 

|-$0n; Oct, 1,:PhiladeIphia. Father is. 
‘with the Philly office of the Katz 
“Agency, station reps. © . 
--Mr.. and . Mrs. Robert Foshko, 

son, Nov. 29, New. York. Mother is 
actress. Marion Stafford; ‘father js: 

Mr. - and Mrs.:. Donald: Swerdlow, 
| son, Nov. ‘26, New: York. Father is’ 
2, ‘film- ‘editor. at NBC... 
: Mr. .ard Mrs. Jack’. -“Rattigan, 

daughter, . Philadelphia... sNev,. 22. .° 
| Father is ‘WRCV. radio personality; 7 

-. | mother ‘is . former “ASCAP: WY) 
programmer, . 

; wright | ‘and. director of. “Vienna’s 
Burg ‘Théatre,. died Tecently of: a. 

‘| heart: ailment - tn Mienna. His Son 
survives: ee | Be 

50, radio: santiouncer - and |- 
commentator,’ died recently. in. Fin- | 

trys. Scotland, “He was::a Staffer ‘of 

-Mr. sand. “Mrs. AL ‘Waller:: ‘sot, 
New: York;, Nov: ..15. Father is. 
“WCBS-TY, NL Y., Pubaffairs pro- 
ducer, ° 
Mr. and: Mrs. ‘Dave - Smith, 
daughter, ‘Heuston,.._ recently. 

| Father is ‘a KTHT staffer: there. 
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‘Not. even the: tables of ‘Las. Vegas + 
would - handle ‘the upcoming’. dice| 

..-throw..of the networks. for football 
a telecasting rights.: The~dice could| : 
roll .as.high .as $25,000,000 for ‘the |- 

tv. rights. to. the. National. Collegiate |: 
_ Athletic. Assn. and National: Foot- 

. ball League. -schedile. “Of games oo 
_ over a fwo-year period: 

. ‘Phe first roll.of the dice. will take 
7 place ‘Tuesday: (17);.when bids on(.. 
io the new NCAA :tv football: contract |' . 
are opened..on the.-third floor of} 
--the Manhattan: ‘Hotel; N:. Y.,-at.a 
yet undesignated:room. The’second|' -. seconds. . 

. roll of the. dice is due sometime. in|: 
.. January, when’ bids‘ are Teteived 
and opened by. NFL officials:.- 

: In. both | “cases,: the, network. roll- 

ca ‘both events and. win, that network, | 
to ‘all intents: and: purpases,: gets} © 
‘crowned. as tlie leading. sports net 
work. . ‘ > 

a .CBS-TV: wearing the sports: ‘net | 
- work: ‘crown, - had: both. NFL | ‘and: 
NCAA’ games’ the past two years, 
“having: paid. $9,600,000 to-NFL: and| 
‘$10,200,000 ‘to: NCAA, for: the: pri- 
-vilege. . 

NBC-TV,.. ‘though, has | been! 
-ehamping. at the bit.: ‘Indicative: of |. 
, NBCITV's: jealousy is. the: record 

(Continued. on. page 40) 

Beatles Cartail 1 Niters. 
For Safety But Will Lift 
Ban For Edinburgh. Date |: 

* Glasgow; Dee: 10. « 

LU: K., ‘are. cutting ‘down. on : one- 

formances -in: a city-centre cinema 
. here. in’. July... 
. Their manager, Brian Epstein, is 

_ virtually.’ ending the group’s ‘one-: 
. nighters.. From now on, they. will. 
‘appear only. where their: ‘show can 
‘last several: days: 

- . ‘Main: reason is. the: risk: involyed | 
.. im getting -the foursome. through j 
? >» hundreds of teenagers who gather | 

“--".-to see them after performing. But. 
. the new ban'on. ‘pnhe-nighters. will - 

‘be ‘broken: for Edinburgh, a ‘city: | 
they ‘have never visited, and. for. 
“which - they're -. booked - “April. 29..|. 

“-" The. Seotland tour is. being organ-: 
“ized “by: Albert: Bonici.. . 

‘Other pop: acts’ pacted for Scot |. 
* “dates. include: Johnny : Kidd: 8" ‘the | 

Billy. J. 
- Kramer : &- ‘the: Dakotas, ‘the :-Four- | 

_ ‘most, . Sounds’ -Incorporated, and 
_:. "Tommy. Quickly. AML: will © : Play. | 
.. ¢ omesnighters. 
“-..* “Mfueh ‘interest will cénter- on: the | 
Beatles" visit. to Glasgow for a full: 
week: jhiter their first visit. to. the 

October, more than $300. 
: worth of ‘damage was done to ‘the 

- city’s new. Concert, Hall by: teenage 
The -city* hali’s:: committee 

decided. they . would. ‘riot: let the} * 

i Pirates, - the’. Ronettes, . 

girls. 
hall te the. ‘eroup. noe wos 

‘euskal 
For2-Year NFL- malt Gil ik 

>: vehine; 

. sweepstakes: 

‘the Beatles, top: pop .act in. the 

| Tuke’ 3 Full Circle 
. London, | Dee, 10: 

: “media was launched in London 
“‘Jast -week—jukeboxes.: Tn: 300° 

> Ltd. has installed. jukes which | 
“” play * commercials: during the: © 
“time ‘it takes ‘for. one disk ‘to® 
: replace. another. on - ‘the: ma= 

“approximately” seven. 

“e- So far, ‘more ‘than’ 20 adver-.- 
. -tiserg: ‘have: been. lined- ‘up. in-. 
eluding: such - ‘accoutits. as. As-.- 

. campaign). 

oa 

ante ¥- 

| nications: that .thy, = Hae : 
can sample .a third. Ors oe i 

= / viewers:-a night. reece ae 
| . Called: Electro-Rate,. “the: nev 
‘service. - electronically ° ‘dials.’ photic | 

t numbers, asks‘ pre-recorded. qués—|* 
‘| tions; disconnecting after each’ call.) 
and. repeating, : “*** a busy: signal . is | 

: night - ‘stands ° ‘in: the interest : Of fee ‘the device “B0es ahead; : 

/.-their - own ‘ ‘safety “and comfort: |” 
They will play. a week of. 12 per-. 

returning later). 

next. W season. 

Too Much ‘Western’ Dance | 
Musie Tabui in: E: Germany 

. Frankfurt, -Deéc....10.° 
“a wi. -danee band. tagged: the 

Benny. ‘Kraus’ “Sextet “:has: been}... 
‘banned. for three months.from pub- 
Jie appearance’ “in. East..Germany, | 
informed: sources: revealed ' ‘here.| 

| The ~ Jazz “combo ‘also was: fined 
$125: 

allowed is: 40% “western”. music 
‘against 60%: of. “approved”. East 
German. and: ‘Russian’ songs. . 

: Four other: dance. -bands received 
oot similar sentences, . 

-Britain’s 8 “newest advertising no 

selected’: coffeé .bars through-.“.’ 
- gut the city, -J.B. Marketing. © only’ inthe Mexican film’ market; 

- but, “as: ‘well, throughout: «all “of 
"| Latin. ‘Ameriea,: ‘which aécounts for || 

| approximately 25%. ‘of all US. film} 
earnings overseas. Also involved in|: the ‘Paris. books. 
‘the. negotiations. is the .entire ‘con-|:*- 

“4 eept pertaining. to the function of 

‘| ine ‘in the“Mexican battle. 

3 Rae tv 
nur, 
sine 93 

“Latest - entry, in: “the. rating: if 
.that ‘started’: after |”. 

Congress : ‘probed. ‘the’ broadcast |. 
7 «| fem deve game is an automated sys- | BA. 

| tem- developed -by” Electr#-Commu- 

. Says Joe. G. ‘Fischer, director ‘of 
Sales and proniction: for: the com-. 
‘pany, “We will have’ over .500 000. 
-Mumbers:.on tape by. ‘the time: we. 
are ready to roll. We. have recently. 
‘completed | an extensive market: re- 
search. program to’: make certain: 

| that our final tabulations are: ac- 

| mass: and class" restaurants, nitery | 
- :| impresarios: et. al. -are ‘gearing for |. . 

“| corporate, . educational; 

"| doors © : with 
“Crime” - of ‘the ‘six _miusicians ‘ig 

| that they, had. played ‘too much 
from. the western world..-Maximum: 

: ass tortured and made to outier.” 

- Second Clam: Postage at New York, N. Y.. 
o corvaicuT 1963 “BY VARIETY; INC. ALL RIGHTS j RESERVED. 

BY. VINCENT CANBY. |: 

, Mexico City; Dec.: 10. 

a. trade.-association—in. this. case; 
.| the “Yank’s Motion Picture -Export | particularly “in the. Montmar-: 
’|-Assn., whose Latin ‘American veep, | 

|. pro,, Coca-Cola,’ Alka: Seltzer. . ~ Robert: Corkery,..ig' onthe front’: 
P| and: Remington Razors (even oy 
|<: the’. Ministry ‘of..Transport is..-- 

‘giving the medium a tryout by 
. arumPeating.. a new w road safety a | 

-“T government-controlled 
=={monopoly, and (2). suspension of 

. “1a decree: requiring: that. all. prints : 
- +1 Of foreign: releases -be’ made An 7 

a Norteamericanos: are specifically 
seeking (1) a fair trade ‘agreement 

-Mexican | laboratories; . 

‘lis ‘whether. or not: the New York 
distributors, who 
tht the ‘demands of: the power) 

" erchange ‘workers union.in, the |’ 

(Continued on 1 page: 58) 

~ Near Fair Sit 
“New Shea stadium ‘Near: ‘the. NY. 

‘World's. Fair may be ‘the site’ of 

visitors and | towns ‘in’ the ‘periph-. 
ery. of ‘the. 1964 exposition, Pierce | 
Paley is mentioned as impresario. 
of these: outdoor Saturday’ night: 
.al. fresco’ name. shows, .scaled: $3- 
$7,-in ‘the:. 55 ,000-capacity' sports 

N.Y. Jets.’ : 
- As:the- 164. Fair loomé larger on]. 
the horizon, :midtown Manhattan’s. 

‘the . big” ‘population “influx. ’: The |-- 
‘hotels already--are enjoying: vivid _ 
evidence: of. affluence. through big-: 

| scale --reservation demands from’ 
industrial: 

“and: kindred. organized. Sroups. | 

‘Torture Transferred 
_. ’ Paris; -Dec. 10." 

‘The Grand: Guignol. reopened its 
its .new: policy of |- 

“classic” plays and: with: a Rew |: 
“name, as Theatre. 347. ; 

‘Reviewing: the . ‘show - ‘next. day, 
Figaro’s - critic . ‘said; “No. more. 
tears; no more torture? Not. at all: 

| The ‘policy ‘continues as it was— 
only, ‘now, it’s the ‘audience which 

= 

dT “with: little fanfare, ‘gruesomiely. —_ 
"| serious. negotiations: are . going on} -: 
here which: will define the “scope] ° 
of future. "Yank. participation: not |- 

with. Operadora de Teatros, «. the} 
exhibition |- 

The big question at. the- moment ar 

“successfully |. - 

-all-star’ ‘shows’. to appeal” to- the}. 

| park: which will ‘normally: be the}. 
curate: cross-sections. of the’ country - 
with regard to age groups,. income. 
brackets,: ete.”- System aims: for |. 
operation. by. the. beginning of. ‘the : 

+ Published Weekly at. 154 West. sth. Btrest, ‘New York, N.Y. 10096," by Variety, Ine.
 Annual subscription, 818, “éingle cones, = — 

“|MWES TGRIG|Tesi TeDelve rey 
ina a ie |_To Treasurers, Also 

7 | Toujours, Les-Problems. | 
Paris, Deo. ‘10. 

Papon: has’ .asked the. city” 
 fathers® to enact. . 
would. ‘make 

-: transvestites-to operate on the. 
‘streets. Presently, there . are 

'. either: no laws. against elthe? - 
“the transvestites or homos. on 

.: in several sections of: the city, 

- tre nitery belt, that a normal 
inale. cannot: ° traverse : these © 

“:) “vareag alone without being ac- 
: .costed. It’s. ‘been=pointed out 
that: the” transvestites outfit 
themselves. in‘ costly costumes .- 
‘and - wigs. and operate _auite 

7 openly. ” 

Washington, Dee, 10." 
oral , “The: snowballing effort to quick- 
ee ly build the. National Cultural Cen- 

~ ‘|-ter as a memorial to. the late Presi-. 
a ‘dent Kennedy gained new impetus 
= through "a a unique Congressional 
...| Move.” | 

at The Senate’ & House: Public 
| Works Committee announced. they. 
| would. meet. in joint session Thurs- 

| day: 419) to°eonsider. legislation re- 
"| maming’.the Center for Kennedy 

‘and providing . ‘Government: funds: 
‘to quicken . its. completion... . 

“committees. ‘have 
never held 2 joint. meeting peiore, 
one committee clerk said. Senate 
Secretary. Felton Johnson:-said the | 

last ‘joint meeting of two regutar 
.committees he could recall was. in 
“the ‘mid=1930s. | 

home ‘of: the NY. Mets: an a. ‘the . Legislation before the commit-} 

Those two | 

(Continued on page Ba) 

won Birmingham, ‘Dec.-10. 

‘its. racial~ difficulties. Pete 

them. see ‘that’ Birmingham has 
other- desirable attractions, said. 
Kakoloris: Bob Considine :was to! 
have made last month's Birming-. 

‘Paris Police Chief Maurice. .: ‘black market with choice tickets 
a law that .- 

it MMegal: for” {mate of Edward F. Rutter, a cer-.. 

{York with: «his 
Pham ‘Cuffos. Columnists 
Te: Impr ove. Its ‘Image’ =: talking a “Folies Bergere” legit 

| deal for the Bread- 
City’s newest and most. swank . ¢ RKO Palace on a 

‘mote’ e. Colony, is. apparently: 
taking positive: steps: to..counteract’ World's Fair visitors. 
{some of the bad. publicity because 

| OF | 
7 Kakaoloris; ‘manager of this 10. 

| story motor inn,: which has .a peéent- 
} house: restaurant, flew in syndi-' 
‘| cated: columnist. Earl. Wilson .and- 
‘artist-illustrator Russell Patterson. 
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A Theatre Chain 
. By JESSE GROSS 

“Tee, ” the trade term for “the 
‘alleged. ‘undér-the-table payoff to 
theatre people who service the 

to in-demand shows’ could run to 
$10,000,000 yearly. That’s the esti- 

tifiéd public accountant who's been © 
‘working. for: the N. Y. Attorney” 
1General’s office in its current. 
probe of. business: ‘methods: and- 

| practi loyed 
Complaint is that-male pros: |fre, employed by legit thea- 

:. titution has -become so blatant -. 
tres. 
The investigation, launched eight. 

. months ago by Attorney General 
‘| Louis J. Lefkowitz, has been han- 
dled ‘by. his Real Estate Syndica- 

{tion Bureau, headed by Asst, At- 
}torney General: David. -Clurman, 
1 Rutter’s appraisal of the “ice” sit- 

uation was. included in testimony 
given. by : him - yesterday ‘morning. 
(Tues.) at the opening by Lefko- 

| witz at the State Dept. of Law in 
==; | downtown’ Manhattan of two days 
-'. ‘| ef- public hearings into alleged ir- 

regular practices in the theatre. 

~ Center Assured| 

ustry. 
| _ ~Rutter's . $10,000,000 figure - is 

on a projection of “decu- 
mented” ’ transactions’ involying 
Overpayments on ‘tickets by some 
eight leading banks in New York.’ 
|The records of the banks were ob- 
‘tained by subpoena and: reflect 
-purchases.:made for clients. An 
‘elaborate rundown of the overpay- 
ments was: made by Rutcer. The 
average price paid. per ticket was. 

1 $20, but an instance was. cited 
where $30 for each of three tickets 
‘was paid for “How to Succeed in 
Business Without. Really Trying” 
at a total cost of $90. The boxoffice 
price: per ticket was $9.60. - 

Other shows mentioned in Rut- 
(Continued on page 61). 

Folies Bergere Eyes 
Bi way Palace for N. Y. 

- World’s Fair Influx 
. American and Parisian impre- 

‘sario : Arthur Lesser, now in New: 
_Wwife,. Patachou, 

‘who's. -currently ‘playing at the 
Hotel. Americana’s ‘Royal | Box, ‘is 

way.as a lure for ‘the 1964. NY. 

- He would be doing it in asso- 
ciation with William Sharmat and 
Robert: Purdom, by arrangement 
with Paul Derval,. vet impresario- 
owner of Paris’ Folies Bergere who 
already has licensed. the nitery re- 
vue rights to the’ Tropicana, Las. 

- Plans are to bring into the. city | Vegas, where .it. has been for the :. 
‘other. ‘nationally-known journalists 
and. ‘prominent ‘figures and: let}... 

past three seasons. - 
The. Lesser. deat. would be thea-. 

trical, not nitery, ‘but would ex- 
x western states (Cali- 
Texas, Oregon, Washing-* 

| ton, Arizona and Nevada). Lesser'a 
| ham trip but had to cancel out at 
fet Test, minute, ‘said the ‘manager. 

“FB”. could*tour into. Chicage. od 
Canada, for exatiple. 



By HAZEL. GUILD. 

‘Frankfurt, Dee. 10. 
Reasons ranging all the way} 

from shortage of coathangers. in} 
the hotel closets to too many noisy |: 

-meet-|- 
ermaii }. 

folk festivals were cited at. 
ing of the leading West 
tourist agency groups. for .the re-} 
duction in. number of West. Ger-. 
Inman vacationers: . spending | their 

, in ‘th qe op 
time, and ‘money = elr own : selling: tickets ‘only for ‘Spec: de ‘Jand. 

' About ‘a third . of: ‘the: West Ger- : 
mans—close to 15,000, 000—went 
somewhere this year on vacation. |- 
And. far too many headed. for} * 

_ Spain, Yugoslavia, ‘France or Italy 
rather than using their native fa-: 
cilities for holidaying, the tour ex- = 
perts noted.: 

Complaints from. Gerthan tour- f- 
ists about -local hotels’ included | - 
‘such beefs as the wash -basins were 
too small, the restaurant’ menus.| 
were oldfashioned. and not.fn suf-/ 
ficient supply to serve all the di-|. 
ners, and on the door. of the room 

(Continued on page 63) 

CALL OFF JAN. 23 GALA; 
DUBIOUS RE TASTE” 

Washington, Dec. - 10. 
Democratic National Committee 

chairman. John Bailey has concelled } = 
the Jan. 23 Democratic fund-rais-. 
ing gala for which Richard Adler, 
as producer, had linked = |. 

P r, had linked up numer . and. pondered ous: personalities to. perform. 

Bailey said another fund-raising 
event “of a different type” will be - 
held at a later unselected date. He 
didn’t know whether talent would |-- 
perform or not. A: ‘spokesman for 
Bim said, “that will’ be- ‘decided 
Jater. . 

The Jan.. 23 gala ‘was plained to} 
celebrate the | beginning of the 
fourth year in office for:President. 
Kennedy. and Vice President John- 

Bailey. son, and to raise. money.- 
explained’ that party: officials: felt 
a gala would be “inappropriate fol- 
lowing just“ two: months. after: the | 
assassination. 

NAME 
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‘Adults. : Only’ Opera 

_ Opera being: generally -con-.” 

is rare (and this: may..even be 
' a... first) to see an. 

 -house. But the local Opera, for ~ 
dts production: of: “Lulu,” is” 

- tators. of over’ 16: 

hectic’ life of a prostie. © 

= Masquers FreeF sed 
Army Archerd; Polite. 

By “AL SCHARPER 

7. -Hellywood,: -Dec:. 10.- 

‘(George Jessel: ‘was ° “working ‘Har-| 
rah’s Tahoe.) 
> In. reading off ‘the: “telegrainis, | 
Grant: did dig one. out. from’ the | 
‘hoys on DAiILy VARIETY, admonish- | 
ing, .“‘Never mind- giving Army a 
‘dinner; give him.a dictionary,’ and: 
then Phil Silvers -took | the. mike | 

“This ig ‘tnuily’ “America,” ‘Look, 
Jack Lémnon here, and after: that 
last notice he got in DAILY VARIETY 

..« Archerd. isn’t the: best: writer 
in. the world; .but. he’s ‘the. politest. ° 
.Who else. says “Good. Morning,” to: 
-everybody?’” se 

- On early,. Hal: Kantor ‘proved. 
tough to follow and: ~the. -writer-’ 
producer - stayed | right. :on . target | 
from the time he noted. “wit is the. 

to see sO many-on a Salt-free diet:”. 
In hailing Archerd, he. observed his 
“column: -iS8 as. vitally important. to 

(Continued “ ‘on. Page. 54) 

“Marseilles, Dec. 10;..| § 

sidered an adult ‘art. form, - it. | 

-Madults te a 
only” segregation at. an opera _ | ° 

“Lulu” has to do with, ‘the  f: 

(But Funny): Dinner | 

| Some 290-odd converged Friday. 
(6). when .The Masquers tossed | 

| DAILY | VARIETY. columnist’ -Army |)... 
| Archerd a testimonial dinner: , oo oe 
‘There’ was. little needle-work in| 
‘the: post-prandial. patter, KMPC’s 
Johnny ‘Grant :toastmastered | 

‘salt of the earth:aid it's:a' pleasure 

“MIKE CONNOELY - 
Nationally. Syndicated. :Columnist, | = ‘gays 

an © ‘ssiw ‘PAUL ANKA ‘at: an: early 
“show at. the Sands in Las: Vegas, | 
‘where jhe. flipped | the: pablum | set 
‘Tight ‘out 6f their’. ‘highchairs,.. ‘and 

again at°a late’ show,’where he} 
-+ flipped the. ‘Scotch- on- the-rocks set 

- AN KA isf: right off. their . rockers. 
always: money-in- the- banka.” 

~ Not Seren Ads 
- Manila,: Dec: 10.. 

~ Entrenched power of ‘screen ‘ad: 

vertising interests’ in. film. theatres. 

- recently. 

- | Rather. ‘than. suffer. abolition of the. | 

-here: ‘was illustrated. 

much-hated and ‘often-hissed com- 

mericals, one: following the: ‘other. 
ad: Nauseum, showmen: ‘nave con- 

sented. to. a reduction in. admission 

‘scales. : 

Manila will ¢ool off with reduction 
of. admissions: and people ‘will. sit 
“still . willingly for. ‘the. -bembard-) 
ment ‘of. ‘commercial : ‘messages. on} 

| the. screen: 

“Americans. who. experience: tittie | 
“er ho. advertising. on- their. screens 

-| probably. have ‘no: notion of how 
= numerois, ‘heavy-handed. and 
[hard-to-endure these ‘commercials: 

ab: bscription || 
for $.. vee Send Variety for’ 

~ Jone: JOOP eens eeceee 
two: YOQrS. eee ee 
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| | |p Hope’ $. ye Better: 
tl BS Urges Xmas Tour ) 

fletters. . to. ‘honor’: -:the - 7 
a hee ‘Is’ his: fourth work. staged | 

3 ere, 

San Francisco, Déc. 10: 

“There's a good. chance that. Bob 
‘Hope can make his. Christmas tour: 

| despite his. eye ailment, according 
\to. doctors’ report:. Physicians. say 
Hope's: eye.is responding 50. well 
| to. light-beam:. treatments: for’ re- 
| moval of blood clot that comedian’ 8. 
| tour. of eastern Mediterranean. may 
[be okay, 2 a 

“A. handwritten: note. to: ‘Hope 
| from: ‘President: Lyndon - ‘B: J ohnson: 
tsaid. “Christmas:.without Hope. is 
simply. not. Christmas” and closed, 

| “God ‘be, with -you. ee Bs 

Far For Siatra Ie 
"Reno, , Dec.: 10. 

FBr™ -quardedly. “sdmitted ' I. on 
lene “that they’ “feared” for. Frank | : 
‘Sinatra Sr. who ‘was kidnapped at | 

{ gunpoint: Sunday (8). by two thugs [il 
| from -his: cabin adjacent to Har-. 

| rah’s, Stateline, Nev. He was ful- 
| filling: a ‘booking. there. Snows in ||. ne 2 5 
‘thet area ‘hampered. the. search. 

Father of ‘the - 19-year old: ab- 
| ducted. singer came ‘to Reno where: 
| Sinatra Sr, registered: ‘at the “Mapes te 
1 Hotel awaiting “contact” . from the | | oe 
abductors. 

It's. believed that the : ‘Tahoe Wo 
|:snows. have prevented ‘the kidnap-|| 
| pers . from. fleeing the. area. ‘and. 
j-séarch ‘is. concentrated | near” ‘the i. 2 
| scene: Uf, the. crime.’ 

"Deval i in “Madrid - 
Madrid; Dec.. 40. 

- French playwright Jaeques: Deval yf. 
was, here .to. atfend.:the premiere | 
last weék of -his dranva, “Venus. de| 

| Milo,” as ‘adopted for. the Spanish) 
stage by -Edgar’ Neville. 

~ The play: was- presented ‘py. ‘Maria Ht 
| Fernanda d@Ocon .and her ‘resident 
‘company: at’ the ‘Teatre. Reina Vic-|/| 
‘toria:.to a. capacity: audience that} 
‘included ‘3 ‘turnout from legit. ‘and 

‘| sous marquee: 

THe Bills. 

-author. }]}- 

[apr $40-Mil. ‘Program |. 
Hollywood, ‘Dee. 10. 

pee. Motion Picture :Relief Fund. - 
1. Jas ‘launched ‘a $40,000,000 en- | 

_ dowment - program to under-: .. 
‘4° write a 15-year. master plan . 
|. -for’ expansion, ° renewal «and. 
 & ‘supplemental financing... . 

| Under . program, “similar | ‘in 
“; eoncept. to those ® of: . major 
vee feundations: -and universities, 

i: ‘according to prexy ‘George 
Bagnall; the fund. will seek - 

- a capital gifts and ‘bequests from 
individuals, estates @ and. trusts. ; 

‘Moscow Circus’ Overcame 
Red Tag, TV, JFK Mourning | 
For OK $1,539,000 Gross 

= | Anti-Russian . sentiment. ‘caused. 
“| -by the arrest.in the USSR of Yale’s. 

{:Prof. Barghoorn. plus:. time lost| — 
| during the:“mourning. period for. 

| President Kennedy .were. two fac-. 
tors: which cut the takes ofthe 
“recent American tour of the ‘Mos-: 
‘cow . State Circus. ‘Another ‘item 
‘which ‘slashed: the gross was the 

| Ed: Sullivan showing. of: a.-taped. 
Moscow. Ciréus Show on CBS-TV |: 
that. had. been -made’ earlier in. 
London... It ‘was ‘claimed. many. be-| 
lieved this.was the: version then 
touring the U.S. | 

- Despite these - handicaps,. the 
first U.S. junket by .the. Moscow 
-Show: was. profitable.: 
$1, 539,000 was -scored during its.|- 
10-week tour. Peak take came out’ 
of New York. which gave the- show 
$600,000. during a. 15-day run. 

Theory: is. that’ ‘the. genetal public - | 
‘will be mollified and the Mayor-ot |. 

Locke OUT, AWARD 
MADE ON CURB, 2:A.M. | 
: Jack’ Simith,: director of. ‘the New 

/ (Continued: on. Page. 63) a , 

York. ‘avant. garde. feature, “Flani- 
ing Creatures,” was presented with |- 
Film Culture’s: annual. award® for 
his’ “most. original: contribution. to 

-} the cinema’’ in an. impromptu | cere- 
* .|anony- ‘held on top of a car in front | 
‘of New. York’s Tivoli Theatre at 
“| 2 -alm, Sunday (8) “morning. 

The open-air. ceremony: ‘was nec-' 
-essitated: -when.one.. of ‘the co- 
‘owners of the Tivoli; ordinarily an 
'| Eighth ‘Ave. nudie house. at the 
‘Tast minute - cancelled’. Film | Cul- 
ture’s midnight -Screening “and 
‘award | ceremonies, ‘contracted for 
‘some days ‘ earlier... 
‘was. explained: by. the fact: that the 
‘picture. has ‘ho N.Y. license, though 
‘one is: not. required. for a private t 
‘Screening... - 

-Concellation 

‘Ceremonies: had ‘attracted BEV- 
eral ‘hundred - ‘film: ‘buffs who, on. 
arrival at the theatre, found ‘them- 
\selves locked ‘out.: FC editor. Jonas 
Mekas finally ade. Presentation. 

“784 National. Press. 

0: No: Michigan 

| with. 

| Vegas, © Dec: 

Gross -of |“" 

me fing ovation. 
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"ek ded ro | ~ Hollywood, Dec. ‘10; 
“Tony. Martin: and Cyd: Charisse, . La 

‘who haven't. ‘worked together since - 
they. were in | Metro’s . 

‘|. Clouds’ ‘Roll By”-in 1947,--have 
slated dual- appearances ina pic-. 

| ture ‘which Martin will coproduce | 
“Follies,” 

-dand also - 15. -weeks -of| ‘bookings " 
-_] throughout the worla.: 

“Till: the 

‘Jean - _Neguleseo,. 

‘Pic, *based-- on E. Pp. 

Ray: Evais.~ 

‘Bookings for man-and-wife team 
inelude:. Fontainbleau, “Miami, Feb, . 

‘Lake © . Tahoe, _ 
‘Latin Casino, “Merchantsville, NJ 
Talks “also'‘are- on for’ package —"- 
show, to include : Johnny‘ Carson ~. 
and Four: ‘Step .Bros.,.at Palace, 9: 907.0 
N.Y., during: World’s. Fair, and) 00 .. 2. 2. 
Olympics. show -in Japan, Several an 

27. and .:Harrah’s,; 

clubs or theatres in. London. . 

NEGRO OPERA ST ARS 

Birmingham, ‘Dee.: 10. 

one. thing was- certain: this: was a 
‘precedent-shattering event, cat : 
least for Birmingham, U.S.A. . 

cital . not only. was: integrated, with 
‘approximately.’ 50° ‘white .- music- 
lovers in attendance... but ..also . it. 
was sponsored. by. the. toeal: “Negro: mo 
college ‘here. ; 
‘Miles. College in: the | -past.. has noe - 

‘presented artists“ at its own: . *©...°: 
grounds -but doesn’t have adequate mee 
auditorium facilitiés.. This. was the 
first time the. college: ‘used the. lie 
-Municipal: Auditorium which seats ~ 
5,200 and only: was. remodeled | . 
‘couple. Of. years -ago.. Attendance - 
‘varied -from: 2,500-3, 500, whieh: is’ a. 
sizeable. crowd. for: a musical Pro- 
gram _in this city. 

- Miss. .Dobbs | received - 

e oan = _ 

. {ff Casting wpe ae teins fee treecee 60” 
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New ‘Acts ovata eased 
| Night Club: Reviews . ana vne: 
. Obituaries. : bevdeseas 
Pictures: ae wo a? 
“Radio oe. c.be..e eae 
Record, Reviews ww bE ne ge _ 

. Television ™..... Pr Pace.) mee | ae 
TV. Film... ‘eeestas 26 
‘Television Reviews. wee eeS 

Walls Street - 

c 
Rs ar aL Pe 

q Oppen- 
[heimer’s’ book, “Treasure House. Of. 
Martin. Hewes,”” is. slated to. get. 
away in ‘Madrid next. year. Negu- . me 

{lesco currently is in Madrid talk- °°. 
‘ing coproduction . and: distribution | oP 
‘deal with Samuel: Bronston, ©: _ _ 
Couple: will’ -open . a’. “five-week . 

| stand” _at : the. Riviera ‘Hotel, Las: 
20,.. marking Miss: ~~." 

‘| Charisse’ first: nitery appearance... 
‘Tabbed “Two: Act ‘Revue,” Riviera 
_is paying $45,000 per week for. act, | 
which. Rotert Sidney ‘is ‘producing-" 
‘directing, with words: ‘and music ‘by .~ 
Sammy. Cahn, Jay. ‘Livingston and 

“In between, Martin ‘will. continue. . 
his Tegular appearances as a sin- 

| gle, has. dates skedded: for Har-. 
rah’s, Taltoe, and. Cocoanut. Grove, 

INTEGRATED B'HAM. 7 
; Crowd ‘estimates of Negro opera” 

: “| star. Mattiwilde- Dobbs’ -recent:con-- 
“cert here: may have varied. -But,: mh 

“The ‘celebrated: coloratura’ s. re- 

- . . . 

ae . . . eee 

ot oo wey . 

1 ‘ . cry _ oat o 

. o. er. . ° hte A . “ Tee ge te . 

: ae . . pettenes ane . a 

an- exe. : 
tremely warm ovation. from. :the.. 
audience. She sang. selections. from -° 
the classies -but. when she gave'a .. : 
“Very.--moving. rendition . of ‘Negre.. ao 
spiritual, “A City: Called. Heaven,” 
she received: a.- ‘five-minute, stand-. _ 

vs ne . 
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| RKO Theatres i is 5 Starting: a 1 multi-y : 
“he ‘million ‘dollar -renovation. program|| 
.on ‘its. national circuit ‘aimed - ati}. 
“creating a “circuit within a: ‘circuit.”’ 

. A group of houses in. several. cities 
"ave: been selected for. curbstone 
“to. screen remodeling, : 
‘touch being ‘the .renaming of each 

situation. .as “RKO” Taternational 70} 
2 -Theatre.”. — 
ein most cases, “this: progrant in-|: re 

7 volves - the = renovation. of .large}}:- a 
: downtown: “gingerbread” houses of]: .° * 

..’ early. epoch: Modern decor -will be}: ; 
--introduced. into the theatres, with. 
“seating - capacity. cut .down . to en-|}- 
“able the placing ‘of . the chairs af. 
comfortable * ‘positions | from: - one 
another. 

__: ing. with the International 70: motif |}: a 
“\-" »will be ‘installed: in’each house and|{ 

- all’: will -be equipped ‘with screens||- 
which can: handle. ‘any ratio. except ||- 
three-panel Cinerama. 

i. What” this: means to the’ ‘circuit 
4g a large group of houses in ‘sev-|- 

.-.. eral. cities which. can. at-any time 
ae play’ ‘roadshow ‘ attractions.-as “well| * 

' 2 *-as «standard fare: “With . the. new] 
: “70m --sereens,: the - theatres on the}. 

.:') @ireuit will.now have an ‘increased |: 
-“ - range. and: capacity to Handle ‘what-| - 

ever product is-available. and. it ‘is 
acknowledged - ‘to be the. most pro-|. 

- (gressive move ever undertaken py |: 
an . ‘the: ‘chain: on’ a nation-wide ‘basis. 

The first theatre to get. ‘the Inter- 
_.fiational -70- treatment ..is. already. 
..being worked .on. It. is. the old 

~:. Orpheum ..in- Denver ‘and. will: re-|- 
‘open under: its‘ new: handle - Dee.| , 
. 25. with: “The: Cardinal.” ‘Plans ‘are ‘signment.on.-“Signpost.to. Murder”: 

for. the” ‘Culver. City | lot; . follows 
‘one prior. commitment. to. direct a 

_ - ‘definitely. ‘in the works: for RKO 
'~ . houses in. Boston, New. York,: New: 

Dayton; - Co-. 
: lumbus; - ‘Syracuse,. Rochester. and.’ 
a few: others:. Many ‘of: these ren-| 

Orleans, Cincinnatti, 

ce novations: will be - "made” in. ‘the 
a coming year. 9-32 

- “-RKO execs: charaéterize the‘ “ex- 
pensive: move: asa preparation: for 
‘the. future. -This.: International :.70|_ 

- programi is only. part. of an overall, 
- ehain-wide ":rennovation program} 

that has ‘been . ‘going on: for: ‘some [{' 
-. 3‘ time’ now.. 

2. from the rest. of thie’ remodelings is| 
the: ‘new name ahd -concept. of | : 

‘International 701° 
‘houses: with .70m ‘screens: and. such} 

- What ‘sets. this: apart 

equipping. call. 

- completely. revised decor: and’ ‘de- 
‘tails... 

~ Naturally’. the. ‘International 70 
- peheme will” be ‘widely trumpeted 
> in” the . areas: in: which . the: new: 

-.: theatres are converted; all'of which. 
: As. also. -aimed' at ‘giving ‘RKO ..a 

ish; modern | look.: :and « public}. 
- image. At ‘will: also “be. directed at 

, Continued on. ontinued om page 1 22). 

“Tt Big For UA: 
three -a-working knowledge of. the “As ‘the: campaign: ‘gays, “United 
-entire’ ue over the: course 3 is actually 

turning out -:to be. “MeNificent.” |: 
. What started: out to bea ‘quick kill .. 

.- Thanksgiving ‘release = has. broad- |’ | 

RE- EDIT CINERAMAS 

Artists’ . “MeLintock” 

ened. to. wider ‘bookings. John 
. Wayne starrer.:is turning out to be 
one of UA’s. hottest grossers. -Even:| 
7 the company -is:  surprised.. 

. +. Im New York .as-a “Premiere 
mr “Showcase” 

.~ topped the $377,000 ‘mark during a+ 
“three-week stand. It is. now-.play-: 

. ing: off. in 54 other ‘houses. in the: 

release,. the-. picture 

Ine Los Angeles. ‘on: a: -28- 
the’: 

’ area... 
house : ‘multiple —run,: 

““MceLintock’”’. ‘in . Chicago, . 

.- show. pictures. _Not only did :the 
. picture. ‘register’ “strongly: in the 

... IMajor™ .areas like. those: : already 

.: mentioned: but : 
/ strong,. on a comparative “basis, in 
| “situations . right down. - the: ‘line. 7 

|.the © ‘C’rama | ‘backlog - ‘of. five fea- ‘Some - examples: $14, 863. ‘for -five 
- days in. Boise; ‘$14,600. int five. ‘days 
in Salt Lake ‘City; | $8,120: in five - : days in ‘Tdaho Falls: $11,538 in: five 

» (Continued :¢ on ‘age: 18), ° 

‘the. final || 

‘New ‘marquees .conform-'! 

‘Warwick ‘Hotel last: Thu 
7 eventually establishing - the Inter- | 

. ment’ and ‘he: made. -with the de- 
| tails. Setup calls for division of 

.the — country. into thirds. ‘ Marty |: 
Perlberg,* Ida .Cohen™ and Bernie]. 

| Friedman: will. supervise ‘one-third |... 
-each -for: ‘four months, And ‘then | 
each will be Fotated.. ‘to’, another : 

Melintock Makes 

film: 
rn ‘a sturdy ‘:$369, 938 in. “its. 

-* 2, ‘first 12 days. Playing six -houses- 
~: in. Cleveland, . the © Batjac produc-|| ‘ 
_:. tion’ took’ in a. ‘hefty $48,980. in: five | 
+. days arfd -at’ the Oriental Theatre. 

~ regis-. 
an tered: a. strong. $61,921:in 17 days.” 

J. A host‘ of. other hotsy.. perform-. 
“cr. ances: were | ‘turned in by the -west- 
"ern, in many. casés -topping: pre-|_ 

_ vious UA-records even. for road-:} 

a. reserved-seat. basis. 

it) ‘wag ‘equally’ 

"Film Columaise 

" SHEILAH GRAHAM” 
“gives accent: te ‘her: peripetetia:: 
. ; coverage ia. a. ‘bright piece, ° es 

Hollywood Is. Where T 
Find Ie. 

- one of the meay. 
:, Vateresting. Features: 
| te-the upcoming. 

re Anniversary Number 

ow 

~: 

Pius other statietical ond detained 
ot “charts end: articles 

"Hollywood; ‘Det. 10.. 

Géorge’ “Englund, | expanding: -to 

-producer- status: for’ the first time, 

has. ‘signed a. three-picture -exclu- 
‘Met Producer-director deal with | 
‘Metro:: 

" New- contract,- ‘which: dg in addi- 
tion- to. his’ current: directorial as- 

Universal picture; not yet selected. 
‘Enghind earlier made his direc-| 

torial:- bow. on. “The* Ugly. Ameri-' 
can” for: Universal: ‘and is. now on 
‘only: -his . second. director. duty. on: 
“Signpost.” Se — 

“Others Booking Jobs: 
New. Credo of Mandel 
RKO: Theatres. is. innovating in 

the field - ‘of its booking of. ‘pictures. 
‘| Loew’s, This was. explained this week... by 

“Harry. Mandel,. president, and 
-Matty-Palon, v.p. Both execs told 
of the: new approach at a. meeting | 
with . -Salesmen:.: “and : execs of the/. 
film’ companies. at am 

lay (5). 
‘It’ s “principally ‘Polan’ s depart- 

area.. 

The: idea. is to give each: of. “the 

a. year. 

FOR B’WAY ANTHOLOGY | 
- Loew’ 's: Cinerama | “Theatre: on: 
Broadway, formerly - ‘the: Capitol 
and: some..seven ‘months - ago con-|. 
-verted -for. the showing . of. -C’rama}. 

| product, is now. set.foran unique} 
reissue. This. house. has booked -an | 
-anthqlogy. of C’rama pictures,: in a 
sense, and the. playing’ ds. to’ be: ‘on 

Theatre,’ ‘which: -ig now. éffering 
“How the West Was’ ‘Won,”-on- Dec. 
25 ‘will. bring: ina feature-length | 
compilation of. the standout ‘scenes 
‘from ‘five Previous. C’rama, produc- 
tions. «: 

Pieced togethr. are the highspot 
‘scenes ‘from “This Is .Cinerama,” | 
‘“Cinerama ‘Holiday, ””. “Seven -Won- 
ders “of ‘the World, * “Search: for. 
Paradise”: and “South Sea. “Adyen- | 

af ture. ” an ; 

There. are’ 32 ‘Scenes | in “all: ‘from. 

tures and’ ‘included. is the roller- 
coaster: ‘item. from::the. first; “This 
‘Is‘ Cinerama;” which first ‘went. on 
. J Nlew: ‘in: e September, | 1952, : 

‘| whieh: - -also. :preems -pix. . 
Palace..and:.Albee.and later plays 

ating at: the} 

Mirisch & Sellers 

: ‘aspirations. _ 

ERTS ENE eT LSE RTE te 

- “Tey EDDIE. KALISH 

Latest. ‘eruption. of “ghowease” | 
|| talk in New: York has an affect.on|[_- 
4} almost’ every:. major. film interest. I 
Universal and. -Paramount. show]||-. 
concern as do: Metro and Warners 

|.which. are now: ‘setting up “show-|j- 
| eases” of their own: design. United} | 

Hy Artists ‘and ' 20th-Fox | 
4A] using. the. idea for some time, UAIT 

‘being. the. original thinker... => ||, 
“Universal gets. involved via RKO: = 

‘Theatres. ‘This circuit is presently || i 
in discussions -also with - . Warner} | 
‘Bros. RKO is. taking refugé in the 

]}“no comment” hocus-pocus: so dear 
j:to the: New: York circuits, though |{ 

- 1 everybody: :is.in on: the: “secre ee 
‘Universal has :béen”-using BKO's 

Gave been 

Palace and. Albee:. theatres, - :-on 
| Broadway: and Brooklyn, respective- || ... 

_J| ly; as flagships for: its pix and then 
a — .. later playing the. RKO circuit. with 

q. & the ‘product... 1 
Each. To ‘His ‘Own, 

Universal: . conceded © "ast "week L 
| that “changes are: in. the discussion y . 
‘| stage” involving: the . distrib’s 
' [ationship . with: RKO: ‘Delicacies |, 
| are involved. Universal: doesn't like | . 
|to share. its sales: strategies and if | 
‘WB.. arranges a-:“‘showcase” with 
| RKO; it -would virtually take.top|. = 
position: ‘among: the. circuit: -tus-{: wo 
‘tomers. . : 

‘Also.’ ‘effected is. “Allied Artists 
-at. the 

the -circuit.: ‘Since Warners. hasn't 
used. the “Palace. much, its arrival 
there along with ‘Universal, Allied 
and Buena: Vista, which also. uses 
it from timeé ‘to. time, . could create 
-something. of a log’ jam on.  Broad-: 
-way, not to. mention on the circuit 
itself,. UA - and:- Fox. have: already 
proved that such’ ‘can happen: with 

at|.the’ Astor ‘where 
| twice there. have’ been conflicts, 
once ..even pushing ‘a. UA Picture: 
off. Broadway entirely. . 

Although Paramount; isn't: teady 

“showease’’.. 

‘| right now, it is. said. to: be -‘‘close”. 
‘| to a plan for multiple. firstruns in| 

metropolitan | -New.. York. : playoff. 
pepeaee is. the ‘fact that the dis- 
tri 

“United States: “by: “Seribners. 

is ‘presently “talking - with |: 

“EDDIE CAN TOR | 
from: be vest penorome of 

experience projects some, 

‘Show Bis: ‘Closeups In 

Sharp Focus 

“enctbor Interestiog Editorial 
A the: upcoming 

“58th Anniversary Number 

_. 

Lc other statistion ond date-Alled: 

“Carl: Foreman, “who: is writer, 
‘producer: and -director,.. has. ac- 
‘quired rights ,to two . autobiogra- 
phical books: by: Sir ‘Winston Chur- 
chill ‘and hopes to: go ‘into: produc- 
tion witha scenario: based on the. 
properties next summer. ‘Foreman, 
who whas in New.: York -last week, 
‘said he figures-on making the pic-| 
‘tute in: ‘England, South, Africa. and 
India.. 

“anthony Montague Brown, Chur-| 
representative, 

journeyed from London. to ‘Gatham. 
‘last. week to wrap. up ‘the deal. 
It covers the rights to: Churchill’s. 

: “My. ‘Early “Life” ‘and “The World: 

chill’s - “personal 

in’ Crisis,”. both. published in the 

‘Columbia. is. to. finance. the: pro- 
“ject. as. well-as s taking: the distribu- 
tion nights. 

‘several circuits ‘about the possibili-|. | 
ties. of such a sscheme,. among. them 

ease” participation, it’. being “in* 
volved: for some’ time. now. With | 

{ Continued on Continued on page 33 53) 

“Crash Music Hall : 
“Mirisches. have made. it, for. ‘the 

| first. time; “with, one of their pic- 
| tures going into Radio. City Music. 
Hall. It’s:.“The Pink..Panther,” the 
first film. United. Artists has-had:in 

| the “Music Hall. ‘since . 1950 when 
“The “Men’’. played ‘there, : . 
It..will.:go.-into “the ‘showplace 

ai around March: but. will not sbe. the 
|-theatre’s Easter’ attraction. This 
‘will also introduce <Peter - ‘Sellers | 
to: the. Music. Hall: ‘Director. Blake 
Edwards. -has been tepresented 

f there. on: several occasions.. 
‘Following the Music Hall, “pan: | 

‘ther’ will go:into a. “Golden Show-| :: 
ease” multiple release in New York. 
and: ‘will’ fai out in. key. ‘cities 
around ‘the country: ‘UA -has an- 
‘other ‘Sellers starrer set .to follow: 
‘closely : .on the.. heels ‘of: this" one, 

a: picture.called ‘The ‘World o 
‘Henry Orient,” and the Musie Hall. 
booking. is: seen helping. this ‘one:: 
Columbia - likewise has a Sellers 
‘film. but’ it: will be issued in’ Jan- 
uary.. It’s. 

‘Also.-of interest: is the. fact. ‘thiat 
the protean’ British. ‘performer is 

Dark” .for Mirisch-UA, again. with. 
Edwards. directing. “This is being = 

1 vastly: restyled from its: Broadway. 
original, being tailored ‘as a‘ fol- 
Iowup to. “Panther,” UA has ‘held. 
‘high’ -hopes fof the: latter pié and 
the Music Hall booking will doubt- 
less help the ‘company Fealize its]. 

- Century and. . American. 
‘Broadcasting-Paramount Théatres. | 
Century. is. an old-hand at: ‘“show>| 

‘| production based: on. 
| Greco -and: Toledo”. about. the life 

project. . 

Ferrer Set for a Greco’: ’ 
| Winds ‘Sex & Single Girl,” 
- Then Off to Switzerland 
AD ‘Spanish-Italian-American co- 

the book “El 

of the painter. El Greco ‘is. planned. 
“}.Mel Ferrer will. ‘be executive. pro- 

ducer. of the. project’ and play the 
title. role in the film: te: be titled 
simply. “EF Greto.”...- 

write the: :screenplay ‘based on} 
Gregorio . Maranon’s book, which - 
‘Ferrer and Impala ‘acquired early ne! 

‘| this year. Claude ‘Renoir‘has been{ ~ 
signed: ag cinematographer for. the} 

. Elmes has’ begun his} 
screenplay . in” Rome’ and ‘Renoir, 
who is currently. working on “Cir- . 
cus World” | for Samuel. _Bronston, 
-will ‘begin . planning _“El Greco” jin 

| immediately following. his ‘Present 
assignment. 

‘Ferrer winds’ his’ work. in. iSay 

wings to Switzerland to. ‘spend ‘the 
holidays with: his . wife, 
Audrey ‘Hepburn. On’ Jan. 2 “he 
‘planes* to. Madrid: to ‘huddle - over 

£|.“‘freco”” 
‘States: Jan. ‘12. for. process lensing. 

before Teturning to. the 

on “Single. Girl.” Following this, he 
oes. back to Spain. for pre-produc- 
Hon work. on SEL Greco.” 

“Dr. Strangelove, Or} 
How: I -Stopped. Worrying . “and | 

| Learried to.Love the.Bomb.” : LEVINE DOES PLENTY | 
F OR HWOOD & ROBBINS ‘currently - -making .“‘Shot In : -the |: 

'- Hollywood, Dee: ‘10.: 
Joseph bom ‘Levine at.a-luncheon 

‘hosted . by. Paramount. head ..Jack 
‘Karp and. production ‘chief Martin. 
-Rackin. last week reported: he is 
‘planning seven or eight: Hollywood : 
projects. within: the-next year. 
“Simultaneously, ‘producer -. “Te- 

” (Continued on page. 17). 

har irae the Traitoal 
Ketan of Broadway Stands 

. “hig” 

- | Tama: (formerly the Capitol). 
cept for these hard-ticket. offerings, 

The. 
Paramount, State; Astor, Victoria, 

‘Picture will be produced. by Jose. 
‘Viecuna’ of” Impala Films. and is} 
planned ‘to begin lensing in Mad-}. 
rid. late’in March,.-Guy Elmes will: 

actress | 

Importance. of first-run engage- 
|} ments: in Broadway theatres, the 
{arch of the gate to the national 
playoff. ‘market ‘in times. ‘past, is 
further diminished by the current 

‘|| spread of “showcasing”—the metro- 
| politan New York pattern whereby 
a film goes into up to 20 theatres. 

‘UW right: off, one of them possibly, but . 
| ee necessarily a. ‘Times ‘Square — 

Ti stan 

Road _ show: films. showing’ twice 
: 4} daily on. reserved seat Policy area 

Separate category and it is not 
supposd . . that. “hard . ‘tickets will 

| vanish: ‘There jis prestige still in 
|| road-showing, a buildup for a. given 

picture’ which nothing to 
|| date has replaced.. However, even 
jas to road shows it. is necessary. 

‘to. remark that* the ‘contrasting © 
Il costs. of roadshowing ‘as against 

“ t| showeasing are invidious: 
“~) served. seat policy carries burdens. 
| of special overhead, staff and sell- 

| ing .which are. typically: ‘glossed 
“4, over for. the. sake of other intangi- 

bles. 
‘Point is that, excepting the road- 

S| show films, which are not too fre- 
quent, the. big, iniportant Times 
Square: theatres apparently no 
‘longer will plays rpictures.on.an ex- 
elusive basis, as they have. for 50 
-years. 

‘The change is within. the ‘frame-. 
‘work ‘of the: move. toward .“show- 
case” ‘presentations, 
the switch to openings of new pic- 
‘tures. in: 17 to 20 theatres around 
‘the ‘New. York exchange. area. 
‘Broadway. loses its exclusivity. 

. The de-luxers on Gotham’s Main 
Stem, it’s apparent, starting shortly 
will. play either a ‘roadshow 

at the Warner Theatre, ot a Cife- 
rama.entry, as now at Loew’ s Cine- 

Ex- 

the exclusivity will be : gone. 

Criterion, ‘DeMille; Forum, Palace 
and. Rivoli will play Toadshow | or: 

| they are to be relegated to Waying - 
| pictures day-date with boroughs 
-and. ‘suburbia. situations, . } 
them. proclaiming firstrun’ at the 

all 

same time. . 
--Another © slenificant exception: 

Radio City Music Hall. It's clear 
‘that ‘no film distributor would go 
for the multiple-run if thére’s 2- 
-chance’ of snaring a Hall booking. 
The Hall will insist on exclusive 
run, as: it t always has done, and the. 

obviously oblige be- . ‘distribs. will 
cause of the high rentals: this thea- 

{Continued on page 12) 

“Aubrey Hepburn ig on her way 
into.the economie stratosphere of 
big- actors. _Not. only is -earning © 
‘she. getting $1,000,000 for her role. 
in “My Fair Lady: ” but, it is. 
‘learned, she is in for a Participa- 

“Charad ‘tion in the profits ‘of. e,” 
‘her costarrer with. Cary Grant cur- 

and -the’ Single Girl”:‘Dec.-20. and rently playing the Radio City Mu- 
sic Hall with record biz. 

-- The last femme to be in ‘on a 
percentage: as costar. of a Grant 
film for Universal was Doris Day. 
‘who is topping the $1,000,009 mark 
‘in earnings from “That Touch of. 
Mink,” which also opened at the 
Music Hall. Since U is projecting. 

| “Charade” to do every bit as well 
as “Mink,” if not better, Miss Hep- 

| burn could find’ 1964 a -banner 
‘economic term. 

“MFL” is currently lensing. un- 
der the. ‘Personal . supervision. of 
Jack Warner in. Hollywood. eo Cha- 
rade” will open in about 200° na-" 
tional situations during the. Christ- 
mas holiday period. Although it 
is not known just what. her: per- 
ventage of the film is, it is figured 
that. Miss Hepburn can earn a tidy 

“1.sum from the picture, especially if 
it lives up to the. expectations of. 
Universal. 
Sn 

. ce 

‘ ; 

Re-° 

this heing™ 

ic. 
-ture, such as “It's A Mad, Mad, tial . 
Mad. World,” which is. now current “ 

‘of: 

ot sates . Ps 
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Tours Short j lms F estival , 

Quali ty § Scarcity. of Mos 
‘By GENE MOSKOWITZ. -- + 

Tours, Dec. Yo. “ 
Tours. ‘International. Short Film | ° 

Festival,. with French -government. 
and local ‘subsidy, ‘held its: ninth| 
annual ‘unspooling Nov. 28 to Dec. |. 
2. It was like so many .of the fea-| | 
ture-length film fests-of 1963:.des- 
perate for quality. Against .this | 
there.was lively interest and high| 
attendance, el some 100 in-|.° 
vifed journalists and. a fair deéle- 
gation. of those who! trade. in this : 
commodity, more limportant . 
European than American. playoff. 

American ‘product was . rated 
ordinary and did not command any 
of the big prizes. > 

Only unusual U. S. short was. ‘not | 
in competition, namely “The Out- |’. 
Tiders,” of G. W. Clark, an incisive}. ° 
look at motoreycle’ enthusiasts... It} 
counterpointed - interviews © “with | - 
views of those who -ride bikes: to | 
escape. conyention. but. find: this 

- eventually closed .to . them | when | 
clubs: take it up as a fad. Pic had} 
solid imagery and. good -color and | 
a comment ‘on; American “youth. 
This was. missing : ‘in. other U.S..| 
films which -were’ mainly’ com-. 
mercial pix or esthetic: studies. of 
kites or’. falling’ leaves. “Eastern: 
‘countries showed. less telling shorts. 
than usual and. Italy” delved. into 
realistic: comments on. old age or.} 
delinquents but without the depth 
and incisiveness displayed. at other 
fests. ys 

"Phere were special. jury: nods to: 
Barnaby Conrad’s “The Day Molete 
‘Was Killed”, “Dan Brasin’s “Sun- 
day” and Cliff. Roberts’” “Litho”. 
Denis .and- Terry ‘Saunders: short, 

Film Club. Award. . 
Jury comprised these’ persons: 
French. writer’ ‘Claude: ‘Aveline, 

who was also jury prexy,” Soviet. 
animator. Ivan Ivanov-Vano, . Yank | 
journalist- Merrill ‘Cody, Italian. : 
filmmaker. Gian ‘Vittorio Baldi, |. 
French. : writer . Robert:; Eseaprit, : 
¥rench * politico. Raphael Deherpe |: 
and French actress.Francoise Brion. . 

. Audiences Sounded Off. 
French aud was vociferous in 

manifesting likes and dislikes. Nor: 
did .it completely endorse the | 
awards . handed. out. by an inter-. 
national jury in competitive: fests, 
be they for. features, shorts: or 
specialized pix of any: categories: - 

Hungary’s. Grand Prix . 
Grand Prize went to Hungary 

for “Te” (You), of Istvan Szabo, a 
‘gentle Iook at a winsome waif-like 
actresg. going about tawn, .primp-. 
ing in front of mirrors or talking 
to her lover. The ‘charming ‘girl 
actress, Cecilia Estzergalyos, - was. 
the mainstay of the pic but it had. 
no unusual filmic. qualities. to make |. 
it of top kudo status: 7 

There was gerieral ' accord on the 
first of three special jury prizes. 
‘which: vent to “Renaissance” made: 
by a ‘Polish filmmaker .. Walerian 
Borowczyk in France: Via reverse 
stop motion pic displays ‘a. room. 
blawn up by some ‘sort of. “ex 
-plosion and then Treinstated to show. 
it was grenade. that did it. Pic 
includes masterful. technical effects 
and manages ‘to. make a: dramatic 
-statement on-. violence by - ‘the |." 
mounting, music and texture~of the | 
articles: as they-are recreated: :An 
unusual offbeater that: was general- 
ly felt to have been. ‘deserving of. | 
‘the top award. 

Other jury. nods: went: to “y Dut 
Castelli” (Two Castles): . of Italo 7 
animator. Bruno Bozzetto, a comic | 
line drawing ‘cartoon pic, --and |. 
‘“J"Homme Seul’* (The Lone Man), 
of Parick Ledoux. of . Belgian, . a 7 
sober look at. Nazism and resistance 
via old footage tellingly mounted. |. 

“Castles” was a: witty. look: at]. 
belligerence getting: its. comeup-: |." . 
pance if derivative of other and} 
more eTective pix -of this. kind. a 

Internat’l Critics ::: 
An International: Critics: prize. 

went-to the French short “Dans Le | 
Vent” (In the Wind),: of Jacques | 
‘Rozier, ‘a fair, racy. compendium of |: 
fashion ‘and commercial’ models: at 
work. However. it. was. skimpy. ‘in|: 
substance and merely. sleek. 
Several worthier’: pix were per- ; 

haps neglected. - 
There was | “Arme Leute” (Poor 

People) made by ‘Yugoslav: director 
-in West Germany: taking a look at{' 
Mop: violence. by enactments ‘of }. . 
pointless actions by. mobs against. 
anybody different. If uneven in|. . 
‘{mpact,; it had an original: outlook | 
in applying ‘animated ‘gags, move- 
‘ments. and mob: insight to. -real| 
groups of people. : Director ‘was 
Viado Kristal. 

A... clever French. comedy: -of. cal 

(Continued. on page 14). 

“The: Con Man, * Metro” documen-_ ae 

docu. ‘has in its - cast*Tom -Ewell, : 
| Jim ‘Backus, ‘Eddie Foy-: Jr., Henry’ 
-Silva ‘and “Alvy ‘Moore.:: Weinstein, 

ing” for: Metro, . has” received’ a” 
‘first draft ‘screenplay ‘from Albert: 
Hayes. e, 

“Time Out. For War", was Biven are — 

leagues. again on equal footing. with. 

the . ‘International. Federation © of. 

- Acapulco, Dec. 40; 

rescinded shortly.’ : ! 
_: Fhey report that-most. members’ ‘Of. ‘the: ‘Argentine film ‘industry. 
‘feel they: ‘would be. throwing away-all-the good will and‘ reputation” 

made, for the purposes of economy, -the ‘fest: will: still suffer. ‘By. 
. moving. to B:A., fest: would have fo. ‘give up. the financial. support :- 
" - It receives from the Mar. Del: Plata gambling casinos, Troughly esti. | 
mated at $160,000 anniially. . This: is. Toughly two-thirds of ‘the 
"annual Mar Del ‘Plata. budget: 

Lucas Demare, repping the: "Argentine directors association, is 
: ‘to. be. prez of the: 1964 fest. elo. . | ; . 

- . 

ONE ‘AGAINST: DICTATORS * 

“Metro Decw: ‘Carries Track By 
) Harvey, Bellamy ot 

a aoe Dominates 
: | Hollywood,: Dec, Pri |. 

“ Laurence Harvey: and Ralph: Bel- a o 

lamy will both.‘be narrators - on‘] By. ‘SAM SHAW. 

tary being produced by. Henry’ . ‘Vancouver, Dec.'10: - 
‘Weinstein ‘for: the Defense. Dept. 
Roth. thesps. will. work for scale. 

Half~ hour : anti- ‘totalitarianism 

| 'share- of awards -at the conclusion 
of the sixth’ annual. ° -Vancouver 

also producing “Joy In the Morn~.| PY Carlos:Villardebo; earning: a 

.. | Societies’: nod -for “‘Les: _Abysses,”. 

| siak tin: Franee). first feature. | 

Sebastian 
Back on Big Time 

“Madrid, Dec. 10: 
San. Sebastian is back in the hig. ‘to-“Verre Textile.” ‘were “Berthe. 

Cannes, Venice and Berlin .as’ ‘an Stefano ‘Lonati, Italo. Bettiol),. 
international : film: festival. Rever- 
sal of last yéar’s decision taken-by 

‘Otero..& . Jacques: Leroux), : “Merci | 

BA Wor tKeep Mar
 Del Plata ai 

|.and: home. 

Argentine ‘delegates to” ‘the just-corieluded fest here report aes Lo 
although their-annual’*Mar. Del: Plata. -Fest has beer - officially.’ 
switched to Buenos ‘Aires: for 1964, they” “expect ‘that order to be an © 

built up in’ Mar Del Plata over the last: five years should: the locale © ~ 
be: ‘changed ‘to. B.A. Also, they. ‘point: out. that if the change “is. | 

~ Vancouver Wins 

“France: “took: ‘away the ‘major: ; 

International - -Film ~ Festival, -Cop- 
| Ping . ‘the best ‘short: non-fiction: 7 
prize: for “Verre. Textile,” ‘directed 

special . jury. award ‘for. ‘its entire | 
‘short . film’ selection; ‘ and :-gaining.. 
the Canadian. Federation - of: Film. 

‘-. Three-man judging: panel. “6f.|~; 
| George. ‘Bluestone, Guy Cote - and |-: 

:- Roy. Little created. the special jury |": 
award: given to the French: short |. 
films’ and..-cited’the selection for} . 
“the _ inventiveness. and. technical |... 
excellence: :-of- its: productions.’ |. 

} Included ‘in: the. group, ‘in-addition |- 

Aux Grand Pieds’”’. (Guido. Bettiol, |: oe 

“Concerto Pour. ‘Violoncelle”. (Mon-. , 
‘ique Lepeuve), . “Maitre”. (Manuel. |: 

“heaee Festival Samy 

Reapuileo, Dec. 10." 

approximately. 50-pix up for sale to.the Russians... 

from embarrassment... 

‘exec, a convert. ‘to: scuba diving. as'a result of this fest: 

Argentine. producer Hector. Olivera planning. a New York: trip shortly 
| after: the.-first..of the year, taking: ‘with ‘him: prints .of -his two latest 

‘| pix directed by Fernando. Ayalla ..... 
| around ‘the -El-.Presidente .pool, including the: French Anna Karima, .. 
- Patricia ‘ Viterbo, Valarie: Lagrange. and the Italo. Sandra. Mile... sand.” Woy 
Rosanna - Podesta. 

Acapulco the ‘off-limits places are located‘ in. EL Zono; ‘lovely nhame..- 

“with unusual preems: in | 

ssassin-Delayed Acapulco Resena’ 
‘A Confused But Lovely Occasion; 

“By VIN CENT CANBY: 

“ Acapulco, Dee.. “40. | 
~ Yank delegation. to the ‘sixth:.an- 

_ Wotan, December ber 1, 1963 

“Luis ‘Anicola: director’ of ‘GIMEX, which distributes -Mexican. product.” tte 
in Europe, ‘talking a longterm ‘film: ‘exchange deal. with, the USSR, with - 

|. . Cannes fest ehief 
| Robert Favre: LeBret, proceeding from: here to L:A.;:thence to N.-Y.- 2°”. 

. “Ollao-:Rubio; the guy. who misrepresénted himself: in’: -"~” 
: | Hollywood as-a’ ‘Mexican National ‘Tourist Council exec. when he invited °:.. 

‘Richard Beymer to the fest,..braved the -scene. several. days after ©: <0" 
‘Beymer. dunked him ‘in the: ‘EL Presidente. ‘Pool, but he was, _ Strictly. ely 

' Young and pretty. Julie Fosier, of: the British. “Loneliness of ‘The: ~ 
. Long" Distance . Runner,” getting a -big. play from the “local. ‘photogs, 
pul fighters and rock ’n ‘roll stars. She wants te know the real people... . 
. i. “Lonliness” star Tom Courtenay goes. from. here.to-N.Y. to discuss =. 
a “deal with. Morton Gottlieb for him (Courtenay) to star in ‘the London |’. : 
edition: of. “Enter Laughing.” He'll also tub-thump. his. “Billy Liar.” 2° ~°*: 
‘French star Maurice Ronet, of “Le. Feu: Follet,”- also due for a ‘New 

| York stopover. to: discuss his two-picture pact with. ‘Columbia °: ! ‘Cork: 
|-fest. chief:. Dermot’ Breen’s comment: on: ‘his ‘invite. to ‘Acapulco:: “The :- 
eost .of my ticket would. represent.” one-eighth  of.. the. entire Cork. 
“festival budget” .. ....Mrs..Sidney Solow, wife of the. Consolidated. Labs. 

;- Cantinflas,. - 
on | whose interest in Acapulco extends: to real estate, very: much: on: the: 

= j-scene.. 

“Lots ‘of European: cheesecake a 

The Mexicans, ‘Spaniards and’ ‘Argentines. ‘continuing ‘their talks: here: 
looking | towards. a tripartite coproduction deal. The major. difficulty—' . 

:. | the lack ‘of a. production subsidy in. Mexico to- bring-this.country on a. * 
. par: ‘with’ Spain and -Argentina—is ‘expected to. be rectified ‘shortly.- 7m 

-N.::¥.. Indie. producer-director. ‘Larry Moyer. ‘(meanwhile . ‘made an”: 
IATSE. villain) telling ‘reporters of his plans to-do a‘ film-.about: the: 
‘American revolution—in twe versions: one in. which. the. U.S. wins, and: 
‘the other in which: the British triumph. ;.:'.:Our Own: ‘ Baedeker; in 

Reports heard..here “have it that. Janus Films and: Unifrance are . 
planning-to launch. Andre | Cayette’s.-two-feature. “La ‘Vie . Conjugal”: .” 

-Y.. and: Holiywood: early’ next year. Pic, -. 
actually two'separate. features which. tell the story of the same: -divoree, : 
first from the husband’s ‘point of:view: and then. from the. wife's; will - 
be. preemed : in: two. theatres (in each. city) at. the same. time, . with: 

- ‘ladies in one. and men jin. the other. ” Bo, se 
|. director ‘Nico Papatakis’ contrever- | ——— : = 

Lawrence’ as British Film. 
:  faelay caused“ by ‘the, assassination 

‘| of President: ‘Kennedy. .-At. first it°.. 9 ... 
{was plarined. to exteiid the fest.by 9/022). 

Film Producers Assns. (FIAP) was 
‘revealed ‘here: -by Miguel Echarri, 
{‘Uniespana . representative, - to. ‘the 
Federation: Echarri . attended - the: 
FIAP meeting: in Paris that. was 
calléd: primarily to setect-a‘:suc- 
cessor to -the: late: Erie ‘Johnston. 
and, after: selecting: Ralph : Hetzel. 
to- preside | until: October 1, 1964, 
the FIAP delegates. added festivals 
to- ‘the agenda. 

--Aecording to “Echarri: fest ries 
were flexed. to authorize. Big Four. 
fest: ‘screenings ‘not only ‘of “unre-. 
eased pix but also of: features ‘in 

- outside - - 
countries of. ‘origin.. .Included cin |: 
the top. fest bracket: on a. bi-annual 
basis. are. Moscow and - Karlovy-j 
‘Vary as well as.Mar del ‘Plata, and a 

early exploitation . 

Buenos. Aires. .. oe 

LiA. to NY. 

Samuel de Briskin- 

Donald - Buka . 

Gil. Cates. . 

George Campbell. 

Frank ‘Cooper’ - 
Harry. ‘Guardino. 

- Audrey’ Hepburn 

‘Charlton Heston. © 
* Robert I: Ktonenberg. | 

Nat. Lefkowitz : 

‘Jerry. Levine: 
Martin. “Manulis.- ’ 
Walter Matthau’ - 
Gene-McCabe:.- 
Mary ‘L. ‘McKenna. | 
George _ Murphy | 
James. H. ‘Nicholson. 

a Maureen. O'Hara 
Georfe. Peppard © 

’ Edward. G..: ‘Robinson 
- .Honey ‘Sanders. 
-, Sherman’ Tanket .” 
Tom Tannenbaum 
Charles: D.: Young 
Max. E. Youngstein: 

Heather. Allan 
* David: -‘Bader- 
_. Daniele Delorme 

. Hy Hollinger: - 
'. .Ben -Kamsler : 
” ‘Beatrice Lillie. oF 

. Radley: H.. Metzger 
= _ Xves_ Robert 

‘| a Tay. Presson Allen - 
[Lewis “Ms “Allen” : 
of. Jerry~ ‘Bock * 

| .| .: Robert Cravénne 
‘|: Robert. Favre. LeBret 
.|°: Arthur.’Lesser - me 
| : Leonard ‘Lightstone. 

“1° Harold. Prince”. 
1: Madlyn’ Rhue.:. | 
4's David? Schoenbrun - 
| Andrew Stone. | - 
_|... Mirginia, Stone: 
| - Gordon: ‘Wiles — : 
ae Tony, Young. . 

- Serge: Bourguignon’ oa wu. 

“Europe: to: U. Se | 

“Monsieur. ‘Sehmtz”: (Albert: Cham- 
paux. &' Pierre.:Watrin); “Le Nez”. 
‘(Alexandre “Alexieff -& Claire Par- 
Ker): “L’Oeuf A La Coque” (Mate™ 
Andrieux -& Bernard: Brevent), and. 
“Riviere De. Vie”. 
Tissot .& Alberto Ruiz)... 
‘Film Societies’ award: is made. 

‘annually tothe. feature ‘which. 
‘demonstrates the most: ‘outstanding 
advance. in. content, : ‘technique. and: 
means ‘of -expression. . Choice: of 
“Les: Abysses,”..a surrealist look. at 
Servant-master - ‘relationships;. - was 
not too surprising, ‘in this context: : 
‘Film vis .a Lenox’ production” and. 

| release. 
“Gaechoslovakia,- “which - “has. gar- 

ered: ‘top honors in the. animated 
(Continued on 1 page: 14). 

‘Uy, Ss: to Burope 

“N, Y. toa” 
on Judy Cannon. 

Al Hirt . 

* Robert'S. teky 

© Filipino Trade Front. 
Manila; “Dec: 10. 

; Philippine - ‘Motion’ Picture: s 
“producers - Assn. was formed 

.*..P “speetive trade. associations ‘of =| 
-:  ~° Ca) the ‘old-line. producers and . ~ 
Ob) new" ‘independent’ : film-: 

‘Longtime. industry. - 
' |) -exeécutive “Manuel de. Leon - 
vin} was.-elected ‘president, Albert 

-R.. Joseph’ “first. -v-p,.Espiridion ©: 

, makers: * 

‘Laxa second yv-p and Mrs. ;Azu-- 
-.. | Cena ‘Vera Perez treasurer: ‘It’. 
Spe ds’ anticipated - that: new. body «= 

| - will’ présent a solid front for ° 
..+- lobbying: -for © financial ° assist a 

S from ‘the: government. 

“(Mare .. “May et. 

. Spiegel’s. citizenship.’ 

‘nual film festival : review’ here, .ex:: 
| ceedinigly short..on “names” as the 
fest. ‘got. underway, © .was. finally. 
brightened by the late arrivals of: 
‘stars Robert:Stack and-Robert Wag-- 
ner, and directors: George Roy. Hill. 
-and Franklin Schafner.. None were 
on hand for the screening Satur-. 

| day. (30) -night ofthe official. Yank 
‘pic; Sam Spiegel’s” Oscar-winning 
martence. of. Arabia, ‘but. that 
may have been. just. as ‘well. 

One. of the thorniest questions. re-|- 
‘peatedly asked by®: ‘the Latino: re- 
‘porters: how .come the British” 
directed; written arid (principally). 

‘acted “Lawrence” had. been closen 
to represent: Hollywood?. ‘The -an-: 
swers. were — largely | doubletalk 

about — ‘Columbia’ Ss. financing ‘and 

Nationality aside... “Lawrence” 
7 was a smash,: exhibited in: all-its 

-. fstunning | 70m.. color in the: fest’s. 
. : open-air . ampitheatre, - 
.-, ‘{Century: Fort San. Diego. situated | 

‘lon a: mountainside - overlooking the. 
LAcapuleo harbor: . The .setting was 
| a. natural” for: “‘Lawretice,” but the | 
‘| seenic | beauty somewhat -- over-: 

| whelmed ‘some. of: the. other — pix; 
. ‘particularly. France’s toughiy philo 
| sophie ‘Le: Feu: Follet” and’ Italy's 

' Flong, -long, long - “Leopard. ms 

‘the: 16th 

Of the 16 ‘pix exhibited:in resent 
“| (Feview), “Lawrence”. was: certain 

ly one of: the -best: received. Also. 
_ 4-striking:.a warm - response “were. 
7...) Mexico’s. own “The. . Paper” Man,” 

+the Czech -“One' Day,: A Cat” and 
} Htaly’s “Hands ; Upon The City.” | 

: ‘Though the. ‘fest. is, by definition, 

: winners .at. earlier 1963 fests, Aca- 
pulco ‘initiated: something new this 

|year setting. up: an.informal jury 
. designed to cite.‘some particularly. 
arresting. aspect in: ‘each. film shown. ; 

- Repeaters 
The high -percentage: of “repeat” 

|. ia Manila recently as an.amal- : | delegates from. abroad at this-year’s 
|. gamation of ‘the. prior and re- "| St is testimony not only to. the 

, --| charm of: this: Pacific Ocean, resort, 
but also to ‘the promotion-publicity |§ 
‘value accruing to those pix making |. 
their debut. ‘on - the . Mex. market. 
{Though the. resena seems ‘to get | 
-]little or no: coverage north-of-the-. 

: | border, it’s. big’ news in Mexico | 
_| and,. toa lesser’ extent, south: of 
t ‘Mexico, though understandably : ‘Tre-} 
porters from other Latino nations 

}seem to. concentrate on _ “their 
people.” 

‘| -Fest this: time. got off. on ‘an: un- |: 
= certain footing. with the three-day 

three days, then, in mid-fest it was) (°°. °°): 
decided.. to start. double-featuring ve i 
the pix-in‘ order to.-finish on the-|. 
‘scheduled™ date. . This. kind of im-.* 
promiptu. ‘organization.’ ‘seemed | to 
be the order of each day. thereafter. Be 
It was: impossible. to get.a program .-:_- 
of. events more than one.day ih: ° |. 
advanee.. Press: ‘conferences were... 7) 
‘called. and cancelled at will, or, if” 
not eancelled; the | locations were. 

| changed. with no advanicé warning. 

The: U.S: delegation was. subject: 
toa particularly confusing: situa: ; 
‘tion.: Some: of its: members—Stack, . 
Wagner, Prof... Robert Gessner..and.. 
indie producer-director Larry Moy- :. 
‘er—were asked: to be: on .hand for... 
‘a.press.meeting Tuesday: (3) after-- ~~ 
‘noon, though. Lou Greenspan,.rep-. 

| ping. the: Screen . Producers Guild; 
‘San: Francisco .. Irving © ‘Levin: : ‘Nae 

| than. Golden, ‘former . Commerce : 
Dept.” official: and directors Hill :.”. 
and © Schaffner. were. left © unin-. 
formed. 
Robert. Corkery ‘had had’ to leave 
for N-Y: the day before.) - 

‘The. U.S: ‘press: conferéfice. was: 
| further confused when - an. earlier’ 
French: conference ‘ran. overtime, 
leaving | the .norteamericanos hold- 
ing their: meeting in the pitch dark... . 

- | (Location ‘of the conference ‘was 
{El Presidente’s Focolare | openair , 
‘nightclub, not currently over-equip- 
ped: with the old. AC-DC.) Again,» 
‘it ‘was. probably. just aswell there... ~~. 
-was .such: poor. lighting. ‘Questions. ae 
ranged from “What .is your opinion .. ”. 
of the assassination of: President: .* 

: Kennedy?” .to . (directed: at.. - Wag- 
| ner) ° “What .“-is your: opinien - of 
‘Natalie..Wood as an’.actress: and 
asa -woman?”.-and (to. Gessner) 

(U:S:*. delegation chief - 

“How come if Lawrence: wanted to. 
form one: united Arab‘ nation, . the 
Arabs. ‘collaborated. with: Nazis?” - 

Mexican ‘hosts ‘generally - did x. : 
‘gracious | job: of: public. relations. - 
The. only ‘thing they couldn't -do‘.. 
was to eradicate those Anglo-Saxon © 

| feelings of guilt—to. be enjoying: . 
such warm -weather and. scenery: 

“MCA Pid. Pays. 3H 
“MCA. board of directors: this : 
week ‘declared a‘: 3714c.. dividend 

* its outstanding - convertible 
preferred. ‘stock to’ stockholders 
of record on ‘Dec. .19,. it was an- Be Qf 
nounced * Monday. (9). 
Dividend’ will-- 

Dec, 
“be. “payable a 



<> ) pated-in the first talks, 
“Ag: Leyin envisions it,. the. fest. 

association would. serve ‘as ‘a clear-: 
ing “house. for all information Te- 

“Levin Urges ; Organization—Sees No » Conflict With I 
: Federation of Film ‘Producer Assns, 7 oy 

“Agapuleo, Dee. 10. 
othalks were: initiated: here, « ‘ar: 

“tng the ‘just-concluded. sixth: annual 

film’ fest: resena ‘(review);: looking . 

4 towards _ “the ° ‘establishment - of a 

”” pernianent: organization. - : of Alin ¢ 

festival - chiefs. ‘Architect . of ‘the. ce able ‘future. 

plan’ is: ‘Irving- M:. Levin, head. of}"- 

the San Francisco. fest: A ‘similar “ 

plan was =. “put. ‘forth’ five: or: Six] |. 

years. ago. ‘at. the Venice: fest but |. 

never’ gathered. momentum... 

os * According to Levin, a. fest ore] 

ae ganization. would not in any. way)" 

"> compete with—or ‘usurp ‘any .of the 
prerogatives of—the. Interriational |. 

__ Federation of ‘Film. Producers a 

- Assns..“By: definition, he-says,. the | 
- . International © Federation. ‘is« con}. 

“"eermed with’ the needs .of produc: |: 

“ers: which, ‘obviously, -are ‘not al-- 
2. ways ‘the... same’. as. those.” of “fest 

"" ehiefs: 
In. addition”. to. ‘Levin, - igther 

— ‘festival . heads. who: were. available, 
, here: : were:-- Miss -_ Carmen. Baez, | 

_ ©. -Aeapuleo| fest -chief.. who is also) company with ‘which he: “was once 
a . director-general - ‘of the Mexican. rar 

J film . industry; Robert .Fayre. Le-| | 
..”.’ Bret, Cannes; Dermot ‘Bieen,. Cork;: 
o “Vinicio 

. = Atilio M@hfasti, prez .of: the: Argen-. 
Beretta, ‘Locarno, .and 

_ tine ‘Producers. Assn, who Partici- 

. lating to fest members, Plan. would 

-." be to ‘set-up a small office, ‘prob-|- 
“ably: in: Europe, 
_ news re upcoming - fests—entries, 

_jury membership, dates,..accredited | 
+\_ press people, ete. The Office would, | 
..¢ in - turn,. send” copies. of. the - info! - 

out’ to its members: :A not, unim-.|° 
‘portant function, he-says, would. be |. 

-., to: spotlight:some of :the.: phony. or: 
“fringe newsmen’ who. .manage’-'to 
 gate-crash fests. “throughout - “the 

“year: without. ever. writing a. line. 

‘It ‘would: ‘riot be. the. purpose. ‘of = 
the org to either: encourage or dis- 

- gourage. fests, though -it- would not 
“go out :of ‘its way to aid’ fests ex" 

eee clusively: designed :: and: prompted. 

me by. tourism: interests... oo 

In ‘Orphan Perio 
“paramount makes: a: gesture ‘to 

— orderly. release. with the scheduling | 
of four. pix for release: during: the'| 
.so-called .orphan period ‘of: -April- }§y.: . 

.-. May. Ino addition to the four: regu- |] - 
” * lar: releases. : | 
7 “Empire” . and: | “Becket”. . “will! bej 

- opening: roadshow. - bookings’ dur: | 

Ing the period as well, ot . 

-_: 2 The four: features: ‘set ‘for: distri: 

_-bution include two major produc-|#] -:-. 
““. tions and. two others.. In the for-j 9}. 

“mer .eategory ‘is “Paris ‘When... It | 
Sizzles, ” ‘with ‘William Holden: and - 

a Audrey : ‘Hepburn’ toplined; :and |. 
“Lady in a-Cage,” with Olivia: de 

“Fall of the -Roman 

Havilland. getting. top -billing: The 
other ‘two ave an A.-C: Lyles oater 
‘galled. ‘Law of the. Lawless” ‘and 1 

“-. “Son of: Captain, Blood,” with: Sean |} 
- Flynn: attempting. to retrace his fa- | 
ther : Errol's: swashbuckling : foot- |. 
steps. 

naturally 2 in the works, : 

or Jolin Updike novel; “Rabit Run,” 

| stein, who’ will” offer.United Art- 

James Lee, scripter, who have com- 

/Duo - -invited- Youngstein -to _ join 
“|ptheth-in “venture -and final agree- 

‘Tatter’s. 

‘to. receive ally start, “and. ‘will negotiate with War-| 

to: 55.. 

‘Jacksonville; ‘Norfolk, . Toledo and. 
‘Chattanooga. 1: tal: 

. feral $ Four 

‘Discussing. the: ~peléase’ ‘plan, ‘Par'| | 
gales chief Charles Boasberg noted.| fF - <2. 

"that ‘the pix’ are*not to be issued |#f-.: -~ 
_<. , ona ‘hit-or-miss basis” but ‘rather 
art with. ‘special - ‘campaigns -designed | 

.: for each.He .. stressed, ‘that. the. 
“>” April-May-\ period’: was ‘not -being | 
used ‘as a dumping ground but, in- |} - 
“1 _." stead, that ‘each pic had wide au-.}: 
a dience: appeal.” en rn ae 

a WAS ‘far’ as “Einpire” and “Recket” , 
7 ‘are. concerned, ‘they: are presently | 

-planned | to begin their -hardticket | fi}. 
_ dates.‘in, the very éarly spring,. per- | 
‘haps both: starting initial: bookings» 
in March.*No definite scheme has.|§]- 

yet been: arrived .at- but plans are.| i 
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Wednesday, December 11,1963 

By. LOU. ‘CEDRONE : 

Baltimore, ‘Dee: 40: "Metro Pays Usual. Divey | ie : 
Despite ‘the : ‘severe. loss in- - “Judge Reuben Oppenheimer. ‘as: 

 @irred: for fiscal 1963, Metro is”. ‘Of: ‘Dec. :4) gave’: court Approval tol. 
“eontinuing® ‘its ‘dividend. rate -.- stock exchange unifying United|. 
- without. Jetup’ and: apparently ~. Artists - ‘Theatre Circuit ‘Inc.,. and, 

1 United California. Theatres, Inc., a 
“there’s -little. likelihood .of- any © ~}- a) -divyy: change ‘in’ “th e. for esee- “West Coast circuit operated. by the 

“Reversing Trend to Big’ 

- ‘seribed ‘as a business. manage- 

- UN aify’ family; 
In Circuit: Court, he: ruled ‘that 

“The board last’ Friday 29)" |ex 
‘dectared. the regtilar- quarterly ek 1 
melon~ of 3734¢.. per ‘common | ‘|ininority. | dissident 

a 1°. “Lallaby;’ an _ eight- minute 
‘tockhiolders : 

“share, payable. “Jan: 15 to .| group, ..was. actually a fair. Plan, ‘of . Thus: far ‘the . short. -has.-had- 
- 4 .: stoekholders . of record, on Te ‘benefit. to UATC. eight: weeks exposure: at -the.. 

of » Dec. 20. coop. os of Plan, he’ said, will give Naify Four. Star Theatre: in L.A. 
interests: 46: 1/: 20% of. Papenetes put 

=| UATC,.in turn; will. get. control of} r ks:” 
-+-West- Coast. circuit, worth an. esti- . . Strange Knoc Youngtein Sets Novel | mated $22,000,000. 

. George. P. Skouras, head of 
_ Seeking Warren Beatty} “United ‘Artists circuit, ‘has aimed 

| for ‘unification. for past 10° years,.|- 
; Hollywood, Dec. 10. “| Judge : said. in ruling, and only this} 

N aify, head of Naify- family. of 
Trial began..Sept. 10, lasted ' ‘two - 

“weeks, ran ..into -.2; 400 pages of}. 
testimony,. and . covered two. issues. | 
One was. ° eae 00 aS, ary; 7 
legally. * issue shares. of] . 
common | stock. in exchange for|..“*. ‘screenplay by Ken Rosen. 

_| intérest- in United California Thea-. Po 

- .fure”’- approach, : It is. not de- 

has“ been. closed. by -Max. Young- and ‘a cast of ote.” 

ists first refusal..: Exec has a three: 
pix, tion-exclusive pr.oduction-| 
financing-release arrangement with. 

associated. - 

Rights : to.” “tome:: ‘were “ sequired tres... 
by: Jack Smight,. tv ‘director, and|. ‘Other concerned | request: of. dis:| © 

‘sidents: ‘for-.-special: meeting of == 
stockholders to .oust ‘present. man-| yy": 
agement. | Action: .was - brought | by || 7 
Maxwell - -Cummings, "Montreal: in- 
‘vestor; who ‘headed ‘Committee for}. 
Better Management . of | wae 

skedded to make his feature direc-| Others on Committee were Walter 
tor bow on_.Ross. Hunter’s “Richest: Reade Jr. and Jerome: Orbach - off 
Girl in: Town” at Universal. -:--.: | the Mercantile. family. > 

- Youngstein ‘plans a‘ May or: June: -Quality of Leadership. 
.Cominittee alleged that - one. of{ 

“+ eas oes -of- exchange of stock was 
' tto keep -: present. management. in| m =», 
{control in face. of: . proxy . fight. | Boulting on “All in- ‘Good: Time,’ 
if Cummings. testified” that: aim . of comedy. *: 
| Committee’ was to .get. “rid of} 
‘Skouras* as president | of .circuit: be-| : 
cause it was not enjoying ‘position. 
it.; should: in .the « exhibition. in- 
dustry: and that whole. dispute. was. 
a question. of: efficient and effective 
management. - 
‘Judge Oppenheimer. said, “in rul- 

ing, that’ Cummings. won. right. to. 
_ Continued on. page. 16)" 

- WY SON, WHO ADVERTISES IN 
~ THE ANNIVERSARY EDITION. 

. “There-is a ‘kind of snobbery, | let's face if, ‘about being included in’ 
the. Anniversary: Edition. It’s a: way. ‘of counting, and being ‘counted: ~ 
. This. is: the big:-check-off,. once ‘a. -year, .of impottance ~ individual: 
_ importance, ‘organization -importance... You advertise ‘you. You. . 
: ‘celebrate your: achievements: and foreshadow your. next. ‘events. Pe 

-handbill.” 

pleted. . first - ‘draft . of _screenplay. 

ment was reached: last. week: during: 
visit: here.” ‘Smight Ais: 

‘Hollywood, Dec. 10.: 

ren. Beatty. for. Star: fole,. 

Cleo’ Makes 5 Towns 
Twentieth’ - “Fox's: ” “Cleopatia’® 
préems. five--more domestic -Yroad- 
show: datés ‘Christmas Day; raising. 
the. number. of: “domestic ‘openings . 

The new dates are in New. Haven,'|.: 

? The. Anniversary Edition. isa. ‘special value as: “it: ‘is a special 
occasion; . The many éditorial.features, charts and summaries make. 
this'a ‘special edition of lasting interest and.importance. If you ‘belong, 
if f you: rate, if you. care. about: your prestige. you. belong 1 in this. issue. 

“Place your advertising copy immediately for | 

“The 58th ‘Anniversary Edition of. 

Where ° Fame, ‘and Fortune Meet : 

New YORK 10036 “CHICAGO eosll “HOLLYWOOD: 90028 Soe. 
154 W, 46th Sto , 6404 Sunset Blvd... ve 400N, Michigas, Ave, 

LONDON, 's. W: 1 PARIS: “ROME 3° 
vie 49 St. * cody Street ; 80 ‘Ave. te ‘Nesitly Wie Sardegta “a 

de. Mewilly:Ser-Seine 

on joy. 1 Speaig Arcepane 

“Robert. S. ‘Levy, 31, de-. 

ment consultant with ‘Ernest — 
L. Loen. Assoicates of Los An- -- 
“geles, was .in. Manhattan last: 

~ week seeking release deals for 

short: starring. Judy Cannon: .” 

“with - the.. Danish~ ‘feature, “A ~ 

“.-seribed.-ag running eight: min- 
. wtes. but.rather 480 seconds. | 

|. Further ‘descriptive: . “& solid. 
.. fiction -drama_ witha. begin-_: | 
“ning, ‘a. middle. and an end: 

* matent Associates ‘- “paramouit, } 
‘company: in which | Dan Melnick 

and ‘David Susskind are ‘partnered, ‘pointedly “demonstrated : ‘that, 
have ‘set. a ‘co-production : deal with'| should one ‘of these films not: be 
British. producers ° John and. Roy | made. just right, it can do more 

‘Theatrical film will roll in Lon-. 

don and. northern - ‘England. next. 

‘spring,’ Melnick ‘said. :. Melnick is 
here conferring. with candidates. to |- 
succeed: Sam : Rolfe as. ‘TA-—Par’s | 
western exec; Rolfe resigned .af-. 
ter’ three... weeks, on ‘grounds hej 
felt he. didn’t want to be an exec. 

ee He is. a. .writer-creator-producer. : 

+ .. Television continues to play. an 
| increasingly important role: in film - 
} promotion. .New .expense is -the tv: 
| featurette, a film which may run 
from five minutes to: half an hour. 
It’s part of: the promotional 
‘budget. 

{ “These. featurettes got. their 
| biggest. incentive from the Ameri- 
can Broadcasting. Co. Last season, 

tthe -ABC web broadcast. a film ™ 
show. in prime time on. Sunday 

. | evenings, a feature of which was 
“F fhe: showing of featurettes about 
upcoming pictures shown immedi- | 

-"} ately following the main attrac- ; 
Levy -has worked’ “out. a “Hite iy £ 

_-tle’ campaign’ for.’ little. pic- 
ition. Presently producers were 
demanding that. such shorts be 

{made for their films and the race. 
| was. on.. The ABC. show is off the 

appear ‘here to. stay. - 

These items aren’t cheap either” 
a They can’ cost as. much as $6,000 

Who ‘produced ‘the: ghori? “| for a- five-minute film to $25,000 

Levy. ‘did:. George: Spelvyn.. 
(sic) is down as director after 

and -much ‘more for a half-hour 
featurette. Aside from = the, cost, 
there are ‘other dangers: involved, 

Final touch: there’s a thr mes | company ‘promotion execs. point 
‘Inch. ‘by two inch promotional 

out.. One is. that. the long .fea- 
| turettes sometimes tend ‘to. ‘create. 

| an impression with the public that. - 
| they have actually seen the picture |. 

_' |after:glimpsing the short. Or at 
| least they feel they -have. seen. 

con enough to satisfy them. The. pix. 
” With Boulting Freres! are designed to stimulate not to” 

‘satisfy, of course. — 

‘Shoot With Care - . 
‘Another danger lies in: ‘the way. 

the featurettes. are made. It is. 

al harm than good to its parent ship, 
1 If viewers get. the wrong impres- 

| sion—and. estimated millions see. 
the tv “trailers’—then the feature 
being plugged can be severely 
damaged .at the start. 

But dangers. aside, the tv. fear. 
turette seems now. important in 
the .promotion scheme of « things.: 
-_Paraniount : has . one. current for. 
“All ‘the: Way Home,” which ‘has 

| been used in’ over. 50 cities: Rev. 
{Norman -Vincent Peale. recently 
: completed. one for United Artists . 

| plugging. “One Man’s Way,”: his 

tion. work. in’ progress while the- 
picture. was being: made, the. 

| format for many such featurettes.” 
UA also has such films about “It’s: 
a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World” :and 

it “The ' Greatest Story Ever Told.” :' 
E} Columbia has: featurettes on “The - 

| Victors” and “The Cardinal” and, 
in fact, makes - "em for most of its 

“(Continued on ontinued on page 1 16) 

By Fox in 1964 
aywentiethFox ‘lists 12 pix for 

| gagements of. ‘the reserved seat 
‘spec, ‘ “Cleopatra,” Its expected the 
‘sked as “currently listed will be. 
augmented in the future. 

| Now set are “Move’ Over, . Darl- 
ing,” Doris Day starrer which: is 

|-the . ‘company’s Shristmas-New 
‘Year’s: pic: “Man in The Middle,” 

|} Robert Mitchum; “Shock: ‘Treat- 
ment,” ‘with Stuart. -Whitman;- 

Te Lauren Bacall -and Carol Lynley; 
“Third Secret,” Stephen Boyd and. 

| Diane” Cilento; the re-release: of 
“The Longest Day,” which is being 
taken ‘out of release at. yearend: . 

| “What A Way to Go,” Shirley Mac- 
Laine; Paul. Newman, . Robert. Mit- 
chum; “This ‘Visit, ” Ingrid ‘Berg-. 

iman starrer." Photography ‘has 
a | “been. completed on all of these. - 

Due’ to go into production short- 
if ly.are the remaining pix, ineluding _ 

“Fate Is The Hunter,” Glenn Ford: 
“Cassandra at The Wedding,” Nata- 

les,” James Stewart: . “High Wind .. 
jin’ Jamaica”: and “Qur Mother's 
| House,” being scripted by Eleanor 

yi Perry. 

‘air'this.season but the featurettes” 

film. biography. It shows produc- - 

: Nese, 

u for Release 4 

lie Wood;..“Erasmus With Freck-. 

: 
4. 



. Doris Day, James 
features: Chuck © Connors, Thelma Ritter,. ‘Taw,. and. Chuck - Connors as” “the. 

Meve ‘Over,. Barling oa years, that once: staple. of: the 
fscreen, the sophisticated comédy; 

Hot and cold ‘remake ef “My ~ 

4C’'SCOPE—COLOR) 

Faverite. Wife.” Good b.o. 
candidate,. 
blockbuster. 

Hollywood: ‘Dee. 3... 
. - Twentieth-Fox release of Aaron Rosen- 

Melcher 
Garner, Poly Berge 

Fred. Clark, Don -Knotta, Elliott. 
.. Directed. by: Michael ‘Gordon. ‘Screenplay,- 
‘Hal Kanter, Jack Sher, based on screen-" 

. play by Bella. and .Samuel Spewack from. 

e,Ar 
Stephen - ‘Burkett—Adam™ 

' phenomenally-po 

~ 0s ow 

‘Nicholas. Arden 
Steel 

" Didi 

“story by the Spewacks and Leo McCarey;. 
camera (De Luxe), Daniel L: Fapp; editor, 
Robert, rector, "Ad Bch Lionel .Newman; 
weet. irector, Schaumer. Reviewed 
t Picwood tre, Dec. 3,. °63. Running. 

Abme. 103 MINS. - 
Ejlen Arden. .. voor weeee ce... Doris. ‘Day: 

Jeveeeuce James Garner 
‘Bianca | 

* Chuck. ‘Connors 
‘Grace Arden .:.. viegeees “Thelma Ritter 
Gr Cod dd... eeeeree ee eece- Fred Clark 
‘Shoe - Clerk aanes eweee: ‘Don - Knotts 

Dr. Schlick. . cinreeneeee eae ‘Elliott Reid 
Judge Bryson. Edgar, Buchanan 
-Prokey - . Astin. 
District. Attorney... ogee “pat Harrington Jr. 
Bellbo ee eee eee e essere Eddie. Quillan. 

'- Desk Clerk “ipseoenbage, Max Showalter 
Waiter ; ew eovecceces ‘Alvy. Moore. 

.. Jenny ‘Arden’ wimecposcvcecsare Pami.Lee 

Twentieth has a: ‘sound: monéy- : 
‘making prospect in “Move Over, 

a reproduction of ‘the | 
4940 romantic comedy, “My Favor- 
ite Wife,” which. then ‘costarred: 
‘Cary Grant and Irene Dunne... The: 

Darling,” 

Aaron Rosenberg-Martin Melcher 
production isin the. approximate. 
mold of some big boxoffice block- 
busters of recent--years, --and ‘has. 
as its chief Marquee ‘bait the. 

pular Doris Day—— | 
a combination that holds particular 
promise for. this upcoming holiday : . 
release. 

. When “Move Over, Darling” re- 
lies for the most part on. the in-| 
spiration: of the past, it. delivers. 
comedy — that is ageless: and = uni-/ 
versal -in- appeal. When it breaks || 
anchor and drifts. from. its moor- | 
nigs, the reconstructed: vessel 
winds up in turbulent, ‘uncharted | ~ 
waters and starts to’ flounder. ‘In |} 
short, the: comedy. inspiration and 
restraint - that . distinguished the | 
original is missing: in the embell-| 
ishments with. which the remake 
js adorned. In an- apparent com- 
mercially-motivated. effort to ° sat-| : 
isfy the tastes of the Jess ‘sophisti- 
cated by going. Off . on. occasional |: 
‘slapstick. tangents and thus: -broad-. 
ening the -base of appeal, the new 
creative unit - has. actually suc- 
ceeded in limiting - the appeal. of A 
the picture by attaching heavy-|* 
handed and fundamentally. ‘irrele- . 

-sically surefire ‘premise: 
Something old, re thing new,: 

something borrowed. ‘something 
blue.is the nature of. “Move Over, | 

Its complicated: history | $ 
is revealed in the writing. credit: j 
screenplay by Hal Kanter and: Jack |. 
Sher. based. on. a screenplay . by’: 

Darling.” 

Bella .Spewack. ‘and Samuel’ Spe- | 
wack from ‘a-story Ly Bella. ‘Spe-. 
wack, ‘Samuet ‘Spewack and.- Leo} 
McCarey. And, somewhere in 
there, the ill-fated “Something's | 
‘Got to Give.” 

The “old” - ds: the basic: yarn | 
about the guy .who remarries - five 
years after his first wife -is thaught:| 
‘to have. pérished only. to: have his. 

: first wife turn up alive and kick-| 
ing at the outset of his. honeymoon;'| 

- The “new” are: the chiefly. .lack-! 
‘lustre embellishments tagged . on:. 
The “borrowed,” ‘to - cite one. ex- 

is a telephone’ ‘Sequence 
that owes more. than. a: little ‘some- | 

‘The 
“Blue” -isn’t of ‘a. really. , offensive | 
nature, but several. ‘remarks - and. 
activities ‘May seem: toe. ‘border. 

somewhat. unnecessarily ‘on’ that |: 
_Shade for less: liberal. minded audi- 

ample, 

thing to ‘Shelley ~ Berman.: 

ences. 

Miss Day and: James Garner play + 
it to the. hilt, comically, . dramatie- | 
ally and. last, ‘but: not. least: (par-"| 

7 ticularly in the case of the former), 
‘athletically. . What. is missing - in 

production. . sae 

.. Polly | Bergen ! 

Arden See weae “Leslie. ‘Farrell 

“Teun in ‘sophistication’ over the 

has given ‘way increasingly. to: the | 
| fareical approach. « 

though: short ‘of. 
are. Polly: Bergen as the sexually- |. 
Others. of ‘proriinence in the. cast} 

obsessed. second. wife” (it’s . never. 
{ really much of a “contest between. 
her and ‘Miss Day), Thelma -Ritter |" 
‘as. the dinderstanding another-in-| 

mInale. animal ‘who shared. the. small | 

performances | ‘are. . satisfactory. 
-| Good | comedy. efforts: ‘are contrib- 
uted. by: Fred: Clark,’ Don Knotts, 
Edgar. Buchanan, John Astin and: 
‘Max -Showalter.. ‘Appealing: moppet 
characterizations are - etched | “hy 
‘Pami Lee ‘and. Leslie Yarrell.- 

-. Daniel L: Fapp’ S photography’ ‘is 
| handsome’ and «a: ‘helpful . comedy 
factor: There’ are capable. ‘produc- 

| Simpson, art directors Jack: Martin: 
Smith and Hilyard: Brown ‘and | 
composer Lionel Newman, to cite. 
a. few. Moss Mabry’s. ‘costumes | are 
‘fashionable, - 

.Kanter and ‘Terry Melcher, : sung. 
by Miss Day over -the titles, has a 
modern sound -and beat that coul¢. 
make: it a healthy commercial. bis-' 
cuit with. the teenage set. and;.con-. 
currently, serve as an exploitation 
stimulus for the picture. Lubin has 
also: composed: another. ditty, 
“Twinkle -Lullaby; “-the: title ‘of. 
which tells the story. . ; Tube. . 

Ladybug, Ladybug 

! Second: -effort ‘of “David: and ‘ 
" Lisa” . creators. Chilling .but —— 
wheven. ‘study of children and: -- 
adults in a nuclear crisis. Good - 

coin. ‘Tesponse: is: out of range. _ 

~ Hollywood, Nov. "29, 
. “United. Artists release of. Frank Perry. 
roduction.” No. stars: ‘Directed .by -Frank 

“Perry... Screenplay, Eleanor - ‘Perry, sug- 
by an article -by ‘Lois ‘Dickert, 

ased on - an -actual. incident; camera, 
Leonard ‘ “Hirschfield: ‘editor, Armond 
Lebowitz; . music, Robert. Cobert; asst:. 
@irector,. Anthony LaMarca, Reviewed at 
‘Academy Awards: Theatre, Nov.- -29,-? ; 
Running: time, -81: MIN NS. ; 

p welche gts ots "William | Daniels 
‘Truck ‘Driver: epaseecis... James. Frawley 

‘ JoAnn’s: Father. -.Richard ‘Hamilton 
Mrs. Forbes, the Secretary. Jane’ Ho ‘Hays 
Mrs. Hayworth. .. ane ‘Hoffman: 
Mother. ...:..6..0+.....,>Ekena. Karam | 
‘Grandmother _ veeeee wees ‘Judith ‘Lowry | 

- Mrs. Andrews: ~ Naney Marchand | 
JoAnn’s. Mother . pee . Parsons 
ary’. Die ee or x oaee . Doug: ‘Chapin: 

Pl.) .) rere - “Mile. chap 
{ Peter .....> We a ele cesar eine - ’ 

Jill- “saanedecerseses eaveoe “Dianne "Hiegine. . 

} Luke - ececccweaet “Alan Howard:|’ 
4 Steve. - ee. a ° os oe e vre “Christopher ‘Howard. 

i Don wdae eae de seove wees ‘ David. Komoroff. 

‘Brian. acces rece essence : Donnie * Melvin 
Trudy .i..c cece ee esesce. >. SUSAN’ Melvin: 
JOAND ..nccccccsccccdoncias Linda Meyer 
Harriet. ....0..0-5.6..:+. . Alice ‘Playten 
arah ...c2csee eases a ae . Marilyn. Rogers: 

Pattie wedaveeeeee aes : Jennifer Stone: 

‘wife creators of “David. and..Lisa” 
‘comes . this. ‘second. ‘endeavor;,. «a: 
rather harrowing .aecount .of ‘what: 

a falsely triggered alert of a’nu-. 

_ significance, ‘insight. -- and: 

they’ © have’ 
roughly $325,000 | and | oodles. -of. 

‘only ‘partially successful. 

Gripping, disturbing and. mean-. 
| ingtul ‘scenes: alternate - with -.se=. 
‘quences. . given “to: 

the pace engineered’ by Perry, the. 
producer-director. Itis; in- short, 
‘a “film. of. strange “contrasts, . the 

‘Artists Telease has the: timeliness: 
and: ‘topiéality: 

their: portrayals is ‘a light. touch—.| as. “David and, Lisa.” 
‘the ability to humorously: convey 
with a suptle eyelash-bat-or- ‘eye- 
brow-arch what-.it tends ta - -take 

“It’s an- ordinary. day ‘at school, 
according. to Mrs. Perry's scenario, 
‘which was ‘suggested by. an article 

them a kick: in-the shins to- accom | ‘by ‘Lois. Dickert: that. was.-based on 

plish. It. is: this element of comedy 
deftness that seems ‘to have. eluded 
scenarists: Kanter and: Sher; direc: 
tor Michael. Gordon. and his stars. 
_As a matter of fact, it has been : 

a ‘consistently elusive commodity | 
in the romantic comedies of recent 
‘Years, which. more and more seem. 
to have drifted. into ‘the right-up- 
percut or... hit-him-over-the-head-. 
with-an-umbrella school of comedy. 
Perhaps it is’ time to reevaluate, |: 
and stop underestimating ‘modern. 
film: audiences. It is, after. all, 
something of a> “paradox: that” as 
filmgoers. presumably f have: ‘{n- 

les? 

; an actual incident:. ‘The only dis- 
‘cord is the ‘yellow. ‘light “flashing | 
and . buzzing in “the - -principal’s. 
office: It means. 

i imminent within the hour.” Since, 

been ...-: well, not: good,” 

-teacher-per-group. | 
Fear begins. to circulate: It be- 

island” hunk. of : real. ‘estate . alone 
with Miss Day. for five years. Their. 

; man” 
| the. ‘bomb. ‘In his cries. of - ‘anguish | 
at the'.terror. of- -his:: experience. 
“rests an indictment ‘of the kind of. 
world :he is heir. to—a. world for: 

A title tune: by. Joe: Lubin, Hail 

“arty ‘prospects,- but previous. _ |: 

. Jane Connell: 

-sometimes . too -much so... 
Cobert’s. “melancholy ° score. is con-'| yay 

From. the. resourceful: man-and-|: 

-Ceptively ‘cut: 

‘might conceivably -transpire were |. 

elear: attack :to ‘be received at. al ™ 
‘small rural, school. There is much {: °: 
in: “Ladybug, ‘Ladybug’: ‘of values | 

and |. 
Frank.and Eleanor ‘Perry ' ‘are cer-4- 
tainly to: -be commended ‘for what |: 

accomplished: ‘with. 

‘ingly. sluggish: ‘character. . | Tubs - 

li Monde di Notte Noe. 3 
(World: at Night: No. 3). 

(ITALIAN). , 
(Color). 

artistic. integrity: But their film, is |. ‘Rome. 

inexplicable” 
lethargy or overly: “self-conscious: 
-artinéss.: And: there “is Something. 
tadically. Wrong. With: the. timing, 

whole of’ which is superior fo some-}-: 
of its parts. ‘inferior .to others.. As. 
an art house ‘attraction, ‘the United | 

(plus . the. . ‘Perry. 
stamp). ‘to. do’ well, ‘though it: isn’t 
likely:to do- anywhere: near as well : 

ing -on - loéal: ‘susceptibilities 
“lItaly, -though| banned.” for’ .those 
under 18, it’s a ‘wonder how. much. 
‘of it-came through. unscathed. 

nitery’. strip: vehicle, 
s.| documentary; ‘film ‘touiches- ‘on such. 

varied. subjects as: German: Uni-: 
_ Sticking. 

“nuclear :-atta¢k 

i among other ‘things, “the. news. has: 
| as: news: 
‘generally is, the children, as. speci-. 
fied: by Civil: ‘Defense ‘orders, . are. 
formed into groups: and dispatched. 
-home ‘under : the . supervision. of a. 

gins. to. -sift- through * from the 
adults, who. are. more..or. Jess -able’ 
to. cope. ‘with. it Yationally, to. the 
children, most. of ‘whom are not: 

a’ major. plus.” 

‘emotionally equipped ‘to. deal with [= 
Or even.understand: such ‘circum- 
‘stances. Much has been conjectured. 
‘of the selfishness that might erupt | 
‘with regard to: ‘bomb ‘shelters in a} 
time of -nucléar crisis. In: “Lady: y-. 
bug; Ladybug,” this: horrible pros- | 
“pect. takes: on: .an‘ even |-more. 
‘chilling. tone. as. dramatized: with | 
-children. | 

A cruel, ‘pfficious. ‘girl ‘who. has | 
‘taken charge of her ‘parents’. stiel- } 
ter: in- their.:absen¢e ‘refuses to 
allow a ‘panic-stricken girl to enter: | 

e 
‘through. the barren: fields’ and 
finally crawls. into a discarded, 
overturned: -icebox: - in “the — town. 
.dump and locks herself: in:: ‘Her boy 
‘friend -dashes: through the fields'|. 
‘after her. Hearing the sound of a 

y | Plane, ‘he. begins ‘burrowing, | des- | 

latter hysterically ~ -Naces. 

pérately. seeking « sanctuary : from. 
that terrifyingly tangible - “boogie. 

‘of. the .-mid-20th-century— 

which ‘he: is not, oat. ‘the. moment; 
responsible. - 

off quite. -well—as . characters. and 
“actors: Not so the adults. It seems 
‘that: almost. everytime the camera |: 
returns to the grownups a curious 
lag and an- aura. of .melodramatic 
artificiality. arises:: For example, .a- 
scene: wherein ‘the school princi- 
-Pal’s secretary, _avho. -is® pregnant, 
is observed in the act of tidying up- 
‘a deserted: kindergarten classroom 

a ‘as she awaits her: fate..It is a false 
: | and: interminable sequence. Assum-. 
. Jing from. ‘her pregnancy she has ‘a } 

‘husband, .it' seems. tiore ‘apt’ that 
| she'd be : ‘busy attempting to. make | 
‘some sort.of contact,: not -wander- ” 
ing aimlessly’ “and tearfully ‘around. 

| -in‘a.schoolroom..And another mys-- 
“tery: of the. picture is—whatever 
-happened to Conelrad?, ; 

a Emergency — ‘Broadcast. ‘System; as 
| it-is mow called. No-one. seems to. 
shave. the’ presence of mind. to check 
it. out. . 
But these are. balanced to some 

-extent: by. the merits, notably - the. 
scenes. ia the..bomb_ shelter and 
:-those:..in which. the. children dis-. 

63. | ‘cuss. ‘such matters : as death:. 
as’ noted,: "go: ‘ Acting | - honors, . 

mostly. to the ‘children, with ‘espe-. 
eially. telling: enactments ‘by Mari--.| , 
lyn ‘Rogers, Christopher Howard, \. 
‘Miles | Chapin; Linda ‘Meyer, Alice. 

‘William: ‘Daniels, - 
‘Connell,’ : Jane’ Hoffman. | 

‘Much... of - Leonard | ‘Hirs¢thfield’s 
photography is quite -artful—but 

’ Robert: 

vn veyed -via flute and string: There -is-. 
a_lumpiness. about the editing, for'|... 
-which “Armond, ‘Lebowitz: is. cred-. | 
‘ited “but -in- which .difector’ Perry” 
no doubt played. a-major. role. Per- 

Rome, | Dee. 3. s 
“Warner. Bros. ‘Yrelease’:: of'.a. ‘Juli: ‘Film 

Production.. Directed.-. by. Gianni Proia. 
Commentary, Francesco Mazzie. Music 
Riz - (CLA, eM at _Ortolani = 

Running, ‘time 

Julia Film has another ‘winner j in. 
its . -pioneering ‘“World:at Night’. 
‘series - -with - this. third. installment. 
‘It--has all. the: jngredients: which- 
belted ‘across ‘its: ‘prédessors, and- 
maintains a. ‘position | considerably. 
above most: pix: of its genre which:| 
have literally. invaded’ Italo-screens 

+in” the ‘past | year, 
‘Took: rosy. - 
It’s “true. that "3 many) “will “feel 

some. of. the ‘footage -is Jacking, in - 
taste. and discretion, that other seg- 
ments ’.are.: ‘over-violent’ and. verg- 
-ing’‘on the. obscéne: and that some ' 
of the material is repetitious. Sure- | 
dy, too, ‘censor -shears:.will be-em- ||. 
ployed _ in . various. areas,’ depend. 

n: 

. sideshow, 
and-: travel. 

-Combination circus © 

versity... duels," Fakhir ® 
knives. through ‘his. body,. a -whale. 
hunt with’ small: boats off. Portugal, 
‘Lapland reindeer ‘roundup, ‘British | 
black.magie sessions, ‘with a: built- 
in orgy, artificial .. insemination, 
‘plus’ ‘several: Strip _ numbers ‘set 
‘against various. action and images. | 
Riz. Ortolani® (who: penned | “Mondo. 
Cane”. score) has:come up with ‘an- 
other lush ‘musical. ‘track which’. is 

‘generally: are. very, Sood. Hawk, . 

9 MINS... 

The children. of “Ladybug” “come |. 

or. the. 

individual. scenes. 
| alternate ‘with. ones. of'.an_ annioy-: Hollywood: 

_| Story ‘begins on the 250th: day: of 

batberini. 

Export chances 

Technical credits: 

we Ga 

Vancouver F 
‘Open. the Door and See | : 
2 A the. People 

Vaneouver, Dee. 5. . 
Jerome Hill ‘production. and release. |: 

Written, : produces. and ‘directed by ie ; 
ee . 

- Wilder, Jeremiah: Sullivan, Ellen.. Martin, . 
Lester -Judson, Louise Rush, John Hol- 

Susana De: Mello, Charles: Rydell, : 

rome Hill ‘Maybelle - Nash; 

land, 
‘Chris Schroll, Johanna Hill, - 

‘tride. “Lance, ‘Sheilah 
Leavitt. Photography, 
music, Aléc. Wilder. ° Reviewed 
‘couver. - Film “Festival... "Running. 

Chang and. Billy 
‘Gayne Rescher: 

7 This. new - Jerome ‘Hill comedy: | 
fantasy, given its North American. 
preem at the. Vancouver film fest, : 
has some. whimsical. moments and 
several sequetices of airy non- 
sense in- its .91- minutes but -not. 
enough of these to offset the vague : 
plot line and=sustain rapt interest 
throughout. : 

ly by Maybelle Nash; who:was. also 
int Hill’s.1961 ° production: of “The: 
Sarid. Castle.” Alec Wilder; who} 
did the music. for this as | well as 
‘previous Hill pic, is cast. as unem- 
ployed husband:.to the:.poor but 
happy. . twin ‘sister’ and registers. 
well in an. inieffectual. part. Back-- 
-ground. score is pleasant. but not. 
memorable. Newcomers: of: promise 
include Ellen’ Martin and Jeremiah. 
‘Sullivan; who. carry one of the two: 
Jove interest sub-plots, and-Susana 
De Mello and ‘Charles. Rydell, who 
‘manage. the other...” 

-Gayne Rescher's black. and: white’ 
lensing issharp-and other. techni- 
cal credits are. competent: but. film 
meanders along. too. diffidently.. to 
/éstablish.. _dtgelf : BS a major artie 
entry. vt mo Shaw. 

“Three. Days After. 
r “Immortality” 

Playten and Donnie Melvin: Promi- . : a
 ‘Sutek Posle" Bessmertiya) ; 

‘nent .in ‘the adult: department are |: 
‘Kathryn: ‘Hays,. 
Jane 

Dell Nancy Marchand ‘and Judith Lowry. 

(USSR) .. 
Vancouver, ‘Dee. 4. 

udio,. Kiev, ‘production. 
Vladimir’ Dov Dovgan. . Cast: “Vladimir. ‘Zaman- 
:sky; -Nikolay: Krinkoy,- Georgy ‘Yumatov, 

Screen-. Galina : ‘Liapina, Lilia Kalatcheva. 
play,- ‘Konstantin Kudiyevaky;. .camera; 
Vadim: Vereshtchak: music, Yuri Shurov-: 
“sky. Reviewed: vat Vancouver. Film Festi- 

Mins. is 

Festival. -Film. is grandiose epic 
‘melodrama with: old-fashioned: vis-’ 
‘ual. flair that. .disappeared from |: 

in the. mid-thirties. 

the bitter defense. of Sebastopol by 
| Soviet units against. Overwhelming - 

=‘; German: forces: that resulted in of- | 
.. *| ficial Red Army surrender. of: the. 

. -Leity: but: resistance -is continued: by 
a.-small,. mixed. group -of. sailors,’ 

“including soldiers. .arid civilians; 
women,’ as” ‘they’ retreat. stubbornly 
‘to the: ‘shores. of: the Black-Sea. A’ 

: + J romance. that springs up. between. 
‘a female. archeologist and seaman-. 
leader of the group..ends when he: 
watches. from, the beach while she |-* 
Sails: away’ to possible safety. and 
he: stays : sbehing . to ‘meet. certain: 
death: with his. ‘comrades.. 
..Film has’. all: :the qelodramatic |’: 
corniness the story jine | suggests |.-: 
but simple . narrative ® ‘style | ‘em- |. 

| ployed: by director: Vladimir. Dov-}: . 
gan’ conyeys. a‘ certain power. and |: 

é glory. ta the hackneyed plot. Viad-.. 
imir : Zamansky~ is -almost a .look- | 
alike: for. Dane’ Clark as he enacts. 
the - brooding . _hero-leader, . | and 

ine: - with .. ‘her 

gain. time for ‘the. others iS played: 
larger-than-life | ‘along - : traditional. 

| seript. lines -and- subsidiary. love 
: interest that ends. happily is taken: 
‘by Lilia: Kalatcheva and: Georgy : 
Yumatov. 

Music, * photography. and. lighting’ 
are suitably keled to- the -epic. as- | - 
pect and closing: scene ‘is a blazing | 

mieri. ‘visual criss-cross of: facial front 
lighting for main characters while 
machine gun. fire. and : ‘rifle shots: 

| crack atid’ background music. Swells. 
sonorously to glorious fade-out - ‘in 
the grand ‘manner. Film’ is technic-’ 
‘ally okay and ‘sub-titles. read. ade- 
quately against the black and white 
‘background. but. subject matter and 
production make it. a. limited import 4. 

A prospect. Shaw.” ae 

“GrandScope); ‘Toichiro : 

‘Tony Ballen, Paul Chu, Faylor Mead, Mel-. Toru ‘Takemitsu; editor, Hisashi Sagaraz.. . 
Vina Boykin; Day. Tuttle, Douglas Ho, Chao 
‘Li ‘Chi, : Gwen. Davies, ‘Gene.-Fallon, As- 

.Chieco: & ‘Naeko- 

‘at. Van- |. 
time, : 

Film is ostensibly’ concerned: with | 
the differing social. values.and.con- | ¢r 
-flicting - personalities of two New- 
England families headed: by 70- |. 
‘year-old identical twin ‘sisters, one 
a. wealthy, superstitious and dom- | 
neering. hypochondriac, : the other. 
a happy-go-lucky grandmother who 
works as a cashiey in a supermar-. 
‘ket. Dual parts are handled. expert-. 

_. Sovexport release of: Dovzhénko: Film: 
St Directed . by 

_ White. _Running time, 85. a 

“;Shima. Iwashita inthe dual role” 
‘of the: two sisters: -highlights: ‘pic ... 

‘Narushima’s. stun- .- 
ning color photography in Sho- -. | 
-chiku’ GrandScope. ‘is: tourist bait. Pete 
to. the -last degree. - 

‘Wartime heroism = ‘is theme: -of. 
Russian. entry’ in’ Vancouver: Film. ‘and - Toichiro 

Galina Liapina ‘is a fetching. hero-. 
_classically-blonde. 

beauty.” Nikolay Kriukov’s: part as. 
‘the giant who sacrifices. himself. to. 

Twin Sisters. of. Kyote® 
'. (JAPAN -COLOR-SCOPE) | 

_ “!Maricouver, Dec. 6. 
‘Shochiku Film production and release. 

‘Preduced by Ryotaro Kuwata. Directed by 
Neboru. Nakamura. Stars ‘Shima iwashita. 
“(dual role), .Seiji- ‘Miyaguchi, ‘Teruo. Yoshi- 
‘da, Tamitsu Hayakawa. Screenplay, Toshi- 
hide Gondo; camera — (Eastmancolot - -& 

jay , December 1, 1963 oe 

estival Reviews | | 

is “WBUSIC,- - 

atr dir., Junichi. Ohzumi.: Reviewed at - - oo 

107 MINS. 

’ (dual Parts) 

Vancouyer . Film Festival.: Running times, ae TO 

“etie+ Shima, ‘Iwashita: - 

da Sees Seit: ‘Miyaguchi 
¢ ae rn Teruo. Yoshida. 
i ves: Tamotsu: Hayakawa _ 

“Grand: ‘prize . -winner : ‘of: ‘the: 1963 S . 
Asian Film Festival: in Seoul;. “Twin... 02° - 
‘Sisters: of Kyoto” is a ‘simple.but 

| dramatically. © éffective . story. of ~--: 
Japanese traditions set.in the. mod-. | 
ern. day.’ Plot unfolds leisurely and ~ 7 a 

tellingly around. the only daughter. — | 
of-a well-to-do merchant in ancient -: . 

‘teity. of Kyoto who suspects that her» 
arents have been hiding something: 
rom her ‘in their story: of. how. she 

‘Came. to be adopted... . | 

“They have, in fact, avoided telling: 
her. that she had - been abandoned -- 
aS an infant in accordance with‘old_ 
superstition -when: twin girls. were” ::.~ 
born. Twins :were tegarded as un--. - 
‘natural, unlueky, as ‘socially: ‘outcast: 
as the illegitimate child in: ‘Western 
society, and:‘to.. be: abandoned -by.. 
one’s.-parents is ‘something to. be 
ashamed of but worse ‘still is the... *. 
shame of being an abandoned twin.. |. 
‘Custom has survived longest in the TF 
venerable. and. charming old .tapi- 

-. 

tal city of Kyoto and. its surround- CRY on. 
ing countryside: ° oe 
“When the rich girl. cones fice ° 

to. face: with -a young peasant girl _ ey 
who is her exact i

mage the chance -. ns 

revelation that . ‘they’. 
encounter ‘leads.‘to the traumatie:.- 

. re. indeed. ~~ 
| twin. sisters’ and film p' oceeds. to, 

} examine . ‘the’ emotional - conflicts 
‘that. spring up’ in. the two: ‘girls, 
The . poor. one, now an’ orphan, .. . 
feelsa- ‘particular sense of guilt... 

‘lin. that .her sister, the rich city. 0... 
girl, was the adandoned one,.and: ©. :. a 
ultimate resolution “of ‘the: girls’ —- 

feelings is handled: with great ~ . 
rsensitivity’ by.. director. Noboru: |: 

é Nakamura. Running counter is love _— - 
theme with ‘rich girl sought by a: 

jand the poor. ‘Felation yearned after 
by an.obi Weaver's son.: Film ends: 
on: telling. ‘note: that ‘girls are liv- ~ 
ing. in: a- new: ‘Japan, in which 
women have a freedom. of. -equal- 

old tradition-ridden: ‘days. 

| modern;. educated Japanese -male: - 

‘ity and choice. unknown. in. the. 

‘Superb’ acting -: ‘performance’ by. - 

Music. score - is: “good - and. ieth-2- 
“nical handling of” dual scenes ig. 
excellent, with -other. credits: up. ‘to. 
standard.-of modern’ Japanese’ pro- 
duction. English" sub-titles . are .... 

sometimes amusing in translation». 
but. story transcends the: -uncon-..— 
scious. humor. On-' the ‘plus side -. 
are . the’ sequences ‘detailing rich’ 
pageantry: .of: traditional Japanese’. : 
festivals and” compelling - Wway.in °.. 
_which --nature : blends: inherently 8, 
into the: Japanese way of life. Pic: -: 

sibility. Shaw." 

MANILA BANS FREUD’; 
T00 EASY ON SINNERS? 

“Manila, Dee. 10. 

Jow. ‘sinners: an: easy out. 

FEDERAL SANCTION. GIVEN 
- Federal. Judge Edmund L. :Pal- 

ping Center, Dupage - County, ‘Tl. 
Originally, the ‘Federal judge had: 
‘reserved. decision. ‘tostudy: the: ob- |: 
jections: of ‘six exhibitors in. the . - 
-area. who: had: opposed ‘the plan, . 

Balaban. & Katz. cireuit - will” 
operate. the theatre for. AB-PT. | 

‘Universal's release, “Freud,”’. dk ea 
rected: by. John: Hustori, with Mont- °-: 0) 
‘gomery- Clift: playing the ‘founder: — ; 
of psycho-analysis, has been denied. 
‘licénse” by‘ the’ board. -of: ‘censors .- 
here. -Exaet-rationale is-not known’. 
but relates-to film’s “glorification” wots 
of ‘the Viennese doctor. De 

It.is believed that Roman Cath- ne 
| olic authorities “here -hold to the’. 
‘view, ‘once more. general in. the *~..- 

‘|chureh, that Freud’s teachings.com-..- =. -°. 
‘flict with the ‘confessional -and a oD a 

has «approved. American oe 
‘Broadeasting-Paramount-: Theatres’ *:- 
petition :to construct. a- 1, .200-seat...... oe 
theatre inthe “Oakbrook. Shop- © 

looms as ‘distinct. art houses Pos: . a 



oe wood. 7 
ony Doneu’s: fiext project: * switll- be 
* “The Cypher’. and_ it. will be. lensed: 
“In. London: for ‘Universal: -A ‘treat- |: - 

';-Ment is now being. prepared- by. 
John “ Mortimer..and. the. : film :is, 
elated to begin by June at the lat- 

a ale 
- InTem ‘A Hollywood ra 

In today’ Ss. ‘Motion. picture busi-4; 
ness “there ‘is .no::longer — such. a 

thing: as. a. “Hollywood” | producer, |] - 
in the. opinion of: Stanley Donen; | 

a@ filmmaker who lives in London |} 
‘and: makes. pictures. there, as. well |] 

-” as. in France, Hollywood and wher-||- 
_ever.: Although the- ‘product | ‘that 
~ pesults from: his work is. generally. 
labeled © “Hollywood; he doubts it 
lias ‘mueh: meaning: anymore.” 

Yet, though - he. lives abroad, ‘tie 7 

- doesn’t .consider himhelf .a -Euro- |} 
“pean. Picturemaker.. Producers. do 
not. “runaway.” 

release, 
2°», $116,000. in’ its.‘first four days: at|/———— 
"1° + the -Hall, ‘the biggest such’ period 

7 in. the showplace’ Ss” history: | he 

' “Charade” itself isin point. 1] Y : 
was made. in: -France starring Cary | 

J. Grant who. lives: in ‘Hollywood ‘and | 
.:.. England, and Anglo-Ditch: Audrey | . 

‘Hepburn. whose. ‘mailing. address’ is]. 
“Switzerland. ‘The picture was swrit- | 

“Sten” by. a: -Hollywood:-writer, Peter | 
“Stone, -and out of this. internation. |. 

al came. what is considered a “Hol. | 
lywood:: picture.” What .-seems.” to |. 
‘connote ‘such. a- ‘film: ‘is if. its: finan-|- 
‘cing. and distribution . is handled |. 
‘by a U.S: company. -This is. an un-- 

Teal. ‘definition;. ‘Donen ‘believes.. 

* “Recently. the Mexicans attending | 
reviewing-of-festi- 

‘about. — the | 
the. Acapulco. 
‘vals ~ ‘waxed: 
“Americanism” 
: Arabia.” 

“ironic .. 
OL. “Lawrence. - of 

“One 3 More With feeling’ as. ex: 

. est. “The producer-diréctor.. is.: also 
“working ‘on another. ‘project, .an. 
original : screenplay’ “being: written 
by . Michael’ ‘Pertwee - " weuiteR, 
Grant. may. ‘be involved. 

7 Dual- Medium Contract: 
S Forsythe Makes. 

~Theatricals & Vidpix | 
Hollywood, Dec. 10. 

John. Forsythe. and - Universal | aftér. extracting from ‘him: “many | 
statements such: as “there is: noth: - 
‘ing. wrong with burlesque’ because 
‘those:-fellows ‘know. when to ‘stop,’ a 

Assistant Superintendent’ Law- 
retice. Maloney, who was: also: part | © 
of ‘the raid,. ‘explained the law. ‘to 
‘the. ‘Pittsburgh rep. of. “VARIETY. © 

. atudios-Revue have ‘reached agree- 
“ment -on a’ theatrical | film-vidpix. 
deal, ealling for him to ‘star ‘in two. 
theatrical ‘films. a year: and for his |‘ 

‘- Bachelor "Productions -. - vidfilmery 
‘to develop. new series: for. “Revue. 

. Forsythe’ Ss. initial -film.. for. ‘Uni- 
‘versal is. “Kitten: on a Whip,” in|. 

* which he ‘stars -with Ann-Margret, | 
'Star’s.. telefilmery will :develop: 

vidpix Series ‘to. be .produced in 
.' ~assogiation: with. Revue. - His.: deal. 
“with Universal ‘is. non- -exclusive, - SO. 
that. he.:i is free to take other: the- 
atrical.' film. assignments, ‘but. the 
‘Revue ‘deal. is exclusive. Forsythe 

‘starred in. ‘Revue’s: “Bachelor. 
. Father”: Series” “Which: ‘had a Jong 
‘Tun: . 

os 

“Sal Mineo’ S : Corporation 
; Albany, Dee: 10.- 

‘Sal: Miseo’ ‘Productions ' ‘Ine. has 
‘been chartered. here’ to’ conduct.:a° 
Motion.” picture .. business: : Capital: 

., _ ttock-is 200. shares. at no par value, | 
. + Recording. attorneys: are. Schwartz- 
7 “man, Green & Harris.” 

“Packaging. Idea. 
. Spokesman, for.-actor ‘Mineo, in’ : 

cee Matihattan : this week, ‘said. there’s |. 
_* } peen talk: about: packaging: an in-]°. 
:! = dependent film ..production: but.| ~ 
main: reason ‘for the incorporation 

“24s the fact that Mineo has produced 
.a record starring Bobby’ Sherman, |. 
-a@- newcomer | Californian: - Platter 
has Sherman vocalizing “Nobody’s 

. Sweetheart” .on. one. ‘side- and’ “I. 
a pe Hear. It From. Her”. on’ the 

‘They merely 
“make (a. ‘picture . -where .it...gets f} 

“ made,”- Donen: declared in.” New | 
York. He was visiting. here to help. 
= promote ‘the: Radio. City: Music Hall- 

“*" “opening ‘of “Charade,” a Universal 
‘which -tacked . up.’ over ij}. ~ 

Donen alsq.alludes to] 
. The Cardinal,” “Paris ‘When < It.} 

“* Sizzles” and..maniy. of -his..own ‘like |_ 
-, “Grass Is Greener,” “Funny Face,” 

‘smut. . and -. obscenity,” 
“and we . have. Jearned to recog- 

 Vadded; - 
4 show a cowboy and: Indian ‘picture. 
‘| but -we. will. -bring: action . against - 

| those. ‘possessing | obscene films ‘and 
| eonfiscate the -film- itself to be. 
used as. -evidence: din. " the” court oe 

films: in ‘court 

“should ' Or “should. not’ be. seen. ry | 
a the: Pittsburgh Public.. Pot 

Remain 

- Cinema 5 : tick 

“HARRY! E. PURVIS . 
“hea wittea @ eight discourse. 

| The ‘Otherwise’ Lines’ 
and How to. Use. Them: 
-“‘Cinematurgically. 

. oo “Se 

L @. a. Bright Feature in the: upeomiag 

: 58th. "Anniversary Number’ 
ile 

“charts and articles . 

ho's Se ified 
To Censor Films. 
oh Pittsburgh? 

Pittsburgh, “Dee. 10.. 

“Yoeat. . dispute - over. 

“Nature Girls: on. the: Moon.” 

‘Flaherty: spent . two: four’ minute. 
discussion‘. 

‘| Perry. on- WTAE’s 
y and ‘tried to explain. the Jaw: that] ~ 
forced police action; in -which he. 
took ‘part, . against | ‘the theatre. * 

periods : - with. - 

“There is. a. difference” ‘between 
. he- - said, 

can’t. tell. a book ‘by. its cover | and. 
‘inside a'theatre you may ‘see: ‘What. 
has: been ‘advertised -outside.° Wel. - 
will tolerate: ‘smut but, “under the. 

is ‘Lobscenity- is ‘shown. on. the: screen.” ; 

- Flaherty’ “ST he: ‘theatre | can; he 
“still “xyemain:: open®. and 

trial. ee 

Perry. simply. thanked | ‘Flaherty | 

ered‘ in’-the.:; state. censorship 
code:” This - code chas long: been 

: declared unconstitutional... 
ney added, “Tf this “case. -goes. be-. 
fore: the. jury. we" shave. to: Bet a. 
conviction once. “we “show.” these 

‘= Win Fanning, entertainment diz 
V:tor- of the: Post-Gazette,: spoke ‘on |. 

| the subject on“his spot on “T unch-" 
‘eon at the’ Ones”: on -WIIC,..-Fan-: 

| ning: took: the generally: approved . 
.Stand of both the-newspapers and’ 
‘the industry ‘in’. that: ‘the. police. ‘of’ 
Pittsburgh ~ are - “not. the | ‘ones: to}.- 

® | taking: “third ° “place: 
‘| She's Mine” . (20th): (4th wk). will 
[be : ‘fourth -as- -eompared ° with Sixth’ 

W Ends Manitoba Stand. 1 
The. ‘Pas, - Man., “Dec.” 40;° 

. ‘thé ‘Lido; :only. theatre in- “this. 
northern . community: of: 4, 500, has. 
closed. no 

Paul ‘Rivalin, owner; Said. télevi- 
-Sion’ had cut: into business’ so. “badly 
it’ was no longer ‘practical, to Tun 
the’ 500-seater. . ‘Customers -had-in- 
cluded  some*’ 1,000. residents -. of 
nearby: Tadian: settlements.: 

alleged | 1a 

‘Screen erotica. ‘continued~ to- :sim- |. 

}mer : Jast.” _ week: with :- ‘city: and. 

county - ‘officials: making | ‘less: . and, 
‘less’-sense -as they” explain . their 
stands.on. the. issue: that has: closed’ 
the Cameraphone: Theatre for: the |, 
showing of: “My. Bare Lady”. and: 

* ‘Assistant: District ‘Attorney: Peter | 

- Nick. 
‘Take “Four” : 

“The law-. only’ deals with - ‘pie | | |- 
' fures and: images... ‘and. does. not, 
Specify. films: since: ‘that, was’ cov-.|. 

. =. and the. Statute . 
‘calls for .two years \in. prison.” 

‘showings. : 

Ow si 
” Hollywood, -Dec: 10... 

” al. film . studios. which. ‘closed | 

lov. 25, on. the’ national: day. ‘ofi—T- 
. || mourning for “President: Kennedy, I. 

“will pay: ‘their: employes ‘and IATSE | 

}}-local- and: other union. workers. who 

chad: originally’. -been called: ‘to. work | 
:, || on that: day; | it was. revealed heré || 
by. Ed Holly, | 
financial veepee: of. Desilu: studios. |)". 

| Decision ‘of the studios came fol-|{ °° -.. 
| lowing: méetings. with union reps. ; 
‘in which: an attempt: to, arrive ‘at 2} 

nS || unified ‘share-the-mourning | costs 
“H! formula --of. ‘compensation for: ‘the |f 

— ~1._"..[ workers: failed. 
“ Phas other statistical ‘ond dtd {oH erg fale 

. Producers. asséeiation © 
4d) asked . the:-unions- and. Guilds’ toy}. 

: work * ‘on. ‘the | following Saturday |] 
“| (30) on. -a: straight | time’: basis, to 

we make® up for the: day. lost to. -pro-}] 
2.“ | duction, due..to the. national day of 

ca mourning. ‘However, - the: majority: —_ 
- Lof. unions ‘declined, ‘some: arguing |J-] @ -¢ 
- [At ‘would* not: be: “legal’*: inasmuch [34 |: 
‘| as their pacts call for double time. 
.on--Saturdays.. Following. failure ‘to | . ¢. 
‘work this: out, the effort was con-| 
tinued to. work out some -alterna-| # 
‘tive form _of -comipensation. for | © 
‘Nov. 25, so. that full. burden of a’ 
national - ‘crises. did : not. fall . on] 
‘management. _ 

“A union: ‘rep , ‘present: at the} 
“‘prodticer-union - ‘Meeting at. which]~ 
‘this. was attempted. said when. this 
failed,’ the IA locals departed after 

oan 2 

‘eontract——in other -  eiorns: to: pay. 
2 ‘employes. ‘on. a: five-day basis “as 

called for-in: the pact, - and “that 
-would . include’. the’ “Monday: the 
‘studios: closed: | ; 

-Unions° ‘and : ‘ guilds had : -various 
reactions regardi ing. the un- 
precedénted: ‘situation; ’: with most |- 
feeling. there: should | be. some ‘sort 

fof. compensation, but ‘most hesitant 
{to speak out because. of: the. setisi- 
‘I tivity of the: situation;.. refusal.-‘of | ; 
‘Tabor: to’ take a- wage. cut. for. the. 
mourning of al, 
A Screen: Actors. ‘Guild. ‘spokes: . 

man_ said’ SAG at. no- time. con- 
a: sidered. ‘asking. pay for ‘day players. 

| om’. Nov... 25. ° 
‘ment - has been: made: in regard: to 

: However, 

weekly. players, whereby. if ./a 
| thesp ‘was to. have: reported ‘on. his 
pact Nov. 25, it would be -set back 
‘tothe next day, and if.the studio. 
shutdown. ecame-in the ‘midst of his 

{Continued - on ‘Page: an. 

‘National Boxoffice Survey 
Xmas Shopping Sloughs Biz: $. “MTree? Again Champ, 

‘administrative- | 

initialy |} 

arrange-. 

ao SS hoe Sas 5: aes a, Ss eee 

NOT WEI ses 
on Known-to-be-Invalid Points: 
— Showmen Often Play the Coward. 

| 7 7 : From london S 

DICK RICHARDS 
“has ‘written . on Incisive. plece 
a on Britain's hardy: troupers, 

oe ‘and. Gals. 
ee ee *. ite - 

one » of the many Editorial Features. 
“inthe upcoming ae 

58th Anniversary N umber | 

Lively Old Guys. . || 

“Local agencies often go. out. of 

os | their .way.to enforce. laws they. . 
“t] know: to. be invalid,” according to ~ 

{| attorney: Ephraim London who has a 

4) handled.many a celebrated | eensor- 
: | ship case from the con position.. 

| © In-several instances he has found 
mi agencies “fall to’ issue. licenses on 

|| grounds. they’ well ‘know will ‘not 
Ahold. up: in court.” The attorney 

{reported that this has happened 
time and. again in several areas, 
Maryland ::and -Kansas being the 
biggest. offenders. . New York -and 

if] Detroit. are tough but: not unrea- 

VARIETY 
“Plas other ‘statistics and date-filled . 

- charts aad aaticles. 

“washington, Dee.: 10, 
The U. ‘Ss. ‘Supreme Court. agreed. 

‘Monday: (9) to hear the antitrist 
‘| ease’ brought... by ~ a. - Philadelphia. 

in| theatreowner against: three other 
exhibitors: and the’ seven -major 
‘distributors.. The. case ‘was placed | 
before -the ‘High Court: by.. Viking 
‘Theatre: ‘Corp.’ ‘which: charged a 

. | conspiracy ‘to divide.- the - market 
‘was. arranged “by” ‘three- "firstrun . 
chains and: the. distribs. 
| ‘Viking,. Tepresented. by :Edward 
-Bennett. Williams, told® the: court |: 
. that - William : Goldman. Theatres | 
“and. Stanley ‘Warner, each. owning 
three firstruns,; ‘and Fox -owning | 
one, ‘conspired: ‘with the distribu-. 
tors to. drive _Viking out. ‘of the * 

| marketie: | ~ . 
‘Viking Is: specifically asking, ‘the: 

-court . to.. review. the ‘case. which 
it unsuccessfully” brought to the] 
‘Federal. district .court in Philadel-. 
phia. The court’ .only. accepted - as 
evidence. filmis’ for. which © Viking: 
bid: It then-ruled the house didn't: 
have - ‘enough - evidence - to " prove. 
conspiraty~ or. .claim injury, This} 
{ruling was. upheld by’ the .U.. §S, } 

1 Third Cireult’ Court of Appeals, 

‘Cleo’ 2d. “West? 3d, Take Her’ ath, °MeLintock” 5th | 

-Firsttus: ‘theatres: in- key cities 

‘covered by VARIETY. : are. starting 

to. ‘feel ‘the. competition of: -Yule- 

| tide. shopping’ this session. -’ Cur-' 
Malo-.| rent:.week. also: naturally ‘is being}. 

“hurt bythe fact..that itis the | ; 
round.after the. ‘booming: Thanks- 
giving: holiday stanza, 

“How: West. ‘Was. Won” iMGnp 

‘position last. week. 

ago... 

tion.. 

) “Wheeler Dealers” (WB) (th wk) 
‘is. dipping down: to eighth as:com- |’ 

sl pared. with. the: second, spot it: held | 

‘Under Yum. Yum: Tree” (Cop { 
| (6th wk) agaiti. is. No...1; the same. 
-as last week: It-is. ‘almost: neck-and-. 
netk. ‘with. “Cleopatra”: (20th). (24th. 
.wk): in. total.” coin.. but..:is much. 
stronger: on “individual. key city 

“Cleo” -will-: be: second | 
as’ _ compared - with fhird’. a week: 
. ‘ago.. , . 

Take: ‘Her, 

. “MecLintock”. (UA) (4th ‘wh) ‘again: 
. is: finishing. fifth, ‘same.: as'-a week: 

“Palm. Springs “Weekend” | 
(WB). is. moving. up. to sixth posi-: 

| Tt, -was.- eighth . last “stanza. 
|.“Fun:-in Acapulco” (Par) (20° wk) 
-is taking ‘seventh: spat, ‘same Posi- 
_tion it-held_ last -week. ; 7 

‘same.‘as last -.session,: “Lilies of 
Field”: (UA) (8th. wk). rounds. out 
‘the. ‘Top. 10. films: : 

“ord. of -Flies’’ (Cont), 

La Douce” (UA). are the Tunnerup 

runnerup: pix last week, ‘too. 
'. “Charade’ 

there, looms .ds another big Cary 
-Grant® winner. It:.was’ helped ‘in: 

““It’s a Mad World” (UA): continues 
_its smash ‘pace.in: the. same four 

‘Pheatre:: 

in’ L:A. and Philly.: 
Heights” (Cont). (reissite) ‘was rated 
ood in. Washington.*. : 

in. release for bigger’ and: longrun: 
pix ‘are designated :in: ‘such cases. 

(Compleie: Boxofiice. Report + on 
pages 89-10). me 

‘such ‘ ‘logic,”” 

Con-: 
jugal Bed’. (Embassy) and “Irma 

’(U),. which ‘set a new. 
high at: the N.Y. Music..Hall -for| 
‘the initial week -of a Christmas pic: 

.N.Y. -by-having the':annual Xmas} 
: stageshow: as .great: backer-upper. 

Key. Gities-—Boston,- Chi, New York: 
and: L.A; “It was. virtually ‘capacity 
“in third. round. at the. N. ¥. Warner 

: “Soldier i in Rain” (AA) continued 
very: ‘Strong in second ‘week in-two- 
N.Y. ‘houses, .“‘V:1.P.’s” (MGM) con-. 
-tinues’ ‘trim on .its.. extended-runis 

. Wuthering’ 

Note: The number of Weeks ‘out 

1 sonable. 
- A prime example of the incon- 

| sistency of ‘censorship. enforce- . 
| ment -happened recently in Mary-" | 
and, London reported. In that 
‘state, three. Embassy. Pictures im- 

| ports, were refused licenses by the 
Jcensor. board. These were on an: 

| Ingmar Bergman . Swedish pic, 
41 “Seven: Capital Sins” 

W | French “Landru,” which is now 
a | being sold. as “Bluebeard.” 

‘and. the 

As soon.as-licenses were refused, 
aed. | London began to prepare a case to 

.| free the films for exhibition: Pres- 
‘| ently the censor board reversed 
| itself ‘on the Bergman. film and. 
granted. a license. Then London © 
heard, through -his local represen-' -. 
tative, that the board might. agree 
‘to release “Landru” if. Embassy 
‘would’ agree to make some cuts in 
“Seven Capital Sins.” Spurning 

attorney refused on. 
‘behalf.of Embassy prez Joseph E. 
‘Levine. He continued to prepare 
his. court. case. Eventually, . the 
Maryland censors licensed. all: three 
on their own. . 

“S . Phoney Bargains 
To London. this points up several 

aspects. of censorship cases.. For. 
one thing, he questions _what -was 
‘behind the censoring in: the ‘first 
‘place if “a phoney bargain” could 
be. proposed. “If a thing is. illegal 
it is illegal,” he reasons. Also, he. 
pointed out, the. incident .under- 
scored his. contention that pix are 
often: held up on trumped-up points 
‘that ‘can’t hold up in court which. 
is why. censors: invariably have to 
retreat - rather: than face a court. 
defeat.. 

Futile censorship blocks by per-. 
versely stubborn local agencies 

-|.eost distribs considerable coin both 
‘| in terms of lost playtime.and legal. 
| fees.. The Maryland case took over 
‘| two months: The attorney pointed 
} out that this threat of cost is why 

| distribs: knuckle under to un- 
| warranted. censor demands -even 
| though they know they can beat 
‘them. In ‘many instances showmen 
simply’ don’t have, or. care. to 

|spend, ‘the necessary time and 
‘| money to: mount a. court | ‘battle. 

‘a week ‘ago. “qnerédible Journey” ; 
(BV) . (5th; wk) is. finishing ninth, 

Embassy, he said, is one ofa few 
companies which refuses to cut’ 
its. pictures. London. has repre-. 
sented. the .company.on several ® 

| occasions and.is off to: Memphis 
this Friday (13) to do battle over 
the blocking there of “Women of 
‘the World.” In this case it is not. 

_| merely ‘a -matter of cuts, ‘the Mem- 
‘| phis censors are against the film 
| being. shown at all, in any. form. 

There are curreritly - four ‘states 
and 30.-cities' with censorship. 
bodies..at work, not to mention 
many local police and other groups. _. 
These present a constant. challenge, 
‘and an often unreasonable one, -to 
distribs, the: attorney noted... In... - 

{the . ast: . analysis, 
most effective combatant: against: 
‘such regulation is the individual 

| like Levine -and others like him. 
+ For. legislative. matters the. Motion 
Picture ‘Assn. of. America’: 

he said,’ 

has: and 
continues to: play a major roie. ‘The 
big | exhibitor organizations. don’t. 
do much, he. said, They do talk a 
lot, ‘however. 

The biggest. ‘ally of censorship. is 
:-the cost. of time and -money in-. - 

-'|- volved in mounting a case to beat. 
‘it, London believes, because most 
censorship rulings can. be defeated . 
if such a ‘case is conducted. Most 
are’ simply legally unfounded, ‘he 
said. . 

the’ 

Reta’, 



* Chicago: Dee. 10.. 
Most. ot - the preceding - “week's 

holiday ‘sizzle. has. evaporated and 
Chi firstruns are registering | a mod- | 
est session for most part.: * There’ s | 

not a single newcomer: at. the ‘de-| 
luxers,, and the few  art.-house'} 
preems are. not exciting. The Town |} 
has fhe. many-times-retitled. “Play- 

girl ‘and . War. Minister,” 
shapes okay. 

Affair,” “for a “fair. 
session. 

‘Is shaping 

Among. the: ‘holdovers : is “Take } 

Pitt 7 A 7 
Her, She's. Mine,” is. okay’: 
second Woods: frame.’ palm 
Springs. Weekend’. is . faltering to 
a mild take in- second Chicago |... 
session. Surf pait* of: “Hand in|. 
the Trap” - and “Summerskin” ‘is 
notching: a. fair second round: ~ 
“Wheeler Dealers” .is. “nabbing a |: 

brisk third Roosevelt: stanza;- while} 
‘“Ineredible. Journey” -looks ° hefty | 

.“Conjugal Bed” in its Loop third. - 
-§s-pulling “a good ‘third ‘Carnegie. 
canto. ““McLintock” ‘looks. lively in: 

: fourth at Oriental: =.” 
-Longruns are. faring well, with: 

“Yum Yum:Tree” posting a sturdy. 
‘sixth. United Artists Jap, “Lord: 
of Flies” registering another 
snappy session: in the. Cinema ‘11th. 

“It’s «a Mad World” ‘con-| 
jn-.its third : hard-'|-: 

round. 
tinues: good. . 
ticket. :round: at | the’. McVickers. 
“Cleopatra” is. firm. in ‘its State- 
Lake 24th: stanza.: — 

Estimates . for. ‘This Week | 
_ Carnegie (Brotman)~ (495; "$1.2 25- po 

: .‘Ferum~ “(Assoc:) ' 
“Lilies - ‘of : Field” (WA). (5th, wk). 

-. $1.80) —"Conjugal: Bed” (Embassy) 
(3d wk). Good. $3, 750. . . Last week, 
$4,500. 

Chicago. (B&K):(3, 900;'90:$1: 80). 
“Palm. Springs ° - Weekend” (WB) 
“(2d wk).. Tapering ‘to: mild $14,- 
000. ‘Last week; $24, 500: : 

. ‘Cinema | (Stérn) | “(5005- 
‘“Lard of Flies”: (Cont) : ‘(7th wk). 
Nifty $4,000. Last: week, $6,000. 

Esquire (H&E. ‘Balaban): (1, 236: 
$1.25-$1.80)—“The ‘Leopard’”” (20th). 
‘(ith wk). 

“$7,500. 
Globe | (Teitel): 

“L’Avventura” 
Issue). 
“Marriage. of « Figaro” 

, $2,700. 
Loop (Brotman. (606; 90-$1 80)— 

“Incredible. Journey ™ (BY). - 

(Continued ‘on page 10). 

Hours’ Slow $5, 500 la. 
Cleve; ‘Tree’. Good 96, 4 

(7003. 
(Translux) (Te@-: 

Cleveland, Dee. 10. “| 
; “Its nearly a 10093. holdover’ sit-. 

. wation here. this. Session;. and trade 

_at firstrun reflects such condition. |“ 
However, “Under ° ‘the. -Yum Yum 

Tree” looks. goad. ‘at the. ‘Hipp in 

fourth. round. 

week at Palace, 

slow on. ‘opener at State. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen. 

end’” (WB) (2d wk). 
Last wéek,. $9, 200. : 

Colony . Art. (Stanley Warner’ 
(1,354: $I. 50) — “Lilies. of. Field” 

‘Ebin ; - $6, 500.. 

(UA) -(5th, wk)" Brisk $3,700. _Last : 
’ week, $6, 500." 

Continental’ “Art 
Guild). (925; ..$1.50) - 
Flies” (Cont) :(m.o.). ‘Fair $2,100 
for “sixth. week: here. Last . ‘week; 

- $3,30 0. 

Heights: Art (Art Theatre. Guild). 
(925; $1:50).—. “The Trial” :(Indie) | 
42d. wh), Routine $2, 200. Last week; 
$3,100. 

Wippodreme: (Hipp * “Bldg. Co. yt. 
(3,500; $1 .25-$] 50): —. “Yum-’ “Yum |=— 
“Tree” (Col) (4th .wk). Good $9, 000. 
‘Last week, $12,000. 

“Ohio (Loew) (1,020; $1. 80-$3. 50) 
“Cleopatra” t20th). (25th wk). Okay 
$7, 500. Last. week; $8, 500. | 

Palace . (F&A. Theatres) (1.254: | 
-$1.25-$1.50) — “Take Her, She’s : 
Mine” (20th) (3d. wk). Okay: $5,500. | 
Last. week,. -$9,000. 

State (Loew) -(3,450;. ‘$i 50). — |. 
“Stolen : Hours” - (UA).: Slow $5,500. 
Last week, - Wheeler’ Dealers’’ 
(MGM). (24° wk), $6,000. . 

Westwood Art (Art Theatrel 
Guild): (955;- $1.50). 

‘week; $2,900 

wk). 

$1: 50)’ . 

Neat. $2,100: Last ‘week, je 
(Pathe), fee 

Ga} 

*| -Pairish. $2, 800. ‘Last. week, $3; 500. 

$1-$1. 50)—: 
. “(WB). 
(2d. Wk), ‘Drab $4, 500. Last’ week, 
-$6;000. : 

Warner’ (sw) (1, 260; “$12$1. 50). 
“Rake Her, She’s “Mine” (20th) (3d. 

$8,000. 

Tree’ Dandy $9 000 li 
Baff; ‘Take Her’ Fair 66) ~ 

Buffalo, : Dee.: 10... ~ 
Most. pix here this stanza are a 

-|seeond or. third. ‘weeks,:and.few are: 
4 doing well: ‘many being ‘off sharply. 
from: last ° week. However, “Under 
Yum Yum Tree” looks: dandy. in 

“Take. 
-is ‘rated ‘fair in| 

“Fun... in} $2.50 
Acapuleo” is also fair, . ‘Dbeing way - 
down from opening. stanza’ at: Para~ 

“Take: Her, She's | 

Mine” shapes. okay. “for: the ‘third {| 

“Stolen Hours” is io 

| ‘(Stanley + Warner). -(2; 866; of 
~~ $1.25-$1.50)—“Palm Springs. -Week- 

‘| Her, . ‘She’s. Mine” 

tart “Theatre 

—: “Lord |. of | 

| — “Trial” Un- 
‘ die) (2d. wk). “Modest $1,800, Lait (3.-wk).: 

- [tet fam 
: Frise ‘Tree’ Tal 86|""* 

am $36,000 In 
‘San Francisco, Dee: 10. 

“. Firstmins . here currently: are} —~. 
mo “showing ‘little. animation but hold-}.. ° 

ie a 
Ak ing fairly firm ‘for- pre-Christmas — 

ey Gity Grosses 
"Estimated ‘Total. ‘Gross. 

Last. Year ees ae $2s 860, 500.” 
¢Based - on. 25. ‘cities and". 298 . 

theatres). ° 
- which. |. 

The Monroe: ‘tandem || 
of “Confess, Dr. ‘Corda’”’: and “Night |. 

‘This Week: : * $9, 002, 800 
‘(Based on. “99. Cities. cand -257 

chiefly fest: runs, tin, theatres, - 
cluding N. ¥.) 

ao “pittsburgh, Dee: 10. 
"There . is little biz~at. Pitt’ first-. 

‘runs ‘this week... The:. entire “pre-" 
holiday.: picture . is. soft, with ‘even |. 
“Cleopatra”: tepid in 24th: -week,. 

-|-and-. conceivably: could .be. ending 
the run ‘now if it weren't. for ‘its |: 
long contract at the Penn: “Lilies | 
of the: Field” is just: okay. in fifth 

|‘at Forum..“Under.Yum Yum.Tree” 
shapes: passable in fourth; week. at. ca 
Fulton. 

way. _': 

“Estimates: for. This Week 

-(380;.. 

‘| Oke: -$3, 00. Last. week, $4, 000. - 

‘Fulton - (Assoc.)* (1,9003. $1-$1. 50) 

$10, 000. last. week, - 

’ Gateway: (Assoc.).(1,900; $1-$1: 50) | 
—“‘Wheeler. Dealers” . (MGM): (2d |; 
wk). 

Fine $5, 900: ° “Last. week, 7 

Drab . $5, 000..Last. week, 

Penn ‘UnAcy (2,003;  $2:$3. 50—|° 
90 “Cleopatra” (20th) — (24th. wk). Sad'| 

¢. jor $4,500 but®.will® stay: because. of 
contract; Bast: aveek,. $6, 500... 

—"Carry‘* On’ Regardless”. 

$3,100 

“French: Style”. (Col) (2d: wk). 

‘Stanley -(SW.)- (3,700; 
1 *“Paim | ‘Springs. "Weekend" : 

wk). Good" $6 500... Last. week, 

third round. at. Century. 

‘two smaller. .spots. 

mount, 

* Estimates for This: Week. 

’ Buffalo (Loew): (3, 500; 90-$1. 25): 

‘Center “(AB-PT) .(2, 500; “$1. .40- $3) 
—“Cleopatia” .. (20th) .. 

$1.25) — 
“Paris Pick-Up”. “‘Indie) -(2 > wk). 

$12,000... 

2d: wk). “Fair $2; 500. “Last week, 
| $4, 500. 

Amherst -. (Dipson) Y 1 000: - go- |: 
-$1.25)—“Take. Her, “Shé’s Mine” : 
(20th) (2d wk)... Mild $3, 500. cLast 

. week, $7,000. _ 
Granada - “(Schine).- ‘a 000; “90- . 

‘$1 25) ‘Wheeler | Dealers” - iMGM). 
, $4,000. ‘Fair. Last. week, 

$5, 000. Lote 
- ” 

; -pheum.: 

-| United Artists.’ 

$5) — “Cleopatra” (20th) (24th: ‘wk). 
| Good ‘$11,000. Last: week, $15,000. 

(20th). (3d° wk). 
._ [weeks $8,000." 

‘Geneva: Drive-In. “(Syufy) (910° 
‘| cars; $1.25, person) — 

“Palm Springs Weekend”: ‘shapes. 
‘sad in second at Stanley... “Wheeler. 

"| Dealers” is drab’ in second: at Gate- 

week, $7, 500. 

“Under Yum Yum ‘Tree” (Col) (4th | 
Okay $7, 000. or... close after) — 

‘Shadyside (MOFC) (623: “$1. 75): . 
(Gov) | 

(3d. ou. Okay 82, 500. Last week, t 

“Squirrel. Hil { Sw) (823: $1. 75) | |: 

wk). 
. $9, 000, 

Or. close. Last: week, $15, 500.: 

- |). Denhang -(Indie)-(800; .$1.45-$3)— | 
| “Cleopatra” (20th). (25th Wk). Okay 
“ts4 400. Last. week, $6,500; ~ 

| “McLintock” - (WA) 43d wk).. ‘Mild | : 
"| 855 000. Last week, $9, 200.. 

Down to $3, 500: ‘OF. near. Last week, 
- $4,000. :: _ ! 

| Century {UATC) (2, 700; ‘90-$1. 25). 
—"Yum Yum Tree”. (Col) (3d! wk).. 
Dandy $9,000: Last. week; $13,000. } 
‘ Paramount - (AB-PT) | (3, 000:.: 90-:| . 

“Fun in Acapulco) (Par) and: 

‘Cinema. (Martina) (450;. 90-$1 49) | 
— ‘Take -Her, She's. “Mine” (20th): 

-Eperiod, The: heavy winner. is.-“How |. 
+} West Was Won;” smash in 4ist-| ° 
| final week of eight. ‘days at “Or- e 

; “Lawrence: of - Arabia” ‘is 
“| still ‘hep “in: 46th- session ‘at:.the} 

“Under. Yum Yum | 
~ | Tree”. looms: fancy” in: fifth stanza) 
ic “at. Warfield: 

\ Estimates. for This: Week: 

Alexandria (United Calif.): el AAA: 

‘Coronet - AUnited. Calif.) - (1,250; 
$2-$2:50). 

“‘MeLintock’”’ 
(UA), (3d wk). Good $4,400. Last 

| | week, $9;000.. 
a -Gelden Gate (RKO). (2, 850: ‘$1.25. 

lsu. 50)-—“Incredible’ Journey”? (BY)- 
(5th. wk). Okay: $6, 000.: Last: “week. 
$9, 500. | | 

. Metro (Wnited Calif.) d, 000; : 
1$1.75-$2).— 814" (Emb) (4th wk), 
Fine : $6, 000.. Last. week, : $8, 000. 

(1, 439: 4 
$2.75-$3. 95) -—" “How.” West. “Was | 
Orpheum ©. (Cinedome) : 

Won": (MGM) . (41st: -wk);: Smash 
‘$36,000 or-near. Last week, $27,500. |. 
; Paramount: (Par) . .(2, 646; $1.50- | 

| $1.75) —— **Palm Springs. Weekend”: 
€WB) (2d -wk). “Slow. ‘$8, 500. ‘Last 
week, $18,000. ° 

St. Francis (Pai). ie [400:: 

(2d -. wk): 
SL a5) | $14,500. 

United Artists: (No. Coast) Q, 148; 
‘$3-$3,.75). — “Lawrence of. Arabia’ 

«Hep. $7,000. Last} 
| $6,000... First: week: was $7,500. 

(Col). (46th wk).. 

—‘Landru” - 

Last: ‘week, “Conjugal Bed” (Emb) 
(6th. wk), $2,000. -- 

‘Warfield’ 
$1.50) .— “Yum. Yum "Tree? . (Col) 
(th wk). Faney $8, 000. Last week, |. 
[$a 500. 

McLintock Nock 
M2 000 in Denver 

e . x —. 

“Denver, ‘Dec. “10.: 

with. overall total 

in fourth. session . at . Paramount: 
“Take Her, :She’s_ “Mine”. is’ rated]. 
‘fine in third at: the Aladdin. Equal-. 
ly. trim. is “Under Yim Yum ‘Free,”’ 

| also . in third, - at «the: Centre. 

dee “How.: : West Was: Won” shapes. 
| fariey in. 39th. stanza at the Cooper. 1 
“Fun in: ‘ Acapulco” ‘is’ ‘rated. mild’ 
in ‘second. at. the -Denver. ©’ 

Estimates. for. This Week 

’ ‘Aladdin (Fox) 

Fine ; $8.0 000. 

‘Centre: (Fox! 
—“Yum. Yum’ ‘Rreo”™ (Col) (3d wk). 
Trim: ‘$10, OC0. ‘Last week, $13,500. 

€ooper. (Cooper? | (B14: "- 
50)-—“How West * Was 

(MGM) (39th. wk)..: Fancy. :$10,000 

Denver. - (Fox): 

wk): 
‘week;: $14, 500. 

.. Esquire: Fon) 1600; | 

wk), “Neat $4, 500.” ‘Last ‘week, 
"$8,500: -. oo 

Orpheum (RKO) (2, 690: arse 
-$1.45)—"Palm | Springs. “Weekend” 
|.CWB) and: “Black Gold”.(WB) (3d: 

1 Fair. $6, 000, way off from opener’ Ss: | wk." Slow. & 000. ‘Last : week, : 
: $5, 000... 

‘Paramount 4 (Wolfberg): 42, 100: 
90-$1.25)—"McLintock”” (UA): (ath | 
wk). -Sdécko $12, 000" or. near. Last] 

: week," $19500.:: - : 
Towne (Indiey (600:" $1. 95. $1. .45). 

—“Wheeler “Dealers” . (MGM): (3d 
wk). 

1. $3,500: 

$f. 25)—"Fun In. Acapulei” 
(2d = wk).:: Oke” $5, 000 | after. first. 
-week’s. $6, 000. 

*. Mary. “Ann. People’ 5) “, 100: 75 | 
. (Col): 
] (4th wk). Neat ‘$7, 000." ‘Last Week, 

| $8,500. : ; 

$1 50- | 
acy 75) — “Fun.in Acapulco” (Par) | 

Dull $8, 000: ‘Last ‘week, 

Bimb).: ‘Good. $2 000. 

(EWE): (2; 656- gi 25." 

“Mine” (20th): (2d wk). | 

: “Entire: ‘slate. ‘here ‘this.round is 
on-: holdover, ™ 
dropping ‘down’ as. a. consequence. |: 
Best showing: is’ being. made by] 

.| “MeLintock,”” : which shapes socko B 

‘Tree’: - 

. (900; $1. 45)— 
“Take Her, She’s Miné” (20th): (3d ] 

- Last. Week, oe 

$1. 50)-—“Wheeler Dealers , (MGM). 
{and “Main’.Attraction” (MGM) . (re- 
-] issue) (3d- -wk). Nifty’ $5, 000. ‘Last 
‘week, $7,100. : : 

Cinema: 21: (Foster). (648: $1. 50) 
—“Yum * ‘Yum. Tree” (Col). (3d wk). | 

MU Fast: $4,500. Last. week,. $5,300. |. 
-|. Fine Arts (Foster)" (421: $1.50)-—1 

‘newcomer, is. fairish . at Fox.. 

270; $1, 05-$1: 45) 

.$1.65-.|° 
Won" |. 

‘Okay. $2, 500. Last week; $3,000.. 
‘Fox. (Evergreen) (1,600; -$1-$1. 5Q)° 

Johnny. Cool” (UA): aiid | “Girt. 
Hunters”. (WA). Fairish $5; 500. Last: 
-week,: 

(2,432:.. “$1. 295)— + 
“Fun: in ‘Acapulco” | (Par). and “Las-' 
'sie’s: “Great “Adventure”. (20th) (2d. 

Mild $8,000. or. less.. Last: 
.. “1 (2d. wk); $6;400. qt. 

Irvington (Smith). (650: ‘$1. 50)—-|. 
| “Irma ‘La Douce” (UA) (19th. wk). 
‘Snappy $4,500. ‘Last week; $5,800. 

$1 25)2-"In- | | 

‘$1. 25). — “MeLintock” (UA) and 
“Mouse. On: The: Moon” (Ind) (re- 
jssue). (2d: wk). 
‘week, $8; 400. 

$1. 49)- 

Fairish $3, 000. “Last | week, ; Qndie) (2d. wk): 

. Vogue (Art ‘Theatre. Guild) (450: ‘y 
‘$1. 25) —- “Stranger. Knocks”. (TL), 
"sce. wk). Fine ES 600. bast. week, 

“Breadmay Grower 
Estimated Total Gross; | 
This Weeki . sees: 700 

Based on 39 ‘iheatres) 
cots sf wen e 

‘Last, » Cre “$512,000 
|. Based on 32: ‘theatres) ale 

le Her’ Fat 1G 
~ Lville; Tree’ 76) 

“Wheeler Dealers” | 
(MGM): (4th: hr wh). Fair’ "$6,000. Last |: 

“4 | week, $8,000... - 
| Embassy { Dibble-McLean): a, 400: 

“ti 15) —: “Take -Her; ‘She's. Mine” | 
Fair $5, 500. ‘Last |. 

7 ‘Louisville, Dee. 10:. 

providing the usual. competition. 
+ “Take Her, She’s Mine” “in second | 
at United Artists is. hotsy. ‘Irma 
La .Douce”. and | “Divorce, ‘Italian: 
‘Style” are rated: 00d: in: first: at 
Penthouse. cat 
“Yam -Yum' Tree, 7 ‘in fourth. “at 7 
the Marty Ann is: faricy. . “Fun. In 

| Acapulco” in’ second’ at . ‘the’ Ken- “Maltese ‘Faleon’. 
tucky .is okay... “How: West -Was 
Won” .ended: 25-week. run at: the. 
Rialto with a-potent final 11-days::|: 

‘Estimates: for This ‘Week | os 

‘Kentucky ° (Switow) ” (900; - 5 
(Par) 

$1. 25)—“Yum Yum. Tree”. 

. Ohio. “(Settos) 
“McLintock” (UA) (2d. *wk). 

-Penthouse - (Fourth Ave). (900: 
"ison 25)—“Irma La ‘Douce’. (UA). 

‘and. “Divorce,. Htalian Style ”* (Em- 
‘bassy). (reissues). 
Tast week, “Cleopatra” ‘oun (22d 
“Wk) 

$6,000. 

$9, 009: 
Rialto (Fourth: Ave.) 

United” “Artists 
(1, 800; -'75-$1 25)—“Take Her, ‘She’s. 

or . near, after’ $14, 000 for. ‘opener. | 

Cool Fairish $5, 500, | 
» Port; ‘Irma’ Hot AMG |- 

Portland, Dee. 10. 

Laurelhurst:. “Under | Yum Yum 
‘looms . fast. 

Irvington. . Johnny. | Cool,” 

-- Estimates, for This Week © 
. Broadway - (Parker) (1 890: $1] 

“Lord: of. Flies” (Cont) .-(4th- WK). 

“Take Her, ~ She’s Mine” 
(20th) and. “Thunder. Asland” (20th) 

-“Laurelhurst - (Crikshanik) (650; 

Loud $7; 000. Last 

‘Music Box. (Hamrick) (640:.- “$1- 
: '$1.50)—"“Fun - In Acapulco”: (Par) 
(2d- wk). Siow $2, 500. Last.. -week, 

“Orpheum. 4Evergreen)- . 536: ‘gil. . 
—"Palm: :Springs Weekend”: 

(WB) and “When Girls. Take Over”: 
Modest - $5, 000. 

Last: week, $8, 000: . 

$3.50): — “Cleopatra” (20th) (24th. 
wk). Holding. at 37, 000. Last week, | 

| $7, 800, : 

° Holdovers and reissues dominate 
this: -week’s’ firstruns. - Business. is 
1.good although holiday. shopping: Bia 480; | Weekend” 

$7,000. after opening ‘at $10, ood. Se 

Apex: (KB). (940; '$1.25-$1:40)—= .~ 
“Wuthering Heights”. (Cont) .(reis<'' © 

(9005. -15-$1. 95) 
Fair 

‘T sue). 
(1; 100: .. 

ASL -25-$1. 75)-—..“How | West. -Was|- 
} Won” (25th. “wk-11 Gays). © 
$9,500:. House’ will. be closéd for | 
‘installation of new equipment for 
|run of. “It's a. Mad World” (UA); 
Dee: ‘20. 

- Large }— fF. 

‘week, fe 

Playhouse (TL) (489°. $1. 25-$1. 80) . 
(Cont) and , 

“Wrong Arm of: Law”. (Cont). {ree -e.- 
‘Oke --$4:000: . Last. week, | 

. “Fantasia” (BY): (reissue). (6th: wk), “ 

| Plaza - (EL) (278: “ $1:25-81. 80) - 
. “sin You: Sinners”: ‘(Indie). (2d. wk). 
_| Brisk $6,000 after’ $8, 600. opener. . atk 

- Town (King): (800: $1: 25-$1: 80)— _ 
(O)- -and:::- 

. Soft: - 
$3,000:. Last week. 909,000 Leagues '. 

f Fourth ° ‘Ave.): 

issues). 
Hot $11, 000. 

; “My- 

~ Trade: is. “holding up. ‘remarkably | 
‘well this. stanza ‘considering the 
season of year and: number of ‘hold-| . 

|.overs ‘and longruns.. “MeLintock’’}. 
‘is. rated. loud. jn ‘second .round. at 

in third:: at}. 
; ‘Cinema 2i while “Irnia-La Douce”: 
‘Lis shappy: in 19th’ week’: at. the 

: lone |- 

-|——“Cleopatra” ~ 
: Good 3, 000." ‘Last week; $10, 600.. 

“Under - Yum" Yum. Tree,”. 

ae Tre = | 

"| Washington, Dee. 10: 

“Under “Yum - 

Lin’ ‘fifth. ‘at: Trans-Lux. - 

‘Hard: ticketers “Cleopatra” ” ‘fig- 

at. Keith’s. 

Embassy. oo 

Estimates for This Week 

“$1-$1.49),— 
(WB) - (2d: wk). 

(indie) - 
gues). Fair-. 

(Indie) (24 ‘wk),. same.. 

“Knife. in Water” (Indie) (2d::wk). 

$7; 500. 

_ Embassy ‘WLeew) (367: 

Last.week, $6,500. ; 

—MeLintock”. (UA). (34 wk). Loud 
$10, 000.. Last : week,. $13,000. - 
McArthur. (KB) :(900; $1.25-$1 40) 

<“Murder: at Gallon”: (MGM) (4th... -°” 
wk). _Nifty. $8, 500. Last week, $10,- - - 

--Gntario | KB). 

-Slow ..$3,000. : 

Palace. (Loew) (2:360;. $1. :25-$1.80) 
“Wheeler. Dealers” 

wk).: ‘Fine’ Sil, 000". O.. near. 
$14, 400.°- 

— ‘David ‘and *.Lisa” - 

Little - Chickadee” 
“Bark: Dick” (U) (reissues)... 

Under ‘Sea’: “ (BV): reissue). (5th 
wk), $3,000... a 
* Frans-Lox (T-L) “(g99: “'s1: 49-$2) Tey 
—"Yum Yum: Tree” (Col). (5th wk). os 
‘Hot. $9,000. . Last week, .$8.900. . 

Uptown, (SW), (1, 300:. $1. 65-$2. 75). 
—“How West Was Won” (MGM): 

“Warner: (sw) 1 250- $1. 50-$2. 25) 
(20th). (24th . wk); 

‘Tree’ Terrid $6, 000 he - 
“Indgls:: ‘West’. 86, 26th ea 

“Indianapolis,” Dee.. 10. 
Onset. -of- Christmas’. “shopping. 

season seems. to _be. helping first- 
_TUNS: . ‘here. ‘to.-some. extent :: by.’ 

| getting. ‘more. “people ° ‘downtown. 
Best ‘showing | ‘is ‘being ..made . by: 

hep at. 
Keith’s.: 

- Estimates. for. ‘This’ Week - 

Circle” “( Cockrill-Dolle) 

"Indian: : ¢ Cockiill-Dolle) | 

(MGM) .. 26th. wk.. Nice. 

‘Keith’s 

Hep: $6,000: . Last week, -$8;000: 

“Wuthering Heights”. (Cont): -and 
“Our Very Own” (Gold) (reissues), 
Slow $3,000.. Last week, “Wheeler 
‘Dealers”..(MGM) (2d_‘wk),- $5,000. 

‘Paramount (Port-Par). a 406: '$2-F Lyric © “4 (Cockrill-Dolle}: €1,0005:. 

Oke, $6,000. Last. 

wen ee ai 

_ Ambassador - ‘Metropolitan | (sw) 
“Palm | ‘Springs ae 

“Dupont (Mann) (400: :90-$1.5 55). 

‘Keith's. (RKO) (1.8387: $1:$1. 49) 

a 240: “$1-$2) — 
“Der "Rosenkavalier” : (Indie) - ‘(reis- 

Last.. week, 
“overs. of: Teruel” (Cont), $2,400. ° 

(MGM) "43d. 
Last. ee 

(39th. WE). Big. $8. 000. Last. week, ot 
ditto. ote 

“How West. Was’ Won” ca ; 
continues ‘to léad city: in total. coin. 
for’ 26th’ week at’ fhe:.Indiana. “4 

(2, 800: wo 
$1-$1 .25)—"Palm Springs . ‘Week- | 
end”? (WB): “(2d. ‘Wwk).. . Fair’ $5,000.- a7 

; | Last: week,. $7,000." Me 
“-(4,100;: Do 

‘$1. 25-$2.50) — *‘How- West “Was ; 
‘Won’. 

$8,000. Last week, $9, 000." 

(C-D) ‘(1,300;. $1-$1. 25). 
“Yum Yum : Tree” (Col): (3d wk). 

Loew's: (Loew) (2, 427; '$1-$1:25)— . 

$150-$8) ‘Cleopatra” (20th) (24th. | | 
week, ~. ., 

rade is ‘spotty this round. with: . 
| ehrisimas cutting in. ‘Heading for. 

| hep rounds: are. “Wheeler Dealers,”:” 
: ‘lim third. frame.‘at Palace, “Murder _ 
tat Gallop,” in ‘fourth. at the “Mac- 
_[-Arthur, and: Yum, 
a Tree” 

ures to: be. ‘good in 24th round ‘at |. 
Warner: and “How- West. Was Wor” 
looms big. dn. 39th’ at: ‘Uptown: ““Me=s 
Lintoe “4 looks ‘good in- third frame™. -. 

“Take ‘Her, : She’ s Mine” ” a 
‘rates hep. in fourth : at. the bandbox a 

sue). Mild : $4,000... Last. week, 
“Conjugal. Bed”. (Embassy) ae; : 
wk), $4,100. os 

Calvert: (Mann). (900: '$2:25-$1 50) 7 
—“Strangers. on ‘Train’ (Par) and": 

(reis-' i 
‘$3, 000.". Last week,. 

“Devil and °.10- Commandments” 

“Potent. $5, 000. after - initialing at 

$1. 25-$2) a 
—“Take : Her,. She’s Mine” : (20th) - oe 
(4th wk).- Hep $6. 000 for Six days. eo 

ad ed ee 



West :Was . Won" 
“$20,000 for 42d .round: at Wane | = —_ 

“Under «Yum. -. Yur} gy 

“Tega soMaa| ” acy I? 
__. World” .-is: after” a sock $28; 600 in 
) fifth: week at: the Cinerama.:.~ * .}. 

_ Holly wooed. 

: - Loyola .with.. Wiltern, 
+. She’s Mine”. (20th), various. second 
_ feature. pix: (2d wk), $17,500." 

eS - ffame.at the :Goldman. - 

5 $4,000 

$12, 000. . : | 
“Randolph (Goldman) @, 200: pbs: 

a “Fun in. Acapulco” . (Par). 
’+ Okay. $1 1,000 or elose. Last Wwe) 

Lox ‘inngeles, 1 Dee. 10: 

L. A. firstruns’ are down. sharply oo 
: this stanza, with only a.few worth-|- 
.. .while situations. ‘Man: With: “X-Ray |. 

- Eyes” leads the newcomers. with’ a |. 
handy .$20,500 for three: theatres.}. 
“Shotgun . Wedding” - is only fair. 
$12,000 or less. in-: ‘two ‘houses, also: . 

- ‘on opener... = 
City’s: topper. ‘in: regular runs is 

- “pom Jonés,” ‘which ‘is heading. for 
“smash $26,500-:on-seventh Beverly |:: 

“How: 
‘week, : second: at . Orpheum: 

shapes | solid: 

: Tree” 100ks' ‘big, $11, 000: in- ‘seventh 
“session. at the Chinese. ° 

OF’ hardticketers, 

"Estimates. for This’ “Week 

" Eos- Aneeles.- “Hotty wood; Toole 

1,298; $1-$1. 49)—“Man ‘With ‘X-Ray |. 
i Eyes”. (AD ‘and: “Hercules and ‘Cap-: 

__ tive’ Worien’ (AP). 
-. “uast week;- Los: Angeles with. Iris, 
“RT Rey, “Fun-in Acapulco”. (Par), 

“Tast Train from Gun Hill’ (Par). 
$20,500. Holty wood, 

“Take. -Her, } 

*\{Metropolitan-FWC). (2,049: 

(reissue), 

’ Hillstreet, - Pix. . ' (Metropolitan- 
Prin)’ (2,752; 756; $1-$1.49)—*Shot- | . 
gun. Wedding” - ‘(Indie). ‘and . “Facts.|. 
-of Life” (UA) (reissue):. Fair $12,-) 
“000. Last week, Hillstreet; Pix with 
Fox. Wilshire, Baldwin, 

: (2d wk). $22,400. ° 
a > Vogue, El Rey, Baldwin | ( (FWC- 
State) (816; 856; 1,800; $1-$1 .49)— 

“For 
(U)- Areissues)..| ' 

_ -Slim-$9,500. Last week, Vogue. wep | 
-(Col),’ 

Walk: on Wild : Side”. (Col). “(re-f | 
.  fssue) (3d wk), $7,000 
:  Wiltera (SW): (2,344; $1'$1: 25) 

“West Side’ Story”. (UA) : (reissue). | 

; “Thrill . of It Air” (UO): 
‘Love or. “Money”. - 

and. 

Lido, “L-Shaped ‘Room”™.. 

o ‘Soft $4,500... 
- Warner. Beverly: (SW) (1, 316; $2: 

«$2 40) —- “Wuthering. Heights” . 
~ (Cont):(reissue) (2d wk). "Slim. $47)" 

500. Last week, $9,000. 
. Music Hall (Ros) (720:- $2-$2 40). 

= —"Sehool for ‘Scoundrels. (Cont) | 

; (Continued on ‘Page 10)... 

ay ‘Fun’ 0 Okay $11,000 In. 
Philly, ‘Tree’ Big 2G, 

Philadelphia, Dee. 10. 

on - Only. ‘one. new ‘entrant: -here. this.| 
ee ‘round, as Xmas shopping already. 
oon Has: started to cut irito firstrun biz. 

“Fun in: Acapulco” ‘shapes - -okay | 
-- for the first week: at the Randolph. | . 

“McLintock’” still is: stout in: third 

“Under ‘Yum Yum. Tree’: ‘con: 
aa ‘tinues big. for. its . fifth session. at |: 

*. -\ the. - Fox. . 
..- |} passable in third stanza,..daydating 
- + - two. ‘smaller-: houses.. 

“She's -Mine” - looks: ‘fine in third |; 

“Conjugal Bed’” 

“Trans-Lux week. 
Estimates for. This Week” 

-.: Areadia (S&S) (623; '$1.20-$1. 80) 
—*VLPs” (MGM) (11th. wk). “Niee | 

—, (630: - 
_ $1: 49)—"Conjugal. Bed” (Embassy) ; 

Oke, $2, 100.: “Last week, | 
_ tweek.. at. the:- Indian’ ‘Hills . and: 
““MeLintock, ”. _ solid. in. third week 

. “Wheeler Deal=" 
-) ers”: shapes. okay” in second. At the 

= $4,000. Last: week,. $5,000... 
= Bryn °-Mawr:: (Goldman) ” 

oo (Sd wk).. 

Fox. (Milgram). 2, 400; .95-$1: 80) | 
—“Yum..Yum Tree”: (Col). (5th wk). 
Big $12,000. Last: week, $19,000. 

_Geldman - (Goldman)... (1,000;- 95- | 
oes $1. 80)— “McLintock” (UA) (3d, wk): 
~" “Stout: $9,000. Last week, $16,000. | 
“> Lane: (SW): (1,000;. $1.49)—“Lord 

ms of Flies’ (Cont): (7th wk). 
: $3,000. ‘Last. week, $4,800-°) 0 7) 

. Midtown: (Goldman) (1, 200: 95- |: 

‘Neat’ 

$1. 80)-—-“Lilies of Field”’: (UA) (5th.} — 
wk). - Nice’. $4, 000. : _ Last: Week, ‘| 

$1; :80)— 

“Palin - Springs: Weekend” . 
a $7, 000.” 

‘Staniey: (Sw) (1, 450; $2. 50-3). 
“Cleopatra” (20th). (24th. wk). ‘Good. 
$15,000. or near: Last week,. $17,000. 
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 95-$1. 80) |.$: 2: 
<Take Her, Shie’s..Mine” (20th) 
(3a wk): ‘Fine. $6,000. ‘Last. _ Week, | 
$7,000... - : 
World: z ‘Rugoffy. (499; 95-$1. 30)— 

ae “Conjugal Bed”. (Embassy) (3d. wk. 
|: Fair $2,700. Last, week, $3,800. -. 

‘Handy’ $20,500. 

. “McLin- | 
tock” (UA), “Young - Racers”. AAD r 

: $1.25) — 
| Cndie).: 
| “French: Style’. 

~~ Sith; Cleo’ Good 156 | 

2° is ; 

“Take . Her, 

: = arvea L Lond $8500, WJ 
ee D - Toronto; Fun’ 15G, 2d a : 

" atimates ‘Are Net. 
Film -PYOSS - -estimates. as: fe. :. 

‘ous. key -citiés, are net; 
without usual tax. 
‘utors: sharé ‘on. net take; when’! 

| "the ‘parenthetic” ‘admission ; 
“prices, ‘however, as. indicated; _ Q 
ee U, S.. ‘amusement: tax. 

St: Louis, Dec. 10. 

‘here this Session. “Incredible Jour- 
“ney”, looms : fancy” on opener: - ‘at 
Loew's -Mid-City. ‘McLintock” 
‘rated trim in third round at State. 
“Wheeler “Dealers” Shapes good’ in 
third at. Esquire. - 

| “Under: Yum Yum Tree” ds: Dig] 
‘in':second at the. Fox. “How West 

| Was Won”. looks. big in: 35th. round: 
at! Martin Cinerama.. ~~ -- 

‘Estimates for This: Week: 
“Ambassador: (Arthur). (2 ‘970: 

$1. 50-$3:50). —. “Cleopatra” 
{24th whk).. 
‘Last week, $8,000. 

—"‘Maid: for Murder” (Indie): Aver- 
‘age: -$1,400. Last week, “Nurses ‘on 
Wheels” (Indie); $1,500.) 3. (2 
Esquire. 

Last. week, ‘$10,000. 
Fox -(Arthur) (5,000: 90-$1. 95). 

“Yum: -Yum ‘Tree’. (Col). (2d. wk). 
Big -$17, 000 : “OF” ‘close. ° Last ‘week; |: 
$25, 060. . 

60-90) — 

Hie " (WA) (2d wk), $6,000.” 

Last ‘week, $12,000. 
-, Martin ‘Cimerama_ (Martin): (913; 

1$1 25-$2.50) — 

(Arthur) - 
: “Advise . and” Consent” 

‘Pageant 

{Col}: 
$2,500. - 

Paris “Art (Chernoff) (800: 

‘East, week: “Greenwich: Village |. 

Nut” (Indie), $1,200. 

—"Fun . ‘in. Acapuleo” (Par). and 
| “Old. Dark House” (Col). (2d - wk). 

‘| Nice $13, 000. “Last week,- 
‘Shady-: Oak. (Arthur) - (760; ‘9O- | 

‘$1 25)—“Lord: of Flies”. (Cont): Big. 
‘$3,500. .- Last.’ week, - “Woman. ‘of 

 Oinaha: ‘Dee: 10: 
“Omaha fitsteuns ‘are: 100%: hold- 
over this’ round.. -Best* were: “How | 
West. Was Won,” .big in its -29th |: 

for:. three’ spots. 

‘Cooper. ee 
Estimates for: This’ ‘Week. 

‘Orpheum: (Tri-Statés).. (2; 870: : 
[SL 25)——“Yum.. Yum Tree’ *- (Col) (3d: 
208. “Mild “36, 006. Last: week, $8,- 

“Fun in Acapulco” 
-Wwk):.Fair: $5, 500. Last. week, -$7,000. 

“Wheeler. Dealers”: 
wk). 

week,. ‘$6,500.. 

(MGM) -° 

‘Nice. ‘$6, 000° or over. 
$6, 300:: 
,, Indian. Hills (Cooper): - (804: 

= (29th - wk). . _ Big ‘$10, 000. 
Last ‘week, $9,500:. 

Blank) | (1,000; :/1,234-; 1,112-- ears; 
$1.25)— “MeLintock” (UA) (3d wk): 
Solid. $10,000, ‘Last week, + $12,000. 

- lPound, 

_| spots: 

” ‘ported. herewith from the vari-:'|.. 
‘Le, 

“Distrib-: 

playing: percentage, hence: the < 
estimated. figures are’ net: ine. : 

s.] and: 
‘| $12,000. - Last : week, 

| Gndie), “$14, 000._ -. 

Only. one” important’ ‘newcoiner |- 

fs]. 

(20th). 
Okay: $7, 500 or “Rear. ; 

‘Apollo -Art (Grace) (700: 90-$1 25) 

Tree’ Smash a 
AS ablonow’+ Komm)| - 

(1,800: -90-$1:25)— “Wheeler: Deal: |. 
ers” (MGM) (3a. Wk)... Good: $8,000. a 

“Leew’s: Mid-City : (Loew). A, 160: } 
‘Ineredible Journey” {BY).: 

-Fine. $10,000. : Last: week: “Lilies, of | 

” State (Loew) (3.600: 60-90)-*Mte- | 
‘Lintoch ” (UA).(3d wk). Neat § $9,000. 

: - “How.” West. - Was} 
_.| Won” (MGM) (35th wk). “Big $10,- 
7 000. ‘Last week, '$10,400.:. - 

(10003. :go-| 

"| flagship. Albee.: ; 

- ‘Capitol, shut: in ‘preparation. for. 
Dec. 19 preem of. “Mad - “World,”” |; 
‘rounded -out: a light, third. week for = 
“Wheeler. Dealers” on. pop scale” 

| interlude’. after’ a longrun-: with 

“$1. 50). 
—‘“Madanie”.- (Indie) ‘and. “Strang: - 
‘ers: in: City” . ndie). - Fair: :$1,200. 

Solid : $4,000: - Last: week,’ 
(3d. wk), 

Story” (Indie) and “Some Kind of . 

$16, 000. : 

World” (Embassy). (4th. wk), #0 000. | 

7 | West Big $10,000 In: 
> : Dealers’ 546] 

. ““C€leopatra’’.. (20th)- (24th’ wk): ‘Fair: 
-“1-$7,000..; Last. week, ‘$8, 000, with eX= |: 

“French: Style” 
$1; 500..: Co 

Omaha‘ (Tri-Statés). (2,066; $1.25) 
(Par) (2d, 

Cooper (Cooper). (687; $1.25) — 
“(2a |. 

Okay’ - $5, 500° or near... Last 

‘State (Cooper). (752; $i: 95) —“In-. 
up credible Journey” (BY). (24. “wWk). 

Last , week, 

—. “How.- West Was. Won} 

- mai “Day Earth Froze” .(indie), ‘$6,000. 
' Admiral, Chief,. ‘Sky View (Ralph |: 

$11,000, 

“*Poronto,, Dec. 10. 

Only. two- ‘pleweomers here this ao 
“Shame « -of Patty: “Smith”. 

heading’ for mild. take’ playing five |- 

se “Small: ‘World: Of - ‘Sammy | 
) |'Lee”: Shapes ‘slim ‘on: ‘opener - ae 

_| Uptown: “Fun . in Acapulco’ Jooms : 

| okay in, second round ‘at ‘Imperial: 3: 
| “Wheeler . “Dealers”: is . ‘Fated’ | Rood 

Lin’ third at Loew's. 

“Estimates for This. Week: 

Scarboro, | -State. - 

(IED).. 
“Seducers’’ 

“Strongroam”:: 

- Eglinton: (FP) 
| “How: ‘West’ Was. “Won: (MGM). 

> 37th, wk), This week: looks." nice. 
| $4,500 ; after’ $4, 800 - ‘last week:.. 

* Hollywood | (FP)” a, 080; - $1: ‘95. 
“hey 50—"Bitter-.. Harvest" (20th) : (20° 

‘Silo: Fu 16: 
wk). :: Lusty - $8, 500." East: Week, 
$11, 000.. Loge 

Impérial. (FP) B, 216: $131. a5) o 
“Fon in: Acapuleo” (Par) "(2d wk): 
‘Okay: $15, 000. Last. week,” $18, 000. _ 

“‘Loew’s: (Loew). (1,641: $1-$1. 50)— 
“Wheeler :-Dealers”’. (MGM): (3a wk): 
Good $8, 000.’ “Last :-week, $10,000. 

—“‘Cleopatra’” - (20th) 

Uptown... (Loew): 

wk), %, 200. 

Cincinnati, Dees. ‘10: lp 
Yule’ ‘shopping. competition is 

‘hurting Ciney.: film biz currently. 

Of the holdovers,. three are potent. 
“Under: Yum: Yum Tree” 4in- third |. 
‘week cat Valley * is. smasgh.. “McLin-. 

tock” in. ‘second - ‘round: ‘at Keith's. 

‘is’ rated. big. _.‘“Take. Her, She's} 
| Mine”: in. third - frame: ‘at ‘Palace 

‘ghiapes solid: - “Palm ‘Springs. Week| 
end” looks mild in. third canto at 

“How West. “Was Won. Ma 

_ Estimates for. This’ ‘Week... 

(3d wk). Mild ‘$6, 500 after $8, 500 
for second... 

Ste. ‘Louis| (Arthur) 3 300° "5-80) | “Capitol. 
$1. .25-$1.50). — :““Wheeler Dealers”. 
(MGM): (3d ‘wk).: Light. $4,000.. Last. 
.week, $5,500. “House suspends Dec. 
11 to. make: ready: ‘for “Mad World’ 
(WA) ° preem. Dec. 19. 

. Esquire Art “(Cin-T-Co). - 
“| $1: .25)——‘“Magnificent. Sinner” (In- 
die). 

‘ab. 

Grand. (RKO): a: 396; “ $1.80-85)— 

tra matinees.- 

‘Guild “(Waiiee) - 

“(Indie):* Mild: $1 300. - Last: week,. 
“Nurse. On: -Wheels”: Aindiey Bd: 
wh), $800. : 

‘Hyde - Park Art. (Cin-T:Co) “(a00; 
rs .25)-—“Magnificent : ‘Sinner’: (In- 
‘die). = Fair -$1,200. . Last: -week; 
“French: Style” (Col):. (2d. -wk), 
$1; 300... 

Keith’s (Cin-T:Co) (1500: ‘$1. 35. | 
$1. 50)—"‘McLintock” (IA) (2d. wk), 
‘Big $10, 000. after $13 ,000: opener. : 

“Palace {RKO) (2,600: $1-$1: 50)—2 
“Take ‘Mer, She's: Mine”’- (20th): (3d: 

Last: “week, “wk). . “Solid: $9, 500... 
“$12, 000: : 

Twin. Drive-In. ‘(Cin-7- Co) (Weat | Second .. session” 
| side ‘only, 800 -cars; 90)—‘French 
Line” :: (Indie), - “Female © Jungle’ 
(Indie). ‘and- “Anatomy. ‘of’ ‘Syndi- 
“eate” (Indie). (reissues). _No com-: 
‘plaint;’ $4;000..° Last week, -“Play- 
girls and. “Vampire” .. 4Indie) -and 

‘Valley (Cin-T-Co) :(1;275;- $1 50-: 
$1. 75) -— “Yum * Yum: ‘Tree’. (Col). 
(3d wk).. ‘Smash. 1 $10, 300. ‘Last week, 

“Downtown, : ‘Glendale, : Princé. “Of: 
: “Wales; . (Taylor) th 
| (1,059; 995; -1;1973: 682: 696;. -50-$1) |.’ 
“Shame ‘of. Patty - “Smith: (IFD) |: 

‘Mild 

"O19. * §$2-$31— 

Tivoli (FP): (953: “$1. 50-$2)—“Eve-" 
ning. with Roval Ballet” (20th) - (3d 

| wk)Sad. $4,000. ‘Last ‘week, “$4,500, 

_ University. (FP) 61,344; “$2-$3. 50) 
(24th wk). 

Swell: $13, 000. Last: week, $14, 500.: 

: 2,245; $1.25= 
A$: 75)—“Small--World_ of: ‘Sammy. 

-| Lee” (7. Arts).. Dim $5, 000: Last: 
-week, “Lilies: of. Field" WA): (a 

: Street. . 

7 Initial. round 

$3.50):— 

(500: -: 

Okay . $2,000. .- Last : ‘week, : 
(2d... wi), 

| wk). Completed run here yesterday |: 

"(500;. $1. 50-$2. 50) 2 B16” - 
of (25th-final. - wk)... 

completed. Monday" {9) ‘was sturdy | 

“Gurrent: session on. Broadway: is: 
the one after the. booming. Thanks: 
‘giving Day week, and biz stows it} 

*. | at.the ~firstrins...In’ addition, the 
or: initial onrush: ‘of Xmas. buying ob=: 

viously *. is ‘cutting “unto - grosses. 
Milder “weather. also Proved iittle | 
elp::: 

and 
“Charade.” * .-€ombo will soar tot 
wham $180, 000: on initial week. end-: 
ing today .(Wed.), which’ is: acnew. 

‘urday and: Sunday “helped, trade 

“Lilies . of Field”. is ‘oily: fair 

the ‘Astor: It is down to. $6,500 in: 
10th. week at the Murray Hill.’ Odd | 

“Under Yum ‘Yum Tree” 

‘Trans-Lux. 52d Street: 
“:, “Soldier: in- Rain” still i stucdy 
with $22,500 in second round, day- 
dating the Palace and Paris. “Who? Ss. 

the Victoria. -“ City. Lights” held 
or awe great $17, 900: in Second: week: 

4.at the ‘Plaza... 

MIP g @ Mad World”. 45 practically 
of capacity $43,000 for 10 shows. in,]. 
| third: week:.at the Warner. 

Her, She’s ‘Mine’ is fine $16,500: 
‘|.in fourth session, . daydating | the 
f Criterion™ ‘and.’ “Trans-Lux.: 85th: Paces Slo

w Cincy 
“Take 

“The” Cardinal”: opens - at. the 

weeks out of “‘New Kind of:Love.” 
The. Forum. brings’‘in “Love*.on. 
Pillow”. on Dec. 16, daydating. with. 
Fine’ Arts,~ 
-of 13 ‘weeks with: “Conjugal. Bed.” 

Estimates ‘for: This Week ; 

——“Lilies - of ‘Field’’” (UA) : (2d wk). 
ended. yesterday. 

‘(Tués:) ‘was fair $15,000 or.:close. 
Also playing. at Murray } Hill, ‘where 
now in-10th week. ~ 

- Cinerama.. ‘(Loew 3, 559: "$1.50: 
- “How. West “Was “Won”. 

(MGM) : (38th wk). ‘The 37th: ‘ses- 
a -Sion ended: Sunday’. (8) was nice. 
7 "$20,000. on: 10 shows after -$28;000 

Albee (RKO). (3, 100;.:$1 25-1: 50) 
"Palm | Springs Weekeiid” (WB): 

on 15 performances. in. 36th week.. 
-Finishes run here on Dec. 22, with 
“Best Of . Cinerama” 

- opening on Dec.. 25. 

(sw- ‘ Ginetaina) a. 339; Be 
: $2. 50)—-"Take “Her;” 
(20th) (5th wh): ‘Fourth stanza was - 
.Z60d' $12,000: or close after $18,000.| 
for third.’ Daydating -with Trans-. 
‘Lux . 85th. Street. . 
-€€ol)-;comes in: Dec. 19, daydating: 
cwith, Sutton.. . 

DeMille. (Reade) (1, 463: 90-§2. 50). 

(Cinerama). 

-Critérien (Moss). “a 500. -$1.50- 
She's - Mine”. 

“The . Victors”’ - 

—‘New- Kind of: Love”. (Par) (6th: 

‘(Tues.) afternoon with. mild ‘$8,000 - 
for final. 612 days. “Cardinal”: (Col) 
preems: here on ‘hardticket Dec. 12, 
with house’ ‘closed . for previews." 

(2725. “gr, 255 i -Advatice ‘seat: sale now. has: ‘better: : 

“Devil: and... 10: Commandments” |. 
than:$60,000. . 
“Embassy. -. 

(Emb) 
‘The. 24th . ‘frame. 

$7,000.or close after: $8,000 for 23d: 
week, House. comes. in. with double on 
-bill on: Dee. 14...5 60%. 

The™ 12th ‘week finished. 

dating with Fine Arts. 

endéd . 
(Tues). was stout $18. 000 or near 
after $27,000 for opener. Daydating 
‘with Paris.- “Sw ord. in, ‘Stone” {BV). 
opens Dee: 25.:: : 
“Paramount...( AB-PTyY 3 663°: $1- 

$9) “Twilight . ‘of Honor” (MGM) 
{(5th wk)... Fourth round ‘ended yes- |: 
terday™ (Tues.) -was. slow’. $14; 000 ' 
after.-$14,500 for: third. week. | 
For Texas’: (WB). is due in Dec. 25. 

_, Radio: City ‘Music, Hall Rocke: ! $5 000. -- 

~ $190.00, ‘World 

‘The. big news, of - ‘course, - is: the 
landoffice business: being done: by} 
the: Music Hall.in its first session: 

1|-of . the. Christmas: .Stageshow 

high: for. .first ‘session : ; of Xmas {: 
show ‘at Hall. Long lines: both. ‘Sat- 

climbing .to. a. mighty ‘$39, 000 Sat-| 
7 urday ‘alone.. = 

booking ‘.of. bringing pic into’ the 
| Broadway house after many weeks. 
vat the. east Side. arty is not: shaping 
.too. well, * 
held with big $33, 000.: ‘in third ses-. 
‘sion, .° “daydating the: State’ ‘and. a 

Minding the Store” is-down ta-a}- 
good. $12, 000° .in second ‘stanza at 

aftér an amazing: run 

“Bed” ran. nearly as. Jong ‘at the: a 
7 Fine Arts. 

“Astor: (City: Inv.) (1, 094: $1. 25-$2) | 

‘(- Guild". " enterprises) |. 

: Love ont 

Palace. (RKO). (1,642: $1,25-$2)- 
“Soldier: in... ‘Rain”. (AA). - (3d: wk). 

-yesterday’|. . 

feliers) 6 200; 95-$2.75) — ‘ “Chas 
‘yade” (U) and annual Christmas. 
stageshow. Initial week. ending to- : 
day (Wed.). looks to. hit whopping: 
‘$180,000: or ‘close. Holding through. 
fhe. holdays, ‘of course, and likely. 
longer... Reserved seats have been 
sold gut for virtually every show 
up.to New Year’s for many weeks. 

’ Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; 
“Cleopatra” (20th) . (27th wk). 
The 26th ‘stanza’ finished yesterday 
A(Tues.) ‘was. splendid $33,000. or 
close. aftér-$36,000 for 25th. week, 

“week, * 

“Yum -Yum Tree’ (Col) (4th wk): 
Third ‘round. 
(Tues.) was sweet. $23,000. or near 

eyig,, 
ta 

$2.50-$5.50).. 

‘which ‘had benefit of the holiday E 

State (Loew) (1,850; $1:50-$2.50) | 

‘ended yesterday. 

| after: $27,500 for ‘second. Day-* 
dating with Trans-Lux 52d Stréet, .. 

(Par): opens on Dec. 25. 
. Victeria (City :Inv.) 1,003; $1.25- 
$2)— 
(Par). - 

—‘Who's- Minding the -Store” 
(3d) wk)... Initial holdover 

was’ fire. '$12,000° or close. after 
$22,000 for opener...’ 

week *: finished yesterday (Tues.}. 

$15,000 or. near. in: first round..at/“Love With a. Proper - Stranger”. 

Warner (SW). (1,504: $2.50-$4. 80) : 
—It’s..a. Mad World’ ’ (UA) (4th 
wk). Third session completed Sat-° 
‘urday. (7) was’ virtually. capacity” 
-$43,000- on 10. performances after 

 ‘First-Ren Arties: 
Baronet. (Reade) (430; $1,25-$2)— 

for opener. 
Beekman. (Rugoff- Th. ) (590: $1: 50- 

$2)—Knife in Water” (Kana) (7th. 
wk). -Sixth: session. was okay $4,300 
after $6,200 -for: fifth week. 

Carnegie. Hall’ Cinema (F&A) 
-| (330; $1.50-$2)— “Affair of Skin” 

"(Continued on page 10). 

Mis Biz Big on 11.02s; 
‘Tree’ Great $10,000, 

pre-Christmas dull days is the fact, 
.there’s . not.’ 

| holding back product is the fact 
that biz is. brisk. with many hold- 
overs. Near blizzard on: weekend, 
‘however. hurt P-asses. 

Probable. ‘standout is 
‘Yum’ YumTree:” great in third 
round. 
‘also’. is. - -solid. in. fourth.. “Fun in 
‘Aeapuleo”. is heo in second. The 

Was Won” 

“spectively. - 
Estimates for This Week 

“Avalon (Frank). (800; $1)—“Her 

$93,200 for second week, 13. shows. 

Ze ‘it (3a T : 
DeMille on. chardticket . tomorrow. & 7 Ry wh. his. stanza looks 
(Thurs.)" night : after. ‘getting - six |" 

“Under 

“Take Her, She’s. Mine” 

Bikini. Never :Got Wet” (Indie) and: 

“Ladies Who. Do” (Cont). (3d wk). 
Initial holdover round ended Sun-~ 
day (8) was. big $8, 500 after. $13,500 es. 

Fun’ Mid $4,500, yo 
, I _ Minneapolis, Dee. 10.°. |. 

Indicative. ‘of the’ arrival of the i 

“ single Loop new-_ 
comer in the. current stanza. Also 

two: roadshow. ‘films; “How West .. 
_and “Cleopatra,”*are — 

dn. their 40th and 24th. weeks, re: 

“Facts of Life” Indie} (3d - wk). . 
‘Okay’ $1,000. Last- week,. $1,200. 

=—“Cleopatra” | (20th) ... (24th 
Nice’ $6,000. Last week, $7,000. 

‘Century (Par) (1,300; $2.10-$3. wa . 

Cooper (CF) (905: $1.25-$2. 59)—" 
“How. ‘West Was. Won”... (MGM) .« 

(40th. wk). Great $9,800, Last week, | ° 
| $10, 50N::. 

"Gopher (Berger) f 1, 000: $1-$1. 25) 

: (2d. wk). Fair 4, 000. Last. week, 

‘¢ I, 000:- ‘$1-$1 25— 
‘Fon | in Acapuleo” (Par). (2d wk). 
Mederate $4500. 7 of weak, $0: 500, 
~ Mani Mann) (1,000: $1.25-$1.50) 
—-‘Take Her, She's “Mine” (20th) 

Foruin . (Noreb). Bia: $t 35-1. 80) {'$7,000 
| —"Conjugal- Bed” (Embassy) (13th-| 
final wk).. 

. Sunday (8) was smooth. $7, 000 after: 
| $7,500° for “11th. -stanza. 
Pillow” (Col): opens Dec: 16, day- ao he 

“Oroheum:. (Mann) (2. B00: 
$1 50) 
wk). : 

—. “McLintock” fUA) (4th 
Sturdy $6, 000. . Last. week, 

900. 
Park. . ( Mann) 

{Cal), $3,000. «yj. 
‘State (Par): 2. 200: ‘$1. 25-$1.50)_— 

“Yum : Yum “Tree”. (Col). (3d wk). 

$16, 000: 
. ‘Suburban: World (Mann) 
.$1.25)——“Lord of Flies” (Cont) (eth 
500 Healthy $1, 800. Last week, 

Wortd: (Mann) (400; ‘$1. 25-$1.50— 
“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) (4th 
wk). . Sturdy sh 000. - Last week, 

—"Palm Springs. “Weekend” (WB) . 

|b ok)... So™d: $5, 000: - Last. week, | 

$1.25- 

-(1,000;- $1 50)— 
| “Nurse. on Wheels” (Janus). 
-$2,500: Last week, “French Style”: 

Slow . 

Robsst. $10, 000. ‘Last week, $16, 000.. , 
(Gon: 



_ .. (Dickinson) (700; 700; ‘$l. each),” 

al Se com stadt I a) ill 

ore 

= Wednesday, December Hy, 1963 _ ae 

KC Solid: ‘Tree 
Ty oe. 

:, Take Her’ Big 66, 
._Kansas City, Dee. 10. + 

" Despite the absence of any new- 
comers, business: was. rated unusu- | 

““Cleo-|. 
patra” rated lusty in fourth Capri|, 
yound. ‘Three Fox houses” and.a} 

ally good for time of year. 

Dickinson. suburban held. “Fun in}- 
-Aecaraleo” for a second. week | and 
okay returns. : 

“Under Yum. ‘Yum - Tree” con 
tinues: wow ‘in third at the -Plaza.}- 
“Take Her,. She’s -Mine”’ . ‘at -Fox 
Brookside and Granada is. ‘rated: 
plush, “Lord ‘of..Flies”. is trim in 

_ fourth... “MctT intock’” looms Bod | 
at Uptown in. third. *: 

Estimates for ‘This Week = 
Brookside, Granada . (Fox: -Mia-| 

west-Nat, .Gen. Corp.). (800;: vine’ | Lavely- $15,000. Last week, $25,000.-| 
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1. 80) | $1.50)—“‘Take Her, She’s: “Mine” |: 

(20th). (3d wk, Brookside; 2d: wk, 
Granada). Plush. ‘$6, 000. “Last. 
‘week, $8,000; ~ | 

Capri: «Durwood) td, 2603: $i 80-1. 
$3)—"Cleopatra’’ - (20thy (4th. wk). 

.. Lush. $19,000." Last week, $22, 000;- 
Empire .(Durwood) (886; :$1. 25- |. 

‘$2. 50)——“How West. Was" Wan” 
(MGM) (37th wk-4 ‘days)..‘ -Sizzling 
$12,000 or near: in: final 4 _ days. 
Last. week, $15,000. oO 

. Paramount. (Blank-UP): (A; 900; 
$1.25-$1.50) — “Palms .S pr ings 
Weekend” (WB) (2d: .wk}.: ._ Neat: 
‘$7,000; probably staying. » Last 
week, ‘$8, 500... -- 

Plaza (FMW). (I 630: $1. 25-$1. 50) 
—"“Yum Yum. ‘Tree’ (Col) (3d wk). 
Wow $14.000.: Last. week, $15,500. 

Rockhill | (Art. ‘Theatre - Guild) 
(821; $1-$1.50)—“Lord . of . Flies” 
(Cont) (4th wk). Excellent: $3, 00. 
‘Last’ week, $3, 800: . 

Roxy (Durwood) (664: 15-$1. 50)— 
“Wheeler - Dealers’”’ MGM): 
wk)... Nice. $6, 500. “Last: week, 

.$8,000.. 
sis, . Fairway,” = Vista. “OR MEW) 
“€1,360; 7100: -700;. $1. each); Engle- 
wood - (Dickinson) | (850: $1)— — Fun‘ 
in. Aleapulco” (Par) (2d. wk). .Pass-' 
able $8,000: Last ‘week, 63rd | 
“Street (E&S) (1,500 ‘ears),- ‘Fairy-| 
Jand (Finkelstein). --(1;500 .. cars); 
Shawnee and ‘Leawood. (Dickinson) | : 
(1,000; 750. cars);| Hiway 40 (Gen- | 
eral)” (1,000..cars): Hillerest: (Heath). 

“150 cars); Waldo (Rhoden): (1,000; * Good grossing ‘conditions -con- 
$1-$1.25); Dickinson and Overland 

ar $42,000. 
— Uptown .- (EM) - (2, 043.” $1. 25. 

$1. 50)—“MeLintock” (UA: (3d wk). 
“Good $9, 000. ° Last. week, 510, 000..: 

& LOS ANGELES ~ 
(Continued. from. ‘page: 9). 

“and: “Battle of “Sexes”. (Cont) -(re-. 
issues) (2d wk). Okay $4, 000. Last : 
“week, $5,700.’ 

_ -Warren’s, Crest . (Metropolitan- 
“ State}: (1,757; -:.750;  $1-$1.49) — 
“Lawrence. of: “Arabia”. (Col) (3d 
wk). Nice. : $9, 500. - Last: week, 
$18,200. 

Beverly, Orpheum. (State-Metro- 
politan) (1,150; 2,213; -$1-$2.40)— 
“Tom Yones” (UA): (7th wk; Bev- 
erly; 2d. wk,. Orpheum), Rousing 
$26,500. ‘Last: week, :$33,000. . 

Iris (FWC):. (825; - $1-$1. 49)— 
.“Fun in. “Acapulco” :(Par). ‘and. 
“Gidget Goes to Rome”. (Col) (2d ; 

-...| 926; $1.25-$1. 49) —“Palm Springs wk). Tepid $3,000. . : 
- Fox Wilshire: CWO): 1;990; $i-| 
$1 49) — “McLintock’’: (3d wk) and’ 
“Wheeler Dealers” - (MGM). (m.0.). 
Slow. $4,000. 

_. Lido. (FWC) (878;. _$1-$1 49) —. 
- “E-Shaped Room”: (Col) ‘(4th wk) 
and “Sundays ‘and Cybele” (Ind). 

- (reissue). ‘Thin $3,000: . 
Village. (FWC) (1,535;: -$1-$1 49)— 

“Irma La..Douce” (UA) (7th: wk)... 
Fair $4,000: “Last week $5,800. . 
' Cinerama. (Pac). (915: $1. 49-$3: 350) | 
—‘It’s 

wk). Socko $28, 600. Last: week, $28, =|. 
500.: 

Chinese . (FWC). a 408¢ $2-$2: 40): 
—“Yum Yum -Tree’’. (Col): (7th wk).. 

Big. $11,000. Isast week, $17,500. ~ 
‘Egyptian. (UATC) (3% 392: $2-$2. ‘40) 

“Lilies of Field”. (UA). (8th wk).: 
Pallid $7, 000. Last week,. ‘$7,800... 

“Stranger Knocks” ° (Lux) (8th. 
wk). ‘Wan $72, 000. Last. week, $2,700. 

Fine Arts (EWC). (631; -$2-$2 40) 
—“Lord of Fliés (Cont) - (8th wk). 
Slick $5,000: Last week, $7,200. — 

Hollywood Paramount (State). 
(1,468; ~ $1.55-$2. 40). 
(MGM) (13th wk). _ Trim $5, 000.. 
Last week, : $6,500. 

Pantages. (RKO) (1,512; $2. 50- 
$5.50) — “Cleopatra” (20th) (25th 
aes Slow $21, 000. Last week, $30,- 

. $3. 80)— 

|.(20th): (2a wk). 

(4th } 

ments,” 

-” 1and: Captive | .Women”’ (Indie) \(3d° 

. $1: .49)—“Violent : World. of ‘Sammy: 

| wee 
(m.o): $6,500° -on,: moveover. after |: 

A Mad. World’. (UA) (5th | 

- | week, $7,700... 
_-Four ‘Star (UATC) (868;. $1 A49-$2)'|.: 

a “WLP. 2s”? 

Vas: 

Warner Holiywooa (SW): (1, 291: 

- _ ee “et . 
eer ee Seavert ee ee Ee ea ek ae a A A eS 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page. 8). 

“Stout. $13, 000.. an Last week, 
‘5, 000.: o | 

McVickers (Beacon) (1, 100: $2 20- 
“It's a. Mad “World”. (WA) 

(3d = wk).,. Good”: $22, 000. : 
‘week, $31; 000:: 

“Confess, ‘Dr.:Corda’”’ “(Indie).. and 
“Night - Affair” (Indie). - Fair | 
$4,500. Last week, “Ravaged”. (In- | 
‘die) -and. “Girl- Fever”. (Indie) (re~" 
issues), $4, 100. 

Oriental. (indie) | (3; 400; 90-81. 80). 
—"MecLintock” _ (UA) (4th. “wk). 

—“Wheeler - Dealers” “(MGM): (3d. 
wk). Frisky. $14 000... Last week; 
$19, 500.: 

‘State-Lake. (B&K): (2, 400: “$1. 50: “ 
(20th): (24th wk). | $4) “Cleopatra” 

Sturdy $19, 000. Last’ week, ‘$21, 000. 

. Surf (H&E. Balaban): (684; $1.50- |: 
fp. .80)—-“Hand in Trap”. (Indie) ana. 
Summerskin’” ‘Undie) : (20th’ pop), +}: 

| Bait ‘$2,900. . . Last. week, $3,200. 

“Town “(Teitel) (640:. 
: —“Playgirl and. ‘War -‘Minister” 

(Union). - ‘Okay $3,000.. _ Last. -week, | 
“Prelude. to. ‘Eestasy"~ (Manson), 

+$3,000.. -- 
United Artists (B&ky. a 7200: 90-. 

$1.80) —"““Yum Yum Tree” (Col (6th 
wk). Solid: ‘$15, 000... * Last week, 
$25, 500. 

“Woods. (Esganess): “(1 200; “gpe] 
$1. 80) — “Take. ‘Her. . ‘She's. Mine” 

near: Last. week, $35,000:-.. -: 

World -(Feitel) “(608; 90:$1. 80) 
-“Seducers” (Brenner) . (2d. 
‘Bright $4, 250.. "Last: week, ‘$1; 900." 

Det. Fairly Good: ‘Tree’ 
ly $11,000, 5th Wk: 

Detroit, Dec, 10." 

tinue: for most firstruns here. this: 
| week, with :only' two. newcomers. 
“Small. ‘Violent ‘World of Sammy. 
Lee” shapes" ‘nearly | ‘okay: ‘at.-the 
Madison. ‘Devil. and -10°Command- 

new. at - the = ‘Trans-Lux 
‘Krim,.. looks” good. :: 

Michigan. 

“Cleopatra” is. rated ‘swell in 24th- 
stanza at’ United Artists. “How: the- 
West: ‘Was. Won’ is. wham. in 4ist{ 

a 1000 for opener. 
ica” ‘¢WB) -aepens Dec. 15. 

‘Plaza . (Lopert) ' (525; $1. 50-$2)-— . 
“city Lights” . (reissue) -Gndie): (3d 

‘week’ at ‘Music Halk. 

Estimates for. This. ‘Week. ; 

Fox” (Downtown. . Fox Corp) 
(5,041: $1.25-$1.49) — .“Man With 
X-Ray - “Eyes”. (AI) and “Hercules + 

wk).- Fair "$8, 500.. "Last: “week; 
$12:000:": 
‘Michigan. “(nitea Detroit) - (4: 

Weekend” (WB) . (2d: wk).. 
$10, 000. : Last. week, : $12,000.. 

-. Palms: (UD). (2, 995;. $1 .25-$1. 48) : 

—“MeLintock”:: (UA) and “Great. 
Van Robbery”. (Indie) (3d -wk): 

‘Good 

Madison - (UD)  (1;408;  $1:25- 

Lee’. (Indie). . Okay $7,000. “cast 
““Ineredible’. Journey” : (BY). 

‘two ‘weeks: at downtown ‘Michigan: 

Granda Circus (UD) (1,400; $1.25- 
$1. 49)—Take’. Her, She's. Mine’” 
(20th) (4th wk). “Hep: $7, 000. Last. 
week, $8, 500. 

Adams.  (Communityy” 
$1 .25-$1.50) —- “Wheelers . Dealers” 
(MGM) (4th wk). ‘Trim, $6, 500. Last 

United ‘Artists (UA) 

Last week, $12;700. 

a 213: 
Was Won” (MGM)... 

Mercury” ‘(Suburban ., Detroit) 
‘$1-$1.80) “— “Yum. Yum | 

Tree”.(Col) (5th: wk). . Big $11, 000. 
‘Last. ‘week, $11,500: 

Trans-Lux ‘Krim: | 

st’ week,. “Fantasia” {BVa, #9,000 
in. sixth week, . _ 

Last. 

‘Monroe. (Jovan) a 000; -¢5'90)| 

‘Monday -:(9).:: 
Diary”: (MGM) (4th, wk), : was’ aniild 
| $2, 400.. 

Okay $18, 000° ‘or Smal wk). 

wk). |. 

wk). 

~ Meanwhile; - 
ma “Palm. ‘Springs: Weekend”. is fairly. 

‘| good - in second “session at the 

“Under Yum. voi Tree” stilt. is’. 
-} big: in fifth ‘round. at Mercury, | 

Good: $8,000. : Last week, "$10,000. . 

(1,700: 

2, 667: 
$1.50-$3.50).. — “Cleopatra” - (20th): 
(24th wk): Swell. $12, 000 or: close: | 

' Music. Hall ‘(Beacon Enterprises) | 
$1. 25-$2.80).— “How. . West. 

(41st’. wk):. 
‘Wham $15,000. Last week, $19, 300.. 

* rrans-Lan) |— 
(980; . $I. 49)—"Devil and 10 :Com-]| 

$1.25-$2.80) — “How . West Was: ‘mandments”. (Indie). Good. $7, 500. | 
Won” (MGM): (42d wk). Stout $20; -|La 000}; as: bi 000. or near, ‘Last: week, $20,200. | tow fon for four 

_ fe 4 on 

Weekend’ Nice $7, 000} 
ia > Columbus, O:, Dec. 10: 
AL downtown. firstrunis had hold. 

|-overs, with spotty’ biz anticipated.. 
~'| Loew’ 8s Ohio: curtailed ‘its’ third |< 

week run.of “Wheeler Dealers”. for | 
a ‘fair. returns :to. make way: for the 

‘| stage musical, “Camelot,” “in Dec. }- 
: “Palm - ‘Springs: ‘Weekend” Ps 

‘|‘is ‘rated -pleasing. at -RKO- Palace | 
9-14. 

in second. stanza.. “How West Was 
-Won,” concluding its eighth: month. 

: Estimates: for This. Week ~ 

— ‘How “West. ‘Was Won” (MGM) 

$8, 100. |: 

Ohio’ (Loew) (3 079; 50-$1. 50): 
| “wheeler Dealers” (MGM) (3d. wk--| 
4 days). - Fair. $3, 800... _ Last- week, 
$7, 000.: 

“Palm. - Springs. “Weekend” 
‘and: “Gun Hawk” (AA) ‘(2d wk): 

~ BROADWAY 
“(Continued ‘from page 9). 

fine ‘$4, 500 or. close’ after. $5, 300 
for. second. 

‘Cinema- One. (Rugoft ‘Th. (700; 
are 50-$2)—“Tom Jones” (UA) (10th |: $1.25-$1.80). | wk. 
Sunday (8).was gréat $29,600 after. 
$36, 800 for eighth: week.. 

Cinema: Two‘ (Rugoff. Th.) (300; : 

‘The -ninth- stanza finished. 

$1. 50-$2)—Film «Fest opened: here. 
Last .week, “Family 

‘Coronet. (Reade): (500:. $1, 30-$2). 
—New Kind of. Love”. (Par) (7th-. 

Sixth - week. completed: 
“| yesterday, (Tues:). ‘was slick $7,000. 
‘after: $8,000°-in: fifth. .. 
(Cont) opens-: ‘Dec. ..16.. 

Fine Arts (Davis): (468; $1. 80-$2) | 
— “Clear : Skies’. 

Guild: (Guild) “(450;: isi 7) 
.| “Three Lives of: Thomasina” (BV). 
--Opens — today. ‘(Wed.). - 

festival of Bergman’ films. 
‘In: ahead, 

“Little. Carnegie (Landau). (520% 
“$1. 25-$2).— “Naked. Autumn” 
(UMPO)” (4th wk). This’ week end- 
‘ing today (Wed. } looks big” $7, 000 
after $8,200. in third round: . . 
: Murray ‘Bill. (Rugoft ‘Th... (565: 
$I: .50-$2)——"“Liliés of .. Field’: (UA) 
11th’ wk).. The 10th: ‘round . ended 

_| Monday (9) “was fine - $6,500 after 
$7;500 for ninth. week, - 

wk), Second week. énded yesterday. 
(Tues.). was fine $4,500- after : $7;- 

“America, -Amer- 

wk). ‘Second :; session. completed 

‘of $25,600 .on opener, ° ::: 
Sutton (Rugoft Th:) (561:. 

‘ing. with Criterion, ° 

wk).- 

Tower. ‘Fast. (Loew) : (588. $1.50- 

“‘wk). . 

_after $17,000 for: fourth, helped. by 
vacationing youngsters.- 

$2) 

Trans-Eux ‘52d - St. ‘Ey - (840; 
$1.25-$2)—“Yum ‘Yum: ‘Tree” (Col) 
(4th: wk), 
‘yesterday (Tues.).: was: big. $10,000 

‘with State,” . 
- Trans-Lux 85th “St; 

(20th). (5th wk). 

dating with “Criterion. 

- -“Traveling.. “Light”: 
“Amorous Sex *. (Mishkin) (6th. wk). 
Fifth. week finished” ‘Monday’ (9) |. 

‘at: RKO Grand, shapes very. Boo. : 

Grand (RKO). (860; $1.50-$2. 75) 

(34th wk). “Good: $7, 000. ‘Last week, . 

" Palace (RKO) (2,845: '50-$1. Bont a 
“<wB) | 

$6,500. 
Pleasing $i, 000. Last week, $9, 800; t 

“/ {Wheeler - “Dealers”. _ 

“Witch’s. Curse’’.-(Indie).. 
| $6,000. Last week, “Palm. Springs 
|: “Weekend” (WB) .(2d wk), $6,500: 

Pun In. Acapulco” (Par); 
$6,500. Last’ week, “Palm. Springs: 
Weekend” (WB) (2d wk),. -$6,000.- "|. 
_-- Strand: (National : Realty): (2,200; 
90-$1. 25)—“Yum Yum Tree”. (Col). 
and “Critic” -(Col)-(4th wk). . 
$5,000. after. $7, 000- in third: week. 

“Billy, Liar” : 

Bat Biz Okay; Dealers’ 
(Eagle) - (3d-final 7 

ao | First: holdover ‘stanza finished | 
- | Monday (9) .was-okay $6,000: after | 
$7,500 for -opener: . 
ow’. (Col) - opens: Dec. -16;: making |: 7 
only :six..days for ‘finai week. “Day- 
-dating ‘with. ‘Forum. ° 7 

“West” Boff 156, 41st: 

“Love: on. Pil-}: 

Paris (Pathe. Cinema): (568; ‘$1, 50- 
'$2)—“‘Soldier-.in Rain’ (AA). (3d 

‘$1 50- | 
$2): ——" “Any--Number ” Can: Win” ,| 

a | (MGM) (10th wk)... The ninth. stanza. 
1 finished Monday (9) was. hep. $5,300 |. 

after $8,400: for: eighth. 
tors” (Col) opens ‘Dec. 19, daydat-’ 

“The Vic- | 

-$1.50)—“‘Take Her,’ 
(20th) 21 wk). Solid $7,000. Last 

$2)—"Fantasia”. (BV) (reissue) (6th 
‘Fifth round | ‘compléted -Mon- 

‘day (9) was stout $9,000 or ‘close-|: 

“wk). 
$2;,500:-° 

“Third.” Session finished’ 

after $15, 000 for second. -Daydating _ 

(T-L) 4550; ; 
$1. 25-$2)—"Take | Her, .She’s “Mine”. |_ 

- Fourth: stanza] 
ended -yesterday -(Tués.) was. nice. 
'$4,500-.after- $7,800 “for: third. Day-} 

a ‘| building, .. 
.World (Perfecto). (390: 90°$1. 50): 

(Vie) and: 

$7.50 500. or near. after $8, 000 | 

he vast Hts Hub; ‘Journey Slow 
) 500, ad; T ree’ Lofty $12,000, sh 

Fur’ Slight $6. 500 In. 

* Providence, ‘Dec, 10. 
Plenty of ‘downtown. traffic: ‘put 

it. -all ‘seems. to be ‘geared to - pre- 
Christmas: shopping as. ‘most. biz. is. 
down currently: Weekends are the. 

| only. exceptions. Fairly good under. 
the circumstances ‘i is about the. only: 
‘way to. tab. most. ‘of: the: pix. RKO: 
“Albee. ‘is . Okay °-with< “Incredible |: 

{| Journey” ‘but -the ‘State’s: “Fun, In 
‘The- 

‘4th Found of. “Under Yum: 
Yum. ‘Tree, ig” ‘rated. happy. 

-Acapulco,”” | ‘sad... 
Strand’s 

“shapes. 

“Estimates. for This. Week. 

Albee. (RKO) (2,200:. 75-$1)- 

AIndie) 
“Last 
(MGM) - 

“Gunfight. .Comanche. 
(MGM) ‘(2d wk), $4, 500. 

alry) Command” 
‘or. over, 

‘Elmwood (Snider) (2, so: $2.50- 
{-$3)—“Cleopatra” (19th wk). ‘Good - 
"| $5: 000, ‘Last. week, $5,300, ~ 

‘Majestic (SW) . (2,200; '75-$1)—: 
“Alone. Against. Rome” ‘ndie), and. 

Passable-. 

‘State. (Loew) - (3,200;. -75-$0— 
Drab 

airish $8,000. in’ 3d;.. 

Baitimore, Dec: 102° 
:Firstrun business . is on ‘the 

pleasing side again with holdovers 
“Great. Escape” . 

‘ light: in seventh week.. at the. 
‘Senator... 

4 holding up: in -21st session at the 
Little -while ‘playing: ‘simultaneous- 
ly. at :nabe: houses. : 
ers”. ‘looms. ‘Passable in third. at 
Stanton. ; 

showing. strength. 

{Irma La: Douce’”’ 

“Take Her, ‘She's: Mine" is 5 solid 4. 
| in: same: at Mayfair. | “Palm Springs: : 
Weekend” looks: ‘okay in second : at. 
the Town ‘and “Fun in Acapulco”. 
doing okay in‘ second at the New.. 

| “Lilies: of Field” is’ ‘steady in third, 
at ‘the Five: West . 

- Estimates. ‘for This Week . 
‘Charles -. :(Fruchtman) - (500: . 50- 

$1: 50)— 

Five ‘West (Schwaber) (435: “90. 
$1. 50)—“Lilies. ‘of: Field’. (UA) (3d 
wk), 

“Monday. (9) ‘for: this ‘oldie. Charles 92, 200. 
-Chaplin- ‘comedy. held . with © wow, 

*.| $17,900 - ‘after new: high “for house. 

Steady $2, 000. Last week, 

Hippodrome: (TL) 2, 200; $1. 56- 
$3. 50). —. od ena (20th) - (24th: | _ 
wk). - $10,500." Last ‘week, 
ditto. “ 

(P-L. “(300° “Little - 

- New: (Fruchtman): 

Mayfair “(Fruchtman) (7005. 50- 
She's. Mine” 

week, $11, 000. 

Nice - $2, 000. | 

“Stanton (Friichtman) ’ (2, 800: 50- 
| $1.50)—“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) |. 

. -|-@d_. -wk). 
‘Trans-Lux East (T-L) (600; $1.25- 
——“All Way. Home”. (Par) - (7th |. 

wk).° “Sixth. round completed. Mon- { 
day-(9) was ‘okay. $4, 000. after 36, 500 
for. fifth. 

—"“Great Escape” (UA) (7th. -wk). 
Light’ $6; 000. Last” week, $12, 000.: 
‘Town (T-L) > (1 ,125: 50-$1 50)— 

“Palm Springs Weekend” (WB): (2d. 
‘Last week, wk).: 

$8; 000. 
“Okay « $7.0 000. 

~HAWAIL DIVERSIFIES 
. Honolulu, Dec. io: 

* Consolidated -. . Amusement: Co; 
the island state’s- major circuit, is'|. . 
further diversifying its real estate |" 

N ewly-opened ~ Narsity. | 
‘circular | th 

-holdings. 
| five-story . 

‘office building. near ‘the. U.... of 
Hawaii: campus, occupies a portion : 
of. the Varsity. theatre’s. parking lot: 
Circuit: not :only owns - the 

‘uniquely-designed . round -office |: 
| building, but: also is ; operating | it” 

-|wow in fifth week. at. Astor. . 

. “Jn. . 

| credible Journey”: (BV) and “Cav- 
Okay: 
week, - 

Greek’ fe 

$12, 000: 

| $1. 20-$3. 95)— 
|} (4th-wk). Fourth week started Dec..-..: ~~ 
| 10." “Third session ‘was fine $14,000." . *. 

(850;. 90-$1.50)— a 
wk). to 

Okay ‘$4,000. ° -Last .week,. $7, 000. 22 

‘appy 

in Her’. Tall'76, 2d | 

“Kipling’s Women” ndie): Gd wk), _ 

“Wheeler Deal- | $2,000. 

“Conjugal Bed”. (Embassy): 
(5th wk). Fair. $3, 000, ‘Last. _ week;, 
$4, 000. _ 

‘when: ’ . 
opens. Last week, “‘Take: Her, She's ©. 

| Mine”. (20th) (3d wk),. oke’ $7, 500... ..*: 

“Orpheum (Loew): (2,900; 90-$1,65)° ~ 

*50-$1 50)—* 
“Irma. La: Douce” (UA). (21st. wk). 
Okay $3,000. Last week, $4, 300.. 

(1; 600; 50- 
$1: 50)—“Fun in- “Acapulco”. (Par): 
(2d wk). Oke . $5, 000. Last. week, Bi 

-. $9,000... 
‘Foho Cinema (Toho) (299: $1. 50- |: 

'$2)—“High ‘and-Low” (Toho) «(3d 
-First ‘holdover: week: ended. 

.Monday- (9). held with ‘sturdy $10,-: 
000 .after $11,000 for initial. round: |. 

-| “Knockers, “Up”. eer 
Years of Fun” (20th); Perky '$8,000;° 
Last: week,’.“World: of Flesh” (In-: °. 

| die) ‘and Marilyn” - (20th). {rerun), rrr’ 
(24 wk), $5, 000. | 

‘$1: 50)-—"Lord of Flies” (Cont) (3d-|- 
- Last week, 

Passable - $8, 000. Last . 
week, $10,000.. ; 

- Senator (Durkee): (960; “90- $1, 50). , 

Boston, Dec. 10. 

as the cinemas: feel the competi-. 

“Incredible «J ourney” ” is holding © 
okay. in second -session ‘at: the ‘Bea- - 
‘con Hill’ and ‘Capri... “Fun “in: 
.Acapulco” 
Paramount. - . “MeLintock” : looms. - : 
good: ‘in third: at ‘the. Orpheum.. 

“Mad World” is fine at the Boston 
in ‘third... “Yum Yum: Tree”: shapes. 

“Lord . 
of Flies” continues to amaze - with” 

the Cinema, Kenmore: Square: 
“Wheeler.” Dealers”: okay . ‘in’ 
fourth: week .at the Saxon. woe a 

‘Estimates for This: Week. 

‘Wow. $12,000. ‘Last week, $13,000. 
Beacon Hill. (Sack) (900; $1-$1:80) : 

-—Incredible - Journey” * (BV). (2d - 
wk). Fair $5, 500... Last week, © 

-Boston “ (Beacon’.. Ent) 
—“Mad - “World’®’ 

Capri: - (Sack). 
“Trieredible Journey.”. (BY) (2d 

"Center. (E. -M: Loew): (1,250: 90.” 
$1. 25) — “Playgirls “International” . 
Undie): and. “Bikini Baby”. (Indie). : 
| Oke $5,500... Ihast: week, “Promises, 

"| Promises” * : 
Room” (Indie) ° (4th Wk), $2, 600 on: _ 

: _| four days... .-. on 

(NTD):: ‘and “Strong: 

Cinema, ‘Kenmore: " Square: dn: : " 
ate) "4320;  $1.40-$1.90)—"Lord “of. =”. 

Sturdy. * ‘| Flies” .. (Cont) » (12th --wk),- 
$4, 000.. Last week,. $5,000. wt 
‘Exeter (Indié) (1,276: “90-$1. 49)—" 

“Heavens. Above”. (Janus) (6th wk). 
{Nice $3,500. Last.week, $4,000... .-~ 

Fenway (Indie) . (1,300; “90-$1 49) or 
—“For Lovers ‘and: Others”. (Indie) 
and “There’s Sttll Room ‘in Hell” 

_Okay $3,200. : Last. ‘week,. -. ot 
‘ (Indie). and © >: 

(Indie).. 

‘Gary (Sack). ‘a, OTT: - $2-$3: 90) —: 
; “Cleopatra” (20th) (m. 0.) (4th: wk). 
Good $5,500, Last week, $7,500: 

. Mayflower. (ATC)- (689; .$0-$1.50) | 
“Mary, Mary” (WB) (subrun).' Good a 

(2d WHy 
$4, 060. Last . week, | “Irma . La... 
Douce’ AUAY. Asubrun) : 

1$3; 500. - 
Memorial: “<RKO) ~ “3 000: - 90- a 

$1: 50) “Palm. Springs. Weekend” . 
1:(WB) and: “Gunfight at. Comanche |”: 
Creek” (AA)-(3d: wk), 
Last. week, : $10,000. .. . ore 

» Music... ‘Hall. (Sack). (4300; 000°: 
$1. 80). — Closed. “until. Xmas day 

“Sword: in: Stone” (BV)-- 

—“‘McLintock”’.- (UWA)-(3d- wk). Good . 
$6,200. Last week, $10,000. | ke 

‘(2;357;- 90-: -Paramount: (NET): 
$1. 65)—“Fun: in. Acapulco’. (Par) 

fand. “Operation Bullshine”’ (Indie). 
(2d. wk).: Fait, $6, 000. ‘Last: week, : 
$12, 500.. 

Pilgrim’ (ATC): a, 909: 15-$1 25)— 
. Indie)“ and: 

—"My. Life to: Live’?  (Inion) ‘Gd 
- wk). . Okay. - $2, 500. 
‘$3,000 ee 
Saxon. (Sack): (1, 000: $1 50-$2. 75): wen 

— ‘Wheeler Dealers”. (MGM): (4th - 
wk): Oke: $5, 000. ‘Last... “week,” oT 
$6, 000:. os 

' State. (Trans-Lux) (730: "90-81. 25) ee 
(Indie)..and  - 

“Vice Dolls’” dndie) (2d wk). Peppy 

—“Europe ‘in “Raw”: 

$8, 000.. Last. week, “$11, 000. 
“West. End. Cinema (E. M. Loew) Boe 

(500: "75-$1. 50) -— “Conjugal Bed” 
° (Embassy). (5th° wk). ° 
. | Started Friday... (6). 

. was. Bod § #4, 000. 

-Fifth : week 

POS: PUBLIC. PREFERENCES 
“Albuquerque,. ‘Dec. 10.:° 

Fer the fir t time. in many years, 
he Scripps-E oward afternoon 

daily. Tribune: here has. started a> . 
poll to. determine. the ten best. and.” 
.ten worst. films shown in this town 
in, the past calendar: year...’ 

Testing reaction is. film’ ‘editor - 
‘Fred Boniavita. Deadline is Dee.. 16. 7 

” Biz is setting a slow; steady: pace: ao | 
; this. week, lower : receipts’ ‘looming. 7 

-Prov.; ‘Tree’. Hot 5G tion from Xmas shopping. All big -~ 
‘| pictures: are: holding with no new 
‘product in this. frame from-majors. -. 

‘is-:mild: in- seeond’-at. | 

“Palm Springs Weekend” is hoid-. _ a 
ing so-so.in third at-the Memorial. © - 

healthy: grosses in 12th session at. . 

Astor: (B&Q) (1,117;-'90-$1.50)——, ae 7 
“Yum Yum’ Tree” . (Col) (5th WK). 

asBaB 
(UA). ~ 

Fair 36, 500. Se 

“39° - ae 

Last. “week, wo 

Fourth, week" _ 



er Eco x 

mi rt] 1e surface are The acecigrente] could ibe heard from 
. fast t to > the United 8 States Senate ry 

ae a woman »and a way rot life. - 

TAOT-Peweairer Prooucon, 

|. FROM 20TH. 
"IN JANUARY: 



» 

‘Mexico. City; ‘Dec. 10. 
Current film. scene here i is a com- 

plex of: uneasy. . alliances © and” ‘un-. 

certain emnities. “This was apparent 1] 

Jast” ‘week when ‘the. Union |of . In- | 

dependent Mexican Film, Distribu- | 

tors ‘took a. full ‘page. ad -in ELI] 

Universal, . “most* influential - local: 

daily, to ‘call: the government’s at: |[:- 

‘tention ‘to. ‘what-the: indies: charge ||: 
to be new attempts by Yank .dis-}f 

tribs to “‘Tonopolize_ the Mex film'|]| 

‘market. 

While the Jead paragraphs. “of | 
the open Jetter accused the Nanks: 
of trying ‘to. impose “new contract : 

exhibitors, some. of tte pitterest. ac- EE-. 
terms” (see ‘separate . ‘story), 

eusations were directed against the 
government-hacked ‘domestic | . dis- 
trib, Pelicular Nacionales, especial--|]° 
ly the latter’s. practice. of | acquiring 
foreign film product, © - 

It’s reliably reported. that. the ‘in- 
dies’ open letter was. Co- -drafted 

_ with the help of. Operadora de--Téa- |. 
tros, the government-backed: exhib- |. 
ition combine, which itself has dab- |. 
bled in distribution, - notably. via | 
its acquisition. of.:a- block ‘of - old | 
Selznick films, a practice. forbidden | 
by law here. . ; 

_As. Yank: observers see it ‘the: in-| 
dies are -gettting desperate. ‘with |: 
the decline. fn domestic production, 
Peliculas Nacionales is now taking. 
‘product’ formerly handled. by “the. 
indies, and Operadora;. which likes 
to keep all the bigger -distribs. off- 
center, is going along ‘for the ride, 

. The indies. charge of. “monopoly” 
against. the’.U.S. companies: some-: 
what startled “the Yanks, Mexican. 
indies released-12 pix in all-of 1962, 
and. this. year ‘will have put: into 
release almost 50, largely. as..are- 
guilt of the 86- day strike - against |; 
the Yank exchanges.. The.. ‘Yanks’ 
‘also point out: that. although ‘their 
businesses - were :the. only - 
 struck,. the ‘benefits. .of. the final. 
strike settlement. were shared with 
‘both the Mexican indies. and: Peli-| 
culas Nacionales.: 

Also’ questioned. by ‘the: ‘Yanks ‘Scully, chairman: of. the Catholic 
“Committee. “on Motion: 

‘Pictures, Radio and Television, an-.| 
‘nounced that product. rated-in the 
“B” category, as well: as the. “C, ay 

4s how long the. government-opera- 
ted circuit and the. indie. producers. 
of Mexico can remain friends. : For. 
one thing, in the - strike. period; 
,only nine out of 24 Mexico: City. 
firstruns. .made:- money on product. 
largely supplied by these: native | 
film-makers. If. the indies are: go-. 
ing to charge “nyonopoly”.. can they 
consistently. ignore: Mexico’s ‘own 
national film. bank, national studios... 
national - distrib. Org and. national. 
theatres? vee 7 | 

Priests’ Sermons 

ores |. 

AO - " Patiebased- 

WOLFE KAUFMAN other picture outfits: are just about iz tL 

i There’: s No Short Cut: 
|| The “Loew's. and’ RKO. circuits, |] 

: | which | ‘aré” predominant’ in’ N.Y., 

ss @ longtime resident abroad: - 
eS observes. whether’ me 

Tourism Is A. License: 

Fo. Cyp. | 
: o* a * * 7s 

56th b Anniversary Number : 

of . at 

_ VARIETY 
“Phas other ‘statistical and. data-filled : 
oe charts end. articles": re 

On C Pictures; 
Bishop Rues B's’ 

Albany, ‘Déc., 10.. 
“The. Legion of Decency "pledge | 

taken by: Catholics .at. mass- this. 
-week has: been given new and more. 
‘stringent. interpretation. In many. 
-churches, the: parish priests’ are. 

| 'sermonizing on: the matter: to ‘the’ 
-entent that adherence to the. Le- 
gion’s.¢lassification of pictures | in. 
itself is not enough. 

by. - the. Legion. 

‘In’ .Albany,:. Bishop ‘William. A: 

Bishops’ 

should be’ ‘avoided. | ¢ 
‘In some areas | the local’ priests: 

alsa hit ‘out: against. exhibitors who 
endeaver: to lure. ‘the public, with , 
lurid: advertising. ° ; 

-In- amy event, “it's: clear that’ ‘the 
| -Catholie Church: this. year’ ‘has be=- 
come. more militant “in: its stand]. 
against films. regarded ‘as morally: 
. unsuitable,, 

U INSPECTOR GENER aS | 

Berlin, Dec. 10. 
Universal. prez Milton R. Rack-| 

mil and veep-foreign | general man-.. 
“ager Americo Aboaf wound up the |. 
‘second: of their four projected: con- 
‘tinental sales meetings here’. Fri-} 
day (6) and moved on: to Rome: and 
‘Barcelona. Oo 

As at the: previous - meeting: in 
Paris, the: U execs: -tub-thumped 
their “14 completed pix”. set for | 

Assistant. -for- 
eign manager Ben M.. Cohn is Bee 
1964 release. here. . 

companying them. | 

Govt. Diminishment of 
Business Agent, as Such: 

‘Hollywood, Dec. 10. 
‘Membership: of IATSE camera- 

man’s local 659 has. unanimously: 
approved a change -in. its constitu-. 
tional bylaws, te-conform with an: 
agreement with - ‘the. Government. 
Tegarding elections ‘for a business 
rep. 

In. negotiations with : the’. U: Ss: 
Justice Dept., and Dept..of Labor, 
agreement was reached . ‘that the | 
exec board will have the .right,: 
should it see fit,:to order the elec- 
‘tion of a businéss rep, but: it has. 
also. the right to. employ one with-: 
out an election, if it so desires. | 
The board cannot. delegate’ any’ of 
its duties to-the agent. under terms | ¢ co-scripted ‘Jerry. ‘Lewis’. 

- |} Minding the Store?”: will script of the agreement. 

Milt Gold, -an ‘IA: member. here, 

had complained:to the Government. 
regarding the status of. Herb Aller,.} 

oo Uby: ‘Paul Jones. ‘b.a. for the. Jensers. 

10: ROME, B ARCEI. ON A| British Board Won’ t 

film, 

Meese Kather Indie 
‘Right Hand of Devil? 

. Hollywood, Dec. 10: 
‘British Board. of Film: ‘Censors, 

‘in-a letter signed. by. secretary J ‘ohn. 
| Trevelyan, has -refused: .a. release 

certificate on Aram Kather’s indie |’.- 
““The. ‘Right: . ‘Hand Of. the. 

‘In “totifying . ‘Tony. Tenser,. of. 
‘Compton Films, which is. handling. 
picture . for - United . Kingdom “re-; 
Jease,. Trevelyan - said the -board 

- | found. “Devil,”.““A. singularly ‘nasty: 
\ film. which’ Is ‘thoroughly sadistic 
‘without any justification.” 
stressed board had considered cute. 

Censor 

ting film,.-but found it. “not. prac- 
tical” . and | “asserted: board found 
“the finial. sequences disgusting. nn 

‘Emanuel ~ ‘Barling, prexy ._of 
Cinema ‘Video: International;  dis- 
tributors of. the.picture, said film 
has. been running in 800. -U.:'S. 

by ‘British ‘censor board. 

tributes... 

“Who's 

and © direct. ~ comedian’ S upcoming 
Paramount - release,: “The Dis- 
orderly” Orderly,” again Produced: 

for ‘Mol Anak | 
| ~ Mexico | Rife ith Own Shutouts 

| the 

one of the many ‘Editoriat ‘Features 
~ Iw the upcoming’. . 

for all concerned. - 

‘be: redecorated. 
{keeping with the ‘pl 4 - 

houses, also is booked in. Italy, | peg e ‘planned trans: 
‘Philippines, Mexico, Hong. Kong, 
(Germany, Switzerland and Austra- 
{tia Latter country is not governed 

P ternational’ kid | Theatre. a an 

Bway Fi rst- Runs 
= Continued. from pase. 3 — 

‘tre: yields. and, too, the prestige of | 
1a Hall outing,” 

United Artists. started ‘the show- | ie 
‘ease marketing: approach and’.20th- | 
-Fox joined in; somewhat’ limitedly: YW 
Metro. last: week disclosed it was. 
joining ‘the. parade: . “There ‘were 

7 | strong indications all over Manhat- |]. 
tan -within “the ‘last: few days that |]. 

ready to. also participate.. 

so {far ‘have -remained . aloof from 
‘ showease’ idea. 

entation ‘of -showease pictures.. 

. Their : new: lease jn. ‘Tite comes | 
: ‘in the: form of reduced rental ob- |: 
. ‘ligation: ‘to any given: distributor— |* 

that is; the Paramount,:-for exam- 
“L ple, “will not. feel. the compulsion |- 
. | toe offer the sathe.kind of rental | 
; | guarantee if. ‘playing’ a’ picture. on 
» -a -day-date basis. with. nabe runs | 

as: if, playing. same | picture... ‘exelu-| 
‘Sive. 

And. if. the’ UA ‘experience’ can + be |: 
taken: as..a criterion, as indeéd it 
should ‘be,. these. heretofore’ first-: 
-Funs’ shouldn’t ‘be: too” much | im- | 

. The} 
_Astor,. ‘Victoria. ‘and ° DeMille’ have 
paired: : at. the . boxoffice... 

been a part- of. the UA showcase: 
picture in past - and’: other: houses. 
‘playing’ - ‘day-date: haven’t : notice-- 
ably. -taken away any... ‘substantial 
amount of. these: Broadway ‘houses’. 
| b:o.. take.- : : 

“As. for: the neighbathood. runs 
ee . ki l 

_In--past; there was just the re. t ‘ing-’a role ‘in - shawcase,.- they 
cital ‘of the pledge to. avoid ‘motion 
pictures ‘which . were. condemned | 

Now .-there’s. the’ 
promise. to. ‘avoid. theatres..which at. 

| any time: play a ‘‘C”: feature—that. 
dis, stay away: entirely even .when. 
: an. _unobjectionable film is ‘playing 
if’ the given. theatre’ has - at. any.-|-~ 
-time_ offered a “C” entry. ° 

move ‘up in: status; ‘are encouraged: 
‘to ‘raise admission . prices (to $2) 
‘and: ‘the -revenue:.has proved the | 
‘wisdom ofthe. move. -When a Cen-. 
tury . Theatres. ‘house. ‘in. ‘Brooklyn. 
(the Kingsway) can.‘ gross. $50,000 
in‘ asingle ‘week, well, that's big-. 7 
time. --.. 
“As -for the film: companies, ‘te 

show¢ase - ‘thought is ‘a boon, too. | d 
VA. significant. part: of their invest-|' 
‘ment is in the form of, f advertising’ 
campaigns. yo . 

— Continued. from ‘page. 33 

thereby hopefully - stimulating . biz 

~ Remodel Denver ‘House “ 
Denver, Dec. 10.. 

RKO. Orpheum ‘here’ closes to-: 
- | night “(10)- to..undergo:.a_ remodel 
: [and refurbish-job and. will reopen 

_|. Christmas: day: under. a. new name 
|—RKO International. 70. Theatre. 
Details were given ‘by. Harry Man- 
de], chief : of -RKO “Theatres in 
New - ‘York, - William T.. ‘Hastings is 

‘local « Mmajiager:” ‘Charles F.Horst-. 
Man. »of “New York, -Manager -of 

.| maintenance : and _- construction: for 
RKO.“ has | arrived : to: begin’ ‘the: 
changeover.: 
The cost will. approximate: $200, =. 

000;,. ‘Horstman said; and: - will be 
complete. ‘from ‘backstage to. mar- 
quee.:. In™ keeping - ‘with -its new 
name,. ‘70m : equipment: will. be in- 
Stalled in’ the -booth:. and. the al-| 
ready. wide | screen. will be enlarged 
‘to 30 x. 60°. feet size. : The seating 

. -capacity © of the’ theatre,.. which. is. 
now the. largest. in. Denver: (2, 640) |. 
will “be réduced to | 1,200: ; 

section. 
A’ new. front, marquee, ‘and: ‘cur: 

tain’. will. be. . installed .- ‘and. the” 
lobby, . interior and restrooms. will. 

‘and modernized: in 

formation of other. theatres : mn ‘the. 
RKO. chain: which. - will-: see: ‘RKO |. 
houses in San. Francisco, Boston;- 
Cincinnati, Dayton, :Columbus, : Sy- 

. ‘| racuse, Rochester: and in the. New 
Barling also said he is ‘appealing | 

British board’s. request -for. cuts of: 
| scenes involving ‘a prostitute ‘pick- |: 
up: in ‘Milton and Edward Mann’s: 
“Hot : Head,” . Which CVT also. ‘dis- 

York. area. remodelled, Mandel" amt 
dicated. 
‘The présent J RKO Orpheum was 

‘eonstructed in’ 1932*on: the site of. 
the old: ‘Orpheum: vaudeville thea- |. 

. ae : pte: built in. 1903 ats which time the. 
shows ‘were. moved from the old 

“Frank ‘Tashlin, who directed: arid’ Lyceum: theatre; ‘where Orpheum. 
vaudeville. got: its: Denver « start: in. 
1899 by, M. Meyerfield. and. ‘Martin: 
Beck.. . 
Otto -Preminger’s “The. Car di- 

nal” will open..the new RKO In- 

But it’s now |t — 
fH) likely: that both: will go along, -of-'|] 
|| fering their’ borough firstruns.-and. 

j locations out of the city: for ‘pres- 

1... It’s.felt in some quarters that.this 4. . 
{ is. not. the -bodyblow. -to:. the -first- 
runs .on. Broadway that” ‘originally 

Vhad been feared. -Several-of :these ||" 
‘|| sites have. been fiscally hurting..|+ 

Ll Veteran: Broadwayite’ Harty: Brandt | pq: 
| went: on: record as. saying they. Just tw 
| couldn’ t last... mI 

national” 70: tag on: a national: basis’ - 
.as the place to go to see the best, 

. : New : 
seats will be installed in. the loge ‘ 

CUM OTN IM TIE OT AON rg ene wo arte et 

iw a Stamps i 

_ Worth $1 at 
Film: Composer 

“pnargh SOMRIN: 
‘who knows: the. ‘Hollywood, . ‘Rome 
and Madrid. film ‘scene. puts.” 

_. decent on Maturity: 

‘to. Experience: 
4 Pe ae ae oe, 

‘another Interesting. Feature = .in the upcoming - 
"58th. Anniversary. Number 

Pus a other statistical ond detected : 
charts ond articles . 

‘Redeemable For 
Ces’ Admission: 

Albuquerque; Dee: 10. 

‘séat tickets for. the: Albuquerque 
booking. of Fox’: “Cleopatra. le 
“Plan, - which: went © 

“here. 
Stunt. was worked: up. “by. Lau |; 

“f “Avolio,.. ‘resident... Manager ‘for. 
‘Frontier Theatres -(w hich. owns ‘the_ 
Sunshine), ‘along with. officials: ‘of 

‘the Top- ‘Value - ‘company. and’ of. 
Barbers, Super - Markets. locally. 

currently: have..- 
‘plugging the pic. 

_.. Super: market . chain | last. week’ 
also: -plugged. ‘the . 
*double-truck grocery. ads. in both. 
dailies: here. -. 

at. the. Sunshine. * 

: =) Writers Want Principle’ 
“RKO Elite Stands. | OF Toll Stake Agreed; 

Strike Pkantom-Biz? 
ar Hollywood, Dec. 10... 

‘Whiters: Guild .of: ‘America West, 
:| whose negotiations withthe -Assn. 

| of ‘Motion ‘Picturé:. Producers. for 
‘payment. for. features ‘which: may. 
hereafter. go to. feevee has raised’ 
‘a roadblock in new .contract. talks, 
wvoted at. meeting. Thursday (5): by’. 
a 92%. majority . authorization. for: 
‘a: strike: ‘against the... -producers. 
 Scripters: were’ informed ‘in’ report. 
by James: “Webb: and ‘Mel. Shayel- 
5On.,- 

Producers “countered: by assert 
ing: they didn’t want to even.dis-"|* 
cuss. this “issue ‘until - 1968. ‘Since’ 
there is. ‘no . tollvision -now,. why. 

| bother: with it?’To this, the writ-'| 
‘| ers: argued if. the producers felt’ 
feevee was so. ‘unimportant Now. 
‘why ‘wouldn’t they ‘at ‘least recog-.. 
nize. a. principle — for’ payment -if'|:. 
-and.. when there is’such a medium, 
Fear: was expressed - ‘by ..some 

writers: that if. the. producers win | - 
on. this: issue. it. ‘would méan™ any |: 
pix . made between: now- and’ 1968 |- 
— when. subsequent. “negotiations. qe 
‘would: come: up. “might . £0. ‘toll 
‘cuffo.as far as. the writer is con-' 

| cerned. Writers argued | to. produc-: 
ers: they now ‘get a -percentage of. 
‘theatrical: films’ which “are ‘sold’ to 
“commercial tv, so .why not. apply- 
this. principle to feevee. This: prop- |. 
osition. was - chilled D the ' it . y. ep ro. pictures.” ducers. : 

tors in. the current: talks. - 

obstacles. Guild: is. making. de- 
‘mands in. certain ‘other: areas such 
as. rights and: credits. 

‘Strike. vote does. not - apply. to 
‘Universal since’..Guild’s. pact | with. 
that: studio. “doesn’t: expire: until) 

car | February: of 1965. - 

| “Wednesday, December ul, 1963 7 

‘ooperating ba 
“}/ retail food, drug and gasoline ‘busi- (} 
_|] messes, is: now creeping. into. exe :{! 

1| cording to a report:'from.a“Missouri » 
} theatreman: who- créated - ‘and de- 

- AVA St.. Louis exhib, he~heads an? 

tertainments. - 

|} theatre; - the: local: merchant. _and _ 
|) patrons,” all. 

—"|of..50.-stamps ‘is. collected. by. the. 
- .-|-eustomer and. ‘pasted in -an ‘avail- 
.- able movie stamp. folder; the. com- -f 
pleted book, may be. presented. at. Ff 
“|the. boxoffice “of. a: .cooperating- 
-| theatre, 

“Merchandise trading stamps: are ‘| cept Movie Stamps... 

“now. being used. to obtain reserved: 

into effect Movie’: ‘Stamps’ 

here last week, allows. persons’ to: 
trade -three-fifth’ of .a: book. of :Top. 
Value. stamps. for. one .$2:50. ticket 
to. the Liz. Taylor film, now: being” 
shown" at. ‘the. ‘Sunshine ‘Theatre 

.- the: theatres at regular intervals to. 
“Barbers has. 10° locations here: 

and ‘distributes the. stamps... 
‘stores: 

AIL: 
displays f 

-idea in. their’ 

“Cleo” is now in. its ninth: week 
aoe | Jess’. predictable ‘one, is- the. fact - 

= a patron gets when he buys: ticket 
‘| generally ends ‘up. being : spent at. 

‘| the ‘concessions ‘counter... The. idea‘: 

1 .tested;.. 

{movie book, “whereas most stamp _ 

| about. ‘the. ‘idea. was..made™ available. “hh 

MALAYA FEATURE'S. 

Some” ‘sentiment “also . was. ex-- to 
‘pressed. atthe writers’. meeting | }t Lt-Hua_ and. Chao Lei SOP *. 

. that. they didn’t feel AMPP. was: 
utilizing ‘its first-team of. negotia- | Se 

: |Special Promotion Chief - 
There were. 125° writers. at’ the | 

Meeting. : WGAW sereen branch - is } .- 
not .asking ‘for: any hike. in. mini- |. | 
mums this time. around. ‘and: it had” 
been expectéd the. ‘negotiations 
would: not.:run into ‘any: serious. 

woe — 

* we ; 

a, J 

~, 

Moet ror, 

in Movie Be —_""" 

.s 

el wry 

irr slepontsmeeay sites 

- | Trading stamp gimmick, ‘Jong -a 
| major. factor (and/or nuisance) - in 

hibition. It_is.-meeting. succes, ace . r 

‘veloped. a theatre : stamp plan: that: £ 
“he says has: stirred . some. cexcite- =, 
ment’ in - its. initial, midwest ' test ee 

‘Thomas James’ is ‘the “showinan. - ay 

outfit called “Thornas -James : En-" 
The way his plan: 

| works, it:is supposed to benefit the: -§ 

One. stamip ig: ‘issued - to. a *etis-. 
| tomer by ‘a: local. ‘merchant. :par- 

| ticipating. in: the: ‘plan. ‘for: each 
dollar: ‘of. ‘purchase. -When a total: 

ROL a OED SU 
Jas 

représenting:; one: dollar § 
|‘toward the’ purchase: of :a. theatre [ 
ticket: ‘Ducats. are sold at the. pre- .{; 

| vailing Fates and any change’ come | 
‘ing from the dollar (ob to. be in | i 

| St. Louis. after New" York's prices) ee 
is returned..in cash to the patron.” |; 

Display. cards saying. “We . Ace -°8 
. Good -For. 

Admission: ‘or Cash” are. furnished: ~ 
‘for’ . participating. theatres. and § 
‘similar” ‘eards © stating. “We. “Give. 

aré. available ‘to : 
‘merchants’. involved. No. fractional~ + 
stamps, . for. purchases ‘less than: 
one ‘dollar; ‘are issued by ‘merchants. © 
and no. fractional ‘books, ones. with © | 
‘fewer. than 50°: stamps, are. Tes. ut 
|.deemable. ae ; 
“Thomas - Janiés, Entertaifiments * 
maintains - ‘on deposit - in | es¢row - 
funds. sufficient: to ‘be _presented to 
an exhibitor on’ the: presentation. of: 
filled and redeemed” stamp folders. 
“Sometimes. company agents’ call: at . 

eqelern me ae Pn ene : ~ CS ae a ek. a oa ences a BUR | 2%. 

oo 

redeem. the. filled. books. Merchants. 
are. given .the. incentive’ of non- - 
licensing’.for stamp. issuance: any: 
competitive firms within an. agreed — 
area.. Retailers aré also: kept ad- 
vised ‘of. theatres: accepting: ‘stamps, 
thus'.‘setting.. up. other possible - 
future. theatre-merchant: ‘tieups...- - 

Another. advantage,’ :although © ‘a 

COSI 

a 

oo - 

Semper ays cine me on: Sanaa ee po ot Fy I sO MESS ea yor PNY 

that ‘inevitably. ‘the: ‘refunded: -eash. : 

‘lis. proving: popular..in’ the. ‘areas. 
it’s -reported.. This is con- 

sidered so ‘because of the minimal ~ 
.| requirement ‘of 50. stamps. to fill a. . 

‘plans -require.. several: times « that 
‘amount to qualify: for much ofa 
payoff.- Also,. the immediate. . Te 
demption. quality: of. ‘the scheme: in. 
‘terms of theatre admission. and/or: 
cash: is considered another lure. =~ 

At any rate, the: idea is ‘catching. © 
on .in. the midwest. It. apparantly - 

| has‘the blessing: of Theatre Owners 
-of: America: also, - in: that: it was via: 

‘TOA. sourcés-. that. the information... } 

atte ey met pean icy meee s 

e oy . 7 
woo Nee Engen eae 

~s irri ari. 

ee ary 

At ‘the. recent. TOA .and.. Allied. 
States ‘Assn.. national: conventions. 
in’ New: York, much -was: made of |. 
‘the: need- for more theatre‘‘show-". 
manship’: ‘both -.on’ ‘the. Jocal “and. - 

national level. ‘This idea apparantly’ - 
‘fits - nicely | ‘into. “that much ~needed 7 
“groove. a 

“HONOLULU FIRSTRUN - 
“Honolulu; Dec. 10: . 

‘Consolidated circuit gave. ‘Mala- 
yan-made. “Empress. Wu,” a Shaw... 
Brothers: Chinese - dialogue fea--- 
‘ture, a.-first-run. booking: in: -its: 
downtown. Princess. Theatre. Film’. go: 
current.on, a ‘limited run, basis. « 

‘Ad -copy hails it ‘as. being the 
“greatest: of © all -Chiriese’. motion .. 

It’s’ in. ShawScope.’ ‘and - 
| Eastman ‘color with English ‘titles. -: 

. . - . . + . : ete a a + Len og oer Tt era nt mm iri toe mae grt en np Ne RT, PA OT ep Sa te 

cast of thousands. ae 

For WB’s “My Fair Lady’ 
Myron © -Weinberg has been.:ap- -- 

“pointed ‘gational - sales promotion . at 
‘manager. for ' ‘Warners’ - “My.Fair |. 
“Lady” ‘and in this: “capacity | “will. ne 
work: under ‘Ernie Grossman, WB’s 
national ‘promotion manager. «| 
Weinberg . did a. similar. job: on - 
“Cleopatra,” * “Lawrence . of’ Ara- 
-bia,” “*West’ Side Story,? “Judg- 
ment. at: “Nuremberg” and. EXO : 

wt le a ee nl ae eR Ae Be ter tale 

dus.” : 
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“the. makers 
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Albert: Lea (18,000) a “Disturbing Precedent For 
Minnesota Theatremen: | ae ono 

“Minneapolis; “Dees 10: 

The first Minnesota theatres: ‘tot 

have all of their . employes , ‘union- 

ized, other than the .booth ‘opera-| _ 
tors, now are at nearby Albert Lea, yo o 

Minn. This is not an. example |" 
which glitters with Christmas | 

. cheer for other Minnesota show-: 

houses. 

“Albert Lea is. a. town of 18, ,000.} 

population, There is one hardtop,. 

one drive-in. Minneapolis, - the’ 

‘ewner of both, capitulated: ‘when 

the AFL waitresses. and - bartend-- 

takers, janitors and concession 

union members... - 

However, while agreeing ‘to une 

ionization of the theatre all down’ 

the line, exhibitor resisted the-un- 

jon’s demand to. boost the pay for 

these aforementioned . “employes, 

now unionized, from 80¢c to $1 per 

hour. A state Jabor conciliator was 

‘brought inte the. dispute - -and pre-. 

sided at ‘hearings which extended, 

over several months. 

A compromise agreement finally 

was reached last week to avert. a 
threatened strike. The. employes’ 
pay will be 90c an haur; 10c more’ 
than they had been receiving, but: 
10c. léss than’ demanded. 

~ Vancouver Fest 
— Continued fron. pare. & —<—z 

film section for the past few. years,. 
won again with “The .Orator;” ‘a 
sly. satirical puppet. cartoon cre- 
ated ‘by Bretislav .Pojar’ which 
pokes. fun at those. brief introduc- 
‘tory remarks. made by so’ many. 
public speakers. 

Special awards - went’ £0:. ‘films 
from Japan, the U: S.. and Great 
Britain, comprising “The. Cry: For. 
Help” (U.S.) by George’ Stoney; 
“Kali Nihta, Socrates”. (U.S.) by 
Stuart Hagemann. and. Maria -Mo-|. 
raites; “The Human Zoo”. and 
“Love” (Japan) by Yoji Kuri; “‘The 
‘Secret In The Hive” (Japan) - by 
Gen-ichiro Higuchi; and:. “The: 
Model Millionairess”. (Great Bri- 
tain-BBC). ‘by Jack Gold. - 

In closing’ remarks, - Cote, 
producer-director _ with . the. 

a 

asa form of artistic: expression. 
Bluestone, also a film-maker and a} 

expert at. the : om inf: 

Seattle, suggested. that filmgoers a 

communications‘ 
University of Washington: 

may look forward to nei ‘advances 
in the feature film field by virtue. 
of the fact that so many of: the, 
“nouvelle vague” people, in France: 
particularly, .had. cut their “‘ejne- 
matie teeth on the short film.. The} 
jury further. suggested that. film. 
festival ‘authorities investigate ‘the |- 
field of the “Television Film”: in by: Robert W. ‘Rule, newly: appoint- 

‘ed- ‘public relations. man: for-‘the’ 
‘city. 

connection with : future: ‘ competi- 
fion. Telementaries; as ‘such, do 
not at present constitute.a ‘separate 
category at the Vancouver: fest, \- 

seven days at the suburban Ridge | 

cellent, and played: to appreximate-| 
ly 5,000 customers for the 13-.even-. 
ing performances on a. reserved: 
seat basis, and the four. matinee ! pF 
‘programs of documentary + fares]. 
Press was: good, with . both. .Van-'| .. 
-couver Sun: and Proviygce: devoting | ™.: 
daily columns to festival coverage.. 
Fest Was. modestly: budgeted: by : 

acifie Coast Festivals; an: inde-}':: the idea. of ‘showcasing his ‘pictures on a multiple-run ‘basis; but — pendent group formed to org.nize 
the event when Vancouver F.: vival 
Society, sponsoring body for. five‘. 

‘declined to-|° 
commit itself to this: year’s. opera- |: . 
previous festivals, . 

tion. On. the basis. of - préliminary 
figures. (all bills are. not in yet),{ | 
Vancouver fest will be quite: un-. 
fashionable as film festivals go and 
wind up on the black side. albeit: 
minimally, of the financial ledger. 
Fest also ach ieved another. first in: 
that it went sans. phony social} 
overtones; only reception: was al 
quiet affair held -after. opening 

night presentation at the home of |° 

Mrs. Elvie Koerner, a friend of] 
the festival since its ’58 inception. = 

' Speakers «are’“being : provided “to 
address the: regional. méetings- cate]. 
which they -will discuss their. views 
as- -to_ the supposed: evils of pay-tv 
cin the-home. 2 

~ Much * of the. activity ‘is . ‘being | oe 
“conducted. by. the California - Cru- | 
‘sade For. Free’ TV,. an exhib unit.| 
the title of which. speaks for itself. | 
Additionally, -activities are being: 
‘coordinated with: Philip . Harling’s. 
Joint: Committee Against Pay: TV; 

° long: an “aggressive anti-toll ‘cam~ 4 

‘tional Film Board of Canada,: “noted j 
that the jury found -that it shared. . 
& belief in -an emphasis. on film.| 

Part of ‘Burg’s ‘Ambitions. as Film’ 

40: YEAR ver DEPARTS” 

M. we Weiner. ‘Tagged nett - 
“At ‘Universal. 

: Hollywood, “Dee. 10. 

ployee of . that company | ‘for 40: 
{| years, ’ is. departing after : ‘first Of |... 
year. 
It’s: inderstood - agreement has” 
heen, ‘reached on .a- settlement. -of'|. 
his contract, that studio made: ‘the 
decision | because it felt there. was 
‘an overlap: of work involved. in 
‘several. posts. . 

ers union took. the cashiers, ticket- —————— 

stand employes into ‘its: ‘fold. and |. ROWLEY IN WARNIN
G. 

‘demanded he hereafter. hire only . RESPECTING PAYSEE| 
Theatre Owners of. ‘America prez 

| John H. Rowley is. stepping up his. 
organization’ s anti-tolivision drive 
by urging exhibs: to “organize “in 
‘each. ‘area. He stressed. the danger. 
of plans. developing in: California 
in ‘a- telegram . to member: exhibs 
‘asking: them - to”..get.. going _ fast, 

-{ noting. that it now looks like first- 
Yun ‘pix will: be part: of the: toll 
programming. on ‘the. Coast.: 
‘He cautioned that. “powerful 

| California. pay tv interests, already 
| functioning. under ‘California law |. 
‘and ‘with. SEC approval, ‘are:using | 
‘the slogan ‘ move the. movie theatre 
‘to your. living room.’” The. ‘plan: 
presumably being «referred to: is 
Subscription: .Tv,:: a. publicly-held 

-. | toll’ outfit _presently- spreading: its: 
wings:. in “the Los” Angeles . area. 

1 TOA is in the. process’ of - raising 
| funds “for . ‘a $3,000,000 anti-toll 

| drive. aimed. primarily’ at ‘Cali 1: 
fornia. Ts =. 
So far, Jocal-level meetings have’ 

been ‘set by exhibs in Dallas, New: 
‘Orleans, -Atianta,. 

in’-each.. exchange 
area to help’: ‘finanee » the. fight. 

paigner. 

“ KNOXVILLERS TO, N. Y. 

‘Locale © 

Knoxville, Dec, 10. 
Mayor’. John -J.--. Durican - left 

Knoxville: today -to: meet with New 
York..film. producers. ‘with a. hope 
of” making - ‘the. East Tennessee. 
area a production. | center :for the: 
-southeast.: Two: pictures - ‘have “re 
cently. . ‘been’ produced: with: Knox: : 
ville - as - ‘headquarters. © 
-The Mayor willbe. accompanied. 

Rule -was close. to “All: The 
Way Home” and “The Fool Kill- 

‘3 gure. ‘on. tollvision ‘eontracts . is 
‘| now to he made-in. the House -| 
|. of Commons tomorrow (Wed.). “}: 

The news. will: be given to -| 
j by | ‘Postmaster-: || 
: General. Reginald ‘Bevins.... .” 

; Newcomer Telénsion 

= oT 7 Toll News Due Pronto 
London, Dee. 10... - 

- Official, ‘Government. ‘disclo- ~: 

Parliament. 

«He is. expected to name’ vat 

.| Teast ‘three, and. possibly. four, :* |”: 
‘companies which: have been. |": 2 
“awarded ‘franchises. to operate: -|™ 
_tollvision ‘ trials . for: the. next ap 4 
two "or. ‘three years. os 

Me w. (Morrie): ‘Weiner, studio |* 
manager at Universal. and an em-- RICHARD L: BROWN IN 

~ DEFENSE OF ALA : 
— Kanisas- City,” Dec. - 10::; ode. 

‘Richard’ L: .Brown, ‘fill-in motion. 
picture’ critic: for: the. Kansas -City |. 38 
Star; wrote: a“‘rebuttal to“an ex-|-.* 
ploiteer. here ‘who accused: Brown} . 
of writing .for about 52%. of, the |... 

-| people and added, a 
“| give: Elvis | Presley pictures ‘good | -2! 

reviews,.: ‘but. they. pack the: house: yt 
every. night.” , to. 

: Brown. defined his. ciedo’ ‘thus: re al 
“The critic hag an. ‘obligation | ‘to. be. 
as honest ‘and. incisive -‘as: his. in- |“ 
tellect: allows :in order to” tell his 
readers - ‘how | well a movie. ‘suc-|.~ 
‘ceeds ‘as: a piece of screenwriting,. ” 
as. an example - of. the. director’s|, 1 
craft, .as’ a: performance by. actors oO 
in a ‘demanding arena,”? * ; 
‘Brown. wrote’. “while. Giles Me vo 

-Fowler,. regular.‘ critic, .was. on a] --: 
-week’s. vacation::. . He 

ture; -reviewing ‘with Fowler. 

~ Citing himself asan.avowed: mo- | °: 
tion picture: addict,: Brown wrote. e 

ee e- 

cause the cinema is a. powerful ' 
dramatic “medium: with ‘great artis- |. 
tic potential." Movies ‘provide ‘most| 
of our’ best theatrical experiences, | 

{and they deserve: the -most.‘exact- | : - 
ing. standards « of critical . _atten- 
tion.” 

“Brown ‘charges: that.’ ‘of the: ‘400- a 
plus releases each, year the major-| 

that ‘pictures ~ “are. “reviewed, 

ity: are “irredeemably- bad,” ‘but ‘in 
‘this the cinema: is: not. alone. Other |. 

‘Kansas City, | 
‘New York,. Boston™ ‘and.. Detroit. 
Rowley will: “establish quotas for 
contributions - 

ment. He concedes ‘that: films are | 
-getting. better, however, and ‘writes |: 
that for: this inipr ‘ovement the film- my 

‘|‘makers “have. much, to thank: the cpt 
critics: for.” OO, ve, | 

“Slays Only Theatre 
“Winnipeg, | Dee. 10: 

Lido’ 'Theatre,: -only. regular. 35in 7 
house. in Las-Pas,. town: of 5,500;|" 
some 500. miles: northwest: ‘of here, in 
is: closing. « 

‘Paul Rivalin: ‘who has: operated |” 
1 the 517-seat situation for 10 years, 

_| revealed .that the - shuttering was |. . 
.{due.to the drop. in attendance |» 

caused. by the introduction of -tele- 
vision’ in “the. northern. - Manitoba: . 

| community. | . 

‘vain Ground Metro Party! : 
Group of = Metro: execs, headed. 

by. president ‘Robert. H. O’Brien;; 
had set: reservations from -New. 
‘York to London and: Paris. Dec.’ 3. 
Then: they’ put. it ‘off ‘to yesterday. . 

-in |! (Tuies.) ‘beeause ~-of-: business . 
Manhattan: ‘Contingent © ‘also * ine. 
-cludes’ Maurice (Red) Silverstein, 
Morris‘: Lefko | Dan: ‘Terrell | and 
Clark. Ramsay... “el 

‘Trek. again is off,. now: being set 
‘er."* when: ‘he was: -with the Knox- for Monday. (16), and: there’s--wag- 

Vancouver film festival, ‘ran .for i ville: ‘Chamber. of Commerce. | ering around the. MGM homeoffice 
‘Mayor: will visit.: new Long Is: ‘that they won’t. inake: it. until after 

land ‘studio. - He- also. ‘seeks ‘world the first of. the: year. : 
preem of Ely’ ‘Landau’s’ “The Fool | 
Killer": in Knoxville. ..-° .-° 

Purpose of the trips is ‘0 Took in 
Ton. few: product. 

You'll « ‘never lot 

‘regularly. . 
‘shares much of the. ‘motion: pic- ao 

“Eve Sans. ‘Teve” (Eve’ Without A‘| mortal clay. of life.: But. it. was. cold.” 
Truce), of Serge Kober, was wryly | and calculating ‘and drew’ catealls.: 

tale ‘on. the stime: order -‘ ‘Heads I of: a: man who. feigns blindness to-... See ths 

| entertaining in its” story of an Eng- |: 

| Anton Checkhov story “La: Con- | 

~ Ludwig of BYP, Pro- Showcase’ 
“Irving Ludwig, president: of: Buena Vista, ‘the Walt ‘Disnéycowned: 

“., conditionally. "There -might. be’ a feature, -he said,. sueli as “Three 
‘Lives of ‘Thomasina, ” which requires ‘a: “jewel setting,” with the 
‘thought. that this ‘will draw favorable reviews and word-of-mouth. 
Theatre has’ ‘been ‘booked | tor opening at: Manhattan’s Guild 
T eatre 

ne ‘conelusion is showcase... _ - ~ 
.. Ludwig: said. he: Believes’ ‘distribution has been 25 years. behind.” 

_ opening. which United .Artists. introduced: Exec concurs. that.com- - 
munity firstruns have become especially meaningful because of. the «: 
-baby-sitter and” parking problems which. deter: used-to-be. ‘customers 

- from going downtown... : 
Ludwig said he hadn't ‘made- up his mind as to. just how hell go 

“Fhe Misadventures of. Merlin: Jones. id 

: ‘distribution subsidiary,.stated in New York this week.that he likes” : ‘their attempts to get home:.Smart/in showing people from ‘an. old 

| observation and telling: ‘hhumor made}folks home getting. ‘drunk on Sun- 
+it.a light moment among the’ -gener- | day, ‘the: one day they are allowed 
“Lally overdone. didactic,- ‘morbid ‘and out. - 
tart. pix: that: ‘made up: the. brunt of 

| the.. entries... * 

- But other. than. ‘this kind ot situation, “contends ‘Ludwig, the. time 7 |- 
has: come for ‘a new kind of thinking: in ‘distribution, and. the proper . “ dignation;.. shared|.by. many- 

“| people and: journalists ‘present, as |-It ‘was. made: : by:.a° ‘Jocat: and” mir-. 
 -the d - -|to .certain’films.that seemed geared rored: a “fresh, compassionate. ‘feel- 
t é times: ‘and ‘is now updating. itself with.:the. multiple type’.of. 4’ shock and were felt in.bad taste. | ing. It concerned .a poor ‘man’ who. - - 

. | However: not: everybody. was: in |makes ‘his livelihood. with: a cart. 
-}agreement and division contribu-. 
- vale: liveness toa slow-paced. festi- 
AY, 

: along. with .showease ‘but he'll start giving It a: whirl ‘with. Disney’ 3 on 

| -_ 4 Announcement), ' of Paul: Durand, , nomic Problems, and social: troubles. 

Wednesday, December’ 11, 1963_ fecal Sad Guts foe Week Ended Tues. (10) 
cee as N.Y. Stock Exchange. oo wee 
«2.11963. 2 - _ *Weekly Vol. ‘Weekly: Weekly . Paes. “Change: 
High Low -o.. in 100s:- High ~ Low _/ Close” for wh. 

1536. 1216: ABC. ‘Vending. 86. 13%: - 1234 19384 ap 
3814. 27% . Am Br-Par Th°344- 3414 31%a 334%. $456. 0. 
21%: 1444. Ampex ..... 880": - 1956  1844..:.° 1858... — 56. : 

1834. 1214 - Chris: Craft’:. 176 : 1434 | : 13% 14-, fp 
2914... 221% Col a 69... 2356 © 22% -°23.. -: i ’ 
(46. '45%6 | Deeca aoe eee, ee ye | 
“463%. 2734.” Distiey.- 79... A214 401% 4034 ai, 
12236. 106% | Eastman: Kak 401." g% 115: 116% +1%-: 

656. 514 EMI. £85 > 5 556 556 BS 
27%. 2056 . ‘General "Tire 499 “9a94. 24°. 244%: == = 
1644 «956 -Glen Alden’.. 688°. 1434 “13% 144%... i. 
2334. 1534 Loew’s. ‘Thea. 134... 2016. 1756: - 1956 Nag 
6834. 48°. “MCA Inc. |.2.°211:: 60° 5734 5734... —21%-. 
3838.9 15° Metromedia’: “174. (8414 314% #314 .. 2 
37%: 28. MGM ....:..275 285% 2736 28%. -—% 
1234 7% . Nat. G'l Corp. 165) (9%. 9H. | 934 HR, 
2434 - 20% - Outlet: .:... 1910: -. 2256 21% 2244) a 
5512 35%. Paramount . 135° .541%4 ..5344 5538 54* 

21142 12014 Polaroid’ ... 1042 - 188%: 177%. «17914 1G 
10234 56. RCA:...:.. 75204. 102 -, 95%... 953% 856 
10%. 634. Republic ©... 59 8% 816°.". 854 —— Te .. 
16%4.'14° Rep. -pfd...0:.4 | 15%. 154. 18% NB 
"25% 2014 | Stanley War. ia 2556 124% ° 24. +.” 
45358..31. Storer: . 24 4014 3914: .3956.° .— % *: 
(28% 17% - Taft Baest... 22°. 2558. 2436 25144. —%%° 
37. 20... 20th-Fox... . 185 -26% 2534 * 255% . -—2%.. 
32 -.... 1734. United. ‘Artists 187 20%. 20° 20% A 
164%" 12%: Warner Bros... 129 ~ rene 7, SEN Se +218. 
6414°.51.. Zenith... 942. 83%. 18% «194% 2 
ae American Stock: Exchange : a 

4° QU “Allied Artists 54°:° 23%. “254. 256 = 
11%... 5:°” BalM'nt. GAC. 24 10° 2.5956. 910. 4 SH 
12% 6% Cam-P’kway .:°34:..°°7%_.° TQ UIA ag 

_ 24% - 16%: Cap. Cit. ‘Bde. . “69. -/ 21°. 20%. 2010 
(1734 1056. Cin'rama Inc..541° 1454.13) 14% $256 
“QBS, -Desilu Prods. 39 13%" y “To > IA. 

” (9%. 434: Filmways ..: 32° 8%... 84> 814, —% 
“11%'.. 9... Movielab . “8. “934. 9% Oy oe 
13%. 534 MPO Vid. >. 219° SA NB ID eK, 
356.2146. : Reeves: Baest. 28:0 §234.-5 525 DR IB 
“BYR 2384" ‘Reeves:‘Ind. . 152, 93 .. 72%. 23% ek 
“17%: 13% - Rollins: Bdest. 29. 16% — 16:16 5G 
‘2558 1654: ‘SereenGems 6°: 2136 20% © 21354 |. +4 3@ 
22°) 585% : Technicolor. ..235- 1758 ~165@ 1736 - + ce 

634. AR elepromptes 29. 434. 456 | 45.°5.—%. 
.: 234.34 Tele-Indus 58 13/16 x) a “11/16. —i/16 . 
182 10% Trans-Lux © Td. 114%: 110": all. — 

! i Week Ended Mon. @. 
o J Actual Volume.” : 

(Courtesy oF Merritt Lynch, Pierce, Fenner. &. Snath, ‘Ine. )- 

‘Over-the-Counter. Securities a 
cn Bid ‘ Ask” 
}Commonwealth Theatres of Puerto. Rice -.°644 7% : | 

‘Four Star Television ....20.25...6.6... “8% 5% —. 5%: ! 
| Gen, Antiline & Film... eee TIE is20 “345 og. | 

|. General Artists. Corps’... cscaee cee: oe 6% — 7 ne | 
_ .General Drive-in’ - S  10wW. 11. —% ! 
“Herts-Lion. 2... ic.ccceceas dened ease. mm : 11/16-. - 

‘Magna Pictures “seers Coa eake Pee pes eseie “134 “134... e ! 

Medallion: Pictures. Desa eee cdteeeecceeee 1756 19. +. 7 
| «Pickwick. International . Bpecgecsseesease, 4144. . 5 wl 

-"- Premier: Albums ~ - ves seule cheer aveeeee. 634... 5. Ts. +21. "| 

’ Rust Craft Greeting Cards ........ wesedece IA. 125 9 + vA : 
-- Seven Arts Productions oe e “e coeee seeds * . . 814 .m 834 , +14 i “ 

’ Transcontinent: Television wisgsesscvceece 19.” ” 2034 — wm : 

U, A. ‘Theatres . sen eS Big mo, 10 | 7 - ‘—2 ~ 

"Universal. Pictures. . Dare Leedestecceeee.s 66> | 10% E1" | 
‘- Walter: Reade-Sterling ‘Tne. ; seectesicevsee S1R 235%... —= 

— . i Wometco. Enterprises *. a7 wots we eee eee Ses ‘e. . . ° ’ 3336 a 3 3534 wee oe 144 . 

Wrather Corp.’ ss Shab eee dep gees eee Ae. 5 _ 

“ (Source: : National Assn. OF Securities Dealers. Iné.)* 

Tours (France Short
s F est. | 

Continued from. page 4 ————s 

timid. daydreaming * “boy: 
‘to..pick up a. girl. 

‘trying, -divelled. on: coming - ‘death, “fetuses. 
in ‘a-. cafe, | in. alcohol etc..to. drive home the 

comic, and .a crowd: pleaser if‘ only | Ditto “‘Desormais” (From.New On), 
surface : in observation. . A: British | of Denis Epstein, a. lugubrious, tale: 

Win,” of. Georges: Robin, was -also.| win a girl and then gouges’ out his 
eyes ‘to keep her. She avenges her- 

‘| lish skirt: chaser put in. ‘his Place self by bringing home. men‘ and. 
| by: a-French girl: -, saying he will - eventually become. cae 
_A | Freneh::. picturization-- of an | deaf, | Sek 

Both: pix lacked’ the filmic know- ES 
‘Ltrbasse”: (The Bass~ Fiddle); ” of how or féeling to. make the ‘maca-: |: : 

| Maurice: Fasquel, was overlong: and bre ‘themes’ acceptable. : “But - Jean- 
‘tenuous but a’ clever .. -Story’ of -a} ‘Christophe. ‘Averty’s “Encore.- Di- 
-‘|man .and . woman’ ‘who. have :lost. | Manche’? (Sunday Again) ‘was more. 
their: cloths - while» swimming and accessible if. somewhat ° ‘disturbing 

0 on ie ed a NO Ge Ags ot gp en Se oe mt el teen al an” eB pn me 

A jury. prize. = wisely was ‘handed . 
la ‘Senaglese pic: “Borom : Sarret”: 
(The Man andthe Cart),. of ‘Sem-_ 
‘bene Ousmane: -This was. the first «.. 

film. truly: ‘African pic ‘to ‘hit any: ‘festival. 

- Other ‘Angles. . 
“There “was some: ‘audience:* ‘in-| 

and ; horse... ° 
“It ‘displayed: ‘the: ‘difficulties of 7. 

.. .+Buropean :jife for those:.of the. ~~ 
‘French were. the. mainstays’ in older order and: some: injustices in 

this aspect. “ZL Annonciation” :(The growing class’. consciousness, eco-. 

: . . o 

we . ca ’ 

- . . eohLe . 

. .- . of se “ ‘ he . ef fee, 

hs . oo tee ‘. , . . ee vr ot : . 

8 . . . . ef ate . o . . . 

‘oe . . . oot ‘ . ‘ ao . . ate ae : 
it , . : wteee a . we : , my 

. . . . hoes . . . - oo — on 

. lia _ “*, L , 5 . 7” Cas . v8 . . . . . ° 
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-cut in business. resulting. from: the |: 
| edy |" assassination of John F. Kennedy. ': Broadway play,: begins..It top-.- 

~ ‘Jines Rock Hudson, ‘Doris ‘Day. : 

| Stresses Floridz 

- Dee, -Robert-Goulet, Andy Wil- - |. — 

up fifth although it. was:in circu-: 

Jation only two weeks last month, 

-. OC.ily enough it obtained the bulk 

scaled, hardticketer™ obviously’ be 
ing able better to weather the |. 
uneven tempo. of .November than |° 

16. PICTURES 

November Leaders il Boroffice 7 
Tnclude ‘Mary’ ci" ‘Yum Yum’ Ce 

‘By. MIKE: WEAR . 

. VARIETY’S ‘regular weekly * 
boxoffice. reports are..sumina- 
ised each* month,: ‘retrospec-' 7 
tively. Based on an ‘average of 
24 key. situations, the source. 
data constitute an- adequate ~ 
sampling of current... releases | 
but. are not, of. course, fully’ ~ 
“definitive. »” An index: of rela-.— 
tive grossing _strength. ‘in the. - 
U.S.-Canada market. this: 
monthly. reprise ‘does. not: pre- 
tend ta. express” total: rentals. 

had .the benefit. .of' the Thanks: |: 
giving Day upbeat, the: drastic. 

severely . curtailed what. might. 
have: been an unusually | strong. 
November. ‘The untimely. death oft: 
the President: meant that a full.|- 

day. was ‘clipped from the . usual |- _with- Harry Keller: producing. 
week in most major ‘cities: while:| 
the customary: weekend upbeat. ren 
Saturday-Sunday (23-24) was. -dras- - 
tically cut in many Keys. ope 

which" was “Cleopatra”. 420th), 
second in October, pushed. up to the |: 

No. 1 spot last month, this high-. 

other pix, -““Mary, Mary” -.(WB),: 
often ‘pushed _ around by the. crix,: 
did so well at the. wickets. ‘that. 
fit came in a strong second. last |.” 

month, It .was a newcomer’ in: ‘No-. | 
vempber.. 

“How the: West | Was" Won" |= 
{MGM) copped .third place, - .the 
same as in October. In fact, it-even: 
rose to second. spot one week 
during the -month. “Under ‘the | 

Yum. Yum ‘Tree” *(Col) finished |. 
fourth although out in ‘distribu- | 
tion only three weeks. in, Novem- 

ber. 

“Wheeler Dealers” MMieMD ‘wound 

of its strength from . numerous 

of them in the middlewest . and 
far.. west. “Incredible “Journey” 

(BV), another newcomer, | cap-. 

tured. ‘sixth position. - 

“Take Her,:She’s Mine.” (0th). 
finished a ‘strong ‘seventh. Another |: 
fresh entrant, this ‘film was in 

distrib. to ‘any great extent . only. 
two weeks, attesting to. the~-b.o.. 
strength of Jimmy. Stewart. “New 
Kind of Love” (Par), ‘which was. 

fourth. in October,’ . wound. -up. 
eighth. It had. finished: as high. 
as fourth in ratings one ‘week. 

“Lilies | of Field” (UA). ‘took 
ninth place.. If was 10th.in. the | 
previous month.: “V.I.P.'s” (MGM), 
which. was. first in. Oetober,. fin- 
ished 10th, plainly ‘showing. its 
stamina until . Tate in: the ‘month. 

“Fantasia” (BV) ‘(reissue}- took. 
lith. spot while “Irma.La’ Douce”: 
(UA} rounds. out the Top 12. films. 
“Irma” was fifth in October and [| 
“was higher in. the: two previous, 
months. 

_ “Conjugal Bed”. (Embassy), “just | 
getting around: in the .Key cities;: 
“Lord of Flies” * (Conf), 1ith. in. 
October; “Twilight - Of. “Honor” 
(MGM) and “814° (Embassy), 
also a runnerup in October, were. | 
the runnerup. pictures dn- ‘that. 
order. — 

‘Aside | from “Weeler “Dealers? ” 
“Yum. Yum Tree” and-“Take Her,” 
which obviously will be.. -heard | 
from additionally in the - ‘future, 
several other new. pictures: shape 
strongly: at the wickets.--“It’s . A. 
‘Mad World” (UA), which the. crit-. 
ies went for in an amazing man- 
ner, shapes: as the new hardticket- 
‘blockbuster. Besides ~ continuing 
great in L.A. where it preemed, it 
is virtually | capacity in :N.Y., socko 
-in. Chi, and wham_-in Boston | 

“Palm Springs Weekend” (CWB): 
_ which wound up ‘séventh the final ; 

° Providence and nice in. both Den-| 
“Tom - Jones” Lo 

continued. its. record runs } .:- 
the two: key | 

‘week in the month, came up torrid { a 
‘in Boston, good in Toronto, tall in 

ver and Seattle.’ 
(UA), 
in NY. and L.A., 
cities where it. has" been. Taunched.: 

“MecLintock” (UA),: 
promising. In . fact,. So promising 
that it wound up third the final |. 
week in November, the only stanza.| 
it was out™ ‘in. circulation suffi- |. 
elently to get into weekly ratings. 
“Leopard” (20th), which was: sixth. 
in October, 
week. 

{.' one -picture ‘now lensing. and: 

“month, 
Po ently. have the largest number 

. - Oscar Brodney’s: original story..: 

[Okay to Expose Jaynes 

‘got: ‘an “okay from ..Cleveland’s 

‘too, looks | 

u U Starts In 63 
“Production: is: moving into” 
high again at Universal. With 

three. others.slated. to'start this. 
the company will pres- “. 

of pix rolling at one time since 

.give Ua: total of 11 features: 
}. put.“into production’. at. the’. 
studio during. 1963. These. are... 
-:in- addition ‘to.. others’ filmed. 

Despite: the fact that. ‘key cities: |. abroad. 

‘covered: by. .VaRIETY last: month |: .. Alfred Hitchcock’ 'S “Marnie” “ 
is the .film: now=in. production. 
Next Monday: » (16) 
Melcher’s production of “Send: 

. “Me No Flowers,” based. on .the 

“and Tony: Randall and will be- 
.dirécted. by Nérman . Jewison 

and Melcher as exec producer. 
~ On: Dec. :19, ‘Ross -Hunter’s _ 
“The: Richest: Girl. In. ‘Town” - 

Js. due to-~ start’.with Sandra 

' liams.'and Maurice Chevalier- ; 
top billed. Jack Smight directs ©: 

Completing the -..December © 
roster, on: Dec. 27:“Kitten. with: 

. & Whip” begins with Ann-Mar- 
gret | and: John Forsythe top- . 

:* produces arid Douglas Heyes 
directs the film which is based ... 
von’ the. novel. by. ‘Wade Miller.. 

Cleveland Chief ‘Tells: 
WDHF Sale Okayed 

- ‘Cleveland, Dec.. 10, : 
" Jayrte Mansfield’s:: . bareskinned : 
film “Promises! Promises!” barely - 

chief. police . prosecutor” ‘after’ Bet- |. 
ting in trouble with: the. daw in ay. 
‘suburb here. 

keys outside. of New York, many.} A few. weeks. aga’ a ‘local. “art: thie’ 
atre. felt’ obliged::to :yank out: pic- |: 

| ture when East ‘Cleveland’s : -police |. 
officials . “objected”: ‘to © it- on | ‘the: 

| grounds that it. was. “offensive’ ”.not. 
itself a. felony... : - . 
For -the sake of " diseretion, 

“Promises! Promises!” was. private: |. 
ly sereéned for City :Cleveland’s 
‘brass: by: Rudy Norton, manager of. + 
Imperial. Pictures, its -distributors: 
After seeing it, . ‘the. chief police |: ' 
prosecutor Richard: F.. Matia. -was. 
asked his ‘ private ‘and. ‘official: |: 
opinions ~ of | ‘the “Mansfield - ‘Sex- 
boiler,” ©. 

" “Norton. hag. my. ‘permission to 
exhibit. the movie, if he so desires,” . 
‘Matia replied... He. ‘said it. was. not 
obscene, ‘in: his opinion, but care-. 
fully: pointed: out. that’ he did not:| 
endorse the. movie? He: made. an- 
other. warning: “Dont t wiste. your: 

| money: on it. 7 

| MEXICO’S ‘PAPER MAN : 
GETS LATIN-3’s ‘BEST’| 

. Acapulco, Dec.. 10. 
Mexico's: “Paper Man” . 

‘nual Acapulco. film fest “review. 
here. ‘Competing for. the: prizes, 
known. as .‘“Piedras. del Sol”: (sun-. 
stones), were the: product of. ‘Spain, | 
‘Mexico and . -Argentina, © 

for his- performance at this ‘year's 
| San= Francisco fest. _ 

1. “Cleopatra” (20th) (OSwh:” 

“Tt ners-and Metro, has been named. 

friends,” ‘a’ ‘VARIETY man was. told. 
by” Seymour — Mayer, ‘Ist. v.p... of | * 
“MGM: International, in. ‘speaking: of | 

“| the’ company. ‘and | Rodriguez. 
‘| Latter’s” specific Plans: are. un: 
| known. - ee wo, 

Martin * "| 

; Iselin Hardlops; 

| fined . to outdoor: operations; : “will 
enter: ‘the: hardtop field, with’ the 
“construction | of . 800-seaters. on- U.S. 

. side’ Sarasota; -Fla:, and in. the: City. 
- lof. ‘Gainesville. 

' ‘ping’: the:, cast: Harry. Heller. .. 

an “growth state.” In-: the. ‘last..two. 
| ‘years, ‘- 

“Drive-in, : Sarasota, . the. Suburban 
- | Drive-in, near. Bradenton, and: the: 
5 ‘Gainesville ‘Drive-in, 
| ville. 

and" the. Turnpike: in ‘Westmere 

| Sehool ‘for - Girls. 

“was. 
‘named “best” “picture. of. the. year at 
‘the. second: annual Spanish-Ameri- |. 
can film festival, held concurrent- 

-| ly: with: the just: concluded sixth an-" 

2. “Mary, Mary” (WB) (5th wk). ~.. ; 
3... “How West Was Won” (MGM) (50th wk). 
"4. -“Yum Yum Tree” (Col) (4th wk). - 

~ FRANKFU RI:TO-TOKY oO 

For ‘Metro. 
Henry Rouge Charge. of ‘Content |. 

“‘Henty:. Ronge,.- -whio has. been’ in = 
charge of. “film “operations *- ip 
numerous European | and: South 

_}-America.r. countries for'the Ameri- 
can. companies, ‘particularly -War- 

manager -of Japa. for MGM. He 
j immediately. ‘shifts from. Frankfurt. |: 

‘succeeds Franeisco|. 
, Rodriguez, a. Spaniard : “who. simply. 
_ [wants to” return. Ao ae . Spanish. 

_ - country. | 
1960.  Late-year. starters. will: .| 

‘Ronge - 

“We. are. ‘parting: ‘the: Dest. ‘ot 

i a 

‘Growth’ State 
: _Albany,: ‘Dec. 10. 

-Teelin’ “Theatres, heretofore. ‘con-: 

Route :41, South. -‘Fmiai - Trail, “out- 

Alan. - V. - Iselin; 
‘estimated’ the cost of each house, 
with’ parking. facilities for. 700: cars, 
at $300,000. 

He. speaks: ot. Florida ~ as | “a. 

Iselin - acquired: the: -Trail 

at Gaines- 

+ Iselin. also ‘took: over, 

vat © . Poughkeepsie—after 
-1100-car - ‘Super. -50. 

”nuito-Vision - in’ “East Greénbush. 

(Albany | suburb). are. his other 
‘units. 

‘Work. ‘on “the : new: “Rardtops 4s 
scheduled. to. start. Feb: 1,. 1964. 
‘Opening target” ‘date ‘is: ‘August - ‘I, 
next,: theatres. will be named Jater. 

Premingerians ‘Attend 
Cardinal’ Boston Preem. 

. Boston; ‘Dec. 10. 

Otto: -Preminger’s. : “The Car- 
dinal” (Col), ‘the story: of: which is 

| partly. laid: in Boston, has its’ world‘ | 
| preem at Ben: Sack’s: Saxon: Thea-: 
tre: tomorrow. night sponsored - by: 
Richard Cardinal . Cushing’ of Bos- 
ton. as a. ‘Benefit ' for one. of his: 
‘many charities, “the. © Madonna. 

Due™ here | for 
the preem are - : Preminger, : Tom: 

+ 'Pryon, ‘Carol Lynley, Ossie’ Davis;. 
Jill. Haworth: A-motorcade,; barids, 
-and. ‘kleig: lights - have -been.-set..up’ 

..:| fronting fhe”. theatre with _»bands | 
and :tv: éameras.. 

Bes. on: . two-a-day-. ‘policy: 

. Nearly. half’. cf the pictiize. “was 
shot: in -Boston, .Quincy, _Belmont, 
-Brookline, . Newton. -Lower:: ‘Falls, 
‘on: ‘Commonwealth: Pier,. in. the 
Common’ fronting. the ‘state. -house.: 
A Boston Native, ‘Henry. Morton 
Robinson,.: wrote’ the “book from}: 

| Which the :film was made. On-the 
‘big. seller ‘list for two years inthe 
early .1950s ‘it. was: subsequently | 

| translated. into +15: languages: 
- Manuel © ‘Summers ~” was. Mtiamed. 7 

“best director for the. Spanish “Del. 
Rosa al. _Amarillo.” -Best -actor : Was- 
Ignacio: Lopez - Tarso, for “Paper: 
Man,” and. ‘best ‘actress, Barbara |}: 
-Mujica, for. the: “Argentine - “Las* 
‘Ratas.”” Lopez: ‘Tarso.was also cited. 

Eugene. Cardinal. Tisserant, ‘saw 
the: -film ‘in Rome, ard’ Richard: 
Cardinal Cushing’ ‘not. ‘only’ viewed. 
‘the -film. ‘but “reviewed” it for: The. 
‘Pilot,: official : néwspaper - of the | 
Catholic - A¥chdiocese-. -of “Boston. 
Cardinal . Cushing's . opinion: of the 
film resulted in his. ‘Sponsoring, it. 
for: the. word. “preem.: ee 

-} Was & motivating force in effectua-. 
‘tion : of - the: exchange. agreement, | 

|. That: fear ‘notivates Michael Naify: 
as. well. as:Skouras.. ©. 

| preferred to have. control of UATC. 

: _| Cummings. Here, Skouras’ control 

| albeit -to™ friendlier: ‘hands. and: the 
' exchange | ‘agreement (if the: terms. 
‘| are fair) -would : effectuate a- long- 

| objective of- the. company: . 

| there. “was no improper 

‘agreement are fair; the. directors| 
-were acting ‘Within - their: _sound 
discretion’ and with: good. reason, 
for the. protection. ‘of the company’s: 
‘interest, in adopting. the. agreement |! 
on its. behalf when .they: did.” 

1fitable all year round. - 
| in. the: : 

- | Spring of 1962,. the newly: ‘built 9-G 
‘Drive-in, - 
‘adding. the - 
Drive-in, Schenectady-S ara at i3) g a 
Road. . 

ket, : ‘has a market value. of -moré 

-the- other chain has: a good : yield, | 
. he ‘said. 

-| that UATC;stock has risen in mar-|: 

| interference with their: control... 

“use- 

-combjned: operations. . 

-| proposed. exchange.. the Naifys ac- 

J less: than’ a:-part. . 
- Following the: world. preeni, ‘lm: 

| half -of: the. United .California. stock. 

‘upon. “‘UATC to establish. the entire 

finished Atth one 

“Wheeler Dealers”. (MGM) (34d. wk). 
. “Incredible Journey” (BV) (3d: wk). .-- 
“Take Her, She’s. Mine”. (20th): (2d wk). 
. “New Kind of. Love”. (Par). (8th wk). 

“Lilies of Field” (UA) (6th. Wk). 
. “WILPs* (MGM) (10th wk): 
“Fantasia”: (BV) (reissue): (5th: wh): 

s “Irma, La t Douce”. Way (25th we. 

- United Artists Chain i Win 
; Continued trom Page 3. 

demand special: stockliolders’ -meét-; stock for’ the remaining. (50%. of 
ing but also ruled fhat stockholder| UCT: stock (United Artists Circuit. : 
approval. was- not necessary. ‘to| already owned 50% -of UCT prior 
effect proposed ‘exchange of. shares | to. merger). Since there. are now. 
of. -UATC for: Naify™ interests: in| 1,600,000‘ shares. of _UATC ‘ stock... 
‘United : California... : as _ outstanding, | the . Naifys’ 
In his opinion;: the Judge. ‘said: ‘shares ‘giving them controlling in- 
““‘Indubitably, the féar that Cum- terest, in: the company. 

mings Might be successful in his. 
efforts. to -gain. control .:pf.. UATC} 

follows: .450,000 shares’.of - UATC. 
were. authorized but unissued prior 

«¢ {to the deal; another 260,000 ‘shares. 
‘Friendlier’ 

“yt is ‘also - ‘obvious: that Skotiras 

pass: to the Naifys rather.’ than. to 

would: not be. perpetuated ‘but Jost, 

UAT C. 

on the evidence, I found the: con-|'time .in’ January.” - Pan 
‘| sideration given ‘the. ‘transaction byj © 

fiduciary ‘duty...to .see. that. the 
agreement Was ‘fair. to. UA; 

presentation for discussion... 
“And ‘that if. the. terms: of ..the. 

of UATC common, enough to-.get 
them: at leastsone. director’ on the 
UATE. board... . coe 

‘California Climate ©. ~- 
. Judge’ Oppenheimer pointed. out}: ” ‘Featurettes? 

that evidence. showéd. Naify to ‘be |: — Continued: ‘trom: page Ss —= = | 
“very: prosperous: concern with large Lok 
cash ° “flow. arising from outside: features. Warners- has: ‘one. for ag Dots 

realty. interests ‘as well from opera-| For -Texas’’: and there: are. many _ 
tion’ ‘of many drivé-in.. theatres mores 8 
which: in.. comfortable ‘ climate ~ of ‘Art. Of ‘Placement a 
California area remain. highly’ pro-| 

Over - ‘legal. clearar.ces’ and-.such.. 
UATC, on ‘the other. hand, Judge They. are syndicated mostly. on the. 

said,: has heavy debt structure, al- ‘local. level: to - women 2g: shows, : 

though. on present values’ of. stock, | interview ‘shows, ‘etc.Local tv: sta- , 

tion. operators. have lotsa time to | .. 
fill and’ these featurettes “not only -.: 
serve .their. purposes’ but’ are’ ‘also--. © fo 

| figured as an. asset .to the feature °°. 
‘stated =.-. °° 

traps -are’ ‘avoided.. ‘Prime: time. is 

sold on the: over-the-counter . mar-' 

than... $9,500,000. ..UATC.: ‘has not} 
been. able: to. pay: dividends, - while 

involved,:.:providing . the 

‘In: ‘conclusion: Judge pointed out hard ta get, however. 

ket value because of the: manage- : 
ment. fight. that: has been” in Prog-. 
Tess: ae 

: ‘hiterpretation’- 
Jas As’ has’. heen. shown, . while. ‘the and: keep. tabs on the featurettes in. 

_| Naifys: have owned. only- half-.of their areas since: the ‘distrib can’t - 
| United. California ‘Theatre: ‘stock, | Monitor the tv sets of the. entire. ~-. 
they have-had’ control of the com-| Country by itself."There is .some-"~- ~ pany. In this respect; “they.-gain | times a quéstion as to the-aécuracy . 

‘{nothing. ‘by the. exchange “agree-| of the booking -eports“but, by: and. 
ment, except ‘to’’prevert possible plarge,: it. is. figured. that’ the ‘pix 

reach several‘ million viewers each’ 
“On: the: ‘contrary, UATC, as. 

legal eritity, gains control of United | 
a| and. have'a plus. effect. * 

or loans.‘or otherwise for. its own | effects’ can’t be ‘measured.’ but it: is. 

quire 4616% of UATE -as. well 
in. -effect- retaining their. interest 
in” .United.- California . :‘Theatres:. here. 
‘However, the: whole may: “be ‘worth |° 

“The ‘solid. ‘value “of even. one | 

even 
‘can’ be eroded’ by the “attrition of quite recently, film 

In‘ any event, it is ‘what UATC as ‘economics’: 
a corporation, is receiving which is. 
‘to. be ‘considered: in: weighing : the| 
fairness of what it is: giving. | 
<: “I: have considered -all. the. testi- 
‘mony. - ‘and éxhibits: In .my~ judg- 
ment,.even though ‘the. board. of 
UATC -had ‘before ‘it -all- the -infor-} 

‘and: such,.: picture peo- 

‘either ‘acting, being interviewed or 
ever. Selling: ‘products. Television's 
interest. 

hearings; ‘acting solely in. the best 

had good reason for: the belief that 
the-‘exchange is fair’ to. UATC and 
indeed favorable to §it;. 
ae & find. that the burden of proof | ‘Series seen weekly called “Holly-: 

wood..and the Stars,” the recent 

‘fairness, adequacy and--equity’ of| biography of Cecil B. DeMille and 

the transaction has been fully met.’ ” 

- Deal Is- Consummated - 7 
“united. ‘Artists Theatre Circuit |-have also. turtied more. and more 

es ‘hoard F riday. (6) formally ‘consum-|to ‘ty for advertising purposes es. 
. ‘mated its merger with- ‘United "Cali- | well. The tv featurette is the néw- 

.} *ornia:'Theaters. -As_ a: result’ the |‘est. ‘wrinkle in: this. coexistence 
| California. chain, . owned” by: ‘the scheme .and it is something that is 
| Naify family, ‘becomes a - “Wholly. taking gn increasing’ importance 

. | owned subsidiary: .of-UATC, ‘with. all the - time. : eet teeth 
| the Naifys in-turn. holding. control- aon _ | 
“‘/ling interest: in UATC.. Action“by- 7 
_ [the UATC board followed a Balti. DISNEY. DUCATS at chlEcK-ouT . 

-.. tore court. ruling’. (see separate. San Antonio, Dec. 10... 
story). upholding: the: merger . deal 7 

“740,000... 

Question ..as.. to. where: ‘UATC : 
imanagement obtained ‘the stock to = 
effect the exchange is explained as* 

"Meanwhile,. ‘in Baltimore: ‘Mon: : 
the directors, comported: with ‘their | day. (9), the dissident stockholders. 

€| group. filed an appeal in the Marys. 
‘that |land< Court of Appeals on the de+ 

: aste in |-nial of its. injunction’ against- the.-° 7c 
_|approving: the. agreement. after its} JATC-UCT merger. However this. °° ~. . : 

comes out, the dissidents claim to... °°.” ; 
represent more than: 400,000. shares ~~ 

There: are occassional problems: ~ 

The featurettes . are -also. dubbed: a 
‘California. ‘Theatres, so. that. it can for. foreign use and Teportedly . get. Hees 

‘its. earnings ‘ and-. available| considerable: action both . theatri- © -. 
éash, whether ‘by way of. dividends | cally and’ on tv. abroad. Again, the -~ 

ple: are. often’ seen: on the -tube - 

in «pix. has developed _- 
greatly as: well, of. ‘course, as fea- 

have ‘become: a major. pro-. ~ 

| mation. and ‘opinions aduced. at: this: gramming factor and filmed: series. at 

interest. of UATC, it would have his boo ocent years. ty Interest. _ _ 

programs “devoted to. the. film in-..*°:°:--0/-" » 
dustry - ‘such..as the: David -Wolper_ .... 

several] © -ipeoming.. ‘Specials: about. 
| filmmaking, : Not to. mention - the. 
annual Oscarcast.. Film. ‘companies - 

Se ‘Handy-Andy food:stores are ‘of 
«which had been: protested by a.dis-| fering ‘discount... tickets’. at. their. 

_ Jsident_.stockholder - group ‘headed | checkout counters. for: kiddies ‘to 
by. ‘Walter. Reade Jr.:and: others... see. Walt: Disney’s “The Incredible 
Merger was effected by..UATC’s | Journey” (Buena: Vista): at the: Ol * 

ie uF | exchanj ging 740, 000. shares of “its | mos Theatre. oS 

| were held by Ste. Claire’Theatres, -” 
a: 50% owned UATC subsid;..9,400 ©... 
shares ‘were. held in -the ’. ‘UATC wT 
treasury; with balance coming-from: ~~ 
shares already - held. by UCT. but ~~ 
until ‘the merger, “controlled: _by. wpe 

UATC board. is expected to meet mo me 
“| envisioned, proper and desirable! in New York late Wednesday (11)... 

| to ‘set'-a: date’ for’: annual ‘stock-" 
“Under: the: “circumstances. “and ‘holders.-méeting, : most’ likely: some. 7 

To help augment the. scheduling me 
of these .. pix, .some: -distribs:. hire’. 
special: placement agencies and in-"'.~:-° 
dividuals ‘regionally: to. both book: 

¥ “. i) felt that ‘the ‘sho oie 
“Tt is’ true~ that: through - the| ‘in :the selling : of Blane an asset ee 

Programming is a problem for ‘tv. - 
as -overseas as well as.in the U.S. and... =. °°. 

the ‘Pix help. fill’ .a need: there as. ett 

The. development: of thése fea: ee 7 
turettes. is interesting’ historically 
as well. In: the éarly. tv-days,-and Tea, 

nies wouldn’t let th pompe 
UATC lack of | earnings, or losses. ‘tv’ for anything. raw. PS oeeay 

. ‘ 4 o . 
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REFEREE ZORA SARE EE ETI AN? 

we the Motion :Picture. Assn. in its.13th. 
*.; annual” meeting. ‘at‘the Hotél Bel- | 
_,, derive ° last’ ‘Tuesday: (3). saluted 

‘Reuben Finkelstein as‘ “pioneer. of. 

o sociation. 

oo OF the Fairyland and Kansas drive- 
“-/2y’ in- theatres,’ Finkelstein. was. kidded 

.’- at . length. by toastmaster. Arthur) 
.. Cole; Paramount industry -relations’ 
"Man, himself: a youngster of only |. 
_< “about 45 years.in the industry, and 
tee fee of Film Row. and. exhibition : 

*. here 

a tan wit ‘and. tv writer. Goodman |” 

J... of Finkélstein’s.- 
Ss ..Morton’ (Bud): "Truog,’ ‘United Art- 
i. ists, .committee ‘ chairman, proved 
“a: highlight Of: “the evening: Iti: 

“< Jattend-a dinner honoring my friend 
~~ Rube Finkelstein as- Pioneer. of :the | 
“Year. The $3.50 pricé is -cheap 
-- enough.” A ‘letter: which: you may 
_read..to him. is. even cheaper... - ;’ 

. “Kansas ‘City Post. I had the honor 
-: of being barred from’ one.of Rube’s: 
“popcorn: ‘palaces: for, a bad. review - 

.  vI- gave“.a picture he was: ‘showing. | 
ne © ‘think. ‘the: pictufe. was . “Broken: 
oo ..- Blossoms”. ‘starring’ Donald ‘Crisp: 

2. ‘some. critiéal ‘comment: about the 
./: -Jégitimacy of my parents’ marriage. | 

| with. him in one:of the other. movie | 

_. ning.-up and-.down ‘the Jaisle. - 

“Exactly what did Rube pioneer in?. 
+ Did he- bring ts Billie Dove, - ‘Laura 

.-- "LaPlante, Colleen. Moore or, even 
_ i Allen” Jenkins?: vn 

Me a It seems to'me Milton Feld (sow. 
~. a leading Chevy dealer) was ‘the 
:’ ‘true -pioneer. of. stage. shows, When 
‘at the Royal he gave us. ‘the’ de-= |. 

“<l-'sératehing .a. fiddle solo of | “Hu- |. 
- =, Moresque’ -when the picture of that 

title played. there. to. ‘practically no. 

has been widely: ‘copied, and. which 
'- {neidentally: helped. him amass. the 
fortune he now enjoys.: 

attention “to it by: knocking. on: the ; 

... Jone. picture. ‘He. ran ‘it, ‘backwards | 
-- > as: the second. picture: ... 

. a tax instead ‘of turning, it. ‘over’. to 
“22. the ‘government.’ . ~ 

“120 W. 57 St,New York 19, Circle 7-3366, | 

. "AVAILABLE! ADMAN-SHOWMAN! 7 

2 he. and egency.: 

“J ences. a 

~ Helps Pan-Fry R 
_ « Kansas City, Dec. 10." 

"Nostalgia erupted’ as. members ot 

bought - a Bond.-for Israel: . 

‘are happy’ to honor: him: with ‘this 
the year.”: This event plus. election 
of. director: brought. ‘out. 135, : best. 
attendanee’ in’ history ° of. ‘the. .as- jmake.. a: pretty. penny, out. of it. 

: 
L 

A veteran of “57 years. ‘in. the}. pane 
: industry, and “currently, operator wR ca “Good oa 

, Among «. -the: éut-of-towners who: : an 
sent. ‘congratulations was. Manhat- |: -. " Minneapolis, Dee. 10. 

Ace, one-time: film.. critic of .the:|- 
Kansas City: Post: and long a friend: 

“His - letter, = to'}- compete for cash ‘and. merchandise 
prizes. in. theatres and-on television 

The two lécal- daily. newspapers | 
5 follows: : under.’ the. same ownership:. sud-'| 

a : “December 2, i963. |-denly, have. refused: neighborhood 
2, Dear Bud: | ‘Cedar. theatre: ads for its Spin: 

‘Thanks for” your invitation. to} @-Cash” giveaways. 

S This: niéwspaper action - “comes 

When... I: ‘was .a- eritic on ‘the |argest. supermarket chains’ bingo- | 

rvolve. no “cost: whatsoever. to. play-} 

-|-winners. os 

.I didn’t mind being. barred, ‘but |. 
as. ‘he..threw.. me: out,. Rube ‘made. vertising- it: in..the daily newspa- 

‘pers. the Cedar theatre states atl 
continue. “Spin-0-Cash.’ re? 

1. also: recall - some- trouble ‘I had SS 

ea eens ca 7 BOSTON THEATREMEN 
‘farsighted.. I.had-to sit way back _ 
to .see.the picture: and: up close to 
“hear it, Rube objected to’ my run- : . Boston, Dec: 10. 

; a ae ; “emergenéy” 
‘And: this: man is now’ a p ionéer Théatre. Owners’ of. New ‘England. 

12)" at American Theatres ‘screen- 

- Did le. pionéer - i in-. ‘stageshows? 

lightful’ Leo. Forbstéin. dressed. in tial .detriment.” to their - ‘business 

‘a: full: dress suit. with. tan’. shoes;. that toll can bring. ° 

business. 
“Twill. say though. that. I. do recall ‘substituted, . 

some: of: the meritorious-pioneering |. 
work. Rube. did introduce and which 

Public lenores Slams: 
“No. .1—-he: introduced the cashier, | 

-who’ when..a .customer ‘forgot: ‘his 
change on the ledge,: she’ called |. "- Minneapolis, Dec. 10. 

Blass. with a-wet’ sponge. - 

_ No.” 2—he- introduced: ° ‘double. 
features, but the hard way—with | 

off’as not: really: hurting. ‘b.0. 

No: 3—he introduced. keeping the 
‘{n .the. face. of: unanimous. slams— 

“l-probably :worst ‘roasting - handed 
-out.to any: ‘release. in’ memory; “Of -No.- 4—when.- che: played. “Exo. 

—— 

New York's largest specialists’ in 

‘motion picture 
‘& TV insurance. 
(cast, film, weather; tiability, ° : 
cameras, PFOPS, plagiarism. . rod... 

‘the. knocks from’. the -criti¢s ; and 

“| boxoffice. take. ‘$0. huge as in. this 
a instance: - * 

yo “Yum Yum’ 5”? ‘first | week ‘gross 

ia newspaper. roasts all down. the: line 
_} it came: through. ‘the. second stanza. 

WINKLER ‘ASSOCIATES, Lp. ; 
are. considered “sensational” ‘here. 

~ And now in its third week the’! 

‘local . 

: 7 film. folks, here predict, 
ANNOUNCES”: 

‘ FILM LIBRARY. 

| wz Wide Footage 35mm. EK Color, 
4050. W. Pice Bivd., Les Angeles .19,; Calif... 

“‘REpublic $-1212,. ‘Editorial 

|r: One-Eyed Cinerama 

: Honolulu;: Dec.. 10. 

7 pre. -‘Long: track record a3 motien . 
-. picture licist. . Theatres, studie, 

Writer, visualizer, 
idea man extraordinary. . Fee, retainer . 

- OF pecentage: basis. . ‘Top-name. Fefar-. 

- 3344 VARIETY 

14 w. ad St... Hew. ‘Yark. 10036. 

“Seven. Wonders..of the. World’’ in| 

. | which © - opens with 
= | showings ‘Dec. 18 and. 19. 

ar ATF ORD ETS STIPE OMI ATIO SS EE were eee EE TS EG IT SE ey mR oy ee Sp Sy ere rage eee a ee gee 

Wednesday, December ‘11, 1963. pS as we . Critic Th Zc 

| ‘| duis,” .. atten. “the . interthigsion - he 
wouldn't let the ‘audience - back | to-}: 
‘see: the ‘second -‘half Auntess ‘they 

“I know: that Rube’s. many: friends. 

-$3:50. dinner. And .I'm’ ‘sure . that.|. 
my ..friend “Rube | will - aaa 

“Bingo-like” game. not ‘involving: 
the’: possibility. ef: any -gambling | 
loss’ by players “but ‘having *-them. 

are. coming under some ‘fire’ here. : 

on. the héels. of: declaration. ‘by- the} 
city ‘attorney’. that: ‘he’ Ss: investigat-. 
ing the legality of two of this city’s | 

- like. -games “on: tv.. ‘These also. in-. 

ers. at. home or in.the studio (Time-| *:. -.° 
‘| Life’s-non-network WTCN-TV) and} ‘~ - 
net. valuable. merchandise for lucky} | 

Even: thotigh ‘Stopped from: cade: 

“meeting - of: 

ATONE): is skedded. for - “Thursday < 

‘ing’ room, here. to Hear a discus- 
sion.:of tollvision. ‘Arnold. .Child-"|- 
house: president: of the’ California | « 
‘Crusade. for Free. Television, is fly- 
jing-in’ to alert exhibiters.in the | 
New: England* states -to the’ poten- |. 

Fred. Stein; indie: exhib ‘of south-- 
ern ‘California; ‘was - originally” ‘set. 
to ‘address the. sesh, ‘but: was’ :un-. 
able. to. make . nod and Childhouse 

Film ‘eireles. here. cannot ‘decide’} 
whether to be™ ‘indignant. over, what. 
‘they consider to be. ‘undeserved ad- 
verse .film.-reviews. or’ shrug - them ; 

7 “Under. Yum: Yum Tree” (Col) +: 
is. garnering: sensational: biz. -here }- 

eourse, there have --been, previous.| 
2. “instances -of screen ‘offerings doing - 

well here: déspite | reviewers’ raps.- 
aI But. it’s felt that never before ‘have. | 

7 columnists been. So hard. and. the. 

‘here was. around $19,000. After-the | 

with ‘a smash $17,000, Such. grossés:| 

~. -p picture ‘still -is” ‘clicking. ‘big.. and } 
; bids. fair to. be ‘one. of this: year’s. 

“non-roadshow ° boxoffice‘ 
“champs, : if: -not_the. champ: ‘itself, | 

ointo Honolulu. Situation |. “e 

‘Citterama’ theatre ‘shuttered. att. | 7 
er “Sunday’s (8) final . -showing : of }: 

{order to install single lens projec-} 
{tion: equipmient - for-.“It’s" a -Mad, |. 
“Mad, : Mad, ‘Mad’ World”. (UA), : 

invita tional | |. 
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“Levine. 

‘author’s _ properties... for.. filming. 

tions: ‘banner .in® partnership with |: 
|.Paramount: -These three, he -said,: 

which: inélude the. now-completed } 
: “The Carpetbaggers,” will: involve |. |. 
a.total $11,000,000: production €x- | 2 
‘penditure. | 

4. -One .” of). ‘the " Hollywood-based |. 
films will be’ the Polly. Adler tome, 
‘“A--House: Is: Not a Home,” which |: 
Clarence. Greene and ‘Russell Rouse 

|-have-- seripted:.-and. wiil: produce 
‘| and . direct. ‘Starting: Jan. 2. Pic.,: 

Bingo Like’ Games| ‘however, ... isn’t... for . ‘Paramount release; distribution: ‘stillto be ‘set.. 
‘| The three ‘Robbins. books; .-which 

Under Civi ic Frown!| 
‘also. include" “Nevada. Smith” and | 
“Where ‘Love Has. Gone," ” -also will 
be ‘for.- Hollywood. : 
‘Producer. ‘declared Tie. chad: paid 

‘Robbins : $350,000. for ..Carpetbag-. 
gers’: $250;000-for “Smith, ” drawn j 
‘and. developed froma. “chapter: of. 
“Carpetbaggers”’; ; and: approxima- {. 
‘ftely. ‘$300. 000. ‘for ” “Love:”. -Addi- 
tionally, Levine has: a- deal: with 
‘author for: latter's. upcoming The} 

which: ‘would: pay. 
writer up to $500,000. on. film.-sale | 
.Adventures;”. 

on -an escalator. ¢latise.. ‘Pic, not: 
for.. ‘Par; ewill “utilize ‘world: Joca-: 
tions. . 

- Levine stated. that his ‘decision’ to} 
‘film more in: “Hollywood ‘was: based. 
on need to make’ “more: ‘commer-:| . 

| New Yank Ozone | 
cial films.and release less‘art house 

made ‘films will ‘increase his. U.S. 
‘bookings by. 5,000. : 

| | Just. Tell Them—- =. ee 7 
Boston, Dec.. 10. - 

big. exploitation Picture, “Zulu. . 
“Just. Say. that Pil ‘spend ‘more 

m “money. on this: picture in‘ advertis- 
|-ing and’ promotion, radio,:tv, news-- 
| papers, billboard, . -whathaveyou; ” 
.| than ‘has.ever been. spent- up. here’) 

~ RALLY AGAINST TOLL | before,” he - chortled happily. | 

~ Mourn on House 

pact,” ‘this, day, ‘would be. ‘picked 
“up later.- . 

‘Directors Guild’ “of. ‘Aimerica. tolat 
‘the: producers’: ‘association - ‘it: ‘was. 
“willing -to° work’ on. ‘the’ Saturday 
following ‘Nov. «.25,..:but'- ‘directors 
‘turned out.to be a ‘minority: 

- A “special. boare:: meeting was | 
. Situation ‘by } 

-JATSE Lamp Operators. local. 728; : 
‘called ‘anent -the 

and the board.decided it-would not | 
-| seek compensation:. for’ Nov. 25, |. 

| aeeording: to.A.: T.*Dennison, busi- 
cee ap mess agent. “We backed away. from 

| it. It-.was a. ‘hot -potato. Very few | 
.; o£" our, members . ‘had: requested | 
4 ‘compensation,”..: . “he 

~ Showmen Study: Case 
-have: beén ‘shat “by~ President Ken- 
nedy’s' accused " assassin,: he. said: 
“I think.this‘is a good. idea, and it}: 
-could be: a tax: _writeoff,; aaa _ hey 

ae “observed. _ 
“Don ‘Haggerty. business. agent of | 

IA. film. techriicians. local 683, told 
‘of. the -efforts : between . ‘producers | 
-and workers’ to try = to: -fird ‘a 
‘unified ‘ format,.. and. said this _ was 
‘contingent. on ‘unanimous: ‘aecept- 
ance, sométhing. -which ‘turned ‘out 
fo - be - impossible... Regarding. ‘the | 
‘producer. attempt : ‘to have. the; 
:Studios:- open: Saturday: ° ‘on™: 
straight. .time . basis, _Haggerty’ said’ 
he didn’t. think it- legal becatise “it 
would -. -be - tantatnount: to an -IA} 

| local renegotiating: its ‘pact. in‘ the |. 
‘middie of .its present “pact, ‘some- a 
thing: which 1.e dvubted. was -legal.-{ 
“ey told’ the producers I would boll 
‘my: board,” that “we. would’ be’ 
‘willing: | ‘to ‘work. something “out,” an 
che said, —: 

~ AD spokesinan for Teamsters’ 
local 399. said.a number of: ‘drivers. 
reported. to - work : -Nov.  25,.: not. 
having-been‘notified in time.of the 
studios: closing for‘ that:.day. “No-. 

...f body. is being ‘greedy, but the men '. 
| feel if: somebody. else-is being’ paid | 
| for that day, ‘we should,” ” he added. 

“MAD! To, DALLAS DEC. 20: 
: - Dallas, Dec, 10... 

“Mad. (4) World” set to open here 
‘Dec. 20: at: ‘the’ Capri. © 

. AS: ‘usual with « -Cinerama. local | 
.preeins, ° -it’s. -expected - ‘tp. be. ‘pre-| 
ceded: by two-: ‘Special showings ' at 
-the- tidtown. Trans-Texas Theatres | 

— Continua. ‘from page 3 —= ¥ 

| vealed’ “he . has-. paid “out. $900, 000 |: | 
to.- “Harold - Robbins: for - trie of|-. — 

under :Levine’s Embassy: Produc-| |. ’ 

pitcures. *” He streéssed : “American- | 

° Joe. gE ‘Levirie, -the. Boston: Bare | 
nun, ‘visited the.-old- home. ‘town 7 
this. ‘week ‘to set.:the: stage -for his. 

“! construction - ‘near. ‘the “Canadian | 

_.| 6f.-Plattsburgh.- 

— ‘Continuiea. from. page: cs — ramped. for 1,000. four-wheelers. | 

mS ‘firgt-run. product.. 

‘said.: “Some-| 
‘members. . suggested: ‘coin. received: 

| for: that day: be sent the: widow: of |. 
.| the. : Dallas ‘policeman - alleged.’ to} 

. thas: .been - in; ‘operation. for’. :one 

.| Saenger . AVARIETY, -Oct -8); ‘leaves | 

“The | new Cinerama: prediction | 

“sion involved. removing: cone ona Bot Se {sion i concession | 
stands (to. substitute gratis coffee, “CARY GRANT AUOREY vere 
ete.) and installation of art gallery. _in“CHARADE” _ 

Actually,.:.nobody ‘in area’ can A Universal Release in Techsicolord | 

- off into New Orleans. a “4 

, ral raD i mension 15) 
Demonstration 

7 "CARDINAL: KEEPS DATE” ‘Hollywood, Dec. 10.. 
: “Distortion | is ‘practically non- 

‘Bobby. Kennedy, ‘Requests. Dec.. 1s éxistant and .speed . and. closeup 
Preem Be Retained 

-. Washington, Dee. 10. - in’ Todd-AO's new Dimension-150, 

At “Attorney. General. Robert F.. 
Kennedy's ‘request, the. benefit | ‘photographie and projection proc- 
:preem of. “The | Cardinal” for Pav | esses.. Acquired by Todd-AO from. 
tie ’.Corte: will: ‘60. ahead as. sched-- 
uled ‘Dee. 13. an 

- The - “Attorney - General was to. 
have - sponsored . the. event,. but f 
‘speculation - Was. that. the: showing 
would: be. ‘postponed - because -.of | marked enthusiasm aver ‘the opti- 
"30-day. mourning for the. late Presi- 
dent Kennédy.... _ “ 
“The | Cardinal” | preem: at. the | 

-its originators, UCLA faculty mem- 

Carl Williams, new system was 

fine: illumination. 

She ‘remains hospitalized . from. the widest range of the human eye 
“an automobile accident. two years. and ‘accommodating . the widest 
ago. in. ‘Which. ‘her. ‘Parents. ‘were picture image yet. présented,. “while 
killed. : “projecting . a 7Om-image on a 
Her father, ‘Charles’ Corte - was'| deeply curved. screen. As noted in . 

‘demonstration, held on'.a_= screen. a United ‘Press ‘International ° phn-- 
tographer. The preem is sponsored | measuring 29 feet high, 74 feet 
-by -the White House. News. Photog- 
raphers Assn. : feet straight across, and .a- deep. 
a “Advise. and Consent”: opening |. curve ‘which extended 2] feet back, 
‘last. year. was. also for’ the Pattie ‘every. section of the: surface area 
Corte Fund. .|-held in perfect focus. Process. in- 

“Ser een, 

“| declared would be used: ‘in. conjunc- 

~ Lares Quebecois isis stance eats 
‘system, is ‘moderate, ‘according to 

- Albany, Dee. 10" 

ay second: ‘big. drive-in. ‘is under 
thriitgh- Todd-AO, costs: around 

border, * to. tap™ the. lucurative - pa-- 
tronage -of Dominion residents in. 
Quebec Province ‘where - ozoners |. 
.are-not perinitted. Site is ‘at Exit 22 | 

ing’ a $7,000 investment: in all 

Process _ allows the use. of four 
of The Northway, de th separate wide-angle lenses—50, 70,- . 

e ¥ putside e. t ef. city. 120 and the bug-eye 150—for the _ 
‘Hyman -Krinovitz, .owner’ of .a {camera to make best use of what 

. Plattburgh | motel: is “building. the -efféct is to. be achieved. It requires”: . 
‘|-ozoner, which: Will have an initial. ‘only ‘a 65m camera equipped with. 

‘Dimension-150. lenses for photog-- 
.| taphy, any 65m film and: standard... 

capacity. ‘of. 850 cars, ‘but. ‘will be 

‘John G.:Wilhelm, former’ Albany: 70m: projection. machines: for -pre- 
manager - ‘for | “20th. Century-Fox, sentation . on. a 

‘ton; “ahd.“also“a buyer-booker. for | ‘offers: the producer’ and exhibitor 

drive-ins,.will ‘serve -similarly for curved ‘screen; for roadshow pre- 
Kri ,. - sentation, | ‘fo standard ‘flat-screen 

novitz,, He expects | fo. obtain with 70m: prints and 35m reduction: 
‘Plattsburgh now. has: a single’ in-. Prints: -in. subsequent runs. 

door motion picture’ theatre; ‘Ben- |. 
ton’s : Strand.’ Two’ outdoor ‘situa- | ter and. Williams, is designed to tions, Plattsburgh ‘Drive-in and. heighten Tealism:and feeling of 

operated. ° ° 

are liberal--patrons -of: food stands | print allows. space for six-track 
at under-skys ‘on 1 this side of the} “stereo sound used by Todd-AQ. An 
border. " } optical print. will be made for the 

LONDON TENT NAMES ‘| reflections; a ‘contact Print, for 
| other type: screens. 

- London; Dec. 10: 

David Ji ones, publicity controller. 
for : Associated: ‘Britis: Picture‘ 
:Corp. » who has’... served- as Press 

probably. will be the first to make 
use of it. Advance interest in SyS- 

‘have been: held for various techni- Club: ‘in: London. for ‘many. years, ‘eal. personnel of different studios. was elected chief Barker. at-a crew: 
meéting - last: :Wednesday -(27); He 
will continue to: act as -Press Guy. dt. 
“Other ‘appointments - made by:|1 fir. 

‘the: crew were A.: J. ‘Klein? as first (1 Bea 
“assistant - ‘chief’ barker,: - Clifford |[° 
“Jeapes, “second: . assistant; David |} 
Kingsley, .: ‘as? “Dough - Guy, and / 
Trevor: ‘Caton, Property. Master:: 

. 6. 

“NO: ‘SECOND. RUN. ‘LEFT , 
‘Shreveport, Dee: 10.0 [fF 220° 

“Former Broadmoor. Theatre here: | CERES a. gs 

. Hear ves, 

Hollywood 

B DICK 
Seaeg ON over 

-month.. now’ aban. artie,;, managed jshen ea AY. 
by. C..- Ashton. ‘Matthews, - veteran | Hollywood 28, Cal, ; 
operator for. ‘Gulf States Circuit, 469-0884 | 
which:-owns.- the. house, now called} ims 
the Art ‘Cinema. - jo 
It was: the: last | neighborhood. 

‘hardtop: in ‘opération: here. Its:.con-: 
version;. plus. .the: .elosing.. of .the 

in Americal . : 

| city. . without’ a ‘second:run “hard-}) : 
topper. | 
“Apparently.” Gulf. ‘States had in-1 

tended. to :put 20th’s “Cleopatra” ;- 
-into ‘the: ‘Broadmoor, ‘but conver-. 

ainie city 1 WvSiC. NLL 7 “: 
PL 7-3108.: 

on bakin sahara nin tandem 

book “Cleopatra”. until - it's blared || sna Hod Seine” on MOMEERS™ 

By . WHITNEY WILLIAMS ¥ 

oe “are achieved toa very fine degree. 

: latest. development: in widescreen. 

bers. Dr. Richard. Vetter: and Prof. 7 

demonstrated here . last week to. 

_eal work: which js sharp and allows 

- The . single - camera'- ‘single - -pro-: . 
‘Trans-Laix: is - the second . Otto -jector: protess carries a. 150-degree ra 

Premingec - pix. ‘to. aid Miss: Corte. are, equivalent -to approximately. 

-wide ‘on its curved surface’ or 58 

‘cludes a-specially developed printer™ 
“| lens: which corrects the image for _ 

-] purposes ~ of the: .. deeply-curved ~ 

Gost: of theatre installation ® of... 
‘process, which Todd-AO’ ‘formerly : 

| Dr. 'Vetter..The. special screen and” 
iframe, which may | be. acquired ‘: 

$5,000: and price of the two pro-. 
jector lens is another $2,000, mak-.. 

deeply-curved.. 
| now affiliated - with’ “Wilhelm-Thorn- |.S¢tee2-. New process, it’s claimed, : 

several. Albany. exchange district -maximumi. flexibility-—from deeply-. 

-Dimension-150, according to Vet-: 

was: ‘definitely _apparent ‘in- the’ . 

teria-style. concession. Canadians in color. The image format on-70m 

|-deep-curved screen, which. ‘has. 
‘{ special surface to eliminate cross- 

_ DAVID JONES: BARKER realy for ‘use’ by nated, wont for 
4-18 months. Louis de Rochemont. 

tem, however, has been aroused 

Guy: for ‘Tent 36: of the Variety on.every Jot and demonstrations... 

a ‘Commentator } 

PSTROUT 
800 Stations : 

“adh 

Va 

ap Ay TS. tes, 



ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year ......% 7 | a : 
This E Date, tes Yeer:: ve 22 — 

AMERICAN INTL. 
‘Starts, This Year 9 
This Date, Last Year wotee 714 

“MUSCLE. BEACH | PARTY” 
Games H.. 

Prod.) . 
Prods James H. 

Dillon 
Dir. t William Asher 
Frankie. Avalon. Annette Furiiceila, 
Harvey Lembeck; John. ‘Ashley; Jody 
WicCrea, Morey Amsterdam, Dick. 

Nicholson, 

Dale & the Del Tones, Candy. John- 

“Gtarted- Dec. 2) 

COLU M BIA 
‘Starts, This Year ........19 
This Date, Last Yeor wee a 16° 

“WHISTLE YOUR WAY BACK HOME” 
@lianna-Barhera Frods.) 
' Prod.Dirs. —William. ‘Hanna, 

Barbera 5 
Voices: Daws Butler, Mel. Blanc. Don 

Messick, Julie - Bennett... Hal Stnith, 
Pat-O’Malley' 

Started June 24). 

“GOOD. NEIGHBOR SAM" 
@avid Swift Pred.) . 

Prod.-Dir.—David. Swift . . 
Jack Lemmon. Romy. ‘Schneider, Dor- 

othy Provine. Edward. G.. Robinson;. 
: Mike . Connors. Edward © Andrews, 
Eouis Nye. Robert Q: Lewis,’ . Tris. 
Coffin. 
Dave ‘Ketchum... Joyce Jameson = 

(Started Sent. 20) 
THE TRAVELING LADY“ 
@ark Place Prods.) - 
@hooting in Texas) 
Prod.—Alan J. Pakula 
Dir.—Robert Mulligan — 

‘J oseph: 

Bteve Mcueen, Lee Remick.: “Don “Mare {[ 
ray, Paul Fix, Josephine Hutchinson, 
Charles -Watts,: Carol Veazie, Kim- 
berly Block, Ruth White, ' John. Day. 

(Started Oct. 28): 

OTHE ‘NEW INTERNS” © 
QRrobert Cohn Prods.) - 

Prod.—Robert Coha 
Dir. —John Rich 5 
Michael — Callan, Dean 
‘Savalas. Stefanie Powers, 

. vones, 

(Started Nov. 

* “LORD JIM” 
Richard. Brooks. Production) 
Shooting. in. Hong Kong) 

Prod.-Dir.—Richard: Brooks . 
Peter O'Toole; James -Mason, 

Jurgens. Eli 
Paul Lukas =. 

‘Started Dee. 9) 

“WALT DISNE EY 

curt 

| Starts, This-Year . eigeee 6] 
This Date, Last Year sees 4] 

“EMIL AND THE. DETECTIVES” 
-Ghoating in Berlin). 

Prods.—Wait Disney. Peter- Herald 
Dir.—Peter Tewksbury 
Walter Slezak, 

Mobley; Cindy Cassell - 
. (Started Sept. 9) . 

“THE MOON-SPINNERS” _ 
@hooting in Crete and London) 

Prods.—Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. of ‘L. 
Dir.James Neilson 
Hayley Milly, Peter McEnery, Eli. Wal-: 

lach. Pola Negri. Joan Greenwood, 
Irene Pspas, Michael. Davis . 

(Started Sent. 10): -. , 

“FHOSE CRAZY CALLOWAYS". Coa 
Prods.—Wai: Disre:. Wins.op Hibler 
‘Dir.—Norman Tokar 

- Brian Ke'*. Veq~ "ies, Br andres | De 
Wilde, Walter: Brennan, Ed Wynn, 
Linda Evans, /Philip | Abbott, -: 
Larkin. Parley Baer. Paul . ‘Hartman, 
John Qualen,. Russell. Collins; Frank} 
de Kova. Tom Skerritt, John: ‘Davis 
Chandler. Renee Godfrey: 

Started Sept... 23), 

“Starts, This Year : nel 
This Dote, Last Year.. wee 20. 

“THE UNSINKABLE "MOLLY 
@awrence Weingarten Prod.) 
* Prod.—Lawrencée Weingarten 
Dir.—Chuck . Walters. . 
‘Debbie. jremnolds, Hatve ‘Presnell, ma me 

Begle 
(Started. Sept. 4 

THE AMERICANIZATION OF . EMILY*: 
ilmways Prods. 
Prod.—Martin Ransohoff. 
Dir.—Arthur Hiller © 
James Garner, Julie Andrews, ‘Melvyn: 

Douglas, James Cobarn ; 
“(Started Oct. 13) oo 

“ZLOOKING FOR LOVE” 
Cuterpe Prod.) 

' Pred.—Joe wartemak 
Dir—Don Weis 
Connie Francis. Jim. “Hutton, 

Oliver, Joby Baker -. | 
(Started Oct. 14): ; 

"HONEYMOON. ROTEL” 
@andro S. Berman Prod.) 
Prod.—Pandro . S. Rerman 
Dir.—Henry Levin 
Robert Goulet. Nancy. ‘Kwan, 

Morse, Jill St.-John, : Elsa: Lanchester 
{Started. Oct. 14) . - 

“THE LOVE CAGE” 
Gheeting in Paris) 

Prod.—Jacqueés Bary’ 
. Dir~Rene Clemen 
Jane Fonda, Alain Delon, Lola Albright 
(Started Oct. 

“SIGNPOST TO: MURDER” 
@awrence Weingarten Prod.), 
Prod.—Lawrence Weingarten 
Dir.—George Engiund , _ 
oanne Woodward, Stuart | “Whitman, 
Edward Mulhare 

Started Oct. 28) 

“JUDGMENT InN THE SUN? vot 
@iarvest-Februsry-Ritt- Kayos Prod a.) 
‘@hooting in Arizon2) - 

Prod.~--Ronsid Lubin 
Dir,—Martin. Ritt 

“HII Starts, Thsi ‘Year... : 
|| This Date, Last Year. aa’ rei. ia 

: reIRcUs WORLD” 7 
.| (Samuel -Bronston. Prods:).: 

: - (Shooting - in Barcelona) 

Nicholson- Samuel Be. “Arkotf | ; 

Robert a 

ROBINSON puso ON MARS" 
|: (Sehenck-Zabel Prod): 

AMOK? 

-(Sbooting in’ Manila) 

Neil ‘Hzmilton, Peter ‘Hobbs, -| 

Artists-Ariane- DEAR: cere THE MOONSPINNERS” 
Telly'| (Shooting in France): 

Barbara | 
en, George Segal, Inger. Stevens. of: 

‘Wallach, ‘Jack: Hawkins, . oa | 
: (Shooting. in Istanbul, Greece ‘and: Paris) 7 

Bryan - Russell, Roger L 

Me Fair 

BROWN” co 

ARoein. AND THE 7 Hoops” 

‘Susan |” ~ 

Robert | 

can a Rod. Steiger... 

Pant Newman, Claire Bloom,. Laurence: a4} 
- Harvey, :Edward G. Robinson, William 
’ Shatner, Howard. Da-’. Silva;- 
- Salmi; Thomas Chalmers, Paul ‘Fix ; 

: (Started: Dec. De 

“PARAMOUNT 
vive de's We 

Prod.--Samiel Bronston ~ 
* Dir—Henry. Hathaway 
John. Wayne, Claudia Cardinale, 

‘Taylor, : Rita Hayworth, Lloyd Nolan 

' Giarted. Sept. 23). 

Prod.—Aubrey Schenck | 
. Dir.—Byron .Haskin =". 
Paul Manteée, ' Vic | Ladin : 

2 (Started. Dec. 2) 

20th CEN TU RY FOX 
‘Starts, This: Year . bivtele eels el 

THE Visit” - 

-Deutschefox .GM 
(Shooting. in Rome 

‘Prod.—Julien Derode.. 
-Dir—Bernhard. ‘Wicki 

“Ingrid Bergman, ‘Anthony. Quinn. ass |, 
' *; Christian Blach; Irina. Demich | voy 
(Started Sept. 2» 2 

(aemisphers-APD. . 

Prod.-Dir.— Eddie - ‘Romero ; 
Jock Mahoney. “Margia” ‘Dean, isehe | 
.. Magalona,- ‘Mike Parsons, - Vie :-Diaz,- 
- Bill Kane, Claude Wilson 

(Started Dee: 2 

“UNITED ARTISTS 
‘Starts; This Year 15. 
This Date,. Last Year. Jee aT 

Protucins : 

‘Prod.—Jules Bricken ; 
Dir.—Arthur Penn - ° 

; Burt | -Laneaster,. ‘Jeanne Moreau; - ‘Paul 
Scofield, - 

: “(Started ‘Aug. 5) 

"TOPKAPI"... - 
Wilmways, Ine:) 

Prod.—Martin. Ransohoff . 
 Dir.—Jules. Dassin "~ 
Melina Mercouri,- 

Tamiroff,: Gilles Segal, Jess Hahn’, ™: 

Started. Aug. 12 se 

“UNIV E RSAL. 
“srs, This Year . _ Eee s 10° 
This Date, Last: Year... aoe. ++ 13. 

“MARNIE” - 
: ‘(altred’ Hitchcock Prod) 

Prod.-Dir.—aAlfred . Hitchcock -- 
. Ti spi Hedren, Sean Connery.. 

aker; Mariette. Hartley - 

"Started Nov. 25). 

“WARN ER BROS. 
‘Starts, This Year. we as ee 
This Date, Last Year. ee ee 14. 

tapy*. | 
|. Dir—George. Cukor ed 
Audrey -Hepburn, Rex. Harrison, ‘Stan- | 

“ley ‘Holloway,. 
“ Gladys. Cooper. Jeremy - Brett,. Isobel 
_. Eigome. Mona Washhourn, . John Hel: 

“(Started ‘Aug. 13) 
: “CHEYENNE AUTUMN 
WJohn Ford-Bernard Smith. Prod): 

Prod.—-Bernard Smith 
* Dir—John Ford: 

“+ Widmark, Carrof% Baker. - 
en, Sal Mineo,: -Doleres Del 
Ricardo . Montalban; 
.Arther Kennedy, Patrick Wayne, 
Efizabeth: Allen, John: Carradine, Fie: 

tor: Jery,: Mike™ Mazorki 

@tarted. ‘Sept. 23.3. 

@c. Prod.) - _ 
-Prod. «Frank: Sinatra oo 
Dir -—Gordon. ‘Douglas 4 . 
Prank - Simatra,. Dean.’ Mar tin. “Sammy 

. Davis. -Jr., Bing ‘Crosby, Peter Falk. 
* “Mietor- Buono, Barbara Rush, Edwar 
Ge Rae sone Allen Jenkins, Jack. 

: e.. 

"Started -Oce. 3D. a 

| “sex “AND: THE SINGLE. GIRL” Trp, 

Prod —Wiltiam 7. “Orr : 
Dir.— Richard Quine. 

_ Tony . ‘Curtis, Natalie - “Wood: ” Henry 
‘Fonda, Lauren Bacall, Diane ‘McBain, 
Otto Kruger. ~~ 

‘(Started Nov.. aD 

“IN DEPEN (DENT 

This Date, ‘Last: ‘Year... eee aa 

‘HE PAWNEROKER” a _—_ 
| Brods.—-Roger: H-, Lewis, Philip” ‘Lan 

ner: , 

~ Dir. —Sidney. ‘Luvaet. 
Gecaldine: “Fitzgeraia, | 

‘Brock: Peters; Jaime ‘Sanchez, Juans | 
Hernandez -.- 

"| Gtarted. Oct. ‘D . 

Albeit 1. . 

satasaue OF THE RED. DEATH” 

wnoa tf 

| | | =tero. aime 
(Cinecitta-Dear-Les_ rime d ‘da. Siecle FECT: a 

| Og IRST MEN IN THE MOON” 
mo (American Films)... 

‘4. "Coprod.—William Andersqn’-: ." : 

Claude “Dauphin,. Michele.| 
Gordon, :Spzanne - Fion, Albert Remy: 

“Maziwailitan’- Schell, 
Peter Ustinav, Robert. Morley; Akim |. 

| ane BEAUTY TUNGLE™ ° 
= | (Formerly. 

: |. (Wak Guest. Prod.) 

_ Bane 4 

“| a SHOT IN: THE DARK" “oe 
‘QMirisch Films) : 

_— (Started: ‘Nov.. i. at - MoM: “studios: 

Wilfrid . Hyde-White, | 
Me: Veen. Films) * 

Spencer Tracy, Tamed | Stewart, Richard. 
Karl © Mal- 

Gilbert. Rolang. |! —. Continued frome. page. — —!| 

I starts, This Year... ...-23-}/ 

"AN GLO- AMAL 
“Starts, This Years. ...65 18. 
This Date,: Last. Year. ; Saltese a7 

(Anglo-American’ Intl): 
‘Pred-Dir.-_Roger. Corman 

“ Mimcent. Price, Hazel Court, Jane ’ Asher 
- Gtarted . Nov. 18 at Associated. ‘British: 

' studios, Fistree) a “3 

“DOWNFALL. eo 
(Merton Park: Prod.) * : 

Moxey" - "| 
- Nadja Regin;. Maurice. “Denham 

a - “(Started Nov. 11 at’ Merton. Park studios): 

‘BRITISH: LION: 
“Starts, This Year. ary 
. Fhis Date, Last. Year... gees ae || ; 

| “CATACOMBS” cts 
: ‘@arroch-MeCalhun. Prody. 

- Prod.—Jack :Parsons. © 
- Dir. Gordon Hessler 
Gary ‘Merr ? 

. Started Noy. AY. at Shepperton. studios): 

“COLU MBIA 

This Date, Last Year. cece os 4 | 

‘Keep. Films). - co oe 
Prod.-Dir Di Richard ‘Brooks : 
Peter -O’Toole, - Curt -Jurgens, - James 
-Mason,. Eli Wallach;,: Jack: Hawkins: "-. | 

(Started | Nov..18 in Hong: Kong location. 
'Skedded | for Shepperton : _ studi ios: 
April: "64) . a 

: Prod. 
. Dir. — Nathan. -Duran =. 
‘-Martha Hyer, Lionel ‘Jeffries 

arles ‘Schneer : , 

|) (Started: Oct.’.7 at Shepperton’ 2 sao | 
“THE PUMPKIN™ EATER’ .. 

q “Romulus-Jack Clayton Prod. >” 
Prod.-—Jamés. Woolf: 

: Dir.—Jack. Clayton 
', Anne gpanerort.. "Peter ‘Finch, Ja ames: 

Mas 
To “Gtarted: Sept. 8 ‘at Sherperton studios). 

_ DISNEY. 
“Starts,” This Ver... ee ve 

“1L-This: ‘Date, Last. Year. s* eas ue 

- “Exec, .Prod.—Walt - Disney -: 

_ Assoc. Prod.—Hugh Attwooll ” 
--Dir:-—James Neilson. 

Hayley . Mills,‘ Eli - Wallach;. ‘Péter. ‘Me 
- Enery, : Joan ,.Greenw 

(Started Sept. 9. on Jocation’ in Crete, . 
fe aaa studios’ from - ‘Novem-_ 

er : tt . 

"RANK : 
“Starts, This Vedr. i. seees £84] 
This Date, Last Year. o dives ide | 

32:26: 36") 

Prod.-Dir.—Val Guest - 
.Janette Scott, Ian’ Hendry 
(Started: Sept. .30. on-location ‘in ‘Weston: | 
. Super Mare, Nice; Cannes. Into -Pine- 
-wood: atudios from ‘end oF: October) :. 

“UNITED ARTISTS 
“Starts, This Year og ce% 6d 
| This Date, Las? Year... Sete: 7 

. Prod:—Lewis J. ‘Rachmil - 
Ll ‘Dir.—Blake Edwards. 

_ Peter. Sellers, Rerbert ‘Lo 

Elstree) 

NO DISTRIB 

“THE, CHURCHILL STORY” ae 

‘Exee, Prod —Jack Le ‘Vien 
‘ (Started July .15. Locationing in’ ‘Sep: 

. tember .at Chartwell, Blenheim and 
- Checkers) . 

~‘MeLintock? 

- | returiiing to.France Jan. 2 .. 

a |-Paramount’s 

+ February for Mirisch-UA . 

'|:Man’s' Way’? . 

__ Wednesday, December 11, 1963 

of. “Charade”... 

| role'in AA’s “Soldier in the Rain”: -.. . William Inge’s original screen-. 
play: “All Kinds of .People” has. been purehased *by. Universal: and. 
‘assigned to. Elliot. Kastner to Produce, giving. the producer, four Projects. 
for the. ‘studio. . yO 

“Burt Lancaster, ciurrenitly- “making “The Train”. for . UA - ‘in. ‘Paris, . 
. | yeturning to the States Dec..15.to. spend the holidays with. his family,-~. 

Paramount has. set over. 200 special’: .’.. 
info ’s- Been. Sleeping in: My Bed?”: across 

: Robert. Steuer, exec V.p.:of Cinema Distributors of - 
|-Amrica;. on -a ‘biz trip. overseeing “Conimon. Law Wife,” the company’s." 

~New Year's. Eve showings ; of ‘ 
| the. country 

j latest. exploiter .. .: Paramount and Samuel Bronston. ‘last. week hosted: 
‘a squad of: U.S. ‘Magazine reporters in Spain. where they saw. a-rough’- 
cut of “Fall of the:Roman Empire’ and visited the “Circus: World” set. 

‘Eric Pleskow, UA foreign distribution v.p., on a three-week ‘tour of: 
the’ Continent... : Martin Gabe] returning to. pix after..a. seven-year 

a ‘absence to appear : in. “Marnie” for: Alfred Hitchcock. ‘and newcomer -. 9°. °° 

. Stanley Kramer's... | 

| “Mad. World” will ‘bow in .18° pre-Christmas preems. in the U.S. and ..- 
Mariette Hartley: is also signed for the ‘film «. 

‘Canada, Dec. 18-20” . Stuart’. Aarons, house ..counsel -of- Stanley: 

Warner, named ‘chairtian of TOA’s‘Jegat advisory committee... .': 
: Jesse. G. Levine has joined. the Paramount. exploitation departinent. “.- 

||": Mrs. Jack Karp, wife of Par’s studio head,.named 1964 ‘national. . 
| “Starts, This. Year... oe. oe . 3° 1 chairman of: ‘the United Jewish Appeal: ‘Women’s: Division . 

This Date, Last. Year...” eet oa a Landau :Co. : 

Dec. 16 at the Fine Arts:and ‘Forum Theatres, N.. Y¥.:. 

track. waxing, ‘spotlighting the scoré .penned: by. Sol Kaplan. :. ©. 
“Joan -‘Hackett.and Dana Andrews inked by™ John. Sturges for. his: See 

“Satan. Bug,” ::due to-foll. Jan: 6 for Mirisch-UA. : . .. Paramount’ is.. 
:. '} bringing- back “Hud” for special return engagements. at. the ‘Trans-Lux 

_;. '» | Bast Theatre, ‘N, Y., and the El Ray Theatre, L.A. 
- .“F world ‘preem of Frank & Eleanor: Perry's: 

_..| been moved ‘from Dec. 12 to Dec. 13 at the Lido. ‘Theatre ,., . Ingenué 
Magazine: has awarded its “merit.medal” ‘to. “It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad 

| World”... Douglas Heyes inked: to direct “Kitten. With. a Whip” at. oe 
‘Universal. 

. Leon. Uris,. the author, and ‘producer: ‘Romay Lubin will do. a ‘film: Based: “: vor 
; “on ‘the Mexican’ mounted: ‘police called “Rurales”. for. Paramount; from ~ °. 

AMPA (1s holding: ‘its’ annual’ a 
‘Christmas. party Dec: :19. ‘at the. Picadilly. Hotel, N. Y.;. with..ducats.- - 

| ranging from :$5.50 per Kead to’ $55: for tables. of 10; with. a. Program of 

-an original. screenplay. - by Uris .:.. 

entertainment being: planned by .exhib ‘Sam Horwitz. Joe. Mac- 
ai Donald signed: as chief. cinematographer for ‘Where. Love ‘Has. Gone” a 

. Washington, D.C., area exhibs ‘will hold .a Juncheon ‘Meeting Dec. is 
16 in- the ‘Capital to. ‘mull the’ pay-tv “challange”’. 

‘Joseph ‘E. Levine. back from: a. Hollywood: trip. to. plug. his and es 
. . Frank.:Tashlin ‘set to write’. - 
| and’ direct Jerry Lewis’.next for Par, “The: ‘Disorderly :Orderly” <2 30°... 
‘| Kim.. Novak. inked as. the. femme interest. ‘opposite. Peter Sellers and 

“Where Love Has Gone” 

‘Dean Martin ‘in Billy ‘Wilder's. “Dazzling: Hour,” : to begin - lensing “’ ‘in 
. Linda Francis, “Hollywood syndicated radio 

‘commentator. who. makes her: film: bow in Allied Artists’ “The: Naked .. 
- ‘Kiss, ” off on -a- “Cross-country. plugola. trek: ‘starting | next. Monday: (6), 

” Sidney: Lumet winds “Pawnbroker” Jensing this week. ' “Carrell: Baker inked to topline with Robert Mitchum in. “Mr Moses.’ woe 

“a UA release to be. produced: by’ Frank Ross and directed by. Ronald: vf 
. Manuel Feldstein has. 

_been moved: from the ‘field into ‘Cinema. Distributors of America’s: Mo- wees 
| bile homeoffice where. he'll’ be. print. ‘and advertising controller. - , 

Neame, due to: begin in Nairobi in: January . 

William Gray set as unit production: manager for. “Where Love ‘Has 
: .|- Gone” to the cast of which: Mike.Conners has been ‘added. od. 

| »COMPO,: via National Screen. Service, reports that: the demand for: ye 
‘its’ JPK:. trailer. on. behalf. of” its’. Bill, of Rights:.drive: has -more than. -. 

-, .. Universal ‘and the. American. Ex-.: 
|. press Co. ‘have a promo. tieup going for “Charade”. . 
}| inked. by Metro: for “The “Disappearance,” a Geerge® Pal ‘production... 

being ‘scripted: by David Harmon: from Philip Wylie’s. novel, originally: So 

doubled. the: available 780. prints . 

|, published: ‘in 1955... 

Frank &: Eleanor. Petry ‘will host a special: screening of 
“Ladybug . 

“Ladybug”. for high: school. and college newspaper editors: Saturday (14) . 
at Cinema _II,: N, Y; - ...: Diana: Hyland in Gotham plugging UA’s.“‘One 

Trade” Centre, -N.: Y..: 
- Fy Herrick-Herrick, : ‘globetrotting ‘filmmaker: ‘is “back: in the U: Soe 

| from ‘Southern Rhodesia via ‘London after. having set ‘wp:a production. : ~-: 
company: in ‘SR called Impala ‘Pictures Ltd... talks in London. with. |: 
writer. Terence. Young ~about ‘a projected ‘picture and the ‘purchase. of 

. Hy ‘Hellinger: back. from week: ‘a book called ‘The White Men Sang” . 
in ‘Spain ‘and ‘visit. to: Samuel: Bronston’s Madrid operations :..°. Je 

|-K.. Levine,, ‘Paramount ad. Manager, in “Hollywood: for confabs with con 
studio execs.: |; 
-MPEA::: Latin ‘American’ veep: Rebert ‘Corkery: and Mrs... 

‘return: to. their Mexico City home Friday. (13). . 

“Phe Train” . 

“holidays. 
in’ ‘Sioux. ‘City; $4, 481 ‘for: a week | 

wi ‘in ‘Mason. City:. $18, 534: in. 2. week 

: ee in Indianapolis;: 

a days’ in Cincinnati.and $21, 043° ‘for 
12: ‘days. in’ Washington, D.€. 

‘This is ; the” ‘kind: of - thing: ‘that 
al. puts. Teal meaning into a holiday {- 

like Thanksgiving. UA -has been. 
‘quite. hot::lately what with. “Irma: 

‘| La Douce,’: “The Great. Escape,” | 
“Porn Jones, ” “It’s a. Mad, Mad; 

oo .Mad, Mad Worla’” and. even some 
playoff . left . over... on “West : Side: 
Story. ? Additionally. “From: ‘Rus- 
sia," With. Love”. has -been leading | 
the pack. in England. “After: a: shaky. 
first half,” it’ looks like. a- happy. 
‘new year after, all for the ‘com- 
pany; : bet 

-Sound-Image,” “Tae. * has been | 
= | chartered to earry on ‘a. ‘motion. pic-| 

| -ture-film -and: ‘recordings : business | 
.in-New York, with: capitol stock. of. 
‘260. shares, - no par: value. Rapo- { 
port, Rubino; ‘Shapman & Franken | 
“were the attorneys: filing: the. cer-. 
Mificate. ‘at Albany, 7 

$13, 051. in. “five | 

. David Picker, United. Artists vp. ,. back. trom a “E
nropean ‘busine: as ae 7 

trip last Monday (9) «.... Harold Salemson,' Enjbassy Pictures publicity ©. 
“Suddenly,” which deals: with am. :. exeé, on ‘the sick list . . .. UA’s. 

attempted; ‘assassination. ‘of 2. ‘president, was sought: by: British -tv:: at 
-the time of John F. Kennedy's death but--was refused ‘by: the company: . 

J which. has. shelved the ‘pic. indefinitely: following. the. tragedy. It deals wT 
‘with’ Frank Sinatra’s attempt to assassinate :a- US.. ‘president. - 
“Carl Foreman off on an. ‘around-the-world tour : 

‘angle .-. .. Cinerama’s “Wonderful World: of. Bros. .Grimm 
“Tors” “Flipper” amaking for .a double bill ‘in:-the LA. : ‘area es 

‘duction of “Choice.of Violence”, .... ‘Troy Denahue ‘and ‘Suzanne Plesh- 
‘¢tte are back. west: ‘and readying. for marriage. Jan: 4 . 

| tribution. os 
Columbia has 460 prints. of “Under the Yum: Yum Tree”: and. ail will 

be working over:the holidays; according toa. company man. :« . George 
Pal lias a deal to. make two-more for. MGM and promises a new effects -- 
process. One of them. is Philip Wylie’s “The Disappearance.” 

Zenith International’s: 
Legion of Decency; 

| film’ 3 + “suggestivencss in a costuming and low moral tone.” 

"Audrey. Hepburn i in New. York for : a ‘round of press: sessions en i behalf - | 
: John’: L. ‘John, assistant exploitation director for UA, . 

‘back at his Gotham desk. following minor. Surgery... . Steve McQueen © 
. Spotlighted - in. the Dec. 20 issue of. McCall’s mag.in connection with his. 

.. Jerome - 
| Moross. set: ‘to. ‘pen - the musical: score. of ‘The .Fool Killer” ' ‘for the -° | 

« Royal-Films: Internationa} will bow its: Brigitte Bardot: 
——'| starring “Love’ On a Pillow,”. written -and directed: by Roger Vadim, —. 

. Colpix Reeords, . =. -. 
Columbia’s . disk subsid, getting : lotsa . action’. on “its. “Victors” ‘sound- ote 

. . the Los Angeles ; ae 
“Ladybug, Ladybug”. has. 

.- Fony Randall oe 

oe “Holiday -Magazine’s January issue- spotlights Melina. ah ne 
|-Mercouri ... . the: Mirisch’s “Kings of the Sun” on display via photos’ we 
-at the. current 10th. Annual: Japanese. ‘Camera: Show at the: ‘Japanese oe 

” Corkery 7. 
Da . «+: French composef. © 
=| Maurice. Jarre, who won an Oséar for his “Lawrence of Arabia” score;-:: 
" | signed: te write the .music ‘for -UA’s. anes 

| daughter of UA veep Ilya Lopert, has. the seeond feminine lead in "The ©. 
Slave’ “Market,” ‘iow shooting in’ Rome: . ™ 
Film: publicist: Rebert Baral. ‘to. Naples-on-the-Guil, Florida, tor the’ 

. . 3: Tanya: Lepert, 2. 

. Metro doing. as a 
documentary: ‘for: television. on “Americanization: ‘of. -Emily,”. with 2 
Sextant: handling - the. actual work for: NBC ‘exposure. arid . Life Mag. 9)... 
“Sponsorship in March. oes “American. Sunbathing Assn. wants MGM‘to:. 2°): : 
provide .a. preview | of * ‘The : ‘Prize”. at. its. annual convention’ near San’ =. .°-. 
Diego: next. month. Swedish nudist colony scene in the Picture is the: 2. 

"and Ivan. 

Crosby going straight drama with.a‘role in. A.C. ‘Lyles upeoming. ‘pro-. 

... In town. from. 
France. are. Daniele Delorme and. Yves ‘Robert, husband-wife. producing. "7.0 °° 

‘team “who “just: did “War of. the: Buttons”. “for. Samuel Bronston. dis- eg 

“Tiara Tahiti;. -eriginaly condemned. by. the. rae 
has’: “been. reclassified’ ‘with: a. B-rating “(morally .~“: *. 

objectionable’‘in: part for. all)-as a result of “substantial changes. -.. .~ 
_effected: in ‘the treatment.” ‘The Legion. still :objects, however, to. the": 
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os plaints. 

eee 7 grosses prolonged immediately. | 

Batis: Dee. 3. 
- Culture Minister Andre ‘Malraux|]- 

: held. forth on the state of filnis ‘as: 
art and industry, Film “Aid prob-]| 
- Jems, tv and pix ‘problems: and |. 
other ‘industry aspects in ‘a talk 

: ‘hefore the:National Assembly. dure} 7 
that} ing. ‘budgetary «conferences. 

heartened. the ~ "generally: - glum} 
French. film’ people.. , 

‘Malraux made. it .-clear. that. he oo, 
was cognizant. of the fact:that. films|}: 
had to make: money ~as -well: as{[. 
“trying -to: gain the’ status: of: art. 
‘He™ “gaid | governmental . measures 
to insure. so-called . masterpieces 
‘that could ruin the fiscal film setup |]. 
would. be. ridiculous: in. the eyes. of 
“the..government, even if advanced ||" | 7 

oo | Plas other stotittcal and ete-Alled films: were desirable... °. - 
ct . Admitting. that. earning: ‘money 

os was: ‘an: indispensable: : ‘factor. 

* create undying art” and. that - it} 
might: have’ been’ preferable if |". 

.all:ereators had been. well off. He! 
“averred - this had. happened. via | 

. gome: offbeat: ‘films that’ had been] 
“picked :for. festivals. over. industry 

‘His Ideas. ‘on’ Fest! Pix” 

*Mairaux also. noted: ‘that’ ‘films 
| which. were both: above ‘average. in 
quality :and -yet. easily:.accessible. to 

‘clearer and: easier pix ‘to festivals 
‘and “also Were. now. superceding. 
France. in arty. markets overseas. 

_ ‘Malraux: underlined . that . if’. a. 
“2° ofl’ did ‘not make money, but: was 
am exceptional film, it was quite:all: 
. /-right- with ‘him. . “But: ‘turning ‘to 
J: * more direet’ 
“.-@ame out strongly for. backing the 

Industry against any’'Common -Mart. 

-problems,. 

attempts in Brussels ‘to ‘interfere 
* ‘with local Film: Aid:-.He noted that 

:.. Brusselghad already relented. and 
+ did not. bundle. films : along . with 
” ‘ether commodities ‘and . industrial 
-:goods.::He. also: firmed that if the 

~ ECM. did- not soon come up with. 
“vg definite aid plan, he would have. 
os the present. 14% Film’ Aid .on 

; Haan Distrib Organ 
Makes Pitch for fad 

OF Film Censorship 
. Rome, Dec. 3. 

The Italian distrib. organization, 
‘AGIS, takes '.a pitch for.total abol- 

*.. {tion. of ' film. censorship | ‘in - Italy 
*- "via an: éditorial ‘in’ its -weekly, 
o Giornale. dello’ Spettacolo. . - It: anti 

and |: 
opines that none can ‘objectively-.|. 

“:. Say that ,the current. setup ‘of ‘pre-. 
- jim... ‘control. Serves - any « purpose. 

-alyzes the. local. ‘situation, 

= ‘whatsoever. 
On. the. one “hand; “the: editorial. 

a cites. a Catholic: beef. that’ censor- 
__”*\ ship. rules. ‘passed. in -1961..make 
ara -¥ ‘mockery: ‘of : moral .sentiments, 

“a service by the State to specula-}- 
tors .of the --worst. species, and a 

" superb contribution. ‘bythe party 
in power -(the. Demo-Christians) to. 
- Jay and Marxist. ideologies.” - -: 

'.-"~< For: another, - the: so-called. “sexy'|* 
* *sby night” series:.seem ‘to be™the |" 

“only. ones, “says. the: Rome weekly; |. 
“* to-meet with: censors undérstand- 

-, _:: ing,’ while ‘things “become difficult. 
- ~- “when ‘films: have: ideas.” This: re- 

fers to much-talked-of - fact.- that | 
exploitation’ pix which. have. in=. 

- .vaded. Italo mart of late seem.to- 
- ‘get by. with. anything: while -less’. 
extreme. arties often have-run into. 
snags - for. “moral” or. other rea-| 

*.,- SONS 
‘Editorial aiso cites ditector Pie-’ 

tro: Germi: as’ saying ‘that Italy is 
.-: On€ of the’ freest fountries in the- 
"world - | 

-winds its long: exposure. ofa topi-: 
‘regarding |. films: ” Paper 

. eal: conversation piece here. ‘with 
the prediction that. if film .cerisor- 

ship. were .abolistied. in Italy. (as it: 
already. has for legit), there would | .: 

‘certainly not. be .an. inereasé - “of 
"Perhaps, immoral. “pix... made: - 

‘there: would be: fewer.” 

vaRiaTY's: LONDON. orrica. 
49 r St. James's. Street, Plecadiity - 

‘in| 
- filmmaking, he. still. did not ‘think |. 

” that “it' -was . entirely . desirable that. 
“ql “films did. .well. In’ clarifying 

this, ‘he. stated that it probably was}. 
. not: necessary to. be :iiserable to} 

he .:also 

-Rank. . 
‘groups. 
he added,:-had a backlog: of 10° 
“major - films ‘which could. not .be}” 
‘shown “ because’: of the’ ‘restrictive. 
“practices of .the~ circuits.:.As a 
result, :- redundancy . was. increasing: 
and: ‘the - _weight of bank: interest: 
‘charges .on films already made was. 

| making: bankruptcy likely. for’ ‘the 
_ independent. producer. . Sd . 

od. “Edward Heath,- the. ‘Minister. for 
"| Industry, declined to commit- him- 

self. in view of the: current’ inquiry |* 
1 by the ‘Cinematograph: ‘Films ‘Coun-. 

cil and ‘also. because of his ‘meet- | 
ings. yesterday (Mon.):.with’ ¥epre-- 
-sentatives. of -the.. Federation: of 
British Film’ Makers .and with a. 

| delegation from the Federation: of 
‘Film: Unions. He ‘added that:.. he 
was: quite. ‘prepared. to‘ take. urgent: 

ner’s 

a From Down: Under a cin 

| RAYMOND. STANLEY. |. 
a dene’ on interesting et 

} 
“ os with, Joha. McCallum 

om. the reasons. why 
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House Debate On 
Brit Pix Crisis 

a London, Dee: 10." 

A ‘Parliamentary. ‘debate on the 

‘acute: British film crisis As ‘a pos- 

sibility before the. House: rises ‘for 

the ‘Christmas. Tecess .on. Dec. 20. 
It all depends. on ‘whether’ time. can | 
be. found. in. the. crowded: Politteat: 

the. public had also.made: up- a big} « et 
part of the festival films... . = 
He «also : took exception. to.:a 
- deputy who-claimed that Italy sent’ 

calendar. - 

Meantime, the ‘political: offensive. 
ds gaining momentum: ‘Last: Thurs- 
day . (5): ‘the: problem. was. -again. : 
‘raised |. in’ the Commons: at" Ques- |: 
‘tion Time, when ‘Maurice Edelman, 

-a°Labor M. P: urged - ‘immediate 

increase. ‘of: the. Quota ‘to: 50%. ‘to 
save independent. filmmakers. who’ 
-were ‘being -‘‘slowly . throttled ‘by: 

‘the ‘monopolistic activities”: of: the 
and:: Associated - British 

- Independent producers, 

action. should -it ‘be. justified, -but 
he preferred to wait ‘until the meet- 
ings ad. taken place. | 

three. - producer 

oe Eni sil 
© Shooting i in WB 

.- Berlin, Dee: . 
‘Walt Disney’ 's- first. German 

production; 
tives,” still. ‘is ‘shooting. here. Film- 
ing started. here in‘early Septem- 
‘ber, ‘and.'a- shooting. sked' of at}, 
least:..13°-to. 14°: weeks. ‘will . be. 
required. ° ‘Pic is ‘currently. working” 
‘on. interiors. at- local UFA Studios..|° 

« According’. to “Peter. ‘V. -Herald, 
:Disney’s. production manager, it 
had ; originally been ‘ planned to 
Shoot:a. filmization. of Erich Kaest-. 
ner’s: “Emil” ‘before. same author's 
“Doppelte Lottchen”: (The Parent 
Trap) ‘but the acquisition. of Kaest- 

. “Emil” 

| Paaducers Assn. with equal clarity |} 

{| Position. . 

| euver. has: now been. passed: ta. the 
government, and yesterday (Mon.). 

|| Secretary . of. State for . Industry, ||. 7 : 
‘I! Trade..and ‘Regional Development. |[ 

| 50% ‘Quota, ‘as: well as for” the |! 

‘ceived. with regret. and: -disappoint- 

+ mental 
‘would -like.“to. see ‘the’ .problem. 
: solved within: ‘the industry itself. . 

BFPA: :and - the: Federation: ‘had 
‘council meetings: last. Tuesday (3), 

circuits *  that,. 
‘would’ show no fewer’.British first: 
features than ‘they. had -booked for 
1963. A Federation spokesman ‘said 
‘he would welcome - that ‘pro 

‘secretary, speaking at.a -préss con- jm 
ference. in 

‘bald; explained ‘there were ‘virtually. 
eriough. films either’ inthe can or 
‘in: production ‘to satisfy “a Quota: 

_- approximating -.50%: for. 1964; His 
‘members; however, were.concerned 

‘there : were . enough | films. . either: 

‘existing Quota’ for .:1964. ‘Filson: 
wernt - further. and. implied that 

available ‘even to satisfy: a 50% | as 

‘The . Five: Trade. “Associations, | 
‘repre senting’ . 
‘groups, distributors and. ‘exhibitors,. 

| met -last* Thursday. :(5). to consider 
a reply, ‘to. the: Films Council -re-. 
port:‘-on: ‘ monopolistic: ‘tendencies 
in. the industry, - but adjourned. for : 
a -Week. and. will’ meet _ Again Fri- . 

”.| day.” 43)... ares 

reach - its’ peak .in: studios in the 
coming - ‘months, - ‘resulting in an] - 
-even:..more: ‘substantial. falloff. . in 

more: lean period, and - even. such 
‘| a: major. studio: as ‘Shepperton had}. 
| nothing.“ scheduled _ before... ; 

- eee ‘He: estimated ‘that around | 
> 150-60 feature pix’ would have to. be. 
ae made in 1964 if there should be a. 

1.50%: Quota in“ 1965. 
| te concur with the theory,-however, 
‘thatthe day of the modest ‘bud- 

“Emil and-. the” Detec-: 

“terrible prophesy.” 

| Minister. yesterday was headed by |: 

‘ducers, ‘aniong them’ Sir. Michael: 
‘Balcon, Roy- Boulting, Lord Birkétt, | « 

Andrew «Filson. - The “ delegation. | 

views to deal with the crisis, which} 
-will: ‘be ‘repeated. when. ‘the Films |. 
Council meets again next: ‘Monday ] |. 
(16) -to ‘reconsider the demand for. 
a FECA ‘Quota 

. was ‘unexpectedly. 
difficult. It’s the third filmization ; 
of the. juvenile. story... er . 

The ... Disney. . production * “stars ; 
Walter” Slezak. Three. American’ 
youngsters,::as yet unknown, 1 have 

tthe’ juve leads in: the ‘Pie. 7 

‘opposition ‘ta: the stand- made’ ‘by- 
the. Federation, althorsh: it. -recog- 

be en to te ht Fin Be 
Rome, Dee. 10: 

By HAROLD. ‘MYERS. 

’ London, Dee: “10: 

and. ‘firmness. 1 has. declared its. op-. a - a ee 

iter the ma Ft - 
: tbe epcomiog 

The’ ballin this. intricate man-||. | 
ous. schémes: linking U.S: money 

a’ FBFM deputation ‘put. its recom- |} 
mendations for a’ ‘short-term solu: |}. 
tion of: the crisis to. Edward Heath, 

‘Phas, other Matatical ond dated 

Russo ltalo = 
Dancers, Thrushe 

: Milan, Dec. 10.: 7 
“Details of the cultural exchange 

‘between: Italy ‘ahd, Russia involv- 
‘ing La Scala: Opera and the Bol- 
shoi Theatre have become: known. 
Next to Galina Ulanova,: who-will 
‘divide. her time next. year between 
teaching in. Moscow and in Milan; 
; ballet weill of: the Scala corps . de 
| ballet will spend two mon ‘in: 

Pressure For British Plo Gates. | ‘Russia as members ‘of. the Bolshoi 
|.corps.de ballet. and the same. num-: ‘lish must :-be ‘the primary and key 
‘ber ‘of. Russian -ballerinas will: factor in concept, script, actor and 
‘gpend the. same ..time :. in® ‘Milan, | audience reasoning: “The poly-glot 

Wisteskaya. ‘and ‘a ‘partner ‘will ‘he | Dieture is out.” But. beyond. that, 
guests.in Milan for’ ‘a “Swan Lake”. 
‘production:.and a number: of Rus- 
sian: ‘singers will study in “La 
Sceala’s -masterclasses. to get the: 

posal |.most perfection in: Italian ‘bel- | 
canto . style. ‘The ‘exchange. seems: 
to flourish and.some of the Italian | from the start-——the. various ‘Tee 
press Call: ‘it “the . canniest and| — (Continued. on page. 20) 
most. :-non- committal - exchange | 
‘availabl Maca a 

‘It. is "a duiite that - easy—for | British Labor Fe orces 

Seek Intervention Of 

‘|The Minister. separately. met with |} 
‘| the. Federation of Film: Unions, 
| which ‘is: ‘also. campaigning for a uncertainty in’ selection of.. mate- 

statutory: creation of.a third circuit.. 
‘| This : is ‘the “Ministry which.. was 

P| formerly ‘known ‘as the Board. of. 
‘Trade,. and. is responsible. for film |. 

| industry. affairs. aa 

- The rift’ ‘betwéen ‘the’ two. ‘pro- |. 
ducing groups has. not ‘come. as al 
surprise to'the industry,. thought 
the. BFPA. decision: has been. ‘re- | 

4 Seript as a. base. 
- fabout ..which.-audience (English- 
“1 language: or other) isto be the 

has ‘been. that ‘investors are dis- 

ment by ‘the. Federation: The two satisfied with results and ‘drop 

organizations appear’. to. have. a 
common objective, but whereas the 
FBFM - puts ‘its faith in govern- 

intervention, ‘the _BFPA likewise are. disappointed. 
Lerner,; whose Kaufman-Lerner 

when the ‘former. decided to: seek 
an assurance: ‘from. the -two ‘major 

come’. 1964, they 

‘production thinking. . 
Phe new leadership. that’s curs 
rently coming up in the. film’ in- 

if it were extended to embrace 1965 ; 
as well. . 
Andrew. ‘Filson: [FBFM. “general 

‘the absence, through 
illness, - of chairman’ Lord’ -Archi- 

‘La Scala: —. in.-the. exchange of | ° 
operas ‘to: be. given. .in. Moscow. | 
Whereas the Bolshoi will. bring || : 
‘(fall © 1964): ‘their 2 productions ; 
of Mussoregsky’s :“Kowantschina,” a 

beyond. that. date and“ unless..the Glinka’s. “A Life ‘for the: Czar" | 
Quota for 1965° was: substantially | a? | 

jand . -Tehaikowski’s . “Eugen . One-.} increased ‘the ‘volume «of . British | in” ‘the Scala has’ difficulties to. 
‘production. -would, - inevitably, de- |. 

export | “pure | Italian” productions. 
cline. -- His’: ‘organization accep ted’ because ‘the:: ‘best. available’ has: the ‘calculation ofthe unions that either. Herbert von’ Karajan. (an: 

Austrian): as.‘conductor ‘(“Boheme” : 
and :-“Trovatore’) . ‘or. _Leéontyne | 
Price (an Atnerican). as. “Aida”. or 
Joan: ‘Sutherland. (an. ‘Australian) |: 

“Lucia di Lammermoor” or Bir-. ‘mands for fast political action. - 

London, Dec. 40. 
“The Jabor forcés in ‘the British 
film industry. ‘are. heating up. the 

. Producers ‘and directors. in. mem- 

completed -or-started to satisfy the: graph, Television and Allied Tech- 

there’ were probably. enough "pix writers’: Guild, have hitched onto 

git Nilsson (a. Swede) in “Tosca” | 
: or “Ballo. ” ‘This is too “interna- | 
tional” for « export-exchange.- and 
therefore the operas have not. been 1 
chosen as. yet... aa 

Quota in 1964: - 
“Fear Peak Crisis in: Studios. - 
If’ the’ -Quota - remained . “un- 

changed; however, ‘the crisis would 

| crease in the Quota. to 50%, aboli- 
| tion: of barring clauses, more: cash 

| for - the. National - Film Finance 
; Corp.. and the. establishment of 4 a 

~ Chsing Down for Good beet eagrs During: the . discussion’ it was 

Copenhagen, ‘Dec. 3.” : | pointed | out that: there were 18 

“PhEee Copenhagen cinemas “with: 
an average capacity of- 500. will | 
close this year.” The theatre. build-- 
ings. will be torn down. and .no. new 
houses will replace them. ‘Theatres | 
are-*the suburban Hvidovre. Kino, 
the .Bergthora : ‘Theatre and the 
dowtown: ‘Scala -:Bio; for’ several: 
decades one. of. Copenhagen's most 
popular’ cinemas. : : ‘The Federation. delegation to’ the : “Copenhagen, a ‘ity: of. weil. over: 

1,000,000, now has’ only. 54. film 
houses Jett. “However, the: Seating 
Capacity has: increased notably | in. 
“recent years. “3 ae . 

production’ than’ exists” Present. cat the, 3 ane Cinemas. 
Filson. said he. ‘could fot. recall a} 

‘ture films already in the pipeline, 
and sufficient pix already had been 

He .declined.| fy the Quota at its present level 

geted; -indigenous. picture had. gone 
for’ ever.’ ‘That, he avered, was. a emergency .teasures suggested 

were. needed. to:resolve the. “worst 
effects”. of ‘the present. crisis. — 

At. the ‘Sereenwriters’ Guild an- 
nual. ‘meeting; a resolution | moved. 
-on behalf of . the. council was 
‘passed, urging the Board of Trade 
president to appoint a commission 
of inquiry into the structure of the 
|-industry, with power to recom- 

MacLiammoir Filming. ‘| mend changes:to stimulate the flow elabo t di its” ublicl declared |- 
rated on. its publicly: declar _ His One-Man Show. of independent production and ex- 

Pe , * Dublin, Dee. 3. . hibition. 

“Michiel MacLiamamoir -¢o'{: Another | resolution felt the 
make a film of his one-man. "show, -NFEC could help in making: pre- 

1 “The. Importance: of Being . Oscar, ia production costs a¥ailable to. inde- 
-| for “Viewfinder : Films, London:. ‘pendent prodiicers. That would 

Piece, based:on. the writings of ‘help those.who were unable to pro-. 
Oscar Wilde, was. seen ‘on™ ‘Broad- ceed with new ‘projects while com- 
way. and- on U.S. tour: It.’ was. 1 pleted films. were held up for re- 
‘staged. by Hilton, ‘Edwards. _ Tease. dates. woe 

chairman: Lord. Archibald, - and: in-. 
cluded“ ‘leading . ‘independent.’ pro- 

Michael. Relph® and ‘secretary 

A: Stand: ‘Directly Onposite | 
“The: ‘BFPA ‘attitude is in direct 

(Continued ‘on page 20)" 

eek ek a il Tn Wanner’ 

‘|| admittedly ‘novel: only in the: de-. 
tails. and scope of its adaptation, is _ 
Rome talent agent Eugene Lerner. : 

He. contends that many: previ-: 

‘ffand/or talent. With Italian, French. 
|| or: other producers .have ‘flound-. 

|} ered because in so.:many cases, the 
| basic approach has been wrong or’. . 
unclear. “The. fault, Lerner: con- 

| tends, lies on both ‘sides with the; 
European producer, and with ‘the - 
‘American producer-distributor,. for: 

= rial; its development, . choice. of — 
pworking- with a..U.S. or. foreign 

Also decision . 

.| primary target, the often arbitrary. 
| blending’ of talent from each. area,. 

| all. the way down the credit roster. 
-The result, with few exceptions, - 

‘their: associations and plans ‘for 
further. Continental links; he avers,’ | 
And Italian. or. other producers ° 

‘Associates this. year celebrates its . 
10th anni at. its.Rome base, con-- 
ténds that first and foremost, Eng-.: 

‘a much wider. range of view must 
be adopted in fyture international - 

dustry must take into. account— . 

Govt. in Film Crisis 

bership. of the Assn. of Cinemato- 

nicians, and writers in the Screen-: 

the: pandwagon. with renewed de- 

_Four _ immediate steps ‘were 
urged. at the ACTT meeting, at- 
tended by 73 direetors and pro- 

} ‘| ducers;- ‘namely an- immediate in-.. 

‘first feature pix and 13 second fea-. 

made.or were under way to satis-. 

.for 1964 without the need for mak-.. 
‘ing -a'single further. film. :Thé four. .- 

4 me Brita aut pet | as “From Ietanbel | “The. fusion of Europeas inven- 
|) Gus now S Own te a | a : tiveriess, artistry an ve with . 

_ {| dle: on: the.question .of. hiking the  EROL KENT” “1 American ‘commercial ‘sayvy . and 
_ || Film Quota to 50% from next Jan. ||. | Iisales- sense is being touted as a 

‘|} 1. The Federation of British Film| reports on: re 7 potential shot in the arm to.a lag-.. 
“]| Makers has come out in. favor of | ‘T) ging international ‘pic. industry. - 

such a move, but. the. British Film “Turco Pix Bis - Proponent; of scheme, which ‘is: 

campaign for government interven-~.. 
tion to deal with the current crisis.. 

We ‘me 



my, bf 
fe ae) 

.* - 

Wiesbaden, Dec: 3. 
+ . 

Opposition of’ ‘the 6,000. West|>~ 
German cinema owners may mean} 
the death of the proposed. plan] iz 
to levy a-5%: fee against all the} 
German houses, in. order to. raise. 
funds for future film ‘productions 

. in: Germany. At a meeting of the’ 
board of ‘directors of. SPIO, the- 
top film industry . organization, it |: 
was. reported by: the. Producers’ 
Association that many of the’ 
German cinemas oppose the plan. 

It was felt that by putting this 
levy on the film houses, to replace 
the high entertainment ‘taxes, - it 
might be possible to raise around. 
$7,000,000 which -would go into a- 
fund to finance new German films. 
Without. this fund, or: some form. 

“of immediate federal aid, it is |-- 
argued that -the West: ‘German: 
producers. will be. able to turn out. 
few films in the next few years:: 

If the German cinemas: refuse to. 
participate in the _ plan,. though; 
the project is bound . to” fall 
through. And according. to.some- 
of the German house owners, there: 
is no way to dole out the maney 
fairly—and just raising the: fitianc- 
ing is no way ef :being..sure that: 
it will-be used to make films ‘that. 
will attract the public. . 

It was felt. initially’ ‘that. ‘the. 
cinema owners could. be. forcéd to 
participate in the plan,: by boy- | 
eofting those who did: not .agree-. 
ond not giving ‘them any- German 
films. But this proved . to. be: an 
legal: restraint of trade, so the 

. German. preducers and. distributors 

”" Lerner 

quirements, values, . 

international : ‘film. industry.” 

the Ww orld. 

tween the two. elements.” : © 

ner . continues. . 

as. one - illuminated exception . de-.|. 
signed to: fill- the previous: Holly- | 
wood vacuum;, ‘and hopes that more. 
such: moves .will be made soon. - 

‘The situation.in ‘Italy is far from” 
rosy: either,. according to-:Lerner, 
and many. big names have: dropped: 
out of. the picture—some of them. 
‘asa direct result of unhappy - ‘ex- 
periments at “internationalization.” 

had to drop this planned method. | 

The Producers Union also -has_ 

‘Lerner ‘suggests ‘a: form’ of. super-. 
national ‘co-op of talents and. savvy, | 

‘Continued’ from page. 19 — . | os 

_potentials,. 
drawbacks etc. of: a. more yanerer 

| In many sectors ‘of ‘Hollywood, TE. 
‘Lerner feels, there’s an’ appalling- |}; 
ly. low knowledge ‘of. assessment of tH 
what ‘is going..on in. other. ‘parts of . 

A "Hollywood: sfudio. Gpération, 
to. be’ completely . successful, ‘must |: 
‘look beyond and become an: “inter-: 
national, as. well as -domestic: -one,. 
with:. maximum - coordination. . -be- | 

“There ..are - ‘unfortunately ~ no-| 
‘Thalbergs in. the industry,” - Ler: | 

“Too many. people] - 
on the Coast are. inevitably, be- | 
‘causé of the structure’ of things. 

‘land ‘their. owm past training; tied 
‘to’ set’ patterns, ‘and.don’t have the: 
time, the. drive, or ‘the ‘know-how. 
-to analyze factors. from an: inter-: 
national industry. point’ of view.” 
Lerner ‘cites: Mike. Frankovich’s 
recent. appointment. at. ‘Columbia released in the United Kingdom) 

expressed a strong objection to the. 
-unfair. competition: of the two: 
‘tole networks in West Germany. . 
The tv -outlets are not ‘subject ‘to 
the. entertainment tax, .as.-‘the. 
¢inemas are, and they are making 
more and mcre fuli-length films to- 
show the public. sans charge, it 1 
was noted. : 

periment. 

Longest Day’ $1,200, 000 | RS ey ming 
-Manila Showmen Wonder 

If ‘Cleo’ Will Do as Well 
Manila, Dec. 10." 

In the Philippines, ‘with the year: 
coming to a.close,-the boxoffice 
hits of 1963 among foreign product 
are clear..Number One blockbuster 
was “The Longest Day,” the 20th 
Century Fox release. In its first- 
run in Manila alone “Day” grossed. 
$1,260,000. 
There is even. doubt here wheth- ' 

filmmaking. "Phe -recent_ stirring, 
here in’ Italy, 
names. (Pietro -Germi, Liichino Vis- 
{eonti, Federico: Fellini. and others): 

‘lon. a. world-wide ‘basis, offers -an: 
_| opportunity... for still. another: X= 

result ‘of the above reasoning.. One 
is “The: Countess,” to’. be” directed 
‘in - Europe by. Luchino Visconti,: 
with. Romy .. Schneider in: the title 

effort.-starring Rossano. Brazzi. and 

in: the -U.S.. and. Italy, with Mario 

play by Suso Cecchi. D'Amico, Age, 
| Searpelli, and Monicelli. - 

(actors,: writers; and directors), with 

‘fusing - ‘the .recognizedly best -éle-. 
‘ments ‘of ‘European. and: Stateside }: 

“of certain.. creative | 

who. want a°more’ direct participa- 
tion in and control of their ‘efforts - 

{aging two. projects: which are the | 

-yole. The other. is a‘ still-untitled_ 

‘Marcelo. :Matsroianni, --to: be. ‘shot’ feature. ‘pix _a “year... 

Monicelli directing from a screen- 

The second will ‘be-a- é6-0p' ‘ven- . 
|ture by: the seven namies involved |. 

v j-away from the Rank circuit :on the]. 
er or not “Cleopatra; ” that ‘much +} ¢ 
publicized picture -of Liz Taylor | 
and Richard Burton, can ‘equal the 
Manila. boxoffice receipts of Darryl’ 
FP. Zanuck. 

. Best-attended ‘releases here: were 
sich action movies .as. “THe Great: 
Escape,”. “Sedom. and Gomorrah,” 
“Mutiny.on the Bounty,” “Law | 
rence of Arabia” and ‘55 Days: in 
Peking.” These topped $300. 000: in: 
first run. 
‘One of the pleasant surprises of 

‘the tearjerker which starred. Romy: 
Schneider and which had two 
Jong runs. at Avenue- Theatre and 
chad to be. re-shown. ‘many times at 
Scala and. other second. ruin: thea- 
tres. Film. started weak. but as 
more and more people came.-to. 
know about the tender love: story. 
of the Emperor and’ his queen, 
-epectators began queuing. on -word 
ef mouth.. 

Popular. stars (per. gate. receipts). | 
Marlon Brando, “Chariton 

Steve... McQueen, .: Rock 
were: 
Heston, 
Hudson, Cary | ‘Grant, ‘Doris - ‘Day, 
Peter O'Toole, Anthony. Quinn, 
Fred MacMurray, Glenn Ford, 
John. Wayne and Gregory Peck: 

Stevens, Tippl Hedren. - 

Pathe News in Color, 
; | 

And C’Scope Due 22d 
London, Dee: 10. .- |. 

Department of ‘hot news. Pathe 
newsreel, in announcing that from. 
dts issue to be-released Dec. 22,1 
¢laims will be the world’s ° first} 
newsreel to be filmed in. Techni- |. 
color and Cinemascope, and also} 
gives details. of the first: such. reel. 

Entire reel will be. devoted. to.) 
‘quartet 

which has been. smashing: b:0. ree-. 
The Beatles, - ‘the vocal: 

ords throughout - Britain. 

“improvising” : 

story: prefabricated - ‘to avoid pit-. 
falls ‘of multilingual pix (it. will he. 
‘shot: only. in: English, with Mastro-_ 
ianni, whose English: is still: rusty; 

- Fitting. in. with above ‘Teasoning,. 
it. will be. Visconti’s- first interna--|:. 
tional effort, in; that it -is. not “an }°- 
Jtalian story. (though. partly. set. in: 
Venice); will. he. prepped by: Vis-. 
conti: in..close’ personal - collabora-. 
tion . with. ‘top: American. seripters,. 
will.feature a:top-international cast : 
in. addition to Miss Schneider, and. 
‘also. will be entirely” shot, in. 
English. 
Winding his: -thotights,. 

notes : that Visconti. (and: ‘recently. { 
‘also Pietro Germi) is a part of ‘at: 
‘new. movement in Italy attempting. 
‘to break: with the traditional . pro-. 
‘ducer pattern here (somewhat: Hike | 
I the. ‘many: Stateside examples) : ‘by. 

“New players: who made. an: im-: taking. more active participation in- 

‘pression were: Pamela Tiffin, Stella the. selection, conception. and’ mak- 
ing’ of ‘pix.. The rewards are ob- | 

L ‘| viously: financial: (though there’s a | viou 
1 risk Involved now) but. also-artistic, |. 

‘in’ major. independence. ‘In ‘iirn, | 
‘these desires ‘by men: like. Visconti, | 

etc, fit in, Lerner feels. 
‘with the: international packaging | 
‘scheme he: ‘plans. to jaunch. | 

Monicelli, 

~ Manila’s New Firstrans - 
‘Manila,- Dee. 10: 

This. ‘capital city .of the Philip- 
pines ° ‘will. have two new. firstrun’ 
situations: One 

just ‘as an Italian {s 
suddenly transferred to -the.-U.S. 
‘would. be forced to do, with’ the} | 
aid: of 4 dictionary). 
. “Cduntess,” on. the other hand, 
is -based..on <a Hans. ‘Habe best-‘] | 

{seller, It.. is a -project. both: Vis-. 
1 conti ‘and. Miss Schneidér have. long” 

the year was ‘“Foreyer.My Love”. ‘wanted to do. .It rolls. in: 1965.. 

‘Lerner: 

will be ‘devoted j 
entirely to .Cinerama... Other will 
be.tooled. for widescreen: with 856 
‘seats... ‘No. fitle | _for. ‘latter yet: 
chosen. oe as 

bes written. on Incicive | 
7 ‘summation: on. 

~ Yugoslavia. Ss. 
‘F ilm Relations. 

ee 

“another Informative. Featire: 
_ it the. upcoming . 

58th Anniversary. Number 

Of Test 

| Plus otlier statistical oad. ‘dete-filied” 
_ charts ond enticles: 

Even Yank Majors ‘Have : 
Task Getting Suitable 
Playdates. ‘In: ‘Britata| 

“London, ; Dec. 10; 

‘closely ‘allied .to ‘one .or: other’ of 

This ‘ point was “underscored: by 
Milton Rackmmil, .: ’ Universal-Inter- 
national : prexy,’. whose’ product: is” 

through Rank Distributors, | 
Speaking. atca. press conference |: 

on the first -leg ofa: ‘European 
‘| swing, - the UI topper explained: 
‘that the booking delays in’ Britain 
do: not present. an. acute problem 
‘to his company.in view of. the fact 
‘that. - it had. the “opportunity” of 
Major exposure throiighout.: the: 
U.S., and .in: other. parts. -of the}. 
world, : too.: “We. can-afford to wait | 
‘and the only.: ‘eost is ‘the: interest, 
which is the cheapest ‘part of pro-, 
duction,” he- commented. . - 
‘AS one’ example; Rackmil. cited:|_ 

the fact. that..he had hoped for @ 
Christmas. release. for “Charade,” 
but that was not available and: he 
would ‘probably have. to. wait until: 
Easter.. That would mean:a gap- of 

time, rather ‘than . press for early 
-exhibition: with the possibility” of] ” 
an. unsatisfactory date.. 

when he. ‘closed his: studio. and’ re- 
vamped: ‘his |.production | schedule | 
down: from: its” then level: (of! 34 

‘That “had.-: resulted.’ in - ‘greater. 
profitability, even - though the .re- 
‘duced volume of production. still 

| presented ‘booking © _problems.:. He 
‘mentioned,: for:.example, that two 
UI ‘feature films: would ‘be shown. 

Associated -British.outlet, while so 
far he had been: unable to--get ‘a. 
circuit release for _amother of his 
pictures, “King: Kong: VS.. Godzilla.” 

~ British. Prods. 

| last. Monday. (9)... 

next year , 

“Even: ‘American, majors who are | 

, Desert. ” a Tyg 

_before its release . 

; di t tA a: Ec tas 99, “T ‘h 

Rackmill- ‘said that’ one - of -the | to: direc gony and ‘the. stasy”: “They're going ‘4 ead.:. 

|reasons for his company’s ‘financial. 
“Success: was that - he -foresaw : the. 
‘present situation way back in 1957, | 

‘life ’-of ‘Michelangelo, one. could very well: make one. | 
| ducers are tied too closely . to .an overly” imaginary novel. 

» in a curious sort: of way. Every-. re 

* | re-shaped - -second - half. of -its- Venice: entry, 
- pFaised: for. its. riotous. ‘opening segment, criticized for. ‘its. hurriedly-. - 
made conclusion. 7 
‘opposite Ugo ‘Tognand and off to Parma-for work under- director Mario‘. 

| “SE Maniaci, ” “directed by. Lucio. Fulei as: its first item. - 

- wameres LONDON orrica | . 
_# am. James's Street, Plecadiily 

“London: 
walter Slezak signed. by . Ken

neth ‘Harper. to 5 fotn clit Richer; a 

| Susan ‘Hampshire, The Shadews and Dennis Price | in= “Wonderful : a 
dLife,” which Is now on: location.in the Canary-Islands ; ... The opening - 
| of “South Seas Adventure” at: the Dublin Cinerama ‘Theatre ‘is to be .. 

sponsored by. the Dublin ‘Evening’ ‘Herald for ‘local’ charities ... ..-:- 
a- Shelley inked -for. the title role in “The Gorgon,’ Hammer ©: 

Productions" latest: jhorror pic; which. started. rolling, at Bray Studios: ~.. 
s being ‘ptoduced. ‘by. Anthony Nelson :Keys and © 

directed by: Terence “Fisher . Charles H. Schneer’s sci-fi: feature;. -. 
ee | “First Men in the Moon,” has. “now finished : principal’ photography: atu 

om | Shepperton Studios; but ‘the: Dynamation special effects process will’ (~~ 
require. 10 months. work. before ‘the “Columbia release., As.: ready ‘for : <: 

tH -exhibition .. . 
J} deal. - with Harry Saltzman ‘and: Albért R, 

. Mike J. Frankovich,: Columbia’s first. v.p:, has made a. | 
(Cubby). Broccoli, for: ‘The 

| Pass. Beyond Kashmir,” which will ‘star Sean. Connery. It-‘will- Start .- 
| rolling: in the latter part. of 1964.:. Frankovich has also’ closed a. deal’ 
|'with Saltzman’s .Lowndes. Productions for: the ‘Columbia. release of 3° 0-0.v.0 
"|“The: Iperess. File” and “Horse Under’ Water,” which. are: to be filmed. 

Samantha Esgar: to star..in. William Wyler’s- production 
‘of ‘The Céliector.” ”- whieh ‘is to be; coproduced by. John Kohn and Jed...” 

. World preem’ of “Zulu,” oe 
| Joseph. E. Levine’s. first British production, ‘made. by Diamond Films, ~ 
Kinberg, with Terence Stamp in the lead . .. 

set for Jan,:22 in London. That will be:85 years to. the day: after. me. . 
Battle. of. Rorke’ Ss ‘Drift on. which the. film is. ‘based.. 

the two. key:: British circuits. have |:- 
their’ problems in. ‘getting suitable |- - 
release dates. here. ‘without d a . 

ithout delay. respectively, for producer Georges De Beauregard with a-pic on Henry: - 
VII. to. be called'“‘Ce Cher. Henry” (Dear. Henry:). Pair did: “Landru””:"" ~.-.:- 
“about the. French Bluebeard. It may. be one of ‘the first “French-English . cee 

Actor. Jacques : ‘Charrier off fora first visit to the .. =.” 
US. He is. Brigitte Bardot’s. ex-husband Le 
Hanin “Le Tigre” will have an Asian political femme. figure in it that. 

Tony Perkins would like. to. 
.do.a play here, preferably. written by Franceisé Sagan. His French is we 
-good:-enough.- for: French pix and disks and he:féels he can ‘carry off” 
a legiter. now .*. —— 
in‘ a pic. -by noted arty filmmaker. ‘Michaelangele Antonioni “The Red ° ..- 

After the: filming: of the.old silent French serial asa’ - 

: “Paris.” | 
“Claude. Chabrol: and Francoise. Sagan 1 will ‘again - direct ‘and script: _ 

coproductions ae 

. . ¢ Espionage pic with Roger” 

will ‘be ‘reminiscent of Madame Nhu . .. 

. Rita. Reneir; noted. stripper, off to Italy to‘ appear. - 

feature by ‘Georges. Franju “Judex,” another-noted. super crook of. the 
era “Fantomas” also will get.a feature film round: via. Andre. Hunnebelile.: 
Incidentally, .““Judex” has won the Jean-Jacques ‘Auriol : critical. award 

. After. finishing “The Love Cage”: here Jane: Fonda 
‘is slated for: ‘another French. ‘pie “Echappement Libre” (Free Escape) ~ 
opposite ‘Jean-Paul: Belmondo. Jean. Becker: directs; “She will’ Play: a 
‘Swedish ‘girl in this - 
Half of the ‘films ‘in circulation in: ‘France this year. were foreign. .. 

Detective and. private eye pix did well. at. box offices. this: year ‘and. are. 
‘getting done ‘more and: more here: even. if ‘they: are: primarily a Helly-* 
“wood speciality -. “New director. Bernard Michel prepping. his. first . 
feature “The Difficulty’ of Being Unfaithful.”-. . . Jean-Pierre Melville : 

14 months. between ‘completion ‘and. ‘prepping: “Le Second Souffle” (Second. Breath). about. the ‘holdup of ‘a 

-exhibition,’.but it -was better to |: 
‘wait and get: release . ‘at the right 

gold ‘train in France’ in 1934. It. is based on. a Teal happening with. ° 
Seript by Jose Giovanni. . 2 : 

: L “Rome _ ae 
‘Luchino Viseonti, “quoted in Milan @aily. “T). Giorno” on 20th’s offer 

; but it’s 
nota very: exciting: project... Not: that one can’t make..a ‘film on the a 

You: know, 
how Americans see our history 
thing. in the ‘Cleopatra’ :manner.. However, IT haven’t said no.” ; 
Rome’s Vides. Films. and - director Ugo = Gregoretti_ have reportedly. 

. ‘Michele Mercier in “High Infidelity”. episode 

Menicelli : . ‘Hesperia’. Cinematografica. gunning its. program with 
; Irina Demich.- 

interviewed over: Italy’s. RAI-TV: net: ‘during: pause.in “The Visit” - (20th). 
. “Mondo Cane Number 2” (Cineriz). and “World at Night Number. 3” 
(Warners). battling it out for: Rome b.o..honorsin exploitation pix. 
“Films Without. Frontiers, ” with interviews with Eitel Monace, ‘Andrew 
‘Filson, Horst ven. ‘Harilieb, Dino DeLaurentiis, Vittorio de Sica. and 
; other pie personalities, shown. by..five: European. video nets. last week 
<. .-Rossana Podesta ‘to star in “Le Ore Nude” (Naked Hours),’from _ 

= ‘an Alberte Moravia. novel, with husband Marco Vicarie. directing: and .*.- 
| producing; starts:in May... 
‘satire on sexual obsessions” is. Alberto. Lattuada project. slated. “for. - 

“To Be a Monster”. billed as a ‘ ‘grotesque 

. “|. September 1964 start.: 
— Continued: from page. ‘19 — 

nizes: the ‘Severity of: the problem. 
‘However; Filson ‘suggested ‘that the 
Association was influenced. by Rank 
and: - Associated . British, both of | 
which: were powerfully: represented 
jn: ‘the .council of -the BFPA: 
The. BFPA. “executive ‘declared 

not prepared ‘to: see -its ‘strength 
diminished: in: any way: It. did. not 
believe -:that - -Current.:. difficulties 

not:ta support, the proposal. ‘to: in- 
crease’ the Quota. | - 

Instead, the. Association. favored. 
domestic: regulation, and suggested 
‘two immediate measures, The. first. 
was that. producer members of the 
Association. should be: informed: at. 
‘Monthly intervals of films intended: 
as first” features. which: had -gone 

the heads. of the two major circuits 
to seek assurantes that they. would |’ 
book no- fewer British. films ‘in the 
coming year. than: ‘they had- ‘shown 
in. 1963. 

- To Check Favored Dates Claims‘ . 
- The BFPA took ‘the ’view ‘that. 

the. first. proposal: would keep mem- 
‘lbers informed. of the™ supply posi- |.: 

‘that. the. procedure. would -equip: tion ‘and enable them to gauge. the 
likélihood of. delays: in release’ and 
to - plan. ‘accordingly. The second 
suggestion would afford an oppor- 
‘tunity to examine allegations: that 
‘favored. dates :weré ‘given:: by’ the. 
‘circuits to films in which -they -had.: 

1a s financial interest, and ‘that they / 

Lop No. 3”. a . 

“in ‘Milan: ‘last: -week, with Ugo. Tognazzi and ‘Giovanna. Ralli featured. 
that’ it. fully realized: the value: of | 

| Film Quota ‘legislation - ‘but: -was 

visit In. Germany is..running Dec: 2-22. at local: ‘Amerika : ‘Haus. - 

-|-Aphrodites,” 

im-| stil: this: month. 
‘mediate meeting should be set with) with the. Yugoslav Jadran. Stars’ Lex Barker, Pierre Brice and Mario 

‘played inadequate joreign ‘films’ in 
‘preference to. good British. ones.. 

“vice-to the Board of Trade and the 
Films ‘Council, when the first fea-. 

- RCA: Italiana ‘has : issued a ‘He-in record ‘timed. ‘for’ various Italian. Q 
“Cleopatra” openings; featuring . excerpts. from .various classical : writ-: 
ngs about. the famed temptress . - 
‘to screening. of :Herve ‘Bromberger production, “Mort,. ou ‘est ‘ta. Vie-- 

;. Vatican Council attendants invited 

toire?” (Death, Where Is Thy. Victory) .‘. . Episodes ‘of fainting spells 
reported. in: ‘various ‘houses .around | country. showing: “World - at’ Night 

. Carlo Lizzani. started shooting: “La. Vita Agra” (Bitter Life) - 

. Budapest’s. Pannonia Film adapting. “Conjugal: Bed’. into Hun- 
garian, with aid of director. Marco Ferreri . .. Rita. Pavone: ‘has waxed 
theme. song for. “Empty. Canvas” - ‘(Ponti-Levine). at RCA’; , .. Robert. - 
Hossein in two-pic: deal. with | Maleno Malenotti:. acts, in ke Cirecis ts, 

German fall length. documentary: on. the- late. President . Kennedy 
- No. 

the - releasing - company of this’. ‘film, 
‘was against a’ commercial: run.: It : 

and th in nd. 
could be cured ‘by a-hasty increase. Ant t esps secon 
in, the: first-feature Quota. ‘And.its | 
members ‘had, therefore, .decided 

admission. ‘ Columbia-Bavaria, 
(“Germany ‘Greets Kennedy”), 
‘didn’t: like ‘the idea to ‘benefit-from the President’s tragic. death. 
Universal -Pictures “prez: Milton ‘R. Rackmil. and. veep-foreign ‘general 

| manager: Americo Aboaf: here on a sales conference with Eniropean 
‘key company. managers,. They called in the local-press ... .. Constantin, 
top . distributing company, has acquired. the Greek featuire,- “Mikres’. . 

“which. ‘won a. major award at. last: Berlin : -Film Festival.’ 
. Rialto’s western, ““Winnetou I,” has. been completed. Mass preems - 

Horst: Wendlandt’s Rialto. produced this-one in coliab_ 

-Adorf.. . . In. the making here “Piccadilly : ‘Zero 15” with Helmut: Wildt, 
Ann. Smyrner and Hanns Lothar. “Rudolf Zehetfruber directs for.-- 
‘Gloria. release. 

| ‘given a new title— “Two Whiskeys and One. Sofa. Mt Oe, 
Constantin’s comedy, “Whisky -With. Sofa,” has been 

works; ‘the: Federation council: Te- : 
|-ported that it'had “heard-with re-_ 
egret” that: the: ‘Rank’ Organization : 
‘Was proposing to: alter: its break _ 
figures’ which, it feared, would re-..- 
sult: in - less. "favorable . ‘terms: for. 
‘distributors and, consequently, les-.- 
ser returns for.._producers.: The. 
Federation expressed.the hope that. 

‘ture: Quota comes under review. - distributors in. Britain . would - ‘not 
_ Throwing a new ‘spanner’ in the 1a 

--It was the belief. of the ‘BFPA. 

the Association to assess: ‘the prod-: 
‘uct: position. for 1965 and there- 
after, and thus: help in- giving . ad- 

woe ee . 
sacle Lett a MR Sd a ee a 

But: the -pro- .”. 

“Omicron,” which was -"‘« 



“the. schedules of. both the :com-'|: 

fo and ad agencies,.says this. may 
!. have occurred because : “the -Brit- 

= ed: prime. time fare and replaced |. 

:-. “eessors’ being. Robert :Sparks, who: 

a _ tinue on the series; also, :-with Meg | fj. 
oi Wylie; ‘Mark* Allen,. Hedley: ‘Mat- |i. 

‘> tingly and.Vernett Allen'departing, |} * 

-- "*. easional ‘appearances. 
i: Mark “Witney;. the Osmond. Bros., | 

no “‘wholesale:. reshuffling; part 

x ; : | 

¢ Second ‘November Report). ).. 

the } new. “National ‘Nielséns~ (secorid’_ November: report) actually. { 
7 ~ only reflect the. viewing pattenn for.11 days of commercial : ty, ° 
~ since Nielsen doesn’t include :the three-day “Black: Weekend” - in. _ 

. which the tv. networks ‘preempted: all advertising. ‘Bat ‘within : ‘that - a 
11-day: span, ‘it: was CBS -all. the way,. with: an-average audience of 
/21.8-compared to:NBC’s 16.9. and ABC’s.16.4: CBS had 29 half-hour... 
‘wins; NBC: 13-and ABC eight, CBS ‘won ‘six of. the seven nights,’ 
“NBC taking Friday... -And of: the Top: 15 CBS had 13.. For: the’ first. 
‘pusiness-as-usual. week | the average: audience: ‘count Feads:. CBS.-’. 
20.9; NBC: 17.4. and ABC 15,4. | 

‘Here’s. the Top: AB: ee oe m Pas wo te Fults 
Beverly: Hillbillies (cBay : ae acute bce ew ewe be bee 
‘ Bonanza (NBC)......:. agi Beate v ere eee esse ete eee (BRB: 
- Bob. Hope. (NBC) % ae ET ee BZ 
Dick. Van ‘Dyke. (GBS) ” wee ON ele Dew p geal dene ee OLE 
‘Petticoat. Junction (CBS). aS ecee cep cence ne cbessae set BLQ- 

-.: Calamity Jane: (CBS) 20. ees Sia lee Dee oo cae ee ee 29.5 
Jack Benny (CBS) . .:, viyloee a re 29.1 
“. Andy: Griffith (CBS) 220 eo a ee ee 2B 

‘Candid. ‘Camera-. (CBS) . - Je perrh ros CE 2: 12 
— Red ‘Skelton’ (CBS). ° © penned lee et peared de ee ile e LLL: 

<- Lucy. Show. (CBS)- ha Hl betel - ‘26.8. 
: Jackie. Gleason. (CBS) Fase ede eel elite ees o- 26.5. °. 

}. :Ed-Sullivan (CBS): 20.5. ..:. Mee we ates pelea ery ee oe LIB, 
"+. My -Favorite ~ ‘Martian ‘(cBs)* Seve gens eevee cee ehad ted e aid 
- Danny, ‘Thomas. ACBS) 20 0suh ve. eee be ye. Pe 2538. 

hn Times of aie Grief & St & Stes” 
_ Cie. Black Fri’) Britons Go BBC | 

|'Show on.,.Earth” 7 
—' rather. than Sunday | ‘at 7:30, where 
» 4 the. network - thad:. planned: 

: ‘schedule, ‘but. had ‘been unable tole ——— 
|sell-it.. Or the decision of ABC.to'| ¢. ) 

‘| refrain from .. 
Roosevelt Years”. ‘Sundays at 10:30] AF EE 

{ until” z “sponsor : is. ‘obtained. ‘in ad-7{ _—" 
-Or yet again :a Colgate}. For ‘Ne tw rk go 

When. the seriously ~ ‘depressed |” 

London, ‘Dec. 10. - 

“News. “President. Kennedy’ 'S 

sisassination, - which. ‘burst: on. | 

- Britain’ s- video. nétworks : just. at]: 

the beginning ‘of: peak time view- |: 
ing on Noy. 22, not only: disrupted |. 

I Goodrich’s $1,500,000 
wii Coin Available as It. 

"mercial channel. and BBC,: but. saw. - 
 @ major . switchover .. of:- audience 
‘from: the. indie. outlet to. ‘the Cor-. 

- ‘poration’s: network. ae 
: Television “Audiénee “Measure. . 
ment | Ltd.,:. ratings .. organization: |'coin® ‘for the fitst quarter of 64. 
‘used: by. ‘the ; commercial - stations. | “The: Sinatra. Special; which.. had 

The. BBDO: Frank - ‘Sinatra . 

special.” has ‘blown. : Up; 

(ish .public’ still turns: instinctively to. have ‘béen ‘one: of four ‘hour- 
to BBC in. times of. national stress. ” 

Or; it’s said,.it: may have. some- 
“thing. to. do with. the’ fact. ‘that 
..the indie’ ‘web. .abandoned: sched- 

tire company. : 

thrust. 

_ it -with . ‘classical. ; “music © “recitals ar 
*while- BBC, after: *dted Pause 

slated’: comedy. |. 

nee Soe aeatie shows ety ls *: ‘Bros, Picking: up fhe tab. 

‘Whatever- the teason;’ the. faet.| 
“remains ‘that at. the ‘time of : thé} 
first. BBC: ‘announcement “ ‘of Pres-'| 
‘Ident : -Kennedy’ 's assassination. at |} 
..7.05 ° p:m. -on Nov. . 22, 1,937,000:| 
dual channel: homes::were looking fi. 
at. BBC . (aceording to’ TAM, that jf}. °° -..- 
-is), and through: subsequent | ‘news 
“flashes until the .8:58 . p.m: news}. 
the total built to 8.524.000: homés.’ 
‘At the same :time:. the -indie web’s.|ff- 
audience: ‘declined from. -a “first. ay: 
announcement”. total of. -8,007,600:18 
homes to an 8:55. pm. “newstast | 

_. total of 2,454,000. = 
an “Here's: Harry,” an ‘york: ‘skein | 

(Continued: on. page-38). 

: S McPheeters’ Gets. He 
Its Ath Producer {| 

- _ ap Hollywood, Dec: 10. 7". 
“Boris Ingster ‘has-been’ named | 

te: producer of MGM-TV’s “The. Trav-|f}.. 
els of. Jamie. ‘MePheeters, iad -replae-:|By 2 
ing. Robert. _ Thompson, who. has-| 
exited. a 

‘Ingster is” : the. fourth. “producer | 
-on the. ABC-TV: series, his prede-- 

-died several months. ago; Don In-. 
 galis’ and. ‘Thompson. | Angster,..ajBp.-." 
'. former’-Warner Bros.- -tv- exec; -was | er 

, originally Signed by Metro.to“doc-|HF 22 < 
tor” some telefilms which had béen, i}: 
lensed: early : in ‘the series.. an: | ore 

- Changes “in- cast ‘personnel con- 

vy a finely ani ee tor oe | New YORK 10036 
ce ee a aa ney ee Upneviodely [Woe “154 W. 46th St, 

James WeSterfield.and Sandy. Ken ; _ ‘LONDON, s. W. t 
yon. had exited :.as regulars, ih’ a|§l.-.- 7. a ‘St. ‘James's ‘Street. 

of at EP te * Piccadilly : 
change. of format for the:show: |. PR oe 

. Dan (O'Herlihy and. Kurt Russell | re wo ar 
star in ‘the. Series. | ae) 

Scratches’ Sinatra. Spec! 
ty: 

“leaving |* 

: -agency’ s client. B. FE: Goodrich with. 

| some. $1, 500, 000° in  unpledged. ‘tv. 

been: headed for CBS-TV, was said” 

long. specials. being. booked. by: the: 
With ‘Sinatra. out, 

| the tire. company ‘may: look ‘to areas. 
‘other: ‘than. AV. Specials ‘for. ats. ad: 

‘Sinatra, ihougit: is. due. to appear. 
on: CBS;TV..on Feb.:15 as. guest of: 
the. Bing Crosby: special, with. ‘Lever'| . 

. *, 

“Spy GEORGE ROSEN: 

Practices:. hearing, ‘they: were: -as- 

; unconvinced; the ‘advertisers:. 

” Witness,: 

ABC: ‘ta: ‘schedule. 
‘Tuesday: - 

-scheduling.:.. 

‘vanee.:. 
‘buying . and: then ‘ Placing. on ‘NBC y 
‘a “Hatry’s. Girls.” . ~- 

Nielsens of “Harry’s -Girls” forced |: 
its premature canceliation, NBC | 

:} offered: Colgate. thé opportunity to 

tical:. slot..° When Colgate ‘nixed | 
-the offer on the grounds thatthe 
controversial program is: “too: hot,” 
it was. believed that NBC would fol- 

uling a program. that-would retain 
Colgate: dollars.- -There.. “was talk 
‘of. extending Jack Paar, whose 60- 
minute program immediately fol- 
lows, to 90: minutes with -Colgate. 
as. a co-sponsor. | All: -of which, of 

 <Continued: on age 36). 

Wy ‘ON WHO AD ERTISES N 
be toe hong 

THE. ‘ANNIVERSARY EDITION 
- “There isa kind of snobbery, let's face it, ‘about being included 1 in. 

_— the Anniversary Edition. ‘It's:a ‘way ‘of. counting, and. being ‘counted. 
_ This-is the big check-off, once :a “year,. of importance — individual. 

: importance, -organization: importance. -- 
“celebrate: your. achievements. and foreshadow. -your: next events. -_ 

ro The. ‘Anniversary Edition: is.a special value as: ‘it is a “special ~ 
sy eccasion.: _The ‘many editorial. features, charts. ‘and summaries make. 
"= this a. special edition of lasting interest and importance. . If you. ‘belong, 
oe a you: rate,. if you: care about. your prestige you belong in: this: ‘issue. - 

"Place: your advertising copy. immediately for: 

The: 58th Anniversary Edition of 

“HOLLYWoon 90028 
ws 6408 ‘Sunset: Blvd. 

PARIS ® 
Lo. 88: Ave. Ie: Nexilty.” 
en os de e Nevill Sur Seine 

“The scheduling by NBC's: presi-| _ _ 
| dent: Bob . Kintner ‘of “That Was) 
_-the Week-That. Was”. ‘proves—in | 
the view of ‘astute .Madison Ave. 

'. | observers—that, at long last, NBC 
-\‘has decided to assume: sole and: ab-| . 
7 solute Control: over its. own, Sched- -/ 
ule. - |. rth lings: ” 

From: now: on, “it's: feit’: NBC “- T'd like to get your fee 
-tand ‘NBC .. alone——will. ‘determine - 

. what -program will. be Sponsored | in : 
oe what" time. period: |”. a | 

ee |... As I understand: it,about. $0% 
pe as ‘previously. “argued: “that - ‘this “has “ae 

>... .| been the case:right- along. . As late |. 
.. bas :- February, 1962, when their: top} 

.. -” | execs testified in the ECC Program “." the: stations .to make ‘good on 

on this. I’m not: asking you for a: 
:. | suring. the then “FCC. chairman . 
-|-Newton -Minow:. that “we “are: in’ 
charge. of .our. own. schedules.” j..: 

| While. Minow.. made ‘it clear he was o., 
and. 

agencies knew that. their - power ‘to | 
. extend or ‘withhold sponsor. dollars } 

| _ was: of-.decisive influence. : ~ : 
they’ pointed | ‘out, a |’ 

Kaiser: Industries’. order inducing . 
“The Greatest {.:. 

at 9} 

. fora personal. answer on your . 

| -that. the. great. majority: of ‘the 

“The | 

«| Sponsor: “TWIWTw”: in ‘the iden- | 

write <a. ‘contract for news. -writers | 

low: the oldtime approach-‘of sched: - 
we York; Chicago. ‘and Los’ Angeles is | - 

looming. .as the major obstacle in-| 
-current “union talks. with ‘station 

“AFTRA try at.a: basic :contract ‘for | 
‘local. newsmen, _ who. Up: ‘to. _how.|. 

‘You advertise you... 

~eaeacs 60611" 

| SRABIO-TELEVISION | 

"WPPEANGI 1 ; “pil it my B eet Back t "BS 
! alee for Decision: P&C 

+: The. whole $30, 000; 000. General 
: Foods. boodl -Oh; Henry | ‘kaboodle | goes 

~ Washington ‘Post’s Lawrence we 
_Taurent ‘on NBC-TV’s *‘Meet . 
: ‘the: Press” Sunday asked FCC 
- chairman .E.. William. Henry:::.:|.up to. the-end ABC and NBC. had 

-con the caricellation of commer-. 
__eials- during the four: superb. — 
*:days of television following the. 
assaSsination of: Mr..Keniedy. -- 

lion’s share of the coin. | 
For weeks it was a power strug: 

Rich: (who favored the “why tam- 

of the advertising agencies—. - 
‘the. money placed during’ that ©. 

_ time—had refused. to: permit” © who tried to persuade Ed Bbel, ad 
} chief. at ‘GF, that some switches, 

- policy answer,. I’m. asking you. ... were. -in ‘order. 
But the decision went - to. ‘Rich 

feelings ‘on. this.” ‘Jand CBS-TV prexy Jim Aubrey, 
- . Henry: “It’s difficult to. sep- 
arate the two. . Well,. 
heard—the ‘only: article I. read — 
“was ‘In: VARtety and that said ~ 

I have’|19. Monday night Nielsen bloc. 

‘advertisers. had. agreed~ to. - ‘Thomas. won't. be a. regular next 

* make good:rather ‘than. getting 
credit. The: sais was to broad- . 
‘the commercia was the. broad-" . 

.. think. dt was a wise decision.” a 

RA’s Dickers 
| hour: period currently occupied by 

will get: together - on selection of a 
‘new show.. GF also rides with Phil 

| in..a new. format: or a anew. show 
ae | bias yet to be. resolved. -_ 

Newsmen i nh ; definitely committed for 64-65 the 
’ Bid: by the. Ainerican: ‘Federation’ 

of Television: &. ‘Radio Artists, ed frav has officially begun, 
Next big one coming up for de- 

cision: Procter & Gamble, 

‘Arrest’ a Trial 
To Chuck Connors 

- Hollywood, Dec. 10. 

in the. nétwork’s « -o&0's in New. 

managements.. ‘This “4s: the. -first | 

(Continued ‘¢ on. \-page, 38). 

-Min.:-.séries, 

series: from Revue. 

18j taken this: action, 

\ letters, that he first wrote. talent 

ii tion. time on grounds ‘his: medico 
‘said ‘he ‘needed ‘a. resf.. 

‘questing a release. from the. Series, 
‘You © |.Connors. said. 

| known. there have been -a number 
of: “differences of -opinion’: be- 
tween him = and -Revue. regarding 

}-has” been unhappy for some time. 

iment on Connors’ action. 

| | CBS Show Will Probe 
| ‘The Law & Lee Oswald’ 
| “CBS News is planning ‘a pro- 
{| gram- exploring the country’s laws’ 

{accused - of President - assassin _ 

-. i} produced: by Perry. Wolff: and is 
“All ‘titled, “The Law and Lee. Oswald.” 

1 The: ‘hour program, to be‘siotted. 
at 2 p.m..Dec. 22; Sunday, will have 

{authoritative guests. - 

a 400 N." ‘Michigan. Ave. 7 

“ROME 3°. 
“Wa ‘Sardegna a3 

| Oswald .were alive; could he’ pos- 
| sibly be convicted under the law’s: 
-Yequirements for a ‘fair. trial, in 
|.a reasonable : public. ‘elimate.: The. 
role of tv; radio and néwspapers in: 

{iil the eritire Oswald. case, along. with - 
{-ofher issues, also will be: explored, 
; under. present plans. 

back - to- 
| CBS-TV_ next season, thus ending. 
fone of the ‘most intensive battles _ 
and. three-network jockeying for 

. | video’s biggest single. budget. Right. 

“| tried ‘desperately. to woo over the - 

: gle between Benton & Bowles’ Lee: 

per. with success” formula in pitch-. 
ing up the CBS renewal). and 

| Young .& ‘Rubicam’'s . Bud. Barry, 

notably in the. direction ‘of. NBC, . 

| who: was: delivering: that fat Top 

.| And that’s what GF is going back 
1 .to, despite the fact’. that Danny 

| season and Lucille Ball won't make:.. 
‘| Rer.-mind ‘until next week, What. 
will go in. to: the ‘Fhomas 9 to. 9:30 

| show. up) is still to. be determined. 
|. Also. involved. is the alternate ~~ 
-half* of. the Tuesday ‘night - half." 

| Jack Benny; who is. switching. over | 
‘to NBC. Here, too, CBS and GF” 

| Silvers Saturday nights, but. wheth-.. 
er Silvers will return next. season — 

But: with General ‘Foods’ ‘now. 

earliest yet in the. meédium’s. his-. 
tory—the billion dollar sponsor. 

Chuck ‘Connors, who. stars with 
. Ben Gazzara in Revue studio’s 90-. 

“Arrest . and - Trial,” 
“has. requested a release. from ‘the. 

Connors: confirmed that ‘he has: 
‘He ‘explained. 

he -has’-written the studio three. 

| veepeé Pat Kelly asking for vaca-. 

i ‘Subse- — 
|} quently, he wrote “A&T” producer - 
| Frank P. Rosenberg asking for his. 
‘release.from the series, and for. 
la. written’ reply. When he received. 
{no such reply, she. wrote Kelly re- 

| ‘The star declined to detail what - 
‘motivated his: request, “but it is’ 

| the ABC-TV series, that Connors - 

‘Reyue. ‘execs declined - to com- 

1 as they relate to Lee. Oswald, the. 

lf] Kennedy. The tv. program ‘will be: 

caddressing 
\ themselves to such questions. as, if: 

es 



- Ottawa,: ‘Dec. 10. 
Anew company, Canadian Home] 

and Theatre. Vision. Ltd:,- is being | 
formed to operate 200- community} 
antenna-tv systems. in Canada. It’s 
backed by ‘an estimated ‘$12; 600,000 
British and ‘U.S. capital. Canadian 
Press reports from . Londen’ quote}. 
Leslie A. Allen, prexy. of Atlas. 
Telefilms Ltd.,. Toronto, as. saying 
the new outfit will service the:com-{ 
munity. web with (a) specially. pro-. 
duced programs (b) features: from 
Atlas’ vault. CHTV_ will be asso- 

dA $ Reverses Its | names but said Atlas: will control |. 

eiated with Atlas, which will. Man- 
age the web. 

Allen ‘wouldn't. give any backers’. 

9314% of CHTV,.with full. manage-|- 
ment control but. sans contribution |! 
to the capital ..structure; and: that] 
Atlas. will sell CHTV: such’ films 
from its library as “Hamlet, ” “Red. 

, ‘Shoes and “Genevieve.”. ne 

_ Another Atlas subsidiary, Festi- ie 
val Cinema Ltd., is setting up a... 
‘petwork of. closed-circuit tv thea-: 
tres, much of whose output will be 

‘ available to the new web. (Atlas 
Tecently bought Canadian Film In- 
dustries' Ltd., a ‘Toronto. film. pro- 
eessing and production ‘unit).. 

Meanwhile, back in this. capital, 
Secretary. of State John Pickers- 
gill told parliament there. will have 
to be changes in the Broadcasting 

community. antenna. Held. | 

CallinDoctrs_ 

Some “doctoring” of the ‘Garry. 
.Moore show.on CBS-TV is reported 
due, in the wake of disappointing. 
ratings. 

One of a number of: new features 
being. mulled ‘for. the Tuesday 10- 
‘11. sp:m. weekly variety showcase, 
is a cartoon. bit. The cartoon. féa- 
ture: under ‘consideration ‘involves: 
a new process allowing the charac= 
ters to talk back to “live” perform- 
ers. It will be recalled: that. “Can- 
did Camera’ 
of the Moore . show. prior -to° it. 
emerging. as a program of its. own. 
Carol Burnett, sorely missed,- also |. 
emerged from the. Moore. hour. 
‘Cutting into the ratings this sea- | 

son out is. “Fugitive” on ABC-TV, } 
currently topping the time period 
with a 22.2 against a 16.6 for- 
Moore, according the Nov. 10 Niel- | 
sens. Moore no Jonger is among 

Williams, which runs third in‘ the. 
time ‘period, but: which is ‘thought | 
to divide the audience wanting al 
variety program, | “as opposed t ‘to the: 
“Fugitive” actioner.. 

NBCS $1, 000 000. 

Beech-Nut, for Life Savers, “has 
invested about $1, 000,000: in nine 
nighttime shows.’ ‘on: NBC-TV- for 
the first and second. quarters. 
“The buy of. 31 scattered: minutes | 

“Richard | covers ~ “Mr. Novak; # 
Boone Show,” “Espionage,” -“11th 
Hour,” .“International Showtime,” 
“Lieutenant,” 
the Bill Dana. show, and: the: Satur- 
day night featur feature films. -— 

Bill Downs, wns, Tom Wolf | 
Join ABC News Staff | 

ABC. News has: beefed © up" its 

staff with the addition . of ‘Bill |’ 
‘correspondent, 4 

and Thomas. H, Wolf, formerly exec }.. 

“Calendar” , 

Downs, ex-CBS 

producer 

show. - 

Downs, ‘who- was: " pressed - into |: 

_of .CBS’ 

‘service by ABC News prexy- Elmer | 
-W. Lower.a. couple. of weeks. to. 
help in the coverage. of the assas-. |. 
sination. of. Pres: John F. Kennedy,’ 
will work out of the wéb'’s. Wash- 
ington bureau. Wolf will be alter- 

- wate producer. for “ABC News Re-: 
ports,” the. weekly half-hour Sun- 
‘day night news ‘show. 

Lower, meantime, headed’ “for 
Europe over. last week for a ‘tour 
of the Web’s bureaus in. London, |' 
Paris, Rome, ‘Berlin and: Moscow: 
He’s . due back Dec. tom > 

{Ings © Council, 
| Group. W’s 

‘once. was a feature: 

2506 Verdict as “Court | 
’ Holds Ziv, Produce: Tors. 

the top 40 Nielsens. Another: de- |." 
flating factor ‘is. “NBC-TV’s:: Andy J: 

“Temple Houston,” 

up his” 

’s. western division. © 

Vp. over’ Coast programming. 

The Broadcast ‘Policy Cominittee 
of the: ‘American Assn. ‘of | -Adver- |: 
tising: Agencies has -reversed ‘its 
-stand .of earlier. this 
would. . now. : like: to join. the .Na- 

-] tional Assn. ‘of ‘Broadcasters’ Rat-. 
group © headed “by. 

‘Don . McGannon. ‘that. 
‘was -established after. the -Wash- 
ington. ratings hearings. to. monitor 

Aet to control broadcasters ‘in| thet the. services. | 

':.McGannon_ miade: a “second. 

been encountering resistance’ fromm 
‘the tating services: in their .moni-. 

‘toring efforts. It was “McGannon’ s: 
| contention.-that ‘the lack of cooper- 
ation. stemmed: from the services’ 

|} belie? that: the Council did. not-| 
have: the support ‘of ‘the ad in- 
dustry. 
"- Top -execs of ‘the 4A’s ‘Broadeast.| 

| Policy : Committee: were scheduled’ 
‘to. meet: this week with - ‘Brown’ &.|.4 
‘Williamson ‘ ad’ :veepee:. John. Bur- 
gard, head of the ANA’s broadcast | : 2 
‘group, While the ANA has again |, 
turned :.down McGarinon. on -join-.} 
ing: the. Council; it was the hope 
of the 4A’s. execs: that they could.} - 
‘get ANA - backing - in -their -pro-. 
posal to join (with the “4A’s. acting:|. 
as representatives: of -ANA | also, in} 
Council matters):. Bt pee 

Comniittee’s proposal to join the |: 
Council will have to be approved 
by. 4A'8 directors. 

- Plagiarized. ‘Sea: Hunt’ 
Los’ Angeles, Dec..10. 

. Ziy- 
and *-producer - Ivan . Tors ..were 
found - ‘guilty.~-of . plagiarizing: an. 

2 original idea. for..an. underwater tv | 
-L series... 
| Legion,’ ” 

{ jury, 

” BEECH-NUT SPLASH 

tabbed = .“‘Und2rwater 
_by' a 

who - after seven: hours of. | 
deliberation: awarded . three. plain: |: 
tiffs $250, 000 ‘damages. they. chad. 
demanded. Trio included . "Frank 
Donahue. “World. War II: frogman, | . 
‘and - producers: William: “Webb and’ 
‘Richard - Ross. ° 

Plaintiffs, - who ‘alleged that in 
addition. to. the. ‘outline : they. -had 
‘proposed : -several © story ‘lines., 
‘submitting . ‘project’ to® Ziv “in: ‘1955, Ve 

1 claimed that in 1957. the. ‘defeni-.| - 
‘dants. had. ‘come. out :with.-a tele- 
-series tabbed Sea. Hunt,”. which’. 
it was -alleged - was: : plagiarized “ 
| from. the’ plaintiffs’ idea. During: 
1 trial . the. jury~ Screened: six. “Sea. 

=| Hunt”: ‘segs and the feature, ‘“Un-:/: 

in 

-Karian: amish, who's winding | 
as commercial : iS 

wis Show,” ‘hag been named di-. “gs 
‘rector of” current programming q 
tor .the: = 

‘He'll head the activities .of su- 1. 
pervisors on. all ‘Coast-originated | { 
shows, reporting .to. Ben: Brady, ao 

year “and: 

| ‘sp:| 
pearance to the 4A’s and the.Assn. 
1 of National Adevtrtisers to. join: the 
Council bécause the ‘Council: has- 

Television “Programs - Tne: 

“Superior. ‘Court |. 

‘Sharpe: ‘is exec ‘producer. | 

JACK BARRY . 
: “Now: producing. five: pilots ‘for. ye 

_, |CBS-TV—Paramount FV Production 
~- Development. ‘program: .. a 

RCA 3FORA § SPLIT 
“ seuss Propesal Accompanied By “ 

| Bike In Quarterly. Divry 

“RCA's board. of: directors: meet: 
ing. ‘Friday. (6). voted | a three-one: 
split of common: stock -with the | 
proposal : subject. to -shareholder . 
approval - at. a. session: -slated’ for. 
Jan. 29.:: Eligible. ‘to vote at: the 
meeting: will be holders’ of record 
Dee. 16." 

‘The. directors increased the. 
quarterly dividend: on: ‘present: com-. 
mon stock. from '35¢ to 45¢ a share, 

807... 2 

| “Board also’. proposed. to’ declare |" 
in March:a dividend of 15c a share. 
Split: would increase the. common. | 
shares: to. 80, 000 ,000.. At last’ week’s. 
“session, the. directors declared’ at 
dividend .of..87.5c .a: share -on. RCA [ 
first preferred stock, payable Apiil |: 
; °64, to: holders: of « record” ‘March |: 

136, W640 ee aa a 

Oh 3 hevy $ ys Detour 
~ On Route 66 

Chevrolet, ‘prineipal: ‘sporisor oft|. 
“Route 66” has. notified: 

"the. rietwork. that it’s pulling” out of 
: [the ‘show. after’ the: sponsor’s .cur- 
= ‘rent eycle which winds ‘up in: April. | 

. f In all probability, the Screen. 
-: | Gems: property which ‘suffered: the. 
“loss. of costar George Maharis: ‘will 
|.continue through: the~. ‘sunimer, } 
|‘ completing: ‘the: current. ‘Season. 

| Other . sponsors on: the. show: are’ 
{Proctor &: Gamble -and. American. 
Tobacco;. ‘Hourlong series is among | 

“| those’ - not. : expected » _baek:- next. 
‘Season, . “ 

: CBS-TV’s 

Joan en dl Picked | 
. For Desilu: TV. Series 

“ Hallywood, Dec-10. 
Joan “Blondel! was. -signed . by. 

Desilu Studios over the weekend | 
“to _eo-star with: Herchel - ‘Bernardi 
_in- - “Hooray: for ‘Hollywod,”’ :half- 
“hour. situation. - ‘comedy. Desilu is. 
producing in association with Bar-_ 
Fy Shear, who is producer-director. 

Pilot. rolls Dec: 

wood’ ‘during: -the- “silent pix era, 
‘with. Bernardi essaying the role. of. 

Don. 
a attendant industryites. 

a silent | scréen’ magnate. 

defwater, _ starring J ane- ‘Russell. Avo. 

DC. ‘CORRFSPONDENTS- 

“Washington, Dec. 10. 

Television Correspondents’ Assn. 

‘throws an. ‘annual. VIP: dinner. . 
“Stephen - 

was - named: Vite. éhairman;-. 

tary... and. John 'Rolfson,” ABC, 
treasurer. - 
‘Chosen a as. miembers-at-large W ere 

‘frey,.. of ‘McCaffrey Reports © vand | 
“Murry Alvey,; ABC.* 

‘ex-officio, member. 

“TAP WELLS CHURCH) : 
‘Wells’ Church: of CBS. News. was ; 

“| elected chairman.of the Radio &: 

The ‘group. supervises. the. tadio-| . 
tv galleries .in- the :.Capitol : ‘and 

- McCormick, - - Mutual, je 
John. 

‘¢Bill) Roberts, - ‘Time-Life, : Secre-{— 

Ray Scherer, NBC; Joseph. Mc€af- | | . 

NBC Washington. Bureau. ‘chiet | : 
-William Monroe Jr. ‘was named. an |. 

eo Rg / Tetiring.” 

> Lacy Undecided 
“‘Hollywood,. “Dec: 10: 

pele | ‘Ball, star. of ““The. 

been, asked: by’ the .web to. re-" 
turn ‘for. next. ‘season, but’ Miss 

Ball hasn't yet ‘decided if she 
"wants. to, 

. The “comedienne, 

: unique: option in her ‘contract; : 
7 +: whereby: she tells. the network. | 

‘and: sponsor: if’ she wants: to ~~ 
Yeturn. Last. season; she. hesi-.- | 

then" | . 

‘Sagging AM. operacions, NBC - has 
| created :a new post, -veepee of. NBC 

*-tated’: for’ :some time, . 
_ agreed to: go. -another .semes-. ; 
--téer, Currently .in -her_ ‘second ~ 
' season. of the’ toprated. show, a 

- Her. ‘answer .. by Dee.” 15. 

- continuing her. comedy ‘series, 
“the redhead’. added, 

: | pretty girl. 
: - events. . oe 

| 80's, 
year .in_ ‘a roaming | New | Yerk. 

‘an. emcee to be ‘named. later, show. 
‘will -work from. a mobile unit with 

payable Jan. 27.-Last March.1, the |‘ contestants. from the ints. from the: daily crowds. 

quarterly dividend: was upped from |. 
25e. to. 35c;. this: the -overall. in-.| . 
creases ‘during: ‘the year as been. 

“|metevision is set to.. ‘become an 
* gnmuail' event: Decision follows. thé 

: iriaugural: session. of the’ non-com-'| 

; petitive’ fete. at the National Film | * 
“| Theatre on. ‘this. city’s South Bank. 

Film. Institute and backed ‘by: the. 

‘Companies. ‘Assoeiation, the: -nine- |. 
‘day vidfest. which showed: product. 

‘Wednesday. (4). 

- |—most.of them. turned: up. ‘only for 
the. opening night—was: ‘that: while 

_|.into -mounting | the U.K.'s- first :in- 
ternation! tv fest was highly’ com-| 
mendable,° what. lacked was. that} 

+ would. qualify” the: Session ‘as. an. 
-out-and-out.. success.. 

the mandgement and: ane welll 
| tive-side. of the business was wel] |. . 
represented, | “but: there. was hardly }- 
pa: recognized “tv face’ to. be. seen. | 

12.. at®: Desilu. 
Culver’ ‘studios. It deals with: Holly-. 

alight” the whole affair for. the 

= | tional range of product .aired. has 
4-been” commended, ‘more than. one 

---eomplaint has been heard: at the 
_}late. hours of: Patient wee, show: 
_ Id finished: before. mid- 

‘Lucy ‘Show”. on: CBS-TV,-has» | 2728, Se/dom 
| however, that-.so far’.as. being a 
-| valuable. “showcase: forthe work of 
Loverseas. tv. ‘producers, 

“who - is - 
also” “prexy of. ‘Desilu, has an -: 

Miss: Bali. ‘said: ‘she’ must give . = 

While she hasn’t decided. on _ 

“Tm: r not “| thian ‘and: Fetzer stations. on their: 
; _. hradior operations. ~ :’ 

ke ‘Nielsen rating’ tabulation of the: three top ‘beauty. contedt . 
events on tv underlines.for the umptieth time all.the world leves ~. 

, Amid CBS-TV. boasts. that. ita ‘got the: three” top 

Since moving. over from. ABC-TV: ‘in. 1956, Atlantic City’s Miss 
\ o America. contest has been the No. 1: rated show in the U.S. in Hiss 
| September Nielsen’ books... At its last. outing on Sept... 7, ::Miss— 

America posted a 40.0 rating. and a 71,8 share. fer the 10. to mide - 
| -night: period. The Miss Universe Pageant, telecast July. 20; from” 

ij: .10-to 11:30, registered: a 30.9 rating and a. 61:7 share. ‘The Miss . 
1 |. Teenage America telecast, the latest’ éntry in the tv beauty con-"*- 
test derby on CBS-TV, hit'a 30.3 ‘Fating and a 53.3. share. for. ite 

|. :. Nov, 1 telecast. . 

Miss Universe, in ‘its Yast three ‘outings, has. placed. as ‘the No. a 
ghow in ‘the: nation for: the ‘Nielsen: pocketpiece measuring. we 

|): shows for that period. -Miss Teenage. America; the youngster in. 
the. Gerby, placed third, according to the national Nielsens;  : | 

. : Saarbriecken:. Dec. 10. ot 
-{ / West -Germany’s spunky - little - 
| television outlet: called Saarland |: Dr. L v “for TV. 

“Dr; .I. .Q.,”: “radio “quiz of. ‘the 
‘will make . its: tv. ‘bow. next 

World's Fair. version. . . | 
Ted. Bergmann, prexy of Charter |. 

Producers: Corp., acquired. the. 
Tights to the old silver-dollar. give- 
away and is. currently. pitching: the 
networks © and’: advertisers. With 

bourg. 

cial time from the. daily period.-o€ 
6 .a.m.. until 8. p:m. .and -from 

‘goes off the air, for: its radio. ‘pro- _ 
gramming, .° via” medium: wave, ~ 
starting. as of next Jan. 1. 

three ‘cameras, ‘cruising some 40. 
different - Fair - locations..to pick 

creased its, ‘strength from. 150. to.. 
| _|300° kilowatts. for the: time: from: 12° 
(ngon). on, so. that it: will reach 

~ considerably beyond the Jocal Te- n’s 4. Day | sti 
1 a it. seems “to: ‘be ‘sping’ the ‘Jong: 

~ Vidfest. Becomes| time - Radio ‘Luxembourg format, 
as it is promising - entertainment 

| programs with .much’ music ‘and 
7 | short commercial announcements. 

Annual Event One second of radio. commercial - : 

‘London,’ Dec. 10. 

‘time An ‘the period: ‘from .6 a -™, 
. | until noon will - cost. $2.50, and. in. 

The’ “London. Festival of ‘World. the expanded: listener ° time :from:- 
Hoon. until 8 p.m..the ‘cost will: be 

$5. per‘second, | ae 
Special... arrangements. wit ‘be = 

‘Made. for- “patrons” - “who, want . ‘to: 
sponsor entire — programs. —" . 

site. . | 
‘scheme that- kn 

Under the auspices of the British e that: is unknown: in the 

BEC; Ipdependent Television. 

Authority « and . the - Independent commercials are centered: around. 

.. Not. only .that, but. the station: 
is no “longer ' restricting . its. pro- 

| gramming to German, but also cute. 
‘ting into ‘the large -French-speak-:' © 
ing or. . French-understanding audi- . 

from 29 countries and. hosted dele- 

gates from more: ‘than a- score’ 

wound ° its’. preem: "event ° fast ; 

; Radio Luxembourg. . on 
‘As’ of . this October, ‘the : “elever 

little. ‘Sarrland ° Television inaugu- -: 
rated. -a ‘Tégional © program. from’: 
Monday to: Friday. that is. broadcast ne 
in both: German ‘and: ‘French; | 
Since. the. Saar — ‘was. for a ‘Tong. - 

--(Continued on: age « 42). 

-. Verdict from the. Many: local i in. 
dustry execs who -caight ‘the fete 

the.endeavor and energy that: went. 

vital spark: of: showmanship. which. 

| Com Fra rancis” ‘As - one’. “prominent “industey ex: 
ecutive. -put it, on: opening . night. |: Global T\ 

‘Introduction “of on-screen. -per- |: Connie Fr ancis. will, make. a 
formers. to the inaugural screenings. globe-hopping : tv. tour ‘beginning 
would, it.was felt, have helped “set: in . ‘April. with - video: shows. sched- 

uled fora dozen or sO. countries; : 
public: as well ‘as. ‘delegates and 

specials. _And while the. ‘broad, “interna - 
~ Singer, - who fas made ‘several 

‘the. Queen :of England earlier. this: - 
year, has shows set in Japan; Hong 
Kong, Australia, Copenhagen, ‘Ger- 
many (in both. Berlin-and Munich), .: 
-Fr Bel 

writers, etc.,. the: first. festival was ‘England. ( ee rman 
firstrate, . informative: and ao is. currently - being: negotiated: ‘by 

while. aa 7 \ her personal, anager’: George. 

NBC. Radio’ S Me. Fixit ate 
“Miss. Francis will sing in ‘seven 7 

In. an attempt. to. shape up .the 

night. It was ‘unanimously declared, 

directors, 

. different languages, . for’ example 
using two Japanese, three English,. 

\Iess Mexico: is set). . oe 

On ‘the. tour will. ‘be the singer's © 
-eonductor...Joe Mazzu, two ‘musi-... 

‘owned radio. stations; and: appoint- | 
ed. consultant ‘Michael Joseph - to" 

Joseph” ‘thas: recently: been: ‘con- 
sultant. ‘to -Transcontinent, Corin: 

. ‘duction firms ‘for the. datter. 

| Radio: and : Television. here’ je get- 
ting armed. ‘to. prepare a’ mighty." 
‘battle against..the popular and... 
t highly . successful - Radio _ Luxem- > ”, 

Commercial: department. of ‘the : i 
Saarland. Radio. has. just. gotten. ~- 
‘permission ‘to. incréase its commer-: | 

10 ‘p.m, ‘until the: time the station .. 

The. middle wave “outlet. has in-. a 

$3.75 per second, : while from. 10 “Le : 3 
p.m. until shutoff the: cost: will ‘be we 

rest-of West. Germany’s radio out- .-.- 
lets, where the sponsors buy only... : 
Tinutes -of:. time - with. absolutely: | 
no control. over the shows-that the 

-encé: who hear the Programs. from oo 

“Performances: will be. vidtaped for” 
editing. into: ‘a series . of US: ste 

7 appearances ‘on English; ‘German’ - 
‘and. French ‘tv previously andwho .- 
‘did: a’ commarid performance -for ... 

one. German ‘and one Frénch lyrie::- 
‘in the ‘Tokyo. show (first stop,. un-" 

eians; Scheck. and a: director for .. 2 
the tv. tapings. Negotiations are 2.” 
still] undérway . with : various pro-. a 



7 work: “heré, *. . 

7 any 90-min. 

nee Sylvania and: De, Luxe® eToys... 

~~! feb yt 

oS“ L Wednesday, December Il, 

wie egemees nn , “vith his usual ‘flair; ter the dramatic: : x rack Paar ‘last. week C diss 
i: ae " patehed: a telegram to NBC president ‘Bob ‘Kintner, ‘his. sponsors. °: 

and some key:-newspaper tv editors stating. that he was ‘through... 
with NBC’ at ‘the. end of the season..He told Kintner that. al-.- 

__.. though: his “contract ‘runs until '65he would waive all monies ‘in 
"* order to get: a-release from his: Friday: night 10.to.11 show and in’. 
~ fact: would. remain off ty Altogether: if ‘NBC refused. to: grant him | 

wy the: release. 
Paar’s ‘action’ came within: 24 hours. after: Kintner decided to: re- 2 

, Girl’s” ‘9:30° to 10: period with “That: | 
‘2 Was.the Week That Was,” starting’ next: month; instead ‘of -expand-. 

‘ites... 

place ‘the ‘pre-Paar “Harry's 

os ing the: Paar show to 90 
‘particularly since. he’s lea ing ‘his. hour’ ‘time -period on the Niel-" . 

_ -getis, despite. the “Harry’s Girls” lead-in.’ Also, Paar: referred to . 
a in the fact that ‘NBC had. ‘reneged on giving: him a ‘more favorable | “live: variety” - formatting - of. past | 

__| years. Last year, for example;.NBC- 
“"Lwas-riding on ‘a week-to-week basis.| 

| with Dinah:Shore, Perry Como and |: 
Andy Williams. Como ‘now. is ‘only |. - 

ae “apnursay nights 10 to.11-but NBC gave it: to Kraft instead: 
i... At any.rate NBC ‘is hopeful that, after: a proper cooling. off pes 

| lod, Paar will come.: around: ‘and. ‘that. a face-to-face confrontation a. 
oan will, resolve matters. 

“London, Dee: 10. . 

“Sinee ‘the: ‘formation : “of. the |: 

_ “pa Regional Television ‘Associa-| © 
tion, “which. ‘reps “all. the non-major: 

_? stations .on- the’ ‘commercial -net- 
7 there’ has: “been | al 

“3.” noticeable-coming together of the]: 
wo Lsmall tv outlets from: the: Produc: c 

coyt pation. point: of view... .”- a 

". “Though ‘the: ‘éstablishment of. the = 
oy iriter-regional - ‘dramatic... exercise, |. * : 

which]. _ '“Thirty-Minute. > ‘Theatre, " " 
saw stix : stations - ‘eross-networking oe 
locally-praduced. half hour dramatic 

_ shows : (which ‘incidentally, :got 
national | netivork.. ‘showing. in’ ..the |}. 
end) had” its, roots.in’ days before 

“/BRTA, the general jdea of*regional. 
— cooperation’ in program: production: 
, has’ grown’ from. that’ Success to al 
a new ‘significance. « = 

“At the. ‘moment, TWwW ‘is 

‘ing ‘show: Again, Ulster-TV: has 
called: on the news -units: of: the] | 
‘other out-of-town. stations to sup} Ag: 

- ply shippets ‘to a half-hour weekly |-:,: 
“*. program. called “Britain In Brief?’ |. 

-. ., Which it puts out in prime time. |. 
2) But ° these: -tentative- inter-web 
We ‘schemes _are-expected in. the Rear 

(Continued: on page 3B), 

Aubrey Downbeat 
-0n90-Min. Shows 

Hollywood; “Dee.: 10, 
” *Pelévision’ ’s. trerid . to: ‘90-minute. 

‘series. ‘doesn’t: extend: ‘to. CBS-TV, ' 
James T.. ‘Aubrey’ Jr., :prexy of: 

--CBS-TV; ‘said: his: ‘network has no 
{plans whatsoever at this: time for| 

“." gny’-90-min. series for the “1964-65. 
‘3. geason, “Frankly, we haven't seen | 

series “yet  that:. we: 
“don’t feel couldn’t -have: been: done 
better . in. '60-min.,” he - ‘observed,. 
“adding he feels most ‘of the. longies. 

are? pad d ed: swith: extraneous, 
. material. - 

~ “Asked... specifically - “pbout “the | 
“Rawhide,” : since ‘there. have 

. been reports it. would: be. expanded: 
* to 90 minutes, Aubrey emphatically 
said. there are: ::o’such plans..“We: 

- web’s 

* Naven’t a single 90-minute show on 
the | drawing-boards ° for. next ‘sea- 

_-/ SON, " he added.’ 
.. - ABC-TV. has. two. 90-inin: series, 
“trom: ‘Revue-—‘‘Arrest, and - Trial,” 

| ABC TV's ‘The Object Is 
Trust’ Bemg Bounced t 

his: suggestion.. At. renewal time, if 
K new ‘game show, - ““The Object’ |: 

With. Dick. -Clark* as -host,:is 
taking | its- bow: ‘on. the ABC-TV: 

"and - “Wagon - ‘Train” and ©. “The 
. Virginian,” on NBC-TV,. is: also 
from Revue. oot 

~ABC- TW Daytime Bin 
. TABC-TV's daytime, biz:is perking | 

oat ‘sharply’ with some $3, 000,000 in or-: 
“«. -ders ‘wrapped: up .in the.‘Iast. cou- 

_:. ‘4ple of weeks. for the: 1964 schedule, 
a - Heaviest buys, ‘ranging from. $250,- 

"-'», 900°to $600,000; have been made by*|* 
such’ ‘advertisers’ ‘as Adolph’s | Meat*| - 

~ Sauce, Dr.. ‘Pepper, ‘Simnoniz, and. A. 
= Gilletis. 

: Other. daytime ‘scatter plan deals. 
“were madé: with ‘Nestea, Rubber-' 
maid, . :-Good-yea: Fr, “Readiwhip, 
Chesebrough- Pond; “Block : ‘Drug, 

* . Saturday: night:of, Jan.::4, it - 
Wi. have ' Otto - Preminger | as 

. «host. Art: -Carney, .once’ Glea-*:: : 

tion. pictures, 
. ” and - “Gigot.’ ors 

-..+ ‘which. would. virtually. be a copro- |= 
‘duction between. TWW and-each:of |... . 
“ the other.non-major stations: which, | f 
‘in turn, .are visited by. the: ‘travell- 

oy : trying 
. “out: a quiz:show, ‘‘Celtic Challenge,” 

‘Paar would ‘have. liked’ that, 

RB I OWN 
“It: ‘could. well: be ‘that, -with: the a 

. ‘| threatened: defection of Jack Paar | ' 
| from: NBC-TY. next . ‘season, Law-.| 

‘Fence Welk may wind-up as the: 
‘only regular weekly : entertainment | 
showcase to: carry. the “live”. torch 

‘|-on- either “NBC ‘or ABC: in °64-’65.|... 
‘That, of: course, would +e a com- |. 

plete: reversal in. terms’ of: NBC's 

— | periodic: Williams gets*an every-. 
et ‘third-week : or -so. exposure. Miss.|- 
“| Shore is: off: completely; Paar and 

~ Gleason’ s 35th: ‘Anni. 
First: show of the: new. year - 

_ for- Jackie Gleason on CBS-TV.- 
> - will . celebrate: Gleason's 35th: 

atini' in show biz. ~~ 
‘Titled. “The: Many ‘Worlds. of 

Jackie Gleason,” :to be: telecast - 

second banana, -will .. 
Others to: -appear,” | 

son’s” 
guestar:. 

-;either on.vidtape or film,.will ‘| 
David =| 

~ Susskind; ‘golf . star --Arnold” ~ 
_ Palmer, Dina. Merrill, Audrey. _ | 
ce Meadows. and: billiard star Wile. 

‘be:. “Arthur: Godfrey, . 

lie. Mosconi. ~..”. o 
* Also. to. “be - included: ‘are. 

_ scenes from two. Gleason mo-.”: 
: there’ 5: some: ‘question’ about: “Price 

- {Is Right”: Setting a ‘renewal :when . 
‘| its: contract -expires: at‘ the end’ of - 

—_ "63-64. season: “That - would. 
— leave. Welle. alone’ to: “live”. things ‘ 

os Up. 

“The: Hustler, ” 

‘London, Dee. 10. 
~ Climbing’ Into its. péak.. gales. 

‘| season,: the. commercial ' stations on 
the ‘jiational: indie: network ‘grosséd': 
|for the month ‘of October a: total. 

‘| of: $29, 685,600 ‘in advertising coin. 
Some. $2,934 ,400° was. immediately | 
passed” on. to ‘the government ‘in: ady © 

| duty. , 
‘Statistics : “ émanate: from ‘Media 

Records; Ltd." an indenen dents: 
{| monitoring | Service which. compiles | 
Sales data for agencies and adver-: 
tisers.. Organization further. reveals | 
that ‘among: the ‘four: commercial |: : 
‘stations,. ‘Granada-TV . again set-the 
billings. pace, . ‘Tetaining: -‘for. the 
month ‘$5,625,200 from ‘its’ North- | 
‘ern, Monday-to:Friday . operations. =f 
‘Associated. TeleVision,: which | 
Serves. the. Midlands’: during: the 
week ‘and. London ‘at the weekend, 

{took..a’ -handsome -. $4,793,600 - in 
Octobér billings, just. beating ‘the | 
London. midweek ‘station,’ Associ-. 
:ated-Rediffusion,. which:earned $4,-: 
.667,600:.from’ time sales during the |: 
same. period: ABC-TV, major: out- 
let: which beams: at weekends only: 
in.’ the. Northern © and:- ‘Midlands. 
‘areas, . 
‘the ‘month: ‘in. “question... 

.Srossed... ‘$3, 368 400. Guring | 

Ts;’ 99 

daytime: schedule starting Dee: 30. 
Clark. will. also .remain as: emcee. 
of his: ‘Saturday:. afternoon. “Ameri- : 
ean: Bandstand, ar 

“The: Object: Is’ will cue’ a re-| 
shuffle of -ABC’s daytime schedule |. 

with: “Who.-Do- You ‘Trust,”: hosted-|- - 
by: Woody . see Enle being 
bounced: - Tennessee. Ernie “Ford’s 
show, now: telecas at: noon, ‘is’ being: 
moved up.to 1. p.m. ¥: amongst other 

oe time Snits. 

lias 

. D: C s 
F CC’ Ss. ‘Wavering’ First: 

As ‘evercommercializing. 
- His suggestion was opposed ‘out-4"° 

Lright by CBS attorney.- Samuel. I. | 
| Rosenman and: to a barely lesser. 

‘| degree by: NBC: Washington legal 
'seout Howard: ‘Mounderer: 

‘McKenna .said) NAB: would. ‘still’ 

of -prior' 

”l'Mitch. Miller alone’ have: been the 

-week-in-week-out- basis. : 

It's 
‘season . for’ 

topicalities, ‘there's . still: the’ ques- 
..|-tion - whether. itll: .be around: “by: 

next” ‘season -or ‘given exposure |." 
“| when. the fall-curtain goes’up (dur- | *- 

; ling the: heat.-of ‘the election: cam- |. 
‘| paigning), And. “DuPont: Show. of |. 
the Week”. will be’ Boing oft after, | 
ais ‘Season. . 

As. for. ABC: ‘Jimmy. Dean: Jooks'{. 
7 doonied - after -this - season..: Jerry | 

~'| Lewis: exits: next. week.. His vaudeo. 
‘| replacemént’ show ‘is: designed only: 
as. an. “interim — showcase. ° .And 

“ "I’ve “Got: A_ ‘Secret, ” “What's 

elaborate. Burbank. studios: (on the 
Coast) . -and . - the ‘Brooklyn - ‘color, 
studios in the: east)? we 

“Black Weekend” spanning the 

“prime: time periods’ NBC stuck |” 

_. morial- concerts by. the. Phile- 

| _. deélphia:..and: New ‘York -Phil-° - 
| live. torchbéarers: this: season on = r. 

™ Pater awh ha Teal | un | A 
2 Po pan away. ‘with. the 30-market .- 

‘figured. this will. be. the last ia 
“Sing Along,” : what | 

‘| with ‘its: depressed: Tatings, There's 1. 
| been. some talk-:about: reactivating | ' 
-Andy’ Williams -next.. season: .on a}: 

“| regular. ‘weekly. schedule, but ‘this.| 
[is uncertain .at the moment. And,'|". 
| too, & lot can happen: betwéen now) 
:}and °64-’65 to persuade. Paar. that 
‘| he- acted hastily. As for “That.Was |°¢ 

‘the’ Week That. Was” live half-hour.| 

~ Sour Notes cos 
“the. ‘moral of this. story ‘fat 

7 “aon't’ concertize - at: a time’, 
| When - . vthe . “people. . enave. 
: straight: hard : news - ‘during: Z| 
“period. of national emergelicy. . 

“Take, for example, -what 
happened. 

* -ty “crash coverage”: .of -Presi-: - 
-dent .Kennedy’s assassination. 
During. the. Saturday-Sunday . 

with. the news. while. CBS de-... 
voted: a ‘total of three prime: 
“time” ‘weekend.: hours - to .me-. 

harmonic: ‘Orchestras. ‘NBC. : 

7 ‘Nielsens.- ; 
Then on the ‘climactic Mon-:: : 
“day, the ‘day ofthe funeral, °. 
‘CBS: stayed “with | ‘the. news;:. 
NBC carried a prime time ‘In’ 

’ Memorium” - 
‘cért.: Result: (CBS walked off 
- with. the: ‘Nielsens. * | 

Health Fraud’ 
Cues $16,000, “i 
‘Libel Suit Vs. CBS. 
has’ been filed in Ne Y:: Supreme’ 

‘Court’ ‘by ‘eight “doctors. against | 
CBS,’ the. Armstrong °- Cork - Co. ov 

Talent Associates-Paramount,. pro- | 
‘ducer Robert: Costello: and- writer. 
‘Harold: Gast. “Action: ‘involves .the. 
March’ 27, .1963, episode’. of. 
“Arnistrong. Circle Theatre, " titled 

| “+The. Health Fraud.’ “ 
. “CBS, : “On. the. other: hand; figures . 

'.. [tobe swinging on a live tape basis; 
|} as witness the scheduled - return. 

1 of. ‘Darniny: Kaye,. Jackie Gleason, Ed 
‘Sullivan: and - “Garry -Moore. Plus, 

On Brit ¢ om] Net jof course, ‘such: _live-taped items. 

- My: ‘Line,’ “Candid. ‘Camera, *" “To: 
‘| Tell. the Truth”.“and “Password.” - 

| Dimunition: ‘of. live’ ‘showcasings 
‘on’ NBC. ‘Poses the: very expensive” 
‘question:.:. What. happens: to the |: 

‘The- doctors ‘are. seeking: $8,000,- 
000 ‘in libel and $8,000,00 in puni- 
tive .damages. . They charge that 
the defendant described: a form of 
‘therapy .on’ the show. known. as: 
“ultraviolet blood: irradiation” and 
represented: itas’ “fraudulent.” It 
‘is: also :charged that the : program 
‘represented medicos ‘who. employ 
the: treatment. “as. “quacks - and. 
crooks.” a 
Plaintiffs. lain: ‘that tha © ‘treat 

meiit- is -“‘valid.-therapy” and: that 
it, has. been ‘successfully used” in. 

_{Continued on. page 42) 

os : Washington, Dee. 10. 
AS wavering. -FCC- listened Mon-’ 

° day. (9).‘to a: string of. arguments 
for .and against ‘its. Praphsed com" 

| and | 
erally. quiet. 

| broughtouf, was the solid network} 
| resistance : tor -any - Commission ac- 

“mercial | time limits, 
Also™ “wavering, the: testimony 

tion ‘On commercials. 
“The ; 

‘slightly. ‘by the. proposal -of “ABC's 
‘Washington © attorney:.:James . Mc- 

‘determination: ‘of whether’ a station 

control and change the. codes under 

a -station: didn’t stay - within “code 

~. 

{| mercial: ‘policies. McKenna pointed | 
‘to. the. ‘code’s. flexibility. ‘and ‘said | 
his. proposal would avoid: any scent. 

_which: are 
in. FCC's - blurb ~ “carb ” 

concept and said He: hasn’t seen a 

-restrains - 
inherent 
-Suggéstions..-: 

- Rosenman: ‘opened. his 4estimony 
by saying’ he. disagreed . with the:| 
‘ABC ‘proposal..: 

-NBC’s ‘Monderer. “averted. he’ did 
‘not. oppose the proposal but- said 

‘sveb’ unit. was: wentea 

Kenna who ‘suggested ‘FCC. rely. on: 
“NAB’s . ‘code -for .a..renewal-time. 

‘| for Better ‘Radio and TV:: . . 
. Backed: up. by. 29- pages - “of 7 

“Curb That Blurb’: 

‘might. do: with ‘it. “AS the. ‘Webs: tet] 
‘loose. their. volley | of criticisms to 
the proposed commercial curbs, 
FCC Chairman.. E. “William ‘Henry. 

other advocates . were gen 

Leading. - “the. | "questioning - for | 
FCC. was Commissioner: Frederick } 
Ford -who. used:. his questions - to | 
buttress ‘his’. arguments. against. the 
commercial limits. - 

FCC did hear. some ‘voices favor 
ing ‘the. curbs. Leading the: pre- | 
curb. group was Mrs.. Clara. Logan 
of, ‘the. Los : Angeles: based: ‘Assn. 

statistics, ‘Mrs: Logan: said four 
Yadio and six: television - ‘stations in 
“Los: Angeles ran 1,331° commercial 

| spots in’ 87. hours ‘from ‘Nov. 26- 
Dec: 4: “She. ‘also pointed. to Other. 
Los : “‘Angéles. stations . which ‘she. 
‘elaimed | 
‘excess of. code ‘limits. 

time. limits, FCC would” request | © 
further information about -its com- 

_ aired - commercials: . in 

Also: speaking: ‘against: excess | 
‘commercials were ‘Steven Finz: of | 
the League Against’ Obnoxious TV: 
Commercials. and Richard Nico-| 
emus ‘of! ‘the: National. Recreation | 
Assn.” 

‘Finz * advocated - ‘the. _ magazine 

Station he. could ommend for: its 
commercial: policy: 

* Nicodemus: ‘continually referred 
.to- what: he: called the .“repetition | 

| syndrome.” 

hee Tight abject to what. 
FCC a 

. Pointing to com- 
~(Continued on. page 40) 

_ | Editor, Vaninry: 2 
‘1: No‘one can detract from the very: 
Tcommendable job radio.and tele-~ 

on-. ‘that..” fateful - networks, the stations, 
‘individuals involved. It was, totally * 
| commendable -— except ‘in one in- 
| stance. It is that instance to which 

| I-address myself and, I hope, the 

|don’t ‘think Lee 
« lwould have. ‘been 
not. where he was and -as he was—. 

‘company allocated: 

-, I 
~ Philadelphia. 

vision performed during the period. 
following the assassination of Pres- . 
ident Kennedy. It was a tremendous 
task, performed in the public. in-. 
terest, and it required a lot of self- . 
less expenditure on the part of:the 

‘and.. the. 

entire industry. _ 
_ Despite the brilliant: ‘mystery the 

~ | four-day . “coverage manifested. in 
| jthe areas of engineering and pro-. 

duction, the ‘ultimate question al- 
| Ways remains the content—the mat- 
| ter: to be: communicated. For if 
{ television and radio were invalved © 
jin. communicating: ‘the details of 
the President’s assassination’ and 

| burial, they. were also involved in 
-| the murder of Lee Harvey. Oswald. 

‘90-minute. -con-- ° They. were, I'm afraid, more than 
just a little: involved. 1 personally 

farvey Oswald 
led—at: least 

|-without the’ role played by the 
| Felevision and radio industries. 

“The: primary. responsibility for 
| Oswald’ s-movements lay, of course, 
4 with the: Dallas police; and most 
| specifically. with the Chief of Police 

1 of Dallas. But there is.a responsi-. 
bility .ip broadcasting, too, other-" 
wise we'd: report the “winning num- 
ber” in our: daily. newscasts and 
provide other public : Services not 

‘-now generally provided. 
A $16, 000;600° libel-damage sult a © think that the. television and 

yadio. industries were. and are ‘ac-: 
-complices: in the murder of’ Lee 
‘Harvey Oswald. If that seems a 
startling statement, look back: over. 
the facts. Public notice was.given 
-by. all. ‘media~newspapers. as. well 
as radio.and tv—of the assassina- 
‘tion; ‘but no other media can func- 
tion so quickly as radio and tv.. 
None: except - television . combines 
the sight and sound of the mement. 
‘of history as it happens. After: 
‘public. notice ‘of the event was giv- 
‘en, public attention was drawn, 
without interruption—without com- 
mercial interruption, without pro- 
gram. interruption—to. the events 

| involved in the: arrest and accusa-’ 
tion.of the alleged assassin of the 

America. His face and being were. 
‘shown—again and again and again. 
Everyone was careful to keep. the 
‘key word ‘alleged. No one opened 

._ | himself to libel. But no one. men- 
- - | tioned anybody. else, either. 

Both ‘radio and - television are 
| powerful. media: I- work for a tele- 
vision. station because I think tele. 

“| Yision is the single most: potent. 
{force for: communication. As I re-. 
j-call, a minute in the “Tonight” 

- (Continued on ontinued on page 4 42) 

ert Video 
Budget for Mattel 

Mattel. Toy Coz is-Jaunching an- 
other heavy network tv campaign 
next year with a three-network buy 
totalling: around $4,400,000:.The toy 

-$1,300,000 
apiece. for CBS-TV’ and NBC-TV 

| ‘and $1,800,000 for ABC-TV. 
Unusual part of this three-net- 

-work buy is that all of the coin is 
‘concentrating on each of the web’s 
Saturday.-morning block ‘of kid 
‘Shows, giving the toy company. full 
coverage of the market. It’s 2 52- 
week ‘buy’ _ Starting» -early next. 
‘spring, 

Louvan’s s SC Pact 
“Norman. ‘Louvau has been -given.. 

a, new: longterm pact as ‘general 
‘manager. of station operations for. 

| Screen Gems. 
. Louvau, : who. supervises SG’s. 
stations © “WAPA-TV, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, ‘and KCPX, Salt Lake 
City, has held this spot sirice 1959: 
As part: of his. assignment, Louvau 
‘recommends: the. acquisition of ‘tv. 
‘stations - ‘to. SG’s board of direc- 
Vtors, 

-President: His name was flashed to .-¢.. 

ot 



NBC Television i is not the only: network that designs : 
a program schedule fora wide} range of interests. It b. 

is not the only network that unhesitatingly inter- : 

| rupts the regulz 

“quent programs of special significance. — 

For the NBC Radio network does these thingy too. : . 
In more than 33. hours of weekly service to nearly 

200 stations, NBC Radio reflects the responsibility 

and creative excellence of its T V. counterpart. 

Its news coverage, for example, is furnished by. the Bo, a 
same, award-winning. NBC News team. Chet “ 

Huntley, Frank MéGee, Edwin Newman: and Martin, | i oo 

Agronsky : are among those who: contribute to more ea 

than 150: regularly scheduled news and information _ 

‘programs. each week (more. than any other: radio a 
network) . In addition, more. than 200 hours of spe- ae 

cial programming have been devoted to coverage of 

leading world and: national news developments s so : oo - 

far this: year. 

NBCRadio suniqueMor onitor wrentertainsandinforms S: 
the nation’s weekend listeners with its diverse. 
parade of music,. comedy vignettes,. sports. events, - 

interviews and around-the-globe special. features. . 

Wide. acclaim’ has greeted. such imaginative pro- 

grams as Experiment. In Drama (Se «splendid. ex. 

amples of the.skillful use: of‘xadio "N. Y. Herald 
Tribune) ° and Toscanin—The Me an: Behind The 

Legend: Ce 48 program indeed worth: listing as. a 

radio special’ —N. ‘YY: J ournal. American). 

Broadcast. annually by N BC: Radio are then
 nation’ : oe - 

; leading sports. events, including the World Series, : 

the Rose Bowl, the NFL Playoff, and the National... 

Singles tennis tournament from Forest Hills. 

Rewarding as all of thisr may beto listeners, itis just ns 
as. pleasing. for sponsors. ‘That’s “why—year after. 

year—they: spend. more advertising dollars on NBC - 

than any other radio network. Orders already placed 

for 1964 are running ¥ well ahead L of 1963's record- 

breaking sales. pace. 

Obviously, the achievements of. this “ ‘other net : . 7 

work” are quite sat is ing to us. But, to be per 

candid, it would be more than just. J 
a bit: embarrassing if NBC couldn't | 

operate a radio. network. suc cessi ly. - . 

Thins where the wile er tard. 

a’ broadcast schedule to presetit fr fre- | | 
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Ex-CBS correspondent: David + 
‘Schoenbrun’s new deal. with Metro-|: 
media is the final link in his evo-| 
lution into-a new specie of jgurnal-| 
istic animal—an_all-media, globe-| - 
trotting, bylined, syndicated and. 
incorporated reporter, lecturer. and 
author. Schoenbrun.:sums it up in 
a single word: ‘*‘a communicator,” 
which he defines as someone ready} 
to use every. kind of available tool 
to get an idea across. , 

‘Schoenbrun has . entered : ‘into: a 
multi-faceted. : arrangement. | ‘witht 
‘Metromedia. On one. ‘level, he's. in 
partnership with them in syndiéat-. 
ing a daily five-minute commentary. 
to radio stations across the country.| 
‘These shows, which are ‘slated ‘to 

6, -will be ‘kick off «around Jan.” 
‘identified. solely: with Schoenbrun: 
Metromedia will syndicate. these 
show. and will carry them on its: 

including the six radio - outlet, 
-WNEW flagship ‘in New York. 

Embassy 
‘items - 

, | starring. ‘Sophia: Loren;" 

‘ner; 
‘Loren - and ‘Arithony Quinn; and 
four - 

Th he ie $ - em 
ae for Metrneda 

 WIAE’s Feature Buys 
Ah “Pittsburgh, Dec. 10. - 

"Frank Snyder, g.m. of WTAE, 
announced. this: week. the -purchase: 
of 15. post ’50 feature: films never 
before ween on local tv... 
‘The. package, “purchased: : from 

Pictures, 
- as TT Wo. 

“‘Wonders: 
of . Alladin” : with. Donald - -O’Con-. 

“Attila,” i 

Steve Reeves’ _-starrers,. 
“Hercules,’’ 
“Morgan. ‘the Pirate,” and “The. 
Thief of Baghdad.” -- 
WTAE. is the. only. Pitt: station: 

with a. nightly movie: 
carries. the ‘Group W's "Steve: 
‘Allen Show”. and. WIIC, the. NBC 
affiliate, ‘has Johnny: Carson. 

Technical facilities for -feeding|- 
these shows to. stations across the} 
country. on. an equal: access” basis 
are now being set. up. - 
-Schoenbrun -will -also be: ‘work- 

‘stories as its sees fit.. 
' Schoenbrun will also. ‘be: ‘handl- 
ing some television assignments for. 
Metromedia’s. ‘tv. stations. -In this 
area, he’s slated to. be moderator 
on ‘panel shows originating. in 
various capitals of the world. 

Schoenbrun’s deal. with Metro- 
media was made via his own com-| 
pany, Atlanticom Inc., contraction. 
of Atlantic Community, which :-has 
been the major arena for ‘Schoen-. 
brun’s reportage. . 

Schoenbrun, at. the’ ‘same: -time;. 
has negotiated - an array of other 
associations to handle. his. multi. 

_farious career ‘as “communicator.” 
Atheneam ‘book publishing outlet} 
will issue his ~ biography of. Gen. 
Charles De Gaulle, 

zine articles and World Wide Lec- 
ture: Bureau .arranges his annual 
person-to-person meetings. with his 
broadcasting audience. 

Schoenbrun, who began . ‘Working | 
‘for Metromedia with special pro- 
grams during the period following | 
the assassination of Pres. John. F. 
Kennedy, is now off ona whirl- | 
wind tour of Europe and. Africa.. 
He’s touching base in ‘Paris, “The: 

’ Hague, Brussels, Bizerte and: ‘other 
‘points before: launching his. syndi- 
cated radio show. © 

In his. new spot, ‘Schoenbrun will 
couple... of be ‘commuting every” 

weeks between his two main bases 
_—Paris and Washington. He. keeps. 
a ‘wardrobe, desk and’ typewriter 
in each of these cities. and travels 
between them rigged only with an 
attache case. 

Washington, ‘Dee: 10... 

FCC called WILD-AM, ‘Boston 

.on the carpet and said -it intends. 
to probe: a series of. alleged. viola- 

tions by ‘the station. 

Commission designated. t the. sta. 
tion’s renewal for a hearing... Fhe: 
daytimer is licensed by. Noble i} 

. Broadcasting . Corp. 

Issues. raised against the. station. 
by FCC. were double. | -billing,. 
broadeast © of lottery | advertising, : 
failure to withhold Federal | in- | 
come tax,.and: social: ‘security - from: |: 
some. employees, financial: qualifi- 
cations, false and misleading fi-. 
nancial reports and misrepresenta- 
tion of facts to Commission. 

Also. facing . double 

In a separate. move, Céommis-| 
-sion. deferred action on the sta- 
tion’s renewal. until it answered: 
questions on its past. billings, . 
present. practices. and future in- . 
tentions.. 

In a letter to. WFHA licensee 
Frank <Acco‘si, FCC. charged : the 
station quoted rates to advertisers. 
10. times the rate actually : being 
paid WFHA by the Beston Adver- 

and - its’ successor tising Agency 
Mark Mitchell of. New York. 

“Man On The 
Dark Horse,” next spring. Esquire. 
is: Schoenbrun’s outlet . for’ maga-| 

documentary - “series; 
-shaw’s 
‘(earlier a: ‘Peabody’ winner) as best: 

general. manager, 
was .also. cited: as :Radio— ‘Man ‘of ‘ 
the: ‘Year for -his. ‘continuing accent | 
on’ ‘news -and : “live” programming. | 

“TUF Guys” “won for .WGN as } 

{Top Mike Awards 
ing directly for Metromedia’s radio |: 

.- division on special. stories. as. they:| 
occur. ‘These will be on an ‘ex- 
elusive basis. with Schoenbrun tag-|. 
ged as world affairs. correspondent | — 
of Metromedia... Latter’.has the| — 
option. of syndicating these ‘Special ; 

To YMAQ, WBBM 
le " Chicago, ‘Dee. 10... 

"WMAQ and. WBBM Radio,. ‘the: 

NBC. 

tively, . “were ‘this: ‘year's top re- 

cipients:. of the American. College. 
of. Radio. ‘Arts, Crafts. & Sciences: 

“mike” 

| | categories ‘each. WGN Radio won: 
two trophies, and | WLS, -WIND, 
WAAF and. WCEL ‘each: took: one. |. 

‘The. ‘organization 
‘equivalent ‘of the. ‘Television. Acad. 

cemy. and. as yet; after three years, 
is” ‘comprised. of - only, the > Chicago | 

‘chapter. _ 

awards, " winning. ‘three 

. The © -WMAQ. awards were. ‘for: 

“Chicago; City. of. Giants,’ 7 aS: best 

“Carnival of 

cultural program ‘series; and Len 
‘O'Connor as. best regularly. ‘sched-. 
-uled : news - ‘personality. : 
Radio won. for. best. overall. news 
‘operation -and -for. Paul. Gibson. 

WBBM. 

as best.on the. air. ‘personality. Its” 
Ernie . Shomo, 

best individual. documentaty . ‘pro- 
} gram, and the station .got’a-sec- 
-ond.-award -for Jack . Brickhouse’s, 
best. coverage:of .a single sport- 
ing event: WCFL’s. award was for |. 
‘Bob Elson as. best regularly’ sched- 
-uled’ ‘sports. personality; © “WAAF’s 
for best coverage of: a riews event;. 
the “Great March: on -Washington”; 

| -WIND's: for. best: ‘series: of : editor- 
“Blow to ‘the: Slum* Land-: 

lords”; 
-} program: cultural . contribution - in- 

-- | Norm Ross’ “Space. Age Comes to: 
‘Chicago.’ me 

Salons on Carpet 

ials, . 
and. WLS for . best single: 

“MeCann-Erickson- ‘agency. -won- a 

| Leonard ‘Kramer, ‘William ‘Morris 
“Agency exec in. charge of foreign: 
tv sales, on. his ‘recent two-week 
visit. ‘to Sidney. and: Melbourne. : 
New deals made by ‘Kramer. for’ 

telecasting - in Australia include 
“Real -_McCoys,’* “Dick. Van: Dyke,” 

“Wyatt . Earp; ”. . 
“Danny Thomas,” ce “Barbara Stan- : 
}wyek Show,” “Miteh Miller Show,”” 

billing:|' 
charges is WFHA-AM,. -Red Bank, | 

“Andy: Griffith,” 

and “Don't Call Me Charlie, me 

Canada ‘Showcase’ Buys: 

60's,’ 

Buying - the - package | of 33 pix 
| are. CERN, | Edmonton, . “Alberta; 
CHEC, - Kelowna, ‘Bee -CKBI: 
Prince: . Albert, Saskatchewan: 

Horse, *: Yukon ‘Territory: . 
Winnipeg, ‘Manitoba; .. CHCT; Cal- 
-gary,. Alberta; among. others. 

include. such: 
, Women,” 

. Defense and.” 
‘Proctor & Gamble) —“. 
|them carry..more guns. “than “most 
‘of the lawyers, ‘professors, bankers, 
and. journalists: who- are favored. |” 
Senior ‘advertising men are. better}. 

| equipped: to. define. ‘problems and] 
‘opportunities; to set up short-range} 
and. long-range goals; -to.. measure | 

to. lead ‘ large ™: executive 

Starring Sophia 

“Hercules - -Untamied,” | 

‘KDKA-TV- 

‘to. ‘committees; 

and’ -CBS : outlets - respéc- | 

Stan Hobbard’s KSTP 

is. “the - ‘radio’ | 

“Ruth” Har-. 

“Books” | 

giving.: dialers ‘an opportunity to|- 
‘observe him closeup. and: ‘to: “judge: 

| ing it up. big, ‘the ‘sheets: devoting: By. Jan...1,. the station. will have 
--- 11672 feature. films under. contraet, 

“with - 568. : -never-before- on-tv-this- 

citation - for its: commercial. ¢am- |: 
paign. for . Chicago ‘Milk -Founda-- 

| -tion:. and. D'Arcy for its: Standard: 
{Oi campaign. | ifoue.. 

Wn. Morris Aussie Tv 
Sales at $1,500, 000 7 

Australian: tv. sales: in ‘excess of 
$1,500,000 were. consummated™ by” 

ens Stations Sign. For 

‘Thirteen. more - Canadian markets. 
have | inked for. “Showease for: the. 

" distributed by ‘United Artists. 
‘Television. 

. ‘Hockey, . 
| CHCA, Red. Deer. Alberta; CKX, 1 
-Brandon; Manitoba;: WHTV, White 

CBWT, 

Oxilvy,- Benson & ‘Mather’ 3 Spaaat’ : 
Ogilvy: is the latest ad“man to. go} 

- | hardcover -(“Confessions. of: an Ad-}. |: .: 
"| vertising Man,”: Atheneum, 
-{and.; his.. book. is a “schizophrenic | 
| mix of: blowhard:.on his own and | 
-| the Madison Ave.. horn ‘and. knowl- |. 
ledgeable how-to for pitchmen.. 

About. himself... and : his . peers, | 
Ogilvy. indulges such’ incredible, 

| generalized puffery as the “pity”. 
more: of them:.aren’t appointed to|' 
important. ‘government. posts | (ike 
that - ‘memorable -- statesman, ™: 
McElroy, - 

results;. 
forces: to make lucid. presentations | - 

Observation. -of ‘my. elders and 
| betters in. ‘other: ‘advertising © agen-: 
cies; leads me to believe that: many 
of them are more objective, ‘better 

‘organized, . more: vigorous -. 

numbers in legal: ‘practice, : teach- 
ing,... banking : and journalism.” 

| (Marion Harper. for. Prez!). 
Meanwhile, back. in. his own: 

| business,” Ogilvy: has. ‘some cogent 
2 outscore - (Continued: on page. 42). 

Scores a'Mpls, Scoop 
“On Eugene Thompson} 

: Minneapolis, Dec.” 10:: 

of-mouth attention. 

Paul ‘criminal: attorney, ‘at. the end 
of. his. trial. for. allegedly: ‘conspir- 
ing to have his wife murdered. It. 
had Thompson ‘facing: the. camera, 

his: personality:.. 
“The trial, ‘lasting six weeks; ‘iad 
been moved: ‘from: St.Paul here: at 
the. insistance - of. the -defendant’s |: 
-attorneys who. claimed: that. in the |, 
-Oothér “Twin... City. - ‘newspaper. han- 
dling ‘of the crime. had prejudiced 
the public : ‘against: their: client. 
Thompson... was alleged” to ‘have 

wanted his wife.out of thé. way so" 
he. could. collect’ $1,200,000 in -ac- 
cident insurance ‘which he had tak- 

‘;fen/-out on her this year: and. so. 
that he.could further his affair with: 

The crime. and:|-* 
‘trial - attracted national. newspaper. 
coverage. and “the. Twin Cities’ - 

‘another woman. 

press, tv. and radio: had: been play- 

much front page. Space. -to it. 
.KSTP-TV’s °. exclusive ‘interview: 

cut. into the: 10:30 nightly. network: 
“Tonight”: show last- Thursday (5) | 
a few hours after the case had gone. 

\to the jury. The interview was con-. 
| ducted: by .staffers Jack- Wadlund a 
and. Dave ‘Harmon., 

Esso. World Theatre’ 
“Three: ‘more ‘stations have. been 

added to the list: preseriting. “RSso. 
“| World: Theatre,” series ‘of: shows 
‘that -will. offer eight hours from 
eight different countries to Teflect 
their- national ‘heritage. in litera- ° 
ture. and. the performing. arts. 

“New ‘stations set for the January 
preern * “are. WMAL, “Washington; 
WBAL, Baltimore; and... WXEX, 
Richmond.’ Already set were: WOR, | k 

a New’ : York. --WHDH,. Bos t on; 
WORKR; ° ‘Rocliester . ON; Y. ie 
-WHNC, New ‘Haven.’ 

-WADO’s “Sports Yen” 
“WADO, New: York “radio station |. 

owned: by MacFadden-Bartell, |. 
| would . like .to intrease its sports |. 

-/ coverage and has been negotiating . 
for Madison: Square:Garden ‘events | 
‘via - producer-sportscaster’™ ‘Guy. 
‘LeBow,.. exec’ director. of Pan-Video 
‘Productions, . 
- “LeBow has been “huddling’ ‘with | 
‘the. Garden’s Ned Irish: for. ‘week- 
‘end: . play-by-play. ~ 

Basketball 
coverage : 
-and:. 

of 

Bow. -was responsible for. WADO's 
coverage .of ‘the Latin-American | 
Major: ‘League © layers’ game 

_— staged 3 at the Polo Grounds < Oct, 12, 

- $4.95), 

‘Chicago; to 

Neil}. 
‘Eisenhower's - _pecy.- of |. - 

‘ex-ad -- manager. of. 
.. Some: of } 

‘and. ‘to: operatel|. : 
-within the disciplines : of a. budget. | 

“and. 
‘-harder-working than. their opposite 

; ~ Stan. Hubbard's NBC: -affiliated: 
KSTP-TV is boasting a scoop:which 
has earned it- considerable. word- : 

This ‘was an exchisive: interview. 
‘over the: air with 36-year old. T:| 
‘Eugene ‘Thompson, : prominent: Sti. 

films. scattered ® 
dineup. — 

His biggest. audience-getter. fs : 
can: ‘uncut. Sunday’ 
-starts at 8 p.m. and runs in direct. 
competition ‘with such network big’ 

| guns. as “Walt Disney. Show,” “Ed |} 
Sullivan Show,” 
“Arrest. and Trial.” 

‘feature, 

‘with them: . 

“and 

: _ ia S$ Hootenamy 
~SeriesSold. to Aussies 

other. 
Saturday ‘and Sunday" events: Le: |: 

~ WORE Sale Okayed 
- Washington, ‘Dec. 10.° 

” OC's ‘Broadcast ‘Bureau - okayed 
the’ $200, a0 -sale. of WDHF-AM, 

casting Corp 

“Federal is wholly” owned by 
; Armance: Enterprises. Inc... 

TTY Prime Tse Feat 
a” eature F ormula 

J and other acts of: violence: are the. 
| products  of- ‘énvironments:. where. 

- Indianapolis, ‘Dee. 10. 

WIT, the - struggling © fourth 

station in: ‘the: ‘Indianapolis market, | 

‘turned to feature films this season: 

‘and registered a. 400% | increase. in. 

 WBKB Drumbeats.- 
‘prime: time. ‘audience, “according 

tothe. ew ARB. metropolitan 
rating. 

" Station: Manager: Bob | ‘Holben is 
nursing the. dream. of all maviagers: 

of indie. tv. ‘stations to ‘someday | - 

‘network-affiliated . 

_ competition ‘on. the’ rating. charts.. 
| The. 8% of prime. time -audience |- 

‘which ARB. attributes. to WTTV 
| is: short: of that goal. A year. ago, 
the ARB metropolitan book said. 

| WITV had 2% of the Indianapolis 

‘the’ 

prime. time’ ‘market—an area : ‘with 
four: V-channels, : 

Until ‘this. ‘Season, the ‘Station. 
had ‘been ‘hobbling. ‘along with .a@ 
‘conglomeration of kiddie. -shows, |? 
off-network reruns: and. ‘syndicated; 
‘material ever since it lost its last, 
network affiliation: in, 1957. - 
“Our. prime-time is now. com- 
parable to the other-stations’ ‘fringe 
time.” Holben’ said..:“I -think.our 

| movies are. the big improvement 
this. year.’ a 

“And. movies he “has. 

: ,"Bénanza” and. 

“Movies. are giving. the ‘people 
something different—escape. trom 
-the: sickness shows, : the. network 
sameness,” Holben. reckoned. . 
‘In ‘preparation ‘for the. switch to. 

- program - -Matager Art. 
Hook spent. the:“summer. and: fall. 
signing contracts for film packages.. 

market. titles. . 
The films. range from: the first: 

-talkié—"“The- -Jazz ° Singer’ ‘~zto: al 
“Blue. 

which - hasn’t: yet. played 
--| the. film houses. The biggest single: 

} buy. was -a- 361-title, $370,000 deal. 
| for. the - Columbia: Post-’48s ‘and 
post-'50s. me . 

- Despite fhe increased aildience. 
feature: films. have brought | to. his. 

is. “not ‘satisfied : 
“We? re. ‘using. films. 

faster than thiey ‘can ‘be “produced. . 

Joe Levine: : .. production— 
Beard’’- 

station, Holben 

Obviously, it-ean’t last. : 
‘“T think the interesting trend is 

type - shows.” ‘Hopefully, 

to their own.” 

London, Dec: -.10. : 
ithe « “Anstralian | Broadcasting 
Commission ‘has ‘picked ‘up from’ 
British ABC-TV ‘its. hootenanny |: 

|'series: “Hullabaloo.” Show ‘will go 
on throughout Australia from. Jan-. 
uary.. Also’ interested ° ‘in. the skein, 
‘it’s reported, are Rhodesia;: ‘Kenya, 
Hong Kong, Malta, Sierra Leone, 
‘Gibraltar and Cyprus.’ 

Original | eight-segment: series, 
| which. features -folk : artists’ ‘from 
the world over, has: béen: extended. 
by ABC-TV to. a-13-segment ‘series. 
in, ‘view of the sales potential. 

hh Protest Over Collins Sp 

the Federal Broad-- 

Selling the outlet. was De ‘Haan 
Hi-Fi Ine. 

lawlessness" _extolled.”. 

be developed. anywhere.” ad 

|new non-fiction: Specials it: has pro=': 

duced for the. current season - that :: 
‘it. 4s - making : like ' ‘a. ‘network ° and: . 

inviting major tv: critics from other 

-eities to ‘private:. screenings.. ‘The: 

‘umnists who’ are being:. asked té6.. 
the. ‘ABC. -station’s.. 

‘are ‘advertising . centres... 
. ” being invited one or two at a time 

| and will be exposed to'as many of © 
the .WBKB. creations. as they are- 
willing to sit. still for. 

“Kach week, Holben -offers: nine. 
first-time-on-tv . feature . films: dur- | 
ing prime evening hours, with older 

in’ the _Gaytime fiction specials on“tap for the seas: 

‘movie © ‘which. 
Gill,. the first. of: the- group, is in 
today. (Tues.} and: tomorrow: for ‘a. a 

“of: the , Saturday: -Review has proms 

‘and. ‘Ben. Gross: ‘of the’ New “York: . 
‘Daily: News. is ‘down: for a: ‘Jan.. 430 

-| arrival. “A. few. ‘others. are uncertain. - 

them with its: creativity in .a: time 
when. the. tv. writers May ‘be stuck: 

; screened for the. out-df-town. press ~ 
‘are’ “The Fourth” Man,” .a~ doci-_ 

‘with: the - Second City: troupe and. 

Establishment; “The Glass House,”. oor! 

‘morality and petty. crimes;: and a°. -.. 

‘Red. Grange. and: ‘Bob: Newhart. Te-.: | 

D DELAY CONVICTED “in station. group . programming— | 4 
the Steve - _Allen, ‘Mike: .Dougias-:| : 

I. think: fe 
Public taste will swing over to this 
ind of entertainment. Then’ ‘the.| 

| independent stations will come -in- | convicted of ‘broadcasting ‘obscene | 
‘| Ianguage here by. a: jury ‘in. a. test >, anaes 
‘|case of a: Federal statute: :: ~ ot 

| deejay: two ‘years’ in- ‘prison. or
 -a..” oe 

$10,000: fine, “concerned ‘a - “Walker™:* 

‘cause of the ‘unusual. nature’ of- ‘the 

Tayed . sentencing. Walker. said: ne ; 

‘ing ‘obscene. and’ indecent’ material: 
|over.. Kingstree.. radio- station — 
WDKD between ‘October 1959 and: 

| May 1960... . 

‘of. ‘Columbia; who: will ‘prosecute. | ~ 

‘is the: first ‘time. 2 case ‘has: ‘been: | 
brought | under. the: ‘Federal. ‘code. Ht ee. 

= section. « an ere Pe Boe, 

a Wednesday, December 11, 1968 Serene 

- --Florence, S.C, Dee. £10. a 
‘An. aitack’ by. NAB ‘prexy Le 

‘| Collins’ on ‘the’ “environment 
‘hate’. which: ‘produiced: the: soeaane 
‘nation. of Prés.: - John F. ‘Kennedy 
“has resulted . in the: withdrawal ¢ 

-| WIMX: Radio. from’ the NAB. Paul 
HH. Benson. Jr., ‘operator of the local: 

| station, © said: ‘Collins: chad:.:claimed. 
. that: ‘the assassination was fostered: - 

‘Tby “Dixie battle :cries which incite. 
| sick. souls ‘to violence.” 
‘said. he would return ‘to ‘the NAB 

‘Benson. . 

when the organization gets “a more. 
‘responsible: president.” ..-- 

Collins, who. spoke: before. ‘the: 
‘of. 

Commerce. last’: week, " explained: 
that he was not blaming the South -: 
for the assassination, but.that: “this. 

hatred has...béen  -preached . and . 
These. ‘ene. 

vironments, :: Collins said; “could ; es | 

Non Fic ction S| 
Chicago, ‘Dee. 10. 

“Bo. proud. Is WBKB-TV.; of. the 

object, according: to a. spokesman. 
for . the’ station,. is: to show-. them: 
“what- kind ‘of: ‘Creative - _program- 
ming is Possible. at the local: level?” .. 

In the main, the ‘crities and. col-* 

“film . festival” - 
are either ‘syndicated. writers or 
influential. ones ‘in’ markets: ‘that’. 

They’ re: 

In. all, ‘the © 
station has- 11. “so-termed _ non-. 

son, plus a -fairly ‘substantial He: 
brary | from Past semesters. 

Associated Press columnist Alan 

the. expenses. Robert Lewis. ‘Shayon-. 

ised: to’ come’ ‘in’ later this. ‘month, 

about .an exact :date, and’ there are - 
several’ who have.: not. -yet. been. _ 
reached. ‘WBKB hopes to. excite. 

for. consequential :copy.. 
Among the programs that: will be. 

mentary .on the migration-to’ Chi-. 
cago Of a. young. Negro. ‘family from. ; £. 
the: -South;.“'Fale -of Two- -Cities,” 

their. London. ‘counterparts, : the... 

a Video essay on commonplace im" -_ 

pair of “Home. ‘Again’. films with - a as, 

“ON OBSCENITY RAP 
“Florence, $.C., ‘Dee.: 10.. 

“Deejay. Charles. :‘T. Waiker was: 

‘Conviction, . which. could. get the ca
e 

broadcast: of ‘April 25,1960. ° Be=-: 

case, Judge J.--Robért.: Martin ‘de- - 

would’ appeal. the. decision. 
Walker was. accused. ‘in.'a fives 

count ‘indictment with broadcast: * 

“U.S. District Atty; Terrell Glenn’ 

the:case, Said’ tohis’ knowledge this: . 



washington: Dee: 40: 
The routine , announcement by. ABC that it’s switching its’ tv. net-' he 

‘work affiliation from KPTV. (T¥).to KATU (TY).in'‘the four-chan- ~ 

. Seattle. 
: Effective - March 1, io64, “ABC-TV. ‘witches: its- Portland aifilia: 

_ ‘tion. from KPTV, owned ‘by: ‘Chris. Craft Industries; to KATU; whose 
- ownership is. controlled by a 60% stock ownership of Fisher’s Blend - 
-Station: ine, which also owns - ‘the : “ABC affiliate, ‘KOMO-TV . in. c 

ce Seattle. : 
we “Latter: market is: the: only. major wz ‘8. ‘city. where ABC ranks first: 
bie Ora. strong second in xudience and. where: CBS, by ‘virtue of an 
-:. Inferior coverage ‘affiliate, KIRO-TV, is ‘a. definite third. But CBS, -. 
“Gn the view: of D.C. insiders, was not: in a good position to take 

~ over. the ABC affiliate.so long as Sen: Warren. G:‘Magnuson, chair- 
_ * man’ of. the all-powerful Senate’ ‘Interstate Commierce. Committee. 
“>: “(watehdog over-the FCC); retained. a small stock ownership in the... 

"CBS Seattle affiliate, When, a few months ago, Sen. Magnuson ‘sold 
.. his KIRO-TV. stock, observers saw the: CBS. opportunity. to make its 
' Jong anticipated move in Seattle; one-of the nation’s top 20 Inarkets.. . 

-ABG’s switch in Portland: to. # station, which as ‘an independent. 
.. peaches 7% of the evening audience (according™ to'the Oct..’63:ARB) 
in. favor ‘of its. present: affiliate. whose ABC clearances -and. 28% 
share’ qualifies. it..as. fully’ as” ‘good as.other ABC affils: around -the- 
country, is viewed by some as.a countermove: to protect: its: position 
in Seattle, “a .considerably’ larger. market. Had -KPTV been ‘owned _ 
bya group owner, with ABC: affiliations in .other- markets (such —- 
ag Storer, Westinghouse ‘or Taft etc.), ‘observers: feel it. would ‘have: 
“had no- difficulty. holding on to the’ ‘ABC affiliation. | 

:. .. But now: that KPTV is. obliged ‘to agcept the “group. “ownership” 
. ‘facts of life;.its market. value—estimated at ‘about $6,000,000—has - 
7 ‘plummetted to about $1,500,000. This approximate 75% drop in the - 

‘ selling: price. value, of. course,, -traces ‘to. the. impending. drop. in 
_ a .., profits:-Station has been earning about $600,000 per annum before .. 

J 1) taxes. As an independent, observers say, it. will have Ereat’ difficulty - ; 
in ‘showing. any. profit’ ‘in’ the Portland market... DOF 

[Albaqueraue, ‘Dee. 10; . 
One. of the. best national: = Wt. ail aS . 

"Allied. Artists: ‘Pelevision’s g seh 
ence fiction: feature. sales. ‘continue 

- ity ‘gimmicks ever. worked up for | 
* g- network radio-television «show. 
may come to. an end in early. Janu- 
ary, asthe result.of a: ‘petition’ 
signed’: by .600. ‘residents of. the 
sleepy - ‘little New .Mexico: burg. of - 
Truth: or’ Consequences: : 

The.‘name - - of ‘the « town” was. 
changed | from” Hot: Springs” -to 

. Truth or 

14950: 

7 ‘tional ‘publieity.” 

Each spring, . Edwards brings: in Lo 
‘a load -of film-television: headliners.|’ [€, 

»\ ‘for the,annual “Ralph Edwards |. 2 , 
Fiesta” in the town, resulting in |*_ 
‘more. publicity: They. usually doa / FF] 1 
- series of network shows from. the |ET 
» town at the same. time. 

Last September, .a group of ‘resi- |" 
‘dents: ‘started circulating. ‘petitions |.” 
asking that a vote be called: to de-}:: 
cide whether or. not to return: to 
the: original name, ‘Hot Springs. . 

_*. After’ going.‘over.-the petitions, 
- members of . the | city: commission: 
- figured’ they. were. legit and de- 
cided. to call: the election . on Jan. 
7 13. 

‘and: is located about 
south -of ft Albuquerque. 

MW Bi in Bid For 
~~ Chi, Texas Us $ 

Washington, Dec,. 10... 

“Town: has. “About - 2 500: residents 

Warner: ‘Bros. told. FCC it. wants ; 
.. to build:.-UHF. -television stations. 
in: Chicago and .Fort. Worth: . 

”-. struction: * permit . 

and - revenues at.$800,000. — 
In-:Fort ‘Worth, “Warners”. pree 

* dicted it would put’ out $1,530,096 
_ >with . first year” coin. ‘and. “eosts: at 

7 $850, 000... 
_ Warners said ‘it: ‘would finance 

Continued orn page * 42). 

_ Consequences - in “1950, 
‘7 after. Ralph Edwards .and .a- Holly- 

“-! ‘ood’ troupe.” broadcast. a- .radio | | 
: | show. of the same name -from_ the 
city... An ‘élection in November, |: 

‘approved ‘the - change,. .and |, 
‘the. town. was: officially -retitied,:| 

: pesulting in, ‘national and: interna- | 

have. heen gold to 107 ‘stations. 

oie 

‘The extension, 

ainematios 

= "| markets, the few stations of which “ af 
._ | may: enjoy what is tantamount - toy | 

ni a monoply situation. 
eo} In ‘terms ‘of* supply;. ‘Metro’ TV: |. 

- | Seven Arts Associated, and: United: 

to: .mount -as more . - Stations - are 
adopting: a thematic Science: fiction: 
“Chiller : Theatre”, slot. | -°-~’ 

Five of the most. recent stations. 
\ to. initiate this programming . are 
 FWKBW; Buffalo; : WTTG, ‘Washing-: 
‘ton: 
SKAVE,. Carlsbad, 
KSBW, ‘Salinas, Calif: 

‘seience- “fiction . pix 

WGHP, High | Point,” N.C.; 
“NM; 

AA-TV’S': 

"London, Dec:: 10.- 

_ Outfit is not only supplying. BBC 
_ fwith, its. major. documéntary ‘proj- 

:, Lects,- but has. .a . deat ‘with A-¥. 
| whereby the latter gets first-refusal 
-on ‘all. “actuality” shows ‘coming 
‘from. the NBC. production. unit in. 

9 aris: ‘headed ‘by: George . Vieas.: 
| And; importantly, :NBC:1 has -shift- 
ed_nearly-40- hours of NBC docu-]: 

| mentartes. to Yegional stations like 
.| Tyne-Tees-TV.. cand. ‘Border. within 
| the- last three. months. :: : 

‘CBS,.:-too; ‘is ‘selling. strongly. in: ‘pitch 
this felt and Pac fate. “has. moved. ‘is: | 

-fits. “ en ” ument 
The’ fin. comipany . ‘filed - ‘eon- to TWW .and™ ‘Tyné-Tees-TV.. aries 

ok -Yequests -. for.|" 
_ 7° ghannel 38 in Chicago and channel: 
_ “30 in. Fort .Worth. 

“>. _. Warners said it expécted to spend: 
“St, 486,397 ‘to build the Chicago 

. Outlet ‘and. ‘estimated first year costs: 

‘According to- one American’ dis- 
-tributor, an hour documentary. will 
‘fetch roughly. the. same per. hour 
as .will-'an: entertainment. ‘series. 
‘in’ any- given’ area. But it’ has the. 
added advantage .of qualifying -for |. 

“4 “outer quota”. status: (which means: 
a. local: indie can. screen it -without.- 
it: counting. against. the -eight- Jour+} 
{foreign : entertainment . quota : (so}- 
oe as Subject matter is considered’ 
DY the . “Independent © “Television, 

(Continued on" “age 38) 

— (See. ‘separate story 
is. deal for the posts of Universal, | 

«* ..| distributed by. Seven:.Arts), 1: 
pean Only major. Holtywood * - studio. 

._ | with. a yet. untapped for tv post-’48 
library is Paramount... ‘Reports. are 
‘that Paramount currently is .think- 
ing of the . possibility Of: -distri- 
Dating: itself, rather than. séll dis- 

© ‘tritaation. . ‘Tights ° to. ‘an outside | 

al a a 
| Columbia. - 
made 

~*~ has ¢ 
; ‘Stadiee and has: until the spring to. 
"| notify each studio, on: “its. "64-65 
- | plans, © 

‘Developing: as a major trend: ‘in| | 
program: sales: in:: this. market,” is: 
the tiiovement’ of American-made 
‘documentaries ‘ onto. :the: commer: 
cial web, ‘here. ‘Local. 4@ well as: 
nyajor™: ‘stations’ are- “now. Snapping ; 
up: Yank: documentaries | On an un-. 

| precedented ‘scale as + illustrated by. 
‘NBC-International’s 
Tecerd, 

‘TV: has. picked. 

, sales. track. 

tia _ ea eT ons . ‘Artists Television. thave néw pack- 

- Residents 0 of Ne ew / Mexico Burg Petition for. or Switch | ages on the market, all of which 
wo _, Back to Hot: Springs 

sales at-a-nice ‘clip, 
on CBS o&0 

wings are 

‘Pictures: tv. 
the first big. pos 

" divisi 

"(0-odd. cinematics: 

-toward: the end of. 1964, - 

tn. 

for more pix from both 

cinematics, syndicators.. reports: a 
brisk: biz, ‘Metromedia’s:- WNEW- 

up’. some. of the: 
‘Metro. TV pre-’48’s, which had been: 
licensed :over. a seven-year: period 
‘to. WCBS-TV: :Other stations . also. 
are: expected: to. sign: for: different. 
‘pre-'48 Metros:in the N. Y. market, | 
-with one ef the indies:now thi 
‘in terms of going all night utilizing. 
‘Metro. pre-"48 product.. ‘Other mar- 
kets thinking of going .-ali - ‘night | 
with. telecasting: of. pre-’48 pix in- 

elude. Chicago: and Los. Angeles. 
‘Chicago’: 3 WGN-TV © How - 
is.all night ‘two. days per week with |: : 
‘pix,: 

reports __ ‘biz - fine. 

detract from the pulling power. of. 
J the pix, if the same pix are 

in a..different. time -period.- ‘The |: 
“Late. - Show”. ‘audience, for .*ex- 
ample, is held. to be. ‘quite: ‘different 
from -the audiences: who. watched, 
the 20th-Fox, features on the web. 
“Metro TV and SG. also are using. 

the. rerun rating ‘punches: ‘of ‘their. 
“pix. aS sales: ammunition with: s suc-. 
cess, : 

No. matter ‘what: end ‘of the pix. 
to-tv: biz is: examined, the situation: 
looks © healthy. and- the | Prospects 

"good: Sayed Bs 

“Thrust: of: féaturesitoty biz: con- 7 
‘tihues upward, ‘with interest’ ‘high | 

<1 on. new. pix: product for the home| 

screen; and with U.S. Stations . ‘re-| 
.| pacting for pre-48’s.° = 
— Another development, fed by the | 

“ availability: of ‘a lot :of pre-’48. 
product, | being: repacted; ’ “is that’ 
‘stations: in ‘major cities are looking. 
toward extending’ their. broadcast: 

day. “now ‘being t 
|.mulled’ “in.” key: ‘markets, : “would | 
either. find. the station. closing’ later: 

“ Jin’ the evening, or. in‘ the. bigger 
|key ‘markets, staying up!all night 
+ (like * ‘WCBS-TV) with: 

“ unwinding. - 

| . Prices. contiziué to be ‘a. market 
| by: market affair... In | some’ key. 
: “markets, = price’ ‘ plateau- is: felt: ta: 

have: been’ reached. at ‘a ‘relatively: 
-:[bigh level. In other markets, ‘some 

| of: them: important, prices. can bel} 
“| moved: up: with’: new “product, ac- f, 
[cording -to’ pix syndicators. ANY 
| those. on the’ sales end speak of a |. 
“| healthy feature ‘film. situation, with Le 

| demand ‘good from ‘stations across 
. the country. Prices continue. firm, | 
_.| with the .exception of some: minor | - 

-became . an A 
-WISH-Radio joi ed’ ‘CBS. 

Another comparative large bun 
; dle of pix waiting in the 

:} those. from Columbia Pictures . of 
‘more recent: vintage. Screen. Genis, 

~"48° splash | 
[by .Gistribating. 5° pix; adding 

: Jn. , SG. “has. anv ‘approximate 100. other |: 
‘TL: |. fpix’ through 1960 ‘under. its. wings. 

“and. is expected to bring. them to buparget: ‘The Corruptors.”.° = « 

j arket .Cities covered. were Indianapolis, | 
Cincinnati,:. Pittsburgh, San’ Fran-. 
cisco, Chicago; Houston, ‘Philadel- 

par the” non-syndication. _ “area, |. 
NBC-TV. ‘is due to. notify 20th-Fox. 

- Land Metro ‘TV. whether the web | 
aati | will aed ‘its feature. showcase | 

- ay and Monday nights, Web. 

“In ‘the Sieetistiig’ of. Hollywood 

‘Tiventieth-Fox, ‘dloiig with United | 1 
‘Artists. Television, having. off-net-. 
work -recent: pix: packages to sell, 

‘Ewentieth-Fox. | 

Philadelphia - ‘Ea 

slotted. 

a Oe! “ee meal oar EE TL OEE IT NS TT RA I AE tle bite 

~ WRB Back to (BS 
- . -Indianapotis, Dec. 10.: 

> Station- - WEMB;- Indianapolis; : 
‘will reaftiliate with the C 

Campbell, v.p.. and. ‘general man- |. 
ager. WFBM-TV will continue its | 
affiliation with the NBC television: 

41.(WCBS-TV); ‘Chicago (WBBM-TV), ” network. 

Phe. Yodal adie": ‘station was one: 
of the country’s first CBS. stations, 
‘affiliated’ with: the network: from 

“At. that time it. 1928 until .1956. 
-radio. outlet . and. 

India-. 
napolis.. has: been. without a CBS 
radio outlet’ since the- sale. of. 
WISH.: and:" that, station’s. ‘change : 

an__indepe ndent, in. excluded . “from the deal - because. 
‘to. WAWE, 
jaid-November. ‘WGEE: ig. now. the 
‘local. ABC. affiliate, affiliate. Te, 

pa 
“PTC's itike Nidorf sent. the 1 com- 

‘petition YTunning for the: numbers | 
| when. he stated. in a Varirry inter- 
view: (Nov... 20) © that first run]. 
: syndicated. shows have been: rack-|_ 
‘Ing up much. ‘better. ratings. than. 
the: off-network series." * - 
.. Ben Firestone, veepee. and. gen- 
eral manager of Pour Star 
Distribution,’ put his. -staff. to the 
‘task of a ratings probe comparing 
the first-run . ‘product. with. off- 
‘network, ‘using the ARB October 
rating figures. Study.. shows- -eon-. 
clusively, says Firestone, that the 
‘Four Star off-web shows. outrated | 
the first-runners: in. seven: out of | 
‘eight cities covered: by ‘the report. } 
-First-run shows covered. in. the } 
Four Star study. were “The Saint,” | 

| “Fractured ‘Flickers; : “Battleline”: 
“Consistently 

. seoring higher ratings, Says Fire-. 
and “Lawbreakers. ¥.. 

‘stone, | were. “Zane 
-Grey Theatre,” 
“Dick Powell. Th eatre” 

“Rifleman,”’: . 

phia and Seattle. A.sepatate study | 

" (Nov.’ 10-18 Arbitron): has “ 

pulling 12.8.to top .“Saint’s” 

as "sms - 7 3 

nel market. ‘oF Portland,. Ore. has caused ‘unusual. and. most. unrou-. OS. 1 EXPAND HOURS 7 : 
tine reaction in. D.C: tv. and: FCGC-oriented‘circles. .° . as ee ;: 

. Insiders suspect that the. Iong-rumered: switch :was. effectiated’ by. ian ie 
ABC’s acceding to.a group. ownership. power-play which’ ‘quite likely cot 
involved. ABC's: ability. to ‘continue fa- hold its: strong affiliate in ” 

CBS-radio. 
network .on.-Jan. 5, says Eldon. 

‘Louis © 

“Detectives,” : 

cal wale of feature films in Jocal 

vatias markets boomed _to peak 
| levels: this week.on. the basis is of two 
{major deals made by Seven Arts 
Associated to. four CBS-TV o20's.. 

and by. MGM-TV. to. WNEW-TV, 

N.Y. 
- “The | ‘Seven “Arts: sale to the four 

CBS-TV.. stations in: New York 

Philadelphia. (WCAU-TV). and St. 
‘(KMOX-TV). covered 

post-1950 Universal feature. films, 
which: Seven Arts bought earlier 
this year for $21,000,000. The price 
‘paid by the CBS outlets was under- 
stood to haye been over $15,000,000. 
a figure that is tops for any . . 
feature - film ‘sale to television . to. 

215 

‘date. CBS’ Los Angeles o&o was: 

KHJ-TY, the. RKO General station 

WNEW-TV: paid $1,000,000 ‘for a 
on | group. of 125 pre-1948 MGM films, 

the largest deal ever made by this *. 
‘| Metromedia indie; .This 
| films was a ‘selection. from the. 400. 

WJ jor so‘titles in Metro’s pre-1948. 
J =< library which. WCBS-TV had li-: 
1) -cemsed, but failed-to renew. Among 
~ | the titles WNEW-TV bought are 
“Command Decision, “Bataan,” “A 

' | Guy Named: Joe,’’ “They Were Ex-. 
Seconds Over: 

of 

pendable,” “30 . 
-Tokyo,”..““Billy. The Kid,” . 
Jekyll © ‘and Mr: Hyde,” “edward 

*.-/ in that city; picked up its. option 
‘| for: the. ‘Seven. Arts package.. _- 

My Son,”: “Treasure Island”. and. 
“Woman of. the Year.” 

‘The Seven Arts package. ‘of 215. 7 
Universal: features contains ‘such 

titles as “Magnificent 
“The Glenn Miller Story," “The 
‘Far Country,” “The World In His 
Arms,” “Six..Bridges To- Cross,” 
“Man - Without. .A Star, ” WwW 
chester °732" "SN 
bler,” “Al “That ‘Heaven. Allows,” 
“Bend of the River,” “Tomahawk,” 
“The - Spoilers,” “Sign of the 

Pasha.” ‘Also. ° 
comedy films with Abbott. & Cos- 
tello, “Ma and Pa 
“Francis, The Talking Mule.” 

Pagan,” “The Shrike” od “Yankee 
included are the 

“The” ‘latest’ acquisition by the : 
CBS o&o’'s is. in addition te casts 
‘of other .films: bought. 
‘from Seven: Arts. WCBS-TV, N; Y., 
previously: picked up 134 titles from 
Seven. Arts’ - 

: ‘packages. WBBM-TV, and. 
KMOX-TV, St. Louis, have 93 titles 
-from the same series, and s¢ does 
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia. | 

‘of. the. New: York City’ ‘ratings |g ry 

man” rating 12.6 and “Detectives” Ws . 
10:9, | 

“Fractured. Flickers’ 3.4 and| ¥ 
“Battleline’s” | §.7,. 

‘in: ‘the: eight. cities. outside’ New 
“York. is ‘San Franeisco:: “Saint,” 
4.53 -“Lawbreaker, ”" $8.0:. “Rifle- 
‘tian,’ 11.5% “Detectives”: (bale: 
hour. version),11.0: ae 
In Cincinnati, “Saint”? 

U5 to i 0. 

10-DAY SUSPENSION 

{ to outpull the Dick, Powell. show: r by 

as | Philadélphia: Dee. 10.° 
‘Tom: " Brookshier. 

L es defensive. 
back: who is now: sports director 

fat - ‘the -WCAU. ‘stations ‘has. -been: 
,{ suspended for 10° days’ from. his. 
shows at WCAU. Radio...._His.tv ap- 
pearances, however, ‘continue dur- | 
ing: that period. 

action: “ was” 

legs. nights - covering .the ‘National . 
| Football. League’s' draft . Sessions. 
in Chicago for the: station. <= :: 

-, John.-O. . Downey, general. man 
‘ager of: ‘the. CBS: o&0. radio: sta«: 
tion,: confirmed. thatthe suspension '| 
was for -disciplinary. reasons | ‘but: 

“did . "Rot. _Plaborate. © 

ee ee ee 

FOR. BROOKSHIER| : 
‘the. former } 

. Brookshier, ‘who will ‘be or ‘the’. a 
‘radio- air-until: Dec: 16; said: the | 

“disciplinary and4 
stemmed from” his. refusal: to. at-'|- - 
‘tend ‘a. luncheon. after two.‘ sleep- | 

‘WABC-TV had| ” it 
| already shelved. “‘Lawbreakers:” 

‘Sample of: the ‘way they ‘pulled. | 

-News - "independent, , has bought 
“WBFM, ‘New. York, operated by 
‘Muzak | ‘division of the Wrather 
Corp., for a-reported $400;000, sub- 

| ject. to FCC: approval. 
|. Daily.-News recently sold its . 
| 49% interest in New. York FM out- - 

‘| let WNCN, clparing the way for. 
| the: WPIX.. ‘purchase of WBFM. 

_ | WPIX will take over ‘operation of. 
| the station, continuing to Jeage « on 

‘longterm - ‘basis -Muzak’s 
channel transmission. which fonds 

| background ‘music over the air to™ 
area bars/and- restaurants. 

' WPIX exet veepee Fred Throw-. 
‘er says, “For several years we have. 
-watched.. closely the growing: pub-. 

“Films of the "50s". 

WPIX:TV, the New York Daily) 

lic interest: in EFM, hi-fi and stereo. - 
‘AS a result, ‘we decided to join 
the . development of FM broadcast- 
‘ing. in. New York.” 

“OK KOME 3156 Sale 
": Washington, Dec, 10. 

KOME-AM, : -Tulsa,.. 

KQME Ine. was past owner of 
‘the: Tulsa. station. 

‘In ‘okaying the sale, Commission: 
said: Producers would have to com-- 

ply with multiple ownership rules. 

sleds ea aa ce ata ot a rn ot 

“FCC: kayed the $315,000 sale of 
to Producers - 

} Inc., licensee of several California, 
| and - midwestern ‘stations... 

4i 
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SMANPERPAEM NOSSO 84.98 

she Ea eed ete Sethe date hae et 

Herunsa fashionable Ne ew York hotel from the front” - 

elevator. He’ sa man. of compassion, confusion and : 

extraordinary command of the. King’ Ss English. (King 

_ Alphonso’s, that is.)-He i is, of « course, Jose: Ji imenez, oo 
star of NBC’s “Bill Dana Show.” 

Jose’s been on the: rise since comet 

unveiled him on television. (Contrary to rumor, 

Bill invented Jose, not the other way around. ) 

Four seasons, numerous guest: appearances, - 

and six top-selling: record albums later, J ose’ s, | 

star has grown to major magnitude... 

NBC's Sunday evening ‘showcase features’ 

Set ore SL ERS WT ern, 

Man on the 

y ‘writer. Bill Dana 

ob Slo 0 we oe Saw d Fa. cP P¥ 20 9, 
~ ” edit 

NM Mae. 

Jay up 

. fellow-bellboy. 

| tunes j just keep going higher and higher. 

Look to NBC for the best t combination of: news, ‘information and. entertainment. 

: ‘light, tight comedy plots that keep J ose bell-hopping: _ 
=. And this is not a one-banana salad. J onathan Harris: 

~ registers strongly as the man who thinks hetnanages - 
the hostelry, and Gary: Crosby: makes an. . attractive : 

. “Appealing” and “amusing” are among the critics’ - 
' favorite terms for “The Bill Dana Show.” And : 
“we at NBC were quietly overjoyed: when J ack: 

O'Brian of. the Ne ew ‘York J ournal-American > 

_ Wednesday, 1 December ni, 1963. 

“~ 
ae 

ot, 

found it “subtly hilarious.” So it is. Elevators os 
all have their ups and downs, but Jose’s for-._ 

ee 
~ 

. 



. typical ‘bar, . complete With 
" - pumps, : 

phatic- ‘hilarity’. for every... gag,- 
_ . however. hoary" . The. direction: is 
-:. ‘slick: ‘and ‘racey,: and the atmos- 

.°. phere certainly ‘works; although its. 
oe link with - Feality ” As. ‘pretty, tenu-. 
“s OUS. ° 

“The “initialler was: : hosted, as. ‘be- | 

"2+ barrel. 
-.* “> inelude the’ well-contoured Kathy 
ae Kirby, : who -has-an “Uninhibited: 

Gove” and her’ spirited ‘personality. 
. »aguits’” the. format, 

:<° Bruce, who: gives a ‘stronger. link’ 
with: the: music¢-hall. tradition: “Res. 

.. «. “eruits to .the resident’ team’ were ° 
_ 8 F well.- ‘chosen. Vince... Hill. scored 
ou with a. 

‘"-Do,” and 

a 1s. A SQUARE WORLD © 
=~: . With Michael Bentine, Clive Dunn, . 

~~ Frank Thornton, Leon Thau, Joe | 
Gibbons,. Freddi Earlie, Reed de |: Rk A. 
ouen, Harry. Rabinowitz Orch. BBC-TY, from. Londen -' 

“Although. Eurovision; - liking the | 
mee major tv eentres this. side: of. the | 

'-: 1Tron. Curtain, has: made. European: 
“networking \ possible, there hasn't: 
been. much initiative displayed -in’ 
‘using. it.- Apart. ‘from; ‘on-the-spot:| PD 
néws. reports ‘and’ infrequent con-. 

oo, yocks.. 

gag” 

_ x » Producer: Jean Aurel 
. > Writer: Cecil Saint. Laurent: 

1963 

Tere mote 

| Wednesday, December ny 

-Vince Hin, ‘Debbie. Lee,” Tommy | 
‘Bruce, ' Al. Saxen, Tony’ -Hume,. 
. Safari, Alan Braden’ Band: & 

. iy . Quarteé. . 
ae Directors: Daphne’ Shadweil, Johan 

. UPS Hamilton a 
30. Mins., Wed., 9:10" pam.” ve 
Associated-Rediffusion,, from Lon- 

re  Phe- ‘upsurge - -in., entertainment 
Me. in, British. pubs: was the: motive: 

“°°: forte. behind : this. -skein, which 
" s.4) eli¢ked last. season* and. - has: now 

“ returned .to. the schedules: . ‘Setting 
js ia’ studio: reconstruction. of. “a 

‘tipsy . imbibers, :and! em- 

‘tore, “by ‘the matey. Ray .Martine, 
- who. ‘Is encouraged. to make ‘the t. 
most. of’ some’ ‘slim _ Material, often - 
scraping the bottom of ..the corn 

Other : ‘regulars held. over 

‘and. . Fommy 

lished -“‘Lot- :of - Livin’ to. 
Debbie. ‘Lee bubbled | ‘ap- 

pealingly ‘in a -“Guys::and. Dolls’’| j 
_... Which was: a- little’ too- taxing: for}. 
- = her limited pipes. 

‘-Guest:. warbler Tony. Hume | ‘was’ 
‘strictly. parlor material, for tie’d: 

+. ‘picked ‘up tips ‘of . - presentation, 
-o-co but hado’t assimilated them: - “the. 
on. result, in: “It’-Can’t: Be Love,” was: 

= ventriloquial- ‘Contrasting ‘nicely’ 
_.With-.the «spate: of. vocalizing : was: 
Safari, . ao .a. gal." whose. forte “was: 
ao fire-eating and. -Snake-nibbling. -. a 

=." The opener indicated: that it’s. 
oar likely. to. retain its: ‘peak-hour *ap-'} 
“l-~ -peal; ‘for. it had: zest -and- visual 

_”.,. Variety: It’s a” showbiz . rendition 
woe of unbuttoned. Britain. 

Producer: Joe McGrath - 
- Writers: Bentine, John. Law’ 
:25-Mins., ‘Thurs.,. 8:35..p.m. 
“BBC-TV, from London: 

: Stila. couple of blocks. ahead’ or 
other comedy - skeins: ‘in ‘surprise. | 

‘a. Sqliare- | 
World”. has returned: to. the: fall: 

_..  s¢hedules with’ its zest unimpaired: 
7 '.. Because. it - aims for.-a high - ab-"} 
~ -surdity, it can fail with some: items | t 

_ !more- ‘tMaournfully than - its.: rivals.. 
v="! But: every ‘segment. is. good: “for | 

unpredictability -| 

“and - “invention, .: “It’s: 

and. ‘its 
‘keeps: expectancy. . alive... : Atichor- | 
Man Michael Bentine. has lost ‘his | 
former: sidekick, Dick Emery, who’ 

“is a . More. “outgoing. funster’ ‘than | 
+ Clive’ Dunn: “and made 4 more 
.: piquant.. contrast. ‘-with . Bentine’s. 
‘. grave ‘normalcy: But: ‘the -rest . of . 

the’ ingredients: are the. same, and 
“Joe: McGrath’s. ' production has the. 
- Tight ~ precision . and : ’ pace for: the | 
- ludicrous | events. 

_..-. 2) The. session caught was typically | 
Vel frisky. There was a documentary-: 

“style account ~ of the manufacture’ 
- of ‘British..jelly.: by- ‘busy. monks;. an 
_Interviéw- with *a man: who- went: 

-. . around: the world. getting. stuck. in 
*“< holes’ in. famous. locales , like: -the 

top of ‘Stromboli, ‘a tourist’s ‘guide 
. + to Scotland, and an -ericoun‘er be- 
', tween: an: “Arab anda ‘stolid. Briton:}. 
<n which they... exchanged. -their 
: lunch® ‘packs—the Arab. -proffering 
camel’s eyes in aspic,- the: ‘Briton: 
home-made™ cake. 

: The- inconsequential : flavor’. owas 
‘maintained’ throughout, cand - Ben- 
tine’s. -impressivs.-. 

Ota. 

. With: Brian. Cobby, Geoftrey Stoiie 

.-, 83. Mins:, Wed., ‘9:40. p.m... 
a Granada TV, from Manchester. 

This..was a. searing, ‘memorable, : 
“and :‘moving. history of World ‘War 
I, told ‘through ‘eontemporary. film 

oh from: the French point. of view. The: 
film, - brilliantly. compiled for: cine-. 

we ma showing by: Producer’ Jean 

= v ies ve 
-* gTARS. & GARTERS: 

veg t With Ray ‘Martine;- sxithy. ‘Kirby; 

beer- 

~ Otta. ne 7 

Sowanae ete 
“With Tan: Trethowan.. es ; 
Produces: Cooter Baines, Ronnie | 

. ‘nationalities .: 
‘ “thought of themselves as Europeans 

and: ‘unruffled: 
4 front threw the« rest into comic:re-’ 
-Jief. The. script,” by -Bentine «and |} 

_, «:, John Law, occasionally. fell -‘short 
'- + din verbal wit, -but: the visual: eaners | 
oe ‘more than: ‘Compensated. 

Aurel, was’ ‘astutely. ‘adapted by ii 
‘Patricia Lagone: -for ‘tv, :and’ Cecil. 
‘Saint. Laurent’s: soundtrack: marra- 
tive :was crisply «spoken ‘by: Brian:|.- 
Cobby: and - Geoffrey: Stone. . With |* 
Jinterest in this war running’ ram- 
pant. at™ present, ‘the: program ‘was. 

~: ‘timely . and Jeft..an indelible: im-. 
Pression ‘of four years: -of . futility: 

The. film: ‘began with. a clear- ac-: 
count. of. the ‘war's. origins, from |" 
‘the ‘Sarajevo assassination to Bri- 
tain’ "Ss. entry: asa resilt of the Ger-. 
man. invasion . of ‘Belgium. - There- 
after it showed the- rapid advance’ 
of ‘the Kaiser’s cohorts, according | 
‘to. the Schlieffen. Plan, until the. 
eventual. stalemate : -on- ‘the. ‘Somme:. 
But: the. bulk. of ‘the ‘ film showed; . 
“in pathetic detail, the tragic misery. 
of trench ‘Warfare: ‘Shots of: muddy, 
staggering men. going over the: top. 
brought. vividly. to the imagination. 
the suffering behind the ‘bare ‘sta- 
tistics—I,000,000 killed’ at: Verdun; 

| whole. divisions decimated: at ‘some | 
General’s’ command - to Advance’ a 

| mile-or less, - 

. Ironically © ‘spliced - ‘through. the 
battle | sceneswere glimpses of the 
‘Kaiser and ‘his foolish. son, shots. 
of ‘ceffeedrinking Parisians on the 
boulevards wondering. ‘why. their 
Army . was “static, . and - Generals 
‘drawing. marks on maps ‘that would 
‘mean déath.to thousands. The com- 
mentary. ‘starkly... emphasized the'| 
criminal divorce between the patr- “special relatiorship.”. a 

Beaton, predicted. that.’ Johnson’ 
would. have <a: ‘different attitude. to. 
‘President de Gaulle, being ‘more. 
‘inclined to accept France’s nuclear. 
‘ambitions. than to oppose. them. 
All. including Rod. McLeish. from . 
the: ‘U. S., opined that domestic is-- 
“sues would. Joon: Jarger with John-"} 
“gon..than foreign. initiatives.: Much 
‘of the talk. was ‘speculative, ‘but. it: 

‘otic :blindness:.of the -men . -at- the 
.top,. who: refused: to ‘accept. that. 
there could. be. ‘no real. victory, and. 
‘the. docile. ignorance - “of the: ‘men 
in’ the: trenches.- 
Quite apart from. hig. ‘emotional. 

impact,. the: filrn also-plotted- the 
course of events, to:the final Allied. 
:breakthrough | with tanks, with grim 
precision. And, with the foundation. 
of the League af Nations, it showed: 
-thethard. core .of resentment -in the 
German officer. corps. that -led- ‘to. 
‘Hitler and: World War: II. In. fact, 
‘the only: minor disappointment: for 

: ‘Hleeal viewers could. be that the film 
‘was necessarily ‘Frerch-orientated,’ 
and ‘its. political. allusions were. to 
Clemenceau, with little mention of } 
if Lloyd: George 0 or: Woodrow ‘Wilson, : 

* Otta,: 

Noble... og’ 
66 Mins, Fri., ‘9: 33. pan. ° re: 

test shows like-“A Song for Eur- 
‘ope;”. collaboration: has been tenta- | 
tive ‘and. infrequent.” “Journal’’ at- 

apts.-to: provide ‘an international 
ie “Magazine; - with . contributions 
from Belgium, : Fragce, Italy, Swit- 
zertand,. ‘West: Germany, and Brit- 
ain: Bach: ‘participating ‘country |. - 
translates: commentaries and inter-|- 
‘views for. local. ‘consumption, ‘and |'+ 
items. are selected by. an: éditorial | f° 
committee; :: based: ‘in: Paris, - from | 

: ‘Submitted film. “% 
“The 4déa. was. okay: but this in-| f 

itialler ‘did little to ‘project it. Most.! 494 
of the material was reminiscent of | -. 
the kind of movie-house short that }. 
once. rounded: .out the double-fea- |. 
turé’ program:. It lacked point. and 
-imagination, | 

was a Swiss bit- about the training 
of:men for their Navy. Having over- 
come. initial surprise that a Swiss | 
‘Navy’ exists, there was ‘nothing: left: 

: | olution.-still in the tmaking..- This. 
‘Most: intrigu*-:g. selection ‘came’ 

from: France, ‘which took-a camera’ 
‘team to the Ivory Coast to examine: 

| the extent of cooperation:and social 

to. sustain: interest, : 

contact among.the ‘Europeans work- 
ing - there. . Although “the « ‘various: : 

‘ agreed’: that: they-|: 

rather than French; -German,-. or 
British, insularity. died hard. "They. 

‘and mixed- among their ‘own. 
nationals; . without -: lowering the 
drank: 

‘social barriers. “The section... was. 
-more. significant ° ‘than: the rest, but 

| ‘would: have’. benefited. ‘from: more 
— ‘irony in the ‘haiidling.-  “*. 
1A stale: film . from. Italy puffed: 
Rome as-a movie capital, and. West: 

: ‘Germ: Vv. strangely. ‘examined: ‘Mun-. 
_ _ ich for.-its links’ with: Hitler. and: - | the: 

'T there, Britain’s. “contribution” con- 
‘trasted the: knowledge-and attitudes. 
of French and’ British . schoolchil- 
: dren, by-asking. three of. each: ques-" 
‘tions ‘about ‘politics and: literature. 
“On :this” ‘shaky. evidence, 
} announced that. the. British were J. 

azis, ‘who -began and- ended: 

it. was 

independent. . 

and.“ produced-. stray 
and unexciting” scraps of: inforina- 
tion about ‘wan - subjects: Typical: 

in Paris was. s basically at fault, 

GALLERY. bee “Le 
“With Ian: Trethowaa. PS 
“Producer:: Antheny. Whitby: ’ 
Director: Jan: Martin. 
30° Mins., ‘Thurs., 10:35 pan. | 

BBC-TV;. ‘from. ‘London Hi 

‘The most. common “beat: of. this 

of a new series, it. examined pras- 
‘pects: for the. British-American alli. 
vance’ 
brought about. by. the. Kennedy aS- |:. 

- Sassination:. -Pérhaps; - 

Jin . the .:eharged ” “Situation 

‘it’ was too 
00n to broach the. subject; for the 
attitudes and approaches. of Presi- 
dent .Johnson and. Premier. Doug-: 
-Jas-Home have’ hardly: ‘had time ‘to. 
erystalize. ‘But the speculation. was 
interesting... 

This © session. “has ‘also. brought.a 
“new emcee. to the program, and Iai. 
frethowan, acquired. by. BBC-TV 
from. the. 
‘has ‘a: vigorous. and. lueid command 
of his subject, and’ ‘presents tt, in| 

commercial . ‘newsroom,. 

comprehensible ‘terms, Here. he 
marshalled .a’ group -of .four jour- 
‘nalists, who: tried’ to. assess future 
‘developments’ in. the Anglo-Saxon 

“Leonard 

cleared the air. 
-“Fhe show closed: with the ‘views 

of Tory ex-Minister Jain. MacLeod : 
and’ Socialist’ M.. P.-Roy “Jenkins. 
Both stuck closely to-their party. 
briefs, ‘MacLeod: ‘aveérring that the. 
“death of Kennedy made the British 

‘nuclear .” ‘deterrent | o¢ 
ape vital and. Jenkins the direct | 
.| Opposite, . 

ooh an Martin: crisply’ directed. “ARS 
- -thony Whitby’s production, .and. the. 
‘program gave the ‘Wlusion ‘of gtap-. 
pling’ .with: a ‘major: problem, -:al- 

- {thaugk,.-in ‘the « nature - of things | gers | gers 
-} and. its: timings... at. “equldn't da. 

; much ‘but ‘tease: its: - . Olas 

THE. LOVED ‘ONES 
‘With. Anna ‘Wing, David cram | 

Grand. Preducer: EF 
Director: Michael. Grishy 
45 Mins., Wed. 9:40: p.m... 
-Granada EV, from. ‘Manchester. - 
‘The title hinted that the. show 

spight follow’ the satirical. path. of 
Evelyn’ Waugh; ‘who dubbed ~ his} 

|- Wicked. -sendup ~ of. Californian’ 
burial customs” with the same 
‘name, Rather -uncertainly, produ- | 

(Continued . on page 38) 
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“thie ‘Saga. ‘of. Western: Man | 
‘For its‘ second stanza: in ‘this am-. 

‘| bitious, ‘four-part review’ of: the 
turning points. in. the. shaping ‘of 
contemporary’: civilization, 
TY’s  -special... projects . division. 
fashioned another: worthy histori- 

é. 
-year:. of ‘American « independence 
‘Gal - chapter. “out. of: “1776,” 

and the beginning: of. a world rev- 

-show,. telecast Sunday. (8);. was an. 
extension of. both: the documentary. 
techniques : and -- intellectual :.seri- |: :. 
ousness which -marked. - the’. rst. 
‘hour ‘in ‘the. series, : ae 

‘Te !1776": Jacked” ‘the: pictorial. 
brilliance” ef: the Renaissance. set-' 

| ting: available- for: “‘1492;"- it -had 
the:..advantage. ‘of focussing: on. .a” 
-dramatie - political. -struggle ‘ .con-: 

“1492. 19 wee 

ducted by: America’s. most .brilliant 
‘group. of ‘personalities and: phrase- 
‘makers, .While the’ camera closed 
‘in- on... portraits: of .Géorge Wash- 

|, ington, ‘Thomas. ‘Jefferson, ‘Samuel 
“Adams, - Patrick’, Henry; 
‘soundtrack ~ reverberated. “with. 
their :memorable. calls. for. ‘action |’. 
and. sacrifice . in - the: “war against. | -, 
‘the British crown: In: fact, John |. 
AS -‘Secondari’s ‘script, - as. narrated |; 
by ‘himself, anda group: of actors, . 
‘fopped- by. Fredric March, .as the 
voices ‘of * the: ‘Jeading:. ‘historical. 
‘characters; was the most impres- 
sive feature. of this’ hour. : 
The Visual element, in ‘this show. " 

BEST: ‘ON RECORD 

- Ota: - 

7 Exee. “producer: Ted: ‘Bergman ° 
..| Preducer: George. ‘Schlatter: a 
“.] Directer: Dean. Whitmore’ . 

| Writers: Mort. Lachman, Bick Mit 

: political ° ‘skein is:.a .current -par- 
liamentary. issue, “which it-allots a- Musical ‘directors: a Les” Brown; 

thorough workout. In this ‘segment, |. “ 

TIMEX - 

Tek e. Follow-Up Comment 

ABC-. 

“ete.,. the. 

With. Steve Lawrence «< ‘£ vdie: 
Gorme,. Peter. ‘Nero, Peter, Paul 
& Mary, ‘Tony Bennett, Diahann. 

: Carroll,. Henry ‘Mancini, Homer. 
& -Jethre, Connie Francis, Ma- 
“halia. Jackson, New: Christy Min. 
-strels,. others - 

tleman | 

Joseph - Guercio: ~..- 
ry) ‘Migs., Sun, 161 Pm: 

NBC-TV. (tape) *: | 
(Warwick: &. Legler) © 

cording: ‘Arts &: ‘Sciences” Grammy. 
“| awards, ‘did: just. that. and: the. re- 

* | sult.. was a paste-up job .of taped. 
musical segments that: lacked pace 
‘or cohesion. It was:‘okay for’ a} 
looksee.. at the many - disk faves, . 
‘but: they’veall ‘been: around before. 
‘on oné tv variety show. or: another 
‘and the bunch-up in- ‘this. one. hour 
had. a ‘Julling’ effect. | 
‘NARAS has: been ‘steadily Jo0k-. 

{ing for a.way to get a pitth in for 
the recording® ‘industry «via-a tv 
‘showcase. Severat years ago, @ 
Grammy -‘award - ‘show ‘Was -pre- 
sented a ‘la the Oscar and. the 

| Eminy, ° but that didn’t. ‘work out. 
too, well. - Neither. did: this. “Best 
On’ Record”: attempt.” 

ment . ‘with Vaughn Meader (wha 
‘was introduced by. Sammy. Davis 
Jr} was - “scrapped. and. Diahann- 
Carroll. was: hastily. brought. in to 
sing ‘two songs from’ “No Strings.” 

| Her “introducer” -was Richard Rod- ' 
' The Boren ‘aired: Sunday. 

(8) was. firrt 
|News ‘broke. in’ several times with | 
a flash of the jet. crash. in .Mary- |. 
Hand: One news flash cut into the | 
presentation of a ‘special, achieve-}" 

| ment award’ ‘to.:Bing’ Crosby. ‘and | 
‘| viewers . were Jeft- up. ‘in the .air 

:} as to. what it. was: all about... {The} 
--Faward’ was given to, Crosby for 
having sold more: than 200,000,000. . 

r. jinxed in that. NBC 

records during his. career) - 
‘For the. record, the entertainers. 

‘on the show. were Steve: Lawretice 
& Eydie Gorme, Peter Nero, Péter. 
Paul & Mary, ‘Tony Bennett, Dia-° 

“Than Carroll, ‘Henry Mancini, ‘New. 

~ tended to be. static illustrations ‘of ‘ 
the script. Most :of the film. was. 
‘devoted to. lingering. shots: of his-' 
torical sites: in Boston,’ Philadel-. 
‘phia, WiHiamsburg,. ‘Lexington: and. 
Coricord,-: with silhouetted. figures’ 
suggesting the fuller reality of the. 
debating and. fighting men. Gcca- 
‘sional cannon: and rifle shots, and 
glimpses of mén trudging barefoot. 
‘In the snow. were the pictorial met-: 
‘aphors for: the American. -Revolu-. 
tionary: War.: ~ 

This téchnique avoids the dis: 
‘tortion’ involved ‘in attempting to 

recreate historical ‘personages by 
‘professional. ‘actors, but. it - also 
tends to“ wear ‘semewhat - thin over |: 
Jan:hour’s ‘duration.: ‘However, 
these - ‘shows, | ‘sponsored. ‘by Up- 

tribution to: the ‘mass audience’s 
awareness ‘of its history and. tradi- 
tions. -And beyond its ‘telecasting | 
eareer; this. Show. will undoubtedly | 
‘take... ‘its. place. inthe permanent | 
library. ‘of the nation's school" Sys- | 
fems.- : ey i Herm, 7 

Bal Telephone. Hour Os 
= Maurice Chevalier: ‘was the ‘Jolly 
host. of -NBC-TV’s: “Telephone 
Hour’’ Tuesday. night (3)-in: what 
was. “supposed to be: a: ‘colorful. tour 

‘of Paris. Aside. ‘fram - the accents, 
of Chevalier and. ‘chantoosie- é 

“(Continued on pace 40 do 

os am 2 = _ RAO TELENTSION = 
ab ¢ ‘better. ‘at: ‘tacts and ‘the’ French [> +++o++4 
> at’ ideas. -..°- | > oo 
‘} [> The hour, ably: emceed. ‘for BBC- a 
? bry. ‘by Ian. ‘Trethowan . (députizing | « _ 
~'| for the hospitalized . Richard .Dim-. |? 

- | bleby),” ‘was ‘a: Iniscellany: of trivia, | Jeoe4 

‘most .of. whieh would.: have . been 
-rejected by any capable. and. forth-. 
right. editor.: Maybe that. committee . 

It takes. more to make a tv ‘show 
‘than. rounding up. 10-disk acts. and 
an: equal. nuimber. of. “introducers:” 
“The Best On Record,” a- special ; 

| show. pegged on -previous winners. 
‘of the National .Academy. of “Re- 

work.” 

1) christy 1 Minstrels, Honier & Jethro, 
Connie Francis, and Mahalia Jack- 
gon.. The “introducers” were Frank. 
Sinatra, Bob Newhart, Les Brown, 
Allan: Sherman, Richard Rodgers, 
Bill Dana, Eddy Arnold, and Dean 
Martin. ~ 

‘Timex. picked’ up the tab. and 
: ‘Bot. its money’s-worth via an over- 
: load: of commercials. — Gros. 

THis: 41S ¥. A. TITTLE 
With Frank. Gifford 
Producers: Gifferd, John Musilli . 

Musilli | Director: .M y 
30 Mins., Wed. (4),.8 p.m. 

_ | PARTICIPATING oe 
ve  WCBS-TV, N.Y; 

' ‘Fans ‘of. the N ew. York Football 
+.Giants found: out on this show that 
(-Y.-A. Tittle is not merely a. quar-. 
terback° ‘par: ‘excellence but a very. 
likeable human being. Tittie spoke . 
about: himself:as a family man and 
a football. ‘machine: on ‘this localiy 
-produced stanza, one of a series of 
“action biographies” ‘about- metro- 
politan celebrities. 

Frank. Gifford, a fellow Giant 
‘back and: an experienced bread- 
caster, posed. the questions to Tit- 
‘tle, firstly in a car en route to the 
“Yankee Stadium and then in the 

| fed with", sense ‘ot proportion & w a sense 
‘wbout. his. place in society, Tittle 
told of his long years in. pro foot- 
‘ball on the Coast and of his trepi- 

| dation -about joining the Giants 
when there was a possibility of his 
already being over the hill. Cutting 
into-these comments were firstrate 

There are |. 
‘Many solid entertainment values. to’ 
he found on disks, but a way still. 
has to be found to dranslate. ‘them | 
into. ‘video terms... _ 
‘Phe program’ ‘also. was jinxed. by. 

| tragedies’ not: of. its. own. doing. 
‘Originally ‘scheduled . fora -show- 
casing. on. Nov... 24, the program. 

| was cancelled because of the three: 
day video coverage of the. Presi-: 
dent. Kennedy story. . Also, because. 
of the JFK assassination, the seg- |. 

clips of Tittle’s form on the play- 
ing field to illustrate his sharp- 
shooting technique of hitting the 
intended receiver. 

“Tittle. also described the super 
stitious rituals observed by himself 
‘and his teammates, such as eating - 
meatball’ sandwiches. the evening 
before a game and riding in a spe- 
cifie bus seat, Tittle said he loves 
football, but. clearly does not: take 
the game too seriously. In a Teflec- 
tive mood, he quoted a woman 
client. of his insurance business as 
saying: “When are you going to: 
' give up this. kid’s game and go. to 

erm: 

“WAVE-TV: “The ANIvEsake 
[With Burt Blackwell; Reb Kay. 

| - Jorma Jarbee & Junior, Rea Da- 

30. Mins., Fri, 8 pm. 
WAVE-TV, Louisville 

filled regular spots on the station 
and did stints at the tine the sta- 
tion. first went onthe air. Burt. 

|| Blackwell, now. a station producer, 
>| was m.c. and Bab Kay (23 years. 
$.| with WAVE-AM and TY). coordi-. 

“$ | nated the show. Local gal ven- 
2 dummy Norma. snoe and her. 
4 y Junior, regu) during the 

| first years Of. the: Station’s history, . 
turned in a sharp routine of chat. 
ter. Miss Jarboe. has traveled ex-.. 
tensively over the world, doing her- 
‘act. at. ‘armed services. installations. 

>» Bea. ‘Davidson, ‘how. an Atlanta 
‘nitery ; ‘single, did. her . ‘simulating 
routine,, and turned’ m a mugging: - 
effort. par excellence to a back-. 
-ground Spike Jonés record““Cock- 
tail for- Two.” Pee Wee King and. 
his. country music ‘crew, with. his 

| old sidekicks Redd Stewart, Gene 
.| Stewart and Chuck Wiggins, dished 
out-.music and laughs. with Bob” 
Kay; ‘vet announcer, 4 bit. ‘heftier,. 
but still, in character. as the comic 
' sheriff.: 
“King ‘and. his ‘gang brought back. 

memories with his hit tune “Slow 
Poke,” and -b 

john,.are. making .a- nique con- | th ackground theme for e show: was his smash. of several 
years ago “Tennessee Waltz.” - 
dio and ‘tv vet, “Pappy” ee 
MeéMichen still draws a lively fiddle’ 

“Bile That Cabbage. 

Clayton: 

bow. with . 
Down” .and ‘brought. back reminis- 
cences of-his long-time popular 

. [Toeal, group, the “Skillet Lickers.” 
‘Mayor: William -O. Cowger ‘was. 

introed- for a-few complimentary 
‘remarks, as was: Charles. Farnsley, 
who was.-Louisville Mayor and who 

| presided at:the opening of WAVE- 
‘TV. Several still shots were shown 
‘of the old. and new station facil- 

+] ties, ‘and mention was: made. ‘that 

(Continued: on. page 40) ° 

were = oe aw 1 

: Nostalgie half-hour brought to 
| the WAVE-TV cameras and mikes | 
| -number..of personaHties: whp | 
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The well-run machinery of the game nt one OX 

of the reasons for the sho ?g success. Another: | 

the teaming. of non-celebriti ies with such: 
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~~" six-year pact . 
clot but he's. assured the: optic will‘ be remedied in time for his Dec.. 
i takeoff to entertain ‘GI’s in’ Greece, Turkey and the NATO troops: 

. June Leff, NBC-TV ‘casting director: since 1951, .has ‘tesigned to |. 
. Bud Stefan breezeed into town,. remarried Virginia, |- 

“IN NEW YORK... a 
Sesaik, “whose ‘deal as. Ted: fasiaa “pausic man" permits: him to. oS Barry 

* ‘freslance, is currently. negotiating. two: network specials:..- --WNEW: 
director Kyle Rete ‘Sports. handies..a: five-minute “recruiting show ‘for | ip. 

athe: Air’ Force iow. heard. on ‘1,500. radio stations around the country 
... Producer David Susskind, sportscaster Mel Allen: ‘and Mike Wal-.. 

hes of CBS .‘were. recipients ‘of achievement awards at. ‘the. annual Dee. 
_' Founders Day luncheon. of Phi Epsilon-Pi fraternity last week in New. 

_ York. Allen was a member of. the frat. at Alabama‘ U-° Susskind at |. 
” “Wisconsin and. Wallace. at. Michigan. .«. Joan. Murray, ‘former: secre- 

tary at. CBS’ corporate. ‘info division,‘ currently secretary..to- ‘producer: 
Allen | Fant, . -is profiled in current’ edition. ‘of: Look mag... Theme of an 
profile is the Negro career ‘girl. . 

Jehn Karol, CBS-TV -net: saies v. p. ‘of special projects, “recoveréd | i. ; : 
. Bill Leonard, exec| “IL 

... producer of. CBS" News. Election” ‘Unit,. addresses. the ‘Harrisburg. (Pays: wee 
from recent: ‘illness and back.at. his N. Y. desk . 

_, Executives Club..on Jan. 16 ‘Larry Rlyden;. his -“‘Harry’s. Gi 
- series ‘cancelled,. ‘signed | for: ‘guest. stint on upcoming icBs-TV “Route 

. Laryngitis attack forced Claudé Rains: to bow out of | . ” 66". segment . 
’-uptoming. CBS-TV. “Rawhide” drama. Eddie Bracken replaces ‘him . 
- Teresa Wright to.star in an early '64 “Defenders” drama... . Reactions |: | 
"of New Yorkers.as.they-are. ‘passed by former: ‘President Truman. during |. 
“his: his frequent early morning walks will be featured .on “Candid Camera”: 

.-Gary. Merrill signed for continuing role.in the projected 
CBS. News. task force being. 

‘assembled to provide extensive coverage of Pope Paul: ‘VY. s. historic 
 yisit to the: Holy. Land: scheduled for next. month. Included. in the task. 

Dec. 29... 
CBS-TV series “The. Reporter.” 

’ force will be: Winston Burdett, Frank Kearns: ‘and: Bernard Eisman ... < 
| The.Singing: Nuns, Soeur Sourire, - on: Jan. 5 segment of. “The. Ed: 
" Sullivan Show.” Sullivan will fly. to Belgium and gare: the musical 
- sequence. inside. ‘the: ‘convent: at Fichermont. on Dec. ‘2 . Themas:S. 
“Murphy of Capital Cities Broadcasting elected Chaicrian OF: CBS Tele- 
--¥ision ‘Affiliate. Assn.. Board: New: secretary: of. the. affil association. ‘is |. 

- | Carl E. Lee, WKZO-TYV; K Kalamazoo. 
: “Yale Ree, ABC-TV manager of. daytime: salés, has: ‘edited’ a ‘collection: 
of essays. by. broadcast. execs: into a. -book, * “Television | ‘Station. Mahage- 
: ment,” ‘which Hastings House is: publishing ‘in. April ..°..N.. Y... 
* padio-tv reporter Val Adams told about his experiences. as a a signalman 
-- at- Pearl Harbor on: ABC. Radio Saturday (7) in marking the 22nd:anni 
_of.the Japanese attack . 
: ABC News, back to work aftér. six ‘weeks in’ the: hospital... ::.. KTTV, 
through its.sister Metromedia ”-WNEYW,, contributed some ‘400 ‘station, 
- toys: to the Inter-Departmental ‘Neighborhood Sérvice Center in Harlem: 

ABC-TV’s “Wide World ‘of Sports” hosting. sports ‘and ty editors 
“at Grossinger’s over next weekend while. taping g: the: annual -barrel- |; 
‘jumping championship competition : ... WNEW. o's Fred Rebbins 
interviews Mahalia Jacksen, Trey Denahue; Edie Adams, Craig Stevens 
- and Milton Berle. en his: ‘syndicated “Assignment Hollywood” show. this: 

week... . David. ’s “Open End” show exploring the world: ‘of 
popular’ music and.:the | layboy- _ bunnies’ on’ upcoming ; 
Harry Moses. shifted from WTTG,. W: 

.. promotion ‘and services for Metro. TV Sales>a Metromedia ‘division . 
», For third: consecutive year, Den MeGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting 
- prexy, is. serving as chairman of the. 1964 broadcasting drive for funds 
in behalf ‘of Radio’ Free. Europe :. ..'.. aitee 
‘Gardner’ s WOR-TV . show tomorrow (Thurs). ene San- 

* in. CBS-TV’s “The Nurses”: stanza ‘Jan: 2.- oo 
Casper Citren’s WRFM. show. takes up the “fantastic birth. and: story 

of radio” tonight -(11) ‘with guests Sam 
 Coek;. program. 

_ network) ..: 
-- therapy. i. hospital . . NBC-TV newsman Gabe. 

Objective ‘reporting of news on: television” 
(‘Memory Lane”) this: week guests actor. Darryl . 
‘‘Myrem .Cohen, singers. Dick. 

‘<-for company’s annual stockholders meeting Dee. 12... «. 

 Pegier,: ‘Television: Zoomar Co.;.o0ff to London,- Amsterdam and: Paris 
on business |: 

.- Telephone. Hour” ~ NBG News Veep Julian Go ‘named Jerry. 
: ‘Madden * director, ‘special -news- projects. ay” show gr 
artist. Beb Dolce: havinga showing of. his. work. for: the “Today show 
at J. Walter. Thompson. Gallery: this week . 
and Al Cammana and. their wives back from ° three-week. cruise... . 

--NBC sportscaster Len Dillon back from’ Innsbruck; Austria and confabs: 
~ with officials about. NBC Radio’s’ Olympic coverage -; wa Steve ‘Westen 

_ the new director, unit managers & telesales at NBC ° ... Jack: Benny |. 
‘and Bing Crosby :pinch-hi 

- special Friday 13) on NBC-TV¥ .-.'.'NBC News. producers Len: Hazam 
. and Al ‘Wasserman. appeared on rv ‘Acadeiny : panel about: ty documen- 
taries-; : < “NBC Children’s. Theatre” will. do: adaptation of Robin Hood 
for fourth Presentation | in April” 

IN’ HOLLYWOOD . 
‘Bob Forward tias ‘broken hist ‘tes with KLAC and: will: he! partnered. 

with: Mort- Hall, former ‘owner. of :the station; and.Jeha. Kluge, head. of. 
-‘Metromedia, ‘in multiple projects. both. in and ‘out: of. broadcasting. ‘His |. 

Fee Moves Pronto On 
= Only remaining. connection ‘will be. as. aconsultant to the indie.on a 

.-. Bob Hope ‘hopped | ‘to Frisco for treatment of an eye 

“marry a non-pro. 
“z apa! back to N. Y¥. to take: up his. duties as radio-tv. headman | 
a 
the filming: of. her.'show with Ethel Merman last. week that she decided. 

.. to: make. ‘it: a: two-parter..: One of ‘the: scréamers was Vivians Vance’s 
_ impersonation of Shirley Temple ..:°, Wilbur Stark sold a daytimer to 
ABC-TV,.“‘The Object.‘Is,” for. Dick Clark’s emceeing. from’ Holiyws 

To fill the open week between..Jerry Lewis’ departure and 
. ptart of the Palgce variety show on Saturday night, ABC-TV will make 
; an hour ‘special. ofthe Deb. Star Ball. which in the past: has ‘been 
: Genetted oe the Bob. Hope shows. First in. the rotation of emcees -on 

_ the Palace show will be. Bing Cresby.. ... Red-Rowe, who for years has 
. Yeined KNXT daytime shows, currently “Panorama: Pacific,” caught. the} 
“” metwork. brass ring.and will host.“Alien Fuat’s “Tell :It To the Camera. ”| es 
‘Show. will ‘be travelled and. Rowe. will. fateh: ups with the touring. u unit 

-. between advance tapings « of “Panorama.” . 

“IN. CHICAGO . 
"OWBKR: ‘is. gaining -7, 000. sauare, feet of space with’ the “moving ¢ oth: 
ABC-TV Tape Central. ‘equipmeiit to New. York. Plans are to use ‘most |. 

“tof it-for an expanded. news operation; . » Frank Reynolds moderated 
“Kup's’ Show” 0 ‘on. that station Jast Saturday. 
mourning ; ..; Full tab for Den-P 

| been pleked up by. Buick: Dealers: of Chicago... .. Dak. Price. and news. 
» 1. director Ben Larsen have started:a ‘tandem news strip on -WBBM Radio| 

: @alled “Newsday’ BM-TY . farm Girector George Menard. was. 
elected prexy ‘of ‘the ‘National ssn. of TV: and: Radio Farm Directors 

fees MBE. veep Lloyd Yeder is this year’ ‘§ | Tadio-tv chairman for Brother: 
7 . _ (Continued on I page. 38). a 

| Are 

rw | OB: CBS-TY's.: 
.,..| show,: “Tell. It..to- the. Cameras,” ae 

4 which. is. replacing | “Glynis” imipenem 
, Wednesday nights. at 8:30:p.m. ..-]¢. 

“R. J. Reynolds is. due to remain | 7} 
the ‘time period, but alternate |-~ 

“emergency situations.” 
Carleton Greene: Director-General 
of the BBC; told ‘pressmen : after 

| his speech. in. London last ‘week to: 
‘the Foreign Press. Association... 

He disclosed that it
 was “awfully |g oa

 ae 

. . Bil McSherry, ‘assistant to the director of 

jernment - ‘stanzas. .>.: 
ashington; to director of. station heed to cir 

arde. guesting on . Hy | 
Gray: ‘starring: 

Sam J. Slate, CBS “veepee, and Jee 
director of <WCBS (show is now: carried on the: QXR |. 

: Len Traube back at NBC desk aftet 19 days of orthopedic. 
Preseman given. special} - 

: “award from the ‘Assn: of. Jewish. Court. Attaches. for “:'.:. ‘energetic and |. 
wae . WOR-TV's. Jee. Franklin |*°%*" 

: comedian |. ‘Uf, 
Reman and: Nerma French, - Met ‘star/*. ¥¥ 

‘Richard ‘Tucker and actress Geraldine :Fitsgerald :among ‘others’. . 2]. 0 
Will: Cowan, prexy of Filmways ‘of California, in town next -weekend|°. ~ = a 

. Actor. ‘Frank Lee 
.Marth has completed a guest shot on. the. Patty. ‘Duke. ‘show ~. . BHT 

--Eleaner Pewell. in town for. sued 3 shot. on NBC's “Bell: 

aphic 

: NBC Press’ Sid. Desfer : 

tting. for ailing Beb: Hepe on latter's: ‘comedy | 
jsonnel, working. 
“with” the. William Morris Agency,. 
will ‘soon be hired ‘to. represent | 
-Wolper Productions. . ~ 

-. 7} In the meantinie; anew board of 
.... | directors” has been. elected. with 

“:|.Other. members include ‘Mel Stuart, : 
‘Jack Haley. Jr., Harvey Bernhard, 
‘Sylvan: Covey, Phillip L. Willtams | 
and William Goetz 

‘Lucillé Ball was so:shook up: by, the audience.reaction to}. 

day while Irv. Kupcinet was in: 
hillips’ all-night, show: on WLS. has: 

Sponsor : ralston Purina. . 

Bees.” 
is not. 

4, 

B ah Hl Pay
 It 

“London, Dec. ‘10. 
BBC, which came under substan: 

‘tial ‘criticism for. resuming: normal. 
prime-time. programming. after a| 
short. break on the announcement-|: 
of President Kennedy's: death, ‘is 
to revise its arrangements for such: | 

diffieult”. to, know. the Tight ‘Foad: 
to take: at. auch, times.” ‘For. in- | LA. 

pointed. out that: “while |. —. 
COUF 1,000 phone calls]. 

complaining” about . the.-BBC: re-| °°: 
sumption of programming with the | - 

| comedy “Here's Harry : 
pendent: Television "Authority had}. 

‘stance, : he 
BBC : 

just-about the same number 6f : 
‘for changing their light schedule. 

' Nevertheless, new plans are be- 
ing evolved. at BBC to replace the 
“emergency”: gs of the. past. 
Procedure: for the wheath of such | 
notables as the Royal Family, Gov-] 

ministers © and foreign’ 
leaders have previously ‘paid little. 

cumstances. It is felt, 
that had key. ‘executives still: ‘been 
at ‘their’ post on. receipt of. the. 
news of President Kennedy's" as-|. 
sassination: (they were attending 2 

ball), thé laid 

 Hollywoed, Bee. 10, 

programming, motion picture ‘pro- 
} duction, and other areas. Financing:| 
was secured from Westland. Capi-|.. . 

| tal Corp. ‘and the. City, National |: 
‘Bank of - Beverly. Hills, ; 
| New York sales offices are. being | 
opetied this month: and sales per- 

‘in. * conjunction |; 

LB) Co. Trusteeshiy 
~ ‘Washington, ‘Dec: 10. 

The application ‘of Mrs.. ‘Lyndon 
-B. Johnson .to: ‘put. her. ‘broadcast 
Holdings: in a: trusteeship, was given |- 

r to! quick ‘approval. ‘by FCC: s Broadcast 

as 3a ‘panel: game show not dissimilar from “Password” and starts Dec. | : 
uréau. 
‘Under’. *the™. -airangement; ithe 

: First Lady’s _ controlling : ‘shares inj 
the. LBJ Co. ‘will be turned over. 
.to trustees A. W.-Moursand of Dal- 
‘lag ‘and J, -W. ‘Bullion of Johnson 
City, Tex. *: 
-The LBS. Co: ‘is controlling own 

‘of -KTBC-AM-TV,. Austin ‘and 
holds 29%: of the ‘stock in KWIX. 

A af 4M-TV, ‘Waco. ; 

‘Mummers Parade C Coin.” 
brewers, - is . 

Schmidt: is. sponsoring: the event. 
in: 15-eastern cities. ABC is beam- 
ing the 90-minute show in color-to 
its | five ‘ogo's ‘and. ‘those; _ affils 

a equlppes fe for tint tv. Sanne 

“An alternate half-hour is ‘open af 
new | Allen. Funt : 

Programs. Jakes. haa | ay 

= panies: are ‘bidding. for: US. rights 

|to the British:ty series “Our Man |! 
_[at-St. Marks" which has just fin- a 
| ished’ a Tun ‘on’ the. ‘commercial ty]. 

; "| outlet." The ‘skein, ‘produced by As- | 
» | sociated-Rediffusion, stars Leslie 

@ @ °|Phillips.as a priest, and has ‘been 
ge | produced by ‘Eric. “Maschwitz. -Ac-. 
>| cording’ to ‘A-R, the two American. 

So Hugh 

». the ‘inde-T- 

4 decent Southerners should muzzle. 
shirt wavers. who: incite 

hate. and dedicate themselves “to 
plow under racial: injustice every: : 

| where” in. the’ US; | 
In a stormy speech to: the :Co:} 

-down procedure} 
instantly : adopted. by junior execs |". 
-would have. been’ waived 
‘of. this. ‘nation’s. Teeling: ‘towards ahaa 
the: date. President. - | 

‘tn view | ass is i a 

“Long:ratige financing ‘has been | 
| secured by Wolper Productions for | 
‘diversification: of. company . activi-||. 
‘ties: into ‘the fields of dramatic: tri 

| Graham, v.p.: in charge of 
=] Programming for. the ‘web. 

Cc. Schmidt & Sons,. ‘Philadelphia. vt 
picking up a ‘Tegional | 

tab for ABC-TV’s telecasting of ttie | - 
Mummers. Parade. in that: velty” on. 
New. ‘Year's. Day... 

outfits: are negotiating for 
title, fo 
view to producing the Drograms. ‘in 
the States. 

‘g: 10: on ‘Wednesday: evenings, hit 
the’ No. ‘1-spot.in the FAM ratings 
for. the. London -area’ on i 
outing. The show. was devised and | 
written. by: James . Kelly. and ‘Peter 
“Miller... . 

NAB prez. LeRoy Coilins said 

bloody 

Tumbia, S , Chamber of Cem- 
merce, Suites 

tion pl 
adequate education, © 

Assuring ‘racial justice, he- said, 
“ig: a national commitment: and a 
pational. necessity.” ” 

Besjni, Kleaerman 

production company. 
Burton ‘Benjamin and - Isaac’ ‘Kilet- | 
nerman, has. secured. tv rights to. 
“The Player: A.Profile of an Art,”.| 
by. Lillian Ross. and Helen ‘Ross..- 
‘Benjamin. and | Kleinerman, ‘who 

‘are the production team. of: CBS- | 
TV's “Twentieth . Century,” 
‘to produce a. ‘documentary. 
based. on the book. “The Player,” 

to” present . 

a studio, . 

° Mare Merson’s (Bs Ect 
Mare Merson, head of “live” Pro 

‘gramming in N:Y. and specials di 
rector for CBS-TV, ‘is. resigning to-| 
‘go into packaging. and - Producing 
‘of his.own.. 

Merson ‘is ‘understood: to have al 

number of projects undetway. No |. 
replacement. has -been designated < 

as’ yet. _Merson- reports. to. Hal 
of N.Y. 

Virginie’ Renewal a. 
‘Hollywood, Dec. 10. 

“Revue studio's “The: Virginian,” 
| 90-min. series on NBC-TV, has re- 
ceived. a2 , midseason. renewal, 
four. ‘more ‘episodes, to add. to. its} 
original. deal for: 26 firm. 

‘Frank Price tah exes Producer 0 ot 
' the. aerlen,. - 

Averty is. one of the first to have 
{his program cause a stir dae to 
J outraged viewers and. even upset 

“This is refreshing and . 
‘new here since most-tv troubles 

| tv critics. 

The: ‘series,. whicii: was shown abl 

ts last) 

ooo Waghington, Dev. 19. > 

ins proposed a :“mas-. 
| sive National Minimum Founda-' 

? assuring every. child: an 

a the Medgar things 

“sl the. environments - -where hatred. 
co 3 as - Deen, Preached: and. Jawiese-. 

J { ness: ‘extolied | 
ft” Getting | in 2. “siap. at’: Southern 

ee | ‘racial extremists. in Congress, Col- 
a: lins asked how long the majority 

{of Southerners would “allow them- | 
| selves: to be caricatured . before |* 
the: ‘nation iad these Claghorns?” 47 

“Holbrook . ‘Productions, an. ‘Indie |; : 
owned | 

series | maniques. from ty | 

-portions.of which appeared. orig- | Tek 
‘nally in. The New: Yorker mag, is | balox 

‘1a collection of:-portraits of leading | sh 
.’.aetors of the world. Lillian Ross. 

_ |. and- Helen Ross will join Holbrook. 
.. | in- the. production. . It- is. planned 

: half-hour .. documen-- 
taries. of players. ‘profiled in the 

| book, filmed either in the actor’s|. An 
‘home or. on’ fotation, but. not in’ hi 

for | | 

| medico. 

ths Viewers: 
: By GENE MOSKOWITZ. 

Paris, Dec. 10:- 
animator: J ean-Christophe 

are usually, due | -to internal. cen- 

4,000,000 ‘sets getting it and 
second channel is due April 

"64. ay ere ‘was a simple tv 
‘worker’ in charge of jazz inter- 
ludes until he. got: to do a variety 
‘show ‘with ‘singer Line Renaud a 
few weeks. ago: Its invention, 

| sharp visual flair and wit got him 
rmat and ‘scripts, with aj his own program, “Les. Raisins 

(Green Grapes), 
-the trouble... -.. 

Two ‘shows have been given at. 

¥e v0. | 

prime Saturday night time at 9:30: 
‘pm. Entries vary good variety 
turns with little, aped news 
sketches. These latter ones caised 
the ‘uproar with many appraisers 

‘| calling him # sadist. buffoon, ‘god- 
Jess..man, etc, aswell. as 

‘owners. 

s humor, even if. it is corrosive 

He would like. to fight such 

‘people. . Even. if he has te drop 
‘his. hopes it: may: have stiniulated 
some. viewers to demand. more off- 

a 

heat shows: 
So-far there have been: no com- 

web came’ on the: scene, it could 

lead ‘to perhaps’ reevaluating the 
-| new shows for the second ws for the second channel. 

|Reyue’s ‘Night Peopl Night People’ 
Pilot Relis Tes Week 

Hollywood, Dec. 10. 
~ Canadian: actor. Donnelly 
Rhodes and James Gregory have . 
been signed by Revue studios’ pro- 

| ducer Jack Laird to star in Mihe 
60-min. © “Night People.” . 

for a third 
0 ‘+ topliner: for. the series which rolls 

this: ‘week, -. 
: Rhodes essays. part. of a. report- 
er; and Gregory that of a detec 
‘tive; * Third: lead ‘role . 

‘Lerner. directs thd. 
‘pilot.: Laird is producer of Revue’s 

J.“Channing” . 

Which | 

“many 

as bigotry and ‘racism. the. 

Averty. avers” present French iv 
‘by | is just too staid and and. yp 

he . would; like: to see‘ its ‘doors 
opened to: creative, controversial 

is. that.of a. 

Thre a = 5 
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7 urning ¢ on the ‘creative light in 
: ~ programming is something that. 

e. presentation of our. unique 

Documentary Specia ials is a good 
eee eagle. 

Since WPIX-11 started produc- 
~.ingits own ortwocatit specials, 

-other producers have been at- 

a tracted by this climate of imagi- 
ee - native programming and have 

‘some of their most note- 
rey productions to New 
's Prestige Inde ee endent. 

S, ~ happens regularly at WPIX-11. 

~ Specials have just been added 

_ to the curren t season, including 

a sik new David L. Wolper hour 
ra “specials... 

fhen you’ Te looking. for the ate, 

| “bright: light of imaginative, at- 

ten ion-getting programm ing for... 

-» your. roc, {ook to WPI, 

New Ye 

. . . ~~ . <> 

. my 

° 

“Left to Right: © —_ 

Benito Mussoliiil ” “Death of 4 Dictator” 7 
Greta Garbo *Hollywood—The Golden Years”. 

. Prince: Phillip “The'New Ark”. | 
“- General. Douglas MacArthur "Day of infamy” © 

_dacquslina Kennedy. T he ‘American ‘Woman: in the Twentieth Century” 
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VARIETY’s’ weekly tabulation. ‘based on + ratings: furnished. by. ‘American Research. . 

- Bureau,. highlights . the. top 10. .network: shows-on a@ local level and offers a :rating 
| study of the top. 10 syndicated. shows. in the: ‘same: “Particular ‘markets, | This. eee 

| four different markets are covered. oe ; LL an 

= Both. the. “network and syndication Study. features: the. total area homes reached 

| and the metro area ratings: .on each show. The total area: homes. reached reflects 

‘I "the audiences on the basis of: the ‘total: market’.area ‘examined. :The -metro. ‘area 

’ ratings are. ‘based. on the metropolitan, markets within the. total area examined: Top 7 

BOSTON | 

40 ‘shows; both. ‘network ‘end syndicated, are ) Hates on: the Baste of theie showing | 
in’ the: total area homes barometer. soe e 

. ./! Vartous- branches of the tndustry, ranging from media avers to local stations. 
; “fe syndicatots. ‘wilt. find the charts valuable. me 

_. ‘Over -the course of a year, ARB ‘will, tabulate Gq * mintmam: of. 247 ‘markets.’ ‘The 2c 
“results of ‘that tabulation.will be found. weekly in. Vanety Coupled. with the rating 7 
performance. of the.top 10 network shows, on ‘the. local level, the. Varmry-ARB charts | 
are. designed. ‘to. Teflect the: rating tastes of virtually every market in the U.S.) 
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wee Ss sui sk i wi a a0 verona ‘em 1963. 
2 anew, 

Total Area. Meme] ree 2B | Pow Pe 

: ‘Homes: Areal © 
‘RE. Top Network Shows" ‘Stas “Reached ° Rte RK. Top: Syndicated: Shows Day & Time Bta.. ae 

F 1. ‘Leave It To Beaver (Sat. 7: 00). elas WBZ: wales aD 
2. Phil Silvers: (Tueés.. 7:00) « er -o2sWNAC.... 

‘ll 3. Littlest. Hobo: (Wed. ’ 7:00)... =... <: WNAG. =. 
‘4. Fractured ‘Flickers. (Thurs: 7: 00). .«.WNAC. .... 

||.5; Deputy. Dawg: FB (Sat:.5:30).:,....WHDH: .... 
|): 6.. Hole:In One; FB (Sat. 3: 80) Cotas WHDEE ‘Barry Prod. 168,800. 11. 
\|:'7. Dobie Gillis. (Mon.-Fri. 6:30). wage nes WNAC....20th Fox TV (168,500. -..:14 |. ~: WBZ. 

. || 8. Everglades; FB (Sat. 6:00). .....<..WHDH....Economee |... 164,500 .° 9| Death “Valley. Days... ... Wee 
5 || 9. Hennesey; FB. (Sat..3: 00)... cseees TET awaa . NBC Films ~~’ 10./Channing; ‘Outlaws 
ILO. Ripeord; FB. ‘Gat. 6: 6:30). . esate WHDE. «  UATY, 158,600 — News;. Weather. ve woane 0. 

‘Top Competition | Se “Sta. Homes EE 

20 |Lee Marvin; -FB:..<....WHDH*- 14 
| Huntley-Brinkley” wieres WBZ ..-~ 

. sere +, WBZ. 

4. Bonanza 

‘A ‘Huntley-Brinkley 3. Lassie tite tes eres ° 
4. Hazel 
5.. Menday | Night. Movie: 7 
6. Jackie Gleasen. . DH , 453,000 | 
. Ed Sullivan 2.2.26. 2 SWEDE. 447,300" 
‘8. Beverly Hillbillies’ °:..WHDH ~ 7 
9. Andy Griffith. ..WHDH 416,700 

10. - Saturday Night. Movie. WBZ --. 412,600 © 
aa a a 2 

"sare nn se rao OCTOBER 16-29, ai 7 

“43,900 
. $1,700... | 
“Balg00 . 
, 49,600-.. Y oe 
106,500. 

La ST.800. 

eee ele eee A325 2 88100, 
PS; Esso Rpt; Fea; Spt.. DSU" = 37,600 © 

_.13., Early, Show; Edit: ‘News’ WWE: 30; a 
i) (My. Friend ‘Flicka. 2.2. WVUE - 22,900. a 

2 Sat. -Matinee™ ela cen eee WDSU 2° 32400-0500 lg 

Si WDSU.- 
eseas -WDSU | 

2 | News a eee my | un ey- ey ceecese : 

19 | Esso Rpt; Fea; Spt. “oe WO 
| Esso Rpt; Fea: Spt. . wevcee] Dp 
|| Rawhide ~ 

a Bea Naked “City. (Prk. 10: 00).2 a eraer WWE. -, Sereen. ‘Gems 21 | Esso Rpt; Fea; 
| || 2: Honeymooners (Wed.. 10:00); beat es. UWE -CBS ‘Films:: ! 
| 3 Adv. In Paradise (Sat, 5:30) 5 25 LEEDS at Fox TV 

4. ‘Highway: Patrol. (Mon. Fri. 6: 00)... . -WWE:. 
| 5; Marry A. Millionaire (Thurs. 10: 00). -WWL:. he 
6. Mike Hammer: (Mon. 10:00): :..2...WWL:: .: 

jf 2. P. Gunn; T.. Houston (Thurs. % 00). 
WB Whiplash (Tues. :10: 00)..:... eae ee “WWL eee. . : 

2 Il 9. ‘Yogi -Bear. (Mon... 5: 00): . seca ..; WDSU. . : Screen Gems 
.32 ||10. Bat. Masterson; FB a a TE Se 
Ue “Sat. 12: 00; 3:30). Cae ee weed oe Ww 

1, Beverly Hillbillies ao oe 
2. Dick Van. Dyke Hpi edges -WWL. } 
-$. Bonanza. wo eecnetee  WDSU 
4, Monday. Night ‘Movies. WSO 2 
.§. Candid Camera. weeene WWE 
6. Manel. 0 22...26. a eee . WDSU «| 1. 
4. Dr. Kildare SE wpsu 131,600... - 
.8. What's: My Line. seseee WWL ..121,400°. 
9. Nurses — ees wwe sd weee ‘eee, .WWL. ae ) 

: 10. Andy . Griffith. se eeeeee oe WW, 113,800. 

oo 

cee! . 

.Eeonomee 
ie. 

ea vei. Economee. 

SURVEY PERIOD: OCTOBER [6-29 STATIONS: WSB; WAGA, WAII ~ 1963. 

3 Phil Silvers eee Looe 
-20-)Zane Grey. Theatre. +2 -WAGA *- : 

| Beachcomber: we cee ce oe WAGA™ ~~ 53,300 
271 Mr: - Ed getter MAGA 
19° Huntley-Brinkley _teacees WSB 

+ 15 | Hennesey *......2 0+. 0.006.WSB o 
| Andy Griffith. +2 heiceeee WAGA™ 

ah Deputy. a.a-e Cesee ceccen a. .WAGA ! . 

3| Password: 2.02. ..2..0...WAGA. ”. 
“ . Donna _Reed.. seecececee WAH 

. one ee Joeas “6 .WSB we a 

| 3s Borax — 
ovine 2 UA-TV- 

. CBS Films ; 

|| 4. Whirlybirds (Wed: 7:00). .~ vag tts WSB. -.3+-CBS Films: 

| i-Death Valley Days (fon. T: 005. chee WSB..:. 
“2. Ripcord. (Thurs. ..7:00)... y 1; Beverly. | ‘Hillbillies: ae wage “4 a * 

bee WSB* '3.-Gun. Will: Travel (Fri. 7:00): , cae MSE: ves -2. Bonanza .. . : 
.3. Virginian y | 
4. Menday. Night ‘Movies. “WSB :; 178,500. -: 

. § Dick Van Dyke.. WwW AGA “I 
6. Saturday Night™ Movies... 
9. De. Kildare - an ines e nes :WSB..* 
& Int'l. Showtime. |... .+ 2 -WSB." 14 
9. Lasale. “See een pce enteeee AGA os 

18. Petticoat Function: as, WGA 33 ; 

....-CBS Films 

...-NBC Films’ 
ves MCA ook 

SB... ese .NBC. Films. 

p= 20" Fox TV 

15. Amos.?N’” Andy. (Mion: “Fri: 6: 30). - 
+. {|-6.° Deputy . (Tues. 7:00)..: 
‘Hl 7. M Squad; 1000 Th. (Mon: 9:30). : 

8..Hennesey (Tues. 7:00). .0. 0000560. Ww 
He Ds Adv. In Paradise (Thurs. 1 ee ee 

120. Bachelor Father . (Tues. "4; 307: ies !WSB.".. MCA. 

= ro owe eo KT. Sune PERI “OCTOBER: = 

29 Fractured. Flickers. vey 2 KOMO- 72; 
121,300" |Hennesey .... ee’ ee i 

= 110,400. “= 2 30 | Husky FB. Forecast. -!-JKOMO ’ 65, 
107,800. 19 Husky Football: cote ee sod an | 
103,300 " 18)Leave It To. Beaver. . 
» 99,700" '| Early Edition ce areal 

367,600 L Death Valley Days. (Wed. Tt: 00). vee KING. 85. 
“2. Leave: It To Beaver. (Tues. 7: 00):.. — “KOMO-: 
3. \Lawbreaker (Thurs. °7:00).:. . >. 2... KING.. 

‘||. 4.° Expedition; Exploré (Mon. Le 00). a. K 
5. Hennesey- (Tues. 1:00) 0 cede ee KING 
6. Bold ‘Journey (Tues.. 6: 30). vee. ) 

| 2. M- Squad: (Sat. 7:00) ::. ees KING. 2. 7 93,900 | Detectives: .. 
Hf. 8. “Champ. ‘Wrestling (Sat. 6: 00)! wbeeces ~ KIRO... wie pede “Paramount. TV. 93,700 Football .Today- : 
| : "| Weekend Edition 
9. ‘Rifleman (Mion. 6: 30). wehees ey ot  KOMO.. . Four. Star. 91,300. 16} Husky Football : 
10, Detectives. Sat: caer +++ KIRO. oe Four Star . _ ,, 80,200: 18 wad -.. <, 

L “Denna Reea wee 
“2. Monday Night ‘Movie. KING 7 

oo Be McHale's. Navy. - “*KOMO ™:' 
4, My 3 Soms...7..2..6:-KOMO:.:. 18 

| Bemansa-.;..:. cacesese KING a 

6. Omie & -Harriet....... --KOMO 36 
t Lawrence Welk... ..:... KOMO. 159 i 
8. Ben. Casey. beaches ...KOMO... 
9. Disney’s World Jest aKING - 

a 10, Patty. Duke oan feweds *KOMO 7 

Seabee 

20 eeees 

"Seren. Gems “omg 
+ 20th Fox: TV 67 

L Combat yb lees ates + -KMSP 
| News Pic;. ‘Wea: ‘Spits: Cevee .-<KSTP .. ‘80, 
Huntley-Brinkley TP: 

| What's: My- ‘Line... 
| Supermafi . 

“WCCO. gee — ‘Huckleberry Hound: (Tues. 6: 30)... , 
2. Dobie: Gillis. (Mon.-Fri... 6:00) °.: .. .:KMSP. . 

: 3. Leave It Te. ‘Beaver (Mon.-Fri. 5: 30). KMSP..:. 

234 200 i 
-228,200°- 
206,900. 
“205,200 - 

we Candia: Camera. wees a = ‘wooo : 
_ 2, Beverly: Hillbillies os ++:WCO. : 
8. ‘What's My. ‘Line: : . WCCO: 

4. Dick Van: Dyk. WOCO 

fF ‘ae e 

« -KMSP.. 
"weco.” 

4. Death Valley Days (Sun: 9:30): . 
5.: Quick Draw: MeGraw. (Mon: 5: 00):. ec pews se 20-68 e 

5. ‘Bonanza. 

“6 Andy: Griffith’ ws 

WN Jack- ‘Benny: 
8.--Petticoat. Junction eee 

| 10, Lassie 

ess ve oes oseee . KSTP. 

eee - 3 WCCO . 

a - bee LWOGO™.° 
) ECO. 

3 ‘Danny’ Kaye nares tae “WCCO” 

..-193,400° | 
191,300. 
180,100° 
171,000. 
167,800°~ 

'6.:Rebel: (Thurs. 9:30)... er eee 

jt 8° Yogi Bear: (Thurs. 5:00)... 
. 9. ‘Checkmate;: 

a -Bold - Journey 
. (Mon-Fri. : 6:30: ‘sun.-3! 5: 30). eb ecee 

NCAA FB 
> (Sat. 1:30): eel ves aeseesoee ° 

|p. Surfside: & (Sun. 5:80)... ior fortes : :KMSE.- Se Warmer Bros. 4
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1.5: Quick Draw McGraw: (Mon.. 5:00): 
6... Yogi Bear: (Tues: 5200). oe 
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34:1 8.,Steve Allen ‘(Mon:-Thurs, 10:15) 
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WPM): . 
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_Biery episode of TARGET: “THE: CORRUPTORS. dramatizes. 

_ grime and corruption as it is: happening now, It deals with. 

-This's series. also Gtters a. agriet star, fine casts and flawless 

~ productions. T ARGET: THE CORRUPTORS i is realistic, cur- 

rent and explosive and most important, is superb television « 
vs toot 

: “entertainment: » Co Pea, coe 

000 FIFTH : 
NENUE 
+ NEW YORK - 
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é. 

‘Madison’ AY 

‘Plaza. 

pattern of | “sell first, program: 
“gecond.”” 

That is “why the: sudden: and. un-. 
expected -NBC . announcement: last 
week that it will” . schedule 

sponsored, partially: sponsored. or 
100% - sustaining, convinced .. the 

not they, wilt calf the future pro-. 
gram. shots from: 30.. Rockefeller: 

been oversubscribed).. 
Almost without. exception—- “Ben. 

has. been “locked” into a. ‘specific |° 
time period only when an. adver-| 
tiser placed an order as a co-spon-'| - 
sor. 
agency fraternity _ had lost .“pro- 

Thus while the : advertising |- 

gram.‘control,” in. that programs 
“Were. typically. licensed: to the net- 
works and not to the advertisers. 
(as in the old days of broadcasting), 
the tv-agency execs did in fact Fe- |. 
‘tain. 

“network . network -pitots 
“schedule” ‘control. « Many’ 

“sched- 
--uled” by .the- network: for’ a’ par- 

even, 

‘saleable. 

‘such as the .U.K.’s 
argued,’ could. ‘afford “to: pioneer. 
with so. controversial a show. And. 

wae - 

ticular ‘time period: have been sup-: 
-planted by’. other: network | pilots. 
found to be more “saleable.” 

It’s Not Like the BBC 
For these reasons, sevéral. key | 

agency. execs were wagering that: 
“TWTWTW” would never. get on 
the air. They pointed out. that the. 
very qualities “which made the 
show .- exciting also. made it un- 

ported commerciat-free. network, 

‘Jn this; P 
pointed out, t 

stance, 
. hiatused ‘its 

most. spectacular-progtam for fear | 
that. it might well influence. the 7 
1964 generat. British . elections. | 
-Sinee the. American NBC version, 
produced by. ‘Leland . Hayward; 
demonstrated. ‘the identical poteri= 

_tial,.so far as the U.S. 64 Presi- |. 
dential. election: is :concerned; when | 

it was test-telecast a few.: ‘Sunday: 
nights back, ad men were con- 
vinced that no U.S. . advertiser 

~ would. dare place an order. for the 
show’ before 
_scheduled. 

it “was definitely 

No U. S. corporation, it was ‘sald, 
would .dare to “assume credit for : 
actually slotting such a program. | * 
Certainly - not - when’ innumerable. on 
Senators. and Congressmen, many| © 
‘of them -highly allergic: to - ‘satire.| 
and Tampooning, can’ instigate: a 

Congressional . investigation. whose. 
publicity—in . the . daily : ‘press 
could backfire’ against. the Sponsor's: 
sales and public image posture. . 

they. undertakers, 

of time, More ‘fundamentally, 
“TWIWTW," completely devoid of. 
network: censorship. or sponsor edi- 
torial control, .can hardly be ex-: 
pected—as. the ‘prototype ‘program.| 
clearly demonstrated —to. steer 

- clear of biting... incisive . comment: 
on highly ‘sensitive..and emotion-| 
ally’ supercharged. issues. such. as 
“atomic testing,” “civil right; ”* etc. 
Nor can ite expected to scare. any |. 
-prominent.;. figure, including our 

st Johnkon,. known to! 
” be. superséehsitive:to- personal: ref- | 
‘erences and attack,. from its. critical } 
‘targets. fe 

Likewise, all: the. ‘potential: Re | 
publican. Presidential ‘nominees—. 

new Pre 

the Goldwaters, : the - Rockefellers, 
the Romneys,; the Scrantons, the 
Nixons, the Lodges, et- al—are ob- | 
viously “fair fame.” 

Now. that NBC. has. ‘definitely ; 
scheduled the . show, without first: 
Securing even one-.- -eo-sponsor, the |. 
agencies—a‘ert’ to the excitement'|. 
and “‘word of mouth”. “TWTWTW” 
_is. expected to create—are -scour- 
ing their client: I’sts for the more |": 

. ‘courageous advertisers. . 
are finding some, now that. NBC 
has assumed full. résponsibility for}. 

| And: they 

the program: American Home ‘has | 
ordered a minute each week. Con- } 
sdlidated Cigar ard Speidel’ or-' 
dered an alternate minute. : ‘Brown.| 
& Wilkinson. ordered “a. minute. 
Clairol Division... of Bristol-Myers | 

‘NBC ° mean-}. 
while is holding off -on- any com- |: 
mitments, . preferring” two alter} 

ordered”.a minute,. 

nate-week. ‘Sponsors. 
‘But while the Dick Pinkhams and . 

-ad men. that. NBC, |. 

(Show: subsequently: has t- 

| Japanese Distillery To” 
Casey” was one. of the” few—each- | 
network show heretofore scheduled. | 

for series, ‘for which an. American 
writer and. ‘producer. aiso would’ be | 
sought. Plari-is:to' beam ‘it. for: U:S. | 

| market - as. ‘well as. hame. consump- 

‘addition to. _ Expenses,. thesp_ was 

‘Only. a- publicly’ sup-.; 
four. —_ 

BBC, . -it was |- ies 

sia 000. a “Hiaue ¢ Cost: 

affair. - 

society.’ debu-. 
-tantes or. fans of Elizabeth Taylor:| 
——can add. up-to significant. num-. 
ers, even &@ majority over a period. 

+a repeat the next year-.. 

We? ob : Kinter: We "| Take Charge’ “4 
—=—<—<— Continued from page 21; — 

course, fitted. the classic. network | agency “men, ‘in general while: ap-} 
plauding NBC: for its courage and 
‘idealism, see the NBC “TWTWTW”"* 

For now. on, as ‘they. see it, ac} 
—like. CBS—will Set its. schedule. 
| And. the: sponsor's only. Tole will 
be “to. ‘buy or not to buy.’”: 
“Jn a real sense, it may. well prove: 

the dividing line between the new. 
and “that. was the NBC. that. was.” 

. Pat up Coin for New . 

Hollywood, ‘Dec. 10: ° 
 “Suntory;- a ‘mammoth © Japanese: 
distillery which sponsors °“77 Sun- 
set Strip” -in- Nipponese-. ‘isles, ds 
‘pitching to’ star: ‘Roger Smith, past.|- 
star: in “series, .in -a. new teleseriés |". 
which would be a rough equivalent 
of -the. _WB privateyer ° ‘and to be|. 
lensed in. that.. country. Firm thas} 
offered ‘to post: one-half? the coin 

tion, .- 

‘Smith,: Who. reports | ‘proposal, is 
fust’ back~ from’ a .10-day ‘p.a. ‘tour. 
of’ Japan to. bally: “Strip” .and for . 
which . ‘Suntory: ‘picked up. tab. .In 

- Stuttgart, ‘Dec. 10." . 

vision are: now rimning- around 
$1,000 a minute; reports the: South” 
German. Radio and d Television head 
quartered here: ; 

— A _ « 

this: year. in the 

chairman’ of the: ‘Christmas. Party, : 
1954 Buick for the top: door Br ize” 

7-4 Affairs 

Roger Smith TV Series . 

Britain Resolves - 
ReRun Payments 

: tof. View; 
“Cost. of.” péogramming: for. téle-. 

‘ie Sf Rado TV
 

-Anterhationst Radio- Re Television. Society, - which: has ‘been’ “holding. 
: its annual Christmas ‘party since .1943, .has.moved-to larger’ quarters | 

Waldorf-Astoria, ‘N.Y:,-grand ballroom for: its Dée..17 
‘Over: 1,000: De had rt are slated: 0. attend ‘thie ington | 

be | party. which raised -funds ‘to support | the..“Bedside Network” e 
pute disaffected minorities. | Wetcrans, Hospitak- Radio ' & Television: Guild; - ‘and other: -projects. | 

Varner Paulson; “WNEW. Raiio,. N-Y., program.: manager. is. ‘producing + * 
the. show: Bennet ‘H. ‘Korn, Metropolitan Broadcasting TV. prexy, ‘is 

— iW Pioks ey  (——— 
FOR ETY pexra | at From: The 

- Washington; “Dee. i0... 

ety - program in. the. Dept... 

‘Petry: was: a 1962-3: -CBS Publle 
and | News: 

TV, Albuquerque" and. ‘WITW, 
‘Chipago. 

e 

7 ‘London; Dec: .10.. 
* Britain’ S2 -Sereenwriters’ : " Guild:| 

thas. concluded: agreement: ‘with :the 
Federation: of British Film: Makers. 
for the payment to. scripters’ Of ‘re-. 

| run -fees for second, third; fourth |- 
and . fifth ‘repeats in-the. U.S. Of |. 
any. ‘vidfilm.; ‘that ‘gets, ae network 
‘sale...: 

ducer associations: here, lias agreed | 
-that. authors “should .receive 40%. 

foe the initial fee for a second runt 
-+30%-.-for a ‘third run; 20%" for. al. 
.. | fourth. exposure. ‘and -10%, for a 
-| fifth outing, 
“Tehat third rujis:in- ‘the U.K... should 

For German TV Shows 

Also, ‘it’ was. agreed 

‘yield-the writer.a 25% bonus. And: 
‘important. from the ‘Guild’s. ‘point f! 

‘negotiations .. “with the: 
FBFM,.. established. ‘that: in : future | 
there. ‘should be. ¢ 
operating. .. 23 

a “Guild. shop". 

‘What. remains. OW is. “for. ‘the’ 
a | -Sereenwriters’’ Guild to .get sim- | 

“Least™ ‘expensive ‘shows. ‘to ‘make. 
are the. documentaries, which cost. 
the. television . outlet about. $266. 
per minute. - 

.. Large entertainment: ‘shows: “east 
about $1,013:: per. minute. to - pro:. 
duce, and plays for television are. 
a middle-priced. $880, the: ‘station 

ilar..agreements. from the’. other. | 
producer. organization, British, Film | 
-Producer’s Assn. Negotiations | are.| 
due to: startin January: ‘when, ° it}: 
is -anticipated,: “the . situation “with: 
regard to. commercial. tv ‘contracts: 
for... the next three. yéars:: will ‘be |- 
a lot-’ more." 

__} present. legen oda 
concrete than:, at | 

WABC-TV; 2 'N. Y 1s: s" contributing a. 

- There'll be: a néw stopping: [place at’ FCC for ‘applications: accompa: 
-nied by: filing fees. 

should ..be 
Executive. Director, . Room - “1226, - 
ington, ‘D.C. 

“Other. ‘hand-carried. ‘filings will 

- Fees are. to go into effect. Jan.-1.._ ~ 
‘Commission. ‘said hand:delievered- applications accompanied by. ‘fees. 

“left with. the Mails and Files Division; . Office. of “the | 
‘New. Post. Office. Building,’ Wash: | 

continue: to. be -depesited at. ‘the 
‘Office of the Sesretary, Room 7509: in “the Post Office Building. . 
“Mailed - filings should go, as: always," ‘tor Federal’ Communications 

Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554. - = . . a 

three times):- 
.:“Meet Mr.. Lincoln”. was. originally’: seen- on: NBC. Feb TI: 1959; “with | 

Produced. by Don. Hyatt, ‘the. show Uses ‘the: 
‘stills-in-motion Technique. 

* Collégians are going for: ‘broadeasting,. tlie. NAB reported. 

Since. the’ assassination’. of. President: Kennedy,” N BC. international | 
Enterprises has received .a number of inquiries from. ‘overseas: about | 

| the ietwork’s. Project: 20. show, ' “Meet. Mr: Lincoln. rs 
‘Countries ‘asking for info ‘on the ‘show: include Norway, which | has | 

not shown the half-hour program ;West Germany, Japan and ‘Australia; 
}-all of which have -played it -at, least once “(West ‘Germany. has’ shown it. 

. Ina study. just released,- NAB. said 2,994 students. on: thé. uintor ‘and: 
senior. levels. are. majoring. in: radio and. ‘television. at: 111: ‘colleges and | 
‘universities... 

In addition, 593° ‘grads. are. studying for ‘asters ‘degrees. at. 59 schools | 
and. another 132. are going after their. doctorate at 15° universities. . 
Six ‘schools. added ‘radio-tv. majors to ‘their ‘undergraduate - eurricu-: 

lum. last year’ and: three’ universities initiated: master’ Ss: Programs. 

“ABG-TY is blanketing the. nation’s school. system’ in “a. ‘promotidnat-| 
drive for its. four-part “Saga of ‘Western Man” series and is providing | 
low-¢ost. prints for scholastic use through the facilities of :McGraw- 
Hill.: As- with’ the. first’stanza about “1492,”: the second: show, “1776,” 

its, telecasting Tast ‘Sunday (8). 
‘had: been. widely: previewed ‘by. school t principals and i educators before: 

wets. 

NBC’ ‘Radio will. be: on - hand: “at the Winter: “Olympics, in “Innsbruck: 
for. ‘extensive’ coverage of the: event ‘starting Jan. 25. Varity.erra- 
tuied. last week in ‘Stating that ABC Radio, was. the ‘only: network’ 

"thors Petry, :who | hag. seen | J 
service with. . several - educational . 
“and commercial ‘television stations. |. 
{was named Asst. 

‘move asa decisive: ‘step in. the: 
direction of. complete. network con- ] 

| cantrol.. 
“TWTWIW" Fridays at. 9:30 ‘to}.. 
10 p.m., starting. Jan. 10, be it fully: 

Director. of the. 

Health, Education’, and Welfare: : of ¥ 
. He will bein the etv. section of: 

the Office of, ‘Education,. a. division 
‘of HEW.:. 

Fellow . at. 
‘Columbia . - University .. ‘where | he. 

| picked up an M.A. degree in. pub: 
lic. Jaw: and government.. .-. 

| technical: education - in .Northern. Ireland °: 

™ “Club Board *. 

| 8's staff *. 

al ‘ 
J caster, Diek- Enroth- describing ‘the . action. 

will varty scenes: “fromn. ‘Enéore: Theatre's 
production of. “Little. ‘Mary Sunshine’ ‘on its.““Mosaic”. series: tomorrow. 
(Thurs:) .°.. The 

of |. been extended ‘throu 
a7 @ . By & 

‘héod' Week in ‘Chi: _ney 

and Chi), finally -has.anair date on WBKB, Dec. 26°. ¢ WE : 
“Revue ala Carte,” which:had been staged live. for a Junior League ball 
a month ago, will ‘be a:“Repertoire Workshop” entry on Jan,.T 220°. .- 
‘Writer: Bill Wolfand is. the last of the “original”: -WBBM: Radio news 
Staff that was set up right after. World War IL. ; ; WBBM-TV’s annual 
year-end ‘report, to be titled “Perspective 1963-64,” will featare: Fahey: 
Flynn, John..Drury, Joha Madigan, Carter Davidson: and. Shert: Blair. 

ss m- 

He previously: was acting gen- i Preempts.’ “E erry Masqn’ next ‘Thursday | 9). 
Vera manager and. program mane} 

ager of WQED. and. WQEX: ety sta- 
‘tions in Pittsburgh. . 

He also. has ‘served. with: KNME- .Menaces”: for national network ‘Screening -at. the ‘end ‘of-the month . 
“Includedin BBC's initial: sked -for: its upcoming UHF ‘web, ‘BBC-2, is” 

Ra. half-hour. news roundiip for deaf viewers . 
: _ bexecutive. producer ‘of: Saturday: night ‘serials on BBC-2.;.... During . 
o Octaber,. total of vidlicénses held: by British viewers hiked. to 12,731,101 
“Ja. Seottish-TV, which? banned Harold Pinter’s award winning - play. 7 
The Lover’ first tine’ found. re. ifs sex: themie and. early: slotting, has ~ 

| now-set the prodiietion for: a late night showing following: its pickup: °.. 
| of the RAI Prix Italia citation.....; Telecomedians Morecambe & Wise. ~ 
cut their . first. LP ‘following toprated. shows on Associated TeleVision .. 

ee 

 Raplia TV readying ‘Patrik Hamilton's: classic: thriller . “aniones With ho : 

. R.-B.Henderson;. managing director of Ulster-FV, ‘appointed. ‘to 
the: Lockwood. Committee—shorfly.. to. ‘review - facilities. for -higher 

‘topical.: magazine :show. “Roundabout,” “racked.” ‘up. 500 - ‘Performances aoe 
and celebrated: with. an audience oF: more. fan 3; 000 000. :, 

IN-WASHINGTON®. 2 0 
-WMAL-TV’s:: professional | wveatherfai’ ‘Louis ‘Allen: will do: éduca- 

tional’ series. ‘‘Let’s ° ‘Lipread”’. on -etv: station WETA . 

Christmas week’. . WTOP-TV ‘will turn. on 900 ‘lights ‘on its. 373-foot - 
-tv. fower next: “week: . WWDC prexy Ben Strouse editorially blasted 
-a proposed sale of: guns. by nearby ‘Montgomery. County (Md.) police .. 
dept... It looks -like guris. will be’ withdrawn: from the potice- auction. — 

.. Jack | ‘Webb narrated: Pearl Harbor. Day program: on: WITG-TV's wie 
Navy: Life” ‘Saturday (7).. -Show-is ‘produced. by. U.S: Navy Dept... 2... 
-WTOP-TV - ‘again. producin ng. -ifs “Message’ Home” ‘Christmas’: ‘greetings. . 
program... ‘Station: shoots’ ‘messages "froin: servicemen’, overseas, (and | 
‘after’ program is aired;"sends: film clips ‘to families: ¥ED 3 
Bréwn holding annual. pen" Howse” and. birthday’.p: 
WMAL-TV. establishing. advisory pommitiee ‘SE Slubw si 
-on ts: ““Wornan’s “World?” “Program's s half-hour’ ‘of “wor 
features. os oS a me an de ae 

“AL Korn; pubad: chief WNAC-TY, ‘and Phyi ‘Doherty, préss ‘director, | 
hosted tv eds at screening of “Day of Infamy” ‘at station with groceries :. 
at Bronze Door-followirg. .'...- Thomas. R.. Young, ‘account ‘exec CBS.::.’ 
radio. ‘spot ‘sales, ‘N. ‘Y:, natied sales mgr. CBSradio. in. Boston,‘ WEEI — 

.. WHDH-TV’s.:Bob. Cheyne, sales promosh. ead; and: Joé Costanza, .... 
Bress ‘chief, showed tv eds newest station production’ ‘filmed ‘in Ireland: - - 
with | Virginia: ‘Bartlett. producing, “Ireland: The Place; first: ‘of: four - 
‘weekly. program on. “Dateline Boston.” Second: “production is i‘Treland:.: 
The . People”, ‘which~ airs. Thursday (12). 

. . » Mass. Broadcasters Assn. ‘elected: 

DeRose, WHYN, Springfield; “Israel ‘Cohen, WCAP,:1 ‘Lowell; and out a 
‘going prexy George” Ww. Steffy, WNEB, , Worcester, ” noe 

IN. ‘CLE VELAND . 
“Shelly - ‘Saltman, “WIW-TV. “pioiation publicity, named ‘te Variety 2 - 

“WHK news. for the. coast’; .:. Louis’ Armstrong ‘and: KYW-TV’s. ‘Barnaby ; | 
8 Woodrow entertained: Camp. ‘Cheerful boys and girls‘. «:-:" John. 
-Maheoney: news, ‘and Harvey . Firestone announcer, added. te: ‘Channel oe : 

WGAR’s. Betty Ott cited : by Cleveland City’ Counctil: for... -. 
as WEWS “One-O'’Clock ‘series: on dropouts . Herman ‘Spere exited 

-Show’". producer: Linda “Zajas leaving WHK: promotion. staff for. teaching 
‘eareer':: .°.Hugh Harper, KYW-TV: flack, - hospitalized. on. eve: on. 

| Westinghouse. confab, back. at work .... Jack L. Springs, WIMA-TV, 
‘joined. WJ W-TY. sales. - 

LIN: PITTSBURGH . 
 WHG i is: Fevamping its entire “Stecnoon lineup with the. major - changé’ 

‘being. the daily showing of “Trailmaster” .at 5 and the dropping of the - 
long favorite;:‘‘Captain :Jim’s..Popeye: Club.” By - Williams and -the 

1. “Mickey. Mouse. Club” ‘switch to the 4:25-5 p.m.:time ‘period. ‘The Satur- . 
day afternoon schedule: is“ also changed with. “Bowery. Boys”. being: : . 
dropped for. the regional telecasting of college basketball games... a 
“KDKA. ‘is now - broadcasting. all the Pitt. basketball ‘games -with - Tom. — 

.. KQV, with full sponsor-. :- 
ship by. ‘Alcoa, is. now. carrying radio - drama. “from. ‘the. BBC. on. Satur-: *. 
days: at 11° pm. ‘and Sundays.at & ‘p.m... Two half-hour plays. are used - - 

‘Bender: and _Charley. ‘Hinkle: at the mikes 

{each . night: -Orson ‘Welles,. Laurence. Olivier, Alec Guiness and. other 
~| British ‘based’ stars. are heard ‘in’ such vehicles as: “Scarlet. Pimpernel”, *.. 
“Black -Museum”,- “Lives: of: Harry: Lime” and. “Theatre. Royale”. .*. . 
KDA: had its: annual jae on} Me Dee. } for the Press anit szeney execs : 

WTCN-TV. ‘received: over. 42,000. entries’ in its. “alate ow, S. A? 2 
coloring contest: First Prize. was week's. trip to Disneéyland: : KSTP- 
TV holding” closed’. circuit “colorcast prevue. today - (10) ‘Of: NBC-TV's ° 

| “The.Story. of. Christmas”..for execs .of General Mills which*is-spon--* * 
Web will, beam it eve of. Dec, 22... . Bob’ Keeshan _ 

apolis Symphony. Orchestra: wih "WCGO =Radio generat: nanager Larry. ao 
Maex. apppinted: to.-state. Citizens. Council, of Delinquency and Crime’... 

Dan Sochko is new: promotion director. at WLOL .. . . WCCO Radio. © 
Sein’ tareying:. University: of -Minnes ! wiles With. sports-"~- 

Soring . the. Spec.. 

wee: 

| Gopher. ‘coach -John. Kundla: before ‘egch outing ‘to get the mentor’s® . -. 
-sizeup: of the game .-:.. WTCN-TV ‘smallfry show ‘€asey.. Jones” ~~ 
awarded merit. ‘commendation by. Americar | Red. ‘Cross. and. Minneap-. _ 
-olis.: Fire Dept. for ‘stréssing fire . prevention : , -: 

the Sam Northerosses are delighted:|‘covering. the | event.. In fact, NBC Radio is presenting. 100 five-minute baseball club ‘reported’. seeking to expand its radio. coverage into. 
shows over -a, period. of 12° ‘days - ‘a8 agairist: 16. shows. for ABC~ 4 Minnesota that NBC crossed the programming 

Rubicon : by asserting its hereto- 
fore latent “mastery: of its > house,” [NB Radio is. 

-Wiseonsin - border . fowns next season:-in “effort: ‘to--recoup. 
NBC Radio, moreover; has: sold. its coverage. to. General Mills, while | part of following it Jost when Cal - Griffith . moved : ad Waghington. a 

seitl frying” to sell its Winter, Olympic schedule. 2 Senators. to Twin. Cities, ‘three years ago... ro “pat 

Arbors; vocal quartet on WBBM. Radio ‘staff, -have...- 
“New Year’s Eve at. thé Sahara Inn where they... 

lly “as a one-week replacement for Harry Kichman”. - 
+ BIL ‘Friedkin’s ‘long awaited: film, “Tale of Two Cities": aaendon Le 

"gs loo 

:,» Douglas Allen’ Appointed: a 

. BBC's’ Radio: hotspot, . . 

oe WRO-TV 
‘| presenting three half-hour and one 60° min. - musical: specials: ‘during: -- 

Federation; “one: “of the. two ‘pro: 

. Kmas party. for. Broad-- an 
vee -easting: Executives ‘Club’ is ‘skedded: with | ‘Ron Taft, : ‘¢hairman Ale al 
-. | WHNB-TV, “Hartford, will sponsor Xmas parties for setiior citizens and aan 

‘youngsters. during: holiday season . a 
:,,| officers: Donald. A. Thurston,” WMNB, North: Adanis, prexy;:Johm. ~_ 
| Crohan; WCOP,: Boston, veep; James E; Allen, WBZ-TY, Boston, secy.;- | 
‘Alexander W. Milne, WHMP, Northampton, treasurer; directors: Dick.~ .”. 
Adams,’ WKOX,, Framingham; Lincola Pratt WSAR, Fall: River; Henry °— 
‘“Hewland, WBEC, Pittsfield; Arthur:. Haley, ‘WEZE; “Boston; Charles ©. - 

Mrs. .Valenda. Williams, one-time. WABQ’ ‘editorial voice, | .. 
|-named: pr. for: ‘Community ‘Action for Youth .. Ed Hersch exiting =: 

-. Enroth- ‘also . interviews. be 

:. Milwaukee’ ‘Braves ~~ 
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| the. ‘Scottish region: of BBC Tele | aetitu 
vision, @nd: every: effort: is ‘being |:Pleasant ~ 

tending its aid t the new, made to:increase this proportion. .-| facts’‘on. the way, the progr 

is extending its aid to: the new,’ “1 believe with all-my heart fn. 

up tv stations. “| operation, put. also. as. a major 
Management contracts 2 are heitig social force: for good. - 

initiated: for the gevernments con-| ‘‘Television is the orily ‘means by. : 
cerned in Jamaica,: Trinidad; Bar- which new governments. can’ teach. 7 
bados, Sierra. Leone; the. Ivory.|such things as hygiene, child care, | 
Coast, Kenya, Mauritius, Aden. and soil conservation, and so.on. It is} 
Gibraltar, - probably the“ most powerful . wea- 

Talks are also going on with: ‘pon against illteracy. itself. 7 
many other countries. | -.“It is up to the ‘West..to: do: as: 

_ “This sort. of activity, though its. much ' as ‘possible. to~ help - new. 

importance is widely recognized, is countries preserve the:freedom of 
possible ‘only -because.-it_ has. stem-| the. individual, . freedom: of.: social 
med: out of Scottish: Television institutions, and’freedom of speech. 
-Ltd.,” said Roy. Thomson, here, | There. is. far more, chance of. these 

“Without. Scottish Television we | countries’ keeping’ along: the right 
lines, if :the. technical -assistanee should have ‘had’ neither. the: re- 

sources nor the’ technical’ skills to ‘comes from the West, rather than 
from. Russia: or China.” a 

‘Glasgow, Dec. 10. 

‘Thomson Television International 

or revered. So. its punch was: heavi- 
‘ly gloved. 

two" smart episodes. The: owner: of 

dietary: ‘fads; one ‘Having. to be sup- 

sonal. toilet. In similar>vein, the 
‘up-and-coming pet, the new ‘status 

a could lay: its Jaws‘on: 
venture down this path. This.is 2. 
case where. we ie the strength ine | —— 
possess in one d ‘to. serve a “Ralets ee sting Broade astin; Pa 
‘Manity in another.” |: | i 

~ According : to Thomson,: it wast Co. of. Releigh has named ‘Robert 
not until the advent: of commercial &. ite udeled a 3s itew.. jfales 
television that much more - than. 
conter Radio. Network and. affiliated TN “eontemptuous lip. service’ was. 
paid to the special requirements of. Spot. Sales, DeBardelaben replaces | 
individual regions. of the U.K. | Wally: Voight, “who: recently was] 

. “Even -yet,” he said, “Scottish | appointed . TN director ; and’: man- 
Television broadcasts twice as| ager. of . Capitol’s. WRAL- AM-FM 
‘much rocally reed material .as tradto operations. so | 

devoted: to: a. ‘parakeet. 

_ Los AEE 1. No. 1 tv BUY 

“+ EXCLUSIVE tos: $ ANGELES SHOWING - Oe 

NOW AVAIL BLE 
FULL 60-SECOND AVAILABILIT IES. 

FIRST RUN! FRIDAY, JAN. 10 
", 7:30-8:30 PM 
* HURRY! CONTACT PETRY NATIONAL 

| REPRESENTATIVES. ie TODAY! 

Jacked “« strict theme. and could: a 
| not. make “up its. mind. whether 
aniual-lovers" were to: be: mocked.}." 

Authority = eduéational oF. in 

There was. ‘certainly. ‘scope. for:| 
, “and it. was realized. in - 

5 Contiiwea ftom , page 2t 

up ‘of the commercial | 
Station market for Yank 

|:taries-in. this country, ‘where pre- 
viously the: BBC. took most of this:| of the three ‘execs: in‘ 

| category. of. product. from. the off- 
shore: distribe, now makes the com- 
mercial web ‘by far: the. largest 
customer for. U.S. documentaries. 
‘And although they are, in the main, 
‘being sold ora region’ by’ region 
basis, total. exposure works. out’ to 
‘approximately one hour a week on 
the half dozen.-or so indie stations 

. buying them. BBC, which | 
has. been higlt on American docu- 
‘mentaries fora long time, is. now: 
screening far less than the ‘overall 
commercial. -web: ‘total. 

@ rest: home for cats told of their. 

plied . with: smoked. saimon, - and - 
| showed: - their living ‘accommoda- 
tion, with private. garden and*per-— 

symbol, is a. donkey, and it was 
shown. ‘gambolling around: subur- ; 
-ban lawns, consuming. anything. it , 

|’. But, in general, the British fia 
| | ton: for: domestic. fauna -wasn’t’ 
‘réally pinned down. More. inpres-. 
sive, perhaps, was the: indication |. 
‘that’ human affection. can: come to |. 
an abrupt end, for many ‘elderly’ 
dogs. are ‘deserted: by their masters. . 
Poxes, too, have a: harrowing time.. 
Crueity ‘tn obtaining. whalevil. was: 
-constrasted: with the Joving care’ 

‘rep the whole of the. regional. 
|+opesation at the network. Meetings, 

——___—__—. . {the little companies, many with’ 
” -Houelulu—Henry J. Kaiser plans: big’ .ambitions, regard. ‘the . next. 
to file an application — for what. 
would. be -Honolulu’s. third’ com-/ 
mercial FM: radio station. The. 30,- 

station. would - ‘share| 
Kaiser’s KHVE: tower but would 
‘program separately, broadcasting | 
exclusively in stereo. 

“second: commercial will be in. the. 

: Th dtra 3 
, soundtrack woe: of Anoa = . |lished now, it’s felt, coulté be a. 

./major incentive for the ITA to. 
=| elevate a .tegional ‘company: ‘to 
| {major status. as..and= when the. |... 
- second. commercial’. outlet arrives. ~~~ 

lef an: STV, a TWW,: a .Seuthern- — 
-1TV-or and ‘Anglia-TV. may’ not. be. 
 t sufficient to sustain’: -gontinued-> 
'-| quality production - for network 
| | purposes, - -collectivety. the. stations - 
| feel they can mateh the. majors, 

a3 — ; Sontinued from pose Eh: — 

! ‘have _ been * working” under free= 
. lance | ‘deals.. 

tietworks’. 0&0’s. managentents. yes-" * 

.| nouncers. - and: local.” performer -- 
__}eodes, It’s: expected, however, that: 
|| the major Management thrust. will. 
_Fbe. against* AFTRA’s. detitands: for. 
| newsmen, a: group. .“whicl: .. nas 
| grown: ‘considerably over the past: 
‘| couple:. of years: in- light.‘of- the. 
saecent on locally: produced: news. . 

fe "NeBotiations | “between: | “APTRA - 
|} and- the networks : on 2: ‘national | 
FP pact. have. been Jaid: over. until the: 

. } local - issues. have been resolved. 
‘| The ‘recent. handshake. agreement. 
| between. AFTRA ‘and Screen’ Ate: 

- | tors.-Guild,; on ‘one side; and the . 
networks. and ad: agencies, on ‘the. 

_ | other, . ‘for: a new.tv’ commercial - 
1 code is also contingent on AFTRA’s | 
4 final” agreement © on. the. local, and -. 

‘ . — Continued ‘from page al — 7 

tf starring Harty WwW orth, “and* “Dr, 

‘programs . running. “against ~ the: 
“f commercial stations. classical’. mu- :. 
| Sie. They subsequently. picked. up: - 

\ their” biggest. audiences * to. date, 7 . 
‘the ‘comedy...(7;749,000 dual chan- a 

_..|mel homes) making: No. 6 ‘spot. _ 
_|on- ‘the network ‘top 20 and the. 
"| drama. (8,395,000. d-c. homes). do- 
| Jing. even better : ‘and ” landing. a. 
. No. 4 spot-on‘ the same ist:: 

_ ‘educational. tv. .game,: Wi V return... 
’ ‘| for--its second. season . here, -on 
:. | KENS-TV to be aired each : Suinday 
_ cat 5:30 Pm. Te cal 

| fz 234 W.. 44th ST. NEW York i Oy 

selected. the three. executives eho - 
‘are. to represent, them: at the vital 
network. meetings: in 1984, after the. 
“new. deal” comes in with the In. 
‘dependent — Television: ..Ai ‘ity. 
overseeing the: scheduling: Jace 

yet. still secret; ‘are tinderst to. 
be of: the calibre of # Noel Steven 
son, managing director of Scottish: .. 
TY and of z John. Baxter, wed: of 
TWW and. an Anthony ‘Selly of 
“'Tyne-Tess-TV. They -wilf be repre-- 
senting 41%. of: the commercial. tv. 
viewing public: in this: country, the 
‘balance . coming “under the Tange: 
: of. the four.major stations, - 

In: ‘selecting: what. it believes. to. 
be ‘its. three “strongest” execs:.to- 

three: years as vital for getting the. 
pest. possible showing. nationally. 
for their. local product. The. main 
reason being .that in .1967, the 

offing. And a” good ‘track record 
jof ‘programming. . prowess. . estab- 

-But: while the: financial. resources. 

“¢ . a . wrt ma . . nr) 

ns ” . rn Py . 

. : oo.4 ‘ » 8 . . 

. . . ert ' . . 

we . . . 1 on wo Pr ers 0 nae et Paty ote 

Pa ete ab oa a ear ED de a iat aE Ne a ee NN Mle eed ae a ei eas 

"AFTRA 

Talks, whict- resumed swith ‘the: 

‘terday'’. (Tues.), also cover. Staff an- 

network level. - 

“Black Friday’ 

Finlay’s Casebook,” . a ‘dramatic < 
medico™ show,- were’ the. two BBC. . 

. TAM reports’ that. judging: from ne ve ah 
the . ‘higher-than-average -Yatings:~ 

| during muchi of the evening, it was. 
~ | apparent. that. many people. ‘tuned 
lin -especially for news :and; com-. 
J ment: on: the situation’ in: America.’ 

Sam Anionio—“On: the’ “Spc ie af 

— LA 40707: — 
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~Teke a plece ofthe Mew Eastman tape, See how tough itis... how lean it breaks under stress:— 
a 7 . 

39 

Look! No str etch... when it breaks—it breaks clean! 

NEW! Support material for EASTMAN Sound Recording Tapes’ is 
DUROL. Base. A specially. prepared form-of cellulose triacetate—:.: 

» ssmooth; tough, ‘durable,: highly flexible~provides high strength with: 
‘low elongation. When: equipment accidents. ‘happen, it breaks. leans 
Splices are. made easily,. quickly—with minimum; Program. loss. 

Another important feature: “Lifetime Coding,” your assurance of = 
highest quality. ‘Printed onthe back of all EASTMAN: Sound Recotding ~ - 

~ Tapes isa. ‘continuously repeated, permanent. legend: This: Identifies: 
Eastman Kodak Company-as' the manufacturer and provides: a 
“convenient means. oF f indexing these tapes." a < 

“For information, see your e electronié supplier or write 

= “Magnetic Products Sales - : 

cenit KODAK COMPANY - 
Rochester 4, N.Y. 

New 4p ype" binder. This gives. a ‘smoother, tougher: ‘surface, 
thereby: reducing tape noise: and. distortion. In addition, it provides _ 
-extreme- abrasion: resistanice,. preventing. oxide build- -up. atthe head. 
‘Even: more important, however, are the amazing. magnetic. properties 
“of coatings Of."R- -type” binder which: make: possible two superlative, 
~tapes—both. available.t e-now'.. re 

“At leading electronic supply houses: Type A303; a vastly superior 
low-print ‘tape with. output comparable: to.a‘fine ‘Beneral- -purpose 

tape’... also Type A304; a high- output. tape | with remarkably. low 

_ print: through characteristics. _ 

7 “@Esstman-Kodak Company, MCMLM 

~ Unique uitra- handy Thread- -Easy Reel with 
‘indexing scale and built-é -in splicing jig! 

* eee: 



2 wee “narration made a. difficult ‘subject 

"Television Reviews 
Continued from page 25 es | 

WAVE-TV i is the only station in the ‘the - old.- Toronto. hotel he. ved 

state With color facilities. . °. at cin. vaudeville. days: (not: “at. 
‘Burt Blackwell stepped into his: Shea’s. Hippodrome-—at the ‘real. 

‘m.c: role with his customary vigor, |Shea’s, the big. one?” ) ‘where he 

and. Don Smith, directed: with ..a 
‘pace which moved thé show along 
-at.a brisk clip. Talent, producers | Isaiah... - 
and’ director worked. together’ to-|. Another: ‘lively’ seg: of. st 
turn out a lively and. entertaining five-a-week show, carried by. ‘five | 
half: hour. ‘Wied. * [of the indie- CEV. web’s nine ‘sta-| 

a wonderful. night's. sleep: here 

THE PIERRE BERTON’ SHOW: -elals:.* Bove ™ 7 
With George Jessel: - “ 
Executive Prodicer: oss. McLean, 
Director: John Spalding —— 
30 Mins., Tue., 11:30 pan. 
CJOR, Ottawa (film) 

When - Pierre Berton asked 
George Jessel | if there’d ‘be af 
“George Jessel Story’’ biopic, he 
retorted; “I have one. Jerry Lewis 
‘was going to do. it-but-he’s changed 
his mind. I think: he wants. to: do 
Lincoln.” | ; 

‘That. was ‘the boffo. ending. to a 
generally ‘good, sometimes very. 
funny,. conversation. with the vet. 
showman,. who. early ..on. gave his 
age as 65, then a few minutes Jater. 
said he’d been in show biz:55 years 
—‘not counting the. last eight or 
nine, when I’ve been cehifefiy raising | 
money for my.relatives in Israél.”. 
Asked who among: today’ S crop. 

of stars would: live in. memory, Jes- 
‘sel: replied, “I don't think. anyone 
will be remembered like. Jolson. If 
Jerry Lewis. hadn’t made all. that. 
money.... He has talent. he’s. never 
touched .°.. He’s bought himself. a 
platinum umbrella.” : 

“Was Ziegfeld a greater: show- 
man: than David Merrick?" asked 

Berton. “Yes,” said Jessel. “If one 
“detail in a show. didn’t. satisfy ‘him. 
he’d keep it out of town till it: was 
’perfect ... There could be 21: stand- 
ees at every performance of, say, 
‘Whoopee, but Giegfeld ha had it fig-} 

-ured so he cou lose $22,000 | 
‘a. week. But what -a contrast. to | the. entire picture. could be: put. 
some moderh showmen, like the into: community. orbit—all . made 

two ty producers I. overheard the}: 
other day. One of them said; ‘Our |. *™ 
show is terrible!” ‘So?’ said: ‘the: “ss 
tother. ‘I wouldn’t care if the actors} °°" 
threv UP ae long as the show | fork 
went up. a- point.” _ sea 

Jessel named Churchill’ (whe| Project director, ‘who 1 
once gave him 50 cigars): as “the 
‘greatest man. alive-——with . Truman 
‘and. ‘Ben-Gurion ...1. lave Harry ° 
‘Fruman!” : 
” Crystal-balling; Jessel. said bel 

. wouldn't be surprised: if Nixon won| also. ti 
the Republican. nemination—“I’m | scient 
very friendly with him; a lot of 

things have been said. about him | 
7. that aren't true.” And he told of I 

CLEVELAND'S. MOON ‘SHOT. 
~. | With Bud: Dancey, guest scientists 

Producer-Directer:: Dan ‘Hrvatin 
‘Writer: Dancey . L 
-30.Mins.; Thurs:, 9:30. pam, | 
KYW, Cleveland (tape, ‘tilm): 

This. was: an’: example. of. elee- 

tage, that is.a positive plus for tele- 

in the firing of nation’s last ‘major 
missile, . the Atlas-Centaur. rocket, 
since with it. went: the newest liquid: 
hydrogen-—an assignment given to. 

‘On May. 8, 1962, the. ‘firing ‘of a 
Modified Centaur, was. urisuccess- 
ful, and: Washington turned to the: 
Lewis. Lab with instructions to iron. 
out ‘the ‘wrinkles. ‘Not only -was a 

‘the. economic: posture. of” a .com- 
munity’ s role in governmental: 
space. ‘spending. ‘also ‘was being. 

send a. team. of: Bud Dancey;: news 
” and‘Tom - Beltz;. photog= 

“was. responsible programming. 

. Considering, ‘too, ‘that: . - back- 

the half-hour do¢amentary: so that 

of the report. 

..‘ Lunderstandable.’ a, 
"J selection of music: and production Dre 

found written'.on the. wall, “Had}, 

"tions, with locally Placed. “Gard. | 

tronic. journalism, home-town ‘vih- 

vision. Cleveland had a major rale'} 

Cleveland’s Lewis Lab::of. NASA. . 

‘tested.. Hence; KYW-TIV’s: move to/ 

‘rapher., to Cape Kennedy (Canav-. 
eral): to report: to. its: ‘community: 

‘ground: ‘material. had. -to- “be: gath-|-and- Sam Hoff... 
ered, the speed in putting together}. . 

24 hours after the successful ‘shot. and his. famil 

“engineering ahd scientific haces : 

A Iudicious use: ‘of ‘government | a ee 
: ted: the fine famera | 

“Dan. -. Hrvatin’s. 

Tent. flavor to. 30: minutes: “of: good 
Aelevision.. ae “Mark. 

JIM: _BROWN:. THE ‘BOY, ‘FROM 
‘SYRACUSE — 

With’ Jim: Brown; ‘Ea ‘Walsh, ‘Ben . 
in a. New: York studio. mockup | of |. 

“la Left. Bank. ‘jazz joint, ‘with. the |= 
show’ Ss shiney. dancets as audience: mt 

"” |) extras'failed to create the desired} 
Poo illusion : and atmosphere. Chevalier | ; 

” joined the band’ to_d do a Ww if: 

ate ‘seemed. only: ‘right that’ teow (number, 

- ‘pizance: of ‘the splendid record of 

s | Jim- Brown, the: ‘Cleveland Browns’ 

fullback, be’ spotlighted. ina tele-| 

- | vision. report: WEWS did just that 

.| in. a- half-hour. : presentation « that. 

. included footage.of the days ‘Brown. 

“was .the. scourge of high . ‘school 

‘football. at. ‘Manhasset, ‘Long Island | ' 

‘High. . His’ scholastic. coach; Ed’ 

- Schwartzwalder, guest: Paul Wil- 
COX, narrator - 

‘Producer-Director: Jim Breslin’, 

FEES & €0." 
WEWS, ‘Sevetana 

of Zubrow,- Inc:) » 

Walsh, “was on “hand to: narrate. the 

film. and: be interviewed ' ‘by. Paul 

Wilcox, -WEWS. sports voice, -who 

handled the” chores’. in.- a smooth 

offering... ~~ 

“The stanza also ‘included: ‘an .in- : 

‘terview (beeper). “with -Syracuse’s |-*. 

‘Ben Schwartzwalder: along with ° aye 

film. clip . of | Brown's notable per-'. 
formance: ‘in: . 
where Brown c 

‘Major segment of the nation’s up-4. 
‘coming moon. shot. involved,: but |}. 

‘ Colgate’: game. 
‘iked up a host of 

new. ‘records: in: the 61-to-7: wih. *- 
In ‘fact,.- Brown’ s° ‘capability. - ‘to 

q break every. ‘known pro grid: record 

‘gn his seven years. with Cleveland. 
ig additional « proof: of: his: key role. 

fn ‘the- success ‘of the ‘ Browns.| 
‘in Berle’s constantly. high-key por- 
trayal of .a..campaign. manager 

| whose © ‘professional | and. personal | 
life were rapidly disintegrating. Al- 

Tribute. to the fullback ‘was paid. 

‘by Art. Modell,- president:.of the 
-Browns;:: 

‘Lou’ Groza, the Kicking: specialist; 

'“T and such opponents. from: the New: 

“Coach. Blanton ‘Collier; 

York Giants. as: Dick. Modzewleski 

- There. were. “pictures. ot Brown 

of football games. It all-added. up 
fs pel rma 

for sharp, Sood Jouraaiian. Care-| impact that one’ Wo E im : 

New , regional = tovat sporisots 

” Television. Corp, 

| =| sve with Gold Strike. Stamp Co, trad- 
‘ing stamp. firm. - oe 

' Southern New England’ Tel. Ca. 
'  ": for New Haven bought the specials. 
|) for  telécasting... on . -WNHC-TV, 

‘| New. Haven. 217th Street..National. 

We don’? t. know. Couldi’t: 
care: less, 

*. Bat we. ‘do know. that if you * 
advertise iton KSTP-TV you can: 
ell it...and plenty more like it. . 

ma 

100,000 WATTS . contac 
A SMINNEAPOUS © “ST. PAUL = 

y re |i The Northwest's first-TV 
{or | 5— en. station, KSTP-TVeffectively and ©} 7 

a dee! — _ economically’. sells a market...” i 
SP en /; j =% ‘of 810,800 TV families and over. | 

| fe) a =% Five Billion ‘in spendable: ‘income, 

+ 277 ih} 

_Available.on only from feel 

__ SCREEN. GEMS, we | 

: ‘Bank: of Denver- for. Denver. tele- 
“| casting ‘over. KLZ-TV. 

Sales to date total 78 inarkets 
‘- comprising ‘98%. of -total U.S. tv 

‘homes. In.most of these ‘markets, 
I the specials. will preem in’ January 
{and follow” on. a. -one-a-month 

_ schedule.’ obre - 

‘arb: That Burk? 
: 4; — Continued ftom pase. 23 _«< — 

- ‘mercial’ repetition: Nicodenius:- ‘said 

"1 “you. wonder. who: is ‘going nutty.” | continued: with a. ‘conversational | 
‘jag and. anectoda about. the times:|.. 
| when they “made fortunes on. the 
| MGM. lot. Certainly there was a lot |. 
of. Pleasantness. ‘and: dark. moments.|* 

*|for them during that. era: at which} 
-they,. together with - the tele audi-'| 

To.. this Commissioner - Lee 
| ‘Loevinger- responded, “why do you 

'.| waste: your. timeon tv: while there. 
.-| are- so many ‘things .to “Do? You. 
“-ean take.a walk; go to a movie, 
a ‘smoke: Opium or ‘read a. book.” 
a “da, “people: 

.| submit. themselves «te “what ‘they. 
. ind objectionable?” mo, 

“Why,” he asked,.. 

text.. 

show’ S mast. impressive’ turn. | 

¥, plus, action -shots'|: 
| ent seene. in. 

pg hongon i sao ot th ¢ gube down: ahi so that: the games, could: 

torial < 

“Jo. ‘Stafford: 

= ‘director. Bud. Dancey’s ‘script: and |= 

| Jaequelitie Francois, it: was about 

“as. ‘French as. ‘apple Die... : 

-The: ‘Dukes. or Dixieland: blowing 

“They Called It Dixie,” 
which was even more.. out of con= 

“ ‘Tour continued with the. ‘yari- 
|: ous. acts *clumsily fitted into such 
Jocals as. sidewalk. ‘eafes, .Maxim’s. 
and. the. O ‘Comique.. ‘Latter | 

pera a ‘quate “for. the- upcoming: . bidding... -- 
go-around.. The: winning. numbers 
‘appear closer to. $25,000, 000." 

. How. high a number’ CBS-TV. Or. 
NBC-TYV roll for each of the series... 
of: 11 events is.currently the sub-.. 
ject. of. top level discussions: at, the™.. 

featured American. opera singers 
Theodor ‘Uppman and Janet Pavek.- 

It was at: least:.a first on the: 
“Hotir” for the 75-year-old Cheval. | 
jer’ and Miss_ Francois, and ..also 
concert pianist Phillppe: Entremont, . 
who, backed ‘by the. Bell; “Orch 
under. ‘Donald Voorhees, was the. 

Bill. 

Chrysler Theatre 
Stuart. Rosenberg’s hysterical - di- 

rection and Eugene. Burdick’s: over- 
ly ‘ melodramatic script. spoiled a. 
basically. sound. and original. drama-~ | 
tie theme in “The Candidate,” NBC-. 
TV-Chrysler ‘hour’ Friday: (6) -that. 
‘starred comedian: Milton Berle. in. 
‘a straight ‘role, 
‘Phere: could -be no- development 

though the vet comedian displayed. 
flashes of ‘dramatic talent, the hys- 

| terical ‘pitch of: the entire. hour: left. 
a viewer Getached. 

"Was, however,. ‘one _excell- 
-‘¥ideo: first for 

. (never seen. in the |. 
- teleplaz) with Dina Merrill asthe 

'S wife, Robert. Webber’ as. 
is who knew the per- 
+ behind every word in. a 

- One 2ethe carly items in the! So 
Judy. Garland -series, which had! ;,, 
been held. back. for sometime, was. -plorins 

.|feleazed for consumption ef Sun-| it’s 
‘day night (8 shut-ins with a mini-| Ts 
mat: -east. comprising Mise Garland { cont 

| and Mickey Rooney, her longtime | 
sideliick from the Andy Hardy se-/ gage in ‘ 
ries. In those days, both were the| ty 
top teensters in the Louis B. Mayer | the NFL 
‘menage. and held a place of special | in. 
esteem. for. the filmgoers of that}: | 
era. 

There were moments when the 
=| coupling made musical-sense. They |: 
- | are ° both. personable. people and | . 
__ | Rooney. does. sing. acceptably... ‘The |” 

-|-tunes were Tong accepted ‘stand-|. 
ards. There..were times when: they |... 
-swung inte. a. pleasant mood and | 
this. ‘atmosphere could. have. been}. 

ence, can now ‘laugh at. 
A: section . -which - indicated |. 

| Rooney’ S- ability ™ ta handle. songs;| 

=~ | was: evident: in his tribute’ to:some 
: of the Freneh perforniers. His han- |] 

“| dling of Chevalier’s “‘Fhank Heaven 
1 for Little -Girls,”* with’ a femme |]. 

| assortment ‘from ‘a- Tong : stemmed | 
_:| beauty. to a-pair of ‘moppets, was a] 
I touehing item. Miss’ Garland | had | 

. --|-hersmoments in her final tune ‘med-- 
a ley,: but. sometimes the effect “was |i - Fspoile ds by” a very ungallant . cam-| illustration: of. way ‘his - mind ‘works, . 

“+ "feraman who gave her some highly | 
unflattering closeups. 
There was: a: brief bit by: J erry 

that’ made mal reat h picture and. tv Z = | . Van Dyke which contribuited very 
. history...are still making TV. | 
“history from coast-to-coast! 

ie new telephone number. 
Do: 

is HA. 1- 1122 ; 
‘The Kalmus, Corp. 1 445 Park. Avenue; New’ York 22 5 

= Continued: trom page 25 2 

little, and. the. appearance. of p
ro. Be 

| duction. dancers in 2 ‘couple of 

swith. the NFL.. 

“Hardy - series. was of the: “heart: | 
warming” \.variety and. provided: at 

| special kind .of glow reserved at} 
| the: antics. ‘of -kids. In this context, 
it was. _ wrong. to burlesque that 
‘era. It madé fools of the many. who. 

1 Yoved the pairing and at. tlie same 
time; it denigrated themselves and 

“ the days of their youthful. glory. . 

Ww Followup Comment 

sequences. dressed’ up. ‘the ‘show. : 

—s ‘Contiaaea. from page. 1- =a. 

$926, 000, it “pledged. for: “the NFL: . 
ehainpionship. game this season, as... 
.a separate . package. oS 

That © 

in light - of NBC-TV’s 80-80-20. 
‘ sports: policy,. hardly: ‘seems ade- 

respective. networks: If. ABC-TV, 
“| which has ‘the American: Football. 
_| League. games, 
_|- Money. ‘race, 

‘enters. 

CBS-TY, . 

return’ some - ‘profit will be: evi-. 
denced: in their bidding. A change.. 
in’ the’ “no-loss-leader”’ Policy. also... 
will be’ in. evidence. ” 
CBS-TY, especially. in the NCAA 

schedule, - ‘did. not have.an easy 
time of it to attract sufficient: spon- 

‘turn profit. . 
Unrelated. to: the” upcoming. Dbid= . 

ding, CBS-TV is engaged. in what: 
may turn out to. be a legal hassle 

NBC received the. 

‘uses 

~ the world’s 

{also- -rental units) 

OSWALD MATERIAL 
Have. ‘exclusive and: ‘unused. tape ‘re: 

tween. myself and. Lee Harvey Oswald, 5. 
Gated | ‘Aug. 17,1963. . He. 
Marxism, . Cuba,: : 
personal background, - etc. -Excelle 

| and of personal characteristics. | Want -f- 
- feo : contact .réecording. company inter- 
‘ested in -making. this. into’ document. 
tary record. Tape -is. of broadcast | 

. quality, Bil Stuckey, 2317 State ae 
iNew: “Orleans, ka. .. Phone: | 599-942 

- Tob Hope. ‘Walter Cronkite, Clitton-Fadiman,. Bud Beajomia,. Jack Cleary, |” 

‘Ted Bergmann, John Aaron, Ike Kleinerman, Syd Eiges, Charles Steinberg, -. 
_ Mike. Foster, Hank Warner, Bud Rukeyser and: Alfred. Stern know oar. F- 

you?: 

$19,800,000.” kitty wwiiteh 0° 
CBS-TV ‘utilized. to” tie, up NFL . 
and -NCAA. games two.: years azO,” 

this ‘big-..-. * 
it’ would | be” one | of. 205 

“(the surprises: of the.season.. .. . 
‘which paid: the: ‘then: ; 

record $10, 200;000, for. NEAA. tele- 
easting rights, had “‘made™-:money -- .. 
on the. schedule, although breaking 
even the first: of the two.seasons. 
Web. has made. money . ‘both. sea=..°. 
sons..on the’ NFL “games. .. 
though, ‘has .a policy © ‘that ‘such 
events. should turn a- ‘profit for the _ 
‘network, .and should not be con- - 
sidered a loss leader: How much... 
the: Paley-Stanton-Aubréy.. trio. feel: : 
they can up: their ante” and still: 

CBS: 

At. issue. is the -tv. 

: prehts ‘fees; -to the. Nov. 24 NFL - 
i , amour g to. $300,000; “Web: 

‘San - Antonio—Mauriee - L. Lev 
of Dallas, ‘a ‘television newsman for— 

“Headliner _.of ~ 
the Year Award” at ‘the San Ane -: 
tonio Press Club. gridiron | show... :. 
Levy is head. of .NBC’s television: 
‘news in the: southwest. 

. revolving: stages from: 28 

- Te jeading ‘producer _of. tumtables. 

WRITE... macton Machinery Ce., fné. Jefferson St. . : 
Dept. v. Stamford, Conn. 06902—(203) _ oo 

_cording of 37 minute interview be-. soe 

discusses. — -- 
‘Latin America, -his.§.-. 

aie . soe, obits 1 -. . 

eee me lea ae Adele arene 

. er a 

ak MUA A ti a 

PTO ae OT en ene ene ee Sr ney 
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» Phyllis ‘Diller, Elkins Sisters, 
Ben Arden Orch; 7 S58 50° cover. : 

30S 

To. Phyllis Diller: falls the honor 
of. capping -an already. great. 
twelvemonth: for the. Empire Room 
~ with: ae jJampacked- ‘and rousingly 

7 enthusiastic: opening » ‘show - that. 
|» Virtually © insures “three ‘weeks of. ee. : 
os torrid biz. in: this. ‘sizable: swankery 2 eae 

With. a: “half-dozen years: of the ~ 
“bigtime. ‘under her - belt, - Shecan 
fairly be’ appraised. as a> ‘bonafide 
“member of that small, ‘select. group. 
of virtuoso: ‘comics. She ‘affirms’. 
the fact that past ‘a°certain. ‘point. 

.. of ‘comedic prilliance,. the: discrim-' 
- “Inations of. Sender in . this field. are: 
| : irrelevant. 7 

" ’ a. i ha fn 

z A. F 

ft a ee TM os Although - she. - appeared ‘at the. oo re 
| oe ‘Empire. ‘Room. less than: a. year ago, awe : ‘ 

her material is almost all new, and Hae | 
3 oc4it-is fresher and funnier than ever. Be 4 

| fee The: themes. aré the ‘same, butthe . RES 
Rese. twists on: them <are: ‘sharper, “her .. 3368 
2.) Oe timing is. flawless. and her "delivery , 

| me As, superb. Ce te oom 

Opening: ‘the. show . ‘are ‘the a : 
7 a ane Sisters; Trudi, -Elfi-and cousin’ ~ 

pegs ~ “Lore. The. shapely. and attractive - vote. trio spin out a graceful and color- 
~ fal acro-dance turn. Also, whether 348% 

2 py ‘accident. or design, ‘the: ‘-beau- » =% ee 
=<: -teous threesome present a clever-" jes 
eext.. Ty comic. setup: for Miss. Diller’s S. : : 
Pet oan , ungainly entrance. _ n 

at ’ 



TW. Radio 
————— Continued. from page 23. 

show sells for about. $8,000.: VaRI- 
Eryx reported CBS. upping rates: ‘for. 
one-minute participation’. .- its] 
high-rated_ morning. strip. into the 
$4,000. range. The. prime times, of 
course, soar ‘even. higher. If ‘a spon- 
sor is willing to pay ‘these thou- 

_ gands of dollars for a:single minute | 
© of communication, think how. . in- 
eredibly powerful must be the.com-|. 
bined; -uninterrupted,. unceasing, | - 
unvarying impact of what .VARIETY 
estimated at $40 -million .worth-of 
television focus. This is the focus 

_ that was put on Lee Harvey Oswald. 
The story: was: told- over and over 
- again, like ‘a thousand. telescoped 
episodes of “Edge Of Night.” ‘The 
drama: began. with one. of the most 
emotional, if.. not .the most. .emo- 
tional, news. story. of this century, 
the unexpected, - illogical, shocking, 
“revolting © and frighteningly - sad 
death of our President. I. ‘have 
‘never before seen so many people, 
both mien: and: ‘women, SO close: to 
tears.. The story, in -itself, .was} 
‘overwhelming. ‘Fo. this first :fan-| 
tastic emotion radio and television 
then added their complete and un- 

: interrupted $40 million - dollars} 
worth. of. ceaséless focus, After: two | 
days: of. this. unceasing. focus:.on 

“the facts and llegations._ two days 

& Oswald 
of. ‘pointing: at and. ‘Yooking. at. Lee 
Harvey ‘Oswald, the. industries ‘did 
something’ ‘else. They announced 
publicly: that .the: ‘alleged: assassin, 

‘villain ‘the alléged cause.of and. 
in this most emotional of crimes,| 
“was to be:moved. at 10 :o’clock ‘from |: 
the. Dallas, ‘City Jail. to the. Dallas; 
County Jail 

or Dallas Police: ‘Rap. 
"Admittedly, as: I’ve: Bald.” the 
primary responsibility for. Oswald's 
safety lay: with the police.of Dallas. 
‘The decision by Police Chief Curry 
to’ anmournce ahead of ‘time and to 
make public tthe moving of:Oswald 
is, to my mind, as criminal. an act 
as. the. ‘assassination itself, and God 
knows that’s a deed that: will, live 
in. infamy so: long: as our ‘history. 
lives. And I don't speak from hind- 
sight. :When I: woke: up: ‘Surday, 
‘November 24, . at. ‘seven. a.m., and 
was | told, : jot: once. but. several 
‘times: that Oswaid was.to be moved. 
‘at. 10: ‘a.m., I said: then: that . the 
announcement.” ‘was. an. open. and, 
irresponsible invitation to murder. 
It: was.. VARIETY. also indicates:-that 
there was" an. awareness then ‘of 
the threat: of. irresponsibility, VaRI- 
ETY ‘said that. all Radio Free -Eur- 
ope’s: broadcast: departments “were 
instructed: to. stick. ‘strictly’ to’. the. 
facts. re’ the .accused. assassin, Lee 

1| Harvey. Oswald ‘to. avoid all irre- 
‘sponsible cornments that might. be |.’ 
reported in- the - Western : Press in 
the heat of: excitement.” 
sponsible - the Chief “of - “Police 
may: have’ been: intent - or. 
action, the effect of. “his irresponsi- 

Il | bility would .have been. impossible 
without the power of radio. and’ 
‘television:. 1. do: not know ‘of my]: 

i] Lown’ knowledge—because I .stopped 
fl listening and watching—but I- have |: 

i| been told: that. the Dallas: Police 

|-neéws.men. Oswald was to be moved, 
TI've been. told, during . the: night. 
The: move .was changed ‘to a: time 

=| when ‘the. “audience” could watch 

| Chief changed. the time.of Oswald's 
Move.at the request of. television 

ao and hear. ’ 

‘man-who ‘goes - around spreading 
allegations: about.'a_ ‘“‘killer”. ‘and 

| then, at. the’ critical: moment, - as 
‘the. alleged killer. is: being taken. 

a /-from the jail-house, turns : drama- 

” Migs” 

| LEONARD GREEN: | 
3008. sist st, 
_New Y York 2 
PL ce 

108. x10 Glossy Prints She each 

100 8x10 Celer Phetes. ‘only $1. 15: each- 
~ Write for brochure and free samples - 

| tieally and- “points; . 

) Y ; KA 4 rt “King ee ve 

| ONY. NEY: A0017 + “Tel, MU 2:5600" 

“There ‘he. is! 
‘That's: -him!”.The -villain. may or 

| may not’add:. “Get him!” He doesn't 
‘Treally have to: The’ effect is- there. |. 

Is that not: what our. ‘industries 
did. to ‘Lee. ‘Harvey. Oswald?. ‘The. 

| intent’ may have. been noble—to 
..| provide the bést news. ‘coverage -to 

Yi the American. people’ and to ‘the 
| world. A fine and honest’ purpose— 
‘bbut: only ‘SO ‘long as its: ‘done re-- 
‘sponsibly. wo 

‘There: are Jaws against. ‘inciting 
ito. riot. There .are laws... against 

| lynch-‘mobs: -Our industries. threw.- 
‘| the. full-$40 million. dollars of their 
| weight. into | focussing | the ‘world’s 
‘attention ‘on. Lée. Harvey » Oswald. 

~ lin Dallas asa: ‘killer: It ‘then either | 
-larranged..or at the-very. least an-|. 
‘nounced: the. time and. place’ set for. 
the lynching and: guaranteed cease- 

[less.: coverage ‘of. the. event—the: 
greatest: audience ever, 

I: ask’ you: now if that seaperice 
- of. actions” was: ‘responsible’ or ir} 

"1 responsible. : 
There's. not enough known. about. 

man! ing-of the heads of the networks. 
‘| or. the network -news. departments: 
-| I think that-somewhere there must 

‘unemofional. chore exercised. with- 
out a sense of: responsibility; (The|: 

‘our business ‘to- ‘give: ‘the news.),. 

-nounce : the - daily. “winning ..num- 
bers”: IT don’t know: of any. law} . 
-against- it. Everybody knows the 290, 000 listeners ‘formerly, ranked. 

‘as one. of the smallest. : (second: 
‘smallest: with ‘only. Bremen béhind. 
-it) ‘of. the ™.radio: outlets: in. West. 
‘Germany, and hence receive -the |- 
‘smallest income from «the West | f; 
|.German: Federal: Post, which. col- |**.” 
‘lects 50 cents. monthly" apiece from. | 
the country’s 16,000,000: radio. set |]. 

-. But .many ‘of. the | larger |]: 

‘dals involving the police..as . well 
‘as: the .underworld’to know ‘that. 

‘must - ‘be .a ‘responsible’ medium. of 

‘Not to recognize this. power js, :I 
‘think,. a:kind ‘of irresponsibility, no. 
matter how noble the” purpose or 

the’ goal. 
. I: think -two. questions reed tol 

be asked and to.be:answered: First: | 

“Eo Tf- you. want: to write: ‘a ‘plot for 
“Gunsmoke” ‘and: you. want to create 

a “Bad Guy”, one easy, - tried-and-. 
true ‘way is. ‘to “picture him: as a 

. the’ causes sof crime, ‘what motivates] 

...’ fMan.to:want to rob or overpower 
‘4 or destroy: another. But: it. doesn’t 
-} seem to me. to require. any. special. 

a: knowledge: of crime to’ know not: 
1 to: ‘point a finger. at an alleged 

crazed ‘killer. :in.. an . emotionally . 
crowd—especially when: you;. “per- 
‘Sonally, have spent all: of your, en- | 
‘ergy. for. two ‘days: ‘in. whipping Ae 
that emotion, ©: . 

“What's a Responsible ‘Mediam? - 

“This nation: needed ‘Lee ‘Harvey me 
‘Oswald. ‘He ‘was: the ‘only Person | aa 

_.| who. could’ answer. all of the ‘ques-|~: 
.| tions left unanswered by. his. alleged |. 
deed. This. natioh needed the calm}. 
and orderly: process of Lee: ‘Harvey. 
‘Oswald’s: trial to show that. even 
in-the heat of passion, that especial- 
‘ly.in the heat of passion, -ours is: 

-‘| many following a plebicite among. 
‘its residents, the people are bi- 

a-nation-not of mén but of ‘law. : 
If you Say to me. ‘that. television 

and radio. were ‘and. are’ ‘guiltless 
tools, ‘performing. a necessary and 

-Police.‘Chief. said ‘it,. it’s news,. it’s 

then explain to me. why our. ‘radio 
and television stations ‘don’t’ an- 

‘numbers-racket ° exists. We've ‘had 
enough newspaper-revealed ‘scan- 

it’s. a-maulti-million dollar’ business, 
God. knows it’d ‘be:a‘service to ‘the 
public. to. afmounce: the winning: 
numbers. “Why then don’t: ‘we.-do. it? 
We don’t’ because’. we -are “and 

communication. ‘We ‘do. and...must 
exercise. ‘judgment, . constantly—in 
news,. entertainment; in every phase} 

‘of the ‘business... 2.) =: 
. The:charges I am. bririging against 

our industries I bring not because I 
do not: respect - them;: ‘but ‘because’ 
Ido respect.-them. Television. is: 
the most ‘powerful. method of com: 
‘munication yet™ ‘devised by. ‘Man, 

When;:‘and for: how. ‘long, if ‘ever, 

‘attention of the ‘entire .medium: on 
a: ‘single: event, - especially . of : an 
‘emotionally charged. ‘nature?: When 
‘is. the’ point: of too-much? When: 
does news. become. neurosis? -Wlien. 
‘does it. become irresponsible . for. 
‘an ‘executive. ‘to demand’ of a: news. 
‘staff that it .stay-on-the-air, ‘regard- 
less of. the ‘material ‘at hand, :to fill). 
‘time by repeating; reviewing, -and. 
repéating.. again?: When -does. -an|. 
executive decision to. sustain cov- 
‘erage: force the -working staff into}. 
trying to.“make’’ news to. fill time? 

: Fhe. second : - question: What. ex- 
ecuitive. decisions. ‘can. be “made 
ahead : of time. ‘to. ‘set - ‘guide -lines. 
for men working-in the field, under 
the heat’ of “getting | a* story”, to. 
‘protect. the- -public we:'serve from 
‘irresponsible . action, intended. ory: 
unintended, - on’ :our part? . * : 
“Admittedly the questions are. dif: Lo 

ficult, general,- almost . ethereal. 
‘They’ were. ‘real: enough: for - Lee} 
‘Harvey Oswald. -And the: legalistic. 
hell -our nation is: going. through | 
now trying to. prove to. itself, and 
the world that we lynched. the right 
man. should . be - spur enough - -to|- 
make us rack~-our | ‘brains - in - an 

: -attempt:. to. séek ‘solutions. ‘Tf the 
problems are -difficult, at: least, as 
President: -Kennedy : said, ‘Let. us’ 

| begin.” Perhaps the. place i is in, the |. 
NAB. -Perhaps through.'some’ meet-. 

be. a beginning and:-that it should 
.be ‘now, ‘while the memory. ‘is: hot 
of what we. have done... : 
> Jf: our media. do: riot: ‘think and| . 
-do not, reason - _and.. do. “not: ‘make 
judgments, then we would be. open 
for. hire to. ‘anyone... We. are: ‘not | 

open for” hire irresponsibly :: to. 
: | others. Why self. ourselves out-'to: 
‘| ourselves?’ I~ hate censorship. ‘But: 

<Y |:there are lines: of. responsibility 
<\ .| that‘ must: be’ drawn, :.or’.we’d: an- 

nhounce every. troop movement made 
during : war, violate’ every - ‘release 

“There is’ no, question, about ‘our. 
‘ability -to .communicate, or . about}: 
our. ability:as .an- industry to rally 
forces: for “a: fantastic: effort such. 
[as that displayed. by the news: and 

-4 production: forces of all.of.the net- 
(| works. and.all’ of the. statioris . in 

the country during the recent crisis. 
It.is not because we are not -power- 

| ful, but.‘ because we “are. “powerful | curious ground. that | it employs 

So" ‘do 
that we must. ‘be’ as. responsible as: 

‘ we are powerful. - 

icate, 235 East asth Street 

}. T-. think’ ‘radio arid: television. 
| helped ‘kill: Lee. ‘Harvey ‘Oswald: | 

E think. ‘that: ‘unless we. in“the in-|:. 
dustry own. up.to this, discuss. the: 

an | situation, ‘and: resolve. it: ta the’ best 
1 of “human. ability, the .chanée will. 
‘lremain. that, Such . zs ‘situation. may! 

-owners. 

is it ‘desirable to. focus. the. total. = €ontinued, from: ‘page: 23 

‘therapy - 
‘blood: irradiation.” 
-tors “involved. ‘State. that ‘they .are |} 

€onn.; : among others. . 

| do: -you ‘feel?’ 

eo William: T. ‘Bode - 

~ Saarland 
— Géntinuda from page ‘22 imam =a 

‘period: ‘under’ French control: and 
was: recently turned: “back. :to. Ger- 

lingual ‘and the.two languages ‘are. 
used. in signs and ads throughout 
the Saar and taught in the schools. 

.The.. new regional. - program, 
titled. “West: “Magazine, ”- ean. also |. 
‘be. heard:‘in the .eastern : part -of: 
‘France and in ‘Luxembourg, it: was 
tTevealed by the station’ 3 authori- | 
ties. 

Saar. Radio, “with. ‘an. estimated. 

stations like Frankfurt; Stuttgart. 
and” others .only.. have’ 100: kilo- {4 
watts,. so--with its increased watt: | 
age, it. will ‘also. be in fora larger | 
‘piece: of coin from the post office, | 
“when it ean prove that it. has more. 1 . 

i |. Cove, is 8-acres of tropical paradise: - | 
] Iceated 90-miles south’-of Tampa— we 
--.across the ‘sound from Boca Grandé,..J- °°. 
“site of the wotld’s finest ‘Tarpon... J. ./°.:-": 

This 11 room: Roman- Brick.:. 7 

listeners... - 
-“So' the’ ‘station: ‘is really’ heading 
for. ‘the big” ‘time+-although ‘it’s 
rumored. that. the. other. German: 
‘radio stations _ are’ going to ‘pro- |: 
seat at the new tough. competition. 

- and maid’s. quarters. Luxury’ fea--: 
||: tures. include 2 fireplaces,. 2 
1}: wall ‘carpeting, ‘gold-plated. fixtures,” . oe. 

-Gntercom system . throughout, indie fe. CBS ‘Health Fraud’ 

handling various. eases. All ‘eight 
physicians | specialize in: a form of: 

‘known. | as. 
All the’ doe- 

licensed’ physicians and.- members. 
of the American Medical Assn:- ~~ 
-A° CBS spokesman commented : 

“in: our opinion, the. Suit! is’ with-- 
out. merit.” 
Suing: ‘physicians. are Dr. HL 7. 

Lewis. Jr.,. OF. Pittsburgh:" RO. 
Olney, - “Of | ‘Lincoln, : Neb.; 

‘Dr. Albert. A.. Laplunie ‘of Bristol; 

WB's U Bids 
wi Continued’ from, page. 27. 

both operations. witli its own. funds. 
- The company predicted it would: 

“employ ‘60:in its: Chicago operation rie 
-and. 62 at. the: Fort Worth station. |. 
-Warners . said “it: “didn’t. plan tot] 

“regularly ‘advertise ‘its. own. .prod- 
-ucts.on the. stations but averred ||‘ 
it- may use. up to: one hour” per |' 
- week: for such commercials. © 

Warners ‘previous excursion into.{{ 
broadcasting ended. in 1950 when | 
it:‘sold’ KWES-AM, : Los Angeles.. 
It applied for, and. then: dropped. 
in 1946, . bids: for. ‘tv outlets in Los 1 
“Angeles. and ‘Chicago. 7 

Don’t Sing, Just Sell 
— Continued trom page. 26 

‘arguments | -for: ‘doing; ‘things - his t 
way: “Don’t sing’ your, selling. mes- 
sage. Selling is a serious. business. 
How: would you react ‘if you went | 
into. .a Sears’ store to. buy -a frying | 
‘pan. “and” the.” “salesman ‘Started | 
Singing. jingles: at. you?’ . 

. Billboards: . 
the™..garden’ clubs-- 

liable. evidénce to ‘prove. that ‘they 
Sell: -At best. they. can ‘only remind. I]. . 
‘Whenéver.-the billboard. - -industry.{} 
is. threatened with. restrictive legis- 
lation; it . defends. 

thousands . of . workers. 
brothels.” ”. ao. ” 

—s. 

‘was s production director. 

_Wednesday, I December Th 1963" 

occur: » again. tf it. does occur r again; 
the ‘decision to discuss: ‘and regu- 
late may come from others outside 
of the. industry. I ‘hate censorship. | 
I:respect :the communications in-| 
dustries. I think that now -is the} — 
‘time to-move toward a’ ‘fuller study |" 
‘and understanding of our respon- 
|e ‘as. broadcasters. feel? How 

r ee ow: 
the: rest of the u ustry | hook. Their licenses were renewed . 

by. the 
.WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, | Bureau... 

pending . 

Fe  ditioning system:. A boat -house of .J/--- 

“ultraviolet: : 

| home. 

itself : on he | ee 

50's EOF Beekman. ‘Charm 5 rm.- hes 
Duplex. glass ‘enclosed: terrace. f°. 
Studio -skylight,. lg-liv em, W.B. fire F-5° 2: 
place, 2:1g bdrm, 3° bths, full D-R—-f.:~ 

| kit. exquisitely furn; W: W.-Carpet- F- > 
‘ing, brand new. ‘wash. -mach:, dryer, °°) 

: Min... 4 ye. sublease: Oe 

.Columbuis——David- R. Chase has 
joined °-WLW-.- C, --Columnus,. 
‘producer-director. ‘He eomes from. | 
“WHIZ-TV, - Zanesville, | where... ‘he |. 

res | $700 mos. >= 

as-} 

WABC, WCBS, WK 
BOUNCING IN HRSEY 

he Washington, Dee. 10.: a 

New York ‘television. stations: 
‘WABC, ‘WCBS and :WPIX ‘are off |. 
-FCC's ‘New Se ersey. programming 

‘Commission’ .. ‘Broadcast ; 

Only Gotham station still facinig:. 
| renewal grant is WOR-TV. Re-. : 

| newal of the RKO General. ‘station: | 
years... 

solution: © ‘of. the -NBC- ~ 
-Philadélphia hassle.. That fight. is ~ -. 
‘partly tied :to NBC’s: proposed: ne 
trade. with’-RKO- ‘for: dts -WNAC- ee 
_AM-FM-TV, -Boston..:.::: - Ste 

has . ‘been “hanging. three . 

“WPIX’s Tenewal was. s cleared un= 
conditionally. WABC’s was granted -..:. 

1 without prejudice - to - conclusions — 
in FCC’s Network. Study. - 

actions . relating. to CBS - and to. 
‘Commission rules.on the affiliation ; 7 
contracts. proposed: by. the: web... 

iREAL stare! f 
. Offered “for t

h the. First: Tite.
 = ” 

- GASPARILLA COVE.- 
.turles:past of dashing ‘pirates and’. 

. hidden... .treastire — some of. which: - 1°" , 

might have been buried. near “Gas a , 

_ parila’ Cove”. . The. estate of the 

late. Mr. ‘Louis . Geraci, Gasparilla” [| 

fishing!. 
‘home was completed:in Decémber, | . 
*-'1962;.° It- has 5. bedrooms; ‘5% baths . 7. 

wall -to: 

. vidually . controlled’. music : “system. - 

. and: ‘a. 15-ton reverse-cycle: ‘air’ con-~ 

“ prestressed : concrete. -adjoins’. the - |. 
home ‘and will ‘accommodate’ a latge’ 5 ee 
“B0-Eoot ' yacht ” with: ‘avtund towers. .Jo 0.008 

: Dock space for five yatches is ad- f°. | 
A separ f°! < Jacent.to the- ‘boat: house. 

‘rate Orchid House is located.on.the- - 

: grounds. . Constructed ata ‘cost.of'- |... - 

over. -$400, 000, it is being: offered. for . - eet, 

Dr. 1 " 
Armand. C. Grez of New- York:and \ 
“Spring Lake, N. J.;.Dr. Basil Bland: 
‘and: Dr. Breen ‘Bland. of ‘Memphis; 

“offered. by: a Lt = _ 

N. GERACI CO. 
+2621 &. Hillsborough Ave. a 

BROWNSTONE FOR: RENT- 
“Charmingly furnished. ‘A-stoties: at 
35th ‘St. .off. Park. Short. lease: et, 

. $1200 perme. .-- |. 

_ MU: 43279, efter 1 PM.” 

. SECLUDED. “LUXU RY. 
- FLORIDA HIDE-A-DAY 

Miimt | ‘Beach: —. Waterfront . tantempiricy 9 
‘Hibiscus ‘island, swimming pool, dock so". _ 

i yacht on ‘Biscayne Bay,:: ‘fully furnished. alr 
cond, and eentrally heated.: 3. BRs, 4 baths,. 
huga living reom, trepieal - Florida playroom, . 

’ built-in modern: : ‘ltchen. sep. “servants wing, | rn 

_imm., possession. $75.0 
| Tel. N.Y.C. "C0, 5-4978- 

“7. share” the: view: of 
‘and. federal || 

government that we would be: bet-||~ 
ter . “Off : without billboards. --I have | 
never. béen: able to find any..re- 

~ RENT — ~ FURNISHED * 
twa ‘Hills—View- like. your. own: pvt : 

2 story! liv room. Balcony. io 
Large “view. ‘deck. ao ss Bed: room. . 

, _Mmonth Ise. TR 3-6052. . 

Ju. '2-1957, New. York: city. oro 2g. 
| HO: 7-4067 ‘in- Hollywood 

‘dishwasher. . 

“MU 8-7653 J. 

“WCBS’ renewal ‘was. granted on . ms 
the: ‘same‘‘basis. and’ ‘also without’ ©... -- 
prejudice -to.“pending...anti-trust 

7 The wind. carries whispers. from cen-. fo 2... 



_Weineiay December ive 

appe 
4t-is highly ‘unlikely that that: ‘plan | 
will ‘get off the grotind. The joker |- 
in the deck ts a Dec. 10 deadline. 

-- fora. $1,500,000. bequest by the. 
- A. Montgonery ‘Ward Foundation, 

"1. and it is-increasingly apparent that. 
.. @ Battery of: special interests will 

“stall the. effort past the ‘deadline. | 
ove The: “Chicago. Park’ District: is |: 
Pe sticking ©. by its. proposal . for’: a 

"= geoeped-out ‘bowl. in -a“now-grassy_ 
- area bounded by Monroe:ahd Jack- 

=. gon ’Streets and “Lake Shore and. 
”*.€olumbus. Drives. The Metropoli- 
tan’ Housing and ‘Planning. Council: 
gays thatthe. site: will destroy : ‘the. 

“park. ‘and ‘that: ‘there’ is plenty ‘of- 
. . . Poom.on ‘top. of a large . “under: 
ls ground parking. lot: a block: further is 

north. i 
“t+: ” Dhe ‘Council: waeintains’ “further. : 
-"." “that. the ‘city’s..choice- of the. site 1] 
' Wag arbitrary and did not:take into.)* 
“.. ageount “future: developments. ‘on |. 

the. Jakefront.: “The . park. district: 
_commission responded. ‘to the ‘ac 
*: eusation . by. saying’ that “their. a 
studies showed: that ‘the costs: of 

_- construction - elsewhere . ‘would. ‘be " 
2 outrageous.’

 9F : 2 . 

- 7) ? Dhe ‘concert. bowl was ‘originally | 
~~ conceived: as ‘a.-20,000-seater,. but . 

. = ‘was. eut down to 10,000. amid. howls" 
“7. of “white. elephant.” 

~Another stumbling: block to the 
7 music ‘bowl is <an: old. law ‘that..re- 

-. > guines every -owner with: property | J 
* pordering ' the. park’ ‘to: give: ap- 

— “-proval’ to new: construction, -All of: 
 .: the owners consented except. three:|: 

/ °° athe: Fine - Arts: Building; the Chi-. 
-..* gago . Community “Trust. and. the 
“ Orchestral “Assn. “The . latter. sup- 
. - ports the Chicago ‘Symphony Or- | 
<1: phestra . (which: does not play. in. 
Grant. Park), -and‘- ‘proponents of 
the -plan say: it is’: intentionally 

. ‘plocking “the : competition ‘ of - the: 
“ free concerts across the: street’ from: 
“: its own Orchestra Hall.” 
---"' ‘Another “group ‘reportedly. work- 
‘ing against. the: music bowl is: an 
@rganization devoted. -to restoring |: -- 
the old. ‘Auditorium: Theatre, which, 
was designed’ by the. late: Louis 
Sullivan and. has” been. ‘dark for 

-.° Many years. The group, which -in- 
‘eludes: U.. of. Chicago . architecture 

'. enthusiasts :phis a: group.-of. North | Sta 
'.:. Shore’ bluebloods,. ‘has. made: :ap-|.- 

- 27 peals "to. the. Ward: ‘Foundation’. to: 
: charge. the’ grant... 

‘The only voice : not heard: ‘from 

Richard J: Daley.. 
., fact that he ‘has waited. so long: to 
~~ MaKe .a ‘statement .on the matter, 
"there is’ a. strong- possibility: that |- 
"he will go along’ with’ the recom-— 
...- mendations: of -his_ own: Park Dis- | 
trict. -AS'a matter. of fact, ‘it would.| 

.° , be. very much:in the Daley ‘style 
J to Jet the opposition. shout them- |i] 

selves. hoarse and ‘then calmly. ‘tell. 
e the ‘workmen: to start construction. 

Joby Weiss Exits 

. time. ‘to: his « sown. business. ; 
“fo: . Hell be ‘involved’ -on “a. ‘global - 
aos ‘scale working ‘in- various areas .of | 
© “ghow- business. Included in‘ his. ac- 
: - tivities: will-be. foreign. consultation | 
.: and. international: representation of | 

': U:S..:and foreign ‘companies;. inde- |. 
.. “pendent motion picture liaison with |§[ --.” 
"> pespect to; coordinating their music }Ij} 

" business affairs abroad: indie rec- a 
-, ord production with foreign talent: 
.for-world-wide release; ty flim pur: } fl... 

' .chases. and sales in: ‘behalf. of Amer-.| 8f.. -: 
- ean ..and : foreign companies. and:| 
(stations: Management of artists and: 

their’ international . bookings, . ‘plus. | | 
acquisition of products allied to the |i] 

.. “entertainment business for world- |. . 
> wide marketing. | ‘| | ee 

‘All the: ‘activities ‘will be: helmed jak 
Be ‘under. the . banner -of'' Weiss’. Ine | 
*. ternational : ‘Holding: Co.; Ltd., with. 
“fhitial . offices. .:being- “opened by} 

-. Weiss in.’ Paris and “Tokyo éffec- | 
. tive “immediately: <The Paris. hg | 

' will. supervise ‘England, ‘the Con-]8]  °|: 
-”. finent, Africa and the Middle East, 5) | ee 
“while the: Tokyo bureaw will cover |¥} .--. 

- the entire Far East;.stretching-from | 
| Japan. through: Singapore/Malaysia. 
a (Continued: on ' Paige. 48) & 

- we oo. has. oo . 

: the ‘decision ‘for the  opored new | 
.-. gusie ‘bowl in. Chicago's. lakefront |: ag 
we ‘Grant Park :and to all arances|° 

Wan ner Recor ds fo af importance, organization : ‘importance. | : 
Bobby . Weiss-will leave: his’ post | oe 

* as. international director forWar- |i} 
_ . ner Bros... Records to - devote full 

1968 

“Marry Belafonte left. for Nairobi, 
Kenya, “Monday (9), where he’ will. 
‘appear in two: special | concerts to |’. 
‘commemorate that. nation’s. indé- 
‘pendence. Accompanying. him "are |)". 
his: “wife. and. African - songstress.| | 
Miriam Makeba.: | 
' -Relafonte and: Miss: Makeba. will | - 
| appéar..at. the ‘State “Ball Cabaret |" 
dn Nairebi tomorrow {Thurs.). be-|' - , 
‘fore a group of dignitaries includ-.|'.. Xia: 

husband (of. |: 4 
Queen Elizabeth 2d: The following.| ° 
day. (13), Belafone will. present a’ 
eoncert to the general. ‘public : “at. 
the. Royal - ‘College of. the: U. OF 
East Afri . 

ing . - Prince’. -Philip, -. 

L ee 
2300 Al 
ore Hollywood, Dee “10, 
AF Miisicians’” Local: 47 - 

$2,300 for: a ‘week: it aiant work. 

hance to appeal decision. a 

‘from . question im 
whether ‘Stabile: was: given proper’|” 
and: adequate ‘notice ‘of termination ; 

.Case.- stems:. 

of his band’s run at the Grove... 

LLauerman. -thereupon’ brought in 
‘Pommy. Dorsey: ‘orch ‘(led by Sam: 
Donahue): -to. fill : latter 
postponed’ engagement: . First. por-. 
tion of cancelled . niche was. filled | 
by Suliet -Prowse. — backed * ‘by’ 

With: ‘booking of ° Dorsey : orch; : 
‘there..was ..no:“need for ‘Stabile. 
| Laverman,- however, contends ‘the’ 
full-term’ was.-worked by. Stabile: 

yet ig ‘that. of the ‘man: who: will |* -: 
-make the ultimate. ‘decision—Mayor a 

‘Aside: from. the } 

_ (Continued ‘« on page.47) 

9 . 

ee, af 
* b 

: tember. 

‘Lauermani - -booked . Stabile. ‘for +: 
‘Oct: - -17-Nov. 27 ‘stand, ahd -also | 
‘had him. absorb some’ of the men. 
‘who ‘played in: Pierson -Thal: band, 
-which preceded. “A booking: ‘prob- | . 
lem ‘arose thereafter wh2n Sammy. 
Davis Jr. postponed a date due to. 
commitment- in. Warner _Bras. : pic; 
“Robin : ‘and: Seven Hoods.”:- - 

‘with .WB's 

‘part of. 

formance ... of : 
;| Italian - lariguage’. ‘musical’ ‘which. 

4 Valbura rights.’ 

Mer. loc 
oe Cherry thas. poopie a D heahehes 

. Coast professional manager for the |. 

MVOC) iy. affiliated with. KFOX, Long | © - 
| Beach, Calif.,. he has deen a coun- | = 

"| tery musie: ‘disk jockey: for the. past | wo 
10° years... 

14) Bill penny, general managér. ot | 
ry Cedarwood, ‘a Nashville-based- firm, 

‘| indicated that. ‘Cherry's _appoint-.| 1 
ment i¢ in keeping with the firm's | : 
‘policy ef increasing its services to. 

rtists, and - ar
tists i. -Tepertoire 

by ‘the: Local 802 ‘membership 
° "| bylaw’ meeting: Jast September: has. 
_ been repealed. . The: repeal : came: 

.. 2. -: | through a-mail referendum ‘held: by 
“the Local ‘which. brought in a tally | ©0377 
woe > [Of 15,936- for. the: repeal and: (3,812 ly a ag 

| against. : 18g 
=. The Musicians’ Voice: Emergency. SUAVE DX 

. ‘ FGommittee:- which ‘had’ been: pro-|).. | 
* testing. the mail ‘poll, was further| 
\'set back'last Friday (6) when Judge| = @ ; 
-| Richard Levet denied. an- injune-. in RS 
‘tion. against: the: ‘referendum. - > as 

“The hike, voted. on vat the. Sep- - 

10 ante. from $24 to $80. a was: ‘to ) 0 . 2 

|-bas © ruled ‘that’ Cocoanut. ‘Grove |" | 
‘Must. pdy ~ Dick Stabile’s. vorch |). 2 227. 

™Q°SEAS DISK CORFABS| 
John’ XK.. (Mike) Maitland,. Warn- 

er Bros, ‘Records’ president; is: cur- 
Yently: touring: Europe . meeting. 

diskery’s . Jicensees. in. 
‘England. and. the: Common "Market | 

into effect Jan.1: -.. 

with..--the : 

‘countriés: ore 

First: on. his. itinerary: are “talks 

‘Records, 

Journey : “will: be .to attend -a -per- 
“Rugantino,’ *- - the 

Alexander Cohen: and Jack Hylton 
are ‘bringing to Broadway, and for. 
‘which ‘WB. has: the. original’~eact 

the. dues ‘hike “and + aerapping of. 
the 114% ‘work tax voted ‘through 

: NY. Jocal 802." 

, “Ally - Ally Oxen Free,” re- 
ded by The Kingston. Trio. and: 

= seven ‘other “songs done by. The. 
| Kingstons..are included. in the deal | 
‘with “Ambassador. . Also in. the deal: 
}are over 100. other McKuen. ‘songs. : 

at a) ill be distributed by Frederick 
‘Harris: Ltd., ‘U:K.. TeD | ‘of. ‘Chas. ea 
Hansen} Music: Corp... oe 

British. sheet music and albums: 

. The Us. ‘Supreme Court upheld 

| Monday . (9), injunctions by. lower 
courts | forbidding: ‘bandleaders. to 
collect . union. dues" from. sidemen. 

The court ‘Tefused to hear argu-. 
‘ments. by the. American Federation | 
of. Musicians: against. the injune- 
‘Aion imposed cby: the US: District. 
-Court in ‘New. York and. upheld: by 
the First Circuit Court of: Appeals. 

, Those . courts - ‘ruled, ‘and. the: 

‘union disagreed; that a bandleader, 
‘English licensee, Decca 

Ltd.,: and. “Reprise” ‘Rec-.) 

| ords’ licensee, ' ‘Louis’ ‘Benjamin of 

Pye Records, Ltd.” Maitland ‘then: 
goes ‘to the: ‘Continent. for..confer- |: 
“ences. with: Vogiie’. Records. of |] 
France. ‘before: traveling to: Rome, |: 

One-purpose of: ‘Maitland’s. Rome} 

‘a@s-a union member, ‘violates. the. 
Taft-Hartley. “Act. when collecting 
and turning. over dues to: head- 
‘quarters from. band: members. 
-The Taft-Hartley. Act forbids em-| 

ployers’ giving money to unions. 

The : AFM wanted the. -court. to 
decide if a bandleader or the. per- 
son hiring: the band: is. the’ legal 
employer. - 
The “dispute. ‘originally. arose. 

‘when ‘bandleader Ben Cutler: col- 
lected . dues. from ‘sidemen and 
turned. the money: over: Rad ‘AFM 

~Thete i isa ‘kinid of snobbery, let's face i ii, about st being included dies 

: “the. ‘Anniversary: Edition. - It’s a way. ‘of counting, a
nd beiri 

counted... 
this. is the: big. check-off, ‘once a year, of importance — individual. 

va ~NEW rome ‘o
ni’ 

Se We ath Ste 

ae LONDON, SW 1 

"ay 

cE The: ‘Anniversary Edition’ isa ‘special value. as: it: isa oe 
“.: | “g@ecasion. The: many: editorial features, charts and: ‘summaries: make. 00 

- Place your sdverthing copy loimedictly for - 7 

The » 58th b Anniversary Edition of 

“HouYwooo 90028, 
408 ‘Semset’ Blvd. 

“PARIS. a 7” 

ey ‘Ave. le Meaty _ 

* NestitySer-Seioe. soe 
Time - 

You -advertise you... 
celebrate ‘your achievements and foreshadow your next: events. . 

You. 

a. special : ae 

| Sand” 

Don ‘O'Neil, the firm’s program di- 
Fector says, “to make it Jess limpid 

by adding color and. ‘and. pale. 
rhythmic: interest attuned to the 
sounds of the day.” oN 
‘Some. ‘of the items involved in 

reating . Muzak’s: “‘New Sound” 
are 1) the addition of lively Latin- 

| | American: tunes; 2) the. inclusion 
of Hawaiian mysic ‘long since. 
taboo); 3) the .internationalization 
of’ its Jibrary with French, Spanish, 
ttalian, and South: American songs .. 

j to keep. up. with Muzak’s global ex-. 
pansion; 4) the use of “exotic” in- 
atruments like the mandolin, mu- 

xylophone, harpsichord, 2- sete; 
string: guitar, and : -cordovox; 

| 5) the constant addition to the 
Poo a@cranging. staff. 

| jused 23 arrangers. 
{are some 55 ar 

“| ment); * 
lite Jibrary. with new arrangements, 
4 (Some 30 each month are moders- 
«| ized,). Also, the emphasis on: Broad- 
+way and Hollywood: scores -eyen. 

- before the opening. .- 
. }-' One of the prime factors in fol-. 

fl, Jowing ‘the’ new sound trends, says. 
‘Tf: (O'Neil; is the ‘right. arrangement. 

We | Th. this. respect he’s continually ex- 
4 panding his staff with freelancers 

: .. fhe arrange and conduct their own 

(In: 1953 Muzak 

6) the continnal updating of 

‘dates. ° Among’ those i1ised by. 
O'Neil. recenfly are ‘Glenn Osser, 
‘Claus - “Ogerman, | Sid - Bass, 

é ‘Ray. ‘Martin, ‘Ted Dale, 
| Richard " Maltby,. Lester Lanin and. 
‘Denny Vaughn. - 

‘Muzak now. has 260 franchisers, . 
up-from 14 in 1941, and it's now 
rapidly expanding in the global. 

“It’s been estimated. that: 
Murak. has 60,000,000. daily Jisten-— 
érs.in.the U.S: alone via 35,000 ac- 
counts, Muzak’s. telephone Dill in 
New York. alone is over $10,;000° 

anarket.. 

monthly and it adds a hefty share ‘to 
the. performance. money. take of -- 
ASCAP and .BMI: ‘ASCAP, in- 
eidentally, is currently negotiat- 

-|ing a: mew contract with Mazak:) 
‘According to”. -O'Neil,. 

‘gramming to fit a particular set of 
circumstances.”.. Muzak’s -“‘circum- 
stances” fall into. three divisions: 
|1) public area programming. (res- 
\taurants); 

fice ‘programming {banks), 
also points out that music is such 
a  wniversal: element. that no 

(3 Jtghanges in programming have. to. 
| be “made for -Muzak’s’ 

|. “Muzak. ‘which isa division of the - 
Wrather. Corp., 
_gramatic. Broadcasting: Service; ..a 

| completely automatic. broadcasting. - 
service, now used by some B0-odd. _ 

overseas 

-also owns. Pro- 

radio ‘stations - ‘in. the US. 
| gramatic’s programs. are “complete- 
ly different from Muzak: arrange- 
ments) _ 

(Electric. & 

The “I Want’ To --Hold: Your 

at last “week. 
Where Fame ond Fortune Meet 

“CHICAGO 6061 r 
a MN. ‘Mickigen Ave. 

-ROME.3 - 
“Wie Serdegen 43 

This gave the’ group; the. report 
further noted; the distinction of © 
earning a gold disk for a single 
‘before it. hit the. stores,.a feat: 
{which EMI. believes has. never 
Deen. equalled before; The Beatles’. 
previous single, “She Loves You,” 
}earned the group their: first 1,000,- 
000-seller award. 

“J Want: To Held Your Hana” 
} was written by two of the group—. 

18) Joha Lennon. and Paul Mc¢Mart- 
_ .. Hflney.° The other two Beatles are 

wat | George Harrison and Ringo Starr..: 

$ ” Muzak, the background musle, 
| firm; ‘will bring .a $17,000;000 take 

gs Inte ‘the foreground this year™_-The 
"| hefty: take is attributed to Muzak’s’- 

wi drive. for a “New Sound” or as 

Ambassador. ‘Muste- “Téa. has. 
signed ‘folk: writer Rod ‘McKuen’ 
‘and the firm, In Music,’ for repre-. 

‘| gentation: in. Great. Britain.. The 
=] deal was set between Lee Pincus, | 

inane | Ambassador .topper. now in New 
us, | York," and ‘Dave Hubert,. owner of 

. ee In ‘Music and Herizon Records.: 
|) -Dhe “current --McKuen-In Music 

‘Today there 
gers. on assign-. 

Earl 

“hack-" 
_ ground music is a matter of pro- 

2) industrial _program- 
ming (factories: and plants); 3) of. 

‘O'Neil 

: ‘The ‘Beatles, England's. hottest . 
{| diskers,-will spread their “Beatle- . 

‘| Mania”: to the U. S: via Capitol 
| Records. :A deal for the import of. 
|The. Beatles’ disks. was concluded. 

Soe! or. 2 fifplast.. week with “EMI 
“2: this a special edition of lasting interest. and importance. : If f you belong," []}] Musical. Industries) ” 

if’. you rate, if ‘you. care about ‘your, prestige. you belong i in this. issue. - ea 
‘which | gives.. 

| Capitol exclusive U: S:rights. 
ai. “According to. ‘Voyle Gilmore, a 

jartists & repertoire veep at Capi- .. 
‘Hi| tol,. the: label. will ‘issue its first 
“f | single by: The Beatles, “I Want To . 
@| Hold. Your Hand,’ in mid-January 

-.. 4 }and ‘will, come. out. with an LP in: 
-. il early: February. © 

‘single racked up advance 
j orders in excess of 1,000,000 copies: 
in. the U.K... according to a Lon- 

| don . datelined. report in VARIETY. 

*y 

My 



flock. of tv ‘guest - Shots: 
-helps ‘in getting: them a built-in- 
‘aud :for .the new’ package: which: 
-ighows off in hilarious form: Their. 
audience’ won’t. be -disappointed . 
.and they’re bound ‘to pick up more | 3 
“disk buyers. as word.of their. funny |. 

pinch - here. ‘are. 
STi Somebody: Loves. You,” “Ten-. 

hneéssee Waltz,” “On the Sunny. Side} 
of the Street?” arid. “Lucky | Old: 

.: (Columbia): 

- “Rider”: 

Pretty” 

wn RECORD REVIEWS _ 

Mee et 

_Wedaesday December u, 1963 

Presley's a co; Le s 
Smothers’ ‘Knave Top New ‘hums 

ELVIS: ‘PRESLEY: a “FUN. IN { 
ACAPULCO”. (RCA Victor). ‘The | 
‘upcoming Hal Wallis - film, : “Fun: 
“In .Acapulco,”. gets a solid. ‘disk. 
‘push in -this new - Elvis: Presley. 
package. Presley. continues © "as a. 
disk phenomenon ‘so the package, 

tieup, will. gO" far. ‘in’ the market- 
place. ‘The ‘score - is’ ‘mostly. built 
along Latino lines which give Pres- | 
ley a-base for an -easy-. -ewaying 
mood which he handles quite ‘well, 
One of’ the -songs, 

a single click which should attract. 
even more’ ‘buyers. In. addition to 
11 songs from: the. film,. there are. 
‘two added tracks . (Love: Me™ To- 
night” and “Slowly ‘But. Surely”) 
asa bonus, and the ‘fans: will be. 
delighted by that, too... 

BRENDA LEE: “CET ME: SING” ‘ 
‘Here :is ‘a. topflight: mix-| 

ture of -standards and- new “pops 
that. will: continue - ‘Brenda Lee’s. 
“hot: selling _pace. 
belter witha veteran. ‘savvy that] 
shows’. up. especially: well on stand- |. 
‘ard like “Night and Day” and: “At. 

_. Last.” -However, she still shows up. 

(Decea). 

best when she: reprises . some. of. 
‘the songs she clicked. with in the 
singles market. 
.the potent pieces are:-“Break It: 
to Me Gently”. and “Losing: You.”: 

-In this . package. 

THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS: 
“CURB YOUR TONGUE; KNAVE” |. 
Mercury). The Smothers Bros.’. 
style of folk and comedy has. been 
‘pulling in a-big: disk following | via 
their “Think Ethnic’ LP: and: a 

-This all 

routines - get: ‘around... ‘They . have 
_ lotsa. fun with: Lerner /8° Loewe’s: 
“*T Talk. To- the . Trees,” ‘some: his- 
‘torical American. figures, flamenco 
and a Swiss - -Christmas, - among 
others. “All the material is -sure-: 

_ fire ‘which. is wey above- “par for a 
“potpourri. of. this sort.” oe 

. LLOYD. PRICE: “MISTY” ‘Wait. 
ble. L).. Lloyd Price’ came. ‘back into’ 
the disk Funning . ‘several ‘months. 
ago. with an offbeat ‘slicing: of. Er-- 
roll.. Garner's “Misty. ”.- With the. 
ctune asa marquée lure. for. ‘his 
“new package, ‘Price. now has.a good 
chanee to make-a dent in. the- al- 
bum. field: as well. His voral’ “ex- 

_- pression is vivid and vigorous. and | 
: | the youngsters ‘may be. more’ ‘at- 

‘tuned. to. his’ style than the ‘adults: 
. but. his’ powerhouse. platter “per- 
sonality: can't -be ‘denied. - Among. 
oldies : that - get” ‘some of ‘Price's 

“You're -Nobody 

Sun. id 

5 PAUL T AUB MAN: 2" “ORGAN 
. AND CHIMES FOR. CHRISTMAS” | 

‘There’s a. load: of ‘new: |} 
Christmas ‘product. on the. market; |’ 

vet again: this..season.. but: Paul ‘Taub- }- [| - - 
 -man’s. has. somewhat ‘ofa different |= 
“aspect. "Taubman. has kept within 
| the reverent nature ‘of’the’ holiday. 
but still: his. repertoire. “is ‘highly 

.. listenable. through’. the unusual in-.|' 
~‘strumentation of organ and chimes: | 
“The ‘sound is quite ‘eaptivating and. 
the 49 “hymns ..and:-carols : which 

: Taubman ‘has. culled: for- this ‘pres=. 
- entation, have new ‘sound - ‘Stature. 

do. justice to. Rudolf ‘Friml's “In- 
’ ‘dian . Love | Call,’ ” Harold . “Arten’s {. 
“Goose Never Be A. . Peacock,” 

“Hong “Kong | 
_-Blues,’. a: blues: classic: like -‘‘C.: C. 

cand -a--moaner. like: “God 
‘Bless . The . Child.” “It’s a -distinc- |. 
tively different repertoire but.. with. 
a high ‘potential in. sales and spins. | 7. 

“A JAZZ PORTRAIT OF | 
(Regina). 

Charlie Mariano’ jis. an: alto. saxist 
who's be sinning -to make a dent:inj 

Hoagy Carmichael’s 

CHARLIE “i ARIANO” 

the jazz. world and ‘this. package 
‘should help | ‘him along. the’ way: 
His solo jaunts throughout - the set. 
command: attention “and. -Tespect | 
and show him ‘off as.a musician: 
with hich. standards. ‘Some. of the. 
more familiar items:.like “I Feel-| 

and. “The Song. Is You” 
take on an ‘exciting new. glow” ‘via. 

“To Taiho,” shape up_as.. possible 
Jazz. standards: On’ éach. side, _Ma- 
‘riano is ‘surrounded by: topflight 
‘sidemen- who. appreciate: what. he’ ‘s) 

| trying to do.. - 
with “the built-in’ values. Of a: pic} 

EN. HITS” (Contempo): 
-set:.of. tunes, some oldies, ‘some .of 

“Bossa Nova. 
Baby,” has already stepped out-as. 

‘comes: away “with .an entertaining 
session. “It should. do well. in the 

She's’ a» young ‘prise: click.» 

‘ORCH IN: PUERTO AZUL, VENE- 
‘ZUELA” (United Artists). Tito Rod-: 
riguez..& :Co: ‘seem’ a: bottomless: 
well of Latin. material and ‘styling. | - 
‘For this album -the:.unit draws ‘its 
inspiration ‘from: an:.appearatice: it 

|made.at the Caracas ‘Carnival, one . 
.{ of. South America’s ‘more exciting a 

‘musical: events: Rodriguez: won. a |: 
citation at the .carnival and this | ~: 

LP. strongly: attests to the authority: 
‘that ‘gave him .he kudos: Included. 

‘and’ other ‘items,. al] of which will: 
delight Latino. terp fans and buffs 
-of: -the-.modern’ Latin -idiom. . The: 

GOOD. NEWS”. (Merry-Go-Round). 

‘well in. both: capacities. in this out- 
ing; ‘although his songs-tend to. be. 
la bit on. the cliche side... Nonethe-: 
less, the.tunes swing. well ‘and he 

' | interprets them. vocally | with verve 
‘| and savvy. -He’s. backed by a ‘groovy 
“combo. which: likes to: step out..on- 

‘COOKIN’ ” ** (Argo).. Fenor-sax man. 
‘Budd ° Johrtson. and a. combo ‘of top 
jazisters' have: taken. a set” of 
| French 
and transposed: them-into a. groovy: 
‘Jazz. ‘spirit: for this. LP. ‘The result’ 
‘isa swinging: collection: of ballads 

Yand - uptempo . ‘Sides, all. of which: 
step: out well and. provide a “sock | 

te Sa 

‘his alto sax. work. and- ‘some. ‘of ‘the 
new. ones,. like” “The.“Shout”. ‘and. 

“ARTHUR. GODFREY'S: GOLD- 

more. recent. vintage; - sung: by” ‘Ar- 
‘thur Godfrey who is -backed “by | 12 
a: male -chorus.. The .Ole..Redhead |- | 
is in good voice ‘for ‘the’, séession,.|. 
"waxed by his own ‘Contempo Rec-- 
‘ords and distributed: by - UA, “et 
‘Johnny Parker. conducts the ‘or-| 
chestra. Spirited arrangements. are | - 
‘by. Richard : Wolfe. ; 
lotso range. and. gives Godfrey ‘a | 
chance to display. his. comedy. :abil- : 
‘ity as: well . as~ his..:way. ‘with a|" 
straight ballad or “uptempo. ‘item. : 

Material --has-|- 

He’s. Up to. ‘the’ -assignment and: 

stalls «and could. break, for: a sur- 

“TITO | RODRIGUEZ. rs ‘HIS: 

are : ‘mambos, -boleros,: pachangas. 

orch. .is fine’ under “Rodriguez's. 
baton and . this. As one. OF its. # Dest, 
albums. : 

RAY” RIVERA: 

Singer-writer, -Ray: Rivera ‘does. 

some . of Rivera's - ‘items. ‘The’ re. 
| sult “is: a ‘peppy -- -waxing.. which! .; 
should: capture interest: -of the’ pi- 
‘ano* bar: ‘buffs. - -There’s. a:-smooth 
quality .to” the — disk... The: ‘blues |: 
-material is -particularly Strong .and |. 
ably handled “by: ‘Rivera. and" i the 
‘unidentified combo. 7 

BUDD JOHNSON: “epRENCH. 

Or. French-themed. ‘tunes © 

‘This’ ‘is al 

“BLUE VELVET,” B/W “RIESTA” | | ance ff 

hip: “tooting: ‘ot | NINO: TEMPO-APRIL STEVENS. wee vo Se eee es WHISPERING a showcase’ ‘for . ‘the: 
| Johnson’s. tenor. Along. with--him |’ - 
are: such.. tooters’ as Hank -Jones, |: 

| Keriny ‘Burrell, Milt- Hinton: -and. 
Qsie._ Johnson. . 

..1 bine. ‘for a. topfilight instrumental 
‘} jazz outing. Arrangements. ‘move 
‘nicely and. Johnson’s smooth, yet” 

fully ns 

DECCA DISK PRESERVES 

‘Kennedy: broadcast” by: the. ‘BBC's: 
“That ‘Was The Week “That. Was” | 

‘nation (and: subsequently: shown in | 
the U.S. ‘via: NBC): was: one of the | ~ 
‘memorable tv: events ‘of that ‘video- 
packed: weekend.. It- now is: anim- |: 
pressive -disk: package: released on’ 

- | the. Decea label. 

“AIN'T THAT “is, of ‘course, gone, ‘but the ‘script; |. 
penned . ‘by - Christopher | Booker, |. 

“and Bernard «Levin ‘holds-up ‘with’ | 
all .the- poignancy. ‘and. ‘emotional 
impact | of - its, 
-hands.in the “TW3” show made ef- |: 
fective. egntributions and. the: -disk | 

-the.: JFK. ‘story. 

usual. royalties . for: this package | 

royalties ‘to. charity. y 

the 20th Century-Fox label has:put 
| together. a flock “of. ‘his “speeches | 
‘\ recorded: ‘by Fox Movietone News.|' 

nedy—The Presidential -Years— 
1960- 1963.” It’s a. documentary that |. 

“Democatic Presidential nomination:} 
‘in July,..1960-to his final. address | 
In’ Fort Worth. on Nov.::22.: David] 
‘Teig does. the: ‘narration and ‘helps | 

~ Longplay Shorts 
Peter. Paul & Mary's: ‘first: Warner Bros.: ‘aibum: “(“Beter;. Paul’ & ' 

Mary”), has topped. the 1 ,000, 000: unit sales. ‘mark in ‘domestic sales. The |” 

¢ ihe ‘Best B Bets’ sof This Week's q 00-Plu US sReleases ) 

(ABC -Paramount) . 0.00. fT €an Help. Somebody — 
Millicent. Martin’s..“In. The ‘Sumanéi’ of ‘His Years” (Leeds*): is. 

:- taken from. ‘the BBC-TV ‘“That ‘Was:The-Week: That Was": tribute’: 

_ it registers as a literate. and moving ballad that ‘deserves ‘to be: 
heard widely. But to fit this number: into a: commercial format. 
will require ‘great ingenuity: and. taste by radio station: operators. ; 

| “If I Can Help Somebody” (Leeds*) ‘is a fair: inspirational tune... a 

.. * a 7 ce s 

| TONY BENNETT... vied ee cee, 
- (Columbia). 20 es. Pee. ee “The Moment of. Trath 
_ Tony. Bennett's “The: Tittie “Boy” . (Ez: ‘He -Morris*).-is -@ well- 
‘written, nostalgic. ballad: which this: singer. belts. in. potently: com 
‘mercial style. “The Moment. of Truth” (A; IM. %) is an “uptempo 
side with. a. sharp. Tyrie: ‘set: in, a swinging | format. | 

~ LAWRENCE ENCE WELK 
: Has: ‘Another Hit ‘Dot. “Record! . - 

(Atco). acaba tenses wiecbes “Wel pes Cees. Pweeile-Dee - 
- Nine. Tempo. & “Aprit: Stevens’ “Whispering” - 

_These men com- 

_ twisting ‘beat that. should: earn some” juke. sping. 
eo + 

spirited: § sax, ‘Paces the: unit. akil-. || FATS DOMINO... 
“(ABGParamount), rere Who - ‘Cares: - 

eran singer. another. one of: those bouncing .blues numbers which: 

~ BBC TRIBUTE TO JFK| . could turn. ‘this. disk, into’ a two-sided: click. 
“phe tribute: to. President. John FP. aren Mee 

GILBERT BECAUD . wate see 
~~ (Kapp) A What To Do With Laurie | 

program the day after: his assassi- - Gilbert ‘Bacaud’s “What. Now, Tay Love”. (Remick*) registers as 

western-flavored rhythms. “What To Do With: Laurie” :(Trio-Sil- 
verbell-:Aménot). is. an‘. okay. teen-slanted. slice -also. handled very 

‘> stylishly. ‘Both. songs are rendered ac _English.. re 

| BIG. ‘THREE. re De . 

2 CFM). ee fe cawlacten, cece Seg e  KRider 
‘Big Three's ° “Come. Away, ‘Metinga” | (Appleseéde) " gives. ‘this. 

an “ folksinging ' trio-.an. excellent .chance : to break through. with. a: 
“sensitively. wrought ballad with an ‘anti-war message. “Rider” 

The” irnmeédiacy of. ‘the. “situation: 

Caryl’ Brahms,’ -Herbert ‘Kretzmer 

-initial ‘ airing. All|" well’ delivered. 
. iz any + - 

stands ‘out ‘a8. a: Potent inenrento: of | _. (MGM)... . Never You Mind - 
Jeff: Condon’s ppeadi Foodsteps” { Luristan*). ‘shapes* up: ‘as a- 

a, Strong. teenage item with-a straightforward. lyric delivered in: ‘the. 

a Sole ble eee ge: 

- (Decea is . paying “higher. than | 

and the BBC ‘will donate. all the z “¢ Fr M. ¥).: as another: ‘snappy. slice ‘due. Per lotsa. Spins. 

‘In ‘another disk: salute’ to JFK, | we ae 
ISLEY. y BROS... | 
(United. Artists) .- wees, . Yow ll Never Leave ‘Him. 

Isley Bros.’ “Please, Please, Please” ¢ Armot) is another way-out 
rocking - ballad which. the team. pitches up. in :their distinctively. 
offbeat, and.-sometimés noisy,.-style: “You'll: Never. Leave - “Hy”: 
-¢ Mellint)- ‘ts. another, -good entry. handled with: a t lighter. touch. 

CARY PAXTON. . vee wee oe | 
(Felsted) 0. 2-0. “Sweet ‘Senorita. From Santa. Fe 
Gary. Paxton’ s “Karsas City (Triot) is a: ‘swinging. instrumenta 

entry. ate a a worthwhile, oe < ‘slice of @ hit of a few: ‘years::ago, this. time with.:a. toe-tapping 

y ) 7 —_ : flute: ‘solo:'on top: :“Sweet ‘Senorita From Sante. Fe”. (Maverick#) 
: “is “a. . Pleasing: instrumental. waring, - rar 

; KATHY KIRBY... wie ee 
“.(Eondon)*. ase ee be eee ea’ Foo Bad For-Johnny. 

Kathy Kirby's “Secret*. Love”. ( Remick*) revives. this: -hit’ of a 

- Few. years. back’ with.‘a ‘focking performance’ that hits: the. ‘com- 

. “mercial. target. “Too. Bad For Johnny”. (Peter. Maurice?) | is an. 

| okay torch ballad. ‘with: a. quasi-Latin. ‘beats. ee 

ina package titled. “John: F. Ken: |. ve 

runs . from his. aceeptance~: of. the |: 

MILLIGENT MARTIN. . = IN THE SUMMER OF HIS YEARS - 

. . 7 a . . 

oe . ste . aot 1° wot ae . ue . 

Air ar Aa OP ON Lat OAS NANT ENS Oe Ce Pi ie ce rire es Peg otha Aap hs Tee eet rer ee ee 
- ta.the late: President, John. F, Kennedy... ‘In ‘context, or:-by. itself,” 

Connie Francis’s version on: the MGM. label, Kate Smith’s on RCA! ae 
‘Victor’ and. Toni Arden’s on Decca are “also. effectively done. |. - “ 

THE LITTLE Boy 

(Fred : Fisher- =. _ 
.-Miller*) registers as a. striking: vocal. arrangement ‘of this‘ oldie’ by 
 @. duo. which recently had impact with their.“Deep Purple” ‘entry... 
“ “Tweedle-Dee”. (Progressive) works. over a. more recent. ‘hit with” my 

vo, . : woods ns : . my oo at os . : _ , ete rs . t 

hat Rab eh? naan Lae oan ACHE AEP aA RL RLS Lav ca OR SOO ante RL PAA Ste nied? OSA tap et, 

Le, EE, . ce — _ JUST, A LONELY: nin 

:FatsDomino’s: “Just: A Lowely’ Man” (Anatolet) gives this.vet-- | a 

“he projects’ for maximum results. with his. ‘effortless style. “Who- . - 
Cares” (Acuff-Roset) ‘is another: -solid: Thythm number, “which. - cr 

"WHAT NOW,-MY. ove pe 

a striking ballad. which:this French singer belts solidly despite'the 

“COME AWAY MELINDA ae 

“(Prut) changes: pace | with a brightly: arranged tune, also very. , 

-accepted - rocking. idiom. by this: young :singer, “Never 
You Mind” ° fe 

cecees bed - "PLEASE, PLEASE; s, PLEASE : ae 

'/SECRET LOVE. : 

. Trini. Lopez, Reprise disker,. shot: a. segment: for’ ‘Wolper . Productions’ |. 

2 “THE: AMAZING AMANDA’ AM, 
.BROSE” (RCA Victor): ‘There's -a |" 
wide. range to Amanda: Amtbrose’s 
“vocal prowess and. it. gets.an excel-- 
lent showcasing in this varied re-. 
pertoire. She's-a belter. who. ‘ean’ 

| the children’s tv show “All. Join “Hands” (WCBS-TYV); is:out with two} 

_album~“was awarded the RIAA’ (Record ° Industry -Assn. of. America) 
certification for ‘a gold ‘record for $1, 000,000 in.sales some time ago’] - ae 

: Mantovani, one of London. Records’. top album sellers, “has: already PETER, PAUL & ary. AS Live ew ee eee ~A'SOALIN’- 
‘Sighed« for another U.S: tour.to’ begin. next September : sy Andy |- ‘(Warner Bros.) a en, ea um ae "Hanke bya! 
Williams’ .“‘Christmas “Album”: On: Columbia, will be. ‘praadcast ‘on. the | “aap ore . mas 
. National: ‘Guard : radio® program, “Guard. Session, ” until: Dee; 29°. : Peter, Paul -& Mary’s A Soalin’ (Pe épamiar’ a is: a: Christ 

tv series: “Hollywood: and the. Stars," %. Fhe’ ‘show: “will: be® tagged Idols’. 
“trio. It should bea seasonal evergreen: “Hush- abye" (Pepamar*) © 

of. 64." : a “ts. another. pretty side. with solid... folknik. appeal,” 

Cal ‘Tiader. Quintet: in ‘New: York ‘from ‘San. Francisco; “cut: 10 ‘sides |: os _ a . aa ot 
for Verve. in .the past. Ww eek for an album to be called “Breeze From. THE GLEAMS.. weece = we ete bbs MR. ‘MAGIC MOON: 
‘The-East.: The sessions. were headed: by-artists: & repertoire man Creed |. (Ka p) oo an Ta te ‘:Pile Driver ~ _ 
‘Taylor. with ‘arrangements: by” Stan Applebaum ..-. Naney” ‘Wilson, ap ane a ee re 

The Poteainy “Mtr, “Magic. ‘Moon " (Jariuaryt)- “shapes up as Lae 
bright: ‘rocking slice with-a: good teenage: idea. delivered with an. 
assortment” Of: vocal. flouwrishés. by this ‘combo. 

Capitol .disker,-will :preem her new act. at New York's: “Waldorf-Astoria. 
~The act’s being: written by Farl Barton: ::. .‘Folk singer: ‘Carolyn Hester 7 
-swings into. Ne w York this week for a. ‘four: of the. deejays on. behalf }-.- 
of. ngs” new: ‘Columbia. ‘LPB. UThis: Life I’m: Living’. Need: iL, ‘Cosby, “6 Séalarkt) is an- okay ‘instrumental workover ofthe. traditional - 

debut - album/‘-is” on Warner . Bros., “is: starring through New Year's” “When Johnny Comes. Marching | Home Again”. melody... ope 
‘Eve at*The Shadows i a" Washington «. . Prestige Records has 11.albums ae * ee oe 
on “its: December -schedule The Library of. Congress has requested; |: 
and “received, a monaural: and stereo LP. Of. ‘Warher’ ‘Bros.’ Soundtrack | THE CHORDETTES... we 
‘album of-‘The -Music¢c:Man.” - - (Cadence) « wield Pale d ee F eee een e eed All My. Sorrows 
Joe O’Brien, .deejay-on WMCA, ‘New York. iridie: has. “made: the ‘disk. = -.The Chordettes “Tre. ‘Love. Goes On: and On” (F rank) ‘gives. 

grade with.a-United Artists. albumi- titled. “Hey. It’s Christmas. ” Package | |: 
features. O’Brien’s alter-ego. “Benny”... ": ‘Eric ‘Simon will conduct: the. a “mercial impetis.. 
Friends. Of: Live: Music coneert: at: ‘New York’s Town ‘Hall ‘on. Dee. 31. b of: a. traditional folk. song. popular: ized_by . Joan Baez. 
Soloists willbe soprano Marianne- ‘Weltman..and ‘tenor. Wesley. ‘Swails |. KO Ok ¥ 
sie NN. ‘Al Madison’s latest: LP, .“Smart Set Swing,” will be- ‘handled. in|: D AVE BRUBECK. Qu ARTET.. THEME FROM. ELEMENTS 
‘New: York. by Olympia. Distributors: . ‘Bery}k Berney, the: femcee: of | 

(Columbia)... 
‘Dave’ Brubeck's 

wea ew a eae whee able Car’ 
,albunis.: The ‘first, “A (Child's: Introduction: ‘To Spain: And Brazil”: was |. 
‘issued | by. -Wonderland-Riverside, ‘and -the..other entitled: “All Join] 
Hands” .with songs: and. stories. ‘from Japan, Mexico, France and Turkey |: 
under the Peter Pan’ banner... s Pianist Dave McKenna: has cut.a new. 

. Spill. over into the pop market with heavy’. impact. “Cable. Car” 
(Derryt)_ is another arresting. number with, a nod: an ‘the: direction’, 

album, “Litlabies In’ Jazz,” for. Sir Reeords .-.... Sacred Records, newly- |.“ of San Franeisco. Be Tere, 3: Herm.: 
‘formed division of Word Recards, has’ ‘just released. a riew" disk: Jeaturing ' oe are 

wo 1 “ASCAP.. +BMI. organist, Richard | Eilsasser- Playing ‘sacred. Songs.” 

song in a traditional : :groove “délivered..: ‘in. standout ‘style: by this Fd 

“Pile ‘Driver” ~ le 

TRUE LOVE GOES.ON AND-ON - vo. 

this ‘séntiméntal ballad ‘ariother strong choral slice for added: cole. : 

‘All My Sorrows’ (Ninat): is-are- ora adaniation 8 

“Theme From ‘Elémentals”: (Derryt): ‘tsa. miod- 
ern jazz. entry. with a. smoothly. flowing melodic ‘line.- -which: could: 

Pale * 

oe ooat .t OT OnE St ¥ 
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JEFF. CONDON: fess wn ween Seuwet _FREDDY’S FOOTSTEPS _ 

"KANSAS" cry” wh 



‘Duke “Ellington. and 16. piece | - a 
“Robert: ‘Stolz, “Vienna-hased composer, ‘has: added” his voice to the | 

a “eurrent ‘controversy “over. revision.-of the ‘Copyright Law.. -In .a- letter: 
to Congressman James J. ‘Delaney, of the House _ of Representatives’ 4 
- Committee. on. ‘Rules, Stolz wrote: “For. ‘many: years. ‘I have. been. un- } ~ 

_ happy. over ‘certain: injustices: to -my . fellow “writers ‘and ‘composers.|. 
'. eaused. ‘by. the. American. Copyright Laws, I regret very ‘much to: find 
“. -that.in comparison. ‘with the European Copyright: Laws, ‘the. U. Ss. Copy- 

! The. third 1 anmual: course | “in: 1 recording, tentatively” titled: “Recording |: 
“WS. “Music,” is. now. being. prepared: by New. York U.-in ‘conjunction, with {4 

the. N.Y. ehapter ‘of the National. “Academy: ‘of: Recording Arts--&. Sei-. 
“*: ences: (NARAS). ‘Raymond: Wilburn, exec director. of: the “University’s 
’ Bureau of Confererices ‘and Institutes, has been meeting. with. chapter’ 
- officials to: complete’ details for ‘the course that will explore the: ‘various, 
= relationships of music and musicians to the recording: field. : 
_ “Indicated - are ‘sessions on. the. ‘effects,: good’ ‘and: bad,- that. srecordings'|. 
wn have had ‘on. the ‘quality: ‘of ‘music; on the: lives: and. careers of per-. 
wee formers;- the: ‘problems ‘of commercialism ‘and compromise;. the ‘intriéa-'|- 
-* gies: of. planning “repertoire; engineering | techniques.” and . sound: fads’. 
- and: their relationships. to the quality of music; ‘the uses ‘of. ‘electronic . 

- musi¢:.and . special “effects; the roles of composers. and’ arrangers, and:. 
_. Tumerous : “other. subjects. “Asin previous courses, .the Sessions. wilh}, 
draw. ‘upon. leading. ‘industry :G6gures for’. lectures: and discussions. and 
“will be. presented: during: the University’ ‘Ss. “Sting | ‘Semester ‘that. begins. 

‘An. early: February. Pee oy eR 

2 Phe late. Fritz Reiner: is ciediied with taking over a “disserision-tiddled 
a ‘Chicago.Symphony_ Orchestra: in "1953: and ‘molding “it into one of the. 
” top half-dozen of the: world’s orchestras. Under’ his. leadership, the-Chi- | 
cago’ Symphony - ‘Made ‘its first substantial. mark in. the ‘recording ‘field; 
and its. albums: devoted: to: the .works of “Bartok and Richard Strauss : 
have become: essential. parts of. classical discography. In 1962-63; Reiner. 

.. retired to the position: of musical. adviser. of: the ‘orchestra and. Jean |. 
‘ Martinion’ was selected ‘as ‘musical. director: in his place. He. was ‘con- 
— sidered musically. ‘conservative’ during’ his Chicago tenure’ and ‘seldom, 

’. if ever; played: contemporary: SCOres . and. little’ of later- vintage than, 
'. Bartok: ‘and Stravinsky... a 

‘Despite “his ‘towering reputation - ‘as: ‘musical director for ‘the: ‘Metro:- 
politan, he: never directed ‘an. opera. in Chicago. ‘Reiner ‘was. ‘scheduled 
:to: have returned to-the. ‘Chieago Symphony podium on. Dec. 19 for four” 
weeks, , beginning with : a. concert: in. commemoration of his ‘75th birthday, oo 
ne Stet oss tok niet. , an - stein, | 

"Newest impresario on. the Goncert ‘scene in Manfred. -Soilard, ‘a: Mun- : 
_ gariaii refugee: who .came to. this: country. in . 1959... During the. day. 
. Szilard is’ “president: of: Seven: Language Productions, Lfd., and at. night: 

he works as a waiter ‘at: Gatsby’s, nitery. on. New ‘York’s eastside. “Szi-.! 
~ Jard’s ‘initial concert: via ‘his Seven* Language Productions. will be -at 

. category: list ‘so - 
". Fecent ‘meeting of the’ National: Board of Trustees, the: three ‘additions: 

_ Stage: with the'x musi¢ for ‘Martha: Graham’ s sballet “Clyemnestra.” wes 

_New: York's ‘Town ‘ Hall- Dec... 29. and features. Roumanian Violinist- "+ 
composer Jean’ Neago- swith” lyrie soprano’ Arlene Sheridan. and‘ tenor 
.. Warren - McGoldrick: | “The “second ‘concert, - scheduled | ‘for. ‘Town Hall : 
: -on. Jan.’ 18,‘ will -have an international : flavor : ‘using | ‘European, ‘Latin-.|" 
a American. and. ‘U.S, _performers.. In. ‘addition to concerts, Seven ‘Lan: |, 
‘Buage Productions also deals’ in Wy. - Tecordings, radio. and: ‘films. ’ nF 

The. National ‘Aeadamy of Recording’ ‘Arts: & Stiences (NARAS): ‘has | 
os: ‘made three new eategories €éligible for. Grammy ‘awards. They are: new} 
classical. artists,. liner‘note writers and. pic, and tv ‘scores. According: tol 
‘John :Scott’ ‘Trotter, the record academy’s| “recently: ‘elected. president, 

“of. recorded product necessitates. a. ‘comprehensive 
hat all, créative efforts: can be represented. ” At.a 

“the. great: variet; 

were the ‘only ones” accepted. from. several ‘recommended - ‘by local 
~chapters..’ Current: categories include *12-in the classical field, ‘several: 

:, technicar. segments, - ‘plus..performance and composition awards. in’ all 
creative fields. of -récording.. The. three new additions’ now. Pring: ‘the 

a total number. of. categories. to 42." - oe 
tees 

- ow (wo! gs 

“notes on thé 'U.S.A..-activities ‘of. the composer ‘in’1876 “when: he-‘was . 
-invited- for’ the: ‘centenary: Gelebration..and . offered :$100,000. ‘and. free |. 
travel. with his. wife,-a man: servant, a ‘maid and the family’s: pet ‘dog 
—~a black: ‘Newfoundlander ‘who. was-partly sheared when. the demand: | 
for. the. ‘composer’ s Jocks. as. ‘souvenir * became too. overwhelming! oe 

“work .called. “The. Return from. a. Foreign Land” (op... 89). -which ‘was. 
‘premiered. in 1830. in: Berlin: and heard. ‘only: once .again: in. 1851. : The 
“German radio ‘station .(Suedwestfunk) has now given the. opera in: its | 
entirety ‘and the. critics showed. ‘themselves enthusiastic: ‘over what they |: 
called .“‘the: ‘melodious Anyention: ot: ‘the: composer ‘and his. masterful 

_ Srehestration:” Bee Lan . fel, lee 

a Preliminary “end - fiat ~ gaditions: ‘tor. ‘the’ Grace: “More. ‘Scholarship 
. “competition at the: U. of Tennessee will be held in February, ‘according 
: to. Edward .Zambara,- manager of: the ‘competition; Two -Scholarships 

_ Will be awarded: Final selections ‘will be :madé at auditions .conducted 
. in Knoxville on: Feb: 29. Entry blanks may be. obtained by, writing ¢ the: 
vas Uv. of ‘Tennessee Fine. Arts. s. Department, ‘Knoxville: F 

first modern. Ethiopian - opera, EI-Dahb- was last represented: on: the: 

* British Dishers MS 
Spinning Into US. | 
LAY & Cafe Dates | 

On: the 6ccasion. Of ‘a new release | oe Johann. Strauss: Je, ‘waitzes }8io._: Gaber),. 
‘conducted. ‘by: Wolfgang. Sawallisch with Vienna’s:: Sympohniker. (who 
both ‘will make their debut with .a-U.S.A;-tour. in 1964-65) the Philips: 
Recording -Company ‘has discovered. some: interesting * biographical - 

.Malgoni); 
(Giacobetti:Savona), 
(Zanin, .Casadei, “Stassera. No; No, 

"Cleveland; Dec: 10: 

orchestra’ start, new entertainment 
‘policy. next _ Tuesday. (17). at ‘the 
downtown: Golden: Key Club. 

‘days. through -Sundays: for. three 
weeks. ‘It’s the}. Duke’s | ‘first stint 
since, his’ ‘State| Dept global. tour. | + 

-_ ‘London, “Déc,- 10. 

‘only: capturing ‘the ‘local: ‘Market; 
but are-‘moving. in ‘on the US: 

And . the “move-in”. does: not |F 
mean ‘only: on ‘the disk. front. 

For. instance, “The ‘Caravelles of. 
femme duo. who: hit it ‘once in the: 
U.K. with: “You Don’t Have: To Bel 
A ‘Baby “To: Cry,”:. now: not nly |. : 
‘have’ that number at No.:3. in: the | 
Variety ‘lists ‘but have two. weéks |: 
of -nitery. dates: lined up-in New|. 

: :-York next: month ‘and- appearances | - 
‘set: onthe’ Ed . Sullivan’ Show: . 

‘|. “Earlier. Rolf Harris,. who ‘seored. 
| both: here. and ‘in: America. with his. 
.Tie Me Kangeroo. Down” and ap- 
peared ‘at. the: Blue. Angel, ‘signed: 
for another date ‘in‘ the spring: He,. 
‘too, is a candidate for ‘the Sullivan. 

featured: “in: 
- the: BBC-TV: “That. Was: The Week. 
‘That Was” tribute to the late ‘Pres- 
ident Kennedy, also" looks set ‘for |. 
‘US. .exposure on video and-in 

showcase. : 
“Millicent. “Martin, 

cafes. following: her’ stash. delivery 
‘of.“In The Summer’ Of: ‘His. “Years”. 
on the “TW ” show.” 

-| top-of-the -bill ‘performances. for 
‘the beat. group on- the. :Sullivan 
show. in “February. . British: vocal- 
ist-terper. Roy: Castle is postponing. 
his: -nitery. bow. in “Las Vegas to 
take.a leading role ina. forthcom-: 
ing ‘Yank: musical; . “Kelly,” | slated 
‘to.: open on : ‘Broadway ine the’ 
‘spring. 

eat 88 

ON SAN REMO FINALS 1s 
° Romé,- ‘Dec.. 10. : 

Some 24 tunes. have been chosen 
to ‘compete in. the. finals. of the an- 

music event: 
. Selections - .aré: “Come: Potrei 

j ‘Dimenticarti” | ‘(written . by Palla- 
: vicini-Leoni);. “Cosi Felice”: (Gior-. 

-“Disperato . Tango”. 
“ke: Se: 

| Domani’”’ (Calabrése:C. A. Rossi), 
“Teri: Ho. Incontrato.- Mia “Madre” | 
(Gino Paoli), “I. Sorrisi: di: Sera” | 

Prima: 

‘(Domenico.:: “Modugno), 

‘(Mogol-Testa-Renis);: “ha 
Che. Incontro”:. (Pallayicini-Krani- 
er), “L'Inverno- Cosa -Fai?”. (Nisa- 

; Colonello), : ,. “EeUltimo « Tram" :di- 
_Mezzanott _, (Calabrese.- Sciorilli), 
“Mezzanot _ (Rossi - Returino); 

‘Although wiknown: fo most non-musicologists, “coiniposer Felix. ‘Men- ; . “Motivo.. ‘D'Amor e” (Pi ino. “Donag-' 
“delssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847). wrote ’.an’ opera: in : 1829; ‘the year -of 
his travels through: England ‘and: Scotland. It is :an autobiographical 

Bio). 

«£. Ciacci), “Sabato Sera” (Pallesi- 

“Sole, -Sole” 

No”. : --(Pallavicini-Roncarati), 
‘Piangi | ‘per. ‘Niente”. . ‘(Pallavicini- 
‘Soffici), : 

simo” 

“Ysraeli. composer * Ainitat ‘Neeman ‘will get. a : hetty ‘representation: ; Green’ s. “Academy. Encore 
_at this ‘year’s Israel. Bonds’ Chanukah” Festival at: New York’s’ Madison |: - . 
-Square Garden: this: month. His.“Testament. To ‘Israel” will open the.| 

.. affair and: also. schéduled for performance are -his™ “Tsraeli- Dance: 
” Suite” and a new. Song: to. be sung by Meten. soprano, Judith Raskin: 

a2” ‘Hollywood, Dee.: 10: 
“ Johnny: Green: again will act as. 

_musie ‘director: for the. 36th: annual 
Academy -.Awards © - Presentations; 

_. +) repéating a chore he handled: five: 
ar ":{ times previously. - 

“Halim 1 ‘El-Dahb,. “BME ‘writer, namied- comhpaser-in-residenca. at “the Le 
- ‘Haile. ‘Selassie IU; in’ Addis ‘Ababa. ‘He'll - also : be: Music ‘director: of" 
“the: Addis Ababa Creative -Arts ‘Center.-He’s currently: at. :work .on’ the - 

Green, a four-time. Osear: ‘witirier. 
and 11-time Awards nominee,’ ‘also 
‘functioned | as genera] ‘director of: 
“show in - 1949 and! producer-dt- 

J rector: in’ "1952. 

‘Former. private _nitery, with * ‘60 : 
‘eapacity, is.opening .its..doors .to} 
public,..and. will have ‘a .$2.! 50. cover |. 

‘concerts -Tues- 
‘right Law* is: definitely. in: heed :.of amendments -in . order to ‘protect : for Ellington's jaz. 

“the. ‘creative ‘artists, | and: their ‘works, ‘the way -they..are’ ‘protected. in, 
Europe. ' We, : :the. creative ‘artists, havé no ‘other means.:of: earning -a |: 

- “Jiving- than the income ‘we derive. from ‘the: exploitation’ of our: works. 
|. Others: instrumental ‘in promoting - ‘and using them (disks, ‘broadcast-{"” 
. ing,. tv, etc.): are ‘making: gigantic profits while. the” man who: creates 
-* the ‘basis : for their. business. is’ getting. a ‘trifle’ only." ms 

: “Some ate ‘becoming: rich by exploiting. our- properties ‘and* are ‘Tot 
leven. paying. one«penny. to us,. This: applies to the: men -who- ‘produée.|° 
_ and. own jukeboxes... .... The claim: of ‘the :jukebox operators':that they } 
“ido remunerate. the composers: through the. ‘recording: royalty on: disks | 
’. swhich “they : put into: their” machines ‘is* ridiculous. and “is: ‘specious.|: 
. - argument. -which ‘would only: be’ raised. aS..a: justification: ‘for. their. at- 
> titudes by persons: as: unscrupulous. a as are. certainly ‘some. , Of the: juke- 
7 box operators." he ae tog oe Oe. 

- . Never Walk Alone. Pacemakers —- 
7 ’ | Jerry. Fine. alt ‘members of the 

“Some of the. more’ original’ Brit- 
4sh -disk names’ who rode into the! : 
domestic’ bestseller charts on. the.|°. 
native ‘version. of. ‘the. American}. 
“rock 'n’ roll beat’. are now ‘hot |= 

“The. Beatles’ manager, ‘Brian Ep-| 

new singlé,. 

Also “Non Ho- “LeBta (Banzeri: | 
‘Nisa)*' “Ogni Volta” (Rossi-Robifer), | 
“Passo.'su- Passo’ (Migliacci-Bindi), . 
“Piccola Piccolo” (Amutri-Lutazzi),: 
“Quandro. “Vedrai ‘al’ Mia Ragazza”’ | . 

“Sole, : Pizza -e: Amore”. 

“Una Lacrima™ sul’ Viso”’ 
(ogol-Lunero), ‘Un Bacio Piccolis- | 

(Ornati-Mescoli). and: - “20 : 
| km. al Giorno”. (Mogol-Massara).. : 

British Disk Best Sellers | 
Londen,. Dec. 10. -. 

7 “Want Hold. Hand. . : Beatles © 
(Parlophone) © . os 

a She Loves. ‘You veel “Beatles” . 
(Parlophone); a 

(Columbia). 

(Columbia) .. 

‘Fabajaros - 

(h Tes Li ted. 
i rom Classics! 

“London; Dec. 10. 
“BBG. “monopoly. ‘radio outlet. in 

the UK: has lifted its” hitherto. 
‘strict. pan on. pop. songs. adapted | 
‘from -the classics. In. a_letter-to- 
‘local publishers. ‘which: in- the past. 
‘have. often been. frustrated: ‘by. ‘the 
.Corporation’s: ban on éven such 

| numbers .as- Duke Ellington’ s‘“Nut-" 
‘eracker Suite,”- ‘Michael Standing, 
‘controller of radio ‘program. organ-: 
izing, states: =. 

“We are no: longer ‘opposed jn 
“principle: to broadcasting™ ‘popular. 
‘songs adated from the classics or. 
-other*serfous musical. comositions..: 
as, means that the. fact oF adap. og 
-tation will no longer bea ‘barrier | ff. 

recently .negotiated . three |: to ‘broadcasts and it: fee be: nor-'| 
mally. within the discretion of each |" | 
Andividual:‘producer. to)-decidé: for}. wy. | 
‘and against: the: inclusion of such | © 
-an item in. his. program’ entirely. on’ | 

and” its on its: quality - and. merits, 
suitability - fo the “context.” . 

‘BBC decision ‘not ‘to bar elassie:. . 
inspired. jpop. tunes could well: start. 

os ‘a-landslide of.such.-itemis previous-" 
: ly nixed by BBC. For, ‘as Standing: 
| puts: it,. “there. is ‘a considerable 

1 backlog. of songs which have been. 
rejected - under the. ‘policy. which, 
has ruled hitherto. *: 

: Disraeli? Not Coning Home 
mual San. Remo. ‘Song. Festival, |. 
-which ‘unrolls.. late -‘in: J anuary:: | 
‘Total.-was upped: from traditional |. 
-20 “because - of. the: high’ level: of. | 
compositions” entered. in’ top. Ttale _ 

\ radio station . which: beams: across 

AE Radio. Loxembourg 
* Eondon, Dec.°10;. 

- Radio. ‘Luxénibourg,, ‘Commercial 

the. English Channel to: the U.K,, 
| and ‘an outfit that .has..banned only. | - 
ohne ‘disk ‘in the past 16 years: has | 
“put the ber up on. Allan Sherman’s | 

“Won't. "You" Come: > 
Home, : Disraeli?” 
“Reason ‘given - ig: ‘that © station 

which mocks. Queen: Victoria and | 
Benjamin __ Disraeli. strikes out ‘on 
‘both. counts. because, ‘as a spokes 

4-man': put. js’ “they : haven’t.-been. 
‘dead | long etiough”- (to. parody, 

‘| that. is); 
‘BBC, however, thinks: ‘the: pag: 

is okay and there is no. restriction 
on it~ ‘on. ‘the: tocal commercial. ‘ty. 
“web. 
“Trotieatiy,- Radio. Luxembourg’ 3: 

only: other nixing of ‘a. disk. in the- 

affair: 

Basie Joins. ‘Count-Down’ 
On Fia.. Eatery’ S. ‘Bias. 

. Pallahassee, .Dec. 10: 
. - Count’ ‘Basie: “joined: - white: stue . 
dents - in picketing: an off-campus 

} restaurant . that “refused to) serve 
him hefore.a performance.at Flori-' 
da. State U.. Jast. Tuesday (3): . 

The: spot had: heen ‘picketed for - 

‘man. barred. the Negro. bandleader. 
and tWo white companions, ‘includ- 
‘ing a ‘professor .of. sociology: The: 
pickets -have been. attempting to. 
desegregate the. restaurant, which 

, fr befuses. to serve P Negro students, | 

Keep. You. Satisfied . . Dakotas. 
"| Greater. Philadelphia, < which: reps... 
. 29 Batoneers in this ‘area. | 

“oh pow Talk To: Him. - Richard: a oO 7 . | Jevies. -are - 

: . {Parlophone) . 
: “Were Made. For Me. -Dreameis . 

: . (Columbia) PUT he 
Secret. Love: wenere J Kirhy - 
-(Decea) «. : wy 

. Sugar And Spiee. Searchers i) 

i ‘Be My. Baby. Dee ae _Roneites: 
_:'-(Eondon) 

oo Maris: Elena. sees “Los Indios 
- (RCA) Lo 

-regulations, laid. down. by the State, | 
frown .on any ‘ribbing of politicians | . 
‘or royalty:. “And Sherman’s. platter |. . 

‘past 19. years ‘was just three months: | 
ago: when. ‘It axed: “Christine,” an 
‘Ember ‘ release. - hinged . on. ‘the 
| Chvistine : Keeler: 

the. ‘past several.weeks and a door- | 

‘Shas’ Sif Fines ° 
Ns Dissident Batonersin Retaliation’ 

- oS : Philadelphia, Dec. 10.. 
‘Heaty firies meted out to certain 

bandleaders by the executive board: 
‘lof Local -77,. American Federation 
of -Musicians, are. ‘said. to be in 

os -| reprisal for the maestros’ litigation. 
against . the. Jocal : and =the: parent 

M, . 
Among. bandsmen. hit by the 

“Jules. Benner, Joel 
Charles; ‘Abe Nehf, Marty Lahr and 

Associated Orchestra ‘Leaders of 

“The ‘assoelation’s attorney. went 
into ‘Federal Court here Jast- week . 

‘| with .a: motion: for. an’ immediate | 
restraining order: to make the local. 

oo refrain. from. Yepeated violations of | 
| a. previous injunction’ granted by — 
.| the court to the leaders.” This writ. 

..| blocked batoner “harassment” by 
the local. 

= “charge, are for failure to pay taxes 
-. ” [which are still a -matter of dispute . 

| before. the court... The. levies are 

‘Fines, . the bandsmen 

-... Valso ‘said to have resulted fromthe 
leaders’ refusal ‘to appear. at ses- 
sions - of. the ocal’s. executives «. 

| which. the. bandsmen eall a “kanga- 
‘roo: court.” --* 

‘The. association is asking relief 
‘from. all other sanctions ‘and penal- -- 
ties imposed by:the local and.a de-- - 
‘Mand that the: ‘local: be .made’ to 

.| recognize. the validity of. the court 
order. in its. monthly. “publication | 
Arpeggio or .be.-held' in escrow 
‘under. jurisdiction of the court. 

Crux:.of the situation is. the 
maestros’ demand. for” employer. 
‘status and the union’s contention 
that -the person that hires the. 
band. {“the. father .of the bride” 
ruling) is the true employer, The 
1961 :. temporary’. order forbids: 

| Local 77 from‘ penalizing the litl-. 
AT- + gants, but the union board has con- 
tinually managed to delay ‘a'hear- 
‘ing and Agnore + ‘the - ruling, it ‘was: 
charged. 

er Bay tn 
a millionaire: who.rose from ob- 
scurity in’ two years of selling 
washingmachines, is considering 
moving into the. disk business, He’ |. 
talking ‘a. deal with Jeff Kruger, 
‘head. of the Ember label. 

It’s understood that. Bloom. may. 
‘L-buy a large slice of Ember without 

I taking over control. Kruger will: 
‘still hold the reins. 
“Jf the deal. materialzes, dit will 
be one.of the mast: ‘significant disk 
developments since. Pye. Records 

| broke the. inajors’ distribution 
stranglehold by setting up a chain. 
‘of aclivery © vans 5 which: cover the 
country.” . 

90 e > laymen, 

_ AlSars, Cat 2d Albam 
- (| Albuquerque,. Dec. 10. 

: “The Dixieland. All-Stars, ‘a seven- 
‘man two-beat combo which has be- 
‘come somewhat of a local institu- . 
‘tion, recently. taped ::13 sides. for 
inclusion. in their:second..atbum. - 
‘Waxing, ‘to be tagged “Nixie In 

‘the. Raw,’ Volume’ 2,” is. expected... 
‘to. be.on the stands by Christmas. . 
“It'll be both stereo and. Monoaural 

| and. is. On: the band’s own Sa: dia. 
zabel. : 

A. novei al ‘aie 1s. the. fact. that 

siceessful:. < usinessn-en: “locally. 
.One isa U. S. district - ‘cormission- 
ler and an. attorney, another oper- 
[ates ‘a. supermarket, two are in in- 
“surance, one’s a geologist, another 
‘is a. school : teacher. and. the sev- 
enth tooter. is an accountant with. 
the. Atomic. Energy’ Commission. 

They. started. the. band. Six years 
“ABO, mostly for: kicks, then found 
a number of. commercial bookings. 
coming their way. In 1960, the band: 

’. | recorded “their. first: album, - titled 
“Dixie Jn- the Raw.” . 

Volunie II, like :No. T, has a nom 
ber.of jazz evergreens in it. In-., 
cluded. are such - titles. ‘as: ‘South 

‘Street ‘Parade, ” “Tiger ‘Rampart. 
Rag,’ “Bill /Bailey,’”.-“Ain’t She 
Sweet” and. ‘“alexander’ s. ‘Ragtime 

/ Band. ” 

- sbinanteinitst 2 John ‘Bloom, rated 

g as Dixieland 

all . seven. ‘sidemen are . full-time: 
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“7,” PETER NERO (Victor). 

50-42 : 35” 

ae a ae 

in 

_ Barbra Streisand Album (CL: 2007) oe 

~~ Singing Our Minds ( (MG: 20838) 

39 — 

a oo ¥ 

_., Move’ at P.J2s (6103) -: a Ce - 
- VARIOUS ‘ARTISTS. “ay - 

— 

In the Wind (W 1507) +. 

THE SINGING. NUN. (Philips). 
* Soeur. ‘Sourire (PCC. 203). : 

“BARBRA | ‘A ‘STREISAND (Columbia) 
“Wolume II (CL 2054) ; _ 
"JOAN BAEZ. (Vanguard) 
Vol. W-(URS: 9094) | 

“VILLAGE: * STOMPERS thio 
Washington Square (LN 24078)" 

‘AL MARTINO (Capitol) 
_ Painted :‘Tainted Rose: (T i 

3 - ELVIS’ ‘PRESLEY LY €Victor).. 
- Golden. Records,. Vol: 111 (LPM 2765) - 

“LOS INDIOS.. TABAJAREZ (REZ (Victor) 
Maria. Ele Elena (LPM: 2822) - 

“PETER, R, PAUL & MARY. (Warner Bra) 

~NEW ‘CHRIST HRISTY "MINSTRELS Tearambiay 
_ ‘Ramblin’ (CE’ 2055). : es 

_ WEST. SIDE | ‘STORY rT Cokamablay 
Soundtrack: (OL | 5670)... . 

‘ANDY. “WILLIAMS -(Colunibiay~ 
‘Days of: Wine & Roses (CL 20rg) 

- ROBERT "GOULET: r (Columbia) ” 
In Person. (CL 2088) - 

"FRANK ‘| SINATRA _(Reprisey 
- Sinatra’s. Sinatra. (R -1010). 

RYF. RYE BIRDIE (Victor) 
Soundtrack | (LOC 1081): 

BOBBY VINTON (Epic). - 
_. Blue Velvet. (LN: (24068)... ; 

‘BARBRA. STREISAND (Cotumbiay- 

~~ BEACH. ‘BOYS : (Capitol: 
_. Little. Deuce. Coupe (TF: 1998)" 

~. SWINGLE “SINGERS. TPRINBST 
Bach's Greatest Hits. (PHM 200-097) 

RAY CHARLES (ABC-Par) Te 
oc. Recipe: for a Soul (4¢ (465). 

;. SMOTHERS BROS...  (Mereary) 

‘Think Ethnic (MG 80777) - : " 

|: PETER. “PAUL. & : MARY Warner Bros 
__ Peter, Paul & . Mary (Ww. 1449). . ee: 
~ JOAN BAEZ. “(Vanguard) 
Baez. ‘in Concert. (VRS 9t12).. 

“HOW THE ‘WEST. WAS. ‘WON, (MGM 
Soundtrack. (LES) | a 

HERE’S LOVE (Columbia) 
_ Original Cast (KOL .6000) - 

‘CHAD. MITCHELL | TRIO. mercury 

. JOHN. -GARY- “(Vietor)- - 

‘Catch. a Rising Star (LPM. 2748)" 
wee te eee 

“~~ ROY ORBISON Y (Monument). 
_ Greatést Hits (MEP. 8000). 
'. ANDY } WILLIAMS. ( (Columbia) - 

__.Xmas..Album (C (CL: 2087) 

‘ALLAN SHERMAN | (Warner ‘Bros 
- My. Son the } the. Nat (WB, 1501). : 

~~ SMOTHERS HERS BROS. (Mercury) — 
___ Curb Your tr Tongue," Knave (MG. 20862). 

~ ELVIS PI PRESLEY Y (Victor). 
Fun in Acapulco. (LSP. 2756) 

. an eee 

“TRINT LOPEZ (Reprise) ° 
Trini Lopez at PJ'S (6093). 

“~~ LAWRENCE OF ARABIA ( (Carpi 
Soundtrack (CP. 514) ae - et 
AL HIRT (Victor) _ on ee 
‘Honey in the Horn. (LPM: 2783). See SID ode 

JIMMY ‘GILMER ( (Dot): 
‘Sugar. Shack | (LP » 3545) . 
BEACH | BOYS (( (Capitol) 

__ Surfer Girl (T 1981) - : 

"NANCY WILSON: "(Capitoly = 
Hollywood My. Way: (T 1934) 

KINGSTON | “*FRIO: (Capitol) 
Sunny | Side (T1935); . 

- TRINI [ LOPEZ ( (Reprise) 

‘Shut: Down (T 1918)- 

JOAN: BAEZ ( Wanguard). 
. Vok; I. (URS. 9078) *- 

= JAMES: BROWN. Kine) 
_., James ‘Brown Show (826) ° a 
-... SURFARIS (Dot) a rs 

"Wipe. Out. (DLP 3535) outs rr er 
MONDO ‘CANE: (United: / Artists): nn 

_ Soundtrack (UAL. 4105. ee 
' JERRY VALE (Columbia). 

. Language. of Love. (CI 2043). 

JOHNNY “MATHIS— “(Columbiay_ 
Johnny (CL. 1809) «. a 
/PERCY FAITH “(Golurabiay~ TF or 
«Shangri-La (CL.2024).2 fa ey : 

In-Person (LPM. 2710) ~ 
NANCY WILSON. ( CagiteD 
Broadway My. Way (T. 1828) 

“Lecter Bete Tee ee tee ate a ke 

mI Editor, ‘Vaniery:: al | 
mie . Just. a comment” ‘on the” article 
..fin.. issue Noy. 6: entitled -the “Old. po 

The’ writer|f 
|-states* this. was. -designed - -by Har-. 

|. everyone. “knows,’ 
| Harry. Thaw. : “> 

i *- Referring. ‘to. “hose old Piano | - 
} Roll Blues”: it: ‘night. be: of inter- |}. 

a} est: to. recall: the: first exploitation | 
HH of the ‘piaho.: -player.. (or. player: 

- “piano) © in. ‘America -was:.on. the] 
has of the now. .defunct . Casitio. 

1 
Medy, “My . Uncle | ‘Celestin.’’. . 
Bag,.. of | course, was ‘when the com- |¥ 
edian,. after. ‘apparently: -executing :- 
a difficult passage left the piano | 

naar “still: ‘going’ amid. the laughter. ‘of | 
{|.an’ astonished. audience. The auto- |} - 

‘matic piano, ‘as it was then called, ‘ie 
did ‘not. become: a commercial com- | f 
modity «until: several -years later |¥- 

“: 4} when ‘the: Aeolian. ‘Co. : .becamé: its | 
‘I! principal -vendor, ; 

4 | leading to. the building. ofthe: ‘orig-(|F- 
inal ‘Aeolian:Hall on 42d°:St. It {ff 

Twas: -really.:.a’ development of ‘the | 
a handorgan ‘employed by .street |]. 

-mendicants and. evangelists’ whose |i 
| wheezy -notes. 
sounds..to the wayfarers | Jof. igth + 

as, jcentury Gotham... 4 

| — ae Weighs I Move. 

‘Authors. & Publishers: has revoked. 
its: license agreement : with: Tune + 

i) Time..Co:,' a loeal. background mu- } 
| sie operation, and. is" contemplat- 
ing: ‘legal action against * ‘company |f : 

_.§) and_ its: prexy, -E.. Edward Jacob- |}; 
’ I) son, -according ‘to- -ASCAP attorney, if 

| Bennett: Priest. .:. | 
“AL - It is. charged that. despite lieénse. » 

_ revocation by -ASCAP,.-‘Fune Time |} | 
- Jj (also:.known™ as Certified: Broad- |f 
oe | easting-Co. and Radio-phone: Broad- | 

4} casting) continued to. furnish back- | 
| ground: music to. such clients as the /- 

-{| Alpha. ‘Beta: ‘and. Market .. . Basket | 
° chains: of supérmarts, 

a | fiera. 

~ Piano oll Bines? 
- New: York, 

| Speakeasy © Bldg. " 

try. K.- Thaw.. Thaw ‘was’ _obsolete.| 7 
when ‘the - house. in.: question. was | a 

| built. “It. may have. been’ designed |i. 
by ~ Stanford.’ “White “whom, .as | 

was | -killed by 7 

heatre ~. ( Broadway - 

-were -- familiar 

To Tune Out. Music of 
Coast's: ‘Tune. Time Co. | F 

‘Bollywood, Dee. 10. 
American’ Society: of. Composers, 

Priest.” ‘asserted “that 

-KJLM-FM — in :.San 

-FLANAGAN-TO-ORDER 

_ Symph.- City. ‘Opera | 

Detroit, Dec, “10. 

“Concert . “Ode” was 

York ‘City’s: ‘Center’s 

to the. stage. . 

~ Bobby ewe 
f ees Continued from. Bage: 43 =! iz 

- ae plus ‘Australia. and New. Zealand: 
- Weiss. has - been’ in: the interna-. 

_ tional ‘record/music_ field’. for .the 
-past: 11 ‘yéars. He joined the WB |} 

' . §{dabel in March, : 1959. Before- that | 
a is ‘he: was ‘with. €apitol - Records and | 

music « : publishing oF =  : “Morris,” 

Weiss Arrived. in New York: Mon- 
oo |day’ (9) .to begin a round-robin of jf 
= * |} business talks ‘with disk. company. 

‘J | execs, film and tv. offices and tal- | 
“-fent agencies about their. global: ef-.1f- 

forts: “He expects ‘to hit. Hollywood | 
_ -* fl pabout Dec... 25- and | remain’ here if 
aa at least ‘six: weeks, “: J 

&~ 39th): invite 
898, in. a French musical. com: | oa 

“The |i: 

its. prosperity |. 

— — . “recent 
oa | ‘ASCAP. demands - to. audit | Tune |f 

Hi Time -. ledgers. - — a. contractually Tk 
:, |) firmed-right on the-part of ASCAP’|. 
_¥ —-were denied ‘by Jacobson. en 

eee i : Jacobson: -who. also.owns: KGLA: 
PEM: in TAs: t... 
~ f | Diego: and. a’ ‘Chicago. "FM station, 

-r2” /iwas unavailable for comment. -How-. 
. - [| ever,-'a spokesman: for KGLA .de-- 

-nied knowledge of ahy ASCAP has- ie 
‘se Tegal. ‘OF otherwise.’ | 

‘Flanagan. piece 
Soe fi) will run’, ‘between. 15-20. minutes: |} 
—~.f|-Work is the. second: the composer || 

“| will have: written. ‘for ‘the. -Sym- | 
| phony, His 

| performed. on Jan: 14, 1960.:. Be | 
-” Flanagan also: will. compose the. 
“score for -a. new opera for ‘the New | 

“The Ice jh 
“Age” for which playwright Edward 

-{|-Albee will .-write the. “libretto: | 
a Flanagan’: -currently . is ‘represented. |}. 

Hi on: Broadway -with his - score. of:| 
1 incidental: music ‘for -Carson Me- |¥.; 

pS Culler’s. “The Ballard of the-Sad |f/ 
Al Cafe”. which Albee’ “has Adapted . 

— 1 oa 

Wk. 

ISTE NEE CT SEAT ATE YT FOS 

SINGLE RECORD Tl. PS. 
“(te une 2 Index of Performance & Sales) _ 

. This Last No. Wks. ° 
Wk. On Chart . : i t 

= BOMNGCE oO a — ; 
. >. Singing Nua. vend eidae! Soe ere bes eecenbiles Philips 
10" YM LEAVING IT ALL UP TO You" : 

_~ Dale & Grace ..... abe bee ee pee eet cate | 
3 “¥oU DONT. HAVE TO BEA BABY 

. | 10 
: Sidney Rose. . : qe 

7 

T9 

20 

_ 

3 

BF 

2 

; | wes.” * Cominiissioned.” “by. Detroit | “ 

“William: ‘Flanagan. has been com-|f °° =: 
tissioned by. the: Detroit ‘Symph |f 
orch’*to write’ a‘ full orchestral.| 

an ‘piece to’ commeniorate: the 15th 
 : Hy anniversary. of. the orch: during: the| 

| 1964-65. -season. 
rs 

5 56 
37 

38 

39 

18.. 

Lae 

: i. = 

we 
“Ts 

ao 

“ig 

a7 

: 36. 7 

"302 

a 

50. 

31 

3. EVERYBODY - 

—S_ SINCE T.-FELL FOR YOU: 

3 TALK BACK < TREMBLING 1 LIPS 

‘o} °| i. Loa ©]... 

12” “DEEP: PURPLE 

15°. 8 BOSSA NOVA BABY. 

“2. MIDNIGHT “MARY | ae 

“T WALKING THE | DOG 

20 

27° 3 HAVE YOU HEARD. 

| 3B Ba o 24 HOURS F FROM, [TULSA a 

: 37 “THE BOY NEXT DOOR ™ 

33 

ae Ny) 

“214 5_, LODDY LO” aca’ | 
“-,: Chubby. Checker <7... Pte Loved bata q 

Tommy Roe. | :...... 10: -6« ee - </ABC-Par’ | 

Lenny Weleh’ .. 000... . 6-5. Seas oe = Cadence 1 

Johnny Tillo: Tillotson: . 

_ SHE’S: A ‘A FOOL. 

. “_-Kingsmen:. Nea eee Done oe eS eee 

§ _ WONDERFUL SUMMER renee | 
“Robin Ward.:... gee eees repossess ese Dot -- 

TPS ALL RIGHT . — OO oY ae | 

_ Ampressions: © eS Perera aie AOE | 
5. BE “TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL, oa 

"Beach. Boys 2202. viene dea serelli.vel. baad ‘Capita. | 

x ‘THERE, PVE SAID} SAID 1 TAGAIN™ poh Aye 
. Bobby. Vi Vinton :: . a Sic ve ees weet ee caes Epic: 

10 ' MARIA: ELENA. : oe sath eee Se 
| Los \ Indios. a Tabajaiag. etwas Be bee Cee 

26. “LITTLE ¥ RED ROOSTER oe re | 
Sam. Cooke. ...:... eee “ eee. wi eey te Victor” § 

“WASHINGTON: SQ SQUARE ™ renee | 
Village ‘Ston ‘Stompers _ . ra wo ae Leese oye Ele - 

6 “LIVING A LIE rice | 
- Al Martino’. 

-< 

. April Stevens & Nino Tempo. pene : a <Ateo™ “ 
i “SUGAR S SHACK me TED re | 

<< James. Gilmer | a ? 

“bo CAN I ¢ I GET. A. WITNESS ~ ao aoe | 
(1 Marvin Gaye 3.2.0.2 0..4- Ye bs sie bide e by Tamla 

“3. DRIP DROP = Pine : a an | 
Dion ..: ) See eee pce phe Seen Columbia. 

, . Elvis _:Presley..... we ied? cn Mer m | 

~POPSICLES &. & ICICLES 
Dahle oh eelyeee eee else eres ‘/:Chatahoochee dq 

re 

7 - IN MY ROOM 
Beaclt Boys... : ....:--: se : 

“8 500 MILES AWAY FROM HOME 
“Bobby. Bare. wives hele be ote eed ee wise Victor . ; 

Joey” Powers ...... whe olibe. _ «Amy 

Rufus Thomas | a elev wveeeees . cial Stax 
 QUICKSAND ~ es 
Martha & The. Vandellas owe eees neces oc GO ay... - 

me 7 FORGET 8 HIM 
wee eee 

“WIVES. SS &- LOVERS , feh aa 
“Jack: Jones: ... wee eee © ee x iées os wees: -Kapp .. 

- ‘DOWN AT PAPA JOE'S - 
Dixie: Belles: .. 0.0... eve. - ensliebe: wee: i 8S. 7 | } 

Dupreés o? see. cee ee ot et 

’ Gene Pitney. . et tase . ace hed __Musicor os 

” NITTY “GRITTY : — . = oo US 
_ Shirley . Ellis. . eee ove aoe: wc. owe oe oe ait ‘ee eo. Congress. . 

“Secrets |". -. er en. Phillips: 7 
“BABY DO DONT r You" WEEP ~ re 
Garnett Mimms . ; bean ce eeeecers UA 

.. MISERY — a = TE o 
- Dymamics 0.0000. sa becca see lee cee’ = Big Top 

2 BAD GIRL — Cpe get ca 

NT 

"6 HEY LITTLE CE GIRL 
Major Lance: .: ..........-.-- cele ie ( 

40 = T. KANSASCMY aS 

6 

a 

Be 

50 

a 

48°) 

32° 

"12 FOOLS. RUSH IN. 

| =a "RAGS TO RICHES 

35 7 . CRY FO ME 
28 ; = 

“a 727 TALK TO ME_ 

o r “NEED TO: BELONG - 

; Trini Lopez... a a 

Rick NeWwon 0020.00 ive a : 
3. WALKIN’ | PROUD a - 

—YOURE ‘GOOD. FOR M ME ——— ; 

Solomon Burke. joss Alla F 

“+ Sunny’ & SunLiners...; . ss ‘iene. Tear Drop 

Betty. Harris. akee ll stele se eed, 

} I-WONDER WHAT SHE’. SHE'S DOING TONIGHT : 
: _Barry_ and the ‘Tamerlanes: . ‘Peace Valiant: 

oe Sunny &. & Sunglows. - lat oe ares Teardrop . 

_ ~ Jerry. Butler .: sie ieee eee 

3 LONG TALL + “TEXAN” = ae 
_— ‘Murray ‘Kellum. Late eo aeas elie wleveve “++. Moe” 

_— i Vee Ji fay a. 

| a ‘SATURDAY NIGHT. . 
_ New Christy . Minstrels. peelic eee eens .Goliumbia - 



‘3 plugging trip for Joey Rivers 
“f° Man” -“Better, Better, Better,” on| 
‘4 the Pat label.:...": Duke Ellingten. 
“#” - Orch-and Carmen McRae go into 
e Basin’ Street East for two days*(13-: 

a | : Upianist Dick Wellstood. and drum- 
: ——=—=—==S=S=S=S 

"| THE NINGSTON TRIO - cAPITOLT 195° 

1 Ei PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP he 

“s ota - . ca 
ay oe . ote, lye a “ aoe ye gett ne i ar Peereris ine. . 0 on, . Sa a ™ 

: ie, apse nh, yet: ps a ; Jone, ” ‘ 

“ . ” . . . ‘ . . a . 

. os . : ro 

oe . Te . .c . le . . a J 

q “has been appointed “honorary. citi-: 
if. gen of Tennessee. by: Gev. Frank 
2G. “Clement........ Linda” Mae 

: 2  Sehwarts, daughter’ of Louis. E. |; 
ff -: Schwartz, “business : -manager of. 
“if. Mills..Musie and ‘assistant :to‘presi- | 

 . Masrice A. Tepper. . | 
“tor press rep: Elliet Horne. had ‘an 
. excerpt . of -his “The -Hiptionary” |"- 

@.. -American. Sunday (8)... 
@ © ‘Greeo,; Epic: disker,. begins: a one-|. 

“ac” month. engagement. at’ ‘the. ‘Sahara. 
_ ig Hotel; ‘as Vegas; Dec. 21. 

° SAL Randall;. 3D~xecording artist, will 
‘9. make: her ‘second. appearance: on: 

' Joe. ‘Franklin’s .. 

4 _ Glasser. has signed a: five-year con-. 
> ee ‘tract ° with Roseland Dance . City. 

1. cPETER, PAUL & MARY: WB.5368 

‘ Washington, ‘Dee. i0:. 

| mer. Panama Francis will: be. in the 
New! York {Conrad Janis combo in. the Aétors 1 

rrving Caesar; -ASCAP™ ‘director, | Studio’ - Theatre: production .: ‘of 
“Marathon: 33.."" The first of-a 
series: of Hank Williams: memorial 
‘shows ‘iising MGM’ ‘disks. ‘will go out 
‘to | 200° stations: . via | the . “Shane 
‘Wilder. Syndicate. starting ‘New 
Year's Day. so “More,”. the: theme: 
from “Mondo Cane” published - ‘by | ; 
Edward: B. Marks, now has: 46. dif- 
ferent versions ‘on, disks. . 

‘cluding Japan, -Sweden,”. England, 
France and Australia: ° 

dent... Jack . Mills, . “engaged . to 
RCA Vic- him. ‘a. - remarkable - ‘ambassador 

SU a eae and-for our neighbors abroad. 

“The. Ronettes ‘due in next: rionth 
for concert and tv dates . .°: 
Prepping ‘a visit. to: the .U’S.. ‘next | 
month — is’ Harry. ‘Dawson of the: 
George Cooper talent agency. He’s 
dickering: to. get Stateside: visits 
for such: artists: as Joe Brown; The 
Tornadoes. “and ‘Johnny - Kidd & 
‘The: Pirates... .. Meantime,::beat 
group. ‘Brian. Poole ‘& ‘The. Tre- 
meloes - are set® for .an ‘eight-day | a 
visit; across the. ‘water—for: ‘PTO- | gee. 
‘motional purposes only ; ... Son of : 
Max, Anthony: Bygraves- ‘cut. his | 
‘first disk; “Shout Ole,” as ‘singer |o"" | 
atid. drummer, for the Decea label. |: y: 

Cornetist: Johnny _Windhurst, |: - Pianist: Joe Henderson switched | FF 
‘back to the Pye. label. following. a| | a SF av 

rx of Pix Music 
|term with EMI .. :-Establishment |. 

oe Hollywood, Dec. 10. 

tome . published: . in -the Pictorial}... ~ 
Living. section of the. WN: Ye J ournal | - 

. Buddy: ‘indéstructible -character: that is /a 
credit to. his ‘people | ‘and: ‘to. the 
United States . “He is ‘a: man 

. Maria 
he sets foot. outside this: country, 
he represents us. It would: be won- 
-derful.. if we could: be: sure that “Memory | Lane” 

(WOR-TV) tomorrow (Thurs.).° ~ 
Henry: “Tobias. ona cross-country 

“Poor ‘created as. much -.good. -will- for 

14).. Singing. maestro . Don 

“Elof a “Record. Fortnight” is -being |. 
“i mooted “by the: ‘Gramophone. Reec=: 

-ord Retailer Assn.:: .-. Jeff Kruger, | : 
head of the. Eniber. ‘abel, .. com- f- 

| pleted ‘a. “releasing. deal. with ° Bar- | 
‘Bl elay’ Records. of Brussels.. Kruger | 
~ Hy will: issue two albums ‘here. from | 
“Jl the . Barclay’ catalog before. 

Christmas. le, 

~ LINDA SCOTT 
_ Sings 

WHO'S BEEN 
- SLEEPING 18 
“MY BED 

on CONGRESS. RECORDS || |. 
- Inspired by the Paremount Picture. 1 

| some --1,000 pix. made ‘annually 
"WHO'S: BEEN. SLEEPING 

IN MY. BED" Ad at A-20member fusle ‘board. “has. 
: | been named to help the uquer- 

FAMOUS. -MUSIG: CORPORATION A\ que. Civie Auditorium Board’ -on 
planning’ ‘and: policing’ of -upcoming | 

| teenage dances: at’ the hall, “starting 
‘jin early. January: | be 
| .:The auditorium is owned’ by. the 

city, the board is: appointed. ‘by. the} 
city. gommission.’ 

-‘Untit-Jast- week: the. city had: ‘an pointed..to the: symphonic 
lasting 

‘alone, pointed to field as represent- 
- ing “‘one’ of. the most’ important 
|} arenas for modern. music.”: 

“Bernstein. asserted . ‘there ds ‘an 
average of. 40° minutes of music in 

Teenage Dance Olay hh 
_ Aiaguerqe Civic Aud | 
_« May Hypo’ Band. Dates} 

- Albuquerque, Dec: 10. 

stresses :“‘is more. music. than’ is 
composed, ‘performed: or. “otherwise 
expesed in any other. medium.” .:: 

—_ a m7 
4h. [ordinance whieh forbid youngsters Commandments,’ and ‘also listed. 
} CHAD MITCHELL TRIO » .KAPP K 510 X°.| under-18. from. attending’ publie}’,), varying.elements in. which’ the: 
j ~ JERRY JACKSON « KAPP'K: 543. wa dances in the hall. The. auditorium Tausi¢ itself bécomes _a. sensitive: 
1 -BOBBYLAN > board: last week, however, decided Support for: the: overall reduction * COL. CL 4986. _ | to. permit: the: youths: to: stage their | tmelved. BP ; 

BENNIS & RODGERS + crs 300 x own dances ona trial basis: | me a : 

) ARTHUR LYMAN  HE-FI-L 1013” | . Local 618°of the: American Fed-|- “Composer. hab Just been Be tom 
of BOB: WARTER © LIBERTY. LRP 3330 © ; fen of Musicians ut sis fr| Eaiste-mullico nee eatlier: aad 
a ‘ - -JACNIE DeSHANNON s LIBERTY CRP a oe: first event a gut 0 asis L0F | STE: - Kill“ A Mockingbird” ‘and 

i ODETTA : © RCA LPM 2643: fs 7 “| “Reve With: A “Proper. Stranger”. 
for. the. “producer-diréctor team. 

Date Snag. 
= Continued from pase «3 Saas | 

| but ‘wet on: ‘dates: ‘stipulated. ‘per | 
'-union centract. Local. 47 board also 
objected to fact Lauerman notified. 

‘| Stabile -verbally .of the: switches, 4. 
‘not through: formal chaniiels ‘via : 
+union. ~ 

Tt is. ‘understood “that. Stabile | wyn-Mayer: . 
| Ras. never. beefed. The. ‘dispute | ©. 
arose when: union. officers “noticed: |’ 

| that Grove had Stabile on contract: 
\sheet. at same time it had - first 
| week of. Dorsey. orch. The diseus- | 
wions then began. =. 

|. Unless: ‘Lauérman gets: off ‘the 
| hook with the.union he could be Judaism ‘STA 
forced ‘to: pay two: ‘bands. ‘for’ they . 

|| same. week’s. ‘work. . 1 

“The. Great. Escape: tor 

‘Bernstein. ‘also’ scored. ‘tad, ” 
“The. Caretakers.” “Kings of . the “IN THE SUMMER | 

“OF HIS YEARS" 

[scien 
S HARTIN 

“Abe Te4I4 

‘past. ‘year;.- -along with tele-specials, 

_CURRENTLY.ON WORLD WIDE ConcexT ‘a 
| ‘DECEMBER 

| EP. Will be issued in. January. 

a -| folk: songs. with: Alan : Lomax. fer 

“REPRESENTED. BY a 
- HAROLD LEVENTHAL. Msaagement: In le. - 

. = 7 200 W. STi St.. ‘New. Vork. 15, N.Y. 

. . ‘ ou ‘Tease. ds. now: being:s scheduled. 

Nat i Cok’s DC. Kade 
Nat King Cole. has: been accord-| cs Le 

led: ‘a. tribute.in. the House of Rep-|f.--- .- 
. resentativés with the insertion. of | = eee 
‘remarks. ‘by... Rep... Augustus: -.F. |° "= - 
Hawkins. (D)... The ‘California. so-- 
‘Ion called ‘special. attention” ‘to. 
Cole’s~ contribution . to improving. 
‘the American .“image” abroad: in. 

forego: personal - and ‘tv: “appear- 
his -22 concert ‘tours’ to foreign | ances, until: after. her baby, arrives; 

‘countries in the ‘past. five years in-. 

lor Possible: ‘syndicated... series. 
Young. Brunswick: ‘songstress Dem~. “His. remarkable - presence-made efrius. Tapp: was featured. : 

| ‘without portfolio for our .country,” |: 
| Hawkins. said. “He’ symbolizes:.for. 

la kind. of dignity; - of. integrity, of. 
{on Hootenanny, Dec. 14, .and- Ed: 
| Sullivan. show ‘Jan. 26. He'll head-. 

who -feels strongly: that whenever] (Little. Joe} Landon. the ‘annual 

‘ginning Feb. 19. : 

Isles, where he firmed -record-re-. 
lease. deal with Pye Records. in: 
‘London for -his. Hickory label. - 

every . Yepresentative:. of. ours. 
‘brought’ ‘as much. prestige ‘and: 

=. America’ as Nat King’ Cole." de ne 
Ooo ts Eddy” winged out for South Africa. 

si A! fand three-week’ tour..: 

oo & recording session ‘(produced | by. E 

io companied: ‘by. her. ‘husband-man 
_ | ager Bill ‘Monohan.: : °°: 

a hunting trip :at_the King Ranch 
‘lin Texas ..*. 
Chet Atkins,- ‘Skeeter Davis, ‘Hank | 

| Snow, . Charlie. Rich ‘and: Anfta + 
Kerr Quartet. take off.in mid-Janu- |: 

- Composer: Elmer’ ‘Bernstein - last: 
“week blasted. self-styled pundits. of ; 
motion. picture music who ‘don’t. 
consider - film: scores in: the top . 

. league ‘of ~ musical ‘eomposition,’ ”. 
: ‘|; Tanesmith, with. five .major filmi: 

+ scores. behind him in the past:year: 

Jerry: Lee ‘Lewis: Signed . writer's | ° 
|-contract with BMI. 7 
added Roger. ‘Martin, Earl ‘Gaines | 

‘artists. : 

studio here, named Epie a&r man |- 
‘in this: territory. 
“ceeded. -at Phillips: by. Ray Butts. . 

| every .pieture. made. Oi “basis: of | 

worldwide, ‘figure reps 40,000 min- 
utes of: musie, ‘which. the compeser_ ed ‘producer Jim Reeves from ae- |. 

| cepting | invitation." to - - represent |. 

5 Independence Celebration in. Nai-[. 
_Decrying. the” eriti¢s - ‘who “put 

‘down”: film. music’ as ‘popular, 
“eommercial ‘ tuning, ”” "Bernstein 

to. premiere..in ‘U:S. next. April. | 
‘qualities. of scores like: “The Ten'| | 

time.-A daughter arrived. for his. 

AMusi¢ Publishing - Co: 7 with his. 
uncle :Harold. Bradley. | DRUMMER 

. Songsmith Willie Nelson (“Four F oe i 
“Walls, ” “Crazy,” “Pretty. Paper’) BOY 
‘bought farm fear’ here; . moving | a 

4 and California, me 

| Latter. picture’ has“him in Oscar |; 
| race: potential this year, along with 

eury: 

Sun” and “The. Carpetbaggers”” in: 
| Hughes. 

“The Making ofthe. President” for | 
David. Wolper -and..the C. B:.:De-- 

..| Mille: spectacular for Metro-Gold-. ‘in .charge. .. 

“Commandments” musie, written’ longterm. (five -years. with options) | 
‘by. Bernstein, was. aired ‘first’ time | | 
‘Dec. 2/00 ‘the. ‘DeMille | special, It}: 
will be. given’. first.‘ concert: per-- 
formance. “‘Thuzsday (12). by ‘Bern=. 
stein in a Bonds ‘for Israel Shrine 
‘bash | Sponsor ed: “by. ‘the. Univ. OE |. 

‘cated. . television: show -in . Holly. 
‘wood «today. (Tues.) then : ‘Jet ‘to 
Hawaii. for week's “personals. 

. pte. ‘Records. has signed. The zt . 
: ‘Jubilee. Four to’ an. exclusive re-|'¥ | 
‘| cording: deal:.. The group’s’ debut{ # 
‘| single: “The Day: of Jubilo” -cou- |X 
‘| pled with “Long: John,” will be.re-| fe - ~ 
‘| leased: this. week,” ‘and® their. first | ft 

aoe The members of. the: quartet- ‘are|: am 
7 Bill Johnson, | “who. “has ‘recorded |. 

: i lthe Library. of Congress: baritone:| X . INDIA’ * Q | 
| | Ted: Brooks,. tenor : Jimmy Adams | + 

TANGANYIKA, i} and basso George McFadden: ‘They | ¥ .. 
KENYA. | | | recently..finished. work onthe film [ <: 
: NIGERIA. a . [ Dates Elvis . ‘Presley, “Fun In. “Ata. | 

‘Columbia Records /Potiveys Records: |" Also “added . to ‘the: ‘Bpic: roster | 
Hast week was the-new folk group |. -: 
| tagged The. Freewheelers....Mem- | == 
} | bers of the group are Wally: Sala- [ a 
/-+man, Gary Cagley, Mike Matacunas: a 
: fand Jack -MeCarthy;- An- LP: Fe- : 

_Music_ at 

Te P
an Vi i = 3 

a —— By RED O'DONNELL _ 

. _ Nashville, Dec:. 10. . . (Beckham's assistant, Juay Thomas 
Medicos. advised Brenda Lee to. ‘(who records for Reprise), is his 

| temporary replacement. on, 

Pianist ‘Moon Mullican, who has 
been‘.a_ staffer. of Louisiana Gov. 

| Jimmy. Davis. forthe. past four 
due next May. .- _ 

‘LeRoy. Van’ ‘Dyke. filmed: pilot 

re booked by: Jim ° Denny Talent 

* Tompall : & : Glaser » Bros, “(Sith Agency. | 
and. Chuck): returned . from” six | 
weeks’ : ‘tour. of Far East, - 

Eddy Arnold‘ set. for guest. shots 

Hillwood Country . ‘Club dance to- 
Morrow (Wed.)...... Singer Skeeter 
Davis and hubby * Ralph Emery 

line . (with -“Bonanza’s””. Michael in Florida: .....-Dave Dudley in to. 

Housten Rodeo. for’ 12. days, ‘be-: Jim: MeConnell's: wife, Ann, re- 
|.cuping fr om, injuries suffered in. 
fall from: ladder at her home. _ 
‘Burl Ives. in this ‘week for seven 
‘sessions for Decca :;:. Latter’s 

| NY. adcer:-Teps, Milt Gabier and 
| Harry Meyerson, also in town. 

Wes “Rose” back’ from: British 

John -D. Loudermilk and Duane 

Teresa Brewer. in for. -Mereury- : ° 2 a | LT 

a&r chief’ Shelby Singleton), © | EEK 

~GINNY 
| ARNELL | 

‘SHORT. SHOTS—Ray. Spice 6 on. 

- RCA’ Victor ‘artists |. 

ary. ‘on promotional tour of Europe | 
. Lenny. Dee and. Burl “Ives: at | 

Decea fer some record-making :; ;:; 

© Paul: Cohen | ‘ 

and Billy: Adams: to his, ‘Todd Aabel | : 7 

Tree Music“ Co: ‘signed writer- os 
_ | Singer” Chris Gantry. of New. York | f 

|; +. + Billy. Sherrill, who ‘formerly.| 3 
managed Sam Phillips’: recording | 

‘He’s been.suc- |. : 

Previous commitments. prevent- . 

US. Information. Service at Kenya | 

robi- ... ..-"; --Reeves’ © ‘production } 
“Kimberly. Fim; ” which was shot, in |. 
South Africa,. is. tentatively: slated 

Veteran’ Decca: ‘a&r. boss. Owen. rs 
Bradley a‘ grandfather for first}: 

son, Jerry Bradley, and wife.: Jer- |. a 
ry: is co-partner .in Forrest: Hills | BS 

is Hy 7 SLEIGH RIDE back after ‘Several years’ An. ‘Texas 

Roger Miller,. -checking- out ot} 
RCA: Victor, : to. record for. Mer- | ‘MILLS MuStE, INC. * 

__ Ma York tts 
C & Ww ‘singer Ray- ‘Pillow cut | = 

his first ‘singles for Capitol under.{s 
direction, of. a&r: local, boss Marvin te 

_NOW AVAILABLE! 

‘Epic . opened: office in g12. 16h {f- 
‘Ave. So. Bldg... “with Billy’ Sherrill 

“Stonewall “Yeekson. Hened ‘new. 

eontract with Columbia: : 

George Jones due to tape syndi-| 

Bob- Beckham. resigned as. Low- if 
of ery ‘Music's. Music City‘office ‘man: | e or taf 
‘;ager.to take similar position with if ie w 

i. met Music (down: the sree "Sain 

| ¢ uriently 

“EDDYS’, Kansas City. 
’ Dee. 20 - Jen. 23 {Five Weeks). . 
‘THONDERGIRD HOTEL, le Veges.. 

1964—Jen. W410 Feb. 6. 
TERAZZI CASINO, Mexice City 

| “Feb. 8-14,: SADDLE PAND SIRLOIN, Tucson, ‘Arizona , 
coun RECORDS a Meri JOE DELANEY 7 

“BOOKED. EXCLUSIVELY ay. 3 

58 WEST 87. “STREET, NEW YoRK 19  J0decu 2-778 : 
Je chICAso. ° MIAMI ¢. BEVERLY. HILLS © LAS VEGAS ¢ DALLAS © LONDON 

years,. is‘ moving back te ‘Nashville . 

after first of. year. He'll probably ~. 

“Count | Basle will jazz up the’. 

(WSM radio © deejay) . ‘vacationing | 

‘wax. album --for..-Mercury .. 
‘Acuff-Rose Talent Agency chief 

9 or THe 

aw. 
= 



Upstairs at Downstairs, 

Irving ‘Haber presentation of 
“Twice Over “Nightly”: with Jane 
Alexander, ‘Paul Dooley, McIntyre: 

Dixon, Richard . Libertini, Mary 
. Louise Wilson: produced by David | 

. Shepherd; ‘directed by George :‘Mor- {| 
‘rison; ‘music, Fred - ‘Silver; music |: 
& lyrics, ‘Ogden Nash, Ann. Stern- 

~ berg, “RobertTerry,, Fred Silver, | 
“Shel Silverstein: Opened Dec. 9 a 
oe $5 minimum. re 

The ‘recent. tragic - events” have 
lett a mark. on show ‘biz, particu-| 
larly. in:the field of topical revues, . 
by. restricting subject matter. ‘great: |: 
‘Ty. ‘Mentions of the White House, 

the administration or even. politics 
are out. Nothing is heard of the}. 
cops in drag that: used to. be: big |. 
in. Central Park. and in the cafe | 
shows- | 

Even... Sen. “Barry | ‘Goldwater's 
value aS’ a . revue: subject is :de-.| 
batable. The. biblical warning, “Put 
‘not. thy trust-in princes,” :seems | 
to.. be especially applicable : to the. 
cafe reyue field. oF 

‘The -humor has tot shifted: from 
the topical ‘to. contemporary: as. is-|. 
evidenced in the Irving Haber ‘ re- |. 
vue, “Twice . Over. Nightly,” the |. . 
new vehicle. at. Upstairs -at the’ 
‘Downstairs,’ where. the -yogue for.| - 
cafe revue was. given great. im-|.~ 
‘petus, The. strokes are not as.sharp. 
_as they used. to be, ‘put are applied | 
. broadly... and. are. equally lethal. - 

The axes are no longer aimed. at: A 
“individuals, : but. at types and in 
this context-a viewer may be laugh- 
ing at himself.; The incidents have: 
a: homey and: true ring, andthe. 
-enactments © have.. sharpness and 
_ sting. The show is a rewarding | cafe-: 
going. It's” entertaining . and ‘it’s |. 
bright... ’ 

The participants, . “a: quintet of 
facile performers,’ do. the chores’ 
cunconimonly well. Each: has a: dif: | 
ferent facet to contribute. McIntyre |. 
Dixon has a comedic ‘flair that -fre- 
quently ‘makes: him -a“focal point 
of. the sketches. Mary Louise Wil 

gon is able to tear off..a line casual). 
ly and still -include bite. 

Jane. Alexander can ‘miigg, grim: 
ace and also work with. sophistica- | 
tion: Richard Libertini fits into vir- 
tually: any. ‘department while. Paul 
Dooley.-has. the «knack of .:tying 
up: .the events Jogically. Indee 
his © ‘canferenciering .. another. 
bright ‘spot in the show. . 

~ There is.still some tightening: to! 
be done and-some of the bits need: 
editing. There’ are -several. stand-|} 
“outs such as the skit depicting late- |: 
-Ness” excuses by the entire - cast. 
It’s ‘an ingenious representation. 
“Another is a bit on exurban living |. 
in which a moving’“man ‘drops in| 
_on’one of his former clients. during | 
a. party. There's. an... imaginative}. 
greeting. card ‘bit ‘and . others.. that |. 

are quite: amusing. °... 

“The showbacking. -is by. “Fred 
Silver .at the piano, ‘who has «also.{ 
done the music . of several ‘songs.. 
“The. direction by George Morrison | 
cand the. production ‘by. David: Shep- | 
herd; with a few more’ shakedown |. 
‘sessions, . will enliven. ‘the. layout | 
even. more. . 7 Tose. 

The | ‘apri, ¥ B.A. 
a" Gos. Angeles, Dec.. 4: . 

Arthur Blake, Chris. Hersey; tiv 
drink minimum, , oom 

If: this Spot. can * Work’ ‘out: .a 
couple “of headaches, - “it. has _ the 
-potential. for .a real money ‘run 
with. the mimic Arthur Blake. 

‘tertainment® charge. 

_NIGHT. CLUB. REVIEWS 

straight but ‘still. humorous. A few; [- 
and - among. his’ bes 
|-pletely © ‘serious—-such J. as . Helen a 
Hayes: in: “Victoria: Regina.’ ces . 
What Blake does to Bette ‘Davis 

as Baby “Jane is. nothing to- what | 
his Jane is~ doing. simultaneously | . 
-to Joan Crawford as Blanche, One 
Might think he ‘would.start gagging 
it up but. it. stays’ completely male-. 

‘are com~ 

‘volent. . 
The. Swanson’ is: ‘of course, “from 

“Sunset.” Boulevard, ” the. Lionel 
Barrymore .from. “A -Free- Soul : 
but most’ of. the. -program ‘is: ‘a 
melange | Of. : show | ~ biz®: colorful 
characters ° ‘which - ‘hot . always ° ex- 
poses their. nicer sides. Particularly. 
effective. is -a pigtailed Margaret 
O’Brien, conning the ‘Lord-Mayer 
of .Metro. . 
However, ‘Blake: has’ a. tendeney 

to linger too long’ on introductions. 
It: is. during ‘these. periods: that the. 

| audience noise becomes. most: 
noticeable. . The show:. is: much. too : 
good to let. this“go uncorrected. 
Seeing this irreverent ‘imitator. at}: 
work on ‘his many: victims. is worth, } 
the visit:: 
Blake ‘is in for! indefinite ‘stay : 

AFM pending ‘ ‘outcome. Of. _th e. 
‘problem oon “Robe: 

“‘Tidelands,. Houston’. 
‘Houston, Dee:: 3. 

Ruth... “Wallis, : 
‘Freddie: Noble -Orch: ee Sh ete 

“Ruth “Wallis, . ‘in cher | Brat! ap. 
‘pearance in Houston in. four. years, . 
pulled a: sizable.’ turnout ‘for’ her 
Monday : (2) preem: A: saucy. -blond,- 
‘She: ‘writes. her :own : songs. ’. “Funes: 
are loaded with. double-entendres, 
squared, - but, material: never seems. 
‘to offend those who know: what to 

; expect... 
JA. couple: of - her staridards: ‘siteh : 

as “A Man, A’ Mink: and: A- Mil- 
“ion,” are" ‘displayed, . -plus more: 
‘topical . tunes; _inchiding: ““‘Arrive-. 
‘derci. Roma” 
“Never. On - Sunday. a 
"Thrush is’ more . subtle: titan an 

‘some of her: ‘contemporaries © in? 
that ‘her: four-letter. words “have | 
‘about’ eight - letters. . She exhibits} 
nice change. of pace- ‘with- some |. 
straight tunes; “The Clowns,” and 
‘excellent begoff, “This: Is, The Only: 

d: Life -I .Know.” 7 
Danny: ‘A'Pollo: is pleasing young: : 

| singer ‘who. can-.climb high ‘with 
experience. “He's: ‘reviewed under, 
New. Acts.” : - 
. ‘Freddie Noble band: does usual 
professional | ‘backing. job... 

+ Show. . plays . two . ‘frames. -with . 
“Simmy.. Bow -and.. Miekt. .Carr” due. 
‘Dec. 16. it Skip. - 

"Leonards, Phoenix:: 
. Phoenix, . Dec.: > eae 

ve “Morey Amsterdam; Beatrice Kay 
{with Jérry Linden). Lou Garno. 
Quartet; $2 cover... - _ 

Bad luck. continues to hauurit this 
site. that’s housed a. long succes: 
sion: of- defunct‘ nitéries: under. an 

Bonifaces: Art Leonard, a for- 
mer 20th-Fox-: ‘casting: director. and ° 
| Frank Moore, an ex-New. York ‘po- 

| lice lieutenant - who -: hit- :Phoenix’ 
as. the original: director . of the 
local ‘Playboy.’ Club, : ‘are. riding « ‘at 

-| Shaky: taridem_ attempting: ‘to, -re-' 
{instill confidence «of . ‘the: ‘natives 
land - ‘blow. life into: ultra. elegant, ; 
handsomely... - furbished -. premiisés. : 

Four. -previous: operators. have | 
lost: huge bundles at ‘this ‘location, |: - 

“Danny © -A’Polla, 1 

and: -her: rewrite of | 

scale; : 
filled - ‘Las’. Vegas-type ‘Gallic. im-. 
‘port; and ‘worth. -consideration by. 

‘There’s a: problem with: "et originally the . KoKo: Thé ‘preem 
- over a previous . ‘booking ( Nellie. was originally” skedded: for Friday" 

‘Lutcher ).. now being negotiated, ac-. °(22) -but’.._beeause  -of- President. 
cording to: manager Jimmy Arent- |:Kennedy’s “asSassination'-: it . was. 

son. This not only made it: necés-. 
sary. for Blake to work Tuesday’s: 
(3) -opening without “his” pianist] 
but prevented singer: Chris Hersey, 
as pp oring 26 act. from: ‘Boing * on 

at al 
we ‘There’ s also a ‘considerable | ‘nii- 
~sance ‘as -the ‘result of too much 
noise from :the bar-risters “ during | 
a performance. This.is unfair, not 
only to the” artist but. ‘to patrons. . 

Blake, stil one: of the top mimics, 
“has a repertoire of. 139. personali- | , 

‘ strolling. on ‘a stage- as: ‘though he: 
owned it. His .sharp; Teminiscences. | 
“and topical. comments are gentle I 
+ and.ingratiating but: :the comic’s:|’ 
strong suit: is: still the beatniks, 
the radio sponsor, | the ‘tailor ‘bit 
‘andthe: lady | heckler—all deline: | 
‘ated: in. a warm. “york | provoking 

ties. to: take: off.. While he admit- 
teddy. includes: all: ‘the ‘regulars— 
Bette Davis, .Tallulah, Gloria Swan-. 
son—he’s “probably the: only one: 
-who is equally talented .with.im- 
pressions of... Barbara. Stanwyck, 
Margaret. O° ‘Brien, Shirley :-.Booth, 
Helen. Hayes.- “. even Lowella. ~ 
_Blake’s added: touch, which really 

makes’ the. -act, -is his ability © to |: 
create an’ amazing facial and man-. 
ner ‘resemblance . to the person 
-whose..voice he. aping. As: he. usés 
only a hat; a wig, or-a scarf, he’s 
able to switch. quickly: from one 

. character. to another. Most of: his. 
material. is. satirical, ‘with malice. 
towards many,, while some. is 

ins this . 
-cémmunity: -was-.great: 

Amsterdam.’ has “the ability”. of | emt ‘Don -Conn Orch. (8); 

-understandably:” reset. :for - -Wednes-. 
“no- | ‘day; (27). -This ‘one was: -a™ 

show”. because’ ‘of ‘topliner ‘Morey 
Amsterdam’s ' fouled - - up: 
‘connections. 

Once. .  Meseis “Leonard 

(Fri. (29). 

entertainment: 

‘manner... 
- Miss” Kay - stilt can belt in. “that 

‘hoody, rowdy style that. has. be 
come - her: ‘hallmark. = From: her 
‘opener. “Mention. My Name”. ta a 

the payees ‘right in-her palm, .: < 
~ Next: Patt. ‘Moore’ & ‘Ben Tessy. 

, O'Haf.: 

airline ! 

and 
"Moore. piped - their principals, Am-. 
.Sterdam and Beatrice: ‘Kay, aboard. 

-the - hearty” .outfront a 
‘palming : indicated: that. the’: bill, |- 

starved. a 

-returnee. . 
|made some major. revisions, in her: 

\ well earned. begoff ‘Razz Ma Tazz”. 
-She. has.a delightful time: holding If 

“Reesevelt Grill, Ne Ys : 
Julius La Rosa, . Joe. Massimino: 

Orch, Milt Shaw Orch, Frank Mar- 
Fa-Sat $2 cover: woekdays;, Be 50 

at. ee 

“arthur B: Dooley; ‘Hotel Roose 
-velt Manager, | has - been: Spending. 
‘pig. coin to ‘bring-in name ‘acts at 
this ‘east. side hotel room since the 

“| fall. season, ‘opened: Among. the 
headliners. have ‘been. ‘Hildegarde 
‘and: ‘Dorothy = ‘Shay:’ Current _ is. 
Julius “La Rosa; : with: his own -10-. 
piece band, ‘batoned’ by Joe: Massi- 
‘mino. ‘But. is. it. worth’ ‘the extra. 
‘pudget: -compared- with a’ straight: 
‘band. policy ‘in. this .reom? Appar 
ently. it does, judging ‘by ‘biz. 

-La Rosa: is” drawing ‘amazingly’ 
well: in -view of :thée. pre-Christmas. 
shopping : ‘and ‘absence -.of ‘conven-. 
tioneers. : ‘Singer who got his start 
‘on. Arthur: Godfréy's : -Show,,. ::has 
come a long. way: since. he appéared. 
at-a. New. York nitery back in 1953. 
He's. been mainly: out ‘west recently. 
and. ‘most frequently. in Las. Vegas,” 

Massimino’ s crew. ‘plays’ a deft: 
‘show. for La Rosa’s 40-minufes. on- 

Mi |..tage: although -much_.too- loudly. for |. 
| a hotel: room. ‘Some .of. the. brass |: 

blasting. ‘and. drummer : -gymnastics | 
i | Place: him: at a disadvantage.. It’s” 
‘| something: that. should be. adjusted. 
[and quickly, 

~~ .La Rosa clicks. best. with! “such 
tunes. as “I’m-Gonna Build a Moun-. 

|-tain,”. “Maria,” “I Have. Dreamed”. 
and: “Tf I: Had My. Way.” His quaint. 
“Kids” : doesn’t quite’ fit into :this. 
type of: room. “When World ‘Was 
Young”. is one of ‘those: talkative. 
things that fails to. score. ‘However, . 
‘he’s still-a-topflight . warbler: when 
‘given a fighting. chance by. the band. 
or the material... 

“Milt: ‘Shaw: éontinues ° to ‘Score 
with - his - versatile. outfit, ‘ playing 
for much.of the~.patron’ ‘terping. 
The. Frank’: Marcy: Trio. also..is a 
holdover, doing relief dance‘ music. 
Maitre’d,.Gene was. "swamped ‘Fri-: 
day (6), the: night s show was caught.: 

. Wear. Ly 

' - Dee. 24 

“Riverside: or tawa | 

“The Guild: Revue”. (42), ‘Staged 
‘and starring. ‘Guilda; Mel Johnson } 

| Oreh. (6); $I. ‘admission, aie 50 Sat: 

“’The. Guilda Revue” 
‘smartly produced, . .talent-. 

any boniface yenning -such.a show.. 
-1-Guilda’ and séveral other: ‘perform-: 
“ers are ‘international — ‘two: Eng-. 
‘lish,; two ‘French,- one: -Russian.. 

: Tastefully: .. produced; ‘irevie. 
< fopens with “its . producer: - - ‘star 
| Guilda (a. Parisian femme. imper:. ; 
. | sonator, ‘nee Jean: Giiada, who is 

| a. husband. and. father). warbling in: 
a husky, peasant. voice, (All other 
femmes .are the McCoy: - ‘Tune. is | 

‘+ followed: by “a typical Gallic. -tri- 
a angle sketch, neatly mimed. by two 
men:, ‘and. a: ‘femme, while’ Guilda- 
Sings ‘the :story © lire: It’s in -Louis 
“XIV costume—a colorful. touch: 

“assortment of different’ monikers. 1. These ‘two Scenes. are. ‘mainly, in’ 
French: ‘Next. is. a sudden - switch. 
to. a. pair of pops’ in. ‘English: by: 
‘a petite: ‘stacked: ‘brunet,. who. ‘then: 
‘belted . one ’ 
scoring. _ 

A nifty “blond. | ‘acroes “Heatly” on. 

en. - francais. — ‘all: 

‘the shoulders of .a. man. ‘on a motor- | 
bike. : A gendarme, . threatens to: 
arrest: her. until she - does ‘a “gemi- 
Strip, - which: ‘inspires - the: cop to. 
follow. suit. 

and 
dresses *— ‘all: 
signed. “Miss. Rainbow,” with. vast 

“enormous - 

gauze wings,- is Guilda,. ina. ceil- | 
ing-touching- ‘headpiece, -For the: 
‘most part-the number is. Nostalgic, 
amusing | and. veye-filling:.” _ Gard... 

-Marola’a. Reno 
: ‘Réno,- Dec. 3. 

‘Vivieine. delta.” ‘Chiesa, :. , Gene’ 

minimum,’ nO. cover. 

in. this * -intimery,. -has 

30-minute catalog : for’ ‘this . play- 
back——but.there’s no ‘change in her: 
‘approach - ‘to: ‘SOng..:: The attention 
‘to: phrasing, . ‘feel. and. sensitivity 
for.-the. lyric, warm. but’ assured 
projection —she ‘YTetains ‘them all, . 

; But,” ‘Surprisingly, . she. includes 

: More: # Night Club. Reviews - 

On n Page 5 53° 

r her: theme, : 

is a Small. 1 

as. 
whieh it is well ‘suited... 

head- |. 
“jmaginatively de- |. 

2 ae [git songstress Lillian Knight. and. 
..{the . Brian Browne | Trio. A 

{ not even: a. suggestion of an oper: | 
atic offering, an: area in “which she |- 
proved herself. before defecting. to] 

how-| 
| ever, on. all ‘other bases: ballads, ot 

folk| . 
She’s.|: 

classifica / 

‘the: -niteries.. ‘She’ touches, : 

blues, Spirituals,. novelties, 
‘stuff. and” the “standards. . 
‘knowledgeable ‘in ‘all: - 
tions; a 

- Opening. from. backstage. with : 
“Non. Dimenticar, * she |. 

with: 
““Gonna Be: ‘Another. Hot - Day,” | 
then for 30 minutes without inter- | 
ruption (except for -the ‘palm. en- 
“dorsement: interludes). ‘essays: such: 
varied - tunes.- as “They”: re Waiting: 

r: | for- Rain,” ‘Whistle. ‘Song’’” (done 
with stroll among tablers for. aud}: 
-participation), “If You Love Me,”. 
‘Really Love Me, ” and “This World. 
‘We. Love: In.” Her. folk offering’ is 
“I’m Sad and: Lonely”- with the 
‘theme’ accented : by plaintive inter-. 
‘pretation. _ Be ‘it sad‘ or. gay, Miss: 
della . ‘Chiesa has” the. knowhow ‘to 
immediatély set the:mood without 
-excessive...use: of: histronics, 
She retains.the: fuil- ‘and | “accurate 

quickly. ‘changes. “mood : 

‘control. in all. ranges. — 

Conducting for Miss. della Chiesa 
is. -her arranger: Herb. ‘Buchanan, 
‘who... skillfully”. guides _-the - ‘Don 

|} Conn. band through. the impressive | 
‘F-eharts. 

Gene ‘Sheldon; in his’ first outing | # 
in this room, ‘is -proving a winner, | 
Suited: in .baggy jacket and: pants, |: 
.a sloppy: hat, with a banjo. his only: {- 
prop, he: goes panto for full turn, 
then: exits with a single: joke. and: 
references to. his: film. work’: with 
{| Walt. ‘Disney and his characteriza | 
tion of. Bernardo, on the “Zorro”. 
vidseries. | 

. He. wins the laug ghs for: hhis: ‘banjo 
‘miscues with thé: Donn. ‘Conn’ band, 
‘his bungling | in. playing: the instru-: 
ment, full use of: his: -expressive- 
‘face - and sometime impish appear-. 

| ance. :.When. :called: ‘for, however, 
he. shows -he’s- a-master on -the- 
“banjo, .He. wins top endorsement, 

: Show. ‘ehange —skedded ~ 
Long.” 

“Gog. Angeles; Dec. 5. 

- Brook. Benton;' $2. 50. admission 
| plus ‘two-drink. minimum. . 

In. his. first loéal booking i in: sév-- 
eral years, ‘Mercury: Records’ Brook | 

| Benton’ Wednesday ‘night. (4) drew 
a hefty. audience. of. obviously avid 
fans who ‘reacted warmly. to" the 
‘singer’s lengthy: set despite certain: 
disadvantages. _Among::the- ‘latter: 

| were ‘laryngitis. problems: that mar- 
red: his. ‘usually: smiooth delivery as. 

| well as a-dull sound system and: ‘a 
lacklustre. band.. 

throughout’ act, singer: . easing. 
‘through most tunes with: particular 
‘attention to.the sex appeal... that- 
‘has been among his. ‘greatest assets.” 
There. is warmth. anda. ‘sensual. se- 
curity that:extidés from every. num- 
ber, his: rolling; rumbling: ‘style 
constantly - directed. at femme: -at- 

‘| traction: which he: ‘seems ‘to’ hold. = 
; at all times. 

-Much of. this. showe ‘was-given. to. 
comedy. reactions, including variety |’. 
of impressions ‘on the “Boll Weevil 
Song,” one --of his bigger record: 

thits. "Tove Look. Away”. is- ‘closest. 
to-his’ usual | ballad Thythm * ‘n’ ‘blues: oe 
mixture: 

- Cliff - ‘Small, Benton’ S:. arranger-| : 
conductor-pianist,. finds : little to: 
‘work. with .. in pickup.. band -:that. 

| gives: the singer. no. punch or. Vitali-. 

‘Spectacular’ finale. is “isn't She ty, in backing. 
Lovely?’ ’—fo a.:maudlin’ song by- 
‘that “name sung’-by’ one of the 
‘men with intentional’ excruciation; 
‘while les girls: parade in skimpy: 
“costumes .. 

- Benton is in’ through | Dec. 29. 
with Joyce: Collins: ‘trio remaining | 

for = attraction, 
“ Dale. 

. intermission : 

Duvernay, Hult, Que. 
Ottawa, Dec. 3." 

Lillian “Knight, Brian Brownie 
Trio; $1. cover.’ Pode) Ae 

“Duvernay. Hotel's Executive Pent: 
housé has an. exceptional ° show 

tall, 
stacked. ‘blond,’ Miss. Kutaht has a: 
vibrant ~ voice ‘and- ‘powerful pro-: 

no.| jection. Her dozen songs are varied 
{-and: -well-paced;,- ‘tnost : of’ :them 

| orchestrated .by: Jerry. Bresler,. ~ 
‘Vivienne: della Chiesa, an ‘annual: | ‘Two numbers were .arranged “by | 

Bobby Kroll, who also penned:some. 
nifty lyrics to “It’s:-All. Right with 
“Me” and smart: patter for “A Fine 
.Romance.” Miss Knight; who. has 
the audience in her shapely. hands. 
from her .short opener, does .a 
superlative. “Misty” but.a too heavy. 
climax slightly. mars “Nobody. Till 
| Somebody — Loves.. You.” It’s ‘the 
only fault in‘ a standout sesh, | 

Browne's Trio, .as’. usual, - backs 
-with . skill. arid ‘also ‘doubles . for’ 

| dancing. ‘They're in: indefinitely. 
‘Miss ‘Xanight closes Saturday - €7).| 

* Gard. ° 

Wednenday, 1 Dece mber. n, 1963 

-and. 

| room jumping - for their: entire 50." 
‘minute. turn. = 

;} bonds. follows: fairly much the same 
ry path. ‘they. were: on. when. they.” 

aes | played the. Edgewater Beach here. 
a "| not. too long ago. They’re:still yerid--.. ; 

y Iasin’ Street. we ost. LA. ting’. that - trademark -mixture. -of.: 

7 -| comic. mayliem, and they can ‘do.as = 
“Back. In Your‘: By 

|. Own Back Yard” and “When. You’re - 

‘able. femme vocalist,;- breaks into - 
the : ‘cacophony ‘for-a few. minutes, - 

‘That I-Love You” and ‘Route 66”" 
‘and ‘even survives -the. ‘tomfoolery 

| for a ‘few bars of: vibe: ‘Solos 6. 0° 

-Benton’s ‘showmanship- prevailed ; 4 
‘shes. with: a. wild:series of im-°-4 
pressions. - ‘of. -how.. certain | eelebs - 
‘would : ‘sing: . ; 
(such: much-earicatured identities: as. j 

‘Widmark, Cagney...” 4 

-Princéess,.. Frank _ Gary, 
-Cliire, Eddie: Graham; $2.50. cover. . : 
charge, two-drink. minimum. ad 

tertaining but she’s .also the. best’ 
\ kind | of : ‘therapy for. a: community” 

| proved. ‘to’ the professionals who. | 
~~] packed. . Slate.” Bros.’ 

| this -bright-: and . beeezy “human . ' 
| dynamo. was ° just. ‘what their ana- | 

° jlysts would have ordered. For -:Miss:.. } 
7 | Stevens is a ‘stand-up. comedienne :- 
“(who can also. sing up a ‘storm ‘or a 

-humor.' She. flips: from’ oné. to. the: 
other: -and. the. crowd flips. right - 
| along ‘with her. 

The. singer’ is “pandsoriely sup- : 

‘Frank, ‘Gary on piano, ‘Bill MeClure 
1 on. bass and” ‘Eddie — Graham one 

“s'The: progtam is opened: by: a: cool | 
couple=—Jay, ‘Lee’. &* the : Princess.. : 
‘Lee “is. ‘an. innovation, a Chinese” 
‘comedian. ° “whose. patter is fresh. § 
and. ‘irreverent: ‘and. who. under--: a 
scores it: with’ a Smooth: ‘Magic ‘act : 
‘that could. stand: on its” own. The: 
‘Princess Is: for: looks | and. to. hand” 

| him: ‘things. -‘They’re |. ‘an excellent ~ 
‘audience-warming intro to the bed- -{ 
‘lam that follows. arid will continue; q 
“with Miss. Stevens, through Dee. : 
22, followed. by Don. “Rickles. 

‘Chi’ Chi, ‘Palm. Spri 
Palm Springs, Calit., ‘Dee..1.. 

“Big? Tiny. Little: & His ‘Wild: 
Group; $1.50 cover.’ 

“Big” Tiny Little did't ston for” 

a breath : as. he opéned at ‘the. Cht * 
‘Chi, nor: did. any ‘of. ‘his ‘sidemen.: : 

Some 15 songs later ‘they were: still 

blowing, ‘moving, getting out the. 
music... _ 

Little. . plays ‘the: ‘piano - ‘and: 
doesn’t seem to move ‘to: dé: ‘it, ‘His: 
‘styling: ‘cannot: be tracéd, ‘one ‘mo- 
“ment. it. could. be Fats: Wailer;- ‘but 
then _there’s *:Erroll Garner, | cand . 
‘even .@ touch. of. ‘Debussy. . 

‘Little’ s ragtime’ ‘numbers ate | un-~ 
beatable, switching: from one. beat. 
to. another, from: boogies to. blues, 
to corn, to'a Twist: rhythm: You | 
seals him, but you: can't anticipate « 
m 

His unbilled: femine ‘vocalist: has ~ 
‘a strong voice, -but. needs: polishing’. 
‘in- her: presentation... He...carries. 
some excellent musicians ‘with him. 
‘Jimmy . Price, trumpet ‘and ‘trom. 

+ bone; Jerry Holton, guitarist, who -- 
also does: clarinet; banjo, saxaphone ... 
-and ‘sings;. Hayden ‘Caussey, jazz 
‘guitar bass and: “sings; ‘Lyle: Amens, 
drummer and. singer. : 

‘Little & his Wild Group remain 
for: a Jeday. stay. vet 7“ Seuk 

€ hex Paree, Chi 
a ‘Chicago, : Dee. 8 

vagaborids, “Hen ry "Brandon 
Orch;. . $2.50 - Cover: weeknights, 
$3. 50: weekends. oe 

topliners.. at. the old ‘Chez. -Paree': 
and it is only fitting that they. should _ : : 
be one. of the early bookings at, the .. 
‘new. site. They’re.a reliable. and: 
hardworking troupe’ that keeps the 

The route ‘taken: by. ‘thie. Vaga- 

rowdy ‘and .raucus -hokum -and.. 

much. violence to 

Smiling” as’ Jimmy: Durante does” 
toa. piano.. 

-: Bobbie Bovie: ‘an attractive ‘and | 

and despite . comedic - “harassment. 
from. the.. group~ manages to. croon .: 
her ‘way’ through “I’m: Confessin’ 

* Itts--a- ‘slambang . show: that “hs. 

“Saints, ian - including - 

Cary . Grant, 
Karloff, Yogi. Bear, Ted Léwis and . 
others. 7s _ Mors” 
Pewee 

Slate Bees... LL A. 
+ Los Angeles, Dec: 3... "8 

“my “Stevens, “Jay Lee & the. 

comedienne: Kay: Stevens “is. not 
only. doing a wonderful job ‘af eN- - 

'| that -has had. its’ emotions. churnea, « 
up’ receéntly.. t A 

: Her. ‘verve. and - Strsonality. 

‘drink ’. em-. . 
porium Tuesday. night : (26). ‘that - 

cool - canary with. a. hot sense: ‘of. 

ported by her own music group—.. 

drums. 

: Robe. 7 

. . 

sos 7. oo, mo . Br) . oe fee . . . . 

wes unica abt ne den hares wanotny rennin Spent bearioessit te cetin cat rhareavupaSsevnasett cpt net anna etna ta 

The’. “Vagabonas | “were © freqitent 

Bill. Mee -. q 

“Whether. she realizes “it or: ‘not. 
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Poh tty - Chicago, ‘Dec. to: 
phe * new H otel Continental 

 eponea a. week’ after. the. ‘Prési-. 
bas dential” - assassination,: :- and | the}. — 
“- @hateau,-Continental supper. lub, 

preemed two ‘days: later.-:'The _re-. 
sulting pall of the. ‘tragedy clouded |. 

"an ‘unveiling that under other. cir-: 
- > ‘eumstances. would: h ave ‘stirred 
- gaaximum attention. It .was’. the 
i: consensus - of “knowing. travélers. in 
. "-for the preem ‘that: the 400-room 
“X hostelry is.one. of the most. sump- 
=" tuous. stopping places. extant... 
_:-*). Phe 16:suites each: have ‘three: 
="... television. sets, a ‘b&w: in each bed-. 
-- | room. and ‘a. ‘color. set: ‘in the: living}: oO “yoom., The-Cafe. Lautrec-restaurant 

at ‘the Jobby evel has a cuisine. 
: vs , “geared. to gourmet. tastes. :A-few of: 

' ‘the. other touches include’ a men’s: 
_ health club and a w

omen’s : “beau- | se 
ane 

ty”: club,’ Plus’ a. rooftop Swimming: } 

- pool, ° 
hoe Ttis- readily ‘apparent. that finan: x 
__. :@iers..Mack, &..Sher and managing | 
.. director Charles Butler have “gone |’ 7 

‘~ “for broke” in terms of: “expense, and . 
‘.: df. the: ‘hotel is only .a ‘moderate | 
_.. ‘suecess: * it. ‘could: “easily be - in|... 

.- financial” trouble.. At must. be. ar 
- ‘smash to succeed: * 

Could: ‘Corner. VIP's iS 0 

are could) ‘corner. the: ‘celeb and. VIP. - 
“-erowd, and must: ‘get a large. share: 

| - of the- posh: small. parties. and:.con-- 
ventions “now. ; distributed. ‘aniong. 
-gueh ‘classy old-line. -hostelries. -as: 

: the Drake, ‘Ambassador and Shera- 
*. .ton-Blaekstone. “> — 

-*..) The: Chateau Continental. supper: 
“., --@lub-is_ on the ‘top floor, and..com- 
“>. ands. -.a’ -spectacular .° “view: - of. 
2: Michigan Aves “Magnificent 
+ Mile.” Decor: is: royal: purple: and 

‘+. silver, -and. although ‘a room of. this |” 
thousands , Of : “'. size would ordinarily. accommodate. 

about 400. customers. this. one. seats 
-- only :187. ‘The: reason for the: lesser. 
2 capacity ‘iS -.an- apparent. “con- 

“: ‘spicuous . - consumption” - use” of 
. “.space, particilarly. ‘obvious: in: the . 

‘velvet-: plush. island. booths:. : The} 
. Jatter .makes. for. privacy; . but is 
Aough ‘on * ‘capacity: ‘figures::. : 
Ags >a. showroom, the Chateau 

“Continental: rates. ‘somewhere. be-: 
- tween good: ‘and excellent: : Per-. 

./-from.-the stage. A few booths and 
2:. fables. are. ‘blocked: from the «stage. 

by. a: pillar, “but they.are few and 
o.will--only._ be . ‘troublesome with: 
ye Packed: ‘houses. : 

7 seem ‘unlikely,. sirice agents. About 

| s (Continued: on Page 52) - 

| sz BEVHILTON TO-REMAIN 
~NEW ACT. SHOWCASE||| 

. ‘Los ‘Angeles, Dec. 10. 
Continued emphasis on: ‘ghoweas¢ 

i ne. new talent ‘will ‘be pattern for |: 
;/ the Beverly. Hilton’s immediate. fu-}. 
ture” .says. James , Sheldon,” the |#i -. 

="hotel’s:. musical director, who. was |{if 
2... ogiven .full chatge “of talent’ coor- {Hf 

‘. “gination - Jast . week: by Robert: 
“Groves, Hilton. Hotels. veepee and. 
BevHilton general. manager. - 

‘Appointment. of Sheldon ties fn [: 
swith first ‘ anniversary. of chostel’s 

"> :-Rendezyous Roam ‘showeasé policy. | 
-": Future format-for: posh spot, under |i... | 

-colléctive . title : of. “Showcase of [HE -. 
. :. New Stars, ” calls for: ‘Sunday audi-. 
. :tions ‘to: be personally . supervised | ft 
by Sheldon and, assistant: Monixa 
~? Henried.. 

- Return: “pookings of previously | 
LJ showeased: talent: have’ beén ‘set for. 

-. next" six weeks. Bills ‘are-for: two | fi} 
weeks, ‘another. policy: change. -Cur- | — 
“‘rent..are. Barbara Randolph, Billy |¥}..:.: 
Parker: .. Dee:.:17,-- Mimi. Dillard, |}. 

- ~ Chuck: “Doods:. ‘Dec. 31, Clara. Ray, | 
_"/with Dodds. held ~ over. for first | 

” :""Week-and-Ronnie Davis set for sec-- 
. : ond: week. Sheldon hopes to -even-|f] . .”* 
“tually pase-: bookings. to. provide . | en 

“.: ‘zeturn’. engagements: for- his" best} 
= talent, with. new ‘artist Providing | 
a supporting. ‘act. 

OHIO: PARKS. “5006. SALE. 
7+. Vermilion, O.; Dec. “10. 

mie: defunct “Crystal. * “Beach |#} .- 

o covering. “24 |: 

“2 @eres,- is: ‘part. of an 80-acre ‘site | 

< gequired: by.:the Bay. Colony |f 
* Development. Corp. .of Cleveland, ; 

a Amusement. Park, 

er for. approximately - $500,000, . 
: The new. owners. ‘said: ‘another. 
a amusenignt | park °. -is . not. “cons | 

5) templated, but’ thatthe: proposed 
development “would be of a “cul-| Bl}: ->- - 
"tural ‘natute.’ ‘The land::was’ pur- |B} * 
"chased: from. the: ‘Vermilion. ‘Crystal j 

| ‘Development Corp. . 
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 Wemeeday, December 11, 1968 

_ ar dous” ‘success ‘in its initial: ‘tour of | 
“1 Russia, according: to reports. re-'|* 

Ray > Anthony. Stacks 4: 
‘Bookends’ With Band 

“ J-...< 0 Hollywood, Dee: 10. : 
* Ray: Anthony’ is. heading ° ‘back: to 

|-niteries- swith -his --barid:-with four. 
“Bookends,” ‘instead ”. of’.past. two: 
‘inj the. act:. The: femmes ° flanking 
‘trumpeter-singer....will. be Vikki 
Carr,’ Carol’ Conners, Diane: Vargo | 
nd Lori Mattis. A fifth femme|° 

.| also will. be" ‘in. turn;. ‘S8er- ‘Kellie 

round: out: troupe: " 
Act is’ slated” fot i®-day and: | 

| starting Dec. ‘16..at. Terrazzo Casino, | | 

“of through the-.Soviet “began in 

oN IST SOVIET pate | a 
- Frankfurt, Dec. 10. : 

ceived here. Its three-month. swing. Brown Revue N abs Hot 
- $17,700. in. 2 NW: Dates 

Portland, ‘Ore. Dec. ‘10. ; 

QOdessa,..where the show’ ‘sold. out 
for. the first 14 days. — 

“garner acts from Jending ‘Ge rman The James Brown Revue racked. 

‘enbeck, . “Althoff. ‘and. Sehuhmann | Up. a. snappy. $5, 300 in one. evening. 
‘are: featured. in ‘the’ big top. Its 44 performance. at” the Memorial 
artists. include ‘Americans, Britons | 
atid. Italians; among others. 

+ tion .to _ Brown, | Jayout ineluded 
| The Flames,: Anna - King, . Bobby 

= -Coliseum Saturday (Da $8: tab.| 
| included. dance: and show. In addi- | 

_[ Byrd, Johnny & Bill, and the: Roy. 
Brown. Oreh (20).- This: ‘was the’ 
“| initial promotion - for: Ben: _ Tracy: 

“Mexico. City. Nevada Jounge “dates |” ; 

‘municipal ‘auditorium | complex. 
faces a.-crisis because of lack of 
conventions . and. steps to: improve. 
the. matter are: pending. 

_ager;’ and.- Victor: ‘Givan, ‘assistant. 
‘to:. thé. -city’s: managing. “director, 
“admit. that “a ‘lot of dark days: and: 
nights’: aré in the: offing “because ;| 

and conventions. ‘in ‘the still-build- 

-city: or Hawaii': Visitors. Bureau: 

“promoting conventions or that. ‘al 
joint. . - promotional - “effort “he: 

| launched. oo a 

.  Manent. stage. lighting ~ .was -: not] 
'~ peady on operiing. night; ‘so. this has| 

“: “n'yet--to ‘be .tested:- Sound sis. ex-| | 
—"" @ellent,: even at. distant. reaches |. 

nn, ‘New.. Frontier, Flamingo, ‘and | 
Dunes. showrooms: “are now. shut- 
tered, -but all will:reopen just‘ be-: 
fore. the Christmas holidays: ~ 

Incidentally, ‘the® SRO. ‘problem i 
* aye. only” one week, Riviera four. 

ays vot see 

Bama Ame 
vag | and. KGON. 

follow... 

ran i Tony ‘Bennett. ‘is. “appealing “the 

_ | $25,000: judgment “awarded ‘Glenn 
a “| McCarthy, owner. of the Cork. Club. 
in Houston; by the ‘executive board |. : 

., | of the: American Guild :of ‘Variety |, ¢° 
“ Vartists in’ Dallas: last week: Ben- || 
.. mett,..who.: denies the. charges. of | EE Re 

“walking out” on. a Saturday show, |} gag: oe) 
ig making: his:appeal to. AGVA’s|- Ann 

, | exec board, in-New York. : sap 4 
Bennett “claims that. he - has’ a oS gg 

doctor’ S. letter given-to him‘on that). - ARR. 
‘particular. ‘Saturday,’ which or-".. Le 
.dered. him not to. work at all be- | © 

‘| eause of a seyere casé, of laryngi-| 
‘Byron. Trinible; auditorium. man- |.tis:. Despite this, Bennett: cortin-. 

ues, he did.a complete’ first show,. 
went: on ‘for ‘the second ‘show. and: 
sang 10. numbers, not just three as: 
charged by McCarthy, ‘before: forc-. 
‘ing. ‘to call. it quits ‘because his 

“This. could cost. the taxpayers [-voice. “couldn’t- ‘take: it -any. longer. . 
dollars,’ ~'said.| -Conce-ning the ‘free- show. Mc-|. Trimble, who would. like to See at g |:-the: legit than the variety ‘genre. . 

Carthy charges him with doing. ati" 
50-50. split: petween: entertainment. a -rival. Houston. ‘elub’ while still |”: 

‘billed as :the: Cork ‘Club’s -head- 
ing ‘facility... -[liner, the. singer ‘asserts “that. -on’ 

It’s. “euggested. that: ‘either - “the ‘one’ night between . his own: Cork 
Club shows,. he visited Qa: little jazz 
club: to ‘see.‘an ‘old friend. who was 
working: there -with:a trio, .a blind: : 
pianist - ‘named : Bobby. Doyle. : | be: adjusted to: meet Present. day 

| - * Doyle - introduced “him, : and living. costs. 
reas aCe -}asked, fim. -to’ a just oa num- | 

| ber, “I. Left: My. Heart San |. 
"Vegas Rooms Dormant ’ - ‘Francisco,’ Bennett’s: click: Colim- 

Las Vegas, Dec. 10, | bia disk... “I got. up: ‘and. sang. ‘San’ 
* Sahara; Thunderbird, ‘. Desert |-Franicisco’.and that -was all; Ben-. 

nett says. “If singing one ‘number: hours. 
is. ‘what - -Glenn * - McCarthy - -ealls}| - 
“doing * a. free. show,’ I. guess’ the 

_. - hour..or more I“ usually do.in my. 
“Tropicana *:main..room .. will -.be. -nightelub: engagements is: some-. 

thing. he’d call a’ World's 3 Fair’ ex 
cio, Vhibition et pes, 

northwest, this week, 

| es Coin Crisis 
ch tos ind i 

’ Honolulu, Dee.’ 10: 
Booking ‘situation for: city’s. new: 

The. * Associated - ‘Actors and. 
‘Artistes ‘of America has. awarded 

of: the sparse :corivention: caléndar.. ‘by the ‘American Guild of Variety 

‘union. One .of .the -AGVA: spokes- 

should - assume: responsibility. for: 

the Music: Hall,: where “To Broad- 
“way” will."be. ‘staked, -may have ‘a 

name. This layout. would. go under 
: “I the: AGVA Jurisdiction, wee 

Wy SON, WHO ADVERTISES. WN 
Tt ANNIVERSARY EDITION. 
"There ii isa kind of snobbery, let's face it, ‘about being included i ie oe | | 

the: Anniversary Edition: : ‘It's‘a way ‘of counting, and being’ ‘counted.. | 

This is the big ‘ check-off, once. year, of importance — individual. eee 7 ; ws importance; ‘organization: importance, : - You advertise. you: - ; “You: aoa 

: ace’ your. achievements: and: foreshadow your. next ‘events. Lo 

Se The Ariniversary. Edition: is a. ‘special: value - as. it: is ‘a: special: A 
“ occasion. ‘The. many: editorial features, charts and ‘summaries make’. 
ae this.a. special: edition of lasting interest and importance: Ifyou belong, 7 

if you. rate, if. you care about your prestige you: belong i in this i issue. 

- Place your odvertiting copy Immediately for. 

“The: seth : Anniversery Edition: of 

| _ Where F Fame and Fortune Meet 

CHICAGO 60611 z ee 
400 N.. “Michigan Ave. cs as - 

“ROME3.-~ 
Mia s Serdegua 43 

NEW YORK 10036. ~ HOLLYWOOD 90028. _ 
154-W. AGth. Sti a oe an Sunset ‘Blvd. 

“LONDON; SW. a LS PARIS? 
” s. Jones's. Street eRe 7 a0. ‘Ave: ie: Nesilly:” 

- Plecadilly: ©. 0 7 ied Nesilly-Ser-Seine. 

|. Brown also - igrabhed ~ a “nifty F 
- $7, 400 in one evening: performance | . 

‘at: Exhibition Hall in‘ Seattle: Fri- | 
| day: (6): with. game’ admish setup. 
{Revue is playing other cities in nie 

the show.to be staged at the Texas 
|.Pavilion: of: the New York’ World’s: 
Fair: to -Actors* Equity. Assn; :'The |" 
jurisdiction ‘had: also-been ‘sought |, 

Artists. The 4As held-‘that “To 
‘Broadway. With Love” is more in'| Rico. is: “relati tively a vacation.” 

_.| Many: acts look forward to. working 
As a result, “To Broadway”. ‘will 

pay the chorus $200 weekly instead | 
of: the $105. required by: the. variety” 

‘man intimated. that its chorus:scale-|:. 
is baséd onan. outmoded contraet,. 
still in- effect; but Fair scales would. 

‘Also ‘pesiilfing. - fiom ‘the: “AA 
‘award. will: be a 30-hour, six-day | 
work. week: A performer ¢an only. | 
work six hours daily, but it may. be. 
performed in’ as: much: as: ‘seven. 

‘However, there’ 'S a: likelihood that | ~ 

midnight. show topped: bya variety | 

fe 2 TESTIFIES: 

“Top Acts in Pret Rico Hotels Cafes 
‘By AL ‘DINHOFER - co 

~ “San Juan; Dec, 10. 
. Another ‘record breaking. séason- 
looms: for big-name imported talent. 
In the coming winter months Puer-' 
to Rico will outstrip every .other. 
area‘ in the . hemisphere—except 
‘Las Vegas—in. the presentation | of 
live’ entertainment. 
.-Resort hotel. supper clubs, Toung- 
es and nightspots in Santurce and 
San: Juan: will be’ offering inter-_ 
nationally known acts, Latin revues, -:. 
‘musical. combos of just about every — 
size and class,.comedy turns and. 
dance teams. An added feature this 
season is increased employment of: 
Telatively unknown groups of: Puer- 
to: ‘Rico. music students to ‘bolster... 
weekend nightlife business. 

fainment: is tied to. ‘the advent of 
two deluxe Condado area resorts 
‘the Puerto Rico. Sheraton and 

“J the “Ponce ‘de Leon hotels. The 
*.' potential increase’ in the number 
of tourists ‘expected here the next. 
{four months is also based on: the 

4 | additional 1 800 - ‘rooms available 
. ..4 this year.: 

ot Das. ‘Vegas: in “still the hemis- . 
ae | ‘phere’s ‘top ‘talent showcase by. 

-, }virtue of: the largest number: of. 
<r resorts, nightclubs. and lounges cur- 

operating, plus the ‘availa- 
a. bility of round-the-clock gambling. | 

'| Miami Beach, which no ionger 
'1“huys”. more. -talent than Puerto 

| Rico, continues to pay higher prices. 
for topdraw: talent.. Most Miami. 
‘Beach. Clubs: feature two shows 
nightly, seven nights weekly. 

‘A. Relative Vacation’ 

weekly. For many entertainers: who 
work. the ‘nightclub: circuit, Puerto 

here diring..the winter months 
and their. glad-to-be-here attitude 
is often reffected .in their -per- 
formances. . - 
_ Among names. scheduled. . this -.: 

year in Puerto Rico are. Sophie 
| Tucker, Louis Armstrong, Red. But- 
tons, Rosemary Clooney, Milton .*:.: 

‘| Berle, Louis Prima, Frank Sinatra... 
‘| or. Bobby: Rydell, Jonah Jones and. 
Denise’. Darcel. Among those sure 
to attract capacity crowds ‘(based 
on. past performances) are Sammy" 
Davis  Jr., Tony. Martin; Eddi 
Fisher .and ‘Xavier: Cugat & Abbi 

: Lane. © - he 
The island's. biggest talent im- ; 

porter is ‘still El San: Juan. Hotel. 
It: must offer a: top name.or “‘major” 
attraction to. fill. its 550-seat. 
Club Tropicoro, according to Sam 

| Schweitzer, an- official of the hotel. 
‘Club -Tropicoro’s. assignments -in-:- . ~ 
‘cludes. ‘singer : ‘Kathy Barr, comic 
‘Dick: Capri ‘and the’ Wilda. Taylor 

| Dancers (current show): Phil Ford 
‘& Mimi Hines: (Dec.. 12-18); Sophie 
Tucker (Deé. 19-25): ‘Louis. Arn. 
{Strong .(Dec. 26-Jan. 1): Sammy. 
| Davis. Jr.,. (Jan. 2-8): Rosemary 
| Clooney : ( Jan. 9-18); ‘Milton: Berle 
+ (San.. 19-29); Tony Martin (Jan. 30: 

(Continued: ‘on ntinued. on page 50)" 

~ CONNED ON ‘LESSONS’ 
Minneapolis, ‘Dec. 10. 

Sane “Louise. French, 61-year old” 
lst. Paul . widow, . told a ‘Federal. 
court jury, here that-a Twin. Cities” 
‘dance ' studio’s : official talked: her 
into signing contracts ‘to. pay for. 
$5,000' ‘of. dancing” lessons ' which 

| She really didn’t ‘want.. - 7 
‘This was in-the trial of.11 men 

| connected with. a. Minneapolis and. 
-Hila St. Paul ‘dance studio. The Jus- 

‘Til tice Deparmtent’ charges the de- 
fj fendants: . with’ obtaining . money. 

{| from customers through fraudulent - 
if | representations. The studios, . the | 

f| Dale and National. Dance; are no. 
| longer : in existence. 
1. ‘Taking the witness stand. for the 
government, Mrs. French testified . 
she’d dance about 30: minutes with... 

{| an instructor. who then would take - 
| her: into: an ‘office and hold ‘her 
| hand. :While he: was doing that; 
she ‘testified, other studio officials. 
“would talk. her into written agree- 
ments to: pay. as: much as $1,000 for 
dancing instruction. 
“The. witness. also . testified. that. 

i she once paid $750 for. a $1,000 
gontract .b because. the payment was’ 

ca 
The Government: ‘alleges that. the 

{I} dance" - studios’: “victims” " were 
tlonely, guiless: women, Tanging in 
age from 30 to.70 years, It charges 

-a: dance “studio’s “racket.” The 
studios’. head. was. Harold Fried- 

}man, Long Island, N.. 
| aie. defendants. now. . 

Y.,. one 0€ 

‘The. overall: -increase in = enter-. 

Most. San Juan clubs offer . ry oy 
single evening show, six nights © 
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= 2 of the News. Vignettes, ate. 

The Conference of Personal: 

Managers East. has: taken an ‘un- 

‘precedented step. by passing -a| , 
resolution - to- clamp down. on per- 

-- sonal managers who. do their own. 

booking: of. talent: ‘they: ‘Tepresent. 

“The move came at. a special meet- |. ; 

ing. in -New. - ‘York | last week: in| itiere are’ some ‘individuals: posing 
as. personal. ‘managers ‘who | care |¢ : 
really. business ‘Managers, accoun- | 

{tants or:lawyers. ‘The group noted.|]- 
‘that. it: had long ‘been taking’ the | 

.| pap -for. these “outsiders” and: will: |L— 
help: in. Cleaning Up}: - 

which. the: group -yoted:- to. support | 
.the Artists. Representatives”. Assn. 
“which recently took a strong ‘stand 
‘against managers who do. their own. 
bookings. - 
 ARA. tad. declared. that it ‘would 

‘press charges against these talent] 
handlers with: the New York City 
Dept of Licenses and with the] 
American: Guild of Variety. ‘Artists, 
‘both of ‘which forbid solicitation: : 
-OF “employment | without Proper |. 
licensing: 

: The: Conference. ~agserted “that. 
there are’ unscrupulous. practition- t< 
ers in any group. Its bylaws do not 

: permit members -to: solicit jobs for: 
. their: clients, . 
“Jt will deal. with its own members 
who get employment for their acts. 
Rn 

and -it:. added . that. 

" DONNA LYNN 
CAPITOL: RECORDING ARTIST - 

' Newest Kelease 
“RONK NIE" 

“THAT'S MEUM. THE: BROTHER” — 
TN 7-228 - 

, ” Dies Harry Greben, 203 N. Wabash AV. i 
ORarborn. 2-0996, Chicage, Milinets 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
The Oniy Res t Men 

_ “PROFESSIONAL GAG § SERV ICH: 
TH is LAr EST — THE GREATEST om. 

o 5. MOST-UP-TO-DAT EST. . 
; New ‘n Hts 157th Issue, contatning: 
‘ stories. one-liners, -peemeties, | 
titles, hecklers, audieace 

e eaiiicel interruntions. 
e Day, Humoreus. 

; ce. Pages). 

“$28. YR SINGLE ISSUES $3. 

$35 YR—SINGLE {SSUES 4 
“ "Ne €.0.0/¢-. 

@luLty OkAson, 200 W. 34th’ St. 
New Y ork City veers, co S116 

7 RAT. FINKS REJOICE. 
YOU HAVE A.NEW HOME: 

: “Jackie. Kannon's: Rat Fink Room. at 
“tracts many. showbusiness. celebrities 
(eee es Sertainiy never dull Peet 

rtin Burden, N 

| JACKIE KANNON’s|| 
/RAT FINK ROOM || 

- Atep: The Roundtable. 
- ast Bost SOth Sr.. New York, N.Y. 

“tee me GAG FILES. ose ae 
| ie anna $3: bee aa 

2 106 
~ College-Te 

ase Hollyweed gags % 
ass Str many otters. 

‘seek aa 

|} Brooklyn, .June.. 10. 
+ Miles set for Harrahs 

rencies 
“Without.” ‘going through Heensed 1 
agents. 
The ‘Conference ‘also. noted: that | 

there are personal managers. whose 
‘main source of revenue is. from. 
other fields. It has. sought .to: weed |:, 

. and ' leave. 
‘the field. to the’ professionals. © 
out. these “outsiders” . 

‘Confereiice : also. charged - that 

the field. 

|-HOLIDAY ON ICE OKE- 
-97G IN TOLEDO ARENA 

Toledo, ‘Dec. 10... 
“Daspite’ ‘a newspaper strike and: 

the: assassination of President Ken- 
-nedy, -“Holiday On. Ice’ ‘grossed an 
okay $97,000 in a.ninée-day: stand. 
_at:the Toledo Sports Arena which 
wound up last Wednesday (4),: The’ 
blades show did: 13. performances 
in the 5, 500-seat house... 
“Although. ‘down from its ‘record- 

breaking. 1962. booking ‘when there 
|. were five sellout:nights, “Holiday”: 
At-did very ‘well. under the ‘circum: }. 
|:stances.°’ Radio. ‘spots. carried- the: 7 

|| bulk ‘of the promotion but they, ‘of 
|| course, were eliminated after: the. 

ae. ‘Dallas’ ‘tragedy, rite 

ge [Atlanta Picks Site For. : 
$9, 000, 000. Auditorium: | 

Atlanta, Dec: 10: 
e ||) Area known as “Buttermilk Bot=. 

|-toms”. ‘has been chosen. by: an ad-. 

city. . 
- ‘Present '5,500-seat ” ‘auditorium 
|} site was discarded: because land. 
pcosts, ‘would ‘be too igh. | 

“New York . 
Milton Berle will’ play- a three- 

sO | weeker: at:-the Town &: Country: 
a Club, : Brooklyn, starting April.°24: | 
i .:. Johnny -Desmond: pacted: for. 

the. ‘Living Room: starting Dec. 30: 
fand also ‘for. ‘the Palm Shore. Club, 

‘Lake. Tahoe, 
March 16,::-:-.. Anna’ Maria Alber- 

* Hl ehettt to: the: Palmer’ ‘House, Chi- 
“ago, Feb:. 29, . 

‘Tt mifler’s, “Dayton, Jan. “27. 
11 Vaughn . Monroe: pacted -- for the 

“Tidelands, Houston, .Feb. 3:.: °:.. AF 
{Martino to- the Latin: Casino; 

| Cherry ‘Hill, N.J.; Jan: 1, .-,. . New: 
| Christy Minstrels. ‘preem_ at: 

ws || Harold’s, Reno,.Dec.: 24: :, _ Barry 
‘Sisters into” the. Carillon, ‘Miamt 

| Beach, Dec. 21.:. 
“Three . Suns. open: week's “stand 

“tH Dee. 29. at. “Thruway - ‘Motor - Inn, 
4LAt¥bany .. 
APO) returned to. Duke Kanahamo-].. 

| ku’s: in ‘Waikiki;) augmented by 
{singer Marlene ‘Sai, dancer. Lona 

| Lum and Joe Custino’s orch: (3) 22. 

.: Martin ‘Denny ‘Group 

‘Ray Seney: ‘and Richard Casey take 
over: Surf. Ballroom, Clear. ‘Lake, 
Ta, -from C.:C. Mitchell ‘Co. Jan: 2 
ar . Singer-comedian. Larry Neilson 
nanied: stage manager for: Mormon | 
Church's: Polynesian. Cultural Cen-: 

| ‘ter’ at: ‘Laie, Hawaii. : cos 

Vegas’ Maitre ¢ Shuffle 
Las Vegas, Dec. 10..: 

“ Jass Kirk: has”. 
‘maitre ‘a’ at. The: Dunes. by -hotel |. 
-prexy Major Riddle. Kirk: had: been | 
{at that. post at ‘The’ Sands since ‘its. 

‘ing maitre 'd’-at:The Sands.’: 
‘Nat Hart, ‘originally.. ‘announced 

{as new Dunes maitre @’-after Mac 
| Harris :switched’.to The. Thunder-'|. 
‘bird; told Riddle that’ new. biz: in-: 

t terests- would’ keep: him away, ‘from: 
‘Las Vegas.. ot mi 

- Castaways. also has: a new: velvet. 
. Lak W. Jane Re ew Vert 23 2% wY.. || rope guardian—Johnny Pappas, re} 

Placing: Doug: Ablquist. 

settings, 

“Berlin, ‘Nov. ‘aLDec, 15, 163; at 50 

“Jackie! 

: x. Ethel Merman! 
‘set for the Latin’ ‘Casino, ‘Cherry. 

S| Hill, N.J.,, April 27. . 
2. “Phyllis:- -Diiler. into: ‘the Marion: 
| Hotel,’ Little: Rock, June 20. 
+ Eagle :& Man tapped for. the Brow 
|| Hotel; Louisville, Dee. 26, ‘and. Sut- . 

‘skating — 

“Tee Capades” for’ some time. : 

PPL I aR GTS ST TASTE Ta QT EET ES TD 

By Heads “Ca ades’ | 
“George: w. ‘Eby has been formal: 

“Tee 
. now a subsidiary of |: 

Tay. ‘named - President” “of. - 

Capades” 

Metromedia which: operates tv and} 

radio 

‘country. as. well. as ‘other enter- 
prises: He: had been’ “Tee Capades”” 
treasurer since 1941 
Eby ‘will: headquarter int Holly: 

‘wood. and will :move to New York 
when “Ice. .Gapades’’.: 

° dee Show Review. 

Tee! ‘evae. 
- Berlin, Dec. 3... 

a “Glueékstraewme” “(Dreams ‘of 

“Viennese 

| gece ice revue. in. two-‘parts,. 
‘staged: and. written. by- ‘Wilt Petter. a 
Music, Robert: Stolz? choreography,. 
Edith. Petter;. costumes, Ella. Bet; 

Felix ‘Smetana. . With 
Milena, Joan’ ‘Haanappel, Nicole Ar: 
dent, ‘Norbert Felsinger, Paul Sib- 
‘ley; . Lilly - Lewin, ‘Manfred Woll- 
schlaeger, - Catrin. ‘& Fred) Eman 
uel; Troy. Andersen, Josef Rucka, 
Ron Stauffer, : Jiri :Crha, Ilse Peli-. 
kan,” 
‘Whaley, Albert * Lortzing, ‘2. “Har- 
‘yards, Bertl : ‘Capek, -Viennese. Ice’ |: 

Martha: :. -Wurst,. Duncan. 

Ballet (23)... “At: ‘Sportspatast, .West 

top... Mee 

With: “Holiday ‘On. Ice” * winding 
“up its stand at the Deutschland-. 

“| halle, ‘the’ “Viennese - lee Revue” 
. [eame: to Berlin only two days later. 

” 4 for. its. eighth : postwar ‘appearance 
| at-the Sportpalast.. ‘The same thing. | 
happened last year... 

- Such a ‘booking : is probably only: 
‘| possible. in Berlin ‘on .the Conti- 
nent. : ‘For the’ city's : numerous. ice 

visory. committee as ‘site for :At- ‘Tevue..fans ‘are so fond of. blade 
‘tI lanta’s. ‘proposed © $9,000,000. audi- 

|| torium-convention: center. _comiplex. 
| This choice is. certain :to be -con-. 

firmed,’ ‘key. aldermen ‘feel. Tract |: 
is less than a ‘mile from. centre of | 

|. shows that they don’t ‘mind seeing 
two . big-Scale | 
‘within a “month, 

‘ice. ~extravaganzas 

~The. “Viennese Ice Revue” is ob- 
serving its. 25th: anniversary -with- 
production. “of” “Dreams of Happi- 
“ness,” -a two-part show written. and: 
staged - (as usual) : ‘by Will . Petter. 

‘and for. which (also as usual)’ Rob= | 
. “Fert Stolz ‘wrote the. -music:. It’s 

| Rew entry isn’t the strongest. pro-: 

I [Tew Glee duction. ‘the: ‘Viennese: Ice. Revue”. 
| -has ptesented so far: For. it’s. Weak: 
. with regard to “comedy relief. m8... 

“But. any : -déficiency : -of.: the. en: 
Me semble i is offset by its unique. Vien-. 
. |-nese.. charm. . There are: certainly 

more lavish: ice. shows, ‘but ‘charm | 
‘is and “seemingly: remains —this 
Viennese : ‘troupe’s. forte. Also,. this |: 
‘ensémble. ‘has ‘always. been noted 
for its: pretty girls... 

“The” costumes and... “Settings are 
beautiful. and © fulfill: their - pur- 
_posé. In contrast ‘to. “Holiday: On 
Ice,” ‘this. Miennese- ‘enterprise. -sel- 
dom: ‘uses: -headliners.. ‘It’s chiefly 
‘ani _ensemble' ‘achievement, . | 

| Jotsa ‘praise should” ‘go in this re- 
“and 

spect -to.:the’ girls. again. It’s not 
{ only an. exceptionally | beautiful. but 
also an- excellently: -trained and. 
highly. disciplined ballet. ‘ensemble; 

The meagre’ ‘plot. concerns Nor- 
“| bert. -and Sylvia (Norbert Felsinger 
and _ ‘Joaii: Haanappel), the’ stars of 
.an-ice. revue.. ‘Sylvia wins. a Miss. 
“Austria beauty contest and decides 
to become. a film: star.. Norbert do-. 
‘nates: a talisman..to her and:wishes 
her all: the: best: . -But - -she isn't 
‘lucky: in “her new field and returns 
to. Norbert. . Show’s second. ‘part is 
tagged “The Cat” and has a circus: 
locale. 

“Miss. Hasnappel, frequent Dutch 
champion,: is: ‘an --opti- 

cal. treat; Felsinger, . -blond:: Vien-' 
‘pese-born- ‘skater ‘and. -seven-time 
Austrian champ, scores -heavily. as 
do .Catrin & Fred ‘Emanuel, .two 
solo performers: who had been. with 

‘Among. “others: clicking. are. Mil. 
‘eha. © (Kladrubska),’. Czech --born 

. | champ; Lilly Lewin ‘and Manfred: 
oS -Wollschlaeger, - two- ‘Berliners: 

| American: Paul Sibley, and Duncan 
Whaley, . an: Englishmian:. ‘The Two |: 

.| Harvards, . new: ‘to the. Viennese 
| troupe, are’ mainly Fesponsible-4 ‘for 

-been.- named. -the slapstick ‘items: -: <*- 
Will Petter has’ staged the. revue 

“with his customary. knowhow. . His 

| opening. Phil Goldman is now. act- wife, Edith, took’good care: of the |? 
choreography... A.big plus. for the: 
production. is Robert Stolz’s music.: 
It’s the 12th: consecutive: year. that: 
‘the. Austrian ° musical . grandsei- 
‘gneur. has. written the. score ‘for 
Petter’s ice. ‘enterprise. a 

Show. will | stay “in. ‘Berlin for. 
‘more. than. three. weeks, - ‘doing: 
about. 35" 5 performancesyin 25 days. 

closes ‘-its | 
+. Hollywood. Office:. No date has: been} 
: set. for the Coast. ‘shuttering. -- 

'20-31);..D 
Emilio. ‘Pericoli - (Jan. 717); . Keely 

- Lind: 

| Room): 

tarist-singer Eduardo Sasson at: the. 

‘Carioca : 

” See Top 

Alan King -and:. Fran -: Warren. 

atra Jr. ‘Revue (Mareh 19-April 1). 
‘El’ San Juan Hotel’s restaurants. 

and: lounges also feature nightly 
entertainment.. The talent. roster 
.comprises the: Julio Gutierrez com- 
bo and Johnny Rojas - (El Chico 
Bar), -Russ: Marlo Quintet (Cofresi } 

= Lounge), 
(Rickshaw Bar), .Violines de. Pego 

"guitarist: Jesus de. Jerez 

‘(Four ‘Winds .& ‘Seven Seas. restau- 
“|| rant), and ‘pianist Gregg:Jones. (Le: 

Pavillion restaurant)... The ‘Redcaps | | 
combo.is slated to appear in the 
‘Cofresi: Lounge starting Dec. 20:: 

Sheraton Big Slate . . 
Acts ‘booked for the Puerto: Rico 

Sheraton’ s Salon Carnaval ‘include 
singer Janice: Harper. and. Juan 
Carlos.. Cones . _Argentine - ‘Revue | 
(current: show) ; 

Revue (Jan, 20-Feb..1); jazz trum- 
‘peter Jonah Jones’ Show. (Feb..3- |} 
15); - Kim - ‘Sisters. . (Feb. . 17-29); 
Denise .. ‘Darcel’s ‘French: Revue. 
(March: 2-14): 

tinue to mix. Latin. American. and 
| Puerto Rican. headliners with state-}§ 
. ‘Side favorites, according to: ‘general. 
|manager Larry ‘Boyle. ‘The. show- 
time lineup for Club Caribe.con-|]- 
‘tains Jose Greco’s Spanish. Ballet: 

Red Buttons sell re rere (Dec. 6-19);. 
Della - Reese — (Jan. 

Smith :* (Jan. 18-28); * Peter’ 
| Hayes and Mary. Healy - (Jan. - 29: 
‘Feb.. 4); Louis: Prima. (Feb. 5-20); |.F. .:.. 7 
Gordon. "& Sheila MacRae. (Feb. 21. af 
March’ 5); and the Barry Sisters 
and’ Los ‘Duendes. Gitanos: (March 

“Holiday for.|™ 
Strings’. revue (Dee. 23-Jan. 4)3] 
“Bobby Rydell and Los “Hispanos 

- (Jan. : 6-18); Monique Van Vooren | 

Featured: nightly 
at. the Sheraton’ 3. rooftop La Al-} 
hambra™ -:Restaurant. | are: Jorge'| ; 
‘Renan ‘and his strolling: guitars. | 

‘The Caribe Hilton Hotel will con- | 

uerto Rico Season 
Continued from page 49. 

‘Feb, 8: Cugat & Lane. (Feb. 9-19): 
Eddie. ‘Fisher. (Feb: 20-March. 4); 

‘stations throughout © ‘the | 
| (March-.5-18); and the -Frank. Sin- 

Kalaf’s. ‘combo: atid: ‘pianist Felix. 
Armer are..on hand ‘at: the Pierre 
‘Hotel’s Swiss Chalet: Tommy Cor- 
tez and.’ combo: plus Danny: Deaver - 
continue at:.-the Top of the First’. 
restaurant and. the: Holiday Inn’s 
‘Salon. Madrid ‘will.. féature. Les: 
Guanacheros ‘de Oriente, a Cuban. . 
combo. ' ce 

Puerto. Rican musieal combos are’. 
‘also featured nightly at the Dorado: 
Beach -Hotel;,. the Dorado Hilton, 
Hotel. Montemar- ‘and. Hotel El Con- 
quistador - ‘which is scheduled to” 
reopen Dec. 13: 

‘A nightclub: schedulée has not yet 
"| been confirmed for’ ‘the ‘Condado * 

Hotel’s. Fiesta: Room.: - 
- In Old. San ‘Juan, The. Owl,. La; 
Botella, and Ocho Puertas will con- 
tinue a ‘policy '0 of live: entertainment: 
nightly. | re : 

ott FUN-MASTER. — 
- PROFESSIONAL :- - 

COMEDY. MATERIAL 
“For every. braach of theatilcale ° 
WE ‘SERVICE: THE ‘STARS’: 

38 Gas, ‘files: $15; pies $1 pestege . a. 
FOREIGN 335 r se a | 

o 3. Patody Books, -75 
e § Blackout. Books r2-3 Each. 
-. No. 4 for $35—No. 8- for 1 $30. ; 

re Minstrel - ‘(white face). Budget sas 8 wo 
o““‘How te .Master the Ceremonies” e FT... 
“$2, PER. COPY .: NO 6.0.D/s oo pst 

| “BILLY: GLASON | cen, 
200. W. Séth Stir NYC. 10013 ‘CO 5-1316.5 
(We TEACH M.C’ing: and ‘COMEDY) I 
(Let ; s& real. Professional train: “your. | 

6-18). ‘Also featured every evening |}... 
lat the Caribe Hilton-are. -Los Rubios: 
‘Trio (pool terrace); Renee Berrios |. 

‘| and.. Alba :Rosa Castro ‘(Caribar), | 
pianist. - - Narciso: ‘ Figueroa‘: (Rotis-| 8 

serie Room).and_ Monchito Munoz |} " 
and jhis:combo. (Trader: Vic i? 

' The Ponce’ de ‘Leon “hotel ‘will 
follow .a ‘policy’ of “dispersed” en- {| 
{tertainment ‘at. its five lounges ‘and. 
‘restaurants plus. local and imported 

“Hotel... 

“Miami Bench 

talent.at the plush Mardi Gras-sup-|f | 
‘per club; The Mardi Gras: ‘currently. 

“| features : Puerto’ Rican * songstress} | 
‘Nilda .Terrace in. a. new show: with |}. 

‘the .Jaime Rogers ‘Dancers.: Local |¥ 

operatic baritone Benjamin. Ocasio. 

bows. into the. supper. club Dee. 13, 1 

to. augment ©» the | “Terrace-Rogers } 
‘Tevue,. 
- Now in the Ponce. de Leon's | : 

“other. public ‘rooms ..are - guitarist Rs 
(Castilian. Dining |]. 

" pianists- -Papio . Diaz: and [}. 
‘Luis: Rivera. (Castilian - Lounge), L 
‘and continuous. dance music 45} 
‘p.m: to.3:30 a.m: by Johnny Barnéy,: 

Pepito’ Arvelo ‘ and : the Modern | 

Jose Aponte - 

Latin. Combo (¢Siboney: Lounge). . 

- Americana’s Ice. Revue — 

_ Hotel Americana will pring: ina an}: 

original. ice .revue tagged. “‘Ice} 

Spectacular—Magnifico!” - -for: the. 

reopening of its Club La ‘Copa Dee, 

20. : Fhe Americana’s -Port-O-C 

and Abel Galt. alternate: with gui- 

ar, starting Dee: 16: © 
In addition to Latin and. stateside 

acts. for its intimate Club La: Con- |} 

cha, ‘Hotel La. Concha opened ‘its | 

new Solimar Lounge .and La Sala: 

del Sol Restaurant: this week. Club j}° 

La .Concha’ partial. entertainment 

schedule: Lilia Guizar- (Dec. 16-|= 

28); banjoist | ‘Al. Skully’. (Jan. .13- 

26): comics Ford & Reynolds (Feb. 
10-23); Miguelito Valdes and “Los | 

| Hermanos Silva: (Feb..24-March:8).|}. 

‘Entertainment at. the hotel’s other 

“looms include Carbia Bros. combo | 
(Solimar: Lounge), and: Los Bril-|]- * ae ; 

lantes Trio (La Sala-del Sol). Aj 
new. ‘musical ‘combo. has. not. yet 

een contracted for the: hotel's. 
‘rooftop | ‘Mirador. Lounge... - | 

Hotel EL Convento will continue ; 

to. offer Spanish. dance: acts.-ani 
‘singers. ‘The schedule. at-Club Con-| 
vento. includes: ‘singer Lori- ‘Wilson 
and dancers: Scholy :& Isabel” (Dee. |} 
10-23), and Rosario Galan’s. .Span- 
ish: ‘Ballet - (Dec. 24-Jan. 14).° °° - 

The. Miramar Charterhouse offers |I-_ 
‘the: Irma Rivera . Quartet. at its}: 
| Trapiche . ‘Bar and 
piano: music” -at the. Rib ‘room. in 
the Sky, according to general man- 

| ager Albert . Elovic. 
Captain's Lounge of. the! 

‘Condado Lagoon -Hotel will -con-| 
tinue to ‘offer the George Kudirka 
combo: ‘featuring Freddie.Gamage, 

ans. . Telus ¢ the Mike Such t Quartet. Rafael. 

BAP HARVEY FO 
‘| Lounge. (the island’s largest) ‘will. 
feature the Billy, jWiltiame Revue | 

(starting Dec..1 | 

(Feb, 4),.and: Freddie Bell & the] 
Bell .Boys° ‘(Mareh 13): Ralph Fond | — 

(RUFE-=DAVS | 
The ‘Treniers | 

“background |" 

| * Currently Appearing” 

| BLUE. ANGEL 
“London” 

Ole 

|. ONE MAN HOOTENANNY. ve 
_OAK-ROOM, Beverly Wilshire Hetet | ~~ 

' Management:. DAVID B. WHALEM 
Beverly Witshire Hetel, Beverly Hills, Calif... 

“YOU HAVE FOUND the LUCKY abit 
‘Clip: and hang arsund y neck In- — 
mediately or. oul die’ re ‘the Green. . 
Rott _Congratulationst.” S 

WILBURN LOY. 
-_ Comedian = qe. 

“PO. Box. Wa, ‘San Diese IW: Call, wee 

~ BURLESQUE SKETCHES | 
7 FOR ‘SALE —. 600 otétimes authentic 5 
. gcenes.and sketches. as. ertginelly done. 
in burlesque. 

: Contact: JOEY: CARTER . 

“350 ‘West 55, New York City”. 

Sort Fi oe 
 beautifel: LEOPARD LOUNGE, moe 

et te ee 
| the: Beachy : 
‘S AM. @. other. entertainment: 9a 
the. entire. Strip. no “mak e 8. 
centage deal with 3 prod 

Buy ene, many, ov all. | es 
For two te five performers. Sy gt BP 

x) e010 oe 



- Wedaesday, December Ds. 1963. Cs. 

oT Natl. Bo 
For Special Meet to Review Exec Firi rng | 4 
mat Johnny Woods, chairman. of: the+- 
| “Ynterim:-committee’ now .helming. 
*” the American’: Guild «of Variety: 
". Artists in-the absence of a-national 
_ “administrative secretary, has ‘told | 
‘>the AGVA national - “Woard ‘that |- 
- there | will’ be: ‘no. “special . poard'|:. 
:- meeting. Results: of: a: poll.of. all |. 
“national -board. -members :.showed:] , 
22 ‘members. voting against ‘such. 
om: meet,’ while 19 voted. for it. There. 

; were: two: abstentions _and- .one 
.. Imember;... Alan’ King.: resigned: 
eT “Referendum for.a-national board 
jt meet. Avas requested by: president 
; Joey. Adams who wanted the: ‘body. 

' to. review...the: decisions. of «ihe: 
-qmnion’s: executive committee which 
had - fired. national - administrative: 
?. “secretary. ‘Bobby’’Faye; .Coast. re- 
~ . gional director: Irvin Mazzei and 

assistant: administrative-secretary : 
Poe Dolores - -Rosaler. Exec. committee: 
- also’ _puspended. “Al Sharpe,.. man- 
“ager of -the Chicago office. 

/ "Phe. national. board “poll. répre- 
sents a. -vietory for. the. . reform 
-- elements: ‘which -are.. ‘seeking © a 
‘housecleaning * -in .the . union. and 

are. trying: to. -paré expenses. “It’s: 
understood ° ‘that. ‘the: interim com-| Greater Boston. Stadigm. ee 
-- mittee. is” ‘attempting -to.-cut the} ~ 

__, Malone overhead [0 the. point B Barbra Boffo. $1 3200, 
Joan: Baez $16,700 hh 

JAI ALAI JUST WHAT 

Boston, ‘Dee. 10.: 

ture;- ‘one that seeks -to-. intro the]; 
game of ‘jai alai. . 
proposes to set. up-a ‘state Jai Alai’ 

play. 
‘to play. the Basque.. ‘game. . _ 

“The: -proposal-. ‘submitted. to: the 
legislature’ @alls .for.-a- ‘five: mem- 

| chester | ‘Democrat: ‘The money. 
estimated by | Alecks - at: $500, 600 

deems: undesirable, namely B: girls |. 
' “who. have. infiltrated” ‘the - union |. 

. rolls.. ar 
» :Yolls: ’ Motion | may “be. ‘made. at. an.]. 
2 ‘executive . committee” ‘tonfab- next | - 

- ‘Tuesday (AD. : 7 
. “As it now stands, ‘the national - - 

:.. board ‘will convene for its’ regular |. 
-.. meeting -in.. February “when “the 

_ interim. committee ‘will : give: ‘its: 
‘report and attempts’. will be made. 
.” to select. a successor to Faye’ and 
aot ‘probably other. officers who were 
coe ousted in the. purge. a 

er 

San Francisco, : Dec. 10. 

Knoxville Aud. Ups Hubs < promoted «. “both 
- Knoxville, Dec. 10.: 

| Jack R.: ‘Hubbs has been ‘namied’| 
.*, administrative | assistant. to.. Fred. 
. ©..MeCallum, “manager _ of: ‘Knox-. 
- ville -Civie Auditorium ‘and Coli- 
geum. Hubbs was: formerly’ general: 

wel concessions” ‘Manager ~ at. the 
: _ facility. - ee yo 

Irving ~-Graniz~ 
| shindigs.”. — ; 

‘U.-of San Francisco: Friday (6) and 
did -$6,200' at. the San José Civic 

. . e . 

2m yoy. 

e 

San: Francisco Music. and’ | Arts’ 

ard ae Adams
 Bil | 

‘As ‘usual,. New. Mexico - Bap-.” - 
: ~ tists in. their annual convention: | 
‘in: this city,.again resolved to - a 

; stand against. -gainbling, © ob-- 
' . scene. literature. snd. -aleoholio 

7 | - Beverages. Ses : 

i ta the state. -just. behind the. 
-Catholics, didn’t mention -any*”:]. 
specifics——just merely: went on =" 

-Feeord’ against all: three- sins, 

been. | 

“MASSACHUSETTS. NexDs| 
An untistal : ‘pill. -has. been. filed 
in ‘the Massachusetts state legisla- | : 

“The ‘curious bill | 

Commission. of five’. members. and’ 
legalize . betting with - 30. days of |. 

“But: nobody ‘here ‘knows how}... 

.| Osano in $10, 700,000 Deal 
-ber commission, a’: chairyian . at |. 
12,500, .and - the . other members. 

receiving $10, 000 a: year. The state. 
-would: get ‘a cuf as -in -horsé. racing.. 
-The.. bill:. was. filed . on. behalf’. of. 

‘| state: ‘Comptroller’ ‘Joseph. Alecks |: : 
-by*: Rép. : ‘Thomas --Sheehan; -Dor-. 

would :-go: ‘toward : ‘expenses - ‘of the. 
‘proposed .- multimillion’ -:d.o Ata ar 

“Frisco ‘Area. Concerts 

‘Local ‘area ‘provided. big. returns: 
for four concerts. last week. Barbra |: 
Streisand; “with the Jerry ‘Gray. 
Orchestra: ‘assisting, scored $13,300: 
‘in two. concerts . at $4:75 top. First |. 
‘show..was: held| Wednesday (4) : at |:.’: 

“1 the ‘San Jose. Civic: Auditorium |: : 
‘and the -second.: fat. the. ‘Sacramento |:,* 
Civic “Aud the: ‘following ® night. | 

. Joan Baez Scored: $10, 500: at the'| 

Aud. * the next. night. ‘Saturday’ s 
bash.‘ was- “promoted by. the U. . of. 

Foundation Both. had. 3 tops. a 

“alt Unspecified § Sin 
-Tucumeari, N. M., Dee.. 10.° 

‘Church: group,. secorid argest® 

~ Albuquerque ~ has 
-ghosen:: “as . the: site:: for fhe. 
_ ', 1964 confab.” on MOS 

Sheraton Sells a Wai iki. 
‘Hotel. to. Tokyo Financier” 

-. Honélulu,; ‘Dec. 10. 

$18,000,000. 

Since: 1958. 

| from ‘Osano will: be. earmarked to:|. 
‘build a $10,000,000 . 17-story: on« 
each. hotel on -a ‘key site. between 

| the-“Royal - Hawaiian and -Moana-, 
‘Surf Rider. *. . 

‘The. Moana: ‘probably: ig 

Village’ 'S ‘Ne ew. 7 Gallery 
A new: cafe, The. Mugg’s. Gallery; 

is: being: openéd in the Greenwich 
Village site last occupied by the 
Jaz..Gallery. It-bows Dec. 20: with 
-‘Osear: Brand and The. Heightsmen 
topping ‘the’ bill. . 

: Spot ‘will. ‘be operated‘ ‘by. Ger- |: 
aldine ‘Stuart, a. ‘singer, who. will 
also :perform,.. and “her: husband; : 

1 Steve ‘Salvatore, a. ‘alent. booker.. 

“MILTON. DEUTSCH, ‘Pres. es, 
9034. Sunset Blvd. as og. 
_ Hollywood 69, Cal. 

LR 47321 

ra DINNER — 

’ Sheraton’ chain: ought’ the Royal’ 
-Hawaiian, : Moana-Surf Rider: and 
Princess Kaiulani. hotels from. Mat: |: 
‘son ‘Navigation | Co.” in. _ 1058. for |: 

58-Yr. Old Oregon Blue 
law Cancels Hypnotist At 

- Portland’s Ho Ti Club 

It: sold the: Princess. Kaivlant ‘to. 
‘Kenji .:Osano; Tokyo industrialist- 

| financier, last’ August. for: $8,700,000. |. 
‘Now. it’s" selling - the: : Moana-Surf 
Rider to. him for.a ‘reported. ‘$10,- 7 

+. 700,000:° Sheraton will continue tol: wf 
aa [operate ‘both “facilities for him,’ :- |: 

It’s figured,. ‘however, that” Shera- ; 
ton: has .spent.:some $6, 600,000 ‘in 

“ "| improving : ‘its: Waikiki™ Properties 

Hawaii’ sf" 
‘oldest resort ~hotel.: It “was. built. 
‘in, 1901. ‘The. Royal. Hawaiian dates 
back ‘to. 1927, CEES 

GETTING FRESH TRY 
Pittsburgh, Dec: "10. 

Richard. Scanga and. some .of his 
associates who were with him. when: 

.| his Vogue ‘Terrace Dinner Theatre 

. burned down shortly. after its open- 
ing of “Annie Get Your Gun”: last: 

‘| summer “have decided. to. try the: 
| idea again at the “Good: Old Days,” 
{a ‘nitery-.eutside. of the city. 

: “The first offering, which.-is ‘eur. 
rent, is “The Boy Friend” -which 
will have a run: of several weeks. | 

. A:new. Dinner Theatre, near the: 
‘site. ofthe burned: down Vogue: 
‘Terrace,’ ds. Planned. for - construc: 

-Portiand,: Ore, Dee. 10. 
a 1905. Oregon blue. law foreed 
Ho. Ti. Supper ‘Club head: Herb. 
‘Norris to: cancel headliner | hypno-. 

m tist ‘Trian Boyer Thursday. (5); The. 

A’ portion of the: money. réceived t Portland Academy. 

vise . “Mortis of the: law. which . for- 
-bids - exhibition. of a‘ person. in’ a’ 
hypnotic trance in‘a public place. - 

-Boyer does not use hypnotherapy 
‘in his stint, but. Norris did‘not want |- 
to brush with the law. Agent:Zukor, ‘coupons at the end. of the. Fair, - 

{the monies represented by’ the 
"| coupons will be distributed among... 

.-| Boyer and ‘Norris had no. ‘know!- 
_ Ledge. of the. law: 
| ° Local American Guild: of Variety. 
. Artists rep Jack. McCoy. is attempt- 

| ing’ to’ settle :-the. two-week. con- | 
“tract aimicably. as_all concerned are. 
victims of circumstance. Boyer. is. 
‘returning © to- ‘Los | Angeles. - | 
High Liters were at:the Ho Ti for 
-the remainder of the first. week: 
with Billy: Ward . &- His. ‘Dominoes. 

The 

opening | ‘today. (Tiies.).. 
tion‘ in the spring. with the: finane- 
ing ‘coming’ in: part. from the. Ane 
surance: money. moe Co ee a, 

.of “Hypnosis, 
composed - .of. doctors, dentists and: 
educators, had their attorney ad-. 

OLLING: 

: = ‘Bl 

‘times’ daily’. ‘to ‘lure. traffic there. 

‘How the’. ‘talent: ‘would be. paid. is: 

| still to be worked: out. 
.Terinants in the Lake Area. feel. : 

| they’ ‘have -become..the forgotten — 
men ‘of the Fair. “They are fearful: 
that | “the major. attention” wi)l . be * 
‘won ‘by’ the’ big: industrial and ine 
‘ternational exhibits. One ~ of. the 
factors. that. makes’ the. showmen 
fearful. is the.mile-walk from the 

-eentre . of “the. Fair to. the. Lake. 
"Area. “They- fear this may discour- 
{age Many of: the older : 

One of. the: promotions how in . 
-effect. for the Lake Area is a took” 
}-plan ; ‘through the Chemical . Bank 
New York Trust Co, which is sell- 
ing. $10 worth of: scrip, to be used 

will be: ‘redeemed by the bank | as. 
used.” | 

‘The bani is is not charging the ex- 

*. " Showmen in the. ‘Lake. Area. a 
‘| the: oN. Y.: World's: Fair. are cons. 

| ferring. with fair- ‘officials. in an. ate 

‘tempt ‘to: “hypo -interests_. in the: 

| amusement ‘section; Free acts are. 

| being. - - considered, . They would 

work the: amusement area. several 

eustomers.. 

*‘dis-. 
plays, for: “$7.50. Book “will | have. 
certificates: from 25ce to $1, and: 

nibs: for this ‘service. One: exhib | 
‘pointed. out that it will have ‘the... 
use of the .money~ sold from the 
books. for a time sans interest. 

‘| The bank is: also bearing the cost 
‘of ‘ printing’ ‘the -books .and pro- 
motions. : ‘Should- there be unused 

‘the participating: ‘éxhibs: 

‘Those ‘taking part in: the Chem- 
|.i¢al_ New_York promotion includés. 

fe 

the: AMF. Monorail, Mississippi 
Showboat, Santa "Maria, 
Museum, Hawaiian ‘Pavilion, -Flor- 
ida Pavilion, Aerial: Tower Ride, 
-Jaycopter, ‘Continental Circus, Les 

-|.Poupees de Paris, “Wonderworld, 
‘Maroda Lake. Cruise, Dancing 
Waters | and ‘ American - - Indian. 
| Village. ©. 

"ou spe ens eae 7s ARE THE GREATEST COMEDY 

TEAM I've SEEN-SINCE THE: GREATEST COMEDY TEAM. ” 

oe oo “AMERICANA HOTEL, MIAMI BEACH-36 WKS. 
ke FONTAINEBLEAU HOTEL, MIAMI BEACH—24. WKS. 

s AMERICANA HOTEL, SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO—8 WKS. 

*k NOw— CASTAWAYS, LAS VEGAS. , ‘8 WKS. INTO. 

RETURN DATE DEC. ‘24th— AMERICANA | HOTEL, ‘MIAMI BEACH 

COAST ‘ARTISTS: INC, 
_ Personal. Management . 
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‘WAYNE NEWTON: & THE NEW- 
. TON. BROS. a 

25° Mins. 2 
Copacabana, NY: _ - 

Coming off. his: diskelick “Danke 
‘ Behoen, aa singer “Wayne Newton. 
makes | an impressive - appearance. 
on. the current. bill. at :the Copa-|- 
 gabana.* With: his: ‘brother Jerry 
backing on guitar and lending 'oc- 
casional vocal and comedic: sup- 
-port,- the. brothers score. a solid. 
turn, mixing. fhe .repertoire with 

- oldies and. current. fave: tunes. 

Also ending -@ hand inthe. ‘act 
4s Tommy. Amato, the duo's: man- 

">.ager, arranger. and conductor. . He. 
--doubles.on. cornet and ‘with: somé 
‘vocal backing while fronting. J oseph: 
Mele‘'s Copa: orchestra. His. . ar- 
rarigements. are: built for top’ show- 
casing ‘of Wayne, who: cops the. 
spotlight. for the turn, and presents 

the material in-.a- simple. yet ef- 
active manner. ; 
The young Newton. shows ‘lotsa 

‘savvy and showmanship during the: 
“act, drawing considerable: response 
‘from the audience, Although: young 
in age ‘he’s long on knowhow and 
shelis oldies like “Toot Toot ‘Toot- 
ie,” “Rock. “Abye”’:. and others -in 
a big: way. Playing: ‘a -banjo while. 

---ginging,. he rated a big ovation on 
opening night for. his: rendering of: 

a “Robert E.-Lee’’. medley- and his’ : 
styling of. “Saints. Marching - In.”” |" 
His shaking hands with ringsiders 
during his. bowoff number also. reg- 

: istered. well. 
2 OFE. to -a. solid. start ‘in. bigtime. 
“clubbing. thé. and brother. Jerry. had: 
played the Copa. :Loungé at one 
time), Wayne Newton should: goa. 
Jong way. via his bright: personal- 
ity and Song-selling ‘savy: ea i. 

7 a 

JAMIE “BUELL” ae 
Fotksongs - 
25 Mins . 
Le Hibou, Ottawa 

‘This lanky young singer} has Ime. 
proved phenomenally in six. months | ; 
since last. caught ‘at. Denis Faulk- 
ner &. Harvey , Glatt's Le ” Hibow 

and rich in. “ overtones;. his phrasing 
generally good: and ‘his. material. 

a mostly. excellent. He's. ‘also® devel- 
 @ping a blues voice, though the one| 
real . ‘blues ‘he ‘did,’ 
‘came out more like a. ballad—stitl 

: effective. .” His. string. work ~ has 
eome ‘along: too: 
“Buell followed | “Cocaine Bir 

which - seemed distasteful, - -albeit| 

| capper... is: her acceptartice ° of ‘an: 
- Oscar, : with . a speech: of thanks}: 
that’s. ‘a. gem of: show. biz. satire.. 

-“Truly You,” | 

| RENEE TAYLOR. 
| Comedy , 

: "Blonde Renee: ‘Taylor iteps out | 
‘as. a‘.eomedy single: in: this: Living 
Reom engagement and her . poten-. 
tial is high. 

- With a. ‘Brooklyn accent - miéd- 
ified), ‘pose is that of: a manhunier 
stalking - ‘the city jungle. . ‘She ‘sin- 
glés-out.a male yokel in the“ audi- | 
ence for attack: ‘fromm. time: to time,. 
and. the result. is hilarity: for: ‘all-| 

| and.-no: wounded feelings (she hails 
a ‘customer: ‘coming into the: club: 
‘Ww ‘says,’ casually, “Hi, Doll”; 

Among her set. ‘pieces: “fs: one -in:. 
volving. a Gimbels-like demonstra- | 
-tion. of. the various - styles: ‘available 
‘with.-a‘ flimsy -blowse,’: which - gets: 
yowls: from: the. distaffers. But the} 

* Miss. ‘Taylor seems. to: work best 
‘when ‘warmed up. to-a spontaniety. 
Some..of the. written ‘gags lack the 
sharpness of cher. off-hand. ‘material. 
Included ..is. a ‘song impression of. 
Marlene Dietrich which. ‘demon- | 
Strates a better. than “passing ‘vocal 
Ttalent and a very: definite. comedic 
flair in -the {mpresh line. _ Bi. 

JACK WASHBUEN ° 
‘Songs. 
40: Mins... * — 

| Playhouse: | Yon, New Hope, Pa. 

New ‘Hope's. posh. Playhouse. Inn 
Femains “open for second .-‘winter. 
under. new . boniface . Tom Reddy. 
who has initiated policy of .book- 
ing weekend entertainment’ ‘during 

.., Off-season in this. summer, resort 
| town. Reddy’s. knowhow,. stemaning 
largely from several . years as. gen-. 
‘eral manager of St. John Terrell’s 

| Lambertville tunétent, -is: obvious |: 
in his.: ‘selection of. talent. suited to: 
4 tastes. of his. carriage trade.” - 
Currently featured, through’ Jan. 

1, following -‘a -one-month; three- 
‘nights-a-week ‘stint “by: “The Com- 
|-Pass,. a hip. improvisational.group, 

‘starrer. on the tent - circuit, he -was. 
one_ of the: principals “in: last. Sea- 
son's. “Mr. President.” — 

Dark, ‘goodlooking, well-groomed:} 
tuxedo-attired: Washburn’ is a“ ver- 
-satile | ‘Performer . “who can belt -a 

{ showtune- in. “thé foreéful. “John 
_| Raitt fashion or croon.aballad:a 

la-Goulet. -His well-rounded; *hand- 
not - pitched: ‘for laughs—with: a/ somely - delivered” ‘songalog ‘draws 

: short, hilarious rib on teen tunes—. 
“in the. ‘modern. folk’ idiom, per- 
haps. best. exemplified, by Paul 
.Anka,” as. he ‘gravely intio’d- it. 
(Anka was. born and lived. here till 
he'd: -had:severak smash disks). 

-“Acne: Blues”. was rife: with weird | 
teen sounds and'.lines: like “Jook, 
‘baby, got acne. Don’t you. know 
God put it there?” rel” 
. “AIL -Man..is One. “Man” had. a 

| héavily from the. ‘™musicomedy: orbit |. 
with medleys from. “Pal ...J oey,"’ ” 
“Kiss Me Kate” and a socko ren- 
‘dition ‘of ‘the. “Carousel” ‘soliloquy, : 
but equally. effective. ° was: a relaxed. 
Segment: of “WW :II- songs,. senti- 
-meéntal but not. over-schmaltzy, and 
a haunting - -unfamiliar | ballad; if 
Five: Years Pass.” ~~ 
-A’ magnetic, poised and thor-| 

oughly. charming | entértainer;” he]. 

“there - goes a Pushy | fellah, ” “she. 
comments). *:. 

terrific: : 

7 Be JOHNNY: PROPHET. 
+ Sones. ° fey 

is ‘singer. Jack Washburn. .A’ fave}. 

- eouple ‘of awkward. breath pauses | gets excelelnt rapport: fromi- clien=| 
-but.-was otherwise « very” good, and|tele of both: sexes, Washburn: dis- 
his. closer: “Spanish ‘is .a: Loving | Plays -real -nitery star ‘potential. al-' 
Tongue”. Wwas.- beautifully’ ‘done. though. at present: he ‘needs. addi- 
Buell is just about ready.for-wider tional. lead-in. material 

double-billed here’:with the bril-|full use° the. winning . personality | 
liant young classical and flamenco| that emerges: in ‘too infrequent. 
‘Buitarist Ed. Honeywell. ‘Both are..ad libs with staff and customers.’ 
‘Yocal.- Gard.” : Singer is nicely backed by Inn's 

— ae smooth Richard Averre: ‘trio, -.a 
ne "= |-smoo iano-d - RENE REID : arrears a ben. | 

Songs . ee . 

25. Mins. BOBBY. MACK oo 
Living. Room, N. Y..: me Comedy 

. Buxom. sepia. belter” Irene - Reid: 25-Mins. - 
has.a fine pop-jazz style, vaguely. Monticello, ‘Framiaghan - 
‘remindful of -Dinah , Washington, |... -Bobby “Mack has -the | versatility | 
_but not to be construed as: imitative. and. ‘punch, along with youth’: and |. 
of the. w.k. blues ‘singer. ° ° 

and’. a. 
exposure and maybe disks: He-was: ‘clever easual chatter line to-put to. 

"| good.“ looks, ‘which: -distinguishes 
“She has excellent, control and ‘al 

‘pronounced. jazz flair, ‘but the style: ‘personable new 
4s relaxed, and commercial, combin- 
ing nicely with the. sight values 
(gold: sequined. gowning and: pro- | 
‘nounced. ethnic features—or. biz, 
‘bright . and: sexy). In the. Straight. 
voeal: line, the standards, like: 
“Getting ‘to - Know .. You”. (jazzed: 
‘up),- ““¥ounger ‘Than Springtime,” 
etc.,. are’ the prime entries... Her.| 

him ‘fron. just another ‘literate and 

-Pennsy, where 
‘learned to play a ‘great. trumpet in 
j the homeland: of -the Dorsey Bros.; 
he’s. 5-10, blonde;‘blueeyéd. 4. cinen 

| bet “juvenile: lead : ‘for. films. Or 
“musicomedy, ‘who sings ‘soothingly: 
-in- upbeat, tempo, ‘works some ‘amaz- 

“young .comic. Out: 
‘for-..a. short’: time ‘from. ‘upstate 

ncidgntally het: 

dips into. the folk -bag -are -less’ ‘ing . carbons, “one outstandingly 
| meaningful: for example, ‘a chain. Slick ‘of | Jackie® Mason,’ terps ‘with. 
pang. ‘number that ‘seems .way - out taps .-.and leaps”: and: splits and. 

of context {not ‘that she doésn’t, blows the roof off-with his trumpet |. 
“look - strong - enough’ to. sw ing al in a ‘strong: sesh for heavy Spon- 
sledge’. Pee jtanéous -yocks: | om . 

Her ‘windup at show ‘eatight. was'{'- Standout ‘of - “his - ‘Zousing © 25 
a. very. bawdy, ~caly pso-rhythmed_ ‘minutes. of unrestrained entertam- 

. | Blues,” ‘and. ‘Satchmo’s * ‘high. ‘ones 
pare. ‘all. duplicated. . 

- His trumpet. ‘work. is. a precision 
| masterpiece, : and the audience. suc- | 
| cumBbe. tothe w.k. pieces: as if the. 
- owners . themselves - were ; ‘making| 

He. winds -. Up. the 
_| teumpeting -qwith :.a< roaring ‘audi- 

“lence clapping: 
| Marching: In” -with. his. own. style 

the music... 

on his hot. trumpet. 
Mack is a ‘speedy. ‘dispatcher ‘of 

and following 
opening performed with: tice. ‘stage 

“Around *. the “World,” | : 

the -comic. ‘stuff, 

presence, 
leading - into-. carbons, ‘he’s: ‘home 

‘solid: with the big. audience. ‘in. 
‘Caesar's : : Tamagno's 1 400-seater. | 

‘into. “a He -turns and writhes | 
twitching. Ed: Sullivan. He’s got the 
-Stoneface ‘down: pat, -and ‘proceeds. 
to. build - ‘the bit in'‘serio fashion 
seguing. into Jackie. Mason for- big |’ 
‘laughs... The tux clad lad. exudes 
class -with. a nice flair for miming 
-eatching-Dean Martin,: J erry Lewis 
‘and .a.-wild bit. of: running. up and: 
down. the™ Stage. ‘preceding: a. sock 
and funny’. “Ben ‘Casey’”.: from tv 
land: For ‘clincher, * he. uriveils- ‘a. 

‘dance: routine e. valong Get: Started” 
Sammy Davis; Jr... lines: 

‘Mack. has. enough piping ‘ability: 
. to go’ it-on: voice aloné, likewise 
trumpet, ‘likewise impressions. Al- 
together he’s. a. one mani ‘show and. 
‘Has - neatly. ‘stitehed - the. three. 

| talents... together with . interlacings. 
of: ‘oneliners, amusing . Patter, and 
Bags - -both::his -own..and from the: 
‘voices. ‘he | carbons. ‘Looks‘: to * hit |- 
‘comedy . top’ Tanks. for: tv, jniteries, 

| stage, films ‘and should bea strong 
A - bet ‘in any’ visual, audio situation. 

SMe. 

45 ‘Mins..’- “ 
| The: Clan; LA. 
A: new-combine ‘ot six “investors, 
fronted by. ‘Jerry Schwartz,: have 
converted thé . former” 
Violin. on. ’ Sunset ‘Strip: into. .a. 

it after : the popularized | nickname 
|} of “a, well’ ‘known group. of: enter- 
‘tainiers. - If: the. “packed: ‘Wednesday: 
night opening is any-. indication, 
the tag may. bring them ‘luck. . 

‘Right in line, as - well,.-:is” ‘the - 
opening. entertainment pill: ‘featur- 
ing singer J ohnny’. Prophet, a ‘Re- 
prise. pactee. ‘and. Said. to. ‘be a. Si- 
‘atra protoge. ~ an 

* Prophet. -is..an_ ‘excellent. ‘Ttalian. 
style: - ‘pop. “singer ‘with a. rich, 
smooth. ‘voice, “well - trainéd. . and. 
fully capable--of ‘work . far: ‘beyond 
the material he’ is . given. Singer. 
needs. arrangements’ and styling and | 
‘some: special new material: beyond 
the general © ‘standard: ballads ‘and 
big--voice Italian tunes” ‘he uses. He 
-has . pro’ stature,- mikes well: and 
indicates, unusual’ Potential. _ 

DANNY: APOLLO. 
Songs :- 4 
Bb ‘Mins. - 
Tidelands,. “Houston _ 

~ Danny ~ A’Pollo . is. - a pleasing 
{young singer . “whose ° dnexperience. 
sometimes. shows in such ‘fields -as 
‘breath control; but his pipes; per- 
‘sonality and. style’ are such that. he 
may well be. .a sleeper. who. ‘sud- 
denly. bursts. ‘into’ bigtime... 

‘ballad - field;. but. when. he. brings. 
out . electric. - guitar for... “self-ac- 
‘companiment *- . ““Horiky- | : Tonk. 
Angel,’’ the. intime Tidelands. Club. 
Ticks: : “There's a. bit - too much. 
‘ sameness: ‘in: his medley’ ‘of | stand- 
ards, which. cone. more. lively: ‘tune. 
would cure. 

- Top.. mnitting. is.- ‘for: “Vout re. Nox 
H body Till: ‘Somebody. Loves. You” 
[and . “begoff, “San. Francisca.” De 

‘Allowing: -for.: slight ‘first-night 
| nervousness in - his’ ‘hometown, his. 

. pact is. good ‘and: he’ll. bear watching. 
It ‘appears to .be. Smart . booking: 
j with later: options. + SRE. 

FERIHA, 
Songs. . 
10 Mins. ~ 
‘Viennese ‘Lantern,: N. Y. 

“ish. import, .. is a big girl with: a 
voice: in the same ‘category. She's |. 
a” skilled ~ soprano, familiar with 
several - “languages. ‘and: who --can 

: work: over’ -a- tune for. good : effect. 
The:" songs: of. ‘her ‘native. country: 
are” helped...along * by: the -strong 
rhythms» of. finger - cymbals Which 
she beats. joyously.. 

Feriha seems to: £0. ‘in for tunes 
“with strong rhythms. ‘In her case, it 
{helps : her cause :considerably; | but. 

it. presents ag limited . picture: She. 
Shows ‘a strong : competence. and: a. 

version of:‘‘Love: for Sale” (‘Brown Ment is:the trumpet stint, and: not} spirit and: ‘She should ‘get. along: in 
Love”) ‘which! was ‘a real switch: Ancidentally. he’s -a‘:formér ‘Army situations ‘ where ‘a . knowhow’ “of 
and. which °«. 
“house on. 

really turned. 
Bilt, . ‘Harry: James, Al. Hirt's. 

ne Coane 

the -band trumpet ‘man. He blows ala. Pops: and. classics is: needed, 
“St. Louis) Tose. 

“Saints. .Come-. 

‘this . -out-of-town | “spot, 
who came /applauded for: twice | 
their number. ‘Miss. Dore wore: ay 
‘long. green gown and white gloves 

“Daddy”. 

- | Sahara. Lounge, Las’ Vegas 

‘and ‘as'a duet. 
‘smoothly ' delivers. comedy. lines;. 

: films. 

- His ‘strength appears’ to:: ‘be. ‘in | 
‘THE ‘RUM | RUNNERS, @y 

' Feriha,.a ‘monomonickered. Turk: 

JO-ANN’ ‘DORE - 

Gatineau. ‘Club, Hult,’ Que.-: _— 

Manager, has picked: another comer 
in Jo-Ann Dore, a pretty Belgian-: 
descended blazetop who until re- 
cently lavished - her charms: on. a 
‘unicycle, Gradually She: did .more 
tune-and-terp and now. is breaking | 
in ‘an. act that’s chiefly. SOng,. with. 
one smart: eccentric | dance inter- 
lnde,. enlivened’ by -pixie ‘moues.. 

greatest. assets. are her: whlimited 
‘verve, bounce and’ sparkle. She’s 
been. working: mostly lounges. thus. 
-far. but needs a. ‘stage; as. here, ‘te 
give | ‘her scope. 
When: caught, a cold windy ‘night: on 

kept | midst customers’ away. froni | ee fe 
but those|f} .- 

—both. peeled for.‘the dance and 
smoothly. replaced while ending. it. 
She .opened in. French: did” “Can't 

with an... effective 
waltz-time - ‘insert; ‘then went into: 

with a «kind. ‘of. quick 
slink ‘that -was ‘highly amusing, ‘and: 
segued into.“My. Heart: Belongs. to 
Daddy’’—equally.: standout., -Next..a. 
neat melangé. of ‘Halian and Eng- 
lish; .done ‘with. bubbling ‘zest but} 
with | ‘a few too _many decibels, at 
times. fe 

‘Specially... effective | gestures © in 
cout Take. Romance.” then. the: terp 
-and ‘another. French: song,. ‘done ex- 
_actly like. a -Paris..gamine. ‘chian- 

-{teuse, with some. ringside’ flirting..- 
_ ‘LShe closed. with .a’ Jolson .medley 
. | but wisely didn’t: try . to -ape his 

-voice: Even with: the wispy crowd 
‘she had to. beg. off. ‘She's: ripe for | 

J-any:spot ‘where they: like ’em zingy, | 
‘and. her personality should. come. 
“across ‘en disks. 

Golden |: 

pleasant new: dinner club, tagging. F REDDIE ‘BELL & ‘ROBERTA 

Gard. 

LINN 
Backed. By The Bell. Boys (i). 
‘Songs, Comedy 
50 Mins. - 

Freddie - Bell, - pioneer . rock." n* 
roller. with ‘his. Bell “Boys . (Sax; 
‘trumpet,. trombone; . guitar, ‘bass; 
drums, 88). recently married. song-. 
stress: Roberta Linn, and they have 

‘eombined acts..which results in: a. 
very handsome, entertaining, : and: 
versatile “husband-wife’ team... The 
turn - ‘should click’ handily in any. 
‘situation. 

‘Both..Bell. and: Miss. ‘Linn are. 
excellent ‘songsellers, - -individually.. 

‘He: looks goed, 

she’s a. shapely: looker..and is'a fine 
foil. Together, they do.such num-. 
bers ‘as“Cotton Fields,” “Bast. Is: 

:.. Yet-To:Come,;” “I Need Yeu”. and: 
' -AN of. Me” They have “some. 

‘clever special material: her: solos: 
or. Finelude “The- Old. Songs ‘Are The 

”.-") Best .Songs,”. “I’ve Got A: Lot of 
_| Living To Do;’. and “Mania”; - 
{-vocals. ‘are embellished. by ‘accurate | 
celeb: _impreshes. 
"38er,. joins in- some very funny -vis- 

his. 

..Buddy Carle, 

ual ‘comedy, - ‘including, with. Bell, 
a. riotous~ spoof . of. the. cawpoke 

Duke. 

Folk. Singing . 

‘The Castaways, ‘Kansas City. 
-New. group in, town 4s. ‘this. trio: 

‘of collegiate » types’ ‘twanging and. 
vocallini - ‘away in ‘accredited . folk: 
“style.: They’ve been. imported: from. 
Houston for-this. date at The Cast- 
‘aways, midtown lounge which spe- 
| Gialies.in. the hootin’ groups. Mike 
‘Butler, Dave Boise’ and: Jim: Post: 
make up. the’ threesome, - ‘with. in- 
_strumentation including .¥2-string: 
“guitar, 6-stringér, 
‘and string bass, These they: pass 
around from. ‘man. to. ‘man, - which 

oh makes -yirtually a different combo 
| for each number. . 

5-string . -banjo. 

While their éssential, music: is in 
"| the folk vein,. they give. it a ‘com-. 
mercial tinge. -with - plentiful: drive. 
in‘ most numbers, They ¢an-soften 
the . approach as. ‘they do on’* such 
a tune. as: “Shenandoah,’. ” but they. 
can as readily’.rare up a. ‘tune. on 
full :-hind-leg. volume. ‘They’ have: 
broken : the’ “recording - ice with | a} 
Mercury single, “You ‘Gotta Quit 
Kicking: My Dog. Around”. “Follow. 
the Drinking. Gourd,” and -already: 
it is getting some: aéceptance. 
Youngsters of the not-yet-out-of- 

college cut; there is. much in their 
appearance,. andthe music.is good. 
Following the stand here they re-| 
turn to. Houston,. while’ The .Cast- 
aways has a return date of.-The. 
 Surfriders, ‘proup. which. ‘originated 
here. /and. now: is. in’ the -Randy 
‘Sparks: stable. as The _Ledbetters:; 

Quin." 

| Saunders, .. 

propriate : ‘in. this room. 
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ae | BROOKs. JONES & LYDIA Wood Woon 
jultar 

: - Blue ‘Angel, NY:: 
Joe Saxe, Gatineau Club owner-: 

a J . 

Brooks Jones ‘& ‘Lydia Wood | ate. 
apparently anew combination, one . 
of the many coming. in on: the. 
wave of ‘the folksinging fad: Theres -. 
are indications: that there is a‘solid 
base for wider. horizons. The -ar-': 
‘rangemeints, by. ‘Jones, have :2. lot. 
of. musical merit, and the femme’s. 
strong: voice in. the lower. Tegisters._ 

‘terest: . 

The. ‘duo hit their heights with a. 
group of the older:tunes in which’. 
they show'.a.lot of feeling. Aiding — 
them is. the ‘good guitar: ‘backing’ by... 
both. of them. ae "Jase. 

. “Naeusie. ‘Mall, N. WY . 
“The Nativity,” produced” by 

| Leon Leonidoff::Nancy. Leighton as. 
‘soloist:. “‘Gheeers,” - with. . . Miss”. 
‘Leighton and Alan Cole, The Three © : | 
‘Hermanis, :bdllet. company: unth: 
‘Helen: Wood ‘and Dean Crane, Don” 

‘Duke: ‘Art, “Rockettes, 4 
Music Hall Symph under. Raymond ° 
‘Paig. “Charade”. -(U), Teviewed: in 
‘VARIETY, Sept. 25, "63. ar 

facts..are that Néw York's ‘Radio * 
City. Music: Hail Jong since ‘came. . 

“ae ‘sChristmas | stage... presenitation, - 
and - Russell V. Downing, as ‘presi- oo 
dent, et .al.;.shal!l not: be: nudged. © 
from: making basic changes. This - 
‘kind ‘of. adherence to the. tradition: * ; : 
al is not. be: discouraged. herein... 
The -public’ obviously looks. for. 

this’ ‘kind- of display* and.any ‘fun-' ° 
‘damental. change. perhaps «would . 
\be out of.order. It combines the 

| religioso in the form. of the: -Nativi-~ 
ty and then ‘the. lightheartedness. 

|:of ‘holiday celebration.. 
... That the: HaH. ecan- repeat” with 

lhe: same formula -and. come Up... 
eo ‘with. freshness, as_it :does-now-is- 

| nice. going. ‘There’s liveliness, ‘eol-- -- 
or. and: ‘all-around: enjoyability,” 
And let thé cynic¢s get lost.° 
-Naney’ ‘Leighton’. Ss “Cantique de” 

“Noel” is -an eloquent -part of the - 
“Nativity, which has, -also,.the warm. . 
pageantry of the. ‘star-brightened: 
“pirth: ‘ef Christ; The trek ‘across: 
the” stage - of ‘peasants: and. “Magi, 
| along. with the animals, is. Tepro-.. 
duction -of. a-familar scene ‘but one. 
which just can’t. be” ‘abandoned: © 
- Then into“the joyous;: And” this” 

‘means. 
‘troupe ‘on .show ‘caught. Thursday. . 
(5)‘séemed curiously uneven but.” “ 
‘this '. could “be... rectified: . Helen * 
Wood is. gorgeous: in ‘tour-jete. Spot- .. a 
lighting. - For. variety’s' sake: there a 
‘is a-novelty spinning act called-the | 
‘Three Hermanis,. and. Don Saun-* 
‘ders asa single ‘making: con | 

and...a: 

the ~~ vaude. ~The : ballet 

comedy with | a: "bagpipe 
piano. ~..- 
The Rockettes cap: it off’ “with - a. 

‘Toutine:in which they place’them-.. : 
selves: as decorations ‘on:.a Christ- - 
‘mas tree. Can't: quarrel: with such: 
trimming. _ a oe 

a 

Chi’ $ Continental 
t —<— Continued ftom Page. “s — 

town say: ‘that that. supper’ club is. 
looking for acts in the $500-$F, 000 . 
Class. The hotel’s thesis is: that the. 
reom, is the show .despite a -$2 
‘cover charge. on. ‘weeknights - and”. 
‘$2.50 on weekends. ae 

- The hotel “more - than ‘likely 
-sttetchéd - past the dollar: figures:. 
mentioned. earlier for Vicki ‘Benet 
on. the premiere. bill and she was". 
well worth the. investment, She's 
‘a. sophisticated ‘thrush without . 
being. world-weary. Included in. her 

4 repertoire: -are . 
Love,” “C’est:: Magnifique,”’. a. spe-: 

“Let: There - Be. 

cial. Tiaterial number. titled “Gotta: 
Find : a. -Song”,. 

an -encore,. she. does a new:. and = 
racier version: of. “Let’s Do. It”: re 
plete with. risque. fopical - ‘refer- ~ 
ences. |. 

‘House band_ for, “the: ‘Chateau. 
Continental is Franz -Benteler and. 
his group. (6). Benteler established. : 
‘himself. as.‘one of the top. *per-.- - 

1 sonality” © batoneers «. while - at: the 
‘Cafe. Bonaparte: of: ‘the - -Sheraton- 
Blackstone.:and he is most ap-.. 

“His unit. has always been. higtily - 
régarded: by singers. for the: ‘quality * 
of its. backing. -Benteler is a ‘vio-- 
linist, three of his:sidemen double. 
‘on. ‘fiddle: and: the quartet does a: 
strolling spring concert. before the. 

, |Show, ” et Mor, : 

Call: “it ‘devotion. to: ‘the ‘status 
| ‘quo. or ‘why-change-a-hit-show? The.: 

-“The. -Continental”.”: 
(of ‘course);.a set of French tunes ;- 
and: “Two. Guitars”. in. Russian, For. . . 

Miss Dore has a :good,_ well-em-| gives. the turn’ 4) ‘lot. of audio. jn=~ 

ployed. voice of considerable range’ 
and ‘an éxcellent. figure,. but . her! 



“é The: Newton -Bros.; 
_ & “Rene Martelt: Copa ; Girls (8) | 

. - Joseph: Mele &. Orch, Frank:-Mar- | 
st. & Cha-Cha Band; ; $65 50° ‘top P week 

“days, 

Wednesday, December 11, 1963 _NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS. 

oeskend Ne. Y. 
“Myron ‘€ohen, 

$7. 50: Sat. : 

; ” Headliner. of the current t-‘Chiist. 
mas. bill’ at.. the - room is: Myron. 

s- Cohen, the“orily: one to. escape.the : 
. competition . from the ‘Copa’ S ‘serv-.|. 
“Fee. squad. It’s. a: good. thing’.too, 

. . because: his. quiet,: reserved - de- 
ys. livery. couldn't take the’ interfer- 
0) -enee. ‘The: comedian. is an -engag- 
».-' ing ‘performer: whose approach: is: 

... 7 ike 6rie’s + favorite .:uncle telling | 
-  .". stories and gags: to. an. enraptured |. 
ol + family: : gathering’. 
we parlor, - 

Cohen’. aunleashes: a. * stream: “0 
| “yarns: with ‘a. dignitywhich is--un- 

>... usual .among standup: ‘comedians. 
' * His. strong ‘Berscht ‘Belt. influence. 

stems ‘from years in: the: garment 
os 8 industry and” material--in: this id: | 

* jom*-scores “particularly well: with” 
the Copa crowd: He also tosses in’! 

some ‘dialect. ‘stories in ‘an: “[talo |. 
-* ‘and southern, vein but most - is of: 
“Gt. Bronx-influenced: 

a. by:.ao few - subtle - head. and: ‘hand. 
) movements. 
“ON . the ‘blue’ material ‘and: his. act}. 

: wins - considerable” audience AD: | 

punctivated : 

He. goes, very ‘ light: 

proval. - 

“Singer” “Wayne ™ - New ton: 
Acts).- -provides a fine* ‘turn, “packed | 

“by. his ‘brother: Jérry ‘-on . Suitar. 
>and: “Tommy. -Amato, the - group's: 

“<.!" Qyanager, arranger ‘and: cénductor. 

— ae Continentals: (5) ;- 

:. tinue to execute. Douglas” ‘Condy’s 
on /staging-effectively. Pete 
“Despite. the : fact ‘that: “perform: " 

., ances. are. generally. Strong - ones, 
“as is..the . present: Case, ‘things Tike | 
being . ‘moved from one ‘table: ‘to. 
another: in: -the: middle. ‘of .a. meal,’ 

“De .. brusque service and.. Ww aiters’ plock: 

: trumpet, - 

es ‘ber, 

_ the. rating, indefinitely. 

eye Vocalists Cally” Dodd: & Rene: “Mar. | 
~. + fellstill do the: same” “numbers 
“*. they have been ‘doing all.” season: 

with the ‘Copa Girls. The - -femnies | 
are: a. slick-Jooking. unit* who: -con- 

ing a customer's ‘view on. and ‘off 
during a large | part: of ‘the: show: 

! don’t add up-to a: pleasant ‘meal. 
. or entertainment: respite.” - 

'” Joseph-:Méle handles: the: ‘Copa | 
Orch - stylishly; . backing: the: pro- 
‘duction : ‘numbers. and . plaving -for- 

as. well ‘as. béhind. the. 
: ‘Newtons; Frank . ‘Marti’s ‘cha-cha | ° 

_ ° unit‘also delivers solid’ terp: music” 
-, ,. between: shows. The. bill: is. one: ‘of |. 
. + the best. the room. has mounted: in“ 

a while- and it’s unfortunate: that 
a its hampered. by” such. unnecessary- 

dnterferences.. | 

dancers, . 

: Kali. 

“Radys’, K.. € oe 
: Kansas’ City, Dec. 6." 

Dukes. “of. Dixieland (TY; < Fred | 
- $2: cover. 

ee : The Dukes: are. almost-an arinual| 
on attraction at Eddys’, this being their 

_ ool» v fifth time. around with. indications 
"ike -the. others: that. this will be: a’ 

* gession with: plenty:'of ‘business. as |. 
well as. rhythms. For’ the: current.|. 
_stance -the Assuntps,- 

‘Freddie-"'on trombone, 
Papa Jacques: on ‘panjo, trombone’ 

.. and ‘bar stool,. ‘have. Gene: Schroeder |, 
-?.° Jon. piano, : Jerry: ‘Fuller. back on. 
. 7, Clarinet ‘after. being. away | about | ; 

av @. year, Cliff -Léeman’.as a newer 
- > gan with-them on drumis-and Billy |. 

_.-., Cronk also a newer:man on string. 
“i. pass: Their. show, of 58. minutes has | 
~. ) ‘the ‘house: -of © ‘Jazz. buffs Virtually | 

: ae ecstatic. oe 
The. repertory. as. * Gkpected,. be 

““. gins. with “The Muskrat: Ramble”. 
and. ends ‘with their knockout ver-. 

_. sion: of “When. the Saints Go March: | 
“ing In. ”- Along the way they: work | 

“over “New. -Orleans,” -and::.“High: 
i. Society”: - 
“>. mounts: the. bar ‘stool. to. add: the 

7 “banjo: strumming. -. : 
. A newer: ‘twist is. a’ - gospel r ‘num: | 

*, “You're Too Close. :to “Walk: 
mm with. ‘Thee,;” ‘after. which they are. 
“back: to more. jazz: with “Bourbon | 
- Street -Parade,’’. 

‘before... Papa:” Jacques 

Smiling” *- and: 

‘dixielanders, . 
Quin” 

‘Shamrock, Houston - 
- . Houston; ‘Dec.. 6. 

* Dick Contino with ‘Lee ‘Raymond, 
K. Bert. Sloan-Dick Krueger: ‘Orch 

. (10); ‘no- cover or minimum.” Je, 

“Dick “Contino, an” amateur who: 
Lo made good; ‘shows. lotsa talent ‘in’ 
:.. excellent preem night performance 
.- at.’ Shamrock :Hilton’s. Continental} 
Room. He became a celeb ‘as any 

woe 

Wayne Newton 
Cally” Dodd: 

someone’ S. 
“1 cellent . Contiria-Raymond -arrange- | 
fe ‘ment. for medley of’ “Battle Hymn’ 
{ of The Republic”. and. “Dixie.’”’:Clos-. 
-ing: is somewhat weak, being a mild: 

Frank. on: |” 

“When .. You’re’ 
“eRiverside “Blues.” 

‘They pass around the riffs, each |. 
sideman. getting chis “own “credits |. 
“with -Frank “adding: an. o¢casional | 
vocal. and handlitig: the m.c.: work:. 

’ This crew. is easily one of the best 
and” looks: to” hold. 

: “op Horace ‘Heiat ‘radio: show,: aiid. isle 
| now: a. polished - accordionist: and | ! 
‘showman. .° 

throughout... 
‘Contino. comés on “with. informal 

manner and dréss, :wearing: slacks 
and white ‘T-shirt, ard. opens with 

Yarige. with. his ‘ instrument. : 

his. 50 minutes ‘are “You're Nobody 
’ Til Somebody. Loves You” and ex: 

‘jam. -session: of blues - written - by. 
Contino, and” ‘strictly. dow nbeat, 

-Becausé act arrived | late,: “there | 
“was. only. minimum. rehearsal, and‘|. 
even.so. ‘the Sloan-Krueger. ‘hythm 

‘season when | word “gets around 
about act:.- 

Show =. plays. ‘two: “grammes.” 

Eve Seto “Skip: 

New: © aes 
Viennese: Lantern, NY. 7 

Ernest, Vicky © .Autier, : Feriha, - 
Schoen. , Orch; ‘$1 50 cover. 

“Phe. -Viennése- ‘Lantern;. which. 
‘used to. be. ‘2. prime. feed for: ‘the 
‘Hotel St. Regis before..it vent’ on: 
a’ band~ ‘policy, -seems_ to. :-have:: a- 
penchant for. git] cdilections.. Those}; 
doing ‘well “here, not only. return: 

. ‘tseason. after, ‘season,. but. similarly. 
some: of the’ top hotels |. ° 7 

elsewher6. ‘It ‘has’ been..an. impor-: o at TES 
work :. in 

‘tant. Singing. showcase: for | ay long 
time. - 

AD case in point’ is: Vicky’ utier | 
who: used: -to conclude. -one date | 
atthe St. Regis and. return to the 
Lantern ‘almost. immediately,’ and. |: 
‘who plies. ‘the smart. hotels ‘here. | 
\and_ in. Canada. She’s ‘4: diva- who 
| belts. ‘out’ a. tune: ‘personably, can’ 
‘impress with her: skill at the piano 

returns: 

tune ‘assortment: But her backbone 

room to complete =the ‘Continental 
atmosphere, - Jo ose. : 

“We. Litte ‘Clubs. L. AL 
- Beverly Hills, Dec: "4." 

J ack Smalley;: two- drink minimum. 

tertainment “policy, 

Cherry: Hill Singers. « 

The : male: ~ foursome : 

‘that. they’re ‘tryi 

ly old “hoot” material. 

could 

“An. Afro-Cuban’. ‘tempoed -item 
Teally: ‘gets to the. restless’ ‘audience. 

‘a: solid: and subtle rhythm. accom- 
Paniment. tx. 

already ‘waxing. for .Hi-Fi -Records, | 
another- field: ‘which ‘will, do. them: 
no. -harm. : 

"Group is in, for ‘two: weeks: 
wT to tet aaa “Robe. 

. Lee Raymond ‘Is also a ‘decided 
plus. ‘as -all-around. handyman: : He ; 
conducts, -plays trumpet. ‘and :trom- |". 
bone,. and. sings, -his :pipes: actually |-. 

‘| being’ a: bit. better: than :Contino’s. 
‘Pair offers schmaltz heré and there, 
“but - mitting - is “generally. “mighty. 

| folksinger: ‘Anita Scheer; the: image 
‘is firmly: established once ‘again.. 

“Ciribiribin:” ‘He -uses: ‘amplifier to. 
‘good . effect, | ‘getting . large sound | 

“Among top turies” ‘offered: ‘during 

section is good in backing, w ill: im. | 
‘prove. Also; the small. house: un:. 

doubtedly Will. grow :despite. slow | inusions and frustrations have solid |.’ 
| thought: foundations but -there’s ‘al-- 

1.80. lots of. laughter on top of it. all. 
‘Miss © Scheet is. a-. whiz . at. ‘they 

| flamenco’ ‘guitar... She Stirs~ up in- 
| straumental passion as “She -plunks. 

| through a:series-of Spanish-origina- 
1 ted melodies but the hold is strict- 
Jy ‘for the dedicated folk: buffs: Her‘. 

| -act,, however, ‘is neatly put together 
-| and ‘she ‘segues. from the flamenco | ©: 
‘tfling with -folk songs:: of -French; | 

-thein | 
(room. will, close: until ‘New Year’ s 

and. charm. customers: into” huge’ 

. Miss. Autier has a. new repertory 
which - ‘includes. -an’ international’ ‘ 

remains the Gallic chansons, There |: 
ate: songs’ en Englais_ as well ‘as: 
Italian: and ‘Spanish. “There ‘are: a 

| few holdover ‘items. from.:her: pre= 
“| vious .. “eatalog : including. ““Milord” 

_ pand’ “La: Mer” but: otherwise. she-|:' 
we & impresses aS. a: new. girl :in-town. - 

- The’. -show’s: other. act. is’ Turkish. 
soprano. Feriha, further. ‘described. 
| under. ‘New Acts. ‘The: music is“ by’ 
Ernest: Schoen, who not only ‘show:. 
| backs expertly- but heads ‘a: troupe |: 
of strolling. “fiddles. .around ...the’ 

(Nyles: 
‘Brown, Ken Ballard, ‘Dave: Fract-. 
man - ‘and’ Ted: “Bluechelt) are -€x- 
‘cellent: in. voice but their ‘material. 
fails to measure up. ‘They’ announce |’. 

ng. to ‘provide al. 
new. Styling: and, ‘arrangement-wise; . 
they do; but: the tunes. are general- |" 

“If they’re to -escapé - “the. limita: 
‘tions of: folk. singing: without, :com- 
‘pletely .. forsaking. “the: . still ‘coni-}- 
mercial appeal: of much: of it, they. 

certainly pick ‘ “better. ex-. 
amples than’ “Railroad.Bill’ or’ the. 
vulgar “Boil. The. Cabbage: Down, 7: 

‘However, the. group jas the voices. 
and, . ‘between them, . ‘they -work. in 
enough ..instruments:. to outfit’ .a | 
‘small symphony..To. the -usual ‘wide: 

-1| range ‘-.of'. guitars “they’ve. added 
.+ sueh....exotic :items...aS: a. bongo, 

:- | gourd and-tambourine. Jack Smal-' 
~-fley, ‘Ye Little Club’s regular bassist, 

-works with ‘the. unit and . ‘provides | ith - ease. 

“With ‘Some ‘new. ‘tunes: and. ‘adai-| 
‘tional exposure; ‘Fhe Cherry : Hill. 
Singers. could: catch on. They're | 

One CFitth. Ave. NY. " 

"Stanley Myron. Handelman, Ye |, 
‘Scheer; Dick Hankinson .& Johnny 
‘DeMaio; “No. : cover,. bee ‘minimum 
Saturday only, | 

new talent; and... with: comedian 
Stanley | Myron. : ‘Handelman « and 

. Although. beth- have : appeared 
‘on: the: intime ‘elub™ circuit before, 
particularly “San * Francisco's : hun- 
-gry i, they. still. fall into. the. “new: 

"talent ?” category ‘and: give. the. spot’ 
|,the :spurt-it needs:to pick-up fresh+: 
and hungry for new: faces: and: ‘off: | 4 
beat. talent. - 

hesitant... delivery, he: ‘sounds - like 
‘one; too... -- 

But for. the: ‘alert’ and. sophistiéa- 
ted: ‘audience; he’s: definitely- a Win-, 
‘ner, -His w ork: on themes‘ concern- 
‘ing. dectors, i impressions, complexes, 

Ameriean. and Israefi: flavor.: It. all 
works out ‘rather. pleasantly: - : 
Dick . .Hankinson .&- Johnny: “De. 

Maio continue “to. hold ‘down. ‘the 
piano interludés - “and’ they - ‘make 
‘the room an: enjoyable: ‘place. ‘to 
be in. ‘while theyre’ at: at 

: "Gros; 

“Drake. ‘Hoter ‘Chi. 
a ‘Chicago; Déc. 3..." 

“Bonnié: ‘Murray, : Timing. Blade 
Orch; $2. $2. 50 cover... 

lightly. attended. . 
But .judging.- “from. the: rapt - at: | 

-tention,: enthusiastic response and: 
‘Idud. palm ’ appreciation, 
well be that::this small.- patron. 
nucleus will individually: consider | 
‘themselves. discoverers: of one. of:| 
the: most. exciting new -talents’ on 
the supper. ‘club circuit in years. 

There are: féw. around. who .can 
| compare. with ‘Miss Murray i in beau- 
ty,. frame ‘and: vocal -finesse:. ‘She. 
has made the swit¢h from legituner.| - 
‘lead to supper: club: thrush, and to}. _ 
put ‘it - mildly, ‘she’s’ ‘tops. 

: If there-is a reservation concern-" 
ing Miss Murray’s ‘turn,. it.is that. 
for the’ present. her. stage’ ‘identity 
is. a-bit_ diffuse, but this..no doubt 
‘will. come: with “more: ‘time ‘and as- 

':}Surance..on. the cafe’ boards. .How- 
ever, despite this ‘minor . identity. 
problem, she’s ‘one of those rarities |. 
‘that: start at the top: as far as. cafe | 
: quality is ‘concerned. : © Mor 
Rendezvous Room, Lk: A: : 

‘Bevery Hills, : Dee: 4: 
“Barbara: ‘Randolph, Billy Parker, 

‘Jimmy Sheldon ie Al. Alezio;: no. 
oy i... {major Gotham circuits, RKO ‘and | 

‘| Loew's, will. do: ‘because | UA has|~ 
never: ‘been .able.to talk either into. 
going along: with-“its “premiere” mum 

‘premiere 7 

cover, no ‘minimum. 

“Upirst pair of artists fo. 5 be: é Vocked 
in: a. six-week series of return. en- 
.Bagements: for ..the.. BevHilton’s 
“showcase: -of ‘new: stars”: are. sepia {| 
songstress Barbara: Randolph, ‘here. 
‘last April, and ‘singer: Billy: Parker,. 
who bowed: ‘at the . spot in. July: 
They also. mark. first anni of Toom. 
‘with ‘tyro talent. format.. 
.The two .proviae’ excellent. Con- 

trast. °:in’ personality, . ‘style -. ‘and 
‘material. Parker, a swinger; -gets’ 
‘things off toa good start with-his. 
eriergetic . efforts;:: His audience. 
participation bits aré accomplished. 

(room’s: patrons ‘are’ 
usually rélaxed): but..a terpsichore. 

| bit witha pretty: (and -Suspicously 
-professional) guest ‘smacks a bit of 
‘collusion... - . 

His. ‘selections. are,’ “for: ‘the. most. 
. part, “reliable evergreens with. ‘the 
opening: “Zing ‘Went : The : Strings . 

| of. My Heart” Parker's. best. singing. 
o although’ ‘the crowd went:.all- out: 
ffor. a. “Follow. The: Leader’: bit 

> One’ Fifth. ‘Ave. has. reverted “to. 
, its onetime image—a. showcase. for 

ane for dancing, per. lsual, Robe... 

‘Cate biz - ‘wasn’t. “up “40 par’ for 
‘Several.- days following ‘the’ Presi- 
dential . ‘assassination, ‘and: perhaps a 
for “that.:reason’ or - because. she. is. 
not. as. yet well known | in Chi, Bon-. 

‘| nie: Murray’s opening show was 

‘it could | 

“ Miss Murray's ‘voice: is ‘tonally / 
true” and flexible: enough to. derive 
excitement -at ‘all’ tempi. She has. 
‘wisely “chosen ‘tunes’ that: give: full. 

_ play to her. prodigious pipes, among 
'“‘|them “Sound of Music,” ““My. Wish,’”. 
“| Falling ‘In. Love,” “Bly Me To The |: 

. * rts | 

The Cherry Hill. ‘Singers. €4), [Moon ” ina What Kind, breed 

| Italian: street song-and -a -special- 

 With:, a complete® switch. th: om material’ “opera -audition”’ . iedley. 

’ Marshall Js 
Edson’’s boite’ yhas moved -the. Solo. 
‘singer out and . the folksters’ in— 
the. . latter, ..a. quartet, yelept The 

rical.- -Stage “ Employees, ” 
‘projectionists. local. :306,°:. recéntly 
‘gained ‘scale :and: ‘staff increases. for’ 
-‘showease” 

; “The. ‘beautiful “Miss. Randolph, | | 
wedged: into a white beaded. gown 
with little in- back and. rather less 
than ‘alf of: that before makes’ im- 
mediate ' ‘contact: with her audience 

‘| (what: they ‘see is ably suported: -by 
what - they. hear), The: ‘sultry. voice 
oozes sex appeal, ‘giving ‘a vibrant | 
‘cello. effect. to ‘Fly Me To -The 
Moon.” ‘However, she hasn't added 
much in: the. way of variety ‘to her - 

L repertoire’ since last-.time -heard:.| 
As she’s:visually a chic. club.type | 

‘she would: do well to. work in some: 
tunes of a..continental: nature;. A]. 
‘bossa nova ‘item is ‘the closest. to 
this. area in her current. program: : 
Miss Randolph..is on- her. way, ‘with 
a “Tonight” guest ‘spot: anda Las 
Vegas . booking . -already. . set, and. 

“Handélman- ts an: ‘offbeat: Humor: definitely one -of. the. better’ acts. to: 

ist. with .an‘ egghead” ‘approach ‘to |, 
tie world: at ‘large. Bespectacled, 4. 
‘slight, shallow and“wearing: &. hip-: 
‘ster-stvled:, cap; ‘he “looks: like. one 

| o£ life’s. ‘losers... And with his. shy; 

come out of this: “showcase. an 

. The pair are:in for two weeks, 
another - departure inthe room’s 

{ booking, . instituted “by musical di- | 
-rector,-and now talent. coordinator, 

| Jimmy .Sheldon. The ‘Sheldon Trio 
provides topflight. ‘musical backing 

: Hotel. New Yorker, we: 
- Mitt. Saunders. Orch, Cobey Hou;. 

$3-$3. 50 minimum: Fri. Sat. 

This cozy hotel room: as. come 
‘up with a new’ singing personality | 
in Cobey Lou. For this pert singer- 
Pianist may go places once she has. 
an act: fora Spot. suchas this or’.’ 

Just: now, - doing. 
‘virtually...an-° ad lib’ Song-piano ; 
‘routine; she: hints imuch ‘promise. © 

: Miss -. Lou’: ‘is - “by no -Means a | 
‘stranger in: N. Y., having” played:}. 
several - -hotel: rooms. in: 
‘in the last: couple of years ‘but usu- | 
‘ally as: ‘band: ‘singer. or with a vocal: 
-group.. Youthful dark-tressed look- 
-er,, who hails. from Rochester, N, +X 
‘makes. a good. impact:. 

. ‘Hers isa: different ‘type of voice |: 
‘}-but -one. -that appeals : almost ‘im- 
a mediately. ‘With many: of her tunes, | 
4.she-moves into.a: foreign. tongue as| .. 
41smoothly as. she sings in. ‘English. | 

“Call Me Prima”. is 
..|-done-in Italian, the’ faster-tempoed | - 

| “Granada” is sung: in Spanish.while 

a smail. nitery. : 

“For. ‘instance, 

“April - in Paris” is: -warbled | both | 
in French and. English: 

done: for : coitrast- and a breather | 
from “her singing.- Miss. Lou - ac-’ 
comps - herself on ‘all. songs: With 
her. extensive tune - ‘repertoire, 
framing ‘a. ‘suitable . act. Should be}. 
an @asy - ‘matter. “” 
‘Milt :Saunders’ combo. still | ‘is. 

playing that’ danceable music, with. 
such: numbers -as ‘““‘Days - of ° -Wine 
and ‘Roses,’ and “Linger a: While.” 

n | He switches from sax to fiddle and 
other instruments, - ‘and ‘chips in 

with: -a..song. Saunders: is one. of 

is Picked up by radio on. remotes. 

—— Continued from. page 3 ae 

UA’s.“prémiere showcase”. on n Long 
Island and = elsewhere. 

’ Paramount. View. Ste 
Paramount. has. :. had. - ‘multiple 

firstruns’ in mind “for some. -time.. 
‘Sales chief Charles Boasberg:con-: 

‘| firmed that the company was look-: 
‘ing into various’ ideas - along ‘that 
‘line “but. ‘that Par. didn’t. feel -that 
UA's “premiere showcase” was the. 
answer. for his company: This was. 
primarily because. Par - didn’t: dig 
‘the. theatres UA: Was. using in: ‘its 
‘Plan. 
“Meanwhile; 

the ‘prestige of.‘daring to “break 
with. tradition . and: getting “‘show- 

‘|-ease” rolling in ‘the first place.-On 
the . other. hand, it ‘is ‘quite ‘inteér- |. 
‘ested in’ what: ‘the Jong-resistive | 

or: “golden showcase”: plans. .. 
‘UA’ has.-the name.‘ 

showgase”: ‘protected. put : ‘lends. it 
freely to Fox, ‘another distrib which 
is- Closely . watehing . the recent: 
events in this area. The company 
‘has. ‘heen. using UA's theatre. plan’ 
for. a-while now and “there has: 
‘beer. talk of 20th forming its own 
‘scheme. it Virtually had: to build: “ 
its..own.. “showcase” - recently when 
its. “Take. Her,. ‘She’s -Mine” con- 
flicted with UA’s ““McLintock” ‘for 
‘Thanksgiving ‘multiple: firstrun. 
bookings: at - -the-. Astor : and. else-. 
where.. :: 
There are other close observers. 

to t owcase developments. The 
Int 

‘houses “and _Felated 
| Playoff. 

Manhattan 

_ Wear. : 

nal. Alliance: -of -Theat-. 
“meaning. 

Blue Angel, NY. 
Dave Astor, Yvonne Constant, a 

Brooks: Jones &. Lydia Woods, ~ 
Reyneauz,. Frank Owens. Trio; $6 
minimum. ; 

Max: Gordon has more: “than the. 
‘usual . ‘amount of show in- ‘this in- 
‘Stance. He has brought in some. . 
of the durables to: go. along with. 

bill. with’ comedy and’ serioso mo-- 
ments’ in equal doses. 

The ‘topliner’ is Dave’ Astor. who 
is developing into one of the sure-: 
firé zanies in this spot: His humor ©. 
rims the “edge of ‘wildness, but: it’s 
within the bounds of being under-. 
stood -by: all classes. -He. conjures .. 
‘up ‘qudacious: images with. ‘a -run- 
ning line of patter. which includes .” 

| fasties as well as situations that..- 
have to be built up. 
He ‘works - expertly; doesn't miss. 

a trick .and comes..out with. a. 
strong. acceptance: One of the ad-. 
‘vantages. of Astor's comedics is his... ): 

” lability to get the squarer folk into’....-.~. 
a hep and modern groove: This: aids _ 
tin his ultimate reception. : ae 

A: newcomer -to this Toon; but’ Ties 
not. in. New York is Yvonne: ‘Cons: 

"| tant, the. Gallic comedienne who. 
‘1 fuses - the «French - “verbiage | ‘with. 
pantomime - ta ‘get “her ‘meanings 
across. The mademoiselle has. to -- 
work. -hafd™:to::create her desired 
effects: ‘and. frequently. ‘succeeds. 
Miss . Constant could be-.more.. 

‘effective with--a- greater: concentra-. 
tion-on. straight singing. Sometimes 
she’ exhibits ‘a lot. of touching mo- 
ments ‘in this sector. 

. The ‘opener. is. magico. Reyneaux,. 
a.-smooth. operator who ‘gets a Jot” 
of .: midterm applause with some’ 
engaging  fricks: He works with 
doves, “making an entire -cote of 
them \appéar in. BT entertaining 
Manner. 
Brooks Jones & Lydia Woods are 

further ‘discussed under New Acts. 
The show’s.. backing: js. ‘well: done 
by. ‘the Frank Owens Trio, - 

” José. 

$0, oo 

‘lacksione Hotel, chi 
“Chicago, Dec. 4. 

. Jan. ‘MéArt, Frank, ‘York Orch; 
7 41. 50-$2. cover. 

“Moon - River” is a’ ‘piano . ‘solo, : 
_It's been ‘s seven months since Jan 
MeArt ‘has played: the | Cafe Bona- 
parte, and although she parlayed: 
an. exceedingly: artful turn at that. 
time, she is-even more polished - 
this time around. Chic, svélte and. 

| smartly . gowned, she exemplifies. 
what. the -deal-weary. businessman. 
looks forward to to ease the: pains . 
-of lost capital. gains. . 

Most noticeable is that. her con-. 
-cert-trained ‘voice has developed a. 
‘mellowness more conducive to cafe 

two maestros in.N. Y- whose: music | gemutlichkeit than did some of her 
earlier: classical-style. vocal ‘pyro- 

| technics. In sum, she is: working* 
-| with the ease and grace of that.- 
select. group of - thrushes: who. are: 

+ always. welcome . at. the ‘posh in- /Anyone for ‘Showcase? timeries.. es 
“Miss. McArt’s songalog is well” 

suited: -to. her wide-ranging voice, 
and she derives emotional impact 
from both’ her pop ballads and. 

-.{the ‘two. operatic arias. that: ‘she 
does—“Un_ Bel Di” 
from. “Ta Boheme”, 

- In the pop. vein, she scores s with. 
uy Believe In You,” “The Sweetest - 
Sound I Ever Heard, ” “What Kind 

and aria 

| of Fool Am I”, a travel medley and 
a. ‘snecial-material number entitled 
“T Didn't Want To. Be In” Show 
Businéss”, ° 

This show’.marks the ‘debut: of 
| Frank York and his group (6). as 

“United: ‘Artists’ is 
observing the Scramble. -with ' in- 

| terest.:On the -one ‘hand; it enjoys 

the néw house band, and he. acquits- 
himself. as..an adept accompanist, 
terp. purveyor 3nd between-show: 
room-soother. York is a fiddler and . 
four of his. men. double on the ~ 
violin for a pre-show strolling vio- 
lin: concert. | - Mor." 

~ Living Reem, IY. 
“Alan Dale, Renee. Taylor, Irene 

Reid, Bob. Ferro sli $4.50 mini- 

Wet alladeer Alan ‘Dale has al- 
‘ways been a dedicated. performer 
and .a good straightaway belter.. In 
this turn’ at the intimate eastsiae 
Living. Room. he’s proving some- 
thing. of a. comedian too, with a 
line of lively, hip segue chatter 
that plays. well on the audience. . 
Book ranges from standards re-— 

mindful of Russ. Columbo to mod- 
ern: shouters from .Italy—sung. 1m 
Italian—and Dale managed to com- 
‘pletely. tame a rather fractious 
after-dinner: audience - “On “night 
caught... 
A strong-—and- necessarily. rather 

Noisy~ bill—is rounded out by: com- 
édienne- ‘Renee: Taylor and. jazz 
singer: ‘rene Reid (both considered 
in’ New. Acts). Bob Ferro’s: house -~ 

trio. ‘supplies. excellent backing . all: 
the: way. - Bill. 

newcomers to provide a- balanced. . 
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‘NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALI. -— Poke os: Corps ‘de 

- ‘Ballet, Raymond Paige Symphony. Orcr ; 
' “The Nativity.’” 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivolt: Theatre) i Van 

-_Loewe, Don: ‘McManus, . Jennifer. Hurley, 

Ted Muller. : 

SYDNEY. (Tivol _-Penny Nicholls.’ Bob: s asters. 

Andrews,. The D’Angolys. ‘The 2 Pirates, 
. Bae Baicombes. ._Eddie. Mendoza;’ ; Eric. 

Whitley, - Jeff - Hudson, . Harry. Currie.- 

. th. Leggett, Jackie Griffiths, Maureen. | 

Wil We jJim, Bill - - Willoughby. ... Wilson, . Wendy. Faulkener. 

BRITAIN, ve © JERRY LEW!S—Lionel. Ames. _ 

_ BRISTOL ‘HIPPODROME. — “Monsieur: z 
Biaise,’””... Jimmy ‘Thompson. Catherine. 

‘Feller, Ernest Clarke — ov 

‘BRIGHTON HIPPODROME—The em- 

‘perance. Seven..: Marie . Lloyd Jr., - Ossie 

Noble, - Sandy ‘Powell, Paul Fox. 

Baltet ‘Montparnasee - -and. Peggy Maude.” 

NOTTINGHAM, ‘(ROY AL)—Audrey : ‘Lup- 

-ton & Arthur Lane, Gramah | Armitage” 

“Private Ear & Public ; ‘Eye,”. Pauline 

“VICTORIA PALACE: — The. George. 

Mitchell: -Minstrels, John: Baulter, Tony. 
her, |. Mercer and Dai Francis, Leslie Crowther, | CASTAWAYS—Barry... Ashton’s . 

Margo. Henderson, : George. ‘Chisholm * 

- The Jazzers; ‘Schaller. Brothers, Phe: TV NV; 

Toppers, Pat Ellis. | 

LONDON. 
Frank Ifeld,’: Nicholas: Susan Maughan, 

Parsons, Bob Wallis. ‘and Storeyville Jazz-.| 

“men, Rudy Cardenas;. Walter Gore’ Bal-} 
let’ Group, Ken. Morris & Joan Savage, 

The Ross. Taylor - Dancers, Dorothy. Dam- 
piers, Leslie. Noyes. ° ° 

~ Carel Bills 

NEW. YORK city 
AFRICAN. ROGM — Tad.” Truesdale.. 

Ritchie Haven. 3;. Johnny. Barracuda. -. 

SARBERRY. ‘gBOOM—Coniad | -Monjoy.. - . 

BITTER | “END—Spider John. Koerner." 

BON ‘$OIR—Karen: ‘Chandler, Three 
Flames. Gene. Bayles.’ - 

- BLUE. ANGEL—Dave. Astor, | 
Constant, Woods .& Jones « 
‘Stiller & Meara;, Mara Lynn. Brown. 

CHARDAS—Millie - ‘Fling, Bela: Babai 
Orc., ._Elemar ‘Horvath. ‘Tibor: - _Rakossys 
‘Dick: Marta, ‘Janos. Hozzsu..: 

Yvonne 

Wayne. COPACABANA—Myron Cohen, To 
'O-" . Newton, . Cally .Dadd;. Rene Martell... 

aeph- Mele Ore, Frank. Marti. Ore. 

CRYSTAL . ROOM—-Larry Storch. ° 
Lawrence. 

EMBERS—Harold ‘Quinn: ore. 

Jas 

, Butz. .: 

HAWANAN ROOM .—-. Dea, Marquen, 
-Keolu Beamer. . ‘Auletta ‘Ore... 

HOTEL - /AMERICANA:Patachou - Les 
ter’ Lanin.:Ore.,. (Al Cone Trio, 

HOTEL ASTOR=-Eddie: Lane - Orc.” : 
HOTEL NEW. YORKER—iailt Saunders. 

Cobey 
; TEL ‘PARK SHERATON: — : Irving. 
Fields. a Sa 
HOTEL: PLAZA—Kaye. “Ballard; Emil. 

Coleman. Orc., Mark “Monte Ore. Piaza-9 
Room: Julius Monk, Carol Morley, Gerry: 
“Matthews, Rex: Robbins, ‘Lovelady Powell, 
Susan ‘Browning, Gerdon - .Connell; Wil, 
‘Bam. Roy; Robert. -Colston.. 

“Ores 

Milt: Shaw Ore 
-HOTEL.. ST. REGIS—Peter. Duchin: Ore,: 

Nancy. Manning, | Quintero. ‘Ore,: “Walter. 
Kay, Jaui_ Sarkoz 
HOTEL SAVOY: HILTON—Arturo. “Ar. 

.turos Ore. 
HOTEL STATLER HILTON: —_. Cecil. 
vd. Lioy 
HOTEL: WALDORF-ASTORIA® —. Janet 

Blair. Myer Davis Orc. . 
White's. INTERRATFIONAL 

Scand als, Mike. Durso 
LATIN QUARTER Rim: Sisters, Ven: 

Dryes. Maridn Conrad, Jeanne: Michelle. 
Jo Lombardo. Orce.; Ssmmy. Bidner: Orc. 
-LIBORIO—Olga - Guillot, Candido, . Flenz 

Det Cueto. Gloria: Ochoa. & Nestor, Her-: 
: man ‘Le Batard Orc... Pancho . Cardenas 

‘LIVING. ROOM-—Alan ‘Dale, : Renee Tay- 
lor, ‘Irene Reid, Bob. Ferro Orc. ; 
:-NO..T.. FIFTH. AVENUE-—Hankinson | “fe 

Be - “Maio, - Stanley - 
‘Anita. Scheer. 

George . 

Myron. Handelman. 

WAT. FINK: ROOM Jackie Kannon.}.. | 
.- Ken. Colman, Marge ‘Dodson, Norm : Gel-|: 

ler. 3. : 
RED - -ONION— Banjokers. 

:: SAHBRA..— “Land of Milk & Honey.” 
Leo. Fuld. Bob Phillips Ore. =). 
‘SQUARE | EAST—"When . The - 

‘Bob Dishy., ‘Severn... 
‘Dick. Schall. Dana Elcar, Barbara Harris. | 
. THE MOST—Joe Mooney, ‘Carol Sloane, 
Jorge .Morel. 
TOWN & COUNTRY —Low : ‘Morte Orc. 

Ned Heevev's Orc... Bod. Rodricuez. Ore.: 
OPSTAIRS * ‘DOWNSTAIRS—"Twica: 

‘Over Nightly,’ 

‘tini, Mary Louise. Wilson 
‘ VIENNESE LANTERN—Vicky. Autier, 

‘Feriha. Ernest. Schnen 
VILLAGE. - BARN ivy “Marker, .” 

Calhoune. Jim. Rav James, Astronotes: ° - 
VIL E GATE—Leon. Bibb, Modern 

Polk Quartet..Roland Kirk. Quartet... 
oe -VANGUARD—Herbie. -Mann 

re. ; 

“CHICAGO - 
BLUE. ANGEL—international “Calypso 

Revue.” . Mitsou. _Maurishka. The. . ‘Calyp: 
--gonians, Al -D’taery Orc. 

. CONRAD . HILTON—" Hats ‘ofer” ‘Black-. 
.gtone Jr:.. Helga Neff. & Theo Ernst, Bar- | 
clay Shaw. Sherry Stevens. Ernie .McLean, | 

levar-Dears. «> 
Jimmy . Palme r :Orc: 
CRYSTAL PALACE—B-b G ibson. - 
DEL ! L PRADO HOTEL—“Hits of Broad- 

way” 
oe DRAKE- ‘HOFEL—Bonnié. Murray, Stin- 
my Blade Ore 

. EDGEWATE mneac He Sesenen meyers 
Edgéwater ach: Guys & > Don avis | GALAXIE—The: ‘Characters. 

INN. (Oakland)—Don - Cornell, 
Orc. . 
GATE OF HORN—Ron - .Blican.. “Te 
-LONDON:: ‘HOUSE—Ahmad . Jamal Trio, 

qose ‘Bethancourt, | _ Teioy. Larry Novak | 

MISTER KELLY'S ; Dick. Gregory, 
Vicki. Frazier, “Marty. Rubenstein” Trio." 
PALMER HOUSE—Phyllis Diller, . ‘Ben 

Arden Orc, 
. PLAYBOY-_Jana Lawrence. 
Tiare, Bobby Sargeant, 
Jack Bauer. &° Donna. ::-. 

SECOND CiITY—"13- “Minotaurs,’”” 
Hier. Sally ‘Hart, “Avery: Sehreibery John 

Jackie . Gayle 

8 Brent, - 
“Sha > David Steinberg, Gene Kadish,: ‘Bill |. 
Me . 
ane ERATON: -  BLACKSTON E—Ji an. _ Me- 

&: Ann,. 

‘Pen 

~ Stroud, Simon. Fraser and: John ‘Brooking.. 

(Paltadlum)--Arthur Haynes; } 

Mexico,’ 

, Grover: Shore. Trio; Johnny Olenn, * 
Tunes, - 

Models of. "63. *. Sheb ‘Wooley. | 
NEVADA—C 

‘Lynne Fraser, 

Russ ‘Cantor, 
Reyneaux, }. 

J ohnny - 

| O’Neal : Orc. 

GRINZING : a Kalman. : Banyak, Henry. ‘Brest: 

‘Buddy’ Rich, Vicki ‘Lynn.: - 

.La,” - 

HOTEL | ROOSEVELT—Julius | La ‘Rosa; “Coby, 

: Daneers. 

-Al. Escobar. - Ore... 
_Montroe ° ‘Kasse’ Orc. 

-Chero, 

- Jane - Alexander, Macin- |’ 
tyre Dixon, Paul D-Aley,. Richard. ‘Liber--}- 

Roy |. 

| eters 3, Joe Sante Quintet, 

‘Boulevar-Dons &) . 

_ HOLIDAY 

Anita”: al 

Ann . 

Jack: ‘Burris, - Dat Close: ’ 

», Frank York. Ore. : 

Bes. ANGELES ~. 
COCONUT GROVE—Tex | Beneeke: ~ Ray 

Eberle, The. Modernaires. - 

Dykes. _CRESCENDO—Jerry’. . Van 

“DINOS Jack. Etfon,, “ Judy - “Lawler. 
Steve. LaF ever. ’. - 
ICE / HOUSE—Paul.: Sykes.” ‘Richard | 

-INTERLUDE—Pat Collins 

. MELODY: ROOM—Rita ‘Moss... 

PURPLE. ONION—Jimmy Witherspoon, | 
Hampton - ‘Hawes,. Teddy Edwards. 

SLATE. ‘BROS. —Kay. Stevens.: . 
STATLER nOTE.—vceorge- Liberace | 
TOWN ‘HOUSE—Red © Nichols. & Five. 

nies. - 
TROUBADOR—Ostar ‘Brown Seo 

. YE LItTLe CLUB—-Cherry Hill - sing: 
wack - Smalley ‘dua: 

LAS: VEGAS . 
“BOURBON: STREET—Lyn ‘Keath,. «oy 

“6 ay: 

‘mates ‘of °64.” Marsh ‘and. Adams.,. Pearl 
Williams, - Peter : Anthony, Don ‘Randi 3. 
DESERT . INN—Ben © Blue,. Guy Lom- | 

bardo, Les Baxter; Mafalda: 3,. Violins. of 
.peterson-Baker;. Silver Springs. |. 

“DUNES—Busfy - Warren, « ‘Vive. ‘Les 
Girls!” ~ 
'FLAMINGO—Babby- Darin, Pat ‘Cooper, 

Russ Black . Orc. ‘Lounge: -Fats - Domino, | 
:- | Cleépatra’s- Nymphs Of Nile, ‘Rene Paulo | 

de. ‘Bob Sims. . 
FREMON 1 —Joe Kine, Zaniels: 4 Fables; 

Emblems, Bill: Britton. 
“Hi GOLDEN RUGGES—Rose “Maddox. Dt. 

; plomats, Cut-Ups.. 
HACIENDA-—“Les : ‘Poupees: “de. Paris.” 

our | 

Kay Houston. 
- MINT. Pat: '-Moreno’s: Artists |  &. 

aro] Jean. "Thompson, Jett. 
King of. Limbo. .- 

RIVIERA—-Edie Adams, Rowan. & Mar-: 
tin, Joyce Roberts, Humphreys. Dancers. 
Lounge: Shecky Greére. 
SAHARA—Senators.. -Peter.: Be > Hank, 

J.Suis, Prima, Gia’ Maione, | 
Sam Butera, Characters. © 
SANDS _— Sammy _ Davis Ir. Corbett-| 

| Monica, Copa’ Girls; vantonio. ‘Morelli. Ore. 
Lounge: Jackie Heller,-Yacubian Co:, ‘Red | 
Norvo; - Morry . ‘King, . Strings, Ernie} 

SHOWBOAT_Pat: ‘Collins: Johnny” ‘Paul 
SILVER . SLIPPER—Bo- Belinsky, Taffy |. 

Donna. Theodore, 7 Sparky: Kaye. '|- 
Danny Jacobs. Eddie’ Innes; Viennas,. Slip- 
erettes; Geo Redman Orc. ; ‘Lounge: -Fan- | 
tastics.,. Beverly Marshal, Skeets Minton, 

-Ea. Mo ynte. 
STARDUST —_ 

‘Lounge: . 
Nalant: Kele,~ 

THU NDERBIRD—Lounge:: 

Stewart.: 
CHATEAU MADRICO—Los. Chavales | de 7 

Espane, Emilio Reyes. Orc:,' Carbia: Orc. ‘O'Neill, 

Novelites,, ‘Bernard: 
Esquivel, © “Andring | 

Belle: ‘Barth, 

TROPICANA—Folies ‘Bergere. ‘ "63; Ray: 
| Sinatra Orc.. Lounge: . Perez -Prado;. Denis | 
‘& Rogers:.: Al DePaulis &, BuBonnet 3 a 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH. 
* AMERICANA . alae: Young-George | 
Arnold’s Artists Models On_ Ice,” 
.Stanton: & Peddie; Pit Richards, Wilton 
Clary, -Icettes. (8), ‘Dick : ‘Paul Orc: - 
CARILLON—Lou ‘Walters’ . ‘Ooh © ‘La: 

Shearen. -Elebash,.. Eddie © Garson, 
Jerry .Néwby, ‘Pierre ° Jacques, Line (12), |. 
Jacques Donnet Orc.” Bilk: Jordan | &.Lee 

Sammy ‘Morris. McCormick’s. 3.:- 
CASABLANCA—Buck .. Buckley; © _ Mario. 

-&. Flora; ‘Bob Regent-Orc..:-. - 
CASTAWAYS—Ring-A-Ding Six, ‘Perk: 

dots, . Preacher ‘Rollo. -Ore:, ° M. B. /Syra- 
phony: Orc... ° 
‘DEAUVILLE—Chico: & (Gabans,” ‘Bobby: 

Fields Trio, : Zig. & - -Vivan: Baker. | - 
. DORAL BEACH-—-Luis Varona Ore. AL. 

‘legro 4,. Stan. ‘Hayman & Johhny Music; | - 
Mal .Ma kin. . .Ore.. a Chest ; Nennett. 

“-EDEN . ROoc—Johnny ‘Bachemin fe. “Ca., 
Sonny ~- -Kendis . Ore., 

er 

FONTAINEBLEAU-—Len - Dawson” Ores, 
Del. Prado Ore. -Frank | 

Ore.. ‘Ziggy Lane, .Tony & Lucille, Yeon 
ardv Caribe Quintet; -Les. Chanteurs. ; 
MURRAY. FRANKLIWS . * Murray... 

‘Pranklin, © ‘Kay --Carole. & ‘Tommy, _Eddie: 
‘Bernard, Dick. Havilland. . a 

. THUNDERBIRD—Richie - Bros. Bert}: 
‘Vaughn 4, Jimmy Holmes, Phyllis Branch. ; 

“RENO-TAHOE 
: GOLDEN—Patis Playmates;: ‘Dick - Wes. 
ton. Christine ‘and’. Piroska; . Jacques. 
Kayal: Ann. ‘Howard, “Golden: Girls, John: |; 

- della” 
Carleton Orc. 

Ow! Gene Sheldon. : Bon. Conti Ore. ~ 
HAROLD'S.-Vivienne. _ Chiesa, 

HARRAH’S. (Reno)—Jaek ~ Ross, - Vic. 
torians,:: Tunesters,. Hi Lads,: ‘Red Cots. - 
HARRAH: (Tahoe) — George ‘Jessel. 

Variety . “Show. _.Moro-Landis © ‘Dancers, 
Leighton - Noble - Orc.’ Lownge:.. Tommy: 

sey: Ore:, Mary Kaye. ‘Trio, Marksmen, | 
Tony. Lovello. - . 
-HOLIDAY—Collins. Kids; ‘George. Young | 

Revue. Giovannis, Charles ‘Gould's: Satin | 

RuMbESDoroiny Shay. ‘King’s. IV, Joe | 
rne . 
NEVADA. ({opce | (Tahoe) — Apollos, 

Joe: Sante Quartet: 
NEW CHINA CLUB—Skip. O'Connell. ‘ 

- RIVERSIDE—Tony. -Pastor. Orc.,: Trav: | 
‘Enola. - -. 

SPARKS: NUGGET—Frankie Laihe.. Roy: 
: -| Castle, Geerge’ Arnold Singers. and Dane- 

. ers, Foster: Edwatds...Orc: 
WAGON ‘WHEEL “(T ‘ahoe) 

Pipers, . Rerie Paulo ~ Quartet; . 
Palmer, Ron: Rose.: : ; 

Nelson - & 

SAN FRANCISCO: 
.BIMBO’S © 365—George. ‘Carl. ‘Gali ‘Gall. 

| gRROSSROADS ‘(Oakiand)—Eart - (Fatha) | 
nes . 

‘THE. COMMITTEE—Kathr 
‘Riordan, .Scott Beach. | Bobby’ 
Gaodrow: Larr 

' . BEART 
Murphy, ° .CIancy. Hayes 
FAIRMONT. HOTEL-_Ella . Fitzgerald. 

‘Evan 
HUNGRY | ‘tthe .  Shanteymen, - Judy 

esate WORKSHOP: “canno a did —Canno er--|" 

¥ LITTLE FOX—*"Private Lives,” : : John | 
; van Dreelen, ‘Marian . Walters. ot 

. OFF. BROADWAY-—Trini . Lopez, -).°.:- 
ON. BROADWAY— “Under - “the. Yum- 

: Yum. Tree . 
PIONEER ° INN: Woodside — Earl}: 

@athay ‘Hines. a 

a Dorothy ‘Collins; 

“Omar. ’ 

2s Lede 5, . Leunge 

. -Ranallis, 

Paris 

“t:ido de: Paris."*. Eddie : 

| thor ° of 

—_— ‘Town 

-Theatre, 

-Gene: Holiman.. 
.. SUGAR “HILL—Vi Redd: - 
‘TRIDENT | 

doe . Sullivan. - 
VILLAGE—Rusty ‘Warren, 

hart. Ore. ae 

“SAN jUAN 
AMERICANA—The Treniers, 

: Humberto. Morales 5. — 
CARIBE. HILTON—Oiga : Guillot, .The 

“Miguelito: ‘Miranda: Orc:, | 
Lounge:. Renee ‘Barrios. 

to Torres. Orc., Lopez Vidal 5::: 
Lotita - Vargas, Paul Dillinger... -. 
‘EL; SAN. _JUAN—AGa Cavallo,” 

Miller,.. Damiron. ~ & ‘Chapuseaux | 3. 
-Loung®@: Julio ‘Gutierrez. 5, ‘Russ .Marto -5. 

- OCHO PUERTAS—Mari _ Pacheco, . Luis 

SHERATON-Vi- Velasco, Los. Hispanos, 

Lounge: 

* & Soledad. 

| -& Hector. de San ‘Juan, : 

‘PONCE. DE LEON—Pepe: Lara’ Orc.;: 

argie Ravel. 
bby.:Capo .Orc.. ‘Hector Narvaez 5..: 

obby Cruz. 5s Nalda © Terrace, ‘Luis. 

TEL *CONVENTO—Carmen’ “Torres,. Myr: ° 
na Esteves; Pepito Arvelo 5. 
“LA ‘CONCHA—Serenella, Noro - ‘Morales. 

; ‘Ore. : Lounge: Nilda Terrace. _ 
“PONCE DE™: LEON—Sarah . ‘Vaiughan. 

Jaime: Rogers, | Pepe Lara.. Ore: ie: 
“Cruz. - 5. Lounge: - ‘Nilda - Terrace. 

-aFK Cultural Center 
—. Continued | from: page — —— 

‘tees,. having. bipartisan: and. White 
House: support, would. rename. the: 
proposed.. cultural complex _ ‘The: 
John. Fitzgerald. ‘Kentiedy.. Memo- 
rial:Center:” It- would .also’ ‘provide: 
‘the Federal. ‘Government: match 

+ publi c. gontributions ‘dollar-for-| 
dollar: 

“While legislative, mechanics 
make: ‘the .bill:. passage © before. 
Christmas -. ‘adjourmment: unlikely, 
‘but ‘speedy’ action. was. promised 
the. ‘committee’ chaiiman . Sen: Pat: 

| MeNam ar a- (D-Mich.) ‘and Rep.. 
‘Charles “Buckley. (D-N-Y.). . Both: 
will ‘preside: at. the: ‘Thursday: hear- 

Officials . are “predicting. ‘that. ‘if 

with, ‘completion expected: in two. 
years.” Rte 

a JER’: s ‘Camelot’ Fave: 
’ Alan. Jay Lerner is. the: ‘Unered- 
ited. author " of. the lines: from: the- 
-miisical,’: “Camelot,” . which - were: 
favored. ‘by. the late. ‘President ace 
leording to: an -interview with: Mrs: 
John F: Kennedy. ‘written. by’ ‘The-. 

i odore H. White for: Life mag. ‘Mrs... 
‘Kennedy. revealed. ‘that. her- hus--: 
band liked: .to. play. the rcord--(the 

| original. cast. album. of “Camelot” 
‘is| on.,the’ Columbia label) before. 
going -to bed at. night’ ‘and ‘his. 
‘favorite lines. were,: “Don’t: let “it 
‘be: forgot,. that once: there. ‘was, .a. 
spot for one brief : ‘shining moment 
‘that ‘was known .as- Camelot.’” The 
‘lyric. is from. the title song of. the} 7 
‘musical which. Lerner” wrote with 1 

mittedly, faées. very real :problems. Frederick -Loewe. . 
“White, who. wrote ‘the x piece “for |. 

Life; is the author of “The ‘Making |:¢ 
The: ‘au- fl of. the: President, 1960.” - 

| King,” :on- ‘which ‘Lerner: based the 
“Camelot”. musical, is T. H.’ White, . 
‘a British author: and not. to ‘be. con-. 

| Anothet. Kennedy’. Memory.” 

"Minneapolis; Dec:: 10..: 
A: Tesolution:: has: been. ‘intro- -| ems, of observer's. as if the. ‘duced. in the’ city | ‘counei: here. to 

‘have: ‘the local’ municipal. Auditori-, 
“Um, . _ playing’ various. shows and: 
housing . conventions, . ‘named after’ 
the late ‘President Kennedy. 

- The . Auditorium, ‘now . simply 
known | as ‘that, is in ‘the’ process: of. 
considerable ‘enlargement’ and. -im- 
‘provement. which are designed to 
attract. more touring attractions | 
and conventions.- * 
- Aldermen... are expected” ‘to: act 

‘on: the resolution - later this smonth | 
OF early, next: year. °: ce 

: Renamed the’ i ¥. Kennedy | 

_ ‘Honolulu, Déec.-:10.: 

| the. Univ... of Hawaii regenis, ‘The 
| former. name,’ of course, identifies: 
the: house as .one: ‘of a unit ‘in: the : 

4U. S:-financed: East-West. “Center: 
Ish, ‘Trene 

_ Camp, Gary. 

HQUAKE. SE MCGOON'S, = “‘Turk- 

The- regents. Yenamed the thea- 
tre,- “which: opened - formally ‘last 
Thursday. (5): to. recognize the. Iate. 

‘| President’s- encouragement . ‘Of the 
-arts and. his concern for Asia. “Be- 
‘cause . ‘of, ‘the assassination, @ -pro- 

‘satire, “Of:Thee. I Sing,”-.was can- 

‘time.’ ~ Tt will. probably: ‘be «done 
. | next ‘year, -during’ the: national ‘po- 

litical | campaign. .Meanwhile, “The 
-Man_ Who: Came to. Dimer’ _was 

“pune Onton "sox mad. the: oye |= — 

_SAFARE (san Jese)—Jack Jones, “Anita | 

OSHERATON:PALACE {HOTEt—Garden | ; 
‘Court.. Dinner. “South. Pacific,” a 

“(Sausafito, — ‘Jean: Hofman. | 

Dick. Rein- the Federal 

Luis. . 
amin. 5: of. 

‘CONDADO BEACH—Tito . Guizar, Pepi-. 

Pepe’ 

| Mexican films, . 

“The ..Once: And Future’ 

fused: with. ‘Theodore H. "White. — 7 duction’ has ‘left Mexico’s. overseas. 

The. new East-West: theatre ‘has 
‘been renamed the Johui Fitzgerald:]. I. 

7 } Kennedy’ Theatre by: the -action of | :. 

‘duction * of- ‘the: -muical. - political: 

“celled “as. “inappropriate - at this. 

| tax. matters, quotas, etc. - 

recently eonchidéd: 86-day strike in 
rict, will continue} 

to stand: together. ‘against the new 
:| pressures. : If: they ‘don’t, it’s pre- 

Joe Val: dicted they’l face. -complete: and 
‘Merciless’ “mexicanization” ‘of. their 
business ‘within five ‘years... 

expected’ yearend decree requiring. 
- profit-sharing ‘with employees, and. 
|-a subsidy Iaw .which -would. take 
10%. off the -top of: all -boxoffice |: 
receipts. to. aid. domestic ‘production. |: 

|-These ‘same Yanks’ at least. seem} 
ready to accept with a. shrug, ‘but, 
in. turn, : they: want - the Mexican | 
government - ‘and. ‘Operadora™ de} — 
‘Featros to: correct some: new “and: 
some . lon standin ievances. ‘some |° g g gr 

uls 
-The Yank’ view ‘is that. ‘since the: 

. 200 MPEA ‘pix: imported’ annually. 
|:provide:Operadora. with : approx-. 
imately - 59% ‘of its. income, :and 
|'sinee the: U.S: is now the best: ‘over-. 
.Séas market. for’ Mex. product,. US: 

1 films’ should. be: afforded treatment: 
equal- to that: given in the ‘States: to: 

cionales, and’ that. given. Mex’ ‘and. 
‘European. product. haridled.. by. the: 
Union. of . ‘Independent - Mexican 
‘Distributors. 

‘The Yanks: ‘are asking for a 50% 
minimum — rental. ‘percentages. . 

 |-larger: share. of ‘screen . time, now 
reserved :for the numerically. fewer 
domestic .. . films;. 
figures .. (Yank: pix must gross. 10 ‘to 
15% more than. :Mex. pix_.to war-. 
rant holdover); éxhib participation. 
in ad’ costs; suspension. of .the res. 
‘quirement that. the Yank: distribu-. 
.tor,-not the exhib, pay theatre em-. 
ployees’ - ‘overtime for- Sunday. and 
‘holiday ‘shows, -plus raetlees: of 

the bill. passe ‘soon, work on-the a iscriminatory. tax practices.” 
Center: ‘can. begin: by. late ‘spring oo _ Unmistakable ‘Policy: 

“ATL of these’ practices, of course, 
_|have’ been in existence’ for some- 

>] time,” while . the ‘mandatory «.print-_ 
2 Dg. ‘decree is a. brand-new. .com=. 

“| plaint. MPEA : feeling, 
that. having successfully fought. the: 
‘recent "strike, they” now should. 

| tidy. up the entire ‘situation and 
‘forestall ‘the unmistakable | trend 
towards total. nationalization. This 
\trend: started- back: .in the. mid-. 
1950s. ‘with -the formation of. . the. 
governnient’s National. Film: Bank,. 
the sole financing’ agency for Mex 
pix. «Phat... was. followed by ‘the 
“government's 
‘studios ‘and of distribution of Mex ; 
‘product: both domestically and over-| ; 
‘Seas, and, ‘finally, by. the: govern- |: 

however,. is’ 

takeover =“ of -. the 

ment’s: control: of: film theatres: via. 
‘Operadora. .. _ 

- Loses: Cuba, V Venezuela. 

The. Mexican - film. industry, ‘ads 

Numerically,;.. production has - de- 
clined from a total of 60 features. 

its principal: markets have all but: 
disappeared——Cuba © via. Castro's’ 
non-payment. of ‘bills, ‘ahd .Vene-. 
‘mela via: currency. restrictions. Ad- 
ditionally; the decline in‘ local pro-. 

distribution ‘ag encies with ‘not: 
“: + enough - product | ‘to pay for’ ‘their 
..| overheads. 

Because- of this, it’ looks to: many 

Mex aim is deliberately to. make 
the. ‘conduct of :businéss. here -so' 
costly and bothersome, the Yanks 
‘will turn their product over. to local 
distribs, in-exchange, -perhaps,: for. 
which one or two of the Yanks. will 

| handle seleeted ‘Mex. product © in’ 
“various ‘Overseas. imarkets. . If- this! . 
happens, in: Corkery’s opinion, the: 

+ Yanks. may: well write off most. of | 
Latin.: America. . Brazil: and: _.Argen- 
tina’ would. get’ the: point “quickly: 
(as Tf they. already. ‘hadn’t—Ed.): 
Latin .America, says:.Corkery, is 

ba a: - $peculative market. of: tremen-. 
‘dous . potential, but . 
participate. in. its” development if 
-we allow national agencies _to 
handle our films.” .... _ 

“we'll: never 

' Corkery Briefs N. Yo - 
Corkery, currently . in: New York 

for. briefings with MPEA. foreign 
managers, : returns for talks: next 
“week ‘with Operadora -and..govern- 
‘ment. officials. - Of. Major . interest 
will ‘be the authority: given ‘him by. 
the :managers, -particularly’ in re- 
lation “to his- negotiations’ with 
Operadora on‘a specific sales policy 
agreement. Heretofore,: the mana-| 
‘gers. have not’ seen. fit" to. allow. 
MPEA. to get. into this area, Treason-. 
ing that..in: ‘totally free markets, 
‘each ‘company. ¢an. watch “out ‘for. 
itself and let. MPEA. worry~ about 

_Corkery.- would - “agree, ‘but. it’s 
his: opinion that: in the face: of the}. - 

Army.A Archerd.  atanida raulte tall... kind of economic nationalism. which 

“Contiiiued ero page. 1. 

. Right.now, the Yanks, whose costs. 
went. Up per their ‘new contract 
“with the exehange workers, are 
girding” themselves. to: accept | an} 

ini would: Andy: Devirie.” 
has“‘no legman; che. digs” up ‘all. ‘those 

/ great 
Areherd will. take ‘notes.”’: 

-equal. :. holdover | « 

- $206,000 . 

‘something!’ oar 

Linkletter : ‘acclaimed “thé: “guest” ase. 
of -honor “The Loretta: Young: of * : 
journalism,” noted: the “writer - shad.» . °°" &§ 

| forged his way up from am humble. | * 
start as “towel boy ‘at the: Studio. -.. 
Club” . ©: .. 
thank - vyou : now: <for . the’. ‘lovely. - 
‘things you Til say about: me. in your 

in 1961. to: 22..:as..of. Nov. 1. ‘Two of]: 

~ Mexico To US: - “Get Lost 
exists here, the U. S: companies. =. B 
no | Jonger competing ‘ with one':. 
‘another, but. rather with: the locals. 
Thus. the. scope. of. his ‘trade as. _ 
sociation’ auiiority. must. be. made. - 
flexible” enough ‘to. realize the as- 

| sociation’s. reason. for... being:.. the’... 
furnishing - -of - ideas - and. coricepts:: “ 
“which increase. net ‘profits..At the ~~ 
moment; ‘south of the Yank border. 
anyway, that -means the: MPEA’s®. . 
‘getting. into. the’ area of Mminimuin --: ; 

well: * as * trade: Sales. terms:: 
practices of less specific interpreta- 5 S =

 z 

tion.. 

Army Archerd 

emotion—fear. -..-~ 

Hollywood :as-. completely. as. a bi- 
-He. 

lies. himself. -. .... Show: me aé man 
‘who “doesn’t. like Archerd and I'll. 
‘show ‘you -a, member -of ‘the: Press’... 

a | Club. . . “When -the -list - of : truly =: 2. 
“read, eS newspapérmen . is. 

Jack. Benny, : coming: ‘Jate’. ‘and 
straight” off :‘his’ telefilming’ -set,. 
noted ‘that his writers-had™ thought | _ 
‘ita ‘stag dinner, .so chucked ‘away. 
his. notes, ‘preambled: -why.: he~ pre 
‘fers’ inixed. campany at ‘testimonials | 
and -off-handed | that “Army: is. -no- 
subject,. ‘anyway,. for a. stag. dinnet:: 
His past-is as exciting as Bernard” - 

‘Continued from Page 2 — ea 

the: ‘Industry: ‘as. ‘air’ AL Zugsmith ge 
Film. Festival’... “All: of us. are" 2.0" | 
drawn: here tonight bya common. 

_This Archerd. 
liad Tiewspaper. ‘fever from his earli--” 
est years As a small child he used. :. 
to” runaround . “shouting. ‘stop. the". 
presses,’ till” his : father: ‘threw: him 

-Yeleased’ by the out: ‘of the. tailorship. - ws: He: covers . 

: government-backed. Peliculas. Na- 

an : , - 

. . eo Sy . 

2s . " at ; 
. . Pn ers oO 

. . . an let 

. ay a . .) car : ” 
ANT eed eerie neem Rae attemeemne a eminent te 

Baruch’s future ..:. I ‘could.’say.. “~" 
‘| something . bad about. :this - -colum=. . 

| nist;“but who's got -the. guts? - >. 
‘We wanted Jerrry: Lewis. to say a 
| few words. He. said: two’ ‘hours. We:. 
“said five. minutes. So that was can-. 
‘celled. and we.-had.. to. pay Lewis a 

‘There ’‘are : ‘big dis-. "| 
appointments ‘tonight: Danny ' Kaye: :-... 
couldn't. make - it, and Art: Link-- 
letter. could: ~., 
‘believe’ in. “ty: ‘ratings. and ‘I: must. 
‘say: ‘there. were: four: times -in the: ; 
‘past. year I agreed with him: 2.3... 
“Archerd. always. has been kind: ‘and re 

and when you pote 

a “Army ‘doesn't 

fair and. interesting; 
can be ‘that in’ a tradepaper, ‘that's: 

and ° closed. with: ai 2 

Monday column for appearing: here: 
tonight.”” . 

~ Nat — Cole” sang. a’ - parody. 
Sammy ° Cahn ‘and | Jimmy «: 
Heusen) on: “This Is ‘The: “Army”: 
and George ‘Burns ‘closed’ out the... : 
run. of comics (after. being intro’d - 
by. Grant as. ‘having “played. straight 
to. more: women: than -Paul Gil- . +: ~ 
bert.” Burns: picked up ‘the ball and « a 
ran. with it: — 

“Pye. been | a straightman $0 Jong: 
‘and . fished ‘with ‘a - fellow, he‘ fell 
overboard. and yelled’ ‘help’ ‘and I:.: 
repeated ‘help.’. 
first time -T::ever. made’ a spéech. on . 
_a Friday night. with my hat off... | 
Army. recently. emeéeed.. ‘that..pre-:. 
-miere- of::.‘Mad: World’ | 
‘froduced. 

ago in vaude: 1. used: the. billing - 
‘Sammy . Davis ‘for: a. while. Why 

This: ‘is. the:..: 

cand ite: 0, 
“Jayne Mansfield. as™. 

Audrey ‘Hepburn. -Why- not?. They , 
-have the same size heads... .: ¥ears.: . 

ibs : . 

shouldn’t.. I’ havé? “I :-was :Jewish LE 

things to “say about.’ -Army, ~ but. 
ean’t ‘at this time,:to mixed eom-:%: - 
-pany.-. But. ‘afterwards, * if. any - Of 2 
‘you. guys-.care to. -meet me" in the: 
‘restroom... 7.....5. way 

|. . Brief, serious sahites ‘were. . fired : c 
off ‘the. dais’ toward. Archerd. “by 
‘James.-Stewart,. Lemmon, Grégory. 

Tom... Pryor. 
‘Bow-takers.” were ‘many.’ Archerd, 
-quite' ‘moved, . 
thoughtful observation. On. relation-- 
Ship between “responsible’®: . press’ -_ 

Peek, . ‘Tony — Curtis, 

‘responded .. with © a: 

and ‘show biz.: 
“There “was. no | “gamiversary” 

: significance. to. The - Masquers’ 
‘gesture, ‘although just 25. years. ago, .. 
Archerd: did... enter- ‘show. biz—by 
‘applying: for job as ‘usher ‘at the :=- 
N:Y. Paramount. Bob.’ “Weitman,* 
(then: ‘Chief of -ushers.’ there;.-now 
“MGM ‘studio’ .production... ‘chief)-- _ 
“turned -- hinr . ~-down... Not. fall. 
enough. we : 

‘Today, in ; another: endeavor, 

‘before he Was’. =; 1-had some nice -:... (J 

"oe 



a _ 4 tors Equity has undergone: a re- 
: ~s. @lignment: in the. last: ‘year. or “'g0.- 

iv)" ‘shared. the. assistant-executive: SeC- 
. "retary position with the late. Paul 

cw. Jones. Irving, ‘who had been. execu-. 
. tive secretary of Chorus Equity, was. 

oR: “originally . concerned: with . musicaF-|. 
22. c-eontraets;- while Jones handled the}. 

“°° dramatic. field. Irving is now: ‘ad-" 
». nainistrator of: all production’ cons 

i.0-, araets:: for. -both. musicals - 

+. ‘Bumgardner. Fred Cotton was-also’, 

«le tion, Marvin Poons has taken: over, 
"sx -Cotton’s old: job. . 

wos and among: some of the. newer de-. 
‘.- yelapments. is “the. inereased em- 

' | _« Moore,’ Equity’s public. relations 
” director’ and” editor of .the union's. 

- the Ethnic. ‘Minorities. .Committee 

-. ed racially and. are toremain ‘that:|: 

- to. a -recent. VarieTy ‘story which | 

--) as to their: ethnic origin. 

” * Individual actors’: permission, sep- | 
“! "arate: lists to. be ‘available. when: 
’. easting: directors: and: thosein- posi-:| 

oe nic - ‘minorities.” 

vrs The ‘Paper Mill: will then: remain: | 

“Playhouse: ‘Laurence E. ‘Feldman, 7 

oe ‘starting Jan, 28.. 

agin administrative. siatt of “Ace — 

Spoleto Fest Contest’ 

The: ‘shifts’ are - ‘attributed - to. the |" 
normal. ‘evolution. OF . operation,” 

‘One of: ‘the more recent: changes 
affected ‘the top-level area: ‘of. as-. 
‘sistant executive-secretary, William 
Gibberson, who.shared. the. designa- 

“tion ‘the Jast three years with, Ben 
* Irving, - ‘has. ‘Tesigned © -after-. eight 
“years with: the “union, ‘and: Irving. 
is now: the sole: assistant. executive: 
“secretary. 

+ When’ ‘Chorus Equity: wmierged: 
with Actors Equity. in: 1955, Irving. 

” Boston:.- Dec. 10: 

the .way of play. contests is-set for 

at Spoleto, Italy..Under.the direc- 
‘tion ‘of Dean. Edwin: E. Stein, of 
Boston Univ., to whom. contestants 

‘minute playlet. is. sought. : 

-Gian-Carlo :. _Menotti-: 

Physicists’ Was "and. |. 
; Straight plays. on: the road: A 

Irving“ ‘works: ‘under * ‘ executive: fr: 
‘secretary : Angus: Duncan: ‘The. lat= |. 

“ter. also: has. a new’. administrative. a 
assistant, . Lambert Cc... Zulkie, | - 

“whose ‘duties entail ‘the. assumption J... 
of many: of. the. duties: previously 
“handled by Duncan, . Zutkie. was. 
formerly in charge’ of - ‘industrial- 

_. siéws-community. theatre, ‘That de- 
. partment is now headed by ‘Don. 

Bertin,’ Dee: 10. 
" Riledrich Durrenmatt’s. comedy, 

produced play at: German-language 

son. According ‘to statistics com- 
‘piled, -py Deutscher . -Buehnenve-. 
rein; the work. was: given. -1;598 
‘performances. -at_59.: ‘theatres, :in- “=. meved: from the: stock .and off- .| eluding: ‘1,307 performances ‘by 52 * Broadway: department * to’ succéed™ 

_: Alfred Elting ‘(retired) as -head of : 
the. ‘unemployment. insurance see-, 

. The runner-up. -was Max’ Frisch’s. 

‘There have ‘peen. ‘other ‘changes 

extensive . - productions “- 

phasis being.put on the’ legislative. 
re program, out of. ‘the -office. of: Dick |: (530, performances), 

“\ magazine. Representing Equity. in. ‘Ustinov’s. “Photo, Finish” (456); 
3 "Washington. in this. “area: As, Jack. "In: the: “musical - field, 

~ Golodner- ; a - 

2 | Mark Faulty Members 
ve By Ethnic Origin. If OK'd 

“Ks an Aid to Casting | was the winner with 430. perform- 
"Bhitip Cary. ‘Jones, chairman of. |‘ances at. 28. theatres. “The: same 

‘composer also iad--the two run- 
ners-up, © 

| 763 performances at: three: theatres: 
‘| Gn ‘Berlin, ‘Hamburg. and. Munich); 

Dealer” 
‘dent. me 
-In the’ opera: category, Mozart’s 

. for the West. Coast Advisory Board:| 
‘of Actors. Equity,. informs VARIETY performances). . 
“that the basic Coast files on Equity ‘Figaro’: (418).: 
members are: completely: “integrat- 

and: “Marriage . of 

. way.” He-mentions this in relation |j] - -: 

= ‘gaid that: the. Ethnic. Minorities:}-9 a 
Committee intended . to -“categor- | 

ize’. performers in. the Equity files | 

‘Jones states, what the. committee | 
7 would like to do, is “set Up, . with 

tion to-hire would like informa-:| 
“tion to further gmployment of wanat 

a! Paper Mil to \-Relight | 
“S* With Road Version: Trap? : 

‘The’. Paper: .. Mill” Playhouse, |f 

: following ..the- ’ final “performiance. | ee 

ast: Sunday. night (8): of ‘The. Un- |}. "= 

_sinkable : Molly’ Brown,” . will: Te. 

sume : ‘performances. Dee:”.26: with-| 

-. Hal. Mareh in ‘Fhe’ Tender: ‘Trap. ae | 

"= -ppen all winter as ‘it did:this year: 

‘for’ ‘the. first ‘time in.‘2- decade, ed 

. : Besides: presenting: ‘revivals, the | 
“Paper Mill has also been: function- |]... 
ing as.a tryout spot for. Broadway, / | 

together: withthe: Mineola (L..1-) | 

_ of: the’ ‘Laurence-Henry* Co., is -in-:| i}. 
, volved in. the- management. ‘of ‘both | - 
fhe Millburn and. Mineola’: stock 

. operations. «The - ‘Irregular - Verb |. 

as * . to- Love,” ‘now in -its 13th week at | ' 

>. the ‘Barrymore’ Theatre, N. Y.; is 
“> one? of .the shows which played | 

‘tryout: ‘engagement
s. at the. two. | ee 

theatres, | a 

Among the: upcoming. Paper Mill NEW. YORK 10036. 

bookings, ‘besides March an air ain rae 154. Ww. 46th St. 2 
-is: Shelley: Winters in: “Bells Are iW. | 2. . _ 

_.Ringing.’ ‘f ‘The: musical, scheduled |: = -LONDON, S. W. T- : 

“to go: into the Paper Mill fo
r four.|§ le 

“weeks starting Feb.:11,.. will--pre-:|{/
 

cede. that date: ‘with ‘a ‘two-week. | 
_Plecodilty 

outing at the. Mineola. ‘Playhouse, 

ee <P eee 

es : | park National Theatre 

" All a Coat 

Offers Italian. hinket’ 

Something a little. ‘different: in . 

“the 1964 Festival of “Two: ‘Worlds,. 

‘The prize’ ‘will -be $500, but. above. . 
that,: and “the ‘unusual. angle, : the | ME 
‘winner .-gets free “transportation. aed 
from his home. to Italy ‘and--back. |~" 
The .judges. will be. Helen. Hayes,  ¥ 

and: -Eljiot |}. ™ 
Norton, ‘drama’ critic of the Boston] °“. «@- 
Record, plus a fourth to. be: “picked: : oe 

Top German Play | 
“The- Physicists,” - was: the. “most- 

theatres. during’ the :1962-’63..sea=-|- 

| tries, 
| double-bill . ‘of -.“The - Private “Ear” 
‘and: “The Public Eye;” as well .as: “road, - h , 58. perf : German theatres, 58. performances ‘The--union’s pact ‘with industrial by two Austrian ‘houses, and’ 233° the. ‘Main Stem failure earlier this 

‘performances. by five. Swiss. groups.. 

| “Aandorra;”. with 934 performances | 
:at50. theatres. Other ‘plays’ given. 

-included | 
“Lessing's. “‘“Minna«von: Barnhelm". 

Gerhart}: 
‘Hauptmann’ ss. “Beaver: Coat”. (469 
‘performances), O’Hara’s “Marriage: 
Is Always: a’ Risk’”’ (457) and Peter: 

“My ‘Fair 
_ | Lady?” was. easily. the winner, with: 

| Also-ran musicals were “The Bird-. 
“ang, “The — ‘Beggar’ s »stu-. 

“Entfuehrung™ aus - dem’ - ‘Serail” | 

“The: ‘Magic “Flute”: (423° 

, “a se. ‘Jomes's Stree? aes a ‘ are 

“Books. ‘Provincial ‘Tour 
Edinburgh, Dec: 10... 

“Britain's 

right, and the others will be “Uncle | 

and: “Hobson's. Choice.” 
: It will be the National Theatre’ s. 

first: out-of-London trek. Other 
‘cities on:.the itinerary ‘are -New- 
‘castle-on-Tyne ©. and. ‘Birmingham 
and. Carditt. - i, : 

should.” ‘apply : for: details, . “a 45+ 

‘he’s sponsoring independently. 
~The » $200,000: has. been. ‘tapped: 

for. investments. in “such . produe- ‘ing the next five months.:The fore- 
tions as the. current: ‘Broadway. . en- 

aay. Case of Libel’ and ‘the 

semester ‘of . “A Rainy.- ‘Day -in 
| Newark.” In the. ‘latter. show: pro- 
‘duced independently by Stevens, 
‘the- investment. partnership’s ‘basic. 
Stake . was $34, 000, ‘with a: 15% |. -: 
overcall provision. for’ a- maximum 
contribution of $39,100. « 

“ “Phe .allocation. for- “TL shel: ” -¢0-. 
produced." ‘with. Joel ~.. Schenker, 
-Tepresents a: ‘thinimum of $32, 300, : 

| with-a-40% overeall provision for 
‘. | expansion. of the stake in ‘the: show 
t@ © $45,220:. For. the ‘“Ear”- “Kye” 
‘double-bill, cwhich Stevens is’ pre-|. 
senting® by.: arrangemest with. the 
-British firm of. H. M. Tennent Ltd.;. 
the investment. ‘partnership put. up. 
“a minimum ‘of . $24,000,. with, Pro-. . 
vision: for’-3314%.. overcall. . 
The basic total capitalization for: 

| “Rainy” - was $100,000 «.and,;. with: 
overcall; $115,000. ‘Bésides. the in- 
vestment . partnership's “‘stake in 
that offering, Stevens Productions. 
was. s also involved: as a. backer, ¥ with 

-- (Continued on- page: 58). 

7 _ Place. your sdvertsing copy. immediately for. 

| Where Fame and. Fortune Meet 

HOLLYWOOD 9 90028 
| Rosia Sonset Bivd.. ~ 

. PARIS. 
ay Ave, Ie. Neallty'”: 
‘fe Newlly-Ser-Seine | ar “ 

So - 

. new. National Theatre | 
‘company: will” present. ‘four Plays | 
from its London repertoire at the | 

= King’s Theatre here next April. One|. 
| will. ‘be..Shakespeare’s: “othella.” | 7 
- |- with: Laurence. Olivier, ‘Frank: Fin- 

‘lay, ‘Maggie Smith: and Joan Plow-. 

Vanya,” “The” ‘Recruiting ” Officer” 7 

“|. “Roger | L Stevens, ‘who. preems . 
“|The: ‘Chinese:Prime Minister” out- |. 
‘of-town. this week as his sixth new 
“production. of “the. current season, 
has. formed: a partnership- with a 
capitalization _of $200,000 -for . in- oo 

{+ Vestment in shows “he’s producing | - 
'.} this :season. : That ‘applies to: pre-|°- 
-sentations - in. which. he’s: involved | 
as | co-producer, | as. “well as those |- 

blackout, ’: 
‘mands: ‘will: be: this. time is a matter 

Stage Managers Would 
Get. Separate Contract. 

Steps. have - been. Initiated in. 
-Actors Equity regarding the’ pos-: 
‘sibility of a. separate contract for 
.gtage ‘managers in all. areas under 
the -union’s jurisdiction. A motion | 
that the Equity council: ask the 

-| stage -managers.. -committee to ex-. 
“cl plore the situation iwas. made .and . 

.. | carried. 
. ‘membership meeting. 

at the” ‘asbociation’ 3. ‘last. 

Under. the present system, “the 
1. [eontract. Zor actors includes ‘pro-: 

Lvisions for. stage. ‘Managers. How- 
| ever, there. are some stage -man- : 

- Lagers who; want: recognition as A 
: ‘separate entity and a number of 
'|-performers -who: regard the stage. 
| manager ..as:. a , Tepresentative” of. 
|meanagementys. io 0 

= lity Heads For 
3 Negotiations 
Motors: ‘Equity. jis moving into a 

usy’ negotiating period. Three - ‘of:| 
‘the union’s contracts: expire dur- 

most.-of ‘thése is. the basic agree-: 
ment: with. the. League of N.. Y. 
-Theatres for’. Broadway: and ° the 

terminating’ next: .May 31.. 

show ‘producers ends. Jan. 15. and’ 
-a-contract with the Musical- Arena : 

| Theatres’. Assn.,: representing mu-- 
‘sical: tents, ‘expires April 1... 

It.. was the Equity dispute. with 
the League over pension terms. in. 
the. current agreement. |: that: 
brought about ‘the 1960: ‘Broadway. 

What the union’s. de- 

of spec but it’s expected’. 
that:.the. issue. of: importation ° ‘of: 
British actors to ‘Broadway. will be’: 
given ‘consideration. | Of the three |. 
‘upcoming contracts, the one. apply= |: 
ing -to. industrials “ta expected. to] 
present. ‘the least problems.. : 
The. talks . between MATA -and | 

Equity. ‘might ‘not be too- friendly, 
as the’ organization: of tent. thea-. 
tres: refused .to: negotiate. -with the 
union - last. ‘April. ‘when the con- 
tract, now..in force;:.was to have. 
expired. . -Equity- slipped - up on a 
eae in - failing - give 

* Continued. on. page 58) 

rn SL WO AIVERTSES 
- THE ANNIVERSARY EDITION = J 
there i is: a 1 kind of snobbery, iet’s face it. ebout ksing Included In - 

a the Anniversary Edition. : It’s a way of counting, and being counted. 
This is. the big: check-off,. once year, of. ‘importance — individual. 
“importance, - . organization © ‘Importance. You. advertise you. 

Tee ee eth went darks | oe ‘celebrate your. achievements and foreshadow: your. next events. 
You. no ~ 

“ope The: ‘Anniversary ‘Edition. isa ‘special valueas tls a ‘special. eo 

= eccesion:: The many: editorial features, charts and summaries make. 
2.) thisa special edition of lasting interest and. importance. If you belong, 

al you rate,. if you. care about “your. Prestige: you belong
 in ‘this faaye. 

muha Oat in 28, 
~ ButSeason Had( | ota of Rewards 

_By. KENNETH LEISH Dw 

A ‘pair of excellent Tevivals, 
‘several memorable ‘performances, 
and a new crop of promising play- 
wrights. lent distinction to the 
1962-63 off-Broadway season, But. 
the. general level of the - year’s 
presentations was low, with’ in-. 
ferior productions opening at. a 
rapid.” rate, and 
lemmings. off a cliff to 
death... 
Jneluding limited-runs of works 

Shakespeare and Gilbert . & 

a quick 
leaping like. : 

‘Sullivan, there were more than 80: 
opening nights. A third of. the 
shows should never have been pro-- 
duced, and were soon forgotten by 
all. ‘but. the most- ardent. drama-. 
philes. Of. the ‘rest,. few. could” be 
recommended unreservedly,: but 
‘Many offered at least-a perform- 
ance ‘or a scene or twa. that made 

| them. worth seeing. ~~ 
-The ‘best production of the year 

was unquéstionably’ the revival of: 
Pirandello’s 

| Search. of an Author,” staged with 
‘| consummate skill by William Ball. 
and expertly acted, particularly by 
“Michael ‘O'Sullivan and Jacqueline 

“Six Characters “in: 

Brooks. .The top musical success - 
| was “Boys from Syracuse,” writfen- 
in:. 1938 ‘by 
‘Lorenz: ‘Hart’ and George Abbott. 
‘The lilting: tunes, wry lyrics. and. 
zany book were well served by 
Ellen Hanley, Julienne. Marie, and. 
the rest. of:. director. Christopher 
Hewett’s: cast. 

Another. ‘important revival wan 
“Desire ‘Under the Elms,” . which: .- 

but had brilliant | ‘was “uneven, 
staging .by. Jose Quintero, an in- 
‘teresting performance. from 
George C. Scott, and a: luminous. 
portrayal ‘by Colleen Dewhurst, 

| whose accomplishment . ‘was the 

Richard Rodgers, 

finest by~ an actress during the- 
season. ‘Oscar Wilde's. “Import- 
ance of Being Earnest” was com-: 
petently revived, with Ann Shoe-. 
-maker, Michael "Allinson, Melville 
‘Cooper: and Carrie Nye heading 
the cast, under Douglas Seale’s 
direction. 
--In Central Park, George CG: Scott 

“Was: an: unforgettable. Shylock 5 
an. otherwise erratic “Merchant. 
Venice.” ‘The..same | company’s 
“Tempest” 

their “King Lear,” staged 
‘(Continued on page 59): 

Vernon Duke East For 
“a Sky’ Off- Bway; 

~ Also. Sparking ‘Zenda’ 
| “ezenda, * musicalization of .An- 

| thony: Hope’ s. “Prisoner of Zenda,” 

was overblown, but 

which - was. closed out-of-town. by... 

Francisco, L.A., and Pasadena), may. 
be resurrected for Broadway. - 

| producer’ Edwin Lester after run- © 
{ming.15 weeks on the Coast {San 

‘Pitch is being sparked by ‘the. 
| show's composer Vernon Duke. (His 
{lyricists on the show were Martin 
| Charnin, Leonard. Adelson and Sid 
‘Kuller.) 

According. to ‘Duke, who is in. 
| | New York attending to the upcom- 

ing off-Broadway production of his 
“Cabin In The Sky,” it was de- 

Hl cided. that. after the L.A. opening 
Jast August, that the show. was 75% 

| right and 25% wrong and the L.A. 
Civic Light..Opera board ‘voted ’ ‘to 

| add $150,000 ‘to. the show’s. nut. for 
the. purpose of going on to New. 

‘the kinks were ironed out, . 
Duke states, “The three .stars— 

tive, about making the changes. We. 
{all realized that the first 20 min- 
utes -was. slow. and that Drake's 

|.opening. song ‘Bounce’ ‘had to be 

The 58th h Anniversary Edition of 
bounced. Four. new openings were 
written—by Martin Charnin. and 

|-York providing, of. course,. that all « 

| Alfred” Drake,. Chita’ Rivera and. .~ 
| Anne. Rogers—-were most. coopera- 

‘myself; in. our anxiety, we forgot - 
‘that they had to be ‘dialoged’ first. 
Various. authors were brought in 

| to collaborate with Everett -Free- 
| man, who wrote the book; none of 

these © 
ia panned. out. . 

| nin and :I waited. in vain’ for the 
go-ahead signal which never.came. 

collaborators 
Consequently Char- 

proposed 

{I don’t. know to this day why. the 

“quicaco 60611. 
> 400 N. Micbigen.Ave. aon 

ROME 3. 

‘all-important 25% 
‘not righted.” 

‘wrongs’ were 

. Duke ‘also noted that Alan ‘Liv. 
, | ingston, ‘president of Capito}. Rec-. 

| ords, and Dick Jones, Cap’s artists 
1 & repertoire producer, were an- 
| xious: to ‘record the snow album. 
‘The recording dates. had been 
scheduled but. were called off when. 

. Lester, decided. to shore: the show. 

8s 

oy 



. anenannanshancse ‘ 
0° 

“The. Girl Who Came 
“te Supper . 

bers), with - music. and: ‘lyrics. by Noel. 
Coward, book by Harry Kuruitz, -based o 
the Terence Rattigan_ play,-‘““The Sleeping 
Prince.” Staged ‘by Joe Layton; scenery, 

- Oliver Smith: ‘costumes, “Irene - Sharafé; | 
musical direction and. vocal arrangements, 
Jay -Blackton; lighting, Pcgsy.. Clark; 
orchestrations,” Robert Russell ‘Bennett; 
-‘danee -music | arrangem2nts, .- Genevieve: 
‘Pitot. Stars- Jose- Ferrer, ‘Florence’ Hen-. 
‘derson;: ‘featdres Irene -Brown. : Roderiéek 
Cook, .Sean Scully, ‘Chris Gampel, ‘Peter | 
Pagan, Lucie Lancaster, Carey. Nairnes, ! 

"1. Tessie’ O'Shea. Opened Dee. 8, "63, at. HHH is. unrelated to” the. show. as:.a 
Broadway. Thealre; $8.90 top. 

Ada. Cockle”. - 

“Me... Grimes: 

“Peter: 

Lady -Sunningdale ..-... 

; Maggie “Worth. . 

Mitchell “Faylor: 

“yasni Kozkolei.”.. y 

“lye Been: Invited - toa: Party.” Waltz 

“Ben 

“Curt. Clesr and Concise.” “Tango
. ” <The 

Cocoraut Girl” Aincludes.,. 

‘It’s. True Love.’ 

-pava Bel Geddes and: Cathleen Nes-. 
bitt. ue 

-- prosaic. 
stage” pr esence. and. authority, but: 

Jessie Maynard . ‘Marian’ Haraldson | 
Mary Morgan’ ....22. Florence Henderson: 
‘Tony Morelli .-.. .5.5--- Jack, Eddieman 

Vee eceen > Peter. wean | 
Violetta Vines | ‘:. “Maggie or 

Northbrook : “ee caee, OR sderiek . Cook 7 
Chris’ Gampel 
Jose:Ferrer 

ot ee rea aves 

Col: Hofmann. .. Sess. 
‘Grand Duke Charles - Seenee 
First Gael. vote eigeeee Donna Monroe ; 

Second -Girk. oe eens “Ruth Shepard 

Major-Domo ~ sais ewese “Carey Naiines 
. King Nicokas MI steeedees ‘Seah Scuily } 
“"Simka" | -  weateecee - Murray: Adler: 

Queen: Mother. Ooeeeesecs Irene. Brown: 
Sate t ey Tessie. O'Shea’! 

. Lucie Lancaster. } 
‘Hlona Murai: + 

Dancers. Nanty’. Lynch. ’ Julie Drake. : 

Sheila Forbes, dami° Landi, Sandy Leeds.’ + 

Carmen Morules, .llona Murai,. Mart. Shel-:. 

tons.Glocia Smith. Mary Zahn, Ivan ‘Allen,.| 

Robert” Fitch. .-Jose. Gutierrez, ‘Peter i. . 

Bironess Brunheim “ 

_ Holmes. .Scott Ray; | Paul - Reid.: Romany: 

“Dan Siretta. Mike Toles: - 
Singers: Jeremy Brown, Kellie “Beytt. | t 

Carol: Glade. Marian Haraldson. Elcine: 

“Donna Monroe... .Ruth Shepard. 
Jack Eddleman, John 

Felton, Dell ‘Hanley, Barney. Johnston, |: 

Art Matthews, Bruce Peyton, Jack ‘Rains, ; | 

_ “Swing . Song, aa numbers: 
“atv Family. Tree | 

-Musical 

“ve Been Invited.to a Party” (reprise). 

“When. Foreign Princes Come’ to. Visit 

tls." a of ‘Ma’am.”. “Soliloquies.” 

yy.” “London ‘Is. a- * Little Bit of f-All 

Right: ey “What. Ho, Mrs. Brisket,” . tha 

Take. Our {Partie for ane: Army. Gennes, '
 

day Night a e ose and ” 

“Londo Is. ‘a Little Bit. of ‘Au Rieht” { 

(reprise),. “Here_ and. ‘Now,’ ve -Been 

Invited - to a. Party” “Solilo- 

quies” -(reprise),. “Coronation Chorale, 

tHow Do You: Do, Middle Age?’ Hers |. 

‘and. Now": -(reprice). . “The ‘Stingaree. 

(reprise)..: 
at 

nclcaing. 2: 

Pootzie Van Doyle.” “The Coconu 

“Paddy MacNeil - ‘and . His Automobile,” | 

“Swing Song.”’ “Six ‘Lillies of the Valley.” 

“The Walla Walla :Boola’); “This Time | 
“This Times It's. True | 
“ri “Remember Her.” Love” (reprise) 

with the opening of this new | 

musical at the Broadway: Theatre | 

last Sunday night .(8), its. now three ' 

‘times around for ererice Ratti- 

-gan’s sentimental - trifle. about - ‘gn’ 

American: chorus girl's. quickie: ro-:! 

mance. with .a -rakish Continental | 

grand ‘duke on the loose in- ‘London, 

The. original: play. “The: Sleeping | 

Prince,” 
Laurence Olivier.. Vivien Leigh an 

Mattita Hunt, ‘put a Broadway. fail-|'Tre>""‘and “The Stingaree.”’ I. may 
ure with- Michael. Redgrave; Bar- 

The. 20th-Fox: picture version; 

titled “The Prince and ‘the Show-=: 

girl,” was..a moderate. click - with> 

Olivier, Mariiyn Monroe and Sybil ;. 

Thorndike.. This “song. and - dance - 

treatment, called - “The Girl Who | 

Came to. ‘Supper:” is billed as. a. 

musical comedy, but -is. essentially’ i: notices © in’ Toronto. ‘Only unfavor- | 
an operetta that engulfs ‘the stight |‘able : reaction. ‘Seems: warranted for | 
story in rococo numbers. and a ‘sort’ 

of clever. quaintness.. It's not likely | . 

to go very long beyond. the’ exten-|| : 

sive theatre party bookings, ‘and. is. 

a dubious bet for. ‘pictures. or ‘stock. 

‘Noel ‘Coward's: 

m-lodies characteristic of his work. | 
On the - uncertain basis of. a first |. 
hearing ‘there. ‘may. hot “be a 

lot, although |.” standard. pop: in’ the’ ot, g : Sirger Man, ulllvan St: S60) 

effective in terms of stage Fabcaas . y 

tion. The Harry. Kurnitz book is} - exe ru §: Sa. LAs 

‘surprising lacking. in resourceful- bo. he ing; Fhoenia ¢ Pare: 
i 

several. are modestly. and’ briefly 

ess ar even. w it. 

- Florence: Henderson is. pretty, | 
talented and — ‘charming ‘as . ‘the 

precipitates ..a series 
palitical-romantic incidents: ‘She's | 
delightful . 
first seduction scene,:-but -has little 

-do ‘thereafte: “except. play |: 
straight for Jose “Ferrer. as ‘the. 
lecherous. prince’ and Irene, Brow. 

‘q skillolly. secentrie Dow2cer 
She | Queen.- shaws 

ivrelevant in terms. of story. She's, 
badly skimped: ‘on. costumes;.. and |. 
therefore ‘so is: “the. audience, ‘of. 
course, — 
‘As the. Grand. ‘Duke: on: ‘the. 

make, Ferrer is: no -more’ than: 
_ adequate as a singei’ and. perfune- | 
‘tory as an actor. He's: Strangely 
lacking in animation or: ‘personal |: 
force; :and: his_ ‘over-precise diction } 
suggests: almost. a.parody of a -per-! 
formance—in. short,” camping. ‘His ;. ‘ore eemtevoraowe 

playing. .of:, the love | ‘scenes, -on} 
“which. the - ‘show depends, seems | 

‘Ferrer -has - always had: 

ea ‘time. ‘he ‘seems to waver: be-|{ 
; tween. uncertainty. and exaggera- ; oe 

. Herman Levia presentation. of: musical a | Hon. 
‘comedy. in two acts: (16 ‘scenes, 28 num- | 

at named’ Tessie. O'Shea’ ignites. the | 

‘was .a:London: hit wi oh Time It’s Frue ‘Love”). “Added. ‘dur- 

a Paeneves 

_SONgS. - ‘have ‘the } 
satirical lyries and the arid. kind of] -gérn Me: te Ashes Jan Hus. (11-19: 6). i 

i < Telemachus. Clay, W. “15-63 
forthright. chorina whose : midnight | ste nas - 
supper with: the’ Prince Regent] - 

of. minor = -. 

the. -anti-climactic. | : 

‘impressive’ ‘ 
‘versatility. in ‘a specially prepared [ 
variety routine, but: that’s virtually”. . 

peccadilles. dwells. en a. 
“Passion Play group hich. 

2 - : evolved. more. ‘Into. . 

AY British music: ‘hall’ ‘performer. : _ Passionate Playing . 

‘proceedings “in: the. first-act: with 
a long, extraneous . vatiety ele oH 
of four. rousing song numbers. ||. 
‘She’s “an. araply-proportioned © co= |}. 
meédienne-singer with “the - true] 88h Anniversary Number 

| vaudevillian’s: ‘ability to” capture jf” . 
‘and hold: an audience; ‘and ~ she | ce “of Yt es 
stampsdes the hoise. The interval |} F we ; AR TETY 

--dnother Interesting. Feature’ - 
ie the ‘upcoming - 

whole, however, and i has: no lasting |. 
imoret:, Sk : nn - charts, and: ‘articles - 
: Miss. - Brown expert’. and! ee 
assured --as-: the” ‘disarmingly “CLO- ig 
cchety' "Queen. Mother,’ a. lean- 7 

ee 

‘Scully’ gives a - refreshingly. ‘direct | 
portrayal of: the idealistic. teenage |: 
middle-European -king, - ‘and. there'|’ 
ate. capable’. supporting. bits » by 
Roderick Cook as’a romantic fixer, io 
Carey Nairnes -as ‘a. bloodless. head |. 

:- butler, and.Peter ‘Pagan. and. Chris: 

Gampel in: other supporting roles, | 2m i "Gaal acta by Enid Bagnold. 
me rayon has ‘staged .the. piece’ HSmith: ‘costumes, . Valentina: Lighting, 

a provi ed: 
amusing | ‘pre-World - -War: I - style, ' t. -plistln, Vier | Saree: Sone: Willeams: 
: Oliver ° . Smith | has - desig ned: features Douglas. Watson; Peter Donat, 

: James Olson, Diane. Kagan, Tish ‘Sterling: 
ingenious and properly ostentatious. ‘Qpened Dec... 9,. °63;..at the. Royal Alex- 

“The Chinese. ‘Prime: 
- Minister oo 

Roger : 

seenery;, :and. Irene’. Sharaff. has * andra Theatre, Toronto; $5. top’ -week- 
hts, . t 0 

‘supplied: interesting costumes, - Rights: $° Fr! iaay Saray TMIBDES. eat 
except. that she has been hampered: She. putts occevees aa 

» clew eee eenees We 

‘by the-script’s baffling rigidity: inj Roxane | vebabesheeedes oo Tish: Sterting 
tno. natter” Of. gowns - . for. Miss. | Bice Jee ned nba tedases 3 ,Diane Kagan 

. arver . oe... ook eas oug Ss atson:: 

‘Henderson... . . Red Gus Risko Leb eee gel’ James -Olson - 
The best of. the. “unsetigational.- 1. Sir, Gregory, neice lbgeneen’ Soba Williams: 

songs may.:.turn ‘out. to, be -“I've ~ os 
One - aspect. - Of. “The” “Chinese Been: Invited | ‘to a Party;”.:Miss 

O'Shea's .turn’ with “London: Is: a iF Prime. Minister” is ‘that. this. new. 
Little Bit: of: |All -Right” and‘ ‘its.| Play presents. the problem of. age 
subsidiary bits, as-:well | as: “Here !:4S something to be: ‘taken’ with: 
and Now,” .. “Curt, Clever” and ‘the esteem of. the’ Orient rather 
Concise”. and. “This ‘Time It’s: True , than the: complications .of ‘the. west- 
Love.” 
obviously. intended to exploit. the: hold, author. of::the “Chalk ‘Gar-. 
stars;;.are Ferrer’s: “How. Do -You ’ -alsa sees. Margaret “Leighton 
Do, Middle “Age?” and a group of | in. "a ‘starring role. in which | she -is” 

| Six. s@igs: for. .Miss “ Henderson, {70 | while: her. ‘estranged ‘husband: 

‘under - the: general: title, “The [#8 s 19. 
| Coconut Girl.”= * 7 

Apparently . cut, but’ possible re: {a ‘comparativély young woman; de-: 
vised and retitled; from. the “show |SPite the fact: that she portrays an- 
during ‘the tryout tour. were “Long. ‘actress who.has been on the: Lon- 

‘Live. th n ee 
Nonny: ‘No. ewhate Prin Matter| lenge that: few: actresses -would 
with. a Nice’ Beef. Stew?”. “One| undertake.” That ‘she. has two: sons 
Stes” “and: “Come. Be. My - “Frue | ‘who-are married: also adds ‘to:her 
Love” - (presumably. now ‘“This burden: of -age, ‘particularly: as her 

{dooks.-and figure’ don’t warrant it, 
“even . though. “The. ‘Chinese Prime. 
Minister”. makes’ its’ tribute to her’ 
youthful | appearance,.. plus ‘her 
-finally.: getting: together: “with :her- 
79-year-old: husband. who walked. 
out. on her 29. years ago.: 
.Magnificeiitly, white-bearded- and 

ing the tryout: were . “My Family’ 

‘be: pure ‘coincidence,.-but. there are. 
‘a number: of interesting . similari-. 
| ties: ‘in ‘Story situations. and -treat-. 
“Iaent between: this. show ‘and My } 
Fair Lady,” ‘both: ‘produced. by: ‘Her- f. 
man. ‘Levin... 

“The Girl ‘Who Caine to. Supper” 
received Tave reviews in. its: tryout ; 
engagements ‘In’ Boston. and Phila- 
delphia,. but sharply - conflicting: 

the “brute”? who still: doesn’t, under- 
!stand women, and Alan Webb,-who. 

arian but who. still. has an eye: for. 
the ladies. 

Broadway. a Hobe.. 

"Of Broadway 8 Shows 
: opening dares): 

, Ralieg 8: ‘shire. Mayfair (10-15-63).. 
Blacks, St Marks (5-4-61). 
_Beys Syracuse,. Theatre: 4° §4- 15:63) 

“1 age, the : author: seeming to. point. 

rare ; “| joyed in memories - -that come ‘be 

...| that ‘a’ man never. ‘changes, his. ‘in- 
herent character.~: | --- 

“It. is. ‘unfortunate. that: the: title 
‘is .so- obscure ..and mystical, ‘ditto 
i that: much. action, Thust take Place. 

; off stage. 
The three stats serve the author 

| ‘niagnificeatly. ‘and: with’. unerring | 
skill—and* may. ‘sell tickets. Peter: 
Donat .and ‘Douglas: ‘Watson’ - are 

Berning, York (12-3-63). 
erruption, Cherry Lane. 10-3. = moves 

Dec. .22 to the’ Village.’ ponetntal 
_ Desire Under: Elms, Circle (1-8-63). 
‘Fantasticks, Sullivan St-: (5-3-60)-: . 

Bouwerie. Lane. aD. gn... 
In. White America, Sher. 0 1 
phaids, 1 Sher: Sq. (41-14-63 en: 3 #9) 

’. Pinter . Plays,’ Pocket. (11-26-62 7 
(Biverwind, | Actors Playhouse 12:12: 80). 

akespeare, Carnecie H 
-- Six Characters, Martinique: Ga” . ‘ments and: ‘George. Olson. gives | a * Streets of N.Y.) Maidman (10-29-64). . . 

Ker: who loses champi ip: 
Theatre of Peretz, Gate: {11-5-63),, a | Boxer rho les ae onan pionship. 

CLOSED: : 
‘Chase. Bank, ‘Theatre East | ‘44-26-63):, Tatter the: daughter or Ann Sothern 

“foctmaneess Sunday, . (8) after 15... per=_ | making © ‘ier -..stage ‘debut, both 
. SCHEDULED‘ OPENINGS. | (sive. cameo “performances... 

» Seine: and erimey: Cricket (12-16-63): Joseph’ Anthony's: staging” is dis- 
fumpets of.‘Lord, “Astor Pl. (12-17-63). |. ciplinéd ‘and accurate; while Oliver 

Trojan Woman, Circle in Sq. (42:26-63).'| Smith’s: ‘sensible .'setting,. used: in- 
ir ‘acts, is . a. ‘fashionable. Lon- 

Brontes, Phoenix (12-20-63). 

don town house. « a “MeStay. | 
Pimpernel, Gramercy. (12:30- 63). 

Austra Shwe 

Play-Lover, Cherry. Lane’ (14-64%). 
. Batty- -Sponge,. East End (1:6-64).. 

Week . Ending Det. nD 

*, Cabin in: Sky, Players’ (1:7-64.. 
_Mother . ‘Courage, de. Lys.- (1- 15 BD... 
” Je; Orpheum (1-29-64): 
Amorous. Flea, Ez 78th St. (2- 569. - 

- SCHEDULED: ‘B’WAY: races | 
- Love .& Kisses, Music. Box (12:18-63).- Pe ADELAIDE. 
. Albatross, Lyceum - (12-19-63). : “Camelot, Her Majesty's. | we 
. Marathon - {38 ANT TA (12-22-83): * BRISBANE. 

" Hello,. Dolly, St. James *L 1660. , fr jesty’s.. 
“Dylan, Plymouth 2-18-64). MELBOURNE. 

Bitly. Liar,” Emerald: Hilt, . 
_Breakfast. With : Julia, St. Martin's ‘s- . 

. Chieery: Soul, “Union. 4 ; “, 
Fledermous. ©“ 

After Fall, ANTA-Wash.: Sq_ (123-69. 
Mabimah,® Little.- ‘Theatre (2-1-64).. °°. 
“What Makes . Sammy... 54th St.- 2464), 
 Rugantino, ‘Hellinger (2-869.- 
Passion * Josef, . Barrvmore™ 2-11-40. 
Faxy. Ziegfeld (2-15-64). 
Marco,: ANTA-Wash: Sq.: 20-60.” . 
Funny Girl, Winter Garden :: ep. ° 

. Charlie, ANTA-Wash. . Sq.. (3-12-64). a 
© Bish. Spirits, Alvin (3- B18P Soo 

amiet, Lunt-Fontannée (4-2 |: Merry Widow,- Her M jest 
‘ Royal Shakespeare, State: (5-18-64)... -.|' Minstrels;-Tivoli. -— . “ ve. 
Girl to Remember,. Hellinger S260), -. Physicists,.. ‘Ensemble. 
King and I. State (76-64). a oe : ‘Private: Ear, Public eye hil a i 
“Mercy Widow, State . GATS... Rashomon, ‘Independent... P p oS 

Fourposter.: Russell . Siraet.” o 
" -Goodnight.. ‘Mrs. ‘Puffin; ‘Comedy. 
» How, to Succeed, Her. ‘Majesty’s.. © 

. oe SYDNEY: Ae 

. ‘Aboriginal ‘ ‘Thesire, Elizabethan.” 
Ages of Man, Royal. - - - 

“ROBERT. DOWNING. | L | 
Ia hs, wide forays ito backstege | | 

| { Noel 
. || musie;: roa Da ; “W) Stars: pat vis; light ing 708, Davis. 

| John -Phillips, Noel Howlett, A 

4 | Jacko . 

‘Plus other. statistical and. data:filed: |. Mrs. Treadgold. Lie alan ee 
i. [The ‘Rev: “Breadwold. "Noel Howlett 

Cynthia ...-.. fee se eee ee 
‘| Ga | seh ee eseneeeeet- David Calderisi- 
Mrs. Bracket. ........ Gretchen ‘Franklin:J. 

1] Grieves 22... ea) 

‘Toronto, Dee. 10. Robert: Bolt: can come ‘up. with a 
¢linker. “Just as his “Man. for “All 

Seasons! is. a. fine’ historical | dra- 
choreography | in: i‘Jean Rosenthal; associate ‘producers,. Lyn |. 

se Stevens - presentation : of 

: Williams; : 

- Two: obligatory _ numbers,. Lera world. This. play: by Enid’ Bag- | 

‘That. Miss Leighton looks Tike . 

don. stage. for 50 years, is ‘a. chal-- 

| distin guished. 

| Adams. ;. 

Noel, Willian ‘thas. “staged : the still. ‘virile, is: John- Williams, ‘.as _ 
two-act work with subtle authority,. 

i plays -thé:‘role::of |a. cheeky man-. 
“servant. who is: pearly: -a eenten-- 

The play is, “therefore, about.old | 

‘out’.the ‘maxim’ that when sex. is 7 
4-finished there -is much to be en- |. 

tween: the ages — of. 50° and: 80 ‘and ° 

Milly | ‘Theale 
Susana - Shepherd. sa eleeae te 

; Kate. Croy- - ‘owes wececeeees: 

excellent-in their academic -.argu- w Maria. Pronelaiees MEE ‘Fiona Dempster 

“The Wings Of. ‘the. 
Dove’. should hhave-:been one’ of: 
‘the. major ‘hits’ of the season. It: is. 

| based on, the. ‘Henry. J ames.. ‘jhovel 

of the same. title, and. has. three ic 

distinguished -: : 
“marquee. .But the ‘outcome, though 
‘far from: a dud, is theatrically’ dis- 

‘and: may -only.. have. 
..| moderate appeal. tO” West .End. 

good. account: of -himself.. as ‘the:| 

“Gentle Jack: 
“London, ‘Nov. 29. 

: M- ‘Tennent presentation of a drama 
in- ‘two ‘acts. by Hobert Bolt. 

_Willman; ‘decor, Desmond. Heeley; 

Evans, nneth — 
Mehselt ere features. 

Polly Adams.’ Opened Nov. 28,.-°63,- 

Peter ‘Wyatt 
Vero ne 
Violet : erdeedeboee EL: eaith “Bvane 

re beete cee sense” “Michael. Bryant 
Bilbo. bee Segeeeeserrecee” William ‘Dexter 

‘T] Morgan’ .:.....0e. es cckocs John . Phillips 
{1 Penelope-. Chega Sere eeeerees - Sian Phillips’ 

Hubert «2. 6... el cere ee - Timothy. ‘West 
-Edith:. Sharpe 

Mr. Bracket. cred wade a ghee. _Barry ‘Linehan 

| .,~ Stanton, Robert - ‘Tunstall, Harry. 
: * Shaekloc is 

vl old: Labourer. .,......0..05 + . Peter “Wyatt 
| Young ‘Labourer - pede ncs 7 .. Erik’ Mason. 

; Jack © Welertre se rene soe. “Kenneth Williams 

“Even: 2 “writer of the. éalibre. of 

a, “Gentle Jack” : is notable for 

its ‘sheer _pretentiousness. It.. is 

doubtful ‘whether the. combination |" a 

on the. marquee : power. of. author. 
and ‘star: cast. make this” a. profit: 
able: ‘b.0.. entry. ° . 

After ‘an. impressive track. record 
as. playwright and screen : ‘writer, - 
‘Bolt. has taken. the plunge ‘inte the. 
realm: of the: “obscure. theatre, and] 

| the finished:. ‘product ‘can. only | 
|-cause confusion “in the minds ‘of 
‘most . playgoers.” -The point of. his 
allegory. seems to. have got: -lost 
somewhere’ between: the first and 
second ‘acts. 
. The drama’ involves an. heiress, 

Howless,: 

taking advantage of the’ superb and 
unusual decor designs. by- Desmond 
Heeley: Their-efforts are worthy. of . 
a ‘moore: ‘constfuetive play. 

Fhe Wings of the: Dove | 
London, ‘Dee. ..4. .. 

John Gale. , & Frith ‘Banbury (in. asso-. 
ciation . with 4,2 -Kaplan)- presentation |" 
‘of a. drama in three acts (six scenes) by ]‘£ 
Christopher Taylor, based: on. the Henry 
_Jameg novel. Staged by ‘Frith: Banbury; | 
‘decor,:- Loudon Sainthill; lighting: Robert: 
QOrnbo: Stars .Susannah: York; James: Don-” 
ald;. Wendy Hiller;. features Gene. Ander-. 
‘gon, Owen Holder, Elspeth March. Opened || - 
Dec. 3, °63._. vat ‘the Lyric” Theatre, London; - 
$3.55 top 

Susannah’ York 
Wendy. Hiller 

ud ‘Lowder pesieecees Sea 

Pasquale ...:... 

seta a eleea’ eee Michael _Dawson 
.. Jamies Donald. 

~ 

On: form, 

+ ‘stars: : for 

‘appointing, - 

| theatregoers. 

is - literate . -and_. civilised, 

the transition. fo the stage.” 

._.The.-dove. of the title isa young, " 
‘beautiful, - 

* American: girl: with an. incurable 
‘| disease, -.but * convinced. ‘that, the’ 

os will. to live. will ¢ come through’ her a 

‘wealthy and™ 

Wiliams, 
‘Sian, . Phillips, |. 

J. Brown, 
* . 

at . 

the.-Queen’s Theatre, « Londons: $3.50 top. fortune,’ 
4} Secretary: oe iS eee. we eteee 

| 

- Brown: 

Polly Adame. 

‘Bernard Kay. 
[Country servants:, ‘Michael’ Martin, Barry: 

first: asa dynamic financial -opera-= |: 
‘tor and then as the owner of .a 
‘eountry:. ‘estate’. where’ religious 
‘Titual is ‘accompanied by the solu- 

| tion...of | romantic’. and domestic } 
| problems. The meaning is obscure. 

While. the . play - is difficult : to. 
eomprehend, ‘the civilized. dialog is. 
pleasant, and. the playing is-im- 
‘peccable. Edith Evans, elegant. and | 
dignified,. gives-.a majestic -por-{_ 
‘trayal- of: the. overpowering femme |. 
tycoon. Michael: Bryant “offers -a |: 
‘shrewd, study: of a business exec-:/ 

‘[‘utive” who: becomes. the - king... of. 
‘the. forest, : ‘and: there isa delight-. 
ful. contribution. by Kenneth.. Wil-: 
‘liams. as..a godlike character. and 

‘performances. by. 
Sian Phillips, John ‘Phillips, Noel. 

J Brown and. Polly’ 

| Soldiers 

Myro. 7 

- Elspeth March. 
Gene: Anderson: 

ieee sewsee Graham, Corry:. 
Lord. Mark ~ at seveecesse-- Owen Holder | ° 

the‘. 

naive’ 

11 | love: for : an’ ‘ impoverished. journal- 
‘ist secretly. engaged to her friend. 

£8 des amas The latter plots forthe young mau 
to marry the dying girl and collect 
her. fortune, . ‘but. .he. reveals the 

plan, 

--the- satisfaction - . 
schemers sought eludes :them, 

‘The: Jocale is ‘an-: ‘elegant Vene- 
tian :palazzo, and all the-characters 
except the - ‘heroiné, and to.some 
extent ‘one. of > -her-: American 

‘duction is ‘given - ‘sparkle : ‘by the 
distinguished .cast, notably Wen-. . 
‘dy Hiller, who | gives. a- touching - . 

the. _ American oO 7 performance 
‘friend. 

. Susannah, - “ork, a. name. ‘in’ 

‘an inhibiting’ effect.:James: Donald . 
Lis’ believably Weak ds. the journal- 
ist, Gene Anderson: a™ little too 
forthright as. his scheming’ fiance, 
‘and Elspeth “March. is forceful as’ 
‘a “tyrannical.*-and” domineering 

In. a ‘small part.” . 
‘Frith. ‘Banbury’ ‘$ “studied ' diree- 

tion - -plays down the obvious melo- 
dramatic angles. and gives the play 
‘an. intellectual’ .-veneer. . Loudon. 

|. Sainthillis. settings handsome, ‘and. 
‘is. . ef- 

_Myro.. 
Robert. © Ornbo’s ~ lighting 
ficiently © ‘eontrotied. 

ton. under. ..the « title,: 
-Fortune,’’.: was produced. and ° di- 
-rected ‘on Broadway .by ‘Jed -Har- 

[ris in: the. fall. of 1956 for..a .23-: fn 

|. performance run. The :cast i
nclud- |. 

‘ed Pipoa., Scott: ‘in. the’ ‘title. part, . 
and Betsy: 
Martim Green; 

the. ‘original.: ‘title, with: score by 
‘Douglas . Moore. and liberetto | by. 
Ethan Aver. was: first. produced: by: -. 
-the N:Y. City Opera . Co, in: the 

| fall. of 1961 —Ed.). 

“Shont. fer ‘Life - 
- London, Nov: OB 

ment with J.. 
‘a. drama in. ‘two acts ‘by. Terence : Feely.. 
Staged: bv. Colin’ Graham: - decor, -Ralph 
Koltai- Stars:- Boland Culver, . Williany 
‘Franklyn, Ursula Howells; - features 
Wahect Atkinson... John . Gili, Katherine 
Parr, Bernard: ‘Liovd.. Opened Ney. 27, 
RS. -at the Vaudeville: ‘Theatre, Londons 
63.20 top. 
John. Dower ies * David Gar&eld. 
Martha . Dower: - Katherine Parr. 
Sue ‘Dower....:.. lawl ees: presses « - Sian: Davies 
Uncle Rhys... 3c... 05.220. Jolin .G 
Sir | Richard. cn Rétand Culver 
‘Roger Smart. ‘Wace chael Atkinson 
‘Margaret. . Conyngham -. - Ursula _Howels . 

| Cantain ‘Tikios Philip Vess 

Sst. Huw Dower: .. . “Bernard Lioyd 
a ‘Cotonel Smatros... .- William -Franklya” 

: ‘Thompson Pa Ly. -. Philip Newmae _.. 

dent in his. treatment, and: though 

it: ‘is..a. literate: work; ‘it. fails. to. 

play. on. the emotions and. ‘hardly. 
makes .an impact.on the. -audierice, * 
It ‘won't. do. for the: West End. 

“Shout “For. ‘Life’ -* concerns... a 
young Welsh. ‘Sergeant. who -is- held. 
hostage by an unnamed -enemy,. and: . 
‘shows the reaction of his: family; a. 
cabinet’ minister, the: prison. guards - 
‘and ‘an intelligence - officer to -his! 
“predicament. The~play -is ‘climaxed - 
by. the ‘soldier’s eloquent radio. ap- 
peal for his. ‘life. 
‘Bernard. Lloyd, a ‘talented. young 

actor, delivers. the plea with all the : 
Welsh | oratorical “skill, but’ the . 
transition. from :seript to ‘stage ‘does ~ 
not work out - properly. There- is. 
‘nothing much. wrong: with - the: per-.. . 

The | ‘adaptation, “by “Christopher |£ormanees, although there. is:: dif- 
“payor, 
- | but: -without - the ‘dramatic purich |.‘ 

wo oT that: ‘gave.-boxoffiee “stamina to 
me ‘such::other” James works as..“The 

_ | Heiress” : or | “The Aspern. Papers.” | 
‘The: audience. is hardly involved: in’ 

| the: proceedings, and there is only fas 
* [the minimum, play:.on the’ emo-} 4 

‘| tions. - ‘Possibly . these . are’ weak- 
‘Tnésses. in the original book. which ; 
“| the. adaptor. was unable: to: Tick: in: 

ficulty in- accepting the characters: 
‘other ‘than as puppets, = 

‘Roland Culver plays: ‘the cabinet _ 
member: expertly, but. Seenis too. 
mueh'a cold,. precise and. pompous. 
politician.: Ursula’ ’ Howells - has: a. 

| negative - and rather. pointless . role. 
‘his. unhappy ° wife,- William: - 

Franklyn’ if too :glib*.as ‘the -intel- . 
| ligence officer,.and Michael. Atkin- 00°... 
son plays a‘ press: representative. - fade . 
{with little enthusiasm. .- -. Se 
Colin Graham’s-. ‘direction . seems. - 
‘confident,. ‘but: fails to conceal. the . 
inherent: weakness. of ‘the: drama, | 
‘Ralph’ Koltai’ s set: désigns’ work. ef 
ficiently ‘on the: ‘stage’ revolve. | : 

Myro.. 

hastening. her’ death. But” 
though. ‘the Journalist - inherits the. 

‘the 

-friends,: dre distasteful... The pro-- 

films, ‘thakes: ‘a vivid: impression as: 
‘the dying girl, ‘though. the role. has: 

“aunt. Owen Holder as. thé unsue- “- 
| cessful. suitor. “does : “well : enough». 

(A: ‘previous’ version of - “Wings”. . ere 
of the Dove,” adapted. ‘by Guy Bole: 202 og 

“Child. of. 5 0: 

. von . Furstenberg, 
Mildred: Dunnock, - 

‘Norah Howard and: Edmund. ‘Pure. : 
dom. An.‘ opera. treatment. under. " 

“Peter. Banks & Sal Leder (hy arrange- _ 
A: Gatti presentation of” 

| Paul ‘galtard, Bill: Treacher © 

Com. - Urgubart. . .t X “ award "Jewesbury coe 

Terence. Feely, a “former: colum-"-. i, 
| nist: who. has’ been: writing” televi:: : 
|.sion plays’ in| “recent. years, - ‘fiad - a 

good idea for his. ‘first: ‘theatrical .~ " 

venture, but has-failed.to:develop-: — 
it. ‘in, dramatic terms. ‘His .experi- 

ence ‘as a. columnist: is all’ ‘too: eviews 

oN, . wee 

OP Fe en POO a Sy oe 



“1 (83d wk; 661 _p). ($8.60-$9.40; .1 334; 

-. $65,096). (Zero Mostel): | 
“Week, $44,523;. “Mostel’s’ contract. 
a ‘expires - Feb; °1,;. but’ -he: could~ re- |: 

main under an. ‘arrangement ‘where-: 

i - Broadway. began. its” - tgaditional 
 ..pre-Christmas’ ebb. “last - week:;::.Al- 

though. receipts were’:above the 
 Iprevious stanza for several- entries, 
<"". “the. grosses: for - last. week: réfiect |. 
'"_ Spexoffice “activity:: for a. regular} 

. eight-performance frame-.as. com-} 
.. pared ‘to. the ‘séven. “performances 
: played the. preceding session by all 
‘but. two productions. — . 
The only .Main ‘Stem. shows to: 

play’ ‘eight. performances the ‘week | 
-pefore: last were -“‘Man- and" Boy” 
‘and “Spoon River.” Both. gave Sun- 
“day ~ ‘matinees .. in “lieu: 6f Monday |. 

.-- “evening -performances.. and conse-|. 
> “quently “weren’t - affected . by.. the. 

“. Nov. 25 eanéellation..of legit per- 
“fermanceés in. observayice of the day 

- of mourning for. President John. F. 
Kennedy. 

._In the. sellout. groove last week 
‘in’: the. ‘Park,”’. 

*.:“Here’s Love,” “How to Succeed in. 
Business: Without _Reallv- Trying,” 
~“Never™ Tao Late” and “110° in the) : 

were . “Barefoot. 

: Shade.” «. 

be : Estimates. for Last Week 
‘Keys: C (Comedy). BD: (Drama), 

oo CD. (Comedy-Drama)., Ti: (Revue), 
MC 4(Masical- Coniedy), MD (Miisie 
“gal-Drama), ‘O..COpera), OP € Op-. 
-eretta); Rep. (Repertory)... 
(Dramatic Reading). 
Other ‘parenthetic- dexiqmations 

7 ref er, respectively; to aweelcs played, 
‘number. of “performuaices. ‘througli. 
last: Saturday, top prices (where 
two. prices are given, the higher. is: 

. for Friday-Saturday nights. andthe |- 
aeunbier Of. 

aross “and. -stars:, 
Federal. and). 

5% repealed City tax. (diverted to} 

“+ lower for-weelnights),. 
seats, capacity: 
‘Priee. includes 10% 

an. 4iidustr y-mide- PCUSION: and: 1HeF-. 
“fare:- fund), 
“Ae. exehtsine ot laces aa 

Asterisk denotes: ‘show had cut- 
rate ‘tickets, in circulation. | | an 
_ Grosses _ normally. have 

[> cyéduced . by 2 conimissions. 
0 ‘theatre: parties are mentioned: 

"Ballad of the Sad Cafe; Beck ‘wy ° 
‘43 -—p). ($6.90-$7.50;- 1,280; 

$50,898). -(Coleen.- Dewhurst; : “Wil- 
(6th “wk: 

liam | Prinee). : 
$25, 900... 

: East ‘week, 

‘Previous: ‘week, 

“$25, 79... 

_....! Barefoot. in-.'the: Park; - pitmared 
ie (C) (7th wk:.51‘p) ($6:90-$7.50; 994; }- 

$38,692) (Elizabeth Ashiley,. ‘Robert } 

Tie ‘Redford; : ‘Mildred~ “Natwick, Kurt: 
"Previous - Week, $33, 321 -. Kasznar). 

“with -parties.. . ; Da 
_.Last week, $37, 571. er fe 

Beyond the. Fringe, Golden: (Ry 

(59th: wk; 467_p) ($7.50; 799; $34; ‘186 ‘p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1;050; $43; 908). 
-|.(Keith: ° Michell, - 
-Alan- Badel,. Adrienne. Cori; Jenni- |: 
fer. Hilary), 

.. | 409. 
-1 986) (Van Heflin, ‘Sidney. Blackmer, ao 
“Larry Gates). Previous week, $24,- 1 

874). Previous week, $20.2 283... 
Last week, ‘$17, 016.. a 

.. (Case of’ Libel, ‘Longacre (D) (oth 
wk; 66 p)- ($6. 90:87. 50; 1,101;: $40,- 

: 477 with: parties. 

Last week; $30, 199 with parties: ‘| (Barbara ‘Cook, .. Daniel’. Massey, 
-Previous ‘week,. 

.$32,305: Marion Brash subbed for | 
Miss’ Baxley. “| 

: Chips: With © Everything, Plynie 
“outh® (D)" (0th: wk; 77°, p): ($6.90-. 

. Previous. 

week, $21,345: ‘Moves-Jan. 6 to. the |. 
. $7. 50;. 1,084: $43,865). 

Booth Theatre: 
T Last’ ‘week, $19, 163. 

“Enter ‘Laughing, . Miller’ Ss. 

(39th: ‘wk; 307 p) ($6.96-$7. 50;: 940; 

1 $30,200). (Vivian -Blaine.: Alan ‘Mow- 

_,- bray; Irving J acobson, ‘Alan ee i= 

tts - Previous - week, $18;965: - : 
East, ‘week. $19,505. 

” Funny - Thing ‘Wappened”« on “the. 

. ‘Way, te’ the Forum, Alvin. (MC) 

by. -he. ‘would . have ‘to : give. four 

weeks . noticé. The.: “musical.” 

an scheduled : to ‘move ‘March: 9. to. an 

oa undesignated theatre. | 
‘Last, week, $50, git. . 

| Here’s' Love, Shubert (MC) ‘aoa : 
oP owes 74 p)($9.605; 1.453; -$71,205). | 

_ Previous week, $58, 217~ with’ 

‘Parties. 
Last: week, $67, 289 with parties: 

‘in. Business 

‘Without: Really Trying,.. ‘46th St.. 

(MC). : (113th... wk; 895 -p)- ($9:60;, 

How” ‘to. “Succeed “ 

- 1,342; . $66, 615). Previous... week, 

$54. 083.. 
Last ‘week;. $66. 812. 

Irregular’ Verb: to. ‘Love; Barry: 

more.-(C) 412th, wk; 91° p). ($6.90- 

$7:50; 1,079;. $44, 124). (Claudette: 
Previous | Colbert,’ Cyril. Ritchard). 

: cweek, ‘$18,064. 
“ast week, 9, 250." 

DR] 

-Nest, ‘Coit (D): 

bit” grosses: are. “neey : 

heen. } 
“aphere- 

him at that performance. *. 

‘Broadhurst 
(MC): (7th: wk; “50. p).($8.60-$9.40;"|- 

: “Erevious ° 

$7.50; :1,009;° “$41, 8277). 
McEwan, ‘Barry. ‘Foster, Brian Bed- |’ 

-|-ford, “Moray : Watson)... 
. week; $21,714. with. ‘parties... : 

Last week, $29,624 with parties. “ 

“ol : 

-Previous.| | 

_Journial-American;.” ‘Nadel, | 
Telegram; Taubman, Times; Watts, 1. 

| “y ‘derson), Herman ‘Levin. ‘precenta- 14 . 

. Jenule;: “Majestic. cy. oer “wit: 
58 p) ($9.69; . 1,655; $91,714) (Mary |. - 
Martin): 
‘with. parties. 

Preyious:: ‘week, $64 234 

‘Last week, $70, 790. 

Luther, St. James: ) (ith. wh: 
83 p) ($6. 90-$7.50; 1,609; $61; 095) |: 

(Albert - Finney, . ‘Kenneth: J. 
ren. John .Moffat, Peter Bull; “Glyn. 
‘Owen, ° Frank. ‘Shelley). - 
‘week; $49;,188.:-Has.to vacate thea-: 
tre: Jan: 11. and - ‘may -move” ‘to the’ 
Lunt-Fontanne’ Theatre: ro | 
Last. week, $53, 166:- 

pane week, $21, 593° with. partiés: 

“Mary, ‘Hayes.. (CY: (144th! 
le. ‘1, 1146 p). ($6.90-7.50; 1, 164; $43: | 
380) (Patricia Smith, “‘Murtay Ham- 
ilton,. ‘Michael: Evans), 
week; $22,471. : 
. Last. week, ‘bis, 334, 

: “Never. ‘Too’ ‘Late, ‘Playhouse (6) 
: (ath. wk; 429 pp): ($6. 90-$7. 50;.-994; : 
$37,000). (Paul. Ford, ‘Maureen |: 
-O’Sullivan, Orson: Bean).. 
week, - $31, 100. - 

_ Previous 

‘Last ‘week, "$37, 004." 

“Oliver, Imperial: (My ‘(48th wk: 
383. p): ($9.30; 1,450; $71, 977): (Clive: 

| Revill, Georgia Brown): 
week, $51,268. : 

Previous 

“Last: week, “$47, 047. - 

:One- 

Previous week, :$21, 418. 

116 in “the Shade, 

1,186; $58; 000): :(Robert : Horton, 
‘Inga. ‘Swénson, Stephen. Douglass). 

“week, | $505 961: with 

‘Private - 
Morosco . (D) (9th . wk;. 67. :p) $6. 90: 

- Rehearsal, Royale. (D) - (11th. ‘wk; 

‘Previous Weel: $22, - 

Last’ week; $20, 983... 

She Loves ‘Me,: ‘O'Neill: (MC) (33d }. 
“wh: “261. py: ($8.60:--1,047; $53,700) |: 

Barbara - ‘Baxley). 

Last. week: ‘$35, 396. 

Previous . week, “S76 875: 
Last week, $15, O31 . wl 

oye *Stop the World—I: Want te Get 

Off, Ambassador. (ME) (62d. wk; 
| 491° p): ($8:60; -1, 121; $51, 795) (Joel: 
1. Grey). Previous. ‘week, ‘$30, 510." 

. Last . week, $26; 986: - 

“Arthur Hill: Ben Piazza) matinee 

js | Company : ‘eo-stars: Haila: ‘Stoddard, : 

| Previous: week, 10. Donazd * Davis). 
_] $24,953: a 

“Last ‘week, “$59, 684, 

: CLOSED LAST: WEEK - 

‘thumb-down (Chapman, -* 
Kerr,” Herald. -Tribune;' 

Post). . 

’ having. * 

estimated loss. of $100, 000. ; 

OPENING: “THIS: WEEK: 
‘Gin: -Whe Came .to IK per, | 

oe Broadway: (MC) ($9.90; 1;785; $97,- 
i oy 00) Wose, Ferrer,. Florence’ Hen. 

War-. 

-Hellinger,. 
Previous - 

[Name Herb ‘Segal 3 Head. 
~ Man- and Boy, ‘Atkinson. (D). ‘(ath '|. 

-wk: 30 ‘p)- ($6. 90-$7. 50; -1; -088;. $44. | | 
430) (Charles Boyer).. ‘Previous|. 
week, $19,439: with. ‘parties.- 

, “Previous 

Flew” Over - ‘the. “Cuckoo's 
(4th | ‘wk;~.26°/p): 

. ($6.90-$7.50; .1,100;- "$41, 482). (Kirk. 
‘Dougilas).: 

Last week,-$19,289. for: seven per. 
formances. The ‘Tuesday night ~(3): 
performance.: was - -eancelled: when. 

‘| Douglas was. ‘umable to. go: on-~he-. 
cause of. laryngitis. - -He went on 

Wednesday. night..(4)after missing 
that: :day’s . ‘matinee. - Understudy. 
Gerald” “O'Loughlin ‘ ‘pinchhit for. 

(Geraldine- 

Previous | 

‘Coral: ‘ “Browne, : 

Robert Harris, Jeff Morrow, 
‘ert’. Donley, Dick’. ONeiD), 

a . Trelad split-w eek. 

Spoon River; Belasco (DR): (oth |: ba — 
wik:. “79 p) :($6. 90-$7:50; 1,008; $34,-. 
277) (Betty Garrett, Robert: Elston, 
‘Joyce. Van Patten, . Charles: “Aid. 
-Man).. 

| Figures ‘denote. ‘opening | dates). 
. Angels. Fear Tread, St.- Martins: (6-6-69). . 

. Ar Drop. : 

Le Ginger. Man, Royal Comt (1-29-63). 
. | “Halt. a: Sixpence, Cambridge 321). 

~“iwho’ s Affraid. of: Virginia Woolf, ft 
‘Rose (D): (61st wk:, 480.p) ($6.90- | 
$7.50; 1,162; $46, 485). (Uta Hagen, |. 

a -.- Qut- of Croceodile, Phoenix (30-29-63). - 
' 1. Poor Bites; New Arts (11-13-63)- Lot 

> Portralt of Murder, ‘Vaudeville ene TRS) (5th wk) ($5-$5. 50; 1. 447: $42,-|- 

+000). (William: Bendix, Nancy Car- 
:} roll. Will :. Hutchins). 

week, $22, 307: for seven perform-' 
| ances’ with TG-ATS subscription® 
1 ‘Last. week, $22, 613. 

Have E Got a Girl for You, Music | 
Box.:(C) (ast wk; 1 ‘Pd: ($6: 90-$7. 50; 
+t 1010: $40,000)... =~. a 

“Opened ‘Dec. 9: ‘toa ‘unanimous’ 
- News;" 

McClain, 
“World-. m, 

COE, Last week, $2. 886. for: one. ‘per 
a! ‘formatice, : closed © ‘im: |~ 

‘mediately : ‘after its opening. at an: ‘ 

Peter. Pan, Scala (12-13-63)... 

“. - [on--of musical version of Terence} 
| Rattigan’s “The Sleeping Prince,” 
”.. | with. book ‘by Harry ‘Kurnitz ; “and |: 
oe music and ‘lyrics. by Noel, Coward; 

: '| opened. | last.Sunday night (8): 
Received ‘four favorable: reviews. 

| (Chapman, News; McClain, Jour-f... 
N adel, ‘World-Tele-: ” 

‘gram; Watts, Post): and ‘two. “pans | 
(Kerr, Herald. Tribune,’ and. ‘Taub- | ii 

'| nal-American,: 

man,- Times). =.- 2... 
-:‘Last week, $37. i70 for four pre: 

‘yiews. at the’ Broadway. Previous 
. "| week, $69,660 for five evening 

‘Shubert, Philadelphia. - 
ormances. and three matinees, 

_ MOTHER: THEATRES: as 
-Anta, . Belasco, “Booth, 54th -St., 

Ziegfeld. we 

Of Midwest ‘Aud.. Group 
: Indianapolis,. Dec, 10. 

The’. Central. States ‘Circuit for 
Performing. ‘Arts is the ‘name -ten-: 

| tatively. : ‘selected by. a new ‘group |. 
of |. midwest : “community and - uni- 

| meeting. at. ‘Clowes: Hall ‘here N ov. 
5 | 20. ‘The outfit. will. keep. a master 
o calendar: to facilitate ‘bookings -in | 

the area.. Also: being. considered As: 
‘an’. “exchange. ‘of: ‘information . on 
costs . arid fees. o : 

Sporisorship. ‘ofa midwest : ‘tour. 
of: : Agnes .. de. -Mille’s ..- “proposed. 

| American ‘Dance® Co. is a ‘poss!- 
‘| bility, but - a. first” objective Js to: 
} obtain. bookings’. ‘for. next March | 
and. April, normally: the slow sea- 
son for. nearly. all the Aoeal 0 man: 

i ‘agements: represented. 

_An An exeeutive steering committee . 
amed’ dt. recent meeting. includes | 

: Herbert Segal; of the.“ Louisville 
‘Theatre. Assn, 

| Selmier, manager. ‘of. Clowes’ Hatl; 
Lawrence -L: ‘Davis, manager of the 

“‘ehairman; 

Indiana’ Univ. ‘auditorivim, ' ‘Bloom- 
‘ington; . Norman. : Folpe, - executive. 
-Secretary: ‘of. the ‘Columbus | Oown-" 
town Area: Committee: Robert. .C. 
Schnitzer, executive director. of. the 
professional ‘theatre.. “program. at 
Univ... of. Michigan, and ‘Fred. Me- |. 

| Callum; .of - the. ‘Knoxville: Ciyie | 
.{ Auditorium, . 

- The Univ,. of. IMliticis, ‘Ohio State; 
and’ Michigan _ ‘State ‘. also. -were 
represented at the confab: ' ‘The 
next. meeting of the -group* will -be: 

Jan. 22: at” the. -Mershon ‘Audi- 
Last’ ‘week, $57; 970. with, parties. 7 : 

“Ear: ‘and- ‘Public Eye, |. - 

forium,; Columbus... 

Unreported. Road. Grosies | 
. (Inclided below. are. ‘productions 

‘with. guaranteed - ‘dates: on. .which 
| grosses. cannot’ be. accurately Fig.) 
ured. d~ 

- Camelot. ‘tc-BT) “(Bint McGuire, ft: 4 
Jéannié mid ‘Melville Cooper), . 
‘Split-week., - a 

‘Man -for | Au Seasons: 

week. 

Thousand: Clowns. CBD: (ohn 

“LONDON SHOWS. 

Hat, Haymarket.“(10-2-€3). 9 -- 
Bed. Sitting Room; Comedy (3-20-63), - 

; Beyond: Fringe,: Fortune (5-10-62). --- oe 
|. Bowing-Boeiag,: Apollo’ (2-20-63). : 

-Boys Syracuse, Drury’ Lane’ (11-8-63), - 
“+! Bifference of Gpinion, Gerrick- GL2169): 1 
Funny Thing. Happened, St rand'( (10-3-63). 

- ‘Gentle--Jack, -Queen’s (11-28-63). 

Happy Days, Theatre ‘Royal (12-9-63 
Hew ta Succéed; ‘Shafteshury eae 
Jenn. Borkinans Duchecs (12°4-63). - . 
Mary, . Mary, Quéens (2-27-63). 
 pAasters. -Picead My (5-9.°°), , 
‘Minstrels, .Vic.- Palace: (5 25,-62):' ae 

| Mousetrap, | Ambassador. di 25-50)... 

One for. the Pot, Whitehall (8-2-8)). : 

__ transferred from . Savoy. 12-9 
-Plekwiek, Saville (7-463): : 
. Possessed, “Mermaid ° 0-23-63). . 

- Private Lives,- Duke -York’s: .(7- 36m." 
‘Repertery,: Aldwych (12-15-60)... -* 

_. Repertory, .Nationa].- Theatre | (10. 22-60), 
* Severed -Head, Criterion (6-27-63 
- Six Characters, May Fair (617-63), 
ied of One.- Adelrht (4-27-4256. 
-Sound of Music, Palace (3-18-61). . . 
Swing Along, Palladiam: (5-17-63). - 

7 Wings of the: Dove,” Lyric: (12- 3-63). 

: : “CLOSED... . 

- Aibstross, Theatre ‘Royal Fist. (01-463; 

. -formances. 

SCHEDULED’ ‘OPENINGS - 

py Carte? Savoy. Oyty" (12-16-63).. 
Treasure..isiand,- Mermaid (12-1863), : 

“No Strings, Her Majesty's: (12- 
_Diplomatse. Westminster 2-31-63). 

Hudson, - Little,. -Lant-| 
_Fontanne, Lyceum, ‘Winter. Garden, 

‘band-BT 

Travis ; 

bur, 

(o-BY | 
Rob- |: 

“Split- 
| Christiansen,. Daily News: ‘Dettmer, : 

-, Mary; Mary. (CBD ‘Mindy Car-| 
son, J effrey: ‘Lynn,: Pirie “MacDon-. 
ald), _split-week; closed: last: Friday. 
(6) in. ‘Wheeling, ’ Ww. Wale. 

Never -Too. Late. P-*n60 Wels. (9: 24-69). ; 
= Oh, What Lovely, Wyndham’ s. (3-19-633-: 
-. Oliver, New. 6-20-60 

, Closed ‘Saturday, : ‘Noy. 9.- ‘after 7 ‘per- : 

- Chicago: is: ‘dominating. the. ‘read, 

‘with, five” concurrent | productions, | 
including. two in ‘the: ‘powerhouse 
Teague. Scoring big in the Windy. 

“| City last .week were “Camelot” and} 
pS | “How te: Succeed in Business With- 

out’ Really: Trying.” . : The ‘former | 
was. the: top grosser. . ‘on the road, | 

*| while. the-latter’' was second... |: 

aL. ‘Other musi¢als Playing fo hefty. (2a: wk) (June: Wilkinson, Richard’ 
a coin ‘last week - includéd “My ‘Fair. 

Lady”: in. ‘Toronto, . where «it. ends | 
its tour next Saturday (14y and the] ™ 

_| Broadway-bound ‘Hello, Dolly” in 
Detroit. In- the straight. play. eate- | 

gory; : ‘the top, take" was registered |: 

_ Who’ s ’ Afraid - “of | Virginia. 

| Woolf?” for nine: performances in|. 
| Los.. Angeles... 
Man. for. Ale Seasons”. in. Cleve- 

Also sock was “A 

‘a o . 

land. was 
~, The: pus-and-truck. “édition - of t 

| "Nary,: -Mary” : closed. Tast: ‘Friday | - 
(6) in ‘Wheeling,’ W. Va.. . 

“wp Estimates for Last Week « 

‘production. Also, prices 6n. touring 
shows. include .10%. Federal: tax 
and ‘local tax,:.if- any, but as OF. |: 
Broadway: grosses: are: net; i.¢.; ez- 
clusive of taxes. Engagements ‘are | 
Sor. single weelc. tinless’ ‘other "WISE 
noted: 

Where ‘subscription is: ‘men 1. 
tioned; the: gross isthe net after | 
‘the. deductions: of « commissions, |: 
aires for" oe weeks are pro. | 
ected when shows. lat laruntec , 

si 47 } a. ‘Nelson, Lesley ‘Stewart). Previous 
-| week, $34,943 for seven perform- 
ances. with - Show of ‘the . Month 

dates, | 

_ BOSTON - 
Noboay Loves : ‘an Albatross, : Wwii- 

Shubert, 

Kelly; Globe; “Maloney, 

ean). 
. Last week, $14, igi: 

‘CHICAGO 

‘Alexandra,: Toronto..: 

Anjerican; ‘Syse, - Sun-Times), 

Arthur. Treacher). ’ Previous ‘week, 
ck $41,000. ‘for | seven performances, 

| Nixon, ‘Pittsburgh. 
’ Opened here Dec. 2 to one luke- 
warm: notice. (Dettmer; American):|~ 

| and: ‘three: pans. (Cassidy,. Tribune; 
Harris, Daily. News; Syse, . ‘Sun- 

, ‘| Times)... 
. Last week. $81, 115. with. Theate | 

‘| Guild-American - Theatre. _ Society’ 
:. Subscription. . 

.: Hew: te. ‘Succeed | tn ‘Business| 
-Lwitheut Really | ‘Trying, 

oy -| (MC-RS © (4th: wk). ($5 .95-$6. 95; 2,- 
7 ve 100; $74;000).. Previous. week, $58- 

“| 637° for seven: performances: with 

Shubert 

TG-ATS ‘subscription. * 

Never Too. Late, ‘Blackstone. el 

Previous 

~ Seidman. and : Son... 

‘Opened. here Dec... 2: ‘to four en- 
mi dorsements (Cassidy, Tribune; 
‘Coudal, Amieriean: 

“| News;. ‘Syse... Sun-Times)... 
~ Man ‘tn: the. Moon, Palladium .(12-23-63)..|  . 

‘Harris, Daily 

' 09 

ie z ue Cie tit eC in. 

Parenthetic. designations for out. 
of-town shows are the. same as. for. 
Broadway, except that. hyphenated |. 
-T with show classification indicates 
tryout, .RS indicates. road show | 

‘indicates. bus;and-truck |. 

AC-T) | tist| wk) ($4.95-$5.50; | 
1,241; * $36; 699) | ' (Robert- Preston): 
Previous: .week: . $18,906 ..for « five: 
‘performances, 

| Havens: ” 
f Openéd here Dee. ‘2 to three yes-. 
~byes-no | reviews’ (Hughes, ‘Herald: 

| Traveler). 
‘and two. negative notices (Guidry, } 
Monitor; _ Norton, | -Record Amer- |: 

| -- Last week, $31,006 with TG-ATS 
: ‘subscription. | 

‘New , 
“|.RS) (1st. wk). ($5.40-$6;. 1,766; $50,- 

| seven performances, 
‘Chicago... 

“Black Nativity, - ‘Civie. ‘(MD-RS) 
(st -wk) -($5.50-$6; 904; . $27,500). | 

“1 Previous week, $14,553, Royal 
seven ‘performances,. ‘Wilbur, 

‘Opened. here Dec. 2. ‘to: ‘unani- ‘Boston, . 
‘nous. approval (Cassidy, Tribune; 

‘firmative -reviews.. (Gaghan, . News; 
i. Robinson, Bulletin; “Murdock, Tn- 

_ | Last. week, $1, 233 for, Seven. ‘per-| quirer). 
‘formances. 

- Camelot, Opera ‘Howse: (MC-RS) 4 
| ist wk). ($6-$6.75; 3,600; $126, 000) |. 
(Kathryn Grayson, Louis Hayward, | ($5-$5.50; 

wk) 

subscription.” 

a" “Studebaker} 
(C-RS) (Ist wk) ($5: 50-$6; 1,200; 

| $35,000). (Sam. Levene). Previous 
. week, ‘$18,564 for seven: perform- 
ances, ‘St: Louis. ~ 

Round the. “Moon” . 
| Crueible.” 

Last week, $17,093: with, TG-ATS | 
a | subscription, : repertory, . oe 

mL 

“CLEVELAND 
Maa. ‘fer All Seasons, Hania. 

: (D-RS) (William Roderick, George 
Rose, Bruce: -Gordon).. Previous 
week, $31,858 for seven perferm- 
ances’ with TG-ATS subscription, : 
‘Shubert, Cincinnati. a . 
Last week, $40, 975 with TG-ATS: 

‘subscription. 

caare DENVER . 

" Pajama Teps, Auditorium (C-RS) ; 

Vath). .Previous: week, $15,760 for 
‘six ‘performances with: twofers,. 

Last week, $22,460 with ‘twefers. 
The potential capacity gross. on. a 
‘full discount sale .Was.. ‘about. 
$28, 600. a : 

ooh DETROIT 
Helle: Delly, Fisher :(MC-T) (3d 

wk) . ($6.50-$7;..2 081; $72, 000) (Ca- 
‘rol + Channing). Previous” - week, 
‘$52,602 for. ‘seven _ performances 

| with Fisher ‘Playgoer subscription. . 
‘Last. week, $59,762 with. Fisher . 

Playgoer subscription. ' 

| LOS ANGELES 
Who's Afraid ef Virginia Weelf? 

| Biltmore , (D-RS) (4th wk) ($5.50; . 
1,636; $55,500) (Nancy Kelly, Shep- 
pard Strudwick) (matinee-‘company _ 
costars Michaele Myers, Kendall .° 

Clark). Previous week, $36, 172. for 
seven performances. - 
Last week; $56, 310 for nine per- 

‘formanees. . 

How to Sueceed in Business . 
Without Really Trying, Dade 
County. Auditorium (MC-RS-3d 
Co). Previous week, $39,793, a 
seven: performances: split, 

. Last: week, $48,929." 

‘MONTREAL 
: ‘Step. the ‘World—I Want. to: Get 
-Off,. Capitol (MC-RS)” (Kenneth 

Club patronage, Shubert; Boston. . 
_ Last week,. $28,412. 

" ,PHELADELPHIA AD 
‘Beyond. the Fringe, Forrest. - 

000)... Previous “week, . $13,362 for 
Studebaker, 

Opened. here Dec. 2. to three 
okay secondstring notices. 

-Leve and Kisses, “Walnut. (C-T) 
(ist wk) .($4.80-$5.40; 1,340; $41,-.. 
000).: (Larry Parks; Mary Fickett). 
Previous week, ‘about. $16,500 for 

Opened here Dec. 2 ‘to three af- 

| East. week, $18, 043... 

PITTSBURGH 
‘Thousand Clowns, Nixon (C-RS) 

1,760; - $48,000). {Dane 
‘Clark, Margaret O’Brien). Previous. 
week, $27,205 for seven perform- 

{ ances ..with TG-ATS subscription, 
‘Hanna, Cleveland. 

: Opened. here Dec. 2 ‘to one en: 
} dorsement {Monahan, Press) 
“ene qualified approval (cinemey, 

‘1 Post-Gazette). 
Last week, $16, 115 with TG-ATS 

subscription. 

‘SAN ‘FRANCISCO cos, 
No ‘Strings, Curran (MC-RS) (2a 

A$6. 50-$7.05; 1,758; “$69,600) 
(Howard. Keel, Barbara MeNair). 
Previous. week, $40,278 fer seven 
‘performances. ‘with TG-ATS- ‘sub-: 

‘ scription. 
- Last: week; $71, 353° with 'TG-ATS | 

—- | subscription, pan 
‘Last week, $46, 696 with TG-ATS 

“TORONTO . 

. My Fair Lady, O'Keefe (M€-BT) 
(2d wk) ($5; 3,211; $84,716) . (Leland 
| Howard, ‘Gaylea Byrne), Previous 
week, $60,431. 

- 

Last week, $66, 698, 

" WASHINGTON a 
National Repertery Theatre, Na- 

tional. (Rep-RS) (2d wk) ($5.50-$6;. 
1,673; $52,469) (Eva Le Gallienne,. 
‘Farley. Granger, Denholm Elliott,: 
-Anne Meacham). Previous. week, 
$16,444 for seven. performances of 
repertory of “The Seagull,” “Ring 

and “The 

‘Last. week, $16,794 for same 
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Rienzi_ oe 
(Phitharmonie Hall, N. y) 

Not in 40° years .has New: ‘York 
“heard: Richard. Wagner's early dra- 
“Inatic, ‘melodic -and dynamie op- 
era. It is replete with. fine. solo 
and. choral | ‘singing, ‘great. orches- 
tral. riches: ‘and -it ‘tells a tale of 
dirty politics and pride’ ‘of power 
in 13th Century: Rome. which. :is 
surely superior to a. great: many. 
libretti. ‘constantly: in repertory. 
‘Why. then,. the question arises, this 
long neglect. and Tevival ‘Only in, 
‘evening dress. version? © 

‘Plainly. ‘several: factors. combine 
against regular staging: ‘It’s a five- 
act, five-hour opera, demanding . of 

- scenery, . ’ stagehands,... costuming. 
‘and miass effects: At ‘the end the 
palace. must. be consumed in: 
flamés,. an-effect. films do. better 
and - that ‘modern stagecraft con:. 
siders. corney. : 

“Even™ SO. there is great dramatic. | 
power built.into the music which 
‘survives gloriously: ‘This:: despite .a 

- Concert” “Opera. Assn. - “production 
which -was unevenly:. managed: “by f- 
conductor Thomas Scherman and}. 
which presented the American | -:. 
debut, perhaps prematurely, of: the: 
Swedish. tenor, Berger’: Berquist, 
in :the -title ‘role.: Inadequacies.. in. 
presentation « ‘could. not . hide. the: 
greatness. of Wagner. “Rienzi” 
‘comes: as. an: exciting novelty. - -to: 
the present generation: “One , can} 

.. imaginé it -as an: event.“of,: say,. 
* the: inatigural. ‘week -when the’ Met. 
takes. “up quarters * ate ‘Lincoln 
€enter.-_ . 

A tall man ‘and- “once “Sweden’s 
“weight-lift. champ, - Berqitist. is rel: 
‘atively: .new | to: “grand opera. _It. 
may - be that the Stylized. ‘staging 
of Edwin. Levy. was. foreign to ‘his 
experience: He ‘seemed a Stiff: 
figure rather than. noble, showing | 
too much: starched cuffs and’ not 
‘quite’ standing up “as Rienzi. . 

The queen. of the “oceasion. 
proved :to. be Grace: Hoffman. in 
the ‘male role of: the. tormented 
and doomed.. lover. -:An.:American 

<.mezzo from Stuttgart who has ‘not. 
~ been heard. this side: . ‘in ‘six, years. 
‘she. sane with such” authority - as. 
“practically. to: compel. an Italianate | 
ovation in ‘the: midst. of ‘Wagner.. 
She got ‘It. 

‘Levy's | “staging, utilizing” “one 
side ‘of : the -: platform. ‘only, relies 

- upon attitudes. and poses, an: oc-’ 
.casional . bench, a singer: facing 
‘away .from~ the..audience- .until- 
‘needed: This‘ suggests: the action 
7 rather imaginatively. Shrewdest of. 
all was.-keeping - the house «lights 
“half-up throughout. Thus’ the view-. 
er was. able to throw. an eye. now: 
and. then, to’ the program notes: 
for. ‘plot’s ‘sake.: 

Postponeda: from ‘Monday. to. Fri-+ 
day because. of -the. -asSassination, 
the - ‘concert: version ° showed. -the } 

. $20,000, or so, ‘it obviously ‘must: : 
have cost.” There - was’ a - Sellout, 
though not all.ticket-holders: came, 
In general the audience was clear. | 
ly pleased and undisposed to. quib-. me 

ble. Rather: they warmed them-. 
“selves at: the <véritable - bonfire 
of: Wagnerian. ‘virtuosity. ‘Nothing. 
could: diminish his “genius. 

Magte Flute: 
(Met Opera, N oY.) - 

English. -lansuage NYY at I. 
‘the Met found. “Fledermaus” .at 
the matinee and “Magic Flute” on: 
the night shift. That some ‘of: the]. 
singers .in -the. “Mozart: work: (first 
‘in five years). made ‘chop: suey. of 

: the words, which could: have been 

went, is. not ‘surprising. -A serious | 
‘point’ is: that. the mere- effort. to. 
_Anglicize - ‘the lyrics deducts from 
‘the Mozartian. feeling without any |_ 
particular advantage. ° Finally, 
Silvo:.: Varviso’s | conducting.” was. 
below Met: standard, missing -the 
necessary..tension, the. fantasy: of 
certain. moments,” ‘the: ‘grandeur. of 
others. 

- Tf Varviso | muffed. the. Mozartian. 
‘mood the singing of: Cesare “‘Siepi 

_- and ‘Nicolai Gedda was. first ‘rate. 
“Anna. Moffo. managed. to be’ lovely 
and -expréssionless: simultaneously. 
and Gianna d’Angelo.showed: her. 

” lack of ‘Stage presence. Goth. 

Fledermaus’. 
(Met. .Onera, Ne Yd. 

‘First. “Pledermaus” of this sea- 
son: represented. a. Met debut for 
Franz Allers,; the ‘Broadway: musi- 
eal. ‘comedy ‘conductor. ...:His pop 
reputation: has... obscured. ‘the - fact- 
that. in his. native . Czechoslovakia 

“Land. Lee 

lie had operatic. and symphonic ex: 
-| perience.: 
tmatinee. performance.’ ‘caught ex-|]- 
|citement and: excellence. belonged. | . 

“-Arrestingly, .. 

more ta-the pit: than the’ stage. 

’ slapstick. 

ohe with the: surest, grasp of. Vien- 

adequate.as were the minor roles, 
Jack-.Gilford is -standard : casting | 

‘good. - 

eee cana + Goth.’ 

_ ‘ans Rees ae - wd only. ‘presentation of ““Pinocchio.” 
|. -Vyvyan, Dunbar and Marion Hor- | * 
ton, ‘the. twins. in. “A: Funny. Thing 

_ | Happened.’ onthe - ‘Way.- to.. the. 

NY. € ‘ity Ballet. 
. - (City Center, N.Y.). 

‘Ballet - Was - opening | its: £inal: two- 

State: Theatre ‘of : ‘Lincoln -‘Centér. 
No ..:hotice.; whatever .has 
taken” Of - ‘the: “farewell.” 

- perhaps | 
business-like : tendency ; 

-centrate on. immediaeies. There is. 

-times.. 

"First. 

“duced. :it- “nearly. 40°. years. for 

is. -remarkably * - “moderne” ": 
‘was excitingly - led: - “by. Edward 
‘Villela and - Patrica. ‘Neary.’ 

~ Divertimento.. ‘No. 15. ‘was’ “the 
opener, ‘a= fine: _prance: for . ‘the 
younger ballerinas: ‘and -danseurs 
and. interesting, too; for the: ability. 

foe: ‘costumer: Karinska - to engineer’ 
novelty: in the “standard. attire’ of. 

‘was = “sharply — different.: 
‘Robbins’. “Interplay”. is... “by now: 
almost © ‘familiar, enough - _choreg-: 
‘Taphy to: whistle, but it wears well 
and ‘packs: a: ‘beguiling. wit: Humor, 
too,: jis. Tampant | “Stars. and 
Stripes” .:set - to .. ‘Hershy ‘Kay’s 
glorious | ‘paraphrasing of.’ Sousa. 
‘The whole ‘thing : remains’ a: con-: 

Atherr.. clowning. “into 
Land... 

matured 
superb high’ comedy, : 

“Bihari. Wungarians. ; 
. (CARNEGIE. ‘HALL,.-N.Y:).. 

“Bihari Htunzarian- Ballets liad: a 
near-capacity (of mostly. “Hungarian. 
speaking) - -audience: :at:. Carnegie 

| Hall, : Its ‘stellar pair, . Nora’ Kovach. 
and Istvan: -Rabovsky; : were - cele-. 
brating . the - 10th’ ‘anniversary - of: 

-\-their ‘flight’ from” the: Red. “bloc 
 Ewhile. playing East Berlin: 

‘tury violinist-composer, Janos -Bi- 
-hari. ‘There. were-two ballets chore-. 
Ogr aphed ‘by. Karoly Barta a dancer 
in’ the group: “Gypsy . Life”. and 

fusion: of classical ballet ‘and: Hun- 
; garian. ‘folk. themes.” 

who are’ far. superior to the. rest: of 
‘the: ‘troupe..- They have: dazzling’ 
-virtuoso-technique, charm, person-. 

public's attention. -Fhe rest of the: 
“{ troupe - is competent, . the. instru-: 

mental-ensemble has an. excellent’ 
cymbalon ” player’: in.- Toni Koves. | 
Costumes ‘are’ tasteful and. gay.. 
Group should have: appeal all: Over 
the. country. - Pons Goth. 

+ . 

-{12) at the Brooklyn. ‘Academy. -of 
Music “in ‘‘‘Rebels,” subtitled. “At 
Piece” for ‘Patriots. ”* In- January, 

tour: of the 1 northwest and Canada. 

Al I} 208 BROWNLEE 

‘at. the |]: 

Cast tended to bé_too- broad’ and | a 
Dorothy ‘Kirsten °. was ||" 

‘fine ‘as. Rosalinda and* -in- good.|] 
voice, Anneliese Rothenberger, the }ft-. 

nese. operetta. style,. -was.a charm-|| 
‘ing Adele and came. close to.:steal- ||: * 2) °- 
ing -the show. “As-Prince Orloff, a | _ 
first for her to overact. and’ ‘her. 
singing in.the pants. part was any-. 

“thing: but. ‘smooth. Paul Franke; |}: 
new:'to the’ role: of Eisenstein. and |J_ 
Frank Guarrera’s: Dr;:-Falke. were |. 

_" SingerTolent Tutor” ~ Boxoffice Prospects 
* seieidace’ ‘was:-down last week, both on Broadway and the ‘toad, ua 

a. not as. sharply as feared, considering that it was the start of the: tradi- ” 
_ details how: 100. new art ond © 
" entertalament: ‘centres are. ) 

contributing t0 : || week, perhaps intensified slightly. in New York by. the. waiter-manage-,..°-” Be 

i, 8 » | ment dispute that has-closed-many of the top restaurants, particularly. eg 
: America’ $ ‘Cultur al’ || in the theatre district, Next week ‘will also be. downbeat,:but thie follow- ~:~ 

- Explosion : ing’ week Will-be huge and the Dec.-30-Jan, 4 stanza may be fair. ~ ae 
ae -{} Among future uncertainties are.the boxoffice power of such recent “ 

_ snotiier Informative Feature . “Came to Supper,” + -*Barefoot ‘in: the Park?’ “Tuther,’” “The Rehearsal,”....-~ - 

: in ‘the upcoming “|| “Chips. with Everything”. and: the-Peter Shaffer. doublebill, “The Private : 
|| Ear’” and-“‘The Public. Eye.” In several instances, the shows. are doing . - 

1 Baek: Anniver sary: Number: || near-capacity trade, but with ‘theatre parties a factor, 50 | their: Jong: Eat 
of, ‘term, strength. isn’t ‘demonstrated. _’: eenres 

ste Also. to be’seen:is the quality of several pré-Broadway touring items, 
‘notably’ “Hello, ‘Dolly;”? “Love. and | Kisses’. and “Nobody Loves: an “Al-. sie : & ARTE ¥ 

. Plus other statistical aad deta . 
a “hearts: and ‘articles _ Without Really. Trying” -has:been a consistent cleanup. “My Fair. Lady”. 

| finally ends_its tour this ‘Saturday (14), but: “A-:Man: for “All Seasons” 

‘tional -prée-Christmas slump. Indications are for further slackening this” 

ae at arrivals as ‘‘Here’s Love,” “Jennie,” “110 in the Shade;”. “The Girl Who. ... ° ; 

| batross.” Of: the. post-Broadway tourers, “Stop the’) World—I.Want:to° - he = 
Get Off,” has been holding up well,- and. “How, to:Succeed.in Business -.. . -- 

for Met.as the. drunken’ jailer, and |. 
Dino Forichini. as. ‘Alfred |" 

was amusing. though his English is. 
of Mother-Abbess in- “The: ‘Sound; of 
| Musie, * at the Palace. ae 

: ‘The Lyceum, ‘long since ‘a’ ‘dance. 
hall, ‘returns to legit ‘Dec. 17, when 

' Phil ‘Algar will. stage. a. matinees- 

* Ag of Pugs: (3) the. NY. City. ; 

‘month: - booking. in -.“its: - longtime} 
‘home... Come next: “April: it moves, | . 
for. two years certain, into the new. 

-been}: 
Which | 

is ‘characteristic. of. ‘the |: 
of. the. 

‘| Balanchine-Kirstein. ‘troupe to“con-. 

a season of: 34-odd: ballets: to mount. 
and. ‘the © annual - ‘kiddies - delight, ; 
“Nutcracker: Suite” "to: perform 27,| production, 

night: (Mon.):; 

7 night was. “parked ” by) = 
“by: several ‘arresting. offerings,’ in-{- 
cluding -Balanchine’s: “Prodigal | ’- 

'-— Son,” a sensation: when: he’ intro-|. 
= Continued from pase. 55. a 

Diaghilev's . Ballets Russes.: Tt still}. 
-and. 

‘1.327.530. 

the. ‘girls. Each’: of the four ballets |: 
Jerome) 

sistent . delight. with: ‘Melissa ° Hay-' 
1 den: and Jacques: ‘d’Amboise" having 

| Nevada,” 

‘Bihari is. named for a 19th’ -een- | ~ 

T Hambleton. That ‘was: 

“Wedding in. Tokay”—the. group. of} 
‘Seven dancérs and seven musicians’ 
‘comprises -all “free"’- ‘Hungarians, 

| those. who - have. ‘fled since’ 1956. 
Their ‘works -are. a. well: -eontrived | 

Evening belonged. ti the . stars|_ 

ality ‘and: know. howto hold. the |. 

Philip. Hanson; Back 4 from Saudi: 
| Arabia ‘where ‘he .gave’ one-man. 

‘ |- performances in. a repertoire -of 
‘| seven shows,.. will. make. his’ third. 
annual’ appearance tomorrow. night 

he’s scheduled to. begin a: 15-week} 
Bellow's: “Upper: Depths." eg 

Bits of London 
‘London, ‘Dec. 10.. 

up. her :1,000th; performance. as the 

Forum,”. atthe Stand, have-simul- | 7 
taneously announced’ their: “engage: | 
ments. . 

Art Lund. arrived for rehearsals L , 
‘of. ‘No: Strings,” which: opens: ‘Dec. oo 
:30 at: Her’ Majesty’s. : " 

“Oh, Henry!”. is: titlé of a new.| 
musical .adyout: Henry: ‘VIIE, ‘written |" 

by Ivor. Burgoyne,. Roy Dexter and _|-of William. Shakespeare;: with connecting : 
“| narrative -by Marchette Chute and. Ernes- | 

“tine. Perrie. ‘Staged by Ernestine’ Perrie;... 
-sets and costumes, Paul Morrison. Opened. 

‘Leslie Baguey.. 
Jimmy. Thompson,: riale ‘lead in. 

C: Jaude.: . Magnier’ ‘Ss “Monsieur 
“Blaise” opposite’-Cathariné Feller, 
is’ also. staging. the Bristol Ola.-Vic.| 

which. opened ” Aast | 

‘Stevens Syndicate 

a $48, 850: “contribution. ‘which: -was |. 
subject: to\an. ‘overcall hike: of $7,- 

: total capitalization: 
range for: “Libel” runs from: $95,-} 
000 to. $113,000; and for:the “Ear”-. 
“Rye” 

$80,000: - Indications’ are that. any. 
profits’ earned” by. “Libel”. and the 
-double-bill are - to -.be. ‘Split ‘60-40 
between the ‘management ‘and the. 

The - 

program ; from $60, 000: “to 

backers, ‘respectively: 

fs called ‘The’. Seven Plays . Co. 
Stevens:. ‘is the. general. ‘partner. 
‘Eight: ‘of . the: backers: are in for 

‘three * for: $10; 000. 
apiece; and ‘two: for* $5, 000.- each. 
‘Among the : $20,000..- contributors 
are” -Yealtor - William, Zeckeridorf. 

$20, 000. ..each,. 

and: Alfred: Glancy Jr; the ‘latter 
one. of Stevens’. realty: partners and. 

| regular. backers: . 
| . Stevens. was | ‘also: ‘Fepresented ‘on: 

ool the ‘unsticcessful. “Biyecle. Ride: to 
- which “he-. .co-producéd: 

with Herman. Shumiin: (in  associa- 
tion: ‘with ° ‘Nelson. Morris). His co-. 
‘production: with. Frederick Brisson | 
of. 
closed on. the’ Coast ‘recently. while: 
trying. :out ‘for® Broadway, but: the. 

‘| management. has. stated..the play is 
‘still a Main: Stem: prospect. - 

“Stevens . also’ brought -: “ariothier™ 
| production | to. Broadway this sea-" 

“Fime of the... “Barracudas” 

son, in- partnership with T; Edward 

‘Poor .. Dad: :Mama’s . Hung . You ‘in 
the*Closet: and I’m. Feélin’.So Sad Me 
which ‘doesn’t ‘Fank ‘as 4 -new entry.. 
‘It. was offered. ‘for . a: limited: en- 
gagement ‘following’ a- successful 
off-Broadway - run. and Subsequent OR 

j tour, - 
‘The producer is ‘also’ represented: 

on. Broadway by the lIongrunning: 
“Mary, Mary” -and.on the road by” 
a. bus-and-truck: facsimile of the. 
Jean. Kerr’ ‘comedy.’ ‘He’s also. .co-| 

choreosraphy, Mark’ Rose; musical ‘direc- | 
tion. Joseph Klein; sets, James’ Parker; producer. of the major city touring 

‘production of “A’ Man for: All Séa-. 
sons” and. ‘he. shares in the presen~: 
tation. credits-on. the. bis-and-truck. 
edition of the. Robert. Bolt play. 
“The | Chinese. ‘Prime. Minister,” 

| favkeh onensd: last Mondav' night 
¥(9) at. -the. Royal ‘Alexandra The- 
atre,. Toronto, is ‘scheduled to. bow | 
Dec. 28° at an -undesignated Broad-: 
way. theatre. The Enid Bagnold | 
‘comedy: ‘costars. Margaret ‘Leighton, | 
“Alan: ‘Webb - -and.. John. Williams. 
‘Future:” ‘Stevens projects: include 
Mrs: Kerr's. “Poor. Richard,” Elea-. 
‘hor... Harris. and: Helen. “McAvity’ S.. 
“The. ‘Mating . Dance”. and. Saul 

“Constance Shacklock‘has. chalked I> 

‘hees. 

‘ard: TIE’ 

"There ‘are 13 :limited: partners in| 
‘the: investment ‘partnérship;. which. 

“from : 

:“Oh Dad, 

-Bidgood. Opened Nov. 16, 
_Master Theatre, N.Y.C. 

Cast: Lonnie -Sattin, : Rosanna. Huffirian;: 
Wayne'‘Adams, Natalie Costa, Herb -Por- | 

Joy, G 

~ Organizations . 

The. ‘Worlds. of) 
. Shakespeare © 

Lyn Ely. &: Norman. Kean: presentation. 
of a program of. excerpts. from: the works 

Dec. 3; 763, at the ‘Carnegie Recital Hall 
Theatre; $3.95. ‘top evenings, $3.50- mati- 

“Casti “Ninie. Burrows; Earle. Hyman. 

~only sporadically: - effective. 

‘Act’ one, subtitled “The 

Burrows, both. appealing actors,-.do 
well as Henry. V and his Katherine,’ 
‘and as Orlando and. Rosalind.. Best. 
of all.is.a ‘segment from-“Othello,” 
‘with Hyman a. _powerful Moor. and 
-Miss. Burrows a’ .poignant, ‘bewil-: 
dered. Ophelia. ‘Sections of “Rich-. 

‘and ‘Troilus’ and- Cres-’ 
if ‘sida’” ‘are less ‘successful, however. 

“The - second. act. is called . “The |: 
“World of .Music,”: and. its theme is |. 
{ the variety: of rhythms ‘and orches-| -- 

| trations employed. by Shakespeare, i 
_and “the concord | -of. sweet sounds.” 
‘Included. ‘are: a” harp-like- “speech | ' 
. “Merchant. of. Venice,” the. 
trumpeting .call-to-arms ‘of. “Henry 
Vv’ and:the drumming witches’ in- 
-eantation from “Macbeth.” A scene 
fr om “Midsummer Night’s ‘Dream”’ 
is played. by Hyman as a: bassoon-. 
‘ voiced. Bottom and Miss Burrows as 
a. piecolo-toned. Quince: .°.~ - 
:-The murder of Dunean is- en-| 
‘acted to -illustrate the “interplay 
_of two: instruments” *(i.e.. ‘Macbeth . 
‘and his -wife),-and several :scenes:. 
-between Lear and. his. daughters are 
performed as “the symphony.” 

-The ‘production is booked for ‘a. 
limited run -at‘the Carnegie ‘Recital 
“Hall . Theatre; - prior. ‘to a ‘tour of. 
: college campuses.” 

“Kismet: 
* Banity. “Library - Theatre revival of : 
musical ..drama’ in two acts,: with. music : 
by Alexander ‘ Boradin, - musical. adapta- 

Luther Davis,. based. ona play. by 

-Joe Pacitti; costumes, 
3s 

lighting, - 

dum, Victor R.° H 

Suzanne Charney, Kiki .Green,’ Myron 

nard F. Wurger, :Carmen - Natiku -Joyce |. 
McDonald, Mandy Whalen, Dawn Michaels, : 
Toni ‘Mulett. 

"BLT's revival. of. “Kismet” is val 
colorful, ‘elaborate’ production’ that: 
turns. the -Master Theatre’ into’ an 
Oriental bazaar. The James. Bid-: 
‘good -.. castumes and the : James 
‘Parker. settings are bright and: 

: exotic, and. director Paul. Barry: has “Co. )—Geary,. s. Fe Wee, 

' National’. Assn: of. ‘Display’ Industrie; 
_ State. Society of. Anesthesiologists - 
_-.Atlantie:Cat Club... iif al. A ie : ee . 

. Coliseum Christmas ; Circus © ; 

OF Daday Reviews 

Two aspects of ‘Shakespeare's ‘art 
are éxamined in ‘The’ Worlds: of.|- 

__ | Shakespeare, "a tastefully staged . 
4 but . 
evening of ‘excerpts from: the. Bard's. 

plays. | 
‘World . of Love, ” is composed. -of | 
“scenes of. ‘courtship, ‘education and 
passion. ‘Earle Hyman -'and Vinie - 

*.. Camelot 

. Kenn. 1 @ee.. 16-21). oe 
: - ot | sag Dolly ‘(tryout)—Fisher, Det. ‘Wee. Py 

) al Really “Trying. 
a Wec. 

James : 
at the’ 9-21 

elou; Jimmy. Powers, - 
Richard. Ianni,. Nick Titakis. Marcia: Rodd, 

‘Charles, Paula Chin, Eydi.-Renaud, John ‘Chi 
uy’'-AHen, James ‘Davis, John Tor- |°- 

-mey | Frank ‘Nastasi, Ron - Coralian, -Ber- 

Auditorium,’ Houston . Wec.. 17-21. 

a continues ‘to-do well. and “A” Thousand Clowns” has: ‘been pulling good 
: enough: business. “Camelot” and “No" Strings’ have: been. uneven. ~ 

ad 
“The . following : are: the. ‘major - Conventions - ‘and ‘trade: ‘shows. and 

exhibitions scheduled. for New York this week. and.next,. with, ‘respec< 
“tive . dates ‘and . estimated: attendance, according to the: N. | °Y. Cone oo 
vention & Visitors. Bureau. 7 oe cs 

'| Dates. 

8-11: 
-11-14.-. 
14-15 | 
aa" 

a Attendance’ 

se Sew w aw eco esac a. 

, overconie the: “imitations - “of: ‘the ve. | 
2.‘ small: “stage: . by effectively: -using:. ° oe 

| the aisles and a platform - in front. 
of: the ‘stage. re : 

“The. cast is, - on. the: ‘whole; better: a 
vocally: than. ‘dramatically,’ and ‘the ~. 7 
sheen and: polish’ of. Broadway per~ — 
formances ' is not. ‘present. . ‘But it 

“lis an .enjoyable. show, and the: 
“large audience at the ‘performance’. 
Teviewed - ‘seemed. well-pleased. : 
Lonnie : . Sattin’ ” brings a good 

voice: and ‘an authoritative ~pres-... - - 
ence to the role-of the poet-beggar..: ae 

‘in . ‘the. - Broadway .:-. =: 
original - by Alfred Drake: Rosanna... --- :: 
Huffman ‘is: attractive as his daugh:.°.. 
‘ter, and’ she ‘and- Herb’ Pordum:.as’ |: 

Hajj, - essayed - 

the ° Caliph. do’ a. fine” job ‘with 
“Stranger ‘in. Paradise” : and. “And-: 
This Is My’ Beloved: a 
“Wayne: Adams ‘is an’ unsubtle: but... an 

amusing. Wazir; ‘and: Natalie ‘Costa -. 
‘is. properly - sensious. as his wife =". 

Viétor R. Helou ’..does’: 
well. with the opening : “Sands, of: oY 
‘Time, * and Suzanne Charney. con- oe, 
‘tributes a ‘torrid dance. was 

of ‘wives. 

- Kenn... 

Equity Negotiations _ 
. — Continued from: Page: 55° = 

‘MATA. proper: notice: that it wanted 22°. 
to open discussions for. a.new pact. _ 
MATA :-consequently.. refused. .to 
negotiate ‘and. the’ contract was:-  ~- 
automatically. extended. jan. extra tee 
year. - 

Tearing Shows” 
 (Figuies | cover - Dee. p21)” 

“Beyond the . Fringe. a Co: )Forrest, 
2 ‘Philly. (Dec: : 

Black ~ Nativity Civic. ‘Chi: @ec. : 9-21). ° 
Camelot—Opera. House; Chi. ‘Wec.. 9-21). . 

(bus-truck)—Ohio - 
Columbus. Wec.:: 9-14);. ‘Brown, . Louisville: ‘f 

16-21).- . 
Dylan | “ctryout)Shutiert, | ‘New. Haven, - 

National, :Wash.. (Dec. 16-21). “ 
‘to. Succeed ‘in. Business Without 

(2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi. 
9-21).. 

How “to Succeed | ‘in’ Business : Without 

tion ‘and ‘lyrics ‘by Robert Wright “and: : Really - werying:. (3d Co —Civie, New: Or- 
George ‘Forrest, book -by Charles Lederer | *“ 
an 

Edward Knoblock. Staged by -Paul Barrys |- 

; Kisses. cryout)—Walnut; 
Philly - ec. 9-14; moves to. N-Y.). 
Man for ‘All. Seasons—Nixon, Pitt. Wea. 

9- 14); -Ford’s,” Balto (Dec. 16-21). 

.- 
“My , Fair . Lady ~ 

16-21 
Newer Tg0 Late 

(Dec. 9 “2 21). 

_No- ‘Strings—Curran, "SF. (Dec. 9:21). 
Nobody Loves an.-Albatross (tryout)— 

cWilkue, Boston -(Dec. 9-14, moves:to. N.Y.): . 
* 9715)5 ee | 

Chi : : 

‘Pajama Tops—Split-week _ Mec. 

‘Seidman and Son—Studebaker, : 
‘ec. 9-21)... 

Stop. tte . World—I ‘Want: to. Get. ‘ort 78 
(2d Co.)--Split-week Mec... 9-14);>. Audi-. 
torium, Columbus; -O. 
torium; Dayton: (Wee. :19-21). 
‘Thousand. Clowns Shubert, Cincy .0 Wee,. lo 

B14): Fisher, Det ec. 
-Thousand = Cl owns 

‘weeks ‘Dec. 9-21. - 
‘Who's Afraid 

-Cbus-tr uck)—Split- 

of: re. Woolf: aa. 

“That. situation . has: led: “to: the 
‘establishment by” Equity ‘of:. an 
executive calendar. to keep key per- .- 
‘sonnel. informed of the expiration © ° 
dates of all existing ‘contracts, no- ~. * 
tifieations’: for: the © ‘yé-negotlating - we 
‘of _-such--contracts and _alL:.. other” 
deadline : dates. that. must ‘be met. 

This. unusual approach - to” fa] by the: union. 
‘miliar. material is interesting, . -but f: 
‘it: doesn’t: work. | -The actors strain 
‘to get . across: the: point, and’ in| 

| doing so fail. to bring the charactérs 
‘to. life.. The poetry takes ‘second 
‘place ‘to.’the gimmick.. ‘Nor are | 

| Hyman: and Miss: Burrows: capable {- 
of- portraying satisfactorily. such ‘a |: 
variety: of. parts—few. actors are. 

|. Mee. a 
"ehiness Prime Minister ttryout)—Royai red 

Alexandra, Toronto - Wee. : 9-140);: Colonial, treo! 
. Boston. (Dec. oo 

Theatre, . 

Man, for AIF ‘Seasons—Split-weeks Wee,” a | 

‘ (bus- truck)—0’Keete so. a 
: Toronto (Dec. 9-14,- closes). on, 
"National . Repertory. ‘Theatre-_Nationaly-._- 
Wash... ‘Wee: _ 9-14); “Wilbur, ‘Boston: Wec.. et 

‘Qa .o. )—Blackstone, * 

Mec. :16-18); Audis. = 



-.“avas-. ‘Lewis - John. Carlino,. 
“consisted... of “two one-, 

- acters,’ one ‘compelling, . -the. other. 
'trite.Shelley -Winters performed: 
well and. ‘Jack Warden, brilliaritly* 

- under. Howard: . Da - -Silva’s deft 
. direction, ° Playwright “William. 
- Snyder revealed an expert ear for. 

in“ the’ -otherwise.' dreary: 
. Of ‘Beehee- 

~-Fenstermaker,” featuring’ Rose. 

“The: 

was: amusing: 
‘Tt.. was: 

- jmaginatively staged by. - ‘Richard 
.Altman, and_ had. Gelicious. ‘acting’ 

Judy: 
‘White and Harvey Jason. Two-fast-. 

+. Original: 

transfer ‘to 
-. Femain in: 

_ _Wedneni, December 1, 1963 _ 

eel ‘ice Shorts j] he ee 
* pehin-Tehin," ” ‘the Sidney Michaels ‘adaptation. of ‘the: French, 7 |: 

‘by | Francis Billetdoux,: has been. published. in’ an ‘acting 
edition, . paperback; by. Samuel: ‘French,. at $1.25.” 
apparently a: “local: ‘flurry: in -Rome-over._ an: erroneous. report. that © “| 
Aldo: Fabrizi, a ame in ‘Italian legit: and ‘films, : intended: quitting .. i : 
his, Jeading role in ‘the Italian “musical; .“Rugantino,” before - its... AF a 

Broadway. next..February. The-actor. will positively: 1: 
‘the show for its-U.S: -presentation, - according to the: 

“Pietro Garinei-Sandro Giovannini management. 
"Jeanne Devine will ‘make. her first ‘professional stage ‘appear- ae 

_-,, apee ina. featured role in- the scheduled ‘off-Broadway production |} ~~ 
-- of “Pimpernel,” a -musical. oe of the. cloak and dagger. novel, “]}e0 2. 

° — ~The Scarlet’ Pimpernel. ae 
“chael Devine: . 

Dallas: News...” 
The ‘recent: ‘Broadway. closing Of “Have a Got a Girt. for. You" 
was: reported in a small item‘on. the’ obituary ‘page of-the Philadel- 

-. phia Inquirer. Barbara: Wilson. is drama editor of the.sheet ; — 
“was: Louis Calta, ‘not. ‘Sam -Zelotew,. as erratumed in. last week's gs... 

Shé’s the’ wife of. scenic: designer Mi- oan h 
2 a ‘Among. the! visiting. amusement editors-drama 
_¢:.. erities in town last: week to -catch ‘the: Broadway shows were Jehn- 

' Sherman, of the “Minneapolis Tribune,. and John Resenfield, Of. the” 

. Ggsue,; who. wrote the recent N. Y:-Times ‘piece: critical of. the cur- — 

. spent: Harper’ § Magazine article about Broadway - . . Sydney J. Har- - 
Fis, critic-columnist. for the: Chicago ; -Daily- ‘News, “wrote his. entire 

-. peview of the touring “Camelot”. in: limerick \ verse last week to. em- — 

~ 

- ‘phasize his’ ‘disapproval. 

” Soseph | “Papp, AWas © 

‘Silvers’ in’. the’ title: ‘role, : 

-- Edward -.Albee’s . 
:- Dream” * ‘and: “Zoo Story,” : 
outstanding work . -by” Sudie- ‘Bond. 

. and: Jane Hoffman’ in: the ‘former: 
" snd ‘newcomer. J arad Barclay. 
the latter: -.. 

Brecht was “represented. by. two: 
“~ productions of: ““Mann’ ‘ist Mann.”. 
“The. better - of. the’ pair-.was ‘Eric 
: - Bentley’ s- version, ~ 
Man,” imaginatively . 
by: 
Theatre's 

untidy” ‘and 
. good 

“Man . js ‘a -Man”. 
‘ineffective, - despite 

a. day in. a. Marine. prison: Titled 
“The -Brig,”. and written by Ken-|. 
neth H. Brown, it was more: of an: 
experience: than..a play, but it was 

superbly staged | ‘by. Judith: Malina, | Pinter’s double-bill,- “The Dumb-| 
“waiter? and. “The “Collection.” The. 
former: took’ too-. long... to get. 

m | started, but: “The: Collection”. was 
a gem: of. ¢raftmanship, ‘brilliantly- 
staged: by. Alan.Schneider and ‘fea- 

| turing the best ensemble acting: of. 
‘the season by’ Patricia -Roe, James 
‘Patterson, J ames. Ray and: Hender-: 
son Forsythe. Shelagh’. Delaney’s: 

"Playwrights 

Of itie. new : playwrights, “the 
> most “impressive : were "William 
~ Hanley, 

- into: ‘My ..Good. ‘Ear”.. and 
“Dally” Has ‘a Lover”- revealed:“un- 
common. talent.::They were -skill- 

- fully: Staged. by-. Richard Altman, : 
and had- fine. acting. by Boris. ‘Tue. 

- Roberts. 
* Blossom . and : particularly “Estelle . 
Parsons. Schisgall’s. “The- ‘Typists”’ 

‘and “The Tiger’. were ‘unsustained,: 
but. had “excellent. moments; and’ 

: Marin,.. Robert: -Drivas, © 

Ei: Wallach. | 
were wonderful - “under ” Arthur, 
Storch’s direction. . oo 

‘“Rayfiel’s. - play, “«p, Ss. ‘193, "was 
‘fascinating, ‘and. had an electrify- 
ing.. performance: ‘py ‘James Eark 
Jones. It?was_ the. maiden presenta- 

: tion: of a -producing~ group called’ 
which, . however, Writer's Stage; 

"- struck out: with its: ‘second offering, 

.. of “séveral’ . bad. Plays about : , Son- 
* gating mothers, - 

-Another - ‘promisitig. ” dramatist 

“Ca ges” 

‘dialog 
““Days |: and * “Nights 

Gregario. and Robert Duvall.’ 
- Edward °.Harvey <“Blum’s’- 

“Saving “Grace” :- 
thouwgh- schizophrenic. 

by”. Patricia | ‘ Falkenhain, 

somewhat “flops - that - 
A ‘Darker -longer “runs. 

-deserved:. 
“were . 

Flower,” by ‘Tim’: Kelly, -and. “DPvet. 
“Got Shoes,’ -a. one-character.: play 
by: “Frank Merlin, effectively: ‘per- 
-formed by Matt Conley: 

The- year’s: ‘most ‘unique: “enter-. 
‘-tainment:” ‘was “J.eéan-Erdman’s: 
intriguing; adaptation: of. James. 

n-. :~ Joyce's: fFinniegair’s. Wake.’ 
“ysual, too, ‘were:three . Zen-plays 
ooby: Rolf Forsberg, under. the e Heer 

 -gdinirabley 
-despite . the weakness” of Frank. 

‘and: it |. 
- featured - a. bravura. performance 
. by Donald “Harron: as: Edmund. -A 

.. case.. of off-Broadway. reviving -its. 
- own: hits ‘was..a new -produetion’ of 

“Ame: rican. 
‘with. 

Difference.” 

Edmund - White’s.. 

“A Man's -a- 
mounted 

-John- : Hancock. ° ~The. ‘Living’ 
was. 

performance by. 
“Joseph Chaikin, but. that. ‘produc-' 
«Ing. ‘group. ‘bounced. back in © the-|. 
Spring | with ~ a powerfull, . uncom- 
promisingly realistic ‘Piece about 

Murray ~ Schisgall,: ‘and. 
_.David™ Rayfiel. ‘Hanley’ s “Whisper 

. s. 

Nero, - 

: Thing,” 
t } acted. 

the ‘embarrassing. “Love Nest,’” one. 

whese + 

tions: 

Profession,’ ” 
plays. were - ‘failures, 

off-Broadway ‘during .the’.year. 

; - -wind,” 

“Inch. “Makes . 
“They: ‘didn’t. :quite 

come off but: were ‘well staged. and 

“A. Tenth | ofan 

Arushi.” Doe 
Several critics had kind ‘words for 

-“Blue’ - 

Black,” -Lorees.. Yerby’s . “Save “Me. 
a Place .at Forest Lawn" and “The. 
‘Last Minstrel,” and Oliver. Hailey’s | 
“Bey You, ‘Light. Man,” but. those 

in :plays were undistinguished except: 
for. the ‘performances: of, .respec-. 
‘tively,’ Cecily Tyson, Sada. Thomp- 
‘son, and. Madeleine ‘Sherwood. The 
est of the : new. American plays 
‘were either bores or. torture, ‘with | 
such. ‘feckléss' pieces: as 
‘Nothing,” 
“Raisin Hell. dn. the, Son,” 

-“‘Chiarascuro,” :. :. and 

up the. rear. 
” “Nice: ‘People. ot 

‘Favorite: characters: : in 

sexuals ‘and: .wicked mothers.: Inte- 
gration ‘also figured in: several. new 

Best of. the insports. was. “Harold 

“Lion: ‘in. : Love,”: ‘Max:. Frisch’s 
“Firebugs, * and: a play’ ‘from. New t 
Zealand, - “Wide. Open:: “Cage”. by: |: 

were. all sée-|", James :K.. - Baxter, - 
‘served flops:. 

There. were. = “few: effective | 

‘The --season “demonstrated, : via 

Bette.. -Henritze; ‘and an~. “uneven 

of . Pirandello’s: 
Virtue,” “Shaw's: Mrs: “-Warren’s. 

Ross‘-had " ‘little. Juck- with” “Cherry 
Orchard” and “Doll's: House.” He: 
owas. slightly ‘more: successful With |. 
“A&A Month: in. ‘the: Country,”. Star-|° 
‘ring. Celeste: Holm; one. of - several 
Broadway ““names’-.who’. ventured. 

‘In ‘the. musical -field;there ‘was 

Gilbert. & “Sullivan operettas“per- 

-“Best. - Foot Savoyards.. If “:was. 
Forward,” distinguished chiefly. by. 
a: “lively ‘ young” cast. 
talented ‘Karin. Wolfe: “and. ‘Liza r 

“4°. There was. 

i) Phas othe statistical sid. sot | Master ‘Theatre, N. Y. 

acted,: especially. . by Clifford | 

Boy’. in- 

as “Vanity of 

| "bringing | 

the: 
disasters. were. prostitutes,’ homo- 

plays,. none of ‘which did anything. fourth year, ° 
to. “reduce. racial... bias, © ‘but -. -may.|- 
have -increased prejudice against |: 
the: theatre: 

‘Editor, “VantEry:: 
based on ‘the minatour’ legend, “and: 7 
‘in “The. ‘Empeyor,” 'a. piece ‘about: 

“with. M’el Dowd’. as :, his | 
“mother. Three: works. from: Russia. ' 
opened..during the spring, ineclud- | 
ing “Five. Evenings,’ which seemed 
‘like’ ‘many: more, and “The. Chief 

‘which: “was. : inadequately 
“The. Dragon,” -by Eugene: 

Schwartz, was -a. pleasant. political 
fairy-tale, nicély performed,: and: 
staged ‘with. ingenuity - ‘Dy. J joseph |. 
Anthony: -. 

“service. 

“Night of ‘the Auk,” “Do. You Know. 
the Miiky..Way?” ‘and “The. Living |. 
Rooni,” that a-flop uptown is likely | 
‘to’ “be. one . downtown;. too. . The’ 
‘Phoenix “staged 2: ‘competent - -Te~ 
‘vival of “Abe Lincoln in: Ilinois,” 
well ‘acted. ‘by Hal ‘Holbrook: ‘and: 

“and, ~ ‘three ©. “Cocteau. 
“and .-David. 

one. .revival in: addition to” “Boys: 
{From —Syracuse” and “the seven’ 

formed. “erratically.: but, enthusi- 
astically by. the. American: 

headed byl. 

"ARTHUR I Le 
‘LIPPMAN’. 

+ Hmight be the 50 oe ee 
: Of en opening sight pundit ia: 

_ At Home: With A 

Drama Critic. 
i a a + a ae oC 

+ qnother Bright. featere oe 
, lw the. upcoming 

“5Bth ‘Anniversary Tambor 

charts ond: diticles 

: Minnelli, Judy. ‘Garland’s: ‘daughter. 
“it |. Five. new book musicals -bowed, 

three. ‘of - them. — -“Sweet .Miani,” a 
“O.-Say Can. You. See,” and. the 1 

| feeble. “We're Civitized”— 
‘ing. ‘Hollywood movies of. the 30's 
‘and 40's; “Utopia,”.” ‘about. astro- 
nauts, was a new low, but -“River- 

an | a. Soap-opera. musical. by} 
= John * " Jennitigs, . won. critical “ap- 

-}proval . ‘and was. still Tunning | “at. 

Off Bivay’ 5 1962- Bs Season | 
; Continued from. page 55.3 

—parody- 

-) Season’ s- end. 
“There: were .a few: new’ ‘revues, 

‘Vand. ‘thebestof . the ‘unimpressive: 
Tot was “Put: It in: Writing,”. far | 
"| from. “Memorable .. but featuring 
‘good: work.: by .Bill- ‘Hinnant;. Jane 
‘Connell -’ and... ‘Barbara - Gilbert. 
There “were. no. SUCCESSOFS - to: the. 
long-running | “Premise”. and. “Sec- 
ond City; -both ‘of which installed 
new . material\“The Living Prem-.| 

’ ‘with an integrated ‘company: 
headed by. Diana. Sands and God-. 
“frey ‘Cambridge, “Was. -wonderfully. 
sharp. and: entertaining. The two 
‘improvisational ‘groups ‘proved: to]. . 

of. ‘talent - for 
with . Barbara. Harris, 

Zhora .Lampert, Anthony Holland. 
and Alan Arkin, ‘of the: “Second: 
City,” and ‘George : Segal, of “The-/ 

all: appearing . in Main. 

ise,’ 

‘be ‘a. ‘Tich' source: 
Broadway; - 

Premise,’ 
Stem ‘shows this ‘year. 
Closing during: ‘the season: ‘were 

| “Little: 
Mary: ‘Sunshine,” ” “The- Hostage,” | 1 
“Qh Dad). Poor. Dad, Mama’s. Hung | 
You. in- the Closet and ‘I'm :Feelin’ |- 
So:Sad” and “Brecht on Brecht. » 
But--“The Fantasticks,”: now in its 

“The Blacks hae 

the. ‘suceessful ‘hald-overs | 

: and: 
continued to. flourish. = 
The. ‘casual : ‘visitor’ ‘to: an - off-. 

Tan: the risk. ‘of being trapped ina 
‘presentation ~ of -unbearable 
‘ineptitude. ‘At the better ‘plays, the 
-patren could not be sure that the 
original - players: “would. be-:.in’-the | 
“east. even a: few .weeks -after_-the 
‘opening.:Prices rose, with: “Boys: M 
‘from ‘Syracuse’: Selling -for $5:90 } 
tep:-on -weekends. ‘But. despite «the }- 

‘theatregoer: ‘who: 
‘shopped -:-carefully and. “avoided-|’ 
““vainty” ‘prodiictions, 

disadvantages, .a a 

much to admire.’ 

Sez Everett Freeman 
» Beverly Hills, 

Your news item. in: ‘the’ Nov. 27 
issue of Variety. in. which. it. 1S 
Stated that - “the ‘decision :to shut-* 
‘ter’‘Zenda’”. was, the result -of -a- 
refusal -.on. . my. part - fo: make} 
.ehanges, in. the book, is ‘completely | 
untrue ‘and ‘doés .me. a: great. dis: |: .. 

-As ‘a ‘writer of. Jong. ex-. 
‘perience -and.a™ ‘producer ‘myself, 
I would.: be: the: last: person-‘to be. 
obstructive ‘in. what: T know. to be | 
the very essence’ of ‘Successful the-. 

: atrical” ventures, namely changes 
and: revisions . ‘during. the. tryout: 
period.” 
“Quite: to “the contrary, 1 ‘urged 

and ‘encouraged. necessary changes; 
-but.. thére:. were ‘professional - dif-, 
-ferences- of “opinion -between.:me- 

| and George’. Schaefer . as’ to-. just: 
what © these.. changes ~ ‘should be; || 

. | since I felt that there were. areas. 
“Taming of. the Shrew:” “Produc- | 

"Call: | Tt} 
of. staging. not. to my: taste and-not, 
in my. ‘opinion, up to.a Broadway. | 
-standard. For this: reason, among 
others, I withdrew . “from . Mr. 
Schaefer: the creative autonomy - He 
had: enjoyed: all: through rehears- 
“als- and: the San Francisco’ tryout: | 

Matters. ‘of © this: sort. are not. 
things to be ‘aired“ in:: public. “A 
musical * Show : has: enough -prob- 

1.|-lems: in’ creativity: without the ne- 
-eessity: of ‘egos. attempting: to- jus- 

tify ‘mistakes. “Zenda”. will. ‘be. re- 
vised and. restaged. It .is «a. ‘trib; 
ute to the -show’s essential” worth 5 
that,: despite” its ‘flaws, it received 
-ssmash-hit™ ‘notices from:’ leading. : 
‘West. Coast | réviewers,~ 
“the Varrety critic; It did. excellent: 
“business . ‘and: “was. enthusiastically 

‘includi 

received: by: ‘all. audiences. .. 
. - Everett Freeman. 

"Yesterday. . 
I. presentation: of the ‘third offering | 

bys Martin | B..-Cehen . and 

{next February 

plays. 

‘Broadway: ‘production: in’ 1962-63 |" 

could find 

| Foundation: - 
ing | next season’s féstival- presentations, 

“will. be’ directed by: Stuart Burge, : 
an. English: ‘legit-television™ stager. © 

“The. [nétore* ‘Fund _ gave. a dunch-: 
. eon:at Sardi’s, N. Y,, last Friday. (6)- 
a ‘for the organization's. office ‘mana- 
- iger, Kathleen. Watson, who's been 

with ‘the: fund. ‘for. 40 years... 
Anton. ‘Coppola’ ‘will “be musical 1 

‘director for “Rugantino.” -. | 

[i :- Brian: ‘Shaw will. direct: the. off- t 
; | Broadway revival of “Cabin in the | 
-lSky,” ‘which Arthur Whitelaw. and { 

Leo Friedman now intend opening 
ae | Jan, 7 at the: Players Theatre, N. ¥. | 

" .“Candida’”’. is ‘this week's Equity. : 
Library Theatre presentation at the 

‘The fourth. entry. in this season Ss 
1 ANTA: Matinee Series at the Thea: 
tre-de Lys, N. Y., will be a double-_ 

| bill -of -Ben Maddew’s “In a Cold 
Hotel” and “The: Rasn’ s- Horn,” to 
be presented next: Tuesday (17). 

- giarked. . the.| the. 
‘weled: for a.solo recital on Dee. 13. 

(Tues.) - 

in: ‘the series, a .‘triple-bill by | 
Michael Shurtleff with the overall 
title, “Come to the Place of Sin.” 
* Bruce Becker, lessee of the Tap- 
‘pan. Zee Playhouse, Nyack, .N: 'Y. 
‘for. ‘the last. five -.summers, has 
‘purchased the theatre. He's: also} 

jgave it a reading that emphasizéd | 
i the. work's. lyric and poetic quali-- 

the owner-operator of the: Bouwerie. 
Lane Theatre, N.Y: -- 
“One ‘in a Row,” e comedy by 

Allen :(Flip): Shaffer, is earmarked 
-Trving 

Segall for a Broadway ' “opening | 
, under. the direction 

of ‘Loy. Nilson. .. 
“The Stones - of. Jehoshaphat,” a 

musical.with book by’ J. 1. Rodale 

Meyer, :.. 

his: Rodale Theatre,°N. Y..- 
Milton Rosenstock will be ‘musi- 

cal director for “Funny | 

tions, Buster: Davis the vocal ar- 
‘Fangements and: Luther. Hendersen. 
the. dance arrangemients. - 
Samuel’ ‘Beckett's: “Play” - | 

Pinter’s 

a double-bill,' to. be. produced “by 
Theatre. 1964 for a Jan. 4 opening | 
‘atthe Cherry: Lane. Pheatre, :N:. Y.. 
Alan’ Sehneider. will direct both. 

‘“Corruption..in the Palace}. . 
of Justice,’ the current : ‘tenant: at {. 
‘the; Cherry Lane,” 

_ -mave Dec, 22. ‘to. the: ‘Village South 
Theatr: re, 
‘Keaneth J: ‘Stein, coproducér. of 

the touring. ~bus-and-truck: sto be | 
isto | 

is scheduled to 

of “A. ‘Thousand Clowns,” 
‘married. next ‘Saturday. 414), 
‘Joyce | Ellen - Hill. 

torial: debut ‘as stager of Theodore 

‘pides’ “The Trojan Woman,” * sched- |. 

‘play: was .directed ‘last summer ‘by 
‘Cacoyannis at: the Festival of. Two. 

: “Worlds, . Spoleto, Italy. °- 
-{:, Composer. Richard: Roland. Wolf |: 
and “lyricist Frank . ‘Spiering. Jr., 

“? | contributors: to. the: off-Broadway - 
--] peyue, “The Plot, Against the Chase 

.Manhattan’ Bank,” have “acquired 
the «musical rights. to. the. Anita} 
Loos. ‘book, “ENO. Mother fo Guide. 
Her:” ae 

‘Karl: ‘Nielsen has: “been. set: “as. 
supervising : ‘stage manager “for: 
“Conversations in. the Dark.” 

starring | mime. John Molloy and. his. 
Noel | ‘Sheridan, , is being |. 

imported by: Josephine ¥F 
(Forrestal. Productions) for. a. Dee. |. 
26. opening | at the Little ‘Theatre, | 
N. Y.,;-on an interim. booking. Mrs. 

‘Kamiot as. general. Manager and 
Kobert: : Linden as. . production. 
manager. 

Rutherford : ‘Marechal. began. <a 

year -last week at the Sheridan 
“| Square ‘Playhouse, N. Y.,.on “What 
‘Time’ Is Your.-8:30. ‘Curtain?”: or’ 
|““How-. to Produce for . Off-Broad- . 
Way: , 3. 

A one- -man: présentation by ‘Mur- 
ray. Brown of.“A- Night of Poe,’ 

+ comprising . works by Edgar Allan 
-Poe, is planned’ as an off-Broadway 
‘entry next. January. by. the. Public: 
‘Theatre Group. ©: 
“W. Heward: Hemphill. “has: been 

elected’. suiccessor ‘te: Leonard’ C. 
Webster as: president of the. Strat- | 
ford (Ont.) Shakespearéan Festival - 

“Richard II,’ one’ ‘of 

Louis ‘Peterson is..working’ on 
. Ar revisions of the book: of the sched-. 

led | Broadway ‘musical, 
Boy,” for which the late Clifford 
Odets:.did. the adaptation, based _ 
jon. his own straight play. : OS 

_Girl.’ Se | 

Ralph. Burns will do the orchestra- 

and: 
“The. Lover” will. 

be given their American’ preems as . 

ann’s off-Broadway. production of. 
Edith Hamilton’s: version of. Euri-: 

wied ‘for Dec. 23 preem at the 
‘Circle. in- the: Square, N: ‘Y. The: 

tequire 

‘Double Dublin,” .an Irish revue | 

Forrestal | 

Forrestal is the: widow of James.| 
| Forrestal; :the first U. S. Secretary. 
of. Defense.’ For its Broadway ‘out- | 
ing, the ‘revue ‘will be ‘supervised ' 

| by Gus Shirmer. Jr.,.with Robert ir 

Off: Broadway : : producer” “Jaaien | 

‘course .for.. the second consecutive. 

mith’s 

-ment.. for. Orchestra” 

| Symphony, No. -.2. 
Strauss - pieces. were 

Hess of reputation. 

“Golden - 

Lev. Oberin - 
With N.. ¥. Philharmonic) 

“The parade of. Soviet virtuosi 
continues. One night after Marina... 
Mdivani made her New York debut. 
in Carnegié Hall, a compatriot, Ley = 
Oborin, almost’ 30 years older, 
made his Manhattan bow with the 
New. York Philharmonic in Phil- 
‘harmonic :Hall of Lincoln Center. 
Oborin was heard three times with 

Philharmoriic and is. sched-. 

Unlike Mdivani, who was almost 
unknown -here prior to her Car- 
(negie debut, Oborin arrived with 
a reputation as a solid musician 

jand: highly. respected pedagogue. 
He chose the Tschaikovsky B. flat. 
concerto as his vehicle and he 

ties.. Oborin seems like a warm, 
friendly - “person and his . inter- 
pretation” was. eloquent. and filled 
with song. .The majestic opening 

n}bars, he played ‘with power and a 
full-bodied tone: He tossed off, the . 
more difficult passages. in.true vir- 

| tueso style, but..one never forgot 
‘and. music. anid ‘lyrics: by -Dede 

is.. being- ‘produced. by 
*Rodale::‘for a Dec: 17 opening - at. 

that’ ‘here ‘is a: past master, a: 
virtuoso. who ‘scorns a cheap tricks 
‘and who is always inteat on. serv- 

; ing the composer. . 
Prior to the intermission, George 

}Szelt directed ‘the Philharmonic 
in the American premiere of four * 
pieces by a contemporary Pole with 
the unPolish surname of Baird © 
and a stirring rendition of Dvorak’s 
G major. ‘symphony. This Dvorak. 
is music that comes naturally to 
“Szell and he. performed. it. with: 
zest... : , Wien. 

‘Marina Mdivani 
(Carnegie ‘Halt, N. Y.) . 

An important career of major. 
proportions is indicated for Marina... 

+Mdivani, the new Soviet pianist 
who made her New York debut at 
Carnegie Hall... First Soviet distaff 
keyboardér to appear in the States, 
Miss Mdivani, only. 27, . made .a” 

| stunning ‘impression as she . per- 

‘Film ‘director Micha el Cacoyan-| formed works by Bach, Beethoven: 

nis is making-his. American direc- | 
‘and Liszt, also a short work by .a. 
young countryman, Viachesiav .- 
‘Ovchinnikov, who has done many 
‘film scores. 
Artiste plays with authority, ‘Tias’ 

a formidable technique ‘and large, 
warm. .tone. “Apparently, technical 
Gifficulties do not exist for “her. 
‘She performed the Fifteen Varia- . 

| tions and Fugue'on a Theme from 
“Promothens”: ‘by Beethoven. ‘with. - 
ample tonal colorings and dynamic 
range;. never. once ‘did the Iong 
Biece . lose interest. The Liszt B: 
minor. sonata she played with true. 
understanding | ‘of its style and 
ripped . off the taxing. double oc- 
faves.as if they were ‘practice... 

t scales. for a beginner. 
. Miss’ Mdivani’s program did: not. 

_ profound .. | interpretive | 
skills “OF /understanding.” Wien... = 

- Teronto Symphony 
(Carnegie Hall, N. ¥.) 

“Walter Susskind has made an im- 
pression on the New. York musical 
‘seene with his brilliant: conducting 
of Mozart operas at the N. Y. City. 
Center... _ Wednesday night | (4) he. 

|-brought..:his own Toronto. Sym- 
phony to Carnegie Hall. 

- Susskind has trained a first- 
class ensemble, “definitely of big-: 
league caliber. Perhaps it.does not. 
‘have the polish ‘of the big Eastern 
‘seaboarders; but ‘the Torontonians 
play ‘with. enthusiasm and warmth. 
that - etihance © their | -performance,. 
‘The musicians alt ‘are ‘first-class, 
and Susskind directs ‘them. ‘with’ a 
firm, sure | ‘hand.. 

‘The: program. included ‘Hinde-.. 
-“Noblissima’ -Vicione,” ‘the 

the. New. York: premiere Of “Move-. 
by: Harry 

Somers, a. young Canadian. Strauss’: 
last.. Four... Songs and Dvorak’s. 

The moving. 
interpreted — 

with rare understanding and beaue. . 
‘ty: by. soprano ‘Lois. Marshall, with © 
“Susskind : ‘handling a most sensitive 
accompaniment. . There seems. to 
‘be’ an ‘abundance - of Dvorak by 
‘major: symphonies in recent weeks, 
and. Susskind’s performance . “will 
rank with the dest of them,. regard- 

|” Wein. 



oyun a wild: goose. marathon. 

. 35,- 

. tt win are. available: parts in ‘upcomitig. “Broadway; “off: Broad: 

Fo tows ng. ore ‘shows; ‘as well as ballet, films, industrial..and. tele 

‘shows.-All wformation..has been | obtained directly: by the: 

Variety Casting. Department: by telephone. calls,. and. has. been. re, 

way, 
‘wision . 

checked. as of noon. yesterday (Tues:). | 

“The available roles will be ‘repeated weekly ‘until filled. ‘anid. addt- 

tons to .the:list will be made. only ‘when. information. is secured from 

responsible parties. The intention is to service. performers with. leads 

provided by the. ‘managements 

elrarge.. 
Parenthetical designations are. as: -folloios 

(MD). ‘Musical -Drama, 

(DRY. “Dramatic Reading, (DB) Double Bill. 
.4MC)- Musteal Comedy, 
Reper tory, 

BROADWAY 
as “Abraham: -Cochrane” (D).. 

.: ducers, . 
Jacobson (119° W. 57th: St, N.Y). 

Available. ‘parts:. “ femme, 

‘Pro- 

-femme, late '20s-early “30s,. attrac- 

. tive. . 

c/o above address: 
or visit. ° 

“Baker | Street” | producer, (M1). - 

Alexander. H. Cohen (c/o Casting} 
444° Madison - Ave, Consultants, | 

tl. “Camera. 
| dramatie series). | 

=a} casting . ‘director, . 
‘| Aecepting: ‘photos: and: resumes: of. 

| general. male .and™ female dramatic 
talent, c/o above. address. No. dup: 
‘cates, — 

“Lamp- ‘Unto My, Feet”. ‘eligie | 
:Producer, 

|CBS (524. W..57th St.,:N. Y¥.i. JE | 
6-600); 

Walter Fried .& - ‘Helen: 

‘young |" 

parior..maid;. male,’ “middle-aged, | 0us-dramatic 

‘Mail. photos and. . resumes. 
Do not phone: 

of the shows’ involved .rather than. to 
‘This. information is: published. Without 

tc): Comedy,’ (D) ‘Drama, 
AR). Revues: ‘Repl 

“Three” 
“Producer, . CBS 

(524 W. 57th St., N: ¥5 SU 6-6000):. 
Paula. ‘Hindlin. 

. Series). 

casting. director, . Paula: 
Hindlin. Accepting ‘photos and: re- 

_{sumes: of general male and ‘female. 
dramatic talent, C/O: above. address. 
No duplicates. 

N.Y.). Available parts: femme lead,|]] ae 
26-36, -gkamorous,: 

. soprano, 

middle-age, ‘Watson; 
- villain, AB resent ‘Moriarty; ‘male,’ 

26-36, handsome, light’ baritone ‘or. 

‘tenor; boys, 8-17, sing. ‘and: dance, 

be :able: to. do. cockney accent. Mail. 

‘photos ‘and - resumes . C/O. -above 

address. 

“Easy | ‘Produe- Dozs ¥ Te” -(C). 
. -ers, ‘Laurence. ‘Feldman _ &. Jack. 

-Rallins ‘(¢/o Laurence. “Henry. ‘Com-}: 

- patty, 1545. Broadway, N.Y.). Avail=| ff
 

able farts: femme lead, 30, attrac- 

tive, flippant sense: of humor; male, 

$0, zany, uninhibited’ writer; male, 
alcoholic... artist; male,” 

paus,. efficient. P.R.” “man;. ‘male, 55, 

blustering boss; male; 35,’ authori- 

-ative but. nice army officer;: male, 

‘type, no- ‘sense .o£f humor; femmes, 

40-60, comedy: members of: women’s | 

“preakfast -club. - Mail..photos*’and | 
_resumes to: : Michael: ‘Parver {c/o} 

“Do. hot phone or.) . above. address). 
visit... : 

“oRuany (MD: Gin” 

Broadway, N.Y:).. Available . ‘parts: 

"Male, . Ziegfeld; male 50ish, . busi-. 
nessman type, must:sing, Mail pho- 

to Lawrence tos. and. resumes: 
“-Kasha..c/ 0. above address..: 

“Side °.Show”: (M):: . Producer, 
‘Kermit Bloomgarden | (1845: Broad- 

__ way,” N.Y.). Auditions: today. (Weed.) | = 
‘at: 4:30: p.m. for girls. 10-12. years} 
. old ‘who can belt a song, and dance | 
the mambo: -at: the Dance: Players | 
‘Studio: (1233. 6th | “Ave., NY). 

.. OFF-BROADWAY, 

ajo” “(M): Producer, 
Crandall: (162. W. 54th: .St., 
Available : parts: ‘Tead- male, 
_singer-dancer;_ “male, ~:25-30, . 

' baritone, ‘tutor type; femme, ..20s, 
beautiful; . dark-haired; lyric... -§0- 
prano; ‘mrezzo, 35-40,. lovely; ‘char-- 
acter man, 40-45; character woman, 

'N.Y.): 

40-50. - Auditions. this Fri. (13) “for 
open call” -singers: “who | dance: 
femmes at I p.m. and. ‘men. at 2:30 
p.ni.—at Variety Arts. Studio. (225) 
W.. 46th: St., .N.Y.). 

STOCK 
Coconut Grove Playhouse. (3500 |: 

- AC-]. 
.. eepting photos and resumes ‘throughi 

Main Highway, Miami, -Fla.). 

agents only, for winter.:season ‘ of 
star package. productions: Mail | to 
Kip’ Cohen. (234 W, “44th: St, _N: Y.): 

TOURING. : 
“The Boys From, ‘Sytaciise” (Mc). a 

(13).at 2 .p-m. | 
for: Equity—open. ceall ‘mén “ and: 

-all®- roles © “open——at - the 
Choreographers Club state | W. Bast 

Auditions this” Fri. 

fenimes,’ 

VY! 

: a oe - Television wae 

~sadventures Im Engish” 
-Cationalk. . series): 

“male; 25-35, “Latin-American ap-. 
pearance, handsome, good speech, 
no: ‘accent,. 
‘in - this: series. 
resumes --to - Gordon. Kelly, _¢’o 

- ‘USIA-ITV (1776. Pennsylvania Ave:, 
NW. Washington. 25, D.Co. oe 

intelligent, .| fl 

must . Sing. -well; ‘male, | 
“male, |" 

- “Sentence. of: “Lite. 

‘Do not Phone: or: visit, - 

. 23,1. 
bright college grad; : “femme; ‘20, | : 

pretty, bright; femme, 25-30, office. 
busy-body, comic; ‘male; 28; pom-. 

St. 

“Producers, | 
Ray: Stark & David Merrick. (1650 |. 

‘Victoria. 

20s,: 
lyric. ’ 

‘AGVA: singers: 

‘Broadway production: “of.” 
-Afraid. “of. Virginia « ‘Woolf?”, 
- ginning Jan.. “13.. 

edu=| 
” Available part: } 

for. continuing «= role 
- Mail phato-. and 

‘(wy 
-ducer-Director Boris. -Berest. (c/0. 
Creative Motion. Picture’ Corp., 550° 
Fifth: ‘Avenue, - NY). 

and “resumes - ‘c/o: above * address: 

* Radio- City ‘Music: Hall : Bailet. 
Director, . “Mare - ‘Platt: : 
-City Music ‘Hall, Rockefeller.:Cen- |. 
ter; N.Y.) Open ‘eall auditions for 
-femme ballet: dancers” ‘will -be’ held- 
“Tuesdays. at 2:30 p.m. at. the Music 
Hall stage. entrance (44 W- _ Bist 
N Yo, ae 

dancers who sing at. 12: noon. male. 
‘ singers who dance. at .2‘ p.m. and | 
"| femme singers who -dance at 4: p,m, 

“—All at ‘Variety ‘Arts* Studio a8. 

W.-46th St, NYO Uo: 

/ ‘Miscellaneous 

f - “Po. ‘Broadway With Love” wp. | 
‘Fat. the Music. Hall at ‘the. New York 
‘World’s . Fair. °° 

Auditions. today’ (Wed. ) 

tomorrow - 
men &. femmies. from 10 :30-.a.m. to 
6 ..p m.—all at. the Lunt-Fontanne 
‘Theatre. (205, Ww. 46th. St. NYS. 

Set McCambridge-Davis | 
” For B’way ‘Woolf’: Leads| 

and: 
‘Donald: ‘Davis . will’ succeed . Uta: 

Mercedés’ _ MeCambridge™ 

‘Hagen ..and - ‘Arthur:. Hill . in” the 

ani undesignated - ‘West End ‘theatre 
‘Tate.in January under. the: ‘produc-'| | 
‘tion: auspices. of Donald’. Atbery, 1", 
Richard. Barr. .and: Clinton - Wilder. 
“The latter two-are sponsors of the. 
‘Broadway . Presentation and» its 

: |-road. ‘facsimile. 
“I|. ‘Davis..is currently: ‘playing’ the} : 

| Hill ‘role -on. Broadway .in. the sep- 
j-arate-. matinee - ‘company, ‘opposite | 

-Fhey’ll - both |. Haila Stoddard.-- 
headline ‘matinee. and evening per- 
-formances. Jan, 6-11. Continuing in 
the:cast of the two New: York com- 

Berger. ‘and. Eileen. Fulton in’. the 
-afternoon:. Henderson. 

company opposite Miss: Stoddard. 
‘beffective. Jan, 1 : 

2 Allyn’ &. ‘Bacon (OC). : 
| American: Book (AS). . 
Amer. Book Strat. (AS) . - 5A BH] - 
American Heritage (OC).-9' 4214 |: 

- (educational: ' 

- Univer: _ 
Wester’ Pub. Co. (OG), 20%4—. YB]: 

; ‘World. Pub.” 

“Pro if 

‘KISS ME, “KATE? CLICKS 
IN BUDAPEST SHOWING! Available ia 

parts: femme, “17-21; “Sexy; sensi-| 
tive, vital; male, 25-35, .handsome;|- 
character. male, 35-45. ‘Mail photos| . 

(c/o- Radio. 

Ford: Motors. “Auditions: this’ Fri. 
(13) for “Equity” only:- femme. -dane- 

-the™ 

‘}-the. ° 
“For | 

; men. .&. femmes. 
from ‘10: 30..a:m.-to 6. p-.m.. Open |": 
‘call ‘singers (Thurs.)z |° 

: Joan White Bob Grose 
~ Returning to Stockbridge 

“who's:} York,.. 
‘be: 

‘Miss’ Hagen and.- 
Hill. will: ‘répeat. their roles in- a: 
“London ‘prodtiction. of. the Edward. 

_ | Albee: ‘play.. Which. is“.t6--debut at. 

Forsythe: 
WHHL ‘replace. Davis: in‘ the niatinee- 

~ Publishing Stocks. 
26. As ‘of Dec. i. closing). 

PAV - 

‘Book. of Month. (N.Y,). °1734—. 34. 
Conde. Nast (N.! oe 5 251284 WB: 
Cowles. (OC) .. waves ees Pw+1% 

‘Curtis’ ‘Pub. ANY)... . W+- % 
| Esquire Inc. €AS).%....:. 84— 
| Ginn & ‘Co. ANY). * 88 4 
Grolier: (OC). 20.200 -5..4 0 —1 . 
‘Grosset & ‘Dunlap (O€):. 9A+.14 
“Harcourt Brace. (N.Y). 836+: 5 
‘Hayden Pub, (OCy. Cae te “3 —. HI. 
“Hearst -(OC). -: 0.3.5.4. . 2624 

| Holt. R'& W: (WY): 25 —2% 
-| LA Times-Mirror. (00). :32u8 “% 
Macfadden Bartel (AS); + %. 
MeCall .(N.Y.) - ‘get nal 
McGraw-Hill (N. ¥): 29 -—1 
‘Meredith. Pub, Co.. OC). 4 - 4 
Nat’l-Per..Pub.- (OC). . 2100 
New Yorker (OC). ...:. 108 a we 
Pocket Books (OC): ....: (4+1 

{Popular Library: (OC). . 2. 
Prentice. Hall (AS) ....::.': 35° +1 
‘Random. House (N. 3). . 934— 14 
Scott Foresman (OC)... , 2536-— ¥% 
H. 'W...Sams- (OC). re 3234. °- 
“Times. Inc. (OC).:. BBYE+. Y: 

}-Pub. Co. (00). 43%. 

OCzOver ‘the: ‘Counter. - 
" NY—N.Y. Stock’ ‘Exchange. 
: AS—American Stock Exchange... . 
_ (Supplied, ‘By. Bache. &: Co.) oa 

Budapest, Dec: 10.. 
"Kiss: ‘Me, Kate”. has concluded | a 

successful. ‘engagement: ‘at Budapest: 
‘| Operetta: . Theatre... 

== |-Cole Porter-Sam cand... Bella. Spe= 
-~. TE wack. musical ‘was: “well: received. 

I}. critically - ‘and ® played - ‘to -capacity. 
|.attendance, it. played. only ‘10. “‘per-. 
| formances. ‘because . royalties. are. 
‘payable: in dollars, which are. in 4 
-short . supply ‘here. <2: 

.. Zsuzsa Petress:and Janos Sardy: “| 
fin the. leading. roles, seemed -ner-: 
vous: and ‘off-voice. during: the: early |“ 
“scenes, but. settled down and, :with | -.. 
the.. -supperting - “company. . sheaded |". 

. | by : Zsuzsa.: Lehoczky, : Pal: Homm; | 
Istvan . Csorba and ‘Josef Markos, | 

“lI were: given ‘a-.sustained “standing: 
-: ovation at the. tinal eurfain’ at the 
| I} Nov. 15 opening. ~. 

"-. Two * ‘ballet: numbers;’ “the. ‘first: io 
‘act | wedding’ and_|.the. second-act 
“opener, 

ers. who -sing. at 10-a.m. and “male | highlights, 

- Although’ the 

“Too’ .Darned ‘Hot, were 
although. ‘the 

formerly -:a.| partner: --of © Moira 
Shearer’ with theSadler’s Wells 

*.| Ballet-anid a featured dancer-at.the. 
| Radio. City. Music. Hall; N.-Y.- He’ 

got the: assignment: here. because of:| Jackson. . ‘Donahue, - 
~ Gurreritly being’ 

filmed. by - ‘Tony Curtis: and. ‘Henry. 
takes “the - Texas - public ; 

-school. ‘system, to’ task-in his: new 
“Erase My: Name,’ due in: 

| |-his work. on “The “Waltz King,” a 
| Walt. Disney production, filmed in 
Vienna. . 

“Kiss ‘Me. “Kate” 

_ predecessors’ - ; 

‘Stockholm, | ‘Mass. Dec, ..10: 
- Soany: White: ‘and ‘Robert - Paine j: 

off-Broadway: “production -of.. their 
own ‘farcical: adaptation -of “the 

“Lady . -Aud- | 
ley’s: ‘Sécret;”’ now subtitled . “Who 
Pushed: George?” It. will have .mu- | 
sic and. lyrics. ‘by. Anna: Russell, . 

English’ ‘melodrama, . 

who- will. -Star. - 
“In ‘four. Seasons. “of: operation. 
here, the’, ‘Groses’- have. presented. : 
39 shows;- including tryouts. of two’ 
originals. “They: also. reopened. the | 
‘Stockbridge. drama school. . 

~ Legit: Incorporations © 
. Burlesque: ‘on. Parade... Inc.,- 

-¥ork firni. 
Arista . “Theatres; Ines: ‘has. been. 

authorized’ to. conduct a’. ‘theatres 
‘and © entertainment - ‘ business © 
New: -York.: Capital- “stock is 200: 

in 

shareés,. no par. value.” Lewis. Cohen, 
was. -Tecording attorney, ; 

Ab AL = 

‘the: Charles E.. Bi 

| Growelt Codier Wi). apa a4 and, Maver Pubs Co, ums | 
-will receive one share each in each 
{company for every 10 shares ‘held. 

‘}for “many years. | 
s |operates six- Teligious | -book | clubs: 

Tl and. services : several . other - clubs,:|: 
including Better. Homes. &: Gardens 

. Family Books. Dol 

TM A 

Hoyt’s: 

‘local }: 
“dancers. ‘were -Obviously not. up: to 

choreography | "of “Norman 
“Thompson; a Canadian -who was 

‘Fonda, 
Ais. ‘the: third: 

western: musical. to play: Budapest,. 
having : been: 

“ ‘Finian’s: Rainbow” and “Irma: La- 
Douce.’ ee 

- publishers. - 

- Mergers: & Spinoffs:: :, 
" Prentice-Hall has ‘spun: off ‘two: 

‘of its wholly-owned. “subsidiaries, 
Merrill: Books: Inc. 

McGraw-Hill has acquired Bres- 
: Kin Publications Inc: -which-..puts 
out Modern Plastics and: Modern, 
Packaging- magazines. 
‘. In’ another acquisition, Meredith | 

- Better |" 
‘Homes..& Gardens books,- Duell, | 
Sloan: & Pearce, and. -Appieton- 
Century trade books, has purchased 
Channel. Press Inc.,. New York 're-. 

-+ligious and: trade ‘book. publisher.. 
Lester _Doniger. was prez of. the: 
‘latter: Jack:Barlass is v.p;.and g.m; 
-of. Meredith’s trade. -book ‘division. 
‘|Meredith . also: acquires: the - Book. 

Press, which. - publishes | 

_.[€lub Guild Tne; with which Chan-. 
-:} nel Press’ was. closely associated: 

.It .owns.* and 

--114-Day. Strike No: “‘pisastert 

‘Prof. ‘Penn. T. ‘Kimball; “of. the | 
‘Columbia University’s. .Graduate 

| School : of Journalism, -writing..in | 
the Review,. “concludes * that. New: 

L-Yorkers 
‘particularly. those: dealing: with 
clothing ‘or ‘sales, and. that tv. pene-. 

most missed — the’: ‘ads, 

fited Most | ‘from. the | Dress “shut: 
down: a 
“The: city: _Mmay: “have ‘been’. in: 

‘convenienced by ‘the.. ‘newspaper 
shutdown,” opines:.-Prof.: Kimball, : 

| “but it ‘was not. incapacitated . 
| people: were.:able to find out: those 1° 

things’ that: they. absolutely needed |. 
“to know . ; 

“Waite Hoyt. Press’ Et al. 
‘World Pub’s Bill.Targ has Waite | 

autobiog, “According To. 
‘Hoyt”’.on the. spring: agenda. . For- 
mer N.Y: “Yankee ‘pitching .ace now 

: broadéasts’ the - Cincinnati | 
games over.a. ‘midwest circuit: - 

-Joanthan ‘Daniels, : vet. editor’ of 
the’ ‘Raleigh (N.C.) News. & Ob- 
server, tells the story. of. American 
journalisin ; via profiles of “Cru- 
Sading. | Editors” (as. he ‘calls’ his: 
‘World - ‘book), -from. Isaiah" Thomas. 
Elijah’ Lovejoy. and: Albert. Parsons. 
to William Allen - ‘White, . 
Reed, : Herbert ‘Bayard Swope. and} 
others: 

Coast.. newsman and tv ‘Seripter: 
‘whose: -“The 

Confessor”. is: 

novel, 
March... Jay Richard. “Kennedy 
(Prince Bart” - ete:).. also ..has. 

a | “Favor | The © Runner,” ” his third 
-|| novel, ‘on World’s roster,;..as does 
-| Lin Tai-Yi, -daughter. of Lin Yutang 
‘| whose- “Kampoon - St.” has. a. Hong 

|: Kong. night life. background; llya 
-Ehrenburg’s 
1921-1941” ‘is also -an Important | 

| World t pub next April... , : 

Grose will return next. -Summeér for |: 
their ; fifth “season as ‘coproducers 7 - 
-at.. the’ Berkshire Playhouse, : one 
“of the nation’ 'S* oldest : strawhats. ! 

+ ‘The ~ pair. are -eurrently-. in. New: 
- Working ‘on: the. ‘scheduled: 

(Russian): 

| Lima Citizen’s: ‘Suit: 
“Bima -Citizens -Publishing ‘Co., 

‘of the: 

‘and. three. co-conspirators,’ not 
“named. as defendants, with. viola-: 
tions. of :the. Sherman..and- Clayton 
‘Anti-Trust Acts in a two-count- 

‘+ civil. action: The suit charged ‘that | 
the News and three. co-conspirators, . 
Stamps-Conhaim --Whitehead * Inc.,. 

| New York, Metro Associated ‘Ser-|: 
vices’ Inc.,-New York, and Meyer- 
Both: €o.,. Chicago,. “have - -engaged. 

. [An a conspiracy.in restraint of-inter-. 
‘| state. commerce in the preparation, 
: ‘publication, and sale: of: newspapers 
in. the ‘Lima - market. . | 

has | 
changed’ its name. to. “WBW. ‘Produc-: 
Hons, Inc.. Nhange. ‘Bo Heller filed: 
thé. name: e ange. -for 

panies. will be Ben “Piazza. -and:}- B the: New 
Rochelle ‘Oliver at night. and: Bill J - 

“The . News © was ‘Lima’s - 
hewspaper until: July “1, 1957, at 
‘which time: the. Citizen began pub-. 
-lication.. At that time, ‘three. firms. 
‘named ‘as. co-conspirators were the. 
‘only -firms. ‘in’ the. country. that 
-furnished . general ‘mat: service: to 

the. 
News obtained: the exclusive. right } 
to use the mat services of Stamps-: 

| Conhaim' and. Metro in. Lima and 

newspapers... At . that’ time, | 

: of: 

-ate’-.among:-- advertisérs < of 

_: -tising space: - 
| subscribers: lower Yates... oy. 
al ‘The: petition noted. that “Meyer=" By 

Both: began: selling its. ‘service to: -~ 
‘the: ‘Citizen. after the ‘paper’ threat- wes 
‘ened. legal action: Earlier this year. |. 

ste: While. seven.’ ‘out. of 10: New: 
wi Yorkers - missed. their’. papers . 

‘| good deal” or “extremely,” the re- | 
‘search ‘study of “the Coliimbia. 
(Univ: . Journalism ° Review. states 

‘| that’ the 114-day: newspaper. black- 
| out. which began. ‘a .year ago: this. 
-}week- (Dec.. 8): did: not . create. .& 
| “disaster.” 

John. 

“Press - ‘Internationale’ -. 
inception’ in. 1961. pO 

“Memoirs: | 

Jment”; 
six-year-old 

‘Lima ‘(O:)}.. Citizen; has filed .a suit: 
seeking ‘treble datnages of. $7,875,-. 
-000:.-from .-Freedom | Newspapers 
-Ine.,. publishers. of the Lima. News, 
‘in Toledo, charging the Lima.N ews 

o Tyiemige ‘Such. exclusive. right. has OY 
been renewed . “yearly. between‘ the =... 4 

the a an wi two’ firms. and’: the News, 
petition | charges. al 
“The petition: addéd: thiat: betause.~ af 

-inability.. to..obtain’.:mat..- © = 
“service from. the: two firms, the’ ~| 
Citizen sought similar. service: ‘from noo 
-Meyer-Both, ‘and. was: advised such :: 7; 
Service. was. available; Later, *ttie 

. Citizen. was. informed: that: it -eould.. 
{ not. obtain: the service -because ex-. | 
‘elusive’ right: to ifs use had been. 

‘its ° 

obtained: by the News.. 
The’ Citizen :.also-. asked ‘for’ ao. 

permanent injunction. against more:. -. 
“than a score - of. ‘practices:which it’: 
describes ‘as iHegal. . These included: 
charges that the. News . ‘furnishes 
‘free:- billboard - ‘space to’some na-. * J 
tional advertisers on the condition .° ~- 
‘that ‘they -advertise .in. the. News;:.° -. 
‘repeated ‘some classified: adver- |”. 
tising.” without | collecting | -charges.. a 
‘for continued publication; charged’: ~: 
advertising rates. ‘which’ discrimin-. 

classes; granted | gifts, . rebates, Tes, 
funds - ‘and discounts to some pur-. 

~*| chasers. of. dike classes of adveér- :- | 
and. charged’ ‘some, ro 

the. other two’ firms. began -furn- 
-ishing mat -service' to: the’ plaintiff 
| after the: Goverment: began anti- _ 
{ trust actions. |." a 
“The Lima News. said it, Has: never: — 

‘committed. an ‘unfair-or ‘illegal. act 
vagainst_ the Citizen,:and said.com- __ 
ment. in detail would await.examin- ~ | 
ation’of thelegal- documents; E.-.)- 
‘Roy ‘Smith; ‘publisher ‘Of the News, ..- 
declared, “We can.say’ categorically. eo 
and. without © equivocation that. 
-heither “Freedom. Newspapers _ nor-* | 

‘| the. Lima: News ‘ has: violated: any: 
“statute “of ‘the.: United: States. ‘We ~- 
have néver committed an ‘unfair: or i 
egal. act: ‘against the’ Citizen.” 

. ““Life’s s: Far East Show'Biz - 
. Life mag is. ‘plunging » on Tayout : 

7 tof. Far Eastern entertainment. sub-* 
ee jects. Det o 

A’ -yéarend spread. by * Bhotog _ 
‘Brian “Brake with: text. by. Bob. 
‘Morse will: be on -Asian films, with)” 
Japan’s. samurai star. Toshiro’. Miz... 

| fune . ‘likely: to get. the. coveted’. 
Reds | cover, -” a 

‘Larry. “Borrows | lensed” George or 
‘Lewis & his Preservation Hall Jazz --. 
Band from. New. Orleans* on~.tour * 
‘on: Japan’s southern island -of Ky=- | 
ushu.- Morse did that ‘story. also.” :- 
‘In’ addition, © Life -recently had~ a. 
spread’ on . Toho’ Ss" Production: of 
“My. Fair. Eady. a a 

rr : CHATTER. tiene _ 
Hat’ Bruno- upgraded to. Chicago” : 

“bureau chief. for. Newsweek; He’s | 
been: a regular: panelist..on ‘WBKB’s 

since’. its 

N.Y. Daily News. senior political 
‘reporter’ and Albany :corespondent -.”’ 

games Desmond. has written: “‘Nel- 
‘son. Rockefeller: A. Political Biog- - : 
raphy” for. Macmillan” publication...” 
‘in. late January: . 
< Key To‘ The. Fair Inc. authorized a 
to print’ and. publish ;books ” ‘and 
magazines, with offices | in New. ; 
York, 

-Next - ‘Monday's (46) . ‘Book. 8. 
Author © Juncheon -at-- the: Waldorf, aa 
emceed per usual by critic. Maurice “ 

.{Dolbier,: will Have -Art. Buchwald, -.. 
author’ of “T Chose Capitol. Punish-. : 

Dr; Walter.:Starkie, of U.: ; 
of c., ‘author of “Scholars - ‘& “Gyp--.. 
sies”;.. Mark: ‘Van: Doren .*(‘Col=: - 
lected ‘and New ‘Poems, 1924-63”); a 
with: ‘rita | Van Doren, _ literary “+ 
editor. emeritus: of the N. ¥. ‘Herald 
Tribune, ..cosponsor. of. the. B&A : 
luncheon series; again. aS. chairman.: 

--Look’s.- editorial ° director. Dan‘ ~ 
Mich ‘getting: the ~third-’ annual 
Richard © L.. ‘Neuberger Award. at: 
the- “Society of Magazine Writers’ - 
dinner-dance -Friday (13) at.- the _ 
Overseas Press: Club. Robert - Stein, 
editor: -of: -Redbook,-- .and:. John ; 
Fischer, ‘editor’ of: ‘Harper's, -- ‘Te- | 
ceived the first two. bronze: plaques - 
as having “done: the most’ to Faise: 
the. standards of magazines as a” 
-medium. of. democratic communica- 

1 tion. ” & - 

only’ - Helene ". ‘Foellinger; ‘publisher . 
“of ‘Fort. Wayrie Newspapers: ‘Inc.,’*. 
‘will receive.an honorary: Doetor of... 
‘Letters Degr ee from Tri-State ‘Col- 
dege, Angola, Ind., on Dec. 14: Miss - , 
-Foellinger joined the, Fort. Wayne 
News-Sentinal. in 1932, ‘and served : 
as. president and . general manager. 
since 1936. ‘She has been head of’: 
the. agency. corporation for: ‘the’: 
city’s: ‘two’ newspapers : since. 1950. 
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*”-ter’s. ” ‘testimony ‘neluded | “Here’ S| 
‘Love,’ me “Jennie,” ~. “Neyer. ‘Too 
. Late,” “Barefoot. in. the. Park,” “A. 
“: Funny. Thing “Happened on. the 
“Way. to the. Forum” .and™ “Oliver.” 

" banks © mentioned” -ineluded- 
- Irving. Trust Co.,. Marine Midland: 

“: Co. of .N-Y., “Bankers Trust,. Chase. 
i Manhattan, ‘Chemical Bank; Manu- 
__factiirers - Hanover, | First: ‘National 
City: and: Sterling. National “Bank. 
': Jt. was also pointed ‘out. by Rutter 
~ ‘that: when. the’ banks. weren't. ‘able 

‘to. get. ‘tickets - through. Marihattan. 
. brokers" they then. went: to: Union, 

; City, NJ. 
Lefkowitz’ inentioned: during’ the. 
~ proceedings that names: were being 
on omitted : because: Of - certain: Tegal 
7 angles. - 
”” “CBS! ‘Buy-Backs: of Own Show. 

: One: of the most” starling: revela: 
7 tions, during ‘the ‘morning ‘session Tone -of the hottest’ shows in’ town.. 

Stating; ‘he’. had‘ worked in ‘box- 
‘offices for more. than 10 years, ‘the: 
‘treasurér ~.said’ ‘he . . knows * ‘many. 
brokers pay. ‘over - -b: 0. price’ with. 
‘the: amounts. varying - as : Tour as J 
$5-$7 per « ticket, - 

“was: the testimony’. of.: Marion’ 
Branch-:in-: connection - “with over-. 

mas ‘payments: made by” her: in: the pur- 
“chase. from: ‘brokers - of tickets. to 

| “My. Fajr Lady”.‘during its Broad- 
away run. Miss Branch was testify-. 
- ing on the basis of -her experi- 
- ences as secretary in 1956.to: Spen- +} 
- eer ‘Harrison, a.-CBS veepee.”. Har-'| 
” yison; “she - said,” ‘represented: CBS’ 
in ‘the: negotiation. ‘of: arrangements. 

ntracts for. its articipation.- 
and contrac , Y through June, 1962, by*a.N 

‘theatre. ticket agency... He ‘was. orig- |". 
‘inally. \a .runner,. 
| movéd.. into “the: selling. ‘of. tickets: 
“As a runner,. he -Said,: he. ‘picked | 
‘up ‘tickets ‘from: the. ‘theatres : ‘for 
the firm he worked for.” As ‘a run- 
‘ner, he added, ‘he <aiso. had’ to. de-: 
‘liver - payments. to: ‘the: treasurers 

“jn the “Lady” ~ venture. -as “sole 
‘backer.’ 

a $360, 600. : a 
“+7 Miss’ Bianeh: in answer: +0 ques- 
on tioning. from Clurman, ‘stated that. 
” it ‘was: her. job to- keep. track ‘of 
". the. house seats ‘allocated: to -CBS. 
- and also ‘to. o¢casionally : ‘purchase 

- tickets to the: musical: ‘when house 
- ‘gedts: weren’t available... She - -Said. 
“y she. purchased: about. four or five 
:. pairs ‘weekly .with ‘CBS. paying up- 
” to. $40-$50. for each -of the ducats. 
‘Consequently, : it was. . ascertained 

. by: Clurman, : that. although: ‘CBS: 
.. was. the ‘sole ‘investor. in “Lady” -it; 
‘nevertheless; purchased . ‘around 10 

* ‘tickets: weekly. to the. ‘show at a 
, cost of $400-$500. 

Beaucoup “ce? 
"ophese. tickets, .Miss’ Branch said, . 

- were. paid for in. cash”and: ‘usually 
; -picked up at-.the ‘boxoffice. “They: 
“were. purchased ‘by. CBS, .shé con- ' 
‘tinued, for ‘major - -clients:- “The 

: original top. D.o. price, ‘it was: noted: 
‘by her, was .$7.50,. ‘climbing: about 
- . $eVven - or "eight. months « ‘dater™ to. 
$808. 

‘The investment. was. 

tickets. ‘were... picked. : up: 1 
amount. ‘of the. payments was, writ 
ten: on ‘the. inside. flap ‘of the: én- |. 
‘velope. - 

° fa ve . . . . . . 
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As ‘for: ‘the - = “Lady” ‘house seat 
‘allocation. to _ CBS,.. Miss -.Branch | 
declared; ‘the: sumber - ‘of - tickets 
‘per performanee ‘was: four at.-first, 
advancing. subsequently to: a maxi- 
“mum of 14. Lok 
“ Tapes, recorded ‘duiing’ ‘the Jast 
few ‘days, were. played at:the- morn-: 
ing .. session. - Two. unidentified. . li- 
censed » ticket; ‘brokers ‘were.- -heard'|:? 
on. the. ‘tapes. . testifying - “to” -the 
existence: of “ice,” ‘one stating ‘that: 
tickets can’t be: obtained by: brokers 
unless: they’. pay. off at: the Box- 
office. and the “other: expressing | * 
the same view. ‘and: adding: that the 
“ice” paid. -by - ‘the © brokex- usually 
runs ‘from..50¢ ‘to ‘several. dollars. 
‘This overcharge, it:was. noted, had: 

| to ‘be- passed on: ‘to’ the. purchaser, 

: There ‘was also ‘taped. testiniony. 
| by a treasurer,. identified’ as’ being.|" 
in the “boxoffice: of -a : -theatre - ‘With: 

“Runner” ‘Also. payett ‘Agent * 

for. his: employer.. 

.Anent -the. qiattér: of | delivering: 
‘payments; Hecht had. the following | ; 

| to ‘say; Payments. wére’ delivered |:- 
every Monday. morning ‘to’ the ‘box- 
office treasurers at every. theatre: 
‘The. ‘payments. were in ‘excess: of | 
the ‘regular ‘b.o.-price and included’ 
‘two. ‘separate payments.” One was 
a- check. covering the ‘regular “D.o. 

"| price of ‘the ‘tickets. and: another 
‘|-was ¢ash representing a. | 
overcharge of. 25c- per ticket. The. 
cash ‘ ‘was. in. envelopes. ‘and. the: 

a) imum 

payments: ‘were “made:. every, ° ‘time. 

Theatre Chain: Also 

| th the .. case- of a “‘Jarge theatre 
1 chain: ‘Hecht ‘said;: the . envelopes 

‘with. cash: were: “not delivered by 
him. to* individual ‘treasurers. but 
to ‘a. person: in “an. “office. building. “ye 
‘There were also: markings. on the | 

- Hl inside of. these. envelopes_and the 

‘Floatieg 7 Theatre: - Company decks 

"NAME", male:.or-female, for. late 
64. production. ‘Must be willing: to. 

“Travel ender cless “A™ “—_e". 
. and ‘enjoy: peld vacation! ; pe 

|  Welte. BOX: V-3541, VARIETY. 
1 w. ‘46th St New York 10036 

“FOR LEASE 
| Theatre by the See, Matunuck, R.'f. 

Est. 1932; seats 550. Adjacent i ‘ian | 
‘with: Testawrant,. ber. °°. 2 

7 $5000. year. 

GOING OUT 
1 OF BUSINESS: - 
| Pleese call for alt. gorments | before 
- : Jaa. 24; 1964. 7 

7 Ww. E NER 8 R P 3: : 
= 2 mr ‘iters. and Theatrical. Cleaners. 

469 ‘West, 45th: Street, New: York. city 

~ SUMMER THEATRE 
“FOR. SALE: 

: ‘Ghermios, Jatimate rnestreiithe: I 
Round; 250; fully equip 

; operating s “successfully for. past 1 
| Sons: excelient. reputation) : 
* Investment. “ 

Do call FL 77209, 

20%. 

| derivation . of the ‘term :“‘ice;” 
said the’ best. one he -knew - was 
that It came into: ‘being: around the: 

4 contents,. Hecht. said,. “were “split 
| 80-20.. 
the ‘person in office got’ 80%: and. 
‘the individual: theatre: treasurer. 

Hecht: ‘also stated: that Mon- |. 
day was . the “payoff. date. for | all 
brokers:”:" ; . 

‘Producers David . “Merrick: "and . 
[Leland Hayward..also were: sworn: 
ff} in arid. endorsed the ‘hearings: -Both 

stated. they: could :not «shed: any: |; 
Uf light.on :the matter of. “ice,” which. 

'| Merrick ‘said: he: had heard ‘about 
|as.:“rumor. and conjecture”. ; 

‘| Hayward .was° aware of: as: a “kind 
of. legend.” . 

Merrick was - the ‘frst. person. to 
testify and..when “asked: about - , the | ! 

ie}. 

turn -of the. century: as. an ‘expres- 
sion: used. by” politicians ‘in’ refer-. 
ting to. Incidental Campaign | Ex: 

| penses.. 
"Merrick. ‘taged the. ‘number of ae 

Hl seats. allocated: ‘to: -brokers. by 2 
‘theatre. at. about 300-400 per~ 
formance. He: also. favored. stricter 
‘accounting methods. in reports ‘to|- 

| investors: and emphasized ‘that: any. 
legislations for. brokers. would: not 

=| eliminate scalping as. long as there 
| are™ “purchasers... He . suggested’ a 
{Jaw to.make scalping’ an.. equal 
| crime: for. ‘the. “purchaser, » “as... well 
{las the: seller. - , 

- Merrick,. after hearing - ‘some of 
t the: other ° ‘testimony, returned: to: 

medest. {| the ‘stand to say: he was appalled. 
.. | at what:-he “had ‘ heard.: and: was: 
- aD Py and - delighted” with | the. 

- State : “Attorney- General . Louis -J. 

. Further - testimony. attesting. ‘to. 
the existing. of “ice” was” given: by 
Melvin -.D. Hecht | who. had . ‘been*|’ 
‘employed. for four-and-a-half : yer 

but “‘eventually | . 
| booker. for: the. Shubert. ‘interests, H 
Tead ‘a prepared statement. that ‘the | 

‘any -un- 

~The” 

That, presumably;. Means. 

and’ 

fred Leffler 

~-Shuberts? Macy ( Outlet 
“The: Macy. storés in: 

the: Greater | HE eo 

ding theatres operated by. the Shu- 

been’ -made,: 

vealed: ‘yesterday (Tueés:) by. Alvin 
‘Cooperman, of the Shubert organi-: 
zation, during testimony on N. -Y. 

Lefkowitz’s: ‘investigation. ‘of - al-. 
_leged: scalping and: ‘Bratt ¢ on mn Broad-. 
w ay. 

= : | New York.are losing interest in the 
‘theatre, and - ie mail and. phone uir Which: “he” hor ed: ‘would. 

ini Y y calls: I’ve: had since ‘the piece ap- lead to legislation. ‘He congratulated. 
-| Lefkowitz. - and. ‘Feferred- to. the 
f hearing: as. the. “best, show of the: : 
-season:” | 

‘Hayward did not. have too ‘much 
to . say,’ but: ‘he did: mention the. 
unsuccessful « inquiry into . alleged: 
scalping made’: by. the- League ‘of 
N.Y." 

tion: and a central ticket. office: 
Oné. ‘witness, * Willard: FE; Darian: 

¢riminate-: himself. He .was: asked 
‘whether ‘he was: employed. in “a: 
-brokerage | ‘firm ‘and. whether: het 

| N.X.- Limes: story by Sam Zolotow. 
 ‘-Gim my_ copy: of the ‘Times the by= 

ever: ‘oversold .tickets. 
-Shuberts_ Deplere Practices. 

“Alvin ‘Cooperman; ‘theatre 

organization ; “deplores *: 
-ethical - practices, in. ticket: selling 
-and: production | investing.” -He- ‘ass: 
‘serted that: the. public. should’ “be 
educated that ‘tickets. ‘‘can be. pur-. 
chased at the. boxoffice ‘at boxoffice 
Prices.’ mas 
Tf the. ‘Shubert organization ‘bere’ 

shown. evidence of -overcharging 
for’ ‘tickets,- - those’ responsible : for 
‘the ‘infraction would: ‘be summarily 
dismissed; ‘he. continued. Moreover, | 

| the. ‘Shubert ‘Management « would 
| weleome-any legislation. that would 
benefit the theatre. The firm-favors. 
the oft-proposed - idea. of: a central 
agency,-’ or. any . other’ setup. ‘that: 
‘would bring: about. wider distribu-: 
‘tion: of tickets, -he. added. . 

Shubert ‘organization | last ‘summer, 
after: working. in television. on the 

1 Coast. for several years, Said - that 
on. the: basis of testimony’ he heard 
‘at yesterday’s. hearing, he’s. satis- 
fied that ticket scalping: ‘on: Broad- 
way is. widespread:* 

Licenses. “Suspended 
“In -a- separate action last. week, 
licenses” of :two ‘Broadway. ticket 

| agencies’ and three ‘brokers: ‘were. 
suspended. by-N. Y.. License ‘Com- 
missioner Bernard. -J.. O’Connell: 
The. 30-day. - 
against the Liberty: ‘Theatre. Ticket. 
Corp: - and. ‘the. Famous -Theatre 

‘| Picket -Corp::- Two °.of: the’ ‘three 
brokers . whose._ licenses: were: sus-- 
pended were. “employees” of. those: 
‘agencies. : : 

- The: two, whose. ‘licenses. “have | 
also: :-been ‘ “Suspended - for 30 days | 

, ‘rison’ insul 
‘The. "agreement. for: “the “branch Tisol ’s range of insults in Variry, 

| office: ‘boxoffice . system. was” re-'| | 
y ‘Harper's © Magazine. - “Somehow. he 

| the. article. was. really... about. --He | 
} merely: . 
-and. theatre . owners, although they 
need | -an’ advocate... . 

article ‘stated that audiences’ “want, 
-[the opposite of what they are. -get- 
ting, :namely,- cheaper seats, more 
“inviting. - plays,. ) 
-venient -theatres:” _ Not: true?. I. 

theatres 15: years. ‘ago.: He. 
-felt the present probe. could Bet 
résults becausé: .of its - ‘power ~ of | 

- subpoena. ° ‘He -also. favors legisla- 

temptiiig to provoke. ‘new. thinking | 

‘money: for. its-investors and losing. 
‘its. audiences: Aren’t: we all: con-| 

7 refused. ‘to: answer any: questions | be?.. 
on the grounds: that ‘he might: in- | . 

‘eusing: the piece: of being “unreal-' 
istic -and- ‘in. various instances - in- 

.Bermel’s | 
from Louis Lotito,. . president of the. 

‘Lotito. rapped. me.a. rap; good Juck. 
| to -him; at least, he:was:polite about: 
Ait: ‘The. remaining. two-thirds of. the. 
“story. were ‘given over .to-a fair: 
synopsis. of ‘my article. 

‘the. same, - for “pointing out ‘two'} 

‘cerely: ‘apologize. to: Arthur Cantor. 
‘for. the -misspelling :.of: his name 
and: to the. producers. of’ “Lord. 
“Pengo” - for.. mistaking.‘ them for 
| Alexander.’H:: Cohen.. For. the. Test, 
Mr. ‘Morrison’ makes -a ‘few. ‘dnac-)-« 

Cooperman, «wha. .r ejoinéd the’ -curate assumptions of ‘his own: 

‘New. York or: elsewhere.” The foot-: 
note.. to: the article. refers to ‘one { 
‘production this year, a. reference 

‘+ that must. have -dodged. ‘Mr. Morri- 
‘| Son’s. eye. “T- enclose’ a..copy of the | 

‘and in some twenty: theatres. in the: 
United. States (one next: week in: 

-'| Pennsylvania), « 
“suspensions. were | Phoenix fn New. York. Even if 1] 

-were,:as Mr. Morrison. iniplies, ‘aj 
disgruntled, : unproduced. ‘play- Is 
wright; what -Jetter reason . would j; 
‘L-have. for writing the. ‘piéce I did? | 

-| done. cursory ‘reading. about.’ the 

---New York’ area will install booths:[..-. © 
| for the: sale of tickets for Broad-|f- -. 9 -..:-.: 

| Way: shows. It’s indicated that, at}f oo... 2! 
‘least ‘at - the. start, the setup | may |= 
‘apply: only to seats :for: shows .play-[ -2 .* ” 

‘Editor, Vanity: 
| berts, with. whom the. deal has just |” 

Broadway theatre. . . ° What does. 
“cursory” ‘mean?. fr ‘pore over all 
‘the. theatre columns Ican find: I. 
Tread: Vanity, including Hebe ‘Mor-: 
Tison’s reviews. the way some peo- 
ple read ‘the Bible: I talk to pro- 
ducers, directors, playwrights, de- 

New: York. 

-I.was: impressed: with: Hobe Mor- 

attacking. the. article I.-wrote for 

didn’t get ‘around. to. ‘saying what 

portant, “spectators, . all the- time, 
defended: the . ‘producers 

: months. of ‘intensive . research. for 
the ‘piece. And ‘I saw more plays, 
on ..and:. off - Broadway, ‘than “I 
‘wanted to sée, more than any spec- 
for. should have. to pay admission 

OF. 2 

- (3) “In - “the. “second paragraph 
Bermel cites that .. discredited 
‘Timés article by. ‘Milton’ Esterow of 
Jast. May. .. 2 Discredited.. by 

and: ‘more. con-| whom? The Times ‘said the season. 
lost investors: .5.5-. million dollars; 
the Jatest figure P've seen-is $5,575,- 
000. That’s- a discredit? | It’s -true: 
that the League of New York The- - 
atres. issued. a ‘statement next: day 
(published: int full-by the Times), in: .. 
which the members blew ‘their. 
Stack at the. Times ‘staff and. prom- 

|} ised to ‘issue “a report on the com-. 
‘Hobe. ‘Morrison. ‘starts. off by” ‘ac- | plete theatrical season,” some 

time after: June30. .The report 
hadn’€ been issued when I wrote 
my article, and Tr haven't seen or. . 
heard “of. it “since. Has _ Hobe, 
‘Morrison?. ~ - -* " 

(4).“He lis] evidently ignorant: of 
the... distinction’ between theatre 

J. suggested that “spectators « in. 

peared seem:'to confirm this. The'|. 

wasn’t proposing: what: your. -Ahead:-. 
line: calls .a .“‘cure-all,” simply at-" 

about-our. theatre, which. is losing 

cerned: about” this?. Shouldn't we 

accurate.” And he ‘says: that the 

line: said .Louis..Calta)“‘used quotes. 
to rap. ‘the. Harper. article.” There. 
were, tobe exact, two. quotes: in, -Fental- terms. and Sharing terms." 
that’ Times ‘story;..one from’ Alex- ‘Not. guilty: : ao 
ander. :H:’Cohen who “had .not]. 
madé..a ‘complete . study : of ‘Mr. 

proposals,”:. the. other 

5: “THe] reveals the: usual intol- 
eratice - for. plays that fail to. meet. 
his standards. © ~ 
ance” is a“ brutal word, but let it 
pass. Doesn’t: Mr: ‘Morrison dislike 
plays that “fail.to meet his stand- 
-ards?” Two quirk references here:. 
His:reyiew of “Have I Got.a Girl- 
for You!” in. the. same issue, and : 

lof -“One Flew Over. the Cuckoo’ 8 
Nest,” printed. a couple. of weeks 

‘City | Playhouses ‘Inc,, ‘and: if: Mr. 

I'm grateful to. Mr. Morrison, all 

‘ago. . 

(6): “Presumably he has equally 
little patience.with audiences who. 
have the. temerity to disagree with 
his tastes: ...” That's: the second 
loaded “yresumably” in Mr. Mor- - 
rison’s column, not -to mention one’ 

| “apparently” and one “evidently. ” 
"-@) “Apparentl ne’ of. fil se False’ assumptions all. - 

pparently. none o er- Fy 
mel’s] seripts has been: ‘produced: in a Farsive m c for jipasing solos ' 

kind: enough to print it: in’ view 
of. the inteniperate tone of Mr.. 
Marrison’s: piece’ and his serious: 
allegations about_any : competence. 

Albert Bermet, 

(NO. ‘one: ‘questions: that the the- 
‘atre. faces Serious problems, . The 
point. is that “new. thinking” “on 
the subject: ‘should be ona realistic: 
rather, than Sanciful basis. — Ed. ) 

errors. in what I wroté:. and I. sin- | | 

review.-given by. The. Times of-Lon- | 
don;: Other. plays: and -translations |. 
have: been ‘done in London, ‘Canada, 

including = the 

"Mark, Lawrence will enter the 

presentation of “The ‘Passion. ef” 
Josef D.” - 

(2). “His. ‘article: suggests ‘he has 

are- Harvey Slater. and Bert{f-): 
Schneider. .of the Liberty and Fa- | 
mous: agencies, ‘respectively:. Al- 

‘of: 

pended for 15 days. - 
The ‘agencies "and . ‘the: ‘brokers’ : 

“were. all - charged | with” scalping 
World. Series: tickets. In‘ one of. 
.the:.instances ‘cited, a‘ pair of- tick- 
‘ets which legally:should-have been 

els 

Rodgers, : ‘producer-composer-lyric- 
dst; Leland Hayward: and . Roger : 
L:.” Stevens, ::. producers; Russel 
Crouse, playwright; ‘Alan Schwartz, 
attorney; . Angus, ‘Dunean,.: execu-. 
tive . Secretary of Actors ‘Equity:. 

Dick : ‘Moore, public. relations di- tf 
Howard and {ft : 

Marguerite Cullman, legit . ‘inves-: 
tors, and Peggy Wood, -actress and} 
‘president. of the. American ‘Na iY 

Tector. of “Equity: 

tional Theatre &- p Academy. 

‘the . Piceadilly |f-: . 
Ticket Service. had his license sus- ily 

sold for’. $19. 30. was: peddled: : ‘for ’ 

a " Navisery. ‘Committee Seen | | 
_ A’ theatrical advisory: ‘committee | 
‘has been’ formed -to assist the. At- |i 
torney . ‘General: ‘in. the investiga- if 
tion. --Its' mémbers« are .: Richard [4 - 

“THE CLOSING NOTICE WAS UP! 
Morale was: low—majer | 

performances had. slumped cf 
< Tight and left.. | | 

_ Alex Cohen sought ont 
“WELLS RICHARDSON be- - 

_ fere the matinee. Then the | 
surprising verdict: “Wells, .[: 
1 think you're giving a bet- 
fer performance now then | 
you: did. opening night! And - 

|’ that doesn't mean I didn't 
think you were good then!" 

- That was @ leag time ago | 
‘onthe REST has been SIs | 

_ LENCE. “Hew. non-sequitur | 
~~ . can one. ‘get! : _ 

WELLS. RICHARDSON 

[ ; oS We. ‘decided not to. send: out cards this. year, $0. ‘MERRY XMAS. everybody, especially: actors ‘and. producers (cops—that 
_ billing)—producers and. actors. . your greatest Ladi be each: other and bring. you a HAPPY. NEW YEAR, val twelve 
“months. of ior 

ee . : 1650 Broadway; New York 
"NEW York. REPRESENTATIVE: TWOLS: CIRCUIT AUSTRALIA PTY. uD. 

=c0 5-431 1. 
e Tou THEATRES. = MELBOURNE & SYONEY 

Signers, critics) and, most - ‘im= |: 

and. mean every day; I did three oo 

.. 2” That “intoler- °° 
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Broadway 
. Publicist Bill Doll now: a “aire: 

tor of the Broadway: Assn. 
Joseph E. Levine gets a ‘profile 

in True (Dec. 19). by Jimmy Bres- 
lin of ‘N.Y. Herald Trib. .: 

- Samuel-J.. Briskin. “Columbia: Piew 
tures v.p.-board member, ‘due in at |: 
the: weekend. from ‘Hollywood. for rdy: 

| Joseph. - ‘Lazzini at . recent.” Ballet: 
‘Monday’ s.(16) meeting of the com- 
pany’ s directorate. 

Author Finis -Farr: shifted - his. 
writing base to:a: Manhattan apart- 

raent to. work : on-.an authorized 
. ho |: 
biog of . Margaret Mitchell, .-who ‘in for a good ‘run..Old style oper-|: 

etta still plays . off herebut Henri | 
wrote. “Gone With The: “Wind. sare 

>» Erwin O: Sehol,prez of ‘the Man- 
: hattan, one of the.links in the 
chain, elected. -executive -veepee. 
and - ~ g.m. 
Corp., “per prexy Daniel . C.. ‘Hick-. 
ey's announcement: : 
Jan Peerce. already. lined up ‘for 

spring and summer of:1964.. Will. 
sing: in. Austria, German, ‘Luxém- 
bourg, : Holland, ‘Norway,. Belgium: 
and repeat..in: Israel. . Hé’s' singing. 
thrée . times ‘during ‘this month:- 

William. Morris’ Joe’ tand. Edna) | «.. A ~ Rome. 
within the same’ week to powwow)”: 
‘client ‘Blake Edwards :-who's: pro-| 

Schoenfeld ‘to London and. ‘back 

ducing “Shot. In: The ‘Dark” there. 
. for: Mirisch (UA), 

* Sellers and. Elke’ Sommers. 

Baritone* Nolan’ Van Way ‘l- | Grotte del: Piccione nitery. 
| Raf ‘Vallone . to: Paris. ‘to: dub 
French’: track. :on :“The ‘Cardinal,” 

‘ready... “booked “for Pagliacci in’ 
Pittsburg h, Giovanni . -in Houston. 
and’ Valentin. ‘in - Fort. ‘ Worth's. 
“Faust” has added a “Carmen”: 
via agent .Thea.. ‘Dispker, at Nu 

. remburg opera’ in. Germany. 
Chisholm, . Baur © &. Neil. ad. 

“ agency in. involuntary ‘bankruptcy | : 
‘on petitions. from -El Diario, Span- 

_. dish daily; with $12, 000.. claim; sta- 
* tion WADO_ (Bartell Broadcasters), 
$7,000 claim; and station WHOM: 
(Progress: ‘Broadcasting Corp.),, 
witha $700-claim.: .~ 

Toots Shor’s..and. The Embers 
victimized :by ‘ holdupniks during 
the past weekend..‘A duo made off. 
with $15,000. weekend receipts 
from The Embers, while $2, 000 was. 
taken: from the. Shor. eatery yester- 
day (Mon:)- morning while control-. 
ler Jolin ‘Sherman was- preparing. 
the ‘money: ‘for deposit.. Yoo 
N.Y. Journal-American drama. 

critic - John. MeClain_ has. changed . 
“his. mind. ‘about. exiting to assume 
an - important executive post ‘with 

“sides: covering: first. nights, 
Catholic Actors Guild prexy Hor- | 

ace McMahon ‘sparking: the: annual 
Christmas party (pay” ‘$2 at the 

-door,. which .allows. -one™ . drink) 
Sunday (15). afternoon:-at. the Pic- 
cadilly:-Hotel, Grab: bag gifts lim-’ 
‘ited to.50c.in. value-but the CAG |‘ 

-. invites ‘canned. goods. contributions. 
for - their’ xmas baskets | for. the. 
“needy. ace 

- Class: juncheon : ‘and. dining” very 
“difficult: in New York “these days 
“because of the ‘shuttering ‘of 100. 
‘uppercrust restaurants-in a dispute 
with: the Dining. Room Employees. 
Local 1-.Union struck three: spots + 
and the Restaurant: League of New- 
York, in keeping with ‘its agree- 
ment among its restaurateur mem- | -: 

.. bers, ‘shuttered’ the other eateries: 
Subsequently. a ‘few Sefected. and: : 
Teonened. 

Marvin: D.. . Kantor,” ex-prez of 
J... ‘Williston. & Beane brokerage |. 

- firm which. was absorbed _. by 
: ‘Walston & Co. following its brief 
suspension from. the N.Y. and 
American‘. Stock Exchanges 
result of the Allied Crude Nege-. 
table ‘Oil. involvement), said to be 
‘groomed as “second in: command” 
‘to. Matthew. J. (Joe). Culligan, 

| =a the “Laie Rousse,” ani 

of-.Zeckendorf Hotels preferring - to ‘stage rather -than | 

+ Buyer), - 
Bernard ‘Noel, at: the Comedie: Des’ 

with . ‘Peter tan dq Paris. 

new “RAI-TV - 
‘“Smash,””. which: stars: Delia: Scala.. 

lecture; : 

Richard: Rodgers’ State Theatre in |"**: 
_ Lincoln’ Center. ‘However, -under-.J.. 
. gtood that. McClain. would. like ‘to | 
~ extend his orbit on the. paper, ‘be- =. 

-act. at. Unele ‘Milty’s. 

25). 
to: Dee:. 
“For fourth consectitive yeat, ‘the.| 

Fidelity-Philadelphia . 

“Messiah, * 
Music" (22). 

are. the producers: of. a Jocally-made: 

{as 

atten Sully,. after a. layoff. due. to 
death of his wife. .: 

. Anthony. Perkins set: for ‘another } 
| French: pic, “The Theft of the Monat 
“Lisa,” after ‘winding ‘his. present’. 
|stint’ opposite . Brigitte: Bardot in | 
“A Ravishing Idiot.” | 
Ballet of ‘the. Marseille - Opera 

made ‘a splash critically: via: the}. 
original’ choreography : of 

Fest .in the’ Theatre] Des: Champs; . 

Reprise: -of * * Rosé-Marie’.. Of |. 
Rudolf FrimI:at the Mogador. looks: 

Elysees, © 

‘Varna has given ita. solid: Af olds: 
fashioned staging. .. 

Playwright . Jean Anouilh . again | 

enter a-new play for third: year in| 
a‘row. He mounts. Steve. Passeur’s 

(The | 1930. play, . “L’Acheteuse” . 
‘with - Suzanne’ Flon.: and 

Champs Elysees next week. 

oe By: Robert ¥. Hawkins - 

Mark. ‘Daman ‘back: from London 

Clay Douglas’ ‘singing: nightly, at 

‘Bill Bradley* did ‘the. dances | for. 
: variety - “stanza, 

Mark. ‘Herron, “who: played. Anouk 
Aimee’s suitor in. “814” to the U:S.. 

‘for: 

then ‘back “here. °°-. : 
“tele: “work :.and. seneral- 0.0.5 |- 

‘In-and-out:. ‘Channing Pollock in. 
from L:A. . for: dubbing: stint;.. Ed-. 
mund: Purdom and. ‘Linda Christian 
back from London;. ‘Walter Chiari 
to” ‘Africa: for. yacation; ‘Sylva ‘Kos- | 
‘cena ‘skied: in- ‘and does “Let's ‘Talk 
About. - 
‘Gassmann;. John: Drew Barrymore. 
in | from, - ‘London, . 
Eagle’. next; Ingrid. Bergman. ‘back. 
on. “Visit” “set: after . weekend “in 

‘|-Paris; - -Eugene.. -Jonesco- due in. for} - 
.Gloria. (Musnich * Films}-. 

Louis: Agotay” here for talks. with}” 
Fong, ‘Roma. on “Angelique”: Paul | 
Guers in from Paris; Charlie Beal}. - 

Love” . opposite - ‘Vittorio. 

’ does’ *: : “Black 

expects | to: hit: Rome. before. Christ- 

Philadel 
“By. Jerry ‘Gaghan: 

| (319 North'18th St.; LOcust 4:4848) 
* Lillian‘. Reis ‘broke | ‘in. her’. new 

“Mickey © Shaughnessy. yeturnis 
from: the: Coast: this week to Play 
a ‘weekend - date: at. Sciolla’s:° 
-.Comedienne: Phylis ‘Diller’ makes 

her: local debut: on: the first New]: 
‘Year's..show.at' the Latin - Casino,. 

{doubling | with: Al Martiiio.. ; ; 
The Smothers . Brothers concert |’ 

at - -the Academy . of:. Music’ -re- 
skedded. from original- date (Nov. 

and. forwarded. three - weeks 
16.” 

“Trust: .“ Co. 
and: the: Orchestra Asso¢iaiion are 

okrolling the: ‘Philadelphia. -Or-: 
= fa under. Eugene -Ormanidy, 
a. “‘performatice ‘of Handel's 

at the “Academy. of: 

‘Anthony Corbi and: AL Mereurt 

film, “The. Long Way Home,”. a 
' story”. Of .a South. Philly | Italian 
family: “About. a sixth of ‘the 100-| °. 
‘minute. pic already ‘has ‘been lensed |. 
with a cast ‘of: Equity. and Screen: af 
Actors ‘Guild i galibre; are? | 

president and chairman. of. Curtis |". 
Pub.: Kantor, 37, becomes. chair-|- 
man. of Curtis” ‘magazine . division | - 
-and.. chief administrative . officer. .”. 
fot - all * "Operations ‘in, the. NY:[ no 
office... 

: Paris 
_Ry Gare Moskowitz 

{80 Ave: Neuilly; Sab, 0712):: 
“Theo Sarapo. singing in Brussels | 

‘for his. first pro outi Dp ng ‘since the]. three-weeker at... Virginian. for death. oz. his: wife - Edith Piaf. 
‘Donald Labadie™ ‘headquartered | 

here. as roving Continental’ corre~ 
Spondent for Show. magazine. ~ 

Singer: Isabelle - Aubret again ; 
playing clubs and. ‘music. halls after | 
her recent accident. She still ‘needs.|: 
& cane, 

Actor. Jean-Pierre: Cassel: giving 
dancing: lessons: ‘to Sacha “Distel 
who: in return’ provides him’ with 
singing lessons..." | 
_Ex-Grand*. ‘Guignol, Theatre - 

“Row ‘Theatre 347: ‘and dedicated. to| 
-offbeaters.. Compaiiy ° is. headed ‘by |} 
Marcel: Lupovici. 
Jean: Rigaux. back i in ‘his comic! 

Cleveland 
By Glenn. Cc. Pullen 

~~ (MAin 17-4500) 

“Rose (Chee:Chee) -Murphy,| 
backed by: -Slam . Stewart, playing |: 

Faron ‘and Martha Rein as. their 
fave: crowd-magnet : since '.1941. 
Huntington. Playhouse. organized! ‘auctor - 

Yepertory. cafe: theatre. troupe -t at 

‘package. deal including | steak 
dinner, champagne and tickets for} ; 
$3. 50 per. - 

job. as “agent was -to. book. Jerry 
Yan Dyke’ into Chateau. Chub: for |: . 

I Prague: (CSSR), Buested at. Jewish one-weeker, 7 

ia Sardegna, 43; Tel: .479- 316) ’ 

‘Mountbatten ‘: of ‘Burma. will, ‘be. 
among. the guests. ; 

‘the. previous night: * 

“London 
‘(Hvae Park. 4561/2/3). - 

Vanier London: ‘staffer. bigs 
Richards: undergoing treatment: at |= 
‘the ‘Westminster.. Hospital, a 

- Leslie: Caron. ba¢k-in town: after 
| attending the. Copenhagen’ Preem: : 
of “The L-Shaped -Room.”.. * 

Wolf. -Mankowitz . left: “London. 
for. his ‘home in. Barbados; where. 
“he will work: on.a ‘new musiéal: 

‘Barbara.. Leigh . opened. . a. pre-|. 
Christmas. run, at. the Society. Jast:| 
‘Monday (9).. It: As: “her third. date 
at this nightspot... 
Lionel Bart back from: NY, ‘Yast. 
Monday (9). Also. back . from’ the | 
‘States are Christopher © Plummer 
and Alma Cogan. © 
“Edward J: Smith, ‘nanaging di-- 

réctor™ of National .Sereen. Service, 
on a biz trip-to New ¥ork.- He ‘will | 
be away a few weeks: °. 

Cliff Richard:and- Susan Hamp-: 
‘shire headed the. ““‘Wonderful Life”. 
ainit: which’ planed: out: last’ week. 

ce for, location. in‘ the. Canary. Islands. : 
The. Variety. -Club ‘held... its an- 

“ : nual Christmas luncheon: yester- 
.' day (Tues.) ‘when all... members |} 

| brought : toys. - for. distribution to} 
hospitals and. orphanages. 

- Max. _Bygraves - missed two. per-|. *: 
formances. at the ‘Talk of the Town |: 
‘last week. following -the: death : of}. 
his. 25-year-old son-in-law ina car’ 
crash. "Tommy - Trinder. ‘subbed . for 
him. =: 

John: “Davis; ” chairman of. ‘the. 
Rank. Organization, is.‘to. ‘chair the |: 
‘tribute dinner to Mike’ J. Franko-. 
vich at:the Savoy on- Dec. 15.. Earl 

Members of the: ‘film. ‘section: of. 
| the. ‘Critics’: ‘Circle. lunched Stanley | 
Kramer at New. Arts: Theatre Club} 

“following ‘the’. last* Tuesday . (3),” 
“Mad. World” preem. at, Coliseum’ 

-Nat Cohen, joint: ‘managing. di- 
rector of ‘Anglo Amalgamated,. to, 
"N-Y. next week for Stateside: open-. 
ing: of ° “Billy Liar” ‘at the Coronet | 
on’ Dec...16. “Star. ‘Tom. Courtenay 
-will. ‘be. going :-on’. to. Manhattan: 
from: the. Acapulco Film Fest. 

* Chicag 0. 
“4 Dine 7.4984) 

-- Second © City - cabaret. : 

* Dinner. Playhouse, | 

Switching. to dine and dance... 
“Cleopatra”. is | ‘sealing ‘baleony | 

seats down -to $1: 50 ‘for: matinees | 
and. $2.20::for night’ ‘performances | 
at. State-Lake. * . 

‘Charles: ‘Holden: orch ‘is- latest in’ 
‘rotating. series «of ' ‘society’. bands |: 
‘for, Pump: ‘Room | of: the Ambassa-, 
dor East -Hotel: 
Shirley -Horne Trio épened’ fast’: 

night. (Tues.) .at: the: Brass Rail’ of 
New York: Restaurant at the. Shera- 

| ton-O’Hare. Motor .Hotel. ne 
Charlene Smathers. is. new. ‘girl. 

Friday: for Arlyne: Rothberg, : pub-|. 
rel and talent coordinator’ for Lon- 
don. ‘House | and... - Mister Kelly’ Ss: 
niteries.. St 

Home.’ oa 

Berlin 
BY ‘Hans Hoehn: 

(760264). 

“andy: Williams. Show : “many 
| introduced: to German’ televiewers.: 

Franz Deelle,... ‘dean of. German 
1 | film. ‘composers, observed his: 80th |. 

_ Max Mink ‘getting his Palaée set |::.. 
— for “It's a MadWorld” on Dee.£18. 
- [-. Marty Caine. cancelled his -book-| 
Ving. of : “Hootenanny. Varieties” .at 
-FPublie Music: Hall -when advarice 
7 Sales feH below. $100. mark. .” 

‘its 100th: ‘performance at ‘Theatre: 
‘des. -Westens here. 

Joey Dee. and- his. Starlightars| © a 
~: |} were. the stars . of: :a.: big.’ variety: . 

‘show: at. Deutschlandhalle: . 

- James’ Wakefield ‘Burke, ‘author . 
‘of “The -Big: Rape,” -has .done.- al 
new: novel, “The: Last Southerner.” ve 

Hans © von. | Benda; 
“of. Chamber © 

day. 

” Elisabeth: Rergner- guested: there| 
in. O’Neill’s “A Long Day’ s Journey.| 

“Herman. Pirchner; former. owner Into Night” at. Theatre: am Kur- 
‘of: Alpine. Village nitery, now .do- 

_ [ing ‘sales: ‘promotion work ‘for a]: 
{-meat | company’s gourmet... gift. 
items and theatrical booking. First Stars. . Gisela...Peltzer. :and. ‘Harry 

-Meyen. ‘Latter: also Staged." eel 

“Actors. Equity’ moved. to!a larger |. 
| suite: at 612. -No.. Michigan. ‘Ave. vee 
7 theatre: a 
-| marks its fourth anni: ‘Monday’. (16). 

““L-- “Moon Is Blue” ‘is. next. entry: at | 
‘Candlelight 

: ‘starting Dec...17. 
‘New .. Living... Room. teraporarily | 

‘dropping: entertainment and... is” 

" | Keely. Smith opens, Monday :(9). 

vAnate Get - Your: ‘Gun* passed| 

Orchestra: 
[Berlin celebrated . his. ‘Toth’ birth- 

puts on. legit:.plays: in niteries in ect 

fuerstendamm. . 

. Jean ©: Kerr's: comedy, “Mary, | 
-Mary,” ‘preemed’ at local Komoedie. 

. The. ‘ orch’ of Gustav” ‘Broms; -of | York”: road Company ‘Of. “Funny. 

_Woineday, December: Th’ 1963 _ | 

:| Community Centre here. ‘The: ‘one- - 
“| night. ‘performance was: sold-out. 

Albrecht". Schoenhals . and . his}. 
actress-wife, ‘Anneliese’ Born,. ‘eur- 
rently. at. Forum. . ‘Theatre - with. 
Sommer set. ‘Maugham’ 3s. “Lady: 
Frederick.” — 

Friedrich: : Duerrenmatt’s. 
Physicists” “was . 

. “The 

the 1962-63 season. ‘My Fair |- 
|.Lady” headed the list for musicals. | 

: “Holiday: On. Ice”. gave. its. an- 
‘nual: ‘appearance at. -Deutschland- 

“And right. thereafter. ‘the -halle. 
| Viennese ‘Ice. Revue~ staged _its 
annual appearance ‘at Sportpalast. 

. The life of German publicist: ‘and 
pacifist Carl von. Ossietzky, winner 

| of. the. 1935 Peace Nobel Prize who; 
died in’ a Nazi: -prison- in 1938, is 
‘the subject. of a current. German: 
-ty film. 

‘Bulgarian-born - actor. ‘Narziss 
‘Sokatscheff,. who, was .seen in’ two 
‘Will Tremper pix, has: a role in the 
comedy, ° “Order Must Be,” “up- 
coming’ production ‘at:. Paul. Esser’s. 

‘Comedian’ Schauspielhaus..: ‘Hansa, 
‘Heinz. Erhardt ‘stars. 

Loe ‘By. Gordon Ool 
“(5;. La Salle, St. Tel.: 43505) 

' The. Malaysian -. Prime Minister, 
‘Tengku Abdul Rahman, will inaug- 
‘urate the first phase. of television. 
in Malaysia. on Dec. 28.: 
‘Because . Of -Malaysia,: Radio 

Singapore is’ now. .:called. “Radio | 
‘Malaysia -broadcasting. from. Singa= 
_pura.’ (Singapura ~ is “Malay. ‘for 

° Singapore. ) 
“ Shaw:. Organization’ celebrated. | version of ‘Année Nichols’. “Abie’s ~ | 

Irish Rose’? ‘at’ ‘Civic Playhouse, a ‘its 35th: Anni Fest last. “week. with. 
half-price admission ‘at. ‘all - 
‘€inemas | 
throughout. Malaysia, except - ‘the 
Capitol, | Shaw’s. No. : 1--house. 
Partial strike ‘at Singapura: ‘Tn- 

tercontinental _ Hotel.’ ended. 
Opened last ‘September, it: is - the |. 
island’s ‘most ‘modern: catering. es- 
ttablishment-: with. Four Lions - “Res- | 
taurant opened 24 ‘hours daily. - 
“.“Son..of Flubber” (BV), now at: 

“| Odeon, tied up. with Gigi Fashions 
-_ — | and..models from. the “Joan Booty: 

+} School: and. Lufthansa -.German 
Airlines. : ‘More American tourists: 
are. Pouring: into. ‘Singapore daily. 

— Boston 
By Guy Livingston - _ 

(50 Little. Bldg.; “LE 25095) 

- Jerry Vale: set” for ‘the: Frolic, |." 
‘Revere. 

. Mills Bros. cur rent at Blinstrub's, 

Teddi King coming back. to. Hub. 
opening at the Number 3°-Club.: 

Daisy Weichel,: Statler Hilton. 
publicist, ° 
Statler the’ first of. year. 

replacing. late: Alan. Frazer... 
‘Henry ° Turgeon’ of.. Pawtucket. |. 

RI. ‘who ‘had: been doing ‘a night | 
. club act: as - “Chuck Clark,” . re-| 
named “Bob Seven” by ‘AIP. prexy'| 
‘Jim - Nicholson: . sirice’ -costarring 
‘him in his new. ‘production, “Muscle 
_Beach © Party,” . now. 
Hollywood. Nicholson: also changed’ 

: EB Ki di an 9”. 

The. “ariti-Superitition “Society, | va enhe a's: ame. ‘to Eva Six.” 

a VIP" fun - and*: -do-good._ group, |.” 
cholds its - ‘annual ‘bash. .on:- Friday |: -2 
(13) to honor founder’ industrialist] 

’ Nathaniel Leverone and: to’ present | 
a check to. the Chicago. ‘Foundlings |: _ 

Columbus. 
| By 1 Fred. Oestreicher 
a ICA 8-2669) © 

2: Larry. Sadoft. here in: advance of: 
opening “of “Camelot”: ‘at: Loew's. 

|-Ohio. . 
_ Louis | “Armstrong - and : his - All-. 

7 | Stars inked for Dec: 22 :concert. at |: 
‘| Veteran’s’ Memorial. | 

Kenneth Nelson © and. Lesley. 
| Stewart’ star. in “Stop ‘The World” 
‘inked: for Veterans Memorial, Dec. 
‘16218:: 
‘Manager: Sam* Shubouf,. of ‘the 

Ohio, to” attend Loew’s:: managers 
meet in’ New) York the ‘Week ‘of | 
Dee. 16. a 

- Vancouver 
- By Stan Shaw. 
ABFA: 1-2721). 

Frankie’. ‘Avalon topped: stagé 
‘presentation - at .- Pacific. Interna- 

‘chief ‘eon= tional Auto Show... . 

: Marvin - “Miller in town. in his , 
Michael’ Anthony guise for-CKLG. 7 

“Mr. Millionaire”. . ‘radio: ‘station’ s. 
promotion.  «_- 

. Moscow Philharnionie: ‘booked 
for: one-nighter- here in -Octoher | 
|next.. year in -wake. of. boffo* biz. 
-Tacked: ‘up by. Stars. of the: ‘Bolshoi | ° 
Ballet. 

Exotic’ Ricki 
an all-girl. ‘show ‘at Isy’s. prior. to 
going legit’ in. December with. New. 

Thing.” 

vo te lll poe 

‘the most: per-. 
formed. ‘play ~ in’ West. ‘Germany. in. 

‘World's Fair. . a 
Jimmy: Sheldon named talent: co- 

‘dezvous . Room, refabbel 
ease. of: New Stars.” 

and.” amusement parks |° 

seven. 

Harold Banks; new: “My Boston” 7 
‘columnist: for’: Record American, us 

shooting In |. 

ay 

. coming: 

“Covette : "fronting 

Hollywood 
-dles with 20th-Fox tele: staffers. ; 

. Madlyn Rhue’ hopped ‘to Londo. “ 
‘to guest. on. “Espionage”: teleseries.: 

Richard Whorf exhibit’ of. paint- 
‘ings. current at Raymond: Burr. Gal 
Jdery. _ 

“June ‘Lert ‘chucked 12-year ‘NBO wa 
post. as casting, director for matri- _ 
‘mony. oe 

_ Robert - Aldrich back: from 10-day ~ 3 
tour ‘of Europe to’ ‘bally his. a for not) 
Texas.” * ao 
Antoinette: Awayshak: winged to 

‘Honolulu for . two-month: stand: at. 4 
Oasis. Club.” 

. Andrew and’ Virgiiia ‘Stone re- a 
turned. to:.:London. to ‘prep Metro’ s 
“Secret of My. Success.’” — 
‘Columbia . Pictures. taking 25 

George ‘Shupert in town ‘for hide " 

. 
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‘stuntmen. to Mexico for Charlton . : 7 
Heston starrer, ““Major--Dundee,” :- og 

John “Babcock, who exited. as < 
political editor of .KLAC; joined... | 
Chief: Samuelson’s: indie flackery: i. 
Martha~ Raye treated’ for what... 

‘Santa “Monica police - called an . 
we accidental ‘overdose of . sleeping. ood 
of pills. .- © oe 

~ Singapore _s| National. General. Corp: applied * 4 
| to Dept. of Justice for a new hard-- = 

| top. shopping. center: theatre in Las . 4 
Vegas.. . 

Gordon. “Wiles. ‘skied to’ London 
to . finish’ documentary. he’s. doing 
for Indonesia | ‘exhibit -at 

ordinator for Beverly. Hilton Ren: 

- Dave - Siegel. will: produce local 

opening : ‘Christmas ‘Day:: 
Debbie Reynolds’ set. new’: -one-. 

day. -Metro filming - record with’ -§ 
“and: : -hairdress. ‘§ 

“Unsinkable. “Molly — 
costume: | 

changés © for 
Brown.” ae ce 
Stan Seiden’. cand ‘Zev: ‘Bufmaii | 
opened booking: office in Dallas. to ~! 
service . Southwest area ‘for legit... } 

‘ice. events: and if 
other .touring ‘attractions, : rr 

‘Jerry. Levy and Jerty: Weintraub. q 
| named booking ‘consultants: ‘to the . 
| Savoy and Menzies Hotels in Mel- 4 
-bourne’ .and ‘Sydney; - also .to. rep: J 

shows;. circuses;. 

| Tivoli- ‘circuit: Down. ‘Under. - 
Bing: “Crosby. taped ‘ ‘special. pro-. d 

‘gram. ‘in .Soanish .. under ‘guidance °* ~ 
-| of Family’ Theatre’s Father Peyton: | 

. «| for cuse in. Portuguese-speaking | } 
“4 Brazil ° On| national holiday last - 

‘Sunday; ; 
Steve: ‘Allen’ s “Not All. ‘of ‘Your | 

: | Laughter, Not. All of Your. Téars” 
-to be. transcribed : into. Braille at--! 
request. of Library of. Congress by.” j 
‘Braille division: of Greater Cleve-* - 
Jand American: Red ‘Cross: “chapter. ; 

- off - to. San: Francisco |’ 

Bermuda. 
By. ‘Chummy | Zuill ° 

“(P: ‘O. Box 601, "Hamilion).. 

Clay. ‘House’ ‘making: ‘it big. with = 
‘songstress’ Stormie. Wynters.: wd 

Puss.Faiella now Splits. her week” 
between: Anverurie- -and Carlton: ti 
Beach. | é a 

“Satchmo: Armstrong’ set: for a-. 
two-nighis. at .the Rosebank . Thea-. .. 

| tre. Jan: -8 & 9, and tickets ° are. J 
selling. like- wildfire. ue a, 

- ++" Brunt of.:: work ‘rebuilding’ The. 
. Princess. has been done;.remaining ‘| 

~7 "Pare: mostly finishing: touches. Re. 
| open. April. 1, as. scheduled: ” _ 

Inverurie Hotel - featuring: John- 
On his.” second time | 

around here... Due. next at the ‘har= . 
| borside_resort is: Bob ‘Leslie. ©" |. 

-40° Thieves: Club will. make hay | 
while the sun (or. moon). shines. be- ~ 

| fore Dec, 31, when. it will close for | 
a‘month. Xathy’ Keegan was ‘of. . 
‘last: week: Davy Barry: this week; - 
Adam > Wade: next, ‘returning - ‘for. 

{eight ‘days... Joe. Louis: & Co. open: 
.on Dee, 26 (Boxing: Day), - 

Miles, 

A ‘while: back “Jocal ‘authorities. 
okayed D. K. Ludwig to buy 36 

South ° Shore’: acres. - for. a. golf 
: ‘> | course «and. hotel knowing ‘of his: : 

" . “intent. to. buy» ‘and. ‘rebuild. The. 
.- | Princess; whieh is | . being » ‘dorie.| 

fl Understanding is: that in’ a. couple: | 
of years; by 1966, okay to: build-on - 
the . ‘South. ‘Shore. will” be forth - 

Colony Club;. hit by an. explosion: ° 
and ..fire, was’ completely: ‘razed. 

. Jackie Vann, vocalist’ “who. fs. 
well-known in: this. area,’ “openied: at 
Pee Dee's Steak House... 

J.-5.:(Jake) Isaacson; ‘retired. ex- 
ecutive ‘director. . of . ‘Ak-Sar-Ben, | 
‘into.: partnership. with. Don Romeo: 
Ai the agency business. ae a 

we vote: lane be Ae ee lille ek nek et ie sae fea te feat. 

MY. 

“Show-, 7 

Diek™ Walter, local’ promoter, is. . 
‘on: Far East tour.to Hong: Kong. ° 



- ROBERT LITTELL. 

' > @rama- critic: and columnist for the 
old New.-York World, died. -Dee..5 |. 

_ in’ New -York.. ‘He. achieved: fame |.” 
“with. his. “Plug’ ‘Ugly”’ articles. in i; 

“the Digest: during the radio. era. 
Littell, the son. of an editor -on. 

The. Milwaukee" ‘Sentinel. and, one} 
of. the original. editors. of. The: New. 
-Republic,’-started ‘in’ 1922, on the: 

. New. Republic: Two -years- later, ‘he 
~ “SIparried Anita Blane Damrosch,:the 
daughter. . of: 
- Damrosch - of the’ New ‘York. Sym-: 
-phony and. sister :of.-Mrs. Sidney | - 
Howard’ and: Mrs.: Anita’ Finletter. | 

His first newspaper job was as.an. 
editorial assistant for the N.Y, Post. 
‘He later moved to the World. He 

' Joined. Reader's ‘Digest in '1937 ana. 
--became & senior. editor. five years. 

- conductor 

ater. 

Ernesto 

-_ a daughters, | 
- Robert. Littell, 67, senior: editor’ 

- ot the ‘Reader's. Digest: and former. 

‘ting room.. 

Walter 

[oprrvares | 
pister. and iW ” mother, 

brother.: A 
terminated: y. divorce. i 

ROBERT. JHAMER 

illness, He” started. with ‘Gaumont- 
‘British ‘as -a_ clapper: boy,. then ‘tea 
boy -and’. later “worked ‘in. the. cut-. 

‘He subsequently was an| 
editor, assistant. director.and | ‘script 
collaborator before: graduating: to} © 
associate” producer : at. ‘Baling | ‘Stu-}" 
F dios in “1943... 

“AS: one. ‘of - the’ young . men. who 
helped ‘to 

comedies, . he ™: directed.“ 
‘scenes in. ‘Dead: of ‘Night. ” His 
first. solo. directorial. job was::“Pink 
String and Sealing Wax,” followed |: 

“pby “It Always: ‘Rains on Sundays.” 
Littell: ‘was. “the: “aithor of the “In: 1949, he: was given: carte 

lenesne 
“the staff, officers and ‘divectors. of ‘Broadcast Misic, 
lnc. Loe 

,. one of. the great composers of all time,.::The: world. 
“* of music will always be indebted to. his genius’ and =). 

“BMI. is. indeed “honored ‘and: ‘privileged to. have. 80" 
‘much ‘of Lectiona’s: music. in: ‘its s repertoire. coor Fa cp 

aa 

evel, “Gather. Ye. Rosebuds,” de “and 

- Sidney. 
_., Kinds,” ‘based. on. his. eports for: 
-Reader’s - Digest from Europe, was" 

¢o-authored a. satirical play with. 
-Howard.. “It: Takes -All 

his last ‘major ‘work:: 

. Rose — — Buddy — . Marshall 

Survived . by. wife; ‘mother, three 
sons, a “daughter. and brother. “ 

-~- 

MARIO ZAMPL.- 
-* ‘Mario: Zampi, .60,. “produéer-di- 
: “peetee’ long active in the British 

_ film. industry, died. Dec. 2 in Lon-' 
Gon. «Born -in Italy, - : 
--Télinquished his Italian citizenship: : 
a an-.actor ‘and-“assistant: 
- director - ‘in: ‘Italian’ films, ‘arrived | ..° 
ee England: ‘in. 13922 and. «joined |" : 

, Zampi,” 

“th. ‘Loving 9 Memery 

JACK ROBBINS | 
(December : 15, 1959): 

” aWarnér- ‘Bros.- with “Major. “arthiur| 
Sassoon, he formed Two. Cities 
Films in. 1937. During’ ‘World: War. 

“JI he. was. interned for four. years 
-. BS anenemy. alien. He fought. his'|. 
. ‘way: back into films the hard: way. |. 
“- -/Ac-mercurial’ little man, :‘Zampi_. Lo 
_ had. many successful. pix to. -his |. 
“-eredit. “Among the best known: are 
“ “French. ‘Without Tears,” 
dom. Radio,” “Third Time ‘Lucky, ah 

. “Laughter: | 
Secret,” . “Too ‘Many - Crooks” and. | on 

‘in: . Paradise,” . . “Top 

_ {Five Golden Hours.” . 

Cotillion, Room ‘in : ‘that: inn; - was | 
found: dead Dec. 4 in /a ‘shower: in 
‘his Boca: Raton, Fla. home: with. 
both -wrists . slashed,: an apparent | 

He was .a director. of Anglofilin 
Ltd . Anglocolor 
and. ‘Transocean Films Ltd: 

. Survived by wife, two ‘sons and. a 
“daughter: « as who 

(England) | 

_STANLEY. ‘MELBA’ Ota, 
Stanley. Melba,-. ‘54, : ‘former - en- 

tertainment director of ‘the - Pierre | . 
N.Y..,: and. booker for. the}: 

Wall St. brokerage . bearing his i: - 
Hotel,. 

". suicide. 
‘Melba’ started ‘at tlie ‘Pierre. “as. 

an “orchestra - leader ‘and later ‘was |: 
named -booker. He had two tefiures | 
@ at the ‘hotel. He resigned: at one: 

In Loving Memory: 

ra sian 
Dee. AS, 1962. 

“reads. and WitePHasel 

. time,” sand © was: _Jater. ‘called: ‘back. ae en 
During ° ‘hiis‘ last “term: at the:Cotil- |: 
lion’ Room, he- devised | the.. -"“Eve- 

, nings’? with various. composers for- 
:mat -whith : were-. miniature °. -musi- 

__eals.: He also “produced . an orches- 
trial ‘show--for: ‘the room.. 

':. ventional and: party: booking .serv-. 
dee: He-..recently :.:maved . to ‘Bota. 
Raton, where -he™-also: engaged in, 
_ entertainment, booking. - 

-bookings, Melba: ‘conducted: ‘a on- 

,, Survived: ‘by. wifes’ two. ‘sons,’ two 

deeply : mourn’ the passing of Ernesto ‘Lecuona,. ~ 

nar |. Scapegoat.’ Pe 

“Bis - 

“he. ‘never’ 

: “Free- : 

| blanche. ‘to ‘nake a. film: ‘from. “his 
-own . ‘script, 
Coronets, in which. Alec Guinness] *. 
“Wor. critical : acclaim’ for. “Playing } 
‘eight roles: 

“Kind - “Hearts » ‘And 

‘Frequent poor health. limited. his|' 
future output ‘but ‘he.-made three] | 

- {more films with: ‘Guinness, includ- 
“The ing “Father ; Brown” : “and - 

Among’ his. -other: credits ‘are 
Excellency, "> “The: Long 

Memory” |. and-. “T° ‘Paris,. : 

“Lady Windermere’ Ss: “Fan”, e. 

: VICTOR RIETTT: 

- He founded: and directed. “the 
‘International Theatre," producing, 

; translating - and appearing, im: ‘vari- 
: ous ‘foreign - dramas, .. 

‘Rietti had -roles in ” such ~ ‘West | 
End plays :as. “‘Hell- for’. Leather,”| _ 
OA. “Bell. for. Adano”’. 
Yecently at the Royal: ‘Court in‘ his. 
adaptation: of “The Shameless Fro- 

and, . more 

LIN MEMORIAM: 

‘EDWARD B. mans 
- 1865 - 1945 

tn | fessor,” s whigh. he also directed. He. 10 
-|-was frequently. ‘seen. in: ‘films: and " 

7 comedy . writer, : died Dee. ; 
Hollywood. 
* He ‘specialized ‘in’ -writing.. for-|.: 

on ‘tv. 2 8. 
‘Survived by ‘his. wife’ and. ‘two. 

rns “Sons; one. of whom- is s actor, Robert: 
| Rietti, 7 te 

Lo ‘ syUART HAUPT . 
* Stuart L. Haupt;. 52, head: of: ‘the 

name,’ and w.k. in show. biz,. “died: 
Dee. :1: at his “Park ‘Ave.’ .(N.Y.): 
‘apartment ‘of. a heart attack. 

‘He was the ‘son. of: the. late ‘Ira 
Haupt, who died: last Juné 13; who: 
also headed a: “Wall St. firm: ‘bearing: 
his - name. Both. brokerages. were}: 
-mrelated: ‘otherwise. 4 

| . ‘Stuart. -Haupt | was - “active: in. the} 
Berkshire 1 

‘| Metropolitan ‘ Opera’ ‘Guild, theif 
| Friends - of: the Phitharmonic.. Bera 
| sides’ his . widow,. daughter, ‘ sister} 
| and .four: ‘grandchildr 
viving -is..Mrs, Enid | pnenbers (it 

i | Haupt,” his: stepmother, editor-pub 
Usher-9 of Seventeen,” 

Music. -: Festival, _- 

“HAROLD: ‘RICH oon 
“Harela Rich;,.. 73, pianist. “who 

After. World. War Ihe opened ihe 
‘Palais Royale, still existent: Toronto 
nitety, with a namé band. then en- 
‘tered- a -vaude ‘act .with- the: late|- 
Frank. Clegg" which ' played. ‘the| 

| Loéw’s. ‘circuit’ in.-the “U.S. -and{: 
ro. Canada. More recently. he had 1 been 

revious marrlage was T 

, ‘appeared: on Broadway... 

Fibers Hamer, 52, ‘director. who 
|reined - several. top’: British. films| : 
died Dec. 4 in London. after ‘a short 

“Jay the ‘foundation: of. 
the successful Ealing. school of film: 

~ certain] 

| Among: his later. credits are: “Hell 

oes fl ” Victor Rietti,.'75, actor, producer, if 
iranslator, ‘died Dee. “4 of.a-heart: 

| ailment: ‘in ‘London. A native of |' ; 
| Italy, ‘he. made ‘his . first London 
West | -End appearance. in 1922... 

tired ‘circus. ‘performer . who “was | 

en, also ‘sur- 1) 

“7. (ite with: the. Ringling Bros.’ _ and 
wit * | Barnum &: Bailey:.Circus.: - | 

vivors. 

‘played ‘with: -Jeading ‘Toronto ore]. . 
‘chestras, and“ was ‘original ‘pianist of | 
the Dumbells’ all-male revue. which | 
‘entertained. the ° Canadian.- army, 

* ‘| overseas, ‘died ‘Dece..5 in: Foronto:': 
In. conjunction. with. the Pierre t 

pianist swith « ‘various. _ Toronto! 
ght. 

Survived by. two. cece ny 
orchestras and :also tau 

RALPH. T. BROOKS. 

writer-producer-director, ' died ‘in 
ollywood Dec. 

‘He: had. 
roles in more. than’ 60 films before 
turning to. writing. ° ie 

‘were “Giant: from~ the. Unknown,” 
“Missile: to the: Moon,” and” most 
recently “Magic: Tide. ae 

survive. 

TOM: LONDON * 
“Tom London: (real name Eeonaid 

Clapham), 81," pioneer film actor 
who. began- his: screen career. in}' 
“The ‘Great Train Robbery,” died ‘dren. 
-in Hollywood ‘Dec..5. After appear-|" 
ing. in the. celluloid classic he went |. 
on to play sheriff roles in a ‘tmulti- 
tude of motion: pix and tv: films. 

such features: as “King of. Kings” 
and: .“Dr.: Jekyll. and ‘Mr... Hyde.” 

Divers. en, a 
_, Sister: survives.. _ 

“JOHN. FIGUERAS 
“J ohn. 1 Figueras, 18. ‘oldest: mem- 
ber ‘of the ‘Rochester Philharmonic 

| Orchestra who had played with:the 
@|unit for 37. years, died: Dec: 2- of | 

oo fb) aM. ‘apparent. heart ‘attack. ‘at. the] 
- | Eastman. Theatre -in®: that city, A} 
--. Bl native. of Barcelona, Spain, he came’ 

‘§{to the U.S. as-a. “youth. after ‘study- 
‘ing -violin at: the’ ‘Paris -Conserva- |: 
tory of Music. He was stricken just | . 
before’ rehéarsal. 

a daughiter. TS 

“HAROLD. W. BURTCH. 
Herold: W.. Burtch; 61,: ‘onetime 
songwriter, died. Nov. 11, . 
‘Edgewater Park, -N. J. ‘He. “was: sa 

‘| retired :: president. of: the -J. - W:: 
| Pepper. ‘&.Son-Co., of Philadélphia;. 
a member: of. the! ‘American ‘Band 

With ae 

- Love,” ‘the. ‘Tatter® being. his - only | FF 
near. ‘flop. ‘Aft ‘the time’ of. his’ death a 
he ‘was. readying a néw. version ‘of | 

at Loving. Memory: 

“tou HANDMAN » 
Died. ‘Dec. 9, 1956: 

“Gone Bat Not: Forgotten. 

~FLORRIE HANDMAN 

‘Protective ‘Assn. 

“LEONA: COLE 

‘Cole, founder’ of : the. M..M. Cole 
Corp;,: Chicago:. died: in that ‘city | - 

| Nov..25 as a-result of burns ‘suf-|/ 
‘fered in, a kitchen accident. a menth 
earlier, - 

MAC ‘MAURADA.” : 
‘Maskell ” “ “Mae’- “Maurada,_ “61; 

7. an 

-Ditery. acts and - clients ‘included 
a , ~ { Sophie: Tucker, Joe E.. Lewis. and. 

- many .- _Bitery "headliners... ‘Widow | : 
survives. . 7 : 

i, CuEZE «. MORRIS - 
. Cleze’ Gill: Morris, . 78, res 

Dilled as the.“tallest woman in the. 
NG ,’ died ‘Dec. ‘1. in’ Greensboro, 

‘The. ° Sunshine Boy in auilesille : 
Prior 24 1990) - 

inches ‘tall, trouped . “mest. of her 

_ There. ‘are’ no. immediate: sur 

“JAMES: ‘s. S'S. DALY 
“James SS. Daly, -'58,:  scatpiant 

cameraman, - died Nov. 30-in ‘Holly- |. 
"|wood . following . a ‘burst appendix.’ Me 
‘He ‘had ‘been in. the. ‘industry © since 
1928, “most: ‘Fecently_ ‘with -Desilu.. 
His: wife and. ‘two. sons’ survive. 

ve -BARL H: FERSON 
: Karl: ‘H. .Ferson,. 43, former radio: 

television. “promotion ‘manager: in 

7 _ | Dee. 
several - local stations, including 
KOB:radio and tv KOAT-TV. - 

eae Tweer Brooks, 43; screen: 

4: :He originally} © 
was ‘an actor: ‘with the Max Rein- | 

" -Fhardt: Co. ‘in. Hollywood. and later i” 

Among ‘his: “three-way” -eredits: 

- daughter, Sep oes 
. His” wife, mother . and. brother ce 

° 1 reporter ‘was. kill 

In: silents, -London was seen ‘in| ; 

et ‘tion . of “his.. estate _.at. “Falmouth, | 

- ‘lege’s “Gilbert: & Sullivan: :Players | 

Surviving: are. his” “wite, son, and. 

| 26 in Tulsa, Okla. ‘Survived ‘by: wife, 
|| daughter, brother and” sister. - 

a . managed several | small. nightclubs 
{and frequently sang.at public: occa-|} 

. ‘sions,. died’ Nov. 

{tor Albert.:Glasser- and concert: 
Pianist Dorothy Elyar, died: Dee. 8 

i in ‘emple A. Cal. Un é 

‘Assn: a member: -of ‘The Americati}: 
: Society - of’. Composers, Authors “Seat 
Publishers: . and. - the - Son ite ‘|: 

Br S130: ‘Two daughters a and two sisters 

|. -Surviving. are: his wife; Son: and | 
}two" daughters... an 

ee ‘Mother, . 
reas 3 Capitol. ‘Records. -exet - producer, ; 

” Mis: Leona: Cole; widow of M: M. 

- | General : Corp. 2! 
“Survived - by. son -Charies,- whio 

now: ‘héads, the Cole. Publishing ‘Co; } 
-interests. The . Cole’ “music ‘pub-|" 

‘| lishing. ‘firm,. incidentally, . was one 
. of. the: first ‘major’. houses’ to. join 
J) Be some’ 23'years a0. *[ Nov. 23.’ 

of Wife: ‘of ‘Lennie Garmisa, tnid- 

” reid: died Nov.:25:in n Johannesburg, | 
a Union. of South: ves 

| Nov. 28 in London. _ 
Mrs. Morris, Six’ feet, eight 

1+ Tommy ‘Cooper, . died. ‘Dee. 3 in. 

4 Nemo) Edward Roth. } Sou 

: —= 

1 Circus opened ‘in: Philadelphia with : 

‘New ‘York. 

-1-000; 
is ‘Minneapolis, $85,000. Latter: date | 

twas hit by. the closing because of} 

‘the Ringling Circus: ‘whieh | toured. 
| the-USSR_.as part of the: U: Ss. Cul 
ee ‘Exchange Program. 

‘| for showing: the tape. An. out-of- 
‘Court settlement which gave Chal- | 

» MARRIAGES. 
Maureen Scott ‘to..Alan. ‘Dobie, . ra 

Gerrard Cross, ° England, Dec. ‘1. 
| Bride.is a ‘singer; he’s an actor ap . 

- ‘Mother; : ‘half-brother: and’ halé- pearing in * “Chips: With | ‘Every= © 
sister survive, : NY at. the. Plymouth ‘Theatre, 

: ‘Albuquerque; dled in that city ni | 
: | self-inflicted gunshot wounds:: on | 

‘1. In ‘the. past, -he -was-with 

_ Vera Day to: ‘Terence ‘ONeiN; 
“London, ‘Nov. 28: Bride. is. an ac 
tress; . he’s. a “newspaper - Photog- 
‘Tapher.. 

Celia ‘Krichmar to Jules.’ Geller, 
‘Nov. 28; New York. She's. an in 
dependent literary” agent. 

. Letty-Cottin to. Bertrand Pogre- 

“MICHAEL RICHARDS”: - 
" Michael Richards,. 25,°-a .senior 

floor manager. at ‘Associate ‘Tele-: 
Vision’s “studios, was ‘killed~in. an 
auto crash Dec.’1 at: Wood Green, }. 
ngland..He was the son-in-law of 

“Max Bygraves.. ot 
‘Survived by: ‘his. wife e “and 

7 “JOHN ‘BAGGULEY . | ary rights at Bernard Geis Assov.;* 
:John, Bagguley, 38, Southern 2 TV) groom an attorney with. Long. Ts- - 

ed in an -auto land law firm of Harry: Raines... 
accident “Dec: °5 near -Hampshire |- Elsa Villanueva to Dr. Eugenio: |. - 
‘New Forest, England. : ‘Bernasconi,. London, Dec.. 3. Bride 

‘Survived: by ‘wife: and two. chil is: ‘a: musicomédy: : dancer and 
|}daughter of. the- Philippine . -com- 
mercial attache. >. . 
Kathleen .- Forrest:.<-to ‘David 

(“Hugo"). ‘Pitman, Barrhéai, Scot 
land, Nov. 30. He's. ‘ex-film critic 
‘of Glasgow Evening Citizen. .- — 
“Pamela. Barrie. to David. Rose, 

Southborough,. “"Eneland,. Nov... 36.. 
Bride: is'an actress; he’s an “actors 7 

"|. Betsy. ' Harrison: to. Lee James, - 
‘Mass.,. was. used ‘by. Oberlin Col- |. rs. N.C. Noy. 30. Bride is. 

‘with WCPS, | Tarboro. | 

DeWitt” “MeLanghlin: WerHeun, 
92, v.p. of. the ‘Metropolitan ‘Opera 
Club,: New ‘York; died: in his home } 
in. Austin, Texas. Dec, 1: Former. 
resident of. Manhattan helped. ar-: 
range the Metropolitan Opera audi-| 
‘tions. For past eight years a: ‘por- 

‘for’ simmer’. ' presentations. “Two. |. 
sons, ‘daughter, : ‘two ‘sisters: and: a 
brother survive, ly oa . | LeZotte, Troy, N.Y.;: Nov.: 10 

dis: assistant NewS. editor. of WTEN- 
|TV; Albany... 

Della M. Sterling, 82; - pianist who : L azarus, 
played. the ‘background: to. films’ yen, Kanoer to T om ‘Bride. s 
during. the silent ‘screen era, diéd with Donohue: &. Coe: groom; a. 
Nov... -22 in. ‘Darby; :Pa. Surviving Is |. 20th-Fox : homie-- >| member of the’ 
a son, Allan,’ a nitery Pianist. _ | office: ad department, | is a son of. 

7 Lazarus Jr., Bronston: 
* Seemian- ‘Kaplan, 69, | “architect Company “exec aa — 
who designed several theatres in]. “Valerie Adler to Ernest Capetta, . 
the- Minnéapolis ‘area,’ died. Nov. ‘Washington. Township, N.J.,.~ Dec. _ 

8. Bride is. daughter of Henry. Ad-! 
-.,. | ler who ‘operates a New York ins 

‘Gordon. ‘Tiom: "a1. jane |. stfument _ store’ and "Publishing: . 
son, must firm. beari his name. . 

cian, ‘died. recently in: auto. atcident : . ine 
at ‘Orleans, ‘France.: “A native’ of}... * fy 
‘Edinburgh, . he’ was. touring: US. fe “BIRTHS: 

bases, ~My: ‘and “Mrs. Norman King, son, 
|: Nov. 18, New :York: Mother is the. 

James. ‘Lane; 60, who: ‘had? once former: tv ‘producer. Barbara Kava- 
leer:. father is a broadcasting-mar- 
keting consultant. 

a int Mr. and. Mrs. - C: K. “Alexander, 
‘son, Déc. 1"in NY. Father | is an 
‘actor, currently. appearing in- the 
off-Broadway production, . “Corrup- 
{ion ” in the Palace of Justice.’ 

oo Cet[ SMa and Mrs, Arthur. Frankel, 
° or : son; ‘Holywood, Nov. .27. Father is. 

‘Father of Ross’ Hunter: film | Screen’ Gems”. legal dept. head. *. 
producer, died in Cleveland: ‘Nov.}.. Mr...and Mrs. Ed--Grennan, son,’ 

Chicago,’ Nov. 29.° Father js a. 
‘|: WNBQ personality. there.” 

“Mr. - and: Mrs. Ted Koppel, daugh- 
ter, New. York, Nov. 28. Father is. 
an ABC. Ratio commentator. © 

‘Mr. and Mrs. Richard. Marx, son, 
Hollywood; Dec. 2. Father is asso-- 

25 in- “Chicago... 

‘Father, 88, “of. eomposer-conduce 

also: ‘survive, 

gi: - of. “Diek | -Jones,{ 

‘died. Nov. 23. in: ‘Memehis , after: : a. 
brief. ness. — ; | 

Freed. and. son of producer ‘Sam - 
Marx.: 

- Mr. and. ‘Mrs. - James. Francisciis, 
daughter;. Santa Monica; Cal., Dec... 
-4.- Mother.is former actress Kitty 
Wellman; ‘father’s. the actor. _ 
“Mr.and ‘Mrs. ..Leonard.. Kapner. 

II, som, Pittsbur zh, ‘Dec. 4, Grand- 
~ /father. is ‘Leonard’ Kapner, presi 
aap ‘dent of WTAE. 

. Mr. and Mrs. James Darren, son, 
Hollywood, Dec..4; Mothe2 -is for-. 
mer “Miss: Denmark”; ‘father’s ‘an: 

{ actor. eB 

Mother; 76, ‘of Pete Latsis, press 
relations :’ director for. : National | 

died Dee. ae in 
Hollywood:. 

Clarence’ L.. Wanke, 72: welled 
advertising - Salesman. ‘for. WBNS: 
radio, .. Columibus, On died: there. 

‘west distributor -. ‘for: Mere ury 
Records, died Dee. : tT in Chicago: 

Mario: “Barri, age “unreported, # 
Filipino --director.. and. actor - fn) 
films, died. in, Manila. Nov. ale 

‘Mother, ve of. actor “Paul. Hen-| 
WwW. German Tourism 
— ‘Continued: from page 2 a, © 

; often. there was ‘no--hook: for ‘a 
| dressing. gown” or_ a rain-soaked' 
Coat. 
An official: from ‘Touropa, which 

| contracts. -with’ 8,500. hotels and: : 
pensions © ‘including | 50,000. beds © 
throughout Europe, ‘noted that his: 
organization - -had dropped several 

| ‘hundred hotels : because ‘they’ did. 
! | net. live. up to standards... 

A Hapag-Lloyd: rep’ at ‘the meet: 
| said. that with -the: ‘booming indus- 
-| try- in. Germany, : ‘more, .and more 
| people are seeking out a quite lit-. 

"./ tle. :cornér. of. earth where. they. 
want two: Or. ‘three. ‘weeks of rest 
without. noise.” or entertainniént._ 
He ‘asked .that the. anti-noise. cam--"| 
paign’ be stepped up, especially’ in: 
cities once popular ‘with the tour-- 
ists which’ have -now. become just . 
too large and-Ioud. . 
“He noted “that. many. “travelers: 

| now ‘object to the folk’ festivals, 
*darnivals:.“ suinier™ lantern fests 
and. outdoor fiestas that once. 
added to the “local. color” of .the 
German summer ‘season. The peo-: 
‘ple: prefer quiet. ‘instead. of. the 
entertainment, he added. * 
Some: 90% ; of the: ‘German. tour- 

ists now. :go: on vacation during 
_, the ‘heavily-booked: summer season 

: Keneim Foss. “actor: draniatist’ 
producer and. biographer, died | 

Father, a: of coimedy-magician 1 

thampton, Eng... 

om Circus 
; Continnea from ‘page. 2 i 

$1,250,000 collection, © followed. “by 

‘Boston provided’ $210, 000; ° : Pitts: 
burgh, - $133,000; Chicago, : -$276,-. 

Milwaukee, - $113,000, and. 

President Kennedy’ Ss assassination. 
He 

orris “Chalfen who impresarioed: 

- Chalfen: filed’ suit - against : CBS. 

fen » $60,000 closed | the « eases 

ot bin; New. -York, Dec. 8: Bride is" 
‘director ‘of publicity and subsidk.': ~ 

“Jennie “Mae Lauer. to George E. ° - 

' \ eiate to-Metrd. producer Arthur-:” 
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A Victorian wi lady wrote that to her front-line . “Until Roger Fenton, the first wat. t photographer, Fenton’s 3 historic pictures ‘re brought f to life in 
* | sweetheart fighting in the'Criniean War...) hauled his new-fangled equipment to Russia in-a- Granada’ 8 World. of 1855—A. Camera Goes: To. War. | 
| ‘Obviously the. English back home were vague. . ‘horse-drawn darkroomvan. Shoteverything. And ae G : 

about what. was taking place on the battlefield. ‘showed:them the devastating truth." S seh ay saa MU S-L126 
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< > season: _Documentaty albums of.|. 
his. ‘speeches, in* the: budget. -and | 

|) “Was The Wéek That Was” program. 
- ~l-are-: dominating ~ the. ‘gonsumer’ 3 
a purchase - pattern. 2 

wank represented. with a JFK tribute. 
.. The 45 rpm disk ‘has, been released 

a “-wiek ‘lines.-. Premier reports’ that | : | 
: it. has’ :I16 “factoriees: ‘pressing ‘its 

ie _ Yanges. from 1,000,000° to .‘4,000,-| | - Washinigton, ‘Dec: 17. 

: ; oars original BBC effort which -no other 
/.. “company has while. the other disks. 
a are “public domain ‘ tapes . ‘of. the 

_.. -is. three-fourths. sold. 

2 /$12,000,000: CBS, which has’: had: 
". the NCAA gamés for the last two] 

years, reportedly was the low. bid- |": 
' der. ‘Industry. ‘conjecture: is that]. 

“. \ gports | veepec. Lindemann: said the: 

on Pane 9 Weekly at 13h ‘Wet 46th ‘Street, New. York, N.Y. 10038, -by Variety; Ine. - “ Annuat subscriptiott rar ue ‘opie, 3s eenta 
- 2 Second Class Postage at New York, N. ¥. 

_© coryaiour 1 1963 BY VARIETY, INC. ALG ZiceTs RESERVED. , 

“Vol 233.No4 

| The late President. J ohn F: ‘Ken. 
“nedy is setting the. disk selling | 
pace: this” ‘Christmas buying etl Seda : cage man ABEL oe cu | i = —_ : are fh Sonsy 

To Mark Their 30th Anni Fe et rae oa | ‘Tts'New Haven’ for Paris|for 7+, 25 * mas” is probably the most: Spynieet| 
j pop. song—or. any Song—copyr g! 

-Marian Anderson's 30th anniver-. | 

| masked. Oy HCA Victor wil” De Pe, treakdoen: of Statistics, right]. New: ¥ ork. rae Dee coeen , , 

her -Washington concert: next fall. olf. the Berlin Music. Corp.. books, for: Paris: opening .when Jean- | tres {there's to be no for-free home 
P-The. album: will -be-released ‘to co-: shows’ that ‘it ‘has: ‘gold 40,449 535: Louis. Barrault’ brings. his troupe tv). Also picking up the contest 
‘ordinate with the singer's world- recordings. through’ Dec.,. 1, .1962, | to. tte U.. S;-next. February. Bar- will be arenas and. auditoriums and 

Wide farewell tour’ following. the | B {0¥siy Aecountings; Nay S0\f|rault wil put on a new production | ay . : 1.0f “Marriage de_ o” to ‘open : . 

tae prion Tt includes’ thres " apuington convert will record | 25° Wholesale) "in the’ U.S. and | hig engagement in the States, with | These tv rights have been picked 
: of Kennedy’ . speecehs. . The: disk, other ‘albums for: Victor -prior. to: aa ga 738 © 5 Dee bara “pas =. himself and Madeleine. Barrault in 

‘according to a: spokesman for: Gol- commencing’ her swansong ‘tour. | menials, octaves, ‘batid: and: orches- the leading roles, then bring it ’ deny, Sis. selling. Tike ‘Davy Croe- She’ was - s Signed ° to. an. -exclusive trations,. ora. grand. total of 5,587, | Paris two. his: un. Oden Theatre . in 

——— Rest. of: the . ‘repertory for the 
‘American - tour, . ‘sponsored. by S. 

Ta the - ‘documentary vein, “the. Pe, - , ‘sheet music); has averaged be-| 

Hurok,. has. not. been set: t yet. 

“regular priced lines.-.as: well .-as. 
> Decea’s release of the BBC’s “That | 

‘Even ‘the kidisk itiarket, is now 

the. privilege. Others which tried 
tto: buy in, and failed, included 
Paramount's ieee. i ele- 

_ rompter, Nationa neral Corp., 
_ push is being spread on four disk FY. | tween: 115,000 “and 125,000. in_an- Swit Ge 
a labels... The regular | priced ‘field | f} \.. Ff ~.[mual . sheet. sales since’ its: initial | 
., is “represented: by. 20th Century-|W an publication in 1942. when “Whitey, 
a Fox Records. The diskery reports |: moe, . ‘Christmas”. took. off. front the: Fare- * ’ - 

. that ‘over 300,000: disks:.haye -gone | ©: mount. filmusical, “Holiday Inn”.:. |. 
~~ {nto:market. ‘On the ‘lowprice. ($1) |. f ..|> Considering that the: basic: copy-. > 
‘.end, there. are .albums ‘out on the | ©: ; right has. 35 more years of.pro-|"" 
:-Premier, Ambassador and’. Pick-.|° * | tection :in the: U.S. ‘and - 50. years ee ta 

. 2 | after death of the songsmith over-|. ; 
.» | seas, Berlin was asked. what would |... t. 

™“ | be his estimafe—as a hardnosed |"... °° 
‘| trade item~—of: the: ‘value, of. ‘this Bes 

“Motions picture receipts will if | single. copyright. .. 
| to. an: alltime “high in- 1963 ‘and are. 

. ,Decés,on the other hands, feels. expected to go-even higher in’ 1964, | 
-. that ithas the field. to itself. in ‘its | the U.S. Dept. ‘of Commerce said: |.” 

disk.. (The Decca package is.an today (Tues.).. Receipts’ in: 1963, are |. 
figured. at. $1, 450,000,000, -topping |" * on 
the previous ‘record ‘year of 1949 |. 
when: they. reached $1,444,000,000: |: 

ne ‘The: Federal. Department's Busi- |- 
‘{ness &.. Defense ° Administration ‘|": -"~: 

ue ; , agency. forecast. that .b.o, receipts: fo, p- . a es in ws | ike “Sette atdothe unos s| OL 
With $13,000,000 Bid 

“largely fhe -result of ‘higher ad-|002 °° 
mission prices,” but ‘stated. further |... 7R-- 
‘that: industry: reports. indicate_ that]. ot: 
attendance is: also growing: : 

NBC yesterday outbid: ABC: and . 
CBS to: get exclusive rights to. the 
National - Collegiate’ Athietic Asso- 
-ciation football games. during | the. 

| Agency ,of Chicago. 

-| that TNT will have 157 special pro- 

: |. disk. and its. estimate - of . sales | “Ss 

~~ at $5. 
‘These | “projectors will ‘have a 

- (Continued on page 62) 

000 copies. Pickwick has reported i | 
“1,000,000 sales. thus: far.“ -: Other than ‘commenting eh . : thal » Venu 

“wouldn’t e seven es. for 7 
it”, che: ‘accented (1). “this. is. Ar “United. ‘Artists and: ‘Garrick “Pro- me 

 omtimaed oa baa, OB jas i sedis S| Texaco Wants Bow-Ost 
~ From Ala. Bow! Gam 

fy ‘whereby UA will back Gatrick.in 
Ta Program, ¢ to. develop. properties | 
_-/d and talent for pictures’ and Broad- |:: 

~. J way. An estimated minimum of 15) 
: stage’ plays. will be produced. ‘at-a} 
eo. Tate. “of three-a-year . over &. ‘ave 

|:yéar period. as- tryouts: on: the 
: ‘| strawhat circuit, under the. terms: 
j-of the pact.: 

2. “UA is. ‘picking - “ap the “tab. tor 
| these ‘tryouts and: has. allocated ‘ap-. 
‘proximately $150,000 for the’ first 

n phase ‘of the: plan, which : will. | be 

(Continued ‘on page. 62): 

NBC-TV. continued last week. to 
iave - big problems with its post- 

porate moral , Texaco 
via. Benton .&. Bowles “has asked 
out. on its sponsor share in’ the 

, (Continued: on, page 62) ~;| Senior Bowl game from Mobile. In 
.| Spite of the assurances to the net- 
* work from Senior Bowl officials. 
‘| that the game has no rules pro- 

new $55, 600: BEQUEST + hibiting participation of Negro 

~ FOR RUNYON CANCER 
“abatest $55,000- “bequest: to” ‘the . 
Danion ‘Runyon Cancer Fund from | 
James. Delmore ‘Chain, kriown -pro- | 
fessionally. as J. Dell. Chain;: who 

“ °Hellywool, Dee. 12: 

“Q. t. negotiations are. ‘being con-" 
‘ducted™. “regarding ; “proposed |: 
merger of ‘Desilii -: ‘Studios. and -the | | 
‘Danny .Thomas-Sheldon . Leonard 

| comedy combine, most ‘successful | 
comedy .parlay: in television: Whilé | 
{the ‘talks have: been conducted. on- 
a hush-hush basis. for some- time, 

| first inkling something - was up 

FOR EUROPEAN TOUR| si" ta"Garty ute br'Saet 
Ball told: Vantety ‘there..had. been. 

- Rerio, Dee. 17, ‘| ™Merger; offers “by. ‘people, not} died last. Feburary at 74, points ‘up 
“Frank - ‘Sinatra Jr. chas- been studios. a | that to date the Walter. Winchell- 

patted: fora European. tour: in’ con- | Subsequently, Thomas confirmed ‘sparked. fund. has. distributed -$18,- 
_ junction. with.the:-Temmy.: Dorsey. ‘ta: Variety .that he. and - Leonard | 064,211 in: 1,511' grants and.511'fel- 
_: Football. League. rights when. they'| Orch,-Hélen Forrest: and the: Pied | Were interested in. such a merger, |‘lowships. in: 364 institutions in -50° 
a come up for bidding” early. next ‘Pipers... Troupe ‘departs “from: the | 2nd. that such’ discussions are u0-1 states, the District: of Clumubia and 

. | U.S. Jan:/18 to‘do‘a ‘series of-one- {der way. “This is: one of ‘those #28: foreign countries... 
:  NBC-NCAA pact. was jointly an- nighters : ‘in-Wngland. “These -dates | times when the: ‘Star. boarder’ may.” “Wirichell ‘personally “underwrités: 
‘nounced . by Paul .W. Brechiler, | will be followed by. a-tour of Army | ™arry the. landlady,” cracked. the’ ‘all -expenses,: 80 that. the: Damon 
-chairman ‘of NCAA’s tv committee, | bases in various. part ‘of Europe. © . comedian, who: has been’ a tenant Runyon-Memorial Fund for Cancer 
-and<.Carl Lindemann. Jr.,. NBC .-Proupe.is..also. pacted. for~ the} Of Desilu’s Cahlenga studio for 14. Research Ine: as it is - formally: 

Pasa: Pogo ‘nitery,.Madrid,. Feb. 21; j years... ‘known, is:100%-net on:all its gross | 
for three-days; the Price: Theatre, ‘Thomas, ‘star ‘of his’ own. CBS: collections and ‘bequests which have ' 
Barcelona, Feb. 24, and will con- | TV -series, explained, “there -def-| come. from diverse ‘sources, ‘chiefly. 
tinue. with. teleshots-. -in-- Barcelona. initely: is. something going on, but | nonpro. Dell. Chain 1s: ‘one .$f ‘the. 
‘and Paris. ~Unit: returns. to. the’ how’ far it's progressed, -I eannot few: showmen: who accumulated a 
“U. S:-around March 1." fell you at- this time. “Merger has net estate of over $600,000 ‘and dis-- 

: Tour’ :was: ‘booked. by Jackie | been discussed.” ‘tributed virtually all of -it: among. 
Green ‘:of Joe Glaser's: Associated |. The comedian ‘explained. further 15 ‘charities, with 55G earmarked 
‘Booking: Corp. nr a AContinued ‘on page. 63) ior. ‘the Runyos Fund. _ 

Agency report. estimated - average}: 
weekly. attendance in-U-S. film the- 

-t0 ‘be “around $13,000,000 for. the | ai d 41, 
.. two-year. pact. NBC. says’ it: already.) e ” 600 1000, in- 1961. 

The: 1963. receipts are.3% ahead ue 
.of 1962's - *$¥,405,000,000 . ‘take.y 

. 1964 and 1965 ‘seasons. No ‘figure’ atres’ will. total 43:000,000-.in' 1963,: 
_was disclosed: ‘but "is .understood | ¢ompared ‘with 42,500,000" in-. 1962 | 

"ABC reportedly: riiade the second. ° SET SINATRA JR: NT 
Lae highest: bid,.. said’ to be. around |} 

all-ofay affair. | 
Network’s'. “answer | far. “has 

pact. All: the network’s problenis 
anent: the matter of segregated 
football bowl. games came 
Gillette and Chrysler. backed of off 
on their: sponsorship of the Bhie- _ CBS is: planning to concentrate. its: 

:-- bundle: on. regaining - ‘the ‘National: 

| paying .off, the bowl .association. 
Network stuck to the game's axing 
“even when -a delegation of Mont- 
gomery folk headed by the. mayor 
junketed to New York to. cop: a 
‘Special . plea. 

: And: late. last week. ‘CORE, the 
Congress of Racial. Equality, was 
pete aren ee pans for a dem 
onstration a e New. Year’s Day 
Sugar Bowl game to. be ‘plied in. 
New: Orleans and also telecast by 
NBC. CORE. objects to a inthe law 

“(Continued on page 3) 

first year of: the: pact. calls for tele- 
-easts of college games on, 14 dates 
:and Thanksgiving Day, with nine 
: Mational - broadcasts: and -five re- 
gional: (four: ‘games. each. ‘ week)... 
_ NBC: had: the’ ‘NCAA games’ from ||. 

. 1951: sprougt | 1953;- “and: from: 1956 
to 1959. ° 

“in “thea- | 

‘Subscription Television, : Sports- . 
vision andthe North Advertising 

|. TINT president Nathan L. Hal- 
| pern told a Vanrery man this week. 

~ -[V—Fears AbOfay 

{season football menu -from the. 
land | ‘of. cormpone, hominy. grits 
and gumbo. | Throttling up ‘on cor-. 

players,’ it’s Texaro’s feeling that 
the contest nonetheless will be an. 

‘been: to hold ‘Texaco, domi to the- 

Gray gamé from Montgomery. The 
web.-cancelled. out the telecast,’ 

up. -by. Theatre Network Television, . 
which. was among 17 bidders. for. 

‘|Jectors in work, and half of these - [ea the INT mere isto be 

Poh t HAY, . a 

e 

eh 
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: fae Fans reco Dib 

over the Israel .Philharmonie Or- 

“MISCELLANY _ oO 

Bernstein's Socko New Symphony 
The Dialogues of Lenny With God 

ae 

By AZARIA.. RAPOPORT > 

‘Tel: Aviv,. Dee. 172°" 
A glittering ““who’s. who” was 

stirred to emotional enthusiasm. 

chestra, under maestro’ ‘Leonard. 
Bernstein, © world premiered his }. 
third symphony, “Kaddish.” Over year... 

' REE RTS ~ 

“Tack Warner’ $ Autobiog th 
Jack. L. Warner has ‘signed. with. OE 

‘Bennett. Cerf for Random House |. 
to publish his. autobiography. next: . 

Wednesday Deceniber 18, 1 1963 

Fist US Ne 
Some. unwritten pooks seem to. ‘appear- ‘more. , alluring. ‘than 

written ones: per casé of. author Irving. Wallace. whose next novel,. 
| : “The Man,” "exists: only. in. form of notes. In spite of: the fact that’. .-. 

** there: is-no book.as yet as such, Fawcett:has recently concluded... °°" 
' arrangenients -to acquire reprint | rights for $325,000. ‘This seems — 
tobe a record for a reprint advance (fiction) written or not.as yet. — 

* Book will be published :by Simon: & Schuster, hardcover. (Fawcett ae - 
“also: paid $400,000 for. -William. Shirer’s: “The | Rise and Fall of .. — 

.. the. Third. Reich” also :a Simon & Schuster author); “The Man”... 
“deals. with the first Negro President. of. the U.S.A. _ et 

It’s: understood certain. of the major film companies have ‘been |. 
“ sounded out-on film rights; ‘when. and. if.. No. ‘details. of- reaction. 

_ ‘available. except hint: oF fright “lest the- ‘whole Dixie | “Playoff . . 
«Market be lost. . 7 ss oe 

3,000. filled the Mann‘ Auditorium.|: 
to SRO, expressing | gratitude and: 
appreciation | to’ the composer-con- } 
ductor, to singer Jennie Tourel, to: 

1 Chi Exhibs to Feevee Israel's First Lady of the ‘theatre, 
Hanna Rovina (of. the “Habimah), 
who narrated the Hebrew text, | 
‘and the huge: mixed chorus: teight)| . 
children’s choir who. joined in: this | 
first performance of the: Jewish Tt 
Memorial prayer... 

The “Kaddish,” dedicated 718 eastern and. western divisions of. 
” ithe National Football. League, ‘set. 

| for - -Dec.. 29, is - to. ‘be. shown” ‘on | 

| closed-circuit television ‘in Chi- 

STAY A CIVIC EVENT] 

(Continued on. page. 62) 

BOB HOPE HOSPITAL 
--San Francisco, | Dee.717: © 

Bob Hope, who’d: dubbed: himself 
“Mr.. Peepers” ‘for’ the’ ‘duration, : 

“Hospital. . chere 
Thurs. (12) after’ several days of: 
left Children’s 

successful -treatment:. for a blood: 
clot in the eye, Statf, volunteers | 
and patients all. Joined in the fare- 
well. 

One of his final acts. efore he’ 
was discharged was a tour of the: 
children’s wards—something.. the 
hospital’s bosses had: wanted: him 

~ to ‘do but had been timid about re- 
questing. (Like. most: children’s 
hospitals these. days, Children’s has 
more adult patients than: kids.) 

’ While Hope was a& patient, two: 

required to handle the traffic; and- 
he supplied nearly the entire hos-’ 

: pital with his surplus flowers etc. | 

And a number of volunteers were. 
“needed to sort the mail,’ which in-: 
cluded a hand-written’ get-well: 
note from. ‘President Lyndon. B. 
Johnson. 

va © & @ 

eeeceaeenweevesee neice 

One Year — ‘15. 00. 

I| 154 West 46th Street 

laborate with | Dean Jennings. 

‘upon blacking-out in the local area 
completely. . a : 

‘doubtless will have major: bearing | | 
‘on the closed-circuiting of ; : Pro | 
. football, as. well.as. other sporting [| 
-events,::in theatres. 

Yorkers, other - ‘than the ‘ticket- | 

travel out of town to. be. ty SPecta- 
tors. 

extra switchboard operators were |. 

tract: with... NBC-TV. barred : any 

theatrical: telecasting. and in ‘the: 
‘New: pact for. the ‘future,’ to - be 
‘negotiated ‘shortly, will. demand 

; ‘the: same. privilege. 2 

for $.. we eece Send Variety for” 

NAME cee cccceccesaseseneneeenesteesesretalecudenes 

‘ADDRESS e.eege meen Soeteesnentiteeneenee ee Cees: a 

i . STATE... = ZONE. sess, | 

~INDICATEIE GIFT CARD DEsineD oll 

. NAME oe aoe we ee sae oe aa *. ial oe oes ad e vaee ee e. on es * ce 

ADDRESS... 253, fans sedis be Seale (Pe PSE ba ve cee Duden: 
IT TSIATE. oo ZONE. 

Three Years — $39.00 «|. 
Canada. ‘and. Foreign — $1 Additional per. Year’ 

P VARIETY Ine. 

“Veteran - film: producer will. cok. “4 

: _ JACKIE? GLEASON 
CBSerV. Saturday .: nights: ‘Says: 

Home Pigskin. Chainps _ | 
“As TNT-NEL Test- Ran} é biz Thirty: Fifth. Anniversary. That's | 

‘Championship game. between the | 2. formidable figure,and yet: PAUL] 

already, attained the heights: ‘That's 
-an-accomplishment. and just. proves 

‘of. “diverse talents and. youth. ‘can 
}do.”- °.. : ; 

cago, hometow1. -of the. Bears" ‘versus = 
the’ N.. Y. Giants: Soo 

. ‘Theatre: ‘Network. Television has] 
the rights:in-a-significant. deal. with | 
the. NFL, : which usually. ‘insists 

Results ‘of: this ‘one-time. “try 

‘When the}: 
Giants . play. . in Yankee .:Stadium; 
there’s ‘usually ‘a sellout and. New. 

‘Spain—tonight). _ ho] - ders, ‘must either. content them. This line, ‘among: others, échioes 
selves... with .- radio: coverage: or}. 

Habimah |. National. Theatre: halls, 
where the’ Israeli cast ‘of ““My-~Fair 

‘In previous” ‘years: ‘the: NFL con- 

closed-eireuiting of. a- home: game 
‘in .the: home. area. But this year | 
NFL. réserved: the right for ‘such’ | the Scandinavian countries.- 

theatrical: ‘production : ‘ever,’ sched- 
uled for. a .Feb. 1,°1964 opening. 

Fy of. the ‘final casting niade. real news 
| here, as. this has-been: AE. ~long. 
| awaited théatrical.. évent: 
- Coinciding: with | ‘the~ “Habimali 

"(Continued on ‘Page. 62)" 

Mrs LBJ Duties 
‘ Washington; Dec: 17.: 

Lip Carpenter who,: jointly with: 

‘of. years. prior to her -resignation we 

|. Johnson : national’: campaign,’ has 

Lady, Mrs.-‘Lyndon ‘B: Johnson: - Enclosed’ find check. or m.o... 

one YOO en ss ag ee 
two years... = “s 
‘three years... 2.65085: , 

| and the . ‘operation. of :the Whité 

‘Mrs. Carpenter. - 

“(Continued on Page 63) 

“CPA. and legit ‘Backer 

“JACK. S. SEIDMAN - 

_ Negits. airs ‘some gripes in 
Ce. cogent piece = 

» Sings Out - 
Two Years — $28. oo- =i] 

ae welt a ‘another. ‘nportont: feature- 
‘ta the: upcoming . 

‘New. York, kN. Y, 10036. 
7 12/18 - 

Charts oad articles 

“They're about to. toast my ‘show |" - 

ANKA.. around “only” one of these}. 
‘digits,- either’ three or 'five,.. hast}: 

what PAUL. “AN KA'S combination: 

Spain’ (In Hebrew) | 
Tunes Up Tel Aviv | 

Tel ‘ Aviv, ‘Dec. 17. | 
“Ba‘rad ‘Ya-rad. ‘Bi'drom: Sfa-rad-. 

Ha’erev”’ (It. hailed, ine Southern’ andre Mattoni -is playing ‘the. role 
of _Seneral Supervisor. 7. 

Lady”. ‘assembled. Dec. .8. to: start:}”’ 
rehearsals for. the first production: | - 
“of: Broadway's. musical -: hit east of. |: 

Translating into good, ‘workablé I}. 
‘Hebrew. “The rain ain Spain stays.| -. 
Mainly in the Plain” has beer one | 
of the manifold problems producer’ 

::| Giofa Godik had-to:overeome be-. 
‘fore. he managed . to bring . about’ 
the ‘first - Israeli: big independent. 

| ay | ee wy her’ husband, : headed. ‘Vantery’s: 
; 3 F fa. I Washington Bureau: for: a: number | 

| 7 Iil| in. 1960. to ‘work..in the Kennedy- | (7 

- Gift Subscription 
: -.White House. Press. Secretary | 
Pierre . Salinger’ expained. ‘that, in -[/} 

| the. newly. created. post of Star. 
Director,’ Mrs. - Carpenter’ will be-{|j-: -. 
-ever, all activities involving .Mrs. |j|:- 
| Johnson, the President’s _ family.|j} — 

| House. Salingér explained that, the | S 
new: White House’ Social:. ‘Secre- |||" 
tary, Bess. Abell, ‘will Teport. to TT. 

The ‘two: women - ‘will work. with | 

if who hos been. a vetefas beck-of-the:, Ie 
scenes fimencier ond cuditor for |} 

i A ‘Broadicay. Aneel. : i 

|| Sach: Anniversary Number TH. 

re other statistical end seed We 

_ Peto i ts hh Centr
e's Sos 

Karajan Quite i 
Munich, ‘Dec. 47 

Conductor ‘Herbert von Karajan. 
is recovering - in. a:-Munich_ clinic. 
froma serious. citculatory. disease. 
He ‘has had to: cancel. all engage- 

“] mente. untilsFebruary and. will re-: 

MFL's $ The Rain in 
turn to. the Vienna Opera only at 
the énd. of. March:.. ‘His “Elektra” 
which ‘was to. be given. at La Scala: 

| in, Milan’ on Jan.-8 (a new ‘produc 
| tion) is’: now: uncertain. because |: 
there hardly | are any. first rank 

short. notice..:: 
~ Karajan’s tour through. Italy with: 
the Viena Philharmonig ‘will also: 

| be eancelled, ‘probably’ altogether. |. 
|..- Next .to” administrative director |. 
Egon. Hilbert at. the: Vienna : “opera,. 
von. Karajan’s . right -hand: :man, 

| these. last few days-in one of the} 

.| Franco: Govt. Puts Halter . 
On Spanish Pic, ‘Verdugo,’ 
"For Garroting Sequence | 

2.NY. Ballets Garner oo, 
Bulk of Ford’s Subsidy” 

N. Y. ‘City Ballet. and its School: — 
‘of American Ballet are to benefit: -* 
1-some $5,925,000 to be ‘paid. out-over 
| 10. years ‘by: the Ford . Foundation. 
This is the. greatest: amount of. sub- 
sidy ever given: to. ballet in. Ameri- 
‘Ca, although notable donatioris have ..- 

- Madrid, Dec. ‘17. 
‘Bum director Luis. Berlanga’ has. 

discovered. that eapital- punishment. 
-is not:a motion picture theme that: 
Government: authorities can. easily | 
‘digest—at_ least. not. the: kind of}. 
‘eapital” punishment. that condemns 
a man to, die with. his neck inside 

Beginning of yeheatsals and news|? garrote. 
At ‘the time he sticcessfully pre= 

‘sented his biting’ satire “Verdugo”. 
(The Executioner). at “the: “Venice: 
-Film Festival’ on invitation from. 
|fest director Luigi - Chiarini,: the: 

-"; Berlanga screening. .and “personal: 
“:” appearance coincided’ with the: ex- 

_ | eeution of two Spanish’ “Anarchists | 
:} who died. by. the garrote in the old |. 

‘Spanish. penal -tradition...The. coin- | 
-.| ‘cidence: ‘created ‘a. belated distaste 

‘for the satire, which many. film 
criti¢s and-observers consider to be. 
 Berlanga’s and. the Spanish film in- 

4 dustry’s finest achievement to date. | 
’ Although’ “Verdugo”. had previ- 

‘ously cleared. censorship with only 
two or three minor snips, it became. : 

"(Continued on Page: @2). 

| been ' appointed. Press. ‘Secretary |||. 
and Staff Director to the new. First |||. 

Volume 233 = 

(acceptable te La Scala) eonductors 
‘around ‘who can take. over. ‘at: such. 

Trade Mark Registered - 

‘FOUNDED’ 1905, by. SiMe ‘SILVERMAN; Published Waekiy, by: VARIETY, inc.” 
Syd Silverman, President .. 

Et ‘West 46th. St; New York, N.Y. 10036 . 
4 ' ‘Mollyweed, Calif. 96628 . ve 

6405 Sunset Boulevard, HOllywood ‘ena ‘ 

ashington,. D.C: 
194. National” Press: Buil 

7 ,Ghicase, 11, 60611.: =: 
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Washington, Dec:: 17. 

project. . 
The. President’s: renewed ‘call for ae 

the: ‘memorial legislation came as. - 
the ‘House.“:and.. Senate Public. 
Works Committees. opened unique © 
joint hearings -on-the Cultural: Cen- oe 
ter ‘measure. - 
-.Jn- letters to. committee chairmen. “lone 
Sen.” -Pat- Ma¢Namara (D-Miceh. ya my 
and. Rep.: Charles Buckley (B-N.Y.). 
Johnson. said. it was his..under- 2..." °. 

4 standing that. the. Kennedy family =. ---. 
would prefer the Center bé named. ... - 
“The John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts." 

- The . Kennedy ‘family, : -Johnson 
said, felt the new designation would. 
“indicate. more specifically the na: 
ture of the. memorial.:to. him.” 

(Continued: on page 62) 

. President Johnson * urged:. Con. 
‘| gress’ to “take -early. action”. on re «© 
-| naming. the National Cultural Cerne. 
ter.for the late President: Kennedy. *- :... 
‘and: ‘providing Federal “ funds ‘to. - 
match: ‘public contributions for: the. 

Testifying at the hearing, Cultur- oN 
Val. Center. ‘board chairman Roger L. 
: Stevens, -indicated-.a ‘$15,500,000. _. 

Federal: contribution. would. suffice. ae 
“Question of how: much the Fed-. . 

>| eral: Government should ‘kick. into. :; 
the..Center ‘was raised by Sen... 
Leverett. Saltonstall: (R-Mass.) and: a 

been. made, especially. if the ‘defi-: - ae — 
cits of companies managed by. Lucia 
Chase . and: ‘Marquis: ‘de. : Cuevas: 
(Rockefeller. family). -are.. taken - 
into account. =. 
‘Ford is spreading ‘a ‘furtlier: 2§2,4 vy 

-000,000 of: ballet. subsidy. to: various... 
American ":troupes. which . must, 
| however, ‘earn them -by anatehing- 
them.. 
Foundation has ‘héretofore ‘been... - 

notable for helping. ‘another: com- 
ponent of N.Y. ‘City Ceriter, namely: 
the opera. lt made. possible --sev-..... 
eral spring cycles of U.S.. folk’. 

_ operas. by. Julius Rudel.. Lite 

* _TWason 22700 

ABEL GREEN, Editor 
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ee Nd Jive-actioner-.. from. Disney. 

Sas not become’the most publicized: 
\—pieture in: the world:for the. reason 
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Wil Contact 
- New: York's * ‘so-called | 

‘ground: cinéma” is. going* -abroad:” 
' The New.” American Cinema. | 
Group, headed ‘by filmmakex-critic||. 

“- Jonas Mekas and including most of 
i ‘New York’s:: avant. garde’ ‘filmmak-" 

| ers, has. put together. a “traveling 
exhibit - of “14° ‘different - ‘film: pro- {J 2° 
grams... {comprising 43 shorts. and }i- 

‘ features): which, starting in. Jan-.| 
uary, vare ‘to: be toured through. the 

* “major | European. ‘countries. this|[ ~— 
winter. and: spring. . -In‘each*:.coun-|}. ° 

try, the series will be ‘Sponsored. by” 
‘the’ local -film ‘museum. or. national |]. 

. film: org.: ‘Accompanying ‘the ‘Euro-. 
“pean ‘tour: will - be. NACG’ rep’ P.. 

<iaAdams: Sitney.. 
“=. According. to. Mékas, 
“editor of Film. Culture ‘and ‘film | 
‘eritie for the Village - ‘Woice,. the |}. °°. 

” filmmakers: repped - in. the: ‘show | — 
feel: that: official “film fests; DOW] aA A: 
‘mushrooming. all. .over -the . world, ii 

_ have: become. ‘commercial . projects| Lf 
and. no® longer : ‘show. what’s really 

going: on in new. frontiers of. film-| 
‘making. .'The .tzavéling show -has}|” 
-been . put. ‘together “as: a:. ‘sort. of o 
artistic. protest and” manifesto,” 
favor of. poetic, ‘non-natrative ein- ; 

paid: ‘for ‘by the: ‘host: ‘organization: 
in'.each: case. . In. addition ‘to its]. 
esthetic purposes, the: show is: also |. 

‘ema. “Expenses of the. show: 

“hoped: to: stimulate ‘interest in: the. 

‘pix on ‘the. ‘part. of ovserseas. ex | 
_hibs. ‘and distribs. : 

At. least:a portion ‘of the show’ 
will be..shown. out: of competition 

oat the. experimental : -film :fest .in 

’ Brussels :Dec. ;. 26-Jan. 

- Munich, :-- Feb.. 1-153: 

Feb. 20-March .20; to: be followed 
“~ py. stands’ ‘in - Stockholm; ‘March; 
» . Rome; ‘April; “Milan, May:.: Paris, 
May, .and Madrid and ° Barcelona, 
‘.  June.: 

are visits to London ‘as ‘well -as.to 
-.. ‘+, Mungary and Poland, ‘though. dates |” 
“2 are nok: set. . 
Loe _MeKas, ‘who goes: “to” ‘Brisssels in. 
+ - wo weeks bo. serve on the experi- 

* mental fest® jury,’ -hopesto.-tour | W 
with. the-show: himself through ‘the |” 

Being: discussed. currently 

Far. East. next: fall, = 

‘Mary Powis 
Disney’ Coin Ri bk 
$i Earmarked |. 
“Producer Walt Disney is ‘ante-ing: 

-up the. - highest: ‘stakes -in. ‘history. |. 
“(Disney -history). with “his current |” 
‘production of: “Mary. -Poppins.” 
Negative. ‘cost for the -production. is 
‘now: estimated at ..$6, gn. 000, and |: 

the film-: 

‘maker. ever has: done. in: past, re-|.. 
- gardless ‘of: whether it’s: live-action. 

- this “exceeds. anything. 

or. cartoon. 

; \ *Mary- Poppins” is. variously: de- 
. :.. isertbed-by”insiders. ‘as. a musical, a 
“2 -ggmedy and a: fantasy. The stars 
or” ane: Julie. Andrews: and. ‘Dick: Van 
we) Dyke. a 

* Release’ “is: et: for. Christmas’ of 

"that Disney .so far has been: keep- 
: ing ‘it-under wraps. He evidently 
.. vegards it..as..close. and ‘cherished |: 

0° “Vand’ when: ‘the right. time ‘comes: 
he'll tell. about it. 

~~ GORDONS SUE COL. ON UNDERWATER CITY’ Pic 
Hollywood, : ‘Dec. 17. 

- Indie producer Alex Gordon and: 
~ wife Ruth. ask ‘500,000 -damages. in 

-plaint alleges: plaintiffs: ‘conceived 
a color film’ but:it was released. as 

or. black-and-white feature; 
° 2+ Sueli release, it’ ‘was ‘charged; de- 

!_ gtroyed: commercial: value ’.of film. 
“' and ‘damages. . Gordon's- reputation. 
asa ‘producer: 

ta Gna ded 

“founder fo 

, after. 
“which. the’ pix’ will’ be moved on to}: 

‘Amsterdam,. : 

a Earopean| Breth . ef 
“inder=+ — = 

Fil Histotian. - 

“HERMAN Gi. 
“WEINBERG. - 
: in his annual series. of - 

reminiscences | ‘over 

Gof, Brandy And 
-. Cigars - . 

. _ . wee a * Fs 

7 “another ‘bright Editorial Featere 
{n-the soon-due . ... 

a 58th Anniversary Number. 
a . of 

Pies 0 othes statistical. oad deed 
sas ‘charts, and articles 

Caeramas” 

4 Month Gross. 

‘Further : en- 

this. year -have ‘hit .a high of. $17.50 
| and.a:low of $10:6214:. There have | 
been.. no" dividends ‘and this. isa 
matter which : still.” ‘might’ ‘take 
“some. time,- Reisini_ noted. . 

‘Debt ‘has been cut: by-$2, 000, 000. an 
Crama_ theatres either. in’ oper- 

ation or: contracted for -now total: 
200, in. contrast. with the. "29. which 
“were. running four years ‘ago.- 

“The. going-ahead on. the theatri- 
‘eal front is: ‘Yeflected. in’ the acqui- 

-": | sition. of screen rights to two Alan. 
_ | Moorehead books, 
| Nile”* and-““The Blue: Nile,” 
-1 negotiations continue - for .a- ‘pro- | 
‘| duction focusing .on underseas: ex-. 

j plorer Jacques-Evés : ‘Cousteau’ plus. 
.| other’ properties. - 
‘/:the:: possibility -of filming ‘(this “is 
|in: the “final. arrangements”: stage) 
‘the La:Scala Opera from Milan. :.: 

reported . “the. 
president,” ‘is moving ahead: with | - 
a. -gonsumer .camera’and a home 
television. tape: recorder. | ot 

IATSE ST OKES FIRES. 
UNDER LARRY MOYER 

Bast Coast: Motion Picture Coun: 
‘Cil’s punitive -actions in. connection: 
with -indie - ‘Larry . ‘Moyer’s -non- 
union prize-winning - Picture “The 
‘Moving : Finger” - 
Originally, the ‘association. ‘of east- 
ern film International-‘Alliance of 
Theatrical. Stage. Employees: locals 
had .pressed for Moyer's .explusion | 

Company | -also, ©. 

from: editor's. local -771 - ‘and had 
-also- Tequested the N.Y.. City Dept. 
of Trivestigations to Iook into the 
filming. of . the . picture. -Now . the 
-Maunicipal -Dept.* of Commerce is 
invited: to: get involvéd.. 
IATSE * originally. took . action | 

based on. a: newspaper - interview |. 
- ‘given’ ‘by: Moyer : concerning the 

“shooting . of: his: film. ‘on: Gotham’ 
-Lstreets, non-union: "He. also. ‘dis- 

__| cussed “ways “he: allegedly.: “beat”. 
‘City. regulations . involving. street. 
shooting, - 

-It is -the. Dept: “of: "Commerce. 
“which issues. the street shooting: 

“Tpermits:and so IATSE is asking it- 
to look: into ‘Moyer’ s -confession., 

breach’-of contract. :suit: against. Co-. ‘Earlier’ ‘it, requested - the ‘Dept. o
f aI 

ye * : Jumbia- Pictures ° “Corp.. ‘over’ the}: 
film, “The Underwrater City.” Com: | 

Investigations to. dd-so. 
-As far as local.771-is concesned, 

‘proceedings: are. ‘under. “way to. 
expel Moyer,:who ‘has been. an. edi-" 
|.tor. by trade. The. Council has long 
“been “objecting to. the making: of 
non-union ‘films: in. New York but: 
this ‘is believed ‘first major step it. 
fim taken in: “Teaction : ‘to. Such .. a: 

l . 

At $12,000,000) 
“Ginerama for - the © ‘first: - ‘nine 

. months ‘of. its eurrent - ‘fiscal - year. 
“had “a! gross: of $12, 000,000 ‘due to 
expanded . -activities.: : 

‘| largement of the. operation: is: due. 
‘So - president '-. ‘chairman “Nicholas. 
-Reisini told: stockholders this week.. 
.lotal revenue. for the. correspond- 
ing: period -of 1962 was $5,000,000: 

: ‘Fraded.-on the Ameriean : ‘Stock. 
‘Exchange, ‘C’rama: common shares 

“The “White. 

Latter’ include 

-eurrent liabilities.. Clearly, : the ‘vo- 
‘cal: group was not satisfied. “ 

are:. spreading: | 

SOMO ke ao 
~— ANNUAL SINGS : ‘Tuk U om) 

Wo transfer: their release alle- 
1} glanee frem United Artists te 

\.. Paramount ..could. occur in. 

“ “By GENE ARNEEL . 

. Annual: stockholders ‘meeting of 
: all Loew's: ‘Theatres ‘Inc: © at - “Loew's {1 

} hes. wiltten Gnother cogent. cont : State:-Theatre.in New. York ast 
‘Thursday (12) heard disgrintied |} a 

}| minority: owners,.-a couple of them |. 
“11 quite. persistently: : articulate, .com- |. 

‘plaining about the absence :of-divi- |} ~ 
. “| dends and: getting the reply. from | _ 
a. firm-gaveled presiding - officer, | 

president - chairman: Laurence “A. |: 
Tisch, that . divvies .at: ‘this time 
; could | ‘not-be looked ‘for.- “It.-was 

|| clear from the outset ‘Tisch would |} 
tolerate no individual road-hogging:. ot oe 
Evelyn Davis,.: longtime. familiar I ; a 
face: at various -amuseiment com-{[. "| 

| ‘pany. Shareowner. ‘conclaves, obvi-}] | 
| ously. was ‘eager to- unrestrainedly. 
take over the. microphone from 

| the’ floor and: Tisch soft-spokenly |. 
admonished, “IF am..not ‘going: to 
‘| allow you. to. monopolize: the meet-- 
|ing:”’ This seemed to bother the 
| lady; . at. least temporarily, though 
| ‘Miss (or..Mrs.).-Davis. was heard | 
from repeatedly . again but her’ up= |: 

| held: hand. was: recognized ‘by. the } 
chair. on: after. others had ‘fhelr 
turn. 

Gilbert's “Lance” 

John’ L. Gilbert. -also a farhiliar 
‘dissident. voice and. face;- caine -on: 
stronger - after..an initial: round. of. 

-exchange. . 
Gilbert was fighting for (1) a post-: 
polite’ conversational’ . 

meeting report . which: ‘would ~-be 
mailed-to. stockholders on each: and 
every" annual meeting and. (2) the. 

| desirability of corporate. maneuver- 
ing which ‘could: pave the path for: 
divvies: .. Gilbert,"’ among _ others, 
‘said: ‘he - rebelled: ‘against. -manage- 
ment’s alleged preferente:for stock 
buying-in' and ‘corporate’ expansion. 
in lieu of.:some kind: Of. ‘Rayment tot ; 
the existing owners, 
« The session, | which : ‘Jastéd ‘one 

“Debt Priorities 

“Pigeh; -~who: handled’ himself well, : 
‘frequently explained that.‘ divi- 
dends. at the present were: ‘preclud- 
ed by. indenture obligations, : ‘other 

| indebtedness: and - a. requisite- con- im 
eerning current. assets. in ratio to 

Ags for:-:those’ divvies, . ‘Gilbert 
instructed: “Pisch and his fellow’ 

- “| boar’ members: “Get to, work. and} 
| cut. out:the ‘horseplay.”: : 

| In: Jess than: capable. ‘hands: ‘such 
by. meeting: easily ‘could have gottén. 

‘Tisch’ ‘was’ . called: 
upon to. listen to: bitter: ‘comment: 
‘about ‘the ‘so-called - neglect. ‘of. 
‘stockholders. as. going hand in hand | 
“with: the outflow of available cash |: 
for ‘hotel expansion, also so-called. 

‘out of | order. 

fattened salaries. for execs, One 
‘woman asked Tisch: if. he intended: 
‘to. take. a° cut ‘upon ‘expiration of | 
‘his . . $78, 000-a-year- Salary contract 
‘next “August.. He - said: he. ‘hadn't 
thought: about’ it. 

‘Some... ‘references’ were. _made- 
‘from: the floor to: “you. and. ‘your 
brother,” . latter |. being Preston R. 
Tisch, chairman:-of: the exec com-. 
mittee; and: there was “little. friend- 
liness implied in. ‘such. reference. 

- Legal. Expénsés. 

vious.-$25,000, in behalf of his. law. 
‘firm, titled Paul, ‘ Weiss: ‘Rifkind, 
‘Wharton : & - Garrison. ‘Tisch ° com- 
mented that. the’ ‘Rifkind outfit had 
beeome -more - active in’ both the 
real: estate areas. _commensurately |. " 
with ‘the~boost .in- ‘payoff... F 

' Statistically, | “as” ‘concerning ‘: ‘the 
state ° of: ‘Loew’s'* Theatres | Inc.; 

are. estimated to’ equal. the “same. 
15¢°. per share as Ast” ‘year and: 

in tha’ new. better “Alm =nraanst - 
~ {Continued’6 on 1 Page 13) 

hour and 20: minutes, was not’ 
‘| calm, Gilbert; who. can-be as -an-. 
agonistic as the best of them-and 
smake -hiniself “heard, .. complained: 
‘that. management. “thinks nothing”’.|.. 
of raising : éxecutive’.salaries. and. 
entering. expensive. contracts:. but: 
won’t..go for the. “nominal: cost” of 
a dens report ‘to. the stock: |. 
‘holders, : 

While: ‘hol Ts: oy bership - ‘by. © two, .- ‘with .Marshall’s 
brother, R.A. Naify, new prez..of 

dent ‘committee... 
:Since the. ‘Naitys coritrol- Approx- 

imately - 50%: of. all .UATC. stock. 
-|'now, the vote’ will be Aitéle: more. 
than a | formality. | 

‘The. “only ‘specific . ‘about. “in- 
creased - exec salaries: was - offered: 
:by Gilbert, who, néted ‘that. Simon |.‘ 
‘H.. ‘Rifkind, board. ‘member, “was. 
: advanced’: to $50, 000, from a pre-{ 

annual Meeting . 
| Thursday (12): - 

As prez. of ‘Filmways: : 
Laureti¢e Tisch disclosed. that: both | 
theatre: and -hotel- divisions.‘are. in 
‘the -black,.. earnings.’ forthe . first: 
-quarter .. of. the current. fiscal year: 

‘report: was revealed; at. fhe. meet 
ting. SiS ss. | 

_ Pioneer “Borscht-Belter: 

~ HENRY ‘TOBIAS 
“faces the evelution of the: 

‘Moustaln Time . -- 
la. its segue te Florida 

South 
* x" @: 

‘ie the: soon-due- 

58th. Anniversary Number : 

“one ‘of the iiuny Editoriel Fostorer ; 

: ft. through. 
Plas other atta ond ds ood dete-filled a 

With UA Unt 196 
° That. the ‘Mirisch Bros. will 

' gbeut 18 ‘months after they . 
HL have fulfilled certain contract. 

=, commitments to UA. As te the 
ct [f -reported. pact binding. ta UA 

“-Borscht Circuit Goes. Te: ‘until: mid-1967. the trade is sel- 
‘dom surprised if those: seek- 

. ing out:manage te exit. — 
. Mirisches would retain their 
indépendent producer status 

. With.. Paramount, alsa have 
considerable say over the. 

_: whole slate . excepting films 
“made by ‘Hal Wallis and Jerry 

Lewis, if. . the: deal goes 

| If the. Mirisch. “Corp. is planning 
a switch from United. Artists, as 

—_ has ‘been circulating: in the trade 

Marshall Naily 
= Heads UA Circuit; 
"| Skouras Chairman 

“. George: Skouras,. Jongtime: presi- 
‘dent ‘of the United: Artists Theatre 
Circuit, has: resigned: and accepted 
the: previously. vacant post. of 
‘chairman.-of the. board. -Marshall. 
Naify, who ‘has: been: president ‘of 
United : Theatres of ‘ California: 
whieh’ officially ‘merged:. last week 
with-UATC, and ‘who. now reps the 
controlling: intérest.in UATC, :suc- 
‘eeetis’ Skouras. ..This was. ‘voted at 
board of. directors. meeting. in. New: 
York. : 

. Skouras. has been ailing. ‘jin re- 
7 cent ‘months: and’. last week. was 

recuperating : ‘from an operation in. 
St. Luke’s * Hospital,. from -where.| 

p x . ators . working 
‘with various notions as to possible | 
|realignment. Rumor eyen. seeped 

he: ‘sent .:a. message: to’ the: board 
requesting: ‘Naify’s. election: as. his 
successor. _ 

Naify. “proposed. to: the board that 

UATC. - In: 
‘board .voted -to increase its mem- 

‘United -California:-Theatres, “and 

ter, elected ‘to fill the new. seats. 

As -his’ ‘pést official. act’ ‘as: ‘prez, 

they elect his father, Michael...A. 
Naify, honorary chairman. of: the 

-addition . to. this, * the |. 
“Mains that, .unless some release. 
jfrom: its UA contract can be ‘ob-. 

Georgette Naify Rosekrans, a sis-. 

Marshall : Naify told. the board: 
that: the new management team |* 
‘will consist. of brother: Robert.and |. 

- present .. ‘UATC: execs Salah ‘Has-| 

““./on-.and off for. awhile now,. the 
- f indie. production outfit will, have... 
|: to. wait until mid-1967: to do ‘80, 

‘| according..to UA. .Mirisch opera- 
tion is pactedéxclusively to -UA_ 

ft until August. of that year.. 
Nonetheless, film trade h4s*been: 

hearing about a possible’ new af- 
‘filiation: for brothers: Most often | 
‘mentioned. as. the new partner is. 
‘Paramount. Barney Balaban con-: 
firmed -last..week that Mi ‘isches.: . 
had been talking with Par&mount. 
‘but he said. that they have. been 
talking to other companies ‘as well, | 

‘Mirisch . ‘operation . 4s a prolific 
producer . ‘ef films, has been and 
continues: to “be a. ‘major. supplier: 
of ‘product for. UA. : The. outfit's 
schedule is heavy for the coming 
years: as well, as it continues to 
corral indie picturemakers and 
; performing’ ‘talent - “for... multi-pie. 
‘deals and - even, in some cases, 
term contracts. In today’s pictuce. 
market, it. has : built itself into: a 
‘hefty: factor in -the industry. - 

This. fact alone may keep specu-. 
overtime toying 

inta the Jay press, as well as at~ 
tracting~ some attention. 

soil. 
the situation —re- 

features on foreign 
‘Nonetheless, :. 

tained, which is doubtful, if even | 
desired, the Mirisch Corp. will be 
working with UA for the next few 
‘years at. least. As far as what will 
happen after. that, it’s still pretty 
‘far off to: tell, ‘although some: talk. 
is apparently underway even ROW. 

-sauein, Arnold’ Childhouse,. ‘John } ss 
Rowley. and : Al | Bollengier. - 

‘time’ at UATC’s. N.Y.. 

months.” 

members. except - Maxwell Cum- 

| mings, Canadian ‘realtor who, ‘with: ‘are the. authors - of 
| patra ‘Papers;”’. published this sum- 

Walter ‘Reade Jr., heads the diss!- 

J ack Katz on Filmways 

tors of Filmways: ‘at. the: company’s 
‘in.: New... York 

. All incumbent. di- 
rectors were. reelected.: 
‘Katz -is --senior -partaer. in the. 

law . firm -.--of : Katz, ‘Moselle © &- 
Scheier- His’ ‘partner,- Lee. ‘Moselle; 

. Filmways. chairman Martin Ran- 
sohoff: ‘presided. at the ° ‘anni, meet-: 
ing, which.. lasted’ just: under an 
hour and. attra¢ted. about 25 share- 
holders. No: financial data: not con-- 
tained. in: ‘previously. ‘issued ‘annual. 

ARS 
though . Naify. ‘will continue to. . ! 

--| make his home’ in San Francisco,|) = > 
he -expects. to spend. much ‘of his |’ 

homeoffice, | 
especially. : during: the next ‘few | 

~The. board, ‘in ‘compliance with | 
a‘ court order obtained ‘by. a dissi- | 
dent: stockholders group earlier, | 
‘last ‘week scheduled a. meeting of: 
‘holders’ in. New .York. Jan.. 13-‘to | 
act..on’ the ‘dissidents’ ‘proposal. to. 
elect: a new ‘board - of directors. 
which would unseat: all ‘present 

of. 

hhind-the-scenes 
the filming of that: film in Rome. 

Board. With: Lee Moselle: 
Jack, ‘Katz;. ‘theatrical. -attorney, 

was elected ‘to. the board’ of direc- | 

Weiss ‘company, . 

"yack ‘Brodsky, 
for. Filmways,.-resigns at the. end 

ad-pub director. 

the month: to launch his vari- 
ous theatrical and film. production 
activities with. Nathan Weiss.. The 
pair, former 20th-Fox publicists, 

“The .Cleo- 

mer, - detailing a part of the be- 
activities . during 

Mike: .Mindlin takes over Brod- | 
_| sky's post:.at Filmways effective’ 

Jan. 13. Mindlin, ‘who is. currently. 
‘|. winding up.a ‘special publicity as-. 
signment on.Hal Wallis’ “Beckett” . 
at ‘Paramount in New York has 
“been. doing .production publicity in 
‘London for the last two years for 
‘Warners, Columbia, as well as Par. 
Mindlin earlier. was .a- prodction 
associate’ with French producer: 
“Raoul ‘Levy, when latter was plan- 
‘ning .to do “The. Longest Day,” 
which’ he: later. sold to. Zanuck. . 
-First- film property set by Brod-. 

‘sky and Weiss is “Bank The Drum 
“Slowly,” baseball yarn-to ‘be nro- 
duced ‘in association with Robert 
Rossen’s Centaur ’ Enterprises, with - 
Rossen, ‘ditecting. The Brodsky- | 

Horatio: Booth 
Enternrises,, also. has. options on 

‘other’ film Properties: as. well as. 
Stage: Plays: 

‘abroad,::. 
‘The Mirisches are making several... 
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UA, isl ited yes RKO & Loew's V.p:-general . manager Harry, Kal- . — 
Plans for. the RKO. cireult, one, 

ef Gotham’s major ‘chains, to join |} 
- the “showcase” maypole dance, are }/ 
still a-planning. No official intima-||- 
tions as to how it would be accom-|] - 
‘plished. Nonetheless, -it is: known: 
that both '-Warner Bros. and Uni- 
versal are talking with RKO ‘and| | 
something. is" ‘shaping. 
May work this. way--RKO: would 

take a couple‘of its houses.in each||:.- 
borough and designate them as 
“showcase” situations. These would: 
participate in the. “showcase” run 
of say a. Warners picture: Follow- |} 
ing this special run, -the-. involved |. 
film would then playoff rest of the 
circuit. 
This ‘would: ‘mean, ‘in ‘effect, two 

yuns for the same. picture on .the: 
circuit. . It ‘presently ‘handles: ‘first- | 
runs. via its Broadway Palace and} 
Brooklyn ‘Albee ‘theatres .but the 

“yest of the” ‘circuit: ‘is almost. ex- 
clusively. a subsequent run chain. 
‘Under this prospect, several. other | 
houses: would get increased: status. 
Also; . admissions would. | be. ‘in- | 
creased for a. “showcase”. picture. 

On: the first wave, the pictures] 
would play extended. bookings on} 
the “showcase” RKO houses.’ Also | 
involved in both “showcase” - -and |: 
second .run waves might: also’ be | 
the Skouras, Randforce: and Cen- 
tury chains and: some indies al- 
though the latter is a-big™ partiei- 
pant in. UA’s original “Premiere 
Showease” setup. .It.is ‘also : be- 
lieved that Loew's. will: ey entually 
join in the: “showcase”. 
somewhat the same manner. | 

- Warners seems to - be: the most 
eager candidate to ‘start the -new 
RKO Gotham schenie going... Uni- 
versal is: expected - to follow; with 
perhaps Buena ‘Vista: and Allied 
Artists on occassion. AL remains: 
iffy however. - 

United Artists, . ‘which began. the 
“showease’”- idea, and. 20th-Fox,. 
which shortly thereafter. joined ‘in, 
‘are watching closely. what RKO 
does. UA itself never was ‘able to}. 

open. June. 17, 10 Preem Site Usted, convince either RKO or: Loew's. to 
participate although such ‘has al- 
ways been the aim-.ef the distrib.. 
From the look of things, | the. com-: 
‘pany and Fox will not be-in on the 
RKO plan since there are too: many. 
distribs involved there already. 

Of interest in. all the: “showcase” | 
talk is. International. Alliance of. 
Theatrical Stage Employees. pro- 
jectionists Local. 306’s position on 
the goings on: The. union has. been 
‘demanding, and getting, increased 
scales. and. booth. manpower’. in 

-“showcase”. theatres.. and. related 
runs. According. to .306, the local 
has now sewed up increase agree- 
-ments with just about. every oper-' 
ation.in its jurisdiction ‘except the 
Century chain with. -which ‘it. con- 
tinues dickering. ‘The ‘indies in the. 
area have agreed to increases, 
previously spelled. out in VARIETY,, 
and the union says that it: has pro- 
tective clauses in ‘its pacts. with} 
Loew’s, RKO, Randforce. and other 
chains covering firstrun ‘Showings. 
by their theatres. : 

Exploratory talks were continu: 
ing with Century last’ week and. 
the first. full-dress bargaining ses- 
‘sion ‘was due this week. Century | 
is known to be unhappy. with 306 |. 
demands: for increases. The union 
is looking: to’ increase scale’ and| 
men to those paid by: the major 
chains like RKO and .Loew’s: A 
protracted fight is expected: by the 
union, since. such- increases . would 
“Mean substantial. added © “overhead | ° 
burden: for Century. 

NY.to LA. 
Bruce Becker 
.George Christie . 
Martin Ransohoff 
‘Ed. Seherick = -- 
~-Margaret Whiting 

“Europe. to. U. s.. 
Americo. Aboaf 
Keir Dullea . .: 
Donald ‘Madden 
Pola. Negri : 
Milton .-R.. Rackmil 
Joe Schoenfeld 

> The Finest ‘Address. 
In London 

| @ERKE ey SQUARE. LONDON:. Wii 

Res... Cable Collect—Mayfairtei, 
Condon er Yeur Travel Agent. 

-bassy Pictures .to- write and. pro- 

‘three years; Paramount ‘will have. 
first “refusal on the distribution. of: 

‘Kick 10) ticipation in .the- tentals which: 
‘Levine. estimated could. easily top... 

Carpetbaggers”.: 

‘tion .of “Where ‘Love Has: Gone.” 
now: in production. for them. He 

‘based: On. a. character’ in Harold }- 
Robbins’ 

tis now slated for June production; 
‘also: as: an. Embassy-Paramount co- |. 

‘well: as ‘write. . Additionally, he will 
|:write screenplays:. based: on. ‘pub-- 
ished. works, the titles of “which. 
are not being revealed: at ‘present.: 
The deal is separate from “Embassy |- 

motint prez Barney. Balaban put ‘It; | 

three. pictures are expected to. ‘Fe-, 

big year ‘for -Hayes.. 

‘bearing his screnplays. in release. 

“Love” and: “Smith” for. Embassy-'|: 
»| Par’ and: “The: Chalk. Garden”. for 

{Samuel IL ‘Briskin 

dee ‘Peter Fonda 

a |. Marsha Hunt _ 

‘ . Ben LL. Silberstein, , 

1. David Li: ‘Wolper - 

May Fair Hote! | 

qe. Tyan, Fora 

ee : . 4 - -« Oo 0 on 

aie het 25a a SC Se 

to be-taken up by]~ 
‘| Stanley-Warner at:a series of meet- | 
“lwone are. 

ings in: New-York this: week with } 

-;| Mine presiding. . : 
7 Tl President S. H. (Si) Fabian; exec}. 

| v.p.. Samuel: -Rosen .and all other |: 
_ whe seemingly has mode an =|{ members of the homeoffice. brass 

lntensive study of thespians ead the || are to participate along .with. zone 
‘thesple ert dwells. en - . J) managers in what's described. as 

- | an lysis . of: ‘Actors? Biographies. | future plans of a ee and 
Serve as ‘Guides: to. || 

Beginners ‘ Je ‘US. Gross, 
First 24 Weeks, 

we ot the: many. Editorial Peetars | |v 

s6ih Anniversary N umber | . | 

‘CRANE JACKSON 

lathe upcoming 

Plus. oiher statistics and dete-filled ais 
: “charts ond. articles . 

A] Twentieth - Fox’ Ss. “Cleopatra, 99. 
‘which: had its world: preem .at the. 
"| New York Rivoli. June 12 and, with. 
‘| unprecedented. , (for -a: roadshow 
“hf release),-. swiftness . opened: in ‘37 
more “U.S. and: Canadian. situations : 

-|- within’ two ‘weeks, has racked up. 
“‘La- total” domestic theatrical: ‘gross 

Hayes, lal evine 
Tie, WillProduce 
And Also Write’: earned. by the pic are: -approximate- : 

od ohn: Michael - Hayes: ‘has. “inked 

rly. 70% -of :-the..theatre “boxoffice 

a » deal with Joseph E. ‘Lévine’s Em- 

gross,. it’s. estimated -that “ “Cleo” 
‘has. recouped . ‘approximately -$9,- 
674; 293° ‘on the domestic market. to} 
‘date: ‘(Domestic exhibs ‘dre known: 
to: have paid ; ‘approximately $15,--| 
700,000 in advance:cash guarantees 

duce féature films - over: the next: 

the finished. product ‘as ‘a. result. of. 
the. deal: which’ gives Hayes.” ‘par- 

: realized: at the. boxoffice.) . 

$500, 000... : 
‘The writer has’ ‘éompleted “The 

‘for . Levine - and 
Par has: also written the’ filmiza-: 

the-pic’s first 48 domestic. engage- | 
ments. Additional openings .of ‘the- 
film’ skedded:. ‘for.. Christmas’ ‘Day; | 
will: briig the total: number -of 

is “also - penning. “Nevada Smith” domestic engagements — current’ 

. “Carpetbaggers. ” Latter. of which. have. been: ‘in ‘70m. 

augment its “accelerated” release. 
‘of “Cleo” -by initiating 35m “re- 

as-yet. - “| served ' ‘performance”*- engagements : 
First. . ‘ project’. ‘on. ‘Hayes’. “Tew: of the ‘film in -those “Cities ~ not . 

agenda with: Levine will -.be: an. -€quippeed to'show the 79m Version. 
original which. he. will produce as. According ‘to Poe. this.is (a con-. 

production.; “ “Carpetbaggers’’- will 

in so. many.. day-date hardticket. 
engagements in J une; : Y 

the Majority of the: current: road-. 
‘show . engagements. | will continue 
well - into’ 1964: . He Says’ that’ -as: 
the! current ‘key city. engagements. 

and Par’s association.on aforemen- 
tioned“ present ‘pix but, .as Para- 

“we are. bound to: be the -benefici- | 
ary .of what .they.do.”..-At .least | 

to extend the exhibition: of ‘Cleo- 
sult from: Hayes” pact. «~.: oe 

‘Next. year ° “will otherwise. be a 
‘During. that.| 

semester, he ‘will.have four: ‘pix’ | 

Presumably, ' this . means “thet 

‘Thése . include - “Carpetbaggers,” ” | pic,..at the ‘conclusion - ‘of its .re-- 

a selected number: of theatres for | 
a. day-date, reserved: ‘performance.| 
runs. 

Universal. * | 
For. writing “Carpetbaggers.”’. he| 

got:-a Teported. $125,000. and . dit- 
toed this for “‘Love.”” The’ “Smith” - 
project. ‘in -effect’ pays him tivice’|. 
on.the: “same property, starting | 
with. “Carpetbaggers”, from whence 
the” character is. ‘drawn. - , 

formance - in: advance, | though ‘In-. 
‘dividual ‘seats . are not reserved.). 

‘It’s’ ‘understood : that: the- ‘Rivoli: 
‘lin : New. York. has ‘already. taken 

a ‘in: ‘approximately _ $1,600,060. "in: 
‘| theatre . gross on: “Cleo. oz This. 
| ‘would mean. that: ‘at the: Rivoli Levin Vice’ ‘Alicoate 

» Jack H. ‘Levin, president of Gon- | 
fidential Reports, ‘has ‘been. elected | 
chief .barker. of Variety» Club‘ of | 

Ni Tent 35 harl AL Ali te, | e succéeds Cc arles, coate,. 
publisher. of Film Daily." rantee on the film. 

“LAtoN m {100 INGATHERED FOR 
” Blizabeth. ‘Allen. 

in. just. ‘six. vaonths of. ‘about. $1,- - 

ithe. whopping: $1,250;000. paid. ‘by 

“Grover Dale - : Over’. 100: managers, . 

| Peter Howard ; 

J erry K. Levine. 
Nan ‘Martin. - oe ‘owned . “Americana | Hotel. itt iNew 
Burgess’ “Meredith : York. re: 

{- Jim. Mitchum: | ‘On. their .own, “the -cireuit ‘reps 
.: Kal Ross : ‘| concerned “themselves with. -film’ 

‘Liam. Sullivan. “ ‘neering, ° 
— nishing. *. 

cel [”. Joint: ‘contlave: ‘with the distribs: 
| U. S. to Europe :,." |foetised ion promotional. presenta-’ 

-- Alan, Collins Ue ot “* "| tions from ‘each’ of the film com- 
“Batry ‘Gray © | :| panies: and- the’ Loéw’s. plan. -to- 
.: Martin. Melcher. 
~ Chester Morris. . 

_ David Niven © 
|... Judith: Tarlo. 

merchandise various. features | as 
“Project. Pictures.” Special cam- 

“| paigns for: these: were outlined. by’. 
_ | Loew's v.p. Ernie ‘Emerling and his 
| ‘abpals staff, : 

‘tions of country will, drop firstrun. 
film biz down to a very low point} 
‘this stanza. Most theatres: are hold- | 
‘ing over. product and waiting ‘until 
just before Christmas.to open new, 

; :| strong: ‘films for’ yearend holiday | 

“| VaRIETY. Right on. its’ heels is 

~ Hits $13, £70,419) 
‘that. it’s winding Jongruns. in. sev~. 

yin the’ first 24 weeks of $13, 820,419. | 

‘Figuring: “that . -rehtals ‘actually | 

“ago. 

for the film;“but these monies are‘]. | 
‘being. considered ‘earned income by: |’ 
20th: only as. the. sums .-are actually, | 

The. $13,820,419. -b.0: figure’ re} 
leased. - by. 20th: last’. week covers | 

‘and. already terminated—to. 55, all. . 

Exec ‘Veep - ‘Seymour: ‘Poe. ‘stated. | 
that ..in -March, the company: ‘will | 

tinuation of the: policy-under which }} 
the ‘pic ‘was originally Jaunched.|} 

The :exec. veep: anticipated’ that. i 

patra’. on:'a hand-tailored: basis.” | . y 

“Cleo” will follow the play-off pat-|. . Gags 
tern ‘ which Poe ‘formulated. for} .- 
“The Longest Day,” whereby the |. 

.served:. seat run, next. went - into |. 

-(Latter ‘means that: patrons.|. 
¢an- ‘by: tickets ‘to .a ‘specific -per- | 

120,000; or- only -$130,000. short :of | 

the theatre as cash - vadvance. Bua-: 

~ LOEW'S CHAIN: CLINIC 
fe division 
wo. Managers. and exécutives of Loew’s 
{Theatres joined ‘with . distribution’ 

"| representatives at ‘a two-day show-. 
| Manship. meeting which “concluded. 

‘tlast. ‘night (Tues.) at- the Loew’s- 

oS booking,: accounting matters, engi-. 
naintenance and Tefur-} 

AR wee a0 ar Re 

or Becies se : | : 
_. Every. ‘aspect of theatre opera-| os 

‘Week. Before Christmas Stamp; Tree’ ‘First, Ceo 
2d, ‘Wert’ 3d, ‘World 4th, “McLintock’ Sth 

_PreXmes Iefluences: “and se- 
‘verely “Cold. weather. in many: sec-. 

period. 
Pe “Under. ‘Yum Yum. Tree” (Col) ' 

(7th wk),. which. was champ. last: 
| week again is - finishing first. but 
-| mainly on: individual: strength in 

various -key cities. covered’ by. 

“Cleopatra” (20th). (25th wk); whieh. 
also was ‘second. a‘ week’ ago. . 
“How West. Was Won”. (MGM): 

showing’. . ‘considering . the: 
number of weeks out in distrib: ang. 

eral keys. “It’s a’ Mad.World”. (UA) 
(4th wk): is’ making the. weexly |° 
survey ratings ‘simply: “because this. |. 
_super-comedy -is showing . marked. 
strength . despite. the sedson.. 

- “McLintock” (WA). (5th wk) is. 
finishing fifth, «same. as. a week 

- “Take Hex, 

though it ‘has: many: mild to sow: 
Playdates currently. 

“Wheeler. Dealers” 
wh) 4s — capturing.. seventh spot. |- 
‘ineredible Journey”: (BV). ‘is edg~ 

“Novelist: ot: 

| “TED PRATT. 
7 hes a. kind word: for Hollywood In | 

. _ Generous Gratitude 

In the: ‘wpeoming- - 

: 58th. Anniversary Number 2 

> VARIETY 
|: Pind’ othe statistical ond date-filed, 

on charts and erticles 

end,’ “plans ‘have: ‘been: established |’ — 

7A ights Merger 
a Hollywood, Dec. 17. 

- Directors’ : .. Guild” ‘of: * America 
‘wnérger negotiations - with - ‘Screen 
Directors « International.” Guild of. 
New :York have ‘collapsed, ‘and the 
‘DGA ‘board is convinced that- al 
merger between the two groups: is 
“impossible” at.this time, George | to te 
Sidney. ‘revealed: yesterday: (Mon.).. 

‘Negotiations. have been. going. on 
in Gotham . for. ‘the. . past. five]: 
‘months, - but. ‘several major points 
still separate. the:two groups, result 

| being a‘ stalemate, ‘Sidney said... 
- Differences | were: ‘several: ‘they 

‘| rose- from SDIG’s refusal to. accept. 
“| three National Board reps to four 
of the Eastern directors,. although 
SDIG had. agreed to 13 reps on the 
‘Eastern Directors Council.to 16.for 
DGA, based on numerical distribu-| 
tion of imembers, -‘SDIG’s -demand | 
that 56:. non-resident mnembers. be 
placed i: in a speical new category on 
a ‘permanent - basis, rather than a 
‘two-year basis.in which they would 
‘have: the opportunity to become 

: regular and active: members... of 
DGA, at ‘which time. the non- 
resident, category would: cease to. 
exist. 
“Also, New Yorkers’ ‘demand. “it: bet 

‘recognized: as the’ full representa- | 
tive ‘of 48. mémbers now belonging | 
‘to both. DGA. and SDIG;’ SDIG’s. 
‘demand that. less ‘than: 200 pet: tion-|" 
‘ers. would be..entitled. to force. a. 
‘membership . appeal from’ a nega-| 
tive National DGA board. ‘petition. 
Whereas the DGA ‘figure .of 700 
was. less than. the: TRY. total: sus: 

- (Continued on r Page 13) 

She’ ‘Ss. Mine’ | 
(20th) © (5th wk) will, ‘be’ sixth ‘al-| ‘- 

ney Balaban All for Showcasing’ 
_ And Not Just for "Metropolitan NY. 

The “showease” concept ‘of: mule a 
: tiple ‘firstrun releasizig of a feature: 2 
{isa -good - thing” -in ‘the opinion. - 

|| o€.-Paramount president ‘Barney =. . ©. 
{| Balaban. He confirms: that.his come..." > 

> gase” concept, 

ing up to eighth position, “T fies of. 
| Field” (UA) (9th. wk) rounds ‘out: .- 

the Top Nine pix. -“Fun in ‘Aca-"" 

puleo” (Par), “Wuthering Heights”. 
(Cont) - (reissue): - ‘and... “Lord - of 
Flies”. (Cont).-are the ‘rinnerup -. 
‘pix, Last-named: also: ‘was a runner- 
up last. week,. . 

“The Cardinal”: (Coiy teed’ off. 80 
big both in:N.Y., at. the: ‘DeMille on. 
hardticket, . 

pre-Ximas season. “Charade”. U), 

“City - Lights” - ndie),. Peissued., 
‘Charles. Chaplin - comedy,’ econtin-” | «. 
-ues.to amaze ‘in N:Y: wheregreat . °- 

““Great 207 
. Escape". (UA), is Dig. in. Balto. and: . 
‘fine in- Omaha. : 

.“Trma’ La. Douce” (A) still was - 
“good in. Balto. ‘and™ ‘Seattle and... . 

“J-amazingly . big’: in. Portland, - Ore. 
“Conjugal. Bed” 
-tinued nice. ‘in. N.Y: and. Chi, and 
good. in Boston.: | 

‘Note: The number of. weeks ‘out : 
in release for bigger and-longrun . 

‘| pix are. designated. -in ‘such: Cases. 
(we). Gin | 

in: third « “Session: at Plaza.” 

(Embassy). “con- 

ae Complete Boxoffice. Reports on . 
pages 8-9-10). : n 

‘pany is. presently: working on: just: 
}f such. a plan. for.- itself... United =. +: 
{ Artists started: the-idea over a-yea®. 20°." 

_4jj{-and a-half ago with. 20th . Century-::: 
| Fox following: shortly © thereafter. 

| cone: oF the many Editorial Features :.|| Now Metro and Warner Bros. seem: 
interested, at 
‘Balaban: “pegards - 

sound” because itis a new.revenue = 7” 
| builder. Anything that . widens. °. = .. 

we playoff and’ earnings -must be ,. re 
“| positive idea, He: ‘points - ‘out: that =” 
-H thé. “showcase” . plan, joining. “out- 

‘lying’ situations to. ‘the:: traditional. 
"}{(downtown ‘opening, has ramifica- 
‘. 1} tions beyond New. York, where the~™ 

‘pattern. originated. He. sées, emula- © 
tion ‘elsewhere gaining momentum: -. ° 

-“showe-. -: 
-in the ‘context. of... 

‘the theatre: building. boom taking. 
‘place throughout the country, plus: "- ’ 
extensive remodeling | by circuits, - 
cannot: Possibly. remain: limited. to: 

“Balaban:. feels that. the 

| New. York. | 
“United. . Artists. : 

with its “showcase” In Buffalo: and’: 
Pittsburgh. Results ‘were mixed: So. 
‘was reaction- of exhibs ‘in: the ‘re- 

| spective areas. At the recent. ‘Allied - re 
States Assn. convention, “showcas- foe ale t 
ing” was. discussed _ at . a: ‘special: 
session and theatremen. from these 
two. areas commented. on. the. work- - 
ings of fhe scheme ‘in their. vicin- 

ig | Hes: with ‘uneven’ enthusiasm, gen- 
erally agreeing. that it ‘was too SeOn! hes 

Oat has also iad the: idea in. prac : 
tive in Los. Angeles. for some time, 
although: not calling it: “Showcase.” 7 2 
The company has‘ also been plan-’* -: 
ning for some time to extend the 
concept to other locales. ‘Fox; which. 
followed UA’s: lead in ‘New York,’ 
also is-déing so in the other places: 
where the innovator. experiments: © 
It: is . Balaban’s : feeling’ ‘that the. - 

continue “to. - ramifications =’:will - 
spread. throughout. the. country. © 

to enter’ the. “showcase’’ - fray-. in 

they ‘too may. try . 

ing’. patterns, 
least. 

~ Stock Din From Col 
“- Columbia: ‘board declared’a ‘stock. ~ 
‘dividend of 214% on the- company’s 
‘outstanding: common. issue. 

‘It's to be paid: Feb. 17. to. holders: ce 
“of record. on. Dec.. 30. 

‘eoncept”: ag. oe 

‘experimented ee, 

‘With Metro and.‘Warners. about = Ue 

‘New. York and Universal also. pit: 
ting’some changes in ‘its releasing". - - 
operations here, it is: possible that, =o. 
should things work out ‘succesafully.. : 
for these. companies ‘in. Gotham, ~.°.-. 

“showcasing” .-* 
‘elsewhere. .The way. it. looks: today, Vos 
if orie‘tries it the others will follow 

| the. example ‘and ‘what: could result 
‘is a-revamping of. national releas- 

in’ Jarge. “cities: at 

Upriere Naro epee ewan apie nine ele ea te , 

Sealine SE Ne ET a it et RE A PE tee ale si ap am ea 

‘and. Boston that “ite. 27 
shows promise of going’. places. «0. 00 
‘Showings in both ‘keys -was all. the © 00 
more - -Temarkable in view.: oF ‘the 7. 

‘with Christmas stageshow still: was: = are a 

. | sockeroo at N.Y. Music ‘Hall, even ae 

topping its first. week: : 
(51st wk) is’ winding. up third. as. it}. pping 

Sore ast. session.: This .is.a remark--: 
“able ~ 

Ott te able LS 

“ a 
. 

Fr seme any vente myn nertteee nee - 

te gi eat ma 

. . 
eraaaicg 

we . w 

eater Laat ratrethaieat ah ee tanta Cire) 

eu 

yea 



7 7 ‘to: me—I wouldn’t want to be. the} :- 
_ “ene to sbutcher : it.” 
‘- Produetion -C od e:- Administrator | 
“Geoffrey -Shurlock :last week re a|: 

- _Albee’s roughly . -dialogued . Broad- 

+ Code. chief: expressed: « particular: 

'~ Of the Albee’ play, ‘and noted t
hat. 

:*” “Gn its’ case, almost all the: shocking | 

“2 to “the” overall. effect. > The Code} - 

a some: ‘Major. headaches; - 

u : . long: way towards. eliminating the) - 
",) amass. of. Sangster, delinquency and |} 

* years ago.: ‘Noting. that it wasn’t the | I}: . 

: age: delinqiiency items, and only '&. 

. “Point of “Order; ” the o7-mimite feature documentary ‘shout tie] 
-'+ 1954-hearings in which Joe Welch ‘ot Army. met Senator Joe McCar--~’ 

* ‘thy: head on has been booked: into Rugoff’s Beekman Theatre, N.Y..° “| 
eastside ‘artie, with an opening.skedded for mid-January. ‘This will 
be the first commercial ‘presentation: of. the pic which had ‘its initial | 
public showings. last September as part of the Museum of. Modern. _ 

‘ Art’s participation in the’Lincoln Center film. festival. 
_ Beekman: booking Was arranged directly by .Point: Films, headed” Ie 
’ py Emile de Antonio and Daniel Talbot, who produced the pic. The®. - 
film has stirred‘the interest of several distributors, but no..deal is: 

: expected tobe made-until after its: New. York:-preem.. Also. vitally. : 
“:: interested in. the: film ‘is attorney: Roy Cohn, who: played a major. - 
. part in the hearings and-who last October. ‘told ‘VARIETY that. the-.. 

“picture. “is. obviously a flop”. (because: it’ hadn’t yet. received. a tome. : called ‘by ‘Levine last week. to dis- |. 

‘-[elose: the new status of John Mi- | 
Film was edited ‘down’ te its s present length fi from a ‘total of: aa chael Hayes, (See. separate . story). 

| We like: “what. Joe. Levine has: = a6 
"| brought to the company,”: Balaban: 

referring to “The Carpethag-. __cendeney at: the boxoffice, 

. mercial release)... 

hours of television film, 

“Tikes the Plays, Hates s the e Problem 
Geottrey Shurlock Dismayéd By ‘Adapting. “Who's 3 

“ Afraid of f Virginia Woolf? ?? for: Screen 

“Oughia Be. In: Pictures 
. Manila, “Dec. 17. 

Dag i hope S aobody brings ‘the ‘script. 

So: ovinedt 

7 ployed” “by. 

“possible. film ..version.. of . Edward |: 

“way | “play, 
_. ginia’ Woolf?” a 

2. In New York on: his. annual play- 
~ going : visit, the’ Hollywood-based : 

|New. Prod. Launching: 
John Roeburt: Novels 

“Who's: Afraid. of ‘Vir- |." 
me i. tion ‘on. her. further. services. 

‘admiration ‘for the dramatic fury 

language “was: absolutely essential | - 

““eouldn’t -possibly’ pass::a film ver- |’. 
‘gion. that retained this. shock. value, |. 
he feels, and it’s: too good. a prop- 
erty. to ‘be ‘drycleaned.. 

It. ‘ds . Shirlock’s hope: ‘that. if a 
film -version : is dorie, it ‘would ' ‘be 
_done .as an indie effort, much: on 
‘the - lines OF... Ely *Landau’s film 
Version of: — “Long Day’s’ Journey 
“Into Night,””* designed. .both -ffnan- 
‘cially: and. artistically. for. the lim- 
‘ited adult. artie audiences, If ‘acma~ 
jor. attempts it, he’s.sure he: ’s in: for. 

mate .of Hell’ ‘and : 

properties. 

| ducer. «. of:.“ NBC’s ©. 
“World” and. _ CBS’ : 

:| Person. rane 

“Generally speaking, _Shutlock |, Initial. pie, : 
* feels that’ Hollywood ‘has’ gone:. next ‘Summer,. 

.fhhorror’ pix: which ‘were causing so|ft - 
-mueh ‘adverse : ‘comment: several.|—l -.- 

.“* individual -pix'..themselves. which |} 7: ..: 
'"" were: so--bad, but: rather the: vast |i. 

“number of them taken--altogether, |} *-- 
he. then: ‘suggests that falling. Dbox- |} 
“Office; as much ‘as-Code authority, I}:.”: 
was .: -Pesponsible - for. ‘their - “dwins| =. 

_ ‘dling production. - 

- "In. the’ ‘past. year, . “he finds. ‘that ; 
only one. gangster pic “was: made | - 

/.4“Johnny. Cool”); no. outright teen- |" 

“Zulu”. and “Nevada. Smith.” 
 Hindicated that if things keep going. 

'|as they have. been, there. may-even-- 
| tually, bé a marriage of some sort 
| between” the. two operations. . 

| what’ terms. wasn’t. projected, how- | 
“These - things develop. as | .: 

Balaban: ‘said; | 
| commenting: that it. is hard. to pre-.| 

-| dict: the outcome of any. relation-. 
~ -}-ship-in-‘the film ' business. toda 

cA Filipino | stewardess emiz: F.. e iness. y. 

‘Quantas ‘Airlines _- 
. thas. been: chose for ‘a-role ‘in. 
.. next’ William Holden .picture, “| Goned, Par and“Embassy are now | 

| working: out a: deal for the pro- 
‘duction-distribution of 

:.| Woman:” ; 
|-bal ‘abreement” in force,- ‘Balaban. 

...| testified - ‘separately. of. .talks./in. 
| progress: regarding the foreign : dis- 

~ | tribution .. by. 
‘ “| House- Is Not. a “Home,” ‘due to. go+ 
| into’ production: in mid-January: on 
the. .Par lot ‘but: produced: solely 
‘by Embassy,..at least. so -far.. It is} 
figured. that: Embassy. will distrib- 

leg aa =. 7 they go along,” : 

peated. : 

“ “The “Young Eager: Girl,” ‘for ~ 
-* Metro. That company. has Op 

Neuman, Newman in Tri: 
‘New. indie film: outfit, ‘Ruby: Mac- 

Laine Inc.,-has: been formed: by’ tv-. 
film’ préducer ‘Alan Neuman. and 

-seripter John Roeburt ‘whose--nov- 
| els,. “Ruby. ‘MacLaine; 2” The Clit 

“Black. -Man, |" 
“White Devil” will. be the first: three. 

Henry: ‘Newman, ” Wall 
‘Streeter : and’. former UA foreign. 
sales rep,: will ‘be. a. key - associate... 
Alan: Neuman. ‘was. _ formerly* ‘pro-- 

““Wide “Wide ‘ter. part of.this year.. He feels that: 
“Person _ To: 

‘mentum in. the: ‘coming. year, indus- 
-try-wide.' He attributed the” 1963 |. 
upturn to.“more pictures that ‘Déo- 

on ‘several ‘Pix, » 2 

Raby! MacLaine,” 
| will be- filmed entirely. in.New York 

‘By EDDIE KALISH 

- Paramount. Pictures. and. Tosépli| > 
E. ‘Levine’ 3. Embassy Pictures are | 
“engaged,” ‘in the’ words of. Par |: 
‘president -Barney Balaban. Hel 

made the. statement. in’ answer: to: 

.| said 
gers,” “Where Love Has. Gone," 

e 

‘On | 

‘ever. 

“Call this, an engagement, 2. he: ‘Te- 

Tn’ addition. to ‘the’ pictures. men- 

“Imperial. 
“Levine. confirmed: “ver- 

Paramount. -of “A 

ute in-the.U.S. and Canada and. it | 
now looks’ like. Par. May. handle i¢ | 
abroad.: Script’: on. this one ‘has |: 
been: completed.: ae s|-° 

for. “Paramount © and: 
-others.. He -noted :that grosses have 
‘improved considerably ° “at boxof- 
fices: around the nation in the lat- 

‘this “trend: will. gain: .more .:mo-" 

‘(Continued | on ‘page. 13). 

SHINE ON YOU 

TONE = 

_ vision . April: 13. He was’ one 
|}a. querey ata. “press. conference |. 

"ema - Taunching. 

. Balaban ‘predicted that 1964 a wilt | 7 
be. a banner. year in the. ‘picture |. 
-business :: 

will : be.’ 
‘Ecstacy 

*Lemmon: Oscar-Master 
" Hollywood, Dec. AT. : 

. Sack: ‘Lemmon is set as mas- 

ter of. ceremonies: ‘for the next 
-: Oscar Awards: which ‘hit tele-- 

of five who: -shared. ‘the intra - 
chores: at. the. 1958 “convoca- 
“tion, a 

- Additionally, ‘Leinmi on “won: 
‘Best “Supporting Actor”. in 

.: 1955, prior’ to his: present as- 

| Toho’s NY. Showcase hh 
First American Distrib - 

Walter Reade-Sterling - has ac- | 
quired. U.S, distribution rights ‘to. 
Toho's. “High. and Low,” Akira 

| Kurosawa’s modern. kidnap. drama 
which. is. now in the fourth ‘week 

-| of - its: U.S." preem . engagement. att 
the, Toho Cinema’ in New York.:*. 

The sale to R-S. “‘marks" the. first 
National deal that Toho ‘has made. 
directly: as-a result. of ‘a Toho Cin-. 

production - distribution: . company. 
opened | -its --local -.showease last 
January with. the: expressed pur- 
posé.: of “spotlighting its’ product 
and. ‘attracting. ‘interest ‘.of.:U. .S..|. 
distribs.::The new Kurosawa film,.| - 
which stars ‘Tushiro Mifune, ‘opened 
to generally fine New. York news- 
‘paper. reviews. . OT ; 

i ihe teat nine months ¢ 
-1 $1,610,000 as | 
103; 000 for the same period a year 

“| ago. ‘Reduced. net represents earn- 
ings of 87c per share on the 1,848,- 
{630 shares. outstanding on Sept.. 

| 28, .1963 -as compared with $1.68 
| per: share. for the first three quar 
-| ters. of 1962, after adjusting the 
‘| shares then outstanding: to the "63° 
: equivalent. ) 

i Sets ‘High & Low’ 7 

‘The. J apanese : 

rye 

: United Artists net earnings for 

 UA's. gross worldwide income for 
| the first nine months of '63. was 
| $81,870,000 ‘against $91,502,000. the 
‘previous year. The net. earnings 

‘| were registered after provision for. 
lj income. taxes of $1,250,000, Sev- 
|éral other factors besides - this 
hefty tax bite also effect the. size 

| o£ the. figure and its weak. com- 
Parison: to that of the year previ-. 
Qus.. 

For one thing, the $3,103,000" 
‘earned at the three-quarter mark. 
in 1962. included a sizeable non- 
recurring. profit which resulted 
‘from the sale to television of a. 
Jarge- block. of UA features: For 
.another’ thing, although UA has 
been perking strongly at the box- 
offices, the. only pictures from this" 
solid-grossing bunch to be reflect- 
ed in’ the: current: statement are. 
“Irma La: Douce”: and “The Great 
Escape,” in real proportion. Itenis. 
like “Tom Jones,” “McLintock” 
and “It's a. Mad, ‘Mad, Mad, Mad 
World,” which have ‘been doing 
well, aren’t: -yet in the’ audit, 

- Also, there is the awesome budg- . 
etary outla; s for “Mad World” and 
“Greatest Story Ever Told.” Bibli- 
-cal won't be in an earning position 

ae until: June -of- 1964.. On the. plus 

_ Return of Doc Merman 
‘Hollywood, ‘Dec, 17: 

“Doe. Merman, : who: left. ‘20th-Fox 
studio “Manager: post 18 months 
ago, has .returned.‘to. the lot asp 
‘executive. “production. Tep:‘on staff | 
of. production : ‘manager - Stanley} 
Hough.. ‘-Merman’s'’ first assignment { 

“The Agony: ‘and mney 

been. with. producer Harold Hecht | 

-* “handful ‘of “horror” items, mostiy |] -:.°., 
_ .. from. Roger ‘Cornian. whose. sense | fi]: =’ 
Of humor now. about : equals: his | fj: 
oe sense. of: horror.’ | a: | 

Shurlock returned to: his Coast Ww 
. _ calice over ‘the weekend, . Be 

: Ole Rac
h On | & 

“London, Dec. 49. 
at ‘blunt: ‘uncompromising | reply ie 

a as’ ‘been: imade by..the Cinemato- 
graph ‘Exhibitors’ Assn: ’ to ‘Milton 

' ..;Rackmil’s recent. suggestion. .that| 
organization ~ “which 

keeps. feature - films ‘off the. tele-| 
- vision . airwaves, had. outlived its |- 

“The - General :-Council | oh, 
last. “week. deplored Universal: Pie-: : i 
‘tures’. ‘chief “lack. of, coricern™ for] 
< the welfare of the film business in |]. °°" 

- the’-United. Kingdom” at | a. -time | I]! .- 

~ PIDO, | the. 

usefulness. - 

when. many: British: theatres: ‘were 
7 fighting for: their. existence.” 

+ One. pat. on the back,. ‘however; 
* from... ‘the CEA: to. Rackmil.: -The 

<r -association: welcomed ‘his statement |§}-:. 
‘that’ he does not intend to, sell: Ais | 
picture to pay. oe 

| “nee a year; i in: ‘the spirit ‘of. holiday inventory;. pausing: 40: look 
 bacleward: over the year. just: ‘losing,. and ahead: to the: year just 
* beginning,. roll is. called of the: ‘persons. and: organizations: ‘who make’ 

_“thebusiness. there -is :none like | Significant, colorful, ‘creative and 
 -- €xeiting. “The story is told in-perspective and panorama, with insight 

-. © sand wit, decorated with useful data and. enriched. with knowingness. | 
22° The special text. is. months.in. Preparation, weeks i in digestion, and. a 

veritable seed-bed of trade. Prestige." Looe | 

Advertising is” always an. ‘intelligent . ‘investment. in 1 ‘career, ‘in seth 

es - image, in .good. will -but. there. are. special feasons of self-interest fo cae : 
. ‘include yourself: and: “your advertising copy in” we Le, 

“The sath Anniversary Edition of: 

Place, Your Coy Immediately at t Nearest a Variety Olfice 

_ HOLLYWOOD 90028 
"6404 Sunset urd. ord 
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ASE We MBBS 
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49 St. James's Street 
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| the second.time the 

‘{‘side, however, is the fact that 
..| “Mad. World’ has opened strongly 
\in its first dates, plus the already- 
| established: reliability of pictures 
‘like “Jones” and “McLintock” and 
“From. Russia. With Love,” which ~ 
is. strong. in. ‘England. Prospects 
on. some others such as “Pink 
Panther,” which opens in a. few 
months at Radio City Music Hall, 
are sanguine. 

Although. downbeat in terms of 
‘| the: previous. year, figures support 
‘the. contention of chairman Robert 

i-[Benjamin and president. Arthur: 
=;:|.Krim.on predictable upturn in the 
third quarter which top the. com- 
bined. earnings of ‘the previous two 

| quarters. These were poor periods 
| tobe sure, the’ Begregate a a ata 
from both totalling $802,000 

{ thereby making such a. prediction 
\‘almost a necessity as much as a 

{| prognosis, ‘Nonetheless, the third: 
ont | ‘quarter. net was. $808,000, exceed- 
“tiling the aggregate of. the other two. 

quarters by $6; 000. 

It was never expected: that the 
TH third’ quarter totals would set rec- 

| ords. Over-all 1963 figures may -be 
off ‘but: profits. remain. It. appears 

\that--UA will be continuing its 
{| policy ‘of stock divvies as opposed 

_ TR} to cash -for a while yet. 
Ii Anticipations: for 1964 are “cast. 
“te in. quite. “Optimistic. terms. 

Brith P 
‘London, Dec. 17. 

Il The Films Connell, repping all. 
1 branches of ‘the British film indus- 
try, yesterday (Mon.) rejected for 

suggesticn. 
that the. mandatory - screen quota 

|} for British product be upped from 
30% to 50%. The quota increase, 

{i} opposed by the British Film Pro- 
{#|-ducers Assn., has heen backed ‘by 
[the Federation - of. British Film. 
‘f| Makers:as a means. of. breaking the 

backlog ‘of bottlenecked British 
! features 

| here. 
“seeking ‘playing time 

Rejection is regarded as a par- 
| ticular. blow to the indie filmmak- 
| ers who charge that the two major 
circuits, ‘Rank and Associated -Brit- 
ish, ‘discriminate’ against — indie 

: " Product in: favor. of their .own. 

1963 were. 
with © $38,-.- 



Woden December. 18, 1965. 

ener Americs 

‘Greek and his dream at. the” 
turn of the eentury—to get to © 
America. A soaring artistic 

‘put that artistry must. be capi- 
talized upon with | Plenty: of: /-to: have a bright future: ‘But,. con- |} - sell. 

Hollywood, Dec. - 13. 
. Warner ‘Bros. release. of Elia- Kazan 

production. Stars 

bis book, “Am 
Haskell Wexler: editor, -Dede Allen:. mu- {. 

Reviewed. at. the.[: wic, Manos Hadjida kis. 
wudio, Dec. 13, 63. Running time, Ww 
SAINS.. 
Stavros Topouzogiou .e . Stathis Giallelis.| 
Vartan Damadian .... peeve . Frank Wolf | 
Isaac T “Qeeace es Harry . Davis |: 
Vasso Topouroglo eeeas Elena Karam [| 
Grandmother .......... - Estelle Hemsley. 

” Hohanness Gardashian. Gregory. _Rozakis 
Abdul ......--4. 50. sen ee Lou Antonio 
Odysseus ‘Topouzostou.. - Salem - Ludwig 

1 eee ee : John. Marley |: 
artuhi ........ a oanna Frank 

Aleko Sinnikosiou week wees ‘Paul -Mann 
na oglow ..... 

Aneteon: Kebabian ....-- 
‘Sophia Kebabian “* “. ‘Katharine Balfour, 

In. “America . - America,” 
Kazan has given us one. of the 
outstanding motion picture achieve- | 
ments of the year, a penetrating, 
thorough and profoundly affecting 
-account of the hardships endured 
and surmounted at ‘the turn. of the 
century by a young Greek lad in 
attempting to fulfill his: cherished 
dream—getting to. America. from. 
the old. country... Since virtually’ 
all. Americans” have’ one. thing. in 
common — immigrant ancestors,’ 
most of ‘whom. emigrated here to 
escape some form of travail ..or 
oppression. and to: start a fresh new’ 
life with a clean slate—it ‘is a film 
‘of importance, one that provides 
us with necessary insight. into. ‘OUI. 
country. " 
The film has. flaws, ‘but. they: are 

minor: Whatever little faults. one: 
_may find. with it ‘are. obliterated 

.: By one shining ‘and distinguishing | 
‘characteristic—it is honest to. the 
core. As, such,: it: should ‘inspire. 
critical. ‘acclaim: and--draw high 

* praise from influential sourcés,.two. 
initial responses that must mate-: 
_ylalize in order to. get the -box-| 
office rolimg in the right direction. 
That first reaction: will be. al 

critical one for. the Warner. Bros. 
release. For this isa picture that, 
from a crass: commercial assess- | 
ment, ‘must succeed in spite of. it- 
self and. must. sticceed. on. stri¢tly 
artistic merits. Its cast’ is virtuslly- 
unknown to. filmgoers : and its. sub- 
ject. matter ‘hardly calculated to’ 
entice that great easygoing “auffiu- 
ent” audience : gerierally. inclined 
to. forego films that require: too) 
-much . cerebral concentration cand | 

emotional - participation. 

Kazan’s . film, which he © wrote,. 
produced. and: directed, all. bril-: 
liantly, stems. from his book. of. 
the same title which evidently ‘was. 
inspired: by tales: of the experi- 
ences of his own ancestors. that 

grapevine...The pietute begins with 
. the. young Greek hero witnessing 
and experiencing Turkish oppres- 
sion. of Greek and Armenian mi-' 
“norities, cirea 1896. It follows him. 
to Constantinople, to which he has 
-been ‘sent by: his’ family with: its | a 

widow dedicated - to the memory. entire. accumulated fortune to: pave: 
their way. Enroute. he and: his. for-' 
‘tune are soon parted. ‘by _thieves:. 
Downtrodden .. and ‘impoverished, 
he dreams of America and ‘slaves 
away to earn. énough money. -for |. 
passage, but is driven to the. depths.| ' 
-of despair: and degradation when 
his. dearly- earned © coin, too is. 
stolen. -Hardened . by . his “misfor- 
tunes but as. ‘grimly determined. as 
ever, he enters a new, resourceful 
phase of his life, one of com- 
promise with. principles, -and, ‘after. 
several somewhat unsavory and! 
unscrupulous affairs with: women. 

~ and harrowing - experiences aboard: 
a ship crossing - the. Atlantic, ° he | 

_ finally arrives in the. promised land: 
-—America—where, as: 
shoeshine -boy, he ‘painstakingly,|' 
earns and -saves the money: ‘that 
will bring the other members. of his: 
large family. across: ‘the ‘séa from. 
the old country -to- the Jand. of 
opportunity. ~ 

Perhaps ‘nevér:. ‘peforé | ‘on. -the 
screen has man’s inhumanity’. to: 
man: been so graphically and : ‘pain- 
fully illustrated as in the succes- 
sion of misfortunes ‘that’ befall 
Kazan’s: hero. Yet. through it. all, 
his indomitable Spirit survives——an. 
inspiring thing to behold, As noted, 
the film has-its flaws. . There is. a 
‘vagueness about certain’ details and} 
an element’. of - confusion ‘arises. 
‘when Kazan goes: somewhat arty :in 
_the latter parts. of: the. film, but | 
these are. minor reservations. . 

“ The acting is ‘incredibly good. 
In the all-important. focal‘ role of; 

“dream, | ad the young man with the: 

Elia! 

of ‘Siathis ‘Glallelis, ‘an. “Ainknown, If 
‘makes a striking. screen debut. 
|-His performance ‘roots indelibly ‘in |{ 
|-the: mind... In ‘appearance. some: 

_ [thing of .a cross between Dirk :Bo- |} 
a garde’ and -the ‘late “John --Hodiak, |}. 

achievement by Elia. Kazan, | he is a. major addition to: the ranks 
of young leading men and- appears- 

_| ceivably, he. might never top. this 

unassuming maiden. to whom. .the 

ory. Rosakis,. 

him, Salen: Ludwig: as his- uncle: 
Estelle | 
mother : (she © 

Robert. H.. Harris: as her husband- 

- Haskell ‘Wexler’s | . ¢inematogra- 
phy is excellent, ranging from -the. 
-most .alertly intimate ‘glimpses - to. 
great. ‘panoramic . views: in which 
the subject .is ‘a moving ‘dot. ‘on. the |-. 
Screen. © His photographic ‘textures | 
and ‘compositions are. artfully. de- |. 
‘signed. ‘The: long | film never bogs: 
down, ‘and: there is a’minimum “of -Him 
‘dramatic confusion —.a -credit. ta}: . 
the..work of. éditor ‘Dede: Allen’ on'| 
‘a. story: so “widespread | in “space 
and. time. : Gene Callahan’ s:. sets. 
seem. the very epitome: of authen- 
ticity. 
“Manos Hadjidakis. ‘has: composed. 

a. rich : and flavorable - -seore —in-| 

digenous. to the- settings. . "Among 
the © ‘other. fine contributions. . to 
Kazan’s towering artistic -achieve-. 
-ment are. those of. ‘costume: de- 
‘signer: Anna. Hill” Johnstone : and 
sound mixer. L, Robbins. ; Tube. 

“Eshet Ma*Gibor 
(The Hero’ s Wife) 

. (ISRAELD - : 
Tel) Aviv;. Der. 10." 

produced -- ‘by ° Peter . Frye..and Yoseph’ 
Tzurs directed by Frye. Stars Batya. Lan-. 
cef. - Screenplay, Batya Lancet and Yo- 

seph ‘Netzer, based. on story. by. Margot’ 
camera, “Marco. .-Yacovlevitz; 

-Menahem © Shoval; music, M 
* Running. ‘time, ‘90 MINS. 

‘Batya. Lancet: 
* Shimiel - ‘Oumani 
Gideon ‘Shemer 

-. Baruch -Klas 
_ Tdy, Klas 

Klauzner;. 
editor, | 
Keller. 

“ee aceacnae Sewanee 

ee eeacewt eee e nsec. 

‘Filmed. entirely | on. “‘Tocation: at: 
‘the’ southern. tip of the. Sea of 
Galilee, ‘this:. story. wishes ‘to’ ex-. 
press,..in ‘terms universal: ‘and - ‘hu-: 
man, the - special. brand of. people. 
-who inhabit the J ordan River val- 

sifted down . through | the . family | jey -a ‘few ‘hundred feet below:'sea 
‘level...The’ story : Of those: people;: 
who- have ‘come : from: - ‘Various, 
-parts of the world to. make’ their:| 
collective home in- -kibbutzim’ ‘over- + 
Jooking.. the waters ‘upon | which 
Jesus walked,: -is- interwoven: with 

“strange. romance: “between: "a 

of her. hero-husband, “killed dur-" 
‘ing Israel’s War of Independence, 
‘and a Mexican male, who -came to: 
Asrael to. avoid" his. wife and’ child 

“While: the heroine} 4 played” by. 
Batya. ‘Lancet; a. warm and::con-: 
vincing personality: with a -mellow. 
acting talent, speaks for the col- 
lective way. of living,. for the. ‘dedi-. 
cation. of people who: have: 4-pur-— 
pose. in. life and ~ toil. towards it, 
the Mexican,’ studying. ‘Hebrew ‘in. 
the kibbutz Ulpan -(a..grownups’. 
school}, is constantly, being: ‘cynical, ° 
Making: 
_and, in general, trying to prove. to. 

“Tow ‘himself. that: his: masculine: ‘charms: 
owly. 

advances: ‘at. the: women™ 

still: work... 
AL ‘muddled: setipt, “fnéohérent 

style. of direction and some sincere 
‘moments. of -truth,, are’ “mingled in 
what. : ‘isn’t: a ‘technically | perfect 
film, - nor: 4 mature. ‘statement’ of: 

j-facts and emotions: 
eomedy is. lost ‘in: ‘talk and: some. 
of the. serious . things said. strike ‘a. 
comic note. Modest: performances } 
by the leading parts, some _ good 

too: familiar: scene | of’ life ‘on a 
kibbutz, -couldn’t make ‘up..for. the. 

(and. a .song composed ‘by.. Barkani 
to.lyrics by. ‘Netzer, “My: Home 

tive: settlements * An the’ J ordan. 
Valley. area. - os ees 

performance, largely because ‘it is:/I'. 
quite ‘possible ‘he may..never. again.}|.- 

Di-.| be blessed with: sucha magnificent | 
"| character. to: portray... 1h 

The: ‘other players” are just. about . 
equally superb. : “Virtually -every~. 
‘ane is: _memorable, but, perhaps ||". 

hero is: treacherously- betrothed, || -- 
io} Paul ‘Mann ‘as her.:sybaritic,  self-'). 

indulgent father and Lou Antonio. |: 
{asa thoroughly ‘detestable ‘crook. | 7): 
‘| No less ‘skillful.are the. character. foe 
‘gations. of Harry Davis an ena |. 
Karam as-the hero’s-parents, Greg- | -*.: ‘Slight ‘but diverting: romantie.- 

Frank Wolff - and‘) 
John Marley ‘as men who befriend |- 

. Hemsley: as..." his . grand-. a - 

‘has’ ‘one: scene nat ‘Metro rélease. of Everett. Freeman pro-. 
easily: * forgotten), Katharine © -Bal-- ‘duction: -Stars Rod Taylor; : Jane Fonda, + 

' four. as.-a: ‘promiscuous . wife and. 

.Horn,”’ 

scene is a° “dilly: 

“Some of -the 

‘photography and:.a‘look. into- a.not. 

‘lack. of . conviction: in - story ‘and’ 
dialog: The music* by. Mel. Keller + 

‘Facing :Gollan”}- is good,’ as is the. 
mass . participation- of some 800} 

{ kibbutz couldn't make up ‘for the 

|: "BENNETT ‘A. CERF 
_ whe is @ peripatetic ponelist,. 

. publisher, asther, etc: . 
has. been ‘playiag the Lyceum. ond 
‘Chautauqua cirenits where some ~ 

Fi unny. Things Happen 

On the Way to The 
Lecture. Platform 

enotier fright Feature 
“in the upcoming. 

; 58th ‘Anniversary Number : 
oe OF. 

fis} are “Linda Marsh as the plain: and ||.” wr oo ry; y or 
Piss oie ‘watistical ond dete-filed 

* herts oud articles . 

Sanday ‘Tn! New ¥ ork. 
“(COLOR)” ae 

romp. from: the . legit ef. same . 
name: Satisfactory: ‘bio. : ‘Prose. - 

” Heliyweod,. Dec. ca 

Cliff Robertson; features Robert ‘Cuip; Jo 
‘Morrow, Jim: Backus,. Peter Nero. - Di-. 
rected. by’ Peter. Tewksbury. Screenplay, . 
“Norman Krasna; from his Broadway ‘play;. 
/eamera (Metrocolor);.Leo ‘Taver;. editor, 
‘Fredric Steinkamp; music, Peter ‘Nero:. 

nn. Reviewed ‘at. 
Stanley - Warner. BevHills Theatre, Dec. . 
:asst. director. Eli. Dun 

11, - 63... “Running 1 time, 2 MIN 

wPeeesesecvaswee sees eee 

Adam) ¢:...cc.ceeiieee lite Robertson: 
Eileen: -..... - SB eeectecee nen “Jane Fonda 
Mike |... wc eeee sense fe 7 ‘ ‘Rod Taylor 
Russ . ee ee. eve ewww Robert. Culp ye 

Mona cee oe re ccesece es Jo -Morrow.} 

Drysdale. aeceasi <: Jim Backus |. 
i self : _ Peter Nero 

The steady” succession 

_-| day”. is. a cut: above. ‘the average 
| for: its’ ‘lightweight ‘class, While ‘it | 

L won't, ‘be: _any. -world-beater © ‘at the |::. 
_ | boxoffice,” the. Metro. release. has |. 
| the goods ‘to: deliver in. ‘profitable 

no style.. : 

Hativi. films . -production and -yelease, |-- “Norman Krasna’ s. 

‘over- 

and uneventful early going. One. 
scene’ brings: the film. to life; and’ 
‘to. pave the ‘way. for that. ohe scene 
Krasna. ‘has had to résort to a” se- 
ries: of rather ‘humdrum. Tomantic 
contrivances.: “But | getting . ‘there 
‘was worth : ‘the: labor; .becatise that: 

‘It’s the. one: that |’ 
-lumps'-the - four leading characters ; 
‘together, for. “the. film’ S: ‘comedy: 

payoff. . 
-The story. has: to. “do: “with: the 

sudden arrival Jat. her. brother’s. 
apartment. in New. “York. of an Al- 

| bany -maiden- (Janie Forda) : who's 
fretting. over: that. -age-old puzzler 
shoulda‘ girl:-beforé marriage? | 
By. now, ‘she’ has: alienated’ herself 
from a well-heeled: hometown beau 
(Robert Culp)tipon..whom -she-had: 

| matrimonial designs.. ‘Big - brother: 
(Cliff Robertson), an -airline ‘pilot, 
lauds the .virtuous: life, “but when | 
sis subsequently : discovers: . flimsy 
negligee in: his ‘closét,: she. impul-. 
sively. attempts to seduce. the near- 
est ‘male . (Rod. Taylor), a. young + 
“ewspapermani - to". - whom «.. she’s: 
-grown .- quite attached. ‘in’. ‘the 
‘course: .of ‘several: mutual. ‘misad-. 
‘ventures: that: day. But the: Trelue- 
tant “Taylor,. respecting’. her Vir-" 
ginity, demiuirs... 

The ‘payoff. scene: has. Culp ‘barg- 
ling in, © discovering © Taylor. and. : 
Miss Fonda ‘in ‘bathrobes, and de-.|’ 
ducing that. “Eaylor- is her brother 
(whom: he’s never -met)::: 
critical .moment, who should barge 
in. “put—natch—big. ‘brother | ‘Rob- 
‘ertson,- who’s promptly introduced. 
.as Taylor’s co-pilot, ‘with. resultant 
complications. From ‘there ' ‘on, it’s 
all: romanticomedic: gravy.” 
Two: refugees from. the: television. 

‘theatre: of operations: — - Everett’| 
Freeman. ‘and. Peter Tewksbury— | 
handied the’ reins. on ‘this venture, | 
and.” guided - ‘it... with - impressive ' 
‘Skill... 
‘man and. nimble: direction. . by | 

Slick production’ ‘by. Free-. 

Tewksbury: . ‘make ‘the. --most “‘of 
‘Krasna’s “fluffy” paperwork:. - And 
the..-entire cast: is: equal ‘to. the. 
challenge... Best. of the lot is’: Rod 
‘Taylor, a ‘steadily: rising and .ver= 

| satile* actor -who - delivers a warm, 
exible. mnt ‘Perform | 

in: -the »| 

past; few. years: of. sex-oriented. : 
comedies from the Broadway stage |. 

to. the Hollywood screen. continues a 

‘with “Sunday : In- New : York, ” 

‘Synthetic’ ‘but. ‘engaging romp ~- in 

‘the: general. tradition-of such. titil-. 
‘lating: trifles. as “Come Blow Your: 

“Take Her, . She’s.: Mine’”| to 
‘anid “Under. The Yum -Yum: Tree,” . 

| Actually, pound. for -pound, . ““Sun-' 

-duction for . Arco | 
-| gundia - -Film | @aris):” Stars “Alain . Cuny, 

‘| Rosanna . Schiaffino, Jacques: ‘Perrin; :fe 

--sexéenplay,- 
‘from his Broadway. legiter; ‘doesn’t 
really’ get-rolling | ‘until it-has ‘vir- |- 
tually “marked . time. for almost: an . 

ei | hour,. but once it! gets ‘up.this head 
‘of steam. ‘the entire “complexion of 
the picture. seems: to: change | _and 
| the. resultant: momentum * 
rides ‘the memory of. the ‘lethargic: 

‘as well. 

father’s ‘materialistic outlook’ on 

-‘Leseape,; 
‘ments him as ‘he féels himself 
inexorably . giving into’ the lures of: 

girl are: tender and. moving. Taste. 

“At. this 

atice. as ‘the young. Journalist who{ 
"Fonda, (” | 

Miss Fonda, ‘showing ‘more becom-}. 
‘ing restraint. on. this outing, scores { 

} comedically” ‘and ‘romantically: as 
| the forward-thinking lass. Robert-. 

‘$0. rapidly grows. .fond’a: 

son. is convincing - and: chips” in 
| some highly: amusing ‘reactions as. | -: 

|| her’. generally . befuddled pilot- Q 
| -brother who’s implicated in a-run- |. 

| ning gag: (and: neatly 
| ‘sub-plot). with‘ girl friend: Jo Mor- 

‘Il row, who. keeps hopping aboard | Richa 
‘|| flights to be: with’. hin, only to: 

| wind.-up. alone in: distant cities 
‘when Robertson is. ‘called | off ‘duty. 

‘dinator. . 
‘Handsome ‘Metrocolor: photogra- : 

_ 2} phy by: ‘Leo. ‘Tover.is.a valuable. as- | ; 
| sist,- as are ‘Fredric. Steinkamp’s Th, 
‘tidy editing ‘and. ‘the imaginative | Balam 

~:[ and persuasive art direction - by.|" 
George W: Davis and Edward. Car- |’. 

.| fagno, notably. of Robertson’ 'S. Mas- | 
- |. culine’ apartment. that’s so aston-[f 

Peter. Nera, 
who puts in a-brief appearance at. 
the keyboard, -has also contributed . 
a. breezy, ‘modern-sounding score 
‘and isthe ‘composer of -the film’s. 

‘One; the bright..and 

-ishingly accessible. 

two. tunes.: 
commercially. promising : title song 
‘expressively. 

entitled © “Hello,” ~“snorts 
words by R Roland Everett, Tube. 

‘La. Corruzione. 
(Corruption). — 

(ITALO-FRENCH). 
. Rome, ‘Dec. 10. 

Arcofilm release. of an Alfredo Bini ‘pro- 
-Filmn- S.0.P.A.C.-Bur- 

tures. Filippo . Scelzo, Isa Miranda, Ennio: 
Balbo. .. Directed. by 
Screenplay, Fulvio ‘Gieca, Ugo Liberatore, 
-from ‘story by Liberatore: camera, Leon-: 
ida. Barbonii 1 music,-.Giovanni- Fusco; edi- 
tor, Nino ..Baragli.. ‘Previewed . Rome. 
_Running™ time. 87. MINS. 
}-Leonar: tees wee Alain’ _Cuny. 
“Stefano: Pererecee Vee “Jacques ‘Perrin 
; Adriana. . ; - Rosanna A Schiaffino’ : 

‘Sclia, well! ‘paced. and. con: 
structed jtem in the best Italian 
tradition .which:looks: ‘headed for a 
good’ payoff ‘on: the Continent and 
rates definite: . offshore- attention 

Tale’ is ‘a 2 topical: one; éapsuling 
as it does. the ‘world. as“ it must.’ 
‘eurrently ‘be faced. by a ‘growing: 
‘number . of ‘youths: ‘just : out .. of. 
school... ‘ Specifically, © -Stefa: no 
(Jaeques’ Perrin) .has made up his 
“mind “to. -become. a... priest. “His 
father, .a- -Yich’ industrialist, (Alain 
‘Cuny). ‘whose -bent -is- more: on. 
matter.. ‘than. mind, ‘tries.:to steer 
him: away.. He: ‘enlists. the. aid of 
“his “current. “young. girl.‘ friend;. 
‘Adriana (Rosanna: Schiaffino); who. 
falls for. the ‘boy. and: ‘seduces. him. i 

. Confused: and: horrified . by. his 

life; the -boy’ tries - repeatedly: ‘to 
while’ +his -concience tor- 

sex, money, and-other.things which 
have always - constituted evil dis- 
tractions ‘in’ his:mind: The. ‘windup: 
finds. him ‘still. ‘fighting’ his. inner: 
battle, but. obviously. weakening, * : 
confronted as he is: by. the massive. 
‘hold. superficial ' values | have. on 
modern society: .- 

Aside . from . ifs implications, 
however; ‘the :pic .clicks ‘as. a 
‘psychological drama. Some: of the 
father-son scenes are shattering in 
dialogue and implications, : just as 
those .between. the: ‘youth ‘and the. 

and. style are. prime eomponents, 
as ‘usual, in this Mauro. Bolognini: : 
‘directorial effort; 
some ‘time —’ perhaps since’ “Bell 

| Antonio.” Script is literal and Per- | 

‘his best. in 

formances topnotch. . 

‘Rosanna... ‘Schiaffinb © does’. 
best. to date as the: ‘animal-like Sex. 
symbol with. a tender: Streak, and. a4 
most ‘attractive one at’ that. ‘Alain: 
Cuny is properly | craggy and un-. 
bending ‘as. the’ -father..: Jacques 
Perrin ‘is excellent. in the key role 

| of. the confused, beset. youth. Isa. 
|. Miranda has a short. scene as.-his: 

| bedridden | mother, buts it’s 
effective. © - 

Production: ‘values are. “turther 
pluses, :both- the . modern settings 
in’ Milan and’ the yacht ‘sequences: 
‘beautifully letised along-the Italian. 
coastline, . 
‘Barboni’s. ‘chiaro-scuro: lensing. 
‘Music’ by Giovanni Fusco. aids in’ 
backdropping: . contrasting © moods. | 
Nino. Baragli’s - ‘editing, except for. 

‘spots | probably. some: jumpy. . 
occasioned by last-minute ‘cuts, is 
serviceable. 4 Hawk, © 

Sha Weta] 

incorporated |. e 

‘by Mel Torme, ‘is. 
-adorned. with «lyrics by Carroll’ 
Coates. . The. other,. a ‘pleasant. re- |- 
‘frain - 

Mauro .B olognini. : 

‘Mayan: maiden. 

her . 

com 

a credit . ‘to. Leonida 

"Mings Of. The Sum 
(PANAVISION—COLOR) - 

-Mmafically skimpy — 
eller. Intensely. exploited 

-_ spectacle. ‘aspects - should: lure: 
. escape-secking audiences. _ 

Unitea’ 

ehart, Brad | 
Morse.: ‘«Directed by’. 

“Edliott- Aine 

Dexter, 

Reynolds; music... “Elmer Bernstein; asst; .. 
“Thomas Shaw. ‘Reviewed at 

‘Goldwyn Studios, Dec. 4, "63; ‘Running. 

Bc Beg ta Bee c agle ross we ang “Yul ‘Brynner 
Balam . . George Chakiris 
Ixchel . eeceee Shirley Anne Field 
Ah Min 4 ac. chard’ Basehart 
Al. Haleb sours Brad -Dext 

Ah ZOK. oo el cweene Barry ..Morse 
Isataid o.oo cb ce oe Armando. ‘Silvestre 
‘Hunac’ Ceell «426 .22..0 005 02+ ‘Gordon 
Laubin *....... Os eaese re. ” Vietoria: ‘Vettri 
Pitz ©... 22 cee Seen eicences Rudy «. 
The ‘Chief eese ;- Ford’ Rainey 

is eeveweessetge Angel Di -Steffano 
‘The ‘Youth: lat eee dee ee tery lee Jose Moreno 

Tn. ‘Lewis J, ‘Rackmil’s productica.- Lett 
ot “Kings of the Sun,” the Mirisch ~~ 2 
Co. -and.-United Artists. have ‘ex- 250 6: 
ploitable merchandise | ‘and. an.ate0 te 
ceptable: avenué of .escape for. *: . 
atidientes that prefer-their-adven--.  .” - 
ture’. spectacle . ‘pictorially : extrava-- 
‘gant, historically ‘simplified ‘and 
smelodramatically passionate: ‘The - 
‘more discerning, demanding film-" 5. 
goer will be ‘disappointed. ‘by. its 9°. | 
synthetic, transparent approach'to . 0°)... 
a potentially fascinating subject = 

| the’ ancient. -Mayan Civilization at — 
|.a point of great criss.” Being obvi-- 

_/.ously ‘a production -of considerable: 
. .Vexpense:.and -yéet : quite limited.in® . 

| commercial ‘range: and .appeal, the i 
. o boxoffice’ battle: will. not easily -be-- 
“1 won. Vivid, :intensive . ‘exploitation a 

| of: adventure elements and saturas =. *- 
tion booking, wherever applicable, re 
would seem ‘to..be the. logical mar- wo EE 
_keting. pattern: . _ ve 
‘The - Elliott * arnold-James : R. OYE 

Webb: screenplay: from a. ’ story. by ~~ 
‘the. former is..a kind of. southern. : 

in ‘broad, :.-. 
vague, romaitic-strokes, the ‘flight. : 
western. It describes, 

of ‘the Mayan. people’ ‘from: ‘their 
| homeland after. crushing : military ' 
| defeat, their establishment ofa‘... 

and’. their . successful “2... ~~ 
‘defense of ‘it against their former: ~~ ° > 
conquerors thanks.‘to’ the aid:of ‘a ~~ 
friendly resident tribe .that has...: 

| been willing ‘to share the region ‘in {| 
‘| which: the: Mayans.’ ‘have. chosen. to”... 
relocate. In more intimate terms, -_. 

is the: ‘story. of the young’ Mayan - 

new honie; 

ki 4 (George. Chakiris), : the: leader 
‘(Yul Brynner) of the. not-so-savagé a 
“tribe that. comes to. the ultimate 
defense. of the ‘Mayans, ‘and: a 

Field). 

Brynner. easily: steals the show om 
- with his .sinewy’ authority, mascu-~ 
linity. and cat-like grace... Chakiris ~- 
is. adequate, although he lacks the 
epic, . heroic ‘stature with, - which 
the ‘role : -Maight have been. -filled.. 

‘for the. romantic’ story..Others.of =. 
| importance -are. Richard . Basehart ~: 
as a. high priest and'-advisor who 
gives ‘consistently. lousy advice; 
Brad “Dexter, - Barry © Morse‘. and 
- Armando "Silvestre “as... a 
henchnien, and Leo. Gordon as. ‘a. “he 
‘vengeful barbarian who. resembles aes 
‘an. Irish : ‘policeman: . _ ran 

“Obviously: pains ‘have been’ jaken, be 
. tq endow © the. ‘production: ‘with -.°.. 
‘physical | authenticity. “Leading. .ae--: =. 

| sists in this regard are those of: art bd 
director Alfred “Ybarra. and : cos-.-.. 
-tume designer. Norma Koch. -Un- | ~ 
fortunately, the same cannot be... °°. *% 
_gaid for the dramatic area of oper--- 9° 
- ations: . Historical’ and - geographie 
‘exposition :is vague” and: fuzzy and-. 
| such matters: as the total absence’. -- 
|.of a language. barrier among these _. 
separate. tribes, .all_ of whom com- 
-Municate: remarkably, -Bive the pice. 

| ture ‘an: aura’ of artificiality. ‘that . 
cannot be rectified just by’ authen- : 
.tic ‘props and costumes. 

Direction by. ‘IS Lee “Thompson. 7 
has ‘its lags’. and lapses, but he has:.; 
‘mounted ‘his. spectacle. handsomely — 
‘and commandeered: - ‘the all-im- . 
portant battle sequences with vigor 
and imagination. Joseph MacDon- 
ald’s photography: is dramatically . 

posed . and” strikingly “lighter, 
especially when” Brynner. is ‘the:: 
subject of. the Jens. Brynner’s body . 

| gets a big: play. Often: his ‘head ‘is: 
| Chopped off. in a shadow'in order... 
to focus at length on“his pectoral |): 2-2. 
endowments. Beefcake, asa mat- =. Fi 
ter “of: fact, ° -disproportionately. ess 
abounds:. William: Reynold’s edit-.:: ... 
ing. is skillful and Elmer Bern- ' 
stein has composed. an adventurous na 
score for ‘the Occasion... . 
The :picture was filmed: entirely Pn 

‘in Mexico: interiors in Mexico City..." 
and exteriors in the. coastal area of. 

| Mazatlan. and. in 1 Chichen: ‘Atza: near. , 
1 Yneatan.: _ Tube. 

‘Elaborately mounted but. dra”). 
“adventure °° -. 

oe _ Hollywood, Dec. “ Par 
‘Artists r éase of Lewis J.: Rach a 

‘mil production. Stare Yo Yul Brynner, George... 
‘Chakiris, Shirley. Anne Field; features. ~:: 

Jee ‘Thompson, a 

Webb, from story by Arnold: camera. (De Tee 
Luxe), Joseph Macdonald; editor, William... : - 

_|.at the last‘'moment. Miss Morrow. ai-ector 
lis a decorative and competent ad- 

| dition. to: the. cast,- Culp: has some 
fine ‘moments: as: the rich suitor, 

_}| and. so does Jim. Backus. as..an ‘un-7 
ail coordinated. Aight: schedule’ coor-. wd 

. News 

_ Parnes Swe 

’ (Shirley - Anne ae os a 7 

‘Miss Field is an ‘attractive pivot.” ” ve 

me cro STs, 

oo ae " 

i ye yt poe og a 

teat Ug 

ree 

ee Te ee, 



mo — _. SEY: features Jack Klugman, 
*, Ruth: Fo 

° ws Skitch Henderson; asst.‘director, .Michael 
Hertzberg. Reviewed at ‘the’ studio, Dec. | 

‘ Mose Hart . 

‘ 

,  Beatr 

; ‘The -Mai ‘ 

_Nedniste, December 18, ‘1963. ILM. REVIEWS a Jt 

| Met. One: 
cones * 

a ‘Moss Hart’s ‘own story, mov- Pat 
o3 cu. ingly. brought’ to”. ‘screen: -by. -. 

~. Dore Schary. Memorable: por-. . | 
a frayal. by Jason Robards. Jr. as) | 

ee - Hollwood, Dee12., 
* Warner’ Bros.’ ‘yeleasé. of “Dore ‘Schary. 

"y production, with direction and screenplay 
Schary,. based. on. Moss Hart’s book. 
‘s George Hamilton, Jason _ Robards 

Sam Levene, 
- Wallach... Camera; Arthur rd, Eli- 

‘Mort. Fallick:. music,. ‘Ornitz; editor. . 

Running -time, ne. MINS. - 
George. Hamilton. 

Gee eS. Kaufman... -Jason ‘Robards ‘Jr... 
a ; i" | nes secece Jack Klugman 

aoe Richard ‘Maxwell... oie ws acee” Sam. Levene 
‘ice Kaufman....:.... ‘seen: Ruth Ford 

° Warren: Stone ....2 seo... Wallach 

-. Max ax. Seig Tle ebececceccccs Joseph: Leon 

Lester. Sweyd . oo i 22 @eeroeess George. ‘Segal 

7 Mr. Hart °. a ee ee ee ee Martin Wolfson 

David. Starr -........8082. wi Groom 
_°. Sam H. Harris .;.....-.... - Sammy. Smith 
‘-. Clara Baum ... .» Louise Larabee 

Oliver..Fisher . mee David ‘ Doyle. 
_. Teddy Manson ......; jéee "Jonathan Lippe 

- Archie .Leac marrere® Woocer Con 

Mrs. Hart 4 - Sylvie’ ‘Straus: 
~ Bernie_.Ha »ceabepecec. Arno’ Selco 
of Harry’ t the Waiter’ cseevese. Allen ‘Leaf 

Tae B. Ane @evnecrree ro eaeenenese 

‘The: ‘story of the: late Moss. Hart 
aka young man: on the threshold. of 
"success, so. vividly chronicled’ by: 
‘him in -his autobiography of ‘sev- |} 

=." gpa “years: back;. has now. : béen 
brought to the screen: by his: early 

_- Colleague- Dore*. Shary ‘in. a tilm 
“-vichly -endowed. . with - ‘nostalgic, 
‘honest sentiment and - inspirational- ; 
values: It is these virtues that give 

_ without: a_ romantic nucleus: ‘with-.|. 
~-* ) Out the. customary: ‘commercial con- | 
7. @essions to- filmgoers;. ¢onditioned | 

:. to the ‘boy-meets-girl.forniula and 

the-picture an appealing glow from 
_Awithin, a. spark: of simple humanity 

“> hat transcends the” 
show. biz framework ‘in which. it is 
‘encased and can..trigger an emo-. 
_tional- response - ‘from any auui-. 

specialized: 

ence: 

” Sinee: this is; « however, a. tim 

oS , related: cliches, the- boxoffice: ‘bat- 
_ gle -may‘not easily be won. But the 
a ‘Yeputation- and. ‘popularity: of the 

:.”. book, the relatively unpretentious 
” cost: -o€. the “production - and: the 

“ artistic calibre of some of:the per-| "| 
-formances could, if accompanied: ‘by | 

combine: to} 
: make the Warner: Bros,. release. an I. 

sensitive _handling,. : 

ultimate ‘net success. 

> Oddly. enough, “Act One,” ae as” a 
film; ‘does not really spring to life. 
until along about what. might. be 

: considered its equivalent .of Act 2.: 
“Just as the advents. of: George S.. 

‘oonclusion.: 

Kaufman proved. to be the turning 
point in :Hart’s. career,.so the ad-: 

went of: that ‘character,. brilliantly 
~ “enacted -by: Jason. Robards Jr.,. is: | wo 
 -the turning point in: this film: As}t 
- ‘goon as. Kauf comes on the scene, |: 

-.the ‘picture. gains strength, clarity | ' 
and momentum and: -poars On: v0. its 

“The. story: traces ‘Hart’ s- budding 
= career from the point at which he. 
“. fias -abandoned: ‘attempted. heavy 
‘drama to concentrate. on. ‘writing. 
_comedy to-the ultimate success on 

~ Broadway 
.-“Once In A Lifetime,” the ‘first. of 
*  Jmany, collaborations with. Kaufman. |. 

-In: between are illustrated -Hart’s 
-Many’. discouraging - experiences,. 

vt 2 first in landing. a- producer for his | - 
oe play, later in making: it tick during. 

and. after a series of. tryout flops... 

Considering: the’: kind’. of. ‘story'} 
‘this is,-Schary, overall, has‘done.a 
" remarkable job of--bringing ‘it to} 

‘of - his. : first” comedy, 

dramatic life: on.: ‘the’ -screen;. For, 
after -all, what’.can .be- vistially | 

. fact, an error: ‘commonly | made by 
. ,Scenarists in translating. from ‘book | 
“ €o screen. It is. the mistake of being 

. too faithful: to the original: author, 
of translating too. literally in .dra- 

-. Matic. terms his: prose ‘reflections: 

duller than observing two writers | 
-at “work? And yet, in addition: to 
-gome relatively. ‘minor -directorial- 
* elipups, he-is guilty of one basic 
error of. interprétive judgment that: 
“at ‘times- threatens to. derail. the: 
whole: project. It is, ‘as’a.matter of. 

“Thus, recollections in. the ‘book 
oS ‘of fervent. dreams: :and ‘desires, 
viet “ywhen . depicted ‘visually’ ‘on ‘the. 

- .gereen, come. out. slightly distorted 
and absurd: : Likewise, the remmem-: 
“-brances of a ‘violent emotional re- 

. action ‘to a ‘setback .seems much} 
~:.-t00.:melodramatic -and: unreal. un-. 

Jess .it. is toned down: inthe inter-: 
‘pretation. Just. as the: imagination 
of -a- reader. tends - ‘to. -adjust ‘the 
‘Image’ of the mind’s eye, SO.as. ‘to 
keep. matters in realistic ‘perspec-- 

: . tive, so. Schary ‘should have: ad-| 
_+.Justed Hart’s understandable: prose 

elaborations to fit the mercilessly. 
revealing eye of .the Jens; which: 
ds -so~: quick | ‘tox detect: ‘dramatic 

; artificlality. ' S 
-. .* The picture. contaitis | some mem- u 
!. orable- ‘performances. Robards -is 
truly’ marvelous.‘as. Kaufman, ‘re- 
“+ Qaarkably suggesting the late ‘play- 
went ‘Hot only . in, Physical cons 

‘Stars “Gila Almagor, ‘Haim — Topol 
‘rected by."Menahem Golan... Seript by’ 
‘Golan and Amatsia Hiouni;- camera, Nis. 

| trying. ‘very. hard . 
innocence. :as.-far |as--: his Tatest 
‘charge has been ‘concerned: and get: 
a’ -fresh. start,’ through’ work «and 

: studies,. and the. love of. ‘his dawyer’ Ss 
daughter. : 7 
In their: unpretentious. “etfort to} 

secure good -boxoffice returns, the |: . 
producers: ‘played: it safe: The. pic- 
ture™-is full -of. cliches, which . ac- 

caper.. 

punished. and. justice: triumphs.. 
“The acting . is ‘ good:..and Miss}. 

Almagor gives a.very good account| 
of the devoted love’a- prostitute: is- 
capable of, including self-sacrifice. 
when necessary,:-The : photography 
is’ very: good, especially - of the old |’ 
‘Casba™ area’. around ‘the. ancient 
‘port - ‘of: Jaffa:: :Sound:: is’ almost 
adequate and the editing, is’ smooth 

-| and. professional. - 
* It stands a. good chance. in: ‘Israel; . 
but wouldn’t impress: foreign: audi-. 
‘ences by either the melodrama: or |. 
‘the . artistic. qualities. of. a regular 

! “A picture... c: 

vo “ strubtioa, but: in exprésiion: ‘man- [fT — 
+ nerisms . and ‘attitude conveyed: 

from within. It’s.a’ masterful piece 
‘| of acting, -a ‘portrayal : that: deserves 1 
to be remembered when this: year’s | 
histrionic crop. is harvested. ‘and: 

v3 -assessed for. ‘excellence. It is.|]- 
“1 George - Hamilton’ s misfortune ‘to lf. 
Lhe’ pitted: against ‘such an: extraor- ||" 
|-dinary characterization, - but. this{}- 
young ‘actor, - ripening © with. . -each {f- 
outing, does’ a fine. bit ‘of work as |t.: 
Hart. ‘Although. overshadowed:: by: : a 
Robards .and -séveral :times victim-:| 
ized. by the. exaggerations. .of the 

-Hamiiton delivers | .& 
‘animated. t 

‘and appealing performance, de 
|) An. outstanding. supporting ‘bor: 
trayal. is fashioned by-Eli Wallach- 

scenario, © 

warm, * compassionate, - 

|.as “the -lordly; overbearing,. unre-.|1. 
't liable’ : producer, 

1 !-Stone.. Jack Klugman is his. usual |-. 
| likable. self ‘as a faithful friend of. i - 
+1 Hart's, and atbers. who make espe- ||: 

cially’ favorablé. impressions are) 
onvy:| Sam Levene,’ Ruth -Ford,: Joseph |: 

Leon;. George’ Segal, Martin ‘Wolf-. 
son - ‘and: Sam’ Groom. - As.- Archie 

& | Leach, or the young Cary. Grant, 
| Bert . Convy «. fails: to project., the. 
unique ‘nature “of that -.star. The 
other ‘supporting players are’ gen- 
erally satisfactory. 
Photography by ‘Arthur: J. Ornitz 

‘is. consistently. ‘effective in. a “di- | Anni 
‘rect, “uncomplicated way, in’ keep-|| 
ing with. the character. of the pe-. 
riod. being depicted: -Roughly ‘the so 
same -thing might -be_ said. of: Ed- | - 
ward Carrére’s. production ‘design: 
‘and set decoration, ‘accurately: re-. 
producing the. physical: ‘shape ..of. 
that era. ‘Skiteh Henderson’s score’ 
is..a vital factor: in “coloring and }T 
-clarifying. the- events of the ‘Story,, 
~wherever such musical statement 

| and embellishment. is required, ‘as 
‘it ‘is; for. . example, in ‘a ‘series-of. 
scenes :. ‘showing | -Hart: : patiently. 
awaiting word. from. the thoughtless. 
Mr. Stone.. Other. important assists 
to. the production are’ those. of edi-: 
tor..Mort Fallick,. -‘soundman:’ Mau-. 
rice. Rosenblum, costume ‘designer | . 
‘Gene. Coffin. and makeupman Dean 
Newman. « Le, _ Tube, 

| E iv Dorado. 
“(ISRAELI ae 

‘Tél: Aviv, Dee. 10: 
‘Ltd.Noah.’ Films. Ltd. Geva”. ‘ Filins - 

sim Leon; music, : Yohanan Zaray:, editor, 
Nelly ‘Bogor. . Running ‘time, 6 68 ‘MINS... 
Margo... ce cevees Gila. _Almagor 
‘Benny. . Sherman coe cieesee! ‘Haim Topol 
Sgt.. Buganov *..2-..4.5°: Sy -Yadin 
Shneld er subipwlegeadeyen hay” K. Ophir 

‘Lawyer. Benyamini:...... Shion’ Finkel 
Naomi. his’ gaughter weep enee -Tikva Mor. 
Sgt. ‘Cohen wee decease re rs Ori..Levy. 

VIK eee ete ae .“Mordechay Arnon 
Kohelet on wre vee pete “Avner: Hizkiyahu 

In Search of an Israeli ‘stary “that 
‘night - have: international ‘appeal 

_ | and be understood :by foreigners), 
‘this film -is: based on. a local play 
“(of the” same-namé) by. ‘playwright 
-Igael .Mossinson, - ‘adapted by Leo 
‘Filler: It. tells of.a released convict,: 

to. prove his. 

counts - for ‘the © ‘familiarity .. most 
viewers: would - feel; encountering 
characters and: ‘situations which, 
seem like old friends... 
:\Haim ‘Topol . kriows: that: Yosset |" 
"Yadin promised: to. prove his guilt, |. 
even ‘though. he: ‘might. be: innocent. | 
His -.underworld “ accomplices : use|.” ‘Nagra’ subject made for ‘Negro - 
‘the: fact that: the: police are: out to}. ..audiences by Nesro producers; . 
frame: him,: if. “necessary, - ‘and .in-|".; 
duce- him to ‘participate in ‘another |. -.. 

The fact- that - the lawyer, |. 
and Tel: Aviv’s ‘high: society are not] 

innocence. and win | his - chance to 
rehabilitate, etc.” | 

-While.-a- “good”: ‘police: ‘officer: 
tries to: expose. ‘the frameup,. the} 
film. comes to its: climax-in:a ‘chase 
and ..a .head-on . encounter .* by’ 
criminals and ‘. police,- 
golden-hearted ° ‘prostitute . . 
AlIméagor) and the other girl: (Tikva ‘Mrs. ‘Peters 
Mor). watching while evil-is being 

- Rapo. 

‘called’: Warren.| 

- story,-. St.. 
‘Fuchs; music, Manos Hadjidakis. ‘Reviewed 
‘at Beverly Canon Theatre, Dec... 9, ” 
“Running 4 ‘Lime, 85 MINS. | : 

rarely: 

- | whose -: estate,” 
a Greek island, vanishes when the 

‘|. recipe. ‘for. ‘the. ‘incomparable: sauce. 
{goes ‘to: the ‘grave with. his bene- 

Mordechay - Navon. production and release. | f : 

with they 

: | Janitor |: 
* -Reverend Williamson ” 

; ‘group, | 

“Written, - 
-by . Horace -Jackson, -who also’ Co-. 
‘stars, this 85-miinute drama‘ of ‘a. 

“MPEA, Topper oa 7 

I. nari D. HETZEL | 
. analyzes the: state of the film - 

-_ business in the current. caltaral 
.-.. glimete and. observes . 

. The ‘Time ‘Is Right 
; lin a light of the state of the industry 

. Mie-a-vis national. and Sickel : 

another Infonaative Feature - 
‘ja the apcomiag ©. 

| A 58ih h Anniversary I Number . | 

| “Phas: the seta ond dote-filied 
- charts aad articles - a 

SAME — - My. Love 
~ (GREEK) - 

a “Hollywood Dec. 9. 
- Lionex Pains release of Rudolph Mate- 

George St: -George . production. 
Aliki Vouyouklaki; features Wilfrid: Hyde 
White,. Jess Conrad, Kathe 
P. ‘Alexander, .John. Pardos:; . 
George.. Directed ‘by Mate: Screenplay and 

George; camera, . ri 

Caraway i.iiscseee+s Wilfrid ‘Hyde White 
Barry - "m@euve vee ee eee aeetqyuoaoevewt 

esvee ee coe eevee os, oe Katherine Kath 

tlewe aane wee . oer veees John . Eardos. 
Sloe er 

. secure eet eenees 

“Perhaps ‘the “most: discouraging 
aspect ‘of this.import. from Greece} 
‘is ‘that it was filmed: directly | in| 
‘English. with the American market 
-in mind: The American market has | 

 sadly..--under-| - “been © 
estimated. The. “Lionex Films. -re- 
lease, produced ‘by | Rudolph Mate |’ 
-and. George St. ‘George, is too trite |. 
and puerile. for acceptance in the): 
arty sphere “and .too Hellenically-|- 
oriented. and .-terrifyingly. .whole-| _- 
‘some to’ mean ‘anything or’ stimu- oe - 
late interest i in the general: Yankee) . 

“Harvey -production, directed by. 
| ring . Harvey; :features Saran. 
‘ert: Walker, . _Irelin 

‘market. : 

“Written ; by St: i George : ‘and: die. 
rected by Mate, “Aliki--My Love” 

| relates . the. ‘strange tale: of their 
"| heir to a: hamburger sauce ‘fortune 

save for a ‘small 

factor.. .- 
The picture ‘jtars ‘Alike Vouyouk- 

laki, ‘purportedly -one.of the -fore-| 
*| most young stars of ‘Greece, in the 

| title: role: Miss V- might. ‘be .de-i 
‘scribed as: the Greek version -.of 

hir |.‘Gidget” ‘or “Tammy,” ora kind of |£™ 
‘eross. between. Brigitte. Bardot -and. 

| Shirley ‘Temple. Her.:acting leaves |§ 
something’ to. be. desired, consist 

*| ing ‘as_ it’ does ‘.primarily ‘ 7 
constant | Little: Mary: Sunshine | th 
smile, -a. Pollyanna | disposition and |: 
occasional little .sexy “accidents”. 
‘such -as falling into.the bay ‘and | 8th 
emerging from : her unscheduled. 
dip with her dréss all clingy. : 

“Wilfrid” Hyde. White: rather.-un- 
-erabby | 2d 

‘attorney - ‘who mellows, . and” Jess’ 
. the .-young.. heir. : 
‘Katherine Kath’ does ‘by.-far- ‘the 
‘best acting in the film: as the cook. 
“who. charms the J ekyll out. of Hyde 

‘accountably. ‘plays the 

Conrad... is 

. White. 

Sunday” fame. ae Tube. 
= se 

Worlds . 

okay for. market. . 

“Hollywood.” Dee. 12. 
“Beapire release ‘of: Horace: Jackson pro-. 

“| duction.. .Stars Maye 'Henderson, Hroace 
too eager to accept him drives:him | 

|-to a desperate: effort to ‘prove his 
Jackson, ‘Anita -Poree, Mimi . rd; fea-. 

| tures:: Irvin Mosley. . Directed’ by Bobby: 
Johnson. : . Screenplay,’ 
camera, - Willie Sigmond;: editor, .. Gene 
Evans;. ‘music, Gordon Zahler; asst. direc- |. 
tor, .IIvan Dixon. Reviewed. at - Balboa 
Bagare. ‘Dec: , AL, S8.- - Running ‘time, 75 

Mom °. -..;.. wodes's oe ewe's | Maye. Henderson 
Bucky ne? ewan Anita: ‘Poree 

‘Helen - eeebe eeccensvate eos : Mimi. ‘Dillard 

Harvey - ee be sceccces - Horace Jackson 
Papa es abe tose cee ereserion *e Irvin. Mosley 

oe ve ceseee ‘Kyle. .Johnson 

Derrick Lewis 

ees on . . sae ven. ‘DeForest Covan- 
“Lawrence LaMarr}: 
“st Nappy: Whiting 

Orderly « 
ce teweene'’es 

the:filmakers in the Negro market. 
-produced.. and ‘financed. 

young: preacher . torn: between the 
field -chosen ‘for him‘: at. birth’ by: 
‘his deeply. religious © mother, : and} 
a jazz career, shows -.wise~ ‘use of. 
every: penny of -its- ‘mod erate bud-. 

a eet and emerges. ask. fuitable 

entry. for its: ‘apévialized market, 
| Evidences of :amateurish : ‘treat: | ; 
“ment . frequently -: are «displayed, |. 
‘such as: in: over-direction’ of. play- | 
ers. in“ highly. emotional ecenes, |. 

j{ awkward camera :movement. and. 
~ [static closeups,. ‘but the ‘spirit -of |" 

{-its.: subject - is. “Projected: sincerely. 
and. tellingly. -_ | 

” “Story: motivation, sometimes. al. 
a | ‘is* based upon ‘a. 
_||-mother's. driving. desire to ‘see. her 

2) son ‘become -a minister, her .only 
|.real interest in. life: and towering |B, 
over: her dislike. of white _people.. 
‘In this ‘role, Maye Henderson comes | A 

a through in -firstclass. fashion and | ¢ 
: os || makes: the: part entirely believable. 

4| Jackson, who-wanits to leave a-field. 
| he thinks he isn’t fitted for- but fi- |. 

Stars 
| ineering --mother, is: 
‘appeal, showing a shapely figure in | 
a sexy low-cleaving slip and victim | A. 

rine Kath; with : 
Roland - 

.. Aliki ‘Vouyouklaki’ 

Jess Conrad. 

Paris. Alexander: 

.Harvey; 
Ralph Kemplen: - 

‘Awards Theatre, Dec. “6,- “83. 
‘time,’ 106 MINS, -... 

| Sean. McKenna. . 

‘lth Gendarme ... ose 

“United 

Living 3 Between, Tee, + 

Horace Jackson; 

’ Geraldine ‘West.| 

paying the: -price.. - | 
The .players are “alll. ‘snowed 

under by- ill-defined, .unappealing: 
. “Living. ‘Between Two- ‘Worlds, ae 

first ‘production . ofa new: ‘Negro. 
carries . enough . merit ‘ ‘to’ 

‘augur a fairly promising future for. 

the key members of ‘the. p 
staff ‘have.-performed their tasks’ 
‘adequately... Among - other things, | 
“The. Ceremony” is a: » depressingly 
dark : film... _ Tube. ¢ 

bit. . complex, ° 

A nally is. convinced it is for him, | 
J{ lends certain credence ‘but. isn’t al- 
| ways up. to’ the acting demands.. 
“| Anita Poree as his dévoted. sister |. 
:1 scores nicely: Mimi: Dillard; with 
‘whom .Jackson is in love but is | Anay 
afraid to marry. because of his dom- 

dis-| of a‘rape by two white hoodlums, 
63. | Which may be exploited: by: distrib. 

‘| Balance::of cast have little to do. | Mr. 

Bobby Johnson, as director, goes | 
‘in for moods not al 
‘to story. unfoldment but: generally 

-| handles . his -assigament.-in okay* 
fashion. Camera. work: by: Willie 
Sigmond is straightforward and set 
‘design by Carl Randell satisfactory. 
Gordon. Zabler's Music ‘direction |: 
is. atmospheric. 

ways ‘pertinent 

Whit. . 

“whe ‘Ceremony: 

: “ences Harvey: as ‘producer- 
director brings in a: dreary 
ene ‘Dim be. wandi-- 

~ Hollywood: ‘Dee. 6. 
United Artiste yelease .of Laurence 

and star- 
Miles, Rob- 

John 
Ben .Barzman,- 

camera,- en . West; 
music 

mann; ‘assistant dir 
Pedro - Vidal...” - 

Cathe rine. -” oe ‘awos aeseeene 2° 

Dominic ‘vs wow ee «ss oxen ‘Bobert - Walker: 

Prison - warde EE John: Ireland 
LeCoq sen et seegeee tree . Rose Martin. 

Nicky cecese eee ee Patterson . 

O'Brien - sce nneves paoeese ack McGowran 
First. Gendarme” ossewe "G, Murray Melvin 
Ramadés ae esseces _ Cartos 
‘Sanchez.”..... seanscees ‘Fernando Rey 
Shaoush - ag wedewese, ‘Fernando Sanchez 
qnspector-. wee veeeces ese.0a- Jose Nieto 

erereceneen Jveneeeses Noel SE | 

Aran “Pes coi” wqeeed an. an Das Bolas 
‘Death House Guard. os Barta Barray 
pecial Guard. ..i...36.: Edward St. Jo? 

Gate. ‘Guard laeces waecs Jose Guardi 
Police’ Chauffer: .....:...' Jose Trinidad 
2d Gendarme. ......:J0se Manuel Ma 
3rd Gendarme .....,..:..° Juan Olagui 
4th Gendarme. ..... Juan Garcia Delgzad 
Sth Gendarm "seees neeseas Julio Tabuyo 

6th .Gendarme oe cee easens -. James Brown 
wth. Gendarme | -esecse- Rafael J 

darme .:....2: Rice Rodri 
on ‘Gendarme v.20... Manuet. Pena 

10th: Gendarme -.'»..... Carlos Che 

12th. Gendarme. 
ist st. Guard ‘Sa0 

Truck Driver . *. om epe 
Prison. “Official. . 

“With 

os i . 23 Francisco. Gosteine 
ose Riesgo j. 

beeeedaadetee 

his ‘ability - in’ those fields, he'd 
better. branch ‘right. back into act-. 
-ing—and: stay: put. Opaque, con- 
.fising, pretentious and dull, the 
: -Artists release: is a. dim : 

: ‘boxoffice prospect. : 
Ben: Barzman’s - screenplay | re-| 

‘lates the dreary tale of .a man}. 
-" Tf (Harvey): about. to be executed in a 

Tangier: prison for a crime -he did. 
not commit, a‘murder that ‘actually 

'|-he’d tried to prevent but for which 
_, | he-is paying the supreme penalty | 
.:|as.a:kind of scapegoat. An. elab-- 

orate escape scheme cooked up by. 
his brother : (Robert . Walker) -suc-. 
ceeds, .but:: Harvey then. discovers 
‘that little: brother has. been mak-- 
ing’ ‘time - with “his” git” ASarah 
Mil es). 

bery.: during: which. the crime. was 
committed for: which “Harvey. “is 

roles and lok of proper direction: 
In-addition. to the. three principals, . 
‘none. of ‘whom comes off with any. 
distinction . -whatsoever, prominent 
Parts are essayed by. John. Ireland, 
Ross.‘Martin, Lee Patterson, . Jack 
.MeGowran, “Murray Melvin - ‘and 
Carlos Casarvilla. - 

‘Under the dismal ciréuimstances; 
‘uction 

in. for~ sex} 

th aaditonal distog, by. 

-| that there’s: no friend like an old 
| friend: For the story of the coun- _ 
‘try innocent ‘who gets caught up 
in. the .dizzy pitfalls of London. 

1 nightlife is hardly likely te win 

* at. Academy 4 
‘Ranning. 

“eames Latirence: Harvey. 
Sarah . Miles 

iz situations, : 

ses Alvaro yarela 

"Bauarde. Garcia 
‘Phil’ | Pomer. 

“Concern is. never. aroused for. any. 
of the ‘characters. The audience is 
thrust ‘into. ‘the heart of the. situa- 
-tion’.and’ never. really allowed ’.to: 

| get. its. bearings. It would have been | 
‘wise, for example, to show. the Trob- 

Bitter Harvest. 
ABRITISH-COLOR)_ 

Another chante for Janet 
Munre te destroy her “Disney 
image” in a well-made but 

conventional goedtime-girl 
drama. Favorable b.0.. ~ Pres: 
Peets: 

: ra London, Dec. 10.. 
Rank - cleave. of cAlbext FennelD 

‘Julian | eleaze of. *Parkyn production. . 
‘Stars. Janet’ Munro, John Stride, Alan. 
Badel; features Anne C » Nor- 
man Bird, Terence: Alexander, Daphne : 
Anderson, May. tt, / Merrall, - 
olin...Gordon, .Barbara Ferris, Allan’ 
uthbertson. D ‘by. Peter Graham 

Scott.. Screenplay by Ted Willis from 
Patrick = ton’s “The Street Has a 
Thousand -Skies”; music, Laurie Johnson; 
editor, Ruseel}' Lloyd; camera, 
Steward. Reviewed at RFD Private ‘Thea- 
tre, : Running time 9 MINS. 
Jennie Jones. ............. Janet Munre 
Bob Williams .......- Sie one, Biride 

a Pesevorropeaa ee aeen2e Anne — . 

Karl Denny «<3 00s csconseess “Alan Bea el 
Mrs. Pitt <..ccs0ceccseee anda Godeecll 
Mr. itt weeveescsevesseoces NOFMman Bird: 

ev pe oceeavesece nee Alexander . 

ReX 2. cece sccavsseeses P To ‘Thorp 

Violet ..-.....,cceace.s3 Barbara. Ferris . 
David ._Med fh tec eeccae ' Willlara Lueas . 

Nanc Medwin secenees ’ er ° 

Mr, " ones sc eseeevospesece. Derek Francis 

unt Louise ......-..... Mary Merraill.. 
Aunt Sarah . oe enccecege sagen May Hatlatt. 

“Charles Colin Gordon Mrs... J Sesmt Dp . = sas veeaee ae “Thora Hird. 

Eccles. cies --g7++ Allan Cuthbertson 

“The - Day ‘The’ “Earth: Caught. 
Fire”: and now this, “Bitter Har-. 
vest,” could. be a mighty help to. 
Janet Munro in destroying the 
‘nice, fresh tomboy image. built up 
during her sojourn with the Dis- 
ney Organization. Miss Munro is 

1 a-well stacked young woman; who's. 
-| also. hooked with the problem of. 

a face that looks even younger than 
ther admittedly tender years. It 

| has taken 4 while for Miss Munro 
‘to pin down the opportunity of 
| playing roles that. give‘ her more 

{j dramatic: scope than the Disney. 
| roles. That she can do itis: proved 
tin “Bitter. Harvest,” .where -she 
“1 plays a vapricious | young woman 
who runs the gamut of. many 
moods. 
“Harvest” is off toa fying start 

at the. boxoffice, thereby prov 

an Oscar for originality. This one 
is taken from a Patrick Hamilton 
novel, but | ‘the -same flimsy plot 

} crops up in every tab paper the 
ila | world over.: 

Surprising thing is that Ted Wil- 
|lis,- though giving the film his 
| Usual. craftsman’s touch, has not 
‘}come up with any surprises or 

hn | twist, and director Peter Graham 
| Scott . has been. no help in this 

Martin | matter, either.” Result is a‘conven- 
bel tional yarn that Jeans heavily. on 

» Lits : players, ‘who successfully cope 
-with some: stereotyped and mushy 

and dialog. 
- With. their. good work; and a 

Varein | briskness in Graham Scott's direc- 
| tion, pic stands up as a reasonable 
program topper. This bows in with 
a jaded Miss Munro,: | distinctly - 
loaded, returning to her mews cot- 

“The Ceremony,” actor tage late at night. Frayed nerves 

Laurence Harvey: has branched out:| 
into production: and direction. :If 

| this is ‘a- representative sample. of | 
‘Filmed on the | island of. Jos: in | 

| Greece,: the production‘ is ; graced: 
with, atypical’ musical. score -by. 
Manos‘ Hadjidakis: of. “Never : On. 

and. unhappiness send her beserk. 
‘She smashes up the joint, rips her. 
‘lavish wardrobe. to pieces. and 
tosses. the. gowns info the mews . 
‘below... After a dangerously long, 

llapses.. 
the in- ~ 

wordless sequence she co 
‘on the bed: Then begins 
‘evitable flashback. How it all hap- 

 Scetie - switches ‘to ‘a remote 
Welsh : village, -dismal, rainy, de- 
‘pressing. Miss Munro. serves in . 
her. unpleasant ‘father’s village 
-store,. now becoming redundant. 
Miss . M.. Jongs for the chance to. 
get away. She and her friend are 
picked up: by a couple of city. 
‘slickers in Cardiff, who feed them 
cheap...wine and flattery. She 
wakes -up next morning in bed,’ 
fhude, and deserted. by her one- 
night lover. Snag is that the apart- 

| ment’s.in London, a sudden switch 
even for a girl who is indoctrinated. 
‘with tv:commercials and a desire’ 
for luxury: and a chance to be 2 
model. - 

Deserted, Miss ‘Munro is. be- 
‘friended by ‘a young barman who 
gives her ‘his bed and tenderness. 

| with the loftiest intentions. Swiftly, 
|t00 swiftly some audiences . may 
‘think, she decides that London is 
‘her’ golden: ‘opportunity. She uses 
.the. bartender, who. has fallen hope- - 
lessly for her, but lies to him, 
‘humiliates’ him and adapts her-. 
Self to London's Dolce Vita to such 
‘an extent that soon. she is in-— 
Stalled .as_the mistress of an im- 
presario and. caught up in: aewhirl 

| 0£ ° “parties.” . 
“weaves her way.back to her apart-" 
‘ment one. night and feeds. herself. 
‘a bottle of sleeping tablets. Enter. 
police and ambulance. Jennie Jones, 

Disillusioned, she 

from remote Wales, becomes yet. 

7 «Continued on page. 1D 
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rT by Le las: D 7 ; 
$8,750; Tree’ Mild 1046 5 1th: World’ | 
Good 18146, Take Her Rousing 156 

Chicago, Dec. 17. 
- Without a single new ‘picture | 

here this round, the. thousands of |. 
mainstem shoppers are. ‘seemingly |. 

buying everything but - -theatre |. 

‘tickets. Most. deluxers . are waiting: Le 
to spring their big pix on Christ- |. Last Year: 

mas day, and the ‘holdovers. are |. 
getting a bit weary.. - theatres)” : 7 

The arty houses have a batch of ae This. Week ....:.:. $1, 731, 900. 

reissues in ‘their first. Tap.. Globe “(Based on 22 cities and 253. - 

shapes. okay with “The. Balcony’ on theatres, chiefly first runs in, 

reissue. Monroe tandem. of “Girls |- | °oludi N.Y. 

Without -Rooms” - ou ing: }.- and reissued} 

“Private Lives. of. Adam and Eve” _— 

: shaves frisky. CUWyer 2 he | ce 

Third round. of: “Take Her, ‘She’ S : , e@ = i ht 

Mine” is snappy -at ‘the. Woods, iG. a 1G, 

“Wheeler Dealers” ig: notohing a ne Pa 

wen’ fourth Roosevelt round. “In-- Le 

credible Journey” is Ahotsy’ for}. leve:: m Tee’ 86, 5 

same Loop. lap. : e9. a 

“MeLintock”’ is stout in- Oriental | ° 

fifth: round. “Uncer Yum Yum} 

Tree” shapes mild — in. seventh |: 

United - Artists ‘stariza. \“‘Lord. of 

Flies” is ‘solid in. 12th: round at the | 

Cinema. 
On. haraticket,: “qs: a “Mad | 

World” is notching. another. good | 

stanza in third. at McVickers. 

“Cleopatra” is. nice in State-Lake 

250" session. ope “Under Yim Yum: Tree” looms: 

Estimates: for This “Week. __.| fair. to top. list at’-the -Hipp. for: 
Carnegie (Brotman) (495; $1: 25-. fifth week: . “Take -Her, .She’s 

$1.80) —“Conjugal. Bed" (Embassy) | 

(41h wk). Okay $2,250. : : Last week, : 

$3.700. . 

Chicage. (B&K). (3,900;.. 90:$1 '80) 

—"Palm Springs Weekend” - WB) 

(3d wk). Tired. $9, 500. Last week, 

$14,000. 

Cinema (Stern): 4500: “$1: 50) — 

“Lord of Flies” (Cont) (12th who. “| 
Solid $3,000. Last. week, $4,400." 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1, 238: 

$1.25-$1.80) — =‘ ‘Leopard’. (20th) 

(8th wk). Good: $5,000. Last week, | 

$5,900. - 
Globe (Teitel) 4700;. 90c)—'The | 

Balcony” (Cont) (reissue). Okay. $2,100. | 

$1,800. Last week. “L'Avventura” |" Heignts Art (Art ‘Theatre Guild): 
(T-L) (reissue), $2,100. .| (925; $1.50) -—“Monda Cane” 
Loop (Brotman} (606; 90-$1 80) (Times). (subrun).. . 

“Incredible . Journey”. (BV) © (4th | past week, “Trial indie) (2d. wk): | 

wk). Busy $11, 000... “Last week; $1,800. 
$13,000. 

MeVickers Beacon. 4,100: | 

$2.20-$3. 80)-—“It’s A. Mad “World”. 
(A) {3d wk). Good ‘$18, 500. Last |; 

week, $22,000: : 
‘Menroe (Jovan) 1000; 65-90) — 

“Private Lives, Adam and Eve” . 

(Indie) :(reissue) and “Girls With- 

eut Rooms" (Indie). Okay $4,700: | 
Last. week, “Confess;: Dr. Corda”. 
(indie) and. “Night Affair" (indie), 
“$4,500. 

Oriental (indie) (3, 400: -90-$1. $0)-| 
—*“MeLintock” (UA) (5th -wk). [- 
Nice $11,000, ‘Last week. $35.000_ 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; | 90-} 
$1.80)—“‘Wheeler Dealers” | (MGM) | 

{Continued on. page 10) 

Key Gity Grosses: 
” Batimated: ‘Total, fal Gross me o 

real eue . $2, 385, 100 - 

‘It’s: the’ ‘week. -before-. Christmas 
‘and firstrun biz here shows: it. Only 
-@-couple of openers and. they sare. 
not exactly’ world-beaters. 

on initial round -at.State. “Mondo 
‘Cane,” on ‘subsequent-ruin ._ -day- 
dating *. ‘two “small - houses, 
oKay.. — 

round at: Palace. 

’ Estimates: for. This: week 

Allen _Stanley-Warner) (2;866; 
$1.25-$1. 50)—"Palm: Springs Week- 
end” (WB) (3d wk)... ; “Thin $6, 000, : 
Last week, $9, 500, : od, 

Colony . Art. 

(UA) “(6th -whk): 
Last week, $3, pon OY 

‘Continental. - (Art - Theatre 
‘Guild) -: (925;" ‘at 50)- — “Lord of. 

‘| Flies” (Cont): (m:0:). “Okay: $1,800 

Modest . $2,700." 

‘Tree’. (Cob (5th wk): 

Ohio: (Loew) (1,020; -$1.80-$3.50) 
—"Cleopatra” - (20th) » (26th wk). 
‘Slow $3, 000. Last week, $3,300. 

‘Palace (F&A Theatres) (1, 254; 
$1. 25-$1 50) —.“Take . Her... ; She’ 3. 
“Mine” (20th)..(4th-wk). . 
in 6 days. Last.week, $5, 500. 

‘State. (Loew) - (3,450; 2 $1. 50) 

$5,500. Last: week, “Stolen: ‘Hours’: 
((UA),, $3,300. 

Westwood : ‘art: 
| Guild) (955; $1, 50)—“‘Mondo: Cane”. 

PROV. WAY OFF; ‘TREE? | 2a onto 
-GOOD $4,000 IN STH 

Providence, Dec: 17. 

That time of year is. heré again: 
when most firstruns are. slugged: 
by Xmas. shopping. This -year is 

~ fo exception. Strand in fifth round.-|. 
of “Under Yum’ Yum. ‘Tree” is) 
about best; with a good take. RKO 
Albee’s “Mondo Cane” on reissue 
is meek. Majestic’s . “Vertigo”. and | 
“To Catch a Thief,” reissue combo,” 
rate fair. 

‘Estimates for This Week 

Albee (RKO) ‘€2,200; 75-$1)— lish. 
“Mondo. Cane” (Times) and “Mag-.| third — is rated mild. 
nificent Sinner” (Indie) (reissues). : She's Mine” jis, slow. in third,. 
Meek $4,000. Last week, “Incred- | * Estimates for: This Week | 
‘fblé Journey” (BV) -and “Cavalry. |: Kentucky - (Switow) (900: 
Command” (indie), $7,000. 

Lille Liming. Fun’ 

. ‘Louisville; ‘Dec: 1% 
All firstruns here: are markin ng |: 

most’ situationis: - 
“has ‘the reissued. - 
Arms” for. fair ‘results.”. 

| also is fair. “‘Yum, ‘Yum ‘Tree” for 

‘Elmwood (Snider) (2 200; $2.50- 8a. wk). Fair : ‘$4,000, after: $5, 000. ‘su 
dast week. $3)—“‘Cleopatra” (20th) (20th. wk). ' 

_Mary Ann ; (People's) (Q, 100: 15: | Very slow $2,500. The 19th week,, 
‘| $i. 25)—“Yum:. ‘Yum Tree”. iCol) $3,500. 

- 1 (5th . wk)... Faitish . $8, 500 - after! Majestic (SW) (2,200; "5: $0— ‘| ¢ourth ‘week's $5,500: 
“Vertigo” (Par) and “T9 Catch a] 
Thief” (Par) (reissues). Fair $4,000.. get Seitosy At i 7541, oo 
Last week, “Alone Against Rome” |.¢7 C0 0'0 w 

“ ’ 0. . $3,000. Second “week, “$6,000... 
nce) anc. Witch's. Curse” (In-|"" benthouse (Fourth. Ave.) (900-1! 

State (Loew), (3,200; 15-$))—. 
“p&ppino’ 's Small Miracle” (Indie). ; 
Sad $3,000. expected. Last. week; | 
“Fon In Acapulco” (Par), $6,500. 

‘Strand (National | Realty) (2 200: 
90-$1.25)—"‘Yum Yum Tree”: (Col). 
and “Critic” (Col) (5th ee ‘Good: 
$4,000. Fourth was $5,000 

(20th) ‘{reissue).. Fair $3,500. “Last 
week, “Irma La. Douce” 4{UA) cand: | 
“Divorce, Italian’ Style”. (Embassy). 
(reisses), $6,000. -. 
“United Artists: “Fourth ° Avenue): 

(1,800; 75-$1.25)—"‘Take Her, She’s 
Mine” (20th) (3d id wk. Slow #48 500. 

. | Last. week,. $8,000 

: ; 7 ; Tow Fine at $6,000 hh | 
"Port; ‘Irma’ Lusty. 4c! 

*../"MfeLintock” - 

“| $1.50) 

‘week, 
come 

Me i dq. 

mon Law “Wife” shapes ony onde “Irma La: Douce” (UA) (20th wk). 
Toud $4, 000;. Last week, $4, 300. : 

“looks: 7 
|-$1.25)—"“McLintock”. 
“Mouse On: Moon”. (Indie) (reissue) 2 
(3d: wk): Happy $8, 000.’ “Last week, we 
$7,200. =: 

-Music Box : (Hamrick) - (640: “$15 
7 $1. 50)— 

“(3d.. wk)... Dull: $2,000 or Jess. ‘Last |.” 
Ww week, $2,400.. 

= Orpheum: (Evergreen): : 536: $1. | 
-$1. 49)-—“‘Leopar ” (20th): and. “Sec-: 
ond Time “Around” 

‘Mine”. is “rated ‘mild ‘in. fourth | 

“( Staniey-Warner) 
(1,354; $1.50)—“‘Lilies.. of « -Fiela’t | “Palm- Springs: -Weekend’”. 

‘and. 
‘dndie)- (2d wk), $5, 000: 

|. ‘Paramount (Port-Par). a, 406:: $2- : 

“$3. 50)—“Cleapatra” . 

for: seventh week here. ‘Last week, 1 

Philly Very Spotty But : 
‘Cleo’ Oke $9; 500, 25th; 

: Tree’ Strong 96, 6th 

Okay $2,200: 1 

ppedronie (Hipp ‘Bldg: Co) | 
(3,500; $1.25-$1.50) —“Yum -Yum | 

“Fair. -$8; 000°. 

or. close, at: top of list. «Last weeks, | per usual for the’week before Dec. | ' 
25, with few pix ‘measuring up-to. 

and - Lisa,’ 
heading a’ reissue. bill, looks neat 

“tat the.-World for. opener. 
| patra”. shapes: Okay: for 25th, Bes-. 
‘sion at.Stanley.. ; 

| “Under Yum ‘Yum Tree” Yooms. 
lusty. ih sixth’ ‘ound cat. Fox: “Fun . 
“in. Acapulco”: is * rated -Slow for: 

a “wheeler. 4 
in fifth: 

| (8d - wk).. 
, 7,000.” 

“Mild $4, 000°} — 

““Comrion Law: Wife” (Indie). Light 
Dealers” - 

round: at’ Stanton.. 
“art” - Theatre oo 

Is ,000:: -Last : ‘week. -$4;000. 

“Fair $4,000, ‘Tree’ ai) 
‘time. currently, with holdovers. :in |: 

The. Penthouse | 
“Farewell -To}-” 

“Fun In| . 
Acapulco” . Athird: ‘at the. Kentucky 

‘| fifth. at: the “Mary:Ann looks -fair- | 
-“MicLintock” ‘at.-the: ‘Ohio in|: 

~ “Take: Her, 

. a $4, 000... 

‘Randolph: (Goldman) 2. 200; “95- . 75-| Randel 200; 95-| 
$1.25-—“Fun In Acapulco”: Pan) $1.80)—“Fun -: in. -Acapulco”. {Par) | 

75-$1.25). — “Farewell To. Arms”. 

; "Portland, ‘Ore., ec, 17. 
” Pre-Christmas ‘interest. in. shop- |. 

| ping: is is. cutting in as usual this |. 
pound ‘at local :firstruns. However, |- 
““Under'-Yum Yum" Tree” looks. 
brisk in fourth. séssion at Cinema | 

421, “Katu” shapes fairly good. on 
"| opener at Fox. .Most amazing. is | _ 
hema. La. Douce,”.. still. in “chips mt 

in 20th-session: at ‘the Irvington: |. 
Ps is rated happy . in’}.. 7 

1 third vat: ‘Laurelhurst: “Cleopatra”. mS 
{| looms fair in. ‘25th stanza ‘at. Para-. 
‘mount. 

{Based - on cities 287 a  Batinates f for This Week 

Broadway (Parker) (A, 890; 

Cinema 21. (Foster): (648: 
“Yim Yum Tree”. (Col) (4th wk). |. 

"| Bright: $4,000. Last: week, $4,300. 

. Fine ‘Arts. (Foster). (421: 
—“L-Shaped . Room”. (Col). 

“ $1.50) 
and 

| “Rrench: Style”: (Col). OKay: $2,500: : 
Last “week, “Lord: of: Flies”: (Cont) 
4th wk), $2,300... ° 

~ Cleveland, Dec: 1 af Fox (Evergreen) a 600; $1-$1 49) 
—“Katu’’:(Indie) and-“Seige of Hell. 
Street’. (Indie). ‘Trim. $6,000. Last. 

(UA). and “ “Johnny | .Cool” 
“Girl “Hunters”: (UA); $5; 400... 

Irvington: (Smith). (650; $1. 50) 

i Cruikshank). (650; 
(UA) °. and 

Laurelhurst: 

“Fun In Acapulco’’: (Par) 

‘Okay. $6,000. or near. Last. week; 

When Girls ° Take. Over” 

(20th) (25th 
wk). Looks ‘fair #5. 000. Last: week, 

$6, 700. Cope 

.. Philadelphia, Dec. 17. 
“rade is lagging here, currently, 

true. merit: “*“David-: 

second - at ‘Randolph. . 
shapes - ‘sharp 

Estimates for This Week 

‘Arcadia : (S&S) -(623:-:$1.20-$2)— |: 

Tree’ Neat $7, 000 h. a 
_ Sad Baff; ‘Take Her’ 4G 

“V I.P.s- (MGM) - (12th -.wk). Quiet 

Bryn - ‘Mawr: (Goldman): 

| Weak ‘$2, 300. Last week, “Conjugal | - 
Bed” : (Embassy) (3d. ‘wk),: $2, 100. 

Fox: (Milgram) - (2,400; . 95-$1.80). 
—“Yum Yum. ‘Free”’ (Cob). T6th wk)... 
| Stout $9; 000; . Last. ‘week, $12, 000. 

95-$1. 80) —“McLintock” (UA) ‘(4th 

$2,500; .Last.- week, $3, 009. 

-Wk). Good. . $5, 000, Last. week, 

(2d- ‘wk).: Slow: $5, 000. Last week, 
000. : oe, -o 

‘$9, 500.. Last Week; $15; 000.:: . 

Trans-Lux (T-L). (500; 95-$1. 80)— 
“Take Her;.She’s Mine” (20th). (4th | 

, Last. week, wie -S0-so«. “$3; 500. 

$6, 000, .... 
“World (Rugott) (499° 95:81 30)— 

“David ‘and Lisa’ 

-600.:  Last~ week, < “Conjugal | Bed” 
(Embassy). ‘(3d wk), $2;700. : 

Stanton ASW), (15483; 95-$1. 80) | 
“Wheeler “Dealers” (MGM). ‘(5th 
wk): ‘Sharp $9,0 000 after $10.0 000 Hast 

‘week. 

“$1-| FF 
“Wheeler .Dealers” (MGM) | 

' | and. “Main. Attraction” (MGM). (re=| 
| feeue). (4th: Wk). Tall: $4, 000. “Last |. 

:.| week, $5,100 

| $1 50)-| 

‘fourth -round < at. ‘Stanton. 
-She’s. “Mine” looms : ‘Bood, in 

| (6th. wk). . 

(20th) (reissue). [same:. 

|) wk). 

$1.50). 

“| §1 50)— 
wk). 

“Cleo-| 

7 (630;: 
$l 49) — “Bell. Antonio” (Indie). |. 

wk). Nice $6,000, ‘Last: week, $9,000. 

‘Lane (SW) -(1, ,000;° $f 49)—"Lora |. 
of Flies’ (Cont): (9th .wk. ‘Smooth |’ - 

L— “Stolen .. Hours” - 
$5,000 ‘or less, Last week: “McLin- [- Midtown’ (Goldman) ‘ (1,200; ' 95-| tock” (UA): (3d wk). $5,400. 

$1.80)—“Lilies of Field” (UA) (6th |.” 

“Stanley. (SW).1.450: $2. Pee 
| “Cleopatra” (20th). (25th: wk). Okay { $2: 25)— 

> |:€WB). and “Thunder Island” (WB). 
2) Mild. $7,000. -Last. week, “Fun: ‘in: 

*.(Cont) and. “Bal- |‘ 
cony’” -(Cont)* (reissues). ‘Neat...$3,- |: 

* Sah SM: 
~ eaday Grosses. 
” ‘Estimated. Total Gross ae aa . 
“This Week ..... >. 39512, 300 

‘(Based on 32 theatres) 
past ‘Year: 

: = ape  Okes ae 

:| round. Holding pictures. are mostly : . “ 

“Baltimore, Dec.. 17, - 

“Wheeler * Dealers” -is ‘slight. 

Her, : 
third. at Mayfair. 

“Lord. of - the’ Flies” - is 

“Lilies of: Field’ 

"~ Estimates. for This: Week”. 
‘Charles (Fruchtman). :.(500; -50- |* 

“$1.50)—“‘Conjugal Bed” (Embassy): 
Fair $2, 600. Last. week, 

$3,000. -~ - 
‘Five West ‘(Schwaber) (435 90- 

$1 .50)—“‘Lilies.: of Field” (WA): (4th |. 
‘Steady — 2, 000. : Last week, |, 

Hippodrome. (P-L) 2 200: $1:50- 
| $3.50) — “Cleopatra” : (20th): (25th |. 

‘Good -$9,500,: but. way off. 

wk).: 

Last: ‘week, $18,500: 
‘Little © (T-L): (200; 

“Irma. La~ Douce” (UA), 

‘New: _(Fruchtman) _ “d, 600; ‘50- 

* os wk): Slow %. 000. “Last ‘week, 
1'$5,000.. 

Mayfair (Fnichtmany (700: 50. 

(20th) (3d. wk).. 
week; $7:000. ° 
‘Playmouse (Sehwaber). (365; “.90- ’ 

“Lord-of Flies”. (Cont) .(4th'| 
$2,000... Last week, | 

$1. 50)—|ze 
“Weird Lovemakers’”: (Indie) | (2d 
wk). Oke $2,000. Last. week, $1,500. 

Warm. 

(Freedman). “(500:- 
ditto. 

‘Rex. 

- Senator (Durkee) (960: 60-$1.50) 

“Palm : Springs: ‘Weekend”. . 

“Buffalo, Dee. VN: 
- Deecholiday. slump . is. clipping. 
‘most - pictures . here . this round. |° 
“Stolen”. Hours” is. rated“ dull. ‘on. 

| -opener.at.the Buffalo. “Under Yum 
-1|-Yum Tree” look 

--Goldman. (Goldman) (WAY (1, 000; e ooks.. neat -in fourth 
session. .at Century. : 
She’s. Mine”. ‘looms okay in third, 
daydating two: smaller houses, . 

Estimates. for ‘This Week” 
- Buffalo (Loew). (3; 500; 90-$I. 25) 

Dull: (UA). 

- Center (AB-PT): (2:500:; “$1 40- 
$3)—“Cleopatra” (20th) (25th: wk).. 
- Soggy. $3,000.:' Last week, ditto. 2}... 

Century: (UATC) .(2;700;. 90-$1.25) 
“Yum Yum. Tree” (Col): (4th’ 

wk): - Neat 37 :000 or. near. Last 
| week, . $8,500 

Paramount. ( AB-PT). (3,900; -90- 
“Palm Springs « Weekend” 

-Acapulco”: (Par) and. “Paris | Pick- 
“Up” (Indie). (2d wk), .$5,200, 
- Cinema (Martina): (450: 90-$1. 49)" 
—Take -Her;..She’s .Mine’ (20th)- 
(3d. wk). Good $1, 700." Last’ week, 
$2,300. 

- Amherst . {Dipsen).. ‘a, 000; ".90- 
$1. 49)—“Take: Her, ‘She's - Mine”: a 
-(20th)..(3d wk). Okay. $2; 300. Last. — 

| week, $3,400.. 
| Granada - (Schine) QL, 000; * go- 4: 
$1.25) —“Wheeler Dealers”: (MGM). 
(4th. wk): Okay $3, 000° or r less. Last. 

R Week, #3,4 400. S 

| Friday 

Balto; me 7 
|for fourth: “week..- 

With, no ‘new films in downtown:| Journey” 
houses ‘and all holdovers in at least. 
the:'second week, business is only 
on fair side for. most ‘part. ‘Howe |" 

‘ever, “Great Escape” is in. eighth |:... 
jweek atthe .Senator looks okay: | 

| oPake ; 

(BV): (3d. wk). . 
SO a “in _ week, $5, 500... “Palm. Springs: Weekend” is ‘fair 

| in: third ‘at :the -Town.. 
Acapulco” is sluggish in “third vat. 
the New. 
“warm in fourth week at: Playhouse. 

is’ - hold- 
ing. steady: ‘in fourth at. the. Five| 

“(UA) - 
ended’. ‘Monday ~ 

die). (320; -$1.40-$1.90) — 

50-$1 65) —. 
. (22d wk). |. 
Holding : at $2, 500: - » Last | week, 

same... | $2,700.. Last - ‘week, 
‘and : Others”: - 

| Room. in Hell’’ (Indie), $3,000: Se 
$2-$3.90) =>. ' 

“Cleopatra”’ . (20th) (m1,0.)- (5th. wh). r 

— “Take Her, ‘She’s. Mine” 
. Good $5; 000. Last 7 

‘Fair - 

—"Great Escape”. (WA) (8th wk).| 
Down to $5,000. Last: week, $6,000.-|° 
- Stanton » (Fruchtman). (2,800; 50-. 

$1 :50)—“Wheeler : Dealers” (MGM) 
(4th -wk). _ Light: $5, 000. Last week, fe 
$8,000..: : | 

. Town: (ToL). a, 125; 50-$1'50) —_: 
CWB) |: 

Fair $6, 000. Last week, 

(MGM) (40th: wk). 
over, Last ‘week, $9,100. wa E 

- Denham. (indie). (800; $1 45-§3) eee | 
=. “Cleopatra” ' (20th): (26th wi. a 

1 wk). . 

? me Big 126, 6th 
Boston, Dec. 17. 

oy ‘Biz a. the’ “Boston boxoffice ie 
| touching. bottom: this week. Some... . 
theatres: have gone’ to’ reissues; : 
others are using. exploitation pic- °— 
| tures. “Cardinal”. is the big news,, 
‘| opening to. the public on roadshow .: ~ 

; (13). after. “world: .preem. - | 
ai a ‘attended’ by. filmsters. Tom’ Tryon, - 

|-Carol. Lynley: as. well as producer-.. 
"| director Otto Preminger, for bene _ 
“) fit ‘Cardinal Cushing’s : charities: 

Pic: looks: ta‘.hit : ‘capacity: opening . 

mild with the exception of “Yum-: 
‘Yum Tree” which is dig’ ‘in: sixth”. 
‘round at the Astor. - 
World”. looks ‘socko at the Boston. ’- 

-“Ineredible 

Flies” ‘shapes. slick .in ‘13th round.” 
‘Estimates for This Week © 

.. Beacon. “Hill: 
-$1 80): — 

(Sack) -: 

Boston. (Beacon: | “Ent: 

(5th: “wk). 
(16)': Lwas 

$12,000: - 
Capri’ (Sack) (850; “90-$1. 50). - — 

1“Ineredible Journey”. (BV): (3d wk). “ 
7 Oke $3,400. Last week; $4, 000.: . 

‘Center (E:.M: Loew) (1, 250; 90-- ."- 
$1.25) —: “Playgirls. International” ret 
(Indie) and “‘Blaze ‘Starr Goes Back. -*": 

:-l to Nature” ‘ (Indie) ‘rerun) (2d WE). 
Fair $4,500. Last week, $5,500, 

Cinema, ~ .Kenmore Square: 

“It’s. a. Mad 

‘is: rate ‘okay - at.two . 
theatres in third: session. “Lord. of 

‘Astor | (B&Q) (1,117; 90-$1, 50) : 
[Yum ‘Yum-Tree’’ (Cov (6th: wk), So, 

Big $12; 000... Last‘ week, : Same. ne 
- (900; vs oe 

“Incredible: Journey” .: De 
Oke: $4,000. Last. 7 

. “a 345° . 
“$1.20-$3.95)—“It’s: a- ‘Mad . World” . 

"Fourth: session - oie 

da- 
“Lord: of- 

Flies” (Cont) .(13th wk): Slick $3,-—°.. 
500.: Last week, $4,000. . > 

Exeter (Indie): (1,276;. 90-$1 4— 
“Heavens Above”. (Janus)’(7th. wk). 

“| Oke .$3,000. Last. week, : -$3;500.:: 
‘Fenway (Indie) (1,300;. .90-$1 49) * 

—Moon Dolls” (Indie) (rerun): and...” 
“Naked. in Deep’: (Indie), : Dull 

(Indie)... and - 

Gary (Sack) (1,277; 

Oke’ $5,000.: Last .week,. $5,500. 
Mayflower: (ATC). (689; 90-$1: 50). . 

—“New “Kind . of. Love” (Par). (ree 
run) and: “Paris Pickup” (Indie)... 
‘Mild - $2,500.-' Last week, -. “Mary, 
-Mary” (WB).(subrun), $4,000. ° So AES 

Memorial (RKO): (3;000; 90-$1. 50) Belo 
‘(Embassy) .and~ * 

“Sky “Above” (Embassy): (rerutis).: 
Palm. 

Springs ‘Weekend” (WB) and “Gunz: 

—‘Two. Women”. 

$7,000.. _Last’..week;. 

(Continued on’ age. 10): 

ACLINTOCK’ FAT 106, . 
~ DENVER; ‘WEST’ 8

6, 40 ) oh. 
-Denver,; Dec. 17. - 

Considering”. ‘usual 

“How 

“Under ‘Yum Yum .- Tree” 

Estimates for: This: Week. : 
Aladdin ° (Fox): (S00; : 

wk): 

Cooper (Cooper) - (Bids ‘$1. 65 
$2.50) — “How. West Was Won”: 9.) | -— 

Fine $8, 000 OF oe | 

Fair - $4,000. ‘Last .-week,-' $4,500. : 
- Denver. (Fox) (2, 432°. $1.25) -— 

“Katu” (Indie). and. “Siege of. Hell”. 
'(ndie)... Poor. . $8,000: “Last | week, | 
“Fun. 
“‘Lassie’s. Great Adventure” | (20th). 
(2d wk), $7,500: 
Esquire. (Fox) ”(600; $1. 55) —“In- 

| credible. Journey”.:(BV) (m‘o.) (3d -.- 
“wk)}, Nice $2,500, Last. week, $4,500. me 

(2,100; - 
“McLintock” (WA) ‘(6th a AF 

Hep_ “$10, 000... Last - -week, eras 

“Towne (Indie): (600: $1. 28°$1, 45) vue 
-—“Wheeler. “Dealers”. (MGM) ‘(4th _ 
wk). Sad ‘$1,500. Last: week, -$3,000:: 
‘Vogue (Art Theatre Guild) (450; = 

—. “Stranger Knocks” (TL). ~ 
(3a wk). “Weak K $1, 400. Last: “week, Be 

in: Acapulco” .’ (Par) | 

‘Paramount. 
90-$1. 25)— 

(Wolfberg).. 

11, 500.. 

$1.25) . 

‘pre-Xmas ° a 
” | slump ahd ‘only one new bill; first-. « 
|-run. biz is ‘not.slumping: as badly as. 
| forecast. “Katu” shapes’ poor open- 

| ing week at. ‘the . Denver. . 
+: West Was Won”: still is fine. in 40th - 
_session ‘at Cooper. “‘McLintock” ‘is 
rated. hotsy in fifth. round at Para- 

1 mount, 
looms: good in-fourth.at the Centre. . 

$EA5y 
“Take Her; She’s Mine” (20th) (4th. 232..." 

Skimpy "$3,500. Last: Week, a 
“Take Her, ‘$6,000. - re ° 

| Centre (Foxy A ‘270: “$1 25-$1. ce 
| Yum Yumi Tree”: (Col) (4th wk). 
“Good. ‘$8,000 or: hear. -Last week, eee 
$10,000. - 

“and” 

“For Lovers“... | 
“Still - 

Napag nerdy ~- at : 

4 ™ atee nn Ale CAR 



: “Ladybug, . 

“Last week, $4,500. 

Los Angeles:. “Dee. 1. 
“Pirstrang_ -here:. ‘currently are ‘inj 

their: seasonal doldrums,.. with: slim. |: 
overall total for some 26 situations.. 1 
. Lone strength lies. in several. hold-.|:: 
“vers. None. of. four openers” will 4... 
:<da much. “Lilies of Field,” on first |< 

slender J -» general ‘yelease, : looks - 
* $19,000: in four theatres. ou | 
“ Secret . Passion;’’ “first. general 5 
release: of “Freud”. under new tag,-|. 
‘is rated dull-in two. smaller houses. ‘| 

‘is’ soft att . 
ae include. US. ‘amusement tax: 

Ladybug” » 
-Lido,. also for opener. 

Of. :- regular | -holdovers, 
Jones” Shapes -strong’ ‘$19,400 in 
eighth’ round. ‘at ‘Beverly and. third. 
at: Orpheum. : “How: West: Was 

_der Yum Yum Tree” is rated stout | _ 
$10, 000 in:éighth starza-at Chinese. 
‘Of hardticketers, 

World” “is rated- fine $28, 000° in 
:’ sixth. -Cinerama week. “Cleopatra” 

» Pantages. eee 
' Estimates for ‘This Week: 

{UA)... Soft. 
_. $4,000 ‘or: near.. ‘Last. week, <‘L- 
- Shaped’ Room”: (Col) ‘(4th wk);. 

' €Sundays and: Cybele”. ‘(Undie) {ree ” 
-- issue), - $3,000. 

. Los Angeles, Wiltern, Iris; Loyo- |. - 
la (Metropolitan-SW-FWC) -2;049- 
2,344; .825;°  1,298;. $1-$1.49)-— 
“Promises! . Promises!””- (Indie) and: 
“And. God. Created :Woman” (Indie). 
(reissue). . 
week, Los -Angeles, ‘Loyola’ with 

Hollywood, - 
* Byes” (Al), 
-. Women” -- (AD, 

. “West Side Story” (UAY. (reissue), . 
"$4,700. Iris, : “Fun. in.. “Acapulco” 
(Par), - “Gidget -Goes- to. “Rome” 
: (Col). (2d. wk),. $3,000; : 

Hillstreet, Fox ‘Wilshire, ‘Village, 
” Eeyptian: (Metropolitan : =" FWC- 

2 

“Hercules, : Captive. 

UATC) (2 752: 1,990; 1,535: :.1,392; | 
* “$4-$2. 40)—“Lilies . of Field” - (UA) |: 

Mes “(ist general release, holding: Ezgyp- 
tian,” 9th wk). and. “Lafayette” (In- 
- die) (Hillstreet),. “Stolen. Hours’ 

* (Continued on page 10). 

| “Ton | } 

\Cold Bops St. Loo 
2). (Won”-“is . sturdy $15,000. for’ 43d.{- 

ces “week -at. Warner Hollywood: .“'Un-.| 

“It’s ~a “Mad ° 7 

Fox. 
is. selid in: 36th round at the Martin |. 

: Slender: $15,000. :. Last’}. 

“Man ..With. X-Ray 

‘800; .90-$1: 25)— 
FF | (MGM) {4th wk). Okay ‘$6, 000. Last. 
week, "$8,000. - 

- Rstimates’ ‘Are Net © 
Film: ‘gross estimates. as re" 

ported herewith from the vari- . 
ous’. key - cities, .are- net; ie., 
‘without usual - tax.  Distrib-. 

' -eome.: 

“prices, ‘however, as ‘indicated, 

“St. Louis, Dee: 17: 
Zero. temperatures are Turting 

“Under: Yum ~Yum 

: “How West: ‘Was Won” ‘still | 

Wes I Fast a . "Waid me in 

- (4th wk). 

‘‘utors share on net- take, when’ . 
“playing percentage,” hence the. |= 
. estimated. figures. are net: in-. - 

Bott $9,000. « or-.near. Last week, 

—“McLintock”: (UA)- 

ewk). 

Ontario “OKB)'. 

.Palace . (Loew). @ 360; $1.25- 
+1. 80)-——“‘Wheeler: Dealers”. (MGM). 

‘Okay: $7, 500:. Last week, 
$9, 700... 
Playhouse. (TE (459; "$1. 25-$1 0) 

—“Boccaccio ’70” (Cob - and: “Di- 
‘vorce Italian: Style” ‘(Embassy). (re-: 

“| 4dssues).. Mild $2,500. . Last week, 
The. ‘parenthetic admission“ “David = and Lisa’ .: (Cont). and. 

| “Wrong Arm. of: Law”. (Cont). ‘(re- 

“Tree Lalty 136, 
‘looks fair.-$19, 500. in 26th. round. at. ‘firstrun biz here this stanza. How- |. 

fever, some holdovers ‘are. ‘doing: | 
faitly - “well. 

Lido: (FWC) .876;.. .$1-$1 a) eo ‘Tree’. looks nice: in’ third -at’. the: 

“Ladybug, “Ladybug” 

‘Cinerama: while: “L-Shaped Room”. 

is rated okay. at Pageant... 

- Estimates ‘for This Week.” 
“ambassador. (Arthur). (2,970; 90: | 

$1. 25)—“To Kill. Mockingbird”. (U) 
‘and “Back - Street’” (U):.(reissues).. 

“Cleopa- | ° 
| tra”. (20th) - (24th wk), $8; 000. fou 

) (100; 90- |. 
$1. 25): “La. Dolce Vita” (Indie). Se 
Good $2,000. Last week, “Maid for | 

|,Murder” (Indie), $1500. " 
.. $19,900: -‘Wiltern, . 

Mild: $5, 000. Last. week, 

Apollo - Art. (Grace). 

(Jablonow - ‘Komm) (1: - 
“Wheeler ‘Dealers”. 

. Esquire |-villé with Pitt- firstruns. this round }- 
‘as “Cleopatra” -eontinues to. ‘plunge, : 
for-a_ sad. take.in its 25th “week. : 

Fox (Arthur). (5,000:- 90-$1.25)—- | 
“Yum: Yum ‘Tree’ (Col) (3d° wk).. 

$16; 000. .. 
Loew's: ‘Mia: City - (Loew. ‘a 160: 

-60-90)—“Incredible Journey”. (BV) 
(Sd wk): Fairish $7, 500. Last. week, 

"| $10,000." 
“State (Loew): (3,600; 60-90) 

age ‘$6, 000.°:Last ‘week, $9,000.:: 

Cold, PreYule Buying 
- Slough KC. But ‘Cleo’ 

. Kansas City, Dec. TT. 
“The arrival of. area’s ‘first’ ‘severe 

winter weather .and: pre-Yule. shop: | | 
ping frenzy (launched: with -huge |- 
‘downtown Santa-Claus parade) co- 

: incided,; with. theatre. .-boxpffices 
caught squarely. in the: middle. : To: 

' compound ‘the slow. trend, the chill: 
. blasts. ‘started over.‘ the .:weekend, 
- knocking ‘rosy_ ‘expectations. into-:a-]. 
. cocked: hat. -Fact~ that. entire. list | 

oe as. holdover did: not. help. . 
“Cleopatra” - . “Still. 

: fifth: ‘Capri week. 

2 sable in’. fourth: -round.. 
” tock” . at “Uptown is weak’ ‘in| 
-: fourth. ‘too, Brookside. ‘shapes sad 
in fourth. ©: 

_ Estimates for: This Week 
- Brookside | "Pox. ‘Midwast:Nat. 

“Gen. Corp.) (800;- - $1.50). — “Take: 
Her, Sle’s Mine”. (20th): (4th wk). 
; Anentic: $3;000;: Last. week, * $4,000. 

Capri 
$3 

(Durwood). (1,260; $1.80- 

_ Paramount -(Blank-Up). ° 

End’ (WB) Gd wk). Thin $3,000. | 

Plaza: (FMW).- d, 630:: $1. 25-$1: 50). 
“— “Yum ‘Yum Tree”. (Gol): ‘(4th wk). : 
“Passable. $6:000. . Last. week, $8, 000. | 

‘Rockhill (Art. Theatre: . Guild)'|. 
(21: $1-$1.50) —=-“Lord of: Flies”: 
“(Cont). (5th: wk). “Okay $1, 600. . Last | 

~ week, $1,800. ~: ; 
Roxy - ‘(Durwood) (664: "95-$1 50). 

—“Whezler Dealers” :. (MGM). (5th |} 
Tapering to. oke $4, 000.. “Last: 

(2,043; $i25-| 

wk). 
week, $5,000. . 

‘Uptown (FMW): 
” $1, 50) —. “MceLintock” (WA). (4th. 
wk): “Weak $4, 500: 

a “Riverside: 
wealth) (900 cars. each). 

: (Rosedale) "(750 ‘cars),. 
-: (General) :(1,000° cars). 
"Wich Village .Story”. (indie) -plus 

Boulevard 

= sable $10,000... 
"campaign. ‘Last weeks subrugs." 

“ $1.25-$2.50) ‘= 

der; Last: week, 
-co”. (Par) and “Old. Dark House” |: 
(Col): (2d -wk), $12,000. - ” . 

(Arthury : 1605: “90-1 
BS “Lord. ‘of: Flies” (Cont), (2d | 

enjoying ~ al $8, 00.; 

s heavy: advance, : is rated’. solid. in | 
“Under . Yum |} 

Yum.’ Tree”: at.. Plaza looks. pas-| 
“McLin- |. 

“Cleopatra’ ”” (20th) (5th _wk),. 
Solid $17,000. ‘Last. week,: $22, 000. 

(1,900; | - 
* $1, 25-$1:50)—“Palm ‘Springs -Week- | ; 

Last: ‘week . 

(Common: | = 

Hiway’ 407. 
__. “Green- | 

“Knife. in. Water” (Kana) (3d wk). 
- various ‘second. feature. pix: Pas |. 

behind. ‘heavy: ad. : 

' Martin . ‘Cinerama. (Martin): (913; 

* Pageant 
$1. 25)- 

(Arthur) ”. 
—L-Shaped. Room” - 

_Oke $2,500. Last -week, “Advise 
‘and. Consent” (Indie), $3,500.- 

4 

issues), 

| s| Heights Hot 6G 
~ Tops Dull Pitt| 

$2,000." 
Plaza: (TL) -(278; | $i. 25-$1.80)— 

“Sin You. Sinners” (indie). (3d wk). 
a Fairish: $3, 000... Last’ week,. $3,200. 
eS Down. (King) ' (800; °$1. 25-$1. 80— 

“Secret. Passion” (U).- Oke $5,000. 
Last week, “My Little. Chickadee” 
(U) ‘and - “Bank Dick” (W): (reis- 
sues), $3, 000. 

Trans-Lux: (TL) (899: “$1 A9-$2)--| 
\ yum: Yum Tree”: (Col). (6th: wk). 
“Okay. $5,500. ‘Last week, $6,000. 

‘Uptown. (SW) (1,300; $1.65-$2.75)- 
—"How: ‘West. Was - Won’ (MGM). 
(40th: wk). ‘Big $6, 000, Last: ‘week, 
same 
‘Warner: <SW). IE, ‘950: “$1: 50-$2. 75) 
—Cleopatita” - (20th) (25th. wk). 
Okay. $6,509: Last. week, 500: ‘Last. week, ditto... 

- "Pittsburgh; Dec. AT. 
Te: Was” another. ‘week in’ Dulls- 

A good indicationof how. biz is | 
here is that the highest gross ‘be- 
‘longs .to. “Wutherinf / Heights” out 

Nice‘ $13; 000 or ‘near. ‘Last. week, pon Teissue.-at’ the Stantley. . 
Best showing ‘for: holdovers. ‘is 

“Yum-Yum Tree” in fifth ‘at Fulton 

(1,000: “90: 
(Cont): ‘ 

Fand. “Sundays: and: Cybele’”. (Indie). 

(3d. wk). 

_ St., Louis (Arthur). (3,800:. 75-90) $5,000. - 
—“Cry’ of Battle’: (AA) and’ “War | 
Is Hell”. (AA). Drab’ $5,000 or. ‘un-.} 

“Fun .in Acapul- 

Shady Oak 
‘$1. 25)— 

Good: S: 200, "Last week, 

D C Down Albeit Honor’ 

‘where good. 
third. at. Gateway is slim: “Lilies 

.| of Field” in sixth at. Forum shapes | 
Lt. ne soft. oe 

: “MeLintock” (UA). (4th: wk). ‘Aver: |. ” Estimates for’ This: ‘Week. 

Forum : 

Soft “$2, 000. “Last: week, .$2, 800.. 

Good $5, 000: : Last week, $6, 000. 

Gateway - Assoc.) (1900: 
‘$1. 50)“Wheeler. Dealers”..- 

Penn (VATTC) @ 0035. $2.83. 50)— 
“Cleopatra” (20thy: (25th: awk. Sad'| 

| $2,500; but will “stay” for 30-week. 

-. “French ‘Style’ (Col). (24. wk). Fair 
7 $2, 500.- Last week; $2;700... 

Fine $9,000; Tree’ Okay | 
546, 6th; ‘West’. 66, 40}: 

' Washington, ‘Dee: 17. 
"Unfavorable weather and: holi-- 
day shopping’ are dulling. trade. this |. 
frame, First. week of. “Twilight of | 
‘Honor” figures boff. at- Embassy. 
“No; My Darling’ Daughter” looks: 

} Her, She's Mine”. oth): (3d. we); : 

only fair in ‘opener at Ambassador-|: 
“Metropolitan: 

“McLintock” -shapés” “trim ‘in 
fourth ‘session: at. Keith’s. ’“Wheel- |. 

der’ ‘Yum Yum: ‘Tree” looms . okay 
dn sixth: round .. at Trans-Lux... 

Estimates for This Week. . 
“Ambassador - -Metropelitan (SW) 

‘ba, 430; -$1-$1. 49)—"No, :My ‘Darling 
. Fair: $6,000. Daughter’: (Zenith). 

Last week, “Palm Springs . Week- 
rend” (WB). (2d iwk), same; 

Apex (KB). (940; "$1.25-$1. 40)-— | 
“Wuthering “Heights” . (Cont). (re - 

er Dealers” ‘is. same™ in ‘fourth. at. 
‘Palace® which has called :off . matl--| 
nees’ because of re-modeling. “Un-|-.. 

“| here -this ‘session... 
Late ‘Loew’s :Ohio. looks: very” slow. |- 

Revival of “Wuthering. Heights” ‘at | 
RKO ‘Palace also’ is weak, - 

issue): -(2d_-wk), - Quiet $4,000. ‘atter ; 
pening. at: $4;7002. - 
_Calvert' (Mann) -(900: ra 25:$1. 50) 
‘Mask of Dimitrios” (Indie) and 
‘ATL Murderers” (Indie). ‘(reéissues). 
Mild $2,500. | 

- Dupont (Mann). (400; 90-$1. 55)— 

Nice. -%3:500. .Last ‘week, . - $5,000. 

(MGM). 
. Embassy (Loew): (567; $1.25-$2). 
—Pwilient. ‘of. Honor’. malic Hawk’ ABA), (2d. wk), 

Xmas Shopping Clips” 

at RKO" Grand - ‘figures. passable; .. 

“Stolen Hours” (UA), “Looks to hit 
| $6, 000° or- lower. . - 

“Wuthering . Heights”. 

_| Weak: $5,000: -Last. week,. “Palm 

‘contract. run. Last: week; $4,200: 

_ Shadyside ({MOTC) (623: $1.75) — 
“Carry. ‘On, : -Regardless’* (Gov) (4th 
wk), Thin - 82, 500. 
$2, 800:: - 

” Squirrel’ Hilt’ (Sw) 1832: $1 i 

“Staniey. (SW) 3, 700; $1-$1. 50)— 
“Wuthering . “Heights”. (Cont): (re-- 

Last -week,- 
“Palm Springs’ Weekend”. WB) (2a ; $3. 50)—~“The® Cardinal” © (Col): Ini-|- 

‘tial session ending today ‘(Wed:)|- 

issue). Neat $6,000. 

-wk),..$4,500. 

‘Warner . SW): “260: 
$2: 75)—-Dark this week’ ‘until “It’s a 
‘Mad-.World” (UA) opens: Dee.’ 18'| 
with benefit’ for:: “Pennsylvania: 

- Nurses’ . : Assn. ; ‘Last . week, :“Take |: 

hep $6, 000." 

- Cok; ‘Hours’ Slow 6G 
Columbus, O.: Dec. ‘LT. 

ecko Or 3 doldrums 
will ¢ut: ‘BTOsses * at: .all- firstruns 

“How 
‘West Was. Won”’. in’ a-ninth: month’ 

‘Estimates, ‘for. This Week - 

‘Grand. (RKO): (860;. $1. 50-$2: 75) 
—‘How : West. “Was Won”. (MGM): 
(35th. wk). Passable $5,000. _ Last: 
week, $5,500 
Ohio: (Loew). (3, 079: " 50-$1; 50)—- : 

“Palace (RKO) (2 ‘845: 50-$1.50)— 
(Cont). ‘(re-. 

issue)’ and “Our Very Own” (Cont). 

Springs. Weekend”. (WB) and “Gun. 
$8, 000: 

V3 nal.” 

- “Wheeler Dealers” in’ 

(Assoc) 380; “$1:75)—|." 
. “Lilies” of ' Fielg” . (UA)> (6th wk). : 

d ~ “How .. West’ Was | | 
2) Won”. (MGM) (36th: wk): Nice $8,- t 

000 or over, Last: week, $10,000. 

$17,000, ‘Sth; “Tree” 66): 
Fulton .(Assoc.)° (1,900; $2-$1. 50). [a er Y v9: 1 bh wk).: ‘Yum ‘Yum Tree” (Col) (Sth WR).| 12" intes) was fair #10500 oF less 

‘| after. $14,700: for - initial.. round. g1-} 
-(MGM)- 

Slim $4, 000. : Last ‘week, : 

Aast . week, >: 

“| (20th). (6th-final. :wk).. : 
‘ended. yesterday. (Tues.): was’ fair 

- | $9;000 -.or. close. after.: $12,000 for 
| “The Victors” (Col) opens: 
tomorrow. (Thurs;), -daydating, with, 

“| fourth. 

$1 50: 

“Stolen Hours” |: 

Third stanza finished. yesterday 
-(Tues:) was smooth $14, 000 or close 

:} after $18,000 for second. Daydating | 
-with Paris. “Sword in: Stone” (BY) 
‘opens: Dec. “25. - 

‘A6th-final. wk). 
‘ended: yesterday | (Tues.) -was’slow: 
$13,000-after $13:500 for fourth. “4}- 

-| For’ “Texas” (WB) opens ‘Dec. ‘25, 

- Street: . 

. fellers) 

“- os IF ESTER ATS CAE PT 

Le “Take. Her,,. She’: 's Ming”. (20th). (ith: i 2 
i wk), $6,000 in six dys. *. D> 

“Keith’s (RKO). (1 838; . ‘$i-$1 49) oT 
(4th wk). 

Trim: $8,000. | Last: week, $10,000. |. .: 
+ MeArthur (KB) (900; $1.25-$1.40)] ~ 
“Murder at Gallop” (MGM) (5th 

Oke * $5, 500. Last: week, — 

“AL, 240; " $1-$2)-— . 
+ “Der. Rosenkavalier’’- (Indie) (reis- {| 

j sue). (2d wk). Soft $2, 800: after ini- 
‘| tialing- at -$3,000. 

Ws. the: week before Christmas, 
and. ‘most. ‘Broadway: firstrun thea-. 
tre managers will be: ‘happy: when 
‘it is over. Beeause, as:usual, there 
are.few films doing any’ real. busi- 
mess, Chief attraction; of ~course, | w: 
‘is ‘the final, Xmas shopping - fling. 
Coldest ‘weather: ‘of this ::season, | 
below 20 degrees for three. days,’ 
‘is a handicap, ‘too: . ~ 

. Standout exception. to the ‘down- . 
The 27th round completed. yester- -- 
“day. (Tues.) was big $29,000 or near 

‘beat: maturally is ‘the ‘Music’ Hall, 
with. ‘the. annual: Christmas stage- 

| show - and | 
heading: for a mighty. $186,000 in. 

“Charade,” “which -is 

second ‘session’: ending today 
-(Wed.). Last: Saturday (14) was the: 
“biggest . non-holiday Saturday’ in| 
the history “of--the ‘Hall while the 
‘second week’s total. likely | will 
‘hang.’ up - “several new: highs for 

| second. week’ -of the. - Christmas: 
show ‘there. re & 

-with »: “prospects - o£. “going - ‘higher. 
“It’s a Mad: “World” - 

“$23,000 - in fourth 

‘| Trans-Lux 52d. ‘Street: ‘Take: Her, 
She’s' Mine”: was fair $13,000. in’ 
fifth week, daydating the: oo} 
and Trans-Lux “85th: Street: 

an oldie. . 

week at the Victoria. - 
Many theatres’ -are- ‘bringing’ in| 
new, Strong ‘screen fare inthe next |. 
few: days,’ with some.waiting: until |. 
‘Dec. 25 to. open. These ‘include the 
Paramount, 
terion; ’ Cinerama - 
Last-named Jaunched-. 
Pillow” Monday (16), ” 
with the Fine Arts: 

_ Estimates: ‘for This | “Week 

| daydating 

—Lilies- of Field’ - UA) -(3d-final | 
wk): Second: week finished. yester- 

“Move Over. Darling”. (20th) opens 
Both 25, day-dating with Trans-Lux 

t 

Cinerama (Loew) ; a, 552: “$1, 50-| 
$3.50) —. “How West: Was Won” |. 
(MGM) (39th wk). :The 38th round 
ended Sunday (15). was. okay. $17,- 

| 500 ‘after - $20,000 for 37th -week.. 
(Cinerama) | “Best: ‘of : Cinerama”. 

opens here Der; .25,-on hardticket. 
Criterion: (Moss): (1,520; . 

$2. 50)—"Take Her; : She's. 
‘Fifth week: 

the Sutton. : 
DeMille ‘(Réade): u 463; $1 50-|. 

looks. like. near-capacity $34,500: or 
‘close. _Stays.on,. with advance hold- 
ing:* at ~ $75,000,. “not including 
parties. .- - 

Gund” : Enterprises) "Embassy | 
(500: "$1350-$2.50) — “Not Tonite, 

2 Henry” (Janus) and “Anatomy of. 
oe Phycho” (Indie)... 
wr . $8. 000. opening week ending Friday | 

‘Heading for good 

(20).- 

Arts. ‘In: ahead; “Conjugal: Bed” 
(Embassy): (13th. wk), nice. $6,000, 

“Soldier in“'Rain” (AA) (4th. wk). 

Paramount.’ AB-PP) - GB. 665:. 
$2)-——"Twilight: ‘of Honor ” (MGM) 

‘The fifth session: 

daydating - with - -Trans-Lux | 52d 

“Radio. City ‘Musie: Rall (Rocke: 
(6200; | *95-$2.75)—"'Gha-. 

rade”:-.(U) with” ‘Christmas ° stage: 

- Another winner: is The: Cardi- | 
playing “‘hardticket, “which 

looks. to ‘hit. near-capacity. ‘$34,500°] 
on: initial. week‘ ,at. the . DeMille, . 

“held ‘with: 
|: wow.-' $38 ,000-- in’ fourth’ stanza at 
| the Warner. .*~ | 

ve “Under: Yum. Yura Tree” ‘still is: 
| sold with - | 

{ round,. “daydating. the - State - and. 

“Three Lives “of Thomasina’” 
lopks” big $13,000 for | ‘opening | — 

[stanza at. the Guild. 
held. -with. socko ‘$13,500 in third: 
week at. the. Plaza, remarkable. for |. 

“City: Lights” 

. “Soldier in Rain” was. lusty $14 aE 
000: in third session: at the Palace. of 
“Who's - Minding - the . Store”: did 
okay with $9.000. or close: in’ third 

Astor, . ‘Victoria, . ‘Cri- |" 
‘and: . Forum.. 

“Love - “on: 

Astor (City. Inv.) (1,094; $1.25-$2) | 

| round: at Music . Hail. 

$1.505 
“Mine” } 

‘Opened : 

{{MGM) (6th wk). 
a | three days of 6th week. Last week, 

” Palace (RKO) (4, 642- -$L 25-$2)— $6, 

(1,468; | 
Tree” (Col) (6th: wk). Nice $8,000. 

‘| Last ‘week; $7,200 

sas Show Huge $196, 0: Tree’ 23G 
today (Wed.): is pushing to wow 
$186,000 or near after $180,000 for 
opener, which was new alltime high 
for initial week of the Xmas. show 

Second j at. Hall. ‘Stays. on indef. 
week figure is. expected. to top sec- 
ond round. of: 5 Gperation Petti- 

Pic- coat” (U),..also a high Xmas 
ture. . 

Rivoli ( UAT) (1,545; $2.50-$5 30) 
—‘‘Cleopatra” (20th) (28th. wk). 

after $33. 500: for 26th week... | 

- Warner (SW) (1,504: $2.50-$4.80) 
_te’s: ‘a Mad World” (UA) (5th. wki.. 
Fourth stanza ended Saturday (14) 
was near-capacity $38,000 for. 
‘usual’ 10 performances after $43,- 
000° for like number. of shows ia 
third week. 

State: {Loew) (1, 850; ‘$1: 50-$3. 50) 
“Yum Yum Tree” iCol 6th. wk), 
‘Fourth ‘stanza ended. yesterday 
{Tues.). was. ‘sturdy $16.000 or close 
after $23,000 for third. Daydating. 
with. Trans-Lux 52d: Street. .“‘Love. 
‘With Proper Stranger” (Par) ovens: 
Eras 25, daydating with, Murray.- 

i 
Victoria (City Inv.) (1 .003; $1 25- 

$2)—“Who's Minding the. Store”. 
.(Par) (4th-final. wk). Third. round 
ended. yesterday (Tues.) was okay. 
$9,000. or.close after $12,000. for 
second. “Who's Sleeping in My 
Bed” (Par) opens Dec. 25. 

ae ‘Fiest-Run Arties 
Baronet. (Reade) (430; $1,25-$2) 
—‘Ladies Who. -Do”’ (Cont) (4th 
wk). Third session ended Sunday 
(15) was: fair $6,500 after $8,500 
for: second. “To Bed Or Not ‘to 

(Continued on page 10) 

Sin of Babylon’ Good 
$12-000, Det; Tree’ Heo 

_ 86, 6th; ‘West’ 146, 42 
oo ‘Detroit, Dee. 17. . 

Giosses- are sagging this week 
although. remaining in the fair-to- 
good ratige generally. “West Side. 

.| Story”. returns to. the Michigan 
| and: shapes. fair on opener. ‘Howe. 

“Goliath. and Sins of Baby- - ever, 
lon’. shaves .good. at the Fox for 
first: week. “Small World of Sa- .. 
my: Lee” looms okay at Madison in © 
second. “Under. Yum Yum Tree” 
continues fine at Mercury. ‘How 
West Was Won” stays great in 42d 

“Cleopa tra’. 

Seeks a lower lcvel in 25th at the 
United: Artists. 

Estimates for This Week. 

Fox {Downtown Fox Corp.) 7 
(5.041: $1.25-$1.49'-—“Goliath and 
Sins. of -Babylon”: (AT) and “Sam-- 
son and.Slave Queen” (AI). Good: 
$12,000. Last week,::“Man © With: 
‘X-Ray Eyes” (AD and: “Hercules 
and Captive. Women” (indie) (3d. 
WR. . $7,080... 

“Michigan | (United. Detroit) 
(4, 926; $1.25-$1.49) — “West Side 
Story” (UA) (reissue).. Fair $8,000.. 
Last week, “Palm Springs: Week- 
end” (WB), $7,800.in second week: 

Palins (UD) (2,895; $1.25-$149) 
—"Siege of Saxons” (Col) and 
“Night They Killed: Rasputin” (In- 
die). Fair $8,000. week, 
“McLintock” (UA. and. ‘Great Van 
“Robbery” AIndie) (3d - wk), . $7,500. 
Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) a 
—‘Small. World ‘of Sammy Lees 
(TU Arts) t2d wk): * . Okay $5,000 
‘Last. week, $6,000. 
-Grand Circus. UD) (1 ,400;. $1. 25. 

| $149)—“Take ‘Her,. -She’s Mine” 
Forum (Nore): (813: $1 .25-$1,80) 

{ “Love - -on Pillow”. (Col): 
{| Monday (16), daydating with Fine |. 

(20th) (5th wh). Good $7,000. Last 
‘week, $8,000 
Adams (Community) a ff 700; 

$1 .23-$1.50) -+ “Wheeler Dealers” 
‘Slow $3,500 in 

500.- Theatre. shuttering for 
facelift, . reepening: Dec. 24. 
“United Artists. (UA) (1.667: 

'$1.50-$3. 52) — “Cleopatra” (20th) 
(25th -wk).” Fair $9,000. Last week, . 
-$8:600, . after’ “Many - weeks. above: 
$10. 000... 

$1- 
41 213;. $1.25-$2.80) — 
Music ial (Beaton Enterprises) 

- “How West. 
Was. Won’ (MGM) (42d wk). _ Great 
$14,000: “Last. week, $14, 100. 

(Suburban Detroit) : 
$1-$1.80) °-— “Yum Yum 

~Mercury 

Trans Lux | Krim (Trans Lux) 
(980: $1.49)—"Devil and 10 Com- 

| mandments” (indie) (2d wk). Okay. 
_/-Mebow Qd-wik). This session winding } $4,000. Last t’week, $5,000 



Ms, Bizon on Si 

= Minneapolis, Dec, 17. 
Extreme cold; near-blizzards| 

and snow-covered. streets, together 
with the usual pre-Christmas . ad-| 
verse influences, will spell . box- 
office misery currently. These 
handicaps undoubtedly have much: 
to do with the holding. back” of. 
new comers... 
_However, 

will find. the gates opened for an 
array of. strong. newcomers: de- 
signed to cash in on holiday period. 

_ Probably, best. to combat -down-!|: 
‘beat are “Cleopatra”: and “How 
West. Was Won.” Latter. is rated 
okay even - though in 41st. week: 
at the Cooper. High-stepping’ “Un 
der Yum Yum ‘Tree’ at. State ‘also: 
“$s very solid in fourth stanza: 

Estimates for. This Week . 
Avalon (Frank) (800; $D—"Fair 

and. Beautiful” (Undie) and “Carry- 
On,. Sergeant” (Indie) (subrun). 
Mild $1,000. 
“Century (Par) (1,300; $2:10-§3.50) | 

— “Cleopatra” (20th) (25th. wk). 
Slow $3,000. Last week, $5,500. 

Cooper (CF) (905;. $1. 25-$2.50)— | 
“How West Was Won” (MGM}' (41st 
wk). 
000. 

Okay $6, 000. Last week, $9,- - 

Gopher (Bergen) (1,000; $1-$1.25) ‘$1 25-$2)— 
(5th wk).. Fourth: session finished’ 
yesterday (Tues.) was..fine $7,000. 
after: $10,000 for third. Daydating : 

- | with” State: “4 For Texas”: (WB) 7 
‘$1-$1 25)—— if 

“Fun in Acapulco” (Par) (3d: wk). | 

—"“Karewell to. Arms”. (20th) ‘and. 
“Marilyn” * (20th). - (reissues). . Good. 
$4,000. . Last week, “Palm ‘Springs 
Weekend. (WB) (2d. wk), $3, 000, 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 

“NSC $3,000. “Last week, $4,000.. 

‘Mann (Mann). (1,000; $1-25-$1.50):| 
—“Take Her, ‘She’ ’s Mine” (20th) 
(5th wk). So-so $3, 500. : Last. week, 
$4,000. 
Orpheum (Mann). 2, 800; rv 25] 

$1.50} — “McLintock” (WA) (5th | — 
wk): Dull $4,000, Last week, $5,000. 

Park (Mann) (1,000; $1. 50) — 
“Divorce, Italian Style” (Embassy) ' 

. and “Boccaccio '70". (Embassy) .(re- 
issues). 
“Nurse on Wheels” (Janus), $2,500. 

State (Par) (2,200; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Yym Yum Tree”. (Col) (4th. wk). 

- Fancy $7,000. Last week, $9,000. ° 
Suburban. World (Mann). (800; | 

“Lord of. Flies” (Cont) (9th: 
Modest $1,500. “Last” week, 1 

$1.25) — 
wk).- 
$3, 500. 

World (Mann). (406; ‘$1. 25- $1. 50). 
—“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM). (5th 
wk). Fair . $3,000, Last week,. Be. 
500. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

Bed” (Cont) opens here next Sun- 

(590; |” 
Gay (22). 

Beekman (Rugoff Th.). 
$1.50-$2)—“‘Lawrence of Arabia” 
(Col) (m.o.). Opened here Monday 
(16). In ahead, “Knife in. Water”: 
(Kana) (7th. wk), fair $3,500, _ but : 
for excellent extended-run: 

Cinema One (Rugoff Th:)..(700:: 
-$1.50-$2)—"Tom Jones” (UA) (11th: 
wk).. The 10th round. completed 
Sunday (15) was great $27,600 after 
$29,600 for ninth week. _ 

Cinema Two (Rugoff Th.) (300; 
$1.50-$2)—"Film Festival currently: 
here. “Ladybug, Ladybug’. (UA) 
opens Dec. 23.. 

Corenet (Reade) (500; '$1.50-$2) 
—Billy Liar” (Cont). Opened Mon- 
‘day (16). In ahead, “New Kind: of. 
Love” (Par) (7th wk), okay--$5,000° 

run. . 

Fifth -Ave. Cinema (Rugoff: Th) 
(250; $1. 25-$2) — “Hallelujah - of | 
Hills” Opens 

- (Thurs.). 
Fine Arts. (Davis) (468; $1. 80- 

(Indie). ‘tomorrow 

$2) — “Love on. Pillow” (Col). | 
Opened Monday (16). In ahead, 
“Clear Skies” 

gecond full week. 
Guild (Guild) °(450;- $1-$1. 15) 

“Three Lives of Thomasina” | (BV) 
(2d wk): ‘Initial week. ended. yes- 
terday (Tues.) was big. $13, 000 or 
near, 

Little Carnegie . (Landau). (520: ‘|. 
$1.25-$2)—“War of Buttons”. (In- | 

In: ahead, | 
(Sth - 

-die). Opens today. 
“Naked Autumn” (UMPO) 
wk), okay $4,500 for. six days.” 

Murray Hill (Rugoff Th.) (565; 
$1.50-$2)—“Lilies of Field” (UA) 
(12th-final wk): The 11th week was 
okay $4,600. “Love With Proper 
Stranger” (Par) opens Dec. 25.. 

“Soldier in Rain” (AA). (3d wk- 

> Okay ra O00, 
+ 

days), a wk-9' days), okay, #5. 500 1 
‘after $7,000 for opener... 

Plaza: ‘(Lopert) | (525; $1: 50-$2)-=: 
(Indie). . (4th. wk): 

‘Third round ended ‘Monday (16)-] 
‘was socko $13,500 or near: after: 

|-$17, 900 for second week.. 9.2.00: 5 

Sutton (Rugoff. Th.) (561; $1. 50: 
$2). —- “Any Number -Can ° Win" } 
(MGM) (11th wk); The 10th session || 
ended Monday. (16) Was okay. . $4,-1 

1.100. after °$5,300 . for . ninth. . 
Victors” -(Col} comes ‘in. ‘Dee. 19, ) 

next’ week, . starting| . 
tomorrow and: Thursday. (18-19) | 

$2). 

““Amorous Sex 
Tt Six round. finished © ‘Monday (16) 
was stout: $7, 000. after: 87, 500 for 

F fifth week. fe 
Good $2,500. Last ‘week, | 

7 Welinod S Smart 106, | 
* Seattle; ‘Irma’ 56, 2ist fo 

- Albee (RKO). (3,100; -$1. 25:1: 50)- 

‘Fast: $10,000, Last week, | : 
Her” (20th) and..“Phunder Island” 

| (20th) (8d wk), $6,700. 
‘Martin ..Cinerama : (870. $1. 25- 

$2:25). —.“How” West: Was Won”: 
(MGM) (37th wk): Fine $6, 500. ‘Last, . 
4:week, $7,300... 

. Music. Box. (Hamrick) (738: gu 50-- 
“Irma La Douce’, (UA) |: 

(2st. wk); Good. $5, 000,. Last week, 
| ‘$6, 600." 
for final five days, for great. Jong- . 

$1.75): — 

: $1 .25-$1.50)— 

(Eagle) (34° wk-6 
days), mild $3,500 after $6,000. for | 

‘Last --week, . 

Ast; Tree Big 1G) 

“City: “Lights” 

daydating with: ‘Criterion. 

‘Toho Cinema (Toho) : (299: $1, 50- 
. —High and. Low” (Foho): (4th) 
wk). Third round finished Monday 
(16) was hot $7; 500 ‘after: $10, 000 | - 

., [for second week. . 
‘Tower East. (Loew). (588: $i. 50-: 

‘$2)—“Fantasia”. (BV) (reissue) (7th:} 
wk).. Sixth frame finished. “Monday. : 
(16). was. okay $6, 000. after $8, 500: 
for fifth week.. 
.“Trans-Lux East (P-L: (600: $1. 25-|° 

$2). 
‘| Initial -round.. 

—“Hud’ -(Par) (repeat) (2d° wk). 

(WB)..opens ‘with | benefit. “preem 
night of-Dec. 26, with: regular Tun: 

[starting Dec: 27. ' 
‘'Trans-Lux : 52d St. 

“Yum ‘Yum Tree”: (Col). 
( T:1). : 540: 

opens Dec.: 25.. 
Trans-Lux | s5th. St. {T-L)- (550: ai 

| $1.25-$2)—"Take Her, She’s.:Mine”’ | 
(20th) (6th-final wk). Down to fair.|: 
$4,000. “Move Over Darling” (20th): 

| opens ‘Dee. 25,» : daydating.. with | 
.| Astor. . 

World ‘Wertécto) 1390;. 90-$1 50) ) 
(Vic): .and- “Traveling Light’ ’ 

ioe (Mishkin) (7th. wk). 

' Seattle, Dee 17. 

ever, ~ “MeLintock’’. ; - ‘is -.coming 
through’ with.“a . ‘smart. ‘total: on: 
‘opener . at.” Coliseum. : . 

‘| Douce”. looks. :good -in 21st. ound: 
| at: Music’ ‘Box. - “How: West- Was: 
Won”. continues fine -in 37th: ses- 

“| sion at Martin | Cinerama, Else-. 
| where; takings | range from. - okay 
to dismal. 

Estimates for This Week 

Blue = Mouse (Hamrick) — 

and. “Great Van. Robbery”: (WA): 

Fifth Avenue™. 
(2,500; 

“(Pox-Evergreen) 

_ Orpheum: (Hamrick) . 

sion” (Indie).. 
week, | 

(WB) (3d: wk-5 days), $3,500.” 

‘Bad. ~ 

Jum” (AD). (reissue), : Dismal’ $4,500. 
“Fun. 

‘iPar) ‘(@d wk), $s, 900. 

‘Henry Cohan’s s Kudo 
Bridgeport, Dec. 17. 

Free safety matinees for. chil; :} 
dren, which Cohan. had skedded: at 
house, ‘is: credited for much’ of ‘his. 

4 | goodwill 

“The _ 

. Cincy. B 0. Sides But. 

‘leadership: 

“| okay. - 

Christmas shopping As. sloughing |— 
‘film: biz: generally this: ‘round, How-- issue). 

+ Last week, 
end”. (WB). (3d wk), $6,000: ; 

“Trma La f- 

week, $1,200, 
Hyde Park ‘Ait. (Cin-T-Co}: (700; \- 

$1.25)“Get: On. With It”. Indie): 
Fairislf $1,000 ‘or: ‘near, 

“Take: o 

$1.25-$1 50) —.“Yum.-Yum | 
‘Tree” (Col) (Sth. wh). Okay $6, 500.. af 
‘Last week, $7,800, - 

(2 200: 7 
“Freud, ‘Secret: Pas-. 

$2, 500: -Last: 
“Palm: Springs Weekend” 

: Paramount . (Fox-Evergreen) .8,- | 
+ 900; $l .25-$1. 50). — .“Twice Told}. 
Tales” (UA) and: “pit and Pendu- \ 

in’ Acapulco” | 
(Par) and “Last Train. Gun. ae | 1 . 

"Omaha; 4 “West? 9G; 30th. 
Omaha,’ ‘Dee. 17. 

“Cold weather, finally. arriving in | 

the . Midwest,. : combined” with | 

| Christmas. shopping will: dent pix |. 

PEON ATI ERY 

biz here this- week: However, “How |" °° 
|: the’ West Was Won”. at Indian: Hills. Lo ae 

| is big in’ 30th. week.. “Great Escape” | 
-shapes nice. opening - week, day 
‘dating ‘three spots... 

“Estimates for This. Week. 

Orpheum | : (Tri-States).. 

Slow $5,500. Last . week, 

$6,000 

Acapulco”: (Par) (2d wk), $5, 500. :. 

Good $3,000. ‘Last. week, $5; 500. - 
: State. - (Cooper) : “(7523 $1, 25)— 

“Incredible” J ourney” (BV): 

— “How West .Was. Won” “(MGM).:: 
(30th _Wk). Big: $9, 000. Last week, | a 
$10, 000.. 
“Admiral, ‘Chief, ‘Sky View ‘(Ralph : 

:|-Blank): (1,000; -1,234,. 1,122 cars; . 
ended yesterday. 

Tues.) was. ‘fair. $3, 500... “Act. One”: 
$1.25): “Great: ‘Escape’ (UA) and 
:“The Lion” (20th). ‘Nice. $10,000. 
Last. week, 
wk), 9, 000. 

a ”(2,870;- 
‘| $1. .25)—'Take - Her, She's - . Mine”. 
(20th). 
“Yum Yunt | Tree”. (Coly (3d Wh), : 

Omaha ‘(Tri-States): (2,066: $1. 25): 
—‘‘Palm Springs. Weekend” (WB). 
Fair $6,500. Last- week, “Fun. In.} 000 

| Horse" 

“Spring” - 
$5,000... Last: ‘week, . 
Acapulco” | 

‘Cooper : (Coopér)...(687; $1:25}-— 
“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) (3d wk). 

(3d.]: 
Wk). Fair $3,000. Last week, $6,000. | 

‘Indian Hills (Cooper) (804; $1.25): 

“BOSTON 
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tight at ‘Comanche Creek” (AA), 
Bd wk), $6,500. 

| “Orpheum (Loew) - (2, 900°. g0e 
$1. 65)—~ “Peppino’ s Small Miracle” : 
(indie). - Mild $6,000... Last: week, 
“MeLintock” (UA) (3d° wk), $6, 200. 

(2, 357: .90-- 
+ $%: 65). —- “Alone Against - Rome” 
(Indie). ‘and. “Witch's. Curse”: (In-. 

_ Paramount (NET) | 

die). pene Friday: (13): Hot $11,- 
ead, 

(Indie): 
(Indie) .. 

and ~ “Musical 
(2, days), : vokay 

(Par)" and “Operation 
‘Bullshine” (Indie) (2d wk), ‘$6,000. 

* Pilgrim (ATC: 

$6, 000..-Last. week, $7,500. 

wk). Oke :$2,500. Last .week, same. 

“Cardinal’* (Gol). . ‘World-preemed 
| Thursday + (12): with © benefit: for: 

“McLintock” (WA), (Bd: 
a : | waised. $15,000.. Opened regular run’ 

Cardinal. Cushing charities which 

-| Friday (13) which looks capacity. 

“Take Her’ Big $8,000, 

Cincinnati, Dec. 17- 
~~ Ciney firstrune : are ‘marking time 

“at? this. late ‘stage ‘of. thie. pre-Noel 

lull,. . dominated. by. holdovers -with 
fairish: to: mild. trend.. 

Tree’ Good $6,000, ath} . 

“Take. Her, |. | 

hee 000.with theatre parties: first. 
| week ‘ending ‘Wednesday -(18).- Last |. 
| week, : “Wheeler Dealers” .. MGM" 
_| (4th. wk), -oke: $5,000. : 

‘State. (Trans-Lux) (730: 90: $1. 25) 
—‘Europe | in. “Raw” - 

. West End Cinema (E. M. Loew) 
|: (500; “75-$1.50) —- “Conjugal Bed” 

‘Fifth r week (Embassy): (6th . Wk). 
‘was good $3,500 

She’s..Mine,” ‘in ‘fourth frame ‘at. 
Palace; . looks. big in pid” for: town mo 

Yum “Yum, ‘Tree’. ‘int. 

‘fourth week. at. Valley js ‘rated: 
“McéLintock’”. in third round 

at Keith's is ‘good. 
- . | Heights” looks: ‘okay: in reissue. en- 
of try: ‘at:: Albee..*. 

‘Cleopatra”’. ‘is. rated: fairl * m. 0.) ‘$3,500. 

Douce” (UA). (ith: wk), $3,500. 

“Wuthering 

25th - ‘session. at. Grand,” 

Estimates. for: This: Week: 

“Wuthering Heights” {Cont) (re- 
‘No - complaint’. at | $6,500. 

“Palm. Springs. Week- 

- Esquire’ Art’: (Cin-T-Co) : (500: 

..Grand - (RKO). (1,396; $T. 80-§3)-— 
cana “Cleopatra >? (20th): (25th wk). Fair- 
= L Ish: $6,500. Last: week, $6, 800.: 

j (7395. | 
-$1.25-$1. 50): — “Wheeler: Dealers” 
(MGM). (3d. wk). Fair: $4, 000. Last 
“week, $5,300. — 

_ Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1, 870; 1. 
|.$1.25-$1.50) —. “McLintock".. (UA) 

.Guild- ‘(Wance) (272; $1 25)— 
; “Devil. and’. ‘10: Commandments” . 
(Indie) (2d. wk). So-se. $1, 000. Last io, 

. 

(2d. wk), 
Last: week, $1,100. 

. -Keith’s (Cin-T-Co) (1,500; 

‘Side ; only; -. 800 “cars; .$1)—"Blood 
Feast”... (Indie) ‘and - 

‘week, “‘French: Line” (Indie), ‘‘Feé- 
‘male Jungle” (Indie): and “Anat-. 
omy~ of . Syndicate”. (Indie) ~-.  {reis- 
sues), $4,000:.at 90¢c gate. 

Valiey = (Cin-T-Co) - (1,275: 2 50 

(4th: wk); Good $ $6.0 000 after $7, 090. — 
$1.75)—"Yum . Yun: -Tree” 

for third. 

"DRIFTED. 10 HAWAIL- 

Document’ on Raft Voyate. ‘Opens: 
ia ‘Honolulu am 

oe Honoluly,. ‘Dec. 17. 
What is“heralded: ‘as the: world 
premiere of “Lehi;” an indie‘ docu- 

_.|-ment about a raft voyage from 
“Henry. ‘Cohan, manager ‘of: Bev-. ay ag . 

-| erly, has been’ chosen -by the Black 
| Rock ‘Civic & Businessmen’s Club. 
‘to receive the neighborhood asso- |: 
ciation’s 1963. merit:.citation; He’s” 
first showman ever to -be given. the. 
‘honor.. 

_ Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; $1 50- | 
$2) — “America, America” .(WB). | 
Opened Sunday (15). In- ahead, 

.California. to ; Hawaii, is set: for 
Thursday’ (12)° at the. ‘downtown. 
Princess theatre.: 

to open the ‘following day- in. ‘San 
Francisco,. where © the. voyage |} 

| started; according to Gené Blakely, |. 
‘who edited the feature. All footage. 
was. taken. by. -DeVere .Baker, skip- 
per of the raft, Lehi IV, ‘which 

d made the crossing : in 69. Gays. 

WA) (m.0.).. 
‘week, Hillstreet . with . Pix; 

. Pix, . 
(7563: 868; 
(Emer) . ‘and | “Women of World”: 
‘(Emb) © (reissues). - 
close. Last week; Four ‘Star,..“A | 

|si900. Knocks” (TeL)- (8th wk),. : 

$1 .25)—“Get On With ‘It’. (Indie). 
Fair -$1,200.. Daydating ‘with: Hyde 
“Park: Art. ‘Last week, “Magnificent 
Sinner”: (Indie), $1500, : 

. -“Seum. of]; 
-Earth’” (Indie).. ‘Nice .$3;500. : Last 

wk):.. 

-LOS AN GELES. 
(Continued. from page 9). 

Dull” $19; 000. - Last 
: “Shot- 

gun Wedding” < (Pat), : .“Facts ' 
Life” (UA) (reissue),- $11,600. - Fox 
Wilshire, “McLintock” | 
wk), “Wheeler ‘Dealers’ . 

‘Village, ‘Irma Ja 

Four . Siar. 
$1-$2)— 

‘(Prin-UATC) ; 
“Mondo. :‘Cane” 

Fair . $7;000° .or-. 

El Rey, Vogue (State-FWo) (856: 
810; -$1-$1.49)—“Secret. Passion” |" 

Ist} 
| general release) and “Ugly. Ameri-. 
(U) (retitled from. .“Freud,”’ 

can” -(U).:(reissue); Mild : $5,000. 
Last. week,..“Thrill. of: It All”: (U), 

_ $9,300 Love, Money”: (U). (reissues), 

: Hollywood (EWC) (856;: $1-$1.49) | 
—‘‘Man - With: X-Ray: Eyes”: (ATI): 

L(2d- wk): and’ ~Twice-Told : Tales” 7 
(AD. Fair $3,500. 
Warren’ 3, 

: ‘Warner © Beverly. (SW). : 

$4,000. : Last -week, $4,500.. 
‘Music Hall.(Ros).(720; $2-$2. 40)— 

“School for Scoundrels”. (Cont).and |: 
“Battle. of Sexes” (Cont) (reissues) 
(3d wk), : 

“Tom Jones” (UA) (8th ‘wk), Bev- 
erly; ‘3d: wk, Orpheum), strong $19,-. 
400... Last week, $26,200 | 
~Cinerama (Pac) (915; $1 :49- $3 50) 

=—“It’s_a. Mad. “World” UA)» (6th 
wh). - Fine $28,000. o 
“Chinese (FWC). (1,408; $2-$2.40) } 

| (20th) (34. wk): “Yum. Yum Tree” (Col). (8th: wk). 
, | Stout $10,000.: Last week, $11,000. 

Fine ‘Aris (FWC) .(631;':$2-$2:40) 
| —~Lord - of Flies” (Cont) (9th. wk). 
Fine $3;500.. Last’ ‘week, $5,000: 

‘Hollywood : Paramount (State): 
(1, 468; $1.55-$2: 40) —“V.IP.’s” (14th | 

Last. Week, -, 

Pantages. (RKO). ‘a, 519: " $2. 50: |. 

wk); “Good: $4, 500. 
" 1 $6, 500. 

$5. 50) - —_ “Cleopatra” - 
Fair: “$19, 500. 

‘$21, 000. : 

(20th). (26th: 
+ Last. week, 

| ‘Warner ‘Hollywood (sw) (i, 291: 
$1. 25-$2.80) — “How.. 

- ~| Won” (MGM) 43d. Wk). 
‘The’ 76-minute film: ‘also. is sét. " 

$15, 000.: _ Sturdy 

i 

Carroll ‘Baker and Robert Mit. ‘ 
‘chum. into Frank. Ross production 
‘for United. Artists, “Mrs. Moses,” 
to be lensed: in. Africa: under’ dis 
[rection of] Ronald. Neame, oo 

<a Wes Tie Tew Touy OK 1 
_ 000, Tree Rugged 156, Fun’ 9G 

“Humpbacked. 

on the Moon” ‘is. doing well: 
“Fun - In | 

“(L, 909; 75-$1:25) |. 
—“Knockers. Up’” (Indie) : and-“30} °° - 
Years of Fun” (20th) (2d- wk). Oke |: T 

a a (Rank): 
. Park. Square. (Indie). (300; ‘$1 80) 
—“My Life to Live” - (Union): (4th } 

Saxon’ (Sack). (1,000; $2-$3.90)-—| 
‘Wales, - 

Wk). 
$7, 50 10. 

’ (4th wk)... 
| $8, 000. 

pe —“Fun - in. Alcapulco” . 
: wk), 

of | 

(UA) (3d | 
(MGM) | 

‘| (4th wk). - 

| -| Excellent: $12, 000, 

‘Crest (Metropolitan) 
, 757; -'750; $1-$1.49)—“Lawrence |. 
Of Arabia” (Col) .(4th ‘wk).. Fairish. 

1. 55. | $7,000: or: close. Last week, $8,600. 

:‘|:$1.50}"MeLintock” (UA) (Gd-wk).| 
‘Okay -$6; 000 after $8,000. for. sec 
-ond.. i. 
‘Palace RKO). @, 600: $1-$1. 0)—|- 

| “Take Her, She’s Mirie”. (20th) (4th 
wk). Big $8, 000. Last.week; $8, 500: 
‘ Twin: Drive-In’ (Cin-T-Co) (West. $3,900: 

"Beverly, ‘Orpheum. ‘(Staté-Metro- : 
‘politan) (1,150;:: 2,213; $1-$2:40)—- 

(1,316; | 
$2-$2 40) —.“Wuthering - Heights”. } 
(Cont) -(reissue) “(3d wk); . Okay 

“Mild. $3, 600. . Last week, 

West - “Was | 

_ Toronto, Dee. 17... °° 
With Xmas shopping  denting 

| biz. -and houses “holding back. on a 
Tnew.. product, only newcomer -is . 
“Too Young: to Love,” daydating 
‘five ‘Taylor theatres,. for: okay: re-. 
‘turns: Biz is” ‘otherwise ‘spotty.. 
‘Carlton, ‘Rank’s Canadian: :show- 
case, is closed. until Friday (20) for. 
‘opening of. “It?s a’ Mad: World,” — ) 
‘with ‘Tivoli also taking week off 
until playing “The Cardinal,’ ” "both 
on hardticket... 

‘Carlton. saw. switchover to. three re 
sister’: ‘Ships. of “Under the.. Yum. 
‘Yum Tree’ after six weeks. “Tree” 
‘is lusty at. the three houses. Mouse ~ 

66 un. 

at Acapulco”: held over. for. third: : 
stanza. at Canada’s largest..hoise. *- 
“Cleopatra” ‘also. is doing nicely. in” 
25th. week at: the University. - 

Estimates. for This Week . 
' Danforth, . * Fairlawn, 

(1,328; -1, ,165; . 1,203; | $1-" 
$1:50)— Yum * ‘Yum ‘Tree (Col): 
(7th = wk). Lusty. $15, 000, Bast. 
week, $18,000. a 

Downtown, “Glendale, ‘Prince of ht 
(Taylor): * 

(1,059; -995:. 1,197; 682: 696: -..50-. ao 
$1)—“Too: Young’ to Love” (IFD)... 2° 
‘Okay $14,000. .Last week,.“Shame -_ 
of. Patty Smith” (IFD) and. “Strong: oe 

Scarboro, - State* 

room”. {IFD),: $13,500: 

. Eglinton-” (FP) © (919: -$2:$3)— 
“How ‘West.Was Won” (MGM). (38th. a le 
“wk), 
‘Last. week, $4,500. . 

(Indie) . ‘and |° 
| “‘Viee Dolls” (Indie) .(3d wk). ‘Trim | 

“1 $7,000. Last: week, $8, 000. 

'-Final. week, excellent 4, 700, I 

Hollywood © (FP) 

Poor $5,000. 

“$l! 
(Lope). _ 

“Hefty $6, 000. Last. week, : 

Hyland. “(Ranky . d, 357. 
$1. 50)—“Mouse. ‘on “Moon” ’ 

- Imperial” “(EP)” (3 216; $1-$1 75): 

week, ‘$12,000. .. 

“Loew's. (Loew) (1, 641; $1.$1. 50). 
—“Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) (4th) 

Last. week, I fant wk): . 
$9, 000.” 
+ Tivoll. (FP): -(935;_ ~ $3.50°92)—. oe 
“Evening: with Royal Ballet”. (20th) :- 

Sad .for three : days. at 
$2, 500: Last week, $4,000 

Towne. (Taylor): (693; “$1-$1. 50). = 
“gyy" FD) - (6th: ° wk). Swell. 

(Okay: # 000. 

-$3,500. .-Last ‘week, “$4, 500.. 

‘University (FD) (1,344;- §2-$3. 50) 
—Cleopatra” - Oth). (25th: wk). 

$12,600. 
‘Uptown “(Loew)” 

CHICAGO 
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(4th wk. Weak $8, 750: ‘Last. w eck, Qo 
| $14,00 

State-Lake. (B&K) 2, 400: ‘$i. 50-: 
: $4)—“Cleopatra” (20th): (25th- wk), 
{Fine ‘$18,000. Last. week, -$19,000- °° 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (684; $1.50-:- : 
$1. 80)—‘‘Room “At Top”: (Cont), and. _ 

| “Divorce, : Italian Style”. (Embassy) .“"": 
: (reissites). Trim. $3,000. Last week, © ° 
“Hand. In’ -Trap’’ | -(Indie).: 
“Suimmerskin”, (Indie) 
$2,900. 

and —~ 
(2d - _wk),. 

Town. (Teitely: (640: $1. 25:$1. 80) 
—"Green: -Mare’”’ | ‘(Transl ux) © (re-- 
issue). 

(Union), j. $3, 000: . : 
United Artists | (B&K) a 700; 90- a 

$1.80) —L “Yum Yum‘ Tree’ (Col) ” 
(7th. wk). “Mild $10, 500. Last week. _ 
$25,500. i 

Woods ‘Essaness) “(, 200; 90 | 
| $1,80)—“Take -Her, -She’s. “Mine” 3° 

Last. week, $18, 000. : & 
World (Teitel)* (608: 90-$1. 80). = 

| “Seducers” (Brenner) (34° wk). Pair- ae 
$3, 700. Last week, $4,200.: a _ 

8TH: WIN. FOR: BEACHLER © 
‘Dayton, ‘O.; ‘Dece:: 17. 

"Walter Beachler,’ former. presi “: os, nt 
dent. and .owner “of ‘the. United ~*~ - 
‘Fireworks: Co.,.has. been elected to. ee 
his eighth, consecutive: “term © 
Chief Barker: for..Dayton:. Tent. of f~ ? 
Variety Club. Also. re-elected ‘were 
Harry © Good, first “assistant . chief. a : 

jbarker;: 
; master, and- “Sylvan | Fred, ‘dough 

“Roy Wells, . - property. a 

buy.” 

liam. Clegg, Robert Gump, James -- 
-Hanna, Jack Keyes, William’ Keyes, ... 
Fred © Krumm, | Abe. “Rosenthal, 
‘Henry Sullivan, and. Cyril Grillet. * 

Hunber. 

(1, 680; “$1. 25. an 
$1. 50)—“Bitter ‘Harvest”.. (20th) (34°). 

Last: week, whee 

(Par) (30°! 
“Slow... $9,000 ‘or ear, Last PE 

* Last. week,: ee 

(2: 245; $1. 25. ve 
‘$1. 75)——“Small . ‘World of: Sammy :. ~ 
‘Lee’ (7 Arts) (3d wk). EES 
over deal, still sad at: $4,500. ‘Last. ae 
week, $6.¢ 000. cea 

“With locke: ces 
° 

Fair’ $2,000. Last: week, : ane 7 
“Playgirl ©. ‘and .. . War. Minister” OT 

‘Snappy $15, 000. ee 

“Members of” the board are: Wik: i 



“been on. anextended visit.to-the N. .Y.homeoffice, returns to Paris 

-". e6st /of -dying. A special casket featured in : AIP’s:new. “Comedy: of 

.. Signed: ‘Robert. Benton to do. the graphics, and Elinor. Silverman to do. 
_-, the publicity : ‘campaign. on: the. upcoming release’ of: “Point of Order,” 

“1% theatres; and: was -held for. a‘ fifth week in ‘eight of the houses . 
- - Yes; Virginia, there isa Judy Canova, and ‘she may be all over the: Wy 

..°” sereens.in:the not-too-distant future. 20th is currently shooting a pilot. 
for atv series, “Cap’ n ‘Ahab, a7 . Starring - Jaye. P. _Morgan and the: vet: 

California, as. weil as. other: areas. 

ne P, ormed his dwn ‘production. company,. Mayfair Productions . . 
. ‘Bikel has‘ flown. ‘to London. for’ conferences. with Harry. Saltzman and| © 

os no shortly. ‘James Stoller: is. editor . .: : 
sociated. with. Irvin: Shapiro’s Films “Around. The . World,. has. opened | .-* 

hes pavid Raphel;: 20ih-Fox’s ‘continental Europe. supervisor, who ‘has| 
“today (Wed:).to: spend the holidays with his family... ; AIP agrees 
~ with Jessica’ (The: American Way: of Death”). Mitford about the fish 

Terrors” cost ‘$9,300.. However,,.it’s equipped with a .special- hydraulic 
” lift. which ‘most. ordinary. tenants. would’ eschew (unless. they: want: ‘to 

' raise’ ‘fright-wigs of family and friends): 
‘Spotted at the: French: Fiim Office: ‘reception. for Daniele Delorme and. 

, Yves - Robert last’ week were Charles.:Boyer,’ Robert. Favre LeBret,| © 
‘Robert .Crayenne and Serge Bourguignon, among. others. Bourguignon, | 
who starts directing 20th’s “Cassandra at The Wedding” about Feb. 1, 
was in town: scouting locations for the Natalie. Wood starrer. Pic is to. . 

_- be lensed in: Hollywood, New York and Europe. Before. returning to his 
Paris ‘home’ for the holidays, the: young. French director also had. his. 
‘first. chat with 20th prez Darryl F, Zanuck. “‘Very satisfactory.”" ~~ 

_ , Indie filmmaker Ernie Pintoff,.who has.just. about finished his kiddie 
.book. for. Harper: & Row. (“‘Charming.. Charming.”), is now planning“ | 
. new ‘short—to be. ‘live-action, : -in : contrast- to. the. . far-out-and-funny 

oo cartoons for : which: he is:. best. known: -His: only previous ‘live-action -pic |. 
-was the Buddy Hackett. featurefte, “The Shoes”. ; ..20th-Fox’s ad-pub. 

« department; long-stationed on. the fourth. ‘oor of the: W. 56th “Street 
-: homeoffice,. moves upto the: fifth ‘floor: next’ month, ‘with ‘the- vacated: 
-space. being’ taken over -by DeLuxe Labs”, Point: Films . Ine: has. 

: ‘the feature-length- documentary: on the. Army-McCarthy: hearings. which | 
opens ‘next month.. 

- , 20th-Fox’s “Take. Her: ‘She’ s Mine” apparently: hasn’t. been’ feeling the 
. pre-Christmas- ‘squeeze: in N.Y. . Film cracked ‘up .a ‘theatre gross of: " 
": $652,406. ‘in the -first’ four. weeks ‘of its Premiere Showease Telease. in 

Te ‘comedienne. 
-... 120th has | novelist Howard Fast set “for. local profnotion. of its: Van 
“in: The. Middle,” ‘based on :Fast’s. 
“host <a. special : ‘Screening ‘of the ‘film: at ‘the -h.o: ‘Dec: 30. 
Grassgreen, ‘whose entire 46-year film career. has. been: with 20th<Fox. 
retired from: the company:..last Friday .(13):.at’ the age. of .-65.: “Most: he 

_ recently, he’ Ss. been. with the: branch - operations: department® in- the |-- 
~-homeoffice * : .Joeé Wolhandler Associates. has dropped. its ’:Coast |. 
affiliation’ witiy. ‘McFadden | & Eddy and: substituted Richard Carter 
“Public Relations. Inc.” ‘Lee Savage has been‘. appointed” creative |. 
director of Elektra Films. commercial films producers. He succeeds the 
‘late Abe Liss, who died: Dec. 1. 

Add. industry. milestones: ‘Thelma: Ritter: received her first “fan. letter. we 
from Tasmania’ last. week. A 20th-Fox: tubthumper,: who was . asked. oe 
where Tasmania ‘is, ‘said he wasn't ‘sure,. but.that he.did know:Merle}.. 381, 

.-Q@beron -had’ been: ‘born there, ‘which .is one way to learn. geography. : 
“(Miss Oberon. starred : ‘in, 20th’s recent “Of.Love-and Desire”) .. 
Ritter, Méanwhile, goes to Chinatown Dec. 22. to distribute Christmas: aa 

. Also meanwhile, Miss | 
-Ritter’s’ daughter, ‘Monica Moran, who made her screén. debut.in “Take _ 

- ~-Her, She’s’ Mine,” has been ‘signed . to_a term contract by 20th... - 

-gifts for the Herald-Trib’s: ‘Fresh: Air Fund .. 

- Robert: -Morse, now. on’ the Coast: filming “Honeymoon Hotel,” has 

: Cubby Broccoli re. his. projected | appearance .in their. third James. Bond 
pic, “Goldfinger”. . 
Peter Viertel’s novel, 8 Love. and Corrupt”. :- 

‘April 24. 
. Moviegéer, at new. ‘film: buff quarterly, ‘is due to make its” “appearance a . 

= Stanley P. Darer,:formerly as-|~. :4 

. Ts ‘offices. here for his own firms, Worldwide Attractions ‘and. the Darer. Co: | 
Hal: Wallis back. in his’ Hollywood. office after: ‘London and New York . 

. James Darren. inked by:. Universal: to .a non-exclusive seven-| .*' trips. 
pic pact ‘calling for at least a film a‘yéar. through. 1970, the first of which |: * 
will: bé. “The. Lively. Set’’. which. starts - Jan: 6 ‘with. ‘William Alland| -+ 

a producing: Darren: also. has ‘a: ‘multi-pic pact. With: Columbia for’ one a}. < 
. Leon Fronikess’” next. for’ Allied. Artists ‘will be |. ° -" year through 1966 . 

oe “The: Party,” Jerry. ‘De ‘Bono -to script. and Allen Barron to direct, with Eo 

— ‘Carol ‘Lynley ‘being sought to’ topline, lensing.to begin. in March. ’ “*_ '. Composer : Henry Mancini. to score. “Shot: in. the. Dark” ‘for Blake * 
Edwards, -eontinuing . their longtime. film-tv ‘association -. Jat 
tions ‘to the “Where Love. Has Gone’ cast; Joey. Heatherton, De Forest |... 8: 
Kelley and Jane Greer.: .. : Universal and Fred. Astaire. Dance.Studios| ." - 

-Paul Mantee, who| : working a joint ‘promotion tied to .“Charade” . 
| ‘plays the: lead role in Paramount's “Robinson Crusoe’ On. Mars, ” inked. get ae : ‘to a term: pact by: the.studio.. 

. Ely A. Landau has. developed a ‘special Screen’. and in-person: ‘com-]. Fe 
oo bination Christmas .show -at his Normandie: Theatre, N.. Y, featuring}. :.. 

-*|, Metro’s “Magic Boy” animated: feature..and ‘a stage. show: ‘presenting. a 
- a troup. of magicians and clowns: who. will-entertain and distribute party |: 

over 300 theatres around’ the country are. tieing |. © 
. up-with Channel Master radio-tv dealers for: promotions for Par’s Jerry |: ,. 

. Jerry Callahan appointed |. °- 

‘favors and. such’. 

“- ‘Lewis starrer “‘Who’s: Minding the Store?”.... 
fo. the’ newly-created post of Allied Artists. Boston: branch sales manager. 
Delt : Books ‘is. “publishing _ a’ paperback. novelization’ of..Jack Reses’ |. 

“Who's” Been: Sleeping in My Bed?”. .-” 

" Dee.: 31. issue. 
re (Continued on page 15) 

Tnside Stuff—Pictures 
a “phe Witch; * 1956 Finnish’ import: ‘based. oti’a screenplay’ ‘by Finnish |. 

Tee novelist ‘Mika: Waltati, is expected to be resubmitted: for a: N; Y.. exhi- |: 
bition. license in. the near future. ‘Pie; mow being distributed by. Joseph | - 

_ ‘Brenner, was. turned. down some years ‘ago, but feeling now is-that as |~ 
a a ‘result of recent court rulings,’ pic'stands a better: chance. for approval}: 0.0) 2° ooh 
"Picture: this. fall :-was ‘finaHy. cleared for: “adults only” showing. in:|'2 0! >.” 
Chicago. As has become: general. practice: in, Chicago,.the Iocal- censor |.) ° - 

_:/: board denied ‘it ‘a license, unless: deletions were made; but: the appeals. | 
- board. subsequently. passed. the: film. if tstricted to, adult patronage. 

oo Variety. reailer: John. L. Matthews, ‘Racine’ Wise: “questions. the: vac-.| 

”.. ‘euracy, of ‘the story in-the-Nov. 27 issue pertaining: to the. currerit: res} 
““Jease of “All Quiet On The. Western Front” in: Paris: “after a delay of :) 
33 years.” Matthews says ‘he saw the film in‘a- dubbed: version: in Paris | 

+ jn the 1950-51 season. According to: Universal execs, however; Matthews | 
could have-seen the film ina subtitled version, but this’ current release | 

is: the. first. time. Parisians have’ seen: ‘the: film . dubbed into. the: Freneh 
language. . 

‘British’ ‘film: crisis, which’ has , dominated : ‘indistiy’ attention and ace ~| 
‘>. tivity during the past fwo.or threemonths; has now spilled over to | 
“*. the national press." ‘The Financial ‘Times ot. ‘Saturday, Nov. 30; carried} 

an. editorial age feature analyzing the. situation, : and. apart :-from’ a: 
*-booboo. in rebo orting that Rank hada financial. stake in ‘Anglo-Amalga- |. |. 
- mated, gave-a comprehensive. rundown, in which’ the -main editorial: | 

_ recommendation appeared to be in favor of divorcement. of. exhibition. 
_. from Production: on. a the US, Pattern, Pee GF - | 

 Natlonal General: Corp. upped its.| 
consolidated: earnings. 30.99%: for} 
year ended. Sept. 24,.: 1963, '$3,459,- - 

600 against last year’ s $2,641; 084. 
Take. for’ 1962 was “exclusive. sof]: 
$637,876. in non-recurring | special | 
items, of: which, there: were” none | 
this year. ot 

chain this: year earned at. a rate 
of $1 per common share, ‘based on 
3,331,825 average ‘sHares outstand< 
ing; cOmparéd with: operating earn- 
ings of 77 cents per share last year 
on 3,312; 190 ‘common shares. -out-. 
‘standing. 
63: totalled $48, 912,798. as “against: 
$45, 808, 084:the previous year.” .-” 

| disclosing - firm’s. favorable’ posi- 
tion,’ reported: that. gains jin -both 
‘total*income. and net. earnings were. 
‘attributable: to. improved '- theatre 
earnings ‘and real estate activities, 

theatres - ‘in _.16 .:Western’ ‘states. 
‘Other — 
Rentals: .Corp., : ay” ‘Mission. .Pak. °Co.,| in 
‘Concerts’ Inc.; and.‘ the. newly-or-|- : 

| ganized Theatre Cotor-Vision Corp. 
‘Company is ‘also. active in a num- 
-ber’ of large-scale ' real: estate ‘de-' 

“The. Winston, Affair.” Novelist will]. °° 
ny “Moe. on 

. Miss | |. - 

. Theodore a 

, Garrick. Films has signed” Ireme. Kamp to script |” 5 
| .-Vet publicist Bernie}. ¢ 
Lewis has been: named diréctor 1964: Page ‘One. ‘Ball, ‘skedded. for: next ig 

..» latest..addi- |. : 

_ .“Daniela Bianchi, ‘who: gets |° 
“introduced” in’ L UA's “From Russia With “Love,” spotlighted in Look’s |. 

Embassy, Pictures. has acquired the. Malo. comedy: a 

* Eon “Azigeles: Dee. 17. | : 

On . a per “share basis, theatre 

“Gross income for: fiscal 

Eugene: ‘V. ‘Klein, ‘ president, in 

-NGC:* subsidiaries operate... 217. 

., $ubsids™ | include ‘Mobile: 

velopments: locally. and. in-Northern 
trights._ 7 

Anusenent Stock Quotz 
Week. Ended: Tues, ¢ 17 i 

a 4968. _ Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly 
High -.Low in 100s. High Lew -- 

153% 121%: ‘ABC. Vending: 87. 13%. pail "a 
38% .27/%. Am Br-Par Th 263: 33%. 3144. 
21% |. 1414 Ampex - 2776. 19 |. IBwB 
8434 4212 :. CBS .. 3.2282. -79384 “556. 
1834: 1214 Chris: ‘Gratt.. “110. 144" 818-2, 
29% 224% Col Pix. =“ 91.5 2834.. .,-23 > 
46° "4514 Decca asyivic TT -46Y4 2 4518... 
“4634 2734 . Disney's. :.- 56°. 41. Le BBB ea 
12234 10614: ‘Eastman ‘Kak: ‘218 120% AIG oo 
63%. 5144 EMI-: IQ 584. 
277% 2058. ‘General. Tire. 440 | Bp ytrs ” 98% 22 12 
164% 954° Glen Alden .. 694°....15 0° 1400 
2334. 1534. Loew's: Thea.. 451°. 20347 ~-1814' - 
6834 48 — MCA Ine.:.:. °20. 60%. 58°. 
3856. ..15 |. ‘Metromedia. 185. ~331%4.:.. 31%: ... 
3714: 28.. °° MGM. :......165- + 2816-27 
1234 .. Ti: Nat. GI Corp. ‘178: 9384... 7G | 
24%. 20% Outlet... -£320--. 2146... 21, aa 
556.: 35%. Paramount - «189°: 5638" “5856-5, 
21116:°120% |. Polaroid BIT =°*18344... - 17544... 
10234- 56 =RCA™..:. be 1719 ~ 9834. 9544 ~ 
10%: “634. Republic a 69°: B56.) 2:8 
1634 14. *. Rep.,. pid... ‘4 jy: “15%. 
2534-204. Stanley War 2s QTY 
455% 31° Storer. “17-39% |» 38440. 
28% 17%6- Taft Bdesi. oe 126 0 2514-* ay 

37° 20°: 20th-Fox’..° “957° 26% 251% 
32. .- 1734. United Arista: ATT”... 2334 AD : 
16%. 12% Warner. Bros..: 103... -145%. 
84%: 51 Tenith . 871 ‘:, 8036... 

eons _“Americiin Stock’ Exchange. ov 
4° COBY, - Biliea: ‘Artists 78 25% 236... 
11%... 5° BalM’nt GAC: 37 10% 10 > 
12% 6% Cam-Pkway.: 20°: 7%. T%: | 
247% . 1674. Cap:. Cit: Bde.103 -..- 20%. “19: 
1714 1056 - Cin’rama: Inc. 719°” ape” BB _ 

~-F "614 ‘Desilu ‘Prods. 27 =... Til: 
9% «434 Filmways ©... 25.- 856. BIA. 

11%. 9. Movielab.. 8... a a oe 
13% 534. MPO: Vid. °. 17" 11° .-. 10% 
‘356. - 214%. ‘Reeves. Bdest.” 47. : BUS 256) a 
51%: 234 Reeves Ind. : 136. yas : 284 2 

"17% °1344- ‘Rollins. Bdcst. 2 6). IB: IBV 
2534 1634. Screen Gems 19. = *'227%°: By oe 
22. 856 Technicolor a 212... 5 17% - 16% at 

(234° 34. ‘Tele-Indus.:. . 15/16 Be 
108 | 10%. 6 Sema wale 710%, 

+ Week Ended Mon: (16). 
af Activa. ‘Volume:: 

» (Courtesy of. Merritt ‘lanch, Pierce, Fenner & “Snith, The) 

a ; : Bias 
_ Commonwealth Theatrés ot Puerto Rico. 5 
“Four: Star:. Television. . wee Ceca ewes a 1%: 
Gen. Aniline & Film)... 2: . a Bett . aires .. : 9 Do 
_General ‘Artists ‘Corp. | SESS svecsesccoe 656: _ 
“Gesieral Drive-in . . esedeseesion 10%. - 
Magna Pictures Lees! sersesldbdbbnldbece 13% . 

‘Medallion: Pictures .:: 
Pickwick International: teat iiessces 46 

Premier. Albums. aren +e eese pesese. 

--Rust Craft Greeting Cards ; ade ee ewes: 
: Seven Arts Productions =. °_ _ 
:* ‘Franscontinent: ‘Television. eee. pace te beoee 
- UL A... Theatres. . La Selec eee eee eeees bY. 

_ ‘Dniversal Pictures’ . 1 abeetee. INIT 6a: 

: Walter Reade Sterting 1 Ine. we beee Pee cae 
_Wometeo: Enterprises ~ a 
-. Wrather, ‘Corp. 

~- 

ON YY, Stock Exchange. 

‘BIBL 

YA 2 

ca 

Over-the-Counter ‘Securities 

we cecewce beteccccs IBV UE 

8% 2. 
1034. a 
THe 

1916 ra 

8346 8 
. _ ct) ar 

_ (Source: National Assen, or Securities ‘Dealers: Ie): 

“LEOPARD? BILLING NOT. 
OK: CLAUDIA CARDINALE 

Rome, ‘Dee. ..17.. 
- «ithe. ‘Leopard’ A20th) which ré- 

‘cently began its. British. release, | 
may be withdrawn from distribu-|- 
‘tion- in‘ the. U.K, because: of’ a re- 
ported court suit filed. by Claudia |, 
‘Cardinale through ‘her London 
‘agent, Christopher. - Mann | Ltd.,. 
against Titanus (producer of pic) 
‘and: 20th, distribators. in Britain 
and. several. other world areas, 

“Claim is. that film’s ‘ producers 
and. distribs . ‘did. :not - respect. con- 
tractual’ clause -giving Miss Car- 
‘dinale” second. billing after . Burt: 
‘Lancaster (and‘before Alain Delon) 
in publicity and titles, : but put: her:} 
name‘ after Delon’s. Aiso said here 
that Titanus had: previously. signed 

| a pact with Delon giving him equal 
billing with his female . ‘partner, 
n :pic. 
Release. ‘holdup: in ‘Britain seems 

‘likely ‘ here,;. says “spokesman. ‘for 
Miss Cardinale, as neither actress. 
nor: Delon are. willing - ‘to give |. 
ground. in. ‘Manding 0 on n Fespective plaints fromthe S. Af rican gove. 

~ _..___- fernment. It also points out that 
-1“Zulu” will have its world preem. 
fin. Johannesburg - in’ January, pos-. 
| sibly the 22d.- The South. African 
| government ‘contributed 
‘to. the: ‘picture but did lend | consid- 

‘|erable cooperation. to the project, 
[helping to ‘supply. animals and... 

| manpower and helping out in other 

- Embassy publicity. and 
-. | paigns in its own: promoting « bes the 
| film; as per. ‘thelr. 4 
ae ment. . 2 

; Bart to 06 AC AC With 

“Execs ‘at Embassy Plotures im 
ificetis deny that there Ja any. 

offiiclala dissatisfaction on the part. 
of the South African government 
concerning “Zulu,” a roulti-million 
dollar: adventure ‘opus filmed. out- 
side J ohanneshurg at Natal. 

Reports of conflict. had come out 
of Johannesburg regarding Embas- 

sy’s publicity on the film’ which 
allegedly. dropped the South Afri- 
can identification: ‘of the film’s o- 
cation. . This, it was. claimed, was) 

4 being. done because of a sensitivity 
in many. parts of world to the strict 
segregation policies enforced by 
the S. African. government, 

In denying any policy of . dis- 
affiliation, Embassy execs point out 
that the location is being openly . 
referred to a Natal ‘with no at- 
tempt: to disguise the site. Also 
denied is the report that the S.. 
African government was a substan- 

ttial investor in the film. . Embassy 
is distributing the film in the YJ, S. 
and Canada and Paramount is han- 
dling it in the rest of the world. 

Embassy declares.it has no. com- 

‘ways, . | 

Apparently Embassy experienced 
leone | difficulties ‘in the U. S. in 

* trying to arrange promotional tie- 
: jups. and such. Reluctance seems 
| ‘[to be, coming from companies and. 

: individuals whe are aware of the 
S. African: racial policy. This .s 
@articularly: true. in attempted -ar-.. 

. | rangements. for national . promo 
| hookups.. It is: revealed that Em- 

_|bassy also had Hts treubles with 
“.: {Some companies and individuals in 

:{ the same field whea trying to line. . 
{up national promos for 

- .| Above, The Mud Below,” 
Je mentary ‘on. New. Guinea. . 

e Sky - 
a “iocue. 

All. the same, “Zulu” ts Betting 
a7 ‘one of ‘Embassy’s . -biggest cam- 

paigns since prez Joseph E. Levine - 
| sprang‘on the scene with “Her- 
-leules””? Despite the reluctance of 
“.|some, there have been others who 
“| Rave cooperated - in forming pro- 
{motional ties and the campaign is 
already i in swing. The picture won't 

‘Fopen in, the U.S, until this summer 
; ‘but: bows. in London Jan. 22. 

Like ‘Embassy, Paramount denies 
2 ‘aly. knowledge. of official dissatis- 
| faction withthe picture by S. Afri- 

ig using®.the 
and ad cam- 

| Can officials. - 

ws 

His Talent Stable 
. Hollywood, Dec. 17. 

“In. .one of the most dramatic 
of “agency. affiliation. switches in Hol- _ 
'4ywood in some months, Al Bart’ 

last: week quit Herb Brenner's In- 
| ternational Mgmt, Associates and 

oe shifted: te General Artists“Corp. 
. Bart, who long has: specialized 

‘in’ ‘percenting film scorers, takes . 
| along: with him to-GAC his whole. 

-t. stable, which includes Henry Man- 
“| Cini; Elmer Bernstein, Ernest Gold, 
. ‘Andre’. 
of, “Kaper, among others. - 

’ Previn and | Bronislau 7 

‘Like. -Brenner,. Bart. was. an 
- |-MCAgent and. when with tiow-dis-- 
banded: talent-handling wing of . 
- “| MCA, Bart repped film tuners. He © 

joined: Brenner when latter set up. 
.| own shop after MCA ceased agent- 

a ing. ae 

“The deal for Bart to join "GAC 
“| was engineered by Ingo-Preminger, 

. | who heads ‘up GAC literary dept.,. 
‘Land, in “a . recent policy decision . 
at "GAC. also .was given rein’. 
-} over film-music dept: In so. doing, 
Preminger has béen selling scorers 

| to. ‘studios himself; only few days 
‘Vago cinched a deal for. Alex North 
-|to. score “Cheyenne. Autumn,” 
which. John Ford. is now directing 

mn for: “Warners: 
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Philadelphia hits ) 
« the beach first : : 

PHILADELPHIA; PA. 
READING, PA... 
HARRISBURG, PA. 
ALLENTOWN, PA... 

|, ‘BETHLEHEM, PA. 
J LANCASTER, PA. . 
7 CHESTER, PAL 

"EASTON, PAL 
“YORK; PA. 
“ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. 
OCEAN CITY, N. J. 

WILDWOOD, N.J: 
a i MANAHAWKIN, NJ. 

- POTTSVILLE, PAL 
"WILMINGTON, DEL.” 
WILLIAMSPORT, PA. 
LEBANON, PA.: 

SCRANTON, PA, 
‘WILKES BARRE, PA.- 

_. Wednesday, December 18, 1963. 

tl ! ey | "re e booking 

SUNBURY, PA. 
BLOOMSBURG, PA. . 
HAZELTON, PA.. 

TRENTON, NiJe 2 es: 
MORRISTOWN, PA. 
LEWISTOWN; PA; 
SHENANDOAH, PA 
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_ Judiciary: Gombnittee. 

oe Baltimoré, Dec, at: “4— 
. Another: ‘ehapter- has. been added) 

. “to censorship story with Legislative | 
let Council supporting. ‘proposal.to bar | 

~ sin those under 18 years of age- from }. 
‘- “objectionable mavies.” * 

” | tion ‘was’ présented: to. ‘Council : by a 
an legislative: committee: on. film cen-|.: 
*gorship. “It:is ‘headed:.by ‘Senator | - 

James A. Pine, (D., Baltimore. coun: 
ty). 

oe Proposal-~ ‘required © ‘a! - Follcall ‘ 
. “vote, ‘something rare for.the:Coun- 
- -¢il...Results were 11 to 5 in-favor of.| 

‘the. recommendation. Leading the | 
: fight. against it was Delégate:‘Thom-. 

. as Hunter. Lowe (D. jfalbot) chait- 
“ Delegate’ Ss. -man .: of: House *: 

Lowe, in: -waging. paitle.. said 
oi “The® coneensus is’ that this kind |" 
OF ‘bill’ is. unconstitutional. : States 

all over’ the -nation. have found. it 
a uncofistitutional. mo! 

- Senator Pine urged: that the aan 
; 1. of ‘constitutionality : be’ ‘left. -to. the. 

; “courts. ' ‘He. told..couneil “the. attor-.| 
imey Berieral’s ‘office’ had: informed 
his committee - that. it felt . the 

proposal ‘is constitutional.” 
““. Yo this, Délegate’ Marvin Mandel. 

(D.; Fifth Baltimore) said: “Accord<'|'~ 
ing. to. the. ‘attorney: ‘general, this. 
‘May. be constitutional but. according ' 

. to a lot’ of courts, it is ‘not.”. - 
oS. ‘It. remains. for -the - ‘Council’ to} 
™ "present. proposal as:a bill.: Similar. 

‘bills: have" died in the State, legis- 
‘lature. 

‘In © another “development,. “the 
Maryland © Court: of | ‘Appeals, ° for: 

'-. the first time,: heard a ‘case: -chal--| ° 
| lenging: the constitutioriality of the 
movie" censorship: daw ‘as: if. exists. 
at present. 
Previous. cases. wére “based: :0n | 

“objections | ‘as to how law :was ap- 
‘plied by ‘state~ board: of ‘censors. ‘ 

-Case has: Deen = brought - to court: 
‘by Ronald Freedman, ‘operator. of 

. ‘the Rex’ Theater, currently a.nudie. 
Mr. Freedman” was ..con-. 

‘victed. before | Judge _Anselm :So-. 
daro in Baltimore Criminal Court.|. ..° .: 
. .Case began when Freedman, in|: ¢ a 

. ‘admitted. test ‘of. the law; -refused | Ai. 
~'to..submit .“Revenge ‘at. Daybreak” ys \ 

to. board for: licensing before Show- |. 7 

house. - 

= ing, in November: of. last: year. 
: Law | allows. three smerriber. board | * 
y to: censor::all or parts.of: films. it]. 
“. considers obscene or -which tend | 
“to “debase or: corrupt. Jnorals - or |. 

. incite. to. crime.’ 
Freedman, 
Court of : Appeals;. 
-définitions -. _and standards’ 

_ argues . : that 
‘are 

“vague,”. that. the law ‘infringes on 
“freedom. of expression. in -Violation . 
‘of: the:) Federal : Constitution © and. 
the Maryland Bill of. Rights... 

“in coming... 

: ‘ToRD TM UNDER SAIL; 
OTHER PLAYERS DUE 

Hong. Kong, Dec. 17. ° 
wotly “Writer-director Richard. Brooks. 
oe “this week ‘began. principal photog- 

| ‘Faphy . here on his new -Columbia |. 
:“Lord .Jim,”. “based. on -the pic,: 

mf oseph: Conrad Classic: Two: of the. 
O'Toole” 

‘and Jack Hawkins—were on hand 
. for. the. first. scenes, all shot at sea. 
on the old Asiatic freighter, Kwang. 

_film’s. -principals—Péter ° 

Ho. : 
The other. major members of. the la 

_east—James. Mason,: ‘Curt: Jurgens; 
“-Elt Wallach, Paul Lukas and Akim’ 
Tamiroff—are due to:arrive. around 

‘-. . Christmas..The full unit will finish: 
shooting ‘herein January and then 

three: | move to Cambedia~. for. 
oa months. of jungle shooting. 

nae How. the Germans”. 
Almost Got: Churchill 

- gir Winston. Churchill eould have 
a. big. year. on: film in. 1964: ~ Last | 

-. wéek- it- was~ revealed: that — “pro- |.” 
=. ducer-director-writer Carl . Fore- | 
“~man had purchased the: rights to:] - 
two’ autobiographical. ‘books by. the 

' British elder statesman. 

‘the Lion.” -- 
-Hugh Frank has’ ~beeit’ jisted- as 

producer‘ of the Par property but. 
‘no starting date-has ever: been set. 

“My: Early | Foreiman’s . properties,: 
Life”. and: “The. World..in. Crisis” 
“will hopefully be shaped into. pro-: 
duction to roll: next : summer: : in’ 
_England,. South Africa and. India |: 

-... ‘with Columbia financing | and. dis: 
os tributing.- 

‘Sugeges- |: 

in. brief’ filed ‘with, Committee. -on: “Offensive and -Ob- {i 
-scene . Material; ‘after. a two-day 
executive. session in. ‘Albany, - Jast. 
‘week, to’ sponsor’ a. bill “‘as..re- 
quested by the. Board of : ‘Regents: 
concerning : ‘movie classification,” 

owever, : it 
It is expected that Courtof. cape was’ fully. expected. How 

peals.. ‘decision will ‘be Tong, time. : 

| fication 

|| Legislature, 
| Senate.” ‘Upper. House . Was: the: 
stumbling | block -in:. previous. -‘at- 
‘tempts. by Joint Committee to. ob- 
tain enactment. of an. “advisory” . 
-classification - ‘act... 

Jast™ 

tion: picture |. 

-. on: 

* on 

‘HAROLD. ve COHEN'S. LATEST. 

His Honors: ‘Shelf Crowded. 

ee Pittsburgh, ‘Dee:: in 
- Harold. “Y. : Cohen,’ columnist, 

‘critic - and.: ‘drama editor-- on. "the: 
Pittsburgh ‘Post-Gazette: Since -1926 | 
(separately the ‘was -.also VARIETY 
‘stringer. - here. for™ 32 years), was 
‘named. “Man of the Year” in jour- 
nalism at the. annual Golden: Quill | 
-Awards dinner. .Cohen had -previ-. 
‘ously. been named. “Drama Critic 
of the Year” by the- Screen Direc- |- 

tors’ Guild... He continues’ a dally.) 7 
‘column for. the. paper. - 

-Alice -.Weston, . 

-The: WIIC- news ‘staff 
won. the > award: for: “TV ‘News 

(KDKA-TV' Reports 
on “Black. Muslims”), “Radio News: 
Reporting, “Radio |. Single . Fea: 

Point. Series). 

\g ain an Sponseriag 

Decision ‘by. > Joint. ‘Legislative |- 

‘remained: to bé seén how much -in--| 
fluence: Regents’. support: of classi-|| 

) ” “unaccompanied” | ; 
| school: children would have.in the 

“particularly in. ‘the | portant” ~ 

{-companies are alsq: “loaded, he: 

-for 

to’. a vote there. . 

year, 
Luigi. R.. Marano:: Brooklyn Repub- 

for recommital ‘of “bill, on 
reading. ' 

“advisory... 

strongly, ‘too.:. 

“CORPORATE ALTERATION. 

: Statley-Mark-Strand Corp. awed 

That’ Tre-|. |. Into SCA 
minded Paramount that it. -has had} 
* a-Churchill: story on its roster for'| ° 
-some’ time,. too, “called . “Heart, Of. 

x “Albany, Dee. “1. 
“Stantey-Mark-Strand Corp... “in 

including: production. ‘ 
. This. oldtime film ‘outfit: ‘has’ au- 

shares, 

ferred at $100. par: value. : a 

TE MOET 

‘Man- of Year of. Golden. Quill— Wy. were. reelected:-to -the - board.: 
- Proposal. by Gilbert ‘for the man-|-_ . 

; .| agement-opposed | inailed ‘report to|.~ - 
: | stockholders’ on each. annual. meet-| ©: 
Jing ‘was defeated -1, 624; 423*to. 234,-|'- 
"093. .Gilbert said: he was’ encour- 
aged. by’ this. count: ‘and will. rein-' 
reduce. the. same. Fesolution® next: 
year 

“At the same dinner, Lisa How- 
ard of ABC News, was..given ‘the. 

4 “Daytime TV. Network Award”.and | 
Bob. Considine was “honored. as a. 
columnist: and: Radio-TV. commen- Pe 
‘tator: o i: 

-Cari -Apone;. ‘musi¢. critic of the: Lt 
: Pittsburgh. Press, won. the sports 
writing. award: for an -article. -on| -- 
Penn: State coach, Rip Engle, injs 
‘the ‘paper's magazine’ Section.. © - 

hostess | for. 
“T.uncheon. at. the Ones”. on WIIC, . 
won the: women’s -program ° award 

." 1 for. her. series -‘on-..“ The: ‘Lonely 
Sickness;”” a full treatment on.al-. 
-¢oholism. : 

‘functions. . 
Film” and: ‘staffer, Regis: Bobonis,. 
won: the award for a. single. news 
“event, -. 
-The ‘Group’ Ww ‘stations,’ KDKA-| - 

-TV and: KDKA, :waiked. away. with |, 
‘the: rest’. of- the -awards winning: 
-for “TV: News” Excellence;’ 27 STV. 
“single. program”: : 
‘EV... series” 

(with. -WQED), t 

ture,” “Radio: Feature-Series, ”. edi- | 
; torials. and” Public service “oeal 

, quite ‘awhile; -. 

‘tures: since 

“It “never came’ 

“This was ‘true thn 1960-through- 
1962: seemed likely to be. repeated: 

- when - Assemblyman. 

Jican - chairing. ‘Committee, - Moved. 

He: stated: “that Committee: had | 
agreed to accept. the “tielp” of mo-| 

industry—through | 
Motion. Picture: Assn. of America. 
‘This, -by . ‘expanding: ‘review: cover- 
“age of “The Green: Sheet”. to en-. 
-eompass - films ‘ without. Production 
Code. Authority’s: Seal, and. by. in- 

_ }pereasing circulation” of” MPAA- 
° financed monthly. publication. 

Regents took-no. official’ ‘position 
‘classification; . has, |= 

“compulsory”. plan. ‘State Edu--|° 
cation’ Deparment : will back: ‘it, 

— 

) “| gested’ at two sessions “by the chair- 
{man of’ SDIG’s merger committee; } 
SDIG’s refusal ‘to. accépt an agrée- 
ment that-.DGA’s legal. - counsel: 

:‘Lserve as counsel for the ‘proposed. 
.| merger with the right for the latter 

| to.call.on SDIG’s legal counsel: in 
‘a ‘consultative. capacity.’ when‘: re- 

corporated. here;-has been merged: quired. SDIG ‘demand: assurances. 
into “part. of ‘the. Stanley Co. : of 
‘Anierica:.and authorized’ to ‘engage. 
it numerous: motion. picture activi- |. 
ties, - ‘particularly * exhibition, . and. 

thorized capital - stock . of 34,000. 
“including 4,000 -common: 

‘without: ‘par. value and 30, 000. bree 

Tisch Presides 
Continued’ from: pase 3 _ ites 

year should: help... In keeping. with ue 

the: policy of disposing ‘of .uneco-|- | ~ 
—j|nomic theatres, he said 10 to~12)— 

houses likely “will'‘bé- ‘dropped. in. a 
{the next couple of years... po. 
The ‘Tisch freres. overwhelming- , . coomers ‘Cha reed: With: ‘Sh oy i 

“Close. ‘Integration’ 

‘Prior: to ‘the.:formal. ne 1” 
ment of: the. voting results, lots of): 

“Pisch’s Perspective - 

‘motion - pictures... Ms 

"Replied: Tiseh:' 

state:' oF 
F ; 2 lee ete me - et ao |! 

words: were: heard’ and: they im. : 
cluded . some. expressions of. con- 
fidence in -management along with 

ithe barbs. .A-representative of Lanc-: 
ing Financial : Corp.: asked. for.a. fi- 
nancial breakdown on thie: differént - 
fields in ‘which..:Loew's: Theatres 

“> ‘lthen:-may. have“ been. running. out: 
'9:| of -patience.: ‘She. asked” and asked 

‘about. the. ‘reasons. behind :Loew’s. 
“] inability. © 'to- pay: dividends. ‘and. 
Tisch told her, in. effect,. she’ Was’ a. 

~—‘Bill to Alas = I: 
- Albany, Dec, 17... -| 

stranger. to’ ‘the -on-record: facts. - 

- Par Embassy 

ple. want, ‘to. see”. and. ‘said. “that 
‘there are more “big: and. special” |: 
‘pictures: planned. y:-various -ecom-' 

, “STREETS OF NEW YORK’ : 
“TAPED FOR HARTFORD |- 
“Streets of’ ‘New. York,” ‘musical: 

| comedy: running” off-Broadway . at. 
the’ Maidman Playhouse; is to be 

panies. for - 1964 release” than. ‘in 

Paramount, . for” ‘example, 

in “Fall. ofthe -Roman: Empire” 
“and : “Becket” and “has- other “im- 

Other: product Slated. - 

pointed. -out.. 

Levine is. linked with ‘Paramount: 
via‘ his holding ‘of .10,000-shares of } 

‘|-the company’s © -stock:.. After Bala- |° 
ban. made - his: “engagement” re-: 
marks,’: under’ a: ‘reporter’s~ prod, : 
Levine patted him ‘on the: back. and’ 
said “I never ‘thought: ‘you’d -get{.. 

_Par .exec v.p. 
| George ‘Weltner:: was.: Jater” heard 

“| to say to the prez,. “you. were really: 

‘out. of .that one.” 

thinking. on your féet: there:” | 
“One thing ‘is certain. through’ it 

all ‘and: that: is: “that. ‘Embassy-~ and - 
Par: are. about: ‘as’ ‘close. as. they: can. 1 

someone: made a: ‘erack- about “pre-. 
marital “relations.” : 
“will jilt the other or the-affair will} 
end at- the altar‘ still seems a.way'| 

|-from - conclusion,” however... 
= sides may be: shy” of “vows. 

George Sidney 

beyond ° ‘the. .stated interit. Of: this 
agreement, ‘said sidney. ° 

. Sidney. asserted. “we: believe that 
‘somewhere; - ‘someone ‘in: SDIG-. is 

-| stubbornly: attempting -to ‘keep. the 
merger from” happening—to’ keep 
the SDIG.- ‘membership’ from. seeing 
‘the . proposed : merger © ‘ agreement}. 
.and. expressing : its” Voice. on’. ‘the 

ue . mod Plans. to: Feopen Christmas s Day. 

2} scene films, 

He was. told ‘by* Tisch. 
that. this wouldn’t:- be practical be- 
|cause’ the. operations (hotels :and. 

| theatres) are ‘so closely. integrated. ‘ 

-Mrs.- Martha -Brandt;* ‘also. unshy | 
‘about. taking «the - floor, followed. La om 
through: with the demand. on such | - 
a-fiscal breakdown; - telling: ‘Tisch: + 
“While I have a high: Tegard for | 
you, you don’t own. the .corpora- |: : 

‘| tion and ‘the stockholders”. have. a: 
Tight to. ‘know ‘what ' ‘Yoru. know.” a 

- This lady was to. be heard from’|. 
extensively. later,::and. at one point 

* Ferossed. swords with Tisch: who. by. 

; Continued from. pase if —. 

wit}. 

have. its. first. two ‘roadshow ‘pic- |’. 
“Ten: Commandments” aT 

. Whether. one 

‘Both |. 
anne 800-Seat Baldwin Only 
= | Theatre i in. L. ‘A: Damburst. | among: the other companies. men- 

| tioned, with some | “major” nw: re- 
\leases and some filler-items block- 
‘ing into. the April-May. schedules 
and: being rumpeted. as ‘such. <Af-- 

‘if. alk. ‘looks: 

Continued from. ‘page 4 ——— =| 

| they: ¥emaitied. for several’ hours 
while fidodwaters ‘swept: through 

mate yet -on damage, 
wrecked carpet ard possibly: will 
‘Tequire seat’ replacements. - 

. -Fred. Stein, who operates -house 
‘in: his: Stateside’. Theatres. spread, , 

_ INDICT EXHIBITORS © 

“Obscene”: Pic : 

. - Pittsburgh, Dee, i. 

Pittsburgh - exhibitors © 

grandjury. last’ Week: on charges ; 
‘1 -of possessing - arid |. ‘exhibiting: ob-" 

‘as coowners | Of ‘the, 
Cameraphone Theatre.. 

_ Asst, Police. ‘Supt. 

theatie ‘Nov... 19°. ‘which’. was: the 
first: time such: an action, occurred, 
in this city. . 

If: - convicted in: “the. ‘Courts, 

prison. nae 

To: demonstrate the: “evidence, 
; Maloney. brought in’. an operator | 
with’. a: projector. and showed all} 
the three’. films. ‘seized. The. men 
were ‘arrested. under a. Vague. law 
‘that _includs “pictures and images” 
in the. obscenity laws. beieie is not 
‘specifically mentioned “‘as -it --was 
-covered .at the. ‘time. of. the- ‘passing. 
of:. this statute -by the: separate’ 
_state. censor board, which has been, 
‘abolished .. due ‘to: its. _uniconstitu-. 
‘Monality,” 

7 “Tom. Jones’ may rate. as ‘stand 
‘out . all-time bo. champ. among 
‘Gotham’s- eastsidé arties,. chaving: 
grossed _a hefty’ $345; 022 in its: first: 
‘fen weeks’ at Cinema I. * 

The. UA-Lopert. releasé, now in: 
‘its 11th frame.and : ‘continuing. in- 
definitely, - ‘has’ not only:: been. sock 
by comparison to its: eastside neigh-' 

=| ‘bors. - ‘but ‘has: also. often: topped 
| grosses. “of. the - big: Broadway .; -at-" 
“| tractions during: its .run: In ‘most 
> heases it has: laready. doubled: pre- 

vious .records’ ef: most.- ‘eastside’ 
2 houses. and continues: solidly. i in Los 
Angeles as: ‘well. 

video-taped. ata special. perform- 
ance this week for presentation: to: 
RKO .-General |. Phonevision sub-- 
seribers of: this company’s subscrip- 
tion ty: system” ‘in Hartford, Conn, 

V.p., “reported the. 
-telecasting: for a fee will take place 
-on the hights” of Dee. 21, Dec. 25 | 

J ohn AH. Pinto, v 

and. Dec. 27, 

- Based ona qnelodrama’ ‘by Dion - 
Boucicault, ‘show - has ‘book. . and: 
lyrics -by. Barry” Alan. Gyael,’ who 
also has.a starring: role, with music: 

‘!: | by: Richard. B..Chodosh .and ‘direc- 
‘tion by Joseph ‘Hardy. Playwright 
Mare: Connolly” will’ comment. be- 
tween acts for the..fee-tv.. audience. 
.RKO-Phonevision recently. taped. 

“Spoon - “River” . for. the . Hartford 
subscribers; but. -dates: for: the: tv: 
Presentation have yet to. be set. 

= Los’, Angeles, ’ “Dee. 17. 

Only theatre’ to be hit by Satur-|! 
‘day’s fiood disaster, .when Baldwin. 
‘Hills: Reservoir’ in‘: ‘southwest ‘Los 
Angeles gave way. to either destroy 
or badly. damage. what: may reach | 
$30,000,000 ‘in ‘property. loss and |v 
“three liyes, - was ‘the 1d 800-seat 
B aldwin ’ Theatre: which. was. 
flooded ‘with. three ‘to. ‘fotir- feet of | 
water. ‘Manager ‘Kenneth Wright': 
led : about: 160 mvppets, attending |. 
the - matinee.” to. the. roof, where 

theatre and . on all sides.: No -esti- 

8 7 ye 
BLO 

Lawrence : 
- “Maloney : ‘and ‘Asst. D.. A. Peter F.. 

--V-Flaherty. and an arresting ‘squad 
| ‘seized’ the. film in‘ a raid .on the 

* Laurence A...’ Tisch, - ‘presi 
- dent’ .of Loew’s Theatres, was >. 
’ vasked- if - the ticket-scalping 
- situation iavolving- N.Y... legit © 

‘hit. shows: “had: any. effect on”. ‘Luther and Adams. face: a: maxi-. 
| mum’ sentence. of. two. ‘years in 

oPhis is ‘not. 7 
'. OUR. Problem,” Im. Sorry: to ee fo 

‘issue “remarks 

| happening. 

which: 

“Whether.” ‘distributors are 

exhibitors or just. what ‘it's all 
about. isn’t clear but in recent. 

—+. “For: some reason or other, Ames 
 fican Broadcasting-Parameunt The 
-: Latre v.p..Edward L. Hyman’s or- 

‘| derly release: campaign is attract-. 
Fj ing more response than usual this. 

“suddenly. “becoming | ‘More. con- 
;cerned : about their image among 

‘George 
‘Luther and. Joseph: R: “Adams were | 
indicated’ by an: ‘Allegheny ‘County weeks: several of. the major dis-- 

ribs" have. ‘issued. dispatches ‘at-. 
testing-to their belief in ‘Hyman’ s 
ideas and: offering: support. © 
" It-‘may. be just a game of follow. 
the leader, with. no one ‘company ». 

on it.. But, the fact remains that, 
‘wanting another-to gef.the jump. 

ever since. the: first. company’s. 
statements were published (no one. 
is . claiming - -leadership - actually), 

' [almost’ systematically the other. 
| distribs ‘have ‘followed. with state- 
menis from their: ‘sales chiefs about :. 
the validity of, the ‘Hyman pro- 

| posals and what they and their | 
companies “plan -to do about the. : 
So-called “orphan”: ‘periods. 

:. The period | getting all: the dis: 
tributor ‘attention in ‘this sudden 
wave of. good: faith. with. exhibi- 

{ tion is the April-May time, a period 
lin which distribs have: been notori- 
ous for holding: back top product: 
in apprehension .of” the | June-" 
‘through-summer : - 
-time when ‘school is out and vaca- — 

Hyman: had. - 
| expressed optimism and a feenns 
of ‘studio cooperation ‘at his last 

- Jorderly..release press .conference. 
;But then again the always does. 

\. |The message does seem to have 
1 gotten. across,-however. ~~ 

“Champ, Bast Side April-May, U being the latest to 
about. the time. . 

Actually, each has pledged several 

playing prime 

tions are in progress. 

United Artists, ‘Paramount; Uni- 

orderly “release bandwagon for 

pix for that period, including a 
‘couple ef “major productions” of 

‘| the ‘kind that usually don’t: see the - 
light | of exhibition then. : © 
Universal’s . comments, issued by 

‘he stated. 

- Actually, « ‘Unjversal, : “which had. 
announced 14 pictures. ‘for ‘release 
during the first six. months of 1964 
and two re-releéases, will have. six. 
“pix, including ‘four . new: releases 

versal and. others have joined the. 

1¥.p. “general sales manager Hi Mar-_ 
tin, ‘aré. typical of: what ‘has ‘been. 

.“We at Universal be-. .- 
lievethat a continuing ‘flow: of top: - 
boxoffice ‘produetions,. thoroughly :.. 
‘pre-sold before they are. ‘placed in.’ 
release, is:the answer to the prob- 
‘lems whicir the exhibitors. of ‘our 
{country face ‘today,’ ™ 
fT. ‘is also interesting to note that, 

in’ this: 'Gase as in the . others, 
- ‘Hyman’s: name, affiliation. and 
campaign is always. “mentioned | 
prominantly.. 

and: the’ two -re-issues, going out. 
‘in. the April-May period. One is 
“Captain... Newman. ..D.,” 
Gregory Peck, Tony’ Curtis, ‘Angie 

with 

Dickinson: and’ others heading the 
cast, ‘which an. Academy qualifer 
in ‘Hollywood . ‘on -Christmas. day,’ 
followed. by a. Radio. City ‘Musie 
{Hall ‘and ‘Florida engagement. in 
}February, and: launched with a= 
‘Series of Easter bookings. coast-to- 
coast... 

* Another. is “‘The Brass Bottle, ” 
Tony. Randall-Burl - - Tves- Barbara 
“Eden” .Starrer.- ~ Then there's 
“Nightmare”. from the. ‘British. 
‘Hammer horror film shop and an 
oater called “He Rides. Tall” from 
Gordon. Kay.. The” two- re-issues 
are “Operation Petticoat” and “Pil- 

Jlow. Talk”. which have been put. 
| together. in &. ‘spécial . package... 

1 They, of course; ‘are ‘two.of Uni-. 
|| versal’ s top. all-time Brossers. . - 

The situation is much the same. 

ter. all. these ‘years;. 
like -a- ‘victory. of. sorts for. Hyman 
who -has ‘dévoted hiniself. to prac- 
tically nothing else but orderly re- 
lease, for: ‘Some time now. 

Clark Books. Cinderella . 
‘Detroit, Dec. 17. 

Clark Theatre Service has taken 
over, ‘the buying and booking for: 
‘the’ 1,400-seat. second-run_ ‘Cinder- 
-elia. Théatre.on Detroit’s eastside 
for the new lessee Détroit Cinderel- 
Ta Corp. Officers of the corporation . 
are William Brown, president,.and 

+ Herman: Cohen, ‘vice: president. ~ 
Pair also operates the 5,000-seat 

first: run Fox Theatre. in ‘downtown: 

Las, ‘Detroit... . Mey . » 



THERE WITH UA’ SB 

cower os ARYTETY 2 Wednenday, December 18, 1963. 

TREMENDOUS IN IT FIRST ENGAGEMENTS! $1 ALL L 
OVER THE COUNTRY-IN BIG AND SMALL CITIES IN BIG AND SMALL THEATRES-IT’S RIGHT UP 

WGSEyT GROSSERST 

CHECK THE. FIGURES IN: ‘Los. ANGELES - 238. theatre: multiple run 
CHICAGO — Oriental - CLEVELAND — 6 theatres « BOISE—Pinney Theatre and 
Boise Drive-In « SALT Li AKE CITY- Lyric Theatre, Ute: and Redwood Drive-Ins- 
IDAHO FALLS~Paramount» SIOUX CITY-Orpheum » MASON CITY-Palace .- 
LINCOLN, NEB.-Varsity » CINCINNATI-RKO Keith's « «INDIANAPOLIS-Vogue 
Theatre, Shadyland and Lafayette Drive- Ins WASHINGTON, D. C- -RKO. Keith s 

AND IN NE w YORK = 3 SMASH WEEKS. 
IN ITS PREMIERE SHO OWCASE ENGAGEMENT! 

nd Guest Siar 

MAN, Paitex wane | SEER roves 8 | HK KUEN n/c Mus HE ' on 1 
& JAMES EDWARD BRANT OREN. NeLAGLEN! MICHEL WAYNE Teoma. as BAT snobucron 



ann ‘Robert. Cunningham into. “Circus :World” °.* 

'.... issue .of Pageant. mag . 
‘Navy comedy set. in ‘World. War II, for U with Robert Arthur as exec. 
“producer. : He’s ‘also preparing: “The ° Faceless. Man”. for. the: ‘studio,, 

- _elub performers. : 

ns a season 5 
2 1 day discover the” hinterlands ‘and ‘talk it up. big ‘for promotion ‘of their 

pictures via the roadhop:: “bit might take’.a look .at Bill Castle. He's | 

town 2°: 

New York “Soundtrack 
5 Continued. froin page. il. 

- -_ én Sorpasso, to be called “The. Basy Bife”: in ‘the “US; “which t 
stars Vitterlo Gassman, Catherine ‘Spaak and: Jean: ‘Touls ‘Trintignant, | 
directed ‘by Dine Risi.. © 0 
Jerry. K.. Levine, Paramount ad. manager, Pack: in “New: York after. 

= studio. ‘confabs in. Hollywood: :::. Revue-tv' actor. Michael Parks. inked 
‘to topline ‘in -Universal’s. “Daffy, ". one. of : the. studio’s. 
. horizons”. projects: aimed ‘at developing new picture. ‘prospects. 

_ grossed: $138,795 in the first: week of a 19-theatre “Premiere Showcase”’ 
un in. New York ;.. Alan. Napier inked. for “Marnie,” ” having wound |. 

“. his stint in “My Fair Lady.” :... - 1 
=." Add-to the list of-tv tie-ups. ‘for features: ‘Columbia’ S: “Under the: Yum'- - 
. -Yum ‘Tree’. via‘ clips of Jack Lemmon ‘in: “the pic last Monday (16). on. 

. -, NBC’s. “Hollywood. and: the “Stars”. and “Dr. ‘Strangelove”. via.-Peter| - 
<: Sellers. on. the same ‘show..: ‘Also, -this. Sunday: (22), “The Cardinak” gets| ~ 

some limelight :on Ed. Sullivan’s .CBS show... . ‘the: ‘Movie ‘Social: Club | 
oF. ‘Kings. County, ‘under ‘direction. ‘of: ‘Brooklyn-Queens:: business - agent: 
’ for: projectionists Local 306. Harry: Garfman, for the: 14th year visiting 
:Brooklyn_ hospitals distributing: candy -and-: -toys to ‘sick children: 
_UA’s “From Russia. With’ Love” rated: the: biggest D.o. attraction in- - 

Britain ‘in 1963. by the. annual ‘survéy ‘of -2,460° theatres. made by. the 
' “Magazine Films. and | Filming which also says ‘that -the - -$1,960,000 pro- ane 
duction. ‘costs are likely: ‘to: be’ recouped : by: the end ‘of: the Brit run, 

oe with the. anticipated - world-wide‘ gross reaching ‘$8, 400,000. : 
RKO’ Theatres running: a‘ ‘promotion contest: currently, the prizes , 

u y;" 1 . 

: being a 1964 convertible car.and.a: trip to London-for:two . 
an: original ‘sereenplay. by Sam: Roeca, purchased’ ‘by: Gordon. ‘Kay | & |- 

‘have the: original sets of. “several |: 
‘motion::. pictures “including... “The 

a) King & 1," “Irma. La. Douce, i 
“Cleopatra” ‘and. others... :*°. | 

“Also contemplated - isa film: ‘mu: | 
.seum- with: memorabilia, ‘famed in-|. . 
dustry ‘artifacts,-.some ‘of .’which. 
‘will ‘be. contributed. py the.‘Holly- 

‘Associates and :will' be produced by- Kay-.as his next pie: for “Universal, 
“to roll ‘early.-in. the. new: year. . Jill: St. John cover girls. the January 

“Harry: ‘Tatelman will produce “The. 466,” a 

Frank. Nugent scripting. 
“We (Hollywood stars) are: ‘sort of’ a: ‘strange. ‘brand of éats, ” twice: 

7 ‘commented: James Stewart - ‘in a recent. interview over ‘NBC: radio. ” | He} 
“does not. “object,” ” to, in fact rather. likes, imitations of chim ‘by. ‘night | 

He: thought it.-difficult to. give ideal: training ‘for. 
-children—Stewart mentioned. 12-year-old twins; to balance: it: between 
. fair. .and.-firm. -“His upbringing. was “strict.” : . Stewart’ characterized 

aS: “stupid” the: suggestion made. by: ‘an: officer,: after he. joined. the. Air: 
- Force in World War II—to wit, “just-try to: be one of ‘the boys.” This,: 
“! after. Holywood exposure, was ‘simply’ not~feasible, ‘said. Stewart. 

-Dore Schary-Warner. ‘Bros.. prodiiction . ‘of “Act.:One” premieres Dee: 
oe, 26. at ‘the Trans-Lux East. as a benefit ‘for the Dramatists Guild Fund 
2 1; Ine:.--Price is $15. per ‘seat.. 
“|: praise: for. “Charade” | at: the “Music Hall; ‘Timésman. Bosley ‘Crowther |. * 

. Broumas Builds 
12 For Sh ppers 

. Most of: the ‘local: pundits offered ‘high 

‘thought the. melodramatics and: the. gore. ill-fitting - for the -Christmas 
. Loew’s: circuit now 60 years old. . .. Producers. who latter- 

” been doing it for years, latest being in. behalf. of. “Strait: Jacket”. 
: Andrew and Virginia Stone left recently for. London and: their. next | 
~|* - production. for. Metro, “The Secret. of.. My. ‘Success.”. - - 
“-" Buddy. Hackett and Don: Rickles ‘have .gone: into ATP’s: now-shooting- ; 

. The Bronston Company and the French Film |- “Muscle Beach Party” - - 
” Office’ ‘cohosted «a: Teception- the’. other: evening for Daniele Delorme 
and’ Yves. Robert, whose .‘‘War.-of The. Buttons” “opens here shortly: : Se 

: Charles -R.. Fagan, formerly. with ‘CBS: Films, joining’ Sandy Heward’s| 
at the north end. of. Southgate Pla- 

‘| Za. Shopping Center, “Fort ..Wayne, | >. 
to -be started. within 30 to 60. days. | ™oney . behind. it. 

. The new theatre, designed ‘by Rob-. 
‘ert Buchanan, Youngstown, archi- 

indie production company as :véep: in. charge. -of -sales.. His. first Job: 
‘selling Howard’s recently completed “Dairy. ofA Bachelor.” :..’. 
: : Dave. Bader, ‘exec: veep of: Eldorado Films, back. from Europe’; 
re And Radley -Metzzer, director of. Audubon Films, returned: from:: ‘Paris 

a ..The new: feature film ‘omnibus; “The. Sound of Laughter,” ‘con- 
is a taining. comedy: sequences ‘from -early.. talkies, : ‘opens at the 68th Street 
*, Playhouse here Dec. 17.. Union Films is. distributing the: pic: which was. 

‘produced by: Barry B: ‘Yellen’ and: Irving Ss. Dorfman. Ed’ Wynn. does = 
. the. narration. 
“Ed Ruff, of - ‘Edward. Raft ‘Films. ‘Associates, ‘and Robert Kronenberg, 

a of Manhattan ‘Films International: of.:Los ‘Angeles,- will ‘serve as: east 
“vand west ~ coast chairmen,. respectively, for’ IFIDA’s annual. “awards |. 

‘.. dinnér-dance here. next. month - . «ls. Director. J.: Lee ‘Thompson has 
_— returned to Hollywood .to ‘complete. editing of 20th’s:“What_A. Way: To 
Gol... 2’ Times. Film: ‘sales director Irving .Sochin: to the ‘Coast on: 

+s business; returned Dec. 16. . Luciana. ‘Paluzzi into AIP's ““Muséle. 
7 Beach. Pari ; 

‘Eli Wallach. is this year’ s ‘recipient. of. the “American J ewish. Congress’ 
‘ annual ‘citation - for outstanding creative. and dramatic contributions to 

.y American culture.-. 

_theatrés formerly run. by- the’ Julius .Joelson Circuit.’ Houses’ are. the 
--- Luxor, Earl, ‘Ascot; ‘Kent;. Park . Plaza, | Surrey .and 167th Street. . 

‘the: 16m release of a group of 19-folk.-musie¢ shorts. - 
°°: Dramatists Guild: Fund the beneficiary: of the’ Dec. 26. preview: ‘at: the - 
“"i-\pans-Lux ‘East of Dore Schary’ S. “Act. One” (WB). ‘Producer-playwright. 

. * iis president: of the DG- fund. -. 
8 EWA lost-one- Coast: passenger. ‘whén- hie learned’ “Stolen. Hours”: ‘was: 

the InFlight- featute being shown. first : class passengers and hé switched 
-to secondclass..““You'd. think they’d show something brighter anyway;”: 
he: beefed, “besides. which this is a remake. of ‘Dark Victory". and I 

“ -remember how ‘glum that - “was!” Such are. the ‘Problems : Of -bublic’s 
> “whims. | 

Interior decorator. ‘Jane NShley- filed a. $100; 600: suit against: Gypsy. 
Rose hee. charging Miss ‘Lee with. having. her honie- decorated by.. Miss. 

. Martin. 
. Bérnard’ 

‘Lewis, who: has: his own p-r. factory,. again, directing the Page One ball) 
‘s | Newman, Robert. Y. Libott;. Lée 

Bing Crosby, Wendell Corey, Eli: Wallach, Jimmy Durante, Sit Frank: ' 
asked ‘total.-of -$1, 400, 000 —$350,000. 

: ‘Ashley and riot giving the latter the proper publicity- credit . 
‘Ransohff_ returned: back. west’after three: days in Gotham ; 

of the N.Y: Newspaper Guild set for April 24 -at:the .Astor.. 

--:. Scully, Vaughn’ Meader, Robert Cummings, Ralph Bellamy among’ the 
“names. testifying to “Most Memorable Christmases” ‘in’ arithology: put. 
‘fogether for Pocket. Books by .Gerald- Walker, -now of the: Sunday” 

magazine’ editorial, é¢helon:... . Brandt's’ Beacon on repeat of. 
.. “Lolita” ‘last week put. James Mason, ‘Shelley: ‘Winters and Sue. Lyon: 

‘Times: 

he on_marqueé” but not Peter Sellers. : 
‘Former Hollywood director William’ Dieterle,. ‘who has. been’: living. 

}libelled them.*: Quartet reportedly: 
‘sue on behalf of Guild, with the 

a . | Guild said-.to be paying costs, 
Roniy Schneider ‘personally. has tied up. ‘the rights ‘of Hans. Habe’s. 

fw recent years. in. Europe, -lately the Principality . of Lichenstein, ‘is. 
back in Manhattan. He's confabbing. ‘with - agent Audrey. “Woods: ‘In- 
‘tends: to reside this. side’ hereafter: 

- recently . published | novel, “The Countess.” She will: star. in ‘the title 
7 character, an actual Russian-Irish femme: “fatale: of the ‘early. 1900s.-: 

o>. 20th Century-Fox. has taken a nine-month ‘option of. $2,500- against. 
a total purchase. price of. $25,000 on a- ‘Doubleday-published ‘Western, | 

{ tion, which the. Reporter * printed, 
but’. writers’ weren't. Satisfied. and 

7 sought: ‘legal redress. . , 

“The Dangerous: Days ‘of. Kiowa Jones,” by «Clifton : Adams... :‘Studio 
“will . decide . ‘on. the ‘basis: of: a screenplay by ‘Samuel. Peoples whether : 

| ‘to. close. ° 
.” Dany. Saval, Walt Disney's new’ pactee, is. starred in: the French film |" 
“Strip-Tease,”:-now ‘in. fourth month * at: ‘Mainstem.’ Parisien Theatre, 

.-Montreai.. She and -the other peelers in it are allowed: a-lot more 
7 leeway—including bare bosom—than ‘night-elub exotics. in -Montreal... 

"Incidentally; - Juliette - Greco . -huskily “sings | the theme: “Strip-Tease” 
and. one of the top feattired players is U.S. Negro. blues shouter Joe: 

: the’ weekend. Turner, who does, no > singing ‘but Plays | piano. and acts | 

new film. 

_“Lilies’ of . the Field”: 

“Lord of The Flies” ..author William Golding in | ‘ 
aa . Reade-Sterling. has closed: its “Little ‘Neck ‘Theatre, Little | i 
ot Neck; for a remodeling job. ‘House reopens. Christmas Day . « . Tem} - 
*... Korman Associates now reps Joan. Collins: in.-all fiélds .-... . Harry. 

*. Brandt: and’. Sidney Dreier are: taking. over . operation of ‘seven Bronx. 

: = ae | Gene Marphy Groap | 

"Show a at World's Fair ak a
 

America’s Film Industry
 will. be |. 7 oo BG 

-represented: .at .the -New..° York} 
World's Fair. starting: ‘April 22 by. 
a Hollywood. Pavilion organized by.| 2 *"" 
a group. headed. by ‘actor’ ‘George|:. 

.| Murphy whieh’ ‘has been ‘financed | 
‘by. qutside interésts: mainly. ‘Trans ‘}-- 
World. ‘Financial. “The. “exhibit will 

“Senator ‘Geo. Murphy? 
on Hollywood; Dec. 1k: 

: George Murphy, long a promi- 
a “nent -Republican, . announced: 
that --he. ‘will seek. the ‘Senate. _ 

’ Seat now. ‘held .by. Sen.: .Clair. - 

. derwent - braif . ‘Surgery. fast. 
. August; : 

Murphy. ‘has’ ‘been - fictive ‘in - 
..~ Republican’ ‘politics . for- thie .- 
past 25 years ‘and has-been. . 

. State ‘Chairman in’ California ah 

} | Childhouse: qf Toll - in, (1953.': 

wood Museum..: ‘Exterior of, the: Hol- 
lywood.:: Pavilion will:.be: a. ‘replica. 
1of. -Grauman’s: : Chitiese’ Theatre. 
The. architecture - ‘will ‘be.“‘by :Ran-" 
dall.Dueéll of ‘Dallas.-Lee-Savin_ will 

“| ‘be: managing | director : for George. 
Murphy .&- ‘Associateés.. _Bruce Led- 
better: will be general coordinator 
of all building and, business and business affairs. | 

Fort: Wayne, Ind: Dec. AT: 
Broumias: Theatres Inc. of Silver. 

Springs,’ ‘Md. will: build: a. $250,000}. 
theatre in ‘the present - parking lot 

tect; will. seat’ from. ‘850. to. 900 pa- 
trons. 
‘Joseph M. ‘Siegler, Vice: president 

‘eenters - throughout - ‘the: country, 
and the ‘first one :in a Youngstown : 
center willbe opened. Dec: 19.: By. 

| the end of 1964: he. said, Broumas: 
Theatres: will: ‘have close: ‘to 80 new 

4 theatres in. shopping. centers areas, 
to become one of the largest chains 
in: the country. woos 

4 WGA- WEST SCRIBES 
:| SETTLE ‘REPORTER’ suT . Brandon: Films hoping -to ‘cash: in on the folk ‘music. craze. by. Promoting |. 

~ Hollywood; ‘Dee: 17... 
‘Libel. suit. brought. © by four 

sScreen* “writers: against . the : Holly-’ 
|-wood: Reporter and columnist ‘Mike. 
Connolly :was’ ‘dismissed: yesterday . 
(Mon.) after - attorneys for. both: 
sides ‘presented: a ‘written. stipula- |} t 
tion -at. beginning of. the fifth day |-. 

Martin 
‘been. set ttled: out of court. :: No 
damages:- were’ ‘paid: “by the... de- 
fendants, ~ ‘according: to-.. ‘their. at- 
‘torney, Nathan’ Schoichet.: 

‘Original action; filed. by’ Samuel 

‘of . tin | before = Superior Judge 

Berg and. Mary: McCall Bramson, 

by each..for .two. items appearing 
in ‘Connolly’ Ss “rambling’ reporter” 
‘column during the Writers Guild. of:| 
“America : West. strike.‘ against “tv | « 

1 stiidios “in 1960, which the writers, 
all members of the Guild, claimed 

-| mitteé;:Miss McCall is a past. prexy. 
‘of the Guild. .Writers.at-the time. 
of. two: items demanded ° a: retrae- 

trial; ruled retraction - was Sa 
“By . State. law; ‘plaintiffs* quate.” 

thus. weren't entitled to. generat. or 
punitive: ° damages, : " only “special. 
damages;. but case was settled over, 

_ Engle;. who comes: up: for.re-. oo z 
. war “memoirs, | is ‘being: made in: 
election next. year:. Engle Une -color and will: have ‘a. running time 

- Jof about two: hours: Lady - Ismay; 
Tl wife’ of ‘Churchill’s 

of. staff; -is chairman. of ‘the. com-. 
mittee organizing the London n Bala. 

Katz: that ‘the: ‘action : ‘had |: 

“The -three ‘male ‘plaintiffs were 
members of the. negotiating com- 

‘Finest Hour ‘Preemi | ; 
In London. April 29 

London, Dec. 17.* 
2 The world: preem of “The Finest. 

| Hours,” the Winston ‘Churchill bio- 
‘| pic now. being..completed “here. by 
‘|Le Vien. Films, ‘is to bé. sponscred | 

| by the English’ ‘Speaking - Union at 
| the - Royal: Festival Hall .on- April |: 
-.{ 29. ‘Phe. Union. will- ‘Mount: other 
} preems. .in the. U.S., 
Canada and New. ‘Zealaid. 

. The ‘film, based ‘on Churchill's 

- wartime chief | 

“Gives Us 20% Cut Wer re 
Oat of. Picture Trade’| | 

Boston; Dec: 17.. 
“Tollvision: could’ ‘kill the motion 

picture theatre business, . ‘Arnold: 
‘Childhouse ~ -of | United. California 
‘Theatrés,- and president - “of the’ 
California Crusade for- Free TV, 
-warned. “New. -Engiand-. Theatre | 
‘owners.at:an “emergency”. meeting | ; 
at ATC Theatres screening.room..A | 
figure of $26,000-was set by: exhibs 
here to. help: the. West. ‘Coast. fight. . 
, - Childhouse, who’ flew. to Hub-in'} 
‘snowstorm; ‘Was: greeted: by. a ‘good | 
[turnout “of .Yankeeland -. “exhibs, 
-+some: of whom’ came. from far}. 
| Maine- and. New: ._Hampshire. - -He 

| warned that .the ‘seriousness’. ‘of -the. 
| California” situation should not ‘be: 
uriderestimated. 

“Don’t . ‘confuse : ‘Hartford, ‘Bart- 
‘lettsville ‘and other pay: ty. proj- 

fects with. what’s going on in Cali- 
fornia;” he said: “They ‘didn’t have:| 
programming. ‘This does.” 
- “In. California, . ‘we're. ‘not in” a 
-position of: having ‘another - tv. test 
‘made,’ he declared.. : “Tt’s* on its: 
légp. and -moving with: a lot”: “of 

He said thousands ‘of 1 tv: ‘antenna 
‘systems: are lying dormant: waiting | 
to-jump ing. and: in. New England. 

| “persduus-fave filed: for cable an-. 
tenna systems and have been Brant-. . 

‘of -A. Siegler &-~Sons- ‘Realty ‘Ce, ped: permits.” 
‘Cleveland,. leasing “agents: for ;the { 
circuit,.said the chain has-12:thea-. 
tres. under construction i in. shopping’ 

“We know “ite is. “going ® to. bea 
‘serious thing. Ts going. to. be ‘an 
exhaustive. pericd . ‘that. “will: take’ 
‘some years for the fullest ‘potential 
to. ‘develop, . ‘but if it .affects our 
‘business © 20%; -we can’t ‘stay :in | 
businéss: “We ‘would have to ‘close’ 
theatres.” The speaker recalled: the 
many theatre closings that followed |. 

| the debut of tv; and said. that’ his’ 
own chain. closed 40: Houses... 
“J don't .know: of any - possible 

_. | Sood effect it could. have on our 
.business,” he -stated.:.The Crusade. 

. [for Frée' TV is: ‘fighting Subscrip-. 
| tion: TV. by an. initiative‘on. the bal- 
‘lot,..he. revealed. He .said’ he .ex- 
pected: to--find ‘a completed. ‘draft 

lof. the bill on* his :return to: San. 
Francisco. ‘Childhouse: said. ‘465; 500 
Signatures. are. needed. 

GENE KELLY CHECKS 
IN AT-U-COME FEB: 3 
Gene: Kelly’ will be. joining Uni- | 

‘versal Pictures. early next year. in. 
‘the ‘multiple. role. of ‘producer, ‘di- 
}.rector’-and actor. .What.: his ‘first’ 
"tassignment: will’ be. -is a. trade |. 

| secret ‘still. U- production -v: Dp: Ed-} 
‘ward Mui: ‘stated : that the - com- 
pany. will employ- Kelly’ 's versatility | 
“for. . Some - ‘of our. forthcoming | 
major’ -productions.”. .- 

Kelly ‘wilk check. into: the. studio 
Feb. 3...He recently ‘completed a 
topline. role’ in. 20th Century-Fox’ s| 

‘dancer as well. AS: actor.. He is cur-. 
rently: prepping - a 90-minute tv 
‘Special to air this: spring ‘on the} 

. . [history - of the: American _ “stage. 
:musical. “. 

In recent: years ‘Kelly. has been: 
‘spreading. his. work around, doing. 
stints’ as actor, choreographer,, ‘di-. 
rector and producer. ‘His::paet. with: 
Universal ~. Will - presumably raw. 
upon each: of. these facets during. 

| the: cource’. of ‘his association ‘with 
e- ‘studio. Commenting on: ' this; 

‘Muht said: “No one has contributed. 
‘more t6 our industry. than ‘Gene: 
Kelly. We are: -¢onfident, these: con-: 
“tributions . will continue.’ to.. grace 
-Universal’s | ‘future - efforts ‘to re-. 

| ward: the world’s filmgoers.”. 

’ Australia, : 

- Hollywood, Dec. 17. 

Emphasis. upon reissues rather 
{thantelevision sales for European 
distribution .of 21 pix. owned by 

-|the Selznick Studios Releasing. 
Division - ‘Ltd.; - was pointed. up by. 

{ managing-. ‘director, prior to his 
‘return. last. week to his. London of- 
‘fices. Exec, here for two weeks of 
‘meetings with David. O.. Selznick. 
‘and ‘veepee-treasurer Earl R.: Bea- 
man, opined ‘such release is far. 
more important for films of value 

‘jthan. adhering to the growing . 
ic: trend. ‘of tv. disposal. 
“Asa general rule,” he said, “it _ 
‘ds felt. pictures have not yet reached : 
the point warranting sacrifices of 
important remaining reissue resid- © 
uals” for. exposure. on tv, -As an ex- 
ample, he cited producer's ‘share 
on “Rebecca” in Germany. alone 

\has been $60,000. in reissue, while 
| top- asking: price for tv is $15,000. 

‘| Similarly, company was . ed. 
$58, 000 on “‘Indiscretion of an Amer- . 
‘ican Wife” in Japan, and could get 
only $2,500 top for tv. 7 

Company also has had advance 
| guarantees of -$25,000 on “many | 
pictures” in: France, where. there © 
a'so is a. $2,500 top for tv. In lat- 
ter. case, they operate on a permit’. 
basis, however, which limits num-. © 
“ber. of pix that can be reissued. 

Selznick ‘Co. feels ,reissue ‘value 
is: solid | abroad: in. ‘most instances, - 
but only if it is:on.a pic that proves 
longevity due to. production quality, 
according to. Brunger.. If there is 
no reissue value, of course, ‘films 
‘would. naturally. go. to. whatever 
price. -it- could’ -pick up on tv.. 

--Exec ‘stressed, however, that it. 
ig a question. of “segregation. be-— 
tween the two kinds of pictures,” 
and urges. other producers. to hold’ 
back .films from tv “for the enor- 
‘mously:: increased © ‘prices antici- 
pated within the next few years.” 
-In this regard, despite Brunger's: 

general . tv convictions, he noted 
|.deals are: under © onsideration for 
Germany, Japan, § 
Denmark and Finland. . These are 
for pix ‘that have exhausted their. 
|reissue value or are not felt to 
have surh value. 

... Foreign. Distribution 
. Foreign | distribution of com- 
pany’s:21 films, many produced by 
David. ©. Selznick, continue heav- 
ily, Brunger said. : New deals have 
been - completed ° with .Metro-Gold- 
dyn-Mayer- for reissue of all pix 
‘in Iran, virtually the -entire ‘list - 
throughout the Middle East and: 
‘second | Teissue of. Alfred - Hitch- 
cock's | “Notorious” -in France... To 
‘date;.:imost. successful have been 
“Rebecca” and “Duel .in.the Sun.” » 

‘Company's. policy. is to concen- 
trate on reissue. program. Brunger 

-. | stated: top ‘price arrangements rep- 
ping new highs in Italy for some. 
pix and said they have top returns : 
for ‘reruns pn ty. for films in-Aus-— 
tralia and,. in that country, have 
set first - television. of “Duel in the 
Sun” at “the highest. price ever 
‘paid for‘ television of a film there.” 
Selznick pix are now running in 54 
Separate countries, primarily ‘with 

| Tocat- distributors, - 
“New «deals - include Mexico, for 

| the-entire list through the Govern= 
‘Ient-controHed -Pelliculas -Mexi- 
canas, which .alsa’:reps:. films. in. 
‘Peru, ‘Bolivia and Ecdador. Parti-.. 

| cularly: successful here has been a... 
“Selznick.Month of Remembrance”: 
‘festival; * utilizing- four different 
houses at: the same time. and then 
running most successful. in hold- - 
‘over houses. 

‘A. second MGM deal has been 
‘completed for “Ruby Gentry” 
he reissued in most. worldwide i 
areas... Nippon-Heérald is releasing 
“Duel” and “Terminal Island”’ in 
Japan, where both pix, according to’ 
Brurger, “produced more net rev- 
enue. for The. Selznick Co. than 

{their initial. very. successful re- : 
served: ‘as a: choréogtapher:. and- Jease.” Deal is now:on for “Por- ~ 

trait of Jennie.” Three films star. 
Jennifer Jones. = -- 
-*Duel” and “Tom: Sawyer” will . 
be released by Procines of Madrid. 
in Spain; with new Spanish deals: 
‘about to be concluded. for second 
reissue: of. “The. Spiral. Staircase’ 
and .“‘Notorious.” In- Canada, ar- 
rangements. have been set for re- 
issue and television. reruns of 18 
films in both. English. and French 
versions anda new deal is on for.. 
combo. réissue “and ‘initial tv. rights. . 
to. “Duel” and: “Gentry.” 

: Brunger reported dealings be 
hind: the Iron Curtain “generally. 
‘unsatisfactory,”. although individ- 
‘ual ‘arrangements-have been made 

. in’ a Yugoslavia and Poland. . 
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“""-s | Jure of the Big City’ bright: lights.. 
“-<? Unoriginal, but. always _ effective’ 

me “happily. -walking -out ‘with: a -bar- | 
“. maid, dodging”“an ambulance-.and | 

“idly” wondering * who: the” Vietim | 

| he pectedly. - 

:. +: Cunning, -” 
=") wonder - ‘and. ‘anger. All: the ‘emo-+ 
*  .tions.are- fleeting but.the star helps |": 
-. to -‘mould” them. into-..a well-drawn:|: 

ond picture ‘of an. innocent: who learns 
“los. quiekly.:. 

ther | 

. Jan Cuthbertson, 

ee Cheng. ‘Hao sitteteeaeger sb ae 

Ps etre Des inber 18, 196 — 

— Film: Reviews 
—Se ee. ‘Continiied from: page. 1 = ——. 
_ ty Paula- -Prentiss-Ji im - “Hutton. : “Ana 1: 

that title,. instead “of-- “Honolulu-. 
- might - have. 

| Bitter: Harvest: | 
another victim.-of the’ ‘dazzle and | 

“final twist has. the bartender,:-now. 

“might be. 
__ Scott Graham has. provided’ Miss 

tat Munro: with two, or. three ‘effective: 
: “situational - 

‘when: baby: sitting, she. -cannot -re-. 
scenés:.: In .Cardiff,. 

- sist the luxury of- taking a bath and 
.: then having to -ward ‘off: the -ad=: 
“.ayaneées of the master. of the house |. 

‘when _ he. ‘returns: -home. -unex-- 
Her: gauche - attempt’ to 

-: seem. at-home in. a flashy . restau- | 
rant. Her: first. wondering. gl anpse. 
‘at a backstage: ‘theatrical party. a3: af 
her quick absorption into -the Ai- 

‘mosphere. One. or two tender ‘miu-! 
- ‘nents. - with: her’ bartender bey sy oF 
friend. © 

: ‘eupidity, - -depression, : vanity, ‘fear,. 
. tenderness, harshness; 

One ‘of. the. ‘snags. is. that- 
. the time element is never made: 

ae fully. - clear . and’ superficially it 
+. seems -that she is.:drawn.into the}. 

2S. web. rather. -quicker.: than a girl. of |: 
sheltered. background ‘mors 

e mally would be, :: 
"John: Stridé; a rising: Stage ‘actor 

“who: is. ‘only: just: ‘beginning to make 
his. mark in: pix, -is-solid, charming‘ 
Jand-resourceful as the’ ‘infatuated. 
bartender. Alan: Badel:. makes” a. 

. brief but: telling: contribution as a 
:. Steely, unscrupulous: ‘theatre boss.. 
a “There ‘is: also ‘a: beautifully‘ under- 
played. performance . ‘by Anne -Cun-. 

‘ningham” as 4a barmaid . “who . has 
“. Tong’, been - Secretly. in’ love wlth, 
: Stride. oe 

2D *. Most. of - the ‘other gharacters: are. 
aan ‘brought. in. briefly tojgive. point. and: 

“i pody. to the aetion; They. are. in: 
.. " gueh safe’ hands ‘wit - Térence “.Al--| 

" -exatider as: the: goodtime’ seéducer; 
./ Barbara Ferris, Norman ‘Bird, “Ale 

, May Hallatt, Colin’: € 

a ‘screen, “particularly” ‘the pub’. se= 
.-guences,. But, he. must. ‘realize that-| 

thé: gag of: showing the -frenzy .of. 
a wild. party. by: flashing lights, hys= 

.. terical, laughter, incoherent: ‘dialog:| 
.,, and .a blurred; whirling. sereen to 

‘indicate’ tipsiness’ is. now. distinetly | 
cor oldhat. 

. “Ernest Stewards: color: jensing is | 
- + ‘sometimes - ‘over: vemphasized and}. 

more impressive than‘ most, .is ‘his | 
_ ‘capturing: ‘of . the ' bleakness - and’ 

“s -*.. dismal loneliness of the ‘heroine's | 
; +32. Welsh: home ‘background. ‘Russell 

Lloyd’s editing is .. conventionally : 
sound “while Laurie ‘Johnson: ‘has’ 

+ contributed .a suitably moody mu- 
‘gical background. - 

FO, and. ‘directly | “points”: up ‘that | 
’” Stride is:a young: aetor of presence / 

who -is ° “worth cultivating. : ‘Rich... 

4 Masetais » — . Tokyo-: a 3 
icy” Bong Kong™. |. «. 
" GAPANESE—TOHOSCOPE. re , COLOR) ~ ae 

; cs ‘Escapist. fare. Very. aitractive. 
oo young. Orientals. against exotic * 
oe settings. _ : : 

as "Hollywood. Dee. 9, 
Toho - reléase | ‘of - Sanezumi ‘Fujimoto- 

': _ Lis ¥ung-Tai * production. . With” Akira’. 
” ‘Takarada, Yu Ming; -Yuzo. Kayama,. Yuriko. | 
Hoshi, Wang. In. ‘Directed - by °.Yasuki. 
‘Chiba. Screenplay, . Zenzo Matsuyama:: 
camera.:: (Eastman), ~ Rokuro _Nishigaki;- 
music,° .Hachiro . Matsui.. Reviewed .at.|- 
Toho La Brea Theatre, Dec. -9, "63. Run- 
ning ‘time, 102 -MINS.. . me 
‘Yuichi Okamoto | . 3 wetaee Akita’ ‘Takarada |. 
Wa. Ai-Ling *. eee -‘Yu‘Ming. |. 
~JiTO ee ee Pane “Yuzo- -Kayama | 
Teruko: Leben weovbceds : - Yuriko Hoshi 

i This | is. ‘one for” the: * Japanese 
‘fan-.mag. ‘set—a. glossy. romantic|: 
=diversion’ cast ‘with: exceptionally] 
attractive. young ‘players.’ and set'|: 
against handsome. and exotic back: | 
grounds. . 

“nad. it. been. produced - in “Holly: | 
wood, :might have’had ‘as its ‘star|* 

.. array’. the “combination of -Troy} 
"7". Donahue-Suzanne’ 
“op Unie: Stevens-Edd: Byrnes. or, if the 

’ ‘target’. was . several years’ ‘More. 

: Pleshette-Con- 

Sa mature, Gig Young-Shirley Tones: 

wees 

Mary “Merrall, ah 
. on, ‘Daphne | 
‘Anderson . and’ Thora ‘Hird. Last-} > | 

.. | Ramed .scores’ “swiftly but ‘heavily wt 
war A Sas. a@ greedy landlady. . , 

. Scott’ ‘has: effectively brought the 

7 “Hatvest”. .is. a-) 
_.: Step-in-the right direction for. the |- 
ie ‘talented. and. intelligent. Miss: Mun= 

| playing it <for its: 
‘| ma,. coincidence’ an 

It is:. the: approximate | 
_ Japanese equivalent: ofa film. that, 

Tokyo-Hong -Kong,”- 
read, ;,Acapulco-New. -York:Miami 
Beach.” ave 

At. any vate, the joint veriture by in 
Japan’ s Toho Co..and: Hong Kong's | 
Cathay Organization, - 

‘its lighthearted: ‘nature; as. a. tiol
t- 

day season: attraction. Soe, 

Written ° by” Zenzo- -Matsuyamia | ' 
and directed with: a. breezy toucn 
-by- Yasuki ‘Chiba, the. shallow.-but | 
engaging story concerns: the. amour} ; 
that develops’ between‘ a; : Serious-. 
‘minded: young : Japanese -business- 
man (Akira ‘Takarada) ‘and a “fun- 

_ing,. -high-spirited. ° ‘Chinese | girl 
t Ming). ‘who. lives ‘in. Honolulu 

A ‘nd ‘has’ just’ won..a’‘‘“‘Miss: Hawaii”: 
Miss “Munro. is: given: “opportimi- ; contest. entitling her to. a- two-’ 

ties: to ‘portray innoeencé, : galety, ' ‘week: ‘holiday in: ‘Tokyo. ‘and. ‘Hong: 
Kong, “for: which’ Takarada starts] - 

1-off-as her. guide and. soon ‘becomes, 
ber betrothed: 

In: “addition ° “to. “Takarada . and 
‘Miss - _Ming;* other -. 

‘trionically, they--all. have nuantes 
to learn, but they: : ‘are young and 
‘uncommonly . attractive: ‘performers. 
which. should provide: them with: 
many ‘ opportunities. -to. refine: their 

aa plotting | is s still entertaining today. 
; Filmed: in: “Tolioscope - ‘and ‘Fast! ae 
man Color, ‘the production. contains | - 
‘some fairly. handsome. ‘photography | . 
‘by Rokuro ‘Nishigaki anda’ roman-| 0-0)... 
tic score. by Hachiro Matsuki. ‘The |*" 
‘scenario alternates :‘among ‘three|._ 
languages—English,, Japanese. ‘and |". 

~—-". $0. .thaty Occasionally’ |.’ 
there’. are ‘more titles on the screen |. 

_A ‘particular annoy- |- 

-abilities.. 

Chinese’: 

than. seenery: : 

ance. ‘for. Yank:, -audiences.. is the 
rather slurred, inarticulate English 

lingual, shufte: | Tube," 

Jadex 

: (FRENCH) . oat 
> Paris,. ‘Dee: 10: 

CFF release. ‘of: CFFP-Filmes production: 
' With: Channing Pollock, : Francine Berge, }- 
Jean . Servais, . Edith ‘Scob; ‘Theo .Sarapo, 
.Max-- Montavan. -- Directed : 
Franju. . Screenplay), Jacaues Champreux, 
Francis - ‘Lacassin .. from. . -by Louis Targu. wee ee ateces ae - Francis Pe Wolff 

Feuillade, Arthur. ‘Bernede: ‘Camera, Jean | Birnie ..:-.-....3,-5:.0..., Jack Stewart 
Labussiere; ~ editor, ..Gilbert.. Natot. ‘At Contabie® ‘MeQuarrie.. »é.,: Ewan Roberts - 
"Cinematheque ‘Franciase, -Paris... Running: Mr. ‘Dobbie.:. . 2. 2.22. 2 6 ‘Oliver Johnston 
time,’ 98 Mi Ns.’ ; Geordie . sieves teed sien, ‘Matthew - Garber . 
Judex | 

: Marie . os Va ve enon Goonec 
“Banker -:... Citi .«:, Michel -Vitold |: 
‘Jacqueline Ff .ccccscceceee- Edith Scob 
(ne “Theo Sarapo 

Daisy -: bales nen -_ Le ” Sylva. oscina. 
“Cocontin’ whantedens “Jacques” Ji ouhanneau 

Director” Georges: ‘Franju has | 
brought : off a -succéssful. homage 
to the:-French -film serials of ‘the |. 
early, silent. ‘days in this’.tale: of-a 
‘super crook: ‘who rights wrongs and: 
finally. gives: if -all. up: for a- girl. 
‘If does: not chidé or. send up. this: 
form of; pie: but rather captures. ‘ifs: 
‘essential: ‘simplicity, -adventurous-. 
ness. and innacence that. keep: this | 

. entertaining: in its own right. . 
‘Franju ‘does: not’ try to improve 

“on the genre. or update it -by-snap, |- 
| Drecision ‘and the sophistication: of 

| today’s action and “gangster pic. 
“Its. ‘appeal comes from 

-out ° melodra-. 
‘uncomplicated’ 

‘methods. 

‘characters, except.-perhaps - for the 
_| master ‘outlaw : Judex -himself,. 
|. ‘Each’ scene. gets ‘its’ real. ‘touch 
from. its very“lack of self conscious-. 

| ness ‘and ‘straining for atmosphere: 
or fechnique for its own: sake. Thus, - 
-the lensing is fairly“harsh and ‘un=:]- 
graded,. .disguises. are. obvious ‘and 
action direct.” But a: masked: ball. 
with | people. wearing: bird. - heads, 
Judex’ men. with: their:: black: hats, 
capes. and. ‘masks; - atid’ some.-clever 
gimmicky’ ‘hideouts, ‘video. ‘spying : 
‘and chasés all. keep. this disatming- 
lye ‘entertaining. . 

_Judex. goés.. after. a: "nefarious 
-banker’ who has sent men to prison, 
swindled,. ‘ete.-But’ he-.does -not. kill 
shim when his daughter - intends ‘to 
“give back. the ‘ill. gotten -gairis” after:| 
the -banker’s: - Supposed. -death. A 
‘Tapacious ‘woman: burglar compli-. 
cates: things.’'. | 
“Climbs: . ip” -a’. “puilding’s: wall; 

trussed up figures. -for wrong mur-. 
“ders, and ‘a son recognized by his:}: 
father: in. a death ‘struggle .are part. 
of the histrioni¢s: of. the: time. but 

90 not “seem mrish. 08; ; eotny,, : io 

-coproduced || °-.~ 
‘by. Sanezumi - -Fujimoto. of :the -for- 
mer: and ‘Lin Yung-Tai-of: the : lat-| 
ter, -has the production. glamour.|] ... 
and: story . amiability to entertain |} 

iences,:: especially; in . view - of be | . 
audie pecially . Plus: other: statistics. and. data-filed 

“good-looking. 
members of. the ‘east ‘include Yuzo |. 
‘Kayama as. the ‘former’s. immature| 
' student-brother;,:.-Yuriko “ Hoshi -. “as. 
his - girl ‘friend; -and- Wang “In as <a 
‘fiance: of. 20-year’s standing. :: His-| 

J: production. 

| Hughie Stirling. . 
* Jamie 

b , 
y Georges Mrs. MacKenzie. . 

. Channing. Pollock 
_Francine - Berge | 

_ Whedon. | other’ ) o _ ; 

J OHN: ROEBURT 
whe om-occasion ‘explores 

| - censorship ‘(as for example. his: eit 
book, . ‘The Wicked and the - 

. Banned), details. why - 

Time and Place’ ‘tue 
oF itm. Censoring © 

oo cnother Interesting Feature i 
‘in’ the upcoming ©. 

58th ‘Anniversary Nawiber : 
se OF. 

VARIETY 
ae  Sharts ‘and grticles - 

this: JAntowing: reshaping: ‘of. F those | 
‘Jong-gone. silent days... -.2 | 

Channing Pollock, a “Yank. magi: 
00, has the’ unruffled’. deadpan. |-: . 
. good: looks for Judex ‘while. others: 
‘fit’ well-intg: their black-and white | 
figures. In fact, a struggle between.]|”. 
‘the -black. garbed female heavy .and.J. 
jae “‘white-elothed.. circus ‘performer | ° 
on.a rooftop. sum up. the. ‘film’ Ss. at | 
titude- admirably: ~.-° = 7 

--Franju ‘shows. that: ‘the: faviented . 
early freshness, life: “and.-zest'.of | ° 

- -F the first silents. can. be resuscitated: 
‘today. by a -knowing “assimilation 
‘and’ ‘understanding. ‘of: those days. 
Franju was one .of. the:-founders. 
of. the local. French Film: Museum ° 
and: understands ‘the old, , carly: as- 
pects. of. ‘the ‘medium: | 

OF’ course, ‘this pic imay ‘be: lim- 
ited: to ‘buffs, and. may: need hard;, 
specialized | sell abroad. because ‘at: 
-{ this. But: it“can still be accepted. 
with | amusement: by. ordinary . audi-. 
ences: since. its) way-out ‘obvious | Doris 2 ..-....seu05- 65 

4 ‘ Solly- Gold .- oe 0.8 2.0 wese 

- Mosk. : 

Three. Lives: of: 
Thomasina” 

(COLOR) - 

From’ Walt Disney: a cat story 
‘for the. kids, timed. nicely -for.. 
the: ‘holidays... 

. Buena. Vista release: “of. Walt | Disney . 
Patrick’ --M¢Goohan, 

- Susan- Hanipshire: features Karen Dotrice. 
‘svoken. by the ‘Teading | players, |: 
With “no sub-titles ‘to. help out, 2 |- 
-lot of. dialég. pets lost i in. “the: multi+. 

“Stars: : 

and Matthew Garber. : Directed: . by ..Don 
Chaffey; screenplay; - 
from .the -book, .“‘Thomasina,”” by Pa 
Gallico; camera (Technicolor),- Paul Bee-. 

.{,son; editor, Gordon Stone; music, Paul: 
Smith, conducted ‘by. Eric: Rogers. At New 

-+ York’s Radio’ City : Music Hall ‘screening’ 
‘room: Dec: 5, -’62.- Running - ‘time, 87. MINS. 

.| Andrew. Mac: Dhuiy; Bete ee Patrick, McGochan . 
7 Susan Hampshire’. 

ren Dotrice - 
-Lori- MacGregor -. 
Mary, MaeDhui.. be roe oda ‘Ka 

. Vincent ‘Winter 
MecNa 

“Rev.- Angus: Peddie.” 
‘Grandpa’ Stirling. ....:..- 
Willie’.Bannock - 

The faneiful hovel, “‘Thomasina;”. 
“py Paul -Gallico,. ‘has: been: put up 
4n:screen-.form..as an’ ‘alternately: 
sentimental -and-' parttime~ amus- 

‘hing item for children.-It’s a: ‘imild- 
mannered. storybook tale, ‘about: aj 
“marmalade: ‘cat, that is- Set; in’ ‘cine-. 
matic motion. : 

_ The Walt. : Disney’ péople’ have 
beeii laying ‘claim - of: gaining | ‘pro- 

: portionately. more and more.adults 
among ‘audiences for. the: children- 
Toving: producer. ‘This. is. Hot tobe} 
‘theéase with the ‘product.at:hand: 
it’s for the ‘matinee trade and éven. 

“then: there’s likely, to ‘be: a squirm) 
-Or. two. . 

eolor) in part in. Inveraray, Scot- 
land, and“ Black ‘Park, : Bucking- 
‘hampShire,. England. Interiors were | 
done at’ the’ Pinewood: ‘Studios: in}. 
‘London. 

It. is ‘given. ‘shape’ just fine.. ‘eth. 
nically, but it: lacks excitement. 
Stateside. moppets. who. prefer their. 
-entertainment: ‘along “the .-robust. 
lines of a World War II. ‘rerun (the 
military. craze’ among ° youngsters. 
-outdistances: outer-space. “econcerns). 
‘may find difficulty’ in. accepting § $9. 
|:tender-a. tale as this.. 

The-:three. human’: ‘principals in 7: 
“the. ‘story. taking place :in:a small 
village are -Patrick’ MecGoohan; as. 
‘the ‘local’ veterinarian. Karen: Do- 
trice ..as. his’ young . daughter, _and 
Susan: -Hampshire,- -an attractively’ 
|: grownup blonde; ‘who. liyes in. the 
forest, ‘tends -to. stray | animals “and - 
is “Tegarded ‘as .a™ ‘witch. “Miss { 
Dotrice’s pet. feline ‘is. - Thomasina, . 
who revovers. from three: crises, to. 
the joy of all.- 
> .:MeGoehan: is’ a, ‘handsome’ than 
“who: does -quite: well as the kind 
“but misunderstood: vet who comes |: 
to: fall in. love. with .Miss' Hamp- 
shire:- As for. the appealing . Miss 
‘Hampshire,’ ‘well; if she’s a. witch 
Bhe'¢ ‘ean Hds~9a -Our broomstick 

° With. -Breddie™ aaa the’ . Dreamers, .. * 
Oy Brivvers. and the Happy, Wanderers 

Robert, Westerby:'| hooze, go to. the dogs, play bingo 
and: generally rough up ‘the neigh- | 
-borhood. ‘This: canard ‘has 
“good for: :plenty- of. themes of stage 
shows, especially ‘since.the estab-: 
lishment of the Theatre .Workshop: | 
‘It serves. again-in this perky British: |. 
musical film, which is .an adapta-| Doss ese e cece Denis. Gilmore. : 
tion.of Alan: Klein’ s stage: musical. .- Laurence Naismith . 

inlay Currie - 
re esas “Wilfria Brambell - 

Jean-Anderson. 

Proposition. 

Story is as trite as. ‘the gag: about | 
the slimness of a’ chorine’s .waist- 
jine..Joe Brown, plays a youth: ina}. 
non-understanding * ‘household... He. 
‘has an-urge to go places, ‘put can’t 

“Three Lives, of: Thomasina”’ ‘hag. 
‘been pieturesquely. filmed ‘(Techni-- 

ing entertainment is its zestful and. 
‘not .too familiar ‘cast. _Brown, ‘2 
: sats fs frail ooking, pop. singer who: 

| ainy-: time? Laurence Naisinith is the 
ls | local. minister, .Matthew Garber, : 

Vincent Winter, Denis Gilmore and 
||. Finlay Currie are among the other 

| townsfolk on view, all performing: 
| creditably.- It’s. an all-British. cast, 

|| by the. way. | - 
|. . Director . Don: -Chaftey’ gets the 
story: told’ with: clarity and proper 

eS -attention -to.the colorful sets and 
“oH settings. Paul Beeson’s. camerawork 
- of competently. records the. visual yal-. 

{| wes: and. editing. by:.Gordon Stone: 
“lls to the point: Paul Smith’s music. 

has ‘richness, as: conducted: by Eric. 
| Rogers, and the song, “Thomasima,”:: 

}-by:. Terry:* Gilkyson, hag enough 
_ |) fetching: quality ‘to go. on its own. |. 

Interesting special: effects ‘make’ 
| for: an additional asset. ‘Gene. 

WW hat A Crazy World 
; (BRITISH-—MUSICAL) 

“Brash, perky ~ ‘musical about - 

“layabouts in. London’s East. 

> End. Handful of lively. songs, 

"several British’ “pop” -favor- 

‘ites’. ‘and ‘combos = compensate 

for: ‘hegligible,. trite storyline. 

Useful: ‘boo. ‘prospects. among 
_younger’ folks. wes 

“Warner: Pathe. ‘release of a. Capricorn ; 
(Michael Carreras). production from Asso~ 
seiated British. Starg.-Joe Brown, ‘Susan: 
[Maughan, Harry H. Corbett, Marty “Wilde:;. 

|-features: Avis Bunnage, Michael. Ripper, 
-Graziana Frame; Monty Landis... Directed 
‘by Michael Carreras.- -Screenplay by Alan: 
Keith, Carreras. from - Klein’s- original 

_ ‘|. musical ‘play; camera, Otto Heller;. music 
‘and lyrics, Klein; editor, ‘Max: Benedict. r 
Ainge; London,” Running. time; - ‘8 8. - 

Alf. Hitchens’ - weneevesse Joe. Brown. 
arilyn- epee te Susan Maughan 

‘Herbie. op ees ora eee Marty Wilde 
Sam .. re betenenses jae “Harty. -H. Corbett } 
Mary .: nS o weiv ew eo ele is. Bunnage 
‘Common. Man” aeeewas ** iytiohael Ripper’ 

. Grazina Frame 
.Monty ‘Landis 

‘Joey: |... aeee . vee 2 s. vieees e. "Michael. Goodman 

] Dolly «.. tccvesteseeees.... Sonny. ‘Carby- 
‘| Chas 2... cece cee ceed see Larry .Dann }{- 
Harry : were - oe eceove as eee. : ” Brian’ Cronin 

Dave: *. ..% 6a x, pee cccncssaves Barry. Bethel 
Fenny - ove - David -Nott 

Mele nln eae w ec weal eeeee ae Alan ein 

Ns show. diz legend persists that, 
. f. | goodhearted as they may be, ‘all 

ee London's -East End cockneys. are}. 
‘erummy . ‘ayabouts,. who .toil not 
neither do: they. spin, except. to lie} 
‘and. ‘cop: National : ‘Assistance relief.:| 
Also. :that-.they. do nothing. but | 

‘been 

of the- same. title. 

‘Klein. is a young man’ who’ hails. 
from’ the environments. about which. 
he: is ‘writing. ’ ‘Some: dramatic’ li- 
|-cense. is, no doubt, in. ovder.. “What 
la: ‘Crazy’ World”: should attract a” 
-vigorous, if undemanding. audience 
‘in Britain, because of shrewd cast- |. 
ing aimed. at- the. pop. teenagers. In 
‘America, * it. is a Somewhat: Jike 

see: the >. way: “Instead: | he. drifts 
around with the’ local young ‘hoods. 
One day, he gets an- inspiration. He }- 

‘| writes a-song called “What a:Crazy 
“Gang,” peddles: it around ‘Tin’ Pan. 
Alley. and: ~gets* ‘it=-published .and. 

‘|yecorded by a’ ‘subterfuge. So it’s 
‘fame. ‘and. fortune: just round ‘the: 
'¢orner..-But still his family wants | - 
‘to know when he ‘is Boing to Bet. a 
“steady. Job. - 

On this. ‘frail: pretext’ are. hang: 
a series of cameos of East End life’ 

cand the.atmosphere of the. place 
. despair, | 

‘gusty humor “and --vitality. : This is]. 
call excellently’ suggested by some 
observant -helming ‘by: Michael. Car-| 
-reras and the sharp, telling lensing 
‘of. Otto Heller. But:the story is-too. 
‘lacking ‘in any element.of surprise. 
‘The. ‘dialog ‘i is:more. boisterous than 

.f either: funny or witty. 

There: are ‘a. handful of Klein 
|| ditties, -breezily.. put over, .oné -or- 

with its independence, .. 

two of ‘which may-soon be. jockey- 
ing. fora: place among: the’ Top’ 10. 
-The music. and. orchestrations. are. 
‘rather livelier than the:lyrics,: most : 
of which are- redictable rhymes. 
The | rowdy. title song, a pleasing 
ballad, 

Exchange and.a spirited duet called. 
“Bruvvers”’.. are the - most mem- 
orable.: - 

: Prinéipal’ reason: ‘for this’ unpre- : 
tentious film making for: ingratiat- 

“London, Dec. 3. 4 

tetched, - 

“Just: You .Wait and See,” |* 
“sung by’ Brown,. a lark about the 
‘decline of the: local ‘Unemployment 

{ weare his blond hair as s thougt * 
‘might ‘be a hurriedly 
bird’s nest, has a pleasantly. unas- 
‘suming: personality and a limited, 
inoffensive singing voice, He. con- 
trasts usefully with his crony, 
‘Marty Wilde, who plays. a. -cocky,. 
arrogant lout. with brash authority. 
Susan. Maughan’ (as. Brown’s girl- 
‘friend, who tries to give him.some 
self respect) is no’ great shakes as - 
an actress.. But she is a pert miss’. 
who is forging ahead as one of the 
tops: among the young ‘British pop- 

assembled . 

singers..Grazina Frame and Michael . 

Brown’s sister and brother. 

Harry: H. Corbett, from. tele,. 
plays the father with more than a 

| touch -of -his ty character’s man-. 
nerisms. But the screenplay gives '— 
him‘ little alternative: “Avis Bun-. 

| mage repeats her stage performance _ 
as the conciliatory mum:. From: © 

| Monty Landis comes a little gem. 
[ofa performance as an oily, oppor- 
-tunistic song. publisher. Michael 

| Ripper; playing the Common Man, . 
‘}erops up in several different. char- 
_acterizations.very amusingly. Fred- 

| die and: The Dreamers, The Bruv- . 

Goodman acquit themselves well as © 

vers and a, couple of British com-'. 

Plusses, but Max Benedict’s cutting 
‘is- sometimes. jerky. Without. set- 
ting its sights too high, “What a 
Crazy World” could find an appre- 
ciative: public. 7 Rich, 

a ‘hateau En Suede 
‘ (Castle: In Sweden) 

(PRENCH-COLOR-FRANSCOPE) 
Faris, Dec.’ 10.. 

- Valoria- Films. jolene ae -Corana-Spee 
‘tacles Lubroso-Euro- International’ pre 
“duction... Stars Monica: ‘Vats, Curt Jurgens, 

-Claude. Bri. - 
-aly, ‘Suzanne Flon, Francoise Hardy; fea: - 
Jean-Louis. ‘Trintignan’, Jean 

tures-Daniel Emilfork, Sylvie. Directed by 

_| bos. who are tops in the New Wave._ 
’ |-perhaps:may sell some tabs among © 
| the younger. element. 

Stanley. Black’s musical direction. 
‘and background score add to the 

‘Roger Vadim. ‘Screenplay, Vaudiin, Claudel. 
€houblier -from play. by Francoise Sagan; — 

-| camera (Eastmancolor), Armand Thirard} 
Klein | editor, Victoria Mercanton.. At Colisee,, 

Paris.’ Running time, 110 MINS, 
-Eleonore wc ren eeee tees 2. Monica Vitti : 
Eric «2 c2sesecess; “Jean-Louis | Trintignant 
Sebastien ...2.....-.. Jean-Claude. Briaty 
HUBO eon 24. eonte eR BE PO wv « | Curt Jurgens 

Ophelie (age ot teenenens Francoise ‘a . 4 a 

Agathe ........ doareesece: ‘Suzanne Fion 
Gunther 2. co.cc cee ones, Daniel Emilforit 
‘Grandmother “aS abvesesverves oseee Sylvie 

ed~ actors and actresses, But. it 

lacks the right comic dash and di- 
rection to, give this comedy much, 
filmic’: froth. 

There ig the | Francoise Sagan 
name and some suggestive undrap- 
ing for possible exploitation: book-. 

Jing: abroad. But its arty chances. 
look shaky and. playoff possibilities 
dubious.- It looms: primarily as a 
home : market item: .Miss Sagan's 
play about an inbred. Swedish’ fam- 
ily holed up.in an o'd chateau is 
‘slim. film fare. at best.. 

tumes, due: to the whim of its ad- 

the chateau .{and unsane): and a 
Senile — -grandmother.. Into this, 
‘comes a tousin who springboards 

This has a. ‘lot of elegant posture 
ing, lensing and a collection of not-. 

Dressing’ in. 19th Century | cos- 

‘dled female ‘proprietress, the .cha- |: 
j.teau'-contains her aging brother’. 
and young wife,. the latter’s para-. 
sitic brother, an ex-wife hidden in 

the action by immediately falling : 
in ‘love with the wife. 

- Then follow cannily concealed 
nude love. scenes, the husband’s at- 
tempts to kill the intruder,. the 
‘apparitions of the hidden wife ‘as 
a supposed. ‘ghost’ and. the inter-. 
loper’s.. final. escape. 

Director Roger Vadim Jacks. a 
a flair’ ‘for ‘visual comedy. And there. . 

is not enough substance. to give: 
this the’ dashes of the comedy on 
manners or.the offbeat. situation — 
comedy routines for which. it 
Strives... 

Monica Vitti has a fragile eharm 

while Curt. Jurgens overdoes his. 
jealous husband. Francoise Hardy, 
‘@ rock singing. favorite; is gauche : 
and childish; rather than strangeiy 

asthe locked-up. wife. 
Others “acquit. themselves ade- 
‘quately. _— 

The. ‘Eastman. color is good and 
| there is some. fine outdoor Scan-. 
dinavian lensing. . 

1 charade, which had some inventive 
| charm on the stage, just. bogs down 
in its elaborate screen translation. 

. The influence of Ingmar ‘Berg-. 
/mian’s: philosophical comedies. is 
apparent: but ‘without the visual: 
flair:.So ‘all this has the look. of A 
series of smart Vogue color. photés 
without the cementing wit and in- | 
ventiveness to make them come to’. 
life..Its best bet is for. specialized’ 
{handling but its general fragility, . 
‘except “for” sor lensing, will call 
for. the har Mosk. > 

But: this little 

‘and expressive face that is not up™ 
to. suggesting the femme ‘fatale. 

— 

Pay ied 
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7 which ‘went. four: weeks: to “near aT 0 | 

svi g lancaster capacity arial Cun Cals "Green Shakes --Much of. this: precarious ‘situa: | if es P 

a ‘| pected. to continue, was due to’ the en | 
| “| determined hostility of Lancaster's $ ; 
es :| Catholic clergy;:who put the Ful- Prem Preem Nets 15, 000 . 

aa | ton—per se—out of bounds: for the}. = "Boston, Dec. 17:. |. oo 

~eat, “ie may ‘have been . the ‘biggest : * London,’ Dec.” 12. 
Found: tion Y } & Tourn esit ‘took, -over in’ 1958, and. have ‘ ef- “Michael: L. Green, who: recently. 7 

“se | fectively kept it there ever since. ‘because: Richard Cardinal Cushing sold out his 50% interest in Regal ” 

‘By. JOSEPH 7. KINGSTON. 1 Late in. 1962, Foundation ‘was| Although the” “Catholic . boycott }-of Boston’ sponsored Otto. Prem-| oes 
Lancaster Pa, Dec: 17 | organized and. ‘chartered to, begin “type of films”. Fulton ‘was. screen: inger’s “The Cardinal” at Ben : Home. Beene eo oinee deen. os ¥ > as..director’*. 

| , of overseas operations... He will be: ’ 
Jilyear-old skowhouse, ai one hel of coin support came jraity ares transferred to the: historic tHeatre. raised” $75, 00 for’ His’ ‘Eminence’ e m e 

locations, closed its doors ‘Saturday ment-of sale at. $75,000 on a 10%; ers ‘fteeten Schantae aot ore. “Here..wete the. Premingers, and | ¥ct throughout the world and also. 
his. wife, players. Tom: Tryon cand | 

"| company, and. baffled. Pat | ‘O'B: ‘ien, . 
ded to take possession of the: his- trustee for the estate. interests. . comp anys at in with ‘his: “loud "Red ‘London ‘Sketch’s film ‘critic, Fergus = “British: “Home Entertainment -is 

‘toric property. Deal “was «closed. several weeks Patrick”: touring. package’ two years: 
Foundati fit ora- : ;COVer.. ; | Relay Wireless, Associated . British. oundation, .a nonpro corp a- Jan. 2, 1964. 

an.. : Assets: at the: ‘Moment, ‘in ‘addi-| “A. 20-car. ‘wnotoreade. “paraded Picture:* Corporation -:and.” ATV, 
great-grandson of Lancaster. mer-| "Bernard. VA * Schantzer.: ‘Coates. tion to its. mortgaged. . title, : ‘and through. . the. ‘streets. following whieh was. awarded. a trial’ con- 
chant. Christopher. Hager,-who built | ville, Pa., exhibitor. who- ‘had apera-| federal ‘okay on:tax exemption ‘for. feo 
the theatre in 1852, intends to re- producer-director . and. his stars Tast -week. Field. Marshall ° Lord soe UF 

night screenings). since. 1958, of:|-kitty, add up’ to less than | $5, 000-'| throughout the: day. -At the theatre, | Slim is chairman of BHE and the 2 
restore the old. showhouse. as 2|fered’ to make. deal with _Founda- ‘Fondation has: ‘negotiated “a. $15,-: massed bands and a platform. with. ‘board. includes’ Lord.. Brabourne,.._. » 
typical late 19th. Century. American tion to continue . art ‘film. ‘policy, | 000 ‘loan,- on. six-month. ‘call: note, ‘Lord Hi od; Si Oli 
“opera house.” — : or aréwo ir Laurence Oliv- -. 

n. for the proposed stage revivals. _|:penses and initial operational ‘costs heavy. eeen BOTY bined te We | jer. ana:. “Anthony ‘Havelock-AHan. - 

just that—and. much more—for a . Foundation .refused ‘to ‘deal, in-|—including’ ‘a . reported. $100-per-. fore. fil: ied, Cardi hay + angel. and .Colin: D. Yarrow: are °:, 

period of 75. years beginning in ‘the Stead named Dr. Darrell.’ ‘Larsen, week: Salary. for Dr.- Larsen.. a: Before. film - ‘Unspoo are . 
gin ‘Cushing : informed | the audience | 7 :- 

decade before the Civil*War.. | ’ “In: addition. to. ‘this: new. appoint-. ; 

ome a Franklin and’ “Marshall aber coin, {00s and cufto SUP’ that more could. ‘have been raised Pee 
store the old Fulton, which was in| CoUege. here, as Fulton ‘house | Bort’ from’ ‘established “names. va lif the:theat d been bigger: "Th ate his own company, Michael’ Lee). 0-7 
imminent danger of ‘being razed as manager. ‘and said that :Larsen | legit, at ‘least some. of whom: are jit the:theatre had been bigger.. The ‘Green, Ltd., representing the home 

part of.a municipal redevelopment ing .art. film - policy, presumably, the:-“Opening. Gala,” tentatively. [rm the- wrong business; yyand foreign producers. in the home - 
after the first of the. year. : skedded ‘for next April.” | shou e in’ business wi en | 

ready underway here began m¢ the | | “To provide this continuity: -of |. .House badly needs reseating, and ‘Sack.”” After the. showing, he bade ; 

Intelligencer Journal, morning basic ‘maintenance of ‘the :900-seat ain full ‘use of the- first. balcony, ‘ner;”-to which.the ebullient. show- |. SYLVAN We aR OE 

cession of motion picture: exhibs| house, Foundation. purchased{ now. “limited: ° by. - inadequate fire} man responded “God bless you.’ Pe ~ any, Mec 
since the late 1930's, who kept. it: Schantzer’s projection. and screen a 

in continuous operation as a film place..ancient. coal-burning. heat'|.¢o;-- Preminger -spoke. at. a: Rotary | Sequent-runs operated in Utica. ‘by °- 

P equipment he - had. -iistalled to] plant. with oil. installation, - gaining Club. luncheon’ at tioon, -dashed to Sylvan’. Leff, of: Albany, has been — 

stage facilities—was held. in trust ett a season’ of. summer" ‘stock ‘valuable. understage' - space... for a press. luncheon ‘in. another hotel darkened. His’ Rialto remains open. ve 

for a local estate, and original ask- |- | th : ; e vanished orchestra: Pit. be of v. in Watertown, Community in. Sara- .. 
ing price. was well over $100,000. | duction of “Write Me A: Murder," | ‘scribes; - crammed in a evy. t | toga, ‘and: ‘Community. in Hudson, 

“Three ’ drive-ins, are. Jikewise: in: 

ek At a: “ 5 tion, which ‘certainly’ can ‘be-.ex- Ben. Sack ‘Partner’ When oo 

cs Hurt Art Film oly ; ‘for Pay See 
| faithful ~ shortly. after’ ‘Schantzer |: 

‘world. premiere ‘Boston ever had}. 

‘Films International to British: Lion “. 
‘ostensibly :was directed - ‘against the} 

Fulton Art Theatre, "Lancaster 5 negotiations for. purchase. Pledges ing, the’ stigma -un fortunately. “on ‘Sack’s Saxon. Theatre:: First ‘night: 

‘charities. - {| responsible. for: selling -BHE .prod:. 

night (14), to stay. shuttered. ‘until down: ‘payment ' and assumption Of ‘tion, “onstage, of. “The. -Passior “Play: } for. the acquisition of suitable Sie 

Opera House ‘Foundation. is. -‘sked- Lancaster ‘bank. that had. ‘acted’ as | Peabody; ‘Columbia Pictures execs.: 

Cashin -and his wife, flew" in. to | part. ‘of a consortium. with ‘British 
1 ago, “with ‘takeover date: “set for ago. : 

. tion of local citizens headed by the}. ar 

luncheons and: receptions by the: ‘tract by.-the Postmaster. General . -. 
‘ted | Fulton - ‘Art ‘Theatre . (two-a-: contributions - _to’:‘the . restoration. P y 

novate, refurbish and eventually} 

. ‘Daniel . Angel, . Margot’ Fonteyn;~: =” : - id. AC-T B g onteyn, 
subject to open weeks each year|to. meet’ takeoyer contingent. ex.| redo tv coverage and WNACTY's 

Actually, of course, it ‘had been 

| joint managing. directors. 

-| retired English and .dramatics. in-| It intends, of course, to-go after that $75,000 had been: raised. and. 

Campaign to preserve ‘and re-. ment, Green ‘will continue :to. oper-" 

-would be responsible--for.‘continu-| expected to. do. a ‘turn-—gratis—in | ‘Car dinal, in a humorous vein, said. 

project—a $10,000,000 project ‘al- and: ‘overseas markets: 

operation,:* necessary ‘to - finance. some : Structural renovation. to re-| Sack adieu: with ‘a: “goodbye part- | 

daily. Property, leased to a suc- - wee: j 

exits: Foundation. also plans -to, re- | SsDuring his. ‘stay. producer ‘diree, - ‘The: ‘Highland, one .of two sub- - mes 
equipment, .. plus _-certain . stage Te 

house—with occasional use of its} 

|-dressing’ rooms: and Testoration: 1 oF I to shake. -hands «with. newspaper. Leff. also ‘conducts’ first-run. Town. .- 
_ Already ih ‘Yehearsal- fs: a pro- 

his. string. 

':| and radio /p.a.’s. 

ODD COUPLE’ INCUBATES oranten nawspandt afi, cui 
PAR COIN FOR SIMON 

views ‘Thursday (12).”. Commented |" 

"paramount ‘is. in. ona preprodue- 

Marjory ‘Adams* of the -Boston | 
‘Globe: “ ‘The Cardinal’: will .prob-| 

‘tion, deal. ‘for legit: “writer. ‘Neil Si 
‘mon’s | ‘third. ‘eomedy, - “The: ‘Odd 

ably * cause -: more. - ‘discussion and 
‘controversy. than. did ‘Cleopatra,’ 

Couple:. Compan yo previously 

| backed. ‘and. later produced ‘the |. 

“even -without. a- scandal in’ connec: 
tion with | ‘its production.” ” 

>| film: version . ‘of: Simon's: “Come | Weiner of Montclair, N. I, 

Blow: Your Horn” and is. currently. 

-ing the transition. period;: ‘under. squabbling : with. ‘Warner. Bros... as |. 

. lease. from ‘the. civic. group. Foun- to who. has.:the ‘screen rights’ to | 
‘dation’s policy of continuing art. ‘Simon’s’ current. hit; “Barefoot: in 

| ‘operation on its own, with-a| 9 
|| manager who ‘has - had: ‘a: distin- bear Pane in which ‘Par. As: ‘also 

ae a guished career as a collegiate stage |. oe . ““Odd- Couple”: is ‘presently ‘being’ 

Mary Boylan -producer and. director,. but -who has |" 

hes completed her engagement 

| by Laneaster -Theatre Arts. Assn., 
with which Foundation will relight: 

4 the Fulton stage late. in- January. 
This will: be .a ‘full. fund-raising | 

[| benefit, the. four’ skedded perform-} 
f|ances already almost :sold. out, | 

| through efforts of Lanéaster: County 
Federation - of -Women's. Clubs 

J} (5,000 members), solidly backing 
the ‘Fulton Opera House restora- 
tion project. 

Schantzer, . the. departing: ‘exhib, 
is not happy about Foundation’s re- 
jection of his. offer. to, stay.on dur- 

‘€alicoon Title ‘Switeh.” 
| : Albany, Deg... i7: . 

The ‘former. ‘Harden - Theatre. in _ 
Calicoon . has been renamed The-: . 

_Arden.... Present * operation © ‘is: by. 
' | Arden Enterprisés | Inc.,- of: which 
.| Walter - McKeen '“ formerly. | -ASSO-. 
ciated: with the. Maple in Jefferson- 
ville, is” “head, - He. “has two. . 
‘associates. ..: 

Cops. $500 i in Metro Push - Harvey English’ Jr., of Haricock,”: 
‘First prize of $500 in the Metro | had’. conducted - the | theatre: until: ’ 

contest’..for the ‘best: | campaign. an seatly-fall Garkening. a 5 
its ‘Golden. Operetta”. .series’ has |. — 
been won by . Harry. A. “Weiner, : 
manager of the. Wellment ‘Theatre, 
‘Montclair, -N.J. - | 

Other. winners. of lesser. amounts 1f 
-were ©: Urban. Anderson; - ‘Colony tf € 
“Theatre, Toledo;. H. T.. Rastetter, J] 

|thad no. practical éxperience ‘in: film: written: “Saint Subber will produce |- 
exhibition, could. Produce some seri-} ‘it on Broadway -and. Mike Nichols 
ous: backfires. : ‘will - direct? These- two. functioned: 

THE NIGHT OF THE | cu AN a d, Fulton’s art. policy, under’ Schaitt- in. the same ‘capacities: for “Bare-| Warner. ‘Theatre, Erie, Pa, -and | & 
film - |zer,.was'a touch-and-go -operation, | foot,” a current. hot ‘ticket _onm| Herbert: Frank, | Capitol ‘Theatre, 5 | 

company... [at best, barely staying over. break-| Broadway.. The writer’s.deal with. Madison,. Wisc.. 
Paramount for the latest: effort. is As. afranged by. ‘Si’ Seadier, pro- ie: 

reportedly better than his “Bare- -qotion- manager of. ‘the. ‘special ; 
foot?’ bartet® for which’ Par shelled | MGM : ‘sales “unit; checks “were |f 

} out $160,000° with: an --escalator’| presented. to. the- winners on. their | 
#| clause that’could eventually «put Tespective theatre. stages... 

| the sum ‘at. $460,000: The. film’ ver- ea eee 
. ig | sion can’t roll until - 1965 and, the |» 1 

BY. | differences. with “Warners, * w | 
‘gig {also claims: Possession, have to. ‘be: ° Map Dayton D riveln 

* - i: Dayton, O., Dec. 17st 
- Sam Levin, Dayton: attorney and” 

‘co-owner. of a -nine-theatre chain | 

Rt | worked out: 
Py “Horn”. was. one of. Par’s wie | 

, est . ssers..of 1963: and. is .still. . 
ges ee ‘of driven theatres is. considering | 4 ¢ | | 1, omy i 

construction a drive-in. theatre'| ii. at. 
in - Sugarcreek Township,, . near] 123 aa 54th St. ‘New York 

Lara a 16655 _ 

[even for weeks at a time and-with. 
only an occasional jackpot booking 
—"“David & ‘Lisa,””’ for: -example,. 

Now Back in New York: 

PL 3-2310 or PL 18177. . . 

‘ at *. 

on . ara *. % ‘. 
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a | bringing in.some coin. In. addition 
to the. company’s deal with Simon,. 

} | it. has. several others ‘in the works. . 
} ‘One, which. hasn’t- been’ closed as | Dayton, in ..1964. "Preliminary | |} 
'Fyet, would call for the: filmization | Plans’ pinpoint ‘the site as east of.|'f 

“Rollandia ‘ golf ‘course, but! not.)9 - 
“adjacent. to. it, on the north. side. ‘| : 

o.. ‘Play. and Daniel .Mann would - di- of Tiel ee Ra. ' the, - ee | 
rec rt’ Unger ‘isto produce |-- Total. cost of the proposed. roj- | | af 

Ng} the. picture, ‘which is:considered as lect would bé aboiit: $250,000. . ® An |f 214. Ww. 44th st. NEW. YORK : 
§Y.| possibly.’ filming ~: in Israel with ‘application for rezoning - the. site| T- oe 
at ‘Sophia. Loren. toplining: : ‘has been obtained. | If the: rezon- |: 

RY | . The company also has déals with | ing is granted, eonstruetion: would: aT 
J4.|Martin. Ritt,-who will make “The tart: next, Spring. - - 

-| Spy... Who. ‘Came : ‘In: From’ ‘The |. 
| Cold”; Ronny. -Lubin’ ‘and: Leon |. 

_ B& | Uris who will respectively produce |: 
~ and: write. “Rurales”: Martin Poll, 

$ | who'll make “Sylvia”: ‘Hak ‘Wallis, 
| who has. a couple to. do, Cy Bartlett, 

and others. ‘Then,’ of course, there 
| are the ‘ynulti-pie deals with Jo- 

“4 ‘sep E: ‘Levine .and- Samuel: Bron- 
R%.| ston. All. of. this: is projected by. | - 

@} Par. ‘brass as: potentially: giving the | 
«ey |: company one of its: ‘most promis:. 
la ting: years. ever in’ 1964. ws 

“@ |.of Laurence’ Durrell’s. “Judith.” 
‘BW. J: P. Miller is to write. the ‘screen- 

oe 

Colonel “Alain Delon’: S , Company. 
Alain Delon, ‘French ‘actor who |™ 

‘Just completed a role. in “The Love |: 
‘Cage” with Jane:.Fonda for Metro, |. | 
is in process of setting up his own |. 
‘independent. . production: company. | 4. 
to work.in association with MGM. | .f 
‘Planned as the ‘first feature : 

under: the new alliance is “Have I |. 
‘thé ‘Right to. Kill?” being. scripted 
by Jean Cau. 
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~ Mare! Co 
"Rome, Des, 10.. 

“Setzure: ‘here: this. week of all | _ 
prailable ‘prints of a WB reléase, 
‘Mondo di Notte No..3”: €World at|: 

_ Night ‘No. 3) again has thrown. the. 
potlight ‘on: censorship -in Italy. |: 

‘ Court. order.speaks of the. pic as 
“containing - a complex: of images . 

- Offensive ‘to. common. feelings: of 
“decency.” Procedure ‘now ‘calls for 

we, court -: trial. and: appeal ™ by.’ pro-. 
. ducers,. ‘Julia. Films ‘of Rome. ‘De- 
‘cision could: ‘come -fast, and..if in 
* favor of pic,.this ‘can go back: into 

release inimediately. 
Christmas period however always year 

"Makes for -a. booking. bottleneck,|'16-day hearing .on. Monday (2) and: "and it’s felt ‘that ‘regardless, . the 
-. film, which: was enjoying a.very 
*- good run: since ‘its. opening here 

. two weeks. ago, “will be: hurt by’ any 
‘delay. 

~ cbers,’ nitery acts, unusual: footage 
on ‘lensed ‘in far-off places, etc. A pre-|. 
‘vious .attempt to -ban the. film in|": 

- Venice. (on charges that one: num- j- 
ber,’ showing’ a fakhir threading 

Te ‘knives. through - ‘his - ‘body, . ‘was too’ 
' gruesome):‘was denied :by court ‘in { 

which: reasoned - ‘that. 
“horror”. :-was.-not ‘a ‘definable. and | 
that ‘city, - 

Punishable crime. *. 
Palermo Judge. Into “Act 

Lt -! Meanwhile, news of another. films : 
"seizure has’ likewise caused a. local) 

_ -‘Btir.-. This’. “is”. Fabrizio. Gabella’s. 
"Globe - ‘release, 

Proibito,” “which - a Palermo- judge’ 
“Questo: 

“ordered: yanked - on: charges: it was 

judgment. ‘shortly. 
Other: news on -the. censorship. 

front ‘inéludes.: the failure of “Sexy 
Show” to. ‘get. a. release ‘okay. by 
censor (on grounds that almost.all 
of the: ‘pie ‘is “an ‘uninterrupted: se- 
quence of scenes, obscene and im- 
moral postures and. movements . 
decisively contrary to. common de- 
cency”;. and the ..okay, ° 

.« threat of .a-Scissor: job, ‘awarded to | 
en OP, ‘Fuorilegge -del .: Matrimonio” | 
(The. Outlaws... of . Marriage), ‘di-'|.. : 

rected by Paolo and Vittorio. Tav- 
iani.. Two ‘other pix, “Scandal . 
nudi” (Nude . Scandals ), and 
“Africa: Sexy” are. likewise" re- 
“-porteg 
‘Italo censorship | wave. : 
"The Taboos’. Latest Banned Pie 
"I. Tabu” - (The Taboos), 

_. Royal .. Films * 

‘latest opus to join the. growing list 
‘of recent releases. ‘sequestéred. and 
. banned. -from'::further showings | 

_ throughout. Italy by. a-local court. 
order... It ‘was, ‘first: panned. (after 
getting . ‘censorship. okay). in. Paler-|. 

i: mo,° Sicily, where. it: was :deemed| ° "offensive - to: morals and: religious | * 
~~ gentiments.” 

“Order ° later’ “was” "extended. tol” 
-other cities, ‘including Rome (where ° 
it was. replaced: at. the firstrun:! 

: <7 Fiamma’ by “Days. of. -Wine | and! 

(Continued on. page: 20). = May Move Site Move Site Of 
“Venice Film F est 

‘Venice, Dee. 10. 
boa ‘Several important. ‘changes have. 

‘been. announced. :and ‘approved ‘for. 
the: :Venice-.Film::,Fest of 1964. |. 

. Principal variation -is. switch : of 
‘sideline. documentary - ‘and ehil- 
dren’s film. events from: Suly.. to 

Another. addition. is ‘rule- 
| ‘forbidding - a rare. award. to.:two| 
pictures. - ‘Instead,’ “another Special | 
“prize has been placed: ‘at jury’s dis-|-- 
posal | for. films ‘holding’: particular, 

‘August, 

- merits. 
Datés - for: 

mounced at recent: meeting. ‘of fest 
“l.-, ‘subcommittee - (made. up : of... gov- | 

- -ernment,: ‘industry, and-press reps), 
has ‘been set for. Aug: -27-Sept. 10, 
a-few. days later than usual: -Mop-. 
. pet. and -documentary: évents “now. 
bow Aug.: 6-16 while. brief fest’on 
films on art.is held June..16-18. 

Luigi . 
favor ‘of’. such -.a.° move.. 
vadded - that-“it . Was. . ‘currently . .im- 
' possible’ for practical reasons. be- 

in: the cause - . physical. facilities. 
city - were: insufficient. ‘to: ‘provide. 
-Fooms as wel! as sereening sites: 
for fest. crowds, Sg re 

ISO arm Tin 

lowing: “day. © 

of. damages... 

“Mondo” is. a documentary’ fea-. 
ture: -pie composed of ‘strip’ num-. 

Mondo} 3in’ ig the latest: victim of the 
deepéning British .crisis. The lot. 

“immorai;’ lascivious, ‘and: erotic." ».| went dark last, wgekend, and {fg un- 

Here, too, seizure. autoniatically be-. 
: comes. effective. all over’ Italy, -Ap-: 
. peal -has ‘been entered. ‘in. this. case. 
“as” well,.and' case. _comes. up” for |" 

after. -/a. 

_ in’ hot.. water: in. the. latest . 

ro-. 
duced. ‘by. Guido: ‘cinabeteicter s | 

‘and . directed: .. by'|. 
Romolo Marcellini (who: ‘made: the’ 
Italian Olympic. ‘Games pic), ‘is the. 

25th ‘festival; : -an: | : 

Producer Wins. Yous 
Fleming on Bond Pic | 

a London, Dee. 10. -- 
‘After. succeeding: ‘in:-his: High 

‘Court action against-Ian Fleming || 
n.-a copyright claim’ ona James: 

| Hotinened Flirts With || . 

"Qui Man tn Tol Avie 2" || 
|:AZARIA RAPOPORT | 

~eppraltes, the new netion's: film: 
. studios ‘ia a ‘discerning plece 

“But Never. Weds 
“Asraeli: Pix. Bia 

a os _ 

gather Interestiog Fectere 
Doe ‘in the scon-due™ vets 

8 58th Anniversary 1 Number . 

Bond ‘thriller; “Thunderball,” pro-|{-~ a ce at uy 
ducer. Kevin. -McClory ‘announced. 
that he would: put a film version of.|{ 
‘the: story’. into- work. early next. : 

The. action” ‘was’: settled. after”a 

the terms were. announced the fol-- 
McClory ‘received 

costs. .and an ‘unspecified ‘amount 

a ‘screenplay on ‘which | 
‘Thunderball de oR novel). 

Bit ) pertoa 

~ Studio. Shutters 
London, ‘Dec. We 

"Shepperton . studios, : one of: the 
major: film: producing lots in. Brit- 

likely ‘to. reopen“ until ‘April ne 
when the.“Lord Jim” unit returns 

‘to the studios.from its: Hong. Kong, 
‘and. Cambodia‘ locations, ~~ 

‘Final: picture at. Shepperton was 
the. Anne ‘Bancroft. starrer, 

pleted: last’ Friday: (13). The’ only. 
‘booking. at. the. studio ‘is for.a sec-.|: 
‘ond:.feature, which will take only. 
about three’ “weeks: to. shoot. All. 
told, ‘about.~.180° studio workers |- 
have Tost their jobs, but ‘about 500 | 
are. being. retained on. the. payroll. 
in'a bid fo.check. mounting unem- 

7 ‘here. in. no: uncertain. terms. 

. One ‘episode. shows pored: view- | - 
érs falling asleep ‘at their TV sets; | 
“where they’ve ‘been . ‘driven ‘by high 

ployment ‘in: the: industry.: 
‘News.-of another’. teniporary. stu- | 

‘dio ‘elosure. comes: from: “Merton 
-|-Park;: The layoff. there, too, will 
extend until’ next. April, but it is | 
.claimed. this. is not.an.immediate 
outcome. of ‘theindustry crisis.. But | 

| that:‘it is simply due to the fact | 
| that: Anglo-Amalgamated: haye,. in} 
the . last ‘few months, .completed. 
‘seven: second feature. “pix and four 
-four-reelers, which ig more than 
-enough .to : meet. their. immediate. 
requirements. - “Number of redun- 
dancies is. not: known. 

W. German TV Plans: 
Tough Competition For 

- Frankfurt, Dec.. 10. . 

here at. the..same_ ‘time. | 

“Heroes” (five. years old)’.and: ‘the |. 
‘French film, ‘The Count of Monte 
Cristo’’. as: pix ‘that: are more than 
passably known ; ‘by: cinema audi- 
ences. 

Besides films, ty. is hitting. the | 
“cinema competition : ‘with some: out- |. 
‘Standing productions. of its own. 
On..Christmas eve, for instance, ay: 
‘special performance will be* given |- 
of ..the Friedrich Forster. drama, ae 

| Robinson Shall Not. Die,” tollowed | 
by: holiday. ° performances -of. the | 
opera, - 
the play,.“Anthony and Cleopatra,” 

“Hansel and: Gretel,” and. 

with. two ‘top. German stars, “Lola 
| Muethel and Peter. Passetti..An_ O.: 

_ Asked ; : yegarding ~ ‘reports © that. 
“the fest might. 10ve from Lido ‘to: 
the city of Venice,- Mostra topper] 

Chiarini- ‘said’ he..was. in 
‘But he]. 

Henry. short story, ‘Winter.’ Quar- 
ters,” “will. be: dramatized. Christ- | 
mas ‘Eve. from - the- Second: Net- 
‘work, - 

...So- “it jooks: ‘as it: the. citiema 
-owners “here: -who ° ‘have long .ob- 
jected: ‘to the: tax-free and govern- | : 
ment-aided: tele in -West::Germany, 
can. anticipate. added. competition 
from the. Christmas Programs: this 
year. - 

‘In| the: action, Me- : 
-Clory had - ‘claimed he. wag’ co- 
‘author: of -a 
‘Fleming’ s-. 
was based,” 

“The |. 

Pumpkin’ Eater, * which ‘was com-- 

; ‘slogan: 

~ Cinemas Over Holidays | 

: Sydney,: 

that the Lyceum, Melbourne, is be-- 

-“Cleopatra;” 
. two-day early. next year. ote 

charts. ond articles: 

fs Shutdown 
Off But 

“Rome, ‘Dee. 17. 

Othe: two-day. shutdown . of : ‘700- | 
" ‘odd. Rome.-area pic’. houses, as an 
1 admission . tax. protest | ‘move, has. 
been ‘cancelled ‘here . at © the ast {" 
minute’. by | Italy’ s ‘exhibitor asso- | 
elation, | 

to embarrass - the. -.only-recently |. 
-geated :Italian . government in: -its 
‘first weekin office.-If government | | 
detaxation .:is ‘not - accomplished 

| $00N, showever, : statement ‘says: ac- 
tion: ‘would. be followed: through | ‘on. 
a national basis. 

. Meanwhile, industry is heverthe- 
Tess - “going . ahead - with. its publie | 
campaign to attract: attention ‘to its 
fiscal woes.. Beginning this’ ‘week, 
“every . ‘newsreél  shown- (by... law) | 
“with évery feature. in the. country 
- will ‘contain. a ‘sequence designed. to | 
‘impress ‘Ttalo’ spectators’ with : ur- | 
‘gency: and: ‘importance: of the prob- ; 

“As: ‘screened. earlier for the: press | 
and. industry . toppers, reel. ‘inserts | 
‘lash: into the. fiscal system. in. force | 

adniission tabs, up-to: 50%. of 
which. (in ‘case. of firstruns. espe='| 
‘cially) goes: into State. coffers. 

frightened cashier;.from under the 
hood, the: ‘word: taxes’. As. clearly : 

me Seen.. 
“Every ‘pit’ “ends with: the: ‘same: 

““Moviegoers, high \admis- 
sion: taxes -will ensure your future 
-boredom..(at: video: sets).”. (One of 
Main-- beefs. of film - people - ‘is. 
claimed . ‘dise¢rimination: ‘by. State } 
“against ‘pix and. in favor of. little-|| 
‘faxed RAI-TV; the Italo: telenet | 

:| which ‘is showing a growing num- | 
“Not: ‘only will the “West. German | 

:. {-einémas be offering: the best films'| 
: Of. the | year ‘for’. the. ‘Christmas| 

\trade,” but’: -the. two. ‘West: "German: 

| tele. networks” are going. allt out, in 
competition. -The two: tele ‘nets: are. 

presenting © eight. full-length: films | 

during: the: ~ Christmas. holidays. 
‘That’s: -only. a few less than will be’ 

+ offered by.-the top American: and 
‘German distributors in the cinemas: 

ber of. features ‘every. week); . 
Entire anti-tax “moyement, . cure. 

rently : ‘proceeding ‘on: an. interna-| 
|: tional “basis; thanks: to. sponsorship | 
by: the. International. Cinema: Bu- 
reau \(B.1.C.) headed- by. Eitel Mo- 
naco, is.based on ‘premise that film 
industry in Italy - Os in ‘several 
other.:. countries): : 

paid to State . by Pic industry’ ‘in 
1962 is. ‘some. $72,000 ,090. ner 

According . to Monato,. ‘industry 
‘would: willingly :-give. up - 
sithsidies. it gets_in form. of minor 
tax rebates if.it could be promised 

[complete detaxation. of: admissions. 

‘Cle for Down Under 
~ Date Cut to 184 Mins. 

“Sydney; Dee.: 10:- 

“Friday. (6) 

sales. for the pic... Jheres . 
‘Dale Turnbull, loop’s. .g.m,, ° said 

ing rebuilt’ and will: be. Tenamed. 
with. ‘pic Boing | in. On: 

4 WN |? iy Prod. Chief Ser 

: Plas cther statistical end setts | 

Could Resume | 

-Move. was ‘decided in ‘order’ “not {: 

"Another: takes off: vampire ‘pix ingbird”.(U),. 
by depicting - a new bloodsucking 
technique: a:cloaked figure enters. 
a.pic house at midnight. and grabs 
most: .of ‘dally’ takeaway from a: 

| season. 

“unfairly” | 
taxed, out. of proportion: with. other | : 
businesses, In. Italy, : for. example, Tt 
it’s’ claimed ‘that. by: : comparison, . 
pix are taxed. twice as. heavily as | 

|-any..other. form: of. industry. Total:|. 
. But the television lineup. has only 
a ‘German film,. ‘Franz Peter. Wirth’s. 

‘delayed’ 

* Harold. Freedman; executive of : 
the Deluxe Laboratory. N.Y.,, ‘planed 
quiefly into this territory last: week: 

-| and’ snipped - “Cleopatra”: film. to 
184 minutes’ running. time: for. the 
-pic’s . Aussie. ‘playdates, | 

“Cleo” preemed -at the’ Mayfair, ; 
following. a 

{charity show Dee. . 5. ‘The Hoyts’ 
pie | loop. report record: advance. 

i . 

~~ Big Films Stil Click 
‘London, .Dec. 17. 

” eur ‘Edgar, managing: ‘director 

ed “wolf at 
| the. slightest. provocation. and ‘pro-'| for a stnash $15,000 or close. in 

film industry .-who . t 

‘yided excellent copy for: pressand. 
| tele: to” ‘blow: “Up: the. ‘words. “films. 
| crisis.” 

. ‘Speaking. ata gales: convention;. 
he fold: the delegates. that grosses 

lof: big. films: were bigger than.ever, 
1 and . .with.. all-round:. co-operation 

cinema. had .a ‘wonderful -future.. 
« “You. can’t stop a good film from 

| making Money,” he comme he commented. 

Ital Film BO. Film BO. 

"Rome; -Dee,- 10.- 
The. Ttato- ‘boxoffice. ‘continues 

‘on: the upbeat,. ‘and Yank films are |— 
| reinforcing ‘their status in. the -lo-. 

. Latest. - figures:- -from |: 
| various .sources-. indicate: ‘Novem- | - 
‘eal- -market.-. 

1 ber totals. ‘some 30%. of: Novem-. 
‘ber,. with some. 397,771 admissions |. 
‘more: sold this time, in Milan. and | - . 
-Rome houses “alone. 

“Universal ‘has. inched ‘back. into | 
‘the distrib- ‘lead, (key-city -firstrun | — 
figures) : ahead of . Metro, . Ceiad- 
Columbia, Deat-U.A, Paramount; 
Rank, ‘nce; : 

of Walt: Disney” Productions, hit’ 
" | out at-“the moaners” in the British | day), 

‘from ‘everyone jin’ ‘the’ indutry the: 

arners: and: ‘Dear-. 

"Big 11G 
“London, Deec.. 10. 

West End firstruns were given a 
| Hitt in the last stanza via three hit 
newcomers supplementing the solid 

of 6 in Da Fist : 

holdovers . ‘which continue ‘to do; 
above-average biz. Lea 
was “It’s a Mad We 

matinee, at the Coliseum. “Fun in 
Acapulco”. at the Plaza is heading 

first frame.. 

|. The Carlton’s “The. Leopard” is 

giving that theatre one of its best. 
weeks for ‘over two year, with a 

|-sturdy $11,000 or over. 
- Holdover “biz mainly continues 

in fine style. “The V. teys” looks: 

the field © 
orld,” which 

‘grossed .over.. $16,200. in its first: . 
five ‘days ¢hardticket. and two-a-: -. 

plus. a midnight Saturday. 

over $20,000 in third session at the 
Leicester : Square. “The Servant” 

jis ‘heading for ‘a great $22,000 or - 
: _-{ Petter in its fourth Warner frame. 

“Tom: Jones” again will hit. a 

“How .the West -Was Won” looks 
fancy ‘$19; 000 for . is Sth Casino 
‘stanza. 

"Estimates for Last: Week 
Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20-$1. 75) | 

— ‘West Side Story” (UA) (93, wk). 
‘Okay $5,800. - | , 

Cariton (20th) , 128;- "10-$1. 75) 
—“The Leopard” (20th). Prospects: 
of stout $11,000 or-over. .! 
‘Casino (indie) (1,155; $1.20-$2. 15) 

—"How West ‘Was Won” (Robin- 
MGM): ‘(58th wk).: Brisk $19,000, . 

_ Columbia (Col). (740; $1.05-$2.50). 
—‘Man From Diners’ ‘Club” {BLC) 
‘(2d wk) and “Gidget Goes to Rome” 
(BLC) (2d wk).. Moderate. $4,100. 
“Sword in Stone” (BV) follows Dec. 

20th. Percentage-wise, ‘it’s almost | 12. 
{half the -“Italo~:miarket - for. Yank | 
produet : at. 48.2%, ‘vs. “33.3% “for |. 
Italo-mades.. ‘to. which. -Tust.. be 
‘added- (for ‘a "40. 1% © 

‘ “lawrence”: 

(MGM),. mS oe Mostri” 

“TI ‘Successo” - (Fairfilm) and: “Irma | 
la Douce”. (Dear-U.A): 

” Several. feature. pix, ‘are ‘fighting 
for. the. top spots: in Rome and 

leads 
here,” ‘thatiks to. a. fast. start last. 

:Other:. front-runners in | 

‘Milan, though . “Leopard” 

Eternal City -keys are “‘How. West 
“Was. -Won,” “Cleopatra,” : “Law- 
rence. of Arabia” -(Cob. ana two] 

‘and “I} 
““Cleo- | 

“patra” ‘on ‘top, followed ‘by- ani | : 
and: 

“7. Mostri’” - 
In: :Milan,’: it’s- 

Italo-mades,. 
Successo.” | 

rence,” “55° Days. Peking” 
“Trma. La: Douce” (UA).- 

reléases, .. 

whichis infor. a. :brisk start: both 
here and. in Milan. a 

Ubich Baumgartner New 
Chief of. Vienna Festival, 

:Vienna; Dee; .10. 
“Ulrich Baumgartner’ ig the new. 

istrator. of “the : Statoper.. There 
were some 16. “¢andidates 

for the Austrian purse to bear. 
- Baumgartner’: s -Feastival .experi- 

ence: ‘so far-is limited toa. yearly. 
event: called. “Kapfenberg Cultural 
Weew.”. “He had. organized drama- 

Graz formerly, but has been mainly. 
|.active a-press and ‘public relations. 
of. Austrian industrically steel firm. 

: (Boehler). 
The. 1964 ‘program was ‘previous- 

ly. ofganized and contracted for by ° 
. widespread support. ‘for the. third Hilbert will. present (in- connec-: 

tion. with. the State. Opera which { 
‘| will. pay half the cost and take the 
| work’ into its. regular ‘repertory. af-. 
ter. ‘the ” Festival) .. 
Richard . 
| Gueden: in the ‘title’ Tole: and. Karl: 
’ Boehm’ as conductor. ey. 

-“Daphne” by 

Strauss, ~“-with.. - Hilde 

total): “the | 
- +-Franco-Italian | -coproductions. . 

: (Col): “is. currently |. 
‘Rational leader; followed by. “The 
Leopard’! (20th), “55 Days at Pe-| 
‘king’ (AA), “How West Was Won’ | - 

‘(Fairfilm), 
A “Great Escape” (Dear-UA), “Mock-.|. 

“Cleopatra” | -(20th),. 

. 4 (1,375; 

-.Coming -up fast: are two- recent |. 
“Mondo. Cane’ No: 2”.| 

ACineriz), which: hit a fancy $30,-1 
000. in: its’ first. three .days here, : 
and..“Mondo. di Notte No. 3” (WB),, 

“Bialte : 

1964 Events Already: Set} . 

director’ -of- the Vienna Festival. | 
‘He succeeds Egon. Hilbert now the] 
-codirector ~ and. business admin- | 

“under:|. |. 
|.consideration. for the job, one -of: 
‘them. Herbert Graf, ‘long with. the |. 

-. «Met Opera in ‘Manhattarf but more.|° 
| recently head of. the Zurich Opera. 

| His ‘salary’ demand ‘was. too. great 

tic student’. ‘groups -in -the City. . of. 

Coliseum. (MG) (1,795; $1.20-$2, 48) 
—“It's a Mad. World” (UA). Smash 

jlusty $10,000 for its 24th week at ©. 
~'} the London: Pavilion: “Lawrence of. 
- Arabia” was. around solid $14,000 
\for 43rd session at Metropole. 

~ Sal on Upbeat 

‘$16, 200 in“ opening five days, in-. 
cluding, midnight Saturday matinee. 
“Dominion. (CMA) (2;712: $1.45- 

$4. 20) Cleopatra” (20th) (19th. 
wk). Fine $29,000 

“Empire: (MG). (1,330; $1.17-$2.15) 
—Queen: Christina” (MGM) {re= 
issue). Neat - $9,800. In ahead, 
“Camille” (MGM) (reissue), $11,000. : 

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) 
$1. 05-$2. .80)— 

(BLC) (3d wk). Great $20,100 or 
near.. Previous week was $21,000. 

- London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 70- 
$1.75)—“‘Tom -Jones” (UA) (24th 
wk). Lively $10, 000, same as pre- 
vious week. 

" Metropole. (CMAJ. (1 ,304; 70-$1 45): 
—“Lawrence of. Arabia” 
(43d wk). Solid $14,000.. , 
-Odeon, Haymarket (CMA) (600; 

‘gi 05-§2,30) "55 Days at Peking” 
(Rank). (20th wk). Okay $5,300. . 
.Odeon,. Leicester ‘Square. (CMA). 

(2; 200; 70-$1.75)—“Thrill. of It All”. 

“The Victors” 

(BEC): 

(Rank) (3d. wk). Tall $14,000. or 
near. Last week, $14,800. 7 

‘Odeon, -Marble Arch (CMA) 
(2,260; 70-$1.75)—"Charge of Black 
‘Lancers’. (Indie)-(2d wk). Moderate 
$4. 700. First was $5,800. 

‘Plaza (Par). (1,889; "$1.05-$2.20)— . 
"| “Fun in Acapulco” (Par). Heading 
4 for smash. $15,000 or near. “Who's 
‘Minding Store” (Par) is due Dev. 

(Continued on page 20): 

wor CEA Votes For 

(20th). (529; 70-$1. a 

A 

od Release Plan 
London, Dec. 17.. 

The: ‘Cinematograph. Exhibitors. 
Assn. is opposing the demand for 
a 50% quota, but: favors the crea- 
‘tion of .a third ‘releasing outlet: 

week’s general council- session, and. 
have. been conveyed. to the. Board 
of Trade. 
‘Opposition : to. the higher- quota 

Was based: on the. belief that it 
- would provide © No .solution. to. the 
present ‘crisis, and during the 
-council. debate some exhibs. indi-. 
cated they ‘favored its abolition. 

There.-was, on the. other hand, 

release setup,. particularly in the 
|, London area..And-it was suggested 
“that the increased volume of Hol-. 
ywood: production would help: to. . 

| These decisions. were taken at last — 

sustain it; The CEA has also asked. . 
the BOT to set up a fair practices’ 

a tribunal. ° . 
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2 Groups in Brit 

“PRYRA My 

London, Dee.. “LY. 

Two sections of the British. film | 
industry - have -offered short and} 
longterm | proposals to deal with]. 
the current production: crisis to | 
Edward Heath, the © Minister’ for | 

formerly |: ‘Industry, - department 
known as the. Board of Trade. He 
listened to arguments advanced: by. 
deputations from the. Federation. 
of British Film Makers and the 
Federation of Film Unions, ‘asked | 
a few pertinent questions. Hawever, 
he offered no immediate proposals 
on behalf of the government:. Any 
action taken at- Cabinet Jevel will 
have to await -recommendations, 
made -to the Minister: by .the. Cine-- 
matograph Films.-Council,. which] 
has set aside.a January session. to. 
deal with. all the aspects: of. the} 

crisis. | 
Last ‘Monday (9); the: Minister. 

was told that the proposal to. hike |: 
the British film Quota immediately: 
from 30° to 50° was only.a short-: 
term measure..That: would help. to’ 
absorb the accumulated. backlog | 
of pictures awaiting. release and | 
‘would be some encouragement. ‘to |. 
independents to launch : new pro-| 
jects. 

That, however, was. oni: a. limit-} 
ed and narrow solution. The éssen- | 
tial. thing ona longterm: basis ‘was. 
to’ provide:'“a ‘measure of competi: | 
‘tion. .within _ the industry. And’ it 
_was argued that a - Conservative 
government, | dedicated’ to. competi- 
tive private enterprise should - be { 
eager to support such a proposal. 

The case for a third. eircuit per: 
_se was played down,, and the argu-. 
ment -was in favor of a-third book- 
ing. force, not necessarily. operating 
on a: ‘year-round basis. Such a third: 
force would. need to be completely |. 
independent of the two -majors, 
and would be able to. absorb: the 
flow of British product: now caught | 
up in ‘the releasing: bottlenéck. 

It was intimated that the indus- 
‘try would be: prepared to-consider. 
suggestions for creation of..such 
a third force from any industry: 
source, including both Rank and. 
Associated British, ‘provided | they: 
were. _ willing | to ‘Inake: “such.” -PrO- 

Hot Brit. Vocal Combo. 
Signed for Picture| : 

‘London; Dec..10. 

ain’s hottest: “vocal. “¢€ombo,.. 

production next “February. — 

don: Palladium ‘-tele show - caused 
Fiots. outside the Stage: door. 

Aussie Cinemas. 

. “Sydney, Dec.. 10. 
. Bidding” for. ‘a top. ‘intake. over 
the Yuletide-New Year period; .Aus-. 
sie Key cinemas will have: ‘the great- 
‘est . “product: lineup in local show 
biz’ history, ‘with about - 99°6 G on 
hardticket. _ 
‘General opinion here’ is: that 1964. 

will ‘see ‘cinema: biz:.right. at the. 
top. again‘ in. public’ favor, with Ig 
distributors determined ‘to. ‘keep 
up a ‘hot product. fiow : ‘and key. 
exhibitors backing fhis with special. 
selling ‘campaigns: on. a “nationwide 
basis. 

The’ return to. power for. ‘a * fur. 
‘ther - three-year term. of. the’ Sir’ 
‘Robert: Menzies’. Liberal Party’ goy- 
ernment... has: seen: a: terrific up- 
surge: in “commercial. trade. here. 
‘Department. ‘stores, . for. .example, 
will reap a’ record: $300,000;000 
this festive ‘term: A. heavy flow. of. 
-eoin from the. public’s.pocket will |": 
‘be’ geared into show biz. immediate-- 
ly.. shoppers. completée-Yuletide. gift. 

_ | spending. And .show biz- executives: 

The prablems: appertaining ‘to a 
third releasing outlet.will not. be’ 
decided. by the .Minister until he 
has had an opportunity of. studying: 
the recommendations. -which - will |: 
be made after the Films: Council’ 
session ‘next January. “The Quota. 
increase, however, was on. the Films. 
Council agenda. at. yesterday’s- 
(Mon.) meet,. ‘but none of the |. 
other : crisis issues were ‘down. for: 
discussion at: that: ‘meeting. 

700 Cinemas i in Rome 
Area Shutter 2 Days : 
To Protest High Tax 

Rome, Dee. 10. 

‘All 700-odd film houses: in ‘the: 
Rome area will shut ‘down tight { 
Dec. .17-18: in a -refiewed. protest 
move designed ‘to.draw attention. 
to the exhibitors plight: and td pro- 
-mote de-taxation action. ‘on. ‘high | 
admission. tabs. 
Move was decided at. emergency 

meeting of Rome region exhibi-|° 
tors, which also protested against |. 
discrimination | which seés_ slimly |- 
taxed Italo tele show. feature films.|° 
for some audiences, in. direct com- | 
petition with heavily burdened | 
theatre operations. 

Also ‘planned for: coming “weeks 
‘are a series of ‘special -newsreels: 
designed to bring film: industry 
problems to the “publie by. illus- } 
trating handicaps. ‘under. which | it 
currently operates. ae 

~ London Grosses 
i continued from page BLy —a« 

“what a Crazy World” (WP). Brisk 
$5, 600 or neéar.- 

‘Rite (MG) (430; 70-$1. 05)—"“From| 
Russia. With Love” (UA). (m, 0). (3d 
wh Solid $5,600, . ‘same: as last] 
wee 

Royalty (Indie) (862: “70:$2. 50) 
“Brothers Grimm” {Robin-MGM) |. 
im.o.). Shapes. big $11; 000 on. ‘open- 
ing frame for movier. ~- - 
Studie One (Indie} (556: 50-$1. 20) 

. —“Fantasia”. (Disney y (reissue) 
(2d wk).'Smash $7,800. 

Warner (WB). (1,785; 70°$1. 75)-— 
“The Servant” _ (WB) 
Heading for wham $22,000 or more. 
and better than. previous ‘week.: 
Stays until Christmas with: “4 For 
Texas” CWB) opening. Dee. 26.. : 

-expect..a ‘boom’ in entertainment 
buying from then: onwards. _ Night- 
‘clubs are. already. reaping | a rich: 
harvest.’ . 
Unemployment downbeat; a: ‘puoy- 

‘ant. overseas’ trade’ balance ‘and 
increased’ pay ‘envelopes, are: the 
signposts to a healthy economy | in 
this territory: - 
“Survey .. ‘shows that - "American: 

made pictures | still -in- high. favor: 
+ with Aussie: patrons. Apart from] 
-show biz, . U.S. “goods, from | autos: 

: [to cigarettes, are finding plenty: ‘of 
‘buyers. 

‘Product. from the U. S.. “set: ‘for 
= the. year-end - holiday’ ‘period in- 

cludes - “Cleopatra” (20th),.“ “Fun 
in. Acapulco” .(Par),- “Charade” 
.(U)., “Great Escape” (UA), 
{La Douce”. (UA), “Spencer’s Moun- 

(MGM), 

(MGM). “The Castaways” - “Cap: | 
tain Sinbad” 
Purr-ee™. CWB). 

INTERNATIONAL FM 
IN SPANISH HAMLET 

_ Carboneras; Spain, ‘Dee. 17. 
This village of 37717 ‘population. 

on the southeastern tip of Spain 
| is the scene. of.a. truly-international 
film: company ‘at work. Visitors 
comprise a ‘French-Spanish-Italian 
‘production unit headed by. French | 
director Francois ‘Villiers. and .pro- 
‘ducer: delegate: Claude. Clert '.for 
Caravelle Films S.A. (France). and 

~. Carabela Films. S.A. (Spain). . : 
“They are making:a. psychological 

suspense drama titled . 
-Femme” “(The Other Woman) with 

}.principals including Annie Girar- | 
dot. of France, Richard Johnson ‘of | 
England, Alida Valli of ‘Ttaly and 
Francisco | Rabal of Spain.- 
“There. are. several. other: from | ¥ 

Madrid, and still others from Per-.|° 
-Sia, ‘Hungary, ‘London, Venezuela, 
‘Mexico, along with Americans’ from |: 
New York, Texas, Oklahoma: and | 
California. 
‘Carboneras used. to: ‘have. only'|.. 7 

limited. ‘tourist: facilities, ‘amount- |]: 
ing .to ‘a small_inn and. an: evel 
‘smaller pension. Two. years. ago 
{French novelist. Dominique ‘Aubier 
‘came here looking: for.’a. ‘Summer 

(4th | wk).} home, decided to stay, and has. 
been. active in’ building: up the’ 
‘place. She founded ‘the: Society: of 
Friends ‘of Carboneras. in .cooper-| 
ation with the ‘Ministry. in. “Madrid 

‘The Beatles, ‘Fegarded - ‘as Brit. 
have: 

been: signed’ for ‘their : ‘first British’ 
film,- to be made-by. Walter Shen- | 
‘son.- for world’ ‘release. - ‘through t- 
United. Artists.’ It's due to. go. into} 

‘Within the ‘last few: months; the - 
Beatles, have. made. a: _phenomenal |. 
impact’ on: the ‘local scene’. after:| - 
‘their successful introduction: of the: 
Liverpool sound. into: pop’ music. 
-Fheir :disks have. been - consistent. 
chart ‘toppers, a. recent, appearance. 
on the Sunday Night. at. the: Lon- 

“Irma f- 

\Italo Filmites Wonder tain’: (WB), “How West Was Won” | 
“Lawrence ‘Of Arabia" |. 

Col); S55 Days At Peking” (AA). 

(MGM) | cand. cae 

‘“T’Autre 

ore To ) Debate F Film Crisis 
} stn Ofer {2 pk - London, Dec. 17: 

a The: government. has: found : 

- ment:debate. on: the: British 
film crisis next’ Friday- (20). . 

| White, a: Labor M:P. who isa 
‘member: of. the Films. Couneil-..| 
and a prominent figure in. ‘the: 

Labor. Party films: _Broup.: oe 

20th to Expand 
Brit ritsh Prod. 

ot London,. Dec. V7. 
Having. resumed its British: pro: 
‘duction ‘program ; with two: feature || 
pix this year, 20th-Fox: isto spread 
its..wings in ..1964.. Details. of. the 

list. ° 

‘be “A High Wind: in. Jamaica,” 

-Scouting. locations: in Jamaica: - This 
Will be followed. in April by. “The. 
Bait,” which .Robert: Siodmak is to’ 
direct on the Continent, ‘Fhe direc. | 
tor is due..in ‘America. Shortly, . to. 
-test ‘two. young actresses, . Laurie 
Stevenson and: Maria“Eckland, who 

the leads. .The’ pic is based ‘on an 
‘original story by. March Behm:and 
Siodmak, ‘with the: ‘screenplay. ‘by. 
‘Daniel Fuchs, 

Major project: in: the. 1964" ‘pro- :, 
: pic after troubles on.his recent pice “Ghost of Noon’ with the preducers. -- 
He is: prepping a pic. about gangsters and would-be delinquents’ after - af 
-a. widow’s. supposed: hidden wealth, Casting Anna. Karina. and. Sami Frey See 
and: called “Fool's Gold,’ od There i is: ho. definite starting date." a er 

‘gram will -be.a ‘70m: color -produe- 
tion . of: “Those: Magnificient.. Men 
In Their: Flying -Machines,” ‘which | 
will tell the Story. of the first Lon-. 
don to. Paris air -race in. 1911, This | 
‘will be directed. by..Ken : Annakin}. 
from. a> screenplay :by . Jack Davies a 
and the ‘director. . . 
Eleanor “Perry: is: “writing. the: 

‘script. for “Our: Mother’s: House,” 
due. to. roll-in.June. In the follow: | 

‘are getting. ‘major ‘chances in. Italy: out of 40. “first” films made’ here . 
-in past 2'years, only: about 5 have really: made the grade. 

‘ing: ‘month,. “filming . will. Start on. 
the coast.’ of Brittany on: “Rapture 
in My-Rags.” Jack Cardiff has been | . 

Bedfellows”. for Panama: and. ‘Frank in Hollywood .on Feb. °15,° with - 
Rock. Hudson. her opposite. . 

‘signed, to direct “Watcher. in-Shad- 
| ows,” which. will goin August; and 
“Salem ‘Come::to- Supper”. is: set to 
‘be made.in Canada ‘in February of 
1965. ‘Three. other: properties. are 
‘under . consideration, ‘calling. f 
locations in Gibraltar. Africa. and 
Austria, | ‘with. interiors ‘to. be. shot. 

” that: the ‘Documento mentioned ‘in. stories. regarding aborted: Spanish- -: 
based pic. called: “Four Nights of Full Moon”. is. another and ‘unrelated | 
coinpany . 

‘in. Britain.-.— 
The two British. ‘fins completed 

by ‘20th-Fox: this. year. are “Man in 
J the: Middle,” - produced: by Walter |. 
Seltzer and directed. ‘by Guy: Hamil- 
‘ton; dnd “The Third Secret,’ pro- 
duced. ‘by :Robert : L.. ‘Joseph: and 
directed” by Charles Crichton,” 

~ Boss. Will Act as Czar | 
Rome; ‘Dec.. 10... 

“Fndustry: observers. are currently . 
‘| mulling ‘what. effect ..on : film. poll: |= 

‘tics. the: -recent- nomination . ‘of. - 

“Entertainment. can- have on. ‘the 
future of. the local. show biz. | 
Achille. Corona. is. the ‘man named: 
to. replace. Alberto © Folchi in the. 
.top . “govenrment | entertainment 
“spot, He. ‘was ‘one’ ‘of the: founding: 

Socialist Party, ‘and ‘has: 
served four terms in.. Congre 

‘ence: with ‘entertainment. ‘industry. 
matters. ‘For a while. after the war, 
he was an. editor. ‘of. the socialist 
‘daily, “Avanti. 
Film -- world... which has many. 

serious problems: confronting it,: is 
waiting forthe’. new. Minister’ s. 

Kubrick's ‘Bomb’ Will. 

London, Dec...” 10. . 
Stanley. Kubrick's production - of. 

How . 1. 
‘Learned: to- Stop Worrying’ ‘and: 
Love . ‘the ‘Bomb” is ‘now to have 

“Dr, - Strangelove, Or: 

simultaneous: . world - .preems. 
‘New York, . Canada’ and. London: on 
Jan. 29. The original plan for the 
opening . here: next. Thursday (12) 
“was - deferred’ after. the. news | of: 
President ‘Kennedy's assassination, | 

‘It will. be initiated by Irene Sr. 

| being directed by Richard Thorpe. Players are George 

.|-being | directed by: Sid. Furie . 

“Phe. ‘first to. get. ‘undérway “will 

are. “under. consideration for’ one’ “Of. : 

-penned. “The Hibernated” .. 

-Gotham. locations : 
also ‘act; : for - Sancro- Films:. it’s 

-|-Great: Nuisance); ‘Tognazzi -also: does “Magnificent. Cuckold”. for Sancro,. 

‘| Women”, returns to pictures in “Amore Mio”: (My Love) a Titanus 

| cast. ‘of. Michelangelo Antonioni’s current: “Deserta Rosso”, with Monica © 

How New Show Basins . 

nearly booked up solid through 1066.” a 

oe 

socialist Minister -of. Tourism ‘and 5 

im ce./ leased as is. 

. Corona. has ‘little direct -e eri “ 

| Producers — Assn. have. -issued a 
‘statement deploring recent court. 
orders in’ which . filnis passed by: 

first: statements to. get 3 an’ idea. be: 

” | tinued respect and.confidence held. 

= legislature . which. rules in‘-such} 

_Preem i in 3 Countries. 
|faith -in releasing pix which: have: 

Diready heavy risks inherent in film] 
} production ‘while: resulting - ‘in con-. 

thne for= an. _eve-of-adjourn- oo De Shor, Long Term Fi Cris is Plans| : 
. © London _ Dey 

“The. ‘Golden ‘Head; * the ‘Cinerama ‘production: which. started: out’ fn 
‘Hungary: as “Millie Goes to. Budapest,” has now moved into the Metro- .. 

‘| British Studios-for interiors after. two months on location: The Cinerama- . © 
‘| Hungarofilm coproduction ‘is. using the single lens technique and. Ag: 

ers, . 
_| Hackett, Jess. Conrad and’ Robert ‘Coote.. : . Karel ‘Reisz: has. takén' a 
[print of “Night. Must Fall,’’ -which. he directed: and” coproduced, to 
| New York-for a special showing to star and -coproducer Albert Finney ..... 
The “Wonderful: Life’ unit: started: location filming in’ the: Canary . 
Islands last week ‘and.wiil be: staying there ‘through Christmas andthe: : 
|.New ‘Year. The. Elstree ‘Film Distributors: musical; ‘with. Cliff Richard, : 
| Susan. _ Hampshire, Walter: ‘Slezak, Dennis: Price and: The. Shadows, is _ 

. A’ special screening. of “The Yellow. a 
| Teddybears”. was. ‘organised | last. week.-for representatives’ of: leading’ 
‘social organisations, and” after: the. Showing.:the moral.-issued raised 3 in. 
the picture were discussed: by: a panel. of distinguished. social workers . 

’ Delegates « te Walt Disney. Productions’. three-day. convention: ‘saw: 
nine new films, including. “The Moon-Spinners, 2. “Mary Poppins, ” 

new: European. production program phe 8 Sword i in nthe Stone”: and. “Dr, Syn.” 
were.agreed. between Elmo. Will: 
iams,:. managing - ‘director of. Euro-| 

--... | pean, production for 20th-Fox; and-|.. 
er Darryl - F.:. Zanuck, Seymour Poe,. 

‘| Richard “Zanuck and Stan’ Hough, : 
Tat / recent- meetings. in: N-Y.. 
* |-properties «are “firmly. scheduled, 

| but others may be added -to the 

Loaded for Xmas| 
which’ will be ‘filmed ‘on: Tocation’ : 

. lin. that. ‘country, with studio work | *: 
‘in Britain. A. ‘survey. team-is now |. 

Paris... 
¥ 

- Director. Henri.Georzes’ Clouzot again. ‘marrying, ws ‘to. ‘Avgentine” . 
‘thesp Inez De. Gonzalez. .. Eddie Constantine’ wants. a. break: in. his. . 
parddy-G-Man. roles in ‘French: ‘pix and ‘is prepping: “The Dragon’ s. 

x | Drink”: ‘which is to. co-star ‘Gina Lollobridgida. Pic ‘will be~.made. in. 
‘Hong Kong } with Lollo- ‘as ‘a Eurasian, ‘Pic. will’ -be “a straight action’. 

La ‘pic “based on: ‘the. dime novel hero’ Nick ‘Carier. but updated to today. 
‘In facet, his Carter. willbe on the scent: of fiying ‘saucers . . Georges. 
De. Beauregard helieves - ‘in: finding. new. filmmakers. After ‘his sketch . 

up. 44%, ‘of thie ‘fimeoing. public. Today. 

was in. ‘from’ London. where he -discussed future tv: and- feature. plans.’ 
‘His screening here, and then ‘in Rome, -was‘to' feel out offshore response: 
to his comedy we tern’. ... The Yank. indie Gotham-made pie: “Hallelujah ” 
‘the Hills,” directed ‘by’ ‘Adolfas Mekas and. produced. by David. Cc. ‘Stone, : 
‘opened ‘here “before: its New York. ‘bow fo..fine.reviews and good. biz’ : 
Vat one. arty, Its free-wheeling, lyrical, breezy style. pleased -the’ more * 
discerning :-French filmgeers.: It looks in. for a good specialized Tun.. 

Director’ Jean-Luc Godard intends. directing: and ‘producing his next.” 

Rome. 
“Anihony: Guim, his stand-in Jack Gafiney,, and Egyptian’ actor’ Garait 

‘Ratib—all. members of the current “The. Visit” unit at. Cinecitta, move’. 
/on to: Yugoslayia: ‘and “‘Marco -Polo” chores in January. .; 
-sereened. ‘his: “Four for . Texas”: at- _Fiammetta: Theatre: after ‘Similar. | 

. Robert. Aldrich - 

previews in - London. and. Paris:. .reason ‘why fewer young’ directors ” 

‘Gina Lollobrigida in from. Paris, rests -before beginning’ “Strange” 

: Carlo. Ponti project, “The: Seventh. Victim”. 
to. be shot ‘by. :Elio. Petrifrom - ‘seript. by ‘Tonino. -Guerra,: who’s also ' 

. DeLaurentiis’: “The Bible”. projeet.:has- 
‘bids from. Bosna. Film (Yugoslavia), plus Egypt and Turkey, for advan- 

r | tageous lensing conditions, ‘has sent scouting. teams to Sardinia ‘as: well. * 
‘to.0.0. ‘locations for John Huston item slated for spring’start-in‘Cinerama ‘ 

; Gianni: Hecht: Lueari of. ‘Ronie’ s Documento Films: wants. it: known 

Angelo Riszoli’ s. Cineriz, producers ‘of. “Dolce Vita”, “eg 4/ 2” “et al, 
planning to open’ own distrib office in States soon,. is already scouting 

. Ugo .Tognazzi: ‘directs’ first pic, on - which he'll. 
called “‘La .Grande : Seccatura”: (The. 

‘as. thésp: only. , :Eleanora.‘Brewil, Sophia Loren’s ‘daughter’ in: “Two. 

| release directed by Raffaello Mattarazzo : . Carlo De .Priano added -to |. 

Vitti and Richard Harris. « 
New Claudia :.Cardinale. starrer, ‘directed - ‘by. Luchino- “Visconti: for: : 

France. Cristaldi’s. Vides Productions, being. scripted: for spring start by. 
co. Medioli. and. Suso Cecchi D’Amiico.. . Tint Brass, . whose’ “To. - 

the Ends of the: Earth” finally got censor okay, now. planning. pic . 
about: white. girl and: colored man‘ in| Rome... 

~ Halo Censors~ 7 
es fiom page 19% —« 

Roses”). As with other recent cases, . 
producer ‘comes up for. court trial, 
‘after which pic can -either be: p 
banned, subjected” to: cuts, or re- | “Bdinbargh, ‘Dee. a 

Cinemas: here: will now ‘be able. 
2 ‘to operate every. Sunday on a com-'- 

mercial ‘basis. -This..is. in keeping 
 ANICA Deplores. Court Bans- 

. ANICA, =the. Italo: ‘film. industry 
association, and: .the Italian. Film | With .a’trend.to ‘have’ more Sab-- 

bath openings in:Scotland,. a:coun-. 
try where there has -been. longtime. - 
opposition to ‘such: shows. 

- Edinburgh ‘city: council. okayed 
‘the’ opening “by. a 47:to 14-vote. All: 
city cinemas will ‘be given. the Op- - 
portunity: to operate, .but only on : 
‘a-rota of. two each. Sunday, at jeast 
at. first: Do: 

‘Counseltor: James. ‘Durkin, ‘sup-~ 
‘porting. .the - motion, vasked: “it 
‘people can: watch tv, why can’t 
they go to the ‘cinemas? Opposing 
it, a femme ‘counsellor, . Mar- — 
jon Alexander, said: that, a open- 
ing cinemas.on Sundays, they were. 
opening. the. door to having. dance | 
halis and other” places. in opera: 
‘tion, os: 
‘Cinema exhibs- and: ‘managers 

‘censor. have nevertheless. been{™. 
yanked from circulation for various | 
reasons involving reported obscen-: 
ity and offense to common decency. 

Statement miakes clear the. con- 

by film makers for ‘the Italian 

matters. But at-the same time de- 
-fends producers stands. and good 

been.given an official greenlight. 
‘by. a recognized body ‘designed. to 
screen | out objectionable material.’ 
‘The resulting situation, the-state- 

iment. Says, “merely . aggravates: al-: 

fusion and insecurity. on. the‘part | 
of all involved: in: the. complex | ing, that. it now brings. them into” 
‘operation :-of getting ‘a film’ from. ‘line at long last with, the 3 remain- | 
script to screen. | : bder- of. the e UK.” 

eiCieopatra”™ (20th) now play Ea, 
ing in three houses ‘in the new ‘three. hour. ‘version at three shows ‘a: day. aa - _ 
Pic is holding okay if not as big as expected. Srp: 7 cae 

‘Robert Aldrich had a special ‘screening. of his. latest pie: “Four For 7 on 
Texas”. (WB) which. got ‘fine | ‘response: from ‘a: select- ‘audiénce.. Aldrich | 2 i 

, : et . . . fe . 
a . ae ae ° a: “oe ‘ = 
oo veo wt, i a . 

Pooale oo Meee TON et . ‘ a oe . 

. wh oe . ‘ . . . we ve . oy . 7 a “4 . 
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- Marcello ‘Mastroianni . 

:. Wise, _ . 
coe . cee 

. . 

: : : we “og . 

. a . . “ . . “. ’ ’ . .! “aad 

atta Sat, ol : res . : : , Panera toe . watt oem et . ‘3 fe amr: Pwo a Ne ee ee eet eee Re a . fey yg ie . 

2 . . a - * . “ totes . . re - . ‘ ‘ 

have welcomed: ‘the - décision stat-- 

SR 



me ning for. the’ U..S. Senate: or per- 

mo haps: -again. ‘for. the. governorship... 

: . “friends” 
stirred: -his fears about Southern |. 

ee orders fora.z 

- “on “Dee. * : 

“Making: of: A. President, i. a David | 

Le Wolper ‘production on Dee.: 29, tof 

a Sinica 
‘By coincidence the “newest National "Niclseris. (second: November - ob 

oe - peport). list all.11: hour variety: shows: on ‘the. -three ‘tv. networks, - | omg 

” ““4neluding’ the: not-every-week Perry Comb.and Andy Williams, thus: °]: 
perinitting-a definitive: countdown on ‘their. audience pull: And ~ pe a | | 

-- What is’ particularly significant is the~major role that. five of the |: oe oe 
“hour entries-play- ‘toward boosting. the CBS-TY. ‘overall. ratings into: 

“5 its ‘current. ‘season’s. Nielsen’ dominance. All five ‘shows—Red. | 
_.| Skelton, JackieGleason,. Ed Sullivan, Garry Moore and.-Danny . is 
aoe ."'Kaye—boast: “20 -plus” national: Nielseng and’ ‘since ‘these. represent: « ’ 
“10 “half-hours . (or one fifth: of 
.:, Schedule). they now share thé. backbone. status. that the situation ©~ 

Poo, tee comedy. enjoyed exclusively for: many. ‘Years. in. terms of. CBS: ‘pro- 
o> gram: strength. a 

~-Following . is the scorecard. on’ the aw shows: 

Red Skelton. (CBS): .:.. ari os . _ 

Jackie -Gleason: (CBS) * weenees ves 
“Ed Sullivan - (CBS). : - ao oe 
Garry. Moore (CBS °«.. ne op abe's 

“Danny ‘Kaye (CBS)... 005 6.05.5, 
' Lawrence Welk {ABC).. 

.... Perry. Como (NBG)....i.3 bs6e0 
‘Judy Garland (CBS) ~.::..5.. 

_-.-/ Mitch’ Miller (NBC). : 
eS Jimmy -Dean. (ABC) | fees staat 

_ Andy Williams. (NBO) iste vee . ee ; 

. a panes seieleectia BEY — 

we. Poi, . a o 2 a * . . we 16 

‘the - entire prime. time - weekly” 

res 7 Seis 265 6 4 
ve wet Sere wee . . 4 aes . a . 24: 8: . 2 

wee a. 5 ; ns ee . < . 20:5. 

” el ily to 3 d ite nat 

“Washington, Dee. Ve 4 
- Political: -cireles were. buzzing |. 
here over reports’ from. Tallahassee |: 

that. NAB.. prez’ LeRoy Collins a8 |. - 
clamping: at. the. political bit. 

Tin what read: like an-: obvious. 
“plant, ” United ‘Press Internation- 

al reported. from the Florida .capi-: - 
'--tal that persons: talking ‘with: Col-.| : 
“ling “cannot escape the ¢onchision | . 

Bill ( O's No. 2 
. “about. re-entering :.politics:.. was: 

. ‘President ‘Kennedy’s - assassination. |". 
Collins’. 

“he - is-‘seriausly. considering”. -run= | 

“Key to’ Collins’ change of: heart: 

UPI. reported that: - 
said .. the . assassination}. 

“political, extremism.’ and.‘ an..-en-| 
vironment’ which: encourages ‘hate. 

-On ‘Dec. 3 Collins told. a- ‘Colum-|° 
bia, S.C. ‘audience that extremists |. 
have . been : “allowed - to speak for |.” 

. the. South: too long. while moder-,; 
ates such aS himself have. allowed | 
‘themselves: to be shunted aside. . =. 

“Bloody shirt” representation | in|. 
le Congress is hurting the South and |; x 
=» Feducing’ the. - region's ° effective-| 

~ “hess in national. circles,. he said. 

‘UPI ‘said Collins’. “close ‘associ-.| : 
ates”: have. disclosed that: the: for-| |. 

Mer. ‘governor’ -would like :to. prove |: 
‘- ‘to: himself and the ‘nation..that. ail}. 

os moderate © can. win public office in at 
Tire the: ‘South.. _ . 

* Collins would have. “to ‘take ali: 
decision on-whether to run-by. late'|: I: 
January’ when the NAB Board: ot./§}. 

-.. Directors meets. in ‘Sarasota. .- -} 
~ “ Biggest’ obstacle in. Collins’ po-| i 

: litieal - path is. the incumbent “Sen. | 
7 Spessard. . Bolland, a». “-year-old | 
-conservatir e ‘Democrat, -who |i 

. considered “hy. many = to be almost, |f . 
“ Ambeatable. * 

ok _Although “Polling: and ‘Holland | if 
oe are. persen 2ally’. friendly, ‘the.’ “NAB | 

“(Contix 

6, 000 000 Spurt 

ued on - ‘page 36). 

~ Train” and “Arrest. and Trial:”: 
‘Seatter buys were: made by’ ‘Ster- ik 

ling Drug, ‘Sherwin-Williams Paint, || f}- 
“Carter: Products, Squibb, ‘Thomas | _ 
“Leeming. Underwood and Metrecal.:}#f'-. 
At the samé time Liggett & Myers,.tf 
‘which -had. ‘an: alternate half-hour | 
in the “JerryLewis :Show,”: which | 
1s exiting: after. this. week; has.con-'| 
- vefted..to ‘the. replacement, "Satur, ; 
day Night. At The Palace.” 

ABC. has also sold: a: ‘couple of IH 
‘year-end: specials, “Debs Star: Ball” . 

28... to:. Clairot. and. “The | 

, Xerox. a 

+? to the ‘Holyland, sent. this :wire. 
: -.to.an. Amman, Jordan, stringer: Poets. 
Need ‘rooms. for” six: NBC =}; 
‘personnel, Bethletiem, Dec. 24, -. 

| “No 0 Room at ‘the Inn? 
NEC News: exer, ‘preparing © 7m 

‘a special. on Pope Paul’s. visit © 

‘and -.don’t give me. ‘that old 2 
- “line.” 99° wd . 

’ Status; Vil 
~-‘Reevaluate’’ 

” Hollywood,’ Dec.. It 
“William TT: ‘Orr, Warners: veepee. 

who was. shifted. from. vidpix king-|-. 
pin. to -feature ‘producer. status‘-by: 
Prexy . Jack. ‘Warner ‘eight ‘months 

(Continued on. Page 38) 

_ NEW YORK 10036 
BSW, 46th Sts 

“LONDON; S.W.1 
"49. St. James's ‘Sire 

‘Plecadilly.: 

. . J paramount question: of. 
':., Your. Share?”’. _ 

“The - ‘all-important N jelsen: an- 
1swer to. this ‘year’s question; asked |: 

: [on all sides, produces—it. seems— | 
Jan: automatic. reflex: of. sponsorship 

-cancellation-: The |.- 
_ ..} Share of 30 “separates the: “pretty” S 
. 7 from” the. -“dirty.” 

‘| better”. spells rénewal and ‘-“under |. : 
cancellation, the}: 

; =| Be bes researching - of ‘networks oe 
{thas been assuming a new.1oo nj * _ 
.|-such - analysis; from. the: latest. na- |. _ Bloyees solicit gifts of any type’ 
.| tional. Nielsen, ‘for ‘the two weeks |- 
‘lending. Nov. 24, '63,-a$it compares ‘| < 
“Ito: the year ago. ‘parallel: ‘Teport, 

-renewal. * 

-130.: share”’ <a 

-+ tend; ? “Can—with: the: 30%: 
the” fundamental 

guideline—coricentrate ~ -on’ avail- |: 
able -sponsorships: which: will -ex-. 
\ceed this: mark and,- at: the same 

J :| time, ‘pretty: much. avoid: selection 
‘lof -nétwork.: offerings ‘destined: to: 

| fall below the eritical barrier ‘be- | 

“By. GEORGE 1 ROSEN - 

-| Shows: 
“Hours “Hours: 
“ Over — "Under: . 

ors - BOY": 30% oy 

-KBC. 62. eee We. 16.5.0 |S: 
*: ABC:’63... - “ 18 16. B.pon 

ob eps 62... eoes 18.0 ve B52. Pts 
| CBS ’63.- rests re aa en oe 
“Lh NBC: 262. ; 9:0. 2. IS: 

NBC 63. ~ 10. 5 14.5: 

} audience:: 
| oriented tv buying; their execs con- 

minimum: -as’ 

jtween the good: and. poor: in ty. ad- 
.vertising | values. 

‘Hence, .the latest Nielsen pock-. 
etpiece has been’ thé..recipient. of: 
[unprecedented analysis . ‘and - net- | 

(Continued ‘on 1 page. 40): 

“Oncee a ‘year, in: the spirit “of. holiday. inventory; pausing ‘to Took. 
backward: over the: year. just: closing, ‘and’ ahead : to: the ‘year just. 

_ beginning, roll. is called. of the. persons and organizations. who make... 
~~“ the business there is none ‘like ‘significant, ‘colorful, ‘creative and 
_. exciting... The story. is told-in perspective and. panorama,.-with insight. __ 
“. and wit, decorated with useful data.and. enriched with. knowingness.. 
a ~The special: ‘text is months. in preparation, weeks i in 1 digestion, and: @. 

we -Weritable seed-bed of trade: prestige. . SIS Tks 

| | re ‘Advertising is: “always. an. ‘intelligent investment | in. career, in: 
Ih ABC: -TV Sales -, | image, in good will but: there are. Special: reasons of self-interest to 

ee [ABC:TV has wrapped up-in “the | 1 
aes ast couple “of weeks $6,000,000 in-|.§] - 

canuary. start. Among 

for: a “minute. apiece: in “Wagon | 

oe ‘inelude yourself and ‘your. advertising: ‘copy in. 

The 58th Anniversary Edition of . 

“Place ¥ Your Copy Immediately at Nearest Variety Office: oe 

“HOLLYWOOD. 90028 
6404 Sunset: Bid. 

“PARIS: 
#0 Ave. Ie. ‘Neatly 

ide. 0: Nesilly-Sur-Seine, 

Since. “30: ‘or | 

© This’ year: on. tHe? -eve: of: ‘the: 
164-65: buying. ‘season, ©. more : and. 

. | more Key. agencies. are. laying. more 
- and: ‘more. stress on'the'relative. net- |; 
"| work . opportunities, -Of reaching. a 

| 30%: or. better ‘share “of ‘the: tv 

Sophisticated, :résearch- ‘curtailed’ by 20%: from last. year’s |. 
‘record. level. Slash, needless to say, ‘|. 
came: as: a- -pitter | blow: ‘to’. ABC 
execs—particularly ‘these in: the 
middle. .echelons—to: whom the. 
yearend ‘stipends have represénted:| 
an important. and. integral part. of | 
the year’s-salary. In. ‘previous sea- |. 
‘sons, yearend. bonuses, reported in 
the . annual proxy. ‘statement. to 
‘stockholders, have ranged as high 
}as $50,000. for president Leonard 
‘Goldenson . ‘and. $35,000. for’ exec 

| Nixes ABC-TV Bid 

\in- the — 

‘share 

-Interoffice. memorandum ‘on 

‘time passed around to all:NBC. 
‘employees ‘this. week, Specifi- 
tally it: Says: . 

employees ‘May. not - accept. 

_ Should exercise: prudent .zood. 
‘judgment in. deciding whether. ~. 
‘any other. type’ of. business gift 
-is- 80: ‘extravagant and. valuable © 
. that. it Boes beyond the bounds. © 
OF. propriety. and normal: cus- .. 
tom .and usage, in. which ‘case 

: it: should: be: returned.. . 
“In no ‘event: will. NBC em-. 

does: ‘business.’ aoe 

: ABA PT see: 
7, Bonus Cut 

Paramount. Theatres - -profits down 
sharply: over: last year; the. tradi- 
tional. AB-PT bonuses: (provided for 

“Employees Incentive. Compensa- 
tion Plan”) .have ‘reportedly been 

LY. p. Simon. Siegel. . 
“This: year’s. -eut | ‘ts. reportedly 

_ Continued, on n page: 36) 

“CHICAGO $0611. 
| foo. N, ‘Michigan: “ a 

“ROME: 3. | 
Mia Sardegna 43. 

' Yuletide ‘gifts-was for the first - 

~:" 4Ag g matter of. policy, NBC _ 

cash; gift” certificates, savings. : : 
- ‘bonds or. other equivelants- of. ”: 
:-Money:.as- business gifts. They -- 

. from’ ahyone’ “with whom NBC 7 

hh Profit Drop 
With - “American”  Broadcasting- 

stockholders’. : approved:} 

. 1 Low. er was 
1: Collingwood. as the anchor. man 

sweepstakes, 

“| coffers. for. sponsorship | ‘of five al- 

‘ternate. -half-hours of prime time 

-| programming fer. the ‘64-65 sea- 
|son. Since. it. -will,. in addition, be. 
going - ‘with: “the - Walter Cronkite 

cross-the-board news prograin, the: 
- | total figure -will be between $30,- 

| 000,000. and: $35,000,000. —. or. the. 
‘same. amount that General Foods 

; pledged. to CBS last week. — 

. Meanwhile; it’s reported that “Ale. 
‘berto-Culver, with a budget of. 

‘| some $20,000,000, is. all set to em- © 
‘| brace “NBC-TV ‘as its major -net- 
‘work. ‘Another multi-million dollar 

_| sponsor, ‘Philip Morris, is reported 
«| to, have inked with CBS-TV. next 7 

séason..- ; 

“PRG. has yet. to. pick. its: shows, - 
| for the. simple reason CBS is: still’ 

| undecided on next season’s sched- 
' ‘jie. But it is ‘going after :-cross-the- 
a “board - exposure. — Tuesday, Wed-_ 

| nesday,: Thursday, Friday and ‘Sat- 
. -| urday..: 

a P&G. currently on CBS-TV. is” 
riding as ‘an alternate week..spon- 

_:SOr .on, “Route - 66,". “Twilight 
-Zone,”’: and: “Alfred Hitchcock,” all - 
of them ‘doubtful for. next season, 
P&G is:fwll sponsor of the web's 
comedy; “Petticoat. Junction, ” and 
alternate week: ‘sponsor of “Dick 

} Van Dyke.”. ” Advertiser also is an 
alternate - ‘week sponsor of “The 
Judy Garland Show,” slated to be 

participations ‘in: “The Walter 
Cronkite. News Show, ” In addition 
to. ‘underwriting. daytime shows. 

Side, West. Side.’ ” _ 

Chas, Collingwood 

Charles. Collingwood hes turned 
jdown .a- reported. $250,000. offer 
from. the ABC- network and will 

4[| continue “his “longtime. association ... 
-with- -CBS News, ABC’s. negotia- 
tions with. Collingwood, ‘conducted 
sporadically _ over the past. year, 

|ecame to the.end of. the road. last 
}week. when’ thé newsman com- 
mitted himself’ ‘to. stay with CBS. 

ABC © -News. ° prexy _ Elmer -W. 
interested in using 

in. the network’s 1964 coverage of 
the - Presidential. nominating con- 

At ‘ventions. ‘and. of thé election. re- 
t sults.: This is the. the role that Ron._ 

A Cochran: who: of course. continues a 
| with ABC-TV, has been piaying in 
1 the: last: ‘couple. of elections. - — 

-ABC’s search for a top news ‘per- 
sonality. is ‘an essential part of ‘its 

| bid: to play. ‘a more competitive. 
‘Tole _-in © the. - 1964. Presidential - 

Any new anchor man | 
‘to be considered will be part .of a” 
|Strategy that calls for key. 1964 - 

| roles for commentators. Howard JK... 
Smith: and ‘Edward P. Morgan. 

|$4, 000,000 SUIT VS. 
DESILU, SCREEN GEMS 

‘Hollywood, Dec. 17.. 
Ludlow TV Presentations Inc. 

{and Howard:.-Kreitsch slapped “a. 
$4,000,000 breach .of contract’ suit 
against. Desilu - Productions. Ine. 
and .Screen. Gems. Inc. Plaintiffs . 

dfj.claim in ‘agreement: dated Aug. 24, 
| 1961, ‘they conveyed to Desilu an 
‘equal “interest in a tv pilot, “The 

| Saturday’ Knights,” to star Bobby 
| Ryde; ° 

“best. ‘efforts to ‘sell and distribute 
‘series - based on Pilot. s 

‘but: Desilu’ didn’t wse its 

-Desilu,. 

= i and loss of f profits. 

aN) ae eer + ‘Procter’ & ‘Gamble: ‘this week 
: NBC’s “Watch Those ‘Gifts’ dumped . $25,000,000 in CBS-TV’s 

“The: ‘Nielsen Consciousness ot an | 
increasingly. ‘competitive -tv ‘indus: 

| try—on~* both ‘the buying. -and. the |. 
‘selling side ~- seems ..to. “have 

| evolved from yesterday’s query of. |: 
4“ Whags: Your: ‘Rating?” . to: What s|- 

Ww. at's An 

axed this season, as’ ‘well as having” 

Philip Morris. on CBS-TV. is cur- 
rently. riding on such shows as. 
“Walter. Cronkite,” '“Jackie Glea- 
son,” “Red - ‘Skelton, ” “Rawhide,” . 
“Route 66,” “Hitcheock” and “East - 

, it was- ‘ alleged; -allov ‘ed. 
Screen: Gems to use Rydell in. a 

| series. Suit. Claimed. loss’ of. pro- 
| ducer . fee, payment for Services 

. > a i 
Ae Sg 
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B’ casters 

By MIKE MOSETTIG, 

1 Washington, Dec.. 17... 
The blurb. curb. one ‘upsmanship | 

between Congress.and FCC is on]. 
new ground after ‘both: Sides got 
their licks in last week. 

ments, the House. Commerce ‘Com-'|..': 
mittee passed legislation. forbid- | . 
ding any commercial: action. by. ; 

FCC. 

Offer a . Short hiatus -. in. 
maneuv er ing. $ 

But the ‘moods ‘on. “both: “sides |. 
have changed, offering .a- possible. ‘ 
key-to.a prognostication: of the out . 

‘come. . 
The Commission, ‘with the excep- | 

tion of Chairman E. . William}. 

'2d West ( German 
a strong commercial. limit rule}... 

On the other hand Oren Harris, |- 
after’ a- 

shaky sstart,. are: “bent. on - ‘their | 

Henry, is ‘wavering and. doubts: are 
being. more frequently expressed. 
that a majority ean be garnered for 

Walter Rogers &...Co., 

LBJ: ‘Neutral Ground 
Washington, Dee. 17.. 

President Johnson: isn’t go- : 7 
‘Ing to.enter the blurb’ curb” . 
battle between. FCC, and Gon. | 
gress. 

This message. ‘was. given to. 
Rep; Durwood. Hall ¢R-Mo:). . 
who asked ‘the President's 
position on legislation. forbid- 
ding. FCC to. impose: commer-- 2 
cial time limits. 
‘The President’s Coz gression= 

al liaison’ Lawrence O'Brien: 
returned Hall's letter. saying, - 
“it is felt. that .it would be: 
jnappropriate’ for the... ‘Prési-. 7 
dent to comment at. this time.” ‘ 

ventive legislation in...step with 
any. indication that the. Commis- 

sion will invoke ‘the time. limits.. 
Another factor. for. FCC. to. con- 

-gider is President _Johnson’s mes-. 
sage to heads of regulatory agen-. 
cies. At a White ‘House con- 
“ference, the ‘President; told ‘the: 

“much . too.| 

‘much’ of. our ‘people’s time. and. 
agency. chiefs that 

talent and ‘energies -are being ab- 
sorbed by the routine demands | of, 
government.” 

Johnson: called’ for’ - regulation 
which would inspire confidence 
rather than prov oke earping eriti- 
cism. . 
“A moving’ and progressive S0-, 

ciety,” he said, ‘‘finds. oppressive; 
distracting, .. irritating. and ~ ulti- 
mately. intolerable. the heavy hand’ 

Both sides now have: to figure | 
ew to play their ploys from. 
here, as -the Christmas. ek 

t e 

* $0 Proudly We Hail. 
Washington, “Dec: 17. 

of’ the National Foundation of 
- “March of. Dimes: — 

Le Roy. ‘Collins in the Capitol . 
ceremony that March of Dimes. 

: “founder President Franklin. D. 
Roosevelt “would have been 

~ easters . -.. have played. ‘in the . 
. “work he began: Pee 

- ” Hé. ‘said. the f{ndustry ‘per- 

-service’””’ in. helping the. fight © 
against’ polio and __ ‘other- crip- 
pling diseases. ° -. . 

TV Net Tangles: 
With Top Daily 

By. HAZEL GUILD. we 

Mainz, Dec. tt. 
West Germany’ Ss. ‘Second: Tele- 

-beset: by. difficulties ever ‘since, is: 
now -in a head-on’ battle. with’ the 

The | gosSipy . 

West: Germany with ° 

‘the .wax. figures set . up: ‘by. the 
‘Second TV Net. that every: day the 

oe eee _. | paper comes out with.a-new: attack} 

‘course “and will ‘push. ‘their. pre-. 
on the Mainz station—and- every. 
day the Information .and Press 

Clarification,” ‘its: Side of ‘the. cur- 
rent”: ‘controversy. : ‘Unfortunately, 
-however,. the Mainz. side. of..-the 
Situation: gets far less play inthe 
rebuttal ‘than. the” original: colorful 
‘Bild coverage. 

nation’s television and: radio ‘set 
‘ewners; might be upped: shortly, in: 
order to pay for the deficits: of 
‘the Second TV Net. 

production: ~ facilities” out = of. ‘the 
Seattered. 17 different. ‘locations - it 
now uses, . ‘into one vast television 
‘center. “And it has. appealed, mainly. 

of complacent and. static, regula-. to the. West .German. government, 
tion.” [for some way. to raise about’ 130,-} 

He said the late President’ “‘Ken- + 000,000. German marks: (about $32,- 
nedy’s policy, | which he - ‘promised | 
to. continue, “was ‘to serve ° 

standard of excellence” 
would justify faith instead: -of -in-|- 

“thas denied that it has, proposed voking fear. . 
All. agencies, ‘including FCC, are! 

likely. to -step lightly for a while. 
until they are. sure. of their - foot. 
ing in. the new Administration. 

Another - factor ‘possibly’ inhibit. 

‘Continued on page 40) 

Yearend Bilings 
‘With. ‘the minute” ‘scatter | 

and: ‘participations. that. now .dom- 
urate -nelwork buys, the ‘niid-sea- |. 
sou, year’s-end seling effort. has + 
become a. big one, .and- NBE-TV 
‘sales has racked up well over $4.-. 
000,000 in. billings over. the: last } 

‘This. business. 
does not:represent. end-of-the-cycle’ 
couple: of Weeks. 

renewals, or the “re-expressions” 
arising owt of the blackedout week- 
end when broadcasting preempted | 
all’ commercials’ for coverage’ of | 
the. President's assassination and 
the events that followed. 
Network’s Friday. night replace- 

ment for “Harry's Girls,” the sa+ 
tirical half hour, .“That. Was the 
Week That Was, *. has now: been: 
two-thirds sold, with Brown & Wil- 

Hamson ‘joining Clairol with a- 
minute a week. Web: expects. to 
have the Jan. entry. sold out. this. 

‘i rable. 162. - {Continued : on page. 30) 

500,000) -.which . most. insiders: con-{ 
“ay sider way. too : low: .to- aid such’ ‘a 

“which. project. : . 
‘Nonetheless; the Second” TV Net: 

| Stoneham. Tapped. For . 
‘CBS- TV Program. Slot : 

raising. “the monthly rates to. the 
viewers; although it is possible. that |." 
the German - -government™ is” con- |! 

‘| sidering: such: -a:-move.- 
‘Next; Bild came ‘out Ww ith a : tront- 

page’ photo. of German ‘: actress 
| Margot. ‘Eskens, in. a ‘formal that, 
the: newspaper. ‘Says, * cost: $2,500,. 

| but--it- claims ‘that: the. Mainz:. sta- 
{ tion” explained. ‘this. costly: gown 
was needed: ‘for: a. television: pro-.}. 
| duction called - “Midnight Magic” | 
i and that the cost. of. the: dress. “was. 
‘eekoned. into her fee for fhe show. 
Bild further ‘notes. that. ‘it’s’ -no 
onder-. the : Mainz: outlet’. is: now. 

$17, 500,000. in. debt. and: trying | to. 

(Continued. on page 40) 

Shift Helps Defenders’ 

” 
“Defenders: 

110. p.m:. slot. .: .*. 
- According ° to" the ‘most | recent 

| Nielsens,. the. first. rating. scorecard 
“since ‘the. Saturday- night’ switch, : 
\“The-New Phil Silvers Show’ re-. 

_In, the. Yating. doldrums.. 
Silvers, after the switch from’ 8:30 |: . 
mains. 

to 9: 30. p.mt., tegistered a ‘weak 16.8. 
Prior ‘to. its switch, “Silvers” 
8:30 © p.m. 

. --House | Speaker. John Mc- ap 
“Cormack . awarded. NAB. -the: .. 

|. Distinguished Service .Award.~.|’ 
As the Commission. concluded its | 

commercial time limit. oral -argu-|- - ; 

McCormack told NAB. ‘pr ez! outfit: that’s setting up-a cable pay- 
_| vee ‘system in: San Francisco: and |.- 
.[ Les: Angeles, has’ ordered: $1,233,- |. 
.|:000 «worth: of” studio © telécasting . 

proud ‘of the part that broad- . ‘equipment from*RCA ‘according to |" 

Y Colin in NY. on 
vision Net, which got. Off - 40° a 

| troubled ‘delayed start on. April | 
Fool’s Day this year, andhas been] 

largest circulation. newspaper ‘in: 
| West Germany. nae . 

‘tabloid © Bild. ot} 
‘Hamburg, which appears: through- 

} out: . tf 
| daily: circulation. of: 3,500; 000, has 
‘been’ sticking so many’ pins_ into. 

Office of ‘the “Mainz ‘headquarters. 
‘duly ‘releases what it calls “Press. 

derstood to ° ‘oppose .any. ‘relaxation 
‘of ‘industry. commercial: standards. 
“Threat: of “Federal Communication 
Commission: chairman. E.. William 7 

Bild ‘announced. ‘Jast “weelr that’ ‘Henry to adopt.the NAB ‘Code as. it 
the monthly. rates of: sé¥en. marks} 
($1 .75) paid: by every. one ‘of. the | 

. The Second ‘Net-is’ badly in 1 need | 
of. money since -it. understandably |: - 

‘| wants to: move its. employees. and: 

Miami; . 

A5-minute pre-game: show... 

a specials, 
- ‘son. resigned: - 

But Not Phil Silvers’ -- 
since. its switch:.on | 

the. CBS-TV Saturday: ‘night | sehed- |. 
‘ule to 8:30 p.m:,. has — ‘gone. to.a |: 
21.9 Nielsen. compared. to a 18.7, 
the last: rating in. its: Previous, 9.to; 

| both projects. He has tentatively: 

‘at. 

"registered. a. compa 
: a Hations. with, the: network. 

Wait To Soe How Comers | FCC. Play Tair I loys On Blurb Curb) 

| Subscription TV's. ee
 | | 

$1,233,000. Worth 

Subscription.” “Television, -Ine:, 

‘C:. Ho Colledge. ‘division “ veepee. 

| anid. general manager of the. com- |: 

|-pany’s: broadcast and. ‘communica. 

‘formed “a significant -public- _jtions: prodtct ‘division. 
- Deal: was made by Sylvester L. 

(Pat). ‘Weaver, prexy -of ‘STV, ‘and 
| Colledge representing. RCA. - — 

|. -Purehase.-ineluded four. ‘transis- ; 
| torized. ty: tape. recorders,’ six Vid- | 
icon color-film camera chains, 12.137, 

Of RCA: Equipment | 

iain 
‘(Week ‘Ending: Dec, 1) 

Viewing 
(600s) 

+ Coronation. Street (Mon. .) GRANADA. oes eeceaeiy cece e - 8400 
‘Coronation. Street . (Wed. GRANADA. eeedesescbe “secs O27I 

0" Armehair - Theatre—ABC.- | oe 7883 . 
|. ‘Take Your Pick—AR -.:2..0..0 0000.08. wbeesi sens ieee TIDE 
‘L.: Funeral of : Pres: Kennedy—i7V/BBC vec cceeoseeecacse FLO. 

‘No Hiding Place—AR :.: 0... 2: fetes es Cae se eiccnecesescce O25 | 
. Sunday Palladium—ATV- — ce a ABB 
-- Double: Your Money—AR oo. . 065.6. ss ca Daeg bcweeenes . 1237 
' Dickie: Henderson Show--AR “Save ese Scene ee cae eee Sie .- 7033 

' Emergency-Ward’ 10 (Fri. atv weet accents seee a es rane -. 6978. 
, Our Man. at St,. Marks—AR . perevereeseoeesereee . 6960: 
“The Loved Onés—GRANADA . ‘eee - ede abeseawes i. 6831 
“Thank ‘Your Lucky: ‘Stars—ABC ” = een sceeece ese, B59L- 
Emergency-Ward 10 (Tues: )—ATV. oe -* “ee ee 3 ° oe ‘° wevewes ° 6332 

- - Soviet. State Cireus—BBC  .. senescence @ B94 
“Sentimental. Agent—ATV- | : 9945 
The. Avengers—ABC =: 2.00 oe epee cee eee bet ey ce ce D 945 

_.. University Chalienge—GRANADA. 2 f.0j0 ee ees ccecn tee ce 58155 
| This Is’ Your -Life—BBC ...... Laan wees vr we wecgs cee os + 5815... 
The Larkins—ATV edeeweede eet whee dee ee oe Be me a :, 5686 = 

-| 35m: and two 16m. projectors ‘and | 
| two: three-channel, ‘vidéo .and: audio a 

“fauipment _— ‘| eontrol ‘boards < (ali 
[geared for: color), - |. 

STV. will be wired to ‘subscriber “ 
| homes via’ cables’ installed by. local} 
‘phone. companies, _ 

Com C 
_ LeRoy Collins, -prexy “of the. Na- 
tional. Assn. ‘of ‘Broadcasters, is due: 
-to ‘attend - a’ N.Y. Meeting of’. the 

| NAB on. industry code: as. it relates | 
to commercials... “Meet will be. held la 
at.a midtown. hotel today (Wed:): 
‘Attending will be representatives. 

‘of the networks and.officials of the | 
Assn. of ‘National. Advertisers, along 
with "Howard «Bell, -eodirector of 
‘the NAB’s -Code. Review Board. 
Issue’ shaping up. ‘for. decision ‘ts | 

whether . to‘ maintain. present in- 
dustry commercial ' ‘code standards |. 
‘or. relax commercial ‘code provi- 
sions, a9 suggested by some ‘broad- |: 
‘Casters. ‘Collins and. CBS-TV,.-as. 
one of.the three. networks, are-un-" 

related to. commercials as law ‘is 
considered Temote at’ this time. 

ABC-TV. SRO ON: 
ORANGE BOWL GAME 

“ABC-TV: has sold. out. its: cover-. 
j age. .of the” pooth annual’ Orange 

iw: Year’s Day’ from |. Bowl game’ N: 
Bristo l-Myérs, Buick; ‘R. J. 

Reynolds. and ‘Texaco have picked, 
up the tab for the. -play-by-play.. . 
-The ‘web is: also télecasting. one- 

hour Orange. Bowl. - ceremonies -.on | 
New Year’s. Eve, in’ Show to: a 

- Russell. Stoneham, ‘formerly ‘ di-. 
réctor of program. development for’ 
-NBC-TV, Hollywood;. becomes © di-. 
rector..-of “live” - ‘programming,’ 
CBS-TV., ‘N: Y. ‘He: Yeports. to. Hal 
Graham,. CBS-TV : Vv: P. program-: 
ming, N. YY.” 

years ..as ‘a. director: and ‘associate. 
“producer. © As: director’ of* “‘live” 

aL ‘programming, N. ‘Y.; Stoneham will | 
{oversee both: ‘régular: ‘series | and: 

‘He replaces: “Mare. Mer-. J - 

-Benson’s $ Pilot Deals 
” Hugh. ‘Benson, ‘formerly. _aSSO-. 
ciated with: “Warner.. Bros:, - has’ 
inkéd | pilot : deals ~ with ‘CBS-TV. 
‘for. two half-hour comedy projects. 

‘Benson created and. will produce 

‘titled them. :“The- Only -Way -to 
'Go,’”’.- with. ‘seript!. by James. Fritz- . 

“Our. Three. Lawyers,” written’ ‘by |. 
Harvey: Bullock and. R: S.: Allen. 
Benson: had: been exec. assistant 

to ‘William. T.. Orr, ‘then head. of. 
ty. production’ for | WB. - Frank]. 
‘Cooper: Associates. ‘handled nego- 

| “Too. bad,” ‘ 

‘Stoneham, who: pad ‘been: with: { 
‘NBC-TV, - Hollywood... ‘for. three 
years, had - ‘been ‘associated. with 
CBS-TV., programming for. ‘any 

‘well. and: Everett Greenbaum, and’|. 

_ Prager’ $s Uh W Deal 
| “United - Artists”. ‘Television © jas 

3 inked Stanley:'Prager to an ex-. 
1 elusive deal as -.producer-director. : 
‘| ‘Prager ‘now is directing UA-TV's 
: “Patty: Duke Show” on ABC-TV. | 

de Meet! 
““Kibbee. Hates Fitch,” . slated for- 
: CBS-TV. - ‘Prager.’ will. ‘be involved. 
: in’. future re pilot developme developments. 

‘He. also: ‘has ° completed . produe- 
ing and directing the UA-TV- pilot 
of : Neil. Simon’s half-hour comedy, 

, \chlatter Form Formula. 
For Nurturing Of 

“The survival of live- ‘programming. 
‘on.television hinges on the. medi-" 
um’s. development of: ‘more of. its. 
own -' personalities, “according to. 
George Schlatter, producer. of the 
first. group of Judy ‘Garland. shows 
on -CBS-TV and currently: working. 
on. a special with Jonathan Winters: 
due ‘on. NBC-TV. ‘Feb. 10. ' 

A: start. has been’ made. ‘in: that. .: 
:| direction with . names’ like. Carole. 
:| Burnett, Bill Dana, Dick Van: Dyke,: 

ete.,. which have come. primarily: 
out. ‘of: tv: But,. Schatter said, there. 
has. been: no consistent ‘or -long-: 
Tange program, to give, talent the 
‘Gare and nurture needed ‘to: bring. 
them up the ladder to stardom,- 
‘Referring to .some. flop . variety- 

J efforts on tv. this: ‘current’ season; 
‘Schlatter said it: was less the fault 

‘] of the performers than. of ‘their:| ~' 
‘management who. threw :their -cli--|-. 
ents to the lions. without adequafe. 

| method of - ‘costing ‘which. will: pro- 
vide: management with “quick “and 

preparation just for the fast ‘buck.. 

and the now on television.” 

personality" who. has. been. brought 
along. slowly, but..steadily on. tele- 
vision. Winters.:has been gradually 
stepping up his guest show appear-. 
-ances on tv and beyond the hour-. 
long special. for: Elgin ‘Watches and: 
Scripto Pens, thereare Plans to 
put him in.a regular series. 

“the clients. have a 

‘prefer ‘to set up. the 
round. rules. as .early: as: possible. 

|-so ‘that. everybody knows what: they. 
| are getting with no last-minute sur- 
-prises. It’s bettér’ to. be brutally: 

‘| honest. with: a client. than: promise: 
him: ‘anything. ” ao 

‘Netters’ ‘Spot Sales ‘Slot: 
"Fred L: Netters: -has- been ipped |. 

to the new position of general. salés : 
‘manager of ABC-TV. Spot Sales, 7 
Yeps for the webs’..o&0’s, 

“He ‘had: been eastern’ ‘sles trian. 
ager of. the. operation’. for. the Past 

oA yea 

License
 Fee Not E 

| network - 

Asts.. 

said Schlatter, “because: 
| what live programming needs more 
than anything ‘are: more hits to: 

| stir up: excitement about. the here 

Schlatter. peinted:-to Wintérs as a|” 

. | performing his: own. 
2p eet, BBC's. ‘offered thinimum | was |. 
ms $58. 80.. 

‘Over Rising 

London, Dee, 17: 7 

_BBC-TV. is ‘adjusting. ‘Hs. grip: On L 

| the purse strings. in’ order to. gain 

| tighter control of. expense ‘in’ the 
face of ‘soaring ‘production: ‘costs, ; 

the. launching : of. its. second, ‘UBF 

(finance: “for. “which ° has’. 

‘still ‘not. . been : firmly. set). and. 
multi-million. dollar. loans. ‘it: has: - 

been forced. ta. ‘take’ out: béecaise: 
the current $11. 20 license fee, Cor- 

: Poration’s main ‘source ‘of income, 
‘is no. longer: adequate: to. support - 

|.the radio and tv network’s. growth, : 

"Speaking. in ‘London last. ‘week, .” 
| BBC-TV's: programming head . Stur 
|art Hood, hinted ‘at’ the fiscal. 
changes which. are taking © place 
within the Corporation’s’ video hq. © 

| He’. said:: “Our. most formidable ad-— 
‘| ministrative problem ‘can. be - exe: 

WV Personalities pressed thus: How does. one recon- . - 
cile. accountanicy .. with ‘ creativity?» 
“Here I'am. not thinking of: the ° 

‘general - finanéial . problem.‘ which 
faces BBC As: the. number. of -tv 
licenses: ‘flattens, out™:on to’ ‘a sta-. 
tistical .plateau; nor-of- the related 
question of how exactly: we. are. to. 

be. provided—in accordance. with: * 
the. promise of the. Government. 
White. Paper — with | sufficient .. 
money for adequate . services:.  .-. 

“Tchave’ in’-mind the sheer: cost. : 
[of ; ty; the. necessarily high budgets- 
fer certain programs,.the expensive : ’ 
gear” needed. to’ mount - them, - the © 
size of fees one must pay for talent. 
particularly for writers .and art- _ 

-I am thinking: in: terms of °:. 
-the. complicated’ ‘production sched-. - 
Jule. we -are required. to operate... 
‘so thatthe capital investment: rep-".* 
resented: by :our ‘studios -may . be: 
employed | ‘to .the’ -best- ‘advantage. | 

“Efficiency in. these. ‘terms. im-"- 
plies’ a cost: control ‘system and -a 

accurate information. and yet: not 
seem to ‘the men.:and ‘women who _ 
make the: programis, a. mere: exer- = 
cise. in- bureaucracy... : 

“Tf at.. the present: moment. we. 
are refining our -contro!: ‘methods, 
itis because..we are ‘determined. .- 
to strengthen the hands of the. pro- | 
gram makers—to- make it easy for’: 
“us to back” success, . imagination _ 
and creativity. - ..\.. to: find funds 
and resources to encourage experi- 

The show, titled ‘A Wild: Winters . . ment.” 7 
Evening,” is now ‘being planned. to: 
‘give the comic maximum Scope for 
his. improvisational talents.: “He'll: 

| be. ‘supported : by “Art Carney ‘and. 
the Christy Minstrels with Dwight || 
Hemion directing and -Skitch Hen- 
'derson' as musical. director: — | 

Schlatter has-been working: close- |. 
_|ly with the show’s sponsors:in blue- | 
| printing the --Winters’ show. “For.| 

the ‘investment: they -aré making,” |: 
‘|:‘Schlatter ‘said, 
ght to ‘make. suggestions. We,’ on. 

our: side, ' 

BC, Pe Peforers | 

: Léndon, Dee.- wm ue 
“variéty. Artists Federation. ‘and . 

BBC. have -had still further nego- ~ 
tiations.in an effort .to. agree ‘on. 
new : minimums for tv ‘perform-. 
ances.. Deadlock was again. reached, -.. 
however, with. BBC. making a final: -. 
‘offer of. $73. 50- for. each person in ” 
an: act. up. to. four; ‘over four to be 
negotiable:;) For‘ a variety~ artist 

“speciality”. 

“VAF nixed : offer | out: of + hand’ 
partly. because: on . ‘those-. .terms a. 
speciality act. would’ get “a. lower -. 
|-minimum ‘than a. chorus ‘girl does. 
on the- commegcial: web *($82,30).- .-. 
“As the-union: puts it, ‘an. ‘act must 
‘be: ‘worth more.” : 



these days, as busy as it ever *was: and : staffed. by - a-150-member 
organization. . ‘They're- doing everything: that was. done. before— 7 

:,except. getting.out a morning edition. And. instead of. holding News-.. 
paper. ‘Guild: membership _ cards, the workers: ‘are all ‘pledged: to. * 
AFTRA. ‘and SAG. 
-Thus the Mirror has been’: converted. into ‘a (CBS-TV- “studio” 

for. shooting of. the. pilot. of the new Jerome. Weidman’s “The Re- — 
“porter” -series (with: the. Keefe’ Brasselle-helmed Richelieu : Pro- -. 
ductions, with Arnold: Perl as producer and ‘Tom Gries as director, - | 
lend-leasing :the editorial space from:the N.Y, :Daily News, which 
‘acquired: the: physical - ‘accoutrements. when" ‘the. Mirror: went. out 
of business). . 

~¢ With Harry: Guardino playing the title role and. ‘Gary. Merrill oa 
*. fhe -eity: editor (the Mirror's: -ex-city. editor Ed Markel. still hangs . © 

‘around his .old ‘office, answering phone calls and. otherwise being | 
used in an advisory capacity), most ofthe interfor shots are com-.-| oy’ ‘that-with advertisers: ‘on-a |: 

$66, 010; 000. spending :spree during | - A 
tthe . third - quarter (July-Sept.) the 
nine month. total of. ad billings has| 4 "* 
‘soared to- $214, 466,000; an increase | - 

| of well ‘over 6% on. the previous |- 

-:_ing-out-of the east 45th St.,. editorial room, although there's: quite: 
= abit of location shooting also going: on: : For: the tv: series the - 

Otherwise the AFTRAns 
and SAG members are. going. through all the conventional. motions: 

‘Mirror is. now ‘the “New York. Globe.” 

proving: the. riew. Y sdage: ‘that ‘ola: newspapers ‘never ale, ‘icy, | 
7 : Just become backdrops for. television shows,” ‘the: third-floor city. | 
room .of the. now. defunct New York. Mirror: tabloid is back inaction. 

ve Loidon; Dec. 1%: 
Sphus far, 1963 has ‘proved to. be 

‘boom. year. for. the British commer- |: 
‘cial ty web with: billings running. 
higher than ‘ever ‘before and, with 
-a highly successful. "63-64 sked in |. 
operation,’ ‘ghances -look : good: for} 

‘la yearend.peak’ sales. performance | - 
| which will see. the network coining |. 
‘| advertising : ‘revenue. well: in, excess : 
‘of '$300;000, - 

i TE mM har 

|- .Latest. figures c ‘on: ty. ad. ‘spending . 
cs come: “from: Media’ Records .and | 

on: the air. 

~~ OF getting out of a paper. Pilot, written by Weidman, also features * 
_ ‘Walter Pidegon, Ann Francis:and Ann Jackson. 7 Br 

¢ 7.) B’cast Ad Revenues To 
Ht $100 ma 647 

* toronto, Dee. 17. 

Member. companies of the: Stary. ; 

Canada ‘were. tqld by: Andy: Mc-} 
_ tion Representatives . 

Dermott,. outgoing ‘prexy of the 
_ ‘group, that they..were: largely re-|'- 

J’: sponsible: for ‘the ‘sales :in Canada |: 
of nearly. $100,000,000 worth. ‘of |" 
national advertising placed in the] . 
broadcasting medium in 1963, two- |" 
thirds. of it. being ‘placed in- tv-} 
-Claim' was: made: by :McDermott in} 

-at. the. . annual |- 
. meeting’ at.the: Ontario Club here. a 

.o.-, ? Greatest: achievement of the year _ 
*" ..---- Just closed was the continuing suc- | 

cess of the Radio and . Television. 
Executives. Club, a - project ‘de-] 
veloped. by. ‘the reps and. in- which | 
‘they ..actively:: participate, said the |: 

his: final address . 

. fey outgoing prexy. Club. membership |. 
4s. around: 300: but. is. expected - to: 

.. inerease: - substantially | with an-|. 
| -nounced.. plans to: sponsor’ a: two- 

-'*? week business: and: Pleasure. flight 
-‘ to. Europe. next ‘summer, a 

‘Other . successes: during : - year’s 
*@nd included. definite plans for pro- 
viding radio as~.well as tv” aa| 
-vertising figures. on a ean i 

_ basis, headway in solving national- | 
:Jocal-raté conflict, ‘cooperation with |. 

‘the. ‘Canadian “Assn. ‘of . Broad-| > my 
“" -easters in. setting up an ‘accurate |: uo we 

-- ¥nailing. service: to: allied. industry,- | 
successful . implementation - of. the |. 

ne. of ‘the new broadcast. order 
2". forms. ..A ‘check: showed ‘that the. 
 *. Feps,.- both’ .together..and indivi- 

dually, « 

(Continued. on ‘page 38). 

Milt ind 
- Joey Bishop 

| Hollywood, 0 Dec. 17 
- “Milt : Josefsberg - has ‘exited the. nae. 
“Joey Bishop show as. producer: and} - a = 

Bishop’ said}:° = - 
>. there had beeri ‘misunderstand-| ~~ 

.-"- 4ng' but that “he: wasn’t . provoked |” 
into quitting.” 
ods no longer’ with the 

_ =’ Josefsberg* declined to : comment. | 

“script consultant... 

° Bishop:‘said “he would continue: to 
oe ‘produce: the show for. remainder of |. 
~-~"~the *season, that” -Josefsberg was 

“producer «in _ name - only: and was 
-- -too busy with scripts to tend to the 
| : production. of the show. .-: . 

- Josefsberz’: s contract "has Te- 
niainder | of the season to go. with. 
option for another ‘year. . He. suc- 
ceeded. Marvin Marks on ‘the .com- 
edy.. half-hour. -after .the.° first’ 13 |. 
weeks.’ ‘Show is now enjoying’ its 
‘highest rating in its .two. seasons 

he’s not. returning’ to- the -show- al- 
“though.Bishop said. “he. certainly: 

“wasn’t: fired?" 
oP Before he’ left. ‘the ‘show, ‘Bishop. 
na gaid.- ‘Josefsberg showed: signs~ of |. 
..:. being “sick and. beat” :.and told 
‘him: to take. off..a-few days.- While. 

Bishop. didn’t know for. :certain 
whether or ‘not. -Joséfsberg.. would 
return - to - ‘the  show,.- Josefsberg. 
was, certain. that he: wouldn't. 

: were’ either leaders. “or 

“Beyond saying, he. 
shoy;: 

‘Josefsberg’s attorney 
and agent ‘have advised: Bishop ‘that: 

he io 
"Phe Spot is Hot. 
Fee ‘chairman :-E.. “William: 

Henry: might be curious as: to - 

- about . over-commercialization.: . 
Anyhow, the.. Television: Bu- 
reau ‘of - Advertising “reports -: 

‘increased 23.1% in the: third. 
quarter of 1963... : 

the. third. quarter..were more © 
‘than “$185,000,000- ‘as -against 
‘$151,922, 000 in the same period: 
"a: year, ago. ‘Big increases were: 
noted ..by <.automotive,. - 30 

~ Only. “about” 16% | ‘of the web's 
_>(Continued « On. age: a0. 

‘BY: GEORGE: ROSEN. 

“-Ameri¢a’s: most important, ‘most | 
publicized. television ‘station is_.no. 
longer | in: New. York . or. Chicago: 
It’s: in Austin,. Texas. wet 

combines ° 

two. . daughters, 
83. 1% of the stock: 

: Second, it ‘is. the ‘only ‘tv! station 
in the ‘nation’ s top. 100:-markets 
which ‘has no competition. : As 
such, : it’s “an: ‘amazingly : profitable 
Government-sanctioned - ‘monopoly. 
which ‘has ‘made the Johnson fam- | 
ily; which: was: in. ‘modest ‘circum-: 
stances | in: prety. days, extremely 
wealthy. - : 
- While: President: Johnson. is not ; 

listed...as personally: « owning . ‘any: 
of. the- Station’s stock; : its: owner- 
Ship’. has’ ‘been . controlled.’ lock; 
stock and barrel by “Ladybird.” ° 

7 On President Johnson’s entering’ 
_ | the ‘White House; the FCC Drompt. 

‘Records, 
‘over the. first. nine months. of the |: 
-year~ took . $39,379,200. from - spot | - 

‘consistent with his concern . 

.that-national and regiofial spot - 
“itv - advertising .. expenditures... 

‘Total gross time i pillings. for a 

. . BBC- TV Somare World” 
’ - drinks, gasoline, household pa-* © 
per: ‘products and: the ‘tobacco a 
industry..:.. 0°. a 

mes ‘Ji anuary, a 
- “It's a” " Square. World” is. now in. 
|e works. tor U:.. ‘S.. ‘television. 

‘top: 

-and ‘puppets © interspersed: with: 
4 “comedy songs. —_ | a x. 

{meri ica’s 

For ‘the’ ‘station—K TBC oe 
‘two. unique- - features 

whieh. ‘some broadcast’. observers: 
‘strongly. ‘suspect are not unrelated.-{ 

... First, ‘the station “is. owned ‘by 
the: “LBJ Co., in which’ Mrs. Lyn- 
don. (Ladybird): ‘Johiison . and her. 

| combined, : Own. 

‘Top grosser, as: gauged by Media | 
is --Granada-TV: : which |. 

‘sales. Associated TeléVision earned 
$35,109,200 over the same‘ period, . 
following ‘closely by. Associated- | 

‘| Rediffusion. ‘which made’ $33,975,- 
“|:200. ‘Fourth: major. operator, -ABC- 
|TV grossed $25,790,000 in the first 
three quarters: of the year... 

where .all: the’ spots: oing | wher pots are. going. better: than in the past, Split: the 
Smaller. indies, generally. faring 

Jan.-Sept: ‘melon: thus:- - 
Scottish-TV. $11, 376,400: - [Www 

‘| $9,794,400; * Southern-TV.- $11,197,- 
‘|. 200; Tyne-Tees-TV $9,850,400: An- 
glia-TV_ $5,300;400:- ‘Ulster-T'V: $2,-" 
707,600: - - Westward-TV - $3,287,200; 
Border-TV - $1,962,800; Grampian- |" 
TV -$1,780,000;. ‘Channel-TV $464,- _ 

: 800. ‘and. WN: S 251, 600. 

Getting US: Pre-Test 
On -Jack Paar Show: 

With: ‘an American version. of: ‘the } 
‘British: ‘ty comedy “That "Was: the} 
‘Week That: Was” ‘set. for NBC-TV. 

aversion of the BBC's 

Host of: “Square. World” Michael.| 

| '|"Bentine. is scheduled: for. a guest | 
oS eee a }-shot on NBC's Jack ‘Paar this -Fri-| 

the: “week of ‘deciston | on. next 

‘season’s:. program- ‘schedule -: on 
CBS-TV. will: take. place: the ‘week. 

roe. Jan. 15, when ° -the. ‘web's 
| brass will go. ‘over the. current. 

. |] schedule,: Pick. the - dropouts, .and-| 
[select . ‘most of the - hewcomers’ 
~Tfrom. the array’ of.15 pilots which | 
| are slated to be ready” for viewing 

4: { that: week. 

day, and. plans. for. an. ‘American- 
ized. half-hour Version ‘of the ‘show, 
written by U. S:-scripters, is being 

{ blueprinted.by Bentine and Philip’ 
“Gelb. (British: version .is scripted: 
by Bentine. and John. ‘Law. Amerli-. 
can version. ‘would. have both: Eu-. 
Topean | and: UW. Ss. guest: talents)... 
BBC. version. features" mainly 

yisual | comedy with sketches, car-. 
toons, trick: - photography, - props. 

vf iy: granted } Mrs. “Johnson's ‘request | 
‘to. turn ‘complete control - -of her. 
broadcast holdings to two trustees 
until the, nation’s Chief Executive |: 
has. retired from - the ‘Presidency | 

United States. However, 
President J ohnson: ‘has. . been. di- |: 
rectly implicated in ‘the station’s | 
ownership. by Clark: Mollenhoff, | 
Des: Moines ‘Register -' Tribune. 
“Washington” correspondent. and’ 
1958 Pulitzer ‘Prize’ winner, .Mol-. 
‘lenhoff : ‘reports that-LBJ Co.).li-} 
‘eensee: of. the. station, has been 

of the- 

paying . premiums ‘of $12,000 per 
annum life: insurance on. a $200,-1 
000: policy. on Mr: : Johnson's - life; 
of: which . the ‘LBJ.Co.; owned’ by | 
his - wife’ ‘and: daughters, is: the : 
beneficiary. | : 

: And then Molienhoff: pushes the 
Johnson ‘station. into: a “highly sen- |: 
sitive: area..of | possible* ‘scandal: by. |: 
alleging: that .the ‘insurance was’ 
bought: from an insurance agericy | 
of. which Robert .-G.” ‘Baker: was:| 
listed - ‘aS a. vice-president. Baker, 

1 who -recently resigned under fire 
-| as majority Secretary. of the U.S: 

Senate, is the object ‘of a Senate | - 
Rules, and. : Administration - Probe be 

. stanza. alive’ ‘on: “Saturday... nights. 

| Scherick indicated. that’ this show,. 

‘which ‘kicks off with | a ‘Bing. Cros-| 

by-hosted | stanza, ‘is getting a top- 
budget. treatment. designed. to keep 
‘it rolling. trough, 1964. ‘and -be- |. 

; ~ ence.: 

of his: outside business ‘activities | 
which are alleged to have. con-|. 
‘stituted conflict of interest, and: ‘ 

"Beat the Beatles. 
=>" Qondon;-Dec. 417," 

‘Two BBC-TV. shows - featur: 
. ing The Beatles which went out | 
~.on Saturday: night (7) within . 
_ an-hour. of one another, gave _ 

: BBC two placings in. the TAM ; 
top 10 network shows... 

‘which ~scored seventh place: . 
. and. “It’s. The- Beatles”: which’ 7 
oo came: 10th. 

= comparable -period.-.Government’s | FR 
.- fF share of the Jan. Sept,. advertising |: 

: .[ Joot: totals: $21, 238,000. : 

Sat. Nite Palace’ 
‘ * Saturday Night: At The Palace,” 

_ABC-TV's ‘one-hour . replacement 

for the departing, two-hour “Je erry |‘ 
Lewis: Show”. starting; Jan: 4, Trep- 
resents. a major. effort by the web 
to: maintain a -topflight: variety 

“ABC-TV. - - programming ~ V—p.: 

yond. ... 

‘Originating in Hollywood at’ the. 
| newly ~-named..Palace' Theatre; 
| which. had. beén thoroughly tefur-. 

| bished for. the ‘Lewis outing, “Sat-: 
‘-|urday Night: At’ The: Palace” will 

‘showease. American’ and’ European =. 
{performers in: a” variety layout}. - 
-hosted by rotating top names. Be- 
sides Crosby, :the initial: show. will: 
have. Diahann’ Carroll, Rooney &: 
Van., The Salvadoris,. Nancy Ames,: 
Les Cafsonys,. ‘Bob: Newhart ‘and. 
Les: Chezzis. 

' Scherick indicated that the show or Ong inion tint te hw | "| erner’ s Burner’ 
“young ‘new wave” of ‘production| ~ 
talent on. the Coast, such as Nick |: 

‘| Vanoff: and’ Bill -Harbach. .In addi-. 
tion, there are plans to make -the. 
Palace -Theatre. not only a.show-. 
‘case: for the. -performing talent but. 
“a Magnetic: center for Hollywood 
celebrities | ‘each .- Saturday night. 
Web execs. expect the glamor. ‘of. 
‘the. cinema: capital - ta: rub off on 
‘the show. = <2. 
‘Fhe -plush. decor. 6f' the’ studio 

‘theatre, - with: divan: seats: and’ its. 
“royal box,” will ‘also be. exploited 
to draw. the creme: dé la creme of: 
show. biz society as theatre’ audi- 
ences ‘for the show on Sa 
‘night. . 
will be. cutfoed to the studio audi 

breaches: of: ethics: 

Austin’ community - antenna 
service to compete. fully with Mrs. 

tion. The. FCC ruled that the TV 

‘simultaneous * ‘telecasts - -of: pro- 
grams which the ‘-LBJ station, free 

‘of a second -Austin community” an- 
‘tenna. service which is now: send-. 
‘tng. ‘Simultaneous -telecasts of pro- | 

under Fred Friendly) thus: pursues. 
the same course taken a couple of. 
years: back ‘by’ John Crosby, who: 
also gave up tv: punditing for. the 

‘grams ‘also’ carried by the station. 
“Highly. unusual nature of the | 

‘situation . induced. the New York 
“Times: in its. Saturday. (14). issue 
to report from:its Washington. Bu: 
‘reau_:that “suspicions ‘have been 
‘raised -.in. some. minds that ‘the 
-FCC is being overly protective : of 1 
‘the Presidential ‘family | intere 
“Whether. this be true or. “not; 

"(Continued on. page 34) 

-Fancily- printed: ‘programs’ 

Last: Friday, the FCC made pub: 
He ‘a decision to refusé to allow |’. 

Johnson's‘ (now-in4rusteeship) sta-: 

Cable of Austin, Inc. may: not use 

to ‘pick-.from each of: the. three: 
‘webs, elects to carry. On the other. 
-hand, ‘the’ Johnson ‘company’ has. 
_an-option to buy 50%. of the stock | 

-been 

idends: for the network. 

errs “When. ‘NBC-TV decided 40. go 

| ahead ‘with the satiric “That . Was 

the Week That. Was” half-hour ser- 
ies, after ‘the test-telecast in hour 
|form: Ahad. won. critical acclaim, it 
J officially put: the Bob Kintner-Mort . 
‘Werner stamp of approval on the 
]“Friendly persuasion” technique. in 

_| Program. development -that’s 
- 4 paying off with some handsome diy-: 

. They were “Juke Box Jury, ine 

“Said “Friendly persuasion” per-. 
tains, of course,. to. Ed - Friendly, . 

, the other on program de- 
| velopinetit. For when Friendly: per- 

| Suaded his bosses that. 
-~-| should be pre-tested-on the air, he’ 

was merely following the pattern 
the: evolved dating back to ‘60-61 
‘when (1) .out of the. Timex-spon- 
sored. AH -Star' Circus one-shot 
. special: came “International Show- 
| time”. as a. weekly hit;-(2) out of 

“TWIWIW” 

the seven specials to. which Mitch 

as the big hit of the 61 season. 
And: now. that “TWIWtw” 

ready to go, sponsors ‘n’ all {al- 
though there were none when Kint- 
‘ner committed. for the series), 
‘Friendly is moving into: high gear. 
| with . his. ‘“on-the-air pilot’? pro- 
gramming. technique. (It’s 2 tech- 
nique that differs radically from 

‘whose V.p. stripes. are split down | 
‘|the middle—one side representing © 
chiet factotum on entertainment 

| Miller was committed came the-_ 
weekly “Sing Along With. Mitch” 

the anthology spinoffs of past years" 
Jin that the Friendly pattern com-. 
prises: all types of shows, whether 
live, tape, film or animation). 

As a further illustration, NBC 
has pencilled in for the '64’65 
‘semester’ a: half-hour animated ser- 

“Phe Famous Adventures of ._ jes, 
Mr. Magoo. ” Actually it. had its 
origins in the “Mr. Magoo's Christ- 

ed 

mas Carol” special which was put 
on ‘by NBC last year (and. ‘which 

( Continued on page. 34) 

NBCsE efng On 

NBC-TV's. sales ‘managers from 

the Coast this week for a two-day 
“in-depth” | ‘briefing on the. net-. 
work's 64-65 program. plans. and 
‘projects.. Hosting the all-day ses- 
sions Monday and Tuesday: (16 and . 
17) ‘were program head Mort Wer- 
ner afid Coast programming veepee 
‘Grant. Tinker. 

_around..the country junketed to. 

An initialer: of its sort for ‘the’ 
‘network, the briefing for the sales 
toppers..on “what’s cooking on 
‘Werner's burner,” was arranged. 
by Werner’ at. the request of web 

{sales chieftain Don Durgin, -who 
figures it’s a good plan to have. the: 
‘Sellers in on the big early pictures, 

| and. at. least as informed: as the 
fad agency. brethren they: have ta. 

. Ss ta ition , | lw; 
"(Continued on page 40) 

tr ‘critic: for the N.Y. World-Tele- 
‘gram. &.Sun at the first of the year 
to do a general assignment column 
‘for the afternoon daily. A la Inez 
Robb, she’ll:get-the Page 1. Second 
Section: buildup. Shift was report-. 
edly made at her own request. No 
replacement for ‘the job has-been 
set as yet: Al Salerno does the. 
regular tv-radio. news-gossip col-— 
umn for the W-T.. 

‘ Miss Van Horne (whose husband, 
‘incidentally, is David Lowe, pro- 
ducer .for. the. CBS Reports unit 

N.Y. Herald Tribune (& syndicate) 
:to .do a. general column. He’s: now 
writing out .of London. 

N.Y. J ournal-American’s 

broader’ ¢columa rather restrict 
> himself to legit. reviewing. 

‘Harriet Yan Horne exits as the 

John = 
“| McClain is another who may do a. 
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Balto | 

Baltimore, Dec. 17; 

Buddy Deane, disk. jockey. with. 

WJZ-TV for more than six years,’ 
ends his run with station on Jan. 4,|° 
Station announced that show was] 
being dropped because tastes and}. 
viewing habits have changed: and | 
station is going along. 

Deane’s story..is somewhat: ‘dif 
ferent. He says sbow is a victim. 
of integration battle. He says that 
though his ratings are : not. what 
they. were. six. years. ago, ‘show 
would not be dropped if integration 
were not an. issue. He ‘said. he. 
could see something coniing,. Negro 
groups were insisting. he. ‘integrate 
show. and white. extremists . were |: 
insisting otherwise. . 

He was caught ‘in the middle, 
he said. He tried integrated kiddie’ 
shows and when tumult died, he 
‘went. on to integrated. ‘armed "ger- | 
yice shows. .This worked. -he 
said, but he.was being. ‘pressured. 
for more ‘change and when the 
situation became’ too. touchy, . he 
‘knew .something had to: give. 

Station. spokesmen don't deny | 

\Wrap Up Sales ( 
that’ integration problem had yet |. 
to be licked on show, but ‘deny 
that it had anything. to do with. 
cancellation. . ‘Ratings were down, 
they. said, the entire: afternoon: 
schedule needed . _changing and i 
‘Deane’s show was, ‘dropped . Along. 
with ‘others. 

It was simply a matter. of pro ot 
they. said, an...action. gramming, 

taken in light of softening ratings. 
.Deane’s. show is. ‘carried daily, 

90 minutes Monday through Satur- 
day. A few months ago, he joined 
WITH. Radio where he has Monday: 
through Friday 6 to 9.:A.M. spot. 

Deane says he’s not bitter toward. 
WJZ-TY. He had a good run there, 
he said, and now ‘is. the time to 
move on, rs 

ATS SE. Line 
‘The Price Is Right 
Radio station operators breathed 

.@ sigh of relief. last week when 
American Telephone & ‘Tele-. 

graph’s long lines division’. dis- 
closed that the cost of setting up 
facilities. at San Francisco next. 
summer during. the Republican na- 
tional convention would: be $12, - 
000. That fee is for the radio in-: 

‘dustry. .and _not,. 
‘feared, for each broadcaster. 

At a meeting between. AT&T ! 
and the radio. industry last week | 

“fn New York, in attendance were: 
reps from Westinghouse, Metro-| 
media, RKO. General, the Cana-| 
dian Broadcasting Co., Radio Press 
International and United. Press In- 
ternational. It’s. expected. that 
other groups will also participate. 
in the AT&T facility, thus. bring- 
ing down the: price to each station 
‘to. about $500 . 

Mike Dousls, Duggon 
‘Set for Chi (Tape): Slots” 

In Double ‘Homecoming’ 
‘Chicago, Dec. VT. 

The new year will bring with it 
a return to Windy. City. television 
of two of its prodigies who date | - 
back to: the salad days of the me- 
dium here, Both, ‘however, will-be |- 

> returning: in syndication, via: ‘video 

tape. 
_ WGN-TV has " purchased’ “the 
Westinghouse :- ‘produced. “Mike 
“Dougias Show” which ‘originates in: 
Cleveland; ; and. the new UHF sta- 
tion, WCIU, slated to go: on the. air 
shortly after the first, has made a}. 
deal for a two-hour Saturday night 
shew with Tom Duggan. that will 
‘originate’ in Hollywood. - 

For Douglas it will be a “sort: of 
double homecoming, ‘since i. was |: 
not only in Chicago but on. WGN-| 
TV that he got his start in televic| 
sion. He came: on literally as a 
singer some 10 years. ago and later. 
‘eut his teeth as a host-interviewer. 
on the station’ s. old “Hi: “Ladies” 
ehow. 

. As for Duggan, he was as. in-| 
_and-out of trouble in Chicago as 
he’s been in L.A.;. but at.one time | 
‘he- commanded a large audience 
here. Back in the days when. con- 
troversy was the quickest way toa] 
large audience, 

LOCAL TV-RABIO « SYNDICATION _ 

sk Tock Ser He “a Fired 
Because Of 2 an Totegration Bate’) 

‘was 

half-hour: | 
“The | Emmett : ‘Kelly. Show,” - has 
‘been. sold to two- ‘Canadian - sta- 

‘CKCW-TV, Moncton. . 

{Alter 10 Yrs, Gillespie. 
Dropping His Ballcasts 

‘FURY’ SERIES GETS 
IIc REFURBISHING! 

Independent Television. ‘Corp; % 
which plans to return to -produe- | 
tion on.its “Fury’’series,:-says the | 
new skein will be given a “modern | 
new: look:” ..* 
‘According to ITC's s exec Vv P. “Abe 

Mandell... the - new. series. will -be:| 
geared. for an evening time period. 
andthe “new look’ ‘will include 
‘filming: ‘in color, the. addition. ‘of a 

Story treatments. =. 
Production | plans - call ‘for Joéa- 

tion: shooting. near the cowtown of |: 
Bishop, Calif.; which ‘is at. the: foot- 
hills of the. Sierras. - 

program on. the: web’s.. Saturday 
morning schedule, - although | many. 

| of. the episodes are. in their fifth 
and sixth: Tun... 

sn 

“Seven * Arts’ two- Christmas. ‘spe- 

clals: have ‘been . moving at.a fast: 

clip. with 12 sales ‘wrapped: up dur: | 
‘ing ‘the last. week.: 
-‘80n Sings: ‘The Story of. Christmas’. | 

sold .to. WSEE-TV, “Brie: |: | 
WOWL-TV, Florence, ‘Ala.; KHOL-- 

Holdrege, - Neb.;* and WCHS- | 
TV,..Portland, Me., bring the - total. 

“Mahalia: Jack-. 

TV;: 

‘| to. ‘15 markets, The feature film, 
fa Christmas Carol,” ‘with. Alastair. 

:. .| Sim starred, wag. sold into an addi- 
bane eight: markets, : for a ‘total, 
o 2. 

A new. Seven catia’. series. of 39: 
children’s programs; 

{tions, . CFEN-TV,.. ~ Calgary,. and 

was. produced for Seven’. Arts by. 
Erie. Albertson.: 

Seven Arts also made: a deal for 
the: showing of its -“En France” . 
series, now telecast in: 65 markets; - 
“on: ‘the French liner, The. France, | . 
Via. closed circuit, ty 

“as. originally | 

NX FEEVEEBD | 
FOR SACRAMENTO | : “week of 13 new hours of weekly: 

“| -eolor : programming, ‘using’ newly- 
installed: color: film ' equipment. 

Washington; Dec. 17. 
| _— Chief Hearing Examiner 
tossed out: the bid. for a pay-tele-. ; 
vision’ test in Sacramento: woe 

Chief Examiner James. Cunning- 
ham dismisséd ‘with prejudice the | 

, application: of .. ‘Capitol | Television }- 
:©o;:: Ine. for a: pay-see -test ‘on 

7 ‘KVUE, channel: 40..in Sacremento. 
Cunningham’s action followed a 

‘felegram: to~ FCC from: Capitol. 
Television saying: it didn’t intend |: 
to prosecute ‘its application. 

| . Earlier: Capitol failed to file a} 
» | notice: of. appearance for a-com-. 

‘parative hearing for channel 40. 
| with - Camellia’ 

license. . 

- Capitol ' ‘Television - was, “told “te | 
‘file the formal affidavit required | 
of ‘dropouts that “it hasn't. been: 
promised or received “anything of 
value” for. abandoning: its ‘appli. 
tation. fot 

It originally £ Aled for the paysee'| | 

S ‘Writer: ‘Charles ‘Kellex: 
‘+ 6@ Mins.; Sun. 6:30. p.m. . 

test, av Apri. 

Milwaukee, Deé. 11.. 

time to home and. family. 

.. Gillespie has. 

‘originates the Braves: broadcasts, 
heard throughout Wisconsin ‘Via a 

. Se station network. 

rts Yule Specs | 
| a. change. from-.a diet: of re 

‘ager. of: United Artists: Television 

tional: sales director. for’ SG: in 
Canada: 

.This| show. 

of more than; 

City ‘Telecasters.. 
| which wants to build: a. new Station | 
on fhe channel. :. =: 

‘Camellia is- still, bidding for” all 

TRE 
With’ Dick: ‘Clark, host;. others: 

| WABC-TV, N.Y. (film) 

Earl Gillespie, who: has- broad: 
cast: the. Milwaukee Braves games. 
for the last 10: years, has decided: 
-to-give. up baseball to devote: more: 

‘annouriced: the | 
Braves. games ever since the team} 
moved here from. Boston. in. 1953. .: 
He is sports director of WEMP, a:}. 
position he will retain. The station: | 

"teal Defends TV's 
- ‘Let-Me-Entertain- You” 

~ Motif: ys. Neo-Realism} : ; 
‘Columbus, Dec. 17... 

leaia the 
| “leading television: producer” who} 
said. tv.is moving out of its neo-| 
realism phase into:.:a - period of | -. 
escapist -entértainment,: is. correct::|. 
“The. editorial Said:: “He thinks 

the emphasis.on life-is-real-life-is- 

of:-medical,. egal ‘and psychiatric 
problems: and that the: vast ‘nation-|: oo. 
wide audience is more than’ ready |”: 

teenage daughter and more matur e| for.-a, -little ‘not-so-sobering: good, | 
‘clean fun.’ 

-. “Well: we hope he’s right. Inci-|- a | 
dentally, this isn’t the first. indica- 
tion that.. the ~amusement :. public |: 
has -had_ a- surfeit - of ‘problems, i 

‘Reruns — of “Fury” are. eurréntly: gloom 
‘seen ‘on, NBC-TV. . Latest: Nielsens. 
| show - “Fury” to; ‘be™ ‘the toprated 

and: . forebodings. : 
Broadway -. theatre: audience’ has 
shown a marked ‘préference . for |. 

-F lighter stuff. this. year, “eontinuing | 
a trend. that. set’ an, more or less, | 
last. season.” 
“Even more: ‘striking is: the- un-| : ’ 

-. - ep odrecea’ ‘s° Piccoli ‘Theatre,’ ” | 
color: hourlong special being syn- 
dicated. -by Triangle. Stations, is 
being.telecast.in 39. ‘markets: around. 
the. Christmas holidays, :: including} 

{| WABC-TV, :N.Y.; KTLA, ‘Los An-. 
| geles,, and’ the: six Triangle video 

| ‘Show was- ‘produced: at 
‘WFIL-TV, .Triangle's. Philadelphia | 
‘station, with Dick. Clark as emceé. 

anti¢ipated ©. difficulties : : encoun-. 
-tered this year by. the: ‘off-Broad- 

: wus |-way. houses. Which’ have gone. in 
heavily for .the-:sordid, -fhe per-. 
verse, . the. experimental ‘and the 
plain. looney.” 
“Maybe it’s-a trend, maybe, not. 
But. let’s ‘hope. We're quite’ ready 
fora little synthetic optimism as™ 

things-are-tough-all-over fare.” 7. 

UA. TV SETS DONATO - 
_ FOR CANADA BERTH 

‘Nat’ ‘VY. Donats,: formerly | “asso~ 
lated. with Screen Gems -in.-Can- 
wda, has. been: named: general -man- 

in’ Canada: Donato: had’ ‘been ma- 

‘Donato’s , 

current . 
half-houts, . -hours,. features; and: 
‘properties. now being made avail- 
‘able for the ‘64-’65. Sseason—will be. 
under his-auspices. . 

'. “Outer’ Limits,” Hollywood. ‘and 
the: Stars,” and’. “East. ‘Side : West: 
Side” are. included among: the eur- 
Tent "63-64. network Programs, : 

WLW: C’s Big Tintup’ 
“Columbus, ‘Dec. 17... 

WLW: Crosley. "Broadcasting 
Co... outlet; began (16): first’ ‘full. 

WLW-C viewers nhow-have.a’ total: 
-hours per: “week. 

of. tint...Programs now ‘in color. 
‘include “Movieville. U.S.A,,”. “Lex’s 
Theatre,” . “Saturday Showcase,” : 
“Premiere” and. “The’ Best of ‘the’ 

: Post.” ne | 

 "Phis' step - is "the first:: hin ‘the: . 
| $1, 000,000 expansion program un-- 
der way at the. station. ‘Ground-. 
‘breaking ‘is expected ‘soon for: an |’ 
‘addition..to the: plant: (that. “will 
double floor: area and. studios -and™ 
offices. Two. ‘fully-equipped color 
studios for. live’ colorcasts: are in- 
cluded: : 

“Syuicain Revs 

PODRECCA’S. “PICCOLO: [THEA- 

Exec. Producer: ‘Tom B. Jones 
-Producer-Director:: John Toutkald- | 

PARTICIPATING.” 

. Triangle Broadcasting. 

‘tional syndication, . ‘came. up “with 
imaginative, 

Special,. rendered. by. 
Piccoli: ‘Theatre... -: 
' The’ home ‘of. Podrecca’s: ‘puppet |. 
theatre is Italy. ‘The. Podrécéa. troup: 
though, has travelléd ‘far and wide,. 
and: in their turns and. stories, they: 
‘speak. the. ‘Yanguage of. the. heart, : 
the ‘same the world -over,. 

haps, to give. the : ‘hour -a’ more 
American look, ‘Some’ footage was | 

(Continued -« on ‘page 36) 

“The | | 

niccours THEATRE’. | 

‘outlets... 

‘Flickers’. 

Untouchables” 
France, latter having bought. 13. 
originally .and now. having. picked. 
up 26 more of the series.. - Japanese 

‘eharming. : hour | 
“Podreeca’s: 

time-only: JAM- 
market. 7 

Dick Clark had ‘littie- more: to do} 
than smile and: use his’ face, per-|° 

revoked.” 

| 1 teat : te 

Washington, ‘Dee. Bra 
FCC is Jocking for two Tlinois FM stations and their lHcensee.. 

* When it: finds. station owner Mrs. ‘Elizabeth Coughlan, Commis- 
‘ [ston will order her to ‘show. cause why. ‘the. licenses. should not be. 

“Columbus Dispatch” editorially. ‘ i 
newspaper hopes the|*. FCC said. ‘WELF, ‘Glen’ Eliyn, ‘and. ‘WELG, Elgin, have. stayed off 

the air since Oct. 1 without its permission. 

‘over ‘by new tenants, FCC said. 
: -."Mrs. Coughlan hasn't replied to FCC's letter. ‘demanding: license = 

‘earnest: themes has” peaked’ out. * cancellation and . no licensee representative has been docated, Hyer et 
‘with ‘the ‘present: season’s plethora | 
of social-drama | depicting. human-}. . 
ity’ in the throes:.of ‘a multitude |" 

a Commission said.- 

. ~On-a visit'to-the stations later in October, FCC inspection: eng 
neers. found most of the. equipment repossessed. 

- WELG’s studios were vacant. and: those. of. WELF had been taken 

. "Stations were. originally - authorized by FCC to Femain ‘Ment — 
_from mid-June- through. Sept. 30... 0... ; Deere 

_ BIG XMAS ur | 

Triangle. is: also. turning out 30 
radio shows, “Anniversaries in. 
-Souné@,” for . syndication. - Each of | 

| the: shows -will be pegged: to.a na-. 
‘tional - holiday: or. the. birthday - of 
some: famous person. 
Steck -is .directing the- taping of 
this series: at WFIL Radio.” J 

PeshtsCi sClobal 
hone base. ‘will: be To. 1 

ronto; ‘he will - be: operating. with. 
“an ‘expanded sales.force soon:to Le |... 
J announced.‘ All UA-TV - product— |:. 

65- 64: network:: shows, |’ 

t on Sales 
syndication is evidenced in‘foreign 
sales madé in the past two: weeks 
‘by Desilu Sales.. Company’ closed. 
deals. in Africa;.Tasmania,: as well |. 

‘| Salisbury, Bulawayo and Kitwe. 
‘Show will. air with its). English: 
:| sound : track, TV Hobart;. in Tas- 
| amania, bought three. Desilu. series,. 
“Lucy,” “Desilu = Playhouse,” 
“Fair ‘Exchange.’ ” “Lucy’’ also.:was |: 
‘sold in ‘Rhodesia, 
Oslo and: Traralgon, Australia: 

-and 

Hong: ‘Kong, 

-Other foreign sales. include “The 
‘in -Panama . and 

tv also brought 27 additional “Un- 
touchables.”” “Guestward. Ho” also 
was: sold to CBS's French. network. 
- Domestically, Desilu’s. “Universe” 

‘half-hour documentary:. ‘special has 
been | sold: in 83: markets. = - | 

Ips. WNDY Formis 
For ‘Young Modergs’| 

. Indianapolis Dec.'17.. 
_ WNDY; ‘the 17th tadio: Station: jn | 

| on _ ‘the ‘air by: ‘mid-January. with | - 
programming. zeroed in: on n fyoungy 
moderns.” ” - 

‘Tom Howard, ‘progtam: “manager 
for. the. new. 5,000-watt ..daytimer, 

» “We'll start with <a’ ‘basis: ‘of 
folk’ musie then take..a-turn -up-. 

: | «| ward. to things such as Henry Man- 
“ol eink - ‘Peter 
_ Streisand. ”. 
= . WNDY - ‘will. be starting: in at, 
‘) market which ‘already has. ‘seven 

‘in: “its: 
first entertainment venture for na-- 

Nero 

AM. and ‘nine: -FM' stations. on’ the 
air and‘ a rapidly _ changing radio 
Picture. 

‘sold and. now. is .WIFE-AM-FM. . 
. WNDY. will be the: fourth - day- 

* Beere’ s s WMCA News ‘Slot 
‘Barrie . L, . Beere- 

— ChiDigs’ 

Florence. 

“Thereased: “global” “thrust - of . tv]: 

and. ‘Barbra: : 

-Madigan, - 

Station’ | “in _ the 

se FMers 
_WEMr. Goes SRO and That's Big News i in ‘the. 

: oN ation’ s Hottest Market _ | aa 

“Chicago, “Dee: 17. 
_Fine arts station WEMT, ‘one. of 
the hottest. FM-ers in :the’ ‘country, 
went SRO for the. month. of: ‘Decem-. 
pber—and that kind: .of business.jis 
‘ypheard:.-of on... the Nredventer 
‘modulation - band. :. The: ‘monthlong: 
‘Sellout: climaxes» the’ biggest-. year. 
(in terms: of. dollar. volume) in’ the. 7 
station’s 12-year history. - ! 
“New seasonal: campaigns “by ~ 

Guerlain: : Perfume ‘and’. Cinzano- 
‘Vermouth, and a..new ‘longterm 
‘contract from Sealy ‘Mattress’ Co., 
‘contributed in large . part to the « 
station’s. “‘no.-vacancy” ‘status. this 
month, - ‘as... did expanded’ ‘holiday. 
season ‘campaigns from a: number. 
of . regular retail advertisers: Na- 
tional ‘sponsors . who ‘recently in- 
‘itiated. on the station. include. Fels. 
& Co. and Delta Airlines... 22): 
The 1962 financial figures recent my 

_|Jy~ released. by .the “FCC showed. 
Chicago: to be. the top FM market. 
in the country, :with total. cu.smer-. 

‘|:eial’ billings for..FM-only- stations ~~ 
| almost. twice ‘that’ of “Los. Angeles. . 
and ‘around. three ‘times that ‘of ~— 
lee York, Detroit and San Fran- 
cisco. .. 

Goshen Set For Set For 
asin .Europe, Canada,” ‘Australia, Yt . 
-and Panama. : 

In. Africa; Desilu. sold: “Fractured 
‘to International : Tele- |: 

“(vision | (PVT), Ltd. Rhodesia for}: 

V.p. 

Dec.:30, Slate, who moves over‘ to 
‘RKO General after: the first of the’ 
year, as exec v.p..at RKO will de-. 
vote’ his efforts ‘to longterm plan- .. 
‘ning, government and industry: re-.” 
Jations,. and program. development.” fp 
Skate: will. be active in both the. 
radio and tv-side of the RKO Gen- - 
eral operation... Lome 

| <In another ‘switch ‘at. “WCBS a 
ot Radio, Pat Summerall has. been: - 
mt named sports. director..of ‘the. sta-, 
~ |-tion. © 

‘Glickman. 

| Carter Davidson Set As 
‘Summerall replaces: Marty r " 

WBBM ‘Editorial Veice’;. 
- Madigan Helms Random’ 

Chicago; ‘Dec. 17. 
Carter’. Davidson: who’ had ° left 

‘the Council: On Fore
ign ‘Relations... : 

to become a commentat
or. and: ~.. 

“news personality ‘with “°WBBM-TV ©: oe 

"several: years ago; has dropped. his 

other. on-the-air. assignments ~ ‘to: 
become the new. editorial voice: of 
‘the CBS station as of Jan. 6: _ 
In -effect,; he. switches. air. ‘chores: we 

‘with: ‘news. director. ‘John.-..(Red):. 
the’ . previous... 

rently berths: Davidson's .“World . 
‘of Adventure” undoubtedly — will: 
go. to. John Justin Smith, the Daily. 
News columnist who will’ join the. .-.: 
‘station the first. of the year. For-.°°--.: 
mat ‘ig still unknown; however. ss -. 

+. -According to -WBBM-TV" -veep-: Lite 
general Manager: Clark George,. 

has’ joined: 
‘WMCA’ Radio, ‘N: Y., as new editor - 
He had been a news: commenta- | 

__.. }4or for: WINS ‘Radio, N.Y. ~- 

the change. in. editorialists. wag 
‘made. ‘to. effectuate : 

” Ralph. We Goshen - Jas. ‘been. —_ 
named. general ‘manager of WCBS, 
N. Y., and-a v.p.:of ‘CBS Radio, fill-’ 
ing the: ‘spot being vacated by. ‘Sam. 
_J. Slate, who.moves over. to RKO 
General ‘Broadcasting: as an exee 

"Goshen, general: ‘sales. ‘manager. x oa 
_of CBS. Radio’s. o&o N: Y.. outlet — 

| since :°59, assumes. his new: duties 

station - 
‘editorialist, who. will take over as. :. 

w | moderator of: the 
Last spring. “WIGO ‘went on ‘the 

air and now is in the pracess: of. 
changing ownership, . FCC: willing. 
Last month, WISH-AM-FM was | 

“At. Random” ©...” 
discussion for Davidson. The Tues-. . 
day -night. half-hour ‘which. cur-. 

-distinet = =": 
; separation” between. ‘news: opera: 
q ‘tons andthe: ‘management, opinion : 



Ab Buy My Mumbe-Junin? | 
ot "What is. ‘needed if. Anglo-American ‘eoproductions are. ‘ever to 
2 7 * qucceed like “Bridge: on. the River. Kwai” in, motion pictures is. ha 
a preduction leadership, producers who: will: be: able: to. capture. the | 
“dmagination. of the world tv market. .: 

_*: That’s.the opinion of a.savvy Britisti: ‘telecaster: who’ ‘voiced: his. 
. opinion - on a recent Stateside .trip.. ‘He -said ‘he didn’t. want to. be | 
quoted: by: name simply becausé what ‘he had to’ say. might. prove. ™ 

. embarrassing: to his own company. He then sounded off on*second’ - 
‘Yate “American promoter-producers . who come to England and ‘daz- 

., ale British programmers with: Yankee double-talk, only to helm a. - 
*-eopoduction which turns.out. second rate, a. carbon copy of mediocre’ -. production -deals _ 
. series that fills. no other need than. the. quick-buek-pound. chaps on 
‘both sides. of the Atlantic. - 

If coproductions are to ‘guoceéd: Jeadership in’ production’ fs re-- L 
“quired and ‘that. role, he “emphasized, can’t be .filled by. has-heens 
‘who haven’t made it, on. this’ side ‘of. the Atlantic; or timid: British: 

4 P Kildare, ‘Bonanza’ Hot ) ating o ltems 

oh ., teleeasters who are easily seduced by. Yankee mumbo jumbo. ‘Lead-. 
*.-” epg: would be able to translate their ideas for: successful ‘Drogram- a 
a ming in: both. sides of the. ‘Atlantic, he _averred. - DE a! 

"Brass No. 1: Status j in So. s in So. America for U Ss. Product; 
: NBC Int. Swings: Into. Action oe 

“'powderkeg polities a “and: nervous 
economics haven't. prevented. -Bra-. 

gil. from... becoming : the ‘most. im-. 
-portant. tv. market in South. Amer- 

ica, says Ralph: Norman,. manager. ||-.-'f Thomas’ 

‘of NBC International i in’ nthe Latino: Seenecon tsar / 

country... 
At last ‘count, he: says, Brazil: had 

‘the. ‘most: tv. sets—1, 500,000-—and | 
the: most: -stations—26—of. any | noo. 
-country.in. South. _Amefica.._ Most }}’.- 
‘recent station. ‘to: air. was. TV Ban-|{). « 

‘Norman, | ‘deirantes: in..Sao: ‘Paolo. 
- who lives in Rio. de. Janiero, ‘repre- 
. sents NBC. International. in’ sales, AE 
‘distribution ‘and: dubbing, and ‘an t}-. . 2 ).-¥% ae 
angle that ‘gives his-org’a solid-rep|f-°° —— 

| Phas other Statistical ond detailed 
| ally unfeasible: to: produce. ‘an en- 

|| tertainment show in the States ‘and. 

“with the Latinos, he. Says, is. the 
technical: assistance given. to al]. 
variety. of. problems - encountered | | 
by. the new operations. . 

-p i ‘Pwo. ‘of... the -hottest: shows. he’s | 
. 2 “gelling are’“Dr. Kildare’’.and. “Bo- 

.. nanza,” -which ‘are’ running headon 
a, Jas: the. : country’s” “most . ‘popular | ° 

“shows (“Bonanza” is: the. first color! € 
Other , . 

* Brazilian-NBC-I. high - raters. are |: 
“presentation. for Brazil). 

: “Project 20,” “Laramie,” - the Tab | 
‘. Hunter . ,Shows, ° 
dramas: ‘and: .“‘AStro : Boy.” “Out- | 

- Jaws” airs” after” the - first: of, the | 
| year. oe 

Bésides | TV Bandeirantes, Sao 
“Paolo - has.: TV: :Paolista. and TV. 

~. Culture, as well as.a three-station | 
Tink, TV. ‘Excelsior,. ‘which. covers. 
Rio. and Porta: Legre.. Other lead- 
, ing ‘broadcasters. include ‘TV - Tupi; |: 

a 14-station web, and: Rio’s TV: Rio |. 
and TY. Ricord, which are aifiliates. . 

ie ln 
‘the year. 

-WATI-TV;- which has- been carry- | 
‘ing the ‘network's . prime -evening. 
‘newscast, said /it-is dropping -Cron- 
_kite. on ‘Jan. ‘3 Because of Cron-- 
kite’s .poor - ‘ratings | compared : to. 
Huntley - Brinkley 

TV, a ‘Storer station, which is. the 

..: primary CBS-TV _affil, ' declined: 

oe the . ‘Cronkite: news ‘show, 
was.’ picked’ up’ <by:. WAII-TYV. 

* WAGA-TV, which programs “Amos 
"n’ ' Andy” opposite - Huntley-Brink-. 

‘ey, never. ‘picked up Douglas -Ed- |: 
‘the’ news - show | 

- which preceded: ‘the Cronkite half-) 
‘wards; -. either, 

hour 
. Action’ by WAII-TV: in the ‘three “ 
:* station. market, will give WSB-TV,- 
“the NBC-TV caffil, a. ‘position. of . 
. further. dominance. in the-~ news 

~ field in the Atlanta: market. 

 Biraben’ ‘S$: ‘WOR Slot: 
~ 

ja acques Biraber, formerly: head iz 
. of sales for WOR, has: been. named. o 

Wisc.» -wag. elected - ninth: District 
" ‘director on’ NAB’s". Radio. Board | 
| of --Directors,- Assn. headquarters | 

disclosed here, ° “ti 

-veepee and. director of sales for 
- both WOR radio: and tv, the New 
York ‘outlets. of RKO: General. 

‘Burt Lambert; former. veepee: of 
- bottr the radio and tv'sales, is now 
veepee and -director of. sales Plan 

ming for’ both: ‘Stations. ae 

_ Bo 

| = | cartes L. sacs 

Richard Boone}. ' 

. CBS-TY’s “Walter Cronkite News: 
Show”: looks like i€ will ‘he: ‘blacked. 
out of. Atlanta cafter . ‘the: first ‘of | Show. ? 

on: “WSB-TV. |. 
‘WAII-TV is a primary.. ABC-TV 
‘affil, which. took Cronkite: .WAGA-: 

which | 

ft interests. 

FUERO 1, ‘SAT’ 
| BAIGESE ms * 

- By MURRAY. HOROWITZ 

ng: all ‘intents. _and. ‘purposes, the: = 
‘T outiook. of: first-run. vidfilm. ‘product. 
for -U.S: ‘syndications rests. on co- 

with foreign | 
. ' the. - Fealistic ||" : 

| ‘conclusion - ‘being: drawh, as more:} 
‘land -more.. U.S. .syndicators with- 
| draw. from: first-run. ‘syndication, : or |. 

- That’s: 

rely on documentary. ‘and: semi- 
| documentary. series. for. their first- | 
‘run posture. ) 

Current ‘situation f finds: ‘only tyo 
- first-run: entertainment drama ‘en- 

= tries making. the rounds, both made 
:- |as coproductions with British tele- || 

casters, They: are Metro TV’s “Zero |} 
-| One,” -half-hour’ series coproduced 

L ‘with. BBC, and: “The Saint,” hour 
| telefilm series, a coproduction with |}. 
| Associated : “Television, . distributed |} 
‘by ATYV’s U.S. arm,.- Independent. 
Television:Corp. “The. Saint,” in 

‘| cidentally, will go into another pron 
_ — { duction. cycle" of -30: hours. is 

“Seripter 

has. evolved « ihlmer obeat 

. No 0. ‘Room for Danny 

o ° "another: ‘Hight. Featere: 
- in the upcoming . 

: 58ih “Anniversary, Number 

charts and articles 

Fa ar ‘East Aussie 

For NBC-TV Int'l 
Heavy: traffic. itt foreign’ tele sales 

. ‘gees. NBC.. International peddling. 
-more than: 900: hours. of film’ shows | 
‘this. month “in. Australia and_ the: 
Far. East;:says G: William: Kreéitner,. 
director of Far East. ‘operations. 

work, United : Telecasters, sched- 
| uled, to air next year in -Sydney,. 
“Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide, 

_- | has. bought. 310:hours from. the. 
~ . "" | NBO foreign : 

ae Programs include “Astro Boy,’” the. 
. .. | Japanese: coproduction *. (animated 

| sci-fi kid half hour); “The: Richard. 
Boone Show”: “Temple: Houston”; 
“Wild- Kingdom”: “The Andy - Wil-. 
liams Show”: “The Loretta Young: 
Show”: . “Happy”; “Watch MI: Wiz- 

“The Art” Linkletter 

sales’ ‘organization. 

‘ard,”’. “and | 

The : “other ‘down-under. webs: 
‘United and ‘TCN; bought 171 hours, J 
including: “Laramie: ” “The: Shirley] 

“The: Jim. Backus. 
Show” and “Bonanza.” 
~y 

‘Temple. Show,” 

“Bonanza,” “The 

renewed. for’ 52. episodes: for: Thai 
TV, which: also. bought 26 half-hour | 
“Celebrity Golf” ‘segs.. 
:Manila has pacted for: 175: hours, 

including | the -Boone.- ‘show, “R- [. 
dare,” “Bonanza,”. and ‘ Art: Link-. 
Jetter,. -Andy Williams. and” Bob 

=| Hope’ shows. ON, 

-. DUDLEY. 10 NAB BOARD 
_ Washington,.-Dec.. AQ 

Richard. ‘Dudley, ‘WSAU, Wasau,. 

Dudley: fills the vacaney:¢ ‘created. 
by the death of George: Frechette, 

. 1 WEER, - ~- Wisconsin . Rapids, _Wise., 

‘Desilu’s : 

‘fhe Aussies * new. four-city: het- 

}° Jv. addition; ‘there. are a‘number| AL 
of: - specialized first-run properties.| 

tfin -the ‘non-documentary - arena, | 
Westinghiouse’ s. “Steve - Allen,” 

NBC. Films’ “Astro: Boy,” {cartoon 
“|| produced in.Japan),”. Storer’s.“Lit- 

| tlest. Hobo”: (produced . in Canada) | 
~and. a few others.. 

When the. straight | documentary 
‘and. © ‘semi-documentary - field .is 

| || shunted aside, though, along with |: 
os 4) the. specialized : cartoon, travelog, 

: variety. et.-al.: categories, the. void 
| in. first-run, entertainment. vidfilm- 

_..-]] shows: is filled .-virtu 
ree | foreign - ‘coproductions, 

Most American ‘syndicators: frank- 
Hig se acknowledge that it’s-economical-: 

come out ahead: They find . the. 
| risk. -too- great to .go into first-run. 
:| production: of entertainment ‘shows, . 
{ Series which: -would -have: to-stand. 
{ Up. in ‘quality to network. series. 

Sales Windfalls | ‘Factors which: have - ‘deterred 
ai American: producers..from: reenter-: 

| ing the first-run entertainment field’ 
‘are forecast -to.hold. sway for the | 
immediate future: Those factors}. 
include a. tight local time situation, | 
the narrowing of the pool of region-} 
al -and local advertisers;.and the 
upped costs ‘of. telefilm. production. 
Those factors, for most. U.S. syn-. 

dicators;-: are overwhelming.’ They 
become. much: Jess - burdensome, | ¢ 

” 1 though, in‘a coproduction. BBC, for | 
‘example, underwrote 50%: of -:the 
costs of “Zero One,” produced in 
Metro. studios’ ‘in : . Britain: : Metre 

in.the ‘hope of a. possible: network 
‘deal, and: for. a propitious: time-in 
syndication. :In °:any ‘event, With | 
half of the costs: ‘assumed. by. BBC, 
Metro © TV’s - syndication: | division: 
under Dick Harper’ has ‘a chance } 
in today’s tough syndication market. 
That" coproduction. policies ‘can 

‘pay ‘off is attested to: by Indepen- | 
dent Television Corp., which has} 
‘consistently fed first-run entertain-{ 4 
ment shows. to. the American. mar-. 
ket. ITC, ‘a wholly owned. subsid | 

- The ‘¥prg oject ‘Twenty: The: “Come. ‘of. Associated Television, under the. 

ing ‘of Christ”. has: been bought for 
repeats ‘in Australia,’ Hong Kong 
“and the Philippines.: Hong - Kong} 
also bought: 180. hours, including |-° 
-“Dr-.:: :Kildare,”’. | 
“Andy: Williams: Show, ” “The ‘Best 
of. .Groucho,”: and ‘six. Bob: :-Hope 
comedy ‘specials. . 
-In Thailand; “Bonanza”. has been | 

direction of board chairman Mike} 
| Nidorf and: exec VPs, Abe Mandell, 
has. ‘been running in. the black the| 

ATT LINE BASIS: 
FOR OFFICIAL SPEC 

- Official. Films ds ‘striking’ for « , 
a first: ‘in the- syndication . field with: 

1 the. production. of .a tele special-to 
be taken out-of. its. current. first- : 
run. war. series, “Battle Line. a 
‘Idea, which‘ Official ‘prexy. ‘Sey- 

-|mour "Reed ‘says was ‘developed 
only last week, will be to combine 

| footage from the major WWH bat-. 
‘| tles: covered - -by ‘the . series into’ a 
special eovering the “moments of. 
‘decision’: .as-:‘they. fit into.-the en- 
tire ‘picture :of. the: war.. ": 

. The special will. ‘be -made avatt- 
able to. ‘stations now running the 

j series. As- ‘of. the ‘first. of ; this. 
‘month, “Battle. “Line”. waa. sold. .in: 
120° domestic. ‘markets: and. scores 
fof f foreign 2 

“Fractured. Flickers,”: 

ally only: 1} by 

: (Continued on page 36) neaeee 

_ STOCKTON 

-HELFFRICH. 
“explores the remifications ‘of. the Ww. if 

projects. - . medium end. 

Peak Seas Stride 
Majo Aussie Deal 

| Prodet overseas: during. ‘his recent 
visit to the. Far East. In Australia, 
he made ‘a deal for 25 hours. of 
specials, public affairs and cultural. 
programming.and in Japan, lined 
up: eight hours of such shows.. 
The Australian deal ‘included. the; 

four. hours. in the.“Saga of. Western 
“Man” and. fous other. special proj-. 
ects : shows,. “The. World’s Girl,” 
“The: Soviet" Woman,” “The Festi- | 
val. Frenzy” and “Whatever HAR | 

‘| pened ‘To Royalty.” Other p 
affairs: ‘shows. included ° eae 
tion,’ “60 Hours. To ‘The. Moon,” 
“The . - Matican, 77. 
Lament” and. “Discovery.” ” 
Klein noted that sales on “Ex- 

boosted: as a_result of that series | 
pedition”’. -overseas “have. 

winning the: Peabody, Ohio State 

“Expedition” - has ‘now: been| 
sold into: 26 overseas countries: | 

20 foreign markets. 

‘of the: .gross is. 
for by the public affairs program-|" 
ming. which, in many markets, rep- est 
resents. the: first “ time - such US. 
‘prograinming ‘has.. been . sold. 
Klein said the nigh high in ‘the 

overseas: ssales: curve has’ resulted. 
‘in the: company. beefing up its: sales 
staff | in. New: York. and in im key} 

“Sale & Cok Lok Down 
~ Noses ‘at Nose 

“In 2 ‘recent session. on: WMCA’s, 
YN: Y., “Barry Gray Show, *? radio rat- 

‘tings -were ‘lambasted. ‘for. “short. 
_| changing” the: industry. The. radio 
| ratings éritics were.Sam J.. Slate,-|: 
"| CBS: Radio v.p. who moves over ‘to|' 
RKO -Genetral ‘Broadcasting. : after. 
the first: of.the year, and Joe Cook, 

noses” was cited: ‘by. Slate as: “one 
of. the great. problems of radio. to-| - 

a day.” He charged. that: the current. 
'_ | rating services “have not been. able 

‘to.come up. with-an economic way 
to count all-the péople who listen ‘to: 
automobiles. or: to transistor. sets: 
Slate. said. that what-is needed is 
“a rating service that. has validity. 
for. both the advertiser: and also, for. 
the program people,” - 

-WCBS.. program’ director - Foe. 
Cook. said that.when ‘personilities: 
or program managers. start: relying 
on ‘and comparing ~ ‘ratings © with 
fragment: “the ‘number’ ‘tone’ , . . 

- you" hd ‘really counting nothing.” 

-|| vision. chain. is embarking “on a. 

Broadcasting Codes At . 
. The Crossroads? 

“The. © Miner's. 

TV, in the. BBC deal, secured West-|-, Klein said that ABC’ Films: will | 

ern Hemispheric ° ‘Tights, with. the: 
BBC. securing rights: to: the rest. of 
‘the. world. Metro TV: held off“Zero | Pat 
‘One” from the syndication: market, 

be hitting a high in foreign sales oO | 
when 1963 is. toted up. A significant | 

-accounted | 

; | color. 

. pathy. ” 

‘program ‘director. of WCBS, N.¥.|: 
The. problem: ‘of “how. to count |. 

By ‘ERM SCHOENFELD 

Metropolitan ‘Broadcasting’ 3. tele- 

major effort in program production. 
- |! for its.1964 schedule. Varied. pro- 

jects.range from dramatic shows 
a | through variety to public ‘affairs 

rogramming.: 
The ‘most ambitious project de- 

||:vised by Metropolitan Broadcasting 
ITV's” prexy Bennet H. Korn and 
programming v.p. Jack Lynn is a- 

': J series. of . six one-hour | dramatic 
.|t-shows. being produced. b y Robert. 

Herridge. First one “Requiem. for 
1] John Brown,” scripted by Herridge,. 

began taping last week. with. a cast 
- {i consisting of Carl Low 2 as John 

and Robert Burr, Sally Brown, 
. | Chamberlin, Louis .Géssett, Rex 

Everheart, David Hooks, R.. A. 
J| Jordan and John: Robert Crawford. 

- This show is-slated to be telecast. 
‘over the Metromedia ‘tv -stations 
early ‘next year. Other shows in. 
the series, of which at least three 

willbe seripted: by Herridge,: will 
jintlude “The Sensualists,” based 
‘on a Dostoevsky. theme, : and “The 

‘| Morning World of Walt Whitman.” 
‘Lynn said that these shows would 
be subsequently syndicated in other 
markets. This is the first dramatic 
series to be produced by’ Metro- 

_ | politan. 
- Metropolitan lias also taped the 

¢| two-hour legit show, “The. ‘Golder 
Age,” which. recently ended a brief 
run. at the Lyceum Theatre. In con- 
trast to. Westinghouse which in 
vested: some $60,000 in a Broadway 
flop, “The. Advocate,” Metropolitan 
only put $4,600 into “The Golden: 
Age” to’ secure the tv rights. Korn. 
said: “‘We do not intend to phinge 
into. the icy waters of Broadway 
‘angeling,’ but. we did. think that 
“The Golden Age’ ‘was. ideally suit-. 
ed for a tv show.” This show is also 

| due. early in .1964. 7 
In a: musical . vein, - ‘Lynn has 

‘mapped ‘a show with Lionel _Hamp- 
ton and his orch, tracing the devel- 
opment of jazz. Appearing on the 
show will be Benny Goodman, with 
his original quartet 
Teddy 

(Conti med on vontinued on page 34) 

Ion Pot 
_MGM-tV- has wrapped ‘Up an 

fmated . $2, 000, 000. deal ‘with 

WCBS TY, NN. Y., and WBBM-TV, 
go, both. CBS of&o’s, for the. 

40 pictures-in its latest group of: 
‘post-1950: films to be released ta- 

New. deal supplements: 
[last week's deal for 215. Universal. 

{pictures which. all the CBS-TV’s 
oko" stmade with Seven Arts. — 

television: - 

’ Half of" MGM’s 40 films are in 
' Theses include such fea- 

‘tures as “Take. the High Ground,” 
‘| Wengeance Valley,” “Love Me. or 
| Léave | Me” and “Tea and Sym- 

Is Better Than Ever,” “Night Into 
-Morning,” “Stars in. My Crown” 
and. “The Stratton Story." 

WBBM- TVS BUNDLE 

oe Chicago, Dec. i 
.WBBM-TV, in an arms race with. 

WGN-TV for ‘feature film suprem- 
acy-in this market, has stocked its 
arsenal. with 215° -post-1950 Uni- 
versal features for the biggest sin- 
gle package | ‘buy ‘here in several 
years. | 

Titles include. “Magnificent. Ob. - 
“session,” _ 

‘+ World In .His Arms,” 
‘Miller - 

“The: Far Country,” 
“Glenn. 

“Story,” “The Shrike,” 
“Spoilers” and “All That Heaven 
Allows.” Also the Ma and Pa Ket-- 
tle. pix, the Abbott & Costellos aad 
stein Francis, . the . Talking. Mules 
3 ein. 

et of Hampton, 
¥ pa, 

tress A ita ‘O'Da: and s . 
‘U. and Thomas: Edison awards. He} “eee x inger 

said such awards are regarded with. 
Ereat. respect by overseas film buy- 

“The. Vatican” . is. being shown in} 

--The- black-and-white fea-.. 
‘I tures. iniclude such tities as “Love 

~ OF UNIVERSAL PIX 



. - : - oe . too 
Mr et ee ee de ae ret ee aM Re ee te Mee ane 

F s | 

A ‘special committee” has -been| 
“named to achieve this aim. . 

_ At a-meeting of the: Council, one. 
‘member, J. «Mackay, complained. of . 
“low . and fm some cases. deteri- 

with: foul Janguage, inuendoes and 
-suggestions. which strike at ..the 

| -verity of - our. standards. and. way 
-Of life”... 

Theré was no one, he. ‘said, who | 
‘| had not: been: ‘embarrassed during: 
a course of an evening's viewing. 
by some of the “coarseness”: put |~ 

or televised for. that: matter: 

relieved focus” on one event. Would: 
‘Mr; Bode. find it more ‘appropriate 

The House Communications | 

Subcommittee moved to. ‘counter | 

ness doctrine. manifesto. | FOR WR. ws d 
In a report on its editorial hear-|- : Mae ‘Went, once. considered {00° 

FCC not to revoke or deny. license. which had to wipe a. taped. inter- 
YFenewal to stations which. failed} ‘role on -CBS-TV’s talking horse. 

“$ ) ™ 

requirements set. forth jn ‘ sts Tee series, “Mister Ed.” * 
‘cent interpretations o e fa ness 
pecans signed per ‘for a future episode, 

“The subcommitiee asked that the | . gned a writer to come up ‘with. 
‘ban on-FCC action be maintained | *. ‘winning . story. | Miss "West's 

gress. came during. the. rating: scandals. 

The group said it warits to look | 88d the ‘web, at ‘that time, con-. 

and also the issue of .whether’.a -her’ /interviewed. m such topies:| . 
station has to give<free time ‘to}-45 love and sex. | 

subcommittee headed: by Rep. | | ‘vehicles.- ‘She. ‘made’ a. ‘Yare - ap- 

duck those issues until: next:.year. Show” a few years ago. ~ 
In its report, the’ group. said it] od See 

imposing a. legal | requirement: for. 2 
stations to announce their obliga |-, Scot ( ouncil War. 
tion to carry viewrcoints. contrast- | ae 

The subcommittee .also ‘advised [ 
that “under no. circumstances” |. | nuen 

factor a. station’s refusal ‘to edi- 7 ae a | 
torialize. Edinburgh City. Council . ‘will’ 
_Among the conclusions reached seek an’ improvement -in ‘the: 

cast editorializing “if’ conducted the" U. K. 
fairly, therefore, must ‘be’ consid- | 
ered to be in the. public interest.”. 

ways broadcasters can serve their 
communities in bringing them. in-. 
formation ‘and discussion of~ con 

tee said... 

Anglia- TV in Britain 
Set a Fast Pace On 

‘London, Dec. 17. 

From the. ranks of the more pro- 2 § 

ductive. local commercial - stations | ‘White Fang’ a as s Series . 
Hollywood, ‘Dee. 17. 

product taken by a major station oped 
or, at least, by another’ contractor. eae, Cover tn udeal"eleced by | 
on the commercial web, a. new Irving Briskin, exec. producer: of | 

TV, a middlesize station with. big| Metro. 
program ambitions. — Series’ would - be: ‘first: project 

Anglia, this -‘month,. has no less. ‘under the recently-signed ‘contract. 

“network viewers..- These include Debbi ] i 
three hourlong prime. time dramas/| | *: Reyno ds. ‘heads armion. 
and two natural history documen- ] 

‘Additionally, one: of. Anglia’s:| 
contributions to the ° ‘little net- 
work’s” (local stations only) -co-op | . 

‘namely, “A Girl In The Office,” | 
“is scheduled for exposure this'| . Bditor Vaniery: New ‘York. 

‘month and, making up the total, |"""3¢ is: Bill Bode’s letter which is 
" Associated-Rediffusion’s .- newsmag | terical.’ 
show, “Here And Now” slated. for ” Did. radio: and tv kill Oswald? 
this month. All his arguments to support that. 

pulled off its first all-network deal cold facts: - 
for its specially-written Christmas| -The citizens of Dallas: or of the 
play, *‘No. Star On The Way. Back.’ *Itv viewing: ‘public : did: not storm 

“I elubs, ropes; etc.,. to. lynch. Oswald 
| because. they - were. stirred: ‘into. a. 
frenzy. by what they saw, heard 

Bay for All of U \ |" "Phe shooting was done by ‘one 
London, Dec. We |man, a man who by all reports. was 

Moving into a new sphere of pro-: days by his. tv or radio, but. was, 

chieftain Peter Holmans has’ Picked to ane Teporters. i at friend. 
-up the options on Metro’s “Mr. | ce he-was allege y. a frien 
Novak” for the whole of ‘the U.K, |°f the. Dallas police, could he not 

viously by a regional commercial 
_ station such as. Anglia, when TWW 
‘- bought NBC’s “87th. Precinct” for | 

Innovation on. Helman’ s: part. fol-. 
lows his buying of many American. 

Programs and giving them. their Caroline -at the President's coffin 

out winners..At one point, he says, 
five of the eight. (quota) hours’ of'|. eeth after every meal or that their 
American product screened by An- Hee leaves: their clothes : dingy 

Wax ington, Dec, 17, 

the impact: of FCC’s July 26. “fair-| Lo 

ings, the subcommittee requested | “hot” for *p erson to. Person,” 

to. “abide | by the specific. fairness. 

- Producer .Arthur : “Lubin, who: 

doctrine.’ 

‘through the next session of Con- ‘scheduled appearance’. on “P&P” 

further into political. aiitocliging sidered it. inappro riate to: have’ 

answer a- paid commentary. ‘She. has: appeared on. ty, ‘though, . 

Walter Rogers (D-Tex.). decided to| Pearance on -the: “Red ‘Skelton, 

ds planning to consider’ legislation | 

ing their editorial policy. . 

should FCC consider as an adverse | 
Edinburgh, ‘Dec. 47. 

by the sbecommittee was that broad- ‘standard of television, programs. in. 

Editorializing is -one. of: several 

troversial issues, the. subeommit- . 

Program Criginations| 

which continually seek.to get: their | Jack Londo on’s “White Fang”. 4 al 

pacesetter has arisen. It is Anglia- | Harmon Enterprises Ine... with, 

than 11 productions being seen by | ‘between the Indie and the studio. 

taries in the “Survival” ‘series. . 

skein, “Thirty -Minute Theatre” |! 

“Anglia has five contributions ‘to: irresponsible, irrational and hys- 

‘ At the same time, Border-TV has. ‘theory: can. be discarded. by. a few: 

the. city |. jail .armed.° with: ‘rifles,’ 

? > Anglia TV’s ‘Novak’ 
| or: read... 

gram buying, Anglia-TV: program | instead, in the. city. jail, cozying up 

This has been done only once pre-. have learned ‘of. the time. of trans- 

all of Britain. 

U.K. preem.. Majority. have. turned. 

glia were ora bought the. bal- | ‘and ‘dull? .Oh come now! - 
zs ‘The. tv and radio industry’ per- 

formed a. great and noble service. : 
- days were not days in| 

, e entertained. TV burned: 
“next logical step,” that is’ pick-|a memory :in- ‘the minds of the 

panies. - 
Local. ‘sucess: with Yank’ show. Those fi 

preems: has led Holmans to the which to 

ing up all British options and | public that cannot be brushed away. 
‘subsequently re-selling them to |'And that is how it ‘should be.’ 
other regions.. -. af 

| Vice! Abbott t Sets Up 

view with her, has landed a: guest | 

‘couple of : comedy’ ‘scripts, 

orating standards of television,. products sales’ for. October: this 
year ‘were. 36.3%. higher. than the: 

over. in the name of- entertainment. | 
| ‘| Auchineloss ‘Story. can 

_Rebutting Bill Bode | 

‘| not spending his time during those. : 

fer. from any member. of the force?” 
It did not have tobe ‘announced—"* 

 _[ amnwieldly. °: 

As for the “four days of: un-| 

‘for the ‘scene of Mrs. Kennedy. and. 

to be followed by a. family com-. 
plaining that they can’t brush their |: 

-editorial_on. the. Wednesday. follow- |*. 
ing the President’s:death, ‘still want- 
{ed to cover. ‘this. morbid: ‘postscript, | 
you. should: have. had one. of -your ; 

SOY OT een ar ET STE aes ee Ce TET ETT ALT 
. - . . a. < . . 

Own Production Saf m
a UD. 

“Michael ‘Abbott, fornierly with pS eeaete 
il ‘Talent Associates-Paramount Ltd.;. 

has set up. a, production company. 
"| under his own namé. : 

. New outfit is currently busy. ‘with | | 
are ‘flock of show. biz projects, in- 

= | Suding tv series created by. Larry 
. | Cohen, : Ronald’. ‘Alexander : and 

George: Christy. . Cohen. has : com- 
pleted. a script for an hourlong: se- 
ries, “White House 626, and‘a legit. 
play. which . Abbott has. ‘optioned. © 

Ronald Alexander has written.‘a. 
‘Let's. 

‘Make | Out” “and: “The: Devil. To 
Pay’. as. has George.’ Christy with. 
“Double Trouble” 's and “Her: Royal 
Highness” ” 

587, Increase hh 
Tint TV Set Sales 
With ‘sales of ‘color-and ‘black & 

white tv ‘sets reportédly. maintain: |. Foo appearance May. 12 at Vegas’ Sahara . 
-birth control spec. Jan..12°.~. .°NB 
lighting ceremony Dec. 22 : 

[Be a steady rise this year, RCA 
_|.Sales. Corp. prexy : ‘Raymond. We 

‘| Saxon‘ says. the. company: : has.- hit 
‘the highest tv dollar volume in its: 

‘| history.: He.teports: that: more tv.]. 
_| sets. were. sold by RCA ‘in the first 
+10 months thls year than, in all of: 

1962... 

. “Both: color: and black. & ‘white | pearances Jan; 5 on “Open:End”. gabfest. about pop music 
'Q. Lewis guest-emceeing | on. ABC-TV’s 
‘while regular’ emcee’ serves. as:a. panelist .. . 

| UN} correspondent, ‘elected. prexy of the UN Correspondents ‘Assn. ; 
Songstress Geula Gill. on NBC-TV’s 

" receiver. - “doltar : sales. have - ‘been 
| running. at a ‘record - pace,’ ". Bays: 
“Saxon, “and indications : are that. 
this. trend will carry. over into. 1964. 

J ‘other: ‘record ‘year: 
: He.says color set aales. are cure 

rently: running 58% .ahead of a 
‘year ago, and “‘a: conservative esti-. 
mate”. of color’ sales | for. 764. ‘would 
‘be. 1,200,000 ‘séts. 

- Saxon also:. reported . devictrola”. 

‘same month a year ago, and dollar. 
} volume for all home entertainment. 
.products for’ thie - dirst: I ‘months. 
this. year. was “more ‘than. 15%. 
ahead of the. previous ‘all-time Tec= 
ord. for a. full year. set. in: ‘1962. 

‘For: Goodson-Todman 
H ollywood, Dec, 17... 

| “The. “Maverick, ” one of the. ‘stor-: 
\tes in Louis ‘Auchincloss’. “Powers 
of -Attorney” - book,” -has - 
acquired . by Goodson-Todman . En-. 
terprises. ‘The. story, according. to 
present plans, will be.turned. into 
a. two-parter for the new “Richard 
‘Boone “Anthology” series, 

“Maverick” yarn also is. intend. 
| ed as a pilot for ‘a new: series, to: 
_ be titled the. same. as. the. Book. 

Tad b to be ‘entertained, there were, 
| those. football. games. or rock: ‘n’ 
‘roll. records, No. one was | forced. 
‘to either watch or listen. The en- 
tertainment business is my life ‘and. 
my. profession,.. but. this -was one 
time.the show. shouldn't have gone: 
‘on, - MY 

‘However, - r ‘must ‘wonder. what 
motivated: “Mr. » Bode’ s. letter.:.. 1: 
doubt if it was a..sense of. duty. 
‘More likely. it was a need to create | 
attention to-himself, a. desire’ 
to’ be- provocative-—and inbeer: 
stupidity... ot 

Would. any - intelligent’ man com: 
pare the “public service”-of cover-: 
ing -.an  assasination . that. - was.’ aw 
world-shattering event to the public: 
service of giving the “winning num- 

| bers”. 
the ‘man. be?... 

* Oné more thing; Mr. ‘Bode ‘was 
critical: of the: repetition - of . tv’s 
‘coverage... He’. should. have Te-read | 
his letter. which was. repetitive and | 

The = Saturday - ‘Review ‘of Litera: 
ture. asked the same question--in 
the current. issue. ‘The manner in 

‘some... sense, though the. purpose Is |: 
obscure.: _ . 

If VARIETY, after | its - brilliant 

‘editors: do: -so. 
‘The slurs made ‘upon the’ tv’ and | 

slurs’ made by such media: ‘on Lee 
. ‘Harvey Oswald. 

For the insensitive who simply Jos : Bevery Linet. 

ae 
_ 

| program operations: for NBC-TV on Coast 
{graphic artist Beb Dolce to ‘Say... VOWS with ‘show secy. Joy. Stichweh, . 

} sister. :of: Army quarterback Rollie . . 

-IRTS luncheon at Waldorf.Jan. 8. 

‘nighttime Jan. 7): .. 
Bob Hope spec Dec. 27: on. NBC-TV 

been | ° 

} Alan King will emcee... 

“magazine”: ‘presentation of news . 
‘up. fromi Kansas City ‘a year or. so ago, is now Closed... 
83-year. vet of. NBC including | nearly two. decades. in, tv spot: sales; . 

. . WGN Radio .dedicated’a studio. to the:. 
‘memory of the late announcer, Pierre Andre. ;. « Jim Strong left ‘WBBM -~ 
Radio, where he was a newswriter, to: rejoin: ‘the Tribune... WNBQ. 

| preempts. ‘“‘Harry’s: Girls” this Friday for’ an exclusive. report’ on the. 

Yetites at: the year’s end . 

‘for. a 
a pelling him. on the two-prime. -WBBM-TV. newscasts . 
who's been: in charge of WNBQ’s video tape. sales’ operation, quit to _ 

-on - tv? How: ‘tasteless . can ; 

‘with. ABC-TV) to Coventry ws 

‘which. they © ‘did:-so. at. least: made'|. 

radio ‘media by Mr. Bode are cer- 
tainly more unforgivable than ‘the 

_ Jerry: Madden: named. director, special news ‘projects ‘at NaC News. 
‘He'll: ‘be responsible for “Today” and act:as Haison between news and°.. - 

‘sports. diréctor. Carl. vol 
-R.. Callow, formerly. with Storer in New York, =~ 

‘has joined. the Mutual radio web as a salesman . ; . Mutual picks up. 
three. new ‘affiliates. New. Year’s Day, WSR, ' ‘Syracuse; KSGM, St... -. 

- Genevieve, Mo.:.and KWPC, Muscatine, Ia... .” 
‘| gets new - ‘Coast. ‘associate ‘with Richard Carter Public: Relations and. : 
severs relations with McFadden &-Eddy in Los Angeles .:.. 
-Fagan new veepee for sales. at:Sandy Howard. Productions .. 
“(Long Island) pubaffairs: director. Bill Nelson has been. named. ‘publicity. oa 
-yeepee for. the Nassaii ‘County. Police. ‘Happy. ‘Landing Fund,. which. -. - 
‘benefits : ‘police: families in times of need : .°. 

_ | Production. supervisor for ‘Trans-Lux- Television’ . . 
-- sales veep for NBC Films attending RCA exec.:management seminar... —-.: 

; A. John Graves named manager; film °°... - 
é-. «-NBC-TV “Today”. : 

network:. ‘gales, ‘Post: formerly held. ‘by -web’s 
Lindemann. .:... John - 

Klaus Lehman named 

at: Absecon, 'N. J., this week .. 

. Chet’: Huntley: willbe a 
| panelist in with competition: ‘Walter Cronkite - and Ron Cochran ‘at. 

« NBC-TV's Tom Kennedy: coming 
in town Dec. 26. to promo jazz ‘for his: “You Don’t Say,” 

an hour: interview on .“‘Today” Friday (20). 

. Joe Wolhander flackery: Sf 

- Charles: R.. 
‘WHLI 

..* William. P.. Breen, . 

which. goes. _ 
‘Suzanne .Pleshette: and Theo Bikel starring in 

. George: Abbott the ‘subject. of .. 
a. Bill Dana. makes-first 

. David Brinkley doing"... 
C-TV. covering’ White. House: tree-.-) © 0" 

| ..NBC. News’ Pauline Frederick replaces~:).:°" 
ewsnian Irving R. Levine on ‘Web's. 10-city. speaking: tour’ as: Levine. Te- eta 
assigned to cover. Pope. to. Holy Land ‘visit in’ January... a 

- ABC-TV’s ‘programming v. B.. ‘Ed. Scherick to. Hollywood for ‘quickie ee 
huddles' with’ studio execs . 

WNEW- ‘Radio’s- William: B. .Williams: making one of -his. rare: tv. “ap- 
. Robert 

| directorial’. bow on:‘the Jan.”:7 episode . 

and Myer. For: Hire”: comedy -shows. . 
‘writer and .ex-CBS, doing an intensive. overall. appraisal:‘of :tv-radio. © -__. 

{ industry’s. “crash coverage”. Of. President Kennedy assassination for -..~-. 
‘|-February Reader's Digest’... Paul-Denis doing four: pictorial.paper-" 0. | | 
‘backs for British. ‘¢irculation on. thesé: Américan video ‘values: Richard..°.°.. 
‘on air there,’ Everly Bros. - “Dr... Kildare” and. “Naked City”. All now op Mis 
‘on air there, eS, 
Carl Tillmaiins, CBS-TV Vp. and. general sales manager; vacationing 

for two. weéks with family at St, Croix, Virgin Isls. ; ... Paul 

venture.” 

-Grand. Central;; Pennsylvania and Long Island railroad..stations as part 
of: “Christmas Commuting to. New York” promotion. contest ‘sponsored: 
“by the different railroads ‘and NBC.. Woodman & Rich are heard over - 
“WNBC. from 2.to 6 p.m:, Monday through Friday. ': # 
“Lee Merrisey, who followed Pat Weaver from NBC to McCann-Erick-: 

‘son, joins him anew. at Subscription ‘TV, Inc. At.NBC. Morrisey “was. 
-in: ‘charge ‘of sales: for “Tonight”-“Today’-“Home” shows. . Bob 
Finkel gets the nod as Producer of .the ’64 Emmycasts, scheduled for --" 

. That postponed Acad “close-up” . dinner: hon-. : May 25 on: NBC-TV.. 
oring Jackie. Gleason will ‘take. place at the Americana ‘Jan:-17 .. 

Ecumenical. Council-by Alfred Cardinal: Meyer.....: Fahey Flynn leaves. 

join WGN-TV's sales staff... WBBM’s Don Mann. and Trib: columnist 
Herb Lyon co-hosted the: Christmas Barty at La Rabida Sanitarium on: 
-pehalf of ACOR and: Variety Club . 

“national: Broadcasting Awards competition... 
a score of -“Moonstrike” shows teo.ATN in: Sydney; Australia... 
‘prepped ‘a..personal print: of “T'W3’s”..tribute : to. President. Kennedy. 

| and airmailed it.to. Jacqueline Kennedy..’.: ciated edison is oo 
iverpool 7 latest. tv station in line witha documentary of “Beat City” 

.. A-R’s toprated quiz: show.” “Double- -Your. Money” arranging’ an 

‘Producer Albert Stevenson. made Prince. Rat in the Grand Order. of 
‘Water Rats, a leading. showbiz fundraising org.:. Dan Jackson, in 
‘Britain to: study tv under the. sponsorship. of the British Guiana -Gov- 
ernment, has joined Anglia-TV. on a working attachment . 

(Continued on page: 38) 

Lou Israel promoted. to. adrninistrative n 
_assistant to Richard A.. Harper, MGM-TV‘'s: syndication: ‘sales chief. . 

“The Price. is Right” Dec. aT. 
. John _MacVane, ABC's: . 

; . WOR-TV’s kidvid' emcee ‘Claude: ‘Kirchner: 
‘| wings to. South America: to play: Santa..Claus’ at orphanages, . 

| the ‘how will. be shown in. January on his, “Super, Adventure -Thea-: _ 
“|| tre” ow. * - - , | 

“ALIN CHICAGO. . ee . eo 
ae | “John. Justin Smith’s initial. assignment. at WBBM-TV: when. he moves. aed 

ae F over from the ‘Daily. News. will be to host a -Tuésday evening series," 
|“Current,”: with Sheri Blair (formerly of. the Anjierican). ‘It’s to be a’ 

. Ray-Eye Productions, which: came. 

Films’ of) 

. two-week holiday in Mexico this. weekend, with John: Drury” 
.; « Joseph Lutzke, 

- Hal and Naney Berg, who:do the *. :--: 
| kidshow “Land of Ziggy. Zoggo” on “WBKB, have written and: narrated: =.” 
‘the storylines for “Animatoons,” syndicated - cartoons from. foreign: -- 
‘countries.. .°. Former station rep Bill Fallon: joined’ NBC: Radio Spot | 
Sales to replace Bob Walsh, who went:to WIND . ... ‘Local thesps: - 
Gordon Oas-Heim, Maurice Copeland; ‘Marshall Richey and: Don Gordon 
shave been: cast for WBBM-TV’s original musical, “Christmas. Chimes” 

Fran Allison. and Don ‘McNeill will appear on Mutual’s “Reviewing. a 
‘Simnd” next. week ‘to. discuss the meaning of Christmas. ° . 

: IN. LONDON’. 
‘Associated Telévision. topbiasser: Norman Collins indicated ‘that should a 
“ATV: be granted a ‘further commercial tv’ franchise ‘it: would ‘consider - 
moving its.midlands: hq from ‘Birmingham (where. it’s. currently shared | 

. Peter... Marriott,” managing. director of: 
-Desilu sales: here, chairs preliminary selection panel for. the. Inter- | 

. BBC-TV Enterprises s sold . 

“around-the-commonwealth” tour for contestants whereby they answer .. © 
“Treasure Trial’ . questions ‘in. different. lands. ,.Buddy Greco’s 30-.'.. 
minute -vidspecial. which he. recorded while. in “town - for: the Royal 
‘Variety Performance.is scheduled for tomorrow: (Thurs.) ‘on .-A-R... 

. Ann Meo,. 
| knowa : locally ‘as “the quiz queen,” has quit A-R ‘to join. BRC. oe <4 

; Burke, =. : 
‘former star of “Naked City,” signed for ‘guest shot on “Great: Ad- ) 

- David White, CBS-TV- ‘director of . broadcast services, 
engaged to ‘wed. Janet Murch of N.-Y.. World’s Fair Protocol :Office:.. .- 

| Bill Talman ‘of “Perry Mason,” off..to Florida for Christmas- -holidays. noe, 
| 3 .'. Beanie -O’Shea; British music hall vet. of the Broadway legiter “The —°. 

Girl Who .Came to. Supper,” signed for Ed Sullivan Dec, 22'show..... 
| Neel. Coward set for guest shot with Florence Henderson on “Password.” hed 
“oa: WNBC radio team of Woodman & Rich broadcast fora week: at. 

Be 

“Today” show. toniorrow (Thurs.)- ne 
‘ee Vio Morrow, : actor. on ABC-TV’s “Combat”. series, makes his tv: - 

Kiaus. J.:- “Lehnian ‘Named. -.-. 
| porduction ‘supervisor for ‘Trans-Lux: TV Corp. .. assigned to the. “Mack: .- .. 

. Jimmy. Winchester, freelance .°: °° 
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-N AUGUST,.1962, 2 movement started to have New York 
_ City acquire Breezy Point, a beachfront area on the 

tip of Rockaway. Peninsula. 
The ultimate plan was to convert this privately owned 

area into a 1400-acre park for allthe people. of New York. 
Its | proponents! foresaw it as the Central Park of this age. 

Opposition to. the plan was bitter arid immediate. The 
residents of Breezy: Point. decried: the ‘proposal: vigor- 
ously. Builders, with private contracts at stake; stren- 

“yously voiced their. disapproval. Even some.of. the 
7 Mayor's: advisors. Suggested abandonment. of the idea. 
Nobody, it seemed, sawa, need for the Park except the 7 
. people of. New York... 

position, Mayor Wagner publicly announced his decision ae 
to lead the fight for the: creation of a Breezy! Point Park. ae 

, : an this continuing seriés, you. ‘will read how the ABC. Owned: Television Stations; . 

“after careful examination of the: issues, express. their views in the best interests of. the communities they serve. 

Three days later WABC-TV, New York, went on the air 

with its first editorial. The subject, Breezy Point. Like 
the Mayor, the station took a seemingly unpopular 
stance. It supported Mayor Wagner’s position with a 
series of eight editorials in three days. 
On June 21, WABC-TV ran a half-hour-documentary 

film, presenting the many viewpoints on the Breezy: 
Point controversy. 

_ Overwhelming response 

The response to the editorials and the film was instan- 
_, taneous. Letters: ‘and. telegrams. poured in. Phone calls: : 

te flooded the station’ s switchboard: Bouquets. and brick- 
On June 4, 1963, “despite the vocal and influential op- -ocbats were: tossed at'us with equal. passion. Detractors. 

“characterized. our editorials as “...irresponsible Jour- me 
nalism...” “..:shocking that a TV. station take B.. 
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stand...” “...some pretty wild statements...” 
When a station, after analyzing. a problem, expresses its honest beliefs, it must be 

Prepared to take bitter criticism with: sweet praise. The reaction to our Breezy Point 
_ editorials gave-us our share of each. 

a ‘Editorial mission accomplished 

~ But the: responses, regardless of their attitudes, proved that our editorials accomplished 
what they’ set out to do. They- provoked, they challenged, they: aroused. the public into- 
- doing something i in their own interests. Be se 

~ In September-of 1963, WABC-TV began to pursue in earnest its policy: WABC-TV. . 
“of editorializing.. In.a ten-week period, John 0. Gilbert, Vice President . _NEW. YORK 
-~and General ‘Manager, of WABC-TY; -addressed the station’s audience a. 
“total of 103 times, expressing ‘the: station’ 3. views on twelve significant. .. 

Tei is just: one example of how. the ABC Owned Television Stations pare © 
“ tiel ipate in thelping to solve the problems of people they livewith and: serve. : : 

WABC-TV NEW YORK, WEKB: CHICAGO, WxYZ-1V. DETROM, KABC-TV LOS 3 ANGELES: K60-1V SAN FRANCISCO 
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cE, Wednesday, December: 18,-1963 - 

0 shows, ‘both: network. ‘and syndicated, are tisted: on. the busts oft ‘their. + showing | _ 
. in the total.area_ homes barometer, 

:.”.: Variotis ‘branches of ‘the. Andustry, ranging y from media buyers to” Jocat stations . 
Ls, to. » syndicators will find the charts, valuable. . ‘ 

- _ Wariery’ s weekly: ‘tabulation. based on. 1 ratings: furtiisned by American Research ‘. 
Bureau, highlights the top 10 network. shows-on a. local: level and: offers: a. fating. 
study of the.‘top 10: syndicated. shows : in: the same’ particular. markets. This: ‘week 2 

“| six different markets are..covered, .. 7 

: Both’ the: network: and syndication study. features the ‘total. area homes: ‘ peached: a 
| and the metro .area ‘ratings on. each show. The total. area. homes:‘réached_ reflects 
| the audiences - on the. ‘basis of the. total. ‘market. area examined. Thé metro.’area 

| ratings. are based: on: the ‘metropolitan markets jwithin: the: total: area. sexomined. Top’ : 

INDL 

“performance ofthe top 10 network shows, on the.local level; the VarteTy-ARB gars o 
are: designed. to. reflect the. rating: tastes of virtually every. ‘market. in ‘the: U. Ss. 

"2 STATIONS: WEBM, ‘Wisi WLW WT : suave PERIOD: OCTOBER’ 16 - 29, 1963., 

“Tot, Area Met. 
‘Homes Area | 
Reached Rtg. 2 

Total Area Metroj| Area 
RK: Top ‘Syndicated ‘Shows Day & Time Sta Dist: Top. Competition: _ Stas * * Homes. 

Over. the course of @ year, ARB wilt: tabulate” ‘a minimum. of pie ‘markets. The. . a a 
Zs results of that .tabulgtion will be: found. weekly: in Variety. Coupled: with the -rating | 

“RR. Top ‘Network aca Sta. = ~ Reached __Bte- 

Le Beverly. Hillbillies... 

2. Bonanza “ee: 

3. Dick. ‘Van. Dyke. 

4. Red Skelton. bleasnetien 

5. Donna Reed .-. 
6. Lawrence Welk’ 

weeeseeee 

xa ‘My 3. Sons . 
8. Andy Griffith eee ce ues 

9. Lassie 2.0022... ecceee . WISH : 

255:700. 
209,600" 
191,400" 
| 187; 900 -. 
186, 700: 
“184,000. 

184, 000: 

I . 170,800 * 
1 .-168,300 

165,400 

: 1. Cheyenne’ (Mon: “Fri. 
| 2: Three. Stooges. (Sat. 8:00). 2-456 

Th 3. Lawbreaker (Sun. 7:00): eee ws 
4. Bat. Masterson. (Sun: ‘6:307,..... wees “WEWI a ..Economee 

enece +: WFBM.. 

“@ Surfside 6 (Sun.- 5:00)... ce 
Ht Fractured Flickers: (Sat: 7:00) -.. 

| 8. Top: Star Bowling (Sat. 2: 00, 5: 00). 

6:30) 23.0. 

5 Deputy. Dawe: (Sat. 10: 30)... 

9, ‘Danger Man: NCAA FB. 
(Sat. . 1:30, 4:30): 

| 10; ‘Huckleberry: Hound (Mon, 30). wet WET. 

passe SWEWI®. 

cocde. WLW oo 3 5 Warner: ‘Bros. . 
oe se’ *  WEBM. . 

UALTV 

--CBS Films. 

WISH. 

. Screen: Gems vs 

aes: Christensen - os 

“.Sereen Gems :. 

113; 600° 

55,700 

53,000 

75,600"... 
: . ” [67,8007 

:. 66,500; 
60,900 

ros..." 59,100 - 
59.000. 

. Lay American ‘Bandstand .. .WLWI:” 
.|F. ‘Farmer; “Racing... weaee. SWFBM. 7 

2 18 HuntBrink, ‘News; 
12 |.Captain. Kangaroo * 

. 11 ‘Lassie 
10} 

.4Casper i... 
11 | AFL: Football. 

':13'| Midwestern. Hayride wee WLW — 
12.Amer: Band; “B. Jackson WEWI. ; 

| Frances ‘Farmer 

os 8} Cheyenne... 

Wee WFBM 
'': | Publie; County Sch." cece WISH: ae 

‘Spooksville; ‘eh ne ae 7 

- 89,600" 
- 25,500 © 

“9,500:. 
+ 464,400. 

” 136;100"....: 
- "31,700" .° 

2 43600 ce 
' 40,600-. 2. 
123,100". 
37,200 > 

~~ 70,400. 
: “46,400: 

“43,600.::- 
I": 109,500 ..::~ 

em KRON, KPDt KO." SURVEY PERIOD: OCTPBER Ie: +29, 
oh Bonanza bode al Seton, 
2.. Beverly. wilibinies wes UE 
3. Ferry” Mason: 

5. Defenders ..:..,-. wee _ ++ PIX 
_ -KRON . '6.:Dr. Kildare -..:..; 

-.9. Disney’s. World .. «o.-KRON 
8. Candid Camera ........KPIX 
9. Andy Griffith | sete ccs KPIX 

10. Monday Night Movies. - KRON: 

355,200 -: 
. - 330 ,200 : rt 
~ 330 000° oy 

’.- 320;600 ..~ 
314, 800 ~* | 

. “304,400. Ze 

-* "298,300. .- a 
‘» 296,300°. 
"287,000: | 23 
273,300 2 

|| 9... Ripeord -{Fri. 
al 05 Rifleman. (hans. a6 00). 

ayes Gun Will ‘Travel ‘Onn. T: 00). 
-|} 2: M. Squad (Tues: WO ee Rp 
3. San Francisco: Beat (Sat. .7:00). 
4..One Step Beyond. (Wed. oT 00)... 

7:00)... 

8. Everglades. (Wed. 7: 00). 
‘7. Gunslinger; NFL FB (Sun. a0 

1 ee cee KPIX... 

| ee BS Films 
MCA’. 

vrs RIX... CBS Films 

'» Four Star a 
oe : Official - 
. -KPIX.. caawe CBS: Films. 
. Oey -Economee 

. WA-TV... 
Four: Star, 

- 183,400 - 
180,000 

_ _- 165,800. 
29 I +» KPIX., ABC: Films: | -. 
7 ||. 5. Detectives. (Thurs. 7:00). oo, 2.056. - KRON. . 

6. Biography (Wed, 3 

153,600. 
* 146,400. 
‘145,500 
_ 136,700 
“125,100. 

_Anoa0e : 
1203800 

-15./Bachelor Father 
‘13 |.Great Movies 
“14 Biography: 
11. ‘Rifleman’ 

- 13} One ‘Step Beyond. 
ben edeewawees KPIX 

.KPIX 
- 12:| Asphalt -Jungle; ‘AFL E FB: KGO.*- 
“10]One Step Beyond: .;.:.... .KPIX: 

.9)/ Death Valléy. ‘Days... bates -KTVU a 
_e se aoe. © 8.6.8 see 12] Detectives: 

Gunebys Cochran: News, KGO_ 
bieiat. KRON? | 

ae veee iuasKRON. - 
eee bts : “* . . .. .KRON.. . 

“91,600... 
“119 300. Co - a ‘ 

_) -Wasi500° > 
:°720,300- = 
153,600 3 

153;600. - 
108,400." * 

o 146, 400. 

= wexr, wesw. “SURVEY. PERIOD: OCTOBER 18. 2, 1963. 3. 

1, Beverly. Hillbillies... 

3. Ed Sullivan: . coer eee WTVI 

_. & Candid Camera wee aee WIVES. 
Be My Favorite | Martian. 

3. Beb ‘Hope 

‘10. ‘Monday ‘Night: Movies . -WCKT 

ec ewersedas 

wee WIS" 
2. Jackie Gleason. eoveees WTVI: 

{WIV 

6. Perry. Mason . Leelee ee oss WEVS 
“7. Bonanza. ..... yeeedeee. -WCKT. 

2 WCKT 

+ 139,300: 
. aie :200 

a Death: Walley Days (Wed: % 700). “395,100, °.) 33: 
173,800. 

191,200" 3: 
148,000: "2 
145,600: ~ -32: 

144,300" ~ 

29 

5 | 4 5. ‘Cheekmate': 

“t-9. Rebel .<Wed. ° 7:00)... 
| 39 

‘|| 2. Hawaiian Eye. (Sat. .6:30)..../.%. : 
3.’ Honeymooners -(Fri.: 

. fe Surfside. 6; NFL FB (Sun. 3: 30). 
T: 00). sae ee 

(eri! 4: 00). wehbe = . 

“4. Ripeord;: NCAA- -FB (Sat. 3: 30)... 
8. Lawbreaker (Fri: 8: 00). Sele es - 

10: D. Powell: W. Man; ie Q 
(Sun., Wed 10: 00): cleeede- . rate 

194,01 31. 6 3. ‘Stooges; NCAA FB (Sat. 12: 45)... WEVS:, 
142,100". 
141,900": 

. “estes -WCKT.. 

be a WIVs. ae US. “Borax: . 
a ee’ WIVES... Warner Bros. 
als oS WCKT:". ,:CBS Films . 
WIV. 

. wc . 

wre! os WIN. 
Se  WTVS.; 

2 eo -UA-TV. 

‘s UA-TV. 
: ABC - Films 
Four. Ster:. 

ts 1 WET: a 

+ Warner: Bros. . 

wee . Seren Gems . 

“08,400 
106,200 . 
“88,300. 
78,400 « 

14, 500 - 

* 70, 400 Jad 
* 60,600 ~ —: 

58,800. 
55,800 = 1 

2 48,500°° 1 
ea “Danny. ‘Kaye: 

7 Rebel La cadets ececebeee 
20 | Big. Movie’ . 2.3... 

-| Checkmate. ..2... 5 sont 
i2 | NBC.. News. Encore. rs 

_ +L AFL. Football 
| Honeymooners’ . ;. ; 

" {Int'l Showtime Save elp eve 

. ‘Saturday. Hop”... 6.3% 
}{ Int'l. Showtime’ .. ..i;... 
-|Death Valley - Days... eevee WIVS 
| Candid. Camera.’......4.:: WIVS: 

_:WCKT ., 
26 ‘2 seecee --WEBW : 

| U_of.M; Exploring. weees .WCKT. = 
--WLBW: 
.-WEKT 

aa 5,800 7 
81,300 | 

74,000.02: 
31;200 
36,700. 
88, 300. = 

RT aee 
27,500 © 

-137,600 
- “108,400....0 2. 
"148,000 -:.. © 

.. 136,600 - = 

WASH
IN NGTO

N, D.
 ».C. ~
 — 

11. ‘Huckleberry’ “Hound “burs. 
2. Hennesey. (Tues. 7:00)... ... 
3. Death Valley Days (Mon: "7: 00): 

=e “Beverly” Hillbiiltes eae WrOP- o 
<2 WRC. 255,600 

234,500: * 
211,300... 
- 210,500°*:..: 
208,300 ~ 
. 192,600. 
186,400. . ~ 
179,700. ~ 

£176,300°. 

2. Bonanza .. 
-3. Dick. Van. Dyke. . 
4. Disneéy’s :World .. we Seeee 
5, Andy Griffith... 
6. Candid Camera. ae 

9. Lawrence Welk. . 

. WRC - 
eet “WTOP: 

~. 2s WTOP ~ 
J, Danny Kaye. «<0... 0: : WTOP 

8. Saturday Night. ‘Movies. “WRC 
.- WMAL a 

10. Hazel - ae wees WRC . 

"2086 300 : 
: 3) 

26° 

3s: Rebel (Wed. °7:00).*. we! 
. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6: 30) «- 

.:3 Stooges (Mon.-Fri. 6: 00) 2.0.2. 
||. 9. Third’ Man; “NCAA: FB ‘Sat. 7: 00).". 
10. "Wyatt Earp (Mon, - Wed, Fri. 7 00. 

4 
5 

6 
{|-%. Bat. Masterson (Tues., Thurs: %: 

9 

6: 30). 

. Quick Draw ‘McGraw: (Mon. 6:30) 

“WITG.. > Screen. Gems. 
faci. - WRC. ies . NBC Films" 
Lotte SWRC..:..UsS: Borax 

“WITG.. . .Sereen’ Genis 
co WRC. ; ABC* Films... 

00). 
/WTTG..: Screen’ Gems Lo 

-:Economee. ot 
.. Screen Gems”. 
«NTA. he 
“ABC: Films. 7 

-WTTG.. 
oe W TTG.. 

“WTOP... 
WITG. 

~ 108, 100 
~ 102,300 

- 100,200.. 
100, 000. | 

10°] CBS - 

"84,800 

wet Huntley Brinkley: 

‘10 | Highway:-Patrol «...: 
_ 84,500 

12 {/CBS. News: ..... see eee. --WEOP. 
..91CBS ‘News .. ......% 
8. Huntley Brinkley 

| ‘News - 
il Huntley-Brinkley * 
-10.{|CBS. News.’ weer ee: 

9] News 4. ‘Washington: WRC: 
WITG. 

CES News’ 024.0. “tm . WTOP: 

: "106,600 an 
-119;400-. |... 

- ,119,700. 
149,100 |. 
-112,300 «©. 
146,600" 

. 116 600. =. . 
£75,200. 2-2" 
~ 97,700 .. 
lis: 7007. 

STATIONS: ok Wien Webi SU 

| 1. Beverly ‘Hillbillies To wae -WBEN 
2. Dick. Van" Dyke. : Lives. WBEN |... 

Weems ;. WBEN - 

_ ngs: “ee: ~WBEN:- 

° ree ere - WBEN. can 

3. Candid Caméra 
4, Ed Sullivan . 
5. What's: My ‘Line. 

' 6. Lassie .: bs 
7. Red: Skelton mS 
8. Nurses - 
9, Petticoat Junction P ” : - .: WBEN : 

“16. Hollywood ‘& Stars... .- WGR 

“FUS. Homes (Only © Bs 

| "920 “600 
191,900: 

2 188,100: . 
180,100. - 

177,400" 
Y ° 174,400 

N 160,600. 
". 160,200..- ~ 
-159:000 
155,800... ~. 

-Honeyinooners: (Mon. 7: 00)... de ase 
. Bat: Masterson (Thurs. 7:00)... 
; People Are. ‘Funny (Fri. 

a 

meas 
‘Dragnet; . Pie. Polka’ (Sat. q: 007. 

- Zane Gray" Theatre (Wed: 7:00). 210 

a 00). ese 
Phil Silvers (Tues. 7:00). 2.5.3.5. . -WBEN. . 

.. Story.” OF - (Mon. -9:30).......600 5° 
‘Death Valley Days..(Wed. 7: 00). cas 
. Wyatt Earp; Father: (Mon.. 7200) «: 

; Gun Wilk Travel. (Tues: “7:00) .- 7 

ST WBEN. GBS Films. | 
..WBEN.: ..Economee ©. 
.. WBEN.. °.NBC: Films” 
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"Televi . 
cry or ANGELS Bo 
With Walter Slezak, Maureen. 
"O'Hara, Hermione Gingold, Hurd 
‘HatGeld, Douglas Rain, Norman 
Barrs, Kathryn Loder . . 

Breducer-Ditector:. George “‘Schae- 
fer: _ 

Writer: Sherman. Yelien": 
“60 Mins.; Sun., 4 pm. 
-HALLMARK CARDS — 

‘(Foote, Cone &: Belding) - 
Instead: ‘of offering.‘andther ‘con: 

eert of George: Frederic. Handel’s: 
“The: Messiah,” Hallmark present- 

-*). gd the story’ ‘of: how: the. greatest : 
oratoria. in’ the. Exiglish’ language :? €ame. tobe written.” As: usual with 

+ -telecastsassociated with this: -Spon- 
s0r,. “Cry of: Angels” was’ a sedate, 

. ‘Richly . mounted - and : _ excellently 
cast performed. show. -: . 

The. script . -by Sherman’: Yellen : 
‘did not:. generate. much. dramatic. 
tension, but..it was an: : arresting: 
picture of .an. eccentric: Benius in 
18th Century English society... The:|. 
story traced .Handel’s career ‘in. its: 

_-Jast. phase when. his. works fell into. 
' popular and royal:disfavor and he 
had. grown. into a- ‘crochety: ‘old: 
-Man, .a:-role conveyed. very- effec- 

7 o tively. ‘by ‘Walter Slezak.. 
' 2: At this stage,- according to: this 

~” gentimentalized. :account,. the ° li- 
‘pretto for “The. “Messiah. ”. taken 

-.. from -passages. from’ the ‘New. Tes- 
. |...tament, was placed. into) Handel’s: 
.“_ frands. by a -young: soprano, played: 

Q’Hara.: Since the by Maureen . 
“=: process: of. artistic .créeation®is. vir-: 
tually” impossible ” ‘to portray’ .:in. 
dramatic terms,..- the. story - -of. 

- Christ's birth was told in tableau 
form while Handel. ‘was: composing 

i the music ‘for. “Fhe Messiah™ at: a 
. ‘feverish | pace. 

“The: final command: performance | 
of the: oratorio. recreated . .the “Hal- 

_, Kelajah” ‘chorus with ‘Miss -O’Hara_ 
_: | handling the. soprano. Soloist role’ 
“> yéry :ereditably arid John. McCol-. 

" :‘Jum,.. as - the.- - professional ‘tenor.. 
The music itself soared over every-. 
thing - that :“had! ‘preceded -it-. and |’ 
brought | the” hour’ to. a -stirring |. 

“ elose.. 
Solid. Derforinantes - by 

ported . ‘by. Hermione: Gingold,. as 
- ‘the ‘sympathetic ‘daughter of..King. 
-.George 2d, and Hurd Hatfield, as: 
the: ‘malicious: Prince. of Wales. Un- 

“lt > fortunately, -the script did: nof. per-| 
'" “mit.these ‘characters to. emerge as . 

ffigies. ‘The 
mo, -eastuming | and. Settings, ‘however, 

‘. Were richly. suggestive of bows ‘his 

7 anything more ‘than .€ 

oe torical “period. . 

HE SOVIET WOMAN. 

-_Preducer-Writers William. Westen 
Directer: Weston 

; PHILCO - 

of ' (BBD&O) - 
oa “phe ae ‘perhaps even oy startling 
st thing about: William Weston’s docu- 

.: ‘Mentary.on distaff life ‘in the USSR} 
is that it told ats StOny sympathe-| | . 

an Sealy or ‘verision; ‘and. _that’s| ‘the. Anack. of involving the young-{° 

..! ‘what: made.‘ it. all.so fascinating: 
-« Wiewers of the ABC-TV: ‘special 
~s gaw prettier and more .cheerful. 
.. Soviet Union than is generally :de- 
“" ‘picted in ‘the mass media, and pos-: 
wot sibly they were: -surprised to-learn } 

‘. that: .the-sun -does.. “occasionally | 
: ' ighine there; thatthe country. is 
not totally. lacking ‘in creature com- 

"\... forts, that-the children are healthy}. 
and. w: ell-dressed: like our own and: 
that there is no searcity of women. 
who. are. beautiful. by’. our: “western 

ards. 
* Assuming | that: the’ ‘fim. was: 

objective: and: honest as -it seemed, 
that truth is always ‘in. the). . 

(I See. Chicago”): 7 | 
‘With Fahey Flynn,- narrator; ‘Har-| 
eld. ‘Wallace, Scott: Craig, ‘Report: 

and 
public: “interest, “The - Soviet 

_-Woman” “made a- Aefinite -contri- 
|, bution. to the better. understanding |. 
“ef. the Cold War enemy -when the|.. 

politics are stripped ‘away... The pro- 
‘ gram. seemed to. take its cue: from}, 
an pate Khrushchev..“who, 

‘that many things: united the two 
: fpowers and:that the people of ‘both | 
-“gountries could contribute to ‘better |: 

| those. : pereniiially: topical « - 
ha ite ¥ allowed to: 

. Rave its points. wherever it: may, 
'.: |: fave -made' them; but while the] 

* @ocumentary,” in: - its. objectivity, 

felations by. meeting: more often:. 
-Russian society was. 

| 4 ‘have advertised well for cer- 
a, aspects of Soviet life i€ ‘was 

. never 30 attractive as to make. any- 
“® y want to catch the next ‘boat. 

Se € was’ little _editorializing in 
. Weston’s -articulate ‘script: (voiced 
va ompertiy: by. John Secondard), and” 

.60 Mins., Sun., 4:p.m. - 

a “Miss. 
O’Hara:and Slezak were ‘well: ‘SUD-. 

~.f movement fron 
jthe unabash. 

Tealize too well: | 
This’ is: probably | one - “of the |: 

simplest shows: of: the.:series,-.and-|:: : 
while it..wasn’t one of the most ~- 
‘entertaining, ait’ accomplished. its}: 

| chore very: effectively. 

THE, DREAM 's ‘SEERERS—Parts. 1 

Producer: Wallace’. 

after : a 
and. ‘cordial’ greeting; stated’ 

‘30 Mins., Wed. ap: 7:30: pm. 

WSEM-TV (film) -. 

Rees 
“Vthe: ‘Wnerits ‘of. a Social: system: in 
which :women operate” cranes. or 
perform surgery and then ‘go home 
to fix:dinner for their families was] 

\ left ‘entirely for: the: viewer to de-|: 
‘note. 

‘1 came at. the. end, “when the Rus- 
4 sian. -wormnan’ ’s' way 

= +1 described. ‘as : “not _ entirely “Of her 
‘> POwn. choosing.” . 

me ‘NBC-TV, from..N. Y:. ‘color, tape). 

cide. . The “ one: “political” . 

to “know ‘that ‘the: female nature. is 
basically: the same’ ‘everywhere., For 
all‘ their: dedication .to ‘the ‘state’s 
working ‘force, Soviet. women ‘were 

|} shown tobe. ‘almost ° as -interested |. 
‘in glamor ‘as: western women. and 
{as captivated ‘by ‘style shows. -Also,. 

| it- was.‘noted, the government. had. 
to. build: “marriage -palaces”’ : be- 
‘cause the unromantic’ civil. cere- 
monies were driving young couples 
fo ‘church weddings. 

farms and was described from the 
viewpoints of the factory .workers,. 
the white collar girls, the tea 
farmers, the ballerinas; the medics, 

|and: the’ ‘toother heroines who get 
their title: (and - a- Stipend). after 
| bearing 10: .children: ‘It . ‘was: as- 
tounding- ‘to jJearn that-females pre- 
dominate-in the. field of medicine, 

-‘Land-- one... of - the: documentary‘ 'S 
choicer- ‘svenes | was. of :.a surgical 
operation” in which ° no Taen - ‘took, 
part. 

“Weston’s ° film ‘gave the US. | 
Miewer. ‘much. to ._ponder ‘and. much 
-to be. thankful for. In. all, respects. 
‘it: was. a mature job. 

. CAPT. KANGAROO | . 
With ‘Bob: Keeshan, ‘Alfredo An 
-tonini Orch, . others. _ 

Producer: ‘Ray: Abel © 
‘Director: Peter Birch © 

‘Thom ‘McAn,. Fels & oe. . 
-CBS-TY ‘from N.Y... . 
. (Doyle,. Dane &:. Bernbach, Ze 

-Zubrow) - 

the: kindergarden era. The brand. 
of nonsense he puryeys is elemen- 
tary, but- it’s ‘the. kind that’.has. 
served its: purpose’ with the young 
set. ‘for many years. _ 

}-- There is, however, : the ‘element | 
of elevation. The: music . which 
accompanies, ‘Captain: ‘Kangaroo..on | 
these -excursions into. moppethood ‘ 
is: ‘generally enjoyed by adults as: 

4 well, - ‘The:: CBS . Symphony  con-. 
aw lod ducted. by “Alfredo, Antonini .pro-. 
4... | ¥ided: ‘a°-pop - concert with .the. 

“*! overture: to. ““Zampa,” “Pinafore” 
“Soldier’s Chorus” as well as. 

“Mozart's: 40th, ‘and 

and’. a. - few 

no doubt, from the normal Sunday 
-afternoon: ‘pursuit :of fighting. ia the | 

e. War. II- all over. agajn via 
ancient . video filmfare...- 
- -Keesan: works: -simply.- He thas |. 

-sters.:in his’ various projects. He eg 4-44-44: 
casts ‘an.-entertainer’s spell over|¢° =~ 
the children. He -concocts simple Dg 
‘little’ plots’ which makes ‘the’ kids]: 
very. ‘much .a: part of ‘the proceed- |. 
ings, and he.does it well. Unfor- | 
tunately, much of the ‘action takes |- 
-place offstage, a ‘fact. the kids must. 

‘ers; others ~ 

ILLINOIS BELL. TELEPHONE 

(NW. Ayer). 
 Aleoholism ° and. Ope: addiction, 

problems, ‘have by now ‘been so: 
thoroughly worked. over’ in’ both]. 
the press and. television that: it: 
‘is: practically. impossible for any-: 
one.to do a standout reporting. job 
on either Subject without a fresh 
‘angle or a new. insgiht,:- WBBM-TV 
pubaffairs. ‘producer. :Hal’. ‘Wallate 
had. te. warm. over’ the ‘same old: 
Material, but through cogent .writ- 
Ang,. slick cinematography and Ledit- 

‘of life. was 

“ The Russian: women: were: “as. in 
| | teresting - for their similarities to 
‘the American :breed as. for: their 
differences, and it was comforting. 

Femme. life’. was: : shown’ oth. in: 
the. city ‘and: on. the ‘collective 

* Les. . 

| 7HE MAKING OX-A PRO: 
. With Frank ‘MéGee, ¥. A. ‘mitile, 

oe? ‘producer: Robert Northshield . 
7 we ‘Director: Walter. Kravetz | | 

: | Writer: Nerthshield - 

"| GULF |. ee 
NBC-TV, N. x moe 

Bob. -Keeshan,. as ‘part . of ‘the than: dancers customarily: do, raised 
| CBS-TV -. kiddie ‘specials, took: the: : 
‘moppets out: of the: ‘space. age into 7 - 

~ Dut. still. advanced ‘ 
W 2 ‘Haaig. Dieces such, as. ‘Prokofiev's { 

‘t.s ae a: af “Cinderella © Suite’* 
ce Mins, Tues, 4s Pm. Me. a others. “They: provided'alot ‘of easy. 

| aural entertainment for the elders, . 
ae ‘many of whom were interrupted.’ 

ce i With “Raimondo. Vianelle, 
Xavier. Cugat, ° "Sandra 

Jose, 4 

‘highlights. . “Vianello: has also: suc- 
cessfully revived his. “‘listener- let-{- 

Ais © 

+-++- : ‘ing, ‘and a. -ganny. ‘selection. of case | 4° +404 + 4 +to+ 0 0-090-0-0-4-6-6-00-0-44 
a se Seer to turn it into | Sa ee 

*. $1 a thoroughly. professional two-part | J |. Te i = Folle -U -_ 
presentation that ‘must rank’ with|¢ e © “a 0 sOW- - P 
3.| the. better informational. documen- |:* _ eo 

4 p | taries | Produced: in. Chicago this +++ 
year. 

“Glynis”) :rather than. in’ a-‘singlé 

‘a. parallel’ between -the. two ‘social 
ills: The two segments. were unified:| 
‘by - both. -a production. style. and. 
‘the thesis: that each: fortn. of addic- 

‘| tion * was. mothered ‘by ‘a ‘need. to 
escape reality, hence- the title, “The 
Dream Seekers.” Illinois. Bell Tele- 
phone. Co., which underwrités three 
or. four documentaries ‘annually on. 
“WBBM-TV. under: the. are ae 

idn’t ‘See. ‘Chicago,’ ‘apparently 
‘stint ‘on the budget with: this. one, 
‘and the generosity. showed. 

perance. Union, to .the Chicago .Al- 
‘coholic ‘Treatment. Center ‘and the 

‘| House of Correction ‘Hospital, and 
to a ‘number of. other: institutions | 
and ‘social agencies... 

Interest centered. mainly on. ‘the 
victims | ‘telling . of their, own ‘ex- 
periences, and “Wallace” ‘came ‘up. 

dle-. with some. good ones—a mid 
aged: businessman who’ had. started: 
tippling at age. 10, a.former,.dops. 
peddier. who’ got hooked. -because.} 
he - wanted .to. see -what .the kick. 
‘was, a teenage’ girl who -picked. up | 
the ‘habit: ‘and broke her. mother's’ 

heart, a well-to-do suburban matron 
whose- drinking :got ‘‘as -bad.:as- it} 4 
could: get,” and a#. panel. of junkies | - 
trying. to. kick® ‘it, who told of how] 
they had ta steal, It was such stuff: 
as.-episodes | of “Naked: Cis", ‘were. 
‘made OMe eg 

e Sherman, Gynn’ Griffing, 
others ~ 

60 Mins; Sun., Dee. 18, ier pam," _ 

(Young: & : Rubicam): 

everyone . thesé.”days)._ 
Making’ of :a. Pro,” story: ‘of ‘New. 
York. - Giants: 

traded after the Pittsburgh. disas- 
ter (when.-number one QB Y. .A: 

ae dee ee sae the Sunday Ga) | ‘Crosby rendition. of “Do. You Hear 

timeslot; coming.on. the. eve of the. 
a | Giant's: ‘clinching - ‘of the. Eastern. 

‘Division championship .in. the Na-'|- a 
--Show’s |" 

opener’ was able to employ footage | .. 
tional ‘Football ‘Léague.. 

‘from: the’ same-day ‘game that de- 
cided ‘the title.” 
"But this one didn’t need. a lot of 

Juck’ ‘to’ ‘put it across. No. legs than: 
half a -dozen™ photographers eon: | 
tributed: to. the’ footage that fol-.: 
‘lowed. the rookie: ‘through : ‘signing, 
raining. and. action.” ‘Their efforts 

- {Continued « on page 34) | 

nea GIOCONDG 

Marie. Delos, - A 
Orch. others. |: . 

‘Director:. Gianfranco Bettetini an 

Writers: Scarnicci, Tarabusi 
70 Mins,, Sat.,. 9:05 .p.m..°- 
RALTV, from Milan™ (Cape) 

Lane-Xavier -Cugat - teammanship. 

Show. catight. featured: ‘an’ “amus- 

“unsuccessful) | --RATI 
skein, “PE. P. * which. it tore into 
with a. relish “and. several. risible 

ters” -bit -which -he did some sea- 
Sons’ batk with U5 gO “Tognazzi. Here 

“The. ‘two. half hour films’ were. 
‘shown on poe ee ues ole 
preempting. Jac enny, ‘the other | Benny and Bing Crosby ‘coquarter- 

‘hour so..as_not' to draw. too: strong: 

. viewer ‘found. himself: ‘ present “not 
-The. cameras got around to. skia 

Row. and the comfortable. middle- 
class suburbs, to:a meeting of Nar- 
cotics -Angnymous* and 4 meeting | 
of the. Women’s: .Christian Tem- 

| Juliet. Prowse. ‘First skit involved | 
mL: | Danny- Thomas | and ‘Hope as tele-| 

* .4-vision’ private eyes’ competing. for 
j.a. corpse,. better” storylines and | 

-| out of a. guestshot fee by conceal- | 
{ing tv. cameras in his. home... Both 

“| were ingenious. «and . still funny | 
{the second time - ‘around, - 

7 revealing too much. for television 

' NBC-TV News. hada ‘fascinating. 
| hour | ‘for pro‘ football: buffs (and | 

| that seems. to cover just - -about 
in -. “The: 

“rookie quaterback. 
Glynn Guffing, and. the producers the: ‘Look Magazine. All-American 
‘had’Some good: luck along the way.. 

“First ‘ break ‘was that the. other 
quarterback © and not: ‘Griffing- got: 

ness: in the’ program “put: did ‘Serve | 

ro of f pace, the overall Progratt lacked . 

| (“Moon - River” 

1 and rounded . Vvoice.-for effective. 

_terp. elements, but. the general: im-’ 
“= f pact is~ ‘positive, especially for as 
“ -| long: as: Vianello’ remains: unfet- 
“| tered: ‘by’ cerisorship. on his barbed. 

| topical: -and. political. quips. ‘Pro- 
Judging from early stanzas,’ nai} 

PTW: after -a- siege’ of “the. variety.) 
— doldrums: has. ‘a. ‘winner: in: . this: 
<) amusing. weekly itemi. - Thanks go} 

_.J mainly : to’. Raimondo: -Vianello, “a | 
1 serviceable, . multi-faceted: and. ac-| 
“| -cessible . comedian, with : ‘able .as-| 
sistance .from: his. : wife, Sandra. 

i Mondaini, and.-thé ‘polished Abbe 

‘SMASH 
‘With. Delia ‘Scala, Toni: i Veet, Giu- { 

Directors: “Enzo ‘Trapani 
Writers: Trapani, Sant-maria. 
45. Mins., Sun. 9:15. pw. lT- 

ing spoof. of another ‘recent: (and 4 I-TY, from e (tape) 
ultimately. . ‘ghee’ ‘new variety show 

the’ local’ shelf by RAI-TV after. 
some months in the can, wasted the 
talents’ of several. ‘valuable ‘per- 

DeFilippo. Show is a: baffler walch 
tries to be very. avant-garde In ; 

Wife: subbed” _ amusingly ‘fort - - 

( vomment 

Bob Hope Comedy Hoar. “pa zip ‘and sparkle that would bolsier 
With’ Bob. Hope _ benched for <a. its viewer appeal. 
few weeks by an eye ailment, Jack |--’For. the most part the color spe. 

cial was reminiscent of those mul- 
titudinous hoss operas that Rogers. 
‘and -Miss Evans turned out for: 
‘Republic. jn’ the pre-ty days. For 
in one. sequence Miss Evans‘ con- 
tribbed a reverent “Red River Val- | 
ley”. (with’ Williams: and “Rogers” 
joining’ on the chorus). in~ which. 
-it was easy to. visualize. the sun 

backed. «his. . “Chrysler - ‘Comedy. 
Hour”. last Friday and, with the 
help of. some choice. ‘sketches from_ 
previous: Hope. ‘programs, - made it: 
‘a. winning ‘outing. ‘The: show. was 
‘noticeably ° a‘ ‘patchwork: of tapes 
and..-almost. totally. devoid of the. 
immediacy -and spontaneity that is 
normally felt: in.a Hope broadéast; | Slowly setting on the range. 
‘but the star’s illness, dwelled.on}. Knotts, ‘who held down the tom-. 
wittily © by~. ‘Benny. and. Crosby, edy. ‘slot, generated some amuse- 
turned. that ..into. an. advantage in | ment asa tough deputy sheriff and™ 
the manner : of x tribute. The: later returned in a bit as a matador 

for mild results.. Williams warbled 
several . Yuletide Songs and alse 
worked. in an ‘unobtrusive. plug 
for his Chrisi.nas album. Five-year- 
‘old’ Donald Osmond, brother of 
the four youthful Osmonds who 
regularly appear on the. show, 
Supplied a cute novelty in join- 7 
ing Williams for a. jazzed-up voral 
1-O£ “You Are My Sur Sunshine 

The Time Singers. ‘fur- 
nished ‘solid choral backgrounds’ 
at. various points in the ‘program. 
which. wound up with Trigger (the 
‘horse) doing a terp routine and. 
‘Williams .crooning “My Favorite 
“Things.” : Plugs for S & H stamps. 

merely. as a ‘consumer of entertain- | 
ment, but as a friend of the: hos- 
pitalized - comic and a well-wisher. | 

. Opening. ’ monologs' «- took the: 
form, of ‘the traditional: show. biz 
roasts, -with ‘Crosby: testifying: that | 
in... “all ‘his.’ years with Hope the 
eomic never. upstaged. or. hogged. a} 
scene=—“although. . heaven’ knows 
he -tried.’”’’ Benny: ‘came out exag- | 
gerating Hope’ s.arm-swinging stride’ 
and allowed that.he was happy to. 
‘do :this -for his’ friend—“It.-was | 
either . this, or send flowers,” . he | 
said... An’ Amaginary hone call 
from: ‘Hope: in: the’ hospital :-when: 
the ‘subject’ got ‘around to his nose} despite thetr familar. Gib 
was: ‘a good rieve of ‘comedy. writ-| ° 
ing for the Benny: style and a'na-|~ “NBC Children’s Theatre. 
tural: climax: for. ‘the warmup. eee. . Purpose of the “NBC. Children’s. 
thent of the show." . | Theatre” «segment “Sunday (15), 

- On'came the tape repeats, a ‘pair titled “Of Sights And Sounds,” was 
of. cleverly: conceived ‘sketches: that | to - introduce the moppet viewer. 
were worth beaming .again and’ | to the sounds of a large orchestra. 
corking song: and. ‘dance number by | The mission apparently was ac- 

‘complished because of the way 
Igor Buketoff, who hosted and. 
conducted the NBC Orchestra, 
handled the assignment. 

_ His narration, which he scripted 
with Robert Goldman, was pegged 
for kiddie. understanding and his 
tone was that of.a friendly teacher. 
Also, the repertoire. was full: of 
orchestral flashes and: flourishes: 
that. could cld the: youngster’s. 
interest. Of particular merit was 
the’ showcasing of | Prokofieff's 
“Cinderella” in “sight. and. ‘sound.” 
The “sight” yalues were supplied _ 
by Lisl Weil,. who illustrated the... 
Cinderella: tale to the accompani- 
ment ‘of the orch. — 

Also. good for the kiddies. was 
“The Worried Drummer,” a piece 
which.. allowed. the orch’s precus- 
Sionist. to bang away on assorted 
‘drums, cymbals and sticks - 
“There. ‘was also a musical game. 

| time in which thé kiddies at home 
could participate and with Buket-. 
off leading the way it-was probably. 
hard. fo resist. 

“The Harlem Temper, * in: keep- 

‘higher - -patings;. the second had 
‘Benny with a scheme ‘to beat Hope 

“Miss | 
Prowse, looking as though she were. 

although she,had more: clothes on 

the male pulse. rate with her. Roar- | 
ing “Twenties number.: the high 
‘Spot. of. which was. an old-fashioned 
fae stef: with a ‘male chorus | 
ine. .-. : 
-For a finale; ‘Crosby introduced’ 

Football ‘team: - and-: the © various. 
“Bowl. Game queens with a luke- 
warm gag. line: for each member, | 

: 0. Me 

for- topicality. and,- along. with a 

What I Hear?,” helped to. keep the} 
show from: ‘seeming entirely a rerun. 

Let... “fo 
| | . ding with. the “high. standards. of. 
Nady: Williams Shew: . | "CBS Reports,” had the distinction 

With: NBC-TV’s: “Andy Williams | of getting: to the heart of many 
Show” running third to CBS-TV’'s 
“Garry. Moore Show” and ABC-TV’s | north. 
“Fugitive” on ~ the “rating . sweep- |. Produced and written by Stephen 
stakes; the. hourlong Willidms pack- | Fleischman, the hour documentary, _ 
‘age came up ‘with a fairish holiday | telecast last Wednesday (11), was 
‘session’ Iast .Tuesday. (10). -While | head and shoulders above some of. 
guestars Roy Rogers & ‘Dale Evans} the: documentaries. on. the same . 
and Don Knotts ‘provided. a change | subject done this season. The dotu-. 

mentary. didn't offer any ready 
{answers to the problems. and in- 

revy i justices’ of Negro- ghetto life in 
 o<-] the. north. Narrator: Harry Reason- 
a0 2 Ler, though, justifiably made the ob... 

g:/ servation that the white community 
_ $j must address itself to the’ issues. 

++ eine it they, are ever to be answered. 
we emetic? e hour opened with a mass of 

off topical ‘Statistical information on how the 
relatively, poor the Negro Harlem 
community. lives. It then went. on 
to examine the intellectual cross-. 
currents swéeping Harlem, ranging.. 
from representatives -of CORE to” 
the: Muslums. Many of. the sights 
ahd ‘sounds offered should jar any 
‘complascency. It did underscore 
the situation. which finds only about. 
two percent of the Negro. popula- 
tion actively involved:in the civil 
{rights struggle. It also carried. the °. 

. observation | that, as Negroes 'be- 
‘|:come more and more disenchanted 
with their progress, they offer ripe 

_ seppe: Porelli, Catherine Spaak,| recruitment to. the more extreme: 
- Gianni Meccia; Peppino. De-| elements. of. black natioralism.. 
“Filippo; others; Ennio. Morricone : Ht wasn’t a pleasant or. prettified 
Orch. - -| Situation, but it was: so », Pertinent 

; {to current headlines. . *. Horo.. 

‘Richard: Boon Beene Show 
“Big Mitch,” billed as.a comedy- 

drania .and. aired, Tuesday (10). on. 
NEC-TV’s. Richard Boone show was. 
one. of. two plays written for the’ 
series. by. the late Clifford Odets, 
who was editor-in-chief of the tv 
repertory theatre until - his death 
this past summer. 
AS’ could be expected, the hour. 

. Continued on page 40) 

issues’ facing. the ‘Negroes: in. the we 

‘Jast-named . aking 
topics. co: 
‘Abbe: Lane, | in for two. songs 

and: “His Kind -of 
Girl”) lent :an. attractive presence: 

‘projection. Show: is’.weaker on} 

duction: is. s. top-drawer. | “Hawk. 

. confused, ‘too often.  infunny, ; 
en off 

lia: Scala and’ Peppino 

_ (ontinued on page 384): 
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7 NBC Rews— - ee ao - on ae eee OL es 
Anite. award- 
. winning color. 

~ production, The... 
- -River Nile, past’ 

‘and present ~ = voy 1 
“ merged i in-the trace. 
“ing ofthe river's © ; 
4, 000-mile fourney. 

“At tNBC, news isn ‘t simply a category. 

We s the past as well as ‘the. present... 

Ws S$ the. planned as well as: ‘the unexpected... 

[t's talk-as well as action: © 
Bh. “Is 5 ‘the serious as well as ‘the: light. 

An short, ‘it’s the stuff of which. living i is made, 

Tt takes a global viewpoint t to cover news this. way. 

ct takes broadcasting’ § biggest néws staff. to do it 

io ma = Lh But doing it—and doing i it ‘well—has made ae as S Le : e 

NBC News the most influential and the most popular’. 
~ force i in a all of f broadcast journalism, a 

rt keene & 
watchful eyé On the 
national and inter- 
national scene. 

NBC News~ 
‘its early-morning 

a Today is always a 
dynamic show, 
whether it's 

ia Originating from a. 
” New York studio or 

Program. In color. 

“ 

NBC News= 

Interviews in color 
-with wortd- 

important figures on. 
Sunday evening 
frequently make 
Monday. morning’ e. 

front pages. 

NBCNews— 
its sports depart- 
mentwilbe | 
bringing viewers. 
the telecast of the 
National Football 
League title game 
Sundey. Dec. 29, 

% mg ne . . 

> ae 

NBC News— 
its real-life-speciais, 
such as Manhattan 
Battleground, put 
the spotlight on 

contemporary 
social-problems. 

74 planned, ts Ccon- 
sistently the most . 
‘rellable and.com- 

eth ‘plete in television. 

‘NBC News- =: 
its Sunday show. 

B offers network 
E television's only. 
weekly review of 
general news, 
science, art, books, og 
sports, motion. oe 

. pictures and the : 

theatre. 
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——— Continued from page 31 a 

were edited into a package. of hu- 
man interest, excitement. and in- | the 
sights into the hard life’ and times | 
of a football pro. For human inter- | I 
est, there was an almost. satirical | 
gequence- on the flacks’ day at the 
‘training camp, complete with time | de 
Dlonde models, dizzy: fans, hoards | 
of the paparatzzi - and. one.: smart. 
‘Giant dozing. under the: ‘bench: For 
‘excitement,: there were. 
closeups of. the bruising play with 
the cameras intimately. catching | 

' Griffing in all the QB’s dramatic 
a, poses-—sad,, happy, upright, prone 
and so-on.- _ 

” Giant coach: Allie Sherman. and 
‘regular quarterback Tittle were. ar- 
ticulate with the inside jargon. 0n. 
cwhy_ Griffing had, a good: potential, 
bolstering Robert - 

‘Frank: McGee’s pro handling” of 
the narration, 

. Excellently timed. and’ ‘integrated: 
jazz score by vet sax.man Bud 
Freeman and. Bob: Haggart. made it: 
pro all the. way. 7 Bill...” 

LES. CRANE SHOW - a 
-Producer:. Rudy Pellez © 
Director: Roger Shope _ 
~ 60 Mins.; Mon-.:Fri., 1: 30: pan. 

| PARTICIPATIN G 
WABC-TV, N.Y 

_ Up to. now, WABC-TV has. been 
hiding “Les Crane, | 
from the Coast, in an éarly morne: 
‘ing show running daily from 1 to 

a’ lammister 

-2:30 a.m. Now, however, Crane is 
getting an. 

noon television.“ 

This is. an all-talk show to which 
dialers can phone in questions and. 
comments. Crane..handles. the. hot 
line with the assistance of a couple. 

. of celebrity” guests from. varied: 
| the. show is. 
'" pegged to Crane’s peppery. person- 

Essentially, 

ality and gift for gab. 
Even. though” ‘brash,. sometimes 

arrogant, Crane’: nonetheless 
registers. positively with his. direct- 
hess and his sense of humor. He 
pops off: in all .directions,} 
pronouncing . judgments. and opin- 
ions, cutting off callers witha firm 

' “thank 

inside | 

(Shad) North-. 
*-shild’s knowing. script. job and] 

afternoon": exposure. 
that’s all.to the benefit of after- 

von presentations, Enzo ‘Trapani’s new. 

you”. and commenting on. 

Janguage. Only’ a- “couple of mo- 
|ments before, he had said: “hell,” a a 

_perfectly proper. 
There’s no ‘question: that: Crane’ 's| 

show will géherate talk and cross- 
talk, which is its. purpose. Subjects | . 
like toy guns for children, capital | 

_ pre-marital . sexual |: 
Telations are. not explored beyond. 7 
punishment, 

the’ statement of ‘some cliched 

nerves: ‘that will react. 

guests on the opener in advertising 
jexee David..Ogilvy.. ‘and authoress 
‘Adele: St. John Rogers, both of); 
‘whoni chipped in. with comments. 
on all and: sundry topics... ©" 

Friday, and. Saturday at 1 a mm. 

| Fereiga V Reviews 

pattern: and. chatter: but | ananages. 

‘uninitiated. viewer. 
“In trying. to. get . away: from the. 

conventional, curtain-front: variety 

show. goes overboard. the other 
way and. ‘winds up too far out for 
‘even advanced “in” audiences.. 
Delia. Scala. and Tony Ucci were 
often effective in. brief interludes | 
(theme of show caught was. newiy- 
meds and their problems), : while 

enmeshed in 
formist, - -talevision-in-the-round” | . 
format, likewise had few ‘chances. 
to consistently; ‘shine . through. 
Among bright. spots, though de- 
. if | ‘noting: ara me ae a o |-“Monitor” : Jan. ‘4 /as-the first of 

a 
ri 

Office 

e erally 

‘ideas, but they do touch « sensitive} 

Crane had a. couple. of articulate 

| Crane's show is also getting an] 
. eatly. morning : showcasing | each’ 

‘to. bore or non-plus. ‘the average . 

‘Giuseppe Porelli appeared. miscast 
tas the teams:No, 3 element.. Bill 

| Bradley’s dance numbers, similarly | 
Trapani’s “honcon- | - 

1 and Mama," 

meen! ‘months-old ‘gongs, were Dp. a:’s 3 bi? 
yoy comely: Catherine Spaak,. ottectively | 
- s+ }singing “Noi Due” (We: Two); and |: 

. writer-songster. Gianni. Meccia ren- |. 
dering: “Sole : Non: . Calare.' Mai” 
‘(Sum never’ set”). to top reaction. | . 

chat with} ‘Peppino. .de. Filippo’ s. 
newlyweds: ‘Was. ‘amusing “but: bas- 

~ |ically -wasted. Camerawork ‘was 
-| flashy, sets functional and modern. | - 
Dialog and writing (by Trapani and |. 

1 Santamaria) in: ‘keeping ‘with gen-| 
“Somote’?- far-outness and 

+ |the penchant ‘for “inside” ‘jokes- 
| laughed ‘at ‘only ‘by those onstage. | ~ 

a talent :to watch never-].. 
| theless,: draws ‘a walk on ‘this one, |: 

word which | he. defended _ ho . . 

Trapani, 

but barely. 

Ronte 66 (66 Anxious To To 
Cash In-on TV Show, 

Hawk: 

‘cause ‘of . 

it, has started: its winter campaiga, 
fo. assist’ ‘travelers: oe , 

~ The’ US. Highway’. ‘66: Assit: in . 
a ‘meeting here last week has ap-. 

{proved a campaign to buy: Tadio.|’- 
| time’ along. the: route. to“alert. win- | 

_ | ter. tourists. of. ‘weather: conditions. a 
| in: the. area. | 

| Association. ‘okayed : a “budget: ‘of ds 
| $7,000. to. be .used’ to’ buy ‘radio. 

>{ times and posters to advertise ‘the 
— Continued. from page. ‘31 — | weathercasts in’ four. cities. along. 

the: route,. Budget. is an increase | 
of. $1, 100 ‘over last ‘séason. | 

on KOB; Albuquerque, ‘KGIB™ Los 
Angeles, KOMA.” 
and KOES Flagstaff from Decem- 
ber through March... 
-- Route. 66 ‘runs: ‘from * Chicago to 
‘Los: Angeles, : ‘and fs: one: of . ‘most 
heavily - ‘traveled .in«:the, U.S.. 
‘Jack ‘Cuthbert: ‘of: Clinton, Okla. ” 

is’ prexy. ‘Of the: association. tas 

Chiff ‘Arquette. Joining 
, Monitor’ Talent Roster 
Cig Arquetté,’ as Charlie Weaver. 
with. his. “Letters from Mount Idy 

‘will -join: ‘the .talent 
roster of’ NBC Radio’s | ‘weekend. 

igri | several: name. talents ‘being sought’ 
1 by exec: veepee Bill McDaniel.. 

nr 

Special Occasion | 
3 Call SMILER’S © i. 

§ For Your Food. Needs 
FROM. A SANDWICH TO. A BANQUET.” 

FOR ONE CUSTOMER or 3 000 GUESTS: 

a 
rt) 

CAN FULFILL ANY: DESIRE. 
We are_an all-inclusive 

handle any ‘sort of ‘affair. from. office Parties ¢ to film”: 
 . premieres from. start to finish. .-.: : —&® 
We furnish: Limousine service to ‘both pick t up ‘andl a 
bring back. guests—tables + chairs = fine: china - silver: ©? 
“ware - linen - maids - bartenders - > ice cubes - beverages i} 

' scarvers - relish trays. 

PL. 7.5871 

oR 

o 

a Te te | ewe cal a or Site a ee Sli ee le ee 

YOU ‘CREATE THE: OCCASION 
WE CREATE: THE MENU. 

FOR F URTHER INFORMATION: 
Call. or. write. our Catering. Consultant, 

‘Mr. Goldfarb. . 
“850 Tth Ave. (bet. 54.&.5 55. St). 

¢ brochire available upon: request ” 

nae ope 
Ld 

catering service which can. & 

- 

“Arquette’s - 

Al’ Capp, J onathan: ‘Winters, Ethel 

Diamond... Talent: being considered. 
for airing on “Monitor. Comedy. 
Time”. include Allen. King, Buddy 

‘commercial - disks‘. 
heard on the web sshow). 

| cealing. with classical: Thusic. 

“Tune of Same Name | 
Albuquerque, Dec. WT | 

Route: 66, ‘the. national highway | . 
which is” probably the. best known]... 
tourist - road in: this. country | be-'|- 

a. popular . Song. arid a 
weekly television’ series. plugging 7 

” Budget will be used to. buy. time | 

‘Oklahoma: City . tion has beén expertly “protected” 
| by. the. FCC for ‘many. years, - dat-'|-. 

‘ing. back tothe days. when Senator 
Lyndon ‘Johnson. was: the ‘highly t 
influential. Majority. Leader of the: 
‘U.S: Senate in: the Bisenhower Ad. 
‘ministration: : : 

a {pear 
= that television, -which’ has been the 
| object of some’ bitter. politicking: 
-ever. since: President Eisenhower 

‘for: “fraternizing” with group own-. 

‘ter’s Florida’ yacht, may well prove. 
|. the catalyst of .the ‘first ‘anti-John- |’ 
son -issue:on...which ‘the .. new | a 
‘President's: crities may try to: fault. fe: = oo 

mn 3 taped “bits. ‘will. be |-- 
| aired: ‘along: -with’.such. current: 
| “Monitor”: comics ‘and humorists as’ ‘anent his family’s: highly profit: | 

K.& ‘Albert, “Nichols ‘& “May, “Selma _of its current’ trusteeship status) |. 

: Party fl 

Or. Any 

-issues_ of. ‘the: forthcoming. 1964 | 
: campaign. . 

Hackett: and. Phyllis: Diller (whose |= 
are | already S 

mi. Another regular ‘guest. possibility. * 
is’ actor Rock Hudson,: who. has: 

4} expressed interest in fronting. segs ‘was: given 

== Continued from: page. 23 ames —<— =| § ; 

_Weaneuies, December: 18 1963" 

“ON Niclsen’s s: Sp 20)" 
%. of Totad” 
“EV: Homes - 

ay Station. Kanto TV. Area - 
: Tokyo Kokusai Sports: Volley” “NHK 40.38. 

-- (Tokyo International Sports Event-—Volleyball). we 
TBS’. - 36.2: Ommitsu - ‘Kenshi- 

(“Samurai” mystery. series) ee 
-Pro-Baseball G-D °: vee pean NTV. 33.9... 

“.. Tenamonya 3-DO-GASA wo TBS. 33 YC 
- (Comedy. by “Samurai”. fashion) . a 7 ne 

" Pro-Wrestling | . NTV. “33, 3: _ 
a ‘Tokyo Kokusai Sports: ‘Marathon, J. 2. NHK. - 82. 1. 

“(Tokyo International Sports ‘Event—Marathon) - 
‘Avec Uta Gassen. . NTV 31. Bo: 

) __. (Amateurs’ ‘singing contest) - : 
| ‘Tokyo ‘Kokusai Sports'Suiei. © NHK” eee: ) & Dae 
. . (Tokyo International” Sports Event—Swimming) Oo tt 
~ Lassie 7 eB TBS. °°. »-29.7 

- Tetsujin 28-GO' FUIL nee 28. 6. 
(Cartoon series). - ~ 

Little Rascals” © pRS . 285: 
Tetsuwan: -Atom . FUJE.:. 28.2 
(Cartoon: series) ms aa 

Felix. the Cat. (Multl-weekly—Wed.)- FUJI. ° 28.2 
; The. Jetsons. a NHK: 28.1. 

: Akatsuki - 2 NHK. mae 4 fy Ce 
. (Drama: multiceekly—Wed.) | ee Tae 

|." Felix ‘the Cat (Multi-weekly—Sat.) : FUSI a +O a 
Felix the Cat (Multi-weekly—Mon.) _FuUII "26.9... . 
 (Drama:- mulll-weekly ~Tues. nr: ae 

“Akatsuki re :’ _NHEK - 26:8 .: 
Oda: Nobunaga —~ ' S TBS" wo + 26.6 

: (“Samurai” ‘drama. series) : | ‘! : 
- Tokyo Kokusai Sports. Dayorl . “NHK 26 .. TE es, 

(Tokyo. International Sports Eri tien) vos 

No. t TV Station 
— Continued’ from page 23: =a} 

broadcast - ‘observers ave: “Jong 

felt that the Johnson. family: sta- 

“In a round of scattered. biz, CBS- 

day a m.. cartoon series, 

‘Draw? McGraw.” Te 

| ticipations . 
“In any "ease, it would: a | password.” 9: sittirses,” “ 

dismissed. FCC: chairman *. Doerfer 

ér George -Storer Sr. ‘on: the: lat- 

Gay 2 News with Robert rout,’ ”- 

Indeed, “this first ° visible: wk | € 
nerability” of ‘President: _Johnson } -: 

able tv interests (for: all..the fact.| 

may~ evolve ‘ino -one. of. ‘the hot |: 

Agta eo 
: Sist St, . 

7a ew ¥ York > i 

“% . PL ih . 

Ed Friendly 

a repeat: last. Friday- 
night). As.a followup to the anima- | % 

== {ted Scrooge, Magoo will span such |} Be: 
_ "| eharacterizations” as Friar’ Tuck, |; 

‘:| Daniel “Boone, : Captain. Bly, | Rip 1 
| Van Winkel, ‘Sherlock Holmes, -ete.-| % by Merridge’ 

Pitre ee 

1c Joe ‘Williams: Goodman's pioneer- 
tq ing role-in hiring: Negro. and: white: 
x | musicians for ‘his. barid- ‘will be. 

- #1 noted on the show, but.the integra- 
fhe. tion theme. will hot be: dominant. 
|. ». Metropolitan Broadcasting ‘has. 
c “also put up front: money to. make} 

ms ‘possible the production . and ° syn- 
‘NM |-dication of ‘another. group- of: 13: 
‘% } concerts with the:Boston Symphony 
| Orchestra. . These. ‘shows. will’ Be | ~ 

& | telecast in New_York, Washington | 
~ | and Los: Angelés, with. Seven. ‘Arts |: 

| handling the Syndication:. °. | 
} |: -Metropolitan’s recent’ acquisition: 
- of: KTLA-TV,. in Los - Angeles, .is |. 
also: Spurring more production. on] 

|| the: -Coast. Last’: -Sunday’s ee 
zB *“Undér Discussion” show. was:donej--. 
"| on the-Coast with : a group: of ‘Holly-. 

‘wood. names. 
|--Another . “Metropolitan “project: 
© will be’ ‘tailored . around ‘the. “Cru-1. 

Sade. in’ Europe” -series, ‘the ‘story | .-~ 

|-of former Pres. Eisenhower. Metro: |-~" _. : 
> | politan bought: all: the. footage’ of |: 

‘this series. from 20th-Fox and plans} ---* 
}2 | to tailor’. these. 26. half-hours. into |. 
A I 'seven- or eight: ‘one-hour: -documen- | . 

| taries, including:some new material.}| -. . 
{ «Metropolitan: ‘has --also. bought |. 

>} two ‘off-network. one-hour shows,| |-. | 
uy “ a : -“Empire”’. ‘and: “Wide Country,” a, for: he 

i Lits stations ‘in'.New. York, ‘Los An- _ 
a ‘eles: and: ‘Washington. Te t 

(15): 

"_ Schenectady—Don utile: “WGY. ; 
x ‘farm director, ° received the. Na-| 
1 tional. Farm. City .. ‘Committee’ s|. 

= | award for .“outsta:-ding: radio ‘per- |. 
- 3] formances in: fostering : better. un-. 
oo ‘derstanding: of farm-city:. relation- |- 
wad | ships,” ” at a luncheon’ in: ‘Chleago. 

hee 

—, Continued from. page 25 — - 
Special: has been set for February.. 
-Friendly is: eyeing it merely as the 
‘prelude to a regular. series. for 
‘Winters. Also: tentatively. slated for: 
jnext ‘season isthe Nick Vanoff -ser- |. 

Funny World.” Don’t be: surprised, | 
Says. Friendly, - if it shows. up first | 

Credits as: ‘Long as. Your Arm: 

‘TV Producer, Director: end ‘Station 
‘Manager. .Availoble for enploy-. 

Similarly; “a: J onathan - ‘Winters | 

‘metropolitan - market. . 

ies (out of GAC) called “Funny | 
‘and will be ‘Ta: ‘New York until. the 

as a test-telecast special (same as.|f 
“That Was the Week. ‘That Was”): "Ly 

IN THE LAND OF 

PAUL BUNYAN... 

4 : fg oe mighty KSTP-TV packs a real a 
; - ales wallop. 

' Plesa 27676 

vital Northwest.area, KSTP-TV: 

|: FIVE BILLION DOLLARS. 

| for the details. 

400,000 WATTS “NBC . 
~'MINNEAPOUS « , ‘ste PAUL , 

tea cary woe a so . 
roe . _? tree eg be of co aot . ws . . . . . - eet ¥ . 

SONY al ilar acetal tn iether Sri Salam tink RAN Set ates mr ee 

“New CBS:TV Sales. 
{TV inked. Alberto-Culver for alter-~ 
jnate. week. quarter ‘hotrs: in Satur-: . 

“Quick” 

Brillo Manufacturing: bought 46. oe 
ininutes ‘in’ the. Morning * Minute. -. 
Plan.’Perkins-SOS, division of Gene 
eral’ ‘Foods;- bought shortterm® Par-. °°” 

. “Perry: Mason,” foe, 

“Alfred: Loa ow? 

Hitchcock,” and -“Chronicle. " Gil-). *! 
lette Safety’ Razor Co. bought: one- 
third’ sponsorship in. “The. Nurses,”:. 

starting Jan.:2: Menly &. Jones... 
‘bought participations: in “CBS me : 

: _ 

a. ° . . 

‘ere bet> eres Neth apes ae tcl gl * 

Highly Talented; “Experienced a 

[ment for good money in. any major. fe “ : : 
. Returning | 
-from Sabbatical on December:13th.] 

nits = i necessary, call. collect" 7 

The first ‘and I biggest station i in the. ina 

” serves and sells 810,800 families with -.--.. 
a spendable. income of more. than: a 

Check your. tearest Petty office - - 

aml eaee 
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“THE REMARKABLE Wl 
” MR. PENNYPACKER 

“THE LIEUTENANT 
ms SKIRTS 

; 2k TOM EWELL.- 
roe USHEREE NORTH | 
ene “RITA MORENO : 

WOMAN 
_. . OBSESSED 
“5 SUSAN.HAYWARD. 

“* “STEPHEN: ‘BOYD ™ 

_ BARBARA NICHOLS 

THE : LAST 
‘WAGON 

| RICHARD WIDMARK 
CURD _ FELICIA FARR § 
“NICK. ADAMS 
“SUSAN KOHNER 

“Top. stars, top directors, top: -notch. 

‘stories all in these forty- two excellent . 

feature films gua ranteed to please 

audiences and. d advertisers alike. 

‘Contact your nearest Seven Arts’ 

“salesman at the office listed below 

a for. a complete listing of the 

“Volume 8 "Money Makers of the 60 s?’ 

CLIFTON WEBB. 
~ DOROTHY McGUIRE 1 ® 
- CHARLES COBURN.¥ 

JILL ST. JOHN: 
- DAVID NELSON “a 

DOROTHY S STICKNEY ,% 

, “THREE 
Ch ME HOME 

--CLAUDETTE. COLBERT. 
‘PATRIC KNOWLES. 

-SESSUE HAYAKAWA | 

i, | Seven ARTS | 
|| ASSOCIATED» 

} CORP — 

°c ® SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN: ARTS. PRODUCTIONS, LID. . 
“0-2 NEW YORK: 200 Park Avenue. “YUKon 6:1717 
"CHICAGO: 4630 Estes, Lincolnwood, | in. ~ ORchard-4-5165 
<i DALLAS: 6641 Charleston Drive ~ 2°"! ADams 9.2855. 
a LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Woods Dive Sherman Oaks, Calif. 
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RADIO-TELEVISION 

| Ask W. German TV Pay 5G ripe yFor 7 
Every Feature F im That’ $ Played 

- Bonn, ‘Dec. Weg 

A new proposal, that the. twot a 

West German television networks: 7 

should pay. $5,000 to. the federal: 

government every. time ‘they. play 

a full length film. on ‘the. outlets, | 

is due to come. up beforé the: Fed- 

eral ‘Cultural Ministry here. 

The hard-pressed: West. German 

film industryites, who have. been. 

asking for some immediate federal 

ald to keep the ‘film. industry. from. 

floundering,. ‘have: come. up. with. 

‘this scheme to. level off the un- |: 
equal competition. 

For.years now, the filmites. fiave 
been complaining that thie West’ 

German television. has. to pay no 

entertainment: ‘tax.and is showing’ 

full-length films ~ in competition 

with the heavily-taxed: cinemas. 

Since . it’s ‘been © 
from 150 to 200. films a year ‘are 
being “screened” at home via tele- 
vision, 
fund for the film industry.~ 

AS. another ‘means’ of . taising 
‘money ° ‘ta! aid the’: cinemas, it is. 
being ‘suggested that.:added. levies.| | 

- made on the German: theatres. 
or the: ‘houses with .a yearly turn-. 

over of: under: $37,500 there would 

be no payment. Houses-with aturn- 
ever of: from :'$37,500° to “$50,000 | 
annually ‘would pay. 3% of their 
‘turnover “into. .:a. ‘special | - fund: 

‘.. §% of their turnover: less. the -en- 

: “tertainment tax... Then this - ‘money : 

would go into_a. fund: to. help: Ger- |. 

- man producers, ‘with a payment. of [ 

: $25,000 to. aid. any ‘German film— |. . 

‘with the’. consideration, . however, |- 

that this sum would: be: paid: only | - 
when. the .distribution of the. film. 
had raised at least three times that | 
‘amount. In- addition, the -$25,000 
would have :to! ‘represent. no more 
than 35°% -of-the. ‘costs ‘of the PrO- | 
duction. 

“Besides those: qualifiations: the 
finished. film. would have. to ‘be 
approved. by the German. Film. Cen-, . 

oo sorship: Board. 
-Full-length - “ghildren’ Ss. 

‘mentaries: would” also: be. eligible 
for this money. 

‘This: -proposal — is. diie. ‘to- be 
" brought - from the..Cultural- -Minis-. 
try tothe West German ‘parliament 

_.. for-some action, It's. expected that: 
this scheme could raise as much: as} 
$7, 500,000 a -year-and. would help 

-.- te finance at least 80.German. pro- 
-: ‘ductions-. But there. ds little ‘hope. 

... that such 4-project will be-put into 
' action before: next’. spring—and. 
-: Meanwhile, . it’s | anticipated . -here 
that unless. some fund::is’ brought | 

= {nto being, only about. 40 films will. 
* be turned out by:.the. failing ¢ Ger- | 

_. °° ‘ha state Senator;. “Calhoun,” ’ deal- . man film-makers here. .:: 

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 

this. would mean B. “hefty |. 

‘straight s 

Finis, . 

teenager films, cultural. and’ docu-. 

phin,” 

verte ).s0.000 watts 

Key to Ist Runs: 
— Continued from page 25 — : 

| past’ number ‘of years. ITC’s series |. ~- 
of. Jo -Stafford:.specials are. well} (*. 
sold,. luring :many ‘regional adver-|., 

aa tisers: which: had left. the: ‘first-run a 
‘syndication field: “The Saint,” star- 
‘ying Roger Moore, has_ been: ‘sold | - 
in 57 markets. ‘Hourlong series ‘is | 
‘safely . inthe: profit : corner, trig- |. 
gering the. ‘production: of -another: ; 
-eycle.. | 

ITC, which has a ‘go-26:86 foreign a 
] sales. ‘operation, is. able -to_ lay ‘off.|. 
‘up. to two-thirds of. a series in-the|. 
foreign market; which includes tele- | 
casting .. An. Britian by the parent 
‘company’s. facilities. ‘It is this abil-'| 
ity to lay off two-thirds of. its gross | 
‘abroad, that. has given ITC's its: 

revealed _ ‘that wi 

group station operators, . such as 
estinghousé ‘and’ Storer, keyed. to} 

the. need. of product, -have: entries’ 
‘in. ‘the. entertainment, ‘categories: 
Of course,-the group operators, too, - 
‘have a base. om which’ they can, day. S& 
off their production costs::: 
Despite the crepe hangers. there 

‘is ‘a’ néed ‘for -first-run. -entertain- 
|ment’ series. in. ‘syndication. . Likeli-| ~. 

Houses: with a. ‘turnover. of. more:: 
than. $50,600" annually ‘would -pay: 

hood «is that the bulk of. the ‘first- 
runners. in the: future’ will .come: 
via coproduction. deals. with foreign 
interests... 

“CBS. W Target Date. 
— Continued from: pase. 23 — , 

nighttime schedule: is. expected ‘to 
‘be ‘replaced: . -CBS-TV- ‘will : have 
‘some seven. ‘OL ‘eight shows .to se- 
lect from: the group of. pilots com- 
‘ing ‘in’ this. midwinter and: has 
alerted’. all. pilot. producers” to: be |. 
ready for that fateful Jan. 15: week. 
-The 15 ‘pilots competing. for. 64 

65 slots’ include: ‘The Reporter,” 
hour. dramatic series: about a-big- 

saewspaperman,: | 
‘written: by. Jerome. Weidman, -star- | 

fring. Harry Guardino; 
written ‘by. Dick Nash; ‘star-"| . 

ring Robert Horton in a con man;|'~ 
adventure: theme; ‘half-hour: “Kib-| ._ 
bee Hates. Fitch,” ‘penned by -Neil | 
Simon; “Mr.-. Broadway,”.: hour. se- | 
‘Ties. -written: and. directed -by. ‘Gar-. 
son Kanin. about:a bigtime Gotham | 
‘PR. man. starring Craig. Stevens; 
‘and . Nat: Hiken’s half-hour series 
-starring: ‘Alan.. King. ‘These Carry}: ; 

time -New.- York 

“Mark Dol- 

the N.Y. production -tag. 
“On the Coast, pilots ‘due include 

“The. ‘Nuthouse”: from Jay Ward 
‘Productions; “The *House,”. about 

| the. 

‘operate front: ‘Sully. 1964, 

‘the quiz: show, 

Jing. with: an. n’ agriculturai expert ‘inj 
_ Starring - Jackie} 

| Cooper; “John: Stryker," an adven-. - 
-ture. series starring Richard-Egan;{ ~~~ 
“The ‘Jones’ Boys,” :comedy;: “Gil-}-.. . 
ligan’ s Island,” half-hour: situation |‘ 
comedy ‘written’ 
‘Schwartz; | 
hour * 
|. “Goggles,” 
1 Dyke; 

southwest,.. 

-by:.. Sherwood 

“starring Jerry.”. Van | 
My” Son,. the :Witch- Doe- 

=| written. by’ Bill Manhoff. 

cot Tycoons in 
Bid to Take Over 

: ; ~'Glasgow; ‘Dee.’ Iw: | 
: Top. business executives. are ‘Te- 

portedly” ‘behind. a-new' bid. to. take 
over the | -Ceritral. -Scotland.: pro- 
gram contract for. commercial -tele- 
vision from: the company headed. 
“by . Canadian §: newspaper: - : owner 

Si \|-Roy Tho $50,000,000. production. kitty. for Roy Thomson: 
the purpose. ~~ 
When the product. of other thant 

syndicators. is ¢éxamined, |; 

Group. is “said. to: be headed ‘by | 
Tom. Blaeckburn;.. company. chair- 
man. of. Beaverprook Newspapers. 

td. Others-in’ the. consortium are- 
-believed- to. include» -drapery-store | 
millionaire-: Sir . ‘Hugh Fraser, in-.| 
-dustrialist Lord. Bilsland, ‘Lord | 
Primrose; “and ‘a leading. heart spe-. 
cjalist, Dr.* Joseph: H.. Wright.. 

pany.” ce 

Scottish . ‘Television | ‘Ltd, as - cat 
present. constituted, is: ‘headed: by 
Roy.. Thomson; - and has: operated: 
‘the -Central- Seotland independent} 
-tv. programs. since’ Aug. -31,°: 1957. - 

_|-A staff: of 400. work. at the Theatre 
Royal .studios here. Since. 1957. 

| fhe company: has made. a: Profit of 
_ [over $24, 000, 000. - 

of Blackbur - into” “the |: 
scene. would: mean: the. arrival of. 
‘Beaverbrook Newspapers “in the 

Entry - 

commercial .tv--fray, Until :now the 
Daily Express. .group- ‘of journals: 
‘has steadfastly refused to take; any: 
finaticjak interest in tv companies, 

- Sir Hugh Fraser and Dr. Wright ; 
-are both on -the board of..George 
Outram & :Co.,° publishers. of ‘The 
lGlasgow- Herald — and ° Evening. 
‘Fimes,” Glasgow. . a 

New ‘commercial tv: contract wilt 

“NBC's $4,000,0 000, 
— ‘Continued from: page. a — 

week; with - ‘possibly ~ “American‘| 
Home Products. as. the. ‘third and 
final ‘participator. 

‘Sponsor: of. “Harry's Girls.” ”. Col |: 
gate. will spread ‘its « committed 
‘three miriutes a. week: (covering 33 
‘half hours, -or.99. commercial min- 
utes), to. the nighttime version of. 

. ~“You Don't: Say,”. i 
—— | slated ‘to. ‘replace “Redigo, ” and a. 

~1 minutea week each. in: ‘the net- 
| work’s Saturday. and Monday: night it 

= feature. film spreads.. | 

Biggest of: the new. year “buyers, 
| (is Dow. Chemical,. which.-is spread- | 
Ving close - to. $1, 000, 000.on: in: a 
spring-summer. ‘buy’ of 11. shows. 

‘| Pepsi-Cola, ‘as.:part’ 6f .a ‘three-net- 
work. buy, ' “will spend: $500,000 on. 
Spring-summer buys of. the - Jack | 

{Paar show, “11th Hour’. and .the 
; . 21 Saturday. night pix. Likewise, Ex-.|@# 

| quisit. Form -is: spreading’ close: ta'| af 

in. a-spring paint campaign, is put-. ” 
ting: $700; 3000: ante 11 nighttime. & 

dramas,. 

~~ + $500,000" in ‘six. shows: during the. \f 
. first: quarter” of 64, : be 

- 1” Sterling: Drug has made a ‘$400,-'| .. 
a ‘000. order ° ‘on ‘Joey. ‘Bishop's: ‘show. | wa: 

- and the: Monday. | and: Saturday. | && * 
. .films, ‘and. P. ‘Lerrilard i AS spreading’ E 
4 $600, 000. over the -Richard'-Boone’} ¥e 

““Temple. Houston,” and |. 
the ‘Monday: pix.. Sherwin-Williams, 

a shows.. 

(REPRESEMTEO BY THE HENRY & CHRISTAL Couraner a ne, 

Tips on 1 Fee Filing 
“Washington; -Dec.. 17: 

‘a ‘Cara. Williams: half-| 
‘written by Ed. -Simmons;.|: 

| WPIX, N.Y. | 
- The-era’ leading’ up: ‘to: the Tapa? 
nese attack’ on Pearl Harbor and: 

"| the advent of our participation in. 
. | World: War II was captured in. this’ 
David Wolper. documentary, ‘tele- 
‘cast locally. ‘Friday: (6); by N.Y? Ss: 

<: The: -eonsortium: is. -known _as |. 
“phe Central. Scotland | TV" ‘Com:'} 

otyped footage to ‘make. a point. 
Overall, though; ’ writer-producer. : 

“Marshal Flaum ‘did’ a ‘competent. 

a TIME ‘TO REMEMBER | 
|. (Fast and Far in the 20's) 

| With Roger Livesey . 

rently. mia 

‘|. Goodyear; “via. “Y&R, has. boiight a 
a six: NBC shows’ ‘with about $200, 000. |. 5 

“FEC. gave Jast -minute.-instruc- | 
tions. on. those. filing: fees. scheduled rey 

1 fo go into. effect* Jan, 1. | 

“1. Commission: said: mailed ‘applica: | age. - 
. tions : postmarked. after. midnight, | \Y . 
“A Dec. 31-.must ‘be: accompanied by.| eg is 

aq Ale required, fees...- 22° man \ 

S = -Appli¢ations’ sabmitted by ‘hand: |: 
SEAS ‘ta’ FCC: ‘headquarters .. or field of-.; SB 

wt | fices after close _ofnormal working | wg 
. | hours..on-:Dec.".31 must also be |.QX. 
4 accompanied, BY. prescribed fees. 

spent. interviewing the head of the}. 
troup, “Carlo'‘Farinelli. There was. 
also:an interlude. -showing: the. ane: 
“dlers of the puppets... 

~ Clark, Farinelli.. and the: behind- 
| ‘the-scenies poking’ of the cameras, 
‘| really. were- unnecessary. The pup- 

‘| pets themselves had -no: trouble. 
handling: the stage. They were 
:, really a marvel ‘to -behold...There 
was the circus turn, ‘a waltz num-. 
ber,.a. South: - - American . turn, aj} 

|. soprano recital; an underwater. fan-. 
| tasy, and the story of ‘Snow White. |- ware 
‘There. ‘was . humor, .interest; and:|:*- 
“musie in: everything. It. added UD. ; 

of. ‘to. a. fine’ holiday treat. — : 1 
- Triangle. Broadcasting’ ‘also: plans |: 

= Lte do..a_ series of: five-minute 
shorties ‘with. the. ‘Same. ‘Podrecca 
‘Piccoli. Theatre ‘troup. Opening 

telecast .: by.|” 
WABC-TV,:N. Ys “Sunday (15)- at 
-6:30: pm m. : . S 

| DEC..7: DAY OF INFAMY. 

-hour. special. was ‘~. 

“HX oro... 

With Richard Basehart . 
_Exec Producer: David Welper 
‘Producer: Marshall Flaum’: _ 
Director-Writer: Flaum ~. 
‘Distributor: .. United’ “Artisis Tele- 

vision 
6@ Mins.,. Fri. (6); 4 30 p.m. 
FELS, ‘LIBERTY: MUTUAL 

‘indie’ WPIX.. 
This . was" thie second: in. ‘the. ae 

Lries. ‘of: documentary. ‘specials pro-| 
‘duced. by Wolper. for telecasting |: 
in syndication: this season. United | 
‘Artists Television As. “distributing | 

}the ‘package. ~ 
Titled, “Dee.. Ts. ‘Day of: infamy,” 

the hourlong: telecast broke no mew f ; 
‘ground in ‘offering . fresh- insights 
into the-period or that terrible’ day. 
It did show. a flair for -utilizins 

shewing. familiar and by now stere- 

the footage capturing the 
times: so that it told an ‘interesting. 

— | Story. | Richard i Basehard, Narrated. 
- Horo. 

Producer-Writer:.. Peter’ Baylis. 
‘Distributor: Lakeside TV: 
|.3@ Mins,: Mor., 8:38 ‘Pam. 
WPIX, N.Y. (film) . 

- Add this: British ‘entry. to the ' 
many newsreel footage ‘series ‘cur- | 

making- the” syndication: 
rounds.. “This: ‘one, titled’ “Time to} 
Remember,” -though appears to be 
of. very specialized interest, jadg-. 

received a major play, ; 

“Continued, from page ie 

a- tongue. in ‘cheek: ‘approach to the: 
narration. AS: ‘fashioned. by . pro .- 
ducer-writer- Peter Baylis,'.a good. 

| deal: of the footage was ‘whimsical... .. 
-Seriés was produged by Associated... - 
British Pathe and -is being distrib-) "°°: - 
uted: Stateside: by Lakeside TV.-°-..°°°.) 
-Other actors, including John ‘Ire-. ° 
land,. William. . Bendix, ‘Sir Ralph’ 
Richardson, and. Sir’ Michael -Red-. 
Brave, . take.. on" the - narration of. 

g§ an. 
old travelog: and a motion picture’ 
‘to capture the flavor. of. yesteryear, |. 
America. It missed: on ‘occasion’ by: 

historie filght 

Colonel 

Wednesday, December. is 1963. 

Syndication Reviews — 

other. episodes. « Horo, 

political’ ‘philosophy. 
‘While Collins is’ apparently: ‘look- 

ing” to=-the ‘Senate, “some of. his” 
_|friends-are advising he. run again. __-:' : 
- 1 for . governor. and :avoid' the long-- 

‘shot race against: ‘Holland.. Te 

ee ae ‘Also to ‘ be. ‘considered ; by. Col-_ 
: | Tins: is the ‘salary ‘cut he would © 
face, as a. Senator.- With. NAB, -he - 

| pulls in’ roughly. $100, 000 per year: 
while . as_ ‘Senator. he would” earn 

Bh 500:- °:..: o 
. Collins’ Columbia speech. thas: al- 

* | ready stirred up’ some enntroversy - 
in the Senate. 

‘bert. Humphrey - -(D-Minn.) 

: ‘ord. 

“ABS PT Bonus Cat 
f — Continued. from page 21 — —— oe : 

across: the board,..affecting.. execs: . 
making: approximately: $18,000 

the cut goes as high. as: 33%. 

New York's largest specialists in 

motion: victure 
&TVinsurance 

(cast; film, weather, liability, : 
_ cameras, Props, plagiarism. oe yo) 

| WINKLER. ASSOCIATES. LTD. 

Are yeu a re " a 

+ BRIGHT YOUNG" Vv 
producer or. director looking for: an 

 If’so, tell us about yourself... 
_ Box V-3545,:- VARIETY - 

woe e* ° ve : 

ATT ab we ETE ggg Fe ate oe, —- Continued ftom page’. = — an 

prez. is. at odds. with’ the ‘Senator’ 5 

-Dixiecrat’ Sen, - Strom Thurmond . 
‘of. ‘Soutk...Carolina was.” sharply. 
critical of. the.-talk but Sens.. Hu- «. 

and. - 

‘Wayne: -Morse (D-Ore.): praised - -.- 
the: NAB | ‘prez. and’. ‘inserted. ‘the 
speech ~in’ the . Congressional Rec-.. 

a . “* . oa . _ . w. ‘ . . . a - . 4, 

Ese Nire Paterna en eer se neh Ue tstel aoe teteretetatitatel Mlatonetin renee” re 

itienctnitdete ical oat tebe dal elit Man sataad SRR de 

. oe 

SAIN SS. BS B 

and-up. .For the. upper level execs”. ---" 
Boe 

Adding to this year’s:profit prob- ..- 0°. | 
lems were the losses on the Jerry“ 
-Lewis contract - buyout and the .’- 
four days of. commercial preemp- - 
‘tion when: President ‘Kennedy was 
‘assassinated: .“Thése ‘-factors. ‘alone: 
represent over $1,000,000: loss in: 
the. fourth quarter.’ In- the past, --. . 
AB-PT fourth quarter profi ts rae 

.| have’ ranged’ from: ‘$2,500,000 to 
: 8. 000,000. : 

‘120 W. 57 $s 73366 © 
-ing fromthe’ initial half-hour tele- . t. New York 18, Chrele7 =. 
}east by N.Y. indie WPIX. ©; — 

‘Opener, called “Fast and: Far in| | 
| the. 20’s,”: dealt ‘With man’s yen for | 
‘speed. in a variety’ of. transporta-|{- 
tion forms.’ Points. of reference, |f 

| though,; were mostly. British, al-| 
though: Lindbergh's 

exciting opportunity in. New. York?’ 7 

_ British ‘actor Roget Livesey had - 154 W. 4% St, New York 10036). f°: 
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Feanktin Engelman’ $-radio. show “Down Your Way” which. visit various 

. the Phila: Basketball Writers Assn. ..... 
the Festival of Redemption-Hanukkah for his activity in humaiiatarian | 

“eauses, at the. Academy . of Music (26): . 
‘broadcaster, is out in a policy: switch. His spot. is being taken ‘by’ Ed 

"From The Production Centres 
Continued from page. 26 

parts of the country.on.a, weekly basis, has" covered: more than 100,000 
- miles i in the past nine years. 

IN. WASHINGTON. 

TV.Sales a division of Metropolitan Broadcasting -; WTOP-TV,. for 
the fourth straight. year, ‘will be broadcasting: basketball card of “Atlan-. 
‘tic Coast. Conference: ... .-WRC’s Inga Rungvold will emcee the Interna-: 
tional Children’s" Christmas Festival. Dee. .22..She. and. Willard Scott, 
also of WRC, will be joint emcees of the Feb, 7:Bal-Boheme, a costume. 
fete’ of the. Arts? Club of Washington . US. Air’ Force Secretary’ 
Eugene Zuckert will appear on. WTOP-TV’s : “Chapel. of. the Air. Christ- 

. mas Presentation” Dec. 22. and will: broadcast : message to -servicemen. 
averseas..The program. will: include: t the Uz S Symphony Orchestra and 
the Singing Sergeants.. 

IN : ‘PHILADELPHIA .. , oA 
Dick Paisley, WRCV station manager, has exited: the local NBC dutlet: 

. Les ‘Keiter, sports. director of the WFIL stations, elected. pres. of. 

. Jack Pyle,’ veteran ‘WRCV. 

Locke, formerly of‘ WNEW, N.Y...... Frank Pointer, formerly of. WIBG, 
fs program coordinator for ‘WTTM ‘Trenton; and: the chain’s stations. in: 
Pottstown and Georgetown, Del. . ... WCAU has extended Ed. Harvey’s 
“Talk of Philadelphia”. one- hour,. “making listeners’ sabfest. ‘show: run. 
three hours. Ditto: Taylor Grant’s “Evening. Edition”; \.; “The Mum- 
mers Strut” slated as a one-hour prime-time special on WCAU-TV (30):. 

Burlington | County’s. first radio. ‘Station, WIIZ, now on. the air,’ 
Project is ‘headed: by John: J Farina. . _ 4 Py 

IN SAN FRANCISCO 
KGO (channel 7), in an editorial: joited by gen: mar. David M. Sacks, 

has joined. independent’ ‘morning - -Chronicle’ in urging demolition of. | 
‘din Broadway, is: now a. regular on ‘the “Mickey Mousé Club”: with By. 

Frank -Snyder,..g:m.. of “WTAE, has bought. 
| another batch of post: 150: movies. He has acquired a: package. of Warner: 
Bros. feature films which. include. such. titles.as “Auntie: Mame”, “Dark. 
at: the Top of.the Stairs”; “Young Philadelphians” and. “Ice Palace”. on 

Embarcadero Freeway, described as’ a concrete. monstrosity. cluttering. 
“up-the waterfront. Angle: Paper owns. rival. KRON-TV = (channel. 4). 
Donald R. Clark ‘has. joined KCBS radio. as: national ‘sales rep: . 
Frank G. King, KTVU (channel 2) vp. in charge of national. ‘sales. ré= 
covering at home after an emergency appendectomy, due back at work. 
this week ; 

air. The. KGO spot is apparently soon fo bé up:for grabs. Station tried. 
Chronicle’s controversial columnist Count Mareo (who.gives sexy. ad- 

CBS management conferences; missed most of: the local cold Snap , . 
Thomas B. Smoth, office. mgr. for- KRON-TV, retired this month. after. 
31 years with parent ( Chronicle: Publishing. Co. He first: ‘was a Chronicle 
circulation man. 

“This was Oscar. week ‘for. local. stations. Lee Noble, ‘assistant public: 
affairs -direetor . for. KRNO-TV, won the John. Swett award. for two: 
educational shows; “Community Cir¢ele”.’ and .“Your’. Child’ and “You,” 
given by. the ‘California. Teachers Assi. . Noble is: former Program 
director, KFRC, Tadio: ~ , al. 

e 

IN DETROI T. 
‘Margaret O’Brien will sd hie along. with: Shirley Eder on the Jatter . 

“Ad Lib” show on: WJBK-TV. Miss O’Brien is starring ‘in. “A.Thousand 
‘Clowns” at the Fisher .. . Erroll Garner: will pay’ a visit to his ‘old 
friend, Ed McKenzie; ‘whose “After ‘Hours’: show. is .on WXYZ-TV -.: 
Controversial commissioner. John .C. Mackie, ‘of the Michigan: ‘State 
‘Highway Department, will be the guest on WWI-TV’s “Town Meeting” | 

Patricia Carrier, a_secretary at ‘the Ford. Motor Co., is “Miss: ’ 
Farmer’ ’s’ Daughter” of Channel, WXYZ-TV “is taking- part. in ABC's. 
national ‘search ‘for a-farmer’s. daughter, a character portrayed. in a/ 
network ‘show of the same name , .... News. director Bob King accepted | 
for WJBK the “certificate of appreciation”. from the March of Dimes:| 

. WIR will celebrate’ the holiday. season: with |: 
two weeks of gpecial programs beginning. ‘this week; with fine arts di- |. 

. WXYZ-TV’s Geerge. Pierrot 

National Foundation. . 

rector. Karl Haas charting the course . 
will feature Curtis Nagel and. his. film “all Over: Ttaly—1963" on: ‘his 
“World Adventure Series. PT 

| IN- BOSTON‘. " . 7 
Xmas parties at all Hub’s radio and ty 7 stations this week’. . « Phyl |, 

Doherty, press gal WNAC-TV, to Jamaica: on vacash . . Eleanor. Reb- | 
erts, Traveler tv ed; scored ‘a scoop. on the: Jack: Paar. story via a phone | 
call direct to JP and AP credited, her in. its dispatches. -.. Joe Ryan. | 

Eh Waillach 

Erie: Portman 
- Felicia Farr 
Tlaude Rains 

Fer details contact = 

-ehores... 

“| capacity. Both. outlets are CBS o&o0.. 
{| tor’ for KMOX radio’s annual. ‘yearend. “Sports Roundup”. on. Saturday 
| 28). ‘WIL deejay Ed: Wilson celebrating his 80th year: ‘on’ radio. 

| IN- CINCINNATI . Ed: Sullivan ‘to ‘be honored at | 

- | Williams: on -WIIC |: 

. Don Sherwood, who. only joined: KGO-TV a few months: 
ago for a daily afternoon show, went. back-on. KSFO. radio’s morning. 

Soper ewer eee ee, 

ava: Dave. ‘Rodman, WNAC-TV,: served’ as eméee for world | 

. Maurice P. Wynne, chief | 

. KMOX:TV director: Bob Miller will star: as Elwood: P. Dowd ‘in al 
_Gateway- ‘Theatre . (Park. Plaza Hotel). production’ ‘of “Harvey: ” ‘The play” 
will run through Jan. 4 : » KSD-TV axing the: “Tonight - In St. Louis”. 
series. at the turn of the "year.: -That: localized ‘version of Johnny ‘Carson’s: 
“Tonight” had. a 12-month. run and -will:now make way fora late, late 

| ‘movie ‘seriés . 
“KIVLTV. and . ‘wilt eventually: relinquish his: on-the-air | newscasting. 

“KTVETV : also. _losing veteran.. assistant ._promo -Manager- 

. Bruce Hayward named director of public. affairs at. 

Margaret ‘Mesnieér.. and. producer Jim-:Lyle.. Miss. Mesnier. going: to’ 
Cleveland ‘and wedding bells with Tod Schuck | and Lyle-taking a .pro- 
ducer's job with WISH-TV in Indianapolis . 

“Wally. Cox is. happy to ‘be 5 doing: soap. commercials for’ Procter. &: 
‘Gamble, which allows. free time-fér other ‘tv work, he told interviewers | ii 
.of Cincy. yideo stations when. spotlighted. ‘during a two-day visit to talk. 
{his sponsor’ s. salesmen huddled -here::““I never want another. series,” he 
declared, ‘... Jack Heywood, “who joined . Crosley Broadcasting Corp. -in 

April,’ 1961 - ‘as ‘v.p. and :treasurer,. after 10‘ years as an-NBC-TV exec, { 
“has. been upped ‘to the ‘CBC. board of. directors. Eleceted with -him: was 
' Arthor: E. Rasmussen veep’ of the parent: Avco Corp... .... WKRC-TV |. 

| did ‘a 90-minute midday remote :of the: consecration of. Bishop Edward.-| 
L.Fedders ‘at. the ‘Cathedral Basilicia of the’ ‘Assumption. in his native 
‘Covington, ‘Ky.,- opposite Cincy; attended by 200: ‘Roman. Catholic pre-. 

lates and. laymen from. ‘throughout: the country... 

a IN PITTSBURGH... 
Karen: Lee, who ‘played. the Helen ‘Keller’ part’ in hinivacte. Worker” 

WTAE will start a. “Sunday. Night Movie Special” on Jan. 5 at :10 p. m. 
“with. “Auntie Mame” kicking off the series which ‘will be projected in: 
color... 
honored: for five years.on the show. at a dinner giyen by.the Aliquippa | 

vice to women) for. a week, had disagreements’on’ format, etc: .KCBS | Chamber of Commerce .|,-:..The ‘Goldeh- Quill Awards seem tobe a 
gen. mgr. Jules Dundes (a CBS’ veep) -was in’Gotham for a week: of | hoodoo: to. the program manager. "This year Dave. Cranty, promotion | J 

e ‘single award. Last year, Bob Mortensen, gm. of. WIIC,. ‘took care. of the}: : 
| details and: his. station was shut out... 

WIN. ‘MINNEAPOLIS ee 2 
” ‘Time-Life Broadcast has. named Arthur M.: Swift vice s piesident and|* 
general manager of its WTCH-TV. and Radio. here. Swift. has. been 
-WTECN-TV. manager for*the. past-two and a-half years, WTCN Radio 

. Joha Francona, WIIC’s annouhter on “Studio Wrestling” was 

‘Manager of. WTAE, handled. the ‘affair and the station didn’t. get a 

‘manager | ‘Hi. Ritz has. also been elévated:to yeepee and general 
| exec of the independent tv and radio stations... KSTP-TV end Radio 

| ‘prez Stan Hubbard off for his annual winter. xiay: in Miami Beach :: 
|-St, Paul mayor’s annual ‘Christmas party Saturday (14) had Bill Bixby 
of CBS-TV’s “My. Favorite. Martian” as special guest... Using technical. 
‘facilities of KXTV™in Sacramento, WICN-TV beamed last Saturday’ 'S: 
-Camellia’ Bowl grid “clash ‘between St. John’s:.(Minn:) college and. 

-| Prairie View (Texas) A &. M. WTCN: sent sports: director Frank Buetel 
‘to the .coast to handle. mike: duties. and ‘fed the telecast to KCMT in: 
Alexandria, : Minn. : moe 

Bill On’ 5 No. 2 WB Status 
Continued fron, page 21; 
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wez-rv press “ chilet, ‘back. ‘trom: Cleveland’ and: WN. ‘Y,. Westinghouse. 
confa 

“| preem of “The:Cardinal” at the Saxon-Theatre, introing celebs includ- 
| ing producer-director. ‘and Mrs. Otto Preminger, filmsters ‘Carol: Lind-| >. 

_| ley, ‘Tom- Tryon, ‘and: Cardinal. Cushing . 
; ") engineer WTEV, New Bedford, received letter from J. Batchelor, chief: 
engineer. ‘Southern: ‘TV. corp: ‘Ltd, Australia, stating: “I found: your: 
station .the:-most. interesting during my world. trip. I hope we- will: be 

j-able- to: ineorporate. ‘some. of your automation. ideas 1 in our station in the: 
near. future. os . y — 

| IN. ST. ‘LOUIS’. La Richard Norsworthy named. divestor of. Promotion. ‘and. ‘Advertising . 
for WITG-TV. He had been. with WBAL-TYV, Baltimore. -Norsworthy | 
_guceeeds: Harry. Moses, who. was named promotion Manager for Metro- 

. KMOX-TV- film. director. 
‘+ Gordon West’ transferring. to WCAU-TV ‘in’ Philadelphia ‘in the. same |" 

. Jack ‘Buck ‘will be host-narra- |. 

1 entire tv operation,” bringing ‘into| . 
(Mon) ” 

firmly. as. No. 2 man in exec. eche- 

GREAT GUEST STARS . 
WEEK AFTER. WEEK! 

Peter Falk. : 
George Maharis:. Roddy. McDowall 
Suzanne Pleshette -Sam Jaffe.-. 

Abby Lane oe 
Sylvia Sidney 

_- Keenan Wynn a 

Sand many, mainy ‘more. : a 

‘azo, was promoted: yesterday. 

(exec: assistant to 

Boost. ‘in essence establishes: ‘Orr 

lon: ‘stationed at’ studio,. Addition- 

‘ally’ Warner stated that “Orr s first 

assignment . will ‘be ‘revaluation. of. 

hee. J. Cobb © 
Geraldine Fi ingerala 
“Luther Adler” 
“Eddie ‘Albert . 
Hume. ‘Cronyn 
Mickey Rooney 

sharp - focus. status of J ack, ‘Webb. 
who’ was given three-year deal. to 
head .. telefilming about . ‘time. ‘of 

« Orr’s shift. to theatrical production. 7 
” Title and responsibilities now | {== 

‘assigned Orr. plainly denote he has||] : 
tv operation top spot for.at least |{i 

‘| the period of his “revaluation” .of |}}- 
~ | operation. There’ is: also :the ‘hint |] 
| that. stewardship. under prexy War-|f} 2 +:- 
-| ner ‘may entail. other WB -empire | a 
| facets. | 10 or 

“+ Telefilm operation currently. ‘has |} 
1 two. sponsored. series. on ‘networks 
—‘Sunset Strip” and “Temple 

‘| Houston,” “Windy and Me”. ‘pilot, ji} 
| toplining George Burns and: Con- |||. 
{nie Stevens, was recently finished | | 
‘and Webb has plotted others. Dur- }. 

} ing: One period .under Orr’s run-{ fj... 
.. [ning of. the vidpix ‘mill, company |* 
| had eight. sponsored ‘series on. net- r 
_ -works, some: running. six years; , 

-Orr is preséntly onthe last: lap || 
ae of. production of the “Sex. and: Sin- | 

 *}gle: Girl.”.’ Although °‘prexy’. -War- | 
ner’s: statement notes Orr assunies |. Necr 
-his new” status : ‘immediately,. it-.is| 

os beliéved he: will wind. reining of 
Single ‘Girl. mS 

| *. i hPa. | am. | 

TOP IRISH TV AWARD © 
~ GOES TO HOUSEWIFE : ~ 

Dublin, Dec... 17: 
* Monica ‘Sheridan, a housewife, 

.won the Jacob’s ‘TV Award for the. 
‘best individual performance: of. the 

| year on. Telefis: Eireann (Irish. TV). 
a | for her. cookery program :“Monica’s. 

Kitchen: ”’ Citation said:..she. put. 
4. “personality ‘into™ cooking.” ar, Ly 
Top acting awards went to: Cyril 2 RNY 

“Cusack. for . his -performance : ins 
“Triptych” - and” Ria ‘Mooney © for: 
her. appearance in “The: Bomb”: by.) :.°:... 
James Douglas which: also won: the: ~. 
producer’s. award for Peter Collin- °: 
son: - Miss ‘Mooney: had... ‘announced: 
-a ‘week ‘ago,-after it was: reported*. | 
-that’.she--had been one: -of- three 
actresses nominated. for the’ award, 7 
that she. did ‘not. wish: ‘her. name 
to go forward. Her name. therefora. 
did riot appear on ‘program . and | 
she- was not, ‘present. ate the. fune~. 

+ tion. ~ os 
. - Jamies Douglas was. ‘giver a cita- 
tion. for the seript-of “The. Bomb” | °° 

| but-the award for. the best script: ..-.' =. 
‘went to’ Dr..Conor Cruise‘O’Brien’*- 2” 
for. “Parnell.” O’Brien, former: UN: 
Chief -in' the Congo, is ‘now: Vices 7 -.”- 
‘Chancellor: 08: the’ ‘University. TOE ee 
anenae a _ 

ae B: SRO for Year 
The: expanded Huntley-Brinkley 

news: strip. on: NBC-TV can now be® 
“/eaHed a..100%° financial. success. 

_. | Bauer & Black: division’ of the Ken-.- 
-’ {dall..Co. -has picked’ up an alter-. 

| nate-week: participation: that makes 
the. show. a sellomt through. next... 
‘September. . _ 
Placed : ‘through “Tathani-Laird le. 

agency, Chicago, the B&B. buy’ be- °° |... 
gins Jan. 10,. ‘Other bankrollers.in =: ° 

-| the solid roster include: John Han-. . 
cock Mutual: Life; .R.:: J. Reynolds;: - | 
-American Home Prodiicts:. -Ameri-:= = 

Aluminum | Co: of.-::- 
Plymouth . “division ‘of. Me 
Standard. Brands; and | 

can. -Chicle;. 
America: 
Chrysler; | 
J.. B. » Williams « Co. 

—_ Continued 1 from page a3 = 

participating’ ‘in every. phase’ of. 

of Mayr : Nery: Feu ene os, oi 

cates whe 

ak eet eens, 

tel bn, 

ROS A CDs, See eee eT RN Or ae a 

broadcasting. and | -advertising in : : 

‘Canada:. 
Succeeding. McDermott, ‘of Radio eg 

| & - Television: Sales. Inc.,. was" Gore. 
don Ferris, prexy: of: Radio. & Tele -. 
‘vision. Representatives Ltd... En" 
‘Braved pewter mugs on béhalf of 
the’. Assn. “were presented. by. the. 
new: prexy © te McDermott, Reo .- 
‘Thompson ‘and ° Bill ‘Byles. Other 

| officers. elected were Paul: Mulvi- “° *. °} 
~.'| hill, Ist. veepee:. Jolin Mally, sales. .:)- * 
~.|manager, Canadian | Broadcasting) |. 
| Corp., 2d: veepee; treasurer, Gas-:- 
:- | ton” Belanger; 
_ Potts, - 

“secretary, 

TV. veteran,: has’ been appointed 
° Atlanta —Deloney. Hull, r “WSR oe one 

‘Lorrie’ ae 

local: ‘sales: manager,- and“ Dale .- ed 

Smith, of WLW-D, Dayton, Ohio, ©; 3 
Was named. national sales manager - : 

|} at: Cox-owned WSB-TV. . oo 

~ ASSOCIATE PRODUCER. 
Can evaluate script potential, visualize: : a - 

mind the store:"Pon aun A e x 7 oe 

BCTV; ‘Instructor. Director, re El 

scenic © “Action, expedite. 

(Berkeley))- (Adv. Mgr.? Bway. actor.” 

. Box W-3542, VARIETY 
154 w. Mth st. New York, wy. as: So 

Film & Tape” 

EDITING a 

2s gh Witham Meet agency IP 
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a _BABIO-TELEVISION _ 7 

Fee, “Congress & Blurb Curb 

ing new moves ‘is ‘the: President’s 
continued’ call for’: holding down’ 
spending and Keeping the. Federal | 
pe f a nent Rep. : John Moss (D-Calif:). 

promised he would. fight. it.on- the. 
House floor. as. “vigorously as pos- 

budget under. $103,000,000,000. 
Every agency's | budget is being: 

_ scrutinized and. re-serutinized with 
the Administration trying to cut off |. 

_-fat -wherever.“possjble.. : 
“commercial regulation will be .an. 
expensive venture. for FCC which |. 
may have trouble being justified to. : 
the Budget Bureau. a 

As for Congress, the. ‘augury: for 
the commercial bill is: mixed: 

The. bill ‘cleared :the ‘Commerce | 
Committee by vote but: indications |. 
‘are it can’t reach. the: House floor 
until at least early next-year... 

Rep. Rogers said he hoped: he 
‘could get. the. legislation approved 
-_by the Rules Committee before 
Congress adjourns : this : week, - 

. He predicted the bill. “will sail 
through the House by .a‘substantial 
margin if all the facts are known } * 

a 

Obviously 

Continued. from, pase. 22 | 

jand.: the. . members “understand: 
them.” 

-But. the bill's most ardent’. oppo- 

sible.” -He- predicted - ‘the measure 
might: have trouble .in. the House 
and suggested: it. would get a ool 
reception in the Senate.” 

posing. *. 
.In a: “colloquy: with NAB: Gen- 

“eral - Counsel Douglas . Anello, the 
“| chairman’ said a violation - of the. 
commercial limit: ‘rule . would. be: 
‘only: one factor: in FCC's : con: | 
| sideration of renewal. Henry ‘Said : 
FCC would still consider. a station’s: 
overall. : performance in. granting. t. 
renewals, - 
‘Anello — contradicted: ‘Henry’ s 

‘premise saying FCC. now: ‘has. auto- |° 
i matic: rales operating: by . them-: 

| selves.. He cited: the multiple Own-. 
7 | ership limitation. as_an . example. 

; frule which specified: that ‘commer- 

“When. asked by Henry if. NAB 
would favor . a’ ‘commercial - curb 

| newal, Anello ‘replied he. would. 
{ not. 

at He said . “he considered ° “NAB s 
+Codes a ‘goal; not 2 floor—a:con- 
‘tention that met: ‘Commissioner Lee 
Loevinger’s. ‘disapproval. 
Anello opposed the ABC. sugges- 

Tien of FCC using the Codes for 

tan undeserved stigma on stations : 
‘Rot following Code limits: .-- 

One action gaining: Anelio's’ ap- 
‘“Eckhart’s 

‘renewal time guideliries. while: leav- 2 
fing. them in NAB’s control. 

‘He gaid the proposal would. place. 

| provat. was. Kenyon &_ 

OA Vital Coe 
“Named Herzog || 

For -these who. know - only a. few: 
rsanal details about Beb : 

News Director of WISN-TY, | 
waukee, one fact stands evt. He 
has (Holy Smoke). eight chitdren.. 

7 “But for. those. whe. knew hia 
i well, this is neither. startling er | 

.. veally very important. .H ae 
. eepts the responsibilities ofa 
“family with the same 
' eenfidence with which he rene the” t- 

‘news department ef a tele — 
vision. station in a.m or market... 
To his close friends : the truly outstanding fact abevt Bt 

‘f| aes Continues trom: page 22 amas 
B} raise $32,500,000: with: such costly 

Herzog is his ability... 

Herzog. ‘heads a 
newsmen and ‘three photographers. ’ 

. | anties. . It also. -adds.-that. a new 

news - 
rograms, steps before. the cameras 

= imself ta™ coordinate. aad. 
| the stories, - : 

Bob Herzog is the son of a news- a= 
man, leng time Mill wae 
Yinel. columnist Buck ; Q 
earned =a journalism 

| Marquette University la 1951 end 
. went inte sports anneuacing 

Milwaukee . fodle station. He oved. 
_ ever to TV in 1955 as a news | 

_ man, feined WISN-TY: in. 1959: . 
bacame news director im 1962. 

: a Efficient executive, professional 
‘— writer, polished annevacer — Seb 

-Hersog:is' a vital cog In the 
WISN-TV machine, ancien one ct | of T: 
the talented e 
station cli ck. peop! 

our new West Coast Representative is 

Bi rule not to. place ad copy on -non- 
+ Code... stations. 

El hoped ad agencies would. follow | = 
' this ex example but “on: an’ individual z 

‘Speaking for” the ad. men: was 

ae of | a ‘Continued froma page — 

had excellent: dialog, : good. charac 
‘/ter. development :and :a. firm’ dra-' 

Anello ‘said: he 

At the. FCC hearing, Chairman’ 
} Henry. mentioned the. bill indirect-. 
ly;. saying; . “There. is. great: mis- 
‘understanding in. the’ industry. and 
Congress: about. what we: are ‘Pro- 

| WBNS-TV Yule: Promos 

| radio and: “televisio
n. They: ‘have/ “eerie

 

{asked that these two entertainment | 
‘| media be freed of. commercials;. 
since: they: ‘are financed by the. tax-|" 

_| payers - through.. the monthly. fee | 
‘| system,- and -have ‘also. asked. that: 
radio. and television ‘become: truly 

| Private industries, away from the 
state ~ ‘monopolistic. controls - that 
now Téally dominate the outlets. 
‘Now, ‘it’s. being reported that the. 

‘West ‘German. government. will - ask 
the 10 lands that ‘make: up. West 
Germany to. issue various ‘guaran-. 
‘tees’ in the amount of the -$32,500,- 
000 that the Second Net needs, The. 
Second Net -has issued ‘another. 
“Clarification”: from its head man, 
Prof. Dr. :Karl Holzamer, explain- 
ing: that the money..is needed so 
that the Second -Net: will-be equally | 
‘competitive with the First, Net, and 

''| stressing that he and his ‘co-workers. 
are trying. to. produce : the. ‘best. 

| possible’ programs. for the viewing. 
-audience, with. the: -best Possible 
uses of the funds... 

“Get a Hefty. Response 
. Columbus, Dec. 17: 

“_WBNS-TV, ‘CBS-TV ‘affiliate 
here, is.in. process: ‘of winding up. 
“two-. unusual - Christmas. “holiday. 
‘promotions involving. two |. com-. 
munity organizations.. First.-is. a 
Draw ‘Christmas: competition, ‘con-. 

cials are only one factor: for re-| ducted’ in’ cooperation with: the}. 
Columbus: Gallery: of. Fine’ .Arts. 

| Promoted via spots..on “Luci’s Toy- 
shop” program, the young listeners. 
were invited to- submit: original: 
drawings: of what Christmas means: 
.to:them. Over 9500 drawings. were 
: received. Best. 100‘entries will be 
on. exhibit’ at ~the art © gallery | 
‘through - _December.: The™ entries 

. | represented ‘2 63% increase. over. 
‘the’ 1962. competition, , 

‘Second: promotion: ‘involved stu. 
‘dents at: the. Columbus College of |: 
Art and: Design. .They. submitted 
designs .for:.a station Christmas |'* 
‘card. Winner received.a $50. check : 
and. a. credit. Hine’ on: ‘the. card. : 

ov Followaps 

an. matic frame: What it. lacked: was 

Aifmain -broadcast commercial prob: 
tlem.of clutter." ; 

| He said the rules would not come 
| to grips. with the problem of too 
| Many: program _ interruptions : by! 
j commercials. 

Beingtapent © to miaintain the Second | 

Next day,. out popped. the “Mainz 
corps : with: another. 

“Press Clarification. * It’s all a dirty t 
‘station’s press. 

RICHARD. CARTER PUBLIC RELATIONS 
7805. Sunset Boulevard 

hes Angeles. 46, ‘California’: 

‘Jou vt ni tt 

| TY progreme x Andiance Beiidiog Coumnaters.. 

J ; fg . ; n a oe : ot 

German} “Worner’s Burner | 
i Continued from’ page's Saas 2 

tT sell as regards any. ‘given program’ . 

a ‘compelling. “pace; and ite: slow 
movement | is. ‘reportedly. the 
reason: why. “Big: “Mitch”. plaved 
‘this late in the season although it 
was one of the. first: productions. 

- completed by the Boone troupe. As 
-.>. [a-sometimes. grim character. study, 
==s|the hour also lacked ‘much in the 
way: of comedy: per the | 

- The central. character, however; 
ja man of: big. dreams and small ac-j 
comiplishnients whose. terrible. pride 
‘almost does him:in when his daugh- 
ter leaves:-him to. marry; was a ‘good 
test. of Boone's. thesp . skills," and 

Of! the. former gun. toter gave a To- 
- |" bust™- accounting. Harry Morgan, 
tas Boone’s: admiring, and . equally | 

dreamy, crony,: paired excellently) over “old” shows’ for: one season | - oe | 
with the star, -and Bethel Leslie 

. a3 within. the limits of, the script ace. | ' 

-_= o ae 

project. « 

company’s working on the. net-| 
) work's projects. for "6465. 

HE Kansas ‘City—After 15 years: in i “Consists 
{i radio. and television newseasting 

‘here: Allen. D. Smith hés left the 
. | industry, taking a newly created . 

‘post as ‘director: of communications 

and- Lloyd Bochner as daughter and} 
son-in-law, | turned. in nicely. mite « 

oe. 0 Fe 

UF Making the: trip with. “Durgin . 
“IH from the East -Coast. ‘were night-j; 
li} time ‘sales ‘heads Max Buck and. nS 
i} Jack Otter. “In: from’ Chicago was'| 
Hl) Angie Robinsomi- and. :Cy Wagner, 

| Chick: Avery,. veepée: for. Detroit 

Ii} for - the. Jackson. County Medicat ® 
tf ‘Boclety. | = ah 

| _Weiseatey, December 18, 1963. eel 

~ 30% Share: The. Wear & Tear 
See Continued, from Page, 21 

‘work. by network, evening by. eve- | 
‘ning, ‘program by program: prob-. 

| ing. in Madison ‘Ave. and Michigan 

“Ave, . circles. 
been a new and strong emphasis | 

N ot only | has there 

on -how. many evening. hours’ per: 
week each network exceed the 30% 
‘share level; but the detailed ex-. 
-aminations. ‘have extended to how, 
well each. network now. ‘is perform-. 
-ing.. in. this: respect: compared . to. 
last season. | 

‘One such agency “analysis,  con- 
‘sidered typical of those being gen- | 
erally made, dissected the most re- | | 
cent National Nielsens. by ‘Teveal- 
ing: that: the 73. 5 weekly hours of. 
evening network programming 

_| split into 35 hours. above the. 30% 
“share and. 38.5 hours below. “One: 
oy year ‘ago, the ’62-’63. programs split, 
\in almost the identical’ propor-. 
+ tion—34,5- hours ‘higher. than | 30%: 
‘and 39:-below. 

For--example,. 31% - of. ABC-TV’s 
‘programming ‘““shares”. as high ‘as. 
“30%. - Surprisingly, the:ABC figure 
for. ‘the: year ago- ‘parallel ‘Novem-. 
ber Nielsen was an ‘identical 31% 
{of the programming: with. a share. 
of 30%. or ‘better. The trade’ had- 
looked: for an ABC improvement 
‘in the. wake™ of: the. unprecedented |. 1a 
number’.of new shows -(14) . it:|. 
debuted: this year, their kickoff. be- 
fore the ‘startup of the other webs. 
and © their” highly aggressive - ‘and 
Magnificently executed: promotion. 
Also unexpectedly, NBC—which 

.some .Madison. Ave. pundits pre- | , 
“dicted would slide into third posi-. 
tion: this season. is ‘the only: net- 
work which has increased ‘the pro-: 

ABC's | - difticulties “this season. 
Lately. they have. been sliding” in 
the National Nielsen share to the 
point: where only. three of. the 14. 
new entries (‘‘Fugitive,”.. Patty: - 
Duke - and. “Farmer's Daughter”) 
now ‘reach a 30% or better share. 
‘Among the new. shows, CBS: has. 

scored ‘this. season’ with: “Petticoat 
_Junction,”: “My Favorite Martian” 
‘and. ‘Panny. Kaye: NBC has like-. 
wisé: Placed. three new: programs in.. 

- J the. 30%. or better | “success”: 
bracket : ‘— the “Kraft Suspense. 
Theatre,” the “Bob Hope. Antholo-" 
gy”: ‘dramas: and “Grindl.”.... . 
BY with. ‘CBS ‘rated .at. 69,. NBC at. 
42 and ABC at 31 (so.far as '63-'64 — 
‘percdntage-’ “of ‘programming - over: 
‘the 30%: national Nielsen. share of 
‘audience "is .. concerned), : “network 
advertisers -and. their agencies. are 
already - beginning . to. line: up. for’ 
“what (baséd:on this year’s analysis) -.. 

-1 looks. like the ‘fat’ Nielsen shares. 
-for- next..year: ‘Most -of them —. Ls 
‘whenever. possible—will_ be. .chary ** 
‘about buying into. those. 38.5 hours - 
of: evening network time. which _ 
-now bear: the “ess: ‘than. 30", Niel- a 
sem hex. Le ; 

Coren to CBS-TV - 
. Harry: V. Coren, associate editor. 
of the Sunday. ‘Magazine ‘section 
of the N:Y. ‘Daily Mirror, which | 
has. ceased: publication, has. ‘joined: 
‘the : press: “Info | ‘department. OFS 
‘CBS-TV. . = 

‘Coren: will “be “responsible. ‘for 
feature writing, as well as’ special 
-projects :in- connection: -with. CBS , 
News .and _pubaffairs. programs. | | 

portion of its programming: scoring |F 
a 30%. share or better. 42% of'|i- 
NBC’ shows exceed the 30% ‘share |f = 
fed ri the’ year “ago: figure: was |= 

__CBS contines to fly in the high-- Lz 
Nielsen share altitudes with 

=| 0%, of the Jim Aubrey ~selected 
shows “above the ‘critical mark. |f = 

-| While last year’s CBS performance | 
| of 73% constituted a new tv net- |% = 
work récord, Aubrey. & ‘Co. are out: 
-to*better: that’ performance ‘in ’64- |. 
°65,: Every CBS show, except “CBS | 
“Reports,” falling below a’ 30% | 
‘share, Madison Ave.. experts be- | 

main | li€ve,.is due to be chopped down | 
by. Aubrey’s sharp cancellation axe. |f ; 
“These -include, 
Show™ (already. cancelled); “Raw- 

As| hide,” “Great Adventure,” “Route | 
66,”. “Twilight Zone,” Phil Silvers, 
Judy: Garland and “East Side’ West} 

| Side” (although there’s a - strong: 
‘likelihood might be salvaged). e. 

‘last. year, agency observers believe: 
‘that Leonard Goldenson will once. 
again. break loose néxt season with 
about as: many shows as he de- | 
buted: this year. While -ABC—in 
its report :to stockholders—blamed 
last.. year’s: failures -on holding 

too. many, it .is the “new” ‘pro- 
‘grams which ‘represent. the bulk. of — 

. <= . 

on wooded hillside-very easy fo 

professional apprai 

An! I toler > RW. COWEN” 
| mar) CASCADE 20, NORTH SYAMFORD.CONN. 
OR PHONE. NEW CAMAAN- -203-966-2362 . 

—OFFICE RENTAL— 

SoReal New York City. 

“Glynis * Johns |] i 

SENITIOLTY RESTORED 1780.cotbewal WOME |] 
lipeneesbedmas-A bathe maids er | 

mamntain! Sea ee br ‘| 

) pears : fio 1) 1059000 Fl ikM! 
‘tt| out of New York, and. Motor City} 
sales exec Walter Gross were ‘also | 
attending along with Walter Tolie- |. 

AH son, San Francisco, -and Marry | 
tt Floyd, ‘Los Angeles... Besides the | 
ji salesmen, the: delegation included | 
|Dean Shaffner, head.‘ of. the  net- || 
| work’s, ‘sales: presentations: ‘depart- jf: 
| ment, and. general. programming | . 

if) exec Ed Friendly. -- 17 on 
1: Blueprint. ‘presentations | were| rT 
‘hadled ‘by Werner and Grant along |} 7" 
with exécs: of . several “production : 

“Attractive office. spece: 90'x25" | 

1 PHOTOS # 

) ALAN, HOWARD | 
AEA - AFTRA - SAG... 

Featured. as a Z | ta, A 

With ABC performing exactly as * ie. Frank & Ei Perrys film, “Ladybug, Ladybug" to: be: 
"eleased Dec. 23 at Cinema 11 oe ; 

"Watch Me... Wizard” | ie yr. : 
_ Sot, oft,” over. Channel 4. 

= 7 Menthe 

Per: 
. Meneoeny St “Ph. 2238 

reneracese "over SR) 

Watch for . 

as PRINCE KALMERE en’. 
THE PATTY DUKE. SHOW . 

ABC-TV. 2 P. M. 
| ' Contact: Phase 7-3870. 

100. ‘8x10. ‘Glessy Prints: ste. each 

~ 100 8x10: Color Phetes only-$1.15 each 
°: Write for brochure and free ‘samples .- 
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To our: ‘at os whose € expressions sof appreciation nt for our ‘weekend of. aa 

nn 2 
~ formed so 0 wenstntingly. 

_ : Too our employes we'e who worked night: ‘and day without a moment 5 5 thought | 

COLES eee ~ about personal ‘comfort or. compensation. to. see to it: a 

is Seay a a that the viewers Were re continuously served, 

: om ve 

_ oT To our ‘networks « ees ‘whose incredible resourcefulness, effort, experience arid: 

© good taste supplied coverage no single station or ‘group 

of stations: ever could have accomplished a alone,. 

a | Too our. v advertisers. aoe who not. “only permitted, But ‘ieged, that we pay no: 0 : 

-malee-goodé to: help allay: the tremendous. financi 

“partial problems d did not 50. 0 permit. 

" service: during’ the days of ‘sadnes
s and. history. are , oh 

highly valued by the. Jundreds of employees. wha ter a 

“heed. to. their commercial. commitments, but. serve: the oa 

publi first. Our ‘particular thanks to those. who have » 

been. SENET OUS. and understanding in their approval of | - 

loss incurred, and our: ‘understanding
 va those e whose Ss : 
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RICK NELSON. 

- ‘DENISE GERMAINE: |... ee 

JESSE PEARSON - 

“ MARCIA BLAINE 

7. PAM DICKINSON» 

“Top Singles | Of The’ 
au he ‘Best Bets’ of This Ww. eek’s 100-Plusi Releases ) 

“(Decea) . Nes * hide’s All She Wrote - 
Rick N elson’: - “For You" ¢ Witmeare*) follows the current ‘swing 

mEconp | REVIE
WS. Be

 

bb ea bos went ~_ FoR YOU 

back to. oldies .and. this: version. makes this. particular..evergreen. zi 
pe for a new spinning push-and_ a big payoff. “That's: aus She 

Wrote” (Four. Star. Salest). tells. a 00d teen. Story. 
*”: 

FRANK: SINATRA . 
(Reperise) =... 0.60. - . Stay: With Me. ose ee ee: 

Frank. Sinatra’s ’ cepalie. To ‘Me. Baby” ( Comimander*) 4s-a@ solid | e 

Slevedaeseitees TALK TO ME BABY ||__ 

‘pallad: entry from the. “Fory” legituner. ‘and ‘this. slice ‘gives it:. |-E 

‘standard stature and high. spinning potential.: “Stay With .Me”.° 1. 

-(Chappell*) gives. the theme from “The. Cardinal”. 1 Pic. ‘some. fing ad 

lyric. touches and, the: side should: do. twell. 
2 ae, 

ALEAN: SHERMAN :. bales “TWELVE GIFTS. OF camistmas| 
(Warner Bros.) 

: You Went the Wrong Way, oid King Loute 
‘Alan’: “Sherman’ s “The Twelve Gifts-Of Christmas” (Curtain . +} 

| Bi way Cast ‘Jennie’. | 
Dick Van Dyke's ‘Som’ || 

. Top New LP Releases 
: MARY | MARTIN: “JENN LE” | 
oar (RCA: Victor). Mary. Martin is: the |]. 

| big attraction .in.. this’. original 
Broadway. east album.set. She:has a | 

| magic “that bounces: out - of . the |]. 
“-| grooves éven when’ the ‘material. is |¥ 

“just: moderately. effective.” The|f 
‘score, ‘written. by Howard | Dietz 
‘and “Arthur . Schwartz,.. is -pleasant 
at best but it gives. Miss Martin an | 

| occasional vocal fling.so the show-| 
-| tune buffs” ‘should. be: ‘somewhat | 
- 1 satisfied. Other ‘singers who help. 

| along: “with the’ score. are Ethel: 
| Shutta; who :does: a good ‘job on | 
“For Better’ Or*:Worse,” George. 

rA.| Wallace; who. does .an especially 
' | flavorsome duet: with..Miss ‘Martin |]. 
on. “High Is Better Than Low,”|f 
‘|and Jack De: Lon,..who. sets: ‘up: :a} 
‘| nice mood in. “When You're :Far |f 
_ Away: From New. York Town. wo 

DICK. VAN DYKE: “SONGS. 1 
HIKE” (Command). . 
other. stars ‘of tv: shows as. Vincent 
(“Ben Casey”) Edwards’ and Rich-| 
ard :(“Dr.. Kildare”) Chamberlain, 

Call*). has enough payoff punch. lines to make it the novelty. click - 

of the season for people who. don’t care what's done to the classic’. 

“Twelve Days. of Christmas.” “You Went The Wrong: Way, Old a . 

King Louie” {(Jewel*) takes off on “You:Came A Long. Way From | 

St. Louis” ‘and. tt adds up to lots of spinning fun.’ 

reo 
‘MAJOR LANCE. ely 

(Okeh) . wc ewe ee bees Um, Um, Um, Um, Um, Um 
Major ‘Lance’ 3. “USineat Music” ‘(Jolunne. &-Curtomt): brings |. 

‘back. The Monkey: Dance” man with another..catchy item: that’s’ 

set up dust right. for a good ‘spinning roll.:.“Um, ‘Um,-Um,:Um, - 
‘Um, Um" (Curtom. & Jalynnet) spells :out’ more “of his: ‘thythmic 

aiyting in terms: that the. young: terpsters. will: find hard to, Tesist.. . 
i 

DUSTY: SPRINGFIELD. x ONLY WANT TO BE. WITH You: 
(Philips) (60. 2 ee eet Once: Upon.a Time |. 

Dusty: Psprinofield’s “T- Only Want To "Be With. You’’.¢ Chappell*). “ 

‘has‘a: hat. rocking sound and. a multi-tracked vocal drive. that will 

vstir up lots of excitement. “Once ‘Upon: A..Time” (Unartt) ‘fea-- 

tures more. of: the rocking. flair’ that. drums. Up: deejay lay. | meee 
i * ORES 

(United Artists) .. “Gaforgotten Yesterdays 
« Denise Germaine’s. “Jéhriny Casanova”. (Stride-Edlockt) pitches - 
a strong. beat and. catchy: teen lyric angle with. a pofent vocal. ap. | 
‘-proach ‘that will grab’ lots -of play,. “Unforgetten: Yesterdays” 

(Stride-Edlockt): has a ballad. ‘Hilt that: shoud :s catch: Some: ec deehay a 

Anterest. Lan . oe ar | 

“MAHALIA JACKSON. vive e's sIN THE SUMMER OF. iis YEARS. 5 
(Columbia)... 2... oe eee ne «Song For My Brother *. 
‘Mahalia. Jackson? S. “En “The ‘Summer. Of His “Years” -(Leeds*) is . 

the, multi-disked: folk. song fromthe BBC's. tribtite- to President - 
Kennedy and this slice -gives..it. added impact and ‘stature. “Song 
‘For. My Brother’ of Chancery*). isa solid inspirational item. : 

| GOT ‘A FEELIN’ iM FALLIN 
(RCA Victor) : ~.2e. : Talk To Me Baby » 

. Jesse Pearson’s “rT Got. a Poelin’ ‘I’m- Fallin’ * Screen Gems- 
Columbia Musict) puts. together .an ‘attractive. beat. and ‘a ‘catchy .. 
Iyric for breakthrough: possibilities...“Talk To.Me Baby”: (€om-:: 

 mander*) is the ballad from the. upcoming “Foxy”. Jegituner..o given. 
a rhythmic touch. to win. ‘pop deejay pleye.: PTET . 

ae 

WHO'S: ‘GOING To TAKE MY: DADDY'S: PLACE 
(Seville). . ar Why. Can’t E-Get A Guy: 

' Marcie. Blaine’ 3 “Who's Goitig. To: Take My. ‘Daddy’ s* Place”. 
‘€Ametropt) has.a.neat rocking beat with’ cha cha touches and-‘a 

 teen-pegged lyric, that. the juves will: find especially meaningful. 
“Why. Can't: I. Get A. Guy” (Ametropt): has. a: bright beat and a: ’ . 

. perky ‘voral attack. to: “pick ap the: ‘young. disk San’ s. interest. 
oF. 

THE. MATYS: BROS. 
* (Select) ©. ef nec. Fie eee Humpiv Dumpty Polka 

~The. "Matys Bros? “Cut. i The Meatballs In Half” ‘(Joy*) kas. the 
bright bounce and ‘the ‘funny - ‘lyric: angle. that. made. their “Who : - 
Stole. The Keeska” click: last year and: this should follow: similarly.: :, 
“Humpty: Dumpty Polka” (Drury: Lanet) isa. Frisky polka. piece. 1 . 

et pump: numbers; all of ‘which come. 
_aC§Loss . nicely and reflect: his . sub- | 
stantial singing ability. ' 

“LENNY |. ‘WELCH: “SINCE. I 
| FELL FOR YOU”. (Cadence). “This. 
|is a ‘collection ‘of tunes -waxed by 
|‘singer. Lenny Welch. over. the past ; 
‘few. years. The: emphasis is on the 

* | ballad: style,. with’. some faster|f°-- 
--| tempo. items.’ included as ~well.,. 
‘Welch 4s:a. ‘clear-voiced. song ‘sales- |f. 
man: who has a:winning way with | 
a’ ballad, : delivering ‘with: feeling 
J and smooth Styling. His’ ‘uptempo . 
-stylings’ click briskly... Included: in 
‘this session are four tunes: penned {4}: 

-orch with some tocking, flourishes ta: ‘give the: ballad: pop: market , 2 by, the singer Rive these have 2| | 

-: [fora fine LP for Welch which can: t 
[score effectively. for ‘him, = 

> “BILL. “BLACK: ‘COMBO. GOES. 

that could start. some*fun oe the _jukes, 

KERRL DOWNS . 
(Epic) wees neon 
“Kerri Downs’. “4, 003; 221. ‘Tears From Now’: (Gil¥). plays. up a: 

_.teen sound and a juve-angled ‘Tyric to good. advantage and the 
Kids should: make. it a payoff platter. “Baby Get Your Hoss And 
Ride” (Coach & Fourt): moves along with: a cute, idea: but. it. 
“never. gets anyplace. Poel gs 

a on ge “ . cat . - 

THE SUZETTES | eae ee sede “7 wee ness oo 

_ (Mosnglow) Det we wh we ew bee b. rn - “Somewhere 
The Suzettes’ ‘Sky. High” (Ray Mavivellt) takes. the. classic 

“Greensleeves” melodic line ‘and: turns.it:.into.a high-flying item... 
.- that the ‘chorus sound. gives. strong .catch-on-.qualities:. “Some-: .. 

| where. (Ray Maxwellt). ‘is. performed’ ‘by the John Van: Horn - 

“appeal. ere 
BILLY DUPREE = IN THE IMAGE OF cop 

(Contempo). - eae eae eee ewes 7 :. Through Eternity. 
Billy Dupree’s In The ‘Tmage oF God” ( Trophy: & Contempo}?} '- 

has .big inspirational values and. the - tight kind. -of. dramatic: ‘ap- 
proach to help it make a dent in the pop. market. “Through 1 Eter-- a 
“nity”, (Kelton*) has: a: good. . rome! feel... . 

Oe oe Shee FUNNY. AGE 
(Gambit). Jolinny Ain *t 1 The: Only Name-~ 
7 -Pam ‘Dickinson’ g “Runny Age” ( LiLou Wondert): tes: ‘of an~ . 

~"in-betweenager in the simple. juve terms. that. will win the young. . 
disk fan. along the jock and: juke trail.’ “Johnny Ain’t The Only 7 
Name” ( Mimosat) has: 3 cute: lurie:¢ and, lots ote vocal ‘pep to pull. 
some Juke: Play. - ion se Mat Gros. oy, 

*ASCAP.  ¢BML. 

seseet dv woke a > SWEET: music| 7 

“| Home,” “Ain 

-) (Musicor).. 

“A 003,221. ‘TEARS. FROM ‘NOW: 
” Baby Get Your Hoss And Ride woe, 

“SKY HIGH. 

~ LAWRENCE WELK 
“Has: Another ‘Hit. Dot Record! ite 

bBLug. VELVET,” B/W “FIESTA” — 

| Dick Van -Dyke- “turns upas a -pur- 
|-veyor-of pop songs in this. ‘package. 
-|Van Dyke -has :a: fairly. . good voice. 

-.* [which he uses with -an- attractively |{- 
relaxed ‘style. In this. ‘songalog, ‘he |. 

| gets .some standout: support: from. 
| the: superb: Ray’ Charles ‘choral 
ensemble and. the: richly’ swinging |f- 

| orch’ under Enoch Light's. baton.|f- 
‘| It all’ adds ‘up‘ to.‘a- slick: musical 

..| stanza: containing such: numbers. as. 
- |-“Niee. Work: If You. Can: Get: It,”. 
.. | “Baby,. Won't You. Please~:‘Come 

. Ain't We Got: Fun,’ “My: 
Baby. just’ Cares. For Me”. and “Tye. 

7 ‘Got: AC Crush. on You.” Pe {ft 

' GENE: PITNEY:: “BLUE- GENE” | 
‘Showing..‘a range: of j. 

.| vocal approaches,. Gene. Pitney has} 
. | a. solid. platter. here. He displays}. 
: touches of a country influence. and 

some rock Styling along with: tradi-| 
tonal voralzing: here. a all cakes, } 

_ the result. -is: fine::vocal ‘wor eit 
“cur THE ‘MEATBALES IN HALE -has . a fine dramatic: ‘approach and 

-|the voice to: back’ it. up. He’s no 
{control - booth ‘wonder, ‘possessing 

fine ‘pipe. control and range. Pitney 
“SCOres - strongly. ‘on: the ’ material 
here, ‘which: includes. ballads and 

Others. and. dressed ‘them: up in 
| his’ ‘sultry . jumping instrumental 

| style. Paced’ by the. leader’s. pulsat- | 
ing sax..work and. backed by his} 
cooking: combo;. the. session” has a} 

| nice pop. ‘wausical, feél, Not as rock-|f- 
-|:ing. as’ some: of .: his. ‘previous ses-|i- 
“| ston the. platter: gives Black a 

* (Continued on Page 45) 2 

1 

Like .such. : 

'.44- 34° -42 
| West” (Hi). For. ‘this: session, Bill |} © wr 

7 -| Black has ‘taken: an array of stand- | 
| ard.:-western-:tunes . like - “San. An: 
| tonio.. Rose,” -:““Tumbling ‘ Tumble- 

'..| weeds,” “Red. River. Valley,” “Cool |} 
Water; ” “Down In the Valley” and 

. 1a aT 4 : 

50 50). 36 

‘ALBUM BESTSEL LERS. | 
(A National al Survey. of Key Outlets). 

aif 5 This Last No: Wks. 
Wk, ‘Wk: ‘On Chart . 

“6” “THE SINGING: NUN Philips 
’ Soeur Sourire (PCC 203): - -: a 

10" ': PETER, PAUL & MARY (Warner Bros] ee 
_ In the. Wind (W 1507). - ee 

r a} a BARBRA. STREISAND. (Columbia) 
3" Volume Tl (CL 2054). . 

4 5. -- 6... VILLAGE ‘STOMPERS (Epic). a 
"s+ - “Washingten Square (LN 24078) | ne 

5 #20: JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard). . a 
oe fe Wo. YE (URS.9094) 20 ac 
6 8° 5° ‘LOS INDIOS TABAJAREZ. “Wietory a 

.  . Mawia Elena (LPM 2822) 2° 
7 6. 11. AL MARTINO (Capitol) =” 

ic: Painted: Tainted: Rose: (T. 1975). 
8. 9 49. PETER, PAUL. &. MARY (Warner Bros) 

‘Moving (W 1473). |. 
o oy “37. _ ANDY. WILLIAMS. (Columbia) 

so & 2 Days of Wine & Rosés (CL Z018) 
- io 137 “| ROBERT GOULET (Columbia) | 
oe): In Person (CL 2088)... 
il. 14: il FRANK SINATRA Reprise) ~ 
a, _ Sinatra’s | Sinatra (R 1010) ot 

-12...-7 14° “ELVIS. ILVIS PRESLEY (Victor). Se 
2 2) +... Golden: Records, Vol. TE. (LPM: 2765) _ es 
23°19 ~~ 8" SWINGLE - SINGERS (Philips) a 
.'“s) Bach's Greatest Hits (PHM: 200-097) _ - Pay 
14 16 12 BOBBY VINTON (Epic) — | : 
ofits. ) Blue Velvet: (LN. 24068). | 
_¥5-. 11 111- WEST SIDE STORY (Columbiay - 
pe. 2 oy. Soundtrack (OL 5670). 

-°16..22 82. PETER, PAUL .& MARY (Warner Bros] 
ee Peter,. Paul & Mary (W 1449)... 

“17 «= 33°-.19 .-‘TRINI. LOPEZ (Reprise) 
vee —- Trini Lopez at PJ’S (6093) 

18°29. ..2 ‘ANDY ‘WILLIAMS (Columbia) 
off" Xmas Album (CL 2087) . : _ 
19. 17. 35 BARBRA STREISAND (Columbia) . 
re Barbra Streisand. Album.(CL. 2007), _* 
20°. 10-18" NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS | ‘(Colambiay 
oy oc. os Ramblin’ (CL. 2055). oe moe, — 

| 21° 27 .6 JOHN GARY (Victor). rn 
7 Catch a Rising Star LPM 2748) oa 

22°" 20° 14 “RAY CHARLES S (ABC-Par) © - 
“| Recipe for a:Soul (465): 
23° 18° 4 - BEACH BOYS (Capitol)- re 
- 1... Little Deuce. ‘Coupe (T. 1998) ° ime 

94° 18 .34 BYE BYE BIRDIE (Victor) —~ 
yee Soundtrack‘ (LOC -1081) 
25°: 28° - 38. ROY ORBISON (Monument) 
io. 8: (Greatest Hits (MLP 8000) - 

- 26°32 2. ELVIS. PRESLEY. (Victor) . 
oo Fan in “Acapulco (LSP 2756) met 
27 24 38 HOW THE WEST WAS WON. (MGM) pe 
or, Soundtrack: (1E5) | ee 

.. 98. 23° 41 JOAN BAEZ “(Wanguard) ” 
_ _ |. Baez-in Concert (VRS 9112) . = 

--99- 30 19. ALLAN SHERMAN (Warner. Bros) _ 
ae My..Son ‘the Nat:(WB: 1501) - 

|.30 31 2° SMOTHERS BROS. (Mercury). | 
os —.._ +: Curb Your Tongue, Knave: (MG 20862) 
31.25 6° HERE'S LOVE (Columbia). 
“=. t Original Cast (KOL 6000)_ 

. 82 37 10 ~ BEACH BOYS (Capitol). 
Se -Surfer Girl (T 1981) . 
33. 35 7 - AL HIRT (Victor) ; 
-.. . 713: , Honey in the Horn: (LPM 2733). 

34. 21- 29  SMOTHERS BROS. (Mercury) 
Think Ethnic ‘( (MG 30777)- 
35° 38 °17-°. NANCY . WILSON (Capitol. 
ae = _ Hollywood My Way (T 1934). : — 
36° 26 8 CHAD MITCHELL TRIO. Mere) 
ae Singing Our Minds. (MG 20838). 

‘37. —. 1. HENRY MANCINI (Victor). 
ot Charade (LPM: 2755)’ - 3 
"38. .48. 6° PERCY FAITH (Columbiay- 
pe -! Shangri-La | (CL, 2024) ©... 
39 .42°.13. JOAN. BAEZ. (Wanguard) 
Cos wl. Wok. F (URS: 9078) 2. | 
» 40 «(43-2 25° - JAMES | BROWN, (King) ~ 
Oo _.: James. Brown | Show (826). . 

41 45. 16--MONDO CANE (United ‘Artists 
Doe Soundtrack : (UAL 4105): 
~ 42°. —" 12 BOB-DYLAN (Columbia) 

Freewheelin (CL 1986). . 

JIMMY GILMER (Dot). - 
Sugar Shack . (LP. 3545). 

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Colpiat 
oe Soundtrack (CP.514) | = 
45 —. 1 JIMMY SMITH (Verve) ~ 
Any Number Can. Win (V° 8852) 

46° 44-15." SURFARIS.(Dot)” = 
woo. Wipe Out (DLP.3535) 

q 647 «©4006 2):sC TRINI LOPEZ: ‘TReprise) 
a. More at ‘PSs (6103) 
48 49 “8 PETER NERO (Victor) | 

-: Jn ‘Person (LPM 2710) a 

JOHNNY: MATHIS (Columbia) 
- Johnny (CL 1809) . °.... 

_NANCY WILSON {Gapiton 
s Brosdway My: Way. (T. 1828): 



>. James * 

oes Barney Richards, { prexy. of eat 
° 10: Chicago. Federation of .Musi-| 

‘ elans,. took. the. unprecedented |. 
action: of . overruling the board of |’ 

- directors of his union last week in}. 
order to’. -prevent: -what' a union 

oe “spokesman . “termed = 4. 
. Strike” . 

we +. ASSH, s 

a Chicago Symphony Orchesfra. .. 
“=. "* Ri¢hards said that he: took: the|’ 
"2: aetion under a _provision: in the. by- 

= Jaws which . gives him’ unlimited: 
_.. emergency powers: when the: board | she: Hefti music. - 
+>" takes action that is “patently illegal i 
and” unconstitutional”. - 

- against . - the; Orchestral 

- The Orchestral. “Assn: 

“@jans. in. Chicago, ‘with an annual 
payroll. exceeding“ $1,000,000 ‘for 

= ..+403.:musicians:.and_ two. librarians. |- Soa, 
-"  . Loeal 0. has 10,000‘ members,. of] aw ¢ ; 
ce which- about. -1 000: .derive . their | 
entire income: from. playing.. With} 

“wildcat: 

‘Single. Girl, 
| “America, America, Pe 

“The score for. “Sex. ‘and the Sin- 
‘gle Girl’ is being written by. Neal | 
Hefti; Count Basie's. orch will, play : 

’ sponsoring. “hody of. the 

“Gg the 
os “Jargest. ‘single | “employer . -of musi-j “Never * : 

ees C Concerto Gets Big Play 

- Warner Bros. Records has ‘latched. 
‘on: to the soundtrack: album: rights |’ 
‘to thrée ‘of. its : parent company’s |... 
fortheoming: films, _“Sex’ fand- ‘the} 

“Dead Ringer” . and |... 

‘On... Sunday. vo 

Previn: 

“assets of $5,000,000, it -is the’ rich- ay a 
“est Jocal in the nation, including all] -@y 0 69 

:of .the other” union locals. as-|: Quan 
 sociatéd.... with ‘other professions, 1. & 
«trades and ‘industries. | 

Richards’. veto action. took. place | wo Oy 
after the board: voted. three-to-two - 

. fo.-place ‘the Orchestral :Assn.. on: fs 
“unfair and: defaulters list’. |. 

\ Albert’ A -Garretta,: “of the ‘Taw 
‘firm: of - Carretta. 
(Washington; -D.C), has been re-. 
tained::as. special. legal counsel - by: 
the National Assn.-of. Record Mer-- 
‘chandisers.:.: He will be: counsel of. 
record . for NARM for the. Federal. 

a the 

‘.. (One: board: member - was’: absent] 
from the meeting at ‘which. the. vote. 
_was-taken. Members at the meeting: 
“voted. 124-to-61 in . favor’ of: the: 

. prexy’s -action. - 
.. Richards said that the board had: 
‘not - exhausted ‘all - the ‘grievance 
and” ‘arbitration “procedures: 

: “Between. the union and ‘the. Assn: 
oo a-year ago, 
action would make the local: liable. 

and. that. the’. ‘strike 

“to: ‘violation-of-contract: suits.” 
.The unresolved: dispute : centres | 

on. the <questions - of’ payment ‘of. 
“vextra -rehearsal ‘time -for 10 men, 
“travel. time.for two-men, a week’s 
salary for one man-™ attending a. 
union meeting -in. another tity,” and 

ae eontracts ‘for two.men: 
~ Richards’ chief. antagonists. in ‘the 
‘action are: board members. Rudolph. 

'...: Nashan’ : and ° Joseph ‘:Golan, and 
“Sam Denov, all of whom’ play: with] © 

‘the’ ‘Chicago’ Symphony. | ‘Denov, . a: 
percussionist, was the only: de-{ 
feated. member of a “reform” ‘slate: 

‘awhich won.an election last January. 
that: ended - ‘the 32-year reign of: 

“Petrillo. and. - ‘elected . C.: 
_ Richards prexy. of the’ ‘local... 

-v.7 * > Denov, who was one of the: Yead- 
ee ers ‘in the ‘movement that deposed 

Petrillo, has been: Richards’ most}. 
‘vociferous: critic: ‘since the- ‘prexy. 
took. office. 
“One: musician’ said‘ that: the. cur- | Js . 
rent upheaval is.part.-of a‘ more} — 
general: power - fight for: control of} 
the: wealthy -union. ‘Richards gptill 

_Pro-| 
| honograph: record industry’ trade 
practice ‘conference and. will. work 
closely: with -NARM. egal counsel, 
‘Earl M. Foreman... :~.. 

-Hotel. 

“ber... 

&. 

Trade = Commission’s. upcoming 

Jan, 13-14 at New. York’s Summit 

founder ° 

AL 

“(Continued ¢ on n page 45) 

has. ‘two: more years to ‘goin his|/#f. << ~ 
_present term. Asked a month ago |i} ° . 
-by.a Variety reporter. if he thought | 4]. 
he could. win an. ‘election at that] i} <. 

“Without | | “time, “ Richards. replied: 
_the: slightest doubt. ne 

MGM Ver erve Grooving 
Up for New Year: With. 

Sales Meets in 5: Keys : | 
MGM/Verve: is’ gearing: for’ ‘the |. 

Mew: year, with ‘special .-and mid- | 
“winter programs. of combined. re- | il 
gional - distributor, ‘salesman ‘and {ft - 
promotion: men meetings. in” “New | 

‘New Orleans’ and 7 LA. Chicago, 

“The conclaves will ‘dé. ‘kicked off 
in N.Y. atthe. Hilton Hotel on { 
Dee: 27.. Arnold -Maxin;,.president. 
- of MGM/Verve, arid. Morrie: Price,|}} 

“) director. -of | marketing, will: thake. a 
Me the. ‘keynote addresses.: me 

-.;) The: followiag: day. (28), “a. con-: 
tingent: of homeoffice: ‘MGM/Verve . 
:--exees headed by- Price, ‘Sol :Green- 
. berg, Julie Rifkind and Joe Fields | 
: will conduct. meetings. at the Essex: 
Hotel, ‘in Chicago. Simultaneously | ff: 

“i meets will: be’ heldat..the..Royal- |. 
““. . “Orleans Hotel: in: New Orleans’ un- | 
- < der the guidance of Tom White, |. 

Irv. Stimler ' and -. Lenay’. Scheer, 
Frank. Mancini. = 

-_. The: final. session on the, Coast, 
~ has been schedulec for the Beverly | 
Hilton on “Dee. 29 with. Price and: 

ae Greenberg - ‘on the podium. . , 
“i. Mal -Velentin, director of: ‘engi- 

_ Heering, . has.” set.- up “playback ’). 
_- equipment and.will supervise play- 

' ing of tapes and records of. MGM, |. 
‘ec. Merve, and: DGG ‘product. -at aly 
ek meetings. 

.. -DGG: ‘meetings: also "have: “been: 
. scheduled. to: ‘coincidg - with the} 
“MGM/Verve’ coafabs:’ with: J seny 

. a Sehoenbaum ‘Presiding. - 

ey _beckward © roll is called of the. persons. ‘and. ‘organizations: who make: 

“America, . ‘America, the ‘Elia: at? 
| Kazan pic, has a:soundtrack created |AWU Ve ke 
by: Manos : ‘Hadjidakis, :who' wrote} -° . =. 2. 

“Dead}' °:-- 
Ringer” will have a a2 score ©. by. ‘Andre 

Counihan 

“Also,: the -NARM accepted 
the. resignation ‘from:-the- board -of 
‘Edward. . -M. ‘Snider, . 
“Edge: Ltd: - (Washington;- -D.C., Tack 
| jobbing -firm) -and a. charter: ‘mem-'|- 

and -. past. president . of the. 
NARM. : “Edge: has. been bought ‘by 

-Steen,:: of:. _Recordwagon 
Ine, Woburn, Mass.* . 
The board of. directors, on accept. 

‘of: 

“-Onee a year, in the spitit © 

‘Samuel Barber’s Piano Concer- . |: ; 
“4. ¢0-0p, $8 (Pulitzer. Prize 1963)" |" 
-: 1 gince its premiere in’Septem- .] °°: 
|: ber: 62 kas been played, with — At 
|. Sohn. Browning ‘as ‘soloist in. 

: Boston, Buffalo, Dallas,.Wash- qo 
. -|°. ington and ‘Minneapolis and = 

on or + |. will be repeated ‘this season 
Iw Up Pi | : In’ Toronto, Montreal, ‘Pitts-. | 

“IPs to 3 peom ing ix | : Francisco Indianapolis, ‘Nash-- ‘| 
.. ‘ville and Columbus, Ohio.» 

“-burgh, Cleveland,. -Atlanta, San. 

In Europe it-has been heard. - 
in: Brussels, ‘Spoleto and: Lon- 
don’ (BBC) .and will be heard: . 
‘in Ronie,. Edinburgh, ‘Glasgow : 7 

Surin" “> and: London. Mois 
a season. M . 

awe ae the “ey I Have J A. Dream” Speech: 
: } made -by Rey. -Dr.. - Martin Luther | 

...-@. | speaker and not in public ‘domain 
af .. | by. Judge Inzer -B. Wyatt ‘in N.Y. 

” 1) Federal..Court last week. Decision’ 
*.1 puts (an... injunction. on albums.| - 

issued. by 20th Century-Fox. ‘Ree-| 
| ords and the .Mr. . Maestro: labet a 
~ which. used the ‘speech. - - 

Judge Wyatt's ruling: means that _ 
20th: Century-Fox Records and =. 
‘Maestro must. cease. all sales and |. 
-give. an: accounting and pay. dam-.|:. 
“ages to: Rev.. King. An album that. 
included. hiis speech’ was authorized: 
‘to ‘the: Council for. United. Civil 
Rights which issued an: LP’ titled . 
“We Shall Overcome.” .The Coun-: 
‘cil: also obtained ‘clearance . from |: 
‘other ‘diskeries for the artists ‘who 
‘are ‘used ‘on its disk but 3 are: con- 

-{ tracted to: other: labels, 
‘Immediately. after. the. “first. ofl 

the: -year, Carretta. -will: accompany: | 
Jules. Malamud, NARM exec direc-| 

| tor;.to rack merchandisers’. and . dis-. 
‘tributor. offices and. warehouses, as 
-well -as to “actual ’ record. jnstalla- 
‘tions, so that lie may have a first- |: 
-hand. picture :.of the. various - seg" 
ments of the re¢ord ‘business. ‘in 
operation. -- -- Ad 

". “Meantime, the: NARM: poard - of]. 
directors’. has. ‘scheduled a’ meeting} 

Rev. King’s suit ‘against oth: amid 
Mr. ‘Maestro was. based ‘on his feel- 
ing ‘that their exploitation. of the 
“March -On “Washington”. ‘and. his: 
“I Have-A Dream” speech diverted | 
‘funds from. the’ civil: wights"t ‘moves 
ment. | 

“Premier Nets 455184 895 
.Premier. Albunis, owprice: disk |” 

‘line, - earned: $184, 825 ‘or 68¢e per: 
share of common stock:outstanding 
‘{n-the nine months ended: Oct, 31, 
1963.. Sales for the period. totaled ° 

- $2,529,628. 
“Comparable financial Yesults for. 

Premier in ‘the first-nine months 
of 62 were net. income. $183,449 or. 
-67c per: share. of “sales of $2,750,-. 

The '62. per share figure has} 
been readjusted ‘to: ‘reflect: a BM.) 
“stock dividend, paid in, 63... 

597. 

| Sitash Ups Alan Mink : 
To National Promo Mer. 

- Chicago, Dec. 17. 
aoe SAlan Mink, mideastern.. regional 

. ‘Manager for Smash Records’ since 
“| he: foined: ‘the: firm two years ago; . 
“has been. named ‘the ‘label's first 

| national promotion © manager. He] ; 
vf wall headquarter. in. the Smash } 
| homeoffice. in -Chi. 
"| ‘This ig the second. promotion for. 

-- | Smash. regional: mén.in the “past 
.| few. months, Former eastern re-_ 
.| gional manager. Doug Moody ‘was 

. recently. upped to ager director for | 
"gs. | the label... 
|. Mink,’ before joining ‘Smasb, ‘was. 

a. deejay. In Cleveland. for three. 
years and. was also in record. Pro-.| 
motion. in. the . same. ceitye 

Harry. -Jetikins, 

made a. biyeprint for ‘the. coming 

‘promotional run. - . 
- Plans for-the new ‘program: in- 

‘vertising : ‘on a-- nationwide: - basis 

current. pricing. structure. ‘on cata- 
‘log merchandise. 

emphasis. on product. with.. proven 
| sales potential as well as on newly-.: 
‘introduced: artists, for’ as Jong. a. 

| period of time as that product sus- | 
‘tains its: market appéal. ‘Jenkins | 
addéd,. 

-“ 

additions’ a “longer. run’ “in the 

(Continued: on page Lae 

| diskeries ‘were pliching - for 

-year that. will give. the -diskery’s 
artists: -a- Jonger : advertising - and{ 

‘clude'a 50%. increase - -in loreal ad- {: 

‘with -added sales; advertising and | 
promotion: incentives on. anew re- | 
‘leases, and a. continuation: of the 

Jenkins -stated, “The: traditional 
practice has-been. to advertise new | 

:/aibums for a short period of ‘time | 
’ [after their release, then leave them, 
-| along with. catalog merchandise to: 
J aoe their own. sales momen- | ' 

“We thus intend to: give 
our new artists and recent catalog |. 

track: also includ 

“My Fair Lady,” the Warner Bros. 
filmization of the Alan Jay Lerner- 

| Frederick Loewe musical due for 
Telease in :October, 1964. Col, 

{which released the original. Broat< 
way | can album of the tuner in. 
1956, - “ROW. “sold . “close: to 
5,000, 000'¢ copies, — 
cone been an open secret for 

time. that while’ all ail. the 

“My Fair Lady” track, the only. 
real . contenders were - Columbia. 
and. Warner Bros. Recr vs, the 
film company’s” disk arm. CoP 

{Iatch-on is isoked upon as having 
the. potential. of duplicating ‘the 
“West Side Story” sales pattern on 
the original Broadway cast album: 
‘and the soundtrack set. 

- In that instance Columbia which 
| | released bath, the first time (prev- 

Victor Blueprin N ie Broadway and Hollywood editions, 
| found that ‘the original Broadway 

least LP sales of 1,500,000. were. 
4 doubled (3,000,000 copies sold) in “Talent in’ + 

RCA . Victor's. 
division veepee for marketing, . has 

ious to the “My Fair Lady” deal) 
Athat.a. major label -had both the’ 

the soundtrack edition.. Based on 
‘the. “West Side Story” pattern, 
Col execs figure that a world-wide 
gales rackup of 10,000,000. “My 
Fair Lady”. “soundtrack albums is 
‘possible. 
‘The soundtrack deal is the latest . 

chapter ‘in: “My Fair Lady's” disk 
‘history. The original Broadway. 
east recording, made in 1956 at. 
‘Columbia's: 30th Street Studio in. 
New York (with Rex Harrison and. 
Julie Andrews heading the cast), 
started. off at a hot selling. pace 
immediately. 

Three. years later 11959), God- 
dard: “Lieberson, Col president whe. 
‘produced the -cast package, Te: 
‘carded a stereo version. of “My 
Fair Lady” with the original com . 
pany:.then appearing in London. 
This stimulated even bigger sales” 
in..a market -which .was. placing 
‘more and More emphasis on scotind.: 
Foreign language versions. of 

{the tu etting into 
‘Jenkine’’ '64. philosophy will ‘be. e tuner also began getting into- 

to place advertising and promotion | 
the- grooves. The. foreign versions. 
include “Mi Bella Dama,’’ recorded - 
In: Mexico City .and released via. 
the Columbia label and’ “Minha™ 
Querida Lady,” which -was re-- 
corded in Portugese. 
Other versions are. available “in 

‘Dutch, Danish and German on the 
Philips label and in Swedish re-— 

{leased by the Scan-Dise Record- 

“Beginning . ain. January, for ane 
ing Co. Soon to be released is a 
German ‘version on Columbia's. 

-|.subsid label Epic Records. - ‘ 
‘Columbia’s deal’ for -the fiim 

es the Spanish, . 
‘Ttaliah, German. and possibly 

Hi French-dubbed versions to be 

f holiday inventory, pausing fo 0 look - 

& exciting. . The story is. told in perspective and. panorama, with: ‘insight. 

. eS cand wit, decorated with useful data and enriched with. knowingness. 

The: special. text is. months i in ‘preparation, weeks in: ‘digestion, ond. a 

‘The 58th Anniversary Edition of 

Place Your Copy Immediately at Nearest a Veriaty Offic ce. 

_NEW YorK. 10036 
fs ” 154. W. Mork St: 

-_LONDON, $.W.1 
ay Y $t. James's Street 

Piccadilly: a 

: veritable seed-bed of frade Pre
stige. - on 

_HOULYWOoD. 90028 

“PARIS - 
ry Ave: fe Mesity 

Me ‘Meeilly-Ser-Seise a 

aa ; image. in 5 good will but there ‘ are: spesial re reasons “of. selfinterest to 
- =. inelude yourself and: your advertising : copy, in” rae 

CHICAGO 60611 
a. N. Michigan Avs. 

~ the business: there. is’ none. like ‘significant, colorful, ‘creative and | 

: 

“ROME 3: 
id 
i ¢ 

z 
Wis Serdegen 43. A 

. 

~ : se 4 

‘ 

distributed all over the world: It: 
TE will be handled by CBS’. budding: 

| overseas disk operations. 
‘Tt is also felt in some areas of 

| | the trade that the “My Fair Lady” 
| deal ‘could reverse. the trend to” 
take musical properties away from 

it the label responsible for te 
Broadway. version when it. gets a 
“film workover. . 

“South Pacifie,”. 

(Continued on page 44) 

ai Freddy, a To German 
_Disker, Due in Canada, 
US. for TV & Wax Stists 

"freddy. ‘monotagged.. German. 
| disker whose recordings are re- 
puted to -have sold more than “14 
000,000 copies in Europe alone, will 
visit: the U.S, and Canada for the 
second. time in his career. 

He. is scheduled to. arrive in Mon- 
| treal Dec. 27 to. tape a-tv show for’ 
the ‘Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 

fl which will be aired Jan. 31, appear 
ii} in concert at Massey Hall, Toronto, 7 
jand then wing to New York for 

He then flies 
| to: Nashville Jan, 5 for five days. 
| of recording sessions for the. MGM 

‘Concurrent ‘with his. appearance. 
|ilin this country, MGM is releasing 
Wy ‘Tis | album, “Heimweh Nach St. 

Poigdor label in G 

| singer, MGM ‘is Selene 3 S cirst. 
| single this week, “Sea, Won't You 

7 originally a a. 
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‘Dissident orchestra- le ea a e. r s4 
threw’ another: thorn into the side |: 
of. the American Federation © of: 
Musicians. last week. Now: the 
orchestras are protesting the cur- 
rent negotiations . 
tween the ‘recording: ‘companies and | 
‘the Federation, 

In a letter addressed. to: 20 re- 
cording firms, «the - ‘bandleaders 
through. their’ attorney. (Godfrey 
P. Schmidt) charge that these disk 
outfits.‘ are. bargaining © with the 
musicians union for ‘musicians 
who ‘are employees. of orchestra. 
leaders and not. employees of the 
recording companiés and that such: 

a. series: of | . 

7 by: ‘most of: the top Venezuelan {. — 
bargaining constitutes. a 
‘unfair. labor: Practices: . Joy 

They “further | ‘contend that: sby. 
overlooking the employer Status. of: 
orchestra leaders, the record: ¢om-. 
panies violate antitrust. laws... They 

* also claim that Section 302. of ‘the 
- Taft-Hartley.-Act is being violated 
because: of payments. made by 
these diskeries into the AFM Pen-. 
sion -Fund and ‘to the Musicians’ _ 
‘Performance ‘Trust Fund: ~ 
They say that. such payments 
are the obligations. of the: employ- 

-ers,. and. since the recording com- |: 
panies are not the true:employers. 

of the -orchestra ‘leader. and his. 
sidemien. they. violate: ‘the- law. 

In their ‘letter:-the— orchestra:|'”. 
-“Jeaders warn-.all -the, recording {.° 
companies that. if they. do not. de- 
sist from. these ‘violations arid. ter- 
minate. né@gotiations. with: the. union: 
immediately, the orchestra YJeaders 
will ‘instruct their ‘attorney. . .to 

7 “take: appropriate action | in. the: 
Courts”. to protect. their rights... 
The decision of-the. orchestras to | 

-Ghallenge these negotiations. came 
about as ‘a result: of ‘the U:S:.Su-. 
preme Court’s. refusal last: Monday 
(9) to review the Court.of Appeals |. 

-ruling that- the orchestra leaders 
are employers of: their <sidemen:. 

In. addition -to. the Tuling’ that: 
the orchestra ‘leaders are the .em-. 
-ployers. in. the single engagement . 
field, the. decision: also-confirms the 

_ fact that. the ‘single’: engagement 
or one-nighter business” is an in-: 
“dustry affecting commieree. In the. 
steady. engagement: field, the Bar- 
tells and. the Griff Williams‘ casés 
have 
: orchestra: Jeaders. are. employers. 

' Tt.is. for this reason that they |. 
are protesting ‘the: ‘negotiations in- 

_the’ record: industry claiming that. 
the record companies are not the. 
‘employers of the orchestra leaders ° 
and _ their sidemen. as the. ‘bargains: 

already’ ‘established: ‘ that 

ing would. indicate. ; 

Season's 

‘going |. on --be-. 

Chi Abandons Its 
New Music Bowl la 

ancient. law which: maintains that | 3. 

park . without ..express “permission | 3 
Me owners: OF © - Property. bordering | EP ees 

“ e. par _ 17 "49 . =z - 

_.: The -bowl would. have. been. used. a ee 
‘primarily. for. free concerts: “One of: ar. 7 

the three ‘owners that’ ‘refused con-{ 
serit’ was the Chicago Symphony. 

| performs in. Orchestra Hall, across 

been. built: at ‘a cost of $3, 000,000, iF-~ -. 
with. $1,600,000 ‘of ‘that. amount | = 
“coming. from. the “A, Montgomery: i a 
Ward Foundation, named. after the |: — 
‘founder of the mail order firm: - 28 _ 24 a 

Greetings | 

ELUIS 

SACYEN, ASCAP NK | 
~ RECIPROCAL Deas|| 

Caracas,. ‘Dee. 17: 
“The - “Venezuelan. 

‘popularly known ‘as. 

-SACVEN:~ was: founded i in 1955 

authors and. composers.. Early this | 
year. the: ‘organization’ won -.ap- |. ° 
-proval. of the national. congress of |} 

a new. law on™ author | ys tights, 
SACVEN, ‘incidentally, : Has . also | 
inked ~ reciprocity. contracts with Hf 
“Mexico: : Peru, - Crile, Braalt : cand: 
Argentina, 1-9-0 a 

Chicago Dee: 17: 

musiec.-bowl for .Chi’s: lakefront 
Grant ‘Park have “been abatidoned,- 
confirming: anticipations Teported : . : 
‘earlier .in - VARIETY. Construction t 
of “the bowl. was blocked ' by. an 

nothing. can. be constructed: in the 

Orchestra Assn: which-.owns and’ 

the. street. from the ‘proposed: ‘Site 
for the bowl. © 
The . music bowl. was. to- have | 

However, : the - Foundation had 
put: a°*Dec..-10 deadline on ‘the | 2 aE 
grant. Partially due to. the. property: The 
-owners*. refusal, “plus considerable | 
harassment by: several civic groups {f° 
who didn’t like the site, ‘the dead-] 5 
line was ‘not met... _ 

Society of |]: 
| authors ‘and: Composers ‘(Sociedad | 
de. Autores. -y. Compositores de 
Venezuela), 
SACVEN; ‘has-signied an agreement. , 
with: the.. American: ‘Society of} 
Composers, . ‘ Authors © -and -Pub- |. 
-Tishers . ‘covering ‘mutual, licensing. . 
representation. of. the’ societies’ re-'| a 
spective works, . aie 

. This Last Nowhs: eo 7 
:_ Wh, Wk: On Chart 
 y ~ I 7 . “6 

Plans for -a new 10 000-seat | 12. : Al. : 4 

a 

: Robin. in. Ward wens ittaer: ord: = - Dot  — 5 Continusd from: page 43 —- 

| stances, Victor will’. Jaunch’ a cam-"* on 
| paign: in behalf. of Ethel Ennis and 

»::- be built-around her. first album for’ ° 
‘| the disker, “This Is. Ethel Ennis.” 

I Concomitant. with the. Ennis. cam-.. 
| | paign -will -be increased: activity on™ 
I -relatively’. ‘new artists:-such as”. 

‘John. Gary:. and Sergio: Franchi, ~. | 
‘both of whom ‘will be given: “fols ae 

Promotion, we 

15 26 : “3. 
- 1630-3 

418 ; 20> : 7 

349-19 013 St poe 
fay. James: Gilmer - re EE, eco cae cee ees DOt 

ee fs: hos: Indios: Hos ‘Tabajalas...2 +000. +.-.0:+---Vietor 

: ‘Beach Boys ..-......:.2-ccecees sees -.Capital ff 

9 

; 
6 

6 

- SINGLE RECORD T LP. Ss. 
» (Tw une Index of Performance & Salles) 

DOMINIQUE os 
eae. ot - Singing - Nun eevee ees 

: can de ‘THERE, PVE SAID ir AGAIN" 

_ LOUFE Li LOUIE © | ar 
__. Kingsmen” obese. avec. eece eer ces eee . vs. ee 

“3 You | DON'T HAVE TO BE A. BABY | 
7 . Caravelles Mes. nee les ween 

. it POM LI LEAVING 1T ALL UP "FO You. 

- 5 

3 

2 

6...6. SINCET FELL iLL FOR. xou™ 
ae Lenny ‘Welch | ee. lentes stg 

we 4 7 : x . 

T 

4 

“EVERYBODY oo 
Tommy Roe .. 2... 2s. 0Se0% peeereeee 

ot Johnny Til Tillotson neon se ecevnevsiees -M 

6 

8 

OTT 6 TALK B. BACK TREMBLING 1 Lips a 

3 
IE 7 no, _ ‘Chubby “ Checker... S goss ty 4 

'°40 5 23008 “:-POPSICLES ¢ & ; TICLES a 
Z . ,Chatahoochee | OSs Mpaemaids’ oo. cccce ccs ay es 

SHE’S A FO! FOOL 

DRIP DROP 

2° “FORGET HIM. 
a 7 Bobby sobby Rydell. . 5 ae. a 

. WONDERFUL ‘SUMMER 

- MIDNIGHT. MARY © 
._ Joey. Powers .. weal 

} WIVES & p LOVERS | oO rE 

- Jack Jones... ices eke ee beet cede eee: 

"KANSAS CITY. |... 

Print | Lopez... 2.0 oe cele ete cee ees 
“CAN I GET-A’ WITNESS: ae 

vx -Marvin Gaye... vst seentresess wie die Se eee 
-- SUGAR SH SHACK — 

. MARIA. ‘ELENA S 

=" QUICKSAND : . : 
Martha & The Vandellas. wees teeeeiee 

. BE TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL 

-.IN MY ROOM. Ce . oS 
“ Beach. Boys -. . cae ew as ee oe . ee . os » cae . 

“HAVE ‘YOU HEARD ~ oe 

NITTY:: NITTY. GRITTY 

- LITTLE: RED. ROOSTER .. : 
Jor Sam: Cooke’ ..:..:. pave y esac asenwe lee 

0.- IT’S ALL RIGHT - me _ 
_.-. Impressions. . 

BOSSA NOVA BABY 
. Elvis Presley. . 

N > ww N 

ae pedeee ters sepoeere 

4-. THE BOY NEXT DOOR, 
“1” Seeréts: 

.: Serer WALKING. THE DOG” 
a Rufus Thomas ...:......... fee vee 

DEEP. P PURPLE 

- ~~ OUTER LIMITS © 

—].. TURN AROUND. > 
.-- Dick & Dee Dee........2.. 

BABY DON'T YOU WEEP 

Go “LIVING: A LIE - 
‘Al Martino; 

— WASHINGTON SQUARE 

“9. DOWN. AT PAPA JOE'S: , 
eae ; , Dixie. Belles’ rte ovr seeee es Ea a os ee a ee 

7 5 7a “34 HOURS FROM. TULSA Ta 
a 

- PRETTY. PAPER oo coe, 
72 Roy Orbison. ....5.06..-. 3. eee weees KN 

on“. . WHEN. LOVE: TIGHT. SHINES: - 
- Supremes -: 3.20. Ree. eb. oie ‘gee seeees 

-. SURFIN. BIRD cae! - 

-} YOURE GOOD: FOR. ME _ 
. Solomon Burke. 35-0... eee eee ee 
-- AS LONG AS HE. KNOWS” - 

DRAG: CITY - 
: . Jan. & Dean. 

9 .500.MILES. AWAY FROM HOME. 
ae “= Bobby’) Bare: .:... Lokes sbewe She eee. 

7 39° . HEY LITTLE GIRL . | ae 

- BAD. GIRL _ a 

3 MISERY. 2 ~e 
. “Dynamics. ah ce dee dee kv eg et eeseses: 

j WALKIN? PROUD ee 

“=§-" WONDER. Dee wa SHES DOING TouenT 
ten F bens /f Se Barry - and. the Tamerianes.. 

| Warner - Bros. 

seenereet sso PAMPE . 

“]| company that “has the Hollywood .° 
{ version. . TEE 

- | “Naturally the ‘film ‘companies... 
a would. like’ to. own.. through ‘ their 

subsids the record rigtits ‘to the - 
pictures . “they : release. : However, | 

| it’s still ‘moot ‘whether. the: subsid 
: labels: are equippec:: ‘to de.the jobs . 
that the major. companies ‘do. - a 

" Still. up in the ar is the fate: of: 
|:sueh ° properties. 

| Music,” . 

_ Bobby Vinten ...-.. 0.50.02. +: big Skeevetie ple 

votes . Smash 

“Dale &-Grace .. ae aioe since Mlciel . 

eee Cadence 4 

as an origina: - 
album by- Capitol... sons 
The “My ‘Fair. ‘Lady’: pic “will: - 

| have Andre -Preyin: as ‘Inusical ‘di-. 
y J} rector. -Previn. incidentally, is also ” 

DION oo cice cc ccveeceadg vevatie tates Columbia - {| 4: Columbia artist. - ws 

‘Leslie Gore ... a Slide wee leew wis os tare 

i low-up”. 
{| and: ‘publicity: campaigns. 

~<.Capitol | 

. Victor’ : 14 . 

ABC-Pat | if 

ee ees sete soe 2 Vier! Whe 

nee e eb ec ba eee sas sstiet ving: . _-Phillips " We 

ates. [| on CONGRESS RECORDS |_| 
- ‘Inspired by the Paramount Picture 

‘April Stevens & Nit Tempo. weve oe Lacie. {Atco o 

— - Marketts: io. ..... Leas vivecs ae eee -: Warner Bros, | 

:. Warner Bros. : ; 

“Garnett. eae at | 

“Village Stompers... ...-. jebeeees: seit _Eple . rt 

Gene. a 
| : 

Motown Tk 

-Trashmen - eee ves» a wecenbnee ie | 

Atlantic - te 3 

curt Neil: Sedaka: Seeee : oe .: - siesaes ee ‘Yietor:, a” 

a Big Top AL 

Valiant: ; 

Gol’ MEL 
— Continued. from page rs —a 

: Columbia. ‘LP, was released. in. ‘ite . 
| film version: by RCA. Victor: “The .°' 

| Music. Man’. went from Capitol to- 
. “Bye-Bye Birdie’. 

‘from..Columbia to Victor,'“Flower ; 
"A Drum - Song” -fron. Columbia. to... ~ 

‘} Decea. And ‘three Rodgers & Ham-.. .- >" 
-merstein ‘: musicals,- 

|| “Carousel” and “The. King And. rm 
a | from Decca to. Capitol. By 

Tt has. been. felt that by splitting. 
‘up: the disk versions, the: property. 

[| is-then:the focus of two advertis- : 
: I |-ing. and promotion campaigns — ©. 

| one by the Company that holds thie 
Broadway. version .and .one ‘by: the. 

being: filmed. by. 

~ Vietor Bally 

advertising, 

In. a ‘sumup of. the new: ‘Jongrun. 
‘programming, J enkins said, “Each: 

_ |} RCA ‘Victor album... ‘released An -: 
-4).1964- that indicates. ‘a significant: «I 

-Sales: potential, will be supported - ©.-°-., 
more ‘heavily than ever ‘before. in. 

: four. history, with: additional : -em= — 
‘phasis on advertising -and “promo- 

. | Hom atthe. local level.”: .- - 

re eS wh os ‘. , Duprees. ” EEE * » wee eevee ‘- ers eete Leven ve cessor ene Coed : ; . 

ee ee Da mS Shirley gos ats Congr o ~~ UNDA Sco 
Sings. 

. WHO'S BEEN 
- SLEEPING. IN. 
“MY BED 

"WHO'S BEEN. SLEEPING 
“IN MY BED" 

“FAMOUS. MUSIC CORPORATION 

~ ITTLE 
~ DRUMMER. a 

BOY " 

_ SLEIGH RIDE 

LS New. Vork. City. 

.-Marvelettes 2.0... westiveces 7 — Tamla: A Announcing. 2 Ng 
wi eben Vee e dee eeas bet 4 CIUMACHELLA & & 

a [THE LIGHTS. OF ROMA 

a “Major. Lance ‘; . 3. ebalect aes cues Se . shah 

“Oklahoma,” :. 
co . wey a wo? fo 

. oy . ere " a . . . ne wo, 

ARIST TT ar orange ee Ao er rete oe an 8 et ere rei dle A ote memee HEE t b One tec ape 

"yt Tey . 
. . . et . 

wes 

nee ASST 

““Sound :Of a 
Be being filmed -by, 20th 2. -:-:: 

-Century-Fox. ‘and ‘which Columbia’ © 
1 -released..as an original Broadway. . 
cast album; and: Richard.-Rodgers’ 
“No “Strings,” ao 
‘Seven-Arts.and which was released °° -.: - 

-Broadway Cast: re 

“ate OAS ONES lant eae 

ey tee oD ee 

Avarineaerin feo | 
ee a * ‘SCARLET RIBBONS | 

_ MILLS MUSIC, INC. 7 7: : 

* 

ot ad . . 

a . “ 

SM abemi tee 

my : Vo faa okie 

on I Recap args 



i: 2 ence ,and. still. ‘Yetain. his ‘steady 

a “Peggy - Sué” -and. “That'll Be’ the 

~ Album | Reviews 
Continued from pase a 

* ghance ‘to ‘Feach a. ‘broader ‘audi-- Werner “Muller, ‘she: “handles the 
‘tunes with skill and verve. ‘Muller 

~ following. : “Session: has. good pace. 

‘end rhythm. and the tunes hold: up 
/ well: under Black’s attack: . Here’ 8 

ane LP thet could catch. on. “Y) of tempos. All {tems are in Spanish. 
AE LESTER. LANIN DANCE and. this may: restrict. the .album’s. 

ALBUM”. (Epic). : In this ‘two-LP. 
_» package, : Lestér Lanin™ ‘dishes- out. 
cE complete « -eollection - of.’ dance: 
tempos. for . serving pleasure or 
- dance instrue on. . The. package |: 
.also:-contains, an. illustrated hook-|“‘AT . THE. BOBINO” 
det. prepared’ by Edwin: J.. Sims to. 
‘aid ‘in . the- instruction; Anyway, 
“it’s what's-in the. grooves. that really 
~ gounts and Lanir ‘is a “master. at 
: @ishing out-the Tight beat 1 ‘for. r over: 
Jal terping: fun.» : 

BOBBY’ VEE: ng ‘REMEMBER 
BUDDY HOLLY”: (Liberty), ‘Rock. 
idol. Buddy: Holly: ‘is still providing 
the springboard | for. pop disks. The. 
‘late ‘singer: and - his work are’ the: 
subject of: this -latest:. LP “ftom 

- Bobby. Vee who does -a strong’ job 
-on the material, which. includes 

~pallads ‘as“well.as. big jumpers like 

disk,” ‘worthy — of “listening. 

(Capitol). 

-after her marriage in 1962 to the 

had: been ‘ravaging her...: 

“Te Chant .D’Amour,”: “C'Etait, Pas 
‘Moi’ and other French SONES. - 

written. by. Mile. Piaf, 

WERNER. -MULLER: 
STRAUSS «:WALTZES” -(London): 

' Day.”” Arranged . aird:. conducted |. 
Waly by! Ernie. Freeman, the 
“disk also features backing ‘by: the: 

': Eligibles, - Session. has a solid’ feel 
- both ‘in thé: rock department: and 
“on the softer ‘items and. should. do, 
Welk in the. stalls... 7 - - 

VAUGHN .. “MEADER:. “HAVE: 
SOME NUTS” ” (Verve). This: -LP.. 
capitalizes :on- Vaugtin :: Meader’s. 
“name -but “uses ‘his. talent’ ‘only: ins: 
 cidentally. Still unanswered | is ‘the. 
route. Meader’ will’ take ‘now. that: 
- impressions of ‘the’ late’ Président: 
John F. ‘Kennedy have passed per- 
manently out. of the comic :reper- : 
_ tory: | ‘This. set, however; still :reg-' 
-disters. as’ a very funny. group. of |... 
_ sketches: performed. ‘by a fine group. 
of ‘actors. ‘Meader. introduces. each: 
7 ‘of the: ‘Toutines and plays .straight- 
“man in - some of them. The ribs 
‘Tange .. from “telethons,.. KKK, ‘a 

. €anine . kangaroo court; . “Madison 
“Ave; ete... a 

CATERINA VALENTE: ¢ “sour 
[OF THE BORDER” (London). A 

- ‘lady of many. lingos, ‘Caterina Va- 
- Jente ‘turns to Spanish for this: 
“pane Backed: _by. the ‘oreh ‘of 

‘It. features : “Werner ‘Muller: ; “and 

‘music -here: and. it is: played with: 
fine and delightful. ‘arrangements 

big lift. with ‘larity and. definition. 
The. result .is an: item” “which should 

the: stereo field and among .those 
who. dig the Strauss style... =| 

MIKE.  SETTLE:.. 

‘Ledbetter. © 

| and-mood and have. a pleasant folk 
“ _|feeling. The writing and: singing 

Landslide Vote: Approves 7 
“New ASCAP Amendment |}. 

nittee Sizes || 
-An- amendment. to permit :the |} -: 

board of directors of the American |f 
‘Society of Composers, Authors and | -. 
Publishers: to determine fromime |f 
‘to. time. the. ‘number- of. directors’ 
‘who “shall: serve on various. com-'|]-- 
mittees: was’ passed last week by a 

 E.86 | showcased ‘here ranks Settle among 
sao. (the: top of the folknik | heap - and 
Se the: album deserves attention, . 

=F 1 ¢ O'BRIEN: “HEY! 
_|-}asp*. (United - “Artists). 

ae - + O'Brien: is-a. disk. jockey. on New-|- - 
* I. | York’s .WMCA: :and Benny: is’. his 

irre | “alter. ego” ‘voice. |. Both’ O’Brien’s 
.. “. -ff.| and Benny's voice have. been- pack-. 

4: | aged into.a happy Christinas album. 
_: 9 | that’s “teminiscent.: of*: ‘The. -Chip- 

‘| | munks’ mood; -The songs: are oe 

<2 | package. should: do especially . well: 
‘| | within: the’ range. -of ‘O'Brien's: lis-)} 

1 standard « Yule - Vintage -and - 

a : tening area. 

1 Singer-saxophonist Vi-Redd shows 

| solid effect in this LP. The femme. 

with s 

myo}! mental: Projections. 

we Se Continned irom. pare = 
Fling. Snider’s. resignation, 

| “Opening Dec. 24; for four eid onl half weeks 

SAHARA. HOTEL, Las. ‘Vegas. 
aa Feb. a (twe » weeks) F FAIRMONT NOTE. SAN FRANCISCO. = 

WIC RECORDS TL ee er. Mgt. DEE ANTHONY. 

. + BOOKED eewsivar ar wo | 
er, 

2 Og wer wee STREET. NEW. YORK 19. -JUdsen 2.7700 
CMICAgO . panini #- BEVERLY. HILLS. ¢ LAS VEGAS: «DALLAS « Seas i 

‘plays. ‘the selections. in: an ‘appre. 
| priate Latino. beat and with. some 
slick . orchestrational. touches. Miss | 
Valente is in -excellent voice. for: 

= the session, which ‘essays a ‘variety ‘published’ ‘by 
‘which did the: packaging. . 

‘With: the’ book and the six disks, = Us. 
‘the -folknik gets one. of ‘the ‘most. . * 

In New. York. recently te set up 
‘outlets. for his . London - -pubbery, 

| Mediant Music topper Eddie Rogers 
revealed: that in. Britain ‘one of his: 
{own songs, “Firelight Serenade,” 
earned around $3,000 in under six 
months: from live. plays.on ‘the 
radio. To date, the number still has {| - 
jnhot been. recorded—as-: Rogers 
States, it is notin the ‘current beat: 
idiom—but has: not ‘by’ any!means 

{ lost its broadcast, and thus: earning, 
- ‘potential. . 

1. Many. ‘other’ British ‘writers andl. 
; _| publishers,” he- 

market.: potential... However, . it: is: 
a. well-designed and’. performed 

“EpITH. PIAK-THEO  SARAPO: 

‘Edith ‘Piaf’s recent-death gives ‘this 
set a ‘Special poignance. Recorded | 

|at:..a° Parisian - ‘nightclub - ‘shortly 

Greek ‘singer, ‘Theo. Bobino. this: 
‘LP. showcases. Milé. Piaf in all-her 
Votal ‘power,.- .stirring and_tragie in. 
its final :phase when: it was still} - 
undiminished by. the ‘illnesses which | 

Included. § : 
are’ such memorable. pumbers- as |; 

On]: 
the flip -side,. Sarapo. demonstrates | 
“an ‘excellent voice ‘en “another 
group: of: Gallic numbers, _many - 

 ugiigidinne oe - 

‘Stereo. buffs. will - ‘particularly: dig}. = 
this latest’ London Phase. 4 outing. 

-orchestra - essaying - some:- of the: 
more - famous ‘Strauss ~ waltzes in: 
‘style. and ‘depth... ‘There’ slots of 

by. the- Muller orch:. .The Phase: 4}- 

sound “process ‘gives -tite session a Board of ‘Trade reveals that during 
‘October; wax sales . spiralled. ‘toa 
total ‘of ‘$7,560,600, a whopping 
40%- increase over the ‘Previous. 

“year, | 
“4 BOT- ‘notes: ‘that eal of the in-: 
crease was ‘in. the. ‘home. market”. 

‘enjoy -considerable appreciation in 

- “PASTURES . 
OF PLENTY” (Folk. Sing), Mike’ 
Settle.is“ both a singer and com-. 
‘poser. of folk material. -These skills’ 
are. nicely... displayed. on: this: ses-: 
tsion, - etched:..-on * publisher -Howie’ 
-Richmond’s Folk Sing label.. Along 

| with: Settle’s’ own ‘songs,.. there are. 
| some ‘by ‘such stalwarts- as. Woody}. 
Guthrie,. Pete Seeger and- Hudie. 

“Settle ‘does ‘the tunes’ 
with. gusto. and. feeling to - bring 
-about ‘a. fine: folk outing. ‘His .own: 

Aa compositions show. a range of style] : 

“BENNY: > & | “HIS. .: PAL joel 
Fr’s. CHRIST: |: 

oe}... 

P|. VE REDD: “LADY'S SOUL” (Atco): 

. her: abilities. in. each :-category: té? 

hipster tackles a: variety of. tunes: 
-] | from ‘the ‘pop ‘to- the ‘straight jazz. 
‘| | idioms> with. knowing. ‘éxuberance. 
| Her singing is. frosted’ with a layer |. 

~ 9-1 of fog: which adds a nice touch ‘to 
-|- her. ballads and ‘she ‘swings. : out. 

| With . vigor’.on. the ‘blues and. up- 
~ | tempo songs. “On sax, she delivers |’ 

. knowhow, ‘although |: 
sher- vocalizing outshines. her instru- + 

-19-23' at the 

Th $20 FOLANK TREAT} ® 
The: folk buff “has. a 

comprehensive roundup. _of- Amer- 
| ica’s: folk music. ‘Ives is a- ‘master 
balladeer. and. he knows. the roots. 
OF “his‘ material; There are .114. 
‘songs in: the. package: and -all get 
delightful -Ives’ . interpretations and | 
some a snappy. but pertinent intro- . 
duction, 

‘The. ‘suggested retail “price” “is 
“$19: 95 but it’s Still a lulu ofa col-. 
lector’s: item, Oo » Gross 

het British Ot 

~Bondon: Dee. eat 

market.” 7 
‘Latest: statistics. rélease from the 

which rose by more: than: half and 
accounted -‘ for $6,806,800. of. the. 
‘month's ‘total... -Exports;: however, | - 
for this particular month ‘were off. 
(25%. -compared, ‘with the “same. 
period. of - 1962. - They : totalled. 
$753,200. - 

. BOT also. disclosed ‘that produc-. 
tion. of 45 rpm disks: continued .to- 
expand during.” October, ‘and “at 
5; 055,000 -were 14%: up over. the: 
previous - October. | Datput. OF 

to a total of 2,300,000. 

» Fixing Com 

94:56%. vote.: 

bers on certain committees was: a 
-{ fixed: number of members: -of. the | FF 

‘poard.: The new ‘amendment. is de- |#'. 
‘Signed: to. improve: the functioning {j- 
of the committee ‘by enabling. the.|}- 
board of directors: to fix the num- {§- 
‘ber of members on all committees | 
in. -accordance with current. ‘re ] 
quirements. . 
. Of. the | writer - “members * 

rs,.. 

. ren a . ee . . “oe . a _ ° pe fa 

hn Billinis,. of Billinis . 

board 

‘practice conference. : 

record manufacturers .\ will. ‘also. be} 
a ton the: agenda, 

The’ ‘smash ‘success ‘on disks. of |. 
‘The ‘Beatles, The. Searchers and: 
several.’ other Liverpool. - groups, 
which ‘served. to. oust’ -American. 
platters: from. the British: best ‘sell-: 
‘ers, has .also’ had -the | “effect ‘OF: 
‘boosting disk sales:: on the. home 

Under the old. system, thie num- | eae 

‘ASCAP, 94.48% voted in favor of |f_ 
the .amendment . and §.52% voted} eee 
against. it. Of the publisher mem-. 

94.64% voted in favor, and. 
5.36%. voted against’ it. mei 5 

The amendment: was. ropoted if. 
_ by Adolph | ‘Vogel. ao AR 

7 be ‘Co. in Sak Lake . Gy. t | er 
_ d complete: Snider’s unexpired | term 

Tas director, Billinis will attend his] 
| first ‘board meeting - ‘in New. York} | 
{ next’ month. . AE 

a Sc “According to Steen, NARM presk: 
% |-dent,:-foremost.on. the agenda for{§: 

Zi} the: will be the FICsit 
’ | phonograph reeord industry tradej§ . 

Also, plans |i. 
Tfor the sixth annual NARM con- wal 

% | ventioh,. which: will be. held. Aprilit 
a ‘Eden ‘Roc in Miamiil 

| Beach: yin} be finalized: Amend- [i 
‘| ments .to. the: ‘aseociation’s. by-laws {1 - 

“41 and. the consideration of ‘applica- }¥ . 
-' Ji} tions for: membership in. NARM [3 

| by record rack. merchandisers andj] a 

listening | 97 
treat in-store : with: the kingsizej” ‘3. 
-package: ‘tagged - “Burl Ives..Pre-| °°: 
sents: America’s. Musical Heritage.” | Big | 
It. comes in an attractive. ‘boxed, set 
‘that includes six' LPs and a hand- 
‘some: hard-cover. book. titled “The. 
-Burt.-Ives. ‘Sing-Along | ‘Song: Book"® |: 

.Franklyn Watts, ; 

publishing in America and in: the! 
UK. is. that: British “pubbers ‘can 

butter’”’. 
from. live music broadcasts fees: in-| 
‘volving © numbers that. have ‘not’ 

* | been recorded. ‘On the other hand,|- 
without a disk. you're. dead in the 

make their .“bread 

jam, too. 

A vase in. point is Steve “Race’s. 
“Nicola”. which, was getting such 
régular live exposure. that when a 
disk was. eventually — cut, and its 
On-air plays accelerated, it became: 
web most. Played tune on the radio 

casting life-is the British Musicians’ 
Union., pact with BBC which re-. 
Stricts the: radio.networks to just. 
-28 hours a-week of.“‘needle time”. 
‘(disk shows).. Rest of BBC radio's. 
180 hours of weekly music is either]. 
_pre-recorded. ‘or live- and. covers: ™.: 
classical, jazz, light: and pop music: ' 
on the four. British webs. : 
Although .top- disk . shows like |. 

“Parade of the Pops,” “Jack Jack-. 
“Family. Favourites” 

and so on. are purely’ waxspin en- 
‘| tries, 
“Sat 

fre of. the biggest. plug 3 shows” on 

son .Show,” 

other pop programs like 
Club” and: ‘‘Easy Beat,” 

the disk airings. 

have} 
: Ss: aired: live’ which, for one 
}Teason or: another, have not aspired. 
to waxing. In certain instances, un- 
a ‘waxed. tunes ‘which have been get- 

ting. live -plays: over the air have 
_tattracted sufficient attention to earn. 
.j a-grooving. thus’ Providing not only 
| the: bread. and- ‘butter, but | some 

c radio in “Britain, include. many live 
artists. and musicians - to augment 

oo fienificant 
blocks of pregrariming os as, 
from 6:30-9. a.m. every. morning, 
are devoted to live music only. 

‘-BBC’s modus o perandi not oaly 
provides tInuch needed: work for - 
British musicians, but- allows a 
pubber who cares to pay for the: 
‘cost of an arrangement to: get. a 
new piece of music on the air in a. 
‘reasonably. “respectable” slot: Live 
plays fetch PRS coin ranging from 
$6 to $24 depending 0 on } the size oat 
audience. 

Col Closing Rekhart (a? 's 
| Distributorship in Pitt; Wil 

Open Its Own Sales Office 
‘Pittsburgh, Dec. 17. 

‘Columbia ‘Records will close. the 
distributorship. owned: here by the 
‘Eckhart Co, after the first of the 
“year © and will open a. downtown 
‘salés and promotion. office with 
‘Jim Winston, how with Eckhart, in 
charge. 

Winston will be: the. ‘sales mar- 
| ager and Solly Solomon will ‘be 

head. of promotion. The disks will 
no:Jonger be warehoused in Pitt 
‘but. will come’ from Cleveland, 
‘which will. also service - Detroit. 
The service centré -in Cleve will 

ibe managed separately and will be 

Key. factor- in keeping live 1 independent of the three sales 
musicasting. a fact of ‘British broad-|-- 

offices. . 
This move indicates: that it is 

‘a forerunner of Columbia's: mer- 
chandising plans to set up sérvice 
centres -all over the country with 
‘local -staffs'’ assembled to handle. 
sales and Promotion. 

| Col Gets Horton 
Robert Horton, currently | star- 

ring in the Broadway tuner, “110. 
in the Shade;” has signed with Co- 
lumbia Records. The origjnal cast. 
album of the show in which Horton 
appears has been. released on: ‘the 
RCA Victor label, 

: . ge r 

fy 

BENNY POWEU 
A _Trewbone 

Tenor. 

Pan BOWN 
Plane, 

- @Rapy TATE 

Poss 17 thru Dec. 22 ~—- 

KNOT. 
“1584. York ‘Avenue (83rd Street) 

; New York 

Tee 

So ee ol 
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am accommodation: between the 

. freewheeling nightlife ‘reputation | 
-o£f Montreal and’ the forces. of 
‘morality opposed to excessive per- 

sales. 

- of the inevitable impact from a 

: governing hours. of: sale, and who 
‘should get. licenses... 

place. .last Wednesday (4)° ‘and 
pointed | ‘up the clash ‘between - the. 

tion, which, if anything, wants to]. 
reduce boozing. to. the bare |. 
minimum. | 

a ex-restaurateur ~. Gabriel | Richard 
‘and his. plan: to convert the-.old: 

_. Empress: Theatre. in the residential | © 
“Notre Dame de. Grace: area,.in west 

“+, "Montreal, into. the’ Mount. Royal 
Follies whose ‘policy’: would ..-be. 

-. elaborate’ productions “with: an 

a restricted . to champagne.. 

‘. months ago: from: getting: a license 
‘from. the city to -operate his: posh’ 

the liqdor board. had given him the 
 greenlighit.:: ‘There’s. no question 

-- nicality in the zoning law to keep 

-the uproar. ‘which: : followed dis- 

‘Mount Royal: ‘Follies. 

: gerald” racked. up a.warm $5;400. 
“in one evening performance. at the 
. Auditorium. ‘Saturday. (14). “The 

‘out, aside from Miss.Fitzgerald, in- 
¢luded ‘Tommy Flanagan - ‘and ‘Roy |. 
-Eldridge: .Orch.. | 

. bash | was “promoted. by Irving 

thorities. ‘involved. in the licensing | 

basis. of the international ' “rules,” 

Ella Hot $5, 400: in Ports 

m3 DIETITIAN ERS ETS SENT TE ATE SOE ENE Tt nets, Ce 7 La a 
. . . . . . . °. . . Ct . so . . 

toa : - “7 a ee me “at, = es ote a Ble _ a “v f. 

Jy WALSH 
“taken. cogalaenee of the. ‘earremt 

anti-cancer. te bls : 

“Groups Ti
t Over Easin

g are 

. Montreal, Dec: 1% «4 

Provincial. and | ‘municipal . au- 
— — — | Ba Pop. Tunes Have | 

Sher ator Ritz, Mls, Palls 
1 Been. Puffin g Ci gare ts 

‘Em With Plush Ice Rink |. F or d 00 Years 
*.  & 

. Minneapolis, Dee. 1% | |: 
Passing up. floorshows.in its. tony 

‘supper: club restaurants, the new 
‘Sheraton-Ritz Hotel here Instead |f. : 
‘has opened an elaborate iceskating ||: 

: ‘ond bet guests. The om Nev || 
|-proba takin eue from: New 

-Just how this. conflict. will be re- york's oeeetelice. Plaza rink, is{ 

solved is. of .great .importance - to exploiting. the. facility-in a big ‘way |& 

show biz.in general. simply because with the Jocal public’ invited - to. 

come: and skate. An. ‘annual mem- 
‘bership: fee:-is only. $1. For non- 
members -the “admission” -is ‘Wey. 
“for a two-hour.session. ~~ ! 

__: "There are Monday night skating |". 
exhibitions, skates for rental. and} 
“expert figure. skating instruction | 
by blade stars Dorothy Lewis: and | 
Ted Roman. Aiming .to~ attract |; 
.youngsters, a ‘Tooal group. of clowns: 
cavorts: for the. Kids. on Saturday 
afternoons.” — 

{| | Diners C Cab Plans Nitery 
Info Machine at N.Y. Fair | of booze-dispensing establishments | - 

are. going through a. tough -bit off . 
soul-searching :in trying to develop 

58h b Anniorsary Number. 

ya ot ogc, sc, “fin the Transportation Pavilion at 

missiveness: in the matter. of liquor 7 

Phas’ other statistical oad date-flled ' 

_ charts, ond articles | charges, minimums and. entertain- 

_ restaurants in New. York. 
possible loosening: of the. regula- 

tions by, the Quebec Liquor ‘Board, ‘people, will algo take reservations 
which. will be. confirmed immedi- 

Most recent. development. took 

forces. of: realism’ which recognize 
that -a.° international ‘town like. 
Montreal has to: operate' on the 

ment spots. 

je., ‘Hiquor-seling permitted most of! 
the day” and night; with “minor|. 
restrictions on Sunday in .any. ‘area | Frankfurt Beefs of the metropolis; and the opposi- 

ae Hit 
a Minneapolis, Dee. ‘17: 

pianist - Peter. Nero. enabled. ‘the 

end, ~basically. English-speaking 

the: floor shows. - 

‘union ‘here from carrying out’.a 
threat to. place the ‘spot. on- its 

-from playing there..The “Gay 90s” 

‘an. ‘illegal. secondary, boycott. 
that - the” ‘eity: had. invoked: a. tech-: "Reason -for the -union’s threat 

the. license - from. him; ‘because -of 
‘Peter. Nero $1,237 still due him for 

Richard; -also. ‘seized on. a: tech: 
nicality | :in” the city’s. zoning : ‘law. 

(Continued. On: age. Br. 

owner. 

Hit Gayner Juggling. 

Hollywood, Dec. 17. 

40. . weeks’: nitery.. appearances, - 

«| and “negotiations: for “a film. at 

.She opens ‘Feb. 21 for two: weeks. 

: At New Hilton Inn | Vegas, under new, long ml 

' .|-Casino, . Cherry: Hill,” N.J., “and. 2 

continental Hotel. in ‘Frankfurt. is Jadium: ‘deal get too. 

‘club ..and its’ -theatre-motif. bar, ‘ptepping.a revue show with Rich-. 

:|-they have: moved en: masse. to pro- play Prince’ of. Wales Theatre.. It: 

Corp. here. Lalso -has. deals’ - for “Dallas State. 

through their respective group. or-. ‘ington D.C... 

700 -beds which. Conrad, Hilton’. ex-| clamorous,, adult’ romance: appeal 

closure of: the’ blueprint for’ the. ‘overnight. The * hotelmen’. argue appeal” rather’ than.a “public ap- 

a tels would be occupied at less. than | | tn ss Go appearances, . but skeds | 

-Meanwhile;.. the restaurant” ‘and. Show in whieh she does full. half | which. his contract. entitled. him. 

> . 

4M Weeks’ Nitery Dates. 
~ Between U, Par Deals 

Mitel. Gaynor,’ ‘taking | ‘the long 

‘view, has already been booked for 

which. are to. be- juggled. -between | _ 
a new four-pix: deal at Universal. a ! 

; "| Paramount, | (Mpls. ¢ 

| at. Deauville, ° Miami, ‘has March |. | 
za 19-April 15' date at Flamingo, Las: 

7 ‘Flamingo ‘contract. ~ Four: weeks | 
* Taast. week's | incident: ‘involved = each ‘are: also ‘skedded- for Latin - 

re "Frankfurt, Dec.. aa ‘Harrah's, -Reno, - “with | tour Of : 
- Now that’ the 1 ,000-bed Inter- Europe - ‘including: London: Pal- 

drawing’ the’. plush: trade via. its | | . 

elegant rooftop Silhouette ‘Night- 3 In England, " ‘Miss’ “Gaynor. is 

ard Holland, who reps ‘Howard:.& 
vival hotelmen: are increasingly’: h ‘te 

occasional name, .and..a wine. list worried “about competition. “‘And.| Wyadham theatre chain, Show. is to 

‘also. would . be’ booked: at “Winter. 
h d- locked: Some | test the planned construction of. an- he 

‘Ric ard ha been. bloc ome ‘other ‘huge. ‘hotel. by. the. ‘Hilton’ Garden Theatre, New: York. Ss e. 

4 Fair, Starlight. Bowl, ‘Indianapolis; 
theatre-cafe, despite. the. fact. that |": “Restaurateurs and hotel owners; and ‘Carter Barron: ‘Theatre, Wash- 

‘ganizations, -are objecting to ‘the | 
proposed Hilton. Hotel ‘with about {Bookings follow ransiton from 

pects to erect at the Frankfurt Air- 
port, mainly for: travellers staying. belie according to ane f att 

| that. such’ an ‘enormous. inn ‘would } al” 
-}mean’ that existing Frankfurt. ho-.|-Pe _ 

: "Miss Gaynor: follows “the pattern. 

¥- 160% ‘capacity,. which: is ‘Necessary. 
for survival. ... ‘only two. a‘ year.: "Major: spot: this |. 

| ‘season-.will be Feb. 16 Ed‘ Sullivan: 

. ‘¢lub owners: also strongly protested | 
the tax-free American ‘nightelubs | hour, . makitig ‘it: virtually.. a’ Mitzi 

| that operate for. -American soldiers Gaynor’ special. | in ‘midst of. show |: 
‘Slim 33 000, Vancouver and their families in. the Frankfurt itself. 

9 | area. -. |”) os ee Change was” a. _igamble—=$35,000 | 
” Portland, Ore., Dec.. 17: -:} ~ The. club - “and piib- owners are. ‘worth—she- says, “and :stresses- it. 

a An. Evening. With . Ella. Fitz: | annoyed. at the very: liberal inter-| costs a similar amount. annually ‘to| 
pretation,. they claim,. of the: Amer-| keep up her. nitery show: But, she.|: 

‘| ican’ military’s right to operate | asserts, the return “naid.it off with: 
_tax-free. clubs: which should. be} the new. attention: and attitudes to 
restricted. entirely to: the service-. ‘work that also has made me more 
‘men. or. for. sports events ‘of the ‘in’ demand . and - boosted - my film 
servicemen ae i a “tne -|and ‘television salary.”..” : 

nstea ey. conten ere: ‘are. \ I in 
‘now. 30 nightclubs. in the Frankfurt ap Next Universal pletare will prob: 
area, serving. lowpriced. tax-free | jon.’ ‘Producer Robert Arthur, for 
alcoholic. beverages, and attracting.| whom: she ‘made “For : Love. or. 

. | thousands .of American servicemen, : Money,”. also’ is ‘paging. her’ for 

(Continued on page. 49). oi another film. 

{ hearing and. putting: the. “Gay 90s” 

for. Nero. « 

ceived -the idea of bringing back a 

3,600-seater was scaled at $4. Lay-' 

‘Unit pulled a slim $3,000 in Van- ‘only. two weeks. 
couver; B.C., Friday.: (13). Local: 

‘Granz. and.radio station KGW.. 
plus German zirliriends of the un- a | Jarice.Marech 9-: 

* me CRESCENDO 
Les Angeles 

Records) - 

* COLUMBIA ecm | 
‘Next Relecse, Jonuary | "64). 

* RED SKELTON HOUR 
“(Alring Jenvary 14, wa 

* ORIENT TOUR 
(Leaving Jon. 24 Weeks 

Personal Macagerient 

CLANCY B. ‘(GRASS —_ 

$435 Cresthilt Rd, OL. 6-3803 

| Los Angeles 69, Collf. © 

“New G Cre
 ai rk | Me ers 

ty The Diners Club plans to. install 
a: machine which would provide. 

||zestaurant and nitery information | 

“Iithe-New York World's Fair. .The| 
machine,. manufactured . by: Direc-: 

| tomat, will give: menu prices, cover 

— ment bills for all niteries, as. well 
}as information on: most: member, 

“Diners club: staff; comprising -15 +E 

ately.. In: addition, the’ Diner ex-. 
‘Thibit ‘will distribute a shopping 
-\ guide to fairgoers as. well. as. ‘a 
‘four-color mag: more; fully. describ-. 
ing various. cating and - ‘entertain- a 

With Nero Claim | 
“An out-of-court: ‘settlement dur- | 

‘ing. trial. of °'a-.case involving. 

.| local “Gay 90s” nightculb to.escape | 
‘a walkout by. its musicians: playing: 

The nitery ‘was. . “seeking ‘an. in 
junction . to restrain. the ‘musicians |. 

| “*defaulters: list” ‘which would. have. 
resulted in a. ‘tooters’: walkout. and. 

- prevented - ‘any union. musicians. 

-| contended - this: would . constitute. 

was that ‘Richard. Gold, one: of the} 
“gpot’s ‘owners, hadn't. ‘paid pianist. 

services performed last year at. the |- 
|locat- neighborhood: .Homewood |: 
Theatre. here when Gold was part 

It -was.- claimed | that. ‘Nero: ‘had 
received. only part. of the pay - to’ 

‘And the: musicians® union here went. 
‘to bat for him. The out-of-court 
‘compromise settlement,: ending the. 

back into. the. union’s: good. graces, : 
‘resulted in the union getting. $1,0u0- 

“Gold. and: his. ‘associates had. con- 

. Stage show plus films policy’. to. 
‘Minneapolis. -and : acquired. the’ 
|.Homewood ° Theatre: for ‘that pur- 
| pose. -However,. the project didn’t 
click and it .wWas- sorapped: after 

“Hl may. ‘be: the 
- They’ re booked for; March 30... 

"Currently Breaking Attendance: | Pe ll 

A ‘combination of ‘television ead. 
. hotel interests: may make Ause. 
| tralia.a swinging circuit for Amer= .. 
jean names: The Channel Seve 
Network there and the Fede 
Hotels -will jointly pay transporta-. : 

firm.as well as being. on the bo 

tion costs for top names working 
in the Down Under Country.  ..’.. 

* Jack ‘Neiry,: ‘who. heads his o ows wee 

of Aztec Services, one. of the major |. 
“Aussie: -booking ' offices,. together “>. 
with. Norman Spencer, assistané. ~ on 
-managing ‘director ‘of the network, 
are now ‘in. ‘the. US.: lining - up.” 
talent.” * en 

_ “Bob = “Hope . ‘Has already - been cae 
pacted for a network spot. ‘in Feb- 
ruary,: but it’s not yet_ ktiown. ... errcae 
‘whether he’ll make personals there... “~~. 
‘The -duo. is ‘working. with. their - .-.. 

| representative, - Jerry: oo... 
‘Weintraub, who. ; is also a Personal 
American: 

manager, 

“The share-the-costs: sprograin was 7 
‘devised | as ‘one way .of beating the 
|huge = transportation  :expenses.. 
- Spencer pointed out: that many of .~- 
the ‘top: American. variety. -shows*: 

| -have.-been -shown: on’ the. network,: - 
put: results are strongest.when the ~ 
programs’ . stars appeared. ‘in. that Jes 
country. ; 

The | ‘Aussies . appreciate ‘their. “ 
‘visit. and. it helps ‘establish a kin-. 

|.ship:. Thus a-junket to the*Anzae... -°- 
territory is: not only: helpful. ‘to. ~ 
the’ network,. but” also. contributes 
‘to the ‘sale of records:: | - 

‘The Federal’ hotels ‘operate. the 
Savoy and. Menzies in Melbourne, - - 

+ and-the. Menzies :in. Sydney: ag well «. 
as. ‘outlets ‘in: other: major cities.: ~ 

Both. Niery. and ‘Spencer agree. 
that the tastes. of Australians par-. 
allel those of. Americans’ and it's a. 
fairly ‘safe bet:that the. names of © 
the. U.S,. will: find acceptance in 
their heath. They’ point .out that 
some of the American performers ©). )°.. “ 
‘have: made careers and a new life ©... 

:| for. “themselves :in Australia.: The. 
| classic- example: is. -Will- ‘Mahoney, : 
now . virtually retired: But in the-. 
-Past: few years . George. ‘Hanlon Jr. - 
has become a name ‘in: those parts. 

- Neiry.and Spencer also point out, -.:.- 
that pantomime and legit -have‘vir- -.°* ... . 
tually. taken over in theatres, thus Luv | 
television.- and.. hotels. are’ -en=. 

the huge -costs. ‘connected: ‘with. 

trusted, with presentation of: vari-:..” aoe 
_ety shows. However, both have felt... ©. :- 
that singly ‘they could not afford — 

bringing a. performer’ over “from. - 
‘the U.S..-However,:the cooperative .. 
venture shows ~indiéations ‘that: 
there will. be a considerable upbeat 
of talent... 
They point. out that: “the: tv. ‘pe 

pearance. ‘will, in most. cases, be a... 
single “performance: . The. show: ~ 
can be taped for. presentation in’ 

gage meh aa 

oan eee en ree 

SETI 

the other. Channel: Seyen stations... °-* | 
AS. far as faping. a program pegged... : 
to. Australia in an American studio,: =: 
the duo feels‘ that’s’ out: - The Aus-. a 

“| Sie’s.. won't ‘be fooled. wt a 
‘Nero is. scheduled for: a Minne- 

“apolis Symphony” Orchestra | Sun-' 
day. afternoon pop ‘soncert appear) Stritce: Costs ‘New Hawaii aaa: 

| “Aud 1006: ‘Potential Take: 
Honolulu, Dec, - 17. 

 Gonerete. ‘strike. has.-cost the’: > 
AL city’ S new. municipal auditorium ‘a 

HT Toss of .somie $100,000 in. potential . 
Tevenue. Délay in completion has: . 

“‘[i-made .it-.necessary to: -cancel. all... 
| attractions ‘that had. ‘been sched~ 
uled before March -30.° Dethe 

S| Looks now. as. if the. ‘Harlem: ‘. 
1 Globé Trotters. basketball.: team... © 

initial -- ‘attraction. 7 

"RAT FINKS REJOICE. 

| tracts many showbusiness ‘celebrities 
‘o's a ie certainly never dull ‘Bere. ous 

Burden, NY P. 

|] You HAVE A NEW HOME | | 
- Jackie Kannon’s:. Rat ‘Fink com at-. oe 

|| JACKIE KANNON’'s| 
. Atop The Rowadtable 

B lew FINK ROOM | 
TI] 151 East 50th Se, Mew York: NAY. 
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\ asked Federal. ‘courts to restrain 

-ebntly in a’ Federally-assisted.. ur-|". 
” ban - renewal ‘area,. from denying. 
Or. ‘curtailing ° ‘Negro: ACCESS | to its 
- facilities, |... 

“overcome barrier of race. ‘in: city . 
‘| Me Hill and Drs, Clinton -E. Warner |’ 
and Albert M.- Davis—claim: ‘inn’s. 

=|refusal.to sérve them was. based: 
a ‘solely ou their ‘skin: color, a. viola-" 

If SHOWBOAT CLUB, Las. Vegas: 

1 PEPPERMINT LOUNGE, N. ¥. c 

Tuy over ize 

| wet DAVIS 

7 Man 

"VAUDEVILLE 

. z oe 

“wer 
area 

la i Nesroes “tng t to Halt 
~ Discrimination ; at New Holiday In| 

7 Atlanta, Dec. 47: 
Three Atlanta’. “Negroes “have 

ing to three -Negroes : after-‘they 
‘had ‘acquired room reservations.: 

-. Confrontation. of these. Negroes 
and -hotel. officials oceurred ‘Sept. 
4a few. hours after special” open- 
‘ing ceremonies for new. Holiday 

‘Holiday Inn . of ‘Atlanta,. built re-: 

_ Meanwhile, Mayor ‘vant Allen's 
“Job Opportunity. Committee” ‘has. 
met-for the first.time and. started. 
grappling with. problem of how. to ‘Renewal. area.: 

| - Negro plaintiffs—actuary- Je esse 
‘government. employment. : 
Injunction ‘suit,. filed as a “class 

"Heading: Into. A tion of 5th-and '14th. Amendments 

| ing “Authority by Mid-Atlanta /In- BLL HALEY 
_and His COMETS - 

DECCA, NEWTOWN: RECORDS 

: ‘Headilaing 

| Holiday. Because’ inn” “ig built “in 

able Federal, state: and local: gov- 
| ernmental ..as: well:.as - private..ac- 

‘fj tion” ‘and. is’ thus liable ‘for ‘the 
guarantees of. the Sth. and - 14th. 

- #] amendments. 
Th. - Suit additionally ‘clair “Mia- 
7G Atlanta: agreed, when | it. ‘acquired 

3: Wks... Beg. Dec: 26 

‘NEW EUROPEAN TOUR, 
) March - April,’ 1964: 

7 ‘VERSATILE LADS 

| aos : 
“CAMEO-PARKWAY RECORDS 

Fourth. Engagement 
: The. World-Famous. 

| racially: restrictive covenants. 

‘Negro plaintiffs: said Holiday’ Inn. 

|‘under which ‘Negroes: are admitted 
[/ only tf they. are: part of:a visiting 

| ship. is not. more ‘than 5%. Negro. : 

|e WHEN YOU SEE. 
| 4 to.8 Whs. Beg. ‘Dee: 10 

“LE. PICHET. CLUB,. Denver” 
Kock for é Wks. b Wks. Beg. Feb. nN. 

SISTER | 

ROSETTA 
THARPE 

Sensational Singing-Gaitariet 

EL MOROCCO CLUB. 
Montreal, Dec.. 26 - Jon: 4: “ l} groups .and churches’ the ‘Catholic 

. hungry. t.. 7 Legion of Decency-: film list—or, 
‘San Francisco, 4 Whs:. Jon. 27 ‘some . comparable ratings. - 

It: will determine whether’ a ‘state 

' Atlantic. City, Dee:. 17. 

; “Hl zens. committee. is: waging. a cam- 

|| Daiga .. 

: advertising: : that : 

{| mittees. to’ help. “clean. up” films 
| and. -advertising.: 

Exlusive. Bookings: 

58 West 4ath ‘Street is such’ a-law, .’ 
Tt: discussed . what. the. committee | New York City . ~ 

| ‘PLexa: 721786: “COlambus. 5.9047. 
| - Affiliated: Offices - Ss 

‘Palla. — - Las Veges - —: Emope'. 
Papers in the- area on ‘its. move 2 to 

A publish - ‘letters to. the: editor. ° 

| Parent-Teacher Assus., -¢hurches, | 

| ONE MAN HOOTENANNY. || films, ‘and to. barrage -newspapers 
‘“ Management:. DAVID. B. WHALEN 

| Beverly J Wilshire’ Hefei, , Beverly Hilts, Calif... 

| action’ fox all Negroes, ‘alleges jin. — 
management refused to grant lodg-}.. 

Inn (Atlanta area :has. two others} 
in . operation here), suit sets: out.. 
Inn is situated in Butler St. ‘Urban | Club .group; for example, was lim- 

- | ited. to. 90,‘ but.- more . than 200 
showed ‘up for the: festivities, 60 

* Big New: Year.” jand also ‘executive: Order. 11603} 
forbidding racial discrimination...’ _ 

eon at set Suit: said Holiday. “Inn. property 
was’ ‘purchased ‘ftom: Atlanta Hous- 

 vestment “Co. .and- then’ leased’ to: 

‘fan. urban’ renewal: area, suit con-. 
| | tends, it is “‘a product’ of: indispens-. 

‘property, . not. to. enter. ‘into | any. 

a | personnel’ told them ‘holstery -was 
Practicing socalled “Dallas Plan,” |:the “Golden ‘ 

California“ Club, : Hotel... Fremont, 
‘Horseshoe Club ‘and’ Silver’ Palace.. 

‘convention. . whose - total’ meémber- | - 

WHITES OF THIGHS -three. days ‘and: nights,’ 
.*| mated, that: the Flamingo spent in 

a ““Adlantie-Cape ‘May County. Citi-}. : 

aimed: ‘against _ mudie-cutie |. 

| motion, pictures. and the newspaper iL 
- aécompanies / 

them. -It- plans to. ask all service | } 
clubs in the area. to. appoint -com- 

. Adair... 

Jaw. -exists which -specifically sets 
{up an.age. limit on -“‘adult” motion |. 

} pictures, with: prosecution in mind |. 
against theatre operators: if. there 

ak agreed. was’ a rebuff . from ‘News- |. 

The. committee . represénts: area: 

Jaycee: chapters, and other: ‘organi-: 
| zations. - Its. aim: ‘is to. withdraw. 
| patronage .-to:- .motion «picture 
houses. ‘showing |. objecttonable | 

| with: letters. requesting: they with- 
| hold ads with: overheated sSeman- 

"[Beanconp F reloading 
* (Almost) at Flamin; 
4 Day Xmas Press fry 

By KAY. CAMPBELL: 

- Las Vegas, Dec. 17, 
- Sonié 800 fourth estaters jammed | 

: the Flamingo: at’ Morris -.Lans- |. 
Dburgh’s. :third.-:annual ‘ Christmas 

| press: party ‘and’ overflowed into 
hotels during four- 

“day : celebration. - Although - reser= 
nearby Strip: 

vations were theoretically ‘limited 
to «700, . no -unexpected. . “arrivals 

were turned away. The L.A. ‘Press| right’ and might. seem: dated, so ‘is. 
| vaudeville, “as- a ‘basic show. -piz}". 
entity in. the: yesteryear. tradition, |: 

by private cars, ‘the remainder via 
Western Airlines. More .than 10% 
of the total. number. were: working 
‘press, according to Dick. Odessky,, 
publicity” diréctor for ‘the. hotel:. 
“The ° oversize: “crowd - created.a 

Major: “problem . in- ‘ logistics, : not. 
only of space. but service, food and | 
“drinks. Publicist - :Odessky .. -aver- 
-aged~ about three hours. sleep ‘each | 
night. ‘Among. the skedded_ events. 
was the “Paper ‘Ball’ with: -head- 
liners: Juliet: ‘Prowse. and Allan’ 
Drake © in’ the... Fiamingo . -Room,,. 
Around the World” cocktail party. 
hosted by. BOAC (in reality .a‘din- 
ner-dance); --“Noisy’ 90s . Party,” 
hosted. ‘by. Laura ‘Scudder, fashion’ 

"| Show,. ginrummy tournament, and 
a*-“Quill &” Scroll” brunch ‘pre- 
sided -over. by:.Abe Schiller. . “Gay: 
‘White - Way”. operators in : down- 
town Las :Vegas..offered" free. food, 

>| drinks’ and. ‘gifts—trinkets, ‘yold- 
-plated lighters, pens, leather goods 
and ducats for $500. drawings—at 

Nugget,- -The: . Mint,. 

Package price’ included round-- 
trip plane .- fare, free. breakfasts,. 

‘4-round of: parties, 
"J dling, transportation’ to and. ‘from 

‘baggage™ ‘han- 

| Las, -Vegas" airport, .and: room.~ For 
L.A. clubbers, this totaled. $50 for 

It is esti- 

‘eXCeSS “of $25, 000: ‘for the | event, 

: ~~ Burlesque Revue 
(Joseph. 

Milt 
-WBW. Productions Tne. ° 

Burstyn, - Bernard - Walzer,. 
‘Warner) -presentation’ with. Blaze 
Starr, Charlie Robinson, Dick Dana, |; 

‘Billy, ‘Reed, Ken: Martin,;. Charley 

. It. suggested but. did ‘not. act “on | Schultz, Jurie Knight, Jean Carroll, 

. | an. idea. to:.distribute to -all_ civic. 
Paul Brown, Thelma. Pelish, Erin 

Billie - - Mahoney, ‘David 
Fleischman. _Oreh. - ‘Choreography, 
_Elna Laun; costumes, Peter Joseph; 

' Lorchestrations, Russ Case: Opened|: 
-at_ Village: Theatre, N. Ys. Dec, 10, 
63; $4.95 top. 

‘The’ ‘curtain. on ‘burlesque, ‘low- 
ered . by. late “Mayor LaGuardia in| 
1937, is gradually rising. ‘Producers | 
-are now enabling .the -new genera-|: 

“American. Vaudeville”. is. the 
-valedictory. to: the medium itself,.| 
as he concludes, “Just before (Ed-- : 

| ward. -Franklin) Albée’s death, this. . 

tion see the things that: papa used 
‘to:. sneak: off: to, and. apparently. 
what they’re finding is somewhat 
‘disappointing. ’ 
*“Burlesque:.on “Parade” is a. | dif, 

ferent type of: ‘revived: Minsky. It 
‘seeks: to take’ away. what had be- 
come to:-be ‘a necessary item..in 
burlesque—sleaziness. It's only evi. 
dent. ‘in the :sketches.. 
The -production and ‘theatre are. 

‘something: -else’ -again. Never hasj| 
.burley: been presented: more Sump-| 

4+ tously.. “The. ‘theatre — (formerly 
==|Loew’s. Commodore) : ‘is firstrate, 
#/ clean’ and. carpeted - alttiough .too 

“" | large for. intimacy. . The costumes. 

Season's snag 

ELVIS 
nd 

* | The 

e: : = ce .- 4 

ae cs Bl teh em a eel Ea eaten ite 

‘x | dre new and ‘the line, -believe ‘it, 
is-one of the prettiest: in New York. 

. ke ~ | They're nicely, ‘costumed ‘and the 
as routines are. well: ‘executed. : 

‘It almost:seems a.shame to: bring 
\ back: the burlesque of a former. era}. 

. ‘without its: discomforts. and tawdri- 
A& | ness. It isn’t the same. The. feeling 

| Of -yesteryear. «is achieved ‘to a|- 
‘K.| greater’. extent at the. ‘institution 

: ® | down the ‘street. (Casino East. Thea-} 
-| ter) where Ann Corio. prevails. But 
| the..newer. show ‘seems to be. an 

entry: into: a. higher. type fare. 
8] There’s -a _ basis for .a 

| musical- in ‘this: collection, and per-’ 
‘lowcos 

haps ‘something. along" those. lines 
}} can evolve. 

.One’ of ‘the - major. | facets of 
Ri burlesque is, of course, the: strip 

- ¥¥}-squad.-In. this department, ‘the for- 
| midable Blaze Starr, who has. hugé 

‘Taeasurements, predominates. : :Miss} 
a8 | Starr is.an agressive arid shapely]: 

UO | female. Her-assets are considerable |- 
‘SQ iand “her means:.of display- are 

prominent. and eye-catching. It’s a 
Q | real. whiff .of- yesteryear in New. 

1 York. She’ invites yocal: response 
<< i from. the: audience -and she di- 

: He. | verts: to. ‘the legal. minimum enter 
| tainingly. 

.. June~ Knight. also decteases the 
“(Continued | on “page 30) . 

| Gilbert’s 

ville: Its Life and Times”, are these 
‘two. ‘contrasting. quotes. ‘While. the 

had not yet been merged with the| 

-son George Gilbert. is currently a 

fers, and particularly founder’ Sime! 

references: to Sime will ‘be the sub-| [| 
ject Perliaps’ of. some ‘future. ex- _— 

“The Critique Caustique”, 
refers to. the late Epes ‘Winthrop 

‘viewer, who’ was better known as. 
-Chicot, a -nom-de-critique he bor- 

Musketeers” : 

-shortened—‘“Chicot ‘wasn’t as big {ft 

{pearance than his.. caustic type-|{° 

. Gilbert's. book: 

Chicot had ‘no patience ‘whatever 

Cherry : Sisters, who were an es-|-: 
‘pecial . loathing, ‘he wrote: 
‘do not” = 
freaks, and: insist. on being. treated |]- 

| with | ‘due respect.. By. way.of ma- 
| terial. for. press. notices.they -tell 
him (the comment -Fefers to. a letter 

| of the -Pleasure Palace ‘in. New| 
‘York. where they:were booked’ to 
‘play the: following. week) that they | 

“with ribbons, at St, Louis. If ar-|. 

horseshoe ‘attached. to the: business |. 

7 synonym -for “the -world’s. 

‘the. men‘met in Palm Beach, where 

‘heart: ‘attack, . ‘Heiman said, “You We 

-years had. smilingly accepted. the 

-ville‘-as America’s greatest form of |} . 
entertainment, could scarcely mut- 
er; 

-Heiman told. him -how. ruinous. his. 

‘been. Unable to comprehend, Albee | 

'year—beaten and‘ broken; : and. as 

Ts urviving father of the late Presi- 

‘a motion-picture - “company, - 

‘Kennedy is’ reported. to“have of-| 3 

‘Orpheum’ stock -which.. was. ‘then 

‘known; to him, his: power had ‘been 

Douglas Gilbert’s ‘Volume o of 1940 Revived : as... 
Paperback:—Fall of N ostalgia and Data 

‘By. ABEL GREEN | 

"Excerpted from. the: late Douglas 

$2 “ paperback: reprint 
(Dover Books): of “American Vaude-| 

‘from’ the Cathedral of. St. . John 
‘the: Divine, ‘to whose building fund 
‘he had contributed | sO liberally. A: 
corporal’s guard. . attended ‘the. 
Service”. 

‘Bale A Adams? Hub Date. 
“Las. Vegas, -Dec.: 17... 

book ‘dates back to'.a.'1940 copy- 

hence much of. the‘history is as:ap-|- 
‘pealing. a quarter. ‘of a: century | 
later. Gilbert was. a: longtime N. Y. 
World-Telegram feature writer (it 

a stand _at -Blinstrib’s, a Boston,. at - 

a. ‘$12; 500- stipend,’ “starting: March © 

2 for a-week: ‘She fs ‘current at the. 

Riviera here,” =. * 

General.” Artists “Corp. ‘wet the. 
deal. | 

N. Y¥. Sun) and, incidentally, : his 

‘VaneTy. staffer. - |... . 
VARIETY .and. ‘its yesteryear staf- 

Silverman, who: is covered’ ‘in.'an 
entire chapter, are very. much parti] 
of ‘American. Vaudeville’ but the]. 

a eet EAT. ~ 
cerpt. | 10 r} ATNER* 

‘Under | the chapter heading of | 
Gilbert |: 

Sargent, a pioneer VARIETY re- 

rowed from. .Dumas’. “The Three! 
--beeause,. -to: -quote|f : 

Chic—as ‘the ‘signature’ ‘was later | 

a fool.as he looked”. Sargent inj] 
real-life was. more benign in ap-|f- 

writer, as witness this quote from. : . 

With the worthless: freak acts Si a | " BEC, 14.21: HOME LINES 
i. NASSAU CRUISE | 

and hurled his philippics. at them |}-y a ook 
with libelous contempt. ‘Of .the ARIETY. con: gr ner i 

youde™ & tL Sieamalsr 

‘They |. 
. care to be exploited as/| 

BILLY. 
GLASON'’S 

oo PROF! 
-COMEDY. MATERIAL . 

“Ror every brasch of theatrical. 

SIONAL . 

they wrote’ to E.D. Price, Manager 
~. “We SERVICE THR. STARS 

35. Gas files 515, plus $1 
FOREIGN:. 35: for : 

e 3 Parody Books, per. Bk." 
oS ‘Blackout Books 1-2-3 tack 

-No. 4 for $35—Ne. 5 fo 

woe $186 6 were given four golden horseshoes’ 
in. ‘Chicago, and. presented with | 

a ‘glass cane, handsomely decorated 
o “How to’ Master the. NocoDe 
8 PER. copy ...NO C 0.0 

BILLY. GLASON 
rangements could be made I should |} 
be glad.to present them with: a/l 

end of an able-bodied. and: chard- (We TEACH . Mo'ing and COMEDY) 
working jackass’.” i. 2 reat Professional train. yeu)" 

(For the annals,. ‘the Cherry Sis-| 
ters are now. an. historic show biz! — 

act”; ‘which actually was. ieea| BILL RODSTEIN 

LATIMER CuFE 
pelation later given them by: Sime). iP 

‘SINAT RAMA ROOM 

Shades of Joe Kennedy. - +: 
The ‘other ‘quote from -Gilbéit’s 4 

~ and His Family 
Will Beat. the 

~ HOLIDAY. ‘MOTOR. INN. 
‘440 West S7th: $t., NYC. |. 

For 10 Days,. ‘Beg. Bec. 20: . 
Would like to: hear: from: our 
_many New York friends. : 

was dramatically called to his ate] 
tention by Marcus. Heiman of the} 
United Booking ‘Office [which dif-: 
fers from today’s legit-T O}. When: 

Albee. died, March 11, 1930, of al 

killed vaudeville, Mr.. ‘Albee’. - a : 

~ “Dazed; the ailing Albee, who for | = 

‘accolade for developing. vaude-\{| ~ . 

‘What. do you. mean?’ And} 

flogging -five-a-day (shows) . had lf 

stood. and stared.. 

“He-had been: retired: ‘neatly’ al 

he ‘suspected, doublecrossed. © | 
“In . 1928, Joseph» “Pp. Kennedy 

ent. John. F.. Kennedy], at. this} : 
writing ambassador to ‘England: but 
then with the Film Booking Office, 

sug-|. 
gested: to Albee that~he sell out. 

> Dips Marry Greben, 203 N. Wabash av. 

ered Albee 21. for. his. Keith- 

quoted” at .16:-on -the | Exchange.|| 
Albee . ‘declined but. weakened ‘on/}- ‘ 
the ‘advice of ° those “he :thought|1 
were his friends. He-sold. In three 
months the stock soared to.50.° - 

“Albee “was. continued with | ‘the 
organization . as president . but, -un-|%- 

taken away. He: entered: Kennedy’s | ; 
office one day to make a- sugges-i i . - 
tion. The conversation, “according. 
to associates, was short: ‘Didn't you | 

eo Correntiy - as i 

ROYAL RESTAURANT 
Liverpool 

know, Ed?. ‘You’ re. / washed :. UB, 
-you’re. through’. 2 ‘ 

"Albee. understood, quit, died. 

._ Edie Adams has been signed for © 

: 

DEarborn 2-099, Chicege,. ‘Mlinels am 

He. was | brought. ‘back ‘and. huriea” | . 

ie . 

FUN-MASTER | - | 

os | . . 

biws pee! ee 

SOE a ee, ee: 7 EP RORRT Y 
soo “ot ee a . . re Sa - rs io . soto 

. wo ate * ” ty - . . : 

“ “4k 

_Weanenta, December 18, ises . , a : 

$25 0-5. - 4 

“SMinstrel, (white facey Budget $25.0 [| 

200 W. S4th St. NLY.C. 18019: éosisis | _ 



4 dogs; -. 

“Wednesday, December’ 18, 

Mor sila than ctl Aid 
To Stock | A fi es 

_ Hotel’ cchains’ are: “increasingly 
eee leaning. toward retention of talent | 
._.Jpuyers to stock their entertainment 
“S.yooms: ‘The chains, .in instances] 
‘_~ where ‘buyers: have been added, feel} 
-~ that-the’ managers. or assistants who | 
_ hitherto have. been - in: charge ‘of | 
“entertainment. policies ..are .° too}: 
:.=heavily: bogged down™ ‘by: other du-'|. 

to. give this facet: of innkeep-' 
ties tog Pe. -previde shows for the. major: enter- ing the. attention it: deserves— 
Ta, recerit. months -there: has been 

:. a discernible ‘trend. toward getting | ' 
. . experts -in to. ‘scout .the talent. -Al 
-:." Banks is top buyer for the Sheraton 
.:* Hotels. The. Tisch ‘hotels recently 

retained Larry Gengo to. buy for 
all the inns it controls. Jim Nichols | 
---}s now buying for the Queen Eliza- |: 
-peth, ‘Montreal. Ben: Marshall. is 
. buying” for: the Drake, Chicago; 

1963 

id iFrom Pros! 
With Proper Talent 
Robert Ten ‘Eyck: is. purchasing for 

the. Statler Hilton, Dallas, ‘and. Gene 

‘Whalen: As. talent: sampler : ‘for the: 
‘Shamrock-Hilton, ° Houston. :.. For 
‘years, the: ‘Cocoanut: Grove of. ‘the. 

Entertainment: ‘buyers. are being 
added. ‘to: hotel. staffs. not only to 

tainment rooms and lounges but also. 
to: participate ‘in consultation : on: 
outside functions. -Many. chains are.|: 

saving.. 
. For” ‘one: thing, -a 

sag |f0r a particular situation:* He..is. 
lg also. able to: ‘spend. more time. look-: 
eee | ing at new faces. Latter ‘generally. 22, 

a [bring the’ overall. -hudget. down .a| . 
S ‘|few pegs, and. provide. new interest 

‘| for: the TOoM. | 
” However, one facet that. provides 

‘| an immediate: saving for the hotels. 

“SMASH Ly 

| is the.general realignment of music. 
| A. buyer -will ‘frequently. form. a 

Bi new: outfit so: that .commissions_ to |.. 
outside agencies.can be. eliminated. 

s Fant. his ‘salary. : 

- alk new Hotel Avery. AL new, | 
-.. large, beautifully. furnished de- 
Po fuxe rooms with private bath, tel-.~ 

evision & radio. Air conditioning... 7 

4 AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. 

“WANTED 

_ \|PHILARIOUS, COMEDY... WAITER 

. - . PERFORM 

a ‘He ‘made. these” ‘qudlences. heppy: 

-']| STEVE ALLEN, ‘CANDID CAMERA, 
|. S, 6M. XEROX, LBM. . New fet. him. 

“| do the some for you. : 
‘FREE. Brochures and price on request.- 

“Contact: ROBERT REXER” = 
167 4 Broadway, ‘New York ‘City. 

Cl'5-3660 . . 

=") Anthony Makes Bookend’ 
7 aapune: TO. WATCH FUNNY, 

JARTIE ROBERTS || 

iar with local -situations.- Thus, 
'| Milton Lehr is buying for the Sher- | 

‘@{aton Puerto Rico, although Banks | 
| is:in charge of all ‘entertainment | 
: operations for the Sheraton system.. 
|In. all. cases, the innkeepers: have | 
found the new procedure t wo be Pay: 

| ing its own ‘way. . 

* Replacement Before His - 

Lo ‘Hollywood, ‘Dee. 1%.: 
Ray ‘Anthony, . -~who- ‘is ‘returning 

j)of the: quartet, asked for release 

from... cher. - -one=year |. “pact and 

‘Anthony. granted At. oot, 

| releasing her, he exacted ‘ino: coin: 

| ~ DIAMOND MS 
St. Paul, Minin.» _ 

: “THE COMEDIAN” 
Only Real Mont 

- PROFESSIONAL’ GAG SER nce 
: THE LATEST ~. THE GREATEST. —. 
a THE’ MOST-UP-TO-DATEST: | 

: | stories one-liners, poemettes, 

parodies, 

2 Fhowshts of the Day, Humorous Views. 
; of the News... Mignettes, ete. (20: Pages)” 

$25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3. 

$35 YR. SINGLE: ISSUES: 4 
7. NOC.O.De |. 

“pny GLASON, 200° W.. Séth $1. 

“THANKS, ‘SANTA CLAUS. 
FOR INTRODUCING ME!. 

~ WILBURN LOY 
Comedian‘ 

PO. ‘Box. 1741,. Sani. Diego. 12;: ae 
Rudolph Shanks you. ‘too!).. 

; iw Wks.: Flame Restaurant, Duluth, M 
4 Wks. R 

I): 2 Wks.: Officers Club, Ft. Benning, 
-s Wks. Desert Inn; Columbus, 

-- 4 Wks: Van Orman Hote 
“4 } Wiks.: Columbis: Club,: Indianapolis, . 

| or-: further . commitment.~ 
i merely. a fine. gesture. ‘by. him: to 
{-helm* another's: career,” Was. way’ 

| Now In Its .157th’ Issue, ‘containing W 
. “song ([/ 

_- 1 Utles, hecklers, audience stuff, mone fit: 
double : gags, - bits }/1 

ideas, - Intros, impressions : and. im- FHT 
J personations,. political, interruptions. - 

q- New. York City 10019, CO 5-1316. i] 

——* 193 

LARRY’ WARD. QUARTET ~ 
, : .Kay Canfield (Vocalist-- Drummer) 
12 Wks Tarpotis. Supper: Club;. Lansing, ‘Mich., 

lea Country Club, Fort Worth,. Toxa 
Georgia 

‘Ohio ee 
i, Fort: Wayne; ind., ‘and ‘return, ‘1 Was. 

;.82 2 Wks. | 

‘Arnie ‘Mills, . “her ‘manager, char- 
acterized action. ; 

_[-. Cindy. “Malone. ‘geplaces Miss 
- Carr, ‘who. ‘got.: $450: ‘weekly on her |}: 
| ‘Anthony deal, Last month she.re- 

| ceived-. $750. per frame ‘at: Cres-’ 
| cendo Here and’ is: pencilled in. for 
|'$1,000' weekly by Tidelands, Hous- 
| ton. Other three “Bookends” are-|. 

. Carol Conners, ‘Diane ‘Wargo. and. 
Bork Mattis.. 

“DONNA I LYNN” 
Le CAPITOL RECORDING ARTIST 
ws uo Newest Release: 

Ur". RONNIE® «| 
, b/w 
: wrinAts: ‘ME 1M. THE BROTHER”: 

‘} “MECLENDON AGENCY. TN 72007: 

a a aia 

‘ath ‘return Wiss oe we ea 

Minn,, 4th- return, aid Wis. a : 

‘Ind., ‘oh’ return 

a} ASSOCIATED BOOKING. CORP—Chictge sient —_ _ ia 

‘Hotel. -Ambassador,. Los: Angeles, ' 
has ad. outside .buyers:. Jack Lori- | 
man’ currently. has that assignment. |. 

Cincy G Gardens Nears | Its AL 
e 15th Anni With: Peak Year: a 

finding. that. although” another. ex- |: 
‘ecutive . is’ added'-to the payroll, | - 
there . -is* “ultimately. . a monetary i 

a. ‘professional | 
buyer is more familiar” ‘with pre-- 
vailing prices. and more conversant 

| with the:potential : of-an: entertainer’ 

{In some cases,; the. buyer can save 
-/ enough in ‘one department to war- 

Frequently a hotel talent buyer. 
will call in individual buyers famil- 

_ New Group Even Starts | 

to niteries. with : his. ‘band:.and four 
“Bookends,” mr. will. have a, replace- fe 

|:ment. before he actually’ takes off. 

|| Vikki. Carr, whom, bandleader. had | bP 
4| under contract. and slotted ‘for one 

| Pact. would have’ kept’. chirp with: 
“Anthony ‘until. ‘end. of January. -In: 

“Jt is: 

‘||. Variations” | 

; visitors. 

wrest 

Rel Delf Joins Dugan 
- Hollywood; Dec. 17;.- 

‘specifically to. package. ‘pix and 
| television ~ properties. 

is Doff’s ‘first fling’ at. agenting: 

-Dugan.:formed. his: firm after|]. 
MCA : folded. : its... talent-handling }. a 
wing, with which. Dugan | ‘was, long. 
served: | 

Red ‘Dott: joined: Jobn | F: ‘Dugan oO 
Enterprises. in ‘an - exec: capacity, ; 

“Onetime. 
‘flack and for: a number "of. years 
‘thereafter a personal manager, this | 

GANISATH LONDON 
Few: Open

. Dates i in S
late | ; oa

 

Cincinnati, Dec. 17.. 

1949. 
The. holding company, Sportserv- 

‘ice Corp., with Lou: Jacobs, -multi- 
“1 millionaire ‘concessionaire of Buf- {ff ©. 
falo.an 80%. owner,: also “parents |f 
the Cincinnati. Royals - ‘pro: basket-|f 
ball. club,, which’ plays 32° home: ‘| 
games: in the Gardens. | 

-Permanent-.-11,500 . seating: ~ea- — 
pacity: of the arena. is increased |4- 
to. 13,000 for wrestling, 13,500 for.[f 
basketball: and: 14,000" for . boxing. | 
Iee hoekey . now “has. a: 30-game 
‘booking at the Gardens, the origi- 
nal -Indianapolis-pro team being |\— _ i 

transferred to Cincy.:after :the re-|f - 2. 
‘cent: Indianapolis. arena fire His po WER: 

aster. - 

‘and: exposition purposes.” 

Pre si0 316 N i, 

Pittsburgh ‘Dee. 17 

concerts. ° 
- He. added. ‘that: ‘the’ “Friday: (a3) a 

concert at: Bushnell Memorial ‘in 1#-. -~ 
‘Hartford was sold out. with a’ gross |} 
of $11,000 ‘Wednesday- :(11); and|—f: °-°3".. 
that his date at Donnelly. Memorial |]. on 
-in:. Boston: .on. Saturday’ (14) had |§-: |. 
‘been: sold out «as. of- Monday : (9), oa 
with ‘a .gross: of. $14,000. . 
: PP&M,,. under the Sarkesian ban- | oe . 

‘ner, were “also ‘sold out for. a $12>|f 2. 
"000 take for the Sunday. (15): im in| UP, 
at.” Kleinhans— : Auditorium 
Butfal lo... 

" Bolender’s s: Ballet. Gala 
"Koeln, Dec: 17. 

}|.complete “ballet “evening: on : Dec. {§ - 
|} 22 :inchiding _world . premiere. ‘of | f°. 

1 “Serenade No: .9”’ : ‘anid “Theme and |] 
German. pre-|] ~ 

J] mieres of “The ‘Still: Point”: and a] ee 
}) “Souvenirs,” -- 

‘plus:.: 

- Cincinnati. ‘Gardens ‘is: approach- |G Begess 
‘ing its 15th ‘anni stripe with a peak |f. | sup 
year ‘to-offset’ rough ‘going earlier. |] |. om 
‘A buildup of: assorted - events: has |{ 
‘few. open dates in all-season: sched-.|§:. 
uling, acording: to Alex | Sinclair; |] 
who has been general manager. be-. | oan 
fore ‘completion : ‘of the. arena Feb. | i 

“Oné-nighters at the. Gardens’ in-| : 
{clude - wrestling, . roll er. derby; | 
midget: auto « “acing, ete... Regular: 
‘pookings comprise such events asthe o:. 
{thé -Shrine . Circus - ‘and: Sports errs 
“f ‘Show.. | ee 

| ‘The. original. ‘tena. has acquired | Pot Subs. 
F a one-story’ annex for ice. -skating:|¥ © 

: Public |f- 
“| Ice: ‘skating. in- the. annex. is’ from. 
October ‘to:April.and in ‘the main: _ 
‘| building during July. and August. j] | ex, 
This attraction. adds up. to £200,000" if 

| & year. - : 

Péter, Paul: &. Mary: are. selling. : 
out. on-.every. date being promoted |} mt 
‘by ‘Ed . Sarkesian, Detroit: concert jf: - 

.| manager. Here: to: set. the. trio for a[f.- . | . 
. [date at Syria. Mosque on‘ Jan.. 18, {fF *:- 

Sarkeésian.reported he: was: SRO in|} = 
recent. Omaha. and “Kamisas’ City | ae = 

ai ‘American’ choreographer: - “Todd | inf 
|| Bolender, formerly ‘with the New |} 
‘V|-York, City Ballet,. now. ‘with the:|}. ~-. 

‘Koeln: Opera’. will. have - “his. first 1 - 

he EnoBa | oa 
paoTT 

pireeter: | EO 

wane Ww. . 

“BERNARD: TOM 
 DELFONT & ARNOLD 

- present 

MARRY. SECOMBE 

~ GINGER MAN” 
~ by. af P. Dosteavy , 

PHILP WISEMAN | 

f HIPPODROME 

t Patent y "VAUGHAN. 

rnard ; 

: ae 8 Lo Baton |. 
s \ MORECAMBE & WISE. hig N Wispom, | 

| ae stern ni \I RONSON N chusoe” 

an = Continued: from: Page ie =! a i nol 

“| ‘married: soldiers, and the.American | : 
families,. too. “This, they. insist,. 4s. foe 2 

| unfair competition. - : 
-The.director of. the Iocal: ‘indus. | ieee erase 

an b try, office also. noted that ‘there ‘is{]}: . 
‘no’ need ‘ta. allow new nightclub |f |... 

{concessions in Frankfurt: He added4f .. . :..-j 
‘|| that when ‘the ‘city had a popula- |.’ ” 

1 tion of 650;000:there were 120 clubs {7 
‘| doing. good. business—now ‘the city |. . 
|has expanded to’ 750,000, and the | 
| 60 clubs. still open are. finding ‘Keen. : 
competition. | ' 

1. Nitery business ‘has declined the |i. 
; past ‘few -years- due. to: increased. 

‘| number of autos in West: Germany, |} 
4) meaning _ that .the people travel |]. 

more, Television | has’ - also. cap- 
tured. ‘some. of the | former. club. 

a CHRISTMAS PRODUCTIONS | 
a CHARLIE, DRAKE © MORECAMBE eed WISE 

FRANKIE VAUGHAN e NORMAN WISDOM Ps HARRY WORTH, me. 

TELEVISION 
“TONY, HANCOCK SERIES © CHARLIE DRAKE SERIES - 

“MORECAMBE and ‘WISE SERIES 



Sem. Dance, Comedy 

~~: the controversial. playboy southpaw 

| Angels, looks like a college sopho- 
“mere in his nitery debut at this} 

‘firstnight jitters. - 

banana Hank Henry. is in. “H' wood . 

..dictable:. ‘special. material: written. 

“Take Me Out To ‘The Balk Game” 
“which he sings with a. ‘surprisingly 
” good ‘voice—but. most -of it: is. fine 

‘savvy. showmanship. He -kids him- 

-gelf . with ‘the. telegram. reading 

,. does. that little sign. mean—in case. 
“of fire break. glass? Mamie . Van. 

_ baseball uniform. ‘Since. he show- 
‘cases a pleasant. singing voice, 

--Mon-complicated uptune for him to. 

changes lines with them. |" "™ 

-- tically. proportioned blonde exotic 

“until Jan. Le 2S Dukes | 

= DAYLE STANLEY... 

“from Boston did no folksongs when: 
: caught—although. she: frequently: 

poser Sidney Carter. . 

_. Cradle,” 
for ‘an: Unborn: Child” ;—appropri- |" 
ately. to the - occasion, since Miss 

- then set an edge to her pure sweet 

“garry. a gun”: ete., -Satirizing ‘War. 

.. she was well received: again and is 

‘President ‘Kennedy’ in- Burlington,. 

. assassinated. . 

_eouver schoolteacher: ‘who-has’ hith- | smaller clubs. : 

:. Of. ‘Canada. 

CER TL Pa tee ci 

Biver Slipper, Las Vegas | French Quarter, Housten 

S ontroversal Payboy southpaw | Pears Wearing, & "ean" miss ag su is m -taien immy pitcher. once with the Los Angeles |W ni. Only 24, Wallis’ has -been |‘ 

‘Knows. his .way. around club 
desert citadel. of burlesque, ‘show- 

ing only an occasional. trace : Of | tional. tv.--exposure.. because . he. 
felt. he “wasn't ready but he’s s. ready: 
now... 

‘Auditor reaction is mild for. first 
four. ‘minutes—he . says it ‘always 

| takes him. about that long to catch 
-On, ” perhaps. : ‘because his. youth 
creates ‘show me” attitude in audi- 
tors—but.from then en mitting 

Belinsky headlines. ~ here ° “(top 

for his role. in “Robin and’ the 

Seven Hoods”) and has: some -pre- 

for -him-—-such as a parody. on’ 

plause’ .meter.. He : quickly: “brings 
on: his dummy, Wally,. and exhibits 
some: ‘of best ventriloquism ‘in busi- 
hess. Banter is light and. funny, and 
‘there isn’t a. lip: quiver - on: even 
toughest. words: - 
After. 10° minutes or éss he dis- 

‘eards . dummy, . not: wanting to. és- 

fun, clicking. because ‘of Belinsky’s 

gimmick “Congratulations on your 
nightclub: opening, and T. ‘know you) 
will help us win: the pennant,: 
signed, Yogi. Berra,” “Thank -you- 
for the diamond ring, but -what| 

radio conversation. between. Ground: 
-Control. and Astronaut. Scott Car- 
penter, with. Japanese. transistors 
getting most of blame. Then there’s 
his horror movie seg, “with. expert 
‘impressions of: Karloff, ‘Lugosi, and: 
others. While ‘this may play a bit 
too ‘long, laughs are. constant 
throughout.. Other impressions are 
of . Belafonte - and «a. : devastating 
“Elvin: Pretzel” 

Poren,”: and. does an okay. bit of 
terping’ with the’ Silver’ ‘Slipper-: 
ettes, who. are ‘dressed, . natch, in 

Belinsky’s turn: probably would be 
‘strengthened by the addition.. of a 

solo. Only once does Belinsky get. 
involved. with. the vet burlesque} 

comics in the show (Danny Jacobs, | ¢,-+ with “an: ad-lib, and. his pipes 
Eddie Innes, and Dick Richards, | 7: pleasant -in. straight rendition. 
doing the ancient “Go Ahead and} o¢ “Green Fields.” He writes own 
Sing” ‘skit) and he: smoothly. .€X"| material, which. is. frésh: and gen- 

erally funny. -Young Wallis still 
\may need. a bit of self-discipline in 
‘cutting here- and. there. Skip. 

‘Bill ig balanced-by Donna Theo- 
dore, ‘a beautiful young- brunet: 
‘songstress who. has strong” poten-|. 
tial, and Taffy O'Neill, a fantas-| oy 5 & ‘LUIGt 

Songs, ‘Comedy ~ 
40 Mins. 

terp. George Redman’s orch (4) is . . 

Davy Jones’ Locker, Minneapolis 
small but sounds big as’ it -backs 
the: festivities.. _ Belinsky is. “here |. 

: jedy de 
J intimate ° Minneapolis | nitery, origi- 
-{nally booked ‘here for five. weeks 

; _-| early last fall. did so. well that boni-| 
2 rR eens oa ‘face Marshall. Sloan ‘brought ’em 
.. Le Hibou; Ottawa. - “:Eback’. pronto. Biz -siziled ‘during 

pair's’ stay, _according.- to -Sloan.. 
They’ve “enjoyed: similar success “at 
‘other’. small ‘ bistros -around the 
‘country and are now. ‘inked through 
-next — September, opening . three-. 
week date: Thursday (19) at Mickey. 
Mantle’ s-: ‘Holiday - Inn | in « Joplin,. 

}Mo.,. with. “ensuing ‘engagements 
‘glated..in St. -Paul, Rockford,. “OL, 
and Sarasota. — 

Strictly: speaking, Dayle Stanley 

does-—just. four of her own. folk- 
‘styled compositions plus. .a very. 
‘powerful one _ by: English ‘com, 

“The. Crow - on. the: 
subtitled “Lullaby 

That. one, 
‘was. 

Stanley is nearly six months preg-. 
nant and obviously: shows it: Open-; 
ing with high gentle humming, she 

from: ‘Springfield, Til; does a: cred-. 
itable job on: piano while Toronto- 
born Balletto is: oke on drums. . Act’ 

voice : (reminding of Susan Reed's). son 
ac | gs -and clowning;.. ‘Jatter.. con- 

as she sang,.“If he’s ‘a boy -he lt isting - mainly: of . throways. which: 
rate ‘yocks: from: patrons. but . are 
not of top calibré. © It’s “pretty.|: 
‘frothy comedy, :leaning: heavily ‘on- 
double-entendres. Team ‘also. does. 

fever. an 
Miss ‘Stanley, - _light-skinned 

brunet, has a ‘Mona ‘Lisa coiffure 
and: face: but ‘not: the inscrutable 

| plenty..of: imitations, including such 
smile, _ Her strong. hands: performed ‘standards. as Sullivan, Dean 

‘Martin, Ink Spots and: Liberace. A: 
(few: of. these. are a bit wilted: “but: 
}mpressions* of. ‘Cole,. ‘Four. “Dia- 
-monds and Pinza ‘are right on tar- 

phrasing was. “standout. ‘Back ‘here 
for the! second: time in. two months, 

certainly one: of the most promising. 
folk artists: around. Shé has’ made 
her. tapes for an LP Veritas (which 
first recorded. Joan Baez) :.and. is 
‘prepping with ‘Ray :-Pong and’.a 
third folknik as yet unsigned. She Tecent hits. 

sang in a. concert: for. the Jate|” A’ solid ‘click: here and’ in - ‘other 
intimeries, duo: “definitely needs 

. some. fresh comedy * material” to: 

‘parody: combining “My. Fair Lady”. 
and. “South Pacific.” ‘Full . songbag 

¥t., not so long before. he was 
Gard.” 

‘Luigi. explains. his partner's secret | yIM JOHNSON” 
for reading -music indicates ‘they Folk Songs 

25. Mins... -.-: 
Inquisition, ‘Vancouver, B. c: 
‘Jim Johnson -is. a cleancut. Van- 

| now ‘stands, it’s: a. ‘good betas a 

Rees. 
[ -erto confined ‘his folksinging tothe} ~~ 

“West Coast scene but’ merits. great- BUFFY: SAIN TE-MARIE 
er exposure, at. Jeast in other areas, Songs - 

+30 Mins.’ 
‘He has a soft, true. voice. ‘that Inquisition, Vancouver, B.C: 

— ‘vocal endowment, 
... ..pMarié is “self-taught: ‘and- has the 

'. «| Fight. pipes: for: expressing her in- 
' + }mate-musical ‘genius. Her. Voice is 

Strong or soft as the. song occasions. 
Her warmly flashing: personality to Occasionally. a young. comic: -ap- |. 

performing since he was 12. agen sO 

‘stage. He. wisely has. rejected na-. 

‘would ‘be near-ovation scale on‘ ap-| 

He's ‘likable; \good looking “'and} 

Maine - ‘and~ educated 
Mount’ Holyoke, Amherst and Rad- . 
Cliffe. colleges. where. ‘she ‘majored |. 
Fin Oriental. philosophy : and. started |: 
‘singing. . in .campus coffeehouses. 
She’s'‘written - words . and music to. 

Boys’ full handles. are Joey ‘ar:|. 
Tan” and: ‘Luigi | Balletto: : Harlan, Si 

is divided about: 50-50 between ‘returning td the nitery circuit after 
‘marriage ‘layoff, ‘and- she displays: 
-Savvy,. fine pipes, looks and. _Pres- 
entation. 

‘Somebody,”. 
‘about: as popular as’ “Bill. Bailey” 

get. Pair also ‘score. with .a song as.a closer, part icularly. when: tune 

‘holds. many Broadway’ show scores| 
:-such: as “West - Side | Story”. ‘and |. 

.| earn dates. in .tonier supper : -clubs.. 
‘| Their clever bowoff “bit - in: which. 

‘ED Mw. “HOWARD. 

| can: handle top, grade ‘stuff.:‘As act: 

crowd-pleasing: draw: in lounges. and | 

eae | Single’ featuring folk - songs, - 

is. remarkably pleasant and works }- 
easily. with a ‘solid’ repertoire of: 
blues, ballads. and: work songs. His 
catalog is. well chosen ‘and: he scores: 

“well with numbers like “The Wan- 
‘derer”, “Pedlar Man’, “Last. Mon-|¢2 in 

coast: to’ coast club ‘bookings. . 
“What. makes ‘Miss. Sainte-Marie} 

particularly. - individualistic ‘ lieS. in}. : 
her unique status as. a: ‘female: 
troubadour: who. ‘performs: -her own 
‘original compositions. ‘Some of: her 
songs. are raw. and: powerful, some: 

driving, ‘others’ are 
just as ‘effectively - quiet..But each 
vand every one. ds. her own. and: -all Call and: “Blue ‘Moon.”... 

“day”, “Lord Randoiph", “El. Capi- 
tan Blues” and “Riddle Song”... © 

Johnson ‘works: well with bassist 
‘Harry Aoki:-and:the -Negro-J: apanese: 
“Canadian duo. teams effectively. ‘for. 
-gospeler, “Religion: Is A Fortune”. 
Intros :=° presentation are okay 
and with: “led experience this act 
could fit ia ‘very nicely on. the folk 
lub. circuit. . Shaw." 

Buffy Sainte-Marie, a new. riame 
-on ‘the: folk -scene,-may.soon:be a 
-major._one when the: full impact: of 
this young: and vibrant. Cree. ‘Indian. 

are: loud. and 

Bersonal” involvement. . with the} 
~|world’ in which she and her. audi-| 

-}{ tors liye and she’ sings.:them. with} 35 Mins.. 
Inquisition, ‘Vancouver, B.C: = deep and passionate:conviction. _ 

“Without what could be - called] 

match her vocal mood) makes. it. in- 
fectious with ‘her: audience... 

Slim and. chie ina black velvet 
Suit, .she -has long.raven hair and 
is ‘self-accompanied. on. guitar. For 
‘added .. “versatility ‘she ‘turns to a 
‘mouth’ bow,. a“ music¢al ‘device. de- 
‘Tived.. from: "the. days Cree. Indians 

| played a tune on.the string of their} ‘setting, such. : "as the: Inquisition |. 
hunting bows. -Miss . Sainte-Marie 
places the mouth bow to her lips| | 
and out. comes.a . bluegrass: -tune 
like ““‘Cripple” Creek”,. with. lyrics 
‘sung alternatively fo" ‘hand strum- 
ming.’ 
“Songalog | ‘is: richly varied, and 

ranges. from’. topical ‘comment. ° to: 
personal feelings. “The ‘Building ‘of 
'Kinzelwood: Dam” ‘is a wry lament. 
‘on the. soon-to-be flooded. Seneca 
reservation in’ upper’ New-York 

4 state. 
capella,is a-song for her: younger 
brother and sister, and all ‘youn 

tablish image : “that. he’s. ‘primarily 
a. ventriloquist, ‘and moves. into} 

held. Tove You : Daddy” is a blues s 
‘in. the. tradition of: Bessie Smith 
and. borrows. freely -from : that. 

“Way, Way, Way”,. sung a 

source. And ‘“Winken, Blinken’ and 
“Nod”. is :-Eugene Fields’ “poem” set: 
to music by Miss. Sainte-Marie and 
turns. into. :a delightful. lullaby. 
“Codeine”, . another - blues, is a 
scathing. ‘indictment of habit-form- 
‘ing drugs, and. “Universal Soldier” 

~ Miss: ‘Sainte-Marie: ‘also. includes 
material from:other -writers.: Seot- 
tish | and= English ballads’ like 
“Legend ‘of the House: Carpenter” 
and “‘Old Man’s Lament” are ethnic 
and _ entertaining, :““Handsome .Cab-. 
in Boy’. naughty. ‘but. nice, ‘Tom 

:|Lehrer’s “Old “Dope Peddler” ‘is. 
.| pure satire, and “Lazarus”, -a'. ‘cap- 

., Pella again’ with slow hand clap ac-. 
_ -companiment, . 

~ -| song ‘that ‘says all ‘there ‘is to say 
-tabout™ the ‘tragedy : of. segregation. 
_| Without ‘false note: of sentimen- : 

Ingratiating, hardworking . com- tality 
am. of Joey & Luigi in this} ” 

-18--a.. ‘moving work. 

katchewan, - ‘was brought. ‘up -in- 

nearly 200 songs and‘ is: just getting 
started. ‘With. this’ talent’ and her 
canny ability to. communicate, this 
authentic North: American® should]. 
have: an assured. acceptance and an 

‘;exeiting future... _ ‘Shaw. 

JANE’ FORD | 7 — 

French Quarter, Houston. ae 
Miss: Ford is. an established’ pro 

Her “forte is ‘the. ‘ballad which: 
displays. her’ clarity of. tone,. such 
‘as: “There: Was ‘You. ”* She: has good. 
variety opening: with. “One™ ‘of . 
‘Those- Things,” and ‘includes novel- 
ty “Bad Bill; ‘Danny Boy,” “Some-| 
ty ny, Boy, ‘enne, ‘works energetically: with her. “Nobody Ti 

‘which: is “becoming 
day,” and sbegoft. 

is ‘built :to: final 
Miss. Ford. . . 
She is: on ‘a ‘ittle” Jong for 

belt, as ‘done: ‘by 

' | opener, - and. ‘some of patter -.can 
‘be. ‘cut; but sHe has:appeal for|..: 

¢ ppes ‘warbling dept. George Cormack 
‘and Irene. Sharp are firm. favorites 

opener: in all but largest and.-most. 
plush. ‘niterieés: - Don: Cannon. Orch. 
(6), -.as. always, 3 a. Plus. in ‘backing 
show.:, i Skip. 

Songs, Guitarist 
‘50.Mins.. — 
‘Deane’ ill Ciui,, ‘Kuoxville, ‘Tenn. 

“Ed. ‘Howard now has. his own| 
‘old 

‘standards ° and: western’ classics. in 
*. | good: voice, His personal accompa- 
7 niment: on guitar is. excellent.. 
a | _ Expressing: Tich voice and good |! 

“inusic . ‘the young . artist provides |* 
‘aeceptable reaction ‘from the nitery 
audience. “Howard, now. 31, ‘is not 
new in the busiriess;* he started at: dances nimbly . with: Danny: Regan; 
18: by getting 9 ‘spot: on the’ old 

-,g{red Mack show.: He ‘later played 
? | with ‘groups in the: east, either on’ 

| the piano: or drums. | 
_AS a single he is’ now: playing | 

in’ the: ‘southeast. and. will - have} 

‘Comer: :Productions:. Top. numbers 
‘on -his - ‘agenda - are “Moor t in 
‘Vermont;”.- “Michael,” “Cattle 

“Miss Sainte- 

ye = 
- Miss: ‘Sainte-Marie, whose’ Cree| : 

family: originated: in Craven, Sas-| 

‘regular spots.at- Deane Hill in. ad- |: 
‘dition. to: doing. recordings for Jack’ 

_Wodacaday December, 18, 1963 

: “with her: ‘intensely | THE KNOB LICK. UPPER. ‘1e.900)" 
“ey 
Songs, Comedy, Instrumentals, 

- Awesome. handle ofthe: Knob 
Lick Upper’ 10,000° is. borne.-by a 

new; 

of . folk .entertainment. Youthful 
threesome of Peter Childs, . ‘Erik| 
Jacobsen and.Dwayne. Storey. has| 
been out for some.time via Oberlin. 
College, ° Ohio, but. performances 
have ‘been: largely reserved. for. 
campus concerts. to.: -date’ ‘and they 
‘come on loud and’ clear in: ‘the more 
-intimate’ ‘confities: of. a: “coffeehouse |. . 

affords.“ * 
Billing ‘of. “bliiegrass’ for mod- 

erns” is a misnomer as trio’s song-|: 
-book is solidly. crammed with tunés. 
that ‘range the full gamut of the 

‘| folk | repertoire... What: the. “group. 
thas achieved is an exciting ‘blue- 
‘grass; 
take full advantage:.of the rich 
musical gold available. in this: idiom] 
to: establish a fresh and powerful| 

‘instrumentation and. they. 

backing. for their vocal .stylings. 
Each member is an accomplished |: 
‘instrumentalist on banjo and gui- 

&\ tar, with Childs particularly ‘effec- 
| tive with -his rare Dobrow guitar, 
‘a throwback to. the 20s: .. 

‘Knob Lick title emanates. ‘from 
a way stop. made. by. the-trio last 
year in the state of. ‘Kentucky and 
in’ this highly :competitive era‘ of 
‘position. jockeying..on. the’ folknik 
‘front. it seems to be as ‘good as any |- 
other. Act. as presently: constituted | 
is slick, professional and, ‘most im- 
portant,, genuinely entertaining. 
Songalog. includes medley: of “fay- 

-| orite | girl”. tunes, “Little: Maggie”, | 
“Black-Eyed. Susie” and “Oh Sus-{.¢ 
‘anna’; badman ballad,. 
-Jones”; ‘song of the chase and hunt, 
“Groundhog”;. and folk. standards, 

“Wild Bill 

“Wayfaring Stranger” and “‘Wabash 
-Cannonball”. Childs. and. Jacobsen} :. 
‘interchange | leads and’: patter: ef-. 
fectively, with: Storey’s dry: humor 
interspersed judiciously and spar- 
ingly. to ‘best advantage. “All three 
‘display good* presence. and.:show- 
manship and vocal work stows. Te- 
‘hearsal. hours well spent. 

” Shaw,” 

a House Review ee me 
“at Smith, | = | 

"Metrepele, Glasgew. 
. Glasgow, Dec...17. 

"Alec Frutin ‘presentation of “Bon: 
nie Scotland,”.. annual. -vaude-. re- 
-yue, starring: Gracie Clark. & Colin 
Murray. Features Joe Gordon: Folk 
Four, .George.€ormack : &.:Irene. 

‘Bros. | (2), Arthur “Spink, Irene| 
4 Campbell, : Danny Regan, Betty |. 
“| Melville, . George  Rez,.... Braemar I 

“| Badies’ Pipe Band, Mozon Girls 
12), Arthur Roynon. orch.. * 

Alec. Frutin,. Scot i impresario, has 
another b.o: winner. in. this annual. 
al-tartan. extravaganza, replete. 
with rough Glasgow..comedy, lyrical 
Scot airs, ‘Highland dancing - and 

| lustry- singing. “Result is. something. 
-which : pulls: in -customers:from all. 
parts of Auld Lang Syne’ terrain: 
It. also provides: continuous yock- |: 
‘reaction at twice-nightly. perform-. 
ances... - 

- Gracie - ‘Clark, longtime. comedi- 

partner . and: husband,.:Colin: Mur- 
ray, and enacts. her. Ww. k. little-girlie 
character: as ‘well ‘as: her: nagging 
‘wife..The recipe of a femme. -bully- 

\-ing her partner on-stage: brings ‘in-| 
stant laff-reaction, Mainly from the 
distaffers . in’ audience. : 

- Show..is" especially strong ‘in the 

with local outfronters as they chirp. 
+} Scot’ tumes while Sarbed. in. the. 

tartan kilt: Dennis Clancy i is a lusty. 
~ {singer of Highland:songs, and’ exits 

| to solid mitting. Ditto. for the Joe} 
‘Gordon Folk ‘Four, ‘a quartet . of | 
‘males led by folk-singer’ ‘Gordon, 
who ‘have a. lively. repertoire. 

Most impact is by the two Alex- 
ander: Bros., also -kilted; who give 
out in ballads’ and. Scot: tunes: In 
‘fact, Tarely. an item goes past that. 
is minus. the’ tartan,: kilt and Scot 
songs. 

Arthur. “Spink - belts” out “more 
Auld” ‘Lang Syne: airs ‘on the ac- 
‘cordion, and Irene. Campbell 

who is also the producer of layout.. 
Support in ensembles and sketches 
comes from Betty Melville, a. dively 
wee lass, ‘and George Rex. ~ 

Liberal® . Government. 
province has.- already dote a”. 
reyolutionary. job: in‘: overhauling ae 
the liquor. laws, compared: fo- what. -) 
they .were . under the. old National rs 

‘clothing, : Erin Adair 

‘The 12 Moxon Girls.are a line. of 
dancing | lovelies, one. of the. best | 
‘seen at this .vaudery for some time. 
A skirling- finale is aided by. the 
‘marching: femme: bagpipers’ ofthe 
.Braemar Ladies’ Pipe Band: Arthur. 
Roynon batons the: house: Orch. 

elt, "rR 

"Mont Nitelite 
- —. Continued. from. perce. “ = 

‘ which okays: the. presence of. hotels” a 

trio” of. fresh-voiced:- Inales <who | .in this’ part: of the city: He revised. 

combine’. their versatile vocal and]: 
instrumental: talents: to’ “produce . a 

istinctive’ entry: in: the arena |. 

‘his plans. to includ: five: additional 

‘Hotel Empress... ©" ° 
Richard: renewed: his application 

before the Liquor Board last week, 
additional 

rooms "will. be used: for. | 
dressingrooms, whereupon. the Joell. 

admitting that. these 
“hotel” 

te tle eRe 

. . . oe . nf 

“hots a ». ae 

Tal aGMUD "yp PulmbgerAtanT ota teatro iia 

Nn “ < = 

rooms in -the: converted theatre... 
building: which ‘he - will, ‘call. the 

bluenose brigade. again - moved ° in ? 

‘to try-and block him. 

future. ° 
"Whatever. the - answer . is. how- 

‘groups and the Spirits,’ 

‘The application” is -now - under - 
consideration by. the: ‘board, with . 
an’ answer expected in the” near : 

That: is ‘why, : when’: it® owas” ‘ane: - 
nounced. last week. by ‘the ‘Quebec. 
Liquor. Board. that “once again. this - 

ever, will not change the basic fact 
that..the double. standard - still — 
haunts’ the - liquor law ‘as: it: is.- 
applied: ‘in- Montreal. It ‘shapes up 
‘as -a.. battle - between‘. spiritual. 

year the sale of boozé must stop at — - 7 me 
midnight on Christmas: Eve-and .. -~- 
New. Year's Eve, there was hardly ..°. } 
.a. peep of. public, protest, But. it. 
|can ‘be taken ‘for. granted that =... ; 
there. was. plenty. of pressuring 
behind the ‘scenes | ‘to -have. the 
traditional .. Christmas _ 

vain, ofcourse. . . 
:. That is'alsa: why, the Hotel: “Assi: 

.of :the. ‘province .of Quebec, some °. 
weeks. ago let the press and -public ~ 
have. a look at::a brief submitted” 
-to -. ‘the ~ Provincial - ‘government, = 
calling for revision- of. the ‘liquor: * - 
laws to eliminate the archaic rule “~~. 
forcing all those coming. into a bar 
or restaurant to lift one: or two, oT Lg 
to have a meal with their drink... -:.” 

the present: 
of the. me 

As’: it: happens, . 

Union regime. 
_ tis ‘understood that: ite present: | 

| government is in the mood. to: con- 
| sider farther © revisions, “with .the 
possibility ‘of ‘a* general, loosenmg ©” 

ee. ‘of the nightly: curfew. and the: 
Sunday and holday ‘regulations... 

"| Adding fuel tu the pressure; ‘of wo, 
course, is.the restaurant and nitery.... 
industry, as. well as the show biz °° 
unions, which feel. that a relaxa-- *~ 
tion of ‘the liquor. laws’ will ‘be’ a 
shot.in the arm not. only for. their | 
own industry, ‘but for the: ‘economy’ ” 
of: ‘the entire, area.: 

Sharp, ‘Dennis - ‘Clancy, Alexdnder |. , 

~ Barley Revue. 
— ‘Continued: ‘from page 4s — 

“ ‘amount of wearing. “apparel in the 
prescribed manner, ‘but her second | 
act seance is more: ‘imaginative. ‘It’s 
a. series’ of : blackouts. and. every oe ; 
time she’s visible © there’s:: less 

‘also | 
something. different, . a: strip. down 

Lolita. ‘fans, 
- There are:some. specialties, which *. 

are. okay.- Thelma Pelish, the hefty". - 
| girl who has: been: seen in musicals,..- * 
brings a professional .stance: to her 7 
song delivery. Charley. ‘Schultz... 
‘does an oldtime characterization. of: _- 
a Civil-War vet watching. a parade; - 
and .Billie. Mahoney, from the. line, . 
twirls batons. 

The . character. and ‘performance. “oe 
‘of the: sketches. are. of such poor - 
‘calibre :that. ‘they | pull down. the : 

It’s not’. °.:- 
that: they: are any worse than. re-.-: . 
‘membered through : the years, but: 
in an atmosphere’ in: which -there —-. — 
‘is an. apparent’: aim |: to elevate Chg 
‘burlesque, they ‘téar: down. every-:.:"- - 
thing - that. the _bther ‘elements eon 
build: up. a 

-The stuff. seems . dirtier, and de *° : 
signed only for: shock. value... Just. - 
‘what is funny about a toothless: guy .. 
doing a burlesque’ strip:is hard-to . 
fathom. -As.. -performed: by Billy :. 
“Zoot” | Reed, ° it’s: just dreadful. - 
Charlie’. Robinson is ‘essentially a 
funny fellow, but‘the kind ‘of stuff . 
‘that he, his straightman. Dick-Dana «: 

level:.of. the entire: show. ° 

and: talking ‘woman Jean Carroll 
(not: the. ‘comedienne of the same 
hame)-.are called upon. to do is ‘not. 
up ‘to ‘standard... 
The show. started - ‘off ‘as- ‘though oe 

some thought of carrying. ‘out bur-~ 
lesque was to :-be tried. The over-.. .-. 

Tture consisted -of-a bit. of Bach. |. 
‘Apparently, the intentions. ‘were: 
good. 

All this léads: one +o. believe that ee. 
‘not “acted-... 4 

‘hastily. and closed--the burlesquer- 
‘ies, they would -have crumbled of- 
their own n weight and obsolescence. . 

if’ ‘La Guardia had. 

Je SOs 

‘and: New. ns 
Year's “Eve curfews. eased—all in 

= > 

tries * 

‘from. a kiddie -costume_ ‘for the: a 3 

" tyoee, . . 
lt ene Pat ye ee racic eee 

, . : ' 

‘nw 
~ 
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- 0)s: 

Bolger has* played .the : Reno -area;. s o 
‘?put that extra half decade on the:|:on- such songs as:.“Some: of. ‘Thesé |: 

and - ‘Work - Hike a "typical : 

[2 least: was ar éssay-’ of..Yule. -tunes |- 
na . With invited: audience’ participation. 

“.. Rooney,’ Jack; Donahue). who- in-| tourist trade: 

” } pateh,, ‘with -his: famed “Amy.” 

_ Muriel Landers ‘he also. rates high | 
. son the comedy. scale:.Miss Landers, “of her act pours . outa. stream of: 
“pulled. from. audience,- plays‘ an‘ Latin’ passion.. It’s: héavy-.and “en- 

~ treatment. ~ 

: .. @on crowd;, Ponce ‘shows the’ skills:|- 

_Wedneadsy, Decembét 18, 1963. 

| Sparks. Ni sigget, ‘Neve. 7 
Sparks, Nev.,.Dec. 12.': 

Ray Bolger, Poncie Ponte: “Muriel “Songs, 
‘Landers, George’ oiter Eder Singers &| brother, 

_ Dancers: 16) Foster 

‘| vocal:.-bits. .on “Bye. Bye | Birdie’’ 

any audience. ’ 

. “es. ‘been: “five Years since | “Ray: 

’'dancer’s age has made no apparent | Days” 
‘difference :in his modus operandi. };lounge act. 
“The. .kicks are still, as” high,’‘the.|~. Allen, ° 

and. poise still as impreéssive:And,.| and’. a good . one.: 
despite the age. and this high -al- 

of a teenager... . 
- For. this: edition ‘of the. “Nugget's ‘slightly. against his intimate style, 

- International- Follies: the : accent. is | but ‘he -holds his: own: well. : 
~on..the Yule season. “Although. the:)-. 
opening © ight ‘date ‘.pushed: the. ‘somely for each, act. 

-.. season’ a bit, : the: ‘exit’ with “full 

Liborio, N. Ye Salt 
Olga’ ‘Guillot, Elena ‘Det - ‘Cueto: Bolger, in dark. suit..:and-‘hat; 4 

:*"- takes his bow with*a few lines re | Gloria Ochoa & N estor, Juan Bruno 
2. the gaming. tables, then segues:with | Terazza, . -.Candido, 
ci: “Life Is: Just .a- “Bowl . .6f Cherries.” 
“:" From. then: on-he’s."in ‘rare | form, 

Herman - "Le? 
Batard. ‘Oreh; $5. 50. minimum: 

both, “for. the. ‘comedic: asides" ‘and. Perez Blanco “has. ‘created a. pit 

his hoofing-talents. He recounts :his | of excitement in. his _Liborio.’ The: 
“show biz career’ via demos of. the} current. layout ..is a. whiff ‘of -pure 

-- "Charleston, black ‘bottom, . conga, | Havana~such as: used to abound: 
~ samba;: cha cha cha, et.al: He ‘also|in ‘the pre-Castro-.era. The talent 
‘révives ‘his’ role as the’ scarecrow: comprises wellknowns “in: ‘the -An-: 7 
in “Wizard: of. Oz,” spoofs :a: strip- | titles; the ‘headliner, Olga. ‘Guillot; . 
:per,. repeats. his fa miliar: “Tea for’ ‘being as famous among the. ‘tourists. 

.. “Two,” and’ takes [a stroll “Down |.as_the . natives.: 
: . Memory © ‘Lane’” with © carbons of. 

past. greats. ' 
a ‘Even: .during. her’ 
«fluenced -his ‘style. He “locks. it up, early .days when ‘she. played: the 

7 |-Havana-Madrid : and_-El . Chico, her 
. ‘Although Bolger’ s “big .. talent ‘jsj.act. was” for. the consumption. of: 
“in the’ terp-department,. he wins her ‘amigos. “But. in. seeking - their . 
.. endorsement. (standup ovation. on. favor-.only,- she. also. brought in the 

cw: opening: show) ‘for..his vocalizing, ‘outlanders. as well, Her. act:seemed 
= his nostalgic bits: and his’ ingratia-| to. be. -a- "demonstration “of true. 
oo ting stage personality:: With. rotund Caribe. canciones. -: . 

‘Miss Guillot in  the:. early “part 

~. overzealous fan who insists on part-| veloping. ..In. the -latter. part, ‘she’ 
<nering. -with Bolger ‘for a -dance | lightens ‘the catalog and trails off 
“routine. The result is as expected: " ‘in. a. wisp. -Miss. Guillot’s returns. 

". . Bolger -gets ‘the Tough . end. ‘of the ‘are’ -heavy - throughout. and ‘she’s 
- | amply appreciated: - 

. “Midway: in- show. “Poncie. Ponee;; There: are two urns: in the. dance: 

-.gnbre’ familiar as. the. cabbié on the | sector, both of whom ‘are ‘confiried ’ 
“Hawaiian: ‘Eye’ -vidseries, -comes to: briefies.- Elena: ‘Del: ‘Cueto does: 

on after ‘the’ headliner: is. paged.| the ‘kind of ‘dancing’ that’ requirés: 
from’ offstage: that. his ‘cab. is :wait- | no great talent, ‘but.a figure. She 
ing. It’s a clever into. Despite ‘his’ has. the: physique- for that : kind of 
‘limited: exposure: before. a’ live sal- work: ~~ 

- Gloria ‘Octioa. & ‘Nestor’ ‘are. a 
-: vof.a vet. He's: at. ease, assured, and: ‘dance twain -in “the * same - mold: 

| wild: Dixie. bard. “and: a couple. ‘of ao 

‘earlier ‘made famous by. his. i 
Dick. Comic. is just plain |’: 

dwards Orch: folks. ‘and should: be Satistying, to} |e 

‘4 “Paris: trio is “energetic: * bubbly: “Ts 
ana. -youthful—and.-: rhythmically | - 7s 
loud. ‘They. liave: verve ‘and flair |. |e 

‘séen - ‘ éarlier’. in various ", 
= taps -still as fast; the’ smoothness local. spots, “is a show. tune singer {.. 

- He: delivers |_ 
: -straight,: sometimes holds: ‘lengthy | 
'-titude, ‘he works’. with, the. verve: siistained ‘closings. and: sings -with | -[} 

| assurance and: polish. Big’ zoom. is}. |} 

Bob: Armstrong. band plays. hand-. - 
are ‘Dale, a 

Miss. Guillet - has: never: Tearnéd. a 
(Eddie. Cantor, Pat to. compromise for. benefit of : the | 

| terial, 

> As ‘multi-talented: 
Urged to ‘open with: x: Hawaiian 

chant, he surprises with: an impres- 
' ». sive interpretation:.of. “Granada,” 

made. even: more incongruous. by 
his dress:. ppen-necked. sport: shirt.|..- 

‘ worn. with. bottom: outside: his. dark 
trousers. He’ s adroit at impersona- | 
tions, ‘as’ Indicated on his. accurate. 

. | Miss’ Ochoa’ shows: ‘@ sexy. line of |. 
terps | aided:. by her’ ‘partner. . It’s 
an. act that: also adds-'a..sexy. note: 
‘to: the.. ‘proceedings | “and . they’ re 
heavily: palmed as well.. 

The: musical’ portions. of: the pill’ 
‘are by Juah Bruno Terazza, former- 
‘ly. part.-of: the two-piaho. ‘team: of 
Felo. & Bruno. ‘who- plays..a lot. of. 

‘mimis:. of Billy’. .Eekstine; . Jerry | Piano, ‘and Caridido: who ‘continues 
: _ * Lewis, Tony. Bennett, Louis ‘Arm-. 
wn strong; Harry Belafonte. and. -John- 
nie. Ray. 
“The. diminutive. “Ponce. ‘at ‘this 
“o\point has ‘all. the: ‘possibilities and’). 

“s.: potential ‘to develop’ a. nitery act |. - 
that .:would. be’ profitable. ‘in| any |. 

Herman Le Batard, 

here with. his. exciting’ bongo: drum 
act.: The ‘musical : ‘backing Jove by® 

ose. 

_Steuben’s, Boston” 
- Boston, Dec. ‘12. 

“of the Jarger | rooms. ‘He shows . a borne. (2), Don Dennis,..Harry: De: 
“matural. ‘talent: 7 

. - Backing for the entire: show, with. 
entertainment values: heavy: on: the 

.; plus - ‘side,’ is ‘the. ‘Foster: “Edwards . 
° Orch.: I 

. Mills: Bros. ' due in’ i Dee. 27. 
Tons. 

- Los. Angeles, ‘Dec. - “12. 
Te ery. Van ‘Dyke, Paris ‘Sisters,.| 

| Spier Allen;. a8 50 cover Plus two } 
. drink ‘minimum. ° 

we ’ Whatever his probleris may have 
been: -on“The Judy Garland Show,” 

ele comic Jerry: Van Dyke, ‘in -his. Tocal 
| “mitery: bow, showed audiences: he. 

- “As a performer to be ‘reckoned, With: | 
“: “Niteries~ are” the: ‘field -in -whi¢h. 

the younger. Van Dyke brother: has |. 
oe “Jong: been accustomed and it shows. : 
.».. He’s’ “perfectly *. at-home on --the.| 
“:- stage, which ‘he turns. into a folksy, « 
~“thomespun._ kind.of ‘setting. Addi- | 

-:." 4ionally, he: has. his. ‘own: material | 
| __ 40 -work swith..and. this may. -be the 
‘biggest asset.) -°: 

Van: Dyke is the type. ‘of comic | 
“who: plays it.‘simple, ‘then socks | 

“home. with. a sudden: sophisticated - 
‘: bit’ that -has:. lotsa ‘comedy. shock 
“value. But, more than’ that, he. has:| 
van honest, warm delivery. ‘Inixed. 
“with a. ‘fumbling, . _ but. | practiced, 
‘pixieish charm. ‘that can’t help but’ |: 
‘Win a: large’ portion of the. audi- | 
ence. : 
The: act. ‘itself. is disjointed. and. |. 

loose, -held. together essenfially ‘by 

“the :oneliners and: story. jokes are: 
‘old; drawing laughs. only. because 
of Van ‘Dyke’s eclectic.delivery. _ 
“The “Lone Ranger”: record: im- | 
‘presh bit, which: he: did: on. the’ 
first: Garland ‘segment, Shows ‘his |: 

Angelis. Orch (5), ‘Harry 3 Fink Trio; 
‘$2. 50 minimum: 

. Eagle & ‘Man head. a: fale ‘paced: 
a show: in- Joe: and. Max: Schneider's. 

‘boite in the heart: of Hub’s. theatri- 
woe | -.| cal district which °portends: :well 

1 for’. their’ two-week : “stay... Arnold. 
“or eseendo,. Bes ‘e oe “Benak -had the. . Topes ‘up ‘night 

caught, Thursday “(12:)..opening, . 

“storm. 

- It:has: taken a. few years té work |: ) 
‘out: ‘the: formula, | but apparently |. 
Jack Eagle. and. Frank -Man ‘have 
found: it: now. On‘. ‘stage. ‘together: 
‘for 35. minutés, ‘they. appear as a. 
modern: day™ ‘Abbott : ‘& -Costello* or 
Laurel & Hardy. ‘The apparent ap-|: 
‘peal. to. both young ‘ard old seems. 
to lie“in the: fact..that the oldsters.: 
‘find something nostalgic i in the acty 
- whereas. the - ‘younger set finds: it 
fresh and interesting albeit riot. in- 
the . sick,. ‘slick. ‘school. of some. of. 
“today’s Ss: comedy,. 

‘Though ° their 
‘mains | the same, the: addition of 
new- ‘material such as. their “cub | 
scout” bit and ‘the “ling-lung”. word | 
‘mixup ‘should take | Eagle: & Man. 
off the: launching pad and into orbit: 
‘ Chris.-& Stig’. Ersborne,~ person- |- 
able terp‘team; open the show. ‘with 
some : masterful Jeaps and.” spiiis,. 
‘tap. and. ballroom. : Blonde looker. 
is swung through the-air with great- 
-est of. ease by her. ‘partner. for: big |: 
‘mitting. . 

Don ‘Dennis, perennial emcee, a 
‘| singer, who’s ‘been. essaying a- bit. 

his own personal charm, Many’ if. of comedy on the side now too; 
provides:a fine: rendition of “Lots 
of Livin’.”. and a big- voiced “Came-: 
lot” to ‘win’ solid’'applause from- 
the . femme bartyites -with | ‘whom 
he’s big fave... 

: This ' show ‘exits: ‘Dec.. Oe Billy. 
-. Versatility, along with the straight Kelly: heads new bill ‘opening Dec,. 
plying: of: Bie. Bailey”. against 4 a 26. wn Guy. 7 

Eagle & ‘Man, ‘Chris. & Stig ‘Ers- . 

“wil. be. heard - of. ‘her, . 
‘despite » season's. first; bis. snow: | 

Hotel Radisson’s tony Flame: Room 

‘floorshow .. formula..’ 
“| getter is the - Golden: Strings; eight " 

‘basic. ‘format. Te: neatly: blended: violins. backed | by. 

“which, "makes ‘femme: ‘patrons misty: 

em, too. Group has virtually: wiped | 

‘SHERWOOD and her singing-part- 
“sd mer, ‘NELSON. EDDY. .. The Sydney, 

“Australia, . “Sun ‘said: “Lovely. ‘in 
face and figure, ‘rich in. voice, a joy-. a a 
ous, naughty-eyed . comedienne, . the j"- 
“beautifully gowned ‘Miss Sherwood } : 
“ig surely: one of the most delightful 
‘cabaret. entertainers, ever. to. come | ... 
here,” : 

“A.P.As, “Ine. ‘Handles - _ : 

“Mister Kelly's, Chr. 
Chicago, ‘Dec. 9: 

“Dick Gregory,: Vicki: 

“Mister. Keliy’s ‘has, a: potent bili 
{| that :should draw: well. -and “also. 
1 provide. its patrons with .areward- 
ing: cabaret “evening.. Dick Gregory. 
isin fine: ‘form, :fresh, “alert, ‘Tre- 

intelligence. ‘and: dramatie- ‘insight: . 
_ To 'say that Gregory is relaxed ‘is | 

‘not to. suggest that he strays’ much 
from. the. ‘main’ line of ‘his: humor, : 
:which. is. racial. He’s still . ‘both 
comedically. ‘and personally deeply, 

| involved in the:current:social: revo- 
| lution. However, . if: a subtle. dif- 
ferentiation. can: be: imadé about his |- 
‘approach it. is that ‘he is -no _less’ 
‘militant -about -the issue, but: ‘per- 
‘haps a little -less- inclined’ to the 
‘violence implied :in the. content. of| 

his. earlier: humor. It’s a more’.ef- 
fectice approach, ‘both. ‘comedically 
and philosophically. . 
‘Typical: of his: wry approach to 

integration is‘his plan to ‘give Gov. 
Barnett ‘a. Christmas. -gift ‘that. will. ‘Earl Dé Witt atid Bobbie Sears. 

Between. shows.:. Bill. Riley. ‘and.: 
Donny Cotten provide ‘some. wail- | 

give. al]. year—a pregnant: cat.”’. He 
‘also. observes that “it- took. thous- 
ands “of. ‘cats’ in white ™ sheets .to 
take our right. away and only. nine: 
‘men: in: ‘black. robes: ‘to. give: ‘them | 
back.” 2 

. Vicki - Frazier. is . ‘a “thrush ‘who, 
contrary to. the. ‘Stripper’ S. -admoni- |" a 
tion in “Gypsy”; proves’ that you} 

“| don’t have to have a gimmick. She's} - 
an attractive brunet. with intriguing ; 

- | features. anda voice that ‘can“both: 
cae and. soothe in. the fame song. 

n r ongest’ numbers |: 
ong wher 5 S “born, Vic. Charles, Johnny. Flana- 

‘gan, John Lolli,. 
Orch; . ‘produced. by. Vie* ‘Charles; 
‘choreography, 

; cover, ‘nO ‘minimum. 

are a.musically. sophisticated: ver- 
sion of “Best Is: Yet To Come”, a 
‘tender and haunting. rendition -of. 

+ “A New. Love ‘Is. Like A. New Born: 
} Child",. anda. dramatically power-. 
ful. soliloquy ‘and song. version - -of |. 
“I Ain't: Down Yet.’’. She received | 
‘one of: the: biggest. evations: given: 
an: opening :act- this. year -at. the. 
club, and it is safe-to Say that more 

“Mor. 

“Flame Room, Mpls: 
: Minneapolis;: Dec. 9... 

Golden Strings: (11), Russ ‘Moore. 
Orch (5d; 

a “cqver, $15 50. 
Saturdays. ° my 

After strugéling through. a stting 
of losing b:0. years. during when it. 
featured -name act -éntertainment,- 

has apparently. hit: on a winning 
Socko:.:: coin- 

‘two: pianos. - 
. Strings: offer .. ‘thrice ‘nightly ‘a. 

varied, . shighly- . listenable program’ 

eyed and: ecstatic.. Male escorts dig 

‘out’ the $100,000. ° annual ~..deficit 
Flame. Room: was incurring | when 
it. booked. wk, Vocalists: and come- 
dians. 
"Originally “slated” to. play "18. 

| weeks here’. after” opening . last’ 
|-February, Golden Strings have had. 
three lengthy option: renewals and. 

| are’ now: booked ‘ through ‘May. 31. 
with -good prospects ° of; remaining. 
‘throughout 1964... The -LP. ‘they: Te: 
cently recorded. ‘for. Decea: is .sell- 
ing well, and ‘the : ‘group ‘has. built: 

| a. hefty. ‘following - ‘jn this . ‘area 
:where:. longhair. music. vies ‘with | - 

sion is customer. dancing ‘to Bob Jack Benny due in Dee: 24. 
‘Reynolds orchestra, - Long. 

country-w estern -in. . popularity. 
Furnaway: ‘crowds, a frequent phe: 

nom. “particularly on. weekends, 'tes- |. 

| is doing with its fiddlers. 

: Strings -have added a -bass fiddie. 
-} and, -on- some . selections, an-ac- 

SRS cordion:: They've: also introduced. a: 
‘| humorous touch by means of sound. 
‘effects. But the main features .con- 

:4tinue to be a brand of ultra-sweet 
{-music ‘seldom :heard:in nightclubs, }- 

‘| flawless -staging and: lighting and 
: lotsa atmosphere. §-- 

: ‘bers. is exuberant : with “Wunder: 
‘}bar,” ‘an. appropriate. bowoff, - set- 

| “MERRY CHRISTMAS”. 
—to Al “our - : friends—from™ GALE. 

Billy Tolles Trio: (3); Bill Riley,. 
: Donny. ‘Cotten; 

Sonny -Orling’s ‘jazz lounge, Micki.| 
“Lynn, as: expected,: ‘has. brought | 
| the: crowd with: her: | 
‘around: ‘shé- shares ‘singing™ bill {*- 

Frazier; 
Marty Rubenstein: Trios $2. 50 cover, ; 

interesting - ‘variation - on 
f swinging | sounds... te 

laxed . and.: loaded “with. : ‘new -ma- |. 
“and Vicki: ‘Frazier “has: a’, 

‘haunting: voice which.she-uses with. 

“Over” or twin-toning. it with’ But- 
‘ler.on “Side By Side,” “she’s: easy. 
on ‘the eyes: ‘and. exciting” ‘to. the. 
-eafs, we 

‘own personality by using the ap-. 
proach. of. other artists: However, 
he -sings with - professional . ease. 

“Blues In the Night, an besides. ‘com- | 
oy. plementing — Miss lynn ‘in - their 

“Lynn, Art Newman, ‘Beverly | Os- 

“theatre-restaurant. -south:. of | Ft.: 

T sCireus.: Daze." ’ 
|-material is Targely. routine. but in- 
‘dividual . ‘performers store easily, - 

“produced : ‘and directed 
‘by. “At. Sheehan; :- music. director, 
Ch... Brunzell; 

| the’ family: trade ‘and place’ small: 
| chairs -rinkside for the’ mopped | 

-the. -show. glides along.: Youngsters. 
especially - dig’ Johnny Flanagan; 
; who barely. keeps: his equilibrium 
on ‘the ice: ‘They..also ‘applaud Vie: 
{ Charles" -(and. designer Bill Bry- 

Charles always. Manages. to. pro- 
duce an emotional impact: __ 

Valentine plays: the harp like the 

4 3 1 WW "Brings, Back Oldtime ve 2-a-Day 
“Lake Tahoe, Dec. 10. 

it The, current, expermentation in usin F | Harrah’s Tahoe Sout ore m 
tify to the rousing biz lame: “Room. is.a. deliberate attempt to revive. 

vaudeville in: a posh modern. set- 
ting—and the result is a faithful 
duplication. The productions follow. 
a‘ two-a-day theme while the five 
‘acts are vatied and smartly paced. 
George Jessel, as emcee-raconteur, . 
ds a natural to spice the. vaude 
‘flavor: © 

This -edition, billed -as Harrah's 
First Annual Variety Show, is 
planned as a. yearly event. just 
before Christmas. . 

_. Although a big departure. from . 
Harrah's policy of booking top. 
names, with one or two supporting . 

Leod’s arrangements are top. cali-| cts, .this stanza is proving that. 
bre.: Russ: ‘Moore's band® fills: in}@ variety show has strong possibili-- 

sli ck nee music, oR S| ties. on. Nevada stages. Despite a 
with. sie cance ue: a ee -."| snow storm in the Tahoe area, and. 

chain. requirements on all roads, 
1 the turnout for show caught Mon- 
| day (9) was generous. And. tablers 
were. served “a generous portion 
of. entertainment. Show is edited 
to run full hour and 30 minutes, 
‘compared to the normal one-hour, | 

115-minute limitation imposed by 
the club... 
“Opening production,. introduced 
by annunciator on side of stage, 

‘Since preeming 10 months ago, 

Audience - approval. of. all num- 

ting.’ off prolonged .. “nitting. “Al 
Sheehan’s: staging. and. ‘James. Me- 

The Losers, LL As. 
Los. Angeles, Dec, 10. 

“det Lynn, “Tommy - Butler,’ 

two-drink mint- 

“Th for her ‘fifth engagement ‘at |. 

This fime |° 
-Harrah’s, Lake Tahee: 

with:-Tommy Butler. The two, when | George Jessel; Tina: Robin, The 
duetting,. use double mike - for all|-Three Hoits, Gail Horner, Tulara’ 

- some }.Lee; - Lomans (2), “Moro-Landis 
‘| Daneers (16), Leighton Noble 

(16); presented “by Bob The: brunet “canary, whose ‘yea | Orch- 
‘velvet gown ‘conjures ‘up : thoughts |. Vincent. 
‘alien to this ':far-outery, reels -off- | 
a’ solid series that: keeps: the .cus- fis: ‘geared to an “Old. ‘Music wall” 
tomers yelling. for more. ‘Whether | Plot, complete with the old gags, 
going: it alone on “Hey, Look. Me | 8uy chasing grass-skirted femme 

‘across stage with lawnmower, et al. 
-Costuming and. choreography. are 
also apropos the vaudevillian’ days... 
Featured in the opener is Gail: 
Horner, seven-year-old cutie, -highly . 
proficient as baton twirler. — 
Jessel, after giving ‘a resume of 

‘the duties of an emcée in a vaude- 
ville show, segues. as master. story-: 
teller with many routines that won 
Jaughs 30.years ago at-the Palace 

New. York. But.. it’s. not all 
vintage. 

‘He. recounts” ‘many “tales from 
his. innumerable speeches, touches 
‘on the topical. stuff, essays some. 
of his more familiar ‘stories, kids 
‘himself re his religious. faith’ and. 
affaires d’amour, revives his famed . 
“Call to Mamma” (“with not. a- 

E ‘word. ehanged since I first intro- 
‘| duced® it in 1918"), and: makes 

bf with high-voltage interprétations of 
4 “California Here I Come” (a la 
| Jolson) and “If You Knew Susie” 
f . (carboning Cantor). —_ 

Other titles include “My Mother’s 
Eyes, ” “April Showers” and “Chas- 
ing Rainbows.” Jessel shows an in-. 
gratiating. way with tablers, is in- 
full command at all times, He’s ‘On 
briefly between each act,’ which 

| he introduces while a leggy dancer 
foonees the cards on. the annuncia- 

i tor 

i Tina Robin, tiny but powerful in 
“Althou he. “Jack ‘Valentine’ Ss “has | been -da aie for’ five years, the Big ithe. vocal department, displays 

2 youthful exuberance and. impres- 
‘sive projection in a songbag includ- 
ing “New- York’s My-Home,” “Lul- 
laby .of Broadway,”. “Imagination” | 
(used. as a vehicle to’ accurately 
mimes Teresa Brewer, Kay Starr, 
‘Roberta. Sherwood), “Row Row- 
Row,” “Splish Splash” and “Hound. 

. Jack Curtain: and ‘Patti Hittle| Dog.’* oe Exit is to “Bill Bailey.” Sing- 

..Butler tends: to: submerge. his. 

and keeps the ‘hipsters. ‘happy ‘with 
his “Put..On:.a Happy Face” ‘arid 

duets. S eas 

‘Pair ‘is. backed. by Billy. ‘Tolleg, | 

ing blues,: equally fervent. and for-} 
gettable.. 
Bill is in’ for three weeks. 

“Robe, 

“Valentine’s: Lau‘dale- 
Ft. ‘Lauderdale, Fia., ‘Dee, 10. 

“Circus | Daze,” : ice. révue’ with 
Jack Curtain, - ‘Patti Hittle, Karen 

Bob..- “Reynolds 

‘Karen Lynn;. . nO" 

Lauderdale. reopéned. Jast: week to 
“| capacity crowd, Providing the’ eri- 
‘tertainment is an ice revue ‘tagged |: 

- Show's. nostalgic} 

| See a. : polished - -adagio , on:}-er has an. infectious stage person- 
‘blades 
+ With -- 

| “Slaughter. -on-the Seine,” a whirl} all the way, knows her way: around 
of controlled lifts. and spins. “Karen | in: all. tempi. ; 
_Lynn, show’s* hioreographer - -and| The Three Houcs ‘( mother, father, 
‘a-former dancer,. neatly executes. daughter). show much skill in toss- 
two. ‘solos. Art Newman and Bev-| ing large plastic rings and Indian 
‘erly Osborn’ click in: a dazzle of | clubs. Routines depart from the 
‘jumps .and ‘twirls: 

They. especially. ° impress | ality, abetted by that youthful de.. 
an" Apache. umber.{|meanor. As ‘a votalist she’s pro 

- {standard juggling acts,. “with all 

"Jack. Valentine ‘and- his _-wite. three. often ee at once. Pace 
Be is. rapi e throws aré unerring: 

tty. design ed. their cafe to lure. Tulare Lee, working’ with mate 
‘partner coaxed from audience {a 
plant), keeps the risjbilities.on a 
-high level as she instructs her . 
partner in the simplicities of per- 

set. who Squeal: with. delight as 

femme -on the bottom. Hers is a. 
‘clever routine, with the attendant 
‘chatter also on. the winning. side. 
The reluctant partner displays top. 
cro control in his near misses and 

"During the intermission “Betty Fre stand Byrations. ‘jn. attempting 

|" . The Lomans, boy-girl dance team, 
are. expert in modern interpreta- 
tions, work with fluidity and. poise, 

ant’s) realistic puppets from which 

virtuoso she ‘is,’ and John Lolli, a 
singer- from the band, warbles the 
“musical numbers. A -strobe light} ‘and also prove more than capab 

and bubble finale, wafting souvenir in: solo: 9 “Prov apable 

balloons into :the audience sends} The Leighton Noble Orch turns 
patrons:home-on a high-note. in the usual: first-rate job of back- 
‘Also rounding out the intermis-| ‘ing the entire show. | 

Culn. © 

*| forming ‘a foot-to-foot stand. ‘with ©. 



print with her poem eulogizing: 

_.more than~ half. a century, 
His first. en-| 

gagement...was | af -London’s old}: 
‘Princess” Theatre in. a melodrama 

ig survived * by 
daughters .and. a brother.. 

toe . UME MEET OL at “ees t “7 = 7 ry vee ws . yt 
: a of! poo tel. * eee ars . le 

‘MOLLY: KAZAN 
Molly. Day” Thacher Kazan, 56, 

wife of film director Elia Kazan, 
-died of a: ‘cerebral. hemorrhage 
-Dee..13 in “New York.".A ‘play- 
wright in her own right, she wrote 
for. Off-Broadway, her most recent}. 
works being two-one acters,: ‘The. 

_ Alligator” and “Rosemary. ”. Both 
‘were. produced: in 1960.. ‘She’ “wes. 
a Vassar graduate who spent. two. 
years at the Yale Drama ‘School: 

_” She married Kazan in 1932: Her 
‘first’ major theatrical association: 
was as a volunteer with the’ Théa- 
tre. ‘Union, a socially conscious 
group. which. - produeed, . among 
other. plays, _“Stevedore” ~and 
“Black Pit.” Latter was by. Albert. 
Maltz. She: later joined the staff 
_New Theatre Magazine, in. which 
Irwin Shaw’s - “Bury the: Dead” 
‘first appeared:: ° *: 

Mrs. .Kazan’ subsequently became: 
a reader for the Group Theatre 
where her’ husband was- a. stage 
manager and.later an actor. Some}. =. ..° 
of the writing, directing and acting |. 
talent’ developed in this venture | 
are still considered | top. names in 
the theatre... .. 
Mrs. ‘Kazan wrote the book for 

- 

JOHN 

OBITUARIES 
So 10 change her name ‘to Dinah. Wash- 

ngton.: When ‘she left the: band 
in .1946; she. ‘had ‘established’ her-. 
self as one of the.top Negro singers: 
-with: an earning. capacity of. about: 
“$150, 000: annually:. .--°. 

“Miss. Washington. was considered’ 
a temperamental singer, She starred 
in. several court appearances 
resulting from: various altercations, 

to Roulette... 
Miss. ‘Washington | was “married 

‘seven times.-Her last husband. was| - 
‘Dick “Night Train” Lane; ‘a-‘back-. 
field star ‘for. the Detroit Football. 
Lions.. .Lane,. ‘as well as two_sons;. 

7 George Jenkins .and Robert: Gray- 
son, survive. Her. other husbands 
included: -saxist Eddie Chamblee, | 
.drummer George Jenkins: and. actor 
Rafael Campos. a 

GASTON BELL. 
‘Gaston Bell,’ 86,. legitimate. thea- 

tre and. early silent film actor, 
| died: Dec. 11° at his “home -in: the} 
arts colony: at Woodstock, NX») 

HYDE. 
DECEMBER is, 1950. 

"FROM. FRIENDS AND ‘ASSOCIATES 

a “musical, 
1949 “and-‘in 1957- scripted. “The 
Egghead” : During’ World: War. II 
she’ edited. radio. scripts for | the 
Office of War Information: 

‘Mrs, Kazan. recently. returned. to. 

President .Kennedy.'. It was : also 
read. from the pulpit of. the. :St. | 

Protestant ‘Episcopal |. | ‘Clemeént’s . 
Church in New York. 
Aside from; -her husband, 

two. ‘SODS;. 
‘she 
-two 

ERNEST Pp ‘CLIFT. 

He was.a theatrical. manager - for 
Dut 

‘Started. as an actor. 

called “Two Little ‘Vagabonds.”-.. 
He moved into the. management: 

area in 1917,. when he. became 
business manager of F the Queen's 

of Dinah. Washington, a 

many years. 

War I. he. went into partnership 

‘nold Bennett's. “Sacred and Pro- 
fane. Love, "at London’s. ‘Aldwych: 
Theatre in 1919. . 
~ Jn’ more recent years, he worked 
in ‘association with other ‘impre- 
satios, among. them . the late Anna : 
Deere Wiman: and. Jack -Minster. 

“Plaintiff in: a Pretty Hat.” ” 

“DINAH. WASHINGTON 
Dinah | ‘Washington, 39, 

singer, 

she might have aceidéntally: taken. 
an overdose of sleeping. pills. They. 
-added that an- autopsy. would be 
performed. A family. reunion ‘with. 
her two sons by ‘previous. marriages | 
had. been planned.” 
‘Miss | Washington, 

Jones in’: ‘Tuscaloose, Ala.,: 
given her major. break by’. agent. 
Joe Glaser, 

band, Glaser also. - persuaded: her 

“Queen of “Sheba; in] where - he: “resided ‘for: 30. 

‘Chaffin. 
his hands but .in no. way impaired 

T his vivacity, 

‘Dinah. Washington 
; The : staff, ‘officers cand. ‘directors ot Broadcast yee ie 
“Music; Inc. . deeply ‘mourn -the ‘untimely passing” | wk tad 

To her: ‘family: and: friends, we offer: - 

our profound: condolences... v4 

Theatre in London. After World Jor: ‘eredits.1 was as. ‘Teading man. for 
Lillian Russell. | 

with Basil Dean and Alec Rea. | 
‘Their: . first ‘presentation was -.Ar-, 

Negro | 
was found ' dead. in~ her. 

Detroit home Dec:. 14. Police said | 
‘to see: ‘the -shows.: 
every Sept. 27.°became. a -Wood-] 
-stock community. event, ‘staged out 
‘af. doors because the. crowds ‘were 
too great.for the cottage he owned 

Usual: wingding was |: 
duly: held this. ‘year, althotfgh Bell |. 
had. been seriously ill. the previous |" 
winter. Over 200 guests: showed: 

Funeral ‘was “held Saturday_ (14) 
cat: Woodstock’. with. burial “in ‘a 
‘plot he purchased 40 years:ago at| 
Canton, Mass. His native. b city was 

“born Ruth 
Was’ 

‘head: of Associated | 
Booking Corp. who placed. her as: 
‘vocalist with the Lionel. ‘Hampton. 

years 
with. .a ‘longtime . riend,. Harry 

Arthritis, “which | ‘crippled 

‘reduced © him: from. 
Jeads ‘to small’ parts. Despite his 
handicap, 

- into: the. 1930s. © 2 

“Bell: graduated: in ‘1902. from, the 
American . ‘Academy of. Dramatic: 
Arts in New York.. During | ‘the |: 

he’ continued,’ touring. 

next 45 years. he: achieved, notable 
| slccess: oh. the ‘stage, also going . 
‘to’ the -Coast “to star - in: early. 

“ dents, ‘including | a pioneering: tint} . 

Ernest Paul “Clift, -:82,. “Tegit. im-| Process .. 
presario, . died. Dec. 7 -in: -London.. 

called: :Kineacolor. - 

-He was: in- the ‘original cast of 
“Brewstet’s - ‘Millions’. and played 

| Little. Billy in “Trilby”.-way back, 
this creating the nickname Billy. 
by which many... -older. ‘theatrical | 
friends knew: him. One: “Of: his r ma- 

BMI-affi liated writer for: - 

U played’ at: Harlem’ s‘Savoy. Ballroom: 
| and: alternated with Benny--Carter’s 

at ‘the Hotel: Astor. at. which: Doug- 

Fairbanks of . - London. ." Bell - ap- |: 
peared. In companies. “with “Marie 

: “| Tempest, . Henry” ‘Irving: and” Ellen: 
| Terry, among Many. others. © 

Bell 
‘came’ to: New. ‘York twice a year 

His’: birthday. 

with... Chaffin: : 

easel oes last nnn ane lalla BONE, lel 

Y ‘Boston: where. he dia the ° Episcopal 7 . - — 
[chombov. bit. i 

-chairman of the BBC, died Dee. 5 : 

-Eng. He was first with the BBC as| . 

served - “as chairman until . “April; 
1939. . 

launched: the. world's first) public 

but never had been. in any serious |: . 
| difficulties..Her major. disclick was} = 
“What a. Difference a-Day Makes.” |. 
‘She was:on the Mercury label for |. 
“Many -years,: but recently switched: 

label * 11”. years -ago with’ Orrin |: 

‘noted jazz. “authority; was-co-author 

~: | Magazine. . 

| ‘mother survive. He: was a cousin 
of Ben’ Grauer,: veteran. NBC: an-. 
nouneer. -. 

ij staffer’ in ‘Chicago; died Dec...9- in|. 
- fia Los Angeles. convalescent ; home |: 
i) after a 

‘| Years he operated.:a: string. of film |’ 
| houses in the. midwest and ‘went to |: 
‘Coast'a ‘year ago in. retirement: i 

a His. wife. died a year ago.’ ~ : 

\in? the: -early::20s: and. later. joined |. 
|. B&K’s* Great States theatre chain 
| as. district manager. ..He was for a |. 

ae | time road manager. for. Anna: Eva. 
vi ‘| Fay; :. 

\neapolis _ 
| Operated « six’. 
| chief. barker: for.Variety Tent.:12 
‘Jin:. “Minneapolis and~ was. . instru- |. 

Club .Heart hospital on U, Of. Min- 

‘two ‘International: . Theatre Insti-| 
tute conferences. Each summer he 

| operated ‘a .festival -which brought 

si- 

His. 
‘prosperity™ ‘was ‘such ‘that he and 
‘his. late wife:.maintained. a sum-' 
mer showplace, Bellwood, in New 
‘Jersey, | 

poser. and. bandleader, ” died “Dec. | 
11 in : New. York. -In:.semi-retire-. 
Ment, he’ was™‘on. sick: leave from: 

‘five “years. In: the. ‘heyday of. the-|'<. 
‘big ‘bands, he played. Piano and_ar- ; 
ranged for. ‘such: top jazz. names 

member . ofa musical family; his 
{father played. the ‘organ: and - led: ~- 

| the :choir..in a local church. The|p. 
_ ff] elder: Russell taught . “him: to. play: 

‘| guitar; violin’ and’ piano. ‘When only: 
| 15, -he © played “piano” at. a Silent 
Screen theatre.’ 

. 911919 where -he led a band at- Tom. 
fi | Anderson’s with such -sidemen- <s |. 

Louis. ‘Armstrong; clarinetist Albert. 
fi| Nicholas, guitarist ‘Willie Santiago 
“By and. drummer. Paul -Barbarin. 7a 

Several years ago” Bell. “wrotd. 
-under his byline. for the. VARIETY 
Anniversary: Edition: a fascinating |: 

Ballroom: : 

account: of “the ‘Broadway. season | , 
of 1907 and the culmingting bazaar | His first.trip te Europe in 1933, he} 

las Fairbanks ‘Sr. was_.romancing |’ 
the ‘soap heiress who ‘ater. ‘became’ 

‘They presented ‘such - ‘productions | 2¢. mother - of: the’ present. Doug |- 

as: “The. Reluctant Debutante” and | 
the ‘Apollo and: Manor: labels,. fea- 

“F such numbers. as “Russell's Boogie,” 
‘Until -a- few. “years. 8g0, when his. 

‘energies -slowed - whi g somewhat, : ‘out of the.. musie’. biz’.in. 1948: as. 

_RONALD- “NORMAN | 
Rlonala : Norman, 90, -. ‘former|}- 

in’ Much Hadh4m, Hertfordshire, — 
‘NEW YORK city - 

MUSIC. HALL — Rockettes, . 
Ballet,. Raymond Paige - ‘Symphony, 
“The Nativity.”. 

“AUST RALIA 

vice . ‘chairman ” from 1933-35, then | 

It: was “during. his. period of. : “ 
office: that :. the: ‘Corporation 

Ted. Muller. 
tv service, in 1937; and: also Started | ‘ a 
£9 r i li 
or e 16m janguage broadcasts. . ‘| The Balconfbes, - Eddie: vqnaven (a Eegel, Sy ee wit Lei eggett, Jackie a 

SRL 'GRAUER: ‘Wilson... _ Wendy Faulkener. uD 

Bill “Gratier, -4I,: CER i and]: A 
one: of - -the founders ‘of Riverside |. - BRIT. IN™. . 
Records, died in New. York Dec. 15+ BRIGHTON HiPPODROME oe ‘Charlie 

Cairo, Freddie Frinton, - 
of a coronary occlusion, ‘Nico Ferry,: Henry: Lytton, Astar Blair. | 

Grauer - ‘founded . the: Riverside ‘The Derek: ‘Taverner ‘Singers, Fall: Corps 

Keepnews.. (The. firm’ will ‘continue. 
under. Keepnews'. helm.) Grauer, a ‘| Eddie. ‘ Leslie, : 

Stark, Patricia Lambert, Terry ‘Kendall, 

cott,. Dennis Castle, ‘Daphne Lungaro, ef “The Pictorial History. of. Jazz” 
.and for many years was editor and | ers, ihe, Derek ‘Taverner Singers, ‘The 

-Em e oy 
.| publisher of: the Record | ‘Changer | VICTORIA’: PALACE’ .— ‘The: George 

L Mitchell . -Minstrels, John: Boulter, 

His wife, two: ‘children. ‘and his. Mercer. grd Dai Francis, Le Ne isholn 

Tony. 
er, 

Toppers, Pat: 

“Cabaret Bils 
. ~ BILLY: ELSON: : 

Billy. Elson, ‘70, onetime VARIETY “ 

‘NEW YORK ‘CITY 
“AFRICAN. ROOM.— Tad. ‘Truesdale, 

‘Ritchie. Haven 3, Johnny: Barracuda. lingering. illness.: In “later. 
‘BARBERRY _ ROOM—Conrad Monjoy-: 

Basie. - 

“SITTER END—Spider © “Joha. Koerner: 

‘BON.. SOIR—Karen Chandler, 
. Flames,.. Gene Bayles. © 

BLUE ANOEL—Dave Astor, ¥vonhe 
Constant, Woods & Jones. Reyneaux, - 

- CHARDAS$—Millie - Fling, Bela - ‘Babal. 
‘Ore.;: Elemar ‘Horvath,: Tibor Rakossy, 

‘Dick Marta, Janos Hozzsu.: . 
inindréading - act. In Min-|- CHATEAU MADRID—Los. Chavales de 

Elsén. --& . Nathanson: 
theatres. He” - was 

He: was’ ‘with VARIETY. in Chicago 

“COPACABANA-—Myron Cohen, 
Newton, Cally Dodd, Rene Martell,. Jo- 
‘seph - -Mele . Orc, Frank Marti Ore. -. ; 

_CRYSTAL ROOM—-Larry - Storch, Jay. 
‘Lawrence. mk mental: :in- building . the’ Variety. 
EMBERS—Jonah Jones. 

nesota campus. : 
Bell, .a native of Fort; ‘Collins, 

Colo., had been.a U.S. ‘delegate: ‘to 

Butz. 

7 HAWAIIAN. ROOM: — Dee - 
Keolu Beamer, Auletta..Orc. - 

-ter: Lanin Orc.,. Ak Conte. Trio.- 
HOTEL: ASTOR—Eddie Lane Ore. 

Ore.,.Cobey Lou 
top artists to Denver. ©: . ROTEL. PARK” SHERATON ~ “Irving, 

‘Only. survivors.are a brother and | Fields.°3. ~ 
HOTEL. - PLAZA—Leslie Ugg 

| Coleman. -Orc:,. Mark 
-.|.Room:.:-Julius Monk, Carol: Morley, Ge 

-.:| Matthews, Rex Robbins, Lovelady Powe 
Susan. Browning, 

-[ liam Roy; Robert Colsto 
“4. HOTEL. ROOSEVELT-—Julius ia Rosa; 
Milt : Shaw. Ore 

‘HOTEL ST. REGIS$—Peter ‘Dichin | Ore,’ 
‘Nan¢y . Manning, - Quintero - Ore; Walter 
Kay;,. Jani. Sarko 

four r sisters, His) wife: died a year |¢ 

‘EUIS Se RUSSELL. 
Luis C: Russell,. 61, ‘former com- 

, uros “Ore 
fear tat ‘the where. che was ‘a. chauf- ‘ HOTEL” STATLER HILTON. = Cecil’ 

| feur for. the. president.f ‘Lioyd:" P t.for. ‘the last [Lord NATIONAL: — George. ‘White’ 6 | 
Scandals, Mike Durso Orc. 

LATIN QUARTER—Kini . Sisters, 

as Duke Ellington, Chick. Webb an d. Jo Lombardo Orc.,. Sammy Bidner Orc. 

Fletcher Henderson... . : | Del Cueto, Gloria Ochoa & -.Nestor. Her- 
A-'‘native- of -Panama, he. was a man Le 

Ore. 
LIVING ROOM_-Alan. Dale, Renee Tay- 

dor, Irene Reid... Bob. Ferro Ore. ‘- 

Maton Stanl 
Anita. Scheer. “, 
- RAT FINK. -ROOM—Jackie | 
Ken gfolman, Marge Dodson,. Norm Gel-. 

er. 3.x 
. RED ONION—Banjokers, - 

Russell ‘went ‘to: New Orleans: ‘in. ‘Baharay Ore., Gavri Ders., Margolit An- 
feo ’F ‘Batsheva Baron: & Ezra Zahavi, 

“SQUARE - EAST" When The Owl 
‘Screams, » Bob Dishy, Severn: ‘Darden, 
Dick Schall, Dana Elear, Barbara 4. 
‘THE MOST—Joe Mooney; . Carol Sloane, 

During: 1928-29 : Russell’s. outfit: ree UN as ‘COUNTRY—Ailen - & Rossi, 
Brascia:--& - Tybee, ©=Mauri:. Leighton, Ned 
Harvey’s. . Ore., Rod ‘Rodriguez. Orc: . 
‘UPSTAIRS & _DOWNSTAIRS—“Twice. 

band ‘at. Broadway’ s:Roseland Ball- 
room. - Russel: «also ’- -worked®: such. 
locations’ as “Connie’s Inn,. Arcadia: 

and. Harlém’s: Apollo) 

tini, Mary-Louise Wilson. 

Feriha, Ernest Schoen Orc..- 
VILLAGE. : BARN—Ivy . "Marker, - 

‘took. over the Russell band: to front: 10 
Russell. remained ‘- as. the. group's’ : 
music director as well. as its pianist.. 
This - arrangement | continued: for| 
more: than a-decade. ~:. . 
‘Russell, whose orch- ‘Waxed ‘for 

re. 

CHICAGO 

Revue,” .. ‘Mitsou; - Mauri as ‘The _ Calyp-. 
sonians,.Al D’lacey: Ore.: 
CONRAD HILTON—“Hats oft? Black- 

- stone.-Jr.,. Helga Neff & Theo. Ernst, Bar- 
clay Shaw, Sherry Stevens, Ernie McLean, 

tured his:own tunes which. included | Bowley ap Pears | ©), 

DEL 
way” revu 
DRAKE ‘HOTEL—Bonnie Murray, Jim- 

my Blade... Orec.- 
EDGEWATER BEACH—Gretzhen Wyler; 

“Boogie -. in  the- Basement”. ‘and |. 
“After Hours. ‘Créep.” “He stepped |- 

the big: ‘band. era began tq .ebb. |~ 
In 1955 he managed ‘the Town Hill 
‘Club: in ‘Brooklyn . until” the spot |” 
Was. ‘sold: - re Tri 

MISTER KELLY’ 
singer C an e Ray. sy ats Vicki Frazier, Marty . Rubenstein - Trio. -- 

"GATE. ‘OF HORN—Ron ‘Eliran.. eo 
LONDON HOUSE—Ranisey Lewis. Tridsc| 

‘PALMER HOUSE-—Phyllis . Diller, Ben 
—! [Arden Ore. 

iz PLAYBOY—Sonny ‘Sands, . Wayne -Ro- 
“Russ” Arno, | Judy. | Iand,. Jackie .Carol, 

<3 Minotaurs,” * Arn. 
Curtis, Brothers: Cain 

Eider, Sally Hart, Averv. Schreiber, John 

. “SUSTE EDWARDS oo 
“Susie: - ‘Edwards, .. 65, half.: the! ~ seconp - ‘City 
‘vaude. team - of. ‘Buttetbeans & | 
Susie, died: Déc, 5:in: Chicago. ‘She: ‘Shapil David steinberg, Gens Radish, Bil 
‘had - formed. the. act in. 1914 with | ‘Mathi 

. SHERATON: BLACKSTONE—VI. Velai 
‘(Continued™ on: page: 63). £0, Frank’ York. Ore. . a 
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oBREN NI BIL. is] 1) 
"WEEK € oF DECEMBER 18° 

Corps ‘de te 
Ore., -5: Eberle, The Modernaires.” 

“MELBOURNE © Tivoli “Theatre. — Van's 
‘Loewe, Don McManus,’ Jennifer Hurley, | 

SYDNEY Tiveil)—Penny . ‘Nicholls, Bob. |: 
| Andrews. The D’Angolys, The: 2 Pirates, | 

‘Mendoza, Eric 

Billy’ Dainty, ' 

Ballet. . 
LIVERPOOL... EMPIRE —_ ‘Norman . Wis- - 

‘dom. ‘Morton. Fraser’s Harmonica. Gang; | 
‘Billy Whittaker, “Patricia | | 

Harold: Holness,.Mary Redtern, Jack ¥s-’ 

Johnny ..Winter, The:Leon Bartell..Danc- | 

“The. Jazzers;: Schaller. ‘Brothers, The.T. at Rass Black - Ore. 

‘BASIN st. EAST—Keely: Smith. Count 

Three: 

‘Espana, Emilio Reyes: Orc.,. Carbia. Ore. | 

‘Wayne | 

; Johnny: -. “La-: Monte,. - 

. GRINZING. — ’ Kalman "Bana Henry | 
los Bros.;” . Nalani 

“Marquéz, ; 

HOTEL ‘AMERICANA—Patachou | Les 

HOTEL NEW. YORKER—Milt. Saunders. 

ams. : Emil. |. 
Monte Orc. -Plaza-9 | 

Gordon ‘Connell, Wil- 

zi.. 
HOTEL. SAVOY-HILTON—Aituro Ar. 

Ven. | ‘Stan.  Waym 
Dryes, Marion .Conrad, Jeanne Michelle. | Malkin Orc., Chester Nennett Dancers.: 

EDEN ROC— 
. LIBORIO—Olga Guillot, Candido, Elena |- 

Batard Ore. my Pancho ‘Cardenas | - 

| Franklin,- Kay Carole . & Tommy, .Eddie= 
| Bernard, ‘Dick Havilla 

‘FIFTH. AVENUE—Hankinson & | 
ey . Myron Handelman, 

Kannon;'|- 

. ‘mates Revue,.. 

SAHBRA—“Hora Hootenany” Menasha 

arris. : 

‘| Karnes, 
‘Over. Nightly,”’ Jane. Alexander, Macln- | - 
‘tyre Dixon, Paul. Dooley, : ‘Richard. Liber-. . 

‘VIENNESE LANTERN—Vicky ‘Autiers.| nat Varieties, 

Theatr : Roy. When’ Atinsttong returned’ thom| UAERGe SAE Testa Wn | en. rms ron Tre 5 —Leor » odern 
yi e rom. Folk Quartet, Roland Kirk Quartet. 

VILLAGE VANGUARD—Herbie. ‘Mann [Org 
| Pipers,;.:Rene Paulo: Quartet.” 
- P almer, : Tott 

BLUE. ANGEL—“Iniernational, Caivpso 

., Boulevar-Dons Bs: 

"CRYSTAL PALAGE—Amanda: Ambrose. 
PRADO. ‘HOT i—“ ” ° E Hits of. Broad-. -LATba Rosa. 

‘Edgewater Beach. Guys & Dolts, ‘Don Davis : 

Jose: ‘Bethancourt Trio, Larry Novak Trio::. 
Dick Gregory; © 

Jose Aponte,: 

Bill | & IJsabel,. Mastid 

Brillantes 3. 

vat 

‘Los’ ANGELES: 
‘COCONUT GROVE--Tex Benecke. 

F CRESCENDO“Judy ‘Henske, Mike: “eu 
or 

: DINO'S—Jack Elton, Louise” “Vienna, . 
Steve LaFever. ... ; 

ICE HOUSE—Paul: Sykes. ‘Richard: - 
Jim, Bill Willoughby.” te . 

INTERLUDE-—Pat . Co ling. _ , 
JERRY LEWI$—Lionel. -Ames,-" 
MELODY ROOM—Rita Moss... 
PURPLE ONION—Jimmy “Witherspoon, 7 

Hampton Hawes, Teddy Edwards. 
“SLATE BROS.—Kay Stevens... . 
STATLER .- ‘HOTEL-—Geor e.- ‘Liberace 

. Pennies. ... 
_TROUBADOR— Sonny: “Terry, 

McGee,. Hoye Ax ve 
YE... LITTLE: CLUB—Mare Douglas, 

‘Patty Kim, - 

“ LAS VEGAS 
‘ BOURBON STREET—Lyn. ‘Keath. .: 

 CASTAWAYS—Barry. - Ashton’s . “Play. 
mates of ‘642’ Marsh. and Adams, Feark . 
“Williams, | ‘Peter. .Anthony, Don. Randi-:3 

‘DESERT -INN—Ben ‘Blue;' Guy ‘Lom: . . 
bardo, Les’ Baxter, Mafalda 3, Violins of - 

. Mexico, Peterson-Baker, Silver ‘Springs.’ 

Gi DUNES —Rusty: Warren, “Vive . Les. 
Gir 

FLAMINGO—Bobby Darin, ‘Pat Cooper, : - 
Leunge:. ‘Fats Domino,. . 

| Cleopatra‘ ‘2 ‘Nymphs. of. Nile. Rene Paule. 

" FREMONT—Joé. King,, Zaniels, 4 Fables, 
Emblems, ‘Bill Britton. .. 

Brownie” 

| < GOLDEN MUGGET—Hose. Maddox. OF. 
plomats, Cut-Ups. - ‘s 

HACIENDA"“Les | “Poupees de . Paris.” 
4 Grover. Shore ‘Trio, Johnny. ‘Olenn, ;Four 
‘Tunes, Kay Houston: - . ~. 
MINT. ——' Pat Moreno’s “artiste: s. 
‘Models ‘of "63," Sheb Wooley. Cote 

NEVADA—Carol. Jean. Thompson, Jeri . 
‘Lynne Fraser, King. of Limbo. - 
‘RIVIERA—Edie. Adams, ° Rowan. &:. ‘Mar- . 

tin, Joyce Roberts,. Humphreys Dancers. © 
Lounge: Shecky . ‘Greene.:: os 
SAHARA—Senators,.. ‘Peter. 

Russ. Cantor; ‘ Louis: Prima, 
Sam. ‘Butera,’. Characters. © ~. 
“SANDS. -— .Sammy ‘Davis Ir... - Corbett 

Monica, Copa: Girls, ‘Antonio Morelli. Ore. 
Lounge: Jackie Heller, Yacubian Co.,' Red. 
‘Norvo,” -Morry: King, . Strings, « “Ernie 
Stewart. 

ens: J ohnny: Paul, 

& “Hank, 

: SHOWROAT__Pat c 
“SILVER © SLIPPER-—po. Belinsky, Taffy 
o ’Neill; Donia  Theodoré;. Sparky Kayes. 
Danny -Ja¢obs; Eddie Innes, Viennas, Stipe , 
erettes, Geo Redman Orc. ‘Lounge: Fan-. : 
fastics, Beverly: Marshal,’ : ‘Skeets | Minton, 

STARDUST — “Lido de -Paris;" Eddie ~. 
‘O'Neal Orc. . Lounge: ‘Novelites, Bernard 
B ar nt: Kele,. ‘Esquivel, .“Andrint 
ros. °. : 

-THUNDERBIRD—Lounge:: 
Buddy: Rich, Vicki Lynn. 

TROPICANA—-Folies Bergére *’63:. Ray - 

Belle: Barth, . 

‘{ Sinatra. Orc... Lounge: Perez Prado; . Denis. 
&.. Rogers, ‘Al DePaulis 4, BuBonnet 3. a Le 

" MIAMI-MIAML BEACH. 
AMERICANA—“Ecstacy::on- ice.” °° 
-BALMORAL—London. Lee, . Brown’. Ca 

Dann. Gaslight Singers,. Turtles. ..~ 
CARILL —"Goh La La,” Barry Sis. 

. Jerry. ‘Newby, » Lynde Glovia, - -Pierre 
‘Jacques, - -Line’ (12), ‘Jacques .Donnet ‘Orc.;. 
Bill . Jordan - & 1 Lee. Coby; ‘Sammy: Morris, — 
‘McCormick’s 
CASABLANCA—Buck Buckley, ° Marie: 

& ‘Flora, .Bob: Regent: Orc. 
*CASTA WAY S—Ring-A-Ding: Six, Perk, 

dots, ‘Preacher ‘Rollo Ore» “Me B.” Sym: 
-phony. Ore.:: . 

DEAUVILLE—Sammy | “Davis Jr. o: 
DIPLOMAT .— Allen Sherman, | 

Bee. wan . Smith ‘ Ore 
‘DORA ‘BEACH—Damita Jo;.. 

an. & Johnny. Music, M: 

e. ‘Barth; ° Morry: King, 
Kasse Ore ' 
- Les ‘Girla*", 

Murray 

‘Sonny : Kendis -Orc., Mo 
FFONTAINEBLEAU—“ ive. 
MURRAY. FRANKLIN’S. 

Ww 

ays 

nd: 
‘THUNDERBIRD—Richie - --Bros.,: -Berj. 

Vaughn ‘ Jimmy Holmes, Phyllis Branch. : 

-- RENO-TAHOE 
: GOLDEN_Davis & “Réese,- Paris. Play-. 

-John . Carleton. Ore. © 
-RAROLD’S—Vivienne | della ‘Chiesa, 

Gene Sheldon,..Don Conn. Orc.. ” 
- HARRAHW’S . . {(Reno)-—Jack . “Ross, View | 
torians,. Tunesters,: Hi ‘Lads, Red. Coty,” 
HARRAH'S (Tahoe). — George ~ ‘Jessel. 

Variety Show, 
Leighton: Noble --Orc. . Lounge:: Tommy © 
Dorsey Orc.,. Mary Kaye, ‘Trio, Marksmen, 

’ Fony. ‘Lovello. 
HOLIDAY—Sue. Thompson,. 

Esquires,. ‘Charles Gould.- 
MA PES—Dorothy . Shay. King’s | AVS. Joe. 

Céronados:. 

NEVADA - LODGE (ranoey— Apollos, - 
Joe Sante Quartet... 
-_NEW CHINA CLUB— Skip. O’Connell. 
“RIVERSIDE—Jimmy. Dorsey: :Orc., - Rive: 

Carlton” -MacBeth: Ore. * 
Travelers - 3. 
SPARKS NUGGET—Ray. Bolger,’ Poncie - 

‘Ponce, Muriel. Landis; George.. Arnold. 
‘Singers: and “Dancers, © Foster Edwards 

(Tahoe) “Town - WAGON. ‘WHEEL. 

Ron: ‘Rose, | 

: SAN JUAN”: 
‘AMERICANA—“Magnifico”. Ice are : 

Betty ‘Kean & Lou: Parker, Lounges: Billy. ~ 
-WiHiams Revue, Ralph . Fond,: Abel Cait, 
Eduardo . Sasson: 
‘CARIBE HILTON—Red Bhittons, Migue-"> 

lito. Miranda. -Orc., “Luis Benjamin 5, © 
Lounges: Los. Rubios . 3s. 

- CONDADO. ‘BEACH Mini: Benzell,-” Pe 
pito :-Torres -Ore., Lopez. Vidal: 5.- ‘Lounge:.. ‘ 
Lolita Nargas: “Paul: ‘Dillinger... -- ° 

EL SAN. JUAN—Sophie Ticker, | Ansel: - a 
mo Sacasas’ Ore., Damiron .& Chapuseaux 

. Lounges: | ‘Julio Gutierrez 5, Red. Caps, 
Jesus, del Jerez, Gregg . Jones. — Luis . 
“OCHO “-PUERTFAS—Mari ‘Pacheco. 
& Snledad.. 
" SHERATON=—Holiday:: for. Strings ° Re 

“vue, Bobby Capo. Orc... Hector: Narvaez. 5.—":.. .. 
-PONCE DE. LEON—Nilda Terrace, Ben=" 

‘jamin. Ocasio, Jaime: Rogers’ Dancers, 
Pepe Lara ‘Orc, Bobby Cruz .5. Counges: : 

Paio.. Diaz,. Luis. Rivera’, - 
{oes | Barney, - Pepito: ‘Arvelo- ‘Modern. 
Lat 

EL’. CONYENTO—Lori: Wilson, Stholy, 
re. 

‘LA: CONCHA—Lilia’ Giizar, : ‘Noro: Me. 
‘ales Orc. Counses: Caria” Bros.;° 

TOWN. HOUSE—Red “Nichols: .& “Five - 

Gia. Maione, - _— 

omen y itn 

ssearpeant en's 

wot , 

Moro-Landis “Dancers,  ~. ” 

Nelson” EE win. 2: oe 

Renee Barrios, ee 

. 

.? va . . a . . SE ere ae lene teat An, 

== 

‘Molly: os a 

Aliegro 7 ° 
al: : oe 

-. Oe 

tee 
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_ 7 producer » of .that’ stock” operation | 

on -gunicipal : cooperation, _at: the con- 

qt). of. the: ‘two: ‘days of. public 

” “ testimony:. But he subequently: dis-. 
_.“*-tributed an. interim: special - “audit | 
-- “seport ‘on the’ Playhouse in ‘which 
"the producer Was’ identified: ‘by. 

- “name. 

duction, company. in ‘New Yerk, but. 
did not notify. the’ Fairmount Park 
_ Commission, 

fee Playhouse,’ 

a : “that fhe: producer. " expended . sub- 

“for; ‘weekly advertising. than in 
“\ other Playhouse. productions.: Four 

~ : : ness. 

- declared: that if the Shubert organ- 7 

.:).. tion, that: he had been a television | 
- producer prior to: joining. the’ Shu- | 

> bert. org. ‘last February and that |i]. 
» «cis: last. tv. show ° owas. SThe™ “Un-} 
ote touchables. aes : 
| 3" All ..Shubert theatre’ "boxoffice | 

‘Shubert... theatre: 
_ Managers ‘and all employees. of the | 

N. Y. ‘Attorney General ‘Louis. J.- 
. Lefkowitz. isn’t the only. one: who's 
. been” probing ‘business irregulari- 
‘ties in‘ legit: Arthur: Hemphill, con- 
troller. of. the City’ of. Philadelphia, 
_has been. doing the same in connec- } 

_ tion. with that town’s’ municipally- | 
. operated _ Playhouse in the Park. 

... “What. the: official. ‘described: |.as 
San ‘unsavory situation involving the. 

“Was - divulged,. as ..a- gesture: ‘of, 

: eluding. ‘session: -Jast -:: Wednesday - 

_ hearings on the ‘theatre: conducted 
_: in: Manhattan by- Lefkowitz. — 

. “Wednesday: asa witness, did not 
“{dentify the producer : during’ his 

He revealed: that: in.'1962, the: 
“producer . formed. -a - “separate : pro- 

“which operates the 
“» Playhouse. : —_ 
“Phe - ‘producer; 

ea ‘should be aioted, * tie added, 

_ stantially: mere Playhouse. .funds 

. ghaws. in which. the. producer ‘ ad= 
; - “mits. having. chad a. personal interest | 

-° “caused a loss. to the Playhouse. of 
— some ‘$34, 000. , | 

The. producer, “it” was. * also.’ ‘Te-. 
wealed.- ‘by - Hemphill, cused: “Play-: 
house funds: and facilities for the: 
_ personal, production firm. ‘Further- 

_ more, - he . ‘said, : the. ‘production: 
7 eompany-- “was “the - producer ‘and. |™" 

owner of ‘certain. plays. oo 
“(Continued. on. page: 60)". 

, . Shubert ¥ Warn BO. Hen 
e ‘Asainst Accepting ‘Ice’; 

- Caution Ticket es I> 
-One jmmiediate result’ ‘of “the 

public: ‘hearings held Jast week in | fy 
.. connection with:the:N: Y. Attorney | 
-General’s ‘probe. of" the theatrical} _ 
Industry: ‘was the. action: ‘taken by |iy:** 
Lawrence Shubert:Lawrenée, head | 

.,.. of the:‘Shubert- enterprises, ‘in: no- Hy: 

. tifying-all personnel of the theatre |#]. - . 
chain, as-:well.’‘as ~ brokers, that: poo: 
scalping. ‘will. ‘not ‘be tolerated: 
Lawrence .did. ‘so after ‘Alvin. . 

. Cooperman, booker - for - the: ‘Shu- | 
bert : ‘interests, . ‘appeared .as.a wit-_ 

‘in “the 

ization’: were. shown. evidence “of 
‘overcharging for tickets; ‘those -re- | 
sponsible. would be. immediately. 
discharged... 
The. ‘seriousness - of: 

~ rogation: when Cooperman Was 00. 
the. stand was relieved: ‘somewhat | 
-whén“he- ‘said in ‘reply: to .a. ques- 

3 ‘personnel, all. 

. Shubert: -Central . Ticket: ‘Office 
_- Were ‘informed . by. ‘Lawrence, ‘ “TE | eoen 

i. “any. “Shubert employee. is “here- +i] 
~’-y after engaged directly. or indirectly oh 
oo In accepting ‘or. demanding. a ‘price 
“J. in excess ‘of ‘ boxoffice: prices .in- 

- > ‘eonnection with. the-.sale or dis- | 
_. ttibution of theatre tickets. he willl 
a “be summarily. dismissed.” 

<-: Ina dispateh to ‘all brokers re--| 
7 ceiving. allocations. or .extra tickets. 

. ° from:any Shubert. boxoffice, Law-_ 
> Fence ‘declared, “Any broker. found |. 

" making’ any. ‘payment in -excess. of 
_ "| -boxofficé prices ig connection with |# 
“< the receipt. of such tickets or allo-' 

Cations will: thereafter .réceive no) 
further tickets or allocations from 
any | Shubert boxoffice” ge 

fica rm 
FL’ Cais Ran in ‘

Viema; fo 

Slated to Close Jan: 11 , 

“Despite: ravé reviews and expec-: 
‘tations: ofa. long ‘run. here, 
‘Fair Lady’’: will curtail its: Vienna. 
‘engagement’ : by- “nearly three}. 
months, closing. Jan. 11,.The Berlin’ 
production. opened. last. September 
‘at the ‘Theatre. an der .Wien: and. 
was figured ‘to.do-capacity through | 
the end of -next March. It. has. been 

‘| doing. about. 80% -capacity: * 
‘Hemphill, who took’ the ‘stand |” The - next: American” musical _-to- 

‘be done here will. be :“Brigadoon:”: 
The: ‘Volksopera, - recently :tmodern- 
‘jzed ‘during «a: . closing: of-. some. 
months, will produce the Cole Por- 
; ter-Sam. and Bella Spewack. ‘tuner 
for. an 2-opening in. January, a | year 

I eye OKs Cas, 
“ * ‘according _ “to'l oe on 

.: Hemphill, admits having: person-| -". -' 
~sally~ acquired: ‘Broadway: options in|" 

-. advance ‘on. plays. tried. out. at. the |. 
aa -- These. ‘arrangements, | 

-- <Ste said; were net discloséd to‘the | * 
“».Commission, nor did the producer} > . 

er “receive approval. for “such ° activi- |. 
'- ties: 

/ Johannesburg, Dee: ‘47: 
-Taubie: -Kushlick, ° under: whose’ 

‘management - Edward :Albee's: 
“Who’s Afraid Of Virginia. “Woolf?” 
was: presented. in South ‘Africa. be-. 
fore its suspension at.the beginning 
‘of ‘October, “has. been . infornied 
by. the ‘Tecently-appointed Puhblica- 

‘Control . 
the former. Board: -of Censors—that. 

“Lamendments “to ‘the: play script 
‘lmade by’ the “special. subcommittee 
delegated to deal with the’ matter, 
and” by the Kushlick management, 
have * been accepted by the board}. 
‘and. “suspension on the . “play” has | 

“at Albee’ “approves the -euts;’ ‘fhe’ 
play will. open, in: Johannesburg—| 

: “where it” was. being ‘staged. with 
} great success.when the banning 
| order ‘came. into. ‘operation early 

"(Continued on., ‘page 50) 

‘the: inter- 1 

By: JESSE GROSS ft ats a3 lies For 
i: “es a ‘Scandal, It’s an Outrage. ” ire Gi 
‘That “Oklahoma” ' ‘song. oe the | 

-| seemed . to express © much. of: the} 
'|reaction to the public ‘disclosure 

last: week: of .widespread business. 7 
irregularities © in. . the” Broadway’ 
theatre. . 2-05. 

‘Abuses’: ranging: from: misuse. by: 
‘producers ‘of -.tnvestment: coin “to. 
treasurer-broker complicity in an{. 
estimated.. “ice”. take . of $10,000,-{ 
(000. . annually; ‘were. divulged. in’ 
two. days of.public:-hearings con: 

--| ducted:.in New: York: by. State “At-: 
‘torney. General. -Louis - J-° _Lefko-. 
-witz: ‘Testifying: at the hearings 
were: promineut -theatrical: figures, 
as:-well as attorney and accountant: 
members. of the Attorney : Gen- 
veral’s, office. 
._ Fhe. hearings were preceded: by : 

:| eight months of investigation -un- Eestival 4 attisle. boss, isa ern 
_|der the supervision of ‘Lefkowitz’s | | 
Real. Estate Syndication “Bureau, | Festival advisory council, and con- yn ; (siderable. ‘liaison. is ‘expected. to :| headed’ by Asst.: Attorney: General | 

._|-David.-Clurman. Lefkowitz :has‘ de- oreeappin a that : there will be. no 
“| clared.. that .the. purpose . of .the|‘* 
-\probe,’ which was. - triggered’ : by |’: 

| complaints from legit: investors, is | @. 
'.| to. seék corrective legislation for |. 
| conditions : -considered. in. need’ of 7x 
_ |reform. “It was. evident ‘at - the} ~. 
\ hearings, . whieh. ‘Were ; -conducted: . ££ 
‘| somewhat - informally, that. Clur-]- 2 y 
‘man. and - his. aides “had “secured |: 
“wide | ‘documentation of ‘unethical |- 
‘practices.’ t 

The impression’ exists, ‘in fact, ia 
‘that the documentation’ may’ “bel 
more extensive: than: would. be con- 
‘sidered. comfortable. . Richard’ 
Rodgers, ‘composer: producer-lyri-. 
cist; Russel :Crouse,-' playwright; 
-Angus . Duncan;:. -executive’ ‘ secre- 
‘tary of. Actors Equity, .and others: 
who.. were called: to. ‘the: witness: 
stand during: the ‘hearings: urged 
that: those culpable be. named. 
_ However, the position’ taken: by 

Lefkowitz. from. ‘the -start: of. the. 
‘proceedings: was that. “the. names, 
‘of. -malefactors swhich are. in ‘our.|- 

ordinate”. 
Seats’. and especially rapped the} 

Great Britain Arts Fest 
Glasgow,’ ‘Dee, 17. ‘Vienna,. Dec.: 17, 

“My 

-wealth -Arts Festival gcheduled for 

Cardiff and Liverpool. 
‘Many artists and. groups. will 

‘junket. and the’ 

| Festival starts. .: 

‘seats. a ‘night to a broker for $10,- 
000: annually: ‘That was. recounted 
“by” Marguerite . Cullman, ‘a thea- 
trical backer, at. last week’s public 

“Board—replacing: 

ities in Jegit. Thé witness said that 
she ‘and her husband, Howard. Cuil- 

productions over. a ‘period of 26 
years. : 

possession. . have been ~ eliminated. 
as a matter of fairness ‘because of. 
the: possibility: of serious ,violations. 
of. the. Penal . Law ‘andthe ‘‘stat- 

"(Continued on. Page 58) 
allotted ‘to’ theatre owners: She. also 

Continued on ‘page 56) 

r 0 Holdover Su e 
+ Of the new shows on Broad 
"Ego far this season “Here’s Love,” 

~. | at the Shubert ‘Theatre, appears te. 
_.| be doing the biggest scalper busi-- 

“September, 1965:. The ‘others are 

perform. here after ‘appearing ‘in: 
London... Most. ofthe. local per- 
‘formances. will: ‘be. organised on a| 
local ‘basis: No clash is anticipated 
between the’ Glasgow. end reste | 

val; which ‘will. be.ending in Sep-|. 
tember, just as. the Commonwealth 

Lord Harewood, the Edinburgh | 

‘An unspecified femme: star in a 
Broadway, hit sold her two house. 

‘hearings: about ‘business irregular-: 

‘man,:: have. invested - ‘in some. 300 

“Mrs... Cullman. ‘deplored: the. “in... 
distribution. of- house 

‘practice of some ‘‘40” seats nightly 

i A Be Te lic 

ness. That was indicated by a-sam- 
pling of scalping transactions dis- 

‘session of the public hearings into 
business ‘methods and practices. 

- The black: market action; culled 
from: overpayments on tickets pur- 
chased from brokers in Manhattan 
and Union City, N. J. by their 
clients, was reported by Edward F.. _ 
‘Reuter, a. certified public account- — 
ant with the N.Y: Attorney Gener- 

that In the investigation ‘of scalp- 
ing, which included purchases. by 
Textile companie 1,219 transac- 
tiong were studie 
represented overcharges, 

transactions rattled off by Reuter, 

fet . 

- closed ‘last: week ‘at the. o | 
“Glaseow is one of. three’ cities |. a pening 

‘outside © London. chosen. to be a. 
national center.for the -Common- | - 

-al’s office. The ‘auditor revealed 

of which 962. 

On. the. basis of the long list of. 

‘"Here’s ‘Loye” ranked first with a. 
Ininimum count of 90 tickets sold. 
at prices ranging from $1830 a# 
ticket to $24 a ticket. The sam-. 

| plings were confined mostly to the 
7 ings, months preceding the hear- 

‘ings. 

In :the case of the longrinning 
“How to Succeed in Business ‘With- 

| out Really Trying,” among oilers, 
ae examples: of 1962 dealings were in-. - 

cluded,. however. A minimum of 
about. 80 transactions were record-.. 

| ed: for. the latter musical, with in- 
‘dividual - ‘tickets ranging from 

| $16. 50 to $30. 
‘The. average. ‘ticket tab among 

the shows listed by Reuter. was 
$20: Productions he named, new. 
to. Broadway ‘this season, ifciude, 
besides “‘Here’s. Love,” “Barefoot 
in the Park,” “Jennie” and “110 in. 
the Shade.” Among holdover en-- 
‘tries. mentioned, besides ‘ ‘Suc © 
ceed,” “were “A Funny Thing Hap- 
‘pened on the Way to the Forum,” 
“She Loves Me,” “Never Too Late” 
‘and “Oliver.” There. ‘were also re- 

| ports of. scalping for ‘such shows,. 
no longer on Broadway, as -“No 
Strings,”...“Tovarich’™ “Mr. . Presi- 
dent” and “Littlé. Me.” 
¢: “Tovarich,” “President” 

Of the three; 

Leland Hayward, who was a wit- 
| néss -at the hearings, He testified, 

| “Little Me? all had. unsuceessful 
‘Broadway runs. 

| “President” was co-produced by 

§| in: returning to the stand for a. sec-. 

"Once: a. year, in the spirit of holiday. inventory, pausing. fo isok 
We a ‘backward over the year: just. closing, and. ahead ‘to. the’ year: just’ 

investigation “and: |#}:- $0" beginning, roll is: called of the persons: and. organizations. who make. 
ithe ‘business’ there is none like significant, colorful, creative ‘and 
‘exciting. The story is ‘told in perspective and panorama, with insight 
and wit, decorated. with useful. data. and enriched- with knowingness. : 

a The: ‘special text.is. months in preparation, weeks i in: digestion, « and a. 
“ oo watitale seed- bed. of trade prestige" 

“Advertising. is ‘always an intelligent investment in: 1 career, r, in. 
i" image, in. good will but there are special. reasons + of. self-interest to 

° neice, yourself ‘and your advertising copy: in. oe 

~The 58th. Anniversary Edition of an 

| if not eutirely elimin 

ond time, that the disclosure. of 
Ati the amount of “ice” for shows that. 
fj are. not hits was “the terrifying 

I. thing”. to him. In ong ‘instance. 
cited, four tickets for “President” 

1 were "sold: at $22.50 each-when the 
| B.o. price was $9:60, exelusive of: 
j the $1.50 (plus 10% tax) Per. ticket: 
{Premium permitted. brokers. —~ 

Hayward presumably was think- 

‘transaction and others during the. 
/musical’s run: been reflected in: its 
boxoffice take the estimated $100,- 
000 deficit on_the venture might 

| ing that. if the overpayment on that | 

have ‘been reduced sunstantially, ae 
ated. 

, HaHa to Milan: 
I Presefs Toning Rasian 
Work Ahead of La Scala 

Milan, Dee. 17. 
‘Italian, opera houses operate in™ 

splendid independence. Within 
two days of La Scala here reveal- 
ing its intention to. present “the . 

. Italian. premiere” next March of ° 
the: Russian work, “Katerina ne 
mailova” by Shostakovitch, the San™ 
| Carlo. Opera at Naples beast.it was 

“Hil offering. the same work “for the 
of | first. time in: italy” as early. as 

| January. 

"Place Your Cony Immediately at t Nearest Verity Office . 
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de NesilySwSee : 

| first- ‘Italian-prot 
-the. work since San Carlo is only 

| giving house room to the traveling 

Although La 
uced version of 

| ‘eb Opera from Yugoslavia, 
there is shock: and ‘chagrin enough. 

‘cola: still has the. 

La’ Scala. likes to have its teader- ’ 

“Mahoganny” _with the 
oy | American” Negro. soprano ‘Gloria 

: [Davy. © ”, 

| ship. respected. The Russian opera . 
gi was one‘of only two innovations. 

#! this season here in Milan, the other 
| lent. being the staging: of Kurt 

e + 
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“Dylan 8, 
“New Haven; : Dec. St ae 

George W. George & Frank: Granat. 
‘presentation of. drama. in. two. acts By. 

‘Michaels;. 
“Dylan Themas.:in 

a4 : al Am “by 
Malcolm Brinnin, -and. “Leftover Life to. 

¥y Caitlin Thomas- Staged. by Peter }- 
‘Oliver. Smith; cos | 

xi 

Glenville: scenery, . 
7 tumes,. ‘Ruth Morley; - 
‘Rosenthal; lighting, Oliver Smith and 
Jack . Brown: Sfars ‘Alec’ Guinness; fea- f 
tures: Kate - Reid, James Ray, Barbara ; 
Berjer, in. Garner, Jenny : _O’Hara, 
Gordon B.' Calrke,. Ernest. Graves, Mar- 
garet Braidwood. Opened. -_Derc. 16, 63, | 

. the: Shub ert™ ‘Theatre, - ‘New Hav 

‘muasie,. : ence 

ens 

- ema are he ween _Alee ‘Guinness | 
te Rei Caitlit Thomas. ..........--+-. Kal d. 

James Ray 
ngus Marius ....-...... : "Martin Garner 

Meg Stuart . “Barbara Berjer. 
An iabelte Grabam- Pike .. Jenny O'Hara |. 
Robert. Mattock ....... ‘Gordon B. Clarke‘. 
Bartender ne nee nawebes, I ‘Larson 
Stage Manager . Jonathan Moore 

_ Katherine Ame. ‘Porter. Carol Gustafson | 
Thelma Wondewland. ...-.. Louisa ‘Cabot. | 
Rev. Breathwhite aa ant Code | 
Etena Antone... — Margaret Braidwood 

Jay Henry Antéhe wdees ;- Ernest Graves 
 Actresa . ..5 006... Peeeeece, Janet: Sarno | 

un 
‘Majorcon: Wisherman.- . Anthory. Cannon 

‘Others: Louisa. Cabot, ‘Anthony Cannon, 
Grant. Code, Carol Gustafson. Paul Larson; 
Willis, Moore, Janet’ . Sarnos, Susan 
Wi . . 

aca eow + 

A notable : Serformance by Alec [: 
Guinness is ‘on .its: way. to Broad-. 
way. Given fine writing. as a foun- | 
dation. and. abetted: by tremendous- | 
ly imaginative staging; the: actor: 
-presents a stellar interpretation ‘of. 
a. sometimes “boorish, sometimes 
pitiful, but. always. Anteresting | 

: character whose literary “—.- and | 
mortal—life was snuffed. out: at. 2. 
comparatively | early. age. 

- This presumably authentic chron: | 
icle of the career: of: Welsh. poet 
Dylan ‘Thomas,’ ‘based ‘ on, material | 
‘contained -‘.in* volumes -. by. -his 
spouse and. his American friend 

Join 

| 

. Susan. Willis | 

and: Manager, strikes. a wide: Va=| 
_.Yiety- of: chords. in: the makeup ‘of | 
an individual blessed with the tal. 
“ent. of poetic. expression but. never [ 
able. to. reconcile erratic. ‘behavior. 
with. a pattern of: liv ing . that: fos- 
tered. real. ‘fulfillment. 

- Individual. Seenes. ‘range. “from 
outright - hawdiness - to: fouching | 
genius of -deep warmth. which 
seemed to. be: typical of the: poet’s 
life. A mixture. of forceful, ‘rau-. 
“cous, sentimental, frustrating, hu- | 
morous, wistful: ‘and: pensive dialog | 
‘touches: on .a variety of emotions. 
and. makes. the ‘character cab] 
sorbing. ; 

| Guinness. has. the: role well in| 
-hand* and ~builds ‘his delineation | 
“with, compelling | “skill. . 

Also -on ‘the -highly . favorable 
side is the. work of Kate Reid as 

: hig: sorely” beset: wife, James Ray aes 
as the manager of. his American |. 
tours, Barbara Berjer, his. eyen- | ° 
tual mistress. and Martin .Garner: 
as. the American publisher ‘of. the. 
poet's works. There are also good | 
minor. ‘portrayals’ by Gordon. B. 
Clarke. as ‘a: college’. professor; Er- 

nest Graves as a financial wizard, 
Margaret Braidwood: as’ a preda- | 
tory wife and Jenny -O’Hara. as} 

‘youthful. exponent - ‘of warped } -education of lovers of: lyric-drama. ~ Wagner's “Rienzi” heard Nov. 29. romantic - values, . 
Pefer -: Glenville’ S . staging ‘mast 

be - rated 
native. He. has utilized an. extreme- 
ly unorthodox “scenic design - by 
‘Oliver Smith in a telling manner | 
to emphasize ‘an interesting -flow. 
of ‘action. As an initial presenta- | 
‘tion of the ‘George. W.. George. 
Frank Gr anat -:team,. “Dylan” 
Sha 
tion. It: "should find: a ready. :re- 
‘sponse at: Broadway ticket - wine 
dows. “Bone. - 

Mr. Sereoge 
‘Dee. 10. - Toronto, 

an eatee Foundation presentation of a : 

with book and lyrics by Riches ;, 
‘Dolores. Claman, Ted. “Wood: music by 
Dolores Claman. eaaed ‘by. Murray Davis; 

Dorn; musical} srrangemente, “110 = 
“arrangemen: oward Cable: . sets 
lighting, Tom Spaulding: ‘cost .. 
Day. : Stars Chris" W. ri Teaturos — 

. $4.50. - 
‘Cast Michael. Ta :. K ‘James.. Michael 

Snow, Chris Wiseine, en 

st “Ting Tim's Carol.” 

Despite the ‘catchiness: Of: some 
ef the tunes by Dolores. Claman, | 
plus the: ‘sprightly book of. Richard . 
Morris and Ted Wood, this “new. 
musi¢al is . & letdown. “Mr. 
‘Scrooge,’ ‘as. based .on. the ‘Charles 
Dickens . classic; “A © Chri ristmas 
Carol,” is commendably. ‘written as | | Gor Ubrettiste Otto. Harbach and: Oscar ‘Hammerstein 2d." 

as exceptionally imagt | 

pes. up as a- ‘quality. produc~. 

Wiggins:. 
. Opened. Dec. 9, 63, at the Crest, 

&| 

wat | by her sister, and ‘had. them: issued in book -form: -: 

; ‘and. “Sunny.’ cS 

et” “Gee | donation, w 
Shillings and’| planned . National. ‘Cultural. Center, - Washington, -and - the’ American 

int | Shakespeare Festival,’ Stratford, : ‘Conn. - -The -auction . will take. place. 
mat the American Pageant of. ‘Fashion: & the Arts dinner to-be held in 

ae ait hota Mike Deed ene rake le ao am 

a va "seasonal musical comedy, bat = 
| quires too much production for the. 
sort af smalltown presentation ap- 
parently. contemplated. It may get 
by as a holiday . item at this. habe}; 
Tegit. house. 

‘ The tall and § scraggy title charac-. 
terization by Chris. ‘Wiggins larks |* 
the: poignancy of a man. ‘who. has 
given up romance for ‘concentrated 
money-grubbing, - ’. Moreover, the 
star overacts,’ ‘presumably. with di-: 
reetorial ‘compliance. Thanks to. 
‘Miss: Claman’‘s: score,’.the ‘songs .of. 
Bob. Cratchit; played..by Glovef,. 

particularly. are: = outstanding, : 
xo rea ‘Blooming: Rose.”’ 

Thé singing of ‘Barbara’ Frank: } 
lin makes a standout of: ‘Serooge’s |“ 
unrequited love,. “Very. ‘Long Ago,” 
as does. Barbara Bryne’s: ‘handling | 
of the: ‘title-reprise." 

‘Scrooge’ Ss” songs include. “Bah, 
Humbug” . and a very ~ 
“Pounds,. Shillings and Pence,” the |... 
Tatter with Merley’s: ghost.. But the} 
‘reformation. ‘of. ‘Scrooge .is entirely | 

| glossed.” ‘over; “despite. Miss” Cla- if 
{| man's. tuneful. repository. a 

‘Marray . Davis . has . staged’ the: co 
- show to accent. musicomely © notes}. ~ 
to’ the ‘ghosts of ‘Christmas -past; ot 
“present.and futuré, wisely omitting | : 
‘the cemetery scene. But: the flash- |. 
backs are episodic and governed. 
by the’ overly-atmospheric. sets of 
‘Tom Spaulding. Marie Day’s. color-. 
ful costumes : also’ -contribute, 
‘the Dolores. Claman music’ ‘is di-:}.: 

+ verting, ‘with’ pleasant ‘singing and’ 
dancing - by’ Harding Dorn. ‘and: 
musical: arrangements by’: ‘Howard |- 
Cable. : . : _ MeStay, 

5. By Shakespeare For - 

-The 1964. ‘winter-spring ” ‘drama 
series at the. McCarter Theatre, - 
Princeton,: N. J.; will be ‘devoted: 
entirely: ‘to. the "works. of: ‘Shake- | 

| speare, -in observarice.of. the quad-. 
ricentennial. of his birth.: ‘Phere’lk 
be. five ‘productions: from mid-Feb- 
ruary through mid-April. ‘The of-{. 
‘ferings, -which. will .be “performed. 
“by.-the: McCarter Theatre Profes- 
sional Repertory ‘Co,; will comprise | 
“Othello,” “Much Ado About Noth-: 
ing,”. “Richard WWI;” “The . Taming 
of. the Shrew”: and. “Romeo and 
Juliet. 7 ' 
‘In Sddition ¢ fo: ‘the. ‘usual Thurs- 

day, Friday and. Saturday evening: 
\- subscription .. series, ‘there'll .also: 
bea ‘Sunday matinee’ subseription. 
series for the ?_winter-spring season. 

“ Chieago, Dee..-17. 
Carl Staha. _Jr., preducer of. ‘the 

Drury” Lane. Theatre, : has: filed | 
‘charges against Dana Andrews with | 
Actors Equity. He. charges that. the. 
film. star broke. a contract. to. ap- 

at’ the ‘loeal ‘stock house in|. 
“Calculated: Risk” for. four weeks 
in January. 

‘Tt's . 

that he wouldn’t keep the stock 
date ‘because if. ‘conflicted. with the: 
shooting. schedule of /a Picture. for 
which he -was. committed. 

actor ‘in .settlement.. 

“Crime. and Crime,’ 

‘Cricket Theatre, N.Y., has a ‘per- 

: }entatior .of a school identification | 
| card,--may -purchase.-seats to the |. 

Princeton Draia Series | offering. at $2. for any evening per- | 
formance... . “Riverwind, ” - which 

° celebrated - “hts. first. anniversary 
last Thursday - (12) atthe ‘Actors | - 
Playhouse, N. ‘Y.,has° initiated a.|y= 
special ‘pré-holiday offer .(through jf 
Dec. 22) for. Tuesday, Wednesday, |F 
Thursday. and. Sunday evenings of ' 
100. Seats ‘at. $2... 

closed Dec..8 at Theatre East, NY. 
was unable to prolong its brief stay | 
at. the house. by reducing. all seats | 
to $2: for. ‘Tuesday, Wednesday and, 
Thursday evenings. 
“The Burning,” at. ihe York ‘The. 

atre, N.-Y., -is pursuing ‘a similar 
policy with all tickets for the Sun- 
ay - 

ancés and: Sunday: matinees: s’ priced 
fat. $2.5 50 each. wo, 

During. last ‘to. years ‘and. more : “there ‘has | grown. up. in’ "Manhat:. 

"Case ¥S. "Dana Andrews : 

“claimed. : that’. Andrews, 
through: his: ‘agents, ‘notified Stehn 

‘Under | 
the pay-or-play clause of. the Equity |- 
contract, the “theatre: management | 
Claims ‘it is..entitled fo an amount |. 
equal to one week’s. S. pay: from - ‘the LT. 

Andrews. :.was: to . have- “opened | 
Drury. ‘Lane’s, ‘new. season. on’ Jan. |. 
15-in the Joseph. Hayes melodrama. 

| John Payne. will -Feptace:. ‘hina in 
funny} q the: same. Play. ° 

» Off-Broadway’ | is. ‘on ‘tT $2. ‘kick: yo 
| Three: separate: productions: -an-.| 
nounced ‘such a. policy . recently, |: 
-presumably . ‘to ..combat. the’ pre- 

but | Christmas: boxoffice . slump. 
~ which | 

‘opened. Monday. night: (16). at -the |. 

| manent, policy: of student. discounts: 
| uader which aiiy pupil, upon pres- |. . 

|. “The - Plot “Against- -the® @hase. : : 

‘Manhattan Bank,” the revue which | 

Thursday. evening ‘perform- 

tan a number’ of ‘companies or. groups. specializing in. the: presentation, 
usually on-a’s ion audience plan, of obscure, ' 

Marks : ‘Levine, onee: head of ‘National. Concerts, as consultant: 
During. the present: season: there -will be four. works: offered to the. 

| had: not .been presented in N.Y. for 40 years, Verdi’s “IVesperi Sici- 
Hani” will. be. given” the evening - dress treatment. Jan. 13.. --Records. 
indicate that there: has: ‘been. no- Performance: of. this: opera: here in 

years... 
A world. premiere: ‘comes Feb. 17- of “Athaliah. w by: Hugo “Weisgail: 

and on March: I¢ the Cencert Opera: Assn:: has. a musical- coup, the: 
American. first for, Richard Strauss’ “Die. Frau. Ohne: Schattan. ” 

Ballet School, has acopted the same ‘position. sat. the . Vienna Opera 
‘Ballet - School under. Aurel . von’. Milloss’. direction. She will bein 
‘charge of. girl dancers..Rene Bon, a former member of the Paris Opera 
Ballet, and. the: Marquis de Cuevas. company will. be:in charge of male 

: | dancers. ‘No. guest stars will be engaged: during: the fortcoming sea- | 
‘ft son-. The. first: ballet. evening takes place. before ‘Christmas*an all-° 
| Milloss-choreography night; the second. one in :May. when the ballets: 
| shown will. include Balanchine's . “Four:: ‘Temperaments’: (Hindemith), 

ene | tudor’s. “Lilac Garden’. (Chausson) : and. a ballet. ‘by. ‘Massine: as vet. 
Morris, ‘untitled. : . 

“Dorothy Caldweil: Beach. sister af Mary. Hay, Viepteld “faminary of 
and | The Great Broadway. Period, has: compiled. a group of 35 poems. written 4. 

The’ poems. were. 
found this past summer.in old trunks in the Beach country place-in- 
Farmington, Conn: 
‘with ‘pencil’ sketches. by the actress. One is ‘also dedicated’to Marilyn. 
Miller. with: whom. she shared’ the ‘spotlight. ‘in. the methorably “Sally” 

vin Preservation.’ a 

Andrew W: 
be auctioned the evening of Dec, 29 for benefit of the: 

the Grand Ballroom of the Waldor-Astoria Hotel; N.Y. Ht’s anticipated 
that-the.painting, which will be. exhibited ‘at: the Knoedlier: Galleries, 
N. Y., for two. weeks ‘Starting next. Monday: (16), “may: bring: over: $65, 000. 

Visiting, ‘showman’ spotted Henri Varna’s. ‘production. of thie perennial 
“Rose Marie” advertised at the Mogador, Paris,~ and: noted: that R. 
‘Ferreol. and’ Saint-Granier are: billed as “creators” of: the. “grand spec- 
tacle,”” and that everybody in the cast,;. headed by Marcel :Merkes and. 
Paulette Merval, gets billed, but nary a line to composer Rudolé Friml 

or: ne- | 
glected operatic. “works: The: newest of these is Thomas Scherman’ s f° 
‘Concert :‘Opera. Assn.,. which -has:Herbert ‘Barrett. as’ manager and } parently has deviated frequently |.9 

| from. the Broadway. version, the | 
‘storyline still seems thin, muddley. 
‘and sometimes. almost: ‘dreary. But 
sheer theatre magic on the -part. of 
‘director, designer ‘and . choreogra-' 

| pher make that easy . to overlook. : 
|.:: Westwell uses..an apron stage |. 
“with ‘towered turrets. at ‘each side, . 
-plus..a golden: grill . occasionally |. 

covering the stage. Serims elimin-. 

“Mattiyn: Gavers, formerly. ballet: mistress. of ‘the. ‘Metiopolitai ‘Opera : pate. any front cloth. 

: quence. : 

-A féw are dedicated to ‘her -parents, illustrated: | 

Only” 100. “copies. “were. Tun off. The’ book: ds. titled 

Wyeth’s. painting. : “THe Cloisters” ~given as. an anonymous. 7 

tina Welch as Morgan Le Fey. 

7 popular. ethical thinking. . 

: vice | 

| “With: the: investigation. itself, ‘and. the uridércover deals. as. ex 7 
3 posed, these comments are not concerned. But one ‘typically’ over-. 
"looked reality of the marketplace might usefully be noted. Every’ 

business interests to oblige. . 

| “Dubious. ethics turn- out to be a natural by-product'o ot the- oobi: 
‘ligatory gift. Show business never invented that. ‘Rather, it. har- 
vests: as others insist” upon. sowing, ‘The: premium. being. created. . 

. by business. demand to ‘service. ‘business favors, there is an. ‘inher- 
. ent’ hypocrisy* in supposing that. interference With: ‘supply. and. 
demand .can be compelled by Pious | resolutions: which. contradict - 

on the. realities of. the marketplace. . | a 

Te 

Outeries against Broadway legit theatre. pg” ‘are familiar. 
The. present investigation is digging deeper, turing ‘up. more °.. 
| specifies than has been ‘true. heretofore. -Tt is’ hardly.a pretty. 

story, though, as is so-often true, the bribe-taker is made to seem 
‘more villainous than'the bribe-giver, one of those. eculiarities ¢ of Set 

7 effort to. regulate ticket resafe profit, to arbitrarily decide what .- 
_is.a“fair”’.markup, runs. Squarely. against the logic of “the favor”: 
. which big’ business and ‘tax deductibility ‘has. established as an” 
..American ‘folkway. Nobody. ever. seems ‘to’ propose. @ cure of: the. 
expectation: of the. visiting firemen, and the. eagerness, of ‘tae.. 

| ‘Nobody: ‘is likely to argue ‘that. the Jegitimate ‘theatre’ is. 5 oF" . : 

Jow its natural. value? 

If. tickets ‘to the big. demand shows 1 were. , allowed to fing iheie 
honest value over the counter, instead of maintaining the myth 
of the printed. price, the ‘under-the-counter. ‘stuff. ‘would - “surely 

be greatly’ discouraged. But ‘nobody dares: suggest. that traffie in. 

|. tickets be fully responsive to supply. economics. ‘Is there. not a 
“Certain basic inconsistency in expecting a commodity to sell be- 

‘It is not. possible to repeal | the law of supply a and ‘demand: ‘The = 

public is willing to pay what it does: pay. To argue otherwise is. 

nonsense. Moreover, boasting. of. how much tickets cost is a. sym- 

‘pol of status. If tickets were sold openly at their. market valte |. 

they would. not. be cheaper than they now. are, But. the money; 
would more likely find its way ‘into those. entitled to the: rewards 

Camelot. 

.. fdelaide,” Dec... 4, . 
The Australian ° production - of 
Camelot” has made .a. fine: start 
‘at Her Majesty’s. in: Adelaide:. It 
has been done with Arthurian. 
flavor -by: ‘Raymond ‘Westwell, ac- 
gentuated by the portrayal of “Paul 
‘Daneman, from the. Lol Vie, as 

a the: legendary’ king. 
There. is -colorful..- ‘pageantry 

‘land -dazzling sets and’, costumes |. 

te -specially designed by John Trus-. 
| cott. The production is- ‘reputed 

| to have cost over $225, 000, the most 
‘expensive show. ever ‘staged. Down 
‘Under, and no other ‘such -musical 
has .ever been: staged here. 

Even. although -Westwell - ‘ap- 

The rousing “Fie. on Goodness 
1 number is back in the show to. Mert f 
off the second half at’ a peak; .and | 
there’s a- fantastic ‘spider. web bal-. 
let. for the Morgan -Le: Fey™ se- 
| “Daneman’s’. king.’ towers 
above everyone.” It’sa performance 
of majesty | and :authority, giving 
‘fein. to. the: moments of. comedy | 
and pathos and treating some- of}. 

'|-the lines like Shakespearean verse-.. 
The actor is ‘not yet: entirely | at 
home in’-the singing, however. . 

* Jacquelyn McKeever | radiates. 
‘charm. -as. Guenevere; but - pos-| 
-sibly the’: Tolé’ offers -less ‘stature 

‘Arthur. Tom. Larson disap-| - than: 
points ‘as. ‘Lancelot. He ‘is. vocally: 
‘okay, but -his acting is forced. and |. 
lacks the aura that.might expalin |: . 

: _| why Guenevere’ should prefer’ this | | 
{ knight to the king.’ -..- ‘| BDoudie 

“Desmond: Walter-Ellis | suceceds 1° 
in getting every pointed pharse out | - 
of the role ‘of Pellinore, making| .- 
‘him: first cousin to Shaw’s Britan- | 
‘nus. Jon Ewing is a standout as the |’ 
-evil Mordered and is nicely paired 
with the bizarre portaryal. of Bet- 

‘Overall this production: 

” Stan.: . 

“GER MAJESTY’S, ‘ADELAIDE) 

the .title -role.. in’: — 
Succeeding Maggie Smith, who-has.*": 
now joined’ the National Theatre. °°: 
‘That may well prove. to be one. of 5: 

“ithe: toughest . assignments: in. her- 
‘career. 
When. ‘the. Jean. Kerr comedy tees 

Queen’s. Theatre tit: transferred | to a 
the ‘Globe ‘in September) ‘most: of a 
the critical _plaudits went: to Miss... 

‘opened | 

; the right. moment... 

|: ° Passion ha. 
of | Fexy, Ziegfeld 2-15-64). ee 

“Camelot” is a credit to J.C; Wil- 
\liamson Theatres, which ‘is present- 
ing it Down. Under, ‘and. thereby: at- | 
tracting : ‘More. attention than any. 
‘show since “My Fair Lady. mo 

rather than to the > intermediaries. who. now. r conduct cozy ¢ corner. 7 

com Mineys: Mary 
(GLOBE. . THEATRE, LONDONY 

- London, Dee: 6. 
Carole: Shelley. ‘has. left: the cast re 

of “Boeing-Boeing” at.:the adjoin-. ares 
-ing. Apollo - Theatre, to take over * 

' “Mary, ° 

last February . 

‘Smith. - Also, : just: about ‘that time,’ 
- .| She. -had been ‘named -actress “of 

the. year. and had. developed. mar: 
quee stature. —- - a 
To some extent,’ Miss ‘Shelley's. i 

interpretation - must: have: been. in- . 
fluenced by:Miss Smith’s portrayal, = °..: 
and. ‘though some of :the. subtleties ee! 
‘may. be missing, . the .newcomer, in 

 .| should. be,.a public utility: subject to price regulation: The ‘public sion. 
| will_not. buy: shows which: are less-than-hits ‘and has demon-.. 
|: strated-a. ‘willingness: to pay ‘almost unbelievable premiums for: 
a the smashes. The: public, and big business, make . “ice.” ot eRe 

- 

~ 

“Mary,” _ . e 

a. feverish. and. frenetic: way, gets.” ~. 
a healthy ‘yock response: from the" 
‘audience.. This is:probably ‘an ‘al~~: 
‘most. foolproof comedy: part, ‘but -. 
Miss ‘Shelley | knows how. to: “play ee 
for Taughs. ' 

gate ‘production, which: has: been ete og 

‘ sturdy . moneymaker: ’ since: its. erecees 

opening, looks set to. continue. its 
successful run for several.months. ee 

The ‘rest..of the’ cast: remain’: un--:° 3. 4 

changed, though Ron Randell, who .. : 
suavely plays the. Hollywood. star, 
is. due to leave. ‘by. the. end of the. ”. 
year. " a, 
‘Donald’ ‘Harron gives. a nervous 

study. | of ‘the -divorced husband,.:: 

with: the. ‘tact to. make. cher exit at 

Scheduled Bay Preems 

. ll,, ANTA-Wash 
: ‘Mabimah, Little ‘Theatee (2-1-64).: 7 

‘Makes Sammy, 54th. St... @-4-64). ° 
oe ‘Abraham Cochran, Hudson 25-64). 

uga ger . 
Fatr . Game. e. Lyceum @- (2-10-64). 

Barrymore. @. 11-64). 

ca,, ANTA-Wa 

Chariie,. ANTA-Wash. 
(> Mig ivits,, Alvin (3-31-64): 
: Hamlet Lunt-Fontanne. (42-64). 

| ing and 1,’State 
ty Merry Widow, . Biate. eins. 

“Sq. 2360. 

| Eockwood West smoothly... plays: -- 
the lawyer and” Jemma . . Hyde ~~. 
makes ..a:. neat job as the: ‘fiance. a 

Muro. a 

_* Marco sh Sq. (220600505 00 f 
_ Funny Girt,. Winter: Garden _ Giron. vat os 

‘Sq. Chas 

. . soot 

te mee PA nea RO Lea oan ter ee et ee et 



- (40th wk: ‘B15: | 

-Broalway was battered last week / 

a as. the ‘perennial. pre-Christmas de- 

“v@line became. “actite. "Substantial 
| drops”, were - “registered - by: ‘most 

‘the. moet “notable. being ' 
“ “How to Succeed in Business With- 
> ghows,. 

gut. Really Trying.’ 39: ‘That’ two-year-. 

-old musical’s s¢llout pace came .to 

* an-abrupt’ halt with a. sag of. $12,-. 
245, worse than. recorded. by. any. . 

- Of the other shows on tap. ©: © 
The’ top-grosser last. week was” 

os the’: newcoomer, ...““The. 
Came to. Supper.” ” Of the previous | 
frame's :sellouts;- the’ only two. to} 

. hold at capacity - -last week - were | - 
“Barefoot in the Park’ and -“'110 | ; 
Jn. the Shade.” As ‘usual for’ this 

. time’of. year, ‘a parade of. closings | 
-- Js'starting to.take shape. Slated. to 
"2 fold’ Dee: 28°are “Man and.:Boy”: 
and: “Rehearsal, ”* while “Spoon. 
-: River” .will call. it, quits: Jan. 4," 

oe Off.” | 
7 Estimates tor. Last Week * 

= Keys: Cc. (Comeay), D. (Drama), | 
“ep (Gomedy-Drama), R. (Revue),: 
“":MC (Musical-Comedy),.MD (Musi. | 
“ gal-Drama), -O. (Opera), OP. Gal 
_eretta), © “Rep... (Repertory), 
(Dramatic: Reading). wo 

-" number... of . performances. through 
~ last - Saturday, top. ‘prices . (where: 
two prices are given, the higher:is.|- 
for Friday-Saturday. nights and: the 
‘lower for weeknights), number of. 

and ‘stars. 
Price includes. 10%: Federal and | 
5% repealed City tax (diverted to| 

- seats, capacity: gross . 

an industry-wide. pension. and wel- 
. fare. fund), but grosses are” “net: 
- te., excliisive of tazres. 

' Asterisk’ denotes. ‘show: had cut. 
‘rate. tickets in. circulation... 
"Grosses. normally. have . 

o theatre parties are: ‘mentioned. 

* “Ballad of the Saad Cafe,. Beck (D). 
= (7th: wk; .51- p)- ($6.90-$7.50;. .1, 280; 
. $50,898) -- (Coleen. Dewhurst,. 
* Jiam: _Prince).. .- Previous 
-$25,77 779 
: : Last week, $22, 406. ‘with: ‘parties. 

. : Barefoot: in ‘the Park,. Biltmore 
(CY (8th! wk: 59: p) ($6.90-$7. 50; 994; |. 
-$38,692) (Elizabeth Ashley, Robert]: - 
‘Redford, | Mildred Natwick, Kurt 

‘Previous “week, - $37, 571,.. .Kasman);. 
Last: week, - $37, 817 with . -parties. 

’ Beyond. the. Fringe, . Golden’ (R): 
(60th. wk; 475. p): ($7.50; 138: Be 
B74). “Previous .week, $17.01 
Last. week, $12, 395... 

’ €ase of Libel Longacre. wy, (idth 
wk; ‘74 p): ($6:90-$7.50;: 1,101; $40,-: “Alan - Badel ‘Adrienne Cori, Jenni- |: 

‘Larry Gates). Previous week, $30, : fer. Hilary). ‘Previous week, $20, 983. 
986) (Van Heflin, Sidney: ‘Blackmer, 

a 190 with parties. . 

- Chips - With Everything... Plym-|- 
. outh: (D) (lth wk; 85. p) ($6.90-. 
$7. 50;- 1,084;. "$43, 865). ‘Previous 

" week: $19, 763. Scheduled to move. 
Jan: ‘6: to: ithe ‘Booth: theatre. 

Last’ week, $14, 255. . 

‘Enter - ‘Laughing, ‘Miller’ s. 

- 2 $30,200) ‘vivian. Blaine, Alan’ ‘Mow- 
_ bray, Irving’ Jacobson, ‘Alan Arkin). 
Previous week, $19, 505. : 

“> J Last week, $8, 612..; 

’ Funny. Thing Happened: « on the 

$65,096). (Zero. Mostel).- Previous 
week, $50,911. Scheduled: to move 

J ten ‘9 to an: undesignated. tea. 

“Last: week, : ‘$38,814. 
on Girt -. ‘Who: "Came: to. ‘Supper, 
‘Broadway (MC). (Ist wk;.9 p) ($9.90; 

. 1,785; $97;000). (Jose Ferrer; -Flor- 
"ence: Henderson): Previous - week, 
“$37, 170 for four previews.. 
Last. week; ‘$92,001. for nine: per- 
7 formances with parties. er ie 

“ Here's. Love, Shubert (MG). (1ith |. 
- Why 82 -p) ($9.60; --1,453; $1, 205). I 

"par: 

‘Last week, $62, 180: with: ‘patties, 

Sticceed. da. Business 

oe ‘week;: $67,289, with 

How: te. 

Nest $16 cas 

‘Girl “Who | Mar 
with. parties. - 

430) 

. + 7 

Other parenthetic . designations | $37,000) 
refer, respectively, to weeks played,. 

‘for: seven performances, °:. * 

“been |*. 
reduced: ‘by : ‘commissions’. where | - 

“1,186; : 

aa Previous | 

“week, os 

Horton ‘missed four. performances 
‘last - week because of. anes. ‘He: 

sey , 

‘io | 

Without: ‘Really: 
1(MC) -(114th wk; 303. p) ($9.60; | 
1,842: .. $66, 615). ° 
$66, 812. 

‘Last: week; $54, 567. 

. Irregular Verb. to Love; ‘Barry:| |e 
‘more. (C) (13th - wk; 99. 
$7.50; .1,079;-: $44, 124): (Claudette |. 
Colbert, Cyril. Ritehaed). “Previous | 

p):. ($6. 

week, $19 
Last. week, "$12, 856, 

tin).. 

Last. week, $64, 197 with parties. 

"Luther, ‘St. “James. (D). (2th wk. 
91° ‘p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,609; - $61,095) 
Albert ‘Finney, Kenneth 

Last week, $47, 053; 

"Man. and: Boy, Atkinson. (D). een 
‘wk;: 38 —p).. ($6. 90-$7. 50; 1,088; $44,- 

“Previous (Charles: - Boyer) 
week, $21, 593 with parties. . 

P ~aw 

| Mary, “Mary, "Hayes 4): “(aasth: | 
wk; 1,154 | p).-($6.90-$7.50; . 1,164; | 
$43, 380) - ‘(Patricia -Smith,: ‘Murray. 
‘Hamilton Michael Evans). Previous. 
week, $19, 334 

Last: week,” $12, 357; 
‘Never ‘Too Late, Playliouse ) i 
(55th wk; 437 py ($6: 90-$7.50; 994: : 

(Paul : Ford,- Maureen 
oO’ Sullivan, 0 ‘Orson: Bean). ‘Previous \- 
week, $37,004 
“Last. week, . $35, 629." 

_ ‘Oliver, ‘Imperial’ MD) (49th: wk; | 

“Last. week, "$38, 758. - 

L One Flew Over: die. “Cackoo’ s 
“Nest, Cort -(D)-.(Sth. wk; 34- p) 
($6.90-$7.50;.:1,100; $41, 482) (Kirk | 
Douglas). -Previous ‘week, $19,2 289 

Last week, : $16, 595. 

$58, 000). 

parties. © 

. Last: weak, $37, 513 ‘with: parties. 

was. spelled by: Seth Riggs.. 

“Private Ear ‘and: Public Eye, Mo: 
toseo (D): (10th ‘wk: 75° p) ($6. 90- 

“$41, 8277): {Geraldine | es 
McEwan, Barry Foster, Brian Bed- |‘ i 3 a ew. 

Previous: ee 

“Last week, $18,244 with parties. “fn “Te * 

$7.50; .1,009; 

ford,. Moray... Watson). 
week, $29,624 with- parties. ™: 

; Rehearsal; Royale. (D) (12th wk:. : 
04 Pp) ($6:90-$7.50; .1,050;-: °$43,908) 
(Keith: -Michell, : Coral . Browne, 

Last _ 

Last. week, $23, 263 with: ‘parties. ; Dee. c. 28, 
"She Loves: “Me, ‘Otten ‘acy: 
(34th wk; 269 p)- ($8. 50; 1,047; :$53;-: 
700). (Barbara Cook; “Daniel. ‘Mas-_| 

_Previous:| Barbara - Baxley): 
week, $35,396. 
_Last week, $27, 216. 

| been ie, tince (DR) (ith 
: | wk; 8% p 7.50;.:1,008; | $34,- 

P) _($6.90-$7.50; 940; | 077) (petty Garrett, Robert Elston: 
Joyce Van: : “Patten ‘Charles Aid 

"| man). Previous week, $15,031. 
ae ee Last. week, $14 321. with Play ofl 

the Month’ Guild Patronage. Closes | = —_ 

a: Way. to: the: Forum, © Alvin (MC) Jan. a 
(84th wk;. 669 ) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,334; . 

P) $ $ ‘Off, . Ambassador “(MC) (63d. wk; 
499: p) ($8.60; 1;121;- $51;795) (Joel | 
Grey). Previous. week, ‘$26, 986." 

*Stop the ‘Warla_t Want to Geé |: 

“Last. ‘week, -$20; 963:.. 

” Who's Afraid. ‘of Virgina Woolt? a 
Rose*(D). (62d. -wk: 488 'p) ($6.90-.|- 

:| $7 50; 1,162; - $46; 485): (Uta. Hagen, |° 
Arthur Hill, Ben Piazza).. (matinee |: * 
-eompany ‘costars: ‘Haila ‘Stoddard, 
“Donald - Davis). 
$22, 684, 
_Last week, $18, 968," 

- OPENING THIS. ‘WEEK. 

Previous. week, |. 

al: 

eth J.. War- 
ren, John. Moffat, ‘Peter Bull, Giyn 
Owen, ‘Frank... Shelley). 
week, $53,766. :.Has: to ‘vacate the-]. 0. 
atre- Jan. 11. and ‘may: move fo the |" on 

Several ‘shows -are. altering their Lunt-Fontanne The
atre. 

. performance - schedules to permit | 
- Sanday showings. Those- currently | ' 

_ _ giving Sabbath. performances are: 
‘Man. -and .Boy,” “Spoon River” 

‘and “The: Irregular Verb.'to Love.” 
. Seheduled toe° join. ‘the list . are. 
- “Beyond the Fringe,”“Oliver” and: 28. 
: “Stop: ‘the: -World=—I Want to: Get 

‘Previous 

oy ger, . 
: tanne, ‘Winter. Garden, Winter Garden, Ziegfeld. 

CONVERT OLD FILM OLD FILMER -- 
~ AS REHEARSAL HALLS | 
kK “new: -reheatsal’ site- for - legit 

has. opened up in ‘New ‘York: wi 
tthe ‘conversion ofthe Japanese | 
‘Gardens ‘Theatre, a onetime film |} 
showcase which had been. ‘dark for | 

‘| almost. .30. ‘years. - - It’s 
“| upper. Broadway: above: ‘an ‘opera- |. 

tional picture house, the Riverside 
‘Theatre. Skouras. ‘Theatres, which: |. 
| runs. the. Riverside and the Riviera | | 
Theatre, another film house on. the 

Last week, $14, 907. _ Closes. Dee. ‘io 

391 p) ($9.30: .1,450;.$71,977). (Clive. 
Revill,.. Georgia: ‘Brown. Previous 1 
‘week, "$47,047 

116" ‘In ‘the - Shade, Broadhurst |: 
amc): (8th wk; ‘58. p) ($8:60-$9.40;"|. 

(Robert... Horton, | 
‘Inga’ Swenson, ‘Stephen’ Douglass). 

week, Sr 970 | ., with | 

_ week, $12; 994. : Closes. 

day” 

‘Previous: week, 1. 

Love. and Kisses, Music ‘Box fol i 
($6:90-$7.50; 1,010;. $40,000): (Larry . 
‘Parks, Mary Fickett), ‘Dore Schary,, 
‘with Walter Reilly, presentation of 
lay by. Anita Rowe Block; opens: i 

) | - ~ Gaps as BO. M ‘Men? 
- Peggy. Wood, Jegittv,. star” 

“and president of the American.” 
.: National: Theatre &. Academy, 

“amazed | >, described herself -as.. 
gt the affluence. of certain peo- 
ple connected” with the box. 
office.” 

a | “statement: ‘as a witness last. if. 

- week ‘at the. public. hearings |: 

: ori ‘stl : 
ethics” of: 

‘In. connection: with. alleged. 

-: into . the. business. 
"legit. 

“treasurer. participation ‘inthe -- 
__Sealping. of tickets, Miss Wood. 
'! testified that “it had. -occurred ... 
_ fo ‘her: the police ‘might. dis-. 
“guise themselves as. treasurers. _ 
.-But, «she. then -figured ° that: 
”-wouldn’t: work because it’s ‘too 
: Gifficult ‘to et. Into. the. »%. 0: . 

Sp) ‘anion, a 

~~ Jennie; : Majestic: MIC): (Oth: _ | 
‘66 p) ($9.60; 1,655; $91,724) (Mary. 

- Previous week, : 7 $10, 790 
‘tonight (Wed): Last week, $20,956, 
Walnut, Philadelphia. — 

‘Loves. an- - Albatross, 
Lyceum (C) .($6.90-$7:50;: 995; $33,-. 
000) (Rabert Preston). Philip 
‘and: Elliot Martin presentation of. 
“play. by. Ronald.. Alexander; opens 
“tomorrow.” ‘night. 

|. week, $12, 423, Wilbur,’ Boston. : 

‘Nobody | 

- (Thurs. ),: 

OTHER 7HEATRES” 
~ ANTA; 

' Hudson, ‘Little: Lunt:F 

‘same ‘block, also controls. the. Tape |: d 
ts anese ‘Gardens, ° 

The ‘ upcoming Broadway - “musi- 1 
eal, “Foxy,” is currently using the’. 
‘rehearsal space . at ‘the Japanese | 
Gardens: . When. 

att film. house, ‘the spot, which closed: | - 
*.. f §n-1984, had 1,800: seats. The roof |. 

above © the ‘Japanese Gardens was’ 
| used for an ‘open-air theatre which: 
‘played: the. same. picture: as - the | 
‘Gardens. aiid on :-a. similar: time’ 

| schedule. so. that.in‘the days. before | 
- _air-conditioning: if ‘a 

uncomfortabie. in: the Gardens | he} 
Could move. to: the roof. 

_ Prior te booking films, the River-| 
“side” and - Riviera’ theatres’ Had 
played: ‘live: entertainment; -vaude’ 
‘and legit. The Japanese Gardens, 

| which-has a ‘full. stage, opened. in.|- 
'|1913. It’s:-been converted into. three. 
separate rehearsal. areas, one util- 
izing the. stage. itself and. the other |. 

j two for “principals. and ‘chorus. 
| Barry Yellin represents’ the Skou-_ 

| | operation: on ‘legit, ties for: film. 
ouses.. . 

“The ‘Actors’ll Win. 
“The producers : ‘now outnum- :.- 

ber: the actors: in ‘Any Wednes-’ : Melville’ Cooper). Previous. week; 
- unreported. 

Partnered ‘in : the’. presenta-. 
tion of the show ‘are’ George 
W. George: ‘and Frank Granat,. © 

“who first planned. the. venture; . 
: Peter .Katz: and: Howard: Ers- . 

oy} “Kine,” 
te | .-came . associated, a 

“|: ‘Edward - ‘Spector, who" ‘Joined AA 
|: the. ‘project last week: 3). 

’. ¢ Sandy’ Derinis : will play: the 
a Jeading ‘role in the show; which . 
:. will have a°pre-Broadway. tour- 
-.! starting Jan; 22-at the. Shubert ' 
Theatre, New Haven,” : 

“who . ‘subsequently. -be- 

The actresy made the - _ 

Rose 

Last : 

Booth; 54th St, Hellin: | ; 

:Tecated on-}- 

in: operation as 

patron ‘was 

‘| Withent.”. 

. “White | House’. “Story, ” 
: starring’ ‘Helen: Hayes, is scheduled 
‘to open ‘May .13 at an: undesignated 

. ‘Broadway. theatre; following.a two- 
| and-a-half-week Gut-of-town. tryout: 7 

Dayid Merrick. is. no longer con- | 
: nected with. ‘the.: forthcoming. 
Broadway. . production’ of “Funny 

| Girl”: -having~ sold ‘his: interest .as. 
-coproducer to Ray Stark:for a-sub- 
-Stantial amount; understood: to be 
‘less than the reported: $150,000: 
Walter Fried and Helen: Jacobson |: 

are “producing John: Sherry’s Abra- | 
_ {ham-Coehran” for a_Feb.:5 opening | 

- at the Hudson. ‘Theatre, ‘NiY¥., to be 
preceded: ‘by..a ‘series of previews. 
in liew of an out-of-town | tryout. 
‘The producers. are leasing the. the- 
atre, which: is apaning dl demolition, 
ona four-wall. deal," ws 

“There. are. five.producers . 
-. and. only ‘four: parts -in- the. J. 

} Muriel Resnik: comedy, which’ ..|. 
*. 4s due Feb. 12 at. an. undesig-: . 
‘pated ‘Broadway theatre: <= 

- Ny Fair “Lady” Cloned. on “the, 

Toad: last week, with business for |. 
‘| the final fortnight. in Toronto remi- | 

| niscent of its better days. The. tuner { 

. | ranked: as the third. highest-grosser 

-flast-week, running behind “Came- 
. J lot” and “How to. Succeed in Busi: t 
j ness. Without Really “Trying,” both 
|:in ‘Chicago. : 

__ Also. “continuing. ‘in: “the big | 
“money... ‘was .the Broadway-bound | © 

Dolly” in Detroit. “Beyond | 
had’ ‘another: good : 

‘Stanza in-'Philadelphia: and Man | 
for ‘All: Seasons” in. Pittsburgh was: 

straight: 
-Dlay on the. road. Last. week’s sole | 
mewcomer - - ‘was the pre-Broadway | 
“The “Chinese. Prime: “Minister,” 

‘|. which - didn’t — fare | ‘too well An’ 
. Toronto, : 

“Hello, : 
‘the : Fringe” 

again: the © top-grossing 

” Estimates for Last Week: : 

. ‘oftown shows are the same as-for | 
| Broadway, except that hyphenated 

2 PY with show classification indicates |. 
‘tryout, RS: indicates road. show j: 
-and BT indicates. bus-and-trick 
production. Also, prices on touring | 
shows include - 10% . ‘Federal . tax 

th | ud ‘local tax, if any, but as or| 
Broadway grosses. are net: ie., OX: 
clusive of taxes. . Engageinents: are | 
for. single: week unless. otherwise | 
noted. 

the - ‘deductions. of commissions | 
‘Grosses for. split: weeks’ are pro 
‘fected when shows play guaranteed | | 
dates, © 

BOSTON 

1,241; $36,699): (Robert. Preston). 
Previous week, $14 161. 
“Last. “week, $12,423. | 

“CHICAGO - 

‘Performances, _ 
. Last. ‘week, ‘$7; 060. 

‘Camelet, Opera. House. ‘(tc-Rs) | 
(2d. wk) ($6-$6.75;. 3,600; $120,000) : 
(Kathryn Grayson; Louis. Hayward, |: 
Arthur Treacher). Previous. :week, 
$81, 115. ‘with Theatre Guild-Amer- | 
ican Theatre ‘Society ‘subscription: 

Last. week, $83,424 with TG-ATS. 
subséription. : 

‘How’ to. Sucéeed- ‘in’ * Business | 
. Trying, . Shubert. 

(MC-RS) (5th ‘wk)- ($5,95-$6.95; 2,- 
100;.:$74,000). Previous week, $71,- : 

“| 353: with TG-ATS subscription. - 1$16,794 | 
” | gull,” “Ring Round the Moon” and 

et Never. Tec Late, Blackstone: (Ce 
RS) (6th wk). ($5-$5:50; 1,447; $42,- 
{:000) (William Bendix, Nancy. ‘Car- 
}-roll, Will Hutchins). 
week, $22,613. : 

‘Last week, $69,633. 

‘Last week, ‘$18, 042.. 

_ Seidman” and. -Son,- Studebaker 
(C-RS). (2d: wk) ($5.50-$6: 1.200: | 

Previous| |; . 
week, $17, 093 | ‘with: TG-ATS, Sue | ( . 

os ert: Donley, Bick O'Neill), * split- 

$35,000): (Sam. Levene),. 

scription. 
|. Last week: $19, 487 with 7G-ATS 
subscription. ae 

a “CHNCINNATT . 
* Thonéand . 

(Dane. Clark, ‘Margaret. O’Brien). 
Previous - “week, $16, 115 ‘with TG-|: 
ATS’. subscription, . _Nixon, Pitts, 

: burgh, | 
} Last. week, $23, 941 with 1G-ATS 

== | subscription. wk | 
COLUMBUS: 

"Camelot, Ohio ‘Theatre. (MC-BTY | 
| (Bist -MeGuire,: -Jeannie~ Carson, 

Jast week, ‘about. $31, 500. 

_- DETROIT - 
"Hello, Dolly, Fisher (MC-T). (ath 

Ve {$6.50-$7; 2,081; $72,000) (Carol. 
~Channing).: Previous week, $59,- 
‘762: with Fisher Playgoer subserip-’ 
tion: © 

‘Last week, “$61, 555 with. ‘Fisher ' 
| Play 

‘and ‘finally. |": goer: subscription... 
, “NEW ORLEANS S 
How. te *S 

Last. week, $38,286, 

Where. snbscription, ‘ts men. { , 
tioned, the gross is ‘the. net after |: 

‘Clack. Previous week, $56,310 for 

“Blick ‘Nativity, Ciele GAD-RS) | £1 
(2d * wk). ($5:30-$6;" 904;. $27,500). 7 
Previous week, ‘$7, 233; tor: seven} 

Previous 

| Days,” 
‘show at Wembley, starts off. with. 

‘PHILADELPHIA . 
yond the Fringe, Forrest (R- 

RS) (2d wk) {$5:40-$6: 1,760; bar 
000). Previous week,. $31,006 with 
TG-ATS subscription, «© © . 
‘Last week, $33,787 ‘with TG-ATS. 

subscription. 

Be 

Love and and Kisses, Walnut (C7) 

vious week, $18,043 
* Last week, $20, 956. 

PITTSBURGH | 
Man. for All Seasons, Nixon (D- 

RS) ($5-$5.50; 1 160; $48,000) (Wil- 
liam Roderick, ‘George Rose, Bruce 
Gordon). Previous. week, $40, 975. 
with. TG-ATS subscription, Hanna, . 
Cleveland. 
‘Opened here Dec. 9 to two raves” 

; (Fanning, Post-Gazette; Monahan, 
| Press). 

Last week, $32,899 with TG-ATS 
1 subsecri 

'. Parenthetic ‘designations jor. out: ption. Rose withdraws from 

(2a. wk): ($4:80-$5.40; 1,340: $41,000) 
(Larry Parks, Mary Fickett). Pre-: 

the cast the end of this week. His - 

‘SAR FRANCISCO 
No Strings, Curran: (MC- 

(Howard | MeNair). 
“Previous week, $46,696 with TG. 
ATS subscription 

Last week, $31,827. 

Who's (Afraid of Virginia Weelf? 

e performances, Biltmore, Los 
geiles. - 

| oa |. Last week, $24,002 with TG-ATS - 
” Nobody Leves an Albatress, wi-| [eubecrip' - 

bur. {C-T), @d- wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 

| Alexandra (CD-D) e558 q 140ts 
| $42,420), (Margaret Leigh 

~ Last week, $17,948 

My Fair Lady, ¢ 
(34. wk). ($5: 3,211; $84,710)- Ce 
‘land Howard, Gaylea Byrne).. Pre- 
vious: bus: week, $66, 

part will be taken over by William :- 
Dysart. 

RS) Gd. 
wk) ($6.50-$7.05; 1,758: $60, 000). 

Keel, - Barbara. 

Last week, $65,003. Ended. tour . 
here Saturday {1 

. WASHINGTON 
Natienal Rep 

1,673; $52,469) (Eva Le Gallienne, 
‘Farley Granger, Denholm ‘Elliott, 

“The Crucible.” 
. Last week,. $22,347 for’ sane ‘Tep- 

certory. 

RTED “ UNREPOR | 
Included below are productions 

|-with- guaranteed. dates on. which 
grosses. cannot be accurately. fig- 
ured. ). oe 

week, . 
Pajama. Tors (C-RS) (June Wil-. 

. ‘kinson, . Richard Vath), split-week. 

Clowns, ‘ Shubert wl 
‘RS) | ($4.55-$5. 10; 2,028; ' $59,645) . 

- Step the Werld—I Want to Get 
Off: {MC-RS) (Kenneth: Nelson, 
Lesley. Stewart), split-week. 

tional (Rep-RS) (Bd wk) “($5. Soak 

Theusand Clowns (C-BT) (John - 
Ireland), split-week, 

“Bits of London 
London, Dec.. 1% 

Wally. ‘Thomas has taken over 
the role of Alfred Doolittle in the. 
touring “My. Fair Lady,” currently. 
in’ Manchester. He is substituting 

| for. James Hayte, who is. hospita~" 
. . lized for minor surgery 

“Around ‘The’ World : In Eighty 
‘this year’s Tom Arnold ice 

‘a $168,000 ticket agency deal. _ 
Joan Greenwood will play the 

title part in. “Hedda Gabler” at 
the New Arts, opening Feb. 11. 

‘Lionel will appear in Jean 
"Littlewood? s Christmas ‘pantomime 
1 at. Wyndham’ Ss, “Merry Roosters’ 

“| glow. te Succeed in Business | Panto.” 
| With’ Really ‘Trying; . Civic . (MC- |. 
RS-3d- .Co.): -Previous week, $48,-| 

'|929; Dade: ‘County Auditorium, 
| Miami. ee ae 

John Hewer ‘went on for three 
- performances last. week in “Six of 
One,” at the Adelphi, as substitute 

[for - Richard. Wattis, who. had 
strained. his back, 

el, 



The Reeruiting Officer 
London,. Dec. ' 11..: 

National Theatre revival of -a ‘comedy | 
-in. two acts, by George Farquhar. Staged 
‘by. Willizm .Gaskill, assisted by Desmond. 

. O’Donovan; .-decor. and costumes, . Rerie 
Allio; ‘musical .arrangements, Richard 
Hampton; lighting, Richard Pilhrow. Stars 
Maggie Smith, ‘Laurence - Olivier,. Robert 
‘Stephens; Max Adrian: features Derek.|. 

. Jacobi, Colin Blakely, John Stride, Keith. 
Marsh,. Mary Miller, 

“tre (Old. Vic), Lontion;. $3.93 top. 
Mr. Balance ..,:....-.-..-5 - "Max. “Adrian F 
Mr. Seale ...... iy gtes ae Peter Cellier’ 
Mr. Scruple ...0.6..02c0 . Michael Turner . 

-Gapt.. Plume .:. ...c2..2.- Robert Stephens.|: 
Capt. | Brazen ea ceeeees: Laurence “Olivier 
Kite “a vaeccesecene : Colin Blakely 
Bullock. we eawdceceee James. -Melior | 
Costar Papplcire Le etcceess 

..Thomas Appletree ...: 
‘Bridewell . - ce eeegene “Michael Rothwell. 

luck |... ete eter eee. Trevor Martin 
Thomas -. cer epaerreaee oat * « Dan’ Meaden }° 

Poacher 2... -.s.0005 ‘Clive: Rust 
Collier «..:.. - sekees Richard Hampton 
Drummer wae Alan -Ridgw 
Boy with whistle. a ” Christopher Chittell 
‘Balance’s. steward °....... Rod Beacham 
_Melinda’s servant weoesseee Mike Gambon 
Melinda ccebeceese). Mary Miller 
Silvia ~~. 2.2... SS peveees Maggie . Smith 

‘Lucy: -- Agee osee . Jeanne - Hepple . 
Rose ‘ .... Lynn Redgrave | 
Poacher 5 wife” paeacens "Jeanette Landis 

- Collier's. wife 7 

With - the revival of. “wipe Re 
cruiting Officer” as the fourth: pro- 
duction ‘of its ‘initial’ season,. the} 
‘National ‘Theatre -provides a ‘Sstim-}: 

’ ulating change .of pace from the; | 
-previovs dramatic presentations - of . 
“Hamlet,’:“Saint. Joan” and “Uncle. 
Vanya.””. “This bawdy Restoration | 
comedy by George Farquhar, ‘Tast 
staged . in London some. 20° years |. 

ago, is” lively and. pergeptive enter-: 
. tainment that should ‘have. a wide. 
. audience. 

_— Beautifully’ directed by’. ‘William | 
~ Gaskill, with imaginatively mobile. 
-decor designed by Rene Allio, “The | 
Recruiting Officer’. is a richly in-. 
ventive. work,. with: serious. social. 
content. It is expertly balanced and] 
magnificently: acted by an outstand- 
‘Ing cast. : 

Recruiting ‘soldiers: to serve the 
Queen. was, apparently,. an art in}. ° 

whieh trickery and wenching |. 
played a major part: ‘The principal |. 
recruiting officer and his sergeant |. 
are masters of the trade, and while | 
one is busy. rounding. up the illiter- 
ates, the other is‘ occupied with 
enlisting compliant femmes. ‘There | 
is also a dual-pronged. . -romantie 
-themé which comes.-to a. happy and | M 
cosy. conclusion. 

~ As with the previous. ‘National | 
Theatre productions, there is im. 
“peccable casting right. downto the | 
bit roles. Laurence Olivier, “the: 

‘National. Theatre’s director, ‘this: 
time plays a comparatively minor. 

’ part, “but: gives a richly. ‘observed |. 
comic performance as a name-drop~' 

pen- | ‘Nor ping recruiting officer with a 
-chant for kissing his fellow officers: | 

The principal recruiting officer 
is smoothly. played by: Robert 
Stephens, but: the. standout comic |. 

».. performance ‘comes. from -: Colin | 
“Max’ Blakely “as.. the. : sergeant. 

artistry as-one of three justices. | 
Maggie Smith,. making her debut . 

. With the company; sparkles as: the 
‘latter's. daughter. Throughout the 
second act she.is. dressed as a man; 
and that-is the inspiration ‘for some 
of the’ bawdiest passages. Lynn 

z Redgrave delights:.as a. country. 
wench . eager to’ be. -seduced,. Mary. 

-.. Miller is attractive as ‘an heiress: 
‘and: John Stride and Keith Marsh 
are firstrate: as reluctant: recruits. 

Muro. 

ac c heery. Soul. : 
Melbourne, Nov.: oa 

‘Union Theatre. ‘Repertory Co. ( 
ciation with the AustraHan. Blicabetien 
-Theatre Trust) presentation of a comedy- ! | Cutting would. sharpen. the impact. | 

Geoffrey. Golden: is a standout as = Continue from page: 3 —a 

‘drama in. three: acts, by: Patrick. White. 
Staged ..by John. Sumner; : settings” and. | 

_ costumes, Desmond.. Digby. Stars Nit 
. Opened ‘Nov. 19, -°63,” at: the 

Union Theatre, Melbourne; 32.25. top 
Mrs. Custénce ....... 
Mr. Custance .: cleneeee ‘Sydney | Conabere 
Miss Docker. ...... Ve ewes Pannell 
eHire Car Man... “Simon. Chilvers 
‘Removal Men. 122. Bie “Hook ‘Paul Eddey 
Maid. Veet woes Els) eth Ballantyne 
Mrs... Hillie .2:. 00... chella a ee 

_ Miss Dando -~.6...4. ~~ Dorothy. Bradley. 
“Matron euaceceee : Bettina. ‘Smeaton 
Mr. Wakeman _ ewecen-. Brian James 
Mts. Hibble - eee Moira Carleton | 

. Mrs.’ Tole Fittseens eeeee . . Jane 
Mrs. Watmuff _ Louise ‘Homfrey 
Mrs, | Anstruther weucae * Christine Caleutt: 
Miss Perry wis ee se, Wyn Cunningham. 
Mrs. Jebb . “seseeess» Helene Jacoby: 
Young Mrs. ‘Lillie . Jane Bertelsen ' 
Fom Lillie n Chilvers 
Mrs. Penfold) ..3..:.:5. Bettina Smeaton 
Violet. Portéous ...... Gerda ‘Nicolson |} 
Baby Porteous. veilieas Elspeth. Ballantyne. ; 
Mrs. Wakeman .. " Gerda: Nicolson 
‘Mr. Lickiss. .<:: -Eric -Hoek 
Children earn Wright.” “Cretie Martini, 

Paul. Float.: Henry Drazak. (Heather 
‘Charles, Renee .. Martini, “Marie 
‘Locantro, : alternates) ; 

Mr. Boveker o2.. fo la... Paul. Eddey |. 
Mrs... “reker oo... 20. " Bettina ‘Smeaton -|: 
Mr. Furze “....3..:..../: Simon_Chilvers 
rs. Parag wees ee sees Jane Bertelsen 

Swag -Eddey. Sane °C Paul . 

Patiick. White, 
ny elist whose first. play, “Season 

~ a te wee eels 

Lynn. Redgrave. . 
: Opened Dec. 10, *63, at the. National Thea- 

; “worse, a ‘bore. . 

John Stride | 
‘Keith -Marsh 

+ and. ‘Sheila . ‘Florence - and. 

{ Hospital. Orderly .. “o> 

-| realism 

vaney Conabere.. 

an ” Australian 

‘at: aR " “was ; regarded as-a 

| promising work ina new. medium, ; 
Jchas written a palpably. ‘Inferior, if 

less’: ‘filthy, — ‘comedy-drama called 
*A--Choeery -Soul,” ‘which -has been 

- with” the: support 
of -the’ Australian’ Elizabeth: Theatre 
‘Trust. | It’s. a- puzzle. and,. ‘What's 

‘The ‘nearly’ three-hour piece, re- 
quiring a: cast ‘of :35, opens: simply.’ 
enough but ‘becomes ‘progressively 
more formless, expressionistic and. 
obscure. .It ‘involves ‘a seemingly 

-seeminkly with. the best intentions, 
invariably" brings trouble: to every- 

} one - ‘with whom she is: -associated. . 

‘When’ a: ‘married couple take her 
into: their’ home, she creates fric= 
‘tion between. them, ‘and they send: 
-her to an old people’s’ institution, 

. ‘where: she. aggravates the. other in- 
mates and eventually, during a re- 

to.. -confound - the : ‘confusion, there 
are: Seemingly significant. bits of 
symbolism ‘like’a plant that: grows 
tomatoes. the: size of: pumpkins. : 

The author. has. almost ‘no. sense 

are abruptly :curtailer: scenes, ‘fade- | 

for. the ‘stage.’ “The leading . -char-. 

doesn’t; quite” come ‘oft. - 

John ‘Sumner ‘has: made- a. ‘Tes 
markablé. job ‘of the almost impos- 
sible. staging, but.a number. of the. 
‘actors are - plainly out-of their 

‘by. Brian. James as the. clergyman’ 

Carleton | as old. ladies.” _ Stan. . 

z= Sunset “Touch. 
- “Dublin, Nov.” '25.: 

‘Abbey . Theatre . ‘Co. 

Staged. . ‘by: Frank Dermody; ‘setting, 
Thomas MacAnna. ‘Stass Geoffrey Golden. 
Patrick Layde; Vincent: Dowling. - 
Foley. Opened: Nov. . 11,..’63,. at. the Abbey 
(Queen’s) Theatre, ‘Dublin: $126 top. 

Dismal Dan: © me . Philip. 0’Flynn. 
Nurse Bella: ‘Coakley: Geraldine Plunkett 
‘Nurse. Penelope. oe Wlabery. 
h rs Kathleen Barron 
‘Ward Sister eee Angela: Newman 
-Matron a _ : Maire’ O’Donnell 
‘Medical’ ‘Supertiitenident 

" Michael. Henneacy. 
‘Dr. ‘Curran’. pa. ecees cee, Edward Golden 
Sheila Doolin °, ; ae ... Aldeen O'Kelly 
Noreen Tobin ......... ..-. Eileen..Lemass 
Night. Supervisor: . 

Grocer’s: ‘Curate’: ees “ “Michael. O'Brien 

‘tuberculosis - ‘hospital, 

tion: Well. 

tients, ..but steers: well. away: from. 
+ romance. Each of ‘the. “patients -is’ 
a clearly’ defined. type, : the. nurses | 
run, true to: form with - the © ‘ward; 
‘sister a. martineét and ‘the. ‘matron’ 
an. ‘even: sterner one..: 

_ The. patients are. on ‘the ‘eve: of 
their periodic checkups. when play 

3} starts, and: suspense is: well de-. 
|| Neloped, but the author has felt, 

the need to give everybody. some- 

lence full details. of their ‘lives. 

the most . amiable -of. the group,|. 

Doreen 225 top. | the Strong ‘man..on- -wh
om_ ‘all de- 

‘pend. His’ ..performance, - almost 
‘entirely from the ‘bed, ‘is first class.]. . 
‘Matching him: for. comedy is Liam: 

| Foley, te typical. Dublin dock- 
sider, ‘lively. and. ready to’: outwit 
‘authority: for the hell of it.” 

The -quieter | ‘roles. -are ‘played 
effectively: by..Patrick’ Layde,. Vin-. 
cent -Dowling: and ‘Patrick Laffan; 
“with. ‘Philip: O° Flynn. as the: long- 
term patient. from. another. ward. 

: contributing ‘to ‘the lighter side . of: 
‘| the piece with his morose. opinions | 
on. his: occasional . visits.. 

of cariacatureé. in-cme of the parts, 

trimming. this. ‘piece should. have 

repertoire. 

observed: study that . avoids Senti- 
mentality. ’ 

|] Allyn, & Bacon-(O©). -. 
j| American. Book. (AS)).. 
“| Amer.: ‘Book. Strat. (AS). 

‘produced by the Union Theatre 
|-Repertory ..Co., 

cheerful, helpfut old woman who; 

‘Pocket. ‘Baoks (OC) . 
‘Popular. Library. (OC) -. 214 

ligious. Service, causes ‘the clergy-. 
“man to die ‘of.a-héart. ‘attack, Just | 

‘Universal Pub. Co: (oc) ABA: 
“Western Pub. Co. AOC). 

> | World. _Pub. 

of dramatic-eonstruction, and there |. 

outs, ‘unexplained: offstage. ‘voices 
‘and. purple. prose that’s too ‘literary o- 

‘acter is unsympathetie~ ‘and Nita‘. ° 
Parnell’s - ‘marathon | performance [* 

depth, and. resort to ‘sheer hokum... 
However, there are: good. portrayals 

Moira: 

présentation of |: 
‘Chiree- act ‘drama: by ‘Michael *- Mulvihill... 

Maurice Tobin. .:...:., Geofirey Gulden. 
Martin. Brett .... ssrthirhs Patrick _ Layde 
Jim. Coleman. -..... 2.5. Vincent Dowling 
Charlie Doolin’ Senne eek le eed ‘Liam Foley: 
“Barry . Dalton © aw seecee Se "Patrick. ‘Laffan 

_marked -: 

Ciara’. o’Sullivan.. 
‘Eoin.. O’Sullivan- 

“Set. ina. ‘fivecman: ward. of al they: “didn’t”: play. then.. 
CA Sunset’ 

Touch”. ‘has: geen developed from 
Adrian again shows his polished | a radio. ‘play. and. bears. the. transi- | w 

_It carries: alk the melo-. 
| drama ofa ‘hospital story:.with.the. 
| gontrastng characters: of the. pa-. 

Pplay’s-:-producer,: 

‘for openings. 
-L thing: to.say at- every stage. of ‘the | ; ; 
|. development, and gives. the audi- |’ 

roles, :. 

particularly | the. doctors, -the air. of |. 
ds. preserved’ and with 

sions, . 

~ Pablishing Stocks 
CAs ‘of ‘Dee. 17, closing). 

Mlle: 

American - Heritage (OC) 9 - 
Book. of: Month: (N.Y). . 17. 
Conde Nast w Oe 
Cowles (OC). (00065000505 - 12344 14 
‘Crowell: Collier (N 9: . -1914—. A. Day™ ‘inthe. Life of President: 
Curtis. Pub. ANY.) piesa ts 7: 84— 14 
Esquire Inc. (AS). ; 8 —%l% 
‘Ginn: &- C+. {N ¥.).. . oes . 28 
Grolier. (OC). . 50+ yy 

. | Grosset, &. Dunlap | (00: 9 — 
‘Harcourt Brace : (NY.) 814+. 4-3 
Hayden’ Pub. (OC): ae gee _3¢ 
Hearst: (OC) © BEY’. an 
Holt RR. & W- WW).  oBye Wy 
A Times-Mirror (OC). 33. —+- 
Macfadden. Bartell (as). 534— Se} 
‘MeCatl (N.Y). oof 83%. 3% |: 
McGraw-H'll ANY)... whee 30564154) 
“Meredith Pub: Co. 400): a 2 
Nat'l. Per. Pub.. (OC)... 
New. Yorker - (OC) :-. ae. 

1. Sa 6 

>| Prentice. Hall (AS).: ‘33° —2. 
‘Random House (N Y):: 94— 14 
Scott Foresman (OC): :.2514— VB. 
H.W.’ Sams’ (OC) . be cee 32 — 3% 
‘Times: Tne. (OC) . 89° + Ww 

203% 
17M * 

* OC_Over: the: Counter; 
NY—N.Y:. Stock. ir 
““AS—American. Stock Exchange. 

_ Supplied. by Bache. He CO) ; 

“Star's § House Seats 
— Continued from. ‘page 53. —<—z 

referred. to..a condition some. years. 
-azo when even the then‘N. Y,:Com-. 
-Missioner of ‘Licenses: (name. with-. 
held): was:-among. those: to whom 
house-seats were: allocated. She in-: 
dicated:.that her. testimony. about 
the: ‘star. having: sold“ hér seats: was 

|) hearsay; and ‘as: -with other evidence. 
| presented. at the hearings, she did 

_ | not ‘mention.-the ‘name.of the in-. 
_ ‘| dividual ° -allegedly. involved. : 

in’ the course of “the ‘testimony: 
about - ‘féatherbedding and - ‘other 
restrictive . ‘and costly union. reg-. 
‘ulations in. legit, Mrs. :Cullman re- 
called ‘that. “Mister. Roberts” chad. 

‘| to employ: four. musicians. ‘because 
‘the “play . was. booked ‘into:.a musi- 
cal house and, even though ‘there: 
.was no- need. for the tooters, they - 

| had: to he on the. payroll. She. re-. 
that’. the’ men. ‘were] 

paid to ‘sit..in’. the cellar: and play 
Pinochle, “but . eventually .: were: 
tasked to-go _ ‘home: because. -they’ 
were. using the.’ services -of ush- 
-erettes to get. them, Cigarettes and: oe 
other: things. . 

-In -addition,. “she - testified, ‘the: 
‘musicians ‘were ‘paid double -over- | 

even though. 
“Roberts,”: 

which | ‘ran. from’ 1948-51,; -played 

time - for _ ‘holidays;: 

the’ “Alvin ‘Theatre, N. -Y., which: 
jas: opérated at that: time: ‘by. Cull | 
man ‘aiid Leland -Hayward,*. the 

thus regularly. receives . free seats 

Woolf’ i in ‘Africa 

in the - New: Year, : ‘and. will ‘then 
tour. the Repblic. and ‘Rhodesia, — 

With Jerome : . Kilty, © -Cavada 
Humphrey: Fred Sadoff: and: British 
actress. Karel’ Gardner in the four 

Port: Elizabeth: and. Durban . .before: 
coming - to. Johannesburg. « * It was 
during the: second week of: its 

Pending: investigation. ! 
Most. .< of 

by -the: subcommittee and by. Mrs. 
Kushlick | obviously... -had: this 
‘mind;.. Sinée’ cuts: have been - de. 
Signed ‘to: eliminate possible of- |. 
fence to re 

“possibilities ; outside: : the: Abbey |. - Ai ligious. scruples. 
MA ‘Sunset Touch’’| 

‘doesn’t . say. ‘anything - new . about. 
hospitals or patients, but is: a well-| 

-If ‘ Albee’. ‘agrees to. the révi- 
“Woolf”: will” be. presented 

‘throughout, the’ Republic, as’ ‘before, 
in. nonsegregated ‘houses; -.as . orig= 
‘analy. stipulated: in his. contract with: 

Mae, - a IMs, : Sora Kughlick, . 

he ul | " 

Sie se] 
—_ 54 

.1254—. yi 

‘Books: 

in. partnership: ae 
with . others. - They - were: also. in-.|- | 
volved in the. ‘operation.for a. while 
OF . the. Hudson: ‘Theatre, N. Ye. 

Subsequent : ‘to the hearings: it q: 
‘was. learned that the.N: Y: Licenses } 
Commissioner’s ‘office. does: not. at-} : 

. present. have house seat’ ‘allocations.- 
-However, the’: Commissioner. has.’ 
‘béen . for some years and still ‘is 
‘on the. first-night press. list;” and. 

‘man of” First 

af Houston, - 
Angeles. |. 

. The. financing. plan will. convert 1 
‘dale, ‘Ilk-)'. Press: holding: a- Tecep- 
-tion at:Chi’s Palmer Houseé..on- Dee. 
.28: for the. editors of “Fhe London... 

during - the. -.: 
‘Modern | ‘Language _Assn.’s: annual 

Reception. ° will. 

-debt of Curtis and ° 
owned subsidiary, -Curtis’ Cireula- 

-t tiqn, 
-tend the maturity. ‘of -$8,500,000.. of. 
debt. of: New York & Pennsylvania. 

“Woolf?” originally played a Curtis’ subsidiary. It} 

| the .. Protests ~. “were: 
made. ‘on. the score: of blasphemy, 

: ' -and the id; ; 

bo “Although ‘there is’a .suggesiton e amendments suggested: both 

” Bishop's JFK ‘Book 
> Hearst: syndicated. columnist Jim: 
Bishop, ‘author of.“The Day Lincoln: 
Was. Shot” and “The: Day. Christ: 
Died”, .-had turned. in ‘his mss. on 

Kennedy” when, inthe. early after- 
| noon of Friday, "Nov. 22,:a Random’ 

'| House’ editor going over the script, | 
‘got the. tragic” ‘news: of the assas- | 
sination: 

‘Bishop's | book . had ‘been | com- | 
pleted. just: one week -beforé the 

| tragic. event: ‘and will -be- published 
as is, save .for the author's’: fore-. 
‘word, ‘which. “was” written - after= 
wards. a 
‘RH ‘‘prez- “Bennett ‘Cerf regards 

the book as an historic. documenta-. 
\ tion. of ‘the “human side: of ‘the'| . 
| martyred. President.. The 17: chap-{ 

 t ters describe: each hour. of'a typical 
White -House day starting. from. 

| 7, am.,..when- President : Kennedy: 
‘was soon .to -be awakened. Bishop 
‘lived. in- the. White. House four full 
‘days. -Among the minute details is’| 

| the - ironic. - testing ‘by.: the ‘Secret |” 
| Service. of every object in the-Chief ||: 
| Executive’s - office. with. a Geiger | 

‘| ecounter. when it was learned that 
political assassination. had occurred 

‘labroad.. through “the: secretion of 
- radioactive material near ‘the. vic- | 
: tim. Book: will. be. Published next 

: spring. vo 

“\Pavinson’s s ‘Dictionary. 
‘Humorist ‘Leonard  L... ‘Levinson, | ’ 

| ex-VaRrETY—he took | exception’. to 
| being - called a “quondam: VarreTy 

‘because of his now occa-. 
sional off-Broadway. ‘and. _jonshair. 

) : bright. 
| “Left Handed: Dictionary”. (Collier 

' As. ‘title indicates. 

| stringer” 

reviews—has - authored: 

95¢)::: 
these are offbeat: definitions culled 
from .divers,-sources, with: credits 
that--range .from: Anon.to Jack 
Benny : etc... although . half ‘of thé 
5,000 ‘definitions “in: ‘the. author’s.| 
“Left: Handed Dictionary”. are. ob-| 
viously original with the author... 

Levinson,:“in :‘turn,: may have: a_|- 
‘problem . with © ‘eagerbeaver - press-. 
agents. ‘and the like “borrowing” . 
the ‘more. Original nifties amd hang- 
ing .them.. onto -some ‘client. Al- 
ready, in ‘turn, “itis ‘evident that. 
‘Levinson’s quotes of some. “witty” 
dancehall ' ‘proprietors, |  salonkeep- 
‘ers. et. al. are ‘the’ result of this 
selfsame flackery . - adulation—so. 
long: as: it got. the: -client’s: name | 
‘into: some column. 
and. apart. from: this,. Levinson. has 
produced.’ a: fun. book, in size. and. ,: 
format -of. ‘the. Penguin. ‘school : ‘of 
Paperbacks.’ | o el.- 

2. ‘News’ Editors Upped 
': Robert. G..Shand, ‘managing edi- 
tor of ' the N.Y. Daily News, is the 
new - executive’ editor, per » pub- 

FM. Flynn’ ‘Ss announce: }- 
ment, and William | AL Casselman, |. 
-who . was: night - me., ‘succeeds . to| 

lisher™ 

Shand’s post... 
Richard W. Clarke continues. as 

editor-in-chief. 

Curtis’ Refinancing. 

with Serge ‘Semenenko,. vicechair- 

Boston. : 
“Partiéipating | in. ‘the: financing. 

plan. besides First. National: of’ Bos- 
-ton are First. Pennsylvania Bank- |. 

J ing -&:Trust, Philadelphia National 
> - Bank, . ‘Franklin: National... Bank, 

=| N.Y... Bank of the Southwest: NA: 
and. Union . ‘Bank, Eos. oer 

$22, 000,000. . of existing demand 
its ---wholly-. 

-into’ term ‘debt: and will ex- 

‘Co. Inc, 
also: ‘will. provide $4,500;000 to Cur- 

= Reissue. Ramsaye Book - 
“A Million and. ‘Oné 
was -first publishéd ‘in 

ee _“‘When. 

as “‘the first. complete source: book. 
| on, the motion ‘picture,”. and’ its 
author, Terry. ‘Ramsaye, as “the | 
first “ authentic . film historian.” |: 
Long-unavailable,: ‘Simon & Schus- 
ter will reissue it. as a. paperback. atl: 
$3.95 and in hard cover for $10, It.| 
‘is illustrated with numerous pho-. 
‘tographs from the ‘early days: of} Ta ease: of tie, d ithe: movies. . 
_ Bamsaye Joined: Mutual Filai Co, 

“Screen ‘Telegram,’ : 
‘which achieved ‘success. during ©. ~ 
World. War: J, and later’ became 
editor. . of. The" Motion... Picture. a 

‘But separate 

‘ Stockholders ‘of Curtis Pub. * o.. 
approved a new $35,000,000 financ-. 

|.ing-plan at “a special-meeting last | 
week: as developed ‘by management. 

National . ‘Bank’. of. 7 

‘meeting there. . 

it: was- hailed: 

“Literat ti 

Chaplin - “comedies... 

Herald: Book.is ‘a’ history. of. motion - 
pictures : through 1925." ot 

NLRB. “‘Compaint’ Vs. Mirror’. 
The New._.York:‘ regional | 

46) which - charged the : 

‘News.. 

‘to the Paper's. fold. . 

Sale of ‘the: second ‘largest daily 7 
‘in the U.S. ‘in point of circulation :. 
“threw 1, 600 :persons. out of work.:. :" 
“Pressing the ‘charges. are the:-N.Y. - 

Pressmien’s. .- -) |... 
‘Union:No. 2, International Printing’ - 
Pressmen ° & Assistants... Union of 

Newspaper Printing. - 

office 
of: the National - ‘Labor: Relations. 
‘Board issued - a: complaint: ‘Friday 

‘Hearst. 
‘Corp.’s ‘N.Y. Mirror with violating «:°... 

| the Taft-Hartley Act. by discontinu--  .... 
ing. publication ‘without. ‘consulting ay 
‘unions. affected by. such a closure. .-- 

- Publie: hearings on ‘charges: filed .:: 
by three. ‘unions are slated ‘to start. | 
Jan,. 20 in. New York. The ‘com-.-.* |: :.. 
‘plaint stems from Hearst’s abrupt =. | 
“move on Oct. .16.in selling the 38- ~....°: 
yéar-old Mirror’s name, : goodwill -.- .. - 
and other assets to the N. NY: Daily sy] 

in 1915. and ‘produced: s Some “early ° : 
:He-. founded. 
a newsreel fol 

North. Amerieca,: N.Y.. Stereotypers: 

Local No- = a 

oe ‘Homage ‘To: Dentaark:: 
Harold Flender’s | 
Denmark”: “(Simon ©: 

be, Curtis- Grosset Deal 
* ‘Forerunner. to - Cuttis Pub. “Co. 

‘in’ -Grosset:. & ~ Dunlap. 

it: has’ ‘been 
handling ‘distribution. ‘of Bantam, 
“Wonder : .and Treasure « “books. 
Bantam: will now. be distributed: via. 
Seléct. Magazines, which is-jointly.-.. .. 

“| owned. by McCall, Popular Science, ... -" - 
| ‘Meredith, ° Reader's, - Digest: “anid” an 
‘Time ‘Ine.. aes 

“Under . préesent contract with ‘the. rs 
paperbacks, Curtis.‘ cannot: engage:-.'- 
in hardcover: publishing: in. the oe 

* U. S: and. Canada. | 

“CHATTER: ma 
Southern: Tllinofs: Univ.: (Carboti- 

Stage, . 1660-1800" :- 

honor the. late William. B.- Van 
Lennep. and. his :.collaborators;- Em- 

1 tis and -its subsidiaries for: work-. ‘mett- L. Avery .and Arthur Ht. 

ing capital. 

‘Tun-at the’ ‘University. Great Hall |. 
phat (potest: led: to. the: Minister |: 
for, the- Interior .clos a osing. the. ~play “Nights” - 

1926, in a two-volume limited .edi-:|.. 
-tion,. ‘with. each. ‘copy ‘signed . “by 
. Thomas. ‘A. Edison, 

‘Alan C, Collins; head of Curtis 

* $1600 CONTEST. 
for WRITE RS 

_ OF UNPUSUSHED MANUSCRIPTS, 
‘$end ter coritest rules and frees. 
“Brechure on 

Union No. 1, International. Stereo-.. 
typers: &. Electrotypers- Union, and 
the. Newspaper. ‘Guild of . NX a oo 

3 |. entering. its long Loped for ‘hard-_ vite 
| cover “book publishing enterprise: °° | 
{is séen in its sellout of a 30% -in- 
‘terest, 
‘Through “its. ‘affiliated | Curtis 
‘Circulation | .Co.,. 

|-Scouten, who ‘have. carried.on' edit-:. 
~ ing: Part Tof. the. work. Because :. |”: 

| of “Mr..Van ‘-Lennep’s death; publi-  .": .-- 
cation had. been delayed’ but: it’s... 
“now in. production and ‘is. ‘sched - =)" 
uled for publication ‘next: spring.. 

Brown’ Ltd.,: literary agents, sailed 
for London ‘last week‘on the Queen _- 
._Mary accompanied by ‘Mrs. Collins, week 

dvolieate © | _ 
cate etlren ‘swar awarded. : 

Pogiaar rene, 101. ‘Filth Ave. N. *. , pa 

: NLRB regional director ‘vant C ore 
"McLeod -discloséd that .the-hear- - —:. 
-ings would ‘be held-before a. trial’ 
examiner’ with’ theultimate. de-.: 
cision to.comé from ‘the NLRB‘ in 
Washington. ‘Case could also. wind: 
up ina Federal. court. A. ruling. 

| favorable to ‘the ‘unions, MeLeod = 
. | -hinted; Say: ‘help. ex-Mirror. em-.” 

1 ployes regain’ financial losses ‘due _ 

-f Rescue | ‘Ta a a 
. Schuster), .- 
‘book . developed from rhis: NBC-TV wor 
‘spectacular, -has inspireda “num- 
ber of. -tributes: ‘to. Denmark’ ‘by: ‘- 
Jewish organizations. ‘The saga of an 
the’ Danes” heroism -.is. smuggling: :..°0_ 
-almost all. of’. .its’ entire. Jewish ~ 
‘population ‘to’ Sweden ‘in October... 
‘1943 was ‘the. basis .of: tv :scripter =. 
tome teleshow and, Subsequent es 
ome , os 

) Chi’s © Michael ‘Reése “Hospital: . 
and. the St. ‘Louis: Jewish Hospital: . 

. have .established. scholarships for. | 
_-]' young: Danish physicians :at. these ° 
«1 American hospitals. ‘Legit producer.) 

-| Herman. Shumlin | is. heading. al’ °° 
fundraising committee for " chil- - 
-dren’s camps in: Demark ; as a. token 
-of appreciation. tot 

rape 



=" $10,000,000 ‘annually: 
oo ‘ticket. in excess of ‘its legal price.) ~ 
- -- “Pestimony as to the existence in- the: Broadway. theatre of kickbacks + 

*-" “to managers, resulting in’ increased: production’ costs, plus such irregu- 
*.::. Jarities. as the. pocketing: by producers: of rebates from newspapers ‘for |}. 
"= Jegit: -advertising : andthe’ diversion -of production funds for personal H 

os. purposes,as well ‘as poorly. defined ‘accounting. standards was given in . 
the: concluding Wednesday’ (1). session, highlights (generally: verba- . | 

- managers” ‘in amounts ranging from $1;000. to-'$5,000. . oan 
_- This. and: the ‘giving: of gifts such as furniture to those’ in. au- a 

: “+> eovered.. of. kickbacks :by" costume: ‘designers, in order’ to seek: em-*. 

_ “sy - prices: for supplies. that would otherwise be necessary. 

oo after a specified: volume of. advertising space has been. taken ina” 
‘Such rebates. are: || 

oo ~-Jatest “figures available. 

ke ‘reported in: Vanrery ‘last. week: fhe Tuesday: (40) operier: of the IT: 
; public. hearings into irregular: business practices in legit, conducted | 

for two days last week by N.Y. Attorney General:Louis J. Lefkowitz. 
“l'-at the State Dept. of. Law in downtown. Manhattan, ‘revealed - wide- | 
. " gpread.- ticket: scalping on:, Broadway. with an. estimated “jee” yield® of |: 

(“Ice isthe amount “Of money Sharged- ‘for:-a.| 

thom of which follow: 
From: testimony. -of: Karon M: “Schreiber, ‘an “attomey’ with the. At 

: torney General’s Bureau for. Syndications & Cooperatives: . 
- A. study ‘of the financial affairs of ‘ssome.60. Broadway: préduictions” - 
a disclosed. evidence of. kickbacks, _particularly in regard.to. set sup-* ~{ 

a 7 __ pliers. . A. president of. a major outfit said, when’ examined under .. 
oo: oath, that -he paid’ $10, 000-$11,000 a ‘year in’ “commissions”. to : 

“thority in production: companies was cited -by him as constituting 
: “a. regular. practice with suppliers ‘of.scenery.. He also. declared “he-- cia 
was required to .make: so-called loans: to producers under condi- ; 

se tions. where it. was’ apparent that: no- repayment was to be made. 
: * Another major ‘scenery. supplier reported payments: ‘to.a ‘general 

. “manager and various ‘persons of ‘authority-in production: companies... ~. 
of: $7,500;. -$2,300, $1,400 .and $1,500, . Evidence’ was. also .un-. 

7 ~“ployment, « . 
“Kickbacks have: resulted ‘in ‘production. companies’ paying higher # 

- It is: customary for: newspapers to make rebates for advertising... 

_— ‘newspaper by.a producer for one or more plays. 
. paid on. the. basis. ofthe producer’ s :volume: rather. ‘than. upon. the 
basis. -of the advertising- ‘placed: for each -particular : ‘play. 

Numerous -instances ‘were .:found. of. producers ‘pocketing ™ ‘the: ve 
"“money- without ‘the packer being informed of the rebate. .: ‘For a- 

4! 

.the various. shows for. it applied was done in a small’ minority’ of. 
a . the: cases. and is feasible. - 

Other. instances - have ‘also. been. found, where. ‘production. com- : 
— pany funds were: used personally -by producers... In-one situation, - . : 

“a- producer made. repeated.” loans: from -productions.. ‘which: were 
_. ” <finaneed by public: investors: On one show the producer borrowed | - 
“- "an aggregate of $61,000, not fully repaid until a.year later, and: * - 

. with another presentation, still running, he borrowed: an aggregate .. 
"of $78,400, .a portion of which’ was still owing as of. the date of :the~. 

‘There was no interest .paid:- ch the Joans a 
; “nor: ‘were the. investors ‘made: aware .of the situation: . ' 

a 2 “+ ‘Producers Paid. for. Services’. Not Performed... *- 
From: ‘testimony. -of ‘Stephen Schulman, another. attorney - with. the 

“Attorney. General’s Bureau for Syndications..&:Cooperatives: ~:. 
Other * instances. of. borrowing: by producers’ included” various.” { 

sums, aggregating $10, 000, advanced: to. a producer during the run” ~ 

: Fo Gov't t Support 

~ lf wow HOULTON. f. 
“details how the world's. gieatet 

; eh . 

_dremetiot. wit will be honored as . 

Alt Hail: the Bard On 
His 400th. Anni 

“another important Editorial Featoe. 
in the: scon-due ve. 

° VARIETY 
“Ps ciher ‘statistical ond sents 7 

. cherts ‘ond etticles.: 

-oAverts Paris Blackout 
Paris, Dee: my a 

A. ‘threatened: theatre ‘shutdown: 
Dee. 31 has apparently Deen avert-. 

“| ed, ‘since - the Syndicate .of. Thea 
tre ‘Directars ‘has: been .assured: of 

| governmental aid: by a. representa- 
tive of the Ministry -of Culture:- 

a:dearth of: : press’ stories .. both : “attacking ‘and. 
defending ‘the. play, ‘and members . 
of'.a Catholic youth group distrib-. 
uted tracts: condemning the piece 
outside ‘the... theatre .. before: the 
‘opening. . Other copies were show- 
-ered_on. the audience from the bal- 

‘A big tax burden; . 
“1 néw: loéal..taletits; and. falling’ ‘at- | 

+) tendance,. complicated’. ‘by Yising.: 
J -costs,. had brought:‘on .a ‘varitable 

-:| erisis, -and.. the Syndicate. planned 
“T to. Shutter legit houses .to- focus. 
_| attention © on.: the: situation. “The 

> J -move’ has ~ ‘apparently succeeded - 
with... the: promise. of government |. 
aid by. Jan.1.°° 

“recent <wo-year period, the’ pocketed. rebate coin aggregated: over 7. | 
$200;000. . Allocation. ‘and remittance of the rebate: ‘checks ‘among.:.: 

At present: ‘all: plays get ‘this ini- 
tial: break, but: the -increase of.im- |. 
‘portance ‘and adaptation of foreign | -- 

| works . brought. syndicate Protest |: 
- and: the consequent change. : _ 

be: 

” Its. planned to: ‘have a. ticket: ‘tax | 
\ to raise funds. for theatrical’ aid: 
‘| akin. to -the- existing. film’ support. 
:There will: ‘also -be: a cut in-.taxes, 

| Also: promised ig elimination of the. 
‘proposed:-negation of. the. tax-free 

-| first 40 performances | “Of. foreign : 
‘plays. - 

‘drew’ 

- “E E German v Pirates i Vs West 
- Paris, Dee.. 4% 

ou ” “Le. Vieatre!* Jorge.” Sentrun’ ‘sla 
Al: French. adaptation ‘of Rolf Hoch- 

| huth’s- ‘controversial. German’ dra- 
4a] ma, “Der Stellvertretter,” opened 

Mee Dee: 9 at - Ree OE aes Athenee, | 
|] and ‘on-the of advance pub- 

“58th Annivers rary N umber || Hie: interest: it appears due for. ‘a 
') Cs The critics: ‘have 

4} not..been invited :until’ next. week,. 
| however, so ‘the ‘reviews will not. 

‘There. have. 

al. run.: 

out: until. then. 
been’ ‘disturbances at ‘the opening 

a j{ and” at subsequent ‘performances, 
jand a number of arrests have been ; 
| made. _ 

London | “director: Peter ‘Brook | 
| produced the ‘play--for a repertory. 
company,.:Le Theéatre:: 
‘headed. by Francoise ‘Spira.. “Brook: 
‘also: designed: the scenery, while | 
-Francois -Darbon. was: responsible 
for the staging: “The text, said‘ to.’ 
‘run more than seven hours in the | 
-German ‘original, ‘has -been ‘cut: ‘to: 

. three. hours, ‘with 28 characters, 

-Vivant, 

There. had. been’ a-* ‘number ‘of 

cony during: the. performance. .. 
Yelling : from.-the audience. .in-- 

| terrputed: the: ‘show. several. tinies,: 
in each ‘case requiring the house |. 

| lights to be turned’ on -while the | 
- | agitators ‘were: “ejected. The finale. 

‘and ‘isolated whis-- 
"Disturbances 

have. continued vat.” subsequent: 
shows,. in’ some ; ‘instances specta-. 

“| tors - jumping: onto. the stage to. 
‘Erapple with actors. . D 

and.’ “booing. 

Soviet TV Propaganda: 
‘ Frankfurt, Dee: 17. 

alt Hochhuth’s ‘drama 

e | were’ not: informed as: ‘to the purposes for which ‘thelr. money was 
; being - -used., . 

. Backers artic} atin or P p "4 in theatrical limited. ‘partnerships. are nor. | Co. at- the Aldwych Thea- 

the} 

| Stellvertretter,” titled “The Rep-. 

6 -.ducer’s: fee ‘and: office charge. . 

. “produce. © A gain, in 

of a play. and: $5,000 paid a producer. ‘as an .advance on. his ‘pro- - f-. 
- -In- both .cases there. was apparent. .| 

-./ -<mitbority in the limited partnership. agreement for such. advances: de 
_c! vand the. actions-were not disclosed.:to backers, - |. .- La] 

=). “fs an-example ‘of: -producers: ‘receiving payment - from the: pro: 
_ > @uction~ company. for services never ‘performed, it:.was- found: in || 

“ », one instance, that.the’ producer: received several ‘thousand dollars - |: | 
<=; im-fees‘for his. work .as stage director. Investigation disclosed that: : 
~ "the production, which. had ‘been imported. ‘after a long. run abroad, cof 
Me 2 Was basically set. upon: its arrival in. this country. , 

The. only. directorial service ‘provided by’ the: producer: was an .° From the testimony ‘of. Julius .Rom, - occasional adimonition :to. the: actors’ during the brief. ‘American | General's Bureau for Syzi dications &. & atives: 
‘”-pehearsal -that.. their. accents: might be = difficult : to. ‘understand. 
Similar admonitions were. also’ made by: various ‘stagehands. present. 
: during this rehearsal, though they: received .no. directorial fees. wade 

_ ... Many instances .were: found,:in which producers. received. pay- 
or ments: from the production’ company: where such payments’ “were | 

i mot: disclosed: to the public’ -investors,. the most common: being. the: :.: 
" “< ‘situation where the producer hada financial interest.in the theatre © 

"in which the: ‘play Was produced. . One producer, ‘for:example, has: |. 
_ Interests ‘in companies which: manage or control several theatres; |: 
’': some of which. were:-used for. thé: performance of plays he ‘produced, 

' In such: cases: the’ producer negotiated ‘with. himself. in’ determin- 
a ing. the terms under. which n the: theatre. “was to. be ‘used. | : This. ‘could ane 

and instances’ involving: ‘the furnishing: of equipment. to the pro- we 
“> duction by: companies’ in- Which the. ‘producers have’ ‘financial in=".-}. 
vie terests: ~ 
te At least. five producers. were. “found: who: have: made it a. practice 

“bee to Supply. or rent: ‘sound or: ‘electrical equipment to the plays. they =|. 
a -these. cases, the..preducer ‘is: actually dealing. |: 

* "with. ‘himself in "establishing prices.as..both the’ ‘party ‘controlling = © 
“the production’ ‘company and ‘the. supplier: - 

nat ete appears to be twice the: customary a amount: Since the play only. - 
“" 3am for.a ‘few. performances, :the ‘entire amount: of: the: advance’ < 
a wee forfeited and. was. thereby. totally. lost. ‘by the. Production com. . 

Leon "Other types. of: ‘undisclosed: payments. ‘to producers” apply to. sit. EL 
woe ‘uations where the producerf acts, as: -pressagent: for the production, oo | ; some ‘extremely: haphazard ¥ecords,.: In one. case, the’ only ‘records. .: | 

in’ the partnership's possession were portions: of. check ‘books and |. 
poe deposit slips: “In another: instance, the. partnership - ‘records con- © :|-- 

: .Sisted merely of check. books’ and accounting worksheets.’..In yet -.|- 
* another. case;.:in’ which. $500, 000. was raised: from. the public,.all of .."| fe 
the: ‘books. ‘were. kept’ in pencil with- ‘numerous . erasures.. 

|: Pages are ‘undecipherable ‘Pecause. Peneil . entries: have become. 
- Similar “practices by ©) smeared, . | | 

> producers ~in’ the area of souvenir. booklets have also been found: |° : 
"+ “fashion, making many ‘entries: incomprehensible ° even to trained There have been instances where. producers have. made substan-. 

| ‘situation,total- compensation paid ‘to the. producer totaled. $11,000; 
~ despite the fact that investors: sustained a- ‘total. loss: of. $180, 000 
in the: production. . 
Also, in regard to a presentation which: represented ‘a substan: - “ 

“tial loss to investors, | the producers stated’ in correspondence to‘ a 

this. important production.” 

‘before -all. the backing was in.- 

... tal -profits from unsuccessful productions. In one casé, payments: ||. 
‘to the producer during the run of the play, through: various means, _ _| _ aggregated : approximately ‘$52,000. . “However, the public investors ¢ |, 

“;-.in the. production ‘sustained a loss ‘of: about. $35,060. . In another...) - 

..°-" ‘European . authors’ organization,’ ‘“Confidentially, we -.now.: realize | ’.|:- 
_ that our chances: of ever repaying our: backers: their: investment : 

‘are very slim, ‘bit we are. determined: to somehow get a run out of - 
-This : correspondence was “written - 

|. during: the run‘ of the play. and the: continuation of the play.there-. | | after resulted in further loss: to:the investors... Yet, during: the run _ [- 
* -* “of this: ‘production, -the ‘producer™ received. _ payments. of. ‘approxi-. - 
| *Mmately $17,000:from the production... *. pare ioe 

‘+ Numerous cases: were . found . where producers,” ‘in violation of ~; 1° 
ns ‘agreements, expended investor. contributions without | ‘authorization; t 

‘Such practices have resulted -in- 
- Josses to “investors.” In‘ several cases: monies. were expended prior. 

with: a.total loss.:of ‘ail funds invested. 
_': Broducershave also diverted. backer . ‘funds: to’ ‘such: “unrelated: : Ae 
“purposes as the purchase of ‘a-lobster. boat. the financing of a real. 

: . estate Syndication and. investments. in film ventures,. The. investors. - - gement 

“. Mation © of the partnership. - 

. accountants, - 

_ mally ‘told: that. their’ liability’ is limited to: the amount of. their .° 
: Original ‘investment, plus*a. specified overcall. However, instances _ 

- been found .whereé: there is-no such limitation. “As‘a-result of busi- - 
': Ress’ practice in the theatre, : Many investors. permit. their funds to_ 

| be-used. for préduction purposes prior. to the time when’ the legal : 
‘. requirements involving. the formation. “of: ay limited . ‘artnership, - 
have been‘met, |. . 

- Dhese. investors. would’ ‘seem to be: fully liable personally’ for ali a 
:“debts of the partnership: incurred. prior: to.such. time of legal for-. 
b ‘No ‘case has been found where. ‘in-* 
““vestors: haye. -been. informed of. this. danger of personal liability. |... 

accountant : ‘with. the. ‘jatonney, 

‘It has been’ found that. public’ accountants ‘who’ audit theatrical 
lg '-Ventures: furnish ‘unverified, father: than verified, financial stata= . 
“ments, -No ‘direct: verification’ of assets -or liabilities: is uridértaken, 
and accountants, accordingly render no‘opinion as to‘whether the ‘| 
--, Statement. fairly. ‘presents .the financial condition and: operations _ |- 
.. of the venture being reported, in. accordance: with’ basic generally. | 
_ ‘accepted - accounting principles. pee  F. 
A series of-grave abuses is. prevalent in the industry's account... : 

'. ing ‘practices. To: begin with, the’ -investor’ ean’ never be assured | 
. ‘that he has received a-true picture ‘of expenses: incurred and in-:.-.|“ 
--ecome received bythe: ‘production ‘company, ‘nor ‘can he: he. Sure. of | 
; the. disposition of the. funds raised by the offering. | 

2. Often the investor is. left.in the. dark ‘as’ to. ‘any. future distribu- 
tions he: may receive even.after receiving the closing. report.- ‘The: 
-investor thus may - not: -Know. ‘the trie . financial Situation: of the 

_~ production’ company’ at .any. given. time’ and may be’ uninformed an 
’| »_as:to significant transactions: of. the: producer with the. ‘production ad: 

|. - ‘company, ‘as ‘mentioned:in previous: testimony... - 
Casual. accounting ‘practices. have resulted in thie kéeping of 

| «Many 

In. addition, the enitiies * were made in ‘haphazard and: slovenly 

that was not: s0.. Also, ‘the. general partners: ‘and accountants. of .a 
‘play testified; under: oath; that they.could. not recall ‘the. purposes. a 

{for which “additional - ‘expenses: incurred . by general.partners” in | . 
the - ‘amount of $21; 000 : “were. used: “These “additional expenses”: °| 

-.. were not specified | in: the. Statement; ‘Nor: are: there’ any books - ‘or |. 
‘L” records. ‘whieh | explain. the ‘purpose. for ‘which. said monies, _were. ie 
‘: expended. | 

‘to: the. completion | of the offering and. when the producer was ‘un-::. |... 
‘able: to raise further funds, the prodaction had to: be abandoned, oo 

~ glesed Dec. 8 after 23 
1. Sesire Under Elms, 

It. is therefore impossible: for .an investor in ‘this: a" 
* play ‘to ‘ascertain’ the operation or financial ‘condition. of: the. ‘eom-*° | 
:pany.. - 

"Cabin in Sty, Players 

“producers do ‘not ‘strenuously press’ claims involving ‘an. -wnisuccess-! v eae Flea, 
'|- ful production, - 2 fe 
to. Some’ accounting: statemeits. studied’. contain: false. information oan 
_ giving the. impression that. full capitalization. liad ‘been:raised, when’ foes 

‘Ages of 
Billy t tar’ Eme 

|. Flede 
"Although many. accounting: arid ‘record-keeping. ‘practi¢es “were io 

| * found ‘tobe improper,-inadequate or ‘omitted entirely, on the other ::. | 
“hand, it shouldbe noted that ‘the financial: records and. a¢counting™ «|. 
reports of some. theatrical veritures were. carefully :maintained and |. 

reported. even: ‘without the limifed: scope ot ‘the: accountant's en- a ae Pohine. ‘Eve, Phillip. 

1 Deputy,” which. has already caused 
stir in: West Germany, Switzer- 

jand, England and America, is be- 
ing “used ‘a8 antiwesters propa- 
ganda: in East Germany. 
“The playwright forbids ‘presen- 

tation of: the work in any of the 
‘Conimie countries, but the Soviet. 
Zone Television, - last week aired 
3 Dig bour television show: titled. 

‘and. the | 
‘gram, the two. East German. writ- 

the Matters of the. Deputy,” 
“co-authors” of the pro- 

ers Gerhard Jaecekel and Otto- 
mar’ Lang, inserted four scenes. of 

_j1the drama into the program. 
The purpose of the two-hour . 
production ‘was to show that “The 
Deputy” has caused enmities. in 
the’ western worlds, The. an- 
nouncer stated that It had resulted | 
“in: a battle of the West. German 
stage. group. to present the play”. 
and had excited “a fascistic lying- 
campaign of the. Bonn government 
against Hochhuth.” 
“The ‘telecast: ‘stated that there 

had. ‘been many protest demonstra- 
‘tions: against the. presentation .of 
the Hochhuth drama in‘the west- 
ern ‘countries- and. added the. false 
charge ‘that one of the West Ger- 
‘man city: stages -which planned to. 
present the drama had received 

| threats. from the loca -“eultural . 
minister”. and had. been forced to 
cancel the project. 

. The videocast also included com- 
ments. for and against the play, 
similar. to those heard throughout 
-the countries’ where the lengthy 
drama has. been performed, . Both. 
the Rowalt Publishers of West 
Germany, who have the rights to 
the publication of the Hochhuth 

| play, and. fhe author himself had 
| objected - ‘the proposed East 
. German. tele production. 

‘Due Oa Broadway 
AN ‘English | version of "Der 

resentative,” is being presented in 
repertory "by. the Royal -Shake- 

tre, London, and a different adap- 
‘tation. is’ due for Broadway pro- 

| duction and direction | ‘by Herman 
|Shumlin next spring, with Maxi- 

{ miflian ‘Schell in the title. -charac-. 
tter. - - 

The drama, about thé alleged’ 
| failureof the late Pope Pius XII 
to exert the fll power of the Vati- 

.| can in. an attempt to curb the Nazi 
‘persécution of the. Jews: before 
and during-World War I, hag been - 

| criticized .by. Catholics and others, 
including Jews, and. has also beer 

4 defended by ‘members of various 
“sects -—Ed).: 

Off: Broadway Shows 
€ Figures denote. opening dates) 7 
Blacks, St. Marks (5-4-€1). 

. Beys Syracuse, Theatre <4 14-15-60, 
Burning, Yerk (2-3-63). 

| ‘Corruption, Cherry Lane 
- Dec. 394 te the Village South Theatre 
Crime and Crime, Cricket (12-16-63). 
Gpeteatioks. ‘Sullivan St. -3-60). 

0-8-63); moves 

£ Ginger Mon. Orpheum G12163, 

Clay, Writers (11-15-63), 
: of Peretz, Gate | 

. CLOSED) 
“galled Bimshire;- “Mayfair (0-15-63); 
‘closed last Sunday (5) . after 74 per- 

TMmaRces. . . 

Burn. Me te. Athes, ‘Jan Hus G1-18-83); 
perform . 
Circle "0-863); 

‘closed Jast Sonday as) after 380. per- - + “Forman 

pe Nextt rhs ‘Sing, Phoenix (11-27-63); closed 
Jast Sunday (15) after 23 performances. 

‘SCHEDULED. OPENINGS 

‘erie Midway (12-19-83), 
‘Brentes, Phoenix  ( 

a _ | Trompets eof ‘Lord, Astor } Pl. (12-21-63). 
So-called losing © statements: May. ‘be misleading in: that. they : o 

‘+. “Often indicate that the -entire partnership capitalization’ has been - | 
|. -exhalisted and: that no further funds are available for. distribution 

| -. to. investors. In fact, a substantial. portion -of productionexpenses ‘| 
’ may not have been ‘paid - and remain in the form of. accounts pay-. ...| 

- -able by. the partnership... - Payment ‘of such accounts: are .often later:.-'| 
- waived. by. ‘suppliers, “who expecting -further ‘business . from: the’ 

Trojan Women, Cir Circle in Sq. (a + 23-63). 
Fupnerne _ qiamercy (12-30-63). 

‘B (1-6-64). 
(1-14-64). 

House of Negro, East End (1-14-66. 
‘Too Much Johnsen, Phoenix (-15-64):: 
Mother Courage, de Lys (-15-64) 

’ Je, hheum ‘(1-29-64). 
Caretakers. Plavere” {1-30-64),, 

« ‘W8th 5 

"Australian Shows 
(Week Ending Dec. 14). 

‘ADELAIDE ™ 

25-64). 

a Camelot, ‘Her Majesty's... 
‘te MELBOURNE | . 

nme Comedy. - 
raid. Hil. 

With -Julla, St. Martin’ 5. 
nion. - . 

rmeus. 
Hew te Succeed, Her. Majesty's: 

. SY ONEY cet 
“ Aboriginal Theatre, Elizabethan. 

f Malesty’s. 

Chesry ‘seul. 



at Trovatore 
“(MET OPERA, N.Y): _. 

When .-the Met is. being’ very | 
good. it arouses the -old .wonder. 
and amazement that a repertory 
troupe, with léss- ‘rehearsal . time} 
for. a, premiere . than. given ‘the 
‘trained: ‘seals. at - Ringling | Bros:, 
can ‘attain such shimmer.. There. 

. was: éverything splendid and next 
‘to nothing at. fault with the sea-| 

last. son’s first. “Trovatore”. 
Wednesday (11): 

The. occasion. was -a first in ‘the 
title role for Richard | Tucker. and: 
a first. in. the pit. for’. Thomas 
Schippers. - ; 
for. his ‘specialty. . This was firm, 
bold, authoritive ‘tenoring from =a 
maturing « artist. and remarkably 
sensitive,. ‘commanding: and: value- 
‘extracting baton: work .from’ the’ 

7 Met’s youngest. .oaestro. -(Inter- 

status’ for: Schippers - at -the.“Met.) }. 
The ‘performance ‘never. lagged, |: 

was. ‘constantly © -electric. 

' odies, “Trovatore”. 
especially. ° ‘such: ‘moments: as. the 
Anvil Chorus‘in Act. IL “Not'so this | 
time: Tt had. the. tension and -cre-| 
ative vigor-of'a° fresh production; 

‘the plan of Herbert Graf shares in 
the credit. So also chorus master. . 
‘Kurt Adler.” But there’ Ss no with-.| : 
holding salute to.the..young mas-. 
ter’s: touch, it was. ‘Schippers all: - Miastrels, Vie. Palace (- 25-69. 

|. .Mousetrap, Ambassador. “1-25-50. 
Contralto Irene: Dalis,. always. on: 

the way.. 

the verge of ‘creating :a.cult at the 
‘Met, had. ‘perhaps : hher_ finest --eve- 
ning as the fiery: gypsy with curses |: 

and. ‘dark .memories .of | - 
burning human’ flesh.. Baritone} 
“Robert Merrill was the: fourth of |” 

to fling. 

the all-American cast, . and to. say 
he was in His recent ‘season’s best |. iv ng gma. Adéinhy (9-20-68. 
‘form: will: ‘suffice as. praise. 

Significantly, 

beginning: 
grand opera. ° “Land. 

in, University Hospital, Lie - 

. FROM: . 

WE. PEPTTION eve ryone. In the ‘le eitinate. theatre ‘bo! give , thet. Fuliest’ 
cooperation | in providing biographical material. ‘for.‘the- first: Who's: Wiio 
“in the American Theatre :sincé 1908. We feel that this’ very “impo 
theatre project. will provide a permanent ' historical record: of. those. who: - 
have: importantly participated, inthe’ American. ‘theatre during. the. recent * 
years in which the American theatre. blossomed L into. a. » Seraly 2 international. - 

We ‘have learned. that B: number. of qliestionnatres gent to. ‘tembers of thie” a 
, theatre by. the: publisher | requesting: biographical - information: for appear- ae 
ance’ in. Who's. Who. in the. Anierican Theatre. have not yet been returned’ to. 

On Reviews | 

fits. Saturday evening (14). | 

Each made .: the - case. 

by-.ch h hi ol 
estingly,:the town was rumor-rife |’ ¥ e loreograp er Zac nary. ‘Solov. 
the next day. about a new future | 

Jam-| - 

packed: 4s in the. score ‘with disk-}. : 
jockey: overplayed .arias and mel-|: 

ean b ‘ trit 
e. e,. .. Beyond Fringe. - ‘Fortune (5-10-614:. 

the audience. re-| - 
‘mained: almost. to a man. until the | 

_ final notes of the last scene.around |... 
Tl: 30. There: was -repeated -out-|:° 
‘eryings of enthusiasm from. the. - 

:: Possessed, we was: truly ‘grand i 

George: Freediey. ie 

La ‘@raviata: 
(MET. OPERA, N.Y.) 

Joan Sutherland: added. another 

posh, packed: Metoperaguild . bene-: 
.Sur- 

rounding. cast. was: excellent, the. 
Alfredo. of Sandor: ‘Konya’ and. the: 
elder -Germont of Mario ‘Sereni-|| - 
bringing almost as many ovations Too 
as for Miss Sutherland.. 
Production has fewer. stage waits: 

‘and less- padding: than almost: any | io 
‘big league: opera. Original :staging |} 
‘of Tyrone Guthrie could: be brushed 
up. a bit;: Oliver’ Smith’s settings. 
-seore 50%. stunning and'50% so-so;", 
the Rolf Gerard costumes are. eye- 
dazzlers. except ‘for.:the: diva’s ‘sec- 
‘ond act gown; and the gypsy dance. 
in Act 3 has. ‘been. well-integrated 

_Beve.. 

“-Eondon Shows: 
¢ (Pigures denote . opening. dates). 
: Angals Fear. Tread, St. ‘Martins. (6-6-63) : 
‘At Drop Hat, Haymarket: (10-2-63).- 

- Bed Sitting Room, Comedy :: (3- 20-65). 

* Boeing-Boeing, Apollo (2-20-63). 
'-Boys ‘Syracuse, Drury Lane. 16-63). 

Difference of Opinion, Garrick (11-2163). 
D‘Oyly:. Carte, Savoy: ( 

".’ Funny Thing Hapsined. Peer (10-9.63). 
Nathaniel Merrill's’ Staging: on}. Gentle Jack, Queen’s (11-28-63) 

-,.Glnger Man,. Royal. Court (11 20-63). 
-. Hal€..a Sixpence, Cambridge (3-21. com 

: Happy Days, Theatre Royal (12-9-63).. 
How. fe. Suce , Shaftesbury - (3-28-63) 
John BSorkman, Duchess, (124-63). w 

_ Mary. Mary; .Queéns. (2-27-63). a 
' Paset-re, P'vingditlv (5-9-F2),. 

/ Never Too:-Late, P-ince Wales (9-24-43). 
Oh, What Lovely, : Wyndham's 19-63), - 

_ Oliver, New (6-30-60).: 
One for the Pot, ‘Whitehall. (82-61): 

’ Pickwiek, Saville *(7-4-63). 
Portrait. of. Murder, Vaudeville. (10-24-83). 
Private Lives, Duke York’s ic 3-63). 
‘Repertory,. Aldwych -(12-15-60). 
Repertory, National. Theatre. dozen. 

- ‘Severed Head, Criterion | (6-27-63 
- Six. Characters, May. Fair. (G:1T- 83). 

- Sound of ‘Music, Palace. (3-18-61). 
Swing Along, Palladium. (5- 17-63). 
-Tressure. Island, : Mermaid. (12-18-63). 
Wings ‘of the. Dove, Lyric (12-3-63). 

“CLOSED - 
“Poor. Bites, ‘Arts (41-12-63); “closed last, 

-. Saturday (14),- after. 33 performanées. 
Mermaid. :(10-23-63); - closed 

last Saturday, - after SL performances,” 

_ SCHEDULED OPENINGS 

‘David: ‘Graham, of. ‘the “Asitey-|- 88% ‘in the Moon, Pallsdium 12-23-63). 

‘Steiner-Famous “Artists ‘office, ‘is 
** Cindy-Ella,. Arts’ (12-23-63). 
N@ Strings, Her Majesty's (12-30-63):- 

. Diplomats, Westminster (12-31-63). 
' Poor Bitos, Duke York's -(1-6-64). 

A PET ITION | 
“Howard. inasey | a 

the publisher. - 

oo requested. 
-have.-as: yet. received. your questionnaire, 
have: ‘mislaid “yours, ‘please, get. in touch: with Mr. Walter: “Rigdon, : ‘Editor 
of. Who's Who in:the American Theatre, . Anmediately and he. wih: ‘be > happy.” 

We ask those. who have- received their: ‘questionnaires: to 
: complete: them as early as. “possible ‘and: ‘send: them to. the ‘publisher BS: 

-Betause. of recent changes ‘itu. addresses, ‘some..Of you may: not 
If you have not received: or 

to: send you: another’ questionnaires. ane 

Biographical qistings will dnelude ‘Hot only. performers’ t ‘but all those... 
“who have. participated in the theatre with a. ‘substantial. degree of - 

‘These will include everyone from educators to ‘producers, ’ 
-.-1set and ‘costume designers: to directors, ‘playwrights’ to. executives: and. 

| Every y activity, of 

importance.’ 2 

adninistrators, . stage managers to ‘choreographers 
"the © theatre will ‘be . covered. ; oe 

We” ‘now here is. absolutely no. ‘firanctat: obligation: ‘whatever: in ‘any 

7 _cooperation which we ask you to give: to ‘the: publisher: and. ‘the: editors - 
“Of ‘Who 's | Who | in. the American Theatre. 3 

Tf you L wish to. get ‘in- touch with. the editors. of ‘this’ important book of” . 
our. theatre, please. write or "phone collect, “Who's. ‘Who in: the American - oe 

1 another interesting Eaiorit Feature. 

wie Tunetent Has: 
“806. Advance for. 1964. 

Milwaukee; Dec:. 17.. | 
“Interest! ‘in: Milwaukee’ s. Melody. 

‘Top -theatre, | 
| $360,000 gross..for “last. ‘ssummer’s | 
12: week season, continues with a. 

.- 4 $30;000- advance "sale sO. far: for the - 
| 14-week "1964 outing. -. 
| “The 2,018-seat: tent - operated at’ 

12% capacity last season, its first, 
and. counted 121,704. cash Cus: 

|.tomers. ‘Last: season's ‘advance’ sale, 
“| started in. March, ‘racked: “up. only.) 

* -1'$13:000 ‘in the first six ‘eeks, . less. 
than half. of.the amount: drawn the | - 
first. ‘six “weeks. of the current. 
drive, according to Elmer. Regner, 

|: general. manager. . . 
The -operators. are Chicagoans, . 

“Rach,- in’ association -with. 
|-Charles_ A. Comiskey and’ Joseph 

. a PL Vaughn: “Another.. Melody: ‘Top |. 
"7 igs in. Chiéago, atid .a. third ‘is in 

| the. ‘planning. stage-for. ‘Minneapo-: 
lis. ‘The :two theatre: circuit. oper- 

| ated with tyo: “permanent”: casts. 
and. guest’: stars: . 
third cast would be: added: for the 

| Minneapolis venture. =” 
- The’ ’64 season opens June g 

with “Pajama Game,” followed <at . 
‘| two:-week intervals. by “Wildcat,” 

-__ | Roberta, ” “Anything Goes,” “Lit- 
tle Me,” “Paint ‘Your. Wagon” - and: 

“Mr. President: ” The only. change } 
-}-set ‘for $185, 000° tent -layout . next. 
}-season -is. the resurfacing. of. the 

same: 

| Bill - 

" Out of Croccodile, Phoenix (10-29-63), 

$15, 000.” 

EOI Terre mgs a Tee TN 

ae ee a . 7 3 

| “W. NY, Waddell Colorants 

--MOCKRIDGE.- 
pas lined @ ‘compelling portralt. | 

.: of the late |. 

| Keleey Allen—A- True | 
ie ‘Broadway Character -golden’ leaf . to her-laurels when |: 

she.” ‘sang.’ ‘her first Violetta at the |]- 
we 

vie . in the soon-due. : 

3 5th Anniversary Number - of. 

Pies other ‘shatisticel ond dota-filed 
cus Seharte and articles 

evidenced by: the 

600-car- _ Parking lot. “for _ 

leaving — him ‘without. a source -of| § 
income: and: ‘those: ‘in. his employ 

“NORTON cis | 

utes.’ ”. 
‘evaluation ‘will..be -made - of. the.: 
‘evidence to determine what should’ 
“be. turned: over to the. appropriate: 

1 ‘authorities’ for. prosecution. What’ 
_|}-we uncovered‘ area lot of unethi- : 

tt eal practices, but. there are. _crimes 
involved.” . 
A salient: observation. made by: 
Clurman in regard to identifying: 

||: the.. “guilty” was that many new- 
| comers ‘to the. business. adopt Jong- 
‘practiced: 
|norm, which makes. a black-and-. 

* 1 white” evaluation - of the situation ' 
{| difficult. © : 

‘| > The: ‘point © ‘made. by ‘Lefkowitz. 

; ‘isiature.” 

. Presumably... a: 

ness: 

; -. Stark: “Hesseltine,- “of: the HBS 
Arita. Talent: -Ageticy, left. last. Fri-: 

“| day- (20): for: a: two-week vacation . 
os ‘in 1 Antiqua, 1 B.W.L a 

‘Clurman “declared,.. “Any 

‘irregularities - as -- the 

and agreed to by’ witness. Irving 
‘Cheskin, executive director of the. 
League of N-Y. ‘Theatres, that’ in 
the area of corrective: action there. 
is a lot that theatre owners could 
‘do-on. their own, without | ‘Temediak|’ 
legislation. | 
-As for. legislation, Clurman_ said. 

that bills: relating to ticket. distribu-: 
tion -and financing practices: are’ be-: 
ing drawn up: by the Attorney. Gen-. 
eral’s office for submission..in: ‘the 
next: few months to. the State Leg- 

14.-Take Fifth. 
AL ‘the hearings, besides: testi: 

‘ings - in the scalping. of tickets, it 
‘|-was. also brought out that -man- 

"| agers. take kickbacks from set and 
costumes . -suppliérs. and that pro-/ 
ducers have. pocketed advertising 
rebates and diverted | ‘production: 

t| 
was divulged last week by the. At-. 
torney. General’s 
a staff of: 17 working on the -in-. 
vestigation, that 14 ticket brokers | 
and: scenery. and costume. suppliers | 
subpoenaed. -prior to the:. public 

| hearings . took :the.. Fifth Amend- 
iment and .clammed: up: : 
 There’s hittle: doubt: that the pitb- a 

licity connected with the ‘Lefkowitz |. 
| investigation: could have ‘a dispirit- | 
|.ing © effect . on’ present; and’ pros-. 
-pective. legit. backers, in addition 
to: ressurecting ‘cliche attitudes: 
about the stability of show. busi-. 

Whether - practices ‘in the} 
‘theatre’ are shadier ‘than, in? most. | 

«| other .business areas is -question- 
| able.’ On the ‘other hand, no re- 

sponsible person in: legit hias con-. 

funds for personal’ purposes 

office, which had 

doned. - unethical ° ‘methods 
behavior.. 

‘on 

. » Because of the’ hit-and-miss nae 
. ‘ture of the business; a producer.can | 
open .a show on. Broadway ‘and 
have it close the same ‘evening, 

| without jobs. 

" Baward C Cole 

1] Season, and treasurers. could. very 

rtant: . 

Bie ci. Gola 

| failures 

well. be’ assigned. ‘to theatres. that 
-are-. dark. more . often’ than. not.. 

It Moreover, the” minimum ‘salaries | 
| for ‘treasurers and company man- 

|) agers ‘are obviotisly. too small . to 
| cover periods of unemployment. . | 

ee th the . ‘treasurer | 
1] minimum is $147.50 weekly and 
{| for company managers the weekly. 
{ ‘base pay is $192.84 (dramatic). and | 

*.: 1} $199.28 (musical)..As for ‘the pro- |. 
“1 ducer, .a great deal of his time and‘| 
- || effort is usually. expénded without | 
|| femuneratiop..on a.show, whether 
Tit be a flop or hit. Thus, in a busi- | 
1\ ness where. the ‘tally on: production. 
t ‘is*. considerably” . greater |] 
{than. the.-itumber .of successes, | 
economic : pressure is’. inducive ‘to'| 

dja. grab-while-the-grabbing’ S-8 ood. 
‘[L-philosophy: - 
1 What ‘the theatre’ could use ‘at | 
| this: ‘point, besides: the elimination |} .’ . 
fy] of. existing malpractices,. isa. ‘pub-| fe 
|| lie relations. push to gain the: cone | tes 

“t) fidence* of. the - public; On. the} 
J} matter of “ice,”-it has been. ‘sug-| 

_ |} gested that there should be.tickets 
||: available. to purchasers who are |f. 
‘willing: to. spend more than the|[ 

1| b.o. price, - providing this money-be}- 
+L included_ as. part. of the regular|} 

“41 b.o.: take. . ‘As ‘such, it would be}# 
| subject -: : to division . among ‘those 

{| who usually. share in the gross. * ih 
J [1 An-attorney, testifying. to . the 

_ || existence’ of: kickbacks, : stated: this |} 
=f practice has resulted in production’ 

| companies paying higher prices for. 

On | ‘Broadway, - 

supplies’ than ‘would otherwise’ be 
mecessary..Anent adv¥ertising: ‘re-' 

-}] bates pocketed ‘by ‘the. producer, it]. 
‘|).was .casserted . that backers were |}. 
“sometimes: not. informed: of - such} = 

- -rebates, ‘nor -were. they. apprised, of |¥ 
- Hinstances where producers tapped | 
|| production “funds. -for | 

vey ‘loans_ and: “unrelated investments. i 
~ . Payments ‘by producers to them-1 

.:}) selves. for services not performed 
“||: were. also mentioned, and the con-{} 

-cliasion ‘in relation to :.all. these|[- 
: conditions. “Was ‘that _ substantial _ 

-personal 

~ Bway’ $ ce, Kickback Blues 
- Continued: from page cs 

-evineed interest. 
| notably. - -in-: connection ‘with. - 

“ln, 

, classics, 

Wedaceday, December! 18, 1963 _ 

sums ‘of money. could. have: been. 
saved and credited. to the produc- : 
tions.invelved. -Lack of well. de- 
‘fined | accounting standards was 
‘another . area covered. . 
“Internal ‘Revenue. agents | “have 

in the- probe, 7 

possibility that:taxable .coin in: “the! 
area. .of scalping and. kickbacks . 
may not have. been: reported. In- 
‘cidentally,- a suggestion repeated my 
during, the hearings was - that. 
‘treasurers ‘be licensed. 
:There ‘was: also criticism: of: the. 7 

7 vast. ‘number of tickets "kept out of © 
.the boxoffice: in house seat’ alloca- . 
tions’ and -broker allotments. : How. - 
ever, little: mention -was. ‘made . of 
‘the huge volume - of .tickets: takea”. 
out of circulation. for theatre party . 
benefits. ; 

- The: ticket ‘distribution ‘setup in. 
‘| the. theatre was’ termed: “archaic” 

‘by p 
: appeared: . ‘as...a- witness. 

roducer. ‘Leland. Hayward, who. 

ticket agencies, which “are. allowed 
“@ ‘maximum legal- premium’ of $1:50'- 
per. ticket,. he. commented. that 80 - | 
‘such. ‘operations for Broadway. was: an 
excessive. ‘He’ also: estimated © that |: :; 

Hess’ ‘than 50%. ; 
theatre: séats are sold: every night. |: 

While on. ‘the -stand,-Angus:Dun- . 
” “Equity. earnestly...’ . 

‘hopes. this . promising: beginning. o 
will - not. also be -the end.” ‘This -; 

ofall ‘Broadway. 

. stated, . 

followed -his” ‘prior. “gomment, 
“doubtless. there.are ‘nfany touched re 
“by this investigation who, based: on. 
past’ .experience,. hopefully - antici-.. 
‘pate. that. today’s - -headline. .. ‘will... 
serve. . ands to” Wrap ‘tomorrow’ #. a 
fish.” Po. 

‘Austrian Fest to Preem « | 
| Barca’ 's ‘Duke of. Gandia’: | 

- Bregenz, Austria, Dec. 17. 
“phe: annual Bergenz: theatre fess 

‘tival will-be held next July, 24-..| 
Aug. 23..The opening performance, 
by Vienna Burg Theatre ensemble, . - 
will ‘be: the ‘premiere’ of: “The Big | 
Duke of Gandia,” a. drama. by. ‘Cale. ‘ : 
deron de la Barca. : _ 
“Also. scheduled- are the. Austrian. 4 

‘by ‘Grill- °- 4 
-parzer, and. “Anatol,” | by:. Arthur. | S 
‘Schnitzler respéctively - ‘staged “by . 33 

(Ernest: Lothar. and Kurt’ Horwitz. : -...j 
Vittorio Gui will. direct. Gioneehing mG 

while. - 

“Habsburg,” 

Rossini’s ~.: “Cenerentola,” : 
‘Franz. Lehar’s “Land of Smiles” we 
‘will be. produced ‘on. the Lake Con-. sf 
stance stage.: 7 
-A series of concerts: will be. held: ~ q 

in. Bregenz and. in. nearby: Feld- 4 
_ Some company “managers ° ‘may. kirch.- 
not even get a show during a given}: 

malt BOE 
Siow To SUCCEED WN 
__ BUSINESS WITHOUT _ 
“REALLY TRYING”. -.-[- 

- hondon W.C.2, Englind.- | 

"SEASON'S GREET INGS 
AND BEST WISHES: 
FOR THE.NEW YEAR” 
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS: 
_ Longacre Hardware & 

~Electric Co. : 
"912. Sth Ave., New ‘York 

(Opp. Madison Sq. Garden). wt 

: Winner of the. drawing. of ooo Beg 
electric ‘drill i tr = 

CARTIE DIGAM, Bklya., N.Y. 

“PART- TIME” 
FULL-TIME 
BETWEEN: JOBS? 

Work: your own. hours (in: your... ¥- 
:-own. area. Your professional skills: 

. re es 78, in St: ‘New 
Apply. ° . 
‘Suite 822. or ~ call Circle. 

York | 
7-133. - 

for 



GRANT WA: 7! 

Ea ‘Bondy — _- Jone: Broder ; — “Ken ‘Brown. <— : Deborch Coleman. —_ -‘Devid De. Silva — Net 
. “‘Debin — Mary: Delos — — Ray Colemon — Marjerie Fields — ‘General Aitists. Cerporetion ‘ 
— Milton: Goldman: —. Arther ‘Heasa —. Michael. Froek: Hertig wae Joha Harvey ——" 
“C. Robert Holloway — Mewerd Hoyt — Bob. Kohler : — Tom Korman — Jack Lesiy — Mart 

_, Malvia — Sue Meagers — Mervin Minot — William Morris “Agency — Fifi Oscerd.—~.. 
ord — Gus 

Schirmer Jr. — Lester Sharr — Johan Siccra — Monty Silver —-. = Lllion, Steia - —_ ‘Michel: 
”- National Artists Corporation - — ‘Judy: Partish’- —: Gloria Satier — Eric! 

. Thomes _ > Roth, Webb — — Hoary Williom Wiese ead ‘Ana Wright, 
- . A 

- 4 : oe . . 

‘ALFRaD. ZEGA MANAGEMENT | 
200 West 57. St; New: York 19, N. Y.. 

a = mR 7-1529 
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Following. are ‘available: ‘parts: in. tipcoming Broadway; off: _Brodd- 
‘way, and -Louring ‘shows; as well as ballet, films; industrial. and: tele: 
vision shows. “All wnformation: has: been.. obtained directly. by the 

 VaRIETY Casting - Department. by telephone - calls, and has been re-" 
“ehecked as‘of noon. yesterday (Tues.)... 

' The available roles: will. be repeated weekly until filled, and addt- 

run a. wild goose. marathon. . This information: As. published | ‘without. 
eharge.. 

. Parenthetical designations are. as follows: (e) Comedy, ‘(Dy ‘Drama; 
(MC. Musical Comedy, (MDY Musical’ Drama, (R). Revue; (Rep) 
Reper tory, (DR. Dramatic Reading, (DB). Double Bill. - 

+: 

Legit . Lbe: able. to do cockney accent: Mail. 
{ photos: and Fesumes | c/o above 

‘BROADWAY ° 4 address. — 
“Abraham. Cochrane” wy. Pro-. “Cafe Crown” MC): “Producer, 

ducers, Walter Fried... &-..Helen| Philip: Rose. (157 W: 57th St.,-N.Y.). 
Jacobson. (119 -W.. ‘57th. St., N.Y.) Auditions tomorrow. « (Thurs. for 
‘Available parts: “femme,.. -young.| Equity singers: men at:10,a.m. and. 
‘parlor maid; male, middle-aged, | femmes ‘at. -2 p.m.. Equity: dancers 
femme,. late. 20s-early' 30s, attrac-| this Fri, (20):: men at-10 .a.m.. and 
tive. Mail photos and. resumes | fenimes at2 p.m: Open: call singers 
‘c/o above: address... Do. not phone: neéxt': Mon, :(23);.-men .at. 10 - 
or . visit. |.ad femmes “at: 2 pyn.—all: at “the 
“Baker Street” aw, Producer, : and, 

Alexander H..Cohen. (c/o ‘Casting 
-Consultants, . . 444 -Madison “Ave.;: 
N.Y.). “Available: parts: femme lead, 

., 26-36, glamorous, ; intelligent, : 
soprano, must sing well; male, : 
middle-age, Dr.~ Watson; “male, 
‘villain, Professor Moriarty; male, 
26-36, hhatidsome, light baritone or. 
tenor; boys. 8-17, sing and dance, 

Broadway’ ‘Theatre _ 83 St, 
‘Broadway, - N.Y). 

:. “Easy. Does. It.” . Or 
ers,’ Laurence Feldman. &- Jack 

pany; 1545 Broadway, N.Y.). Avail- 
able’ parts: ‘femme lead; 30,. attrac- 
tive, flippant:sense of humor; male, 
30,: zany, uninhibited. writer; . niale, 
35,.. alcoholic . artist; male, 23, 
‘bright. college. grad; femme, 20, 

{ pretty, bright; femme, 25-30; office 
busy-body, comic; male; '28;; pom- 

7 Fre, no: ‘ sense™ of. ‘humor: femmes, 
s. t.40-60,° comedy members. of women’s | : 

Bo : | | breakfast club. © Mail ‘photos: ..afid. |: 
= 7 ‘resumes to. Michael. “Parver, . (c/o 

oa | above; address).: 
24 visit. 

eqh “OFF-BROADWAY 
He 19” (M). . ‘Producer, : Victoria 

EW) Crandall .(162: W.' .54th’-St.,. -N-¥.). 
1} Available. parts: . lead . male, .20s, 

singer-dancer; . 

beautiful, dark-haired; - “dyrie SO- 
| prano; ‘mezzo, , 35-40, - lovely; char- 

RAE 

. 28/9] 40-50... Mail Photos. & ‘resumes cfo 
"3" rabove address, - 

EL “Plain and” ‘Faney” (Mc). : 
af ducer, Equity Library Theatre (226. 
|W. 47th. St:, N.Y.).” AH ‘roles: open.. 
e Sign Up: for. reading Dec..23-Jan. 6, 
oo | on. the ‘ninth floor clo: ‘above’ ade: 
Pf] dress. 

“sf ducer, | Peter’. Bogdanovieh : 
a Riverside: Drive; N.-¥: RI ‘9-4056). 

Available. . parts: leading: man,. 30s, 
cy | fast-talking con: man; .. male,- mid- 

dle-aged,. ‘German_ film; director, 
non-Equity f 
Maik. photo 
address. “Agents may. Phone;.. 

» STOCK - 

DYANNE ‘THORNE 
_ has, the: ‘apt role ‘of. "Stupetyin’ 7 1 

| Jones! in ‘Li'l Abner," the current: |}. 
attraction. ‘at. the Meadowbrook “| 

' _ Dinner Theaters | Cedar  Grove.:. |Main Highway,’ Miami; Fla.) 
we ‘Ui cepting photos. and resumes. through 

== | agents: only, for winter season of 
|i star _package ‘productions. Mail: to 

FOR SUMMER. LEASE. 
New England’s most’ beautiful: play: || 

“| house, air-conditioned, ‘excellent stage, : ||. 
dressing rooms, seats 556 with balcony, |}. 

‘large: summer colonies,. Connecticut [{ 
shore, Colonial. Charm, .25 _minutes:. aT 

-- from New Have * 

~ Television 
“Camera Three” 

Call or write “Theodore ‘M, ‘Wahie. || dramatic © series): .Producer, CBS 
Andrews Memoriat: bear {i524 W. 57th St:; N.. ¥.; JU &6000); Clinton, Connecticut 9-8657 |) 

et casting: director, . Paula” Hindlin. 

ducer, 20th. Century-Fox; (¢/o"-cast-" 

| and. 13; ‘girls,11. and 14; girl, 16; 
_ pretty, “vivacious, ‘wholesome; ‘must 

sing. and. dance well; ‘boy 17, hand- 
“some, - “must.” sing,-. 
-well; male, late 30s or early- 40s; 
‘attractive, - -strong, personable, To- 
-mahtic.: 
must ~ be. Germanic, 

1 ‘Anglo-Savon . 
latin: types ‘at all), Must ‘have. good. 

| English or’ continental stage ‘dic- 
‘tion; -no”. New .‘Yorkese .speech ‘ac- 
ceptable. Musical : training: ‘would 

. | be of value, but not ‘essential. Mail. 
‘photos -..and.. resumes to - Michael. 
‘Shurtleff, “Casting - -Consuitants,. 
Room 103" c/o. above : address. © 

. Produ: | mn ; 

Rollins: (c/o: Laurence Henry Com- | 

‘St, 

aus, efficient PR. ‘man; ‘male, 55,. \- 

Do not. hone ~¢ ‘or | 
23); Oriental, - ‘Milwaukee (Dee. :25-28).:- 

- Colonial, - Boston (Dec: 16-28 

.@Mee 

“@Wec.' 1 
“male, . 25-30, Tyrie: "Funny Thing. Happened . on. the ‘Way to. 

\baritone,. tutor ‘type; femme, .20s,}, 
Mec. 

|. acter man, 40-45; character. woman, |: 

Pro- 

“Once: In a . Lifetime”: (Cc). -Pro- a 
(210 : 

rmes: 18-21, Shapely.. 
resumes “e/ o -above: 

: eons Clowns—Fisher, | 1-46.98 

- Jhousand: Clowns - 
-| week Mec. 16-2); Clowes, ‘Indpls. ‘Mec. 

‘Coconut ‘Groye Playhouse. (3500 26-28), - 
'Ac- |: 

Kip: Cohen (234° W.. 44th. St, NY).| 

(educati onal-: 

Accepting. ‘photos and: resumes. of 
 -$ | general -male-and female :dramatie | 

} [ talent, c/0. above: address. No dul | 
@|cates, t -f 

|. “Lamp: Unto: My Feet” (religt- | 
‘| ousdramatic 
‘CBS. (524: W..57th. St. N.-Y.; JU 
6-6000); * 
Hindlin. Accepting: photos’-and: re- 
‘sumes of general male and: female 

| dramatic. talent; c/o above. address. 
iNo duplicates. — bole 

‘tions to.the list will be made only: when ‘information 4s secured from |- 

responsible parties. The ‘intention. is to service performers with -leads.| . 
provided. by the: managements . of the. shows involved. rather than to |. 

~geries).: - Producer,. 

casting | director, - Paula 

the: Sound of Music”. (Me): Pro-: 

ing Consultants, 444 Madison -Ave.,. 
N.Y.): ‘Available: “parts: ‘boys, 4, ‘7, 9. 

dance and act 

All- children who apply 
Nordic, - or: 

in - appearance _ (0. 

Ballet oo 
“Radio City : “Music ‘Halt ‘Ballet. 

Director,, Maré: -Platt (¢/o: ‘Radio| 
City Music ‘Hall, Rockefelter -Cen- |: 
ter,:.N.Y.) Open call auditions: for. 
‘femme: ballet dancers. will: be held 
“Tuesdays. at 2:30. p.m. at: the’ Music. 
Hall -stage: entrance: 44: W.- Sst 

N. Y. wou: : 

Touring h Shows 
Urigures: cover: ‘Dec. 16-28)-. 

“Beyond. ‘thé. Fringe. (24. Co.)—¥Furrest; 
Philly (Dec. 16-21);-Nixon,. Pitt (Dec. 23-28). 
“Black: Nativity—Civic,. Chi (Dec. - 16-28). 
‘Camelot—Opera. House, Chi (ec. 16-28). 

-- Camelot (bus-truck)—Brown L’ville (Dec. | 
16. -21); High-:School, Appleton, Wis. (ee. : 

. Chinese. Prime ~ -Minister-: .; Ctryout)— 
3). ° 

‘Conversations ‘in. the. Dark™. @ryout)— 
‘Walnut, Philly : Dec.’ 23-28)... 

Dylan (tryout)}—Shubert,': 
6-21); O’Keefe,' Toronto (Dec. 25-28). 

Hello. o. Dolly (tryoub—Nationa,1 - Wash.. 

the .- aed (2d. - Co. Forrest, _ -Philly. 

How to ‘Succeed. in ‘Business ‘Without 
Reatly Trying” (2d'° Co. )--Shubert,. 
Mec: 16-28). . 

‘How: to. Succeed - In Business. Without. 

AL 
} “6 Bb: : 

(Dec. - 95. 28). 
“Mai. for Au. Seasons “(bus- truck—Split- 

week Mec. :16-21); Civic; N.O.: Dec, 25-28). 
- Milk Tealn ‘Doesn‘t. Stop: Here Anymore. 
dtryout)—Playhouse,. 
18-21); -Ford’s; Balto: ‘WMec.: 23-28) 

. National ‘Repertory . “Theatre_—Wilbur, 
Boston Wec. 16-28). 

2 (2d: To 3--Blackstone, 

-No. ‘Strings—Curtan; : SF. “Wee. - 16-28). 
“Pajama '-Tops — Auditorium; :- 

(Dec: 17-203 ‘Auditorium, Ft. 
(Dec.. 25-28). 
seidman Vand... Son—Studebaker, 

Wec. 

Seasons—Ford’s,. 
Playhouse; ‘Wilmjngton 

Worth 

“Chi 

(2a. ‘G6.)—Auditorium, ‘Columbus (Mec. 
16-18);. 
Music’ Hall, K.C: (Dec. 25-28): 

What: Makes - Sammy Run?. tryout} 
Erlanger, Phi 

Who's’ Afrai 
Co Geary, SF. Wee 16-28 e 

- “The. Brontes.” "Margaret - ‘Web- 
ster’ Ss - recreation . ‘of the - lives - -and 

as an interim regular-run. booking. 

Philadelphia. 
1. 5. .Producer - shall. receive: No. 
profit; direct or indirect, from the 
‘project, except for her compensa- 
‘sion. All: 
shall be: collected. by Commission }. 
“under. such. Procedures as. it. may: 
establish. - 

‘New. Haven. 

‘There was no specific indication 
how it tied. in -with alleged’ cor-- 
ruption: of: New. York. legit. a 

Really Trying (3d. Co.)—Civic, NO. ‘Wec.:| 
16-23); Auditorium, Houston (Wec. ‘aa | 

alto 

-Wilmington  .@ec. | yrider whose. sponsorship the. Play-| . 
house operates, failed to renew the|] 
‘contract of Mrs. Ethelyn R. ‘Thrash-|f- 

‘Houston: 

Stop . the: “World—t Want to Get Off 

Auditorium,.. Dayton (Dec. 19 9-21); | 

‘Det : Wee, 2 

* (bus-track).—- Split 

: <D 26-28). 
fF oS. Woolf? @a 

_| times ‘ofthe Bronte sisters, a two-. 
time. ANTA Matinee . Series 
‘préséntation ‘at: the Theatre. de. 
-Lys,. N.Y.,.. will open’ “next .Friday: 
(20) at “the: Phoenix ‘Theatre;- N:Y.' 

_¥ ednesday, December 18, 19
63 

Charge Playhouse Mismanagement 
at’ the ‘Playhouse. Jast summer: and: 

‘| then. sold: by .the firm. for. other 
‘strawhat : ‘engagements. 

‘Her contract with ‘the. City: of. 
er that’ 

proceeds of. any nature. 

- The producer's © ‘booking “of: her 
‘own shows ‘was not dise slosed: ‘to. 
the: Commission, the City official: 
ccommented.. Tie. ‘productions. in-. 
cluded. “Romanoff. and Juliet,” 
“Lord :Pengo”..and: ° “Calculated. 
“Risk,” he’ -said.: -The cost to the 
Playhouse. of “Romanoff,” Hemp- 
hill explained; was some $9, 100 for 
one week, about: $2,200 to. $2, 800 
‘more. than: any other ‘for. the same 
‘production... 

= “Pengo,” He: said, also. ‘cost the 
Playhouse’ substantially more than’ 
‘any other theatre and although no: 

|The ac were produced for “Risk,” 
. pthe 

the ‘producer admitted that the: $ 
‘| production company :had executed 

- accountant.’ declared that 

-| the contracts and receivéd. $650. for 
‘booking the play.* ; 
“Questionable “sunis- pala’: ‘to- ‘an |: 

individual. ‘who -was ‘employed by. |. 
the” -Playhouse. as. “general -man- |" 
‘ager and press” 
“Were among other revelations.: In’ 
,addition, it was also” pointed -out: 

2. pby’ 
| oe “booked, a number.of the Playhouse 

| Kiddie productions into other thea- 
_|tres,. for which. payment ‘was: re- 
7 ceived. 
Commission, ‘nor was.any.for the. 
-income.. ‘reported . or. ‘paid - to: the. 
Commission. oo 

‘The only. explanation | given. for 

‘Hemphill’s. appearance to give evi-' 
dence of. a: Philadelphia operation. 
| at: hearings on. the Broadway the- | 7 

it represented a} 

Hemphill that: the producer 

These bookings, he- de- 

atre: was. ‘that - 
“gesture of municipal cooperation.” 

Rush. for Manager: Job 
_ Philadelphia, Dec. 17, 

-There’s s-a-scramble.-in local the- 

- The Fairmount Park Commission, 

er as managing director. It. expires 

ean gross about $27,000. at.a $3 top. 

year-around: operation. 
_ Frederic .R:' Mann,’ president’ of. 

the -Park ‘Commission, ° announced. 
the: ‘expiration. of ‘Mrs. ‘Thrasher’s |: 
contract and ‘that. it was :not being 

modes. of.operating the theatre and 
Zetting ideas from 1_People in the 

Congratulates the Wonderful 7 

( 76 
"the Gil Who Came to Supper” 

Broadway Theatre, New. York . 

KAVANAGH PRODUCTIONS LTD. 
207 ‘Regent. Street’: 

London, W.1. . 

= American. Representative: 
HONEL LARNER” 

GAL. 

Continued from page. 53: 

which furnishes. . 
music concerts for . six’ -weeks.: in- 

Tepresentative,’ | starring. role 

The house has been used “only for |: 
‘| Summer bookings, -and. isn’t equip-| = 
ped: or’ appropriately ° located al 

renewed. .“We are studying. variqus |} 

‘field;” -he said. Mann ” is the im=" 
presario responsible : for the Robin: 

| Hood ‘Dell ‘(also in Fairmount Park, 
but across: the Schuylkill _ River): 

free _ Classical.” 

the hot..weather,. with ‘the’ Phila-:: 
delphia Orchestra: ‘as the ensemble” | 
and: first-run: guést. ‘artists: 
‘Mrs. ‘Thrasher. revealed. that’ ‘she : 

had: already. submitted: her resigna- 
‘tion -to Isaac: D;:.Levy, the Park =~: 
-Commissiorier who acted'as‘a head: — 
of the Playhouse: Committee, a post 
‘he took: over from the Iate John B.° 
‘Kelly. ‘Levy: ‘has’ also. resigned the - 
committee’ post and turned: it ¢ over ) 
: to ‘Mann. 

“Mann is not: certain. that: : a new 
managing: director. will be named. 
“When: ideas. ‘crystallize, “we'll let. 
the commission. know,”. -he:.“com. . 
mented. Mrs. ‘Thrasher “has been 
‘the target of the City. Controller’s . 
office throughout the sunimer séa- 
son. Her announcenient: that the 
-Playhousé had - achieved © record of 
gross. receipts. of. $277,259 in. 1963 4 
was. challenged’ by that-official. ..-" 

- The Playhouse. -showed_ profits of or 
44,364, in.” 1960, -and. $20,661, 

-1961,. but. had: a loss: ot $8,862: in. 
1962.- 

asley for ‘Marderer’ 
‘Pom ‘Bosley. -has been: set ‘for. ao . 

in Jeff... Britton’s’.. © 
‘scheduled Broadway. production: of 
“A: Murderer: Among’ Us.” 
The. ‘play, - 

‘atrical ‘circles’ over the ‘manage-|. 
‘ment. vaeancy existing at the John} 
‘B. Kelly Playhouse | for -its © 18th 
.Summer season. 

‘Dee: .-31.- Mrs. Thrasher has been|]: 
a ociated with the. Playhouse from}. 
lits. start and since 1959 has been} 
managing © director. at . $14, 000-a- | 4- 
year, . 

: Michael - Ellis, operator of : ‘the| 
Bucks County. Theatre, New -Hope, |. 
Pa;,; and. various. other. Imusic tent 

| producers. and other: stock manage~ 
‘ments are interest ‘in the ‘air-con-} 
ditioned theatre-in-the-round,:which | 

~ WELLS RICHARDSON © 

from: "KING - LEAR. mo 

‘stature: and. d deeply moving. -. 

APPRENTICES 
: playhouse, on the Mall, Paramus, New |: | 
. Jersey. Year-round ‘star. theatre. No” Le, 

‘fee: . No. pay. Live in. area ‘or eqm- 

| mute ‘New York. City... 

tee 

‘an .. ‘adaptation _ “py. a 
George White ‘of: Yves. Jamiaque’s 2 
“La Queue. :du. Diable,’ ” Starts Tee 2 
hearsals. Dec. 27: under Sam Wana- 7 
-maker’s” direction. . 7 

Hearty: congratulations to. oe] 
| ‘EARLE HYMAN on an almost]. 
‘overwhelming performance i in}: .3 
-elimactically. arranged scenes |. | 

His: a 
‘characterization. is.of heroic. bog 

Applications: .. - ft 
. Mr. Flanagan, Playhouse on the Mall," |- |} 
Bergen. Mall, Paramus," New _dersey.. 2 

: 0 . 
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_-County. 
* "American Talent: ‘Associates ‘has | 
retained Ruth ‘Walton. ‘to organize | 

. y _t . fo 

.* . a . ‘¢ 
tae int. . 

pty tte! . 

" we 

Caen enn ne ee  U-nINECInEI TIER SCA anICEnInR Ina enna anna anemmeneanrenn saan ae eee - 

oa :’ i a . bts ’ wort . : 
eortya . 7 “4 . ot we . . .- ee . . 

: ee 8 

. . ny : : a 

*- Besebre”. : 
__ since. been repeating: in: many fat? 

~ Broadway 
“Fortune. mag - “peadying a “*pro- 

“fle”: ori Joseph E. Levine... - 

-Gian-Carlo. Menotti’s.’ 

., for. the 14th time. 
Creative Cinema_ The, 675. Fifth: 

Ave. 3 producing. ty” commercials, 
filed under Assignments: in N: ¥. 

:g-new. dance. troupe. 
‘Paul Duke, the’ ‘magi¢ian, “get for |- ES 

three’ “Caribbean - tours” ‘from. Dec: 

19 to Feb: 11 on. Gre
ek: line. Oly | a 

| pias _ 

RCA. “exec: Frank. M.: ‘Folsom to 
“Balm ‘Beach. for the holidays. to be’ 
with: ‘one of. ‘his: three daughters - 
who residés there... 

- James .. _King 

- who. recently. played in ‘Tekyo-and 
, has now resumed with, his German. 
- confreres. . 

: Eddie: “Miller,” now - “convaléscing. 
- at, Broadlawn : Manor, Amityville, 
Lil, marks his’ 60th” anni -in-.show: 

.. biz, having. ‘started. ‘as a “boy. ‘sing- 
er! in 1903.. 

uate at Finch: * 
Mayor ‘Wagner aiid’ Mrs. Wagner: 

“hosting at..Gracie Mansion’. tomor= | 
_ Yow (Thurs.): ‘afternoon’ in “honu: 

" of. -the.- 81st.anni. “of the” ‘Actors’ a 
“Fund of “Ameérica:: 

‘Memorial services for JPK ‘un- 
"der auspices. of the Catholie: Actors 
Guild. this. Saturday 

the. -CAG, will: officiate. | : 
Ellin and” Irving: Berlin thay. do 

’ the. Christmas bit .with part of. his |- 
family: here and- -fly: to London. for |- 
New Year’s to -be with their: -re-1- 
cently married. youngest: ‘daughter 
“Linda ‘and her new British groom.: 

. .. Little: ‘prothers:and. sisters of de-: 
“serving talent, the: Concert Artists’ 
~ Guild, ‘is offering pianist ‘David J.|°: 
“Yeomans and. harpist: Nan. Gullo: at| 
Town Hall: on ‘Dec; 21. It’s. third: Of |. 
“the Guild’s eight. subsidized con: . 
‘eerts this: season. - 

Claude’. C.: :-Philippe’s. - pre-Xmas'}. : os 
‘gourmet: ‘dinner .of the. Lucullus | 

., day night (16) to::Delmonicp’s.-- A]: 
Circle: ‘transferred ‘this eels 

departure’ is. ‘the.: 

is an ‘all-male group. ° 
. Concert’ “manager © 

“Minn... for. heart. surgery. ~. 

. Surgery | ‘became: ‘mandatory. 
' Pablo Casals. who- conducted “Ry |: 

NCY:: has at! ‘Carnegie,. 

off: spots. “In: Berlin: last: week; ihe 
“had: ‘Canadian’ mezzo Maureen: For-J 
-rester, U.S. Negro.'bass . William. 
‘Warfield: ‘Spanish : ‘sOprano : Olga: 
‘Igleasias: and .Swiss’’ ‘tenor _Erast 

_ “Haeflinger.. st 
UFiv e-day. : restaurant, ‘waiters’ 

. strike, ‘settled. last - weekend, Cost” 
“:all ‘concerned | sonie ’.$200, 000. not. 
“counting - the: lost: revenues’ which, 
--in the case of. posheries . like. ‘£21,"" 
the: Colony, Sardi’s, ‘Brussels, ete. y 
“Tan into ‘corisiderably. more “Many. | - 
__-pre-Xinas “dos” atthe. tonier. eat- 
eres: were. ‘especially. costiy. © 

‘Bonnie. (Mrs..Ben L.). Silberstein, ; 
sawife. of the BevHills ‘Hote: owner, 
‘-east.. supervising ° the » Gotham 
debutante ball at which her. 1744- 
» year-old. ‘daughter Kathy 

Tiage.-is. making her | debut.: Dave 
Beigel was ‘a: ‘onetime. Metro ‘exec.- 
The _ hotelier. is: coming - east ‘later. 

~ this week ‘to join in the festivities: 
Restaurant Associates ‘will match’ 

its: cuisine with. the Balinese Danc- 
a *. -ers’ (imported). in : the’, Indonesia 

“Pavilion at the N. ‘Y, “World's Fair 

> next. spring. RA’ also ..will have. a- 
-. “Pestival: 64’. culinary show in the} 
. Gas Bldg. at the Fair,’ and. not far 
-away,-.at . LaGuardia ; "kirport,. the’ fe 
-.posh . culinary restaurant chain; 
under prexy: Joe Baum, will. “also 
Operate the: new: Rooftop: Restau- r 

: Fant. 
“Deal for Rome publicist: ‘Sam'1| 

* Steinman. to come over ‘with -Alex- 
. ander : H: ». “Cohen's -“Rugantino” 
~ {troupe : and act ‘as Italo-American 

= > “special. ‘press.’ relations . has." been 
“eancelled . out: ‘by. the “American. 
producer as: an economy. move, |” 
Y shunting it: over to an- already ‘es-|: 
‘tablished agericy. which specializes 

. in. Italo-U. Ss. publicity. . ‘Meantinie 
“Steinman: had:: sublet ‘his Rome. 
apartment, ‘etc. . 

“Tragic «. ‘death | of | 22-year" old 
7 ‘Kayn Kupeingt, daughter of the | w World... 

| telegraphese, 

| f uncle... a 
“tAmanr’ | er. mot er,: 

“will be heard on NBC-TV. Dec. 25 | Younger 
-br 

As: an.  Américan. 
“fenor - ‘with. the W. ‘Berlin Opera t 

‘Teninle Drake and Dick .Shawn,. 
‘Emerson. ‘Radio: S ‘Phonograph 

! Corp. ‘prexy -Ben. -Abrams” “daugh- 
~ ter. Cynthia -. ‘engaged * to: Nelson’ 
 Peltz., ‘Bride-to-be. is. an undergrad- 

(213° vats St. 
-. Malachy’s” ‘at'- 12:15°- p.m. - Msgr.. 
“Vincent ..J. Brosnan, ‘chaplain: of} 

invitation. © to’ 
femmes; traditionally. the: Lucullus | 

; iand.- -Symphony’- 
Missa. ‘Solemnis”’ ‘Tast week (12- 14 
:15) ..in: dedication . ‘to’. “memory of! 
‘John. F, Kennedy. - 

| references to: assassination. *. 

‘Robert ‘Preston * satire: “ 
‘Loves. an -Albatross,” trying. out:at | 

[Chicago columnist, 1 as s reported by. 1 7 7 Ps ans 
implied that survi- a a 

yors. were. only: the-- father. ‘and |. 
‘Other . survivors included: 

Esther © \(Essee),. al. 
other Jerry, . and «two. 

‘| grandmothers, one of .whom, Boris |": 7 
Doris Solomon. is-‘socially :. promi-: 
nent. The mother was’ too. :pros- 
trated by grief “to.“make: trip -to|'. 

‘| Hollywoad; being: -strietly | ‘ordered |. 
| . yesterday (Tues:):... 

. |. Ernest: Pearl, ‘¢haitman ‘of. Pearl 
| and. Dean. group,. re-elected. prex, of 

| Screen: Advertising Assn.. © <2 23 
| + Cyril Ornadel;. composer. of. the’ 
- “Pickwick’’’: score,. -vacationing . ‘in |; 
” 1 Israel, ‘where he: intends. -buying ‘a. 

not: fo: attempt it: by. her’ “doctor. 

Las Vents 
“By. Forrest: ‘Duke: 
(DUdley ‘4-4141). | 

‘Line » Renaud, star. of the: ‘Dunes’ 

. “Casino de-Paris,’ 23 will. do.a:week-"| ° 

ly: ‘radio: _ Show : for. a _- French, net~ 
work, : 

Ea “Ray. Fine, | " prexy.- “et: Boa _the’ 
- Beachcomber: restaurants, ‘picked | 
up option of the. Starlighters; now 
‘playing -for dancing: at: the: ‘Sahara. 
Beachcomber. 

Lionel ‘Hampton's’ closing. ‘night | ; 
‘at. the -Riviera:.lounge brought | out: 
such celebs as Edie Adams;.Sammy: 
Davis Jr.,.Dan Rowan,: Dick..Mar-"|-: 
‘tin, Bele. Barth, : Corbett : ‘Monica, 

Buddy . Rich, - ‘now .. appearing. cat ; 
the’ Thunderbird. lounge: with, his 
jazz proup,. jas: an. ex-drummer as}: 

.. Maynard : 
Sloate, ‘who. sat-in. one’ night “with © 
the’ Ron Randi. Trig at. the. Cast: 

his - personal-: ‘manager, 

aways. - 

Nat‘ “Brindwynne,. “hunderbird 
maesti, has..added. to. his ASCAP | - 
-Tating- by. songsmithing: “Queen. of: 
‘Queens” as. the theme . song for the. 
‘hotel’s’ Queen: of Queens..-beaufy. 
contest. ‘Warner - Bros, has. Picked 
it up for. publication; 

-- Two longtime fiddling’ groups fly’ |: 
| the coop: Morry King, who. worked | 
‘with | his. violinists: in: the* Sands:| 

6 

‘Beach; Michael | ‘Kent, ‘whose 
strings: did a four-year Big: in. Des-.|. * 
ert: Inn. lounge, opens. . Feb... “15, at: 
Hanabasha’ ‘Club. An Tokyo. 

Cleveland 

(ME Ain 1-4500) -. 
“Damita J6 current: at. Ainericana 
Saee Chub: On. ‘first: Jocal nitery 

ate a 

“Treniers ‘set for. week. of Dec. ait 
‘at. Chateau. where - ‘Gene _ Riddle’s}.. 

| combo. launched afternoon’ cocktail 
“Himphrey 

- Doulens: checked. ‘into St..-Mary’s| 
Hospital,” Mayo: . Clini¢;: ‘Rochester,. 

. He'd. 
':been in the Veterans. ‘Hospital,. -fol- 
“owing: his:.cardiaé attack, ‘until: the 

‘dansants. oe 

“Mark Feder, direttor: of. Jewish 

Schedule: - 
. George ' ‘Széll’ conducted - Cleve: |" 

‘in *.Beethoven’s 

John Dos. ‘Passos’: *U SA % cans 
celled. by: ‘Cleveland Playhouse . by: 
“President ‘Kennedy’s- ‘death .-be- 
cause. . Show: - ‘contained’. iil-timed. 

' David - and... Oistrakh- appearing 
with . Moscow ° Chamber Orchestra 

j at -Public: Music. ‘Hall. Déc.:.22: for: 
-G:: Bernardi, ‘head: -of “Cleveland: 

Committee... ‘which 
annual: awards banduet: for: Cleve- 
land Critics Circle. Date’ ‘is. ‘Feb.. 11 : 
at. Hotel Pick-Carter. « 

(Kath- { 
deen) ' Beigel: by. .a. previous: ‘mMar-. 

Mickey ‘Hayes - 

looked. ‘over loeal: niteries : and .ap- 
‘pointed | Syd Friedman. as its rep: 
‘ins this “area. Friedman. seeks. ‘acts 
{to entertain American GI’s:in West} 
Germany. ‘First’ signed ‘for. ver- | 
Seas: tours include: ‘DeJohn: Sistérs, 
Nico Covaro,- Sunny: Day; Sloan . & 
Sloan;. Penny’ &. Saxie,- Jimmy 
Barrie and ‘Paul Robler. eo. 

Boston 
By Guy: ‘Livingston - 

% 50. Little Bldg:; 338-7560). 

world ‘preem ‘of: The. Cardinal at 
Saxon. Theatre. : 

. Arnold ‘Childhouse; prexy: : Cali- 
fornia : Crusade’. for. Free. Tele, |. 
planed: in to ‘buzz Boston ‘exhibs. 
Biggest’ guessing. game’. here’ is. 

over. who :. portrays - who. in ‘the 
+N obody- 

the. Wilbur: “Play's: -author,: Ron. 
‘Alexander; trots out. some... wild: 
characters Purportedly £ fromi i the: tv 

‘lounge forfour “years, “opens” this'|-. 
-month ‘at: the -Eden:: Roc. in. “Miami: - 

By. Glenn: Cc. “Pulfen” oe oy mes 

Bae ‘King: Cole,” Saturday. (21). 

‘of. “Schneider 
‘Booking Agency..of :West. Germaiiy |. 

Otto.. Preminger,. Carol : ‘Lynley, + 

‘Sagan directing. for. first time. . = 

“ay de Park “4561/2/ 3) 
"an: ‘Tors, producer’ of: Metro’s | 

™ “Flipper,” met. the press‘ last week. 
“Chan Canasta: . back -from-- New |: 

‘York ‘last:: week ‘on _the Queen 
Elizabeth. 

. The Variety Club. feted’ press, pas 
‘dio and ‘tv’ at a‘ ‘Savoy Juncheon 

home, 

Fund. 
Peter: Brook. and” “Alexander 

|: (Sandy). -MacKendrick joined ° the |. 
‘Federation of: British Film. Makers | 
-as associate ‘members; -. aan 

‘|, Amonig the: U.S: ‘showbiz: bunek |: 
: visiting. ‘London are Harold Prince, 
“Lou Wilson; Erskin Johnson, Mike | 
‘Nichols’ and. Flo-Bell. Moore. *. ~ 

. Otte - Preminger * lunched «the: 
* | critics. .after.. press . screening of. 

| “The. ‘Cardinal” ‘on, Monday (16). - 
Film -starts -a hardticket, run “at the 
‘Astoria,.: ‘Friday: (20). . : 2 

. Ron: Randell -due: to ‘leave: “the.| 
“Mary,. Mary” cast. at: ‘the: end: of-| 
-December - to...star’ in an: ‘Anglo- |. 
French - Austrian -coproduiction. 

“| which: starts’ filming: An’ ‘Trieste } 
next month. - 
Harry. HE. * Gorbatt: ‘and: ‘Wilfted. 

“Brambell,. ‘the “Steptoe and Sons’ 
-Stars, among..the: artists who. en- 
tertained: ata Windsor Castle. cab-.}: 
“aret last Friday: (13), . 

“t show. ‘were “Vie: Perry and. ‘Peter . 
a Sellers.: “ 

“Wis St Paul , 
: By ‘Bob. ‘Rees - 

(2208. Kenwood. Parkway: 374-4015) | 
-Moppet Players’ - -production of. 

= Nr “Sho: Fly Pie for Christmas” bows 
Pee “pout. this weekend. . 

| a “How. To “Sueceed”. will replace |. 
‘| “No: Strings” on. St;.-Paul’ Theatre 
- ‘Guild. slate, It. opens. Feb. °3.. 

* Players. to 
Old), 

Theatre-in-Rounad .. 
smallfry offering, 

2 St Paul Chamber orch’ will awax'| 
“st: ‘Paul: composer Gere - Gutche’ s| 

‘|:“Bongo-- Divertimento” in® : Febru: 
- ‘ary. ° oo ‘- 

‘Minneapolis - Star ‘drama ‘editor | 
John Sherman on his annual N.Y." 
safari ‘last frame Teviewing: Broad-; 
“way plays, - - 

-Conimunity’ Drama Center, staging |. 
“First: Born,” “Gideon,” Bs .B:” andj-m 
“Tobias and: Angel”. for his winter. 

Harold: ““Atkingon, 

Phony. Saturday -:(21). 
- Minnesota Amus, Co. 

views. 

Paris. 
“By: Gene Moskowitz . 

- (80. Ave. Neuilly; ‘Sab.- 0712)" 

Opera dancer. ‘Claude Bess: ‘frac. . 
tured her: foot rehearsing a y frac~ 
‘chine. ballet and. will be out for & 
-month:. 

Tito. Rossi: and: ‘the Little Sing- if 
ers of: the Wooden (Cross. ‘will sing 
‘before the’ gala. preem.: presenta-: 
\tion of “The. Cardinal” (Col) at the | 
Opera. ‘Thursday (19)5° 

Juliette. Greco . stars ‘with . Miss 

‘Laurent ‘Terzieff . “will “produce, | 
direct ‘and star. in French versions. 
.Of ‘Murray ‘Schisgal’s | 
‘Broadway ‘hit. “one-acters, 
Tiger” and “The Typists.” He. will |" 
‘mount : them: this. -month. at: the: 
Theatre Lutece. - a 

two.  off- 
os “The e. 

. Singer. Colette. Renard: ‘giving’ a 
bs ‘month of recitals at tlegiter T Theatre. 

Also. in..the 

awarded ‘f. 
“weekend: of ‘wining’ and’ dining ‘in’| 
‘downtéwn: -Mirineapolis to:100,000th |:. 
customer: ° attending | 
(20th) -at’-MAC’s- Century ‘Theatre: | 
_..Tom’ Tryon, -star- of “The .Car- 
i dinal”. (€ol), which opens: at State’ 
in. Minneapolis Friday (20), -"pre-.|. 
‘ceded film: Dh for .tv’and radio 

. .ppearances us néw = 
Opera. Assn. Joan Sutherland also. , spanet inter 
booked by him’for Jan. (145 i : : aan "Jack ‘Silverthorne; * ‘manager “of no 
‘Hippodrome Theatre, naméd chair-|: 

.pman of - Greenberger ‘Memorial |. 
arranging |: 

“Cleopatra”. 

“Yank ‘actor. Paul ‘Wallace, who: 
7 was in. “Gypsy” (WB), here before 
Boing: to London. ‘to- study. Me. 

‘| rently - being . Shot. vat. local CCC. 
‘Studios. . : 
Soviet. ‘pianist Swiatoslav. Rich- 

St t:Germ 
-Legiter Comedie De Paris having § Stuttgart, eee 

a af 4: 30 .and. 9:30 ‘evening shows every | >. 
“| night. ‘for: early. and. ‘late - risers}... -- 

_ | Show: is Noel ‘Coward's “Weekend.” 7 
Ht it- catches « on,” this. idea could |: ‘ 
ot ‘spread. : 
A new Francoise. Sagan ‘play, + 

Toi Tryon’and Ossie Davis in: for lave, Odd and late: ” Decewaber 
“4 opening: at. Edouard IV. ‘Theatre, | 

12 357-seat Capitol Theatre.. ‘1 
.. Cara Malcolm; ‘onetime. ‘pro. ‘dic 
¥ector; -piloted! Frederick ‘Knott's 
“write Me a Murder”’. for. Ottawa 

'E-Ville, rehearsing: Gratien’ Gelinas": 
“Bousille me the. Just" for ‘next, 

“Caroline.” -. This. “will. 
Schell’s.. first: legiter in. French |. 
‘though she ‘has made pix here. ..: 

Old: Cirque Medrano, taken. over 
by. the Bouglione Bros., ‘will reopen | 
‘Christmas. under: the - title of: the. 
Cirque: De Montmartre. It will be}: 
@ regular one-ringer, ‘during: ‘the 

-|-Wwinter-and a:vauder in the summer. | 
. _Bougliones also own the other one- | 
Ting ‘cireus in town; Cirque D’ Hiver. | | 
| ‘Municipal | theatres. Sarah’ Bern-. 
hardt,' ‘Gaite Lyrique‘ and. Marigny |. 
“all. shuttered . as ‘decisions. on new. 
-directors:.. are / ‘being’ discussed.. 

7 4:Sarah. Bernhardt was run ‘by A.’M. 
» World | ‘préem ‘of Joseph’ E. Le- 1 

‘vine’s. “Zulu,” :at.the.Plaza.on Jan.’ 
4:22, will: aid * the’ Army. Benevolent | 

- Julien who may again operate - the |. 
house whith ‘also headquarters his |° 
creation, the ‘Theatre Des - Nations, 
which runs. thete for:‘four:.. months: 
every year: ‘from: from: April: to’ J uly... 

» betoire: » Macia Schell} 7 
wl ‘comes. in with, Pol Quentin’s ver-|- 

’ 1gion. ‘of Somerset... Maugham’s| 
be: Miss: Pa . tour of: Australia. 

“Ellington & Co. will handie Dot. 
’ ad-promotional planning. 

. David Niven hopped: to Switzer-. 
land: after. winding “Rogues” Pilot 
at Four Star.. 

. Technicolor tassed luncheon for 
19° employees who completed | 23 
‘years. of. service. © 
..Doc Merman, former studio man- 

‘ager at 20th-Fox, returned to-lot 
as executive ‘production rep... 
“Metro changed tag of “Viva Las 

“Vegas” to “Love in Las. Vegas” for 
European release of ‘Elvis: Presley. 

1 starrer. . 

“: Corinne” ‘Calvet ‘on * four-week - 

Litton: Industries, electronic’ ‘out: 
fit: will ‘set..up corporate -head- 
‘quarters in old MCA building in: 
Beverly Hiuls, Jan.-1.. 

. Vera ‘Caspary,: ‘vet. film, writer,. 
oad finally . accepted: a tv assignment 

-> Philadelphia -. 
- By. Jerry. Gaghan.. 

“319 'N. 18th St.é:Locust. 44648): fs 

Eddie ‘Suez celebrated 25 years 
as “a. theatrical booker.. 

‘Eddie Horn,. owner . of: the. Ren-: 
dezvous . (Upper Darby), in". hos-}- 
pital.” 

. Pianist’ Bob :.O'Neill,. 
‘wound up.10 weéks at ‘Alpine. Inn; 
returned: ‘to: “‘Drexelbrook . Country. 
‘Club. 
“The - Sportsmen’ $ ‘Club of. the | 

“City. of Hope brings in. the Harlem | 
+ Globetrotters. ‘for - a. Convention |. 
Hall. date (29)... 
. Bandleader ‘Bernie Berle to play: 

‘the benefit for Wills Eye Hospital } 
-| at. the:.“It’s ‘a. Mad World" ‘preem, 

at the ‘Boyd Dec. 19, 
“1 -Prans-Lux Theatre. has: given: al 

‘$100, 000. guarantee: for: its. Christ- |. 
we mas -booking _ of - 
: highest: film: ‘rental. in. 10 “years. © 'f. 

Local. film -:producer’. Lou. ‘Kell-: 
mian.. took off. for: the Coast to] 
visit: ‘Henry “Miller - and. negotiate 
for: ‘some ‘of ‘his literary ‘properties... 

~ Bill ‘ Cosby: ‘coming ‘up’ ‘from 
‘Washingtor where ‘he is perform- |. 

‘Hotel: Sylvania. this week (16): 
: Milt ._Shapito, ‘press._ agent “for 1 

| the Palumbo. chain ‘and other clubs, 
who .was. felled by “a: stroke, . in}, 
action again. .He has ‘been given 
‘liberty -at . the: Naval’. Hospital. - 

‘Al Fisher -and Lou. ‘Marks | were: 
due at -Sciolla’s "last - week; -- but. 
owner "Tony" Sciolla released ‘them. 
-because’ of ‘their. date on the Coast 

‘| for the Joey Bishop: Show.. They 
Minneapolis. 

merchant, named to. head. Minne- 
apolis Aquatennial,. annual ‘summer 

‘| Carnival, next year::  _ fei 
‘Bob. Keeshan due “in ‘this: chap- co 

ter: for annual: Captain Kangaroo} .- 
‘appearance. with Minneapolis Sym- a, 

play their~ local | engagement. ‘this 
week: (16). a 

: BY ‘Flans
 Hoehn 

(760264) “ 

here on. a- short. visit. . 

‘concert here on. Jan. 25. 
-Paul Hindemiti- . ‘had - to. cancel |. 

because. Of | his: Jogal © ‘concerts 
illness. 

Rolf. Henniger will stage Buech: 
ner’s “Woyzeck” here, his: ‘second 
staging after Wedekind’s “Marquis: 

4+-von Keith”... 
: Heinz’ Hilpert, 

Actor Emil Feldmar, of Tel Aviv, 
has ‘a role. in’ ‘Artur. -Brautier’s | 
“Phantom. of: -Soho”. which . cur- 

ter: will. guest: here: in. February. 
He's ‘currently. guesting in. East 
Germany. ‘His.. mother ‘lives . in: 

— 

‘Ottawa. 
, Singer-guitarist Bernie Early. in 
Cameo - Lounge: Standishall 
Hotel: . 

Thrush: Skippy Renatid back in 
Riverside’. Hotel, lounge : for: two}: 
frames, 

Harvey. Glatt: brought the ‘first 
full-length Hootenanny: ‘here’. at 

Little. Theatre. :. 
‘Another pro, Gilles Provost; ‘who. 

directs : -cabaret-legit | ‘at Motel de 

month. 

“Charade, ” its! 

“nile writer J ohn: Steinbeck| 

i i re et or . of 
Deutsches Theatre Goettingen, 

. | will ‘play the male ‘lead. in. ‘Peter. | 
‘1.Ustinov’s. “Photo Finish.” + 
(| “Mary, ‘ Mary” _is: currently ‘the - 
most: popular. boulevard. piece : in| 
town. : Harry -Meyen: staged. ‘it with |. 
Gisela Peltzer. and. himself in the] 

Tea 

‘mas week.. 

2 and is doing pilot on “Apartment. 
3G”: for Gene. ‘Barry's: Barbety 
Prods... 
; George ‘Gobel to emcee Tennes- 

Ernie. Ford's. ABC -daytimer. 
during week'of March 16 thence to 
‘Roosevelt. Hotel, New Orleans, for 
fortnite. © 
‘Hollywood: Pre ess: Club and Holly- 

“ “wood Women’s ‘Press Club: 
“Henty” Dissin, “owner: of’ Cherry | ub: pairing 

Hill restaurant, to the Goast, sceut- 
| ing: new ideas in cafe management. . 

who.’ just 7" 

up to .co-sponsor Christmas. party 
‘Saturday (21 for Exceptional Chil- 
‘drén’s Foundation youngsters. ~ 

Directors Guild of. America 
‘changed . date: of annual awards 
ceremonies from Feb. 8 to Feb. 22”. 
to avoid conflict: with -40th . ann 

a 

affair, skedded by: IATSE Local 52 
in N.Y, . 

- Lola ‘Albright ‘and Austrian pro- 
‘ducer Sepp '‘Benedikter formed 
Alsepp ~Productions to produce 
half-hour color, teledocumentary 
series . tabbed. “Another Man’s 
Castle.”. eo 

Chicago 
{DElaware 7-4984) 

with ‘Kay. Stevens. 
Allied ‘Theatres of Illinois hold-' 

:| ing to ‘speak -before™ the Temple : ‘ing ‘its annual Film Row Christ- 

- 1 University.:.Downtown Club,” in 
mas. Party hext.Monday (23) in its 

| south:. Wabash «Ave. offices. an 
‘|; Goodman: Theatre. filled in its... 
last: open. date for its '63-’°64 season | 
with. Morris Carnovsky playing the 
title role in. “King Lear” on April 3. 
- The :.Downstage -Room of the. 

Chez Paree went dark tempor-. . 
arily, at-the close of the Vagabonds 
‘gig on ‘Friday (13): re-lights Dec. 27 

Happy Medium is going to a. multi- ” 
act. policy: for the. next four weeks. 
Sin g er-pianist Dave Green. will 
perform.on Sundays and Mondays, . 
‘and Claude Jenes. and the Mark 
Vs Quintet - will alternete.‘sets dur- 
ing remainder. of. week.. 
Jay Thompson, co-author of the 

. ‘book for .the. Broadway musical 
..] comedy, “Once Upon A Mattress,” 

“named musical director of “Three 
‘| Cheers Sor: the. Tired Business-. 
|man;” new revue which opens Det. 
‘26 at Happy Medium, cabaret thea- 

Giuseppe di Stefano will give: a fe: Show ‘is having a shakedown. 
run. ‘this week. 

of - the ..chorus Jes produced by 
‘Merriel. Abbott from 1933 to 1957 
for Empire. ‘Room of the Palmer. 
House reunion there last Wednes- 
day. (11), ‘Miss Abbott, now 70, -is: 
talent consultant, for the Palmer 
‘House, Conrad Hilton, Edgewater’ 
‘Beach: and Sahara Inn hotels. 

= ‘ 

“Rome 
.. = By Robert: F.. Hawkins 

(Via ‘Sardegna, 43; Tel. 479 316). 
‘Jean Pierre Aumont off-to Paris. - 

"| Thésp slated for. Broadway rehear-. 
sals on new: play... 
Walter -Chiari wound. “Jy Giove- 

di,” and drew raves in Rome debut 
‘fin: stage musical, “Goodnight Bet- 

1 tina.” oe 

- Rina Morelli: and Paolo Stoppa S 
‘costar. jn: RAI-TV tape of Jerome 
Kilty’s. “Dear. Liar’ due in. Christ- 

Omar. ‘Sharif: and wife Fatem. 
.| Hamama ‘appearing in color tele’ 
“Eseries. shot for RAI-TV and Free-: 
mantle; being made in Egypt. 

Ingrid Bergman and Anthony 
Quinn ‘awarded “Gold ‘Trapeze” 

| awards. rat Rome-based “Orfei Cir- 
‘cus in between “The Visit” ‘chores. . 

Valentina. Cortese slated for 
| Franco Zeffirelli's staging of “An-. 
tony: and Cleopatra” at Milan’s Pic-: 
colo- Teatro, with Raf Vallone op- 
posite. : mo 
In-and-out: .Jacqués. Dufitho. 

skies to Bruxelles ‘after winding 
-his “Visit”. stint for tele tape ses-. 
| sion; Jackie Lane in-from London; 
Brad Harris due back here. in Janu-. 
ary; Leo Ross plays nightly at Ex- 
1 celsior’s Rendez-Vous Room; Leon- 
‘tyné Price to States. for Metopera 

4 appearance. 

More than. 100 former 1 members 

A ee meptr a e 



Most Valuable 

eopyriglt* ‘which. ‘is virtually - a. 

publishing business: all by itself” 

because (2)- “it ds a: standard of 

seemingly ‘such ‘unique: calibre that 

it. has been translated . in nine. ‘dif- 

ferent lagguages | and replenishes 

itself year” after”: “year with. in-| 

creasingly new versions, as witness 

this year’s. crop”. (The. foreign. 
. Janguage adaptations. are. German; 

French, Spanish, Mexican, Italian, 

Cuban, Hawaiian, : Polish “and. 

(Dutch). 
Berlin ‘then’ ‘pointed to. the. ‘fol: 

lowing licenses forthe ’63 semes- 
ter: Andy — - Williams . (also in 
‘French, _Italian-. and: Ss panish 
versions), Robert ° . Goulet:.. and. 
Andre Kostelanetz,. all - -on ‘Colum- | *. 
bia; Living Voices, Jim Reeves and 
Richard. Benson-Dick “Liebert, -all 
RGA: Victor; Wayne King arid Bert. 
‘Kaempfert, ‘Decca: ‘Harry:. Simeone |. 
and The Platters,. Mercury; : ‘Jackie 
Wilson, Brunswick; Bobby Vinton, 
Epic; Robert Rheins, Liberty; The 
Miracles, Tamla; Paul. & -Paula; 

- Philips: Bobby: Christian - Orch, | 
Malla; “Xmas Gift For~| You,’ 
Philles' labe}: . Eddie ‘Dunstedter, 
Capital; Pat®- ‘LaBelle,. ‘Newtown 
label. 

Based on. prior. years’ gales, Ber: 
lin fiures that 3;500,00. sales can be 
anticipated. which, added to::the}.. 

40,449,535. platters accounted for] 
through. 1962, Projects: 44, 000,000 |: 
disk sales.. 

‘Decca’s: royalty. returns’ to: Berlin 
as of June 30 last was for 21,234,-| 

279 recordings, of which: ‘approxi- 
‘mately. 95%, or 20,000, 000," As the. 
‘Bing: Crosby version, ’ 

“White Christmas” | is not: liceri- 
sed for any ‘toys, music; boxes or 
novelties.“ .. : 

’ When Berlin contracted for “Hol- 
day Inn”, a‘194Z Paramount filmus- |: 
ical costarring Crosby and.’:Fred | 
Astaire, he wrote a.series of. num-+ 
‘bers for a series. of ‘American holi- 
days .but noné expected this one 
to take off; anymore than is. ‘true. 
of almost. any: pop-song. since’ there. 
has never: been devised..any show 
biz entity. which dictates the: pub-. 
lie’s preferences—the public: always. 
decides. But, Berlin recalls, when ' 

, he® 

‘Noel”, 

;\from. the:. 

Popular Song 
Continued from Page. 1 —— eee n 7 

:Christ- . 
mas” to Crosby, latter ‘removed. his |’. 
‘pipe and laconically observed, “This 

‘demonstrated . “white . 

js one: you don’t have ‘to WOITY: 
about Irving”. Otherwise, ‘Says. the | 
‘songsmith, “Crosby never says any-. a 
thing”... a : 

Berlin is proud of his “God Bless " 
America” ‘as No: ‘2 to “The’ Star 
‘Spangled Banner” and he-is equal-| -- 
ly proud. of being the ‘No.2 -Christ- |: 
‘mas «song, per.:a Gallup. poll’ in|: 
1949, on “What is your: favorite |. 
.Christmas carol. (song)?". The 10 
ehosen were “Silent: Night, Holy 

| Night”, “White: Christmas”. “Littie | . 
“The First]: Town . of : Bethlehem”, 

“Jingle” Bells”, “O, :Come 
‘All Ye: Faithful”; 

subsequent. film, 

ably: not: be. sold ‘to. television for 

‘some. time in light of its boxoffice: 
‘potency when: reissued. nationally. 
Up ‘until June - 30; 1963, his. share 

Paramount: ‘picture. 
(which «of. course: included. many. 
other ‘Berlin: songs), according to- 
-the books, : - is: $993,147. 97.- As- and 
when” ‘it’s sold. to® tv: Berlin, ‘of 
coursé;. gets: 30% ‘ot whatever may, 
be~the: price: .~. 
Among. other highlight ‘incidents 

attendant. to the -song, - Berlin -re- 
calls, “I: arrived. in. Hollandia, ‘New. 
Guinea, . Christmas ‘eve ..1944, to 
join the member. ‘of. the © “This Is 
The Army” cast-whio: ‘were. to- arrive} 
the following.day. They billeted me’ 
with the American correspondents. 
I'-was to:. Imake' an ‘appearance 
at | a. non-com | Christmas party. 
| While “waiting - ‘to -be ‘picked ‘up, 
+1 heard: a- group. outside of. thie- 
tent. singing “‘White ~ Christmas’. 
in: a- language’ I . didn’t under-. 
stand. I thought | someone was -do- 
ing this .as. a” ‘tribute -to’ mé or ‘as: 
a gag. ‘When I went. outside, there. 
was. a trio: of natives: with one of |. 
their instruments.that looked like 
an oversized ukulele. : They’ ‘turned. 
and Saw: me. It ‘was. obvious - that:|- 
‘they did. not know me, nor did they. 
care, They were. just singing a’ ‘SOng. 

‘hey h had d picked. up from the. G. I.’ 3” 

~ ClaycListon’s $5,000, 000: Gate. 
—— Continued from. page 1 

-for,. alone, ‘the’ ‘live” righits. ‘He: ts |" . 
‘William MacDonald, who also. hap-. : 
“pens to be the -key. stockholder, of |" . 

throw : distance. of up ‘to 200 feet 

upon screens measuring up. to. 55- 

by-40- feet. ‘Manhattan’s Madison 

Square: Garden: is a. possibility as} 
one of the outlets but. there: would} 

have to be. some ‘rescheduling De- 

cause of a. doublée-header basket- 

ball game ‘Dbooked: for. Feb. 25.. 

- Whether there's sellout Or. not; 

“the facts are that this’ fight. -doubt- 
‘Jess will.break: all. ‘records for a 
single . sports event ‘and certainly 
will surpass the previous’ record- 
“holder (money-wise) which, was-the. 
ovér-$3,000,000 gate raked: in -by: 
the Liston-Floyd Patterson. fight: of 
September, 1962, ~ 

. Pre-electronic: fighters. such ‘as 
Jack Dempsey. and Gene. ‘Tunney, 
who thought of the $1, 000,000 “gate. 
as being the apex, surely will think}: 
of this: new. encounter ‘as being. in 
orbit.. 

But. ‘that things: g0°1 up “and ‘up. ‘is 
attested to in the: fact that the 
Miami promoter. of the ‘Liston-Clay. 
exchange: is Guaranteeing, #82 000 

United Artists’ 

the show casing of. three properties: 
ever a 12-week period this: sum- 

mer. What these Plays - would be 
-wasn't’ revealed, ‘ despite | : heavy 
questioning | at a. press conference 
last ‘Monday™ (16). 

Decision as ‘to which’ properties. 
will. be: ‘produced’ will be made -by 
Garrick execs Joel Schenker, 
Roger ':-H: Lewis, Philip ‘Langner 
‘and Max AS Cohen: and .a UA..com- 
mittee headed by v.p. David. Picker. 
‘who set up. the deal from the film 

Complete ‘flexi- 
‘bility will be maintained in these 
company’s ° side.. 

decisions ‘so. that if UA. doesn’t. like {i 
a property: but’ Garrick’ does then 
the indie. can have it or.vice. versa. 
In: the case. that. both - dig some-. 
thing and: itis. decided to. bring: itl 

‘{000-plus b.o. |:take. - 

; Continued. from: Page 1: 

| the ‘Tropical Park racetrack. 

specified.. Doubtless, | however, 
there ‘has never. been -such ‘a- price 
tag on a.single’ ‘sports-event.. -In. 

|-terms of a single: sports. outing, .it 
‘by. far goes ‘beyond ‘the $25,000,000: 
which has ‘beén- projected for free-. 
tv rights to all:-of next: years’. “foot-. 
ball games. played under the aegis. 
of the .National’ Football. League | | 
and -the National Collegiate - Ath- |: 
etic. Assn. | Inside: observers ‘say. 
-they.. are being - guided by logical 
‘logistics in. predicting the. $5, 000,-. 

They - claim. 
standup quality. in the. projectors, 
this -being something. recognizable 
to the exhibitors. 
‘As for the~ publie, 

niatch between: champ: Liston, ':the. 
-| Peck’s. 
deadly, . 

num of Boxing: 
“Could 1 be _aite: a show. cee 

Legit Bankroll 
to: Broadway, UA will “participate " 
in the financing of the legit version | 

produce. 

‘sources, along with: the.’ ‘traditional 

and film. productions. 

*+; mount, Embassy;. ‘Seven --Arts - 

‘The company ‘is. also investing. - 

: “Hark, Herald.|:" 
‘Angels * ‘Sing” and . SOY ‘To. The. a 
“World”. --- of 

An economic. ‘footnote: to: “the _ 
‘song is Par’s decision to make a}: 

“White - ‘Christ- |: 
mas,” of which -Berlin ‘owns 30% |. 

d: hich, he opines, will - prob-.|‘™ 
and .-whic ea “project: is the: ‘idea of: trying out: 

‘the. properties.on: the. strawhat cir|. 

‘capital risk of. around. $150,000. :to 
produce.. directly. for’ 

‘Guild officer, is also:the owner of 
‘the. Westport (Conn:). County ‘Play- 
-heuse:.and so‘ this. will. presumably: 
‘be one. ‘of .the: prime tryout: Spots. 

jin .this-. -conneection,. ‘Langner. 
| stressed ‘that © the. projects: would 

-tors, to. fully : test their. playing 

| material selected will not ‘be neces- |: 
sarily ‘of the traditional Broadway. 
and film nature: 

| piece--of: material that is the. hope. 
of: the. (picture). industry,”. he ‘said. 

‘ties - ‘which: originated | ‘in arena. 
‘stages. but which may be. applicable 
‘to.the conventional: procenium the: 
-atre will be. examinéd.,- 

A has. no relation to the six prop-. 

duction. These, as. ‘with other prop-: 

| the: Garrick unit may pick. up. ‘on | 

| UA. publicity-exploitation V.p.,. and |; 
- | Langner are: producing the “Pawn- 
|-broker’’ for. Ely A.. Landau, : for: ex- 

; |.ample, having’ nothing - ‘to do: With 
either UA. or Garrick. 7 

‘TNT's guarantees. have. ‘not been |: . . 
— Continued from Page. 1" — 

‘for. Decca . estimates’ that 250. 000° 

‘the year. He: also mentioned that 

‘Teady “if..the “demand: forces. the: 
‘pressing: of. ‘more disks... 

“Mahalia. Jackson. (Columbia), 

‘there’ s- a |. 

Bad. Boy: of . Boxing,. who ° is |. 
-and ‘challenger . ‘Clay, - the]: 

blabbermiouith. and | so-called ‘Bar-| 

-; | album, distributed. by local Jather |. 
ai Records, comprising. highlights} a 

from: some. of: the late President. 
. ‘| Kennedy's ‘most: notable. speeches, 

. | -sination ‘and | ‘comments -. “by. ‘such 
national: figures as Senator. ‘Barry 

and ‘will do. the same: for. its. filmi-|. : 
zation: In- both’ cases, Garr ick will 

- Aim. of the project is. ‘to. draw. on 
the: creative ‘resources. of : -Tegional |~ 
theatrical operations: and” -foreign. 

“Gotham: ~product - “suppliers. Addi- | 
tionally, film’ ‘scripts - which - have. 
never made.it to the screeti. may |.” 
be™ tried out as ' stage. vehicles to 
see if they. have any ‘playing poten- |.. 
‘ual. -in legit, The overall intention} -- 

' to: develop. new : playwrites 
‘and/or’ ‘s¢reenwriters “and,” in: -the |-- 
‘process, . come’ up: with. some: legit 7 

An. ‘interesting « ‘astect of. “the 

“MCA’s ‘Bankrolling 
“MCA; which: numbers : Unie os 

~ versal: Pictures: among its-sub-: | 
sids, -is ‘making some legit -in-. -. 
vestments: ‘This, ‘along: ‘with © 
._UA’s. proposed’ legit. activities. | cer , _: }eertpts from. the: late’ President's 
‘and those of such .as Para- ; book ‘ot that. title.” . 

_- and. others, evidences a great- Lys 
‘er -interest .in legit .by ‘the. 
‘film ‘companies than. ever “be. | 

der. here... 

' fore, film rights: seemingly’ the: he ~ Bornstein’ s ‘Symph_ 
“major | concern’ as-well’as the: : — Continued ‘trom page, 2 — 
a development of new talent for: oo 

7 MCA: is ‘puiting $8,000. into: oa 
“What’Makes: Sammy Run?”, ” lasting 43: ininutes, 
miusieal ‘budgeted at $400,000. 

‘in praise: “of 

"$2, 000 in’ “The Chinese: Prime*.. 
* “Minister,” - for. which the ~ . . fot the’ ‘Boston ‘Symphony: Orches- 
_ budget. is . i $100, 000. ‘MCA. o : | tra, -over’seven years: ago. As Bern- 
~. also . moving. into on... {stein had‘.been completing the or-. 

. Broadway. arena, investing: an a 
undetermined: amount. ‘in ‘ the- *. final.’ Amens, - in: 

~ atre.’64,: a unit established by.‘ -| playwright Edward -Albee, news of the hidéous murder of the 

Richard. ‘Barr: and Clinton: ” - Wilder: nr and, after: ‘receiving Mrs. . Olga 
wo I cae ‘Koussevitzky’s permission, - he de- 

ea a to dédicate- ‘if to the ‘memory 

‘tonian.. 

cuit rather than taking the. major phony’ $ permission to premiere it 

in Israel, due.-to. the’ nature of the Broadway. piece,.:which. is a direct .philosophi- |. Garrick . partner . Langer, a Theatre. 

‘bémoaning. the inhumanities of the 
-holoeaust in Europe;: ‘during: World: 
‘War II, and “The Age of Anxiety,” 
his’ second : symphony. -Because- of. 
his - commitments .to: “his orchestra, 

receive. “first class ' _productions;’ "| the New. York .Philharmonic, -- he. 
involving. name players" and: diréc- 

‘during summers. and. completed 
-| final.. drafts: of ‘parts-.of -it- as _re-. 
cently as‘ a. week - ago. . Bernstein. 
regards .it,. though, asa: piece: ‘of 
theafrical. - nature, — ‘therefore - 
‘ending . to. correct;. polish" and: 
Qiake changes, as if it were an out- 

strength: 
Picker c omm ente a that” the. 

“It. is the unusual’ 

Schenker: also. noted that : -proper- | tna: Boston; Symphony. _Orchestra; 

composer's’ ‘baton, in.:March 1964. 

‘Local ‘choirs had. been _rehears- 
ing their parts. a month in advance, 
‘under. Abraham * Kaplan... ‘Bern- 

This: ‘deal ‘between * Garrick: and’ 

erties. - which. the ‘indie’ outfit -is. 
presently developing for film pro-| rived .10- days ‘ago’ with the final. 

‘score for .the.orchestra. 
‘first. concert had. to be. postponed: 
one day,:te allow. 10. more . re- 

erties. which. various. members of. 

their own, will be: ‘made separately. . 
| At.the present time, Lewis, former work. into shape. . 

‘in. synagogues): in "Fel Aviv, Boston 
.1-and New: York:. ‘The’ original. Eng-. 
‘1 lish. ‘narration would be recited in 

—_— | Boston... and - New: York by -the: 

~aFK Xmas Disks 

a 

_ + maestro’s - wife, . Felicia .Montea- 
‘llegre.:Bernstein refused to’ submit: 
the’ text. he wrote. for publication: 
‘in ..the.:.programs, . -wishing: it’ to: 
have: full: impact, ‘as in the. theatre: 
It had been: dubbed; though, ‘by. 
members: of. the orchestra ‘in Tel 
AVIV; 

|. With... God.” a 

The -reverence ‘and’ pregnant - gi- 

Kennedy. speeches.) “A spokesman 

‘copies. ‘willbe sold by ‘the. first ‘of 

there .are -500,000. album - ‘eovers 

‘been listened ‘to:‘by ‘the ‘firstnight- " There” is alsé-- a. hefty diskery: ets: seems: to prove, beyond. doubt; ‘push. on °“In-:The Summer . ‘Of }- 
Years,”.song from the BBC. show. 
Records are: already - out by Milli-. 
cent: Martin . (ABC-Paramount), 

"Toni |’ 

poser. of “West. Side’ “Story.” 

‘Arden’. ‘(Decea),. Connie: | Francis. Rimini,” also. received. outstanding 
veto and ‘Kate. Smith ° ARCA, ovations by. the grateful’ audience. 

ictor 

“In, Minneapolis’ ‘Too. 

oe _ Minneapolis, ‘Dee. 17. 
A; ocumentaries. Unlimited” 

Franco Govt. 
— " Contintied from Page — — 

an eyéwitness, account: ‘Of ‘the assas- 

‘Spanish. co-producer that every film 

| According to the director, the min- “Salutes to JFK cy ‘Gsteriat 
- Washington, Dec. 17. 

NBC. correspondent Sander .. 
.. Wanocur” ‘and: White House. 
“press. secretary Pierre. Salinger 
are: coediting a book -of- ‘Sa. 
lutes to... the late. President. - 

> John -F. ‘Kennedy, the profits 
BE. whieh, will go. ‘to the’ Na-:. -| “Verdugo”. premiere. . 
‘'‘tiona ultura enter. in:.-]: 
‘Washington. - Published by: .} _ Another. Berlanga | pir, 

-Encyclopaédia Britannica, it’s” "| alsa. suffered elaborate mutilation 
7 expected. -to.. be. released next. 

sprig” under the - title; . “A. = several” years ago. Action -at that 
. a - “l-time: was .taken in’ conce 
Tribute to.. John. F.. Kennedy.” - ti cert by. the 

~“Lediet.: will not.-apply to Italian 
prints; however, word here is: ‘that 

ey ueves: 

‘Tt “will be va" compilation |” 
‘gleaned « “from: newspapers, -j|-ing ‘with the’ patron saint. of the 

. “magazines, «tv: and -radio. and. .|-thieves;:. Was: regarded as. Sac-. 
 Jetters: to. the. Kennedy, family. as Tilegious. 

_Wedaoaday, 1 December 18, 1963 

| Goldwater: ‘and. former. president}! 
| Eisenhower, is: a |. Funaway best. pel: |. 

. Sather’ also’ asserts, it has ‘been |. 
‘swamped. with - orders ;.for.. another | * 

y album, . “Profiles. in: -Courage,”. ex- 

a composer : to “the: ‘beloved: meniory : 
‘|.of | John- Fr. “Kennedy,” is -a: work |. 

- | God* and: ‘his — Creation, . and | had 

‘been. commissioned ‘by: the Serge |. 

.- and ::Natalie . ‘Koussevitzky’ Fund, - 

chestration: of ‘the: ‘last bars of the’ 
New York, the 

Hate U: S. Président reached: him }. 

+ Of :: the: Breat . American and -Bos~ . 

- ‘Bernstein, got the: Boston Sym: \: 
intimately + 
Center.’ ” 

‘eal’ continuation ‘to ‘his \ first | two: 
symphonies, “Jeremiah” : (the first): 

could. work on. this.symphony only | 

‘in-. ; 

.of-town. tryout; ‘before’ it gets: its. 
-American premiere in -January,. by” 

under Charles Munch, and: gets: to. 

‘the N. Y.. Philharmonic, ‘under the |. 

Yet. the. 

Miss. Toure! would sing ‘the Kad- 
dish. (in the original Aramaeic He- |. 
-brew.in which it. is usually recited: 

- “The~ Dialogues of; Lenny | 

- could . ‘codirect . 

ence | with which. the. work. had: 

{that .this is ‘the most important, 
“composition, to date, by the com- } 

‘Beethoven's’. Second _ Symphony | 
and. Tchaikowsky’s: “Fracesca - Da }. 

duced. 

»| sented _ here, 

taken’. before the “Goverament’s 

Council - “Of - “Ministers, where ap-. 

proval ‘was voted in “support. ‘of the: 
Information Ministér’s order: to the | 

‘image of.the garrote: be: eliminated.. 

| attitude - would destroy. 
every. major: story point in the film: | 

-|.-: Sinee “Verdugo” “was .a .co-pro-. 
- ‘duction with Italy, the. Government | 

informal. diplomatic pressure: was | 
| successful in postponing the Roman’) 

“Milagro”: (Miracle: Next Thursday): 

"| Spanish -and. Italian co-producers. 
when the finished film satire, deal- | 

~IFK’s ’s Family 
—. Continued: ‘from. page. 2 wn . 

(R-Fla, yo ve 
| Saltonstall, .a- member - of Center. °° ~ 
| Board - of. Trustees, averred:a $25,-") 5. 

-..1.000,000: ‘Federal donation would be: rs! 

Rep.’ William | ‘Cramer - 

‘adequate... ; 
. Later.. Cramer, - 

$15, 500,000 figure... 
7 “Fitting ‘and: Prop er’ 

Cramer. said ‘he. wasn’t interested 
“in. -havitig” ‘the memorial’ proposal. 
used as a gimmick to get. matching Mae 
funds’ for the Center.” ~-.. 

in favor . of - the” ‘legislation. : 
~ Among. them,:: Sen... J. William 

‘Fulbright. (D-Ark.).” ‘also suggested... 
‘the “Performing. Arts,’ a Anonicker. _ 
‘for the Center: ~~: aa 
‘Fulbright ‘said he: ‘thought ‘this. 

| was. the preference’ ‘of the Kennedy’: *.... : 
family: and. “many. of those most. -”. 

‘connected : with: vthe: oe, 

‘Fulbright, ‘Saltonstall ‘and. ‘Rep. 
Frank Thompson (D-N.J.) said‘ the... 
‘Center would bea fitting ‘and “liv-—"): \:... 

|.ing : meinorial” to. the. assassinated. |. -. 
President, 

: One’ ‘major theme struck: ‘by the 0008 
varied: ‘witnesses was that: the ‘Cen-: 
ter would be ‘‘the” Major | national we 
memorial to“ Kennedy... eer 
President’ Johnson’s ‘Jetter’ ap-.”. 

parently: -put *to - rest - “suggestions a 
‘that the Center:be placed’ in. Some : 
area’ ather than the: planned. Spot 
on the Potomac. °°. - 
‘Numerous architectural and. other™ 

| critics “have .claimed the’. ‘Potomac 
site would -put the | ‘Center’ within a. 
‘maze of freeways. They have also. - 
-advised.the ‘Center’ would-be:more. : - 
‘suitable. if.-it’ were built - closer: ‘to 
‘downtown. Washington: ’ a 
‘The: President’s.: letter. said, 

to. horior a man-who had sueh deep 
and abiding-convictions about’ the i cls 
importance. of cultwral activities. in’ brn 
“OUI: “national. life. rer Oe - 

hhearsal-hours -and: beat ‘the 2. “ 

{MFLi in Tel Aviv 
— ‘Continued from page: 2 a — 

‘tbur: of the, U. S. A. 
would run at-the. Habimah: Theatre 
there . during: ‘the’ ‘absence ‘of -half 
that. troupe overseas. According to-. 
contract signed with CBS, Godik = 
‘js. presenting. the: Frederick’ ‘Loewe. | 
and -Alan Jay: Lerner musical .ver-" |: 

| sion of. Shaw’s. “Pygmalion” . “under:-* 
-the:artistic: supervision of fhe Hab-_ . 
-imah National Theatre” which had 0s, 
relinquished: “the services *of vits:.-°:.. 
actor-director. Shraga Fridman, -he* ~~ 

it. with: Samuel eras 
(Biff) . ‘Liff,. who...directed: the -na-. 7: ¢ 

| tional U.S. tour, the State Depart-.. iF 
;-ment’s company: that" went on tour. _— 

-to--Russia, and the. Australian Dro-.: . 
duction.. 

a Godik. whose: previous “enter-. a 
_| prises ‘include some of the biggest a 

‘who “have...” 
toured. ‘this country, had: also: pro-" =... 

“(with - foreign: talent)’ the’: .-° 2 
other Broadway: musical ¢ver pre- ‘.. 

as “West. Sidé “Story,” ~ 
"| with-a-east including members of’ 

| the New-: York and: London pro-.. 
.|-ductions,: “This” time - ‘he. had also 

“enlisted. the | ‘Services. ‘of’ Hanya -. 

international artists - 

Holm, to-do. the choreography. and. 
| musical. numbers, which . she’ iad 
‘done for the. original ‘and. for ‘the. . 

‘ London ‘productions. The: produe- 
tion. would also. ‘benefit from : cos-- 
fumes : and . sets’ that . ‘would be. 

: -brought: from. Europe, where. they . 
had -served: the Lars Schmidt pro-" 
ductions ‘in- fhe: Netherlands - and- 
‘the Scandinavian countries. Godik. «.‘.. 
had made first ‘contacts” ‘with In- —- 

grid Bergmran’s. ‘producer-husband .: *”: - 
“West. Side while he took © his ° 

Story” production ‘through. West- 
ern Europe: and: a- most. successful os 
‘tour. in’ Paris and Italy:. °°: : 

‘The--Hebrew translation: ‘is by : 
‘Dan: Almagor, . "a ‘leading ‘young’ 
lyricist. 

oh in. a series: ‘of 
‘questions ‘to: Stevens ° -and ‘Center. _ 

general --counsel | Ralph. _Becker, . -* 
pinned the Center. toppers to » the. wh 

“I don’t. say that’s: ‘what: ‘this. is 
‘but.I want.to make sure,: if’ this 
‘becomes: a memorial to. President :: eet 
Kennedy, that. it. -be. a. ‘fitting. and”... 
‘proper memorial,” a 
tinued.’ 
7. ‘string. of: ‘witnesses testified’ 

_ Cramer - ‘con- : 

“TE: - os 

Seems.-to. me that..a Center for the’... 
performing arts on: the . beautiful. ° ©: 
site selected. would-be one of the |. 

>| most appropriate memorials that - 

Stein's: assistant” ‘Jack. Gottli eb, ar-|.2- grateful - nation could“ ‘establish . a 

My Fair Lady” 

and Shraga Friedman, | 
| while the. musical direction is. en- 
trusted to. conductor Izhak’ Grazi-" 
anni. The Idcal cast is headed by.a.- 
“new: discovery: of ‘last | season,: ac-. 
tress-singer, Rivka Raz, in- the "part _ 
of Eliza Doolittle. Shay Kay Ophir,... 
Israeli. mime. : and actor : Temem- - 
bered from. his -appearances. on . 
Broadway. and with Marlene Die. 68 

; trich, . Plays. Henry Miggins,, ~ 
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a ‘Edwards, . and. 

a ‘club dates and fairs out of Chicago 
iS until ‘the, time:of her. death. ‘The 

*. -guits, plus the Plantation: and. Cot- 

oa were’ also featured in. Ethel Waters” 
“Cabin: In-the Sky” . and later’ in 

._-' Gibson who: had: worked :-with the 

"Obituaries 
=s Continued from pace 32 

tv. writer, “died ot: . heart attack: 
‘Dec. 8 in Holly 

be her. husband, Jodie (Butterbeans) 
‘it remained: active 

-after vaudeville’ ‘s “demise, playing 

“get was ‘to: have celebrated: its 50th : 
e anniversary’ next Feb. -9 

It had“originated: in Atlanta: and| 
= éventually . played .the major ‘‘cir- 

ton ‘Club “in ‘New. York and, : from: 
-1926-29, - Jimmy - Cooper's - 
“gnd White Revue.”: The couple 

. 2 the drama; 

"" ‘Larry “Steele's “Smart: Affairs”: in]: 
Las . Vegas... 

_ & -Dixie, “with new” partner - Dixie 

| Edwards and ‘learned. ‘the .routines.: 
_ Daughter and sister. also. ‘survive: : 

“DON: ‘PEDRO - 
| ie Avelar, 51, an. “orchestra 

Bill Graver’: 
“officers. and. directors of Brosdcast’ ; 

 Musie, Ines express. deep sorrow. over. ‘the untimely . 

ve passing - ‘of their esteemed: friend: ‘and: ‘associate. ©) 

a His devotion to_music. “and his activities as head) 2s oe 

i of Jazz Standard: Music ‘Publishing ‘Company: were 2 

The. staff, 

Jeaiier who. worked tinder: the. name; 
‘Don Pedro ‘and. reached the height 

os, -of. his. popularity in the’ .’30s,: died: 
..Dee:.10 in Chicago. A. professional 
violinist. with- the “San. Antonio 

eran Symphony Orchestra ‘at the age of. 
“+. 10, he-“came ‘to -Chi in.‘ the’ early: 
“2 120s.-and..formed his: first ‘band in 

. ‘Which: : opened. at the: Mor-}-: 
bo rison. Hotel. ° |. 

.-" “His band - played: “most “of the 
. »..,.Dhajor. ballrooms .in the! :Midwest,. 
“> had: a ‘regular. ‘musi¢al program. on. 

1929, 

radio. station: WGN, played .a- ‘stint 
at the. ‘Chicago’ “World's - Fair ‘in 

_ “1933-: and made a. number ~ ‘of io 
“records. on: the Deéea -label::: ' 

:-Wife,, two brothers: and. a. ‘sister a 
. tls is | paper's. drama: editor.. prior ‘to. e-| aa survive. 

FRANK E SAVAGE | - 
“Frank. E. ‘Savage,: 6, : Probably 

a Memory of: 

Fred Howarth 

a7 the. oldest 

“died ‘of:-cancer. ‘Dec. 9 in Youngs- 

iin 1924" 
‘In 1931; when: ‘Warners. ‘jnoved.| 

is from the: Dome. and ‘opened. ‘its. 
*upresent. Watner Theatre in Youngs- 

oa town; Savage continued as assistant | 
: Mafager. He was upped to manager 
~ An? 1941. : He | “also managed. the! 

a tate 

Dee, 19, 1960. 

-. ‘Warner. Broce, varied. properties . in ; 
Youngstown. a 

..:..-Surviving ‘are: his: wife, two. sons. 
‘and two daughters. * 

.. CHARLES | ZAGRANS © 
Charles. - Zagrans, 61). 

in’: - Philadelphia. “Long. associated. 

ccwith .20th-Fox in Philly exchange 

“area,” he -was -chief barker" of Va: 
: riety Club, Tent: 43, 

: Zagrans - was .a past president’ of | . “His }] “ Motion’ Picture. Associates. : 

” death marks the. ‘second. ‘successive 
':. chief, barker. of Variety: Tent 13 to 

die in office. Lester Wurtele; for- | in .o ‘nered with him: inca. Chinese magic ‘and’ vaude-cabaret- performer Sid’ .- mer Columbia. ‘branch manager, 
Was: similarly stricken Jast winter... 

ve ‘been: guest |* “Zagrans: was to ha g three Stepchildren,: a brother. ‘and of, honor at’ the. anniual © -Nariety: 
bariquet,.: Jan. 13... His . wife; two: 
daughters and: son survive. oe 

eo 

el Ps, KARL AS HARTMANN 
me JACK: MANLEY: . 
“Jack Hanley, 58, author of. some- 

-producer. John. Bash's | 
Bump,” in: 1954, :a* ‘Republic re-|. ee 

he - coscripted.” He}: 
Jater . did ‘another © film: for: ‘Bash, 
“Missile from Hell,” in” England. 
‘He also. coscripted: “The: One” 3 for. 
: Eros. Films in: London. .. 
“TV credits, include‘ episodes - in- 

“Black “such: series as. “Big. Town,” Jane 

. “Mlamba’s®: Daughter. on 
‘More. recently . they. appeared in| . 

“Spr. Campton Bell,- head of” ihe 
nent: of: Denver Uni- 

jenver: Dec: 7,.:fol- |: 
lowing ‘a long ‘iTihiess. and a. series . 

. Husband": “intends . to}: 
io th t oing as Butte beans | keep the act going r versity ii iin 

Pah: inspiration foal, who. knew. Hie To. his farnily SE 

Ss, we. ontend our rheartfelt, ‘Sympathy. 
: 

st: manager: in : the Stanley: 
“!- ‘Warner -chain.in point’ of ‘servive, 

istrict t: os 

_ Inanager. .and - distributor for Em-.. 
-..bassy Pictures _Corp., died. Dec: ‘7 |: 

‘In 1954). 

| 4agged- the Imperial Eckam. Famiy.*} ' 

film: assignment. was. on indie 

lease, © which - 

Wyman’s": anthology. - and’. he 
Millionaire.” _ 
His Wife: survives. 

an og ar N BE] 

of: operations. ‘at: 58. 
It -was Bell" ‘who. alinost -sirigle- 

handed - built. the - Denver U. | de>. 
partment ... to: ‘worldwide. .: promi-. 

neiice.. 

work: with’ ‘his. - students; ‘and: in 
-1961; :performed ‘the ‘coup no other 
‘college. head had ‘athieved, ‘of. per-- 
suading Moss Hart to teach’ a:sum- } 
‘mer seminar .at “Denver. 7 
death precluded the event. 

“BILL CUNN INGHAM. 

was stricken. in the. office of: Howard 
Strickling, ‘Metro v.p.. 

The.-. Citizen-Journal, * .was. “the.|: 

a -| coming head. of the Office of. War | 
“| Information’s ‘Los. ‘Angeles ‘bureau. 
during, World: ‘War J A _For, . the: last 

JOHN HOLZWARTH... 

four "years, he. was. ‘a. Metro: pub. 
licist.- Before. that he. “was. With: 
‘Paramount... 

_- town,"O. ‘He ‘entered ‘the exhibition}: 
'* field in: 1920 as assistant. manager | . - 
of Youngstown’s old: Dome Theatre; |. 
“which was acquired by. Warner: Bros 2 

His wife. survives.. 

ROBERT H: BISHOP . 
“Robert . -Hamilton: | Bishop; 

Coren Near : ‘Hunting ° Valley, - 

Hamilton. a suicide.” 

eg We: miss. 1 you, , Dad joe 
ee ieee | for the Balaban & Katz. chain since 

haa been a witness before: a House: 
Education and Labor. subcommittee 

;{on’ rackefs connected with illegal 

nitial | 
His initial. ‘works, hé wrote eight symphonies. 

““Roggie’ S| 

7 : starred: Greta Garbo:: 
“|: Machaty: returned ‘to. Europe. in ; 
1951. ‘where —he wrote . “stage” and 
Fado Plays. rs 

He >_ brought directors and: 

“AL Dundee, 

artists “trom ‘glk. over ‘the: world to | 

Hart's | 

Bin Cunningham; 60, Me. 
‘film. “publicist, : ‘died: of *-a- heart. 
-attack Dec... 13 -in Hollywood: «He. 

- Cunningham; .-a . onetime - staffer 
| with. The Columbus Citizen, now | 

oan York in 1928. and 

47; al oe 
president. ofthe. Musitarnival sum’ 
mer theatre ‘tent, Cleveland, ‘was |B 
found ‘shot: to. death ‘Dec.-11 in. his} 

oroner «indicated. he ‘would’ ‘Tule 

. Bishop, . whos Was: an attorney, wa 

= —_= {mand .. ‘perfarinance’. before. King 
fj | George VI: of: - England: during 

‘World. War II... | 

— \ devoted: to ‘eontensporaty : “musié, 
_ ir... [died ‘in--Munich Dec: 8: following. 
“I”. }surgery.. His Sixth: Symphony had 
“: , | been performed by: the ‘Philadelphia 

“ POrechestra under. Eugenie Ormandy: 
| in: .1959. His Concerto for’ Percus- | 
‘sion’ and Winds was performed at- 
Juilliard*-in “1957.:.:-Among: other. 

Survived: by. wife: and: ‘son. 

“GUSTAV: MACHATY. 
Gustav. Machaty,,. ~ who ° 

yected.. Hedy :Lamarr 3 “aWestacy” 
which . . brought. the®. ‘actress’ to|- 

. ‘prominence; died’ in Munich, 'Dec.. 
14 after a lengthy illness:. 

“Anna “Karenina” - ‘which 

EDWARD. € CEooK® ot 
| : Raward’ ‘J. Creok;73,. lofigtime 
‘cinema: manager, died: recently. in 
.Glasgow. . 
-Spanned. 55 “years, ‘It’ dated” from 
1906 . when, . at: the - age of. 16, he: 
“worked ‘the. projector ‘for: his. uncle}: 

‘| inthe Empire Theatre, Greeénock.-|. 
‘He became manager of. La:Scala,,|- 

and ; managed. 
oon & other aouses: there. as: Well as. in 

His. ‘industry ~ 

-in - 192], 

Glasgow 
Survived by. his. wife: 

*: RALPH. BINGE. 

noted for his: ability to: adlib. The 
pair once ‘had: ‘a. three-hour ‘morn-' 
‘ing: fun. show, - before. splitting ° ‘Up: 
| in-.,.1858; “They. appeared. ‘first -in | 
‘Detroit. radio in,:1932 ‘on WIBK | . 
and: in. later, years, on CKLW. woe 

ARTHUR P. KELLY 

‘publicity for Rochéster’s: Eastman 
Theatre and.-its: School..of Music; |~ 
died of coronary thrombosis. Re) EES 
‘{2 in Rochester:.He was among the|- 
few: ‘surviving. associates of George |*’ 
/ Eastman; founder. of . ithe” famed | 
Kodak company. ‘. 

_ELMO. COURTN EY 

one: “of the. state’ 's. ‘longtime exhibi- : 
~ | tors,’ -died | ‘of .carcer: Dec: : -12- in| 

Clovis, N.M.:He. ‘was city. manager 
“: (|i |-fdrFrontier Theatres ‘Inc. of their 

- i ftwo indoor ‘houses. at’ Clovis, and 
“). #Phad “been “employed: by: the chain. 

a in: ‘that: city since. 1938. .... 
| ~ Wife: and a: daughter. survive.’ cf 

“AND HOLZWARTH | FAMILY _|| He 
: “HERMAN. K.. ‘KUMBERA’ 
Herman K.: Kumbera, -54, a ‘con- 

“cert -violinist.- and: teacher, died . in: 
Chicago ‘“Dec.:.11: He. made. his 
debut : at: Carnegie. ‘Hall ‘in’ N ew] 4] 

and. played. a. com- 

| Merger can be whipped or resolved, | 
of would seem to. be an ideal union. | 

“ts 8 Loving Mornory: o 

~ Dee. 20,1957... 
: "Clarence. 

Wife, ‘three ‘daughters . “and a 
brother, ‘survive. - ; 

BEN LEVY 

1942,. died Dec. 8 in. Chicago. At 

Congress, Riviera, Granada, Roose- 
velt, United: Artists. and Nortown. 

premiums for: Purchase: Of - theatre) houses. 
i tickets | on Broadway... 

‘Survived by. mother... 

“ELMER. ECKAM: 

of a ‘heart attack Dec: 6.in: Roches- 
‘ter, N.Y. Aside from appearing. in- 
the. U:S., he chad . also ‘toured in. 
‘France’ and Britain.’ 

Following | his. narriage - to a] 
London’ ‘widow, Florence Kingston, 

-Eckam.. ‘formed | an: act: | 

In-recent years. his wife ‘was Part] 

‘turn. 
"Surviving, besides: his wife, are 

five: sisters,. 

' Karl - Amadeus : Hartmann, . 

the: “Musies ‘Viva, . an: organization}: 

Eliner Eckam,:'72, magician, die 

Wife, daughter and. son survive. 

ROGER LUDGIN. 
“Roger Ludgin; 31; ‘account exec 

with ‘Leo Burnett. 

ing -his name,. died’ ‘of a ‘heart 
: attack ‘Dec. 12 in Chicago. a 

“Wife,. two’: daughters; ‘a. sister 
‘and three. -brothers ‘also survive. 

EMANUEL ‘M.- GARFUNKEL. 
“Emanuel. “M.. . Garfunkel: : -72,:°%: 

brother of legit actor Harold: Gary 

Gary, died last’ week in New. York: 
‘He was ‘a stock ‘broker, but had: 

been. a partner of Joseph Justinan, |* 
| former. owner--of the. Motion.: Pic-. 

ture Center, Hollywood, : ‘and ¢ur-. 
sal rently, a ‘film Producer in. Healy. ot 

{German ‘composer and. founder: of! 
80 novels: before. furning 1 film and} 

GEORGE. A. LOVING | : 
George om Loving,’ ‘56, general 

‘manager of | the Du 

“Machaty |. . 
| as. a result of his work in this film;|- 
‘went to. Hollywood -from ‘Czecho- 
‘slovakia: where -his | ‘pictitres..in- 
“|-cluded — 

_ | Werblin; - 
* =) Ang, “died: in ‘New York, De. 16,. 

‘o€ ‘a heart attack. Another. gon. and 
a ‘sister. survive. ny 

‘career |. - : 
-Loew’s ‘Theatres homeoffice: ‘eash- 
‘ier,.-Mrs, Mae ‘Barron, died Dec. 64 

4 in -Grosse | 
_|:Sereen Gems gmior ve Pes. ‘died. Dec. 

Srthur P, Kelly, 75, retired pub- | : 
eo -- | lieist. and.- onetinie “-direetor : of 

with - 
Gower, Desilu. Cahuenga and Desi- 

| daugtiter, Albany, Nov. 30, Father 

“HAZEL JACOBSON. 1 
an f snatier Hewever, it’s rio secret he 

| and his partner have for.some time 
| seriously considered: such: a step: 
| some years: ago © -Thomas-Leonard 

advertising 
agency and. son of . ‘Earle Ludgin,. 
‘board chairman: of the agency bear-| 

T specials among activities he plans 
for next year. 

comedian - and: Leonard -own’. sub>' 
| stantial interests in ‘series starring 
Dick Van Dyke, Andy Griffith, | 
Joey Bishop;. Bill Dana and. Ey. 
“coon,” Jatter-starring Walter Bren- 
nan,. and: already ‘sold- to ABC-TV. 

ny ‘comedy: 
‘t Johns, but. that" was a midsenson 
eastialty. . 

Products Dept.,. died: in the Pan]. 
‘Am. plane ‘crash near:-Elkton; Md.,’ Ax dreadekis,. New York, Dec. 7. 

| Bride is supervisor of. the photo. 
Dec. (8 He. had: ‘been. with | ‘Du 
Pont for 32 years.” : 
Survived ® . by. Mite,” son -and | 
daughter... fod, 

CHARLES. S woop 
. Charles. S. Wood, 87; inventor of 

133° dances, died. ‘recently in Mussel- 
“4d burgh, ‘Seotland. “His.. dances in-| — 

cluded “The’ Pride. of Erin Waltz’: 
and “Waverley. Two-Step.” 

Step’. when he ‘was B. 

Oliver B: “Thomas Sr., 63. who. 
tianazed’ the. 
Antonio, for 25. years; died. Dec. 16 
in: that. city.: ‘Sarviving | are his wife, y 

_|,$0n,. -brother and = ‘sister. . 

old. State,” San 

 vicepresident 

“Thomas. B.. Barron, “husband of 

in: Jackson Heights, NY. 

John. ‘Harris, 51, 20th: Fox ‘Bir- 
“mingham,. ‘Eng., branch manager, 
|.died - there Dec. - 7. His. wife. and : 

- two. ‘children survive, an 

Mother; 87, of. ‘William’ Dasier, 

2. in Hollywood. 

, Kenneth T: "MacLeod, 68, film| ' 
actor, - died: ‘Dec. & in. “Hollywood. 

| Sister survives. 

“Stanley. “Merelle,- ‘magician. ana 

‘puppeteer, ‘died. 1_-recently. in, ‘Birm-| 1 

‘74 Ingham, Eng. os. “a 

Mather: of. ‘Ivan. “Mogull; susie [ 
publisher; died. in. Ne ew: “Tone 
Dec. Az. ee 

” Desila ra T Thomas 

ideal” matriage;. _because ° ‘Desilu 
‘its-- ‘three. studios—Desilu 

3 mass production, ‘While’ the Thom- 
2 of 5-Leonard ‘combine not only: has 
“|: six comedy series on the networks, 

‘but. :mueh ‘creative talent :and is: 
considered ‘the. most ” successful 

y ‘factory in the world: If° 
- complex. biisiness 

probleme ‘ausociated . with any: such 

- Thomas said he didn’t know the | 
‘of -current’. negotiations | 

since -his. reps are ‘handling: the 

talked merger..with ‘Desilu,: whose 
_prexy .was then Desi..Arnaz, and 
Four : Star, whose: prexy at. that 

| time was the late Dick. ‘Powell. This: 
‘attempt failed-for various reasons. 

_] (-Paramount..-and- 20th-Fox have j. 
oe “approached the .Thomas-Leonard 
~~." EF eombine anent ‘affiliation, More re- 

| cently, the comedy. entrepeneurs 
were interested in bi the Hal |. 

ying ‘strength. of the. network's report. . Roach. “studio. but backed away be- 
cause 
stemming principally from. that. lot. 
being in. bankruptcy. - 

_’~ Thomas ‘indicated that. ‘neither 
he: nor Leonard-had instigated the. 

- [present merger’ discussions... 
| Thomas is ‘now.‘in-the: Lith s@a-- 
-son. ‘of ‘his own:‘series, antl” has. = 

Pont. Photor 

“He-devised the. “Cavendish * Two-}:. 

(Johnson: Jr, New York, Dec.: 

ahead with. its. 

various.. ¢omplivations. 

~ MARRIAGES 
” Barbera Adair. Foster to: Johan 

division .for the ABC. ~network.” 
press departuient. 
_€arol -Grant. to Gaty. Sthe. ikel, 

: Raytown, ‘Mo., Nov.. 30. Bride is a 
Columbia - Pictures: staffer 7 
Kansas. City and WOMPI y.p.. 
“Ruth. Elaine. Menold Conté to 

Edward G, Robinson Jr.,.Dec.. 14, 
Arlington, “Ma. Both are players.: 
Mrs. Helen Jordan to Ed Begley, 

Dec. 12, Las. Vegas. Bride is sec- 

in 

| Tetary at her actor-groom’ S agency. 
. Janice Edgard ‘to Michael. Mur-" 

‘ray, London, ‘Dec. 8, Bride. is an~ 
‘actress; he’s an- actor. 
Vyvan Dunbar to -Brian. ‘Adams, 

\ London, Dec: 9. Bride is. an. actress; 

“‘Mether, 92, of David AY (Sonny) 
-MCA‘I. 

he’s a ‘member of the’ Raindreps . 
vocal ‘group. .. 
Sharon. Strauss ‘to. George Nor-_. 

‘man Parker, . 
Lake,: N.Y: Bride's father, Michael . 

|E.. Strauss, -is- on’ the N.Y.. Times 
sports staff; groom, who is Tearn-. 
ing hotel. administration, is ‘son of 
‘Ray. Parker, ‘managing | director of.- 
Concord: ‘Hotel, Kiamesha ‘Lake. 
Barbara Walters. to Lee Guber, 

'- New: York, Dec. 8. Bride is a writ- 
er-reporter for NBC-TV’s. “Today” - 
and daughter of - nitery producer 
Lou ‘Walters; ‘he’s: prexy of -Guber-. 
‘Ford. &..Gross ‘theatrical -produc- . 

| tions and also h 
Bet * Mother, “80, 08. "comedian. ‘Harvey: is end of Music Fair 

a | a ‘Stone, ‘died Dec. 8 in 1 Eos. Angeles, 
a 1 “Ralph: Binge, 59, -one- of. Detroit's {after a brief illness. 

“| top: radio. personalities, died of..a| 
-:. Bt heart attack Dec. : 

_ ft Pointe. Woods, Mich. 
With Joe. ‘Gentile, - “Binge: was | 

Enterprises.. _ 
. Sylvia. Zimmerman to Roger 

9. 
Bride jis‘a jmodel and. actress; he’ s- 
stage manager of “Dylan.” . 

BIRTHS . 
“Mr, and Mrs: Edwin’ Sulton, son, 

‘New: York, Dee...1. Father is a 
7 former CBS-TV stage manager. -. 

Mr,- and © Mrs. Steve Binder, . 
daughter, “Hollywood, Dec. 9. Fa- 
ther: is “Steve Allen Show” di- 
rector. 
Mr: -and’ Mrs: ‘Steve Wolfson, 

daughter, Hollywood, Dec, 8. 
Mother is actress Mitei Hoag. .- 

‘Mr: and Mrs; Robert Kee,. son, --.. 
¥ ‘London, ‘Dec. 7. Father isa BBC a 

| commentator. 
Mr. and. Mrs. ‘George: Rutland, 

Continued from Pace. 2 amas | daughter,. ‘London. Dec: 8, Mother 

~ Surviving are his wile and i a son. q fate singin talks “ate being 

that :when. and if agreement. -is: 
| reached -by. them; there will be a 

of meeting - of: -the: principals-—Miss | 
‘Ball, ‘Thomas -‘and Leonard. © 
A mergef such: as that contem-- 

plated. and ‘being’ discussed ‘would; 
‘to: all intents’ and ‘purposes. ‘be ‘an. 

is actress Barbara Brown. ; . 
: Mr, and Mrs: «Jay. ‘Schatz, ‘son, «. 

Chicago, ‘Deg. 10.. Father is general © | 
manager of radio. station WYNR: 
there. a 

‘Mr. and ‘Mrs. ‘Roger. Mudd, son, 
‘Washington; ‘Dec. -6. ‘Father is a 
-CBS News correspondent there. 
--Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Freeman,..-. 

daughter, -New York, Nov. 27: ° 
Father. is production’ manager for 
Colpix Records. . 

-Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Gaines, 

‘is Warner Bros:. _banch manager 
‘there. 

‘Mr. and Mrs. Tem Lynch, daugh- — 
‘ter, . Tuckahoe, N. -Y.; recently. 
F&ther_ ‘is ‘an‘ account exec with’ 
‘WMCA, NY. Child As their. eighth. 

Te exaco -0 Grideast 
—— Continued frem page. 1. =e 

ed exhibition. sports events. Sugar 
Bow! ‘will feature. two deep south _. 

teams, -Ole Miss and Alabama,.in® 
‘Spite of the fact. that the latter has ~ 
lost two games during the regular. 
season and. negotiations: with a 
northern, . integrated university 
‘team fell through . over the integra- ... 
tion issue. -- 

Whilé: Texaco was ‘trying ‘to. haul 
‘out of the Senior Bowl, a ‘spokes- 
man for Colgate, ‘another partici-- 
pating sponsor, said it -was going. : 

bankrolling on. the 

that Senior Bow] had no discrimi-.. 
nation against Negro participation. 

Latest word is that Texaco will 
check the Senior Bowl invitations -. 

| when released. If: ino Negro play- 
ers are listed, company will redau-. 
‘ble efforts to Bet: out. a 

said ‘this is his last year ‘with the | 
series, as he seeks to:‘branch. out. o 
into other ‘areas of: show’ ‘biz; and 
specifically has: ‘mentioned: 

-In. addition to ‘hig. own: show, the. 

‘for’ next season.” . 
Desilu~ has in production | “The. 

Lucy Show,”. ‘starring - Miss- 
_and-“The Greatest ‘Show on Earth.” 
It also .had. half-hour 

-series. - starring . “Glynis - 
“Glynis,” . 

tv —= Continued . fromm’ page 2. 

| Mrs. Johnson-,ia the. selection. of 
talent to perform at “White House 

‘| social. functions. There. may be. : 
‘more 

iz Carpenter 

‘official .. dinners’ and 
luncheons. in ‘the White House. 
during the next tew months than: 
ever ‘before in history ‘in ‘such a 
short period. This is because most — 
of the leaders of ‘the ‘world are 
“trying. to come to. Washington to - 

Ball,} size up. the new. ‘President, Each 
“head:.of state must. ‘be. entertained 
‘at. the ‘White House.” 

Les Carpenter, Mrs. Carpenter’s 
‘husband, ' _is'chief of. - VARIETY’s 

ar. Washington Bureau, | 

Dec. 15,’ Kiamesha °" 
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Lie a . last © 

cist alo time. 
:’ a year. end..statenient: by. board” 

+. chairman - David Sarnoff. - -Subject.| 
to. final” audit, -RCA’s 1963: sales | 

a sty ow me. : ae 
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“ Chicazo. Dee: "93. 
“In the’ disk rush to “cover”. the _ 

‘Presidential : ‘assassination . of - a 
_month ago‘there has. been the ex: | 
pected .waxings of good: intentions | | 
in‘ bad taste. 
Chi’: radio ‘stations® ‘received . a 

- disk: and. this: accompanying ‘press: 
 Kelease: - 

ne Saw, ‘Antonio—Jack | Ruby; self: 
styled. patriot who: shot and killed. 

Lee. Oswald, ' suspected slayer ‘of | 
in. ‘Datlas, iB 

ence, 
residual ‘values, | ‘the - back-number. . 

President. . ‘Kennedy. 
Texas, Nov... 22, 1962,. was mailed: 

-.today ‘the: first .copy. of a ‘contro-. 
versial phonograph. ‘record called. 
‘God’s Game. of Checkers’ (A. Trib- |. 

-.. | fax purposes, | 
Schneider. ‘said he: sees “the: ‘yaul- 

"the: “record. was recorded. “hooten-| ties for tv. as a continuing source 
: anny” style, and that attorneys: for: 
_Jaek Ruby: are expected * ‘to play: the] . os 
record .in:the: courtroom “as the-|  ; 
high point: of- the: defense: ”..No-| 
where inthe: disk is ‘there a men- A. 
tion “of Ruby, .and . the: handout }*""™ 
“failed ‘to: ‘explain .. who:: expected |”. 

cel. Ruby's’ attorneys to’ play. the: disk.|.- ff 
’.. Lyrics of the song. tell of a.cow-| ~~ % 

‘ ute to John: F.. Kennedy}:' a 
The. release went .on to say - ‘that 

o poy - watching, . on television, the | 
grief. of the late: President’s young}. 

:”. “gon: at the. funeral. The. cowboy |” 
:... composes: .a. letter ‘to ‘the boy:.in|- 

- /-whick‘he encloses a game of eheck-'}-. 
’ “-ers,-and refers to 'life.'as.“God’s| - 

“ others in time: may" ‘win ‘the. final 
7. game. ” 

There's a wide. ‘disparity of opin- 
“ion among Chi radio program diréc-. 
‘tors as‘to’ how to: handle ‘the batch’. 

‘of: records eulogizing the. late Presi- 
dent’ Kennedy, although: one. disk 

week. created. quite. ‘a stir 
“(Continued on. page. 34) 

ROWS Sales Peak At $1,780,000 fo. 8 
Profits Hit $65,000,000 |" 

on ‘For the ‘second. consecutive. year, 
“RCA’s. sales and; profits, has. hit an. 

. according: ~ to 7: high,: 

will -he about '$1,780,000,000;. with 
_an ‘operating. profit of about $65; = 
‘000,000. Profits from ‘operations in. 

_ °1963- increased 25%. . while. gross 
~, income was up-2% over: 1962 earn- 

"\ “|. dings per .commoan - share’ .will).be 
*"-. $3.55 ..fo.- $3.60, compared. to. last. 
“year’s $2.84. 

. . Sarnoff ‘said the.” final:. quarter | 
i: will -be the single‘ best profit quar- | 

ter: in: the 44-year -history. ofthe 
‘company. ‘Sarnoff. cited- three’ prin: : 
cipal...factors, for - the: growth .im- 
_petus:. 
-went up. by 70% over last year and 
‘now accounts fora major. share of. 
earnings from all’ RCA. consumer 

_ product sales; (2) NBC, which had 
“substantiatly higher. profits than in 
1962; and (3) electronic. data proc-: 
essing which: increased - by. more: 

of. income for” Col: - 

for .. 

-(1) color’ television ~ ‘which 

{deft jthe- 

Book Vi Value of Yaulties 

Time was -whes:*flm ‘companies 
carried on the: bodics their theatri- 
ally. played-out' featires at. $1-per. 

.| copy but no moré, wecording to Abe™ 
‘Schneider, president af: “Columbia 
-Pictures. =. - 

“He said” ‘it's. his: janderstanaing 
that because. of Government insist- 

and .in- “Of ‘television 

pix have. got.-ta. be: entered: ata 
¥aluation af $10,600. each, ‘this for | : 

Hollywood, ‘Dee. 23. 

:Son,.major Studios in tv-have failed’ 
to- come tip. -with* a- ‘Single-hit ‘se-| 
Ties; and evén production: volume | - 
As. swinging: oyer::to the indie tele- he: 
filmeries,. MGM2TV. ‘hiked . its: pro-: 
“duction this Season,” ‘starting: out 
‘with six ‘series /and- five-and-one-. 
half'hours“on -the air, as compared } 
to thrée hours | and. ‘three series 
last. semester, but: for the Test: it's s.} 
a different story. - - 

{Revue studids,.. Targest™ telefitin | 
plant: inthe sworld, sustained its | | 

} pace: of last- season’ with 10 ‘series, 
|4s-also shooting:.one “for. next... se~ “ 

“| mester,. ‘At Screen’ Gems,’ ‘there |. - 
are. six series: following axing ‘of. 

_ Continited on ‘Page 28) . 

Vaults'Frem $1 to $10, 000 |: : 

Single ‘63-14 Hit 
-". » Game of.Checkers, ‘His-consolation 7 For the “second: successive séa- 
- to: the’ boy “is. that. “Sometimes: “a: 

‘man - must be sacrificed. so ° that: 

| Pat Weaver Weaver Hits 

By: JOE “comEN | 

‘now . 
‘Showmen' are again" veering... to- |. 
‘ward. the wild: ‘era of. the: “butter. |. 
and egg men”: in-their. quest for 
shows -filled’ with an abundance of’). 
-bosoms, buttocks: and “epidermis. 
The. return. to--the ‘show: business 
‘of another -era’ -has been brought 
about. : by: a: ‘multitude : Of” factors; 
the major. one of which ‘is. the Jack: 
of headliners “to: bring in a‘dollar.” 

more than’ a: year.*It will. “£0. ‘into 
“|. the ¢ ‘largeseater’ in’ March for’ a] 
“?*”'E minimum ‘.10-week. run at. $10,000 | 
_ | weekly. The~ ‘spot : currently: ‘has | 

g  .janother show in a: similar genre, 
).. .|“George’ White’s Scandals,” . 
“2 T this. layout:.is :not’ ‘drawing a lal! 
_: +.) earte trade’ and depends largely. on. . 
_ ‘Pre-booked -business. : aS 

“Pb It's ‘Tong: been-held. that a. Broad- ; 
|-way: cafe. cannot ‘stand: solely'onj{°> ©... +: 
the reduced rates ‘of ‘the ‘banquet |. ¥¥ . - 
‘businéss but-‘needs a: sizable slice |. . 

- of: -drop-in:‘trade.:.-The miost  sie- 
of cessful: package. show. at the. In-']- 

| ternational was the. Harold: Minsky | 
Jayout ‘played: ‘there’ more. han. at. 
year-ago; * 

-, (Continued on ontinued on page..4 46). 

: Los ‘Angeles, Dee. 23. 
* Subsetiption - Television: . 

| 000;000 anti-trust suit against ‘five 
Power of the Press Does: 
Not Also Include Parking . 

a . Brussels, Dec. 23... 
J acques Stehman, vet: critic: of 

‘Ta: Lanterne, hts his «own ’ idéa. of. 
“service” ‘which should: :be - tend-. 
ered ‘to scribblers : by. theatres. ‘He. 
got his two:on the aisle; as. usual, |: 

“Merry 
Widow”. at: . the: National :Opera. 
-House,- -plus* program ..notes. “He 
Called. theatre “and: asked. for: are 
rangements to he. made for him: to: 

“opening night. ‘of 

park his :car neay the theatre, ‘Since 
‘parking in that area. is. tough. ‘The- | 
atre: sympathized, : -but said ‘nix. 
* So. Stehman’s- ‘$eats for. the. open- 
ing. were ‘not. used... ‘Next. ‘morning: 
he wrote a rougtr slam of the show, 
appending. it: with: a: note ‘to the 
effect.“I was siot permitted to see. 
‘the performance,’ so..the above ‘re- | 
Imarks are based on. reinarks. heard’ 
‘by me from various people’ as they 

after. Perform: ‘theatre. 

‘+ motion: picture ‘ organizations, '. 12 |. 
‘| film exhibition chains and.three in- 
-dividuals.: Suit, filed. in -U.S. Dis-|. 
trict, Court ‘and séeking treble dam- 
ages,. 
conspiring - to restrict. competition 
in violation -of | Federal and. Cali- oe 
fornia laws: 

material - for its: service. :Suit. addi- 

‘seriber. ‘television. 

as :  eodefendants 
ern. . California | 
Assn., 

included: ‘South: 
-‘Fheatre . Owners }- 

{Continued ‘On: ‘page 40) 

Be ” Maes ‘Not the Type’ 
The. ‘ety in: ‘Broadway © ‘cafes: 45 7 to nore 

“bring ~ back .. -the ‘babes.” |" 

- The International. Theatre “Res- 
| taurant has ‘set the Freddie Apcar: 
unit, “Vive Les. Girls,”: which has | 
‘been at’ the: Dunes,’ Las. Vegas, for. 

but 

Broadway: cafe “operators. ‘have F 

Conspiracy Suit 
. Ine: : | 

: | follvision: cotifipany.. headed. by Syi- 
--vester L..(Pat). Weaver filed a $117,-. 

“accuses: thé - .deféndants — of {> 

- Specifically; : comptaint’ “charged 
‘thatthe defendants had sought to: 
deter thé public. ‘purchase of stock. 
in Subscription: Television: Ine. by 
means of: deféndants’: ‘use’ of’adver- 
tisenients, . ‘publicity © and .. other 
‘meahs. Charge was ‘made: that: the. 

-] defendants: conspired ‘to: -prevent 
|STV from: secuting- programming 

Northern Galifornia Theatee 

ral Clinic 
"Paris, Dec:. 23. . 7: } First, there is no going 

“Andre Malraux, Minister of Cul- |. nc “ 
uite, after deciding that. the: city | tim 
of.. Paris has: too many statues, |: 

tion is not new. The detriments to 
film production in N.Y. are obvious. 

‘made up.a. list of about 200 which | have 
he. will try to. distribute to other | 
French --cities;, One especially ef- 
fective ‘statue,’ ‘of. Moliere, he : of- 
fered ‘to the town -of. Evian.: The. 
Mayor accepted -with : -alacrity; a 
“prize spot was found. at the en- 
trance of the Evian Thermal Clinic, | 
and <a. “celebration” was arranged 
for: the inaugural, Then the-Mayor 
and a committee svent:.to look at 
the statue—and- quickly. turned At. 
down, . 

oe fe Carl Forerian’s production ot 
-|“The.. Victors,”. ‘which bears. down 
‘ton the theme that both victors and 

-| vanquished. are ‘defeated: in waz, |. 
| -has . credted ‘sotnie. disturbance “in 
| what ‘one source identifies as an : 

Payvee Foes With . 
“insulated” area. in. California. . 

(Continued. ‘on. page 40). 

‘Britain’ Expects Color TV 
‘In 1965. on Heels of UHF | 

- London, Dec..: 23... 

Britain in -1965, . about: one: ‘year 
after the jaunching of the. BBC-2 | 
UHF’: .625-lines ‘ servie¢.. In’ the. 
-House-of Commons. last week’ Post- 
master-General Reginald.* -Bevins |: 
announced: -that ‘there is to be-al 
‘meeting’ in“ London’ next Febru-. 
ary. of the International Radio Con-. 
‘sultive Committee,: which, . 

tionally.:seeks: a restraining order}: hoped; will agree to adopting: a: 
jto enjoin defendants from ‘further’ 
engaging in activity against ‘sub-. 

‘it: is 

common-system for the. whole of 
Europe: - Such agreement ‘would be 

{an. invaluable. aid to the export. in- 
od | austry. 

ye. thar “Minister _ “also announced. 
thatthe Television Advisery:Com- 

It ‘tumned” oist ‘to be ‘the. play- | 
wright-actor in ner role e of 
‘“Malade Tmaginbire.”. |about being“ 

_,.., 1 concessions, let down. rules, reduce 
~ . -erew sizes. 

| get first, give later, if at all. And 
. .'{this devotion -to its own policies 

{and ‘suspicion..of showmen keeps: 
| the possibility. of making N.Y, fea- 
| ture: production: “easy” pretty un 

It's’ believed ‘that’ guerrilla. ele- _ 
ments .of the Johp Birch Society | cag: 

| ‘and of the Daughters o£ the Amer-|_ 
ican Revolution (DAR) are. making} 
with. campaign. whispers . against |. Lo 

| the : picture’ on. ‘grounds that it. isj-. 
| unfavorable: ta- America: : .: { 

‘This point of view was: expressed 
‘in: ‘an editorial: by’ -a: California a 
paper” named. the Valley. Times. }- 
There “has : -been na. Suggestion ofl 

_} “Merry. Widow” as a frothy concoc- 
‘| tion — of :.escapism, 
| melody, and as such this melodious 
lady has brought pleasure to mil-. 
lions. Not.so when, after years of... 

Color” ‘tv is expected. to come. to + 

is grounded. as often as a 
There remains a general, if cliche- 
ridden, theory that the studio. craft 

| unions of the east are feature | 
* | ductions’s, Vand presu: 

own ‘self-interest’s, ‘own worst op-. 
ponent. 

else’s conviction. 
‘seemingly has an : 

prometed” ta grant 

and so on. IA wants to 

likely... i 

‘York would compete in kind. But 
~ |New York. has from time to time . 

broken. out with promises of being 
an: offbeat ‘production centre... But 
these upsurges prove hrief. 
experimental film remains essen- 
tially a creatian of Europeans. 

‘Economics is stated as the major 

(Continued on Dage 45) 

By JOHN FLORQUIN: 
2: ‘Brussels, Dec. 23. 

“Franz: “Lehar conceived his 

oblivion; :.. she suceeded “Rosen-. 
| Kavalier”. at. the Brussels Royal-.. 
Opera: House and :got:the thumbs- — 
‘down; she -was ‘loudly and gener- 

booed, . abuse was. shouted,.. ously :: 
and. ‘the | ‘memorable ‘first night’ 
‘ended. in complete chaos. and. cor-. 
‘fusion 

‘Nothing- to do with Lehar, of 
course, nor with the still palatable. 
Missia Palmieri. What induced 
local: “wonder boy” Maurice Be- 
‘jart,. whose ‘fertile imagination and 
Tevolutionary approach te modern 
-Dallet helped: this antiquated opera 

} house out of the doldrums, te treat 
ithe “Widow” a Ia Bertolt. Brecht 
and distort her almost. beyond 
récognition? What succeeded tw 

mittee is :due to meet in January. seasons. ago when Bejart restaged 
Aa _tContinned on: eage 2 au | | (Continued om. ‘page wD 

: ‘Has’ New York Clty and envireus 
any: ‘real: chance to develop as a 
| film. production centre? The ques- 

That the: International ‘Alliance ; 
| of Theatrical Stage Employes and 
its East Coast-Motion Picture Coun- _ 

1 cil might well do much te eticonr- - 
age ‘production ‘seems everybody 

But . the TATSE: 

gt ‘Hollywood makes a certain kind 
.. ‘of product and nobody. thinks ‘New . 

‘mirth and. 

oe 
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CLAUDE BINY: ON 

or and My. Girlfriend 

ya ee 
A: ETY 

Plus © other statistical cond. date-filled al 

‘Novel,. in chargé of the: exhib’s: en- 
tertainment: “policies. 

the. area being. depicted. - 

dancers - and: ‘jazz spots. . What’s 

‘lounges... 
| section. -of: the. exhibit, probably 

|she is wearing in N.O:- 

type revue in. his. main ‘showshop. 

quite’ generous’ in: the. epidermis 

off Long Island.. 

Carr ‘is. almost identical. with~ leg- | 

John Huston will direct: for’. Italo. 

April, with the ensuing | shooting ||. 

(21). : The director. estimates: the ||" 

will- come to between. $10,000,000. 

-of the. project has been somewhat | ma a a ee ee 

as a multi-feature with segs- to. be 

‘to start with the Creation and: go }: 

The Huston. pic, ‘which: he pre=. 

through the story ‘of-‘ Abraham |- ~ Cues More. Eni iderms 

(that which presumably can.-be:au-|. 

and Abel, Noah, the Tower of 

pleted up to the Abraham seg. 

Says he wouldn't ‘have undertaken: 

joso spear-and-sandal saga.. Also’he 

- on-screen, with the segs resembling |' 

- The only ‘eontinuing “character” 

the actors will. be uséd:.on short 

“MRS. SCHIFF. ON RADIO - 

othy Schiff went on: the air. Mon-. 

that her newspaper. was folding. . ‘| enough, to. make’ nudity Tegal. 

-General’s ‘local independent radio | 

‘that the Post, one of New. ‘York's. 

Rumors. about. the Post were. in 

atter paper was hurt. by. the. long 

and it was. figured that the: Post and | Kenneth P.. Keating. - 

out of the N.Y. Publishers. “Assns. 

Production‘ on “The Bible, ” which4 

producer Dino “De Laurentiis, is 
expected to get underway next’ 

‘sked to. last about -a year, Huston'|} 
reported ‘in. New. York Saturday 

budget of the pic,: which -is:' to. be 1. 
shot in single-negative. Cinerama, 

and $12,000,000. 
According to Huston,” ‘the: scope  Feoture es In the soon due | 

- narrowed. since De Laurentiis first] 
projected it a couple of years ago. 

directed. by ‘different. directors. Or- [} 7 
iginally, the Genesis filmization was | 

‘up through: ‘the . story of. Joseph: 
* and his. brothers.. _ T 

dicts will run about.three -hours, r; 
starts with the Creation and goes. Bombon 8 eS 7 Moti 

which; as Huston puts it, is where. 
_ prehistory. leaves off and ‘history 

thenticated) starts. Included will be |" ~~ | 
the stories of Adam and Eve, Cain |. 

. Babylon: and. Nimrod.: ‘The.. ‘Christo- 
- pher Fry script is said. to be: com~ 

The director who has never previ- 
ously done a so-called spectacle pic, 

‘the assignment if he expécted: it ‘to 
turn out to be just another relig- 

< wants to avoid the tendancy: simply: 
to put “A. Child’s Illustrated Bible” 

‘Jiving statues tableaux.: “It does extremely. -wide attitude.’ 
‘present a problem,” he: admits... pointed ‘out that. :-Bourbon . St., 

in the film, if.it can be called. that, 
will be the Voice of God, Since all 

term bases, reflecting. the ‘episodic 

(Continued. on page 16). 

?. 
DENIES ‘POST’ RUMORS: 
New York. Post publisher -Dor-. 

day (23) morning to ‘emphatically | 
deny persistent. weekend. rumors: 

‘Mrs. Schiff’s denial” was: ‘heard |- 
on the 11- a.m. newscast over RKO. 

station’: WOR. There -has. been in-|- “Fir ire Island Pr rope osal 
creasing momentum. to. the rumor'| Washington, ‘Dee. 23. 

three: p.m. dailies, was going ‘out 
of business... 

circulation widely: even before the | 
recent folding of the N.Y. Mirror. : 

newspaper strike which began in. 
1962 and spilled. over into 1963, 

- alsa. suffered badly. during the | 
shutdown. The Post, in fact, walked: 

and began publishing before a gen- smaller: than’: the. S2-mile. area 
eral settlement . was . reached, of orginally. requested. 
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New Yorks Y. 10036 

has written c setdonically. hiemoress’ al 
 freatise on @ TV series’ quest star || 

one of the mony ‘bright Editorial Tt 

58th Anniversary Number all 

Display at N. Y. Fair | 
The: first crack in.the anti-nude 

front. promulgated ‘by. New. York: 
World’s ‘Fair ‘toppers. is planned. 

Novel | Says: 
that Fair’ officials have --told ' him] 
that it would be okay to have al 
‘show. under. formats:okayed: by. the| . 
N.Y. City: Police ‘regulations ‘and. 
which would also “be indigenous to}: 

This, says Noel, gives. him’ ang 
‘He 

New. Orleans, is. a haven: of. exatic: 

‘more he. already has ‘an. option on- 
‘cutie. naméd: Little ‘Linda -(La- |} 
|-marque) ‘who: is: a longtermer ‘at:} 

| the ‘Gunga Din on Bourbon St. He 
| will. install’ her .in-‘one of: the 

along. the Bourbon .St.’ 

| with a little’ more clothes than: 

Novel feels that he will utimate-’ 
ly wind up with-.a “Latin -Quarter. 

\:‘The. LQ: shows, che points out, are’ 

+department and the costumes. hide. 

ig Interior Dept. has. endorsed. 
Jegislation. to create ‘a 5 ,700-acre |: 

| National Seashore- on. . Fire: Island, |e 

The: proposal. advocated. -by. Un-" 7 
der. ‘Secretary of . Interior James. |.:: 

fslation introduced ‘by. .N.Y.- ‘Re-} 
publican ‘Senators Jacob K. “J avits 1 

Carrs testimony. before. the: Sen-| 
‘ate: subcommittee on. Public Lands | 
called for .a seashore substantially | 

golfs). 

| 
of 

| 
| 
| 

| 
~| 
a 

| 

oI 
| 
i 

| 
ae 
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on the -young.’: 

.. “Phe unique. talents © “of. PAUL | 
ANKA and -his versatile skills ap-: 
peal to all: Pages —all Janguages—all |. 
cou ntries.” 

F oothal
lers en

 =| 

for. the major show: at the Louisi-:|- 
|ana Exhibit, according :to. Michael. 

|Delay Teeotaag, | 
‘Trust Each Other’ | 

"Chicago, ‘Dec. 23. 

there will be any. surplus. to. divide, 
but’ if : ‘there are any.-new | profits | 

N'} left. -éver after’ the’ local.: clased- || - 
circuit. telecast ‘of the’ National 
Football: league: championship 
gaitie. this Sunday (29) the players. | 
pool will get .75% -of the - net re- (|). 
ceipts and: Theatre Network: Tele-.|. 
vision: the. other-'25%. Although | 
all 25,500 .theatre’ tv seats. are ex-| 

: pected to be.sold.for the game (the 
NBC-TV. free telecast is - blacked | : 
out ° locally), - the: hall- rentals. and | 
installation costs" of TNT's _Eido-| ° 

|phor projectors. aré so high that} 
there’s some. question::as of now} 
whether there will be much surplus 
to divide. . 
According’ to a spokesman for 

TNE, the attitude is “we trust each 
--other,”. and all details of .who-gets- 
| how-muich-of-a-cut. will be. worked 
-|out when: all the costs" are. tallied 
{and ‘the receipts are in. | 
“| NEL. commissioner Pete: Rozelle 
Tsee: the Chicago. closed-circuit tele-| © 
‘cast as’ .a ‘pilot, a ‘kind: of. experi: |. 

* (Continued. ‘on: page 15). 

‘CROSBY'S NEW TERRAIN: 

Golt and ‘Exclusivity Figure: in His: 
Move. te Frisco Environs | 

San Francisco, Dee. 23, 
“Bing ‘Grosby and. family. will be- ‘come true isn’t known‘as yet. How- 

some important chinks ‘on. 
the. ‘New. Year’s’ Eve: ‘Seene’ fave] 

come., permanent residents . of ‘the 
San Francisco Bay .Area (with com-. 
‘mute ‘privileges ™ to. “Hollywood) |. 

., | about ‘Jan. 15." His $175,000: bid for | 
“1'| purchase of.a home in swank: Hills-.| 

borough. : was . approved: by” 
| Mateo ‘County: Superior : ‘Court. IE 
Singer’s ‘business. manager; - Basil |||. 
Grillo, ‘had. entered the bid ‘some: 
time ago. :with:- the. ‘estate. of the 

_. Hl late Phoebe Carter. ‘Alexander, but | 
1-approval. of the court: was required 
| because Mrs. Alexander’ 's estate is [4] 
jin probate. - A 

* “Phe 25-room ‘Tudor. style’ house,” : 
.” Jl} invisible from. the street, is.at. 101. 

4i| Robin -Drive,- Hillsborough; and. is ji]... 
- 4] about ‘a mile from the Gurlingame: | 

.. a] Country. Club, top-échelon ‘of this |}}.. 0 0° 
ii] area; -o€ which : the..Groaner is a 

it member (and. where -he. frequently. 
Other show -biz figures who |. 

move “in. Burlingame’ Club. circles. 
include the Joseph Cottens, the {jj -. 
‘Ray. ‘Bolgers.and the junior. Charles Ae, 
Blacks. (Shirley Temple), .. T- 

Bing : and..Kathryn. ‘Crosby : and: 
a | their. ‘decorator, bandleader John. 

| Scott. Trotter; drank a’ champagne |: 
‘toast in their new home when. here 

dion a-trip.up:from Hollywood. They 
.'Hilwere. welcomed (with -the bubbly ||| . ¢ 

: by. Mr. _and ‘Mrs. ‘George Dyer and }if. 
. Howard - Hickingbotham . (the 

- Continued on- ‘Page: 41). 

We $ Royal Move Over’ 
Hollywood; Dec. 23: 

, -ntove: Over; Darling” has ‘been I 

‘picked : as 1964. Royal’.Conimand |, 
{ Picture. at London. its been 20h A 
Fox release. 
- Date ‘undecided as: yeti 

“MILTON BERLE 
About. to ’ fulfill, ‘engagements in ~ 

. the Tropics, ‘says: op 
“To paraphrase ‘Shaw—Youth is 

prioelegs—unfortunately:. it’s. wasted. 
. But ‘with PAUL] 

_1 ANKA it's a big, plus “wherever. che} 
~ | appears: 

Neither ‘side is sure :whether: | 

SO ee oe 

| | Natl can of Review B 
"National Board. of Review, which. has been: selecting ‘annual 

1s “Tom Jones” (British). 

, “Hud”. (Par). 

.4.. “L-Shaped Room” (Col) | 
8,“The Great. Escape” (UA). 

10. “The Cardinal” (Col) 

"9. “Lilies of thé Field” (UA). 
“All The: Way Home” (Par): 

| - / “bests” pictures for 43 years, has made the following. picks for. 19631 

"5. “hig: Sporting Life” (British) 
“Lord Of The Flies” (Cont) - aa 

“9..“How The West Was Won” (Metro-C’Rama)” 

~ (Separately: the Board, whose. ‘selection ‘committee. was. ‘chaired. . 
by Henry. Hart, picked ‘as’ “Best Foreign-Language. Pictures”. the - 
- followings: “BIE, “Four. Days. of : ‘Naples, ” “Winter ‘Light,’ “The: 
| Leopard "and “Any Number: Can Win.”):- 

_- Best Director: Tony ‘Richardson for “Tom:J ones” ‘British) « 
-- Best Aetress—Patricia Neal in “Hud” (Par): Mo 
: Best Actor— Rex Harrison. in. “Cleopatra” (20th) a 
Best Supporting Actress Margaret R Rutherford. in. “The VaR. a 

etro 
“Best Supporting Actor—Melyvn Douglas in. “Hua” (Par). 

Paty Doesn't Make an ‘Actor a 
Star Faces 350 Teenage Editors—" Editors—Touts. Writers as Key 
To. Good Films. Always—Like Older Thesps Best 

"Novelist: 

* iteven TEvIN 
“ “whe. now. resides. in: Israel: détails. . 

Develops Tits: Own: 

another. Informative Feature’ 
_ In the upcoming -~ 

58th, Anniversary. Number - 

Ho ow. Asrael Relaxes— : 

; fof, Universal’s. 

A thing from Commiinism in ‘films'to: 7" 
| favorite leading « ‘ladies,.most were... ~~ 
Of a serious..nature and ‘almost’ ~:.- 
None were. personal -other -than- =~ .- 

| touching on. his: acting- career. For. . 
| the -most ‘part,. they | Bot. as. good _ 

Brand of Night Life: ; 

By ROBERT B. ‘FREDERICK 

Hollywood, Dee. 23, 
. More ‘than: 250. high. school teen-- 
age ‘editors of..the L.A: area took. 
|on.actor Grégory: Peck in:a “We'll ‘: 
: you .answer” -bout following © ™.:. 
4a screening at.the ‘Directors Guild °:.--. 

.“Captain .. Newman,. pte 

ask, 

. Questions . ‘covered. every- 

* as they. gave, 

Plus other statistical: end. deteshilled : 
. _chorts end. anicles | —_ 

“Holding Steady But B.0. - 
Needs Last-Minute Surge 

‘New ‘York presents. a ‘mixed pic- 
ture as New. Year’s. Eve draws nigh.. 

day: or .so. 

“Nightclub Ops. and “hotelmen 
7.) have been predicting for sometime 
mo that the Eve will one day be just. 

| another night... They point out. that 
| many prospective patrons ‘just: sit | 
1 back and. wait for party invitations. 
and if.none develops to their lik- 

_-) ing then they'll make up .a small. |. | 
| Party, for nitery: going, | 

‘Whether - that: prediction. will 

ever; 

"(Continued on. Page AN), - 

thinks.”’. 

- Group. ‘included: ‘several’ “foreign: | 
| exchange students who were as cur-:- 

cs : ‘well-mannered and patiently. waited... a 
—~'| their ‘turn. to be recognized: by: the. wiht 

New Year’ $ Eve Cafe Tabs. | 
- |} Peck; what he. thought: of “gossip’ -_. 
_ colurnnists. like. Hedda’. Hopper?” - 

actor. 

Peck - replied, 
does any: Sharm.” 

On -:the ‘subject. of “wperinitting 

“Tr don't. think she 

writers: who. have. been -connécted..- 
| with.Communism to continue work-: °..:-. 

‘The. niteries are confident. of. sell-: 
ing -out,. although: reservations are. 
still light. The -major ‘part: ‘of: the 
‘Eve business. will- ‘come in the last: 
few. days. at the time when’ boni-. 

| faces are on the anxious seat. They 
‘Normally. breathe easier - the last 

ing,” .Peck ‘said,-““We. don’t have « 
‘to. be.afraid of. ideas. if a'‘man is.a- 
good -writer. and he ‘is at large, © 
if -thé’ government’ hasn’t - taken 
him out ‘of. circulation, producers ©: . 
are within their rights to hire him.” ~ 
‘Specific writer and film asked about _ 

| were Dalton Trumbo and “Sparta-. 
cus.” Peck remarked. “Anything that... 
smacks of vigilante justice.in.any: © | 
form is a-bad thing. I don’t know ~~. 
Dalton Trumbo or: anything ‘about. 
his past,. but he is.a good: screen- 
writer and: should: not be denied. 
a job- or: the’ right ‘to: Say what, ne” - 

| “trashy films, ” Peck said; 22 
' ‘It’s a matter of talent. You. ‘don’t. 

“On. 

just ‘stamp out a movie like a cook- 
ié.- It’s a ‘very difficult: art... ‘We . 
‘ean. use ‘many more good. writers.” 
‘(Actor ‘Tepeatedly ‘praised ‘sereen- Q 

(Continued a on Page 15). 
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es to Curb Vaworthy’ Films,” 
lt ‘Nation Small; Curtail Prizes; 

“By GENE MOSKOWITZ. ae eae: 
aan a Paris, Dec. 23. i 
New rulings to. govern the . 1th os 

“Cannes. Film: ‘Festival, April. 29-. 

“tl f ms ok 
"By: GEN E. ARNEEL 

ao “Abe. ‘Schneider,. . ‘ president ofl. _— _ 
a | Cohimbia : Pictures, poclared io fo vet: Filmer pare 

_ of} company: is. “looking . forw. all: a 7 

ER |] ‘great: year” but he could ome | : HERBERT. G. LUFT | 
: >". |Paothing- .in- way cash |1". -_ 

‘May 13, 1984; have: been’ instituted‘|| whe hos interviewed many a”: |}dividends.. Leo Jaffe, exec’'v.p., || ‘recalls -  interestiog ad fowiene 
-mainly, to: ‘keep. out “untewarding” jf: -.° 2 celeb recalis - 2.) then provided’ chapter and -verse 

Dreyer: I Dean Of -product.. Fewer’ but better: feature 7 || about the Col future,. detailin; im- 
fl | Some Things’ the. Stars g im-[.. . | 

* Denmark s Producers 

— — With the. question of nationality of 
‘feature ‘films becoming of increas-. 
ing importance these days, especi- 
ally overseas. where fag-of-origin 
must ‘be defined for subsidy, quota. 
‘and festival. purposes, dir John 

‘|| Huston can’t. rightly remember 
| what. colors. his. just . completed 
{ “Night: of The: Iguana” is sailing 
| under.: a 

_: He’ is. sure, however, “that the. 
Seven Arts-Metro production. isn’t. 

"films is: the’ goal, . | |-portant. talent.” and. ‘properties. 
‘Henceforth Cannes. will have the |] 9, -|[-* John: J. Gilbert, who ‘is a -com-|| 
Tight. to refuse any: film not -up. to: Fe ‘orgot Bat. T D idn t ~ || pany .meeting. gadfly. buzzed.-back: | f. : 

_. the level it considers required. neue || a . ee ; Hy “We. chave: been hearing for years || 
may, after long conversation: about: .- = about our - marvelous pictures and {f. - — , = another Interesting Featre A | 

-” : the néed, exclude-smaller.-produc-: inthe. upcoming llwe never. Bet any. ‘cash. return, on {. 

58th » Anniversary | Nusnber: Bie 

jj the Screen: Directors Guild 
“Tf been unsuccessful in ‘attempts - : . th: » r . 

“This. ‘was ‘the’ dual:-proaged. mib | 58 Anni e rsary N umber || obtain certain pension considera-— 
' ing’ nations ‘and Johnny-come-late- | them.” 

- lies. Butil-now: -Cannes, for reasons 
+ o£” France's diplomatic. relations, |[- 2-0 ge H. At of. oe ‘tions. Algo,. he is quite certain that 

-right:. unworthy. films though’ ‘it: ay 2, ARI ‘TY. a week; Tarniligs are. ‘improving and; : mil in Mexico, and. althou were << oxi. 
. could . ‘recommend : they fot. belt Plas other statistical aad dete-filed || as a matter’ of fact, this year likely. | Plus otter statistical and dote-Ailed lean, it rd not being considered. as | 
Shown. . a) ec _ || will be the best: in five years; said:|[.’ articles” | of “Mex, origin. Is it Liberian or : 

“National vanity: repeatedly over- Le 
ruled: showmanship. Presumably. ‘10 an 

. samore. | ” . 

a! Actually’ ‘small. ° * nations © - with| } 
worthy: : films. - will still: be more |: 
> than: : welcome. . . Meanwhile “can 
nee Cannes. Stand off “the. bigger mat, 

tions, ‘t60? 

“cf In. New York briefly Saturday - 
- QD), en route from Mexico City to 

| his. ‘home in Ireland, Huston: was. 
| quite Positive, ‘however, that.his - 

| film. version. of the Tennessee Wil-: 

“films I ever made.” Everything— - 

|right. Pic.came in on budget—es- 
timated. at about $3,000,000—and, 
if ‘not ‘ahead of sked, then right 
lon time. © 

His Mexican. crew, he thinks, was 
one ‘of the best he’s ever worked 
with, “They won't let you ‘push 
them around,. but they work with 

the same interest.in the picture as 
the director, if: not. the atten ed 

changes made in his original play. 
are totally untrue, per Huston. Wil-- 
liams was.on hand for much of the 
shooting. and, according to. the ‘di- 
-Fector,. “remarked finally that . he 
wished: he had done the play after 
the screenplay, since he felt now his . 

|| ‘Schneider. Gilbert, . who. was |L— 
ic: 4. "| joined. by ‘other. ‘minority -stock-| 
2 holders. “in.” -expressing .: the © ‘same |§- 

’ _ ., papitating impatience,..said..a’ cash | 45 
“-... |melon ‘to’ ‘the- stockholders ought |" - 
| to-be-in order.” : * ne 

Bano on 1 Cohnbia “ashen ig, ea ta - ; -)-cash: reserves.‘are ‘to ‘be: us or} 
Cannes . runs: only 44: ‘days. ‘this |" _ 9 | building’. od bigger and better Ub 

year. It is-to be remembered that in| Za 5 | future. bos iia | 
1963. there: were three. -Freich. en- Over ° ay Horse: Tt was ‘a lively’ meeting in ‘Which: of 

“tries, if the: Hala ‘and three ‘Ameri- | | -Sehneider © in - effect “shared ‘‘the} 
‘ean, .If. these’ big: producing * coun- |: { gavel with Jaffe, counsel-secretary |- ‘Paris, Dec. 23. 

Lol. . tties try “again. to.. favor’. them- f- ‘Spanish injunction. against’ ‘the } : 

wes ‘gelves it will alter the original tone. distribution of new Colimbia pic-: rer'S. ioomed VD. “treas-| lating, na i a ball, 
_ Cannes'will accept all films’ from,| tures. in Spain likely ‘will -be lifted |. . Industrial: Democracy, “. -}in'a few-years, 90% of the kind of | 

= participating ‘countries chosen ‘by. ‘within ¢ the. next 30 days—the. next oat four: took on. the questions, product. now.in general: release will | 

ae selection commi tees Pa use to ‘stated ‘Abe Schneider, president of. and. as “usual in ‘stockholder. meet. The films, which ¢ do eet theatrical 
on invite. others, preferably with: the | the company.” .. 2. ...[ ings in: any: industry, the minority ‘tat lee and Ciba dre y. big pie’ | (Ray Stark). "Director had only... 

_ pre y 4 | people, practicing. what: they. term | facles and action dramas, -plus.2') one brief brush with Mexico's oa : “acceptances | of the committees in- ' Ban was: imposed several ‘months “industrial democracy,” © got _-no: few.'penetrating artie pix: on: sub- script censorship procedures. They 
‘-wolved.. | ago. because: of: the Columbia-Fred. ‘place: except ‘to :have. ‘had a. plat- jects ideo. considered’ too esoteric asked: ‘him. to eliminate a shot ‘of 

__ ., But: here- contention: rises. Will | Zinnemann " production. (shot:-in-| orm for their viewpoints. Gilbert for video wf Ja drunken Indian lying in a roa.” 
“the fest. dare reject a film ‘it’ does: France) of “Behold a Pale Horse;” who .appears at. many such stock-| © ‘Theatrical. ‘outlets, says Graety, ‘| It was the stereotype of indolence 

| _;not deem worthy. from a big pra- ‘which. certain. Spanish goveramen-| fiolder: -conclaves, one of two will be confined ta a few, big,-cen- | they objected to, and Huston, un- 
- ducing country? ; | p gC -/ crusading brothers; ‘imvariably gets ‘tally: located: Tirstruns, ‘with most | derstanding their . sensitivity, re- 
oe, Jury will now: give: the: top award tal. authorities’ felt anight imply: ‘an’ attentive .ear, Such is ‘not :the ‘of the others:located. in: the’ hearts’) 
Ra a aS. the: Grand: ae he for De! pias: ‘against’ ‘the: ‘Franco. regime. | ease with ‘an..Evelyn ‘Davis, ‘who [OF residential districts. it 

Cannes. Ended ie tne, fou | As-a result, such Col releases for [Sometimes ‘draws boos. from. her| , 1f‘he believes tat big specs and ol den ury:. W. es £, I | Spain as “iL-Shaped Room: ov Bie, » | OWN. confreres.: on - ‘the. “owners” ‘du 10 e nhy bas Gi ure of if in 
a. special jury: prize, plus: ae e | Mae eg side because, she’-uses ‘time with lustry, Wi y a‘ ituatie se aus | 

=>, and male. best acting | ae id “Sunday” ana’ rere and. “Law-_ questions - about. matters not - xe- ap ¥ a SUrp we be < “Gi ie 
5 “other extra prizes -w 4 be allowe | rence. of Arabia were. barred from ‘garded’ -as time-worthy. At one: x APB ii “jfes oh irls’. 
“. TLast, year special. kudos: were aes nation.“ *.” “| point, Miss “Davis. had: the’ floor | 4D! ment ant swers en Pro- 

ee Vented on the spot to give the. US. | Despite | -its.. cutbs on: admission: arid. ‘another - party. in. the. ‘audi- ucer:. the- igveca e ims e 

aes USS. R. Something, - | prices, Spain is:regarded as an im-'|-torium suggested that she:shut' up. {American ‘style are xtill: out: $0 
. .| portant: Européan-country’ money. -Miss | Davis. commented; “You're it’s wiser to make low budget play- conception was fully: realized. Dur- 

. | source: for Yank. ‘film . companies. Just: Jealous.” . | h ting. thi “discus- 

ee SIE OF TYPE. Wr AL ‘land ‘its indeéfinite:-exelusion. from |: . | Of items while awaiting the nec-|ing shooting, there were a ot the’ market ‘obviously would have | : Meeting .. took. place’ at. ‘die essary. readjustments - in local Bro- sions,” says. Huston, but they were 
ce IN.’ ‘P AIN, 10 lbeen d to Col. ® | studios of. Elliott, Unger ‘&: Elliott, | duction. conditions. a 1 to-clarify some aspects of the. play 

ISSUE. At en amaging. 0 Co Te: division | of . Screen. Gems, ‘which _ Because art ix aré-not etting ‘which went beyond “dark mystery.” 
: “Madrid, “D ec. 93.- | Schneider. -now _ reports. “that _in“turn ‘isa’ Columbia subsidiary, the “prestige: rty Pi ote at getting “In Tennessee's. work,” he contin- 

“A sur ‘action: that is - 28. | opale. Horse”: has. ‘been. screened | ‘located .- ‘between - 10th... and ‘11th they, did. a few years ago,’ Graetz ues, .“‘the characters have a way of. 
:* “Ia. a court action ‘in: Spanish. film: ‘and . shows. no’ :anti-Franco ‘senti-}.Avenues ~ on. “Manhattan’s. 54th: feels that. French producers. must taking over,” so that even their. 

a without Mara Cruz. sued. Espartico | thent.-and- ‘as: a ‘result the injune- | Street. Schneider lost: no, friends try. their. hand af specs, but specs- ereator. ead ty te ana iyze them 
"-Santoni, film star and producer; ‘tion ‘against: ‘Col will be removed. | among the 150-odd audience when with-a-difference. By this he means more fully.- try 0 analyze em 

aa | Film ¢ ‘Peck: he announced - the availablity ofa a |: EOF damages. -incurred when’ the ilm ‘depicts. regory. Pec ‘and. | ‘films set against. a Jarge panorama | ‘Director expects to edit “Teuaria” 
7 |-Anthony: Quinn’ ag ‘representative | box “lunch: and ' buses. back ta. the|:of ‘life, whose . stories. reflec -“~producer :. reduced .‘ her: billing - to af thee. Franco -and.. PD! tiFranco:| C olumbia _homeoffice: on Fifth of life, but. 0 t either i in Ireland or England. 

smaller, more ‘intimate -situations. . 
: Car oO With this jo jing, he himself. is} as, 

dinal. | prepping “Epitaph for an Enemy,” | 
As for the business at hand,. the a love story: set. against. the back-|“~ 

(Continued on: page: 16)" = —— of . the D-Day. 2 aftermath, . } a 

ji. suit: filed by Warner ‘Bres, 
: against ‘Garroll Baker, and a coun- 
J tersuit filed by the star against 

- "* a percentage inferior to his own in 
ne charged violation. of her. contract. forces of. the Spanish” Civil War- Avenue for a -sereening of othe 

3.2: She, charged ‘that ‘her ‘contract /of .1939; but now: taking. ‘place “in 
"t@ star “in “EL ‘Escandalo”:: (The [Modern : times: with one: ‘in a pursuit | 

_“" Scandal) contained an. advertising of ‘the: other. . bart, | 
_ and publicity. clause: entitling her |". 
“> to.“ second star’: billing and first |” = 

- 2 -femrie’ billing in: letters’ equal. int: BF, 
2." gize to those: of producer-star San-| #: & 

toni: Attorney. Fernandez. Gallardo | .~ 
_asked the: court-for damages in the’: 
amount: of $2,500-.and' ‘a .verdict|. - LT Qi. 

-. ordering’. the; ‘producer’ | to modify Seca a , | 
=, ~., the: ad-pub.campaign as well as ‘the | | 

'* -press. book. for. ““Escandalo.” '). ‘Paramount’ Pictures has $ been de. 
Defending Attorney’: Vizcaino ‘veloping amore aggressive: style ‘in, 

Casas: recognized the right of film} i, Z stars to safeguard thelr public im: ‘recent - months.’ ‘Its latest. ‘move -in 
* age ‘in: a world of. “jus vanitatis””. this. regard was -a special. screening. 

-| continued with. prejudice, accord- 
jing to papers filed in New York:. 
Supreme. Court. No settlement. was . 

| disclosed. . 
: Warners. had sued. Miss Baker’ 

for $86,377, the balance of 2 $200,- 
000 settlement which in 1959 :she. 

| agreed to pay the company in order 
te terminate her contract. She had 
paid. all. but $66,377 when she al-- 
‘legedly ‘breached the cancellation: 
agreement. — 

When WB sued her, Miss: Baker 

oO he ‘Agoression’ 
| most exclusively. with indies outside] 
‘the company. - 
Included in plans will be the first 

roadshow pictures since “Ten Com-, 
mandments” with Bronston’s Spain- | 
shot.:“Fall’of the- Roman Empire” 
and. Hal . ‘Willis’ “Becket.’. (Para- 
mount is likewise pondering: syn- 
dicating .its'- post-1948.:features to 

increased “interest: on the’ part: of 
the :financial’.community in Para-. 
‘mount in recent months, ‘its stock'|.: 
‘being ‘up .lately..- Actually, ‘inter- 
‘est in the screening was’ such that. 
original. ‘plans to hold a ‘sneak ‘pre-. 
view at’ the | Loew’s State” were: 

.._| Strapped. in: favor of: taking’ over : 
| the Paramount. Theatre. forthe ex-| 

‘But he. felt. the’ suit.. WAS prema- | and product. presentation: held. last: 

ture: ‘since. his client. ‘Santoni: was week. for Wall Streeters at the. Par 
merely indulging n personal Dub- ‘amount. Theatre, NY... 
ticity. ana’ nad. not yet. aun al A ‘hefty: turnout responded toi in | sans moun . - 
hae ent is pending, me ‘film./ vitations by. the - company. fo ‘see customens slat showing, ss sineet tone ty subsid nich fias been uN on mie oe at en 

wet ur = Seven Days:-in May.”: Before the . In- seting-. -up’-the screening: ‘it. productive of late.) “| the company,’ plas $250,000. 
’ | film: ‘was: screened; ‘ad-pub’ director was-the first time ‘that Par. actually.|. --Factor in Par’s aggressive ‘stance damages. aoe 
:} Martin: ‘Davis delivered a little talk ‘conducted. ‘any. kind of .a Wall St. | relates - to .concentration::on: pic. ee 

Audio Devices Div - ‘Ve the’ gathered financial: commu~ ‘survey. The company ‘sent out ‘let-]| tures. It has dropped ‘some of. its |. 
ae {nity reps-and, also showed ‘them the | ters and:a special-mailing consisting | “diversified” operations per . Fair- | Harold Lloyd i in Manila 
as Audio’ Devices _ last week ‘ae- ; company’s product ‘reel -which’ hiad | of 4 ‘special trade paper issue de- | child‘and -Ampex..It still. owns Dot 

~¢lared. a. 2%. stock: dividend, ‘pay- | been- prepared. for ‘showing at ‘the | voted: entirely to the company. The:|‘Réecords and has major interest in |: Manila, Dec. 23. 
_ able Jan-":17- to: stockholders. of | Theatre: Owners: of America. :con-| reaction downtowii' to. this: bit: of | Plautus Produetions antl Talent As- | ‘Harold Lloyd. spent four days in 
op record: on: ‘Jan 7 |-vention. ‘a: ‘couple - of ‘months :. ago. aggression -was. substantial, as “at- Sociates for: tv. But these: are. more ‘Manila to promote his “Funny Side. 
* _-Fhis Company also" reported : Exec. V.D. George Weltner: narrates. ‘tendance: at: ‘the: Showing. indicated. jin ‘keeping with: ‘the entertainment of. Life” which was shown at first 

of 39¢:. per. ‘share. for ‘the - ‘nine upeoming® ‘Par ‘product. - drive. ‘in. deal-making ‘with: Joseph the. ‘company is considering. break- sive first run outlet. Lloyd made - 
‘ months. ended. Sept. 30: Sales. were |.’ Although: other. ‘companies: occa- E. Levine,“ Samuel “Bronston and ing with its tradition and going to | three ‘video appearances, received 

os _ about.” 6%. ‘ahzad: of the, ‘same: sionally . hold. seréenings for ‘ “Wall.| other: ‘indies: ‘Also, pends. a: pos- |.a~“‘showease”.” release pattern in|.the press and was given a police 
2". Operiod of “last ‘year.- An. earnings :| Streeters, Par.has’ -rarély. made | sible tie up ‘with ‘the. Mirisch: Corp.: metropolitan New York and: else- ‘escort from the -airport to the 
a comparison was” Rot. given. me cence of - 2 "Play. There ‘has. been. in. a time bo: come. Par is working al- ‘where. ‘hotel. . 

| qualifying as ‘an American pie, since oe 

—"|'Panamanian? Huston only smiled...” 

)  -{liams Play “was one of the easiest ..” 

and everyone—just seemed to work .. 

all their hearts—in fact. they have © 

suives it, though he did try to fight os 

"Rumors. to the eifect that’ plays. 
wright Williams was unhappy. ere 

-|the film company, have ‘been’ dis-. 

Roxan. ‘Fheatre,, Columbia’s ex¢tlu-. * 

a 

“4% 

. 7 oe ae 



~ 

Hlow doés a. company ® minded + + 
‘that way go. showcase in _New 
‘York? A major company. citizen .| 
of top caliber, who is familiar with |: . 
both’ the distribution and -ad-pub 
‘scheme of things. remarked: -to. 
‘Variety that. ‘the film companies 

“ ag well as the leading theatremen | 
in the N. Y. exchange: area’ are / eee 
frankly puzzled. 

In line with this it is widely: 
acknowledged that United . Artists. 
came close.to the. jackpot: with. its. 
showcase. pioneering.’ And. 20th-. 
Fox, . toc,. got:- for. itself ‘a bundle 
of boxoffice which. it might. not 
otherwise have. reaped... 

But ‘what now if: all* ‘film com: | 
panies follow ‘suit?, 

Independent “ producers 

of playoff of: their. pictures. have 
‘been clamoring for a ‘repitition. of. 
the UA ‘system. for’ some time. 

But. certain ‘distribution - : and: 
_ marketing-sayvy execs in Gotham. 
have turned to wondering : about. 
possible. pitfalls, . 

There's indeed. ots: to be. said 
about the advantages. of getting.|"-. 
product pronto. -to- suburbia - and: 
the - neighborhood. runs... But, in: 
contrast, an abundance. of: ‘market- 
place. is: te be dwindled if the- 
Broadway -firstruns, in the’ cases of. 
truly important product, lose their 
showcase status and: are forced to. 
play day and date around the. gen- 
eral metropolitan area. - 
Showcase played out. fine* with: 

UA and, subsequently, 20th, Now |. 
all the others, are: looking to play 
follow the leader. ‘but all. are: not 
really certain -as to: variations: on}. 
the basic theme... 

If everybody: (meaning ‘all’ the | 
distributors) go for showease, ‘as is |. 

indicated, a new possible. problem 
crops up. "This. centers around first-. 

. poor man’s. -entertainment.”. 

run admission pricés at --theatres 
where. picturés used to ‘be: ‘the: 

There are many angles, and for 
this reason at least some: other 
‘distrib officials . ‘are . not sure in 
which. way ‘to turn. 
Some. of them; “it’s” apparent, 

would like. to. stay with the: status. |: 
quo but feel a. change for the. sake 

residents of, say,’ Bayshore and: 
Brooklyn, for long be- willing : ‘to 
pay $2. for: a-picture,- per. ‘There 
“never - were objection. to. ‘this. in: 
the instance. of .a. want-to-see pic- |. 
ture in a Broadway de luxer, which 
particularly. appealed to: the; dat-. 
ing | crowd. —~ 

‘True, the ad-pub. money gets far 
better spread around with the 20- 
theatre multiples: first ‘runs; rather | 
than a Main Stem outlet ° along | 
with an. eastsider. But what: about 
the léng haul: in. fiscalitis? 

50% has been: Amortized . as. 

rf s@osed'- that 

T'is a problem. 
- Distribution people are. facing . 

‘serious. decisions .".and  they’re 
sharply aware of. jt: They're ‘clear- 
ly hesitant about making: clearly-' 
defined statements: of - - poliey.. -be- | 
cause they’re afraid that the show--| 

|: amount of outlay in fiscal, 1963... 

| Darryl Zanuck 
- Fete for Feb. 1 

‘25th: 
anniversary dinner. honoring Darryl. 
-F. Zanuck as pioneer’ of :the year 

- | will-.-be-held at .-the-: Americana. 

-who 4 
-have a ‘large stake in the manner. | - 

‘all ‘Warners’: 

Skin.” 

~ Columbia’ S: Ad Budget 
S:. H. “Malamed,. 

| ‘urer of Columbia, ‘disclosed. the -. 
"company: -is | spending about. .-: 
~ $10, 000,000: a: year for: -adver- _ 
ising. -.: 

Exec ‘said* “this ‘was’ the. 

and it was just’ about the same 
In fiscal 1962.. 

“Motion: Dicture - ‘Pionéers~<. 

Hotel in. New; York ‘Feb..17. The 
dinner, originally ‘skedded to ‘be 
held Nov. 25, was postponed follow- 

| ing the’ assassination. of. President |- 
‘Kennedy. Nov. 22, 

Pioneers prez: - William 

the. program . for - the. February 
affair. | : : 

LEGION B-RATES 3. 

Allied. Artists’: “Soldier: -in:- The 
Rain”. and. Metro’s” “Viva - - Las’ 

“Vegas.” 
‘Legion calls “Texas” a contrived 

melodramatic. eomedy”. 
“frequently. guilty. of a. brazen. ex-: 

| ploitation of indecent. costuming. 
| and ‘suggestive’ situations.” : Legion: 

“Which - is 

objects to the “patently sensation- 
al” dialog in “Soldier” 

‘continuous..emphasis upon gross- 
| ly suggestive costuming and danec- | 
ing is inexcusable in a film’ chiefly | ‘ 
designed: for young audiences.” —~ 

Legion - also. has. condemned: ‘the | 
indie American ‘pic, “Affair of ‘The. 

Legion calls. the film':“‘to=- |: 
tally unacceptable,” objecting to 

| the-“immioral context. -in which the 
confused: theme: is. developed”’ and. 
to the. “sensational treatment. ‘in 
dialog. and: situations.” | 

case switch from the traditional~+. 
may-not be. such a hotshot. idea: if 

i? 

atter all. 

Global Cross On 
‘Arabia’ Equals. 

Negative Cost 
Teo Jaffe, 1st-v:p. of | Columbia, 

“Lawrence. of 
.vabia” as of the end of November. 
nad. a global. gross of $13,800,000 
snd this is just about the amount|’ 
of negative cost. ‘Film -wound | up 
its two-a-day runs. in August,’: was. 
withheld for 30. ‘to 40 days, and: 
‘then went back to toarket on.a con- 
tinuous-run. basis. And’ it has: lots. 
to. go. 

S.A. ‘Malamed, Vp p:tredsurer- of 
Col, said the picture. is: being writ- 
ten off as the. receipts come in, | 
‘10% was amortized during the 1963} 
fiscal. year and. probably 40%. sot} 

‘now, 

Commented. Jaffée:. “This: is: : the 
higsest . picture in: Columbia bis-| 
iory.” 

Current session’ at: ‘the. national f 

| b.o. ‘still reflects: the: pre-Xmas- ob- 
| staclés: - which’ have: hampered | 

| cinema trade. over. the. ‘last. three: 

or. four: “weeks. Only: a “few: ‘key 

cities: covered by: VARIETY will: re- 

| fleet upbeat. Severe: cold: and ‘snow: 
[also. has béen little help.” =~ 

:“Jt’s a Mad World” (UA) (6th. wk). 
is: ‘pushing up to No.1 spot. -by dint 
of additional. playdates. 
fourth. last round. “The Cardinal” 
(Col) just ‘getting. . started - exten- 
sively. this week is winding. up. a 
close: second despite being launched. 
during. the pre-Xmas ‘session.: 

newcomer; is'copping third ‘spot,. 
atid likely. willbe heard from-addi- 
‘tionally... “How West. Was Won” 

‘money. It was third ‘a. week. age. 
-Kings. ‘of: Sun” (UA); also.a new 

entrant,. ig: finishing. fifth. “Cleo- 
“patra”. (20th). (26th wk) “is taking 
sixth: ‘position, ‘lowest | it’s. 
‘since ‘starting out. on. extensive. re- 
lease. 

“keys. It's ‘been out four weeks, . 

“Yum ¥num, Tree” (Col) (8th wk) 
Q is _ finishing, eighth. “take Her, i" 

ace et Teele ee cet” 

It’s understéod. that’ foriner ‘Pres 
‘ident: Dwight D. Eisenhower, ‘who. 
‘was -to ‘have. been. ‘guest . speaker |. 
at: the. ‘November. ‘dinher, will--not | 
be: able to attend. the Yescheduled |: 
event . ‘as he is. wintering ° ‘in Palm |.’ 
Springs. | 
‘Heineman .and dinner ‘chairman | 
‘Seymour Poe: are now. working: on 

“TEXAS, ‘RAM,’ ‘VEGAS’ | 
‘Gmorally objectionable. in. ‘part. for: 

““FKour For Texas,” 

~ and” .says- 

of change is compulsory. Will -the regarding - ‘Las Vegas,” that the 

“Sions | 
‘Schneider -as - well as . other Alm 

ON ational | Boxoffice ‘Survey 

weeks, 
It .: was: 

“Four For. Texas” (WB),. another |. 

- okay: ‘in- N.Y., 
Toronto, 

been. 

“Tom: Jones, * ‘another. from. 
United Artists, “is. ‘winding up ‘sev-f . 
-enth although ‘playing. in only four. 

_ Products Will Meet 
Mt Mar Del Plata Feat . 

“Mexico: ‘Gity,, Dec; 23: . 

at gentine. producers, are due to meet} :: 
Fat: the Mar : del Plata. film: festival: 

7 ; -)in: March to. set: ‘plans: for a-full-: 
v.p-treas~ scale. convention - of the. producers. oo 

‘Spanish |-.- 
producers have. already. ‘proposed - 

+} the, holding: ofthe: convention in| - 
-7| Seville -in October, .1964, but: both 
Argentine -and Mexican Producers 7" 
. favor. an earlier. date, 0". =e 

- The. idea. -of holding: the’ conven- | 
‘tion in: “conjunction. with the. Mar | 

[Del Plata (which ‘may be in Buenos |. . 
: intellectual. excitement’ which - television and. the’ theatre. cannot; ~~ 
‘generally speaking, match. Most. arresting’ is ‘the ‘attention given ~ 
‘to the‘ film industries ‘of other lands,. ‘Italy, France, Sweden, Ger--— 
Many,’ Japan, - India, Hong. Kong: and. ‘$0--On... “Aimericans in their’ .... 

“massed humbets .will-here’ be made: aware, if:not previously,.that..... °° — 
the cowboy’ is: not. a ‘local. character: but: the archetypical, hero. of 

of. she. three. countries. | 

“ Aires) fest was’: nixed’ .at. prelim-. om 
‘| inary. talks in Acapuléo, Mexico on 

“lthe-. grounds that: the full: sked of | 
| fest activities: would not allow. suf-+|. .. 
ficient. time. for. the” ‘tripartite Pro-" . 
ducer talks, © 

_ Chief. topic of the. ‘agenda. of: the | : 
convention. will -be” the-setting: up-|. ‘°- 
of coporduction agreements’ among || 
-the :three ..countries. . Additionally, |. 
‘other matters< of. mutual. interest, 
including: the growth of .television © 
competition, “will ¢ come under con: 
sideration. 

Bill Forman Now 

‘ceeding: Nicolas Reisini,. 

‘of: L. A.; former’ senior v.p. of. the 
‘Bank ‘of: America; will. be elected |. 
to the C’rama- board: and “will be-} 
‘come. chairman, ‘of. its. “@Xx€C . com " 
miitee. 

“It “also, was. made: known ‘that at 
significant ‘C’rama‘:: link. with Co- 
lunabia may be: ‘established. Forman, 
‘over. the past: weekend: met: with 
Abe..Schneider, ‘president ™ of Col, 
‘with latter expressing: willingness |. 
to.provide the bigscreen company. 
“with. both new. financing. ‘and Rew: 
‘production. ” oO! 

Forman | will : “continue “discus- 
‘along. - these '-lines.-: with. 

industry officials. - 

The new: president will call at 
‘meeting of. C’raiia exhibitors from. 
all over. the: world | shortly : ‘after. 
Jan. 1. at which he will disclose 
plans ‘for: ‘production - and further: 

' theatre _expanision.: : 

“West Ath. . 
a Glenn Ford. 

= wt) oP Mel Frank | 

‘She's Mine” (20th) th wk) i is S cap. ~ 
turing- ninth -place,. . 
Ton”. (AI). rounds out: the. “Top 10}. .: 
‘on its first week ° out. on. release 
extensively.” 

“Wheeler . Dealers” - 

“Incredible. I ou Tne y ” 

biz. in three. Or four ‘Spots.’ 

| ““McLintock” (UA); big. in Seattle. or 
and - Portland, | 
“Lilies of Field, ”: also. from United 
_Artists,. also. is: ‘doing: well: jn. sev- a 

(MGM). (52d: wk)’ will ‘take’ fourth, eral _spots,- 
- “Who's 's- “Minding - Store”. (Par), 

looms’. lusty. 

lower-seale | Tun. - 

pages. 8-9-10):- 

+ 

" Mex-Argentina 

iia ic ron -— 

bs : ixhibs Okay Mentally | 
 Seary of Actual Adoption 

“Key reps: of.the Union Cinemato- ; 

grafica Hisparioamericana, -associ- ; 
ation of Spanish, “Mexican | and. Ar-: — 

‘William | R.; “Forman; president - 
of. Pacific.: Theatres; Los: -Angeles, } 
-has . become’ ‘president and chief. 
executive. officer of Cinerama,. suc- |. 

who. will |’ 
‘continue. as -board - chairman. For-. 

‘| man. for ‘sometime: ‘Has’ “had: a: 
miajor | financial stake in the. com-. 
pany.. Last. : February he. loaned |} 
C’rama $15,000,009. for . operations 
and film © _ productions. . r 

. Forman dis scloséd that ‘Tom Dean, - 

“Sins of Baby- | 

~ Ted Richwond. 

| (WB). ‘and: 
“Lord. of Flies’’. (Cont): are. the. ‘two 
runnerup films... oS Robert. M. Weitman.. 

. ABV), | 
which: has ‘been. high on: Hist ‘for |. 

is -making ‘some credible |: 
showings in ‘small spots :this: week. | 
“Irma. La Douce” (UA), which -has’ 
been around in key firsttuns for 
months, -still is doing respectable : 

-|.. Jane: Morgan 

is” Okay. in. ‘Ciney. | °-. 

-* Carl. Haverlin 
; in |r Allyn: 

“Lawrence | of “Arabia” : _Al Mendelsohn 
(Col) is doing: nicely: in- Friseo -on: 

“Wuthering 
Heights” - (Cont) -. (reissue) ” “stil, is 
good: in ‘Washington... Tor, 

“Note: The number. ‘of. weeks: eat 
in. relesae for ‘bigger and longrun | 

. pix. are designated in ‘such cases. ~ {| 
{Complete Bozoffice. Reports Ont - = 

A “Samuel L.. -Seiredman. 

“Te. ihe Bis There. is , None. Like] 
ee By. ROBERT Ie. ‘LANDRY. 

“Lite: “Magazine last” week exposed an. entire, aiid -doublé-sizea,. 
- : ° edition, ‘entirely. devoted. to. the film’ ‘industry: here and world. .. 
around. On the face of it this ‘edition, put-together’under the ‘di- ~. 

_ rection. of Mary Leatherbee, an associate: ‘editor who may. be iden- ..° 
. tified, Luce-ly, as Josh. Logan’ s kid sister, seems.a publicist’s dream:._ 
_of heaven. But-if. the. pictorial. weekly strings along, sometimes un-" - 
critically, with much that is arch and .coy-in Hollywood publicity, it” 

-- must be acknowledged that the special is.also:broadly: aware of the — 

‘many. a. faroff : culture, 

‘new; the true. and the challenging. It. nicely mingles.serious prose... 
‘and frivolous’ gossip, respect for the motion’ picture as.such and... 
Life's. own. mad passion for. staged -still. camera; stunts; like Cary: : 
‘Grant: doing: a classié Chaplin takeoff, Tony Curtis and: Natalie 

.", Wood. reviving ‘Rudy. Valentino .and. ‘Agnes. Ayres; ‘and. ‘sO. on ina 
typical glossy. paper. ho-hum ‘masquerade party. Ponte 

-Frony the trade point of-view the appearance ‘of the Life. edition mo, 
“-@arries- warmth and’ comfort. because a. top. pop. mag ‘has. ‘made the wee 
-informed. decision. and taken: the calculated: risk of assuming that’ =": 

“films are: bigger than ever, an international: commodity; rich in.an 

‘The Life edition. appears at: the. end. of. one of. the. best boxoffice - 
spurts since: ‘television, -divorcement, ‘suburban. ‘population. ‘explo-.. . 

sions. and other factors incubated. doubt. and flight:as the prevail-- 
Sng moods. of Hollywood: Here is a kind of yeaffirmation: of glamour 

"and importance ‘that. the film trade has gotta appreciate: This kind: | -:.: 
“: of ‘attention. reeks. of the sincerity. of plotted circulation bait. Life; .-- — 

2 i pov presumes an interest in films: to which the film: industry, must rev- i 
‘| -erently kneel. - Cot ey 
“: (An editorial caption hailing the feature film: as. “a moving mirror; wR 

|. -of modern times” could. not be happier, There has; with this; been .: (2). ~ 
. am. in-gathering of -photographic evidence, in’ monochrome and. |.” 
:-¢olor, on the impact-of films in Africa, ‘Asia, - Latin America, on ..--.: -°: 
| TWA. duxury. jets, . on: ships at. sea, vat film festivals. at. home. andy, 

Crama President 2 abroad. Apart. from. the: total - prejudice’ of. the. pictorial ‘journalist’ for’ 
a famous namés, as such, andthe exaltation. of kooky. camera: angles © 

- as. ‘petter-than-reality, ‘and more: exclusive, there. is: alot :to be. 
“learned. about the film industry. in this special: It. is not’ heeessary 
_to. believe, if. ‘Life. really does, that Natalie Wood: presides regular- 

m ly over a: “cabinet” of :three agents, three Jawyers, two. touters and. :. 
a business manager; or that Claudia. Cardinale rides. a bicycle .-.- 
_bare-footed; ‘or that until Fellini and Antonioni the only directors 

.” anybody knew by name. were Griffith, Lubitsch, Vidor and: DeMille.. 
‘These. :are the. “cute: copy” . ‘angles. Mixed in With the hokum ‘is 

well-researhed: perspective, formidable.-data, impressive testimony". ' 

Of. the film medium’s surviving, and spreading, ‘importanee.* 3) 0) 

Wil UA Lure Creators F rom Mirs ; s] | 

Many Angles Shaping § in. ing in Wake « of Supoie Ss" Quest 
a For Another. Outlet : 

1 Sia Kranier: 1 Need Rest’. 
Sidney’ Kramer, ‘Cinerama’ ‘s: for-|! 

eign : sales - “manager . for the. ‘past 
two years, ‘is leaving. the. company. . 

B. G. ‘Kranze, -v.p. in charge of in-. 
| ternational ‘distribution, comment- 

- ed. that the resignation was.accept- 
Jed “with the -greatest of regret,” 

Kramer ‘has ‘been: called: upon to. 
slow. ‘down. He put it this:way: “I | 
need a. “good. Jong. rest and: Plan to. 
take an extended holiday, we 

Holiday Week. ‘Uneven So Far: s j Work New Champ, | on 
sh “Cardinal 2d, Texas’. 3d pe LA. to NY. . 2 

'. Parke: Levy. 
Lynn. Loring. 
Zeme’ North hos. 
Paula. Prentiss ;- 

‘Norman. Rosemont 
Kal Ross. 

US. to Europe 
Donna: Anderson: » 
Ernie Anderson . 

_ Gup Endore | 
~ Eva. Gardner - 
‘John: Huston © 
Deborah: Kerr 

“Eric. Schepard 
Peter Viertel 

LN. Y. to L.A. 
: Gilbert Gardner 

Jay: Marsh’ 

- ‘Michael - Rennie 
’.Bianta_ Stroock. 

} ames E. Stroock 

7 ‘Europe 1o U. S. 
- Jerry. ‘Bock’ 

” Dr. Saul Colin : 
Mazowsze. Polish. Dancers 
Harold Prince 

-<f rently” - ‘being 
_ 1. 4+:Mirisches. 

"tT steadily - 
-.* | years:.to'a point now: where: they: 

) for = his~ 

Even if ‘the Mirisch- Gorm: leaves: a 
United Artists : ‘when. its contract is.” 
up in 1967, as:-has. been..reported . 
in the:, trade,.. UA.- would have 
Mirisch.product’ into. 1969.. This =~ 
‘gives the distrib a cushion of about... 
five ‘years in- which to prepare for. 
such a departure. This. apparently :. 
‘makes the prospect of the prolific. 
Mirisch unit leaving more accept. 
able to UA.: — we 

Calculation Of: product. ‘ito. 1969: me 
is ‘based: on the production-rate eur-— 

followed - by: the 
Brothers. . | 

increased’ through’ - the 

-: fare planning projects one: and two 
-|-years into the future and building . ! 
4+ up release ‘backlogs ' for UA. Since’.: : | 
{the indie -unit is pacted at UA." - 
‘Tuntil August 31, 1967, it is felt < .. 
\-that Mirisch product will definitely __ 

| be: held ‘by: the: distrib. into 1968 - 
a . and even possibly into 1969. - te 

“ics f° More important, however, is the. 
..ereative personnel. It is likely that. . 

41 UA could and would make.a strong... 
_} Did! -to-Jure -such . ‘filmmakers: as. 
’ 4-Billy” Wilder, -John - Sturges. and 

| others, who. have. ‘deals with the. | 
‘}’Mirisches, into UA's.own. financing -.° © 
|| fold. This would have the probable _ 

| result. of somewhat countering. €f- ~~. 
“ fect of the Mirisch. departure. © | 
|." Mirisch departure: implies. future. 
|-needs. for. substitute sources. of 

| major-style -productions © of ‘type 
| Mirisches ‘have been. ‘providing... If’ 

_4 UA Gan: lure’ some of ‘the Miriseh’s 
‘more prolifie picturemakers' away, 
-|-Jike Wilder, who..has been one of 
-| UA’s- all-time, ‘best . providers «in 

| terms of: boxoffice, 
; {earry. plenty. of” significance. 3 

Soy,  CORNSWEET'S ISRAEL! PIC” 

this : would 

a ‘Hollywood, Dee. 23. 
- Harold:- .Cornsweet: has. ‘set: 

: | Mareh - 1- ‘starting date ‘in. Tsracl wo 
“The: | Professor:. 

_| Floods: the Bank,” : to star Jesse: 
.'| White, Fritz Feld. and John. Barry-.: 
_ more Ss — 

indie, 

“Pie is s budgetted at $400,000. 

“pace .- has: 

.. Rather’ better, Life ‘makes a pretty: good ‘case for the proposition pe Se 
‘that. the ‘motion ‘picture Has come .alive..as never ‘before as an art. -- 

_..ferm about which: intelligent people, not necessarily to: be confused: or 

‘with intellectuals, passionately’ argue, =. et 
This special edition is a. boon to the picturé business... . . 

“(Issue ran. 194. ‘pages, 57 in full color _Photographs.: It. replaces a 
‘the issues of Dec. 20 and, Dec. 27). ee, 



-./ Prem, Rabbi ¢ 
Newsweek- critic David. Slavitt and 

and: 
°.. Walsh; ‘a. Roman’ Catholic, ‘would:| 

”.,. have the. chuptzah to: disagree with - | 

> WWednesday, ‘December 25,1963. 

6 Seats Out Gr
oss 3 r) a ian i

s it : i a : 

Tt took ; an. " @laborate set of: -ireunistances: but .a-week ago. the. 
- ‘Chicago, Dec: "28. 

606-seat Loop Theatre. outgrossed: its next-door neighbor, the 3,900-- ; 
.--geat, Chicago-for the.same seven day. period.’ Total tally for the--:.|. 
--: third. week of “Palm Springs Weekend” at. the Chicago was: $9, 500;: ~ 

_ while . “Incredible Journey” took: ine $11, 000. for its fourth ‘Loop’ - 
“) frame. 

The. ‘determining. factors’ included a ‘generally. dismal. -precChuist. "| 
mas round.at the: theatres, an array of tied: holdovers awaiting the ~ 
big holiday pix,.and-the fact that there: were tens of thousands of : 
“mothers shopping downtown with tired. feet’ and tired tots. “Week- 7 
end” actually had two good previous frames... Be a 

Prem for Once Out Gunned ian a Pane 
“Moira Walsh Steps on. ‘His Lines. and. His Pride-“She. 
. Calls ‘Cardinal’ ‘Biog of ; a Priest Sans Religious Motives 

7 Otto. Premiriger i is ‘a patiént, tok. 
erant. man, but there are some.im- 

plied: slanders. and - thinly-veiled’ 
~~ "“imuendos -~ which.‘ even -he: cannot: 

accept with an. over-abundance-.of 
ms grace. The other night. on. Casper: 

Citron’s: ' syndicated ° ‘radio - show,. 
heard in New: York. over “WBEM,. 

: the: formidably-reputationed- ‘pro-| 
-ducer-director came close to blow-: 
-jng-his top. No matter: with ‘whom | 
- the listener was inclined to agree, 

. OF. even to sympathize, it made: ‘for’ 
one of -1963’s. listening. spectacles 

“++ to hear: the: acid-tongued. ‘Prem for’ 
ose 5 onee."on the receiving: end: of the 
kind’ of. . blunt, 
a @ritiques he ‘delights. in. delivering. 

uncompromising. 

.. | ‘Phe occasion: was what. anywhere’ 
-else probably “would. have been a 

) A tub-thumping. discussion ‘of Prem’s : 
i ‘latest ‘pic. Columbia’ s- “Fhe: -Car- 

dinal,”.-with a “panel - consisting of. 
Balfour ‘Brickner, . 

: Moira Walsh, film eritic: for. Amer: : 
“fea, the. national Catholic- weekly. 

Host. ‘Citron hadn't seen: ‘the film, 
“*.g0.he-was more-or.Jess left to the. 
>.” business: of inserting “sponsor mes-. 
“sages” “when things got. hot. Rabbi. 

- Brickner, who ‘had. ‘originally: writ-: 
vten ‘Prem’: a, letter telling him low . 
‘much he liked : the picture, - appar-. 
ently waivered in -his’ enthusiasm | 
in the course. of the radio ‘show. 
‘and, to Prem’ s loud surprise,. ‘start- |-- 

_.ed’-to' say. such things. as perhaps 
“The Cardinal” : isn’t sophisticated. 
enough for the: intellectual: fringe. 
Slavitt’s opinions ‘of ‘the. film: ‘were 
stated _in temperate—but . hardly. 
flattering—terms: the film ‘is “top- 1} 
heavy”; about: the only. aspects of | 

oe Catholicism® ‘not: touched: ‘upon in: 
“the nature - of] 

angels ~ and. the Manichaean hers 
the picture — ‘are | 

ve esy.” 99 

party ‘talk until, suddenly, 
“Lady - ‘took, on the - Tiger. - 

_ Miss, Walsh.: came on.-strong..| 
“When the. rest of the ‘panel seemed | 

., to ‘agree: that the ‘film: ‘was. better 
than the. Henry. Morton Robinson. | 
novel,’ Miss : Walsh ‘asked : rhetori- | 
tally, “Is that) ‘saying much?’ Put |B - 

“they. agreed. - that . ita. 
wasn’t.: When- Prem denied. that he 
had set. out: to make.’a .“‘religious | 
film,’? Miss‘ Sealsh noted that the |} 

7 director. had. sueceeded. in-making. 
<. ahfilmi about a -priest in which the” 

-:eeéntral . character’ displays: “no re- 
+ ligious _ motivations -‘whatsoever.”- 
At which, point Prem. started: read- |. 

_ ing. ‘a ‘comment - from: .Cardinal |#} *: 
og ‘Cushing of Boston (the Cardinal:| 

that." way;. 

_ had-'found . the :film’. stunning”), 

“such a. ‘great man.”..” 
. From. the - ‘Opposite ‘corner, “Miss. 

. Walsh came.-out swinging—to ‘the 
‘effect. :that the Catholic Church . is ‘| 
not monolithic:and_ that. it -was-her.| 
experience that great men are the: 
world’s worst: film: critics—that is,: 
-being- great, they don’t: have time’ 
‘to-see ‘perhaps. more: than ‘two: ‘pix . 
‘a.year. Additionally. ( and ‘this was | 
the “straw: that* almiost : broke the 

2 she said- ‘the. Cardi-. 
.. - Hal's” statement ‘sounded ‘as* if. it-| 
oe ‘had’ been delivered “with a smooth- 
oF cing . “Publicity, ° 

oe ow.” 
‘This. was. - simply. too ‘much’ for. 

Le ‘Prem. to ‘bear. ~. f 
‘he - said, Miss ‘What- | 

tiger’ S back); 

. Perhaps, - 
. everhernameis (Walsh) and the 
monthly’ .( weekly) - 

lited - 

It ‘was * pretty. “gauch polite: tea | 
the: 

seemed: “amazed” that. “Miss | 

man: at. ‘each | " 

‘magazine - for. 
2 which. she’ ‘writes, -which he. -had- 

-“Rever seen, were. subject ‘to’ influ-| 

renee. hy some -‘people- ‘here’ on: 
|'Madison: Avenue.’ * He said that New: 
| York’s ‘Cardinal. “Spellman: had not 
Aiked the novel and had ‘not’ want- 
.ed the picture’ to be made: (Cardi- 
nal .. Spellman’s : ‘headquarters “are. 
‘on’ ‘Madison Ave.) and that: while 
Cardinal Cushing: had: not: -offered 
‘any help. -in’. making ‘the ‘picture, 
“he had consented to look at it on. 
completion: ‘and given -his unsolic- { 

--Cardinal : 
Cushing; . stated. Prem- -emphatical- i 
‘ly, -had ‘never ‘been: ‘influenced or 
exposed ~ to” publicity -: “men... He, 
Prem; did. ‘not :know. the: Cardinal : 
-and had. only. met. him twice. 
On ‘the: other hand, ‘the: director : 

‘said: with vehemenée:: ‘there ‘were. 
‘forces in New-York. working ‘from | 

| the: very beginning: against his. proj- 
-ect, ! “Perhaps they influenced you,” |° 
‘he’. told’: Miss“‘Waish,. as. “they in-.|: 
‘fluenced: the Legion. of: ‘Decency -to: 
.give the.film a. B-rating -(morally, Y 

‘support |: for: its.- 

objectionable: in part for all).”’. 
‘’ Miss .Walsh.‘who, in’ the preced-’ 

ing passages, had: ‘done. -her -share. 
of.stepping on Prém’s lines, rather |’: 

| gracefully . retired: towards “the | - 
‘close, . disclosing’. that there ‘were’. 
Some. things: about the: picture: that |: 
‘she had: liked - (John. -Hiiston,. ‘Bur- 
gess Meredith,: some scenes. of. rit- 
ual).:: But no-: ‘loving - cups . were}: 
being™ shared.. 3 

-P.S.2.- Phe: ‘Legion of: Deceiicy: 
-did. not: give the’ picture a B- ‘rat | 
‘ing, rather ‘an A-III, that is, mor. |. 
‘ally unobjectionable for, adults. 

“Connection” - 

cial - forum, © 

AFM INN, _ 
By ‘VINCENT CANBY: 

New: “York's” 

versation.: 

This . is * the- ‘eandid opinion: OE | 
| Shirley: Clarke,. director of a num- |: 
‘ber. -of “New ©. York-made docu-||. - 
‘mentaries:: ‘as- well as: of. the: film | - 
-versions -of | ‘the . ‘debate - starting |. 

‘the ‘(still - un-|" 
released) “Cool World;”. ‘both™ of } 
“which have added. critical: prestige 
to Gotham’s indie ‘production: com- |" 
‘munity. Her remarks ‘were offered | 
last. week. in. the’ course: ‘ofa spe-|-. 

sponsored. . ‘by -. the} 
Sereen Directors: International | 
Guild; ‘designed. to ‘spotlight. prob- |} 
Jems .and ‘rewards in ‘such -indié 
: production.. ‘The former. . would: 
‘seem to- overwhelra.the latter. . 

and : 

‘Participating in: the “session, |. 
held at. the- News wspaper Guild . of- 
fices jn -Manha 

fall.’ guy- for. the IATSE;. ‘and 
Michael : Mayer, exec.. director. of 
‘the Independent Film Importers &: 

| Distributors: of. ‘America, which is. 
currently - “trying: | to. establish: a. 
reyolving fund ‘for the. financing. of 
-quality, lowbudget: indie. features. 

obtaining: distribution - for features 
‘completed. in - New ” York : area 
occupied. the major-portion of. the: 
evening. ‘Starting. -off with. the so-. 
you-wanta-make-a-picture attitude, 

- Clarke ~ opined: . . somewhat 
sardonically, ~ that” anybody can 
make :a film.. 

~ (Continued . On: page 13). 

Sit DOWN AND: BE COUNTED | 
| "Meaning, sit down ‘and. prepare. your. copy: pronto, state ‘your ; 

. “ imesioge to your: confemporaries,. order your space.in the issue which 
people. wait for, dig big, save. for subsequent consultation... Time:is. 
coming. short for your inclusion in the. ‘annual ‘compilation: of Who’ = | 

“Really-Whe, 
“ Show Business doesn note ‘and long remember. ‘Names. make the. 

a record and the record is the s sum of the names... You. -ought. not exclude 
‘the: include: of ‘yourself — ‘whether. personality or organization. : This 

.. oc) iS the important rally. of: ‘success: and. prestige. But. advertising copy: 
. mst footh us: ‘soon. Act Now. Usual: space rates prevail. 

“Communicate immediately for the: 

New YORK: 10036 © 

“LONDON; $.W: 1 | 
ais St. James's: ‘Street 

 Plecodilty- ar 

184-W. Abth st. mee 

58h b Anniversary Edition of 

“ HOULYWoOD 90028 
- 04. Sunset Blvd. 

- . PARIS 
80 ‘Ave: te Negi 
ee, fo. Nesiity-Ser-Seine 

independent | ‘mil 
production: ‘movement is.no moye-|-:. 

| ment at-all. For the last 15 or 20]. 
years, individual .filmmakers -have, |: 

from. ‘time ‘to’ time, made. isolated |: ° 
| features, but. until. more of those | 

=| features are financially . success. 
ful, ‘the so-called :: movement: is.| 
nothing. more. ‘than... awisttul: eon- 

.to- make’ up losses of Black. — 

INY.D 
. Mild } Regrets’ On n,. were Paul. 

Heller, ‘producer: of ‘David. and 
‘Lisa,”. perhaps the- ‘most: ‘successful | 
(financially) “of the “recent ‘east-| 
.coast-made indies; 
‘producer-director ‘of. “The’ Moving | 
Finger,” -which took: the. ‘best -di-|-. 
rector prize ‘at this - year’s: San: 
‘Francisco. fest . and'‘made him: a 

Larry : Moyer, |. ,) 

ders dragging last week: when Di- | 

negotiations aimed at a merger: be-: 

gone dead: It. seems. that the. SDIG: 
-was “honoring: a supposed. agree-. 
iment whereby ‘all comments about 

“The .problems_ of. financing: an a: ‘the talks. were®.to: be. ‘made jointly... 

caution, expressing . only. “regret” 
‘that negotiations. had collapsed, as: 
if it were news. It did not realize} 
-Sidney’s. innuendos. The best: New:} 

{edly to comment: that “the . DGA 
had ‘broken ‘off the : ‘merger “talks.” 

| _A prime. requisite ig: a pal ‘that. “someone somewhere in SDIG 

~ [Lary Moyer Yet to Hear From IATSE; 
Deas Expsin Would Be Led 

" Indie‘film producer Larry Moyer, 
M urnin n Cuft- * - {who made’ a non-union film called 
9 ec Ont ‘ork. . : | “The. Moving: Finger” ‘and who has. 

E dita or, Wantery: : -Tbeen the object of a union cam-. 
“6 tL bor’s eatest. :. | paign to expel him from his IATSE. 
' ne. 0 rae are -|Film. Editors brotherhood and. to 
champions -and friends “was | bring his activities to the attention 
the late .amented.. President of ‘various departments. of the City 

‘ Kennedy, | "yet. when the Holly-  |of New. York; -says -he has asked 

‘wood: Crafts” were.-asked to ~jhis lawyer look into the campaign. 
- make: one tiny sacrifice—work . _{¥or one. thing, he pointed ‘outlast 

on Saturday. .at” régular “scale | week,:- he has never yet been noti- 
"to. help ‘Hollywood. producers’: fied or charged by the union: so 

- ‘the’ still doesn't know. what he’s 
: Monday. (the- world’s ‘day of _ : accused of. - 

- Maurning} . : they... refused: to -- 
budge from double time rates. 
:": What a “bunch -.of- ingrates. 

¢ 

: baer noe is the East renee d 
-| Motion Picture Council, a group ‘o 

7 theyare! . They could have _” | International Alliance of Theateical 
‘helped: Hollywood ‘to keep ‘its. Stage Employees filmmaking locals. 
_tost. down due to the Day of-” | Moyer was.in Mexico at the.time 
“Mourning. No wonder: when: ~.'| the Council initiated its actions but 
‘ever the. chance comes. ‘to. ‘has been: back a couple of weeks. 
“make films abroad. Producers - 
take advantage. of: it.: a 
“Raymond T, London’ ~ 

. Anglo-American Film Sales,” : 

aaa hh 

| from: ‘his. editors Local ‘771. from 

. fpelled:. 

‘constitution: covering the expulsion 
.|of a member for. making a non- 
‘union film that he knows of. Also, 

‘| he noted, union procedure is spell- 
ted’ out: carefully in that he must 

.jtake place. He plans to meet with 
officials of the Council and. 

ne y S$ Rem r S ee ust 

‘Screen | Directors : International | ‘The Counsel ‘took action in’ an-. 
Guild was caught with its suspen-. other area which Moyer is locking 

into.. It.is requested that the N.Y, 
Dept. - of ‘Investigations leok into’ 
the making of the film because. of. 

rectors: Guild -of America prez 
George. Sidney broke the news that 

tween :the two organizations had: ances by Moyer while making “Fin- 

ger.” Council is basing its allera- 
tions.on ‘a newspaper interview 
Moyer gave in Hollywood.in which 
he alluded to stich procedures. The. 
Investigations: Dept. has begun _to 
nose around on the ‘subject: and so 
has Moyer.:. 

‘Council is: also ‘inviting: the: in- 
volvement of the N:Y. Dept. of 
Commerce. ®: This bureau issues 

It did: not respond. béyond: past. 

Yorkers could-manage.was offhand-. 

Council ' clainis. that Moyer didn’t 
have any.-- The indie poirited. out 

~ 1 that: he. only’ used a. hand-held 
‘| ¢amera for’ street work and that a 

This contrasts with: Sidney’ 's view. 

(Continued on: “page” 15) 

= j with ‘such..an instrument. 

Moyer also : ‘pointed out. that. 
aii there. are na. precedents : for this 

‘union action, figuring that. this is. 
al the. first . time that. the. union has: 

| taken steps of this. kind. against the 

‘spoken. ‘denouncer: of ‘such prod:ict. 
|-and even suggested a union label 

1 drive to get the IATSE lozo. an. all. 
| -union-made films so that only. such 
|: product. would. be shown in: thea- 

at | tres by union projectionists. - ° 

| RETURN OF MAIBAUM 
os Hollywood, Dec. °23. 

. Richard Maibsum, 
1 completion. ‘of four scripts of the 
Tan Fleming filmseries for Broc- 

1 coli and Saltzman in: England, has. 
jreturned to Hollywood to prep 

‘ial: for Hollywood filming. 

= Among. properties. on which ‘Mai- 
#| baum ‘is: currently working i is:“The 

Itch Hill. Proposition,” -comcdy- 
| which. “he ‘coscripted.. with Cyril. 
Hume. ‘Pair: also: wrote the play, 
“Ransom,” filmed in 1956 by Metro- 
“Goldwyn-Mayer. Writer . yesterday > 

| said it has just been published by 
44} Samuel ‘French ‘as: property to be 

48] Maibaum and Hume retain these 
. rights. : . 

-: AR] “Maibaum- Scripted “Dr. No” and. 
dai “From Russia: With Love,” 

eae Jil compieted.. “Russia” is due’ for 

o _ CHICAGO 60611 -.. | April release: here, is now running 
oe successfuly: in England. 

400 N. Michigan. are . “Upeoiming are. “Goldfinger” and. 
|.“Thunder . Ball,”. ‘latter originally ©. 

ROME 3° “‘Shelvea due to prior ownershio by. ° 
| Sean: McClory.. Deal is now in 
-works for releaso. from McClory 

oH series, Producers now own nine.’ 
— Is oF te: James Eond ‘stories. 

“Prime mover in bringing action — 

‘More importantly, he hasn't heard. 

7 | whieh - ‘the Council wants. him 2x-" 

There is no provision. in the tinion 

be formally charged and then have. 
|the charges brought. before ‘the. 
-|membership before expulsion can” 

771 to. 
see just what. the. ‘whole thing * 

alleged’ violations of City -ordin-. 

‘street - shooting: ‘permits and the ~ 

{| permit is not: required for lensing 

‘maker. of a non-union film. The 
Council has, naturally, been an out-. 

TO HOLLYWOOD SCENE. 
following 

|.indie projects and seek new mate-_ . 

| sold: for little theatre production. | 

to “add to’ the Broccoli Saltzman 

cacy 

ge © . oF, 

ead ae 

ices cee 
"? yey 

oes ao 

j 
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With. ‘The. Pre. r a promising. ; 

‘Love oper | which ‘scenarist. Schulman Toned f a et 
[the lyrics, Jack Jones sings. part of |: 

jit in. the course of. the “picture. | 
‘Some ‘of the sceries seém awfully |. - 

Stranger. 

A. bachelor, a working. ‘girl ana: ° 
an untimely pregnancy. Un- |; 
even romantic comedy-drama. - | 
-yeinforced. with highly market- °- 
able ingredients... Despite’ un-° - 
even scénes,, . very. E008 3.0. : 

‘prospect... © - . 

Hollywood, Dee. 33.- 
Paramount. yelease of ‘Alan J. Pakuia: 
oduction.. Stars Natalie -Wood;.- 
eQueen; features Edie Adams,: Herschel. 

Bernardi, Tom Bosley. Directed -hy Robert |. 
. Mulligan... Screenplay, Arnold Schulman; 

aron ‘Milt -Krasner;: editor, 
Elmer: Bernstein; 

eamera; 
Stell; ~ musie,. --asst.: 
director, William McGarry. Reviewed. at |" 
Westwood Village . Theatre, Dec. 13;° 63; 
Running time, 102 ‘MIN 
Angie ree es eecevene « . : 

Rocky ....ie.0- aa eecece | ‘Steve McQueen | Oop 
Barbie. ale ce-ene ovroeece eerean ‘Adams: : OC 

Dominick: ....00.s0008" Herschel ‘Bernardi. 
Columbo ...6-0c.cse cee. Tom. Bosley 
Julio 2... eect eee "Harvey. Lenibeck 
Mama roseerr gees eee eo Penny. Santon |. 

ANNA 2. cece. penn "Virginia Vincent. 
G es sane ne eta tenes Nick Alexander - 

‘Augusta Ciolli: 
: Anne Hegira’: 

uldo.- 
_ Mrs. Papasano . fereebes, 
Beeti 

“Mario ‘Badolati- 
oe eoneuae 

Elio Papasano. sacs od seeee 
The Woman: . “* “ ee ove . . ene . Elena’ Karam . : 

Mrs. Columbo :. come .Nina Varela. 
Gina . ...- segetrertiee "Marilyn ‘Chris 
The: Priest tp ebacenen: wee dee Wolfe Barzell 

Paramount has. surefire boxoffice'| 

merchandise - in “Love: ‘With the. 

Proper — Stranger,’ * an attraction 

marketably endowed “with .-the hot 

Marquee names. ‘of ‘Natalie’ Wood 
and Steve McQueen and reinforced. 
with an: appealingly bright;.- opti- 
mistic slant on a fresh and pro-: 
vocative theme—pregnancy “prior 
to matrimony, . ‘and how the. prob- 
lem is approached. and solved ‘by | 
the male and female involved. It’s. 
g@ commercial strike. for. the: team 
of producer Alan J, Pakula. and 
director Robert Mulligan. 
Written for the. screen by. Arnold’ 

Schulman, “Proper ‘Stranger’ . is: 
actually a somewhat unstable pic- 
ture, fluctuating between scenes 
of a substantial, lifelike disposition 
“and others. ‘where. reality is sus- 
‘perided in favor of deliberately ex- 

‘ aggerated hdkum.. For commercial 

patible, but artistically . .they are’ 
-4neongruous: :'This. inconsistency of: 
style is accompanied by..an even. 
more damaging ‘basic inconsistency 
of character conception and devel- 
opment, but. fortunately the film. 
survives | these shortcomings 
through. ifs: sheer breezy ‘good | na- 
‘ture and the animal: “magnetism of 
its two stars.” wr 

Schulman’s | - scenario. Gescribes 
the. curious love affair that“evolves: 
-between two young New York. Ital-: 

musician. (McQueen) and-a shel- 
tered girl (Miss -Wood)—when she 
becomes. pregnant . following © their: 

- one-night. stand at. a. ‘summer re-' 
sort; In view of thé kind of. people 
they are, ‘especially. the. -young 
lady, that one-nighter: seems highly. 
unlikely—with . the: result that the 
story mever seems. firmly: OF ‘be-| 

. fest. which seldom -lags. lievably rooted. 

At any rate, after’ sevéral mis- 
vinderstandings © “with each | ‘other, 
difficulties. with relatives. and an 
abortive attempt: at abortion, the 
two nice young. ‘people patch . up. 
their. differences. in a. _ climactic: 
scene so attificial that it gives one: 
the impression Schulman _ had: 
suddenly tired of. his. yarn and: was 
determined to wrap: it up as rap- 
idly’ as. possibile. : 

There are some geniuinely funny 
passages. and .other ‘scenes.. of. con-. 
siderable dramstic impact in this’: 
film... The more substantial por- 
‘tions of Schulman’s’script are capi- 
talized: on. by director Mulligan. and 
his. east, notably ‘his: two.stars; Miss}: 
Wood plays her role witha: con- 
vincing: mixture of feminine sweet- 
ness. and emotional ~turbulence.: 
McQueen, now firmly entrenched, 
displays: an. especially .keen sense 

“of timing. Although’ he’s probably. 
the most. unlikely .. Italian ~around. 
(the character. could: and “should 
obviously have been alerted to Irish. 
Catholic); he is an aprealing figs 
ure neverthel ess... 

Fine. ‘supporting | work . is | con= 
tributed by Edie Adams. as. an ac- 
commodating.. ‘stripper, | ‘Herschel: 
Bernardi as Miss “Wood's overly 
protected . older brother’ and Tom} 
Bosley as a. jittery suitor,. with. 
other ablé portrayals : -by “Harvey 
Lémbeck, Penny Sarton, Virginia 
Vincent, Nick. Alexander,. Augusta’ 
Ciolli, Anne Hegira, -Mario /Bado- 
Tati, ‘Elena ‘Karam, Nina _ Varela, 
Marilyn. Chris. and . ‘Wolfe Barzell. 

Mulligan’ Ss. “direction ‘Yuns’ hot 
and cold, like thé screenplay .and 
‘the film. itseelf.. Skillful: assists: are’ 

cameraman. - Milt fashioned. by 
Krasner, art directors’ Hal Pereira: 
and Roland Anderson and com-} 
“posed Elmer Bernstein, whose tén- 
‘der score is somewhat reminis- 
cent of his haunting. one ‘for 
“Mockingbird. ” He: has also. ‘Writ- 

-Steve'|. . 

. Natalie Wood | 

is out-and-out travelog. Even though. 
‘film skips from: country-to-country,: 

‘tinuity. there - is fascination in: its 
: unreeling. 

purposes these elements are. com- |; Feature is in ‘two Parts, ‘frst! of 

‘with “a. 12-minute 

‘minutes. ‘The three-panel .Cinerama 
propection is utilized, but sufficient 
“strides have... been . made : toward | 
toning’ down . the jumping. of the 

most parts. Merian C: Cooper ‘and. 
-| Thomas.:Conroy. are: listed. as pro- 

formerly ..a ‘Cinerama Ine. veepee;. 
executive producer. ..-. ... 

jans—a freedom-loving freelance |‘ 

‘editors - -copping * fine ‘credit -here, 
‘Special - narration:.was written, for 
‘the overall unfoldment; with Lowell 
‘Thomas. handling: commentary. “Ex 

the Himalayas, acrobatic. water. ski- 

[raphy,. such: as ‘entrances to Rome: 
‘and Athens, Rio de: Janeiro, the 
‘Australian’ back-country; : mountains 

country excursion: from the Atlan: 

te ‘deliberate in. tempo, ‘but this ap- |. 
‘pears to be more :of a- directorial “ 
sluggishness than ‘a. reflection: on | 

| the: otherwise | capable editing . of 
- Aaron. Stell. rs 

|The. Rest of. eral 
(CINERAMA—COLOR) © 

‘Interesting. ‘compilation “of. 
..¢lips from. five. past. Cinerama 

fravelogs;, 

- -Holiwood. Die. 20: 

“past ‘Cinerama.: “productions; co- -producers,.| 
Merian C: Cooper, Thomas Conroy; -execu- 
‘tive producer, Max’ E: -Youngstein; edi- 
_tors, Lovel'-S. ‘Ellis, Norman Karlin, Wil- pe 
“liam: E- Wild; narration, Lowell Thomas. | 

screening room, |- 
Los-Angeles, -Calif.;: ‘Dec. 20, 763. Runping | ° 
mins including i2rmin, intermission, 153 |: oo 

Reviewed in Cinerama 

P, See em 

Cinerama’ ‘is Tikely’ to ‘have a 
popilar feature in this well-turned- 

| out’ grouping: of ‘‘The Best of. Cine- |: 
Yama.” AS title. indicates,” footage. 
is. ‘drawn from. what. went before J. 
‘outstanding: ‘portions: of ‘company’s. 
five travelogs, starting with “This’ 
Ts: Cinerama,” ‘which launched the | 
three-panel - process..‘It. will have 
nostalgic. ‘appeal for those - who. 
‘caught . the - forerunners, _and. for. 
‘youngsters who never saw. any’ of 
the earlier Cineramas: it will strike. >| Bilt Jones 

, ‘Intschu- tschuna | 
‘Belle 
‘British journalist. 

‘To begin’ ‘with, “there” s “ something . 
quite amusing ‘about - ‘Karl: ..May’s} p 

| “Winnetou.” As. “‘the | big. chieftain. 
‘of the Apaches,” “he has :become- 
‘an’ immortal figure with -millions|'M 

Karl May’s |‘<: 
-adventure. literature.* But in the}. 
country where | che. “tived;” in. the] 

a responsivé chord; ° 

‘Derived from “This Is -Ginérama,” 
-““Cinerama. Holiday,” “Seven: Won-| 
ders. of. the World,”’ “Search. for ~ 
Paradise” and “Cinerama ‘South. 

| Seas Adventure,” no attempt... is 
made. at any. definite pattern. This 

from one part: of the world to an- 
other. without any. particular’. con- 

68 minutes. and second: 73: minutes;. 
intermission, 

which: brings. overall time. to 153: 

panels. that the. Seam-effect ‘seems 
to’.be reduced: to a@ minimum in 

ducers’.and. .Max E.. _Youngstein,. 

Picture ‘is probably ‘an: achieve- 
ment in ‘editing, Lovel’'S. Ellis as. 
‘supervising .- editor . cand: “Norman | 

‘come. an. even. bigger hit: “It -de- Karlin. and. “William. ‘E: - “Wild : as. 

pert: use’ of orchestral. and ‘chorus: 
| backgrounding helps. sustain- ‘inter- 

- Opening picks ‘up . the well. 

caught in such. sequences as. bob-. 
sledding. at St. Moritz, the runaway 
train. going: up. to’ Darjeeling. in. 

ing in Florida, ‘surfboarding at. Wai- 
kiki. There. is. much aerial photog-: 

of Africa aiid the memorable. -cToss- 

tic to the’ Pacific. . 

Other . highlights include. ‘such’ ; . 
-seqierices,’ ‘Wendlandt; director 
Reinl .and:: the ‘others: -:needn’t 
‘blush. : 

‘| Barker, : 
Brice) fight it. out as: competently 

‘sequences as La-Seala Opera House 
in Milan, with the triumphal scene 
from..“‘Aida;” gondola | ride through 
Venice - ‘and. ‘St. Marks: -Square:a 
Papal .eeremony in ‘Rome with: the 
late Pius. XIJ speaking’ in closeup. 
from a balcony temple.dancers of 
Benares;: the: Taj Mahal; Victoria 
Falls; native: dancing. in. Tahiti and: 
Africa: men jumping from a. '100- 
foot ‘tower in: the New Hebrides | 
‘with. ‘vines. ‘bound. around. their an-- 
-kles: to catch: them. before they: can. 
hit’. the: ground;: high-jumping 
among the : :Watusis,; in Africa. - -. 

Finale -eenters: on. sequences. ‘be- 

when he led his. people. ‘to. the 
Promised ‘Land. Cities of’ the Holy’ 

closer.” Whit. . 

Walter’ ‘Shenson,’ 
leased - Mouse .on the. Moon” 
through: ‘United. Artists; ‘Will - next 
produce | a “pic based - on.. “The 
Beatles,” British _ singing’ - “group, 
for UA, hitting. cameras in. London’ 
in “February. 

Lube. Le 

‘1: vian trek, cand: his. adventures: ‘. 
“Ac-: :: out’ are American. Walter “Barnes 

yand .: “Dunja Rajter, . 

good mass. “enter, -- 

| . has export. -valie: as: ets cE 

Cinerama* release of . sequences. from: ‘ 

“Silver, Lake”. . 

““Winnetou” . 
Stantial . European ‘touch’. ‘and 

ginning in Cairo,” thence. to . Mt.- 
Sinai and the. route taken by: Moses 4: 

from: . death © until - they. 
brotherly . ‘friends. . “The: inevitable | - Land; Bethlehem, Nazareth, Jericho’ evil <is- repped ‘by ‘a: ‘man named- 

-and finally . Jerusalém and: -the | 
‘Mount of Olives, “scene. of: the. -As- 

4 cension, are shown. "in: detail as a}. 

who: “last. rel 

“1 DIAVOLO): 

our’ Hawk; reviewed. 41] “Di- 

‘8, 1963. :issue- of Variety, The°.- 

-". titled “To Bed or Not-to Bed” |. 

_Reade-Sterling: - - 
_Alberto’. Sordi stars: in “the: *. 

_f Talian and/or.Latin character- :. 
-Astics.”. Tale is -that ofan Italo: : 
., businessman on’ .a. ‘Scandina- 

- with “the” local. femmes. .. 
- eording. ‘to ‘reviewer . release — 

_Winneétow (Part: 1. 
-(GERMAN-YUGOSLAV-. ©” 

_ - C'SCOPE) oe 
(Color) .: | 

Berlin, ‘Des! a0 

Pierre.” Brice, 
- Versini, Ralf 
Mavid Popovic.. 

- Stars. 'Lex-: Barker; - 
-Adorf;. features. .Marie 
‘Wolter, - Walter. ‘Barnes, - 
Dunia. ‘Rajter, Chris © 

G. -Petersson,. adapted: “from. novel. of. 
same namie by Karl May; camera (East- 
“mancolor), Ernst. Kalirike; music, Martin 
‘Boettcher; editor; “_Hermann’ 
Preemed. in 80 ik German cities. -Rup- 
“ning time, 101 MI Se 
-Old Shatterhand_. 

; Winnetou. ae toro rcaseseta’ Pierre: ‘Brice: 

‘Santer -......; wy vtpett eeeee- Mario -Adorf 
Nscho-tsehi - teerete ‘.Marie’ Versini 
"Sam. ‘Hawkehs | wee toace “ o>. Ralf Wolter 

7$e#eaweae 

. : cates wees. *“Mavid Popovic 

of Germans who read 

good - -old U0. S:, - Winnetou:; is | une. 
ienown. Be it: ‘as. ‘it “may, :  stateside.| 
“patrons. - 

|-Winnetou © “was. ‘and is.. (on. ‘the: 
‘sereen) a very. noble, B. very. harid- 
some and: a very. Hikeable Indian 

1 chief, . 

can: . be assured °. that. 

Rather’ ‘amusing, . “of course, is 
the fact ‘that. German film. ‘pro- 
‘ducers .” 
minded. -and. ‘that . they’re: able. to. 

‘havie. become’ «-western- 

turn: out western. film’:fare .that’s. 
both - exciting and: non-stop - fun.- 

~ *Wirinetou.”” ‘tone .and ‘depiction of ‘the . people, This. applies. “to: 
Rialto’ s first -big-screen; -big-scale 

| western,. 
| Lake,’ 
‘prise hit of 1963: It has. ‘made ia lot 

“Treasure: of.. Silver 
became” the German.” ‘sure. 

of. .coin, “Winnetcu” ‘looks | to. be- 

serves it? because. it- is better than 

Horst ‘Wendlindt; who suiper- 
vised’: the: whole “production, . Was 
well advised not to pattern. the ‘pic 
along.a strict. Hollywood. pattern. 
The. Rialto - topper, ‘took . care that 

was - given. ‘a. sub- 
“a 

romantic. German’ smell.” This, as 
strange ‘as “it: may sound, makes 
“Winrietou” something special. ‘It’s 
a refreshing pic. This is a film: for: 
the ‘entire - family. . -The- ‘conven- 
tional: forms of ‘sex,.: sadism: and, 
brutality are deliberately absent in 
this: production. : 

With © regard. to. ~. the fi ght. 

Old. Shatterhand, alias Lex’ 
and:- _Winnetou - 

as if-this was.made in: America. Dr.. 
Harald Rein] has staged the action. 
scenes. as.if he had - -already made, 
countless U. S. action ‘pix:. 

In. briéf, the plot shows how’ thet: 
tivo.’ principal .- characters, : Old 
Shatterhand | ‘and: Winnetou.,.. first: 
"met.-At first’ Winnetou. thinks. ‘Old 
Shatterhand . is: just” -another. 

the : territory. ‘Then “he “finds out 
he’s ‘better “than. the. other’ “white: 
‘men.. Both have’ narrow.- escapes 

‘become. 

Santer. .The* evildoer, is. after: the 
Apaches’. ‘gold. ~ 
The. players: obviously. had much 

fan ‘in. Yugoslavia where . the. film 
-| Was, shot.” -More ..or Tess everyone | 
comes. aleng with a refreshing per-1. 
formance: ~Lex ‘Barker; the mést! 

| prominent’: ‘American ‘in:. German 
pix .today, -is ‘right .at home with. 
his “Shatterhand. . tole.” -He’s - tall, 
blend, -hersgic,. very much ‘mascu- 

- Hine - and. likeable, No" he, rut, ‘this! Hing: attorney. at Albany. 

| “Wastly. amusing .and intelli- ‘ 
gently - ‘made. pic’ is the .way..| 

avolo” from Rome. in the: May : :| 

‘Italo. iniport ‘has now been -re-- : | 

_ by. its Stateside. distrib, ‘Walter, : 

‘“bitter-sweet. spoof of certain». 

: | Martin Boettcher for his Splendid 

* Constantin release of Rialto-Film” Pre-| 
ben Philipsen (Berlin) production, in|. 
collaboration with Jadran-Film,: ser Mario : 

ario- 

Howland. Directed: 
by. Dr. Harald Reinl. Screenplay; Harald . 

Haller. . 

Lex: Barker af 

..Walter Barnes 

-Dunja. Rajter |' . 
- Chris Howland : 

_Graciliano Ramos. Camera, Luiz. Carlos’ 

Fabisdo pial es ise eeeareces fe: Atila’ Torio. 
Sinha Vitotia we bese cenen Maria Ribeiro: 
Soldier .. ‘Orlando Macedo 
Bowe 220 ree Jofre Soares 
Boss elec eget case etion “Os ‘Meninas. Gilvan: 

This. sober, ‘but’ not - ‘sombre; 

family in’ -% ‘Sparsely | ‘populated, 
. badly. . vegetated . part of . Brazil,. 

intrinsically. : good. -Brazilian’ films’ 
‘yet.-seen: No ‘forced ‘dancing: and: 
colorful ‘folklore. here, but ‘father a: 
simple‘story of. ‘almost. ‘inarticulate | 

. and anresting | in : ‘their - very Aue 
in “nearly : every | 

‘respect. What ‘seemed. unbelievable || 
a couple.of years back has become 
‘reality: That: Germans. can “ynake. 
-westerns that: are able’ to’ compete. | 
‘with bulk of. the Hollywood | aver- 
cage. westerns. 

‘membered. ‘roller-coaster - sequence {-. 
and. gets feature off toa memorable’ 
‘Start. Close ‘attention ‘is paid. ‘to 
fast movement, other rapido: being 

Santos has. taken ‘a ‘famous book 

‘place. trying: to.eke -out a living. In. 
‘| the -pic they take: over an. aban- 
‘doned house aid: care: for .a rich 
farmer’s livestock. in. return. 

. The. daily’. chores: of: a “man, ‘his’ 
| wife, and. their children, make. for: 
an. almost:” -pastorally. : proficient . 
first. part. ‘Then comes ‘drama as a’ 
‘petty, spiteful Policeman takes ad- |. 
vantage of - 
entice shim ‘into: a card: game. -A. 

S| fight has .-the ‘peasant -arbitrarily ; 
arrested and. beaten. : ‘He fends off. 
becoming an. outlaw’ or. killing ‘the} 
policeman -since he feels. there is 
sieed for’ some. lawful authority: 

| them. and: whether life is.so barr 
-ruthless: and - hard. everywhere. ' 

(Pierre. 
a: series: of incidents ‘that ‘build 

weather, 
‘but: it has. a realistic: flair and. pic- 
torial -sense-and ‘solid acting to| fi: 
make it a moving ‘statement rather: a. 

‘those mean »Palefaces who : cwadet 

the . Tight: ° 
‘placement. woe 

ture business in-New- York. : Ca- 
‘pital stock is: 200 shares; no par: 

‘Teady. has got him’ via‘ agent: Paul 
|Kohner who already. has. given} 
“Horst: Buchhelz: to. the. California:| 

. ‘studios. ‘The | necessary: ‘comedy is 
“| adequately. ‘supplied by Ralf..Wol~. 
‘Tter and Chris Howland, an English |-D 
-|:ewspaperman.. Others. that stand | A¥ 

‘belle. . 

The great: outdoors” ‘are “often. 
= ‘breathtakingly. beautiful, with the 
"| Eastmancolor- lensing’ very good. A | 
| special word of praise.must: go to 

musical - ‘score. Background music. 
ane go well: On: _fecords . and 

All in all,’ an enjoyable produc: | 
tion - ‘which cost 4,000,000 D-Marks: 
or $1,000,000. (remarkably. high: by! 
-German: standards).and:'was more | 
‘than. four months :in the making. 
“Winnetou” -. likely — will. attract. 
young. and ‘old. The’: question. ‘is 
will “Winnetou” do aswell outside 
Germany. < One ‘feels that it will. - 

“Hans. 

‘Vidas Seeas 
(Barren ‘Lives)| 

_ BRAZILIAN) 
. Paris, Dee... 93 

‘Richers Barreio:Trelles release and pro- 
duction. Written and directed by. Nelson: 
ereira. Dos. Santos from the* book ‘by.’ 

Barreto, Jose Rosa: editor, Rafael : Justo. 
Fremiered in| Paris. Running time;- 105..|. 

film. deals: with a poor | migratory 

Social: protest. is. inherent “by lay- 
| ing bare the life. of. the -region, | 
-but it: displays a deep. insight: and. 
feeling . for . these. people that. 
eventually. make ita. statement of 
human adaptability. and: elemental 
‘outlook... 

On its. observation, rightness: in: 

Ht. emerges as one of the most 

people who..‘are ‘still - interesting 

manity. 

- Director : “Nelson: Pereira “Dos 

and -given “it worthy. film. form.. 
These.. people: go from. ‘place. to 

-the . man one .day to: 

Drought: has: them leaving the. 
place and. setting out. ‘again won- 
dering .if there: is - any place’ ‘for’ 

“Film: ‘avoids. ‘self pity “.and: has 

into a powerful mosaie of a certain. 
‘type of: life, It_is. somewhat rem- ]. 
‘iniscent’ of Satyajit Ray’s. -Indian|.: . 
‘pix on small-town life if it ‘may 

“lyrical: insight | 
and more. efficient handling ‘of. the 
children. It- may. also.-be familiar} 
in.-the way these people are..buf- 

‘lack.’ those ‘films’ 

feted: -by . petty - officialdom, ... bad. 
poverty and. ignorance, 

than a tract..: 

 Lensing. ° is - “ properly stark and ae ‘last year at:36 in-the midst of 
his fourth. -film. “He had. shot the 
essential scenes: of “.his-. feeling sees 
about a. concentration camp during . 

contrasting : and the. acting has the: 
right. rustic flavor with a leavening: 

-tof “humor; It looms: as a good ° ‘lan-'| 
guage: possibility. abroad. if given 

“sell .. sand: . Specialized 
oe Mosk. . 

Film: Concepts’ Corp. has been 
authorized: to conduct.a motion Pie- 

value. “Frederick. ‘W..Maltz was" ew 

_Wedeaday, December: 25, 1963. 7 " 

| pie’ ° eid: “pring him’ even. “more | -~ 
| friends in Germany: Pierre. Brice, |. - 
‘a French ‘actor, enacts Winnetou in | 

_ {am effective manner. Brice; a spe- |. 
“| }eial favorite’ with -the. Teutonic : 

‘bobbysox. set, should. climb . ‘thet 
af jadder’ of popularity ‘after. this. : | 

‘Mario- Adorf. makes a typical] 
: ‘villain, He: makes him a real char-}.. 
acter: Hollywood, incidentally, ‘al-|- 

a ‘Yugoslav: | 
| Maxine Richter:......:.: 

; Matson 

-such .a&s 

with’: 

- (COLOR). 

even strong ‘marquee names _ 
May not be: able te fully. ‘ball: 
- out at the b.0.. ot 7 

“Hollywood: ‘Dee. 2. 

Production. | Stars: Frank Sinatra, 
M Anita’ Ekberg, | 

“Directed”. by . Aldrich:, Scréenplay;. Teddi 

‘camera. (Technicolor), Ernest st. Laszlo; edie 
tor,. Michael ~ Luciano; .. music, 
Riddle; -asst. directors, - 
ave _ Salven: Reviewed - at. . ‘A 

“Dec... 2, a 

* Ursula- Andress 
Charles Bronson cede ee wee cence 

‘Harvey Burden ........ 

Widow - wedges aeedaee reed. Jesslyn Fax 

sufficiently. ‘insure: . ‘Four. 

lease. 

gunslinger ‘(Charles Bronson). - 
‘Concern. for’ the characters’ -is~ 

never aroused. “by. the’ -screenplay, _ 
_and the ‘casual “manner-in which it-..°. | 
“is ‘executed ‘by the: players. under. - 
| Aldrich’s’ direction only. compounds 7 
the problem. Either one -goes all. 
out. for:. the. tongue-in-cheek - ap- 
proach or one must.tackle a project: -..- 

this with ‘serious -inten-° -.: 

‘Four | For Texas” - : 

‘Unsatisfactory ‘western. - that 

" ‘Warner Bros. release of Robert ‘ition i. 
an: : 

‘Ursula Andress; . 
features Charles Bronson; . Victor Buono... 

Sherman, Aldrich, “from: story by Aldrichs. 

‘ee ecbetguaie Frank Sinatra . 
Joe Jarrett. ei bhecnihbe. ewes Dean Martin — 
Elya Carison. :. vececeeteaue. “Anita Ekberg . 

ote :Mictor. Buono .. .. 

hye eos edeed: ., Paul ‘Langton - 

Even: the marquee “horsepower of - oa 
‘its’ star: ‘names. doesn’t ‘figure fue ne or.” 

‘Texas” against commercial. misfor- 
“tune. ‘The ‘Robert: Aldrich produc- 
ttion is ‘a - western too . “preoccu-. 

“pied with sex and romahie. to‘en-. 
| thrall’ sagebrush-happy . Les 
‘Vand too: unwilling: to take ‘itself... 
| ‘seriously -to ‘sustain’ the’ attention: .. "4 
:}-of. an- adult. “All things . considered, | 
{it shapes up.as a ‘case.of sticky..." 
| wickets for ‘the - /“Warner® Bros...re=. J 

‘Nelson -°.. . 
Tom .Connors, |: 

cadeniy - .- 
63. Ranning ~ 

Prince. Georgé |... .5...-.-- ric Connor 
Angel 2.05... cats esenavc ces - Nick Dennis 
Mancini: :..- scene ee e's. "Richard Jaeckel 
Chad - wee ooeseee ra ; : Mike Mazurki ; - : 

Trowbridge: ed weeee tae oo elas - Wesley Addy ~.. 
Miss maline .... Marjorie ‘Bennett ne, 
Doble 1. eteesicencaaeratee Ja ck am . "te ; 

Maitre’ D’. wi .i..03...<....-- Fritz Feld. 
AMSOC] 2.2 ce cccceeesereces “Percy: Helton - 

‘| Renee “st riven cow eneces Jonathan. Hole — 
‘Monk .....cie0- veces: Seete Jack Lambert 

moppet
s. = a

ne 

It is. a. “singularly” ‘disappointing Po 
‘effort by Aldrich who; in addition .~. : 
to. his producing function, ‘directed. -:'- 
and. co-Seriptéd.: with: Teddi Sher-.. 0 
man." The screenplay is a’ choppy. ©. 
and -haphazard- dramatization. of*.a:..°.: -: 
feud between two. soldiers of .for- .- 
|:tune (Frank Sinatra and Dean Mar- me, 
tin) who ultimately:have to. join. ....: 
forces: in variquishing” the threat of. 
their. mutual .enemies,. a_treach-:. - °” 
erous. banker ‘(Victor Buono) and. ees 
an irresponsible, incredibly. hapless. Tew 

tions.’ The in-between . ‘style tends’. ES 
to invite -disaster. by: alienating Lt 

| virtually.-all- audience factions. ; 
Sinatra ‘arid: ‘Martin carry on in: 

-their accustomed: manner, the lat---~ 
ter getting. ‘most. of: what Jaughs- --. 

| there are. The film ‘is loaded with 
distracting. Cleavage, -thanks tothe: - 
“presence. of Anita’. Ekberg < and a 
Ursula: Andress... - (Stacked . 
alongside: Miss. Ekberg’ ‘Ss. ‘Stupen-. 
-dous proportions, . even. Mae. West. = 

| might seem anemic.) . So 
Buono, as. the. “unappealing, dys- 3. : 

: peptic and . .conniving banker and. ~~ 
‘Bronson, as the gunman, :make: an’ -~ 
‘impression. ‘Others - of. note’. are. *\"*. 
_Edric’“Connor,; ‘Nick Denaiis, Rich-- : 
“ard . ‘Jaeckel,. -Mike | “Mazurki_ and” 
“Marjorie. Bennett. - The Three 
Stooges put in-a-brief and unneces-. a 
Sary' appearance, and. so. does’ 
-Arthur’ Godfrey, the: latter unbilled... =~ 
Teddy. Buckner &.. His . All-Stars | aoe 
are. on.hand: for some. dixieland. | 

' Bimest Laszlo’s Technicolor’ lens- oe 

Nelson. Riddle’s score: atmospheric. - 
But .: Michael 

least. one- scene’ has been ‘cut ‘out 
that ‘is still - referred . Ao. “in ‘the - 
‘dialog. of .a: ‘subsequent scene, The 
editing . tends to add. to the. con- - 
fusion.. . i : | | Tube. a 

“Pasazerka 
- _ (Passenger): : 

(POLISH) - 
‘Paris, ° Dee. “y7. 

work is: adequate, William Glas-. © 
‘ZOw’s * “art. direction . colorful :and . : 

‘Lticiano’s. editing ae 

| leaves. ‘something: to. be desired.. At. 

Film: Polski release of Kamefa. ‘predue- woe be ; 
tion,. With Aleksandra -Slaska, Anna ‘Cie. 
poelewska. . Directed. by. Andrej. Munk. ~ . 

|: Screenplay, Zofia Pasmysz; camera, Krzye. - -. 
| ztof. Winiewicz; editor, Witold“ Lesewiez.' °- — 
Preemed in Paris. Running, time 62 MINS, - - 

‘Aleksandra Slaska "Ow ee eee sae eo peo se 

Polish’ director “Andrzej: Munk 

the last: :war.-Film is- finished out: 

_ (Continued on age 16) 

Swe op wee «= 

stills: from - various‘ “ogher.. 
-seénes’.and ‘4° commentary. It. still 

~ | paeks.- a deep- ‘human perception. 
and: a.-full. comment. on - this: hhor- ; 
-rendous episode. = 
. Its length and inakeup’ naturally: 
limit this but. it could ‘well. make: 
UP. a special: art; house Program . 

id . '. 

2 me 7 . .. whofe . 
coe .- . te 

_ wy . . tee cf vot, 

. : oid : rie . so . . . 

7g DOR Jemmarmmany cogs Lome ©, ton: eterna ieee” enero ase 

errr res, 2y-Anna | Ciepoelewska . an 



ae years, 

- Five: separate groups have 1 now 5 been: ‘otficiaily's set to “operate the: > ie | 7 

‘United ‘Kingdom’s tollvision experiment which: should .start.next: [9°02 25: ; : 
fall. Companies gaining a 1 three-year. franchise. to participate’ in: fie. Spee 
trial are:— 

. ) Caledonian . TV: new ‘company comprising’ such: ‘interests, as 
' Horizon. Pictures, Laurel Relayvision (with which Sir Tom O’Brien | 
-is connected) and some Scottish investors. Outfit: is to conduct: its. 
experiments. in Penicuik, ‘a region: near Edinburgh, and: possibly’ in 

another: part of Scotland: at.a-later date; ~ °° ..:. : 
(2). Choiceview:. partnering: the Rank Organization. and Reditfa. 

sion.: ‘Company will initiate its. activities in Leicester: with, the Op 
© tion’ of ‘moving into London at a later date... - 

(3). Pay-TV: comprising. Associated British Pictures: ‘British Home‘ 
. Entertainment,’ British: Relay Wireless and ATV. Setup will ‘begin: - 
operation in: both: London (Westminster. and. Southwrak) and: Shef-. . 
field: 

(4). “Telemeter | Pragrammes? controlled ‘by Britisti : “‘Télemeter De, 
“Home Viewing (which: holds the ‘U.K; franchise. of the: Paramount - 

system): and including British Lion, Fitiancial News group, ‘Grana-: | 
‘da, Manchester. Guardian, Evening News; Paramount Pictures. and. 
Schlesinger Investments.” Company: will set. up’ shop initially ina 

“Northern area’ (as. yet: undefined)’ and the adjacent Merton, Mor-- 
of den; Mitcham and ‘Wimbledon ‘areas of London:.. 

: Gy: -Polvision: comprising ‘interest -of ‘Rudi. Stermberg,: Hambros. | 
; ‘Bank and. Tollvision International. Unit will ‘bow in™-Luton: and . 

et ’ Bedford” ‘and: will probably spread. to. other towns ‘in ‘Hertfordshire).” 
and. in: London. 
“In: disclosing the. Tames in Parliament and: elaborating afterwards - 

a wate? ‘a, -press--conference,. Postmaster-General | Reginald Bevins,. indi- . . 
" cated that thenumber. of ‘homes wired ‘for :-tv in the eight areas 
concerned: would. probably. be’ in. excess 4 of 60,000... Other homes — . 

. are. expected to be wired however.. 
‘The tollvision: franchise holders, he said, “would be subject: to. the: 

same. sort: of -conditions..as. the. independent: web. Use: o€: foréign” 
material, for instance; would -be restricted ‘ta: ‘roughly: that. of the 
‘commercial outlet (5%). Initially, it ;is- anticipated. ‘by the PMG, . 
the: feevee :companies which. have- made a eapital investment of. 
-$8,500,000. will ‘beam onie to three. thours of prime time: programming. 
a. day.,at a cost to. the viewer of between :35c and- $1:50. No ¢om- ' 

_ pany: ‘will’ be: allowed: to. transmit more: ‘than: eight hours. brogram-._ 
--ming a. .day:: 

Anticipated programming’ Jargely’ ‘invilvés feature films, ‘West: 
End theatre successes,-sports and soon. But toll companies, Strictly -~ 
under the’ control of the Postmastér-General. at ‘this ‘point, are not - 

_ to be: allowed’ ‘to sign: ‘exclusive’ pacts. for ‘such national. events. as - 
a The. Derby, the Grand National or the: Cup Final. 

.. 1). “At. the-erid- of ‘the ‘first. three years of operations the’ Postmaster. 
General. is: to’ assess, from: data’ supplied by. the payvee companies, -.. 

os -, whether or. not, to’ let at ‘become. a: ‘permanent part. of. British enter-" 
-tainment. - 

Bevins pointed ‘out that. the film. theatie: ‘men, as: “repped: by. the « 
_ Cinematograph | ‘Exhibitor Assn: were in talks with the. Board of ” 
~ ‘Trade, re safeguards. for. the. areas selected, for the. Pay tv experie 

“By. ‘WADE ‘MOSLEY 

aa ” Milwaukee, : Dec. 03. 
‘Downstairs half. ‘of: Wisconsia’s 

“| first piggybank:..cihema, ‘the -con- 
.yepted Wisconsin Theatre, opened:|’. 
“Friday night.-(20) : with .a.soldout-)- 
Denefit- for Milwaukee’ S Greek Ore |. 

:.thodox: church. : 
Jo. Birstniters — euffawed” at Staniey: 
~ ‘Kramer's. “It’s..a Mad,-Mad, Mad,. 
Mad World”: and ogled. but did not. 
“Mlse-an. open escalator in the. lobby 

ws verted ‘balcony.- 

Old. ‘Wisconsin - Theater: seated | 
: “9,800. In. the heyday of: -swing,. a 

_ huge ballroom - operated on™ the 
..:. building’s’ top floor, Extra strength. 
“> pitders -and. steel: shock “absorbers | , 

~ had been built i in.to keep the danc-: 
"shaking. ‘the™ theatre. ers. from ° 

| “patrons. 
> This happenstaiice, “gecofding to 

— Albert Frank, general manager. ‘of. 
- Prudential Theatres in -Wisconsin,. 
enabled architects to. remodel’ the 
‘theatre without. dotting the’ down- 
stairs Cinema: 1 :with: pittars. ~ 

-.. Phe’ $250,000 remodeling created. 
a. ‘steeply ‘pitched, :. stadium. ‘style-|. 
theatre in: the. Wisconsin’s baleony. 

*-- .Girders, from, the -front. ofthe oid 
: i baleony- to-‘the _proscenium,:: sup- 
4 “port -half.of Cinema 2’s ‘1,012. seats. . 

- Cinema -2, Frank said, ‘will. show. 
me conventional. films for” the: ‘time: 

| being... 

-..sereen’ Cinerama, Frank: said. 
_ Milton: Herman-.was moved from: 
the Palace,. -across. Wisconsin Ave. 

_ (Milwaukee’s.main ‘stem) to _become.|”- 
“managing director of Cinema 1 and 
“<2. Harry: Boesel,’ former: ‘Wisconsin 

“in Ll. manager, . took: ‘Harman’ s- place at. 
ae the. Palace. - 

She: ‘project - was ‘the first Jatge: 
Ss scale. ‘theatre -remodeling ‘in: Mil-: 

downtown Section * ‘in: 
“although ‘several . -hardtops|-. 

have. been. built in outlying shop- 
.:. i: lping: centers: Other. exhibitors are 
</ 2) keeping-an eye on the piggyback’s 
” “turnstiles for «signs ‘of. -révival--of. 

interest. :in . main stein: movie: at~. 

waukee’s Ss 

‘tendanee. | - 

a Folks Parade to ‘Charade’: : 
Biggest First Week. For: 
“A Christmas-Booked. Pic | scree 
“Radio: "City: - “Music: Hall. “where 

‘poxoffice | records :: “often : ‘take. on 
‘national © ‘significance, has ‘a “new: 
‘Mark’ with: ‘its-current. picture, Uni- 

‘that will-get # full scale test Christ-: -versal'
s 

: mas: day when ‘Move: Over,’ Dar- 
ling’’: opens. in Cinema. 2, the con: | 665° ‘setting - ‘a’ néw. all-time fhigh| | 

‘| for ‘the opening. of a ‘Christmas pic, | 
‘but, Of .-course, not. -the mostest | 

ai money ever : ‘Faked, in. on: a: week 
‘here. °°. : 

Cinema - 1; " seating 956 in’ “plush, |<. 
rocker. ‘style. seats, will host hard- } on 

_ ticket productions. It -is: equipped |— 
-.--for- single camera. Cinerama. and}'.™ 
- lean’. quickly ‘be converted to: triple}: - 7 

| Harold Rania New Stand: 
As Pub ‘Shop Vice Prez |. 
_ Harold Rand. will leave. his post | 

.ad-pub .. director. for Ely “A. 
‘Landau's indie operation Jan. 1 to 

“+ join . the. pub. firm .of ‘Solters, 
{O'Rourke - ‘& Sabinson” as a ‘Vice 

j prez.” * 

‘new: spot aren’t projected but it is 
: | anticipated. that. the. agency, which. 
‘now handles legit shows, :industrial: 
‘accounts, and: some ‘personalties, -is|- 
‘planning. a. bigger push inthe film: 

‘| biz -and “Rand. will ‘be .a factor in 
| this: move, .-- 

‘Before’. Joining * ‘Landau. a 
‘+ months ago, Rand: ‘had ‘itte: as 
‘| global’ pub ‘director for 20th..Cén-: 
tury-Fox |: pre. Jonas:: -Rosenfield 

| Jr... ‘He had. ‘also: ‘been . pub ‘di; 
| rector: “for. Joe™: Levine's: Embassy 
Pietnres: and: 

| Buena’ Vista.-Also once’ partnered 
“in - ‘Dubrel firm, « ‘Bldnk-Rand : ABSO- 
| clates.” a 

(Nor V
ision 

| sar saict tion maTo 
. Writers Guild | 

“Hollywood; Dee. 23. 
“‘Agreeinent was”. reached - last, 

| week between reps. of the screen- 
writers - “‘braneh: ‘ “of . the: Writers aa 

: Guild ‘and..the. ‘Assn. of Motion Pie- 1 owt 
| ture . ‘Producers on. a ‘new. ‘three | : 

‘year’ “film: pact: : Seribes™ negotiated | ° 

. lafter strike authorization. ‘Huddles|' : 
| had been. held. for’ several: 

_ | final. Session. lasting: 17: -h urs. Re- 
| ports were: that : reps..were. “far | 

* : oe apart” on..many. points: at ‘the. start 
soa: LO the marathon huddle: °. 

“Charade.” -. In its. first 
‘week as‘the Hall’s: Christinas film, 

“-1-. Per. new: pact;. ‘thorny: issue ‘Of 
-pay-tv: has been shelved until some. 

.\ | future date with writers’ winning: 
._.;| other. principal ‘debate ‘on payment’ 

to screenwriters. whose : originals’ 
| become: basis for. a teleseries.: - . 

‘Contract... also’ inchides ° ‘proviso 
whieh: establishes a minimum rate | - 
on an’ original. ‘property . when. its 

is inked.to.stay on:for the 
play.. ‘Additionally: provided. 

for i in. new: pact is “more. specific 

creat, 

‘Fequirements -on ..writer . credit 
“broader.” 
-expansion of: -€creenwriters: ’ pub- 
lication rights ‘and. definition” ‘of | 
; certain “technical details.” ”. 

release racked. up’ & gross: of $179,- |: 

“Previous: record: holder. had. also 
been. a Universal: picture, “Opera-: 
tion. Petticoat” -which “did. $4, 760 

"1 less; or $175,204. “Cary Grant stars 
in “Charade”: with: Audrey © Hep=| 
: burn. ‘He’. was -also:: toplined | in 
“Petticoat, ” . which: went onto be 
one: of .the company’s . all-time. top. 
money ‘makers and. brought : Grant. 

_. [upwards of an. estimated $3,000;0001: - 
‘personally ona participation deal. 
“Both he and Miss-Hepburh are. in. 
jon the profits . of “Charade.” - 

~ Stanley. ‘Donen: “made * the. “new. 
title: winner, which is’ slated: to 
open in. over- 200 situations for the 
CaristmasNew: Year: “holiday 
Perea 

A ngest Day bh 

| be no “for Adults only! fare.’ 

~ Norway, France| 
>’ Darzyl F. “Zanuck’s: “The: Long: | 

est. Day” has been. geen - by 315,000'| - 
people in™ Norway; repping 8.9%:|— 
of the country’s total ‘population. 
of .3,544,000,: according to figures |’ 
released. by 20th-Fox. Pie has been |... 
‘playing:. in. Oslo. for’ the ‘last’ 10. o 
‘months. - : 

“In Franée;’ ‘as. -previously” noted, 
the. ‘pic topped: the attendance 7 
marks: for .all ‘Other films ‘in’ the |™ 
-1962-63.. season: -To. date, the film | 
has.-now -been ‘seen. by more. than}, ; 
7,100,000 persons: there, out: ‘Of cai 
total’ Of 4a 000, 000. Seta 

‘Ginerama. ha Mana 
‘Manila, “Dec. 23. - 

‘completed ° Super: Cinerama - Thea- 
tre, opening. with: “How -the West. 
‘Was ‘Won,’ aan ‘Metro-C'rama. copro- | 
duction: - toes 

‘Everett: ‘Cailow,. ‘Grama’ s “ad-pub 
“¢hieftain,: ‘was:here to -help..blue- 
print: . the. opening ‘ceremonies, 
‘which ‘included ‘a blessing. of. ‘the. 
building. and. ‘installations. ° 

‘for: all’ ‘segments ‘of « the~ general. 
public, In other words there isto. 

“ | spotty in..that ‘county. IATSE ‘is 
a | backing is '340-352, combing, ‘and | 3 00 . 

of Jack Leitnon will ‘star ‘anid Rich- ae avorably on the “‘West- 
| ard: Quine: direct: the ‘George Axel- 
_|.rod comedy, ‘How. to Murder Your |. 
s Wife,” slated for: filming’in March 
{ag a United’ Artists. release,.: Axel-: 
rod’. Produces £ Tom: ‘his. “own 

original... dete 

their local. product ‘quota. 

| Embassy Gels. ai Ks 

What: his. ‘duties will: ‘be in. the: 

‘was not: one of the m, however. | 

< tew 

Paramount: and. 

J series. with. 

weeks,. 

arbitration _. “coverage”; : 

- C’rama:‘reps, also’ including the- 
atre: “operations. general.’ manager. 

a Williat. Mcellwain, underlined: that 
| film” product. from. this. channel 

will. offer’. only: pictures. suitable 

British films: which: have outlived their four: year quota life will’ | 
‘be. allowed to count as British quota on. pay tv. This. innovation has. | 

. been: introduced by the’ Postmaster: General asa “life saver.” It is: 
ott designed. ‘to: give. the. five tollvision operators, set to launch the _ 

. U.K,’s feevee experiment next. year, a. reasonable. chance of: meeting — 

‘Lines Up ‘The A 
“The Ape..Woman,” a recently- 
‘completed - ‘Ttalo - feature, has been 
‘acquired by Embassy . ‘Pictures. for} 
world-wide distribution... 
‘was. produced: by Carlo Ponti with 
-whom Embassy prez Joseph E: Ley-: 
‘ine has several: film and tv copro- 

Picture 

duction deals. - ing.. This ‘picture 

‘Termed. ‘a ‘-comedy-dratna, 

w:k.. Italo actor.‘Ugo Tognazzi and; 
Annie. Giradot. and was. directed}. 
by. Mano Ferrarri, ‘who. directed 
“Conjugal..Bed” which. is. also an. 
-Embassy release. _ 

Three. of.:four coproductions by. ; three-year ‘trial franchise. They. 
‘sink or swim according to the. re- 

Ponti. ‘and: ne -are ‘completed 
: sot and ‘in: release ‘in. ‘Europe... These 

are. ‘“Empty:. Canvas,” “Ghost at 
‘| Noon’ and “Yesterday, Today and{ 
“| Tomorrow.’ ” A fourth and. final pic] 
under a-deal made early in -1963, 

| “Casanova,” ‘will roll shortly with | 
| Marcello - .Mastroianni -' toplining. 
‘1 Ponti: is’ also. coproducing: three. ty 

Levine,: ‘the - first: of 
- | which,. “Hercules,” is. “Supposed - -to 

start shortly.also; Th 

Go to Releren | 
Proposed merger between Tater- 

‘national . Alliance. of :. Theatrical’ 
‘Stage Employees ‘New York studio 
-mechanics ‘(grips)’ Lecal:. 52° and 
Nassau: Local 340 will be voted on: 
by ..the memberships Jan.-.5.. The 
idea’ was first: ‘presented ‘formally |. 

als} to the memberships ‘Dec: .1, after 
. -some. preliminary - discussions _ be-. 

‘tween execs of both units. Y 
‘No one is making. with predic- | 

tions ahout the outcome: The 52 
membership suggested.the idea in 
the first-place. There is still debate 
among.340. members about the pro-'|' 
posal, which ‘would in effect create} 
‘one. Nassau-New . York film _Juris-| 
diction. : - 
“The way. the plan has been form- 

“J ulated, 340 members would. actual- |} 
“TIy have. dual membership; It would. 
-Lprevail ‘as before for’ Jegit. work. in 
ei Nassau,. while film work would be. 
. handled by the merged. unit, Local 

| 52 argues this advantages 340 mem- | 

New: ‘addition: to the show. pusi-- ‘bers: because, 52 says, it allows.340. 
. ness: ‘scene.in Manila “isthe. just- | -Cardmen — to gain . - experience 

| and - work, neither. -abundant . now. 
to. be. foughest. 

MISSOURI THEATREMEN 
PUT UP $ YS. TOLL: 

in- Nassau: alone,’ 
Fear "persists ‘anngne. some 340 

{execs and members, ‘however,. fhat 
‘| they. face -a- swallow: Also, having ’ 
operated exclusively in. Nassau for. 
some time, 340: has. developed con- 
tacts. and - ‘interests’ which it: fears | 
‘might ‘be hurt by the. merger... i 
a Watching” ‘developments: ‘dosely 
is the ‘Westchester film-theatrical |’ 

it. is figured; 
‘would also. join. the : amalgamated: 
body: should merger -be “accepted. 
Westchesterians. obtain ‘little. film: 
‘work ‘and specialize ‘mostly: in legit: 

union unit which, . 

and. concert which is seasonal: and 

chester. idea, : feeling that such 
‘moves would strengthen ‘film: pro- 
duction. in the area. ... 

Merger would .end. jurisdictional | 
wrangling: - ‘between locals and |. 
‘would -frée. producers. from. ‘odious 

- -Tsplit crews." .. . 

"Over Age Quota Px’ for Tol 
oo, "London; ‘Dec. 23. 

_ , Curreritly ‘running ‘at 30%; the. feeveé quota. is geared” ‘to that of 
“the: British film industry. I€ the: current agitation. fora 20% in--.. 
cerease-in the local ‘film industry quota proves s.successtut, however, oe 
o the 50% quota: will. also o apply | to tollvision, _ one 

ac ‘Ape. 

“Woman,” the: ‘story: of the relation-. 
| ship -between-.an Italo promoter 
|-and ‘a girl he discovers who hap- 
‘pens to be. covered with hair. from} 
head to toe, will. make its U.S; de- 
but: in New ‘York. ‘in’ June. It stars} 

‘Ness City; 

| 

‘London, Dec. 23.° 
“Now that five. tollvision emperie . 
mental’ companies have had the. 

9| starting gun from the Postmaster. - 
. | General; the first hurdle they must. 
‘surmount .. ig. acquisition of high- 
calibre “program. and operational 
executive staff, Already, the feel- 
‘ers are out but the: main. hunt will. 
begin in the new year, 

‘Main source of supply, of course, - 
will be from the Idcal tv networks: 

¢} which -now | commatd the. majority 
1 of . ‘program execs” and producers 

vidpro- . with deep’ experience in 
duction and management. And, also 
important, the: best: technical per- 
-sonnell who are in’demand at fee- 
vee. haq’s, -one. holding jobs at the 
‘networks, 

: Enticing - key ‘personnel away - 
from relatively “safe” jobs either 
-at BBC on at one of the commer-.- 
cial. video: companies is not going. -. 
‘to be easy for the pay-see opera-* 
tors. because theirs. is. strictly a 

sponse to toll in this country,. at 
the ‘moment. an: unknown: factor. © 

Consensus .on - parlor boxoffice. 
is that sufficent video: factotums | 
have -shown.-enough interest ‘for. 
‘the . various : feevee . operations: ‘ta 
get started. next fall. According: to © 
Louis’ White,. general manager of 
“Telemeter - Programmes, pay ‘t¥ 

ese’ series are}. 
‘to. star U.S. actors and’ be directed 
by Yanks, .aimed at. the :U:S:- and 

| foreign. tv markets, hopefully as 
‘network: entries in. the: ‘States. No 
topliners o or directors Dave. pet been 

‘company. which is to work the Mer-. 
ton, Mitcham and Wimbledon area. 
of London .and another area in. 
North England, they plan to “build: 

” and. within. from. the: top do 
the next ‘six to nine months hope 

ah to get a basic staff organized. 

‘And while at: first ‘independent 
- ‘producers will be used for program. 

| supply, White inténds to build: up- 
2 a production team as‘soon as prac- 
| ticable after. his operation has. be-- 

' 1-come. ‘physically. active, -— 

1G] Similarly, - at. Choiceview, chief : 
+ ‘executive ‘Michael: Frostik antici- 
pates having. more | programming: : 
made: for him ‘than by him in the 
initial stages of the experiment. | 
‘and will probably build up a‘team 
of ‘about: 30 executives handling 
‘both. ‘programming and operation, 

-.Company, which -is to. ‘work in| 
Leicester. and later maybe in Lon- 
-don, started. its preliminary search 
for. "staffers, last: summer and, ac-. 
cording to Frostik, he will not start : 
to worry about his key personnel 
unless’ those’ who: have intimated 
that they are prepared to join the 
company change their mind. 

‘in the new: year. Two other cem- 
panies involved in the experiment, 
Caledonian Telévision and Tolvi-. 
sion, still have to set up “front 

t offices and the Search for person- 
nel, it’s. assessed, is for. them likely 

‘Kansas’ City, Dec. 23. 
. Turnout of 76 area members of: 
United . ‘Theatre Owners. of. the 
Heart of America listened. intently 
{othe anti-feevee arguments. pre- 
sented . af Hotel ‘Muehlebach by ° 
| Robert. Selig, - National General: 
{-Corp: v. “p. in charge of theatre op- 
erations. . After hearing Selig: and 

| his : fellow © platform members: 
‘Richard - Orear, Commonwealth 
. Theatres. president; Paul Ricketss |: 

“exhibitor and: 
-UTO. presidént:. ‘Douglas Lightner, 

Kans., 

Commonwealth — general manager: 
Fred : Souttar; Fox Midwest divi- 
sion -supervisor and Beyerly Mil- 

| ler, -drive-in theatre operator, the 
group voted unanimously to. sup- - 

| port. Theatre Owners of America . 
| fund-raising. campaign to fight the : 
"| imminent: prospect of tolivision in 
{| California. 

| ‘Going - directly.- “into - executive - 
- | session,. the. UTO. board voted .an* 

| immediate cash advance to the ef-. 
‘| fort, to:be reimbursed through as- 
_sessments of member theatres and 
‘circuits. Orear, Souttar and Miller 
were appointed to coordinate thea- 

|.tre- assessment collections, which 
‘will’ be handled along the same. 

{lines as in past all-out legislative 
y scrambles. here, ° 

Other Jongtime- contender for a. 
|} feévee - franchise. Pay-TV- Ltd. - 
which is to.operate in London. and 
Sheffield “has also turned its. 
thoughts to . staff. ‘problems and. 
. about which: it will get very serious ...- 
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Chi Moly Mar
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mean : Take Her’ Rousing | mal ed Bol tp 

‘Chicago, Dec. 23. += 
Chi firstrun ops: are. awaiting 

Christmas ‘as. eagerly as. the kid- | - 
dies,’ swith -visions ‘of. hot . holiday | - 
fare dancing in mind. The frigid | 
weather has further. beaten down. | 
deluxer biz, and the only: new. pic-'|.. 

ture beating the cold to any degree |. 
js “‘Tom. Jones,” which is preeming.| 

‘to sockerco $17,500 at the Todd. i 
. “Kings of the Sun” is: bowing ‘to 7. 
boffo. $20,000 at the - - Oriental.. 
‘Daydating “My Life :to. Live” is 
rated nice at. World. and the Town. 

first Surf frame.: = 
“Take Her, She's. Mine” is noteh- 

. ing a. lively fourth -Woods: frame: 
“Incredible: Journey” shapes ex-. 
cellent in. its fifth. ‘Loop -. ‘lap: 
“Wheeler: Dealers” 
same. Roosevelt.frame..: . 

“Yum Yum. Tree” is ‘registering. 
a bright eighth. United. Artists | 
canto. “Lord of Flies” ‘is pulling a ar 
‘fine 13th Cinema session. 

“It’s a Mad World”. is copping: ‘a: 
sturdy. third. hardticket ‘round at 
the McVickers: while: “‘Cleopatra” 

‘is stout in. its State-Lake 26th 
stanza. 

Estimates: for. This Week” 

Carnegie (Brotman). (495:: $1. 25-. 
'$1.80)—“‘Conjugal Bed” (Embassy) 
(5th wk). Modest . ‘$1, 800. Last 
week, $2,200. 
Chicago (B&K). (3, 960; -90-$1: 80) 

—"Palm Spritgs. Weekend” (WB). 
(4th wk). Thin. $9, 000.: “East week,’ 
$9,500.. 
Cinema (Stern):: (500; $1. 50) — 

“Lord of Flies”. (Cont). (13th wk).. 
Busy $3,000," Last week, $3,200... 
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,236; | 

$1.25-S1. :80)— ~“Leapard”. (20th) (9th: 
wk),.. Fair $4, 000. Last -week, 
$5,000. 

Globe. (Teitel) (700; 90)—“Resur-. 
rection”. (Artkino): Brisk $2,200.: 
Last week, “Balcony”. (Cont) (reis- 
sue), $1,800... 
Loep (Brothman} (606: 90-$1 80): 

— “Incredible Journey” (BV) (5th 
wk). Excellent $9,000. . Last: ‘week, 
$11,000. 

$3.80)—“It’s Mad World”. (UA). (3d: 
wk). Dandy $18,000. Last week, 
‘$18,500. 
Monroe (Jovan) | (1, 000; 65-90)— 

“Private Lives, Adam- ‘and Eve”. 
(Continued - on page: 10) 

‘CARDINAL? Lou 126, 
SEATTLE; ‘TEXAS’ 9G } 

Seattle; Dec: 23. 
Some-new screen fare is helping |. . . 

to: brighten. the business pic at]: 
wk). firstruné here this round, but most 

houses are still suffering from pre- 
Xmas doldrums. “Four For Texas” |- 
looks okay. in first atthe Music 
Hall while. “The. Cardinal” ‘shapes 
selid on opener at Fifth. Avenue. 
“Goliath and Sins of Baylon” 
icoms fair on initial week. at Para- 
mount. 

Estimates. for This Week: 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick). (739; 

$1.25-$1.50). — ‘Wheeler : Dealers” 
(MGM). (4th. wk). Fair $4,000: ‘Last. | 
week, $4,300. 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) i, 870; " 
$1.25-$1.50). — ‘“MecLintock” (UAY 
and “Great Van Robbery” .(UA)- 
Big $10,500. Last week, -$11, 000. : 

Fifth Avenue ‘(Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; . $1.25-$1.50) — “Cardinal” 
(Col). Group sale opening night. 
helps. Solid $12,000 or over. Last. 
week, “Yum Yum Tree” (Col) (Sth: 
wk) $6,300 in 9 days." 
"Martin Cinerama_ (870; 
$2.25) — 
(MGM) (38th wk). -Headed- for Big 

- $8,000. Last week, $6,700. 
Music Box (Hamrick) (738;. $1. 50-1 ‘ 

(UA) |”. 
(22nd wk’. Good $5,000. Last, week, 
$1.75) — “Irma La Douce” 

$4,200. 
Music Hall (Hamrick) 2 200: 

$1.25-$1.50) —.. “Four . for’ “Texas” | 
“Man From Galveston” | 

(WB). Okay $9,000 or over.: Last |: 

e 200; 
$1.25-$1.50)} — “Kiss of. Vampire” | 

(WB) and 

week, dark. 
Orpheum (Hamrick) 

(Uy and. “Sword. of Lancelot” ¢U). 
Drab $4,000. East. week,,. 
Passion” (U) $2,500. 
Paramount 

and Slave .Girl”: (AP. Fair. $7,000: 
Last week, “I'wice Told Tales’ 
(WA) end “Pit, and the: ‘Pendelum” 
(Fi, $4, 400. 

‘theatres, 
| cluding N.Y.) Pe 

“Family Diary” is_ rated brisk in - 

| World’ Boffo 5G, | 
KC: Texas’ Good is: trim: for |~ 

| sales,. 

pire. . 

‘} Another - 
. ‘Sun, 3? 

light. 

} "Four for, Texas’ 
with better | biz: ‘expected: -in' com- | 
ing week... Despite’ continued bit- 
ter cold: (mostly under 20. degrees), 

je quartet. of: hardy. outdoorers are: 
{joining ‘nine indoor houses. fora 
| Christmas. ‘day-and-date opening. of 

| “Who's. ‘Minding the Store.” ~ 

'$2.50)— 

week. ; 
| dark. 

MecVickers (Beacon) (1, 100; “$2. 20- : 
$1.25: $1. 50)—“Four. 
(WB). : 

\ nay hit. good $6,000 in -first five. 
Last .week, :“‘Palm Springs: 

Weekend” : (WB) (3d. week, °$3,000.:[. 
days. 

ol $6: 000. 
-| "Tree" (Col) (4th wk, $6,200. 

(821 
(Cont) - (6th: . ‘wk-5— days).-. 

| $1,200. | Last week, $1, 500: 

“$1. 25-| , 
“How West Was Won” | 

“Secret 
on “Flipper” 

Sinbad” Undie), “Slow $5;000:. Last 
‘week, “Siege of Saxons” (Col) and ||- 

(Fox-Evergreen) | 
(3 000; $1.25-$1.50) — “Goliath and: 
Sins of Brbylon” (AT. and “Samson | 

, Tree Big 96 
“Key Gity Grosses 

Estimated. Total Gross Poe, 

‘Last. Year. beesees $2,701; 600: 
(Based « On. ar ‘cities and “at 

theatres): 

This Week . mo ge: 651.200: 
(Based: on: | 20°. ‘cities ‘and. 243. ‘ 

in- chiefly first. TUns | 

“Kansas. ‘City... Dee: 23... 
 Bolstered. by healthy: “advance: 

“It’s “a Mad. World”: looms: 
wow ‘for. pre-Yule. countdown asa 
Dec. 19: opener. at Durwood. Em-. 

fn. its: -Capri_|: 
‘sixth. round -still is, hearty though: 
suffering ‘from seasonal. ‘complaint.. 

“Kings: .. oF |: 
is shaping |. 

“Cleopatra,”. 

‘newcomer, 
at: ‘the. ‘Plaza, : 

Paramourit’ is . 
"in first ‘five -days,. 

‘Estimates for This ‘Week |. 
Brookside | (Fox -* Midwest - Nat. 

-Gen.. Corp.) ‘ (800; --$1. 50)—“Take 
Her, She's. Mine”. (20th) (Sth wk). 

| Fair. ‘$2,000... 
Capri (Durwood).°:(1, 260; “$1. 80- 

$3)—“Cleopatra” (20th): 46th - wk). 
Good: $15,000.. 

Last. week, $2,500. 

‘Last “week, same: 
Empire. (Durwood) | (886; $1.50- 

(Blank-Up) - 
: for. 

- Opened’ Friday | (20) and. 

Paramount . 

‘Plaza (FMW) (1,630; $1 25-$1. 50) 
—‘Kings of. Sun”: (UA). 

Last:- week, | 

Rockhill | “(Art . ‘Theatre - “Guita) 
$1-$1. 50)— 

Roxy (Durwood). (664;. '75-$1.50) 
_“Wheeler. Dealers” (MGM). (6th 

Uptown . ‘and Granada 
(2, 043; 1,219; . “$1:25-$1.50)—""Sam-. 
son : and. ‘Slave. -Queén”.” (AT). and. 
“Goliath ‘and.. Sins. ‘of Babylon” 
(AI). “Fair $8,000. Last week, (Up- . “MeL Kk’? . UA 4th: town. only) : ‘Me cuintoek ( a _ + $1.25-$2.50) — -““How.. West : Was 

Ager (MGM) (37th wk). ‘Okay: $7 
“7500. Last week, $8, 000. an 

| wk), $4, 000. 

“aria Whan 186, 
~ Det: ‘Sun’ Oke $12; 000 

Detrait, Dec: ::23. 
“tes: a slow. session currently. for : 
the downtown. deluxers. A-bright |. 

1 spot. will’. be “Cardinal” - which 
sShapés Wow .0n opener at the. 
‘Madison. 
okay at the Michigan, 

at Music’ Hall in 43d’ week. :“‘Cleo- 

Artists: is. rated ‘slow. © - 
. Estimates for. This ‘Week 

: Fox. (Downtown § Fox 

week, - $9,000. 
‘Michigan. (United. Detroit). 4, 926: 

$t. 25-$1 49) :— “Kings: -of* “Sun” 
Oke’ $12,000. Last ‘week, 

“West. Side Story” (UA) (reissue), 7 
(UA)... 

$6, O00: : 
Palms (UD) (2. 995: $1. 25 - $1: 49)—.! 

- “Captain | (MGM) ‘and 

“Night. Killed, Rasputin’: 
4, 600... 

(Indie), 

=—“Card'nel”, (CoD. Whanr $18,000. 
.- . ..(Continued’on page:10).>~ 

~ shh at ip ld, . ) storms Bop Boston ee 
mat iG a 

‘week... 

“1(20th) “(2d wk). 
.| week, $5,500. . 

“Wheeler — Dealers”. 
| wk): 

_. $3, 200. 

me ‘“Ineredible Journey” . {BYV) - 
| “Last ~ week, |: 

(804: qe 
$2. OO} Tow “West: - Was. . Won”: 

Big $9, 000. . 

'$1.25)— 

Last - week, . 
; and. “The: Lior”. (20th), $10, 000. 

doing well: with | 

“Tts- a -Mad* World” - (UA): : 
‘Wow. $15, 000 “or ear. on. opening 

“Last © -week, theatre: was: 

“a; 900° 
- Texas” |. 

‘$1. 25)-—“‘La - Dolce ; Vita”: 
Average $1, 200 ‘for ‘second. Last. 
week, $2, 000. 

- Light . 
“Yum: Yum: : 

“Lord | of, Fiies”: 

Okay | 

‘So-so $3, 500. in. 6 Says. Last’ 
‘week;. $4,000. . 

“Kings of Sun” (UA): 
000. Last week,. “MeLintock’”’ AWA) 
(4th: wk), . $6,000, 

Martin. Ci |; n Cinerama (Martin) (613; : | Fast $3,500. Last week, $4,100. 
Fine Arts. (Foster):.(421;. $1. 50-2 | = 

|“L°--Shaped Room” © 
“French Style” 

. $1.25) Modest $2, 200° or: near. Last: week, 

| Good $3, 000 or: close. . Last week, }. 
; “L-Shaped Room” (Col) and. “Sun- 
[days . and” Cybele”. 

issues), ‘$2,500.: - i 
‘Paris Art (Chernoff) (800;. $t 50): 

—"Lady.. ‘Chatterley’: Ss: ‘Lover’ . (In- 
Okay) 

$1 .49-$2. 15) -—~. “It’s: Mad World® 
(UA), Lofty $12, 000 or near. ‘Last | 
week, shuttered to prep for “Mad”. . 

die). 
 ©Kings. of. Sun” . shapes: $1,500.. 

“Flipper” : 

Teturns downtown: and- is ‘only fair 
-at the ‘Palms. : 

“How West Was" Won”. ‘draps to : 
a lower level after :but still-is big. 

“Breakfast ‘at Tiffany’s”. (Par). itre- 
issues). Light .$6;000.: Last week, ads: 
“Cry: of Battle” (AA) and. “War Is} 

| patra” in. 26th round. at the. ‘United “Hell” (AA), $4,500. 

Estimates. for This ‘Week 
Orpheum.” (Tri-States) - 
si 25)— —"Take Her, ‘She’s © Mine” |. 

(2d- WK). 
}$6,500, 

(MGM) 
Last. week, | 

“$i: 25)—| 
(4th |. 

Modest $3, 000. 

‘State . “(Gooper) « (9525 

Slim’ ® 000. 

(Cooper) . 

(MGM) (31st - WE). * 
Last: week,: $9,500... 

Admiral, Chief, Sky: View: (Ralph | 
"| Blank) (1,000*: 1,234; -:1,122 cars; 

AD" and “Beach 
*Sluggish ~ $6, 500. 

“Pyro” : 

(AT). 
“Great: Escape” 

Part 29 

y (UA) 

“Cardinal” Trin. $15, 000, 
St Loo: Texas’ Slick. 
MG, ‘San’ Good $11,000 

’ Ste ‘Louis, ‘Dec: 23... 
‘There. ‘are. a. flock of. ‘newcomers 

here this week, and some of ‘them. 
are doing well: despite the handi- 

‘leap of having part. of. this. session | 
| pre-Xmas. “The Cardinal” is rated | * 
{nice at the. Ambassador _ while 

“| “Four: ‘For Texas”. shapes okay: ‘at. 
‘the. Fox. “Kings” of.“Sun” . Jooms 
good on opener at State... 020: 

“Wheeler Dealers”. . shapes: ‘okay. 
‘in fifth Esquire. round. “West Side 

| Story” is. lightweight. on, reissue at. 
‘the St. Louis.. © 

"Estimates for. This: Week”. 

$1. 25) . “Cardinal” «- (Col); Nice 
$15,000... “Last week, “To Kill Mock- |‘; 

4 ingbird”. 

| (0): (reissues), $5,000: : 
(WU) vand . “Back: Street” 

Apollo .-Art (Grace) 

J abloriow: Kom)” Esquire 

- Fox. (Arthur): 6, 000;- ‘90-$1. 25) 
“Pour for. Texas”. (WB). Twin. $17,-. 
000. Last week, “Yum Yum. Tree” 
(Col) (3d-wk), ‘$12, 000. - 
Loew's - Mid | City. ‘{Loew) (1, -| 
160,;” 60-90)—“Two ‘Women”. | (Eni- 
‘bassy). dnd‘ “Sky Above”. (Embassy). |. 
‘Mild $6,000. Last: week, “Incredible. |- : 

(FMW) Journey”? . (BV): (2d. ‘wk),” $7,000; 
State (Loew):.- (3. ,600; -60-90)— 

Good: -$11.- = 

Pageant ©. (Arthur) ‘(1 ,000;.:: -90- 
“Ladies - ‘Who. Do” (Cont): 

(Davis), 

“Bed”... ‘ndie).. 

St. Louis. tArthur) 3, 800: 95-90) 
: —"West . ‘Side ° Story” - (WA): and 

and... 

‘Shady. ‘Oak: .(Arthur).- (160: “90- 
:|.$1.25)—“Lord of “Flies” (Cont) - 3d 

Corp) | WE). ‘Nice $2, 500. Last ‘week, $3, 500. 

(5, 041: $1.25-$1.49.—“Goliath and.|- 
Sins of Babylon” (AT) and ‘“Sam-- 
‘son’ and. Slave” Queen, *™ (AT). (2d [- 
wk). . Dill. $6,000. in five days. Last }.. 

Dickinson Adds 3 Spots 
a ‘Kansas - City;:-Dec: 23. - 

" ‘Dickinson: Ine., -theatre.. operat- 
ing circuit-in Missouri: ‘Kansas and. 
‘Towa, has acquired three situations | 
-in.- southwest Missouri from: “Wil-' 
Jiam.- D.. Bradfield .and°V. P.. Nara-. 

‘| more.. The properties are‘the Webb 
City Drive-In, Webb. City, and the. 
66. Drive-In and the Roxy Pheatre, | 
‘both of Carthage. : 
-Glen W. ‘Dickinson: Sr, head ‘of. 

‘the circuit, said ‘the sale. is effec-.. 
| -tive. next: ‘April: Hig.chain‘has been'‘} 

-Madison wuDY (7,408; si. 25:$1 49) | active in the Joplin territory {aréa’s- 
- largest city): for. meny~ years. and}: 
‘presently operates ihe Lux: ‘Theatre: 

West’. Big: 96, anal! \ 
‘Subzero. temperatures ‘and|- 

| Christmas shopping is bringing sub- | 
‘par biz-for Omaha firstruns this | 
. Only “How: West Was Won" | 
‘at the: Indian Hills is measuring up 

| to its potential with a. big: take any. 
' Bist week... — , 

=(2, so; 

Slow $3, 500... "Last | 

Omaha (Tri:States): (2,066; $i 25): —‘Palm ‘Springs. Weekend”: (WB) |. 
Poor $3,000. . “Last week, | 

Cooper | (Cooper) “(687; “$1. 95) _ 
(4th.|: 

“the. line ig unusual. 
‘course; designed to take ‘better: ad- | 

. vantage of the anticipated | holiday |. 
‘season. boxoffice upswing, not .re- 

~ Century: (Par)-(1,300; $2.10-$3.50) 
‘Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970); 90-1. : 

(700: “90- i 
. indie).. i 

(1; | 

800: 90-$1. 25) 2: “Wheeler's. ‘Deal- 
ers” (MGM). (5th. wk): Okay $5, 000. 
Last: ‘week, $6,000.: 

round: : 
are - 
‘| Douce” romps ‘into: a. 2ist.: ‘Irving- | 
‘ton: session. 

‘Hollywood, with a lofty take.. 

“ae | 

$1 25). — 
“Mouse On Moon” (Indié). (reissue) | 

| ‘$5,200 

1 $1.50) — “All In” 
(Par):-and “Breakfast At Tiffany’s 
(Par): (reissues).-:Slim: $2:500; Last. 

(Par) 

Orpheum - (Evergreen). “W 536: “¢1-] 

~ Bat Texas’ | 

- Broadway Grosses. 
“Estimated Total Gross’ Y 

_”. (Based on. 33 ‘'theatres) 
Last: Year: Places + «.$603,400° - 

A Based on 30 theatres) 

pS s Mpls. 
Texas Boff 126| 

“Minneapolis, ‘Dec: 23. 
With ‘the. exception of: ‘Tongtime 

holdover - roadshows “Cleopatra”. 
and. “How ’ West. Was “Won,” still. 
‘very’ much .in the money, it’s a 
clean.‘sweep for newcomers: in ‘the 
Joop:. In the case of: the nabe: 

i) houses, . only ‘that.““‘Wheeler ‘Deal- 
‘| .ers’”: and. “Lord of: Flies’.don’t de-'} 
| part until after tonight (24), mak-. 
wing’ way for - “The....Prize” and | 
| “Suitor,””. ‘respectively, on Christ=| 
oof mas ‘Day. 

This. virtual. ‘dean sweep. ‘down 

flected in this weeks totals to: any | 
extent.— But . such. entries as 
“Cardinal” and “Kings of Sun” are | 
smash. | Journey”: (BV) (3d wk), $4, 000. 
‘What. has been hurting. this 
month, and continues to. do-so, .is.a. 
cold wave that; even for this frigid . 
neck of the: woods, is. abnormally 
early. Temperatures have dropped |. 

| to-30° below zero, there have: been 
‘near-blizzards and much snow. has. 
hurt. 

" Estimates for This ‘Week 

(Continued on bage 10). 

‘World Ace Newcomer 

Portland. Ore:, ‘Dec. 23; 
Holiday. ‘activities ‘are. cutting | 
deep. into. ‘firstrun biz here ‘this 

-Long-playing ‘holdovers 
-the brightest.” “Trma: -La 

““MecLintock” © heads | 
into a. fourth Laurelhurst: frame. 

|“‘Yom Yum Tree”: ‘stays for a ‘fifth | 
| at: Cinema 21. “It’s a Mad World”: 
looms as best “new. ‘entrarit - ‘at the . 

‘. Estimates for This: ‘Week 

"Broadway . (Parker) =(1 ,890;. $1-. 
! ‘$1. 50)—“Wheeler Dealérs” - (MGM) | 
and:“*Main Attraction’ (MGM) | (re-: 
‘issue) (5th‘wk). -Solid $3, 000. Last | — 
-week, $3,900... - 
Cinema 21: (Foster * (648; $1. 50) 

. —“Yum Yum ‘Tree”: (Col). (5th. wk), 

(Cob) * 
fCol): (2d! wk).. 

$2, 700. . 

—“Four. For Texas” (WB) 
“Man From. ‘Galvestion’’. 
Okay’: $7,000: “Last . week, 

‘and 

“Katu” | 
Ind) and - “Siege: ‘of - Hell. Street”. 
dndie), $5, 800: : 
‘Hollywood (Evergréen) © ( 1 890° 

preem 

Tall. $4,200. Last..week; $4. 000. ° 
_ Leurelharst (Cruikshank) :. (650;. 

“McLintock’”: (UA). and - 

‘4th wk). Nifty $3, 000.. Last: week; 

Music ‘Box. (Hamrick). (640; ‘$i-} 

week, ‘ “Fan. In. “Acapulco”. 
(3d. wk); $2,100.. 

“Samson. $1.49) — and: ‘Slave 
Queen” (AI) ‘and “Goliath and Sins 
-of ° Babylon” | 

“Leopard”: (20th) and. 
(AT, -So-so . $6, 000. : 

Last week, 
“Second: Time. Around” {20th) (rex. 
issue), $5,300: . 

Paramount: (Port-Par). (¥ 406: “$2. 
$3,50) — “Cleopatra” : (20th) (26th. 

a Warm” $5,000. . Last | week 

here, It’s, of | . 

| si 25)— 

“ln Port Fast $12, 000) 
- | die). (320; $1:40-$1.90)- 

5 Deep” | (Indie), $2,700.. 

‘and: 

Fox (Evergreen): (1, 600: $u: $1. 49) 1. 

(WB). - 

“Irvington. (Smith). (650; $1.50)-'| 
“Irma La Douce” : (UAY (21st wk)... 

Night’ Ss: “Work” |. 

. Boston, Dec, “ . 
Biz still is’ slow . currently, ‘with — 

| “snowstorms. and freezing” weather’, 
| hurting: Exhibs - await .Xmas Day: 

_ {and week - through New Year’ s Eve. 

ee ‘Week .. 5.5... ~: $670, 350. .|for the big upbeat: However; “Tom... | 
| Jones” ‘came - through “with ‘lofty .- 

‘+take at the. Beacon Hill on. opener. : 
“Kings: of -Sun” is rated fairly. 

|sunny at the: ‘Orpheum. “4 For 
| Texas”. shapes. sock at Paramount::: 
(“Goliath and “Sins of . Babylon”: : 
Jooks good at the Center, also” ine . 

Piet week : of “The Caidinat” at: 
| the Saxon: is rated: capacity,. “It’s a 

World” . 
| eaticeers. ‘big - _ 
“Yum “Yum: ‘Tree’ holds okay at.::: 
the. Astor’ in seventh round. re 

: “Cleopatra” ‘is’ -rated: ‘pale « ‘in. 
‘sixth’ week .of. moveover atthe’. 
Gary. New. Year’s Eve -bookings - 
are. being. announced; .and : Music a _ 
Hall; .which -reopens | Dec:.'25. with rs 
“Sword in Stone,” ‘will have “Pink * 
Panther.” “Lord. of Flies” contin-' 
‘ues. at” the: tiny .Cinema, -Kenmore .. 
‘Square with. amazing. biz. in 14th 7 
session. , 

Estimates. for This, Week . . 

Astor. (B&Q). a, 11%. 90-$1. 50) o, 
“Yum. Yum. Tree’ *. (Col) (ith: -Wk), a 
Okay $9,000. Last. week, $10, 000. : 

Beacon Hill (Sack) -. (900; ° $1- 
$1. 80)-—“Tom | Jones”: ‘(UA).~ 
$11,000...” Last : week,.” “Incredible 

Boston: (Beacon « Ent.) . (Lz, 345° 
$1. 20-$3. 95) — “It’s Mad. “World” 
(UA)? (6th: wk).. Fifth. week ended 
Dec. 23 was ‘big’ $11, 000. : : 

Capri: (Sack): (850:. 90-$1. 50). Loe! . 
(4th “Incredible: Journey”: (BV): 

wh). Oke. $3, 000. Last week, $3,400. 

Center. (Es ‘M. Loew) @ ,250:: -90=:: 
~“Goliath and Sins. of: Baby-: m 

lon” (AI) .-and “Samson: and ‘Slave — 
| Queen” .{AT)...: Good: $8,000-" or’: 

‘| close... Last: week, “Playgirls: ‘Inter-. | 
‘hational” ‘ (Indie) .and-“Blaze Starr ~. 

‘| Back.to Nature”: (indie). (rerun). Qa _ 
wk),- $4,500. 
Cinema, . ‘Keamere ‘Square . (ne aa 

——“Lord... of: 
Flies” (Cont) (14th ‘wk). ‘Stout, $3,-°" 
500. Last week, “$3, 600.: 
Exeter: ‘ndie). (1;276;.9 $0-$1 49)-—. 
“Heaven Above”: (Janus) (8th wh),e 2: 2 
Oke" $3, 000." : Last week, same. 

‘Fenway (indie) -(1,300:.90-$1.49) 
—Erotica” (Indie) and | “Eve: ‘and. 
Handyman” (Indie) (reruns). Okay“ 

-“Moon ° Dolls” Le 
“Naked — in s Poe 

$3,000: Last week,. 
-UIndie)” (rerun) ‘and: 

Gary (Sack) ‘(1, 277; $2-$3. 90) 
“Cleopatra” (20th). (m. 0:) (6th. wh). - 
Mild $4,000. ‘Last ‘week, $5,000. _ 
Mayflower (ATC). (689:. . 96-$1. 50). 

— -“Oklahoma” © (20th). (reissue); 
Mild -$2,500.-_ Last week, “New 
Kind .of Love” (Par) : (rerun) -and . 
“Paris Pickup”. (Indie),: $2; 200..° 

. Memorial (RKO) (3;000;: -90-$1. 50) 
— .“Great - ‘Imposter’. €U) --and.. 

“Freud: Secret. Passion” (U) .(reis- 
‘sues).:: Mild $7,000. Last. week, 
“Two Women” (Embassy)..and “Sky 
Above” (Embassy) (reissue), $7, 100... - 

Or pheum | (Loew): *.(2 900: . 90- - 
$1.65) —“Kings.‘of Sun” (UA). Sun-. 
ny $10,000. ‘Last week, “Peppino’s. 
‘Small. Miracle”. (indie), ‘$5, 500.: 

Paramount. (NET)- (2;357:° 

‘$14,000 or:‘close. Last week, “Aléne.” 
Against Rome’ (Indie) and “Witeh’s. : 
Curse” (Indie), - -$11,000.- : 

‘Pilgrim. (ATC). (1,909; 75-$1; 25) ved 
—‘Bachelor Tom Peeping” (Indie) - ~-. 

‘Peppy $6,-.. and “Stripper” (20th). 
500.- Last -.week, “Knockers Up” 
(Indie). and. .“30': “Years. ‘of Fun" 
(20th) (2d. wk), -$6, 000. 

Park Square (Indie) (300; $i,80) °° 
—"“My : Life. to Live’. - (5th: Wk). 
Good. $2; 500.. -Last week, . $2, 700... 

‘Saxon (Sack) (1,000; : $2-$3. 90)—- 7 
“Cardinal” (Col). (2a wk).. - Second. 
‘week started | Friday. £20), _ First. 
‘week “ was’ capacity. . $36, 600, with ; 
| presold ‘theatre. parties, © 00 oet 

State. (Trans-Lux) (730; 90-$1. 25)" : 
—“ELucky Pierre’. =(ndie) . and. 
“Some Like: It Cool”. Indie) (re- . 
issues). 
“Europe:in Raw”. (Indie): and “Vi ice oe 
‘Dolis” (Indie) (3d wk), $7; 000; °°. 2: 

West End Cinema: ‘(E. M: Loew) Le. 
4800; .75-$1.50) — “Conjugal: Bed” |. 
(Embassy) (7th wk). Seventh week ©. °- 
started: Friday (20). 

182,506 0. ' 

at: the -Boston .on -. 
‘in sixth- week. © 

Hot. ~ 

90: a, 
$1: 65)—“4 For. Texas” (WB). Sock... 

-Hot. $10,000. Last. ‘week; °° 

Sixth ‘was | fair Ce 



WE ee 

ve 

EP TD irene 
. an : a ‘ . 

. 4dnitial round. 
“nice on. teeoff . at: Fine Arts; . 

7 -among | ‘regular | a 
‘+ foldovers, . still - ‘is. ‘torrid. $13,500 | £-¥. 
“for ninth: ‘Beverly | and fourth. Or-| § 

ve ““Under Yum Yum; Wve 
* Tree” is. rated. socko -$30; 000. in Leg ge 

seventh. ‘at the “Cinérama.. ; er 
“How West |-Was -.Won”. ‘still: Is}. ° 

ea wow at -$29, 000. in . 44th. frame’ ati. ae 
Cota -Warner . -Hollywood.: while ° *Cleo-}6 0 
“+ patra” is rated: ‘busy: in. 27th. Found. . 

'. “/at Pantages. - 

- pheum. ‘stanza. 

‘Boffo - $30, 000. 
Hillstreet, Fox . Wilshire, . _ Village, 

“Lilies of -Field”. (UA) (1st ‘general 
-pélease). (9th wk, ‘Egyptian; “Ist: wk, : 
others’. with . _ Various: 2d. feature 

| “Willy” (Aba). - 
" week; ‘with — Vogie,: 
sion” (Freud): (1st general release).:|" 

EET ENT RATE EBT ITT Ber eee meme TT TON 

, $4: 600.: 4 
Warren’ Ss; ‘Pix, Village. Four Star: : 

7 (Metropolitan: = Prin -FWC-UATC) | 
(1.7575: 7562: 1,535: 868: $1-$2).—| 

_ “Kings ‘of:;Sun” : (WA). and. “Tnvin- 

* ‘Cardinal? Bott $14,000, 

ae “The Cardinal” -is:‘off to a offs: 
oo start. ‘at. the: Mayfair. and" a For. 

-) “Pexas’” looks stout’ in ‘first atthe |: 

“< "Fown. 

. Hippodrome. 
. Jikewise-in:ninth round. at the Sen- 
ator, but. ‘Wheeler Dealers” is light:| 
‘in. fifth session at Stanton. .: .’ 

“(Tth: wk). - 

$350) 

“Des “Angeles, 1 Dec: 93. 
* Firstruns here. currently; -still- ‘in| “ 

seasonal doldrums, ‘are. starting: to |’ 
’ pick up slightly with - several : im= 4° 
pressive new entries. ‘However, biz. 
generally ‘is: ‘spotty: 

* “Tem Jones,” 

Estimates for This Week |. 
Egyptian - (UATC) (1;392; $1. ‘28- 

$3.50): —. “The. Cardinal” | (Col): 
‘Last- week, ‘with 

$17.700.. 
a P Fine Arts (RWC). 4631: $2-$2 40). 

—"Thomasina”. (BV).. 
‘Last ‘week, “Lord of Flies”. (Cont): 

_ (9th. wk), $3.000. 

‘Nice. $7,500. 

” 

‘El Rey (FWC) | (356: $1-$1 49)— 

“Secret . Pas-: 

“Ugly. . American” - (Uy ‘Geissue), 

“(Continued on. page. 10). 

Balt; Texas’ Stout 9G. 
~~ Cleo’ ‘Okay 836, 26th) 

Baltimore, ‘Dee.: 23." 

Elsewhere, cold.’ ‘weather 
has:- cooled : the’ boxoffice.. 

«Lord. of: the. Flies”. looks: ‘good.| | 
he An. fifth week at. .the.” Playhouse |__ 

‘while’. “Conjugal. -Bed” is okay in. 
“.. geventh. at the. Charles...“Irma:La} 
Douce” still is. warm in. 22 Found, 

at. the. ‘Little. ” 
’ Estimates for ‘This ‘Week. 

Charles: (Fruchtman)._ (500; ‘50: 
$1 50)— “Conjugal” ‘Bed” ‘(Embassy)’ 

Oke. $2, 300. ast | week, . 

Five: West (Schwaber) (435; 90-: 
$i. 50)— 

~. Niee $3,000: “Last. week, “Lilies. of. 
an Field” (UA): (4th wk), $2,000. . } 

' ". Hippodrome (T-L).- (2, 200;. $1. 50. [- 
—: “Cleopatra”. (20th) (26th. | 

oie) ohn -Oke: $8, 500" ‘or near. Last 
“week, $9,500.. 

. Little - (T=) “G00; 50-$1. 65)” —, 
“Tema: ‘La. Douce” . (UA): (234. wi. 
Holding at good: $2, 000. Last ‘week, 
$2, 500.- 

$2, 600: 

“Murder at Gallop” (MGM). 

New. " (rruehtman). (600; 50- 
$1. 50)— 
-issue).. Slow | $4,000:-. Last. week, 

™M visit. (Fruchtinan):- (700; . 50: } 
rh ~The’ Cardinal”. (Col). .: 
Boffo $14, 000: . Last ‘ week; : “Take. 

oe ‘Her; She's: Mine” ’ (20th) (Gd: wk), 
-$5,000. 
“Playhouse “(Schwaber): (365; - 90-. 

$1. 50)——"Lord of Flies” (Cont). (5th |. 
wk). Goo Good _. $1, 800." 
- $2, 000." 

- Rex: \(Ereedmian). (500; $1 50) —| 
‘Weird. ‘Lovemakers’” (indie) - (2a 
wk). "Fair $1, 500. ” Last. week, - 
$2, 000. ‘| Last ., week,: “Vertigo” 

Senater. (Durkee) (960; -90-$1:50): 

Slim. $3; 000. Last}: 

Cleo-- 
+ “patra” is okay ‘in 26th week at: the. 

“Great Escape’’.-is | 

“Secret Passion’... (0): (re- 

‘Imposter’ (U)- 

. Last: week, 
. $2,000. Last week, same . 

“Majestic. (SW): "2.200: 75-$1) —| 
About the} 

best ‘here’ ‘this week; fair. $5,000. 
(Par): and} 

“French: -Style’”. (Col) - Gd" wk-10 | 

Ce a Dragging Bottom 
” Bat ‘West’ $4,000, 36 

“Columbus, ‘O., Dee. 23. 
Late shopping hours and the: full | 

Christmas rush - will. cut heavily | 
into. : grosses here’: this’ ‘session.{-:. ° 

‘Zero: weather: - with. snow, further. |... 
iB | decimated: ‘boxoffice © 
a “Stolen, - Hours”. is”. very drab. at]. 

“Bstimates ‘Are Net 
” Bim - gross estimates as: re-. _ 

on ‘ported herewith from. the vari- ~.. 
“The. Cardi- | 

nal’. appears” “heading ™: ‘for.- boffo. 
- $30,000 in first session at the. Egyp- — 
tian. “Kings .of, Sun”. looks like |. 
stout. $26, 000° in four’ theatres, also I 

” for opener. . | 
“Haunted : “Palace” - ‘shapes: hefty. _ 
$24,000, also. in. four houses; ‘on: 

“Thomasina’””: looks: . include. U- S. “amusement tax... 

‘ous: key. cities, are net; {e.,. 
without~. usual "tax: . Distrib-" 

‘come... |: 7 

o. The: ‘parenthétie- ‘admission a 
ms prices,’ ‘however, “as. indicated,. - 

» Denver, Dec. 23. 

. Take * Her,.. She’s 

looms ‘okay in fifth at’ ‘the. Centre. 

‘Estimates for This ‘Week- 

Aladdin. ‘(FOx)' “900°: 

‘Centre -(Fox). (1, 270; $1. 25-$1.45) 
—“Yum Yum: Tree” (Col). (5th: wk); 
Okay $6,000, Last -week, $7, 500. - 
‘Cooper . (Cooper) -- 

‘Denham _ (indie). (800; $1 45-$3)— 
“E“Cleopatéa”: (20th) (27th wk). Slow. 

|-$3,000,: Last. -week,. f 
“Denver (Fox) (2,432>- $1. 95) ° —Y- 

“Sanison . and - ‘Slave -Queen’’. apt | 
and “Goliath and. Sins: Of. Babylon” - 

$4,000.. . 

(AD:. ‘Slow “$6,000; .Last “week, 
“Katu” (Indie) and. “Seige. of Hell” 
' (indie? “$8,000. 

Esquire. (Fox). (600; $i 25)—"“ta-|- 
credible Journey”. (BY) (m.o:) (4th 
32,500 Mild - :$2; 000. Last’ “week, 
-$2,500 

$8;000.. \:Last. week, 
| (QJA).(5th wk), ‘$10,000. . ' 

Towne (Indie) (600; $125-$1 45) 
—‘Man'.With a-Gun’’: (Indie). and 

“God's ‘Little Acre”. (Indie), : 
’ Last’ week; Mouse’ on | 2 

‘Moon’( Indie), $1,600. |. 
“| . Vogue (Art: ‘Theatre Guild). (450: | 

. $1.25) — “Stranger: Knocks”. (T-L) |. 
(4th Wh). - Phin $1, 000. Last week, 

$1,500. 

$1,400. 

Prove on “Skids: Teas! 
Fair: $5,000, Tor. Newie 

-Providence, Dec: 23. 
|  Last-minite Christmas: shoppers. 25." 

* | are’ ‘flooding - the-..downtown- areal - 
‘but--are. ignoring the firstrun: cine- 
amas. All: are just. marking ‘time: 
‘Newcomers are “Kings of the Sun” 
‘at the ‘State;. “Four for .Texas’’..at | 
Majestic. and “Secret Passion”’ at | - 
-RKO. Albee. Best of trio:is “Texas,” 

| fair. on: openér. “Onder ‘Yum Yum. 

| “Fun. in “Acapulco” (Par). (3d wk), : ‘Tree! is okay in sixth Strand ‘week. 
Estimates. for. This: Week. 

Albee (RKO). (2;200;. 15-$1): |: 
“Secret. Passion”. (U) ‘and. “Great! 

(reissues). Sad|'- 
| $2,000: Last week,. “Mondo Cane” 

- | (Timesy. ‘and “Magnificent: Sinner” 
Cindiey (reissues), $4,000.. 
“Elmwood (Snider) (2,200; $2:50- 
$3) — “Cleopatra” (ist we). Meek 

4 for ‘Texas” .(20th). 

“To Catch Thiet”. (Par). reissues), 
—*“Great. Escape” (UA). (9th Wk). 133: 000. - 

ae ‘Okay "$4,500.. ‘Last week, :$5,000.. - 
“._.  Stantea. (Fruchtman): (2,800; °50= | 

. .$1.50)-—“Wheeler Deaters” (MGM): 
af 000. “Light $4,000. Last week, 

' Stout: 
wh. ‘ Okay. - $2,500. - Last 

State (Loew) (8;200; 75-$1) =|! 
“Kings ‘of. Sun”. (UA). Dull: $4,000. 
‘Last week, “Peppino’s Small Mira- 
cle’. (Indie), ‘$3,500. ° 

Tree” (Col) ‘and: critic” (Col) (6th 

PRG IIe 

tat. RKO. Palace. * 

utors. share. on ‘net. take, ‘when -. 7 

playing percentage, hence: the |. ” 

estimated . figures are: net,.in- ~ 7 

Gath” wh) 
| week, . $3, $00. 

ps Denver 

: ‘Metropolitan. 

first: at--Keith’s. 
| looms boff .at. Playhouse.” OY, 

(814; . $1. 65- 3 
-| $2.50): —. “How. West. Was “Won”: 
liMGM). (41st: wk): : “Fairish "$6,000. ” 

Last week, : $7,500.05 oY 

Paramount ‘(Woltberg) (2;i100; 90: | - 
"$1,25)—"Kings of Sun” (UA). Dull pee 

“MeLintock” | :. 

‘World’ Mighty $13,000, 

| first at the Stanley. - 
| ing. is. “It’s..a “Mad: World,”: new= |° 

~Feomer - at...Warner . on -Toadshow 
"| basis, which looks wow. Other. new |: 
‘entry,-.“Cardinal” is smash at Ful- 
ton. “Wheeler Dealers” is dull in | 
fourth at-Gateway-and comes out 
for. opening. of. “Charade” ‘on Dec. *| three. days ended: Sunday (22) was | 

. | great, $24,500, with SRO. “on: Sun-,/ 

‘Final round ‘slightly: 
last :week' but. ‘still: sad. at '$3,;500..{ 

Last: week, $2,800. Makes .way for 
opening of “Sword in Stone”’ (BY) : 
‘on: ‘Dee. 25 

“ Shadyside. (OTC). (632; $1 75)—| 
| “Carey: On" “Regardless” (Gev) (5th |= 

. Strand. (National: ‘Reakty) iano; 
J ew’. (P-1) a: 125: 50-$1:50)— 90-$1:25)-. —- “Onder. Yum Yum{ 

~ “Four «for. Texas”. (WB). - 
: $0,000. Last week, “Palm Springs 
Weekend” AWB) Ba: wk), 000. : $ $4,500. 

"| Loew's: Ohio-in: 10- day. run. Combo | 
| of.. “Cry” of: Battle”. and: “Gunfight 
at Comanche Creek”. is suffering | 

-“How. West Was 
“Won”. is doing “less than. normal 

4 business in: a ‘ninth: month, at RKO 

” Estimates for This Week” 

Grand: (RKO) - (860; $1. 50-$2. 5) 
“How... West. Was “Won”: (MGM) 

Mild °$5;000- or -neu._- “Last week, 
“Wuthering © “Heights” : (Cont). (reis- 
sue). and; “Our: Very. Own" "Cond, 

ardi dinal Fat Fat 
Me DC: Tena 

- Was hington, Dec. 23... 
With: ‘the: ‘mercury.:in the. sub, 

| twenties, stow and holiday shop- 
ping: ‘clipped most: biz this round | 

of J although: ‘initialers _ aré ‘ perking. 
‘$1. 45).. “tT “Four for Texas”. shapes smash ijn} 

| “Take Her, She’s Mine” (20th)- om: 
wk), Fair $2;500: Last: -week,. $3,500. 

first frame daydating. Aimbassador- 
“Cardinal”... looks 

’socko Or. opener .: -at:- Trans-Lux. 
“Kings of. Sun”: -figures. big’ in}. “Lord. of : Flies”: : 

' Hardticketers -“How - West Was 
“Won”. at ‘Uptown .and “Cleopatra”. 
at- Warner shape’ sock. 'in: 41st week} 

land 26th:round respectively,. where |: 
‘estimates take in some post-Chris 
mas eOin: | 

"Estimates: for ‘This. Week . 

‘Apex (KB). (940; ‘$1. 25-$1 40 
‘| “Wuthering ‘Heights” « .(Cont) ‘(re=-: 
‘issue) (3d. ms Soft $3,000, 8 
week, $3,100 
Embassy. - (Loew): ‘(6T: $1 25-$2) | 

— “Twilight: of Honor’? (MGM). (2d | 
; (Continued on page 10) ©: 

Pitt; Cardinal’ Smash 

oo ‘Pittsburgh; ‘Dec.. 23: . 
“Four ‘for Texas” looms. lofty. ‘in 

’ Estimates for. This Week” 
“Forum (Assoc.). (380; - 

—“Cardinal’”’ (Col): 

(5th wk), $5, 000... . 
* Gateway: (Assoc: ) (1 900; $1-$1. 50) 

ao “wheeler Dealers’ (MGM) (4th. wk). 
‘Weak. $3,500 and comes out Tues.. 
‘for “Charade” (U),-opening Dec. 25. 

Penn’ (UATC). . (2,003;. $2-$3. 50) 
—‘Cleopatra”. 

better - than 

wk). ‘Tepid . -$2,0 0. Last: “week, , 
$2,300. 

Squirrel, HAL (SW). (823; $1 75)— 

days). Thin $10,000 

“Four.* for.’ “Texas” (WB).. _ Great 
$15,000 | or near. ~Last’: 
“Wuthering. Heights” (Cont) rele. 
sue), $5,500: - 
‘Warner (SW): (1,228; $1.50-$3)— 

ts o. Mad ad orld AWA), ° 

returns.| - ra 

: Okay +, 000. “Last 

* Ohio * (Loew). “3 079; “50-81: 50)— 
| “Stolen Hours (U' A). 
| sad $3,500. ‘in 10 days. 

_-. Palace: (RKO): (2'845;. “50-$1: 50)-—| 
“Cry: ‘of. Battle” (x2 .) and -“Gun- 

1 fight -at. ‘Comanche. Creek” : (AA). 

an’ Mild $8.00 4 $4,000 
Cold. “pnd: “heavy: ° snows . ‘will _ 

| combine. with ° last-minute . me 
shopping to crimp firetrun, film biz}. - oe 
fiere: this” session. There. appears | * 
|-to ‘be. ‘an exodus to ski resorts, and |. 
this is: no, help: to trade . either. 

| Most. theatres are hitting new lows 
-in.current week. - “Kings. of : ‘the |- 
Sun’ shapes. dull ‘on. opening: week | 
tat Paramount, - 7 
|. “Goliath “and Bins: “of: Babyton” | 
‘looks very ‘sluggish on opener. at]. 
the . Denver. , 
Mine” is. rated fair in fifth: “Aladdin |. 

| session.: “Under -Yum. Yum Tree” 

Shapes very. 

1 hit wow 

~ Smash. $2,002: 

~ | product: ‘opens .on Dec. 25,: 
:|for ‘Texas’ comes into the-Para- 
-mount: and Trans-Lux:: 52 Street: |” 
“Move Over Darling” opens at the |. 
‘Astor and. ‘Trans-Lux,. 85th Street:.} 
“Love? With .‘a.. “Proper. Stranger” | 
-preems. at .the State. and: Murray | 
‘Hill. “Who's ‘Sleeping in "My: Bed”. 

“To Bed or. 

” Ambassador-Metropolitan: (swy| 
7 a ,480:. $1-$1 49)—"Four for Texas”. 
(WB). * Sock $21,000... Last week, 
No,: My Darling Daughter’. (Zen- | 
ith), $4;500. - 

4 net, - Sunday (22). 
Last | Store”: is. due. in, also Dec. 25, “at: - 

| Opens - today (Wed,). 
| with : -‘Trans-Lux. 85th Street.”: In | 
-ahead,. ‘Lilies. of. Field”. (WA): (3d. 
wk), “mild: - $9,000 or. -elose. after 

AiG, Texas’ Big 156) 

‘But outstand- 

* $1:75)— 
“1 ilies Of -Field’’. - (UA). (Uh. wk). | 
Soft $1,800. : Last week, $2,000. 
Fulton . (Assoc.) - (1,900; "$1-$1.50) | 

‘Lofty '$11,000:: 
|} Last week; “Yum Yum Tree”. (Col). 

$8.50) — 

(20th) (26th wk). |: (23). 

“gword in Stone” (BY). 

jaay. (Wed. ta 44th. - wk), Wk), round 2 " wk), was : 
oe okay | Tay GD was tlee Shira week. ‘near after $14,000 in 

Stanley (SW). (3,700; ‘$1:$1: 50) 

: Wow | $2)—"4. For Texas”. GYB). 
Last week, “house: wee 

“Coldest” ‘weather ‘of ‘the ‘season, 
with: the ‘mercury. dipping below. 
15. degrees’ several.- days, -was'. just | 
another - handicap for. the usual 
faltering. Broadway firstrun. ‘bust- 
‘ness in. this: pre-Xmas session. “Few | 
| theatres willbe helpéd in current: 
round by taking’ in Christmas Day 

{or the expected upbeat immediate-. 
Outstanding .BX-° ly - afterward.: 

ception, of ‘eoutse, is the . Music 
Hall. . ‘which. winds its week ‘on 
“Wednesday: ‘(25).. “ Snowstorm 
threatened: for. late Monday (28) | 
‘may. further ‘slash: ‘totals; - 

 néwcomers “hint - of" 
.. Perhaps 

which } — 
$24,000 in first. three days] 7 

in -the’Criterion and big $13, 000.or. 
over. opening: week -at Sutton.. 

- Several © 
brighter. grosses to come.: 
standout, is °:“The” Victors,” 

‘Billy Liar,” also: new, climbed to 
| a - great | $12; 000: at the Coronet} 
| despite ' -the: ‘pre-Christmas handi- 

| caps. “Love :on Pillow” ‘hit: solid 
‘1 $19,000 “on : “opener, Gaydating the 
- Forum: -and: Fine -Arts 

: “Charade” - with.. ‘annual Christ- 
| mas. stageshow: loek to finish: its | 

third. session ‘Christnias Day-. with 
.| wham. .. $203, 000 or near at. the 

_| Music . “Hall, And naturally” con- |: 
Last week, “Who's Minding Store” -._ 
(Par): (4th wk); held at: fair $8,000. | 

“The Cordinal’. climbed 
‘to -great $38;,000.or close in second 

‘at the DeMille. 

tinues. 

-with.. a. ‘smash $35,000. - 

-“Under. the “Yum ¥i ”. . held’ -with big $14, a. Tree". ‘after. $38,000 -in' fourth week, Cur” 
| week | at.- the - State: . 
| Rain”. was. Okay * $11,000 or elose| 
in '- fourth - session -‘at ‘the: -Palace.:| 

, “newcomers |" Both: - Houses -have 
opening Christmas Day, . ..- 

the Cinerama. “Best of Cinerama’”’ 
meves into the. house Dec, 25; also 
-on: ‘hardticket.: 

“An* impressive . Tineup | ‘of. chew 

‘opens at-the. Victoria... 
‘Not: to ‘Bed” preemed. at the. ‘Baro- 

‘the Palace.” 

“Estimates: ‘for. This Week. 

Astor (City: Inv.) (1,094; $t. 25-$2) |- = 
“Move. Over Darling” - (20th). 

Daydating | 

$10, 000 for second, . 

Cinerama_. (Loew): (1, 552:" $1. 50- 
| $3. 50)—"Best of. Cinerama”: (Cine- |: 

-T rama). 
hardticket. .In -ahead; “How. West : 
“Was Won’’ AMG™M) (39th wk). This | 
‘week ended: ‘Sunday (22) was good |. 
$19,500 on. 16 ‘performanices.: for 
highly. successful longrin here: | 
-New pic will have. $1.50-)$3 ‘scale.: 

terien| (Moss)". (1,520; $1.50- 

‘Opens: today’ (Wed:) on 

Cri 
$2.50)—“The Victors” (Col). ‘Initial 

day. Stays: on, . match! . 
* DeMille. . .(Reade) «(1 463; $1 ‘50- 

“week ‘ending. Dee..25 after $34,500 
for opener, Stays on, naturally ‘on. 
‘this. hardticket engagement, .with 
‘advance now. close to: $80,000, “with-.: 
out parties ineluded in. . Picture. is’ 
‘being helped by .two extra mati- 
jnees in ‘second’ week; with -house. 
going * to daily. matinees | Monday. 

‘Embassy - (Guild Enetrprises) 
| (5003: $1.50-$2.50) — “Not” ‘Fonite, | 
Henry’ - (Janus) | {2d - .wk). «This 
‘round winding. ‘Friday: (27) looks: 

| like: solid "$10,000 after’ $8,000. “for 
opener. © 
Forum (Norel) (813; $1 25-$1 80) 
—"Love on Pillow’’ (Col (24 wk). 

‘was fancy $12, 000, Daydating: with 
Fine Arts.. 

’ Palace. “(RKO). a 642; $1: 

ahead, Soldier. in 

third 
"-Paramouat. (AB-PT)- (3,665; $1-|in several 

Opens Greater. New. York area, 
today... (Wed.),:: gizantiog: with} 
‘FraneLuw, Sad, Stree 

"ba Vis Ba hee 
ooth 196, ‘Cardinal’ Socko 386 

Also on: 
| hardticket, ““Its’: a Mad World” fin-|- 

J ished ‘its. fifth round at the Warner | 
| (6th . wk). 

i. “Soldier : in 

“How West Was Won" was good 
$19; 500 -in 39th: and final session at 

“Four. 

- “Sword: in: 

“The. “Cardinal” - (Col) (2d:] 
wk). : Looks like boffo $38,000 for 

“Twilight of Honor” (MGBD: (6th 
wk); was lean $11,000 or near. 

‘Radio City Music Hall. (Rocke- 
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75) -——. “Cha- 
rade” (U): plus ‘annual ‘Christmas. 

This “week: 
winding up today’ (Christmas ‘Day): 
stageshow. | (3d: wk). 

4s heading for wham. $203,000 or 
thereabouts, Second session was 
‘$183,400, which gave’a higher total 
for’ opening: two weeks than “Op- 
eration Petticoat,” one of Univer- 
sal’s high. grossers, did on its first: 
two sessions.as an Xmas pic. Stays 
ton indef, with early starting times 
most of fourth week. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545: $2. 50-$5 50) 
“Cleopatra” (20th) (29th wk). 

‘The 28th:round. completed. yester- 
‘day. (Tues.): was big $26,000 or 
close after $28,000. for 27th week. 

- State {Eoew) (1,850; $1 .50-$2.50).- 
—"Love With a Proper: Stranger” 
(Par), Opens today: (Wed.), daydat- - 
ing with “Murray Hill, In ahead; 

-1+"Yum. Yum Tree” (Col) (5th: wk), 
okay: $14, 500,. for..great. extended- 
Ten here, 
“Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003: $1.25-. 

$2)—“Who's: Sleeping in My Bed” 
(Par)..Preems here today. (Wed.). 

aiter ‘$9,400 for third week, 
Warner. (SW) 
$4.80)—“It’s: k. Mad. world” (UA) 

‘Fifth. session . finished: 
Saturday. :(21) .was smash $35,000 

tent. week. will be helped: by sev- 
eral added ‘performances. 

Tt First-Run- ‘Arties - 

In. ahead, 

500 for third: full week. © 
| Beekman: (Rugoff Th.) (890; E 
$1.50-$2)— “Lawrence ‘of - Arabia’ = 

|: (Col). {m,o.} (2d -wk). Initial round 
-ended. ‘Sunday (22) was fine $8,500. 
“Cinema One (Rugoff Th.) (700; | $1.50-$2)—""Tom Jones” (IA) {t2tH 

_wk).: The 11th stanza’ ended Sua; 
day (22) was socko $26,200, after. 
$27,600 for 10th wk: 
Cinema: Two. ({Rugoft- “Tay (300; : 
$1:50-$2) —~ “Ladybug, : Ladybug” 
“(UA). Opened: Monday (23). 

— "The Easy Life’ (Levine). Opened 
: ‘Sunday. {22). 

. Fifth Ave. Cinema (Rugoit. Th.) 
(250; $1.25-$2) — “Hallelujah the 
Hills’” (Indie), First week ending 

. Dew 25° Jooks ‘like big $6,000 or 
| clase_ : 

‘Fine Arts. (Davis). (468;. $1 '80-$2) 
— “Love on Pillow” {Gold (2d wk).. 
initial. round finished. Sunday (22) 
‘was ° fair. $7, 000. . Daydating with. 
Forum, 
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —- 

“Three Lives of ‘Thomasina’ (BV) 
(3d -wk). First’ holdover week ended: 
yesterday (Tues.) was smash $13,-. 
000 or near after $12,000 ‘for 
opener. 

$1.25-$2)—"“War of. Buttons” (In- 
| die} (2d: wk), . First five days ‘was a 
good $45500 

“Stranger” (Par). Opens. Wednesday 
(25); daydating with State.- 

Paris. (Pathe Cinema) (568; $150- . 
$2)—America, -America” (WB). (2d: 

| wk). First three. days ended Sun-. 
‘day: {22) was great $8,000. Pic 
played benefits other days of week... 
|-with actual run for public starting 7 
“ last: Friday... ..; . ° 

Plaza - (Lopert) (525: $1 .50-$2)—. 
“City Lights” | (Indie) (5th whk).. 
Fourth | session ‘finished - Monday 
(23). was’ smash $13,600 or. ‘near. 
after $13,200 for third week. 
Sutton (Rugoff Th.) (561: $1.50-. 

. $2) —.“The Victors” (CoD, Initial. 

First session finished Sunday (22) | Week ending today (Wed.) is head- 
ing for faney . $13,000 or over. 

| Holds, natch! Daydating with Cri- 

5-$2)— |: 
ns to-.| . 

terion. ©". 

‘Tehe Cinema (Toho) 299: $1.50- 
$2)—“High. and Low”. (Toho) (5th 

completed Mon- 

"Tower East. Loew) (588; $150. 

(1,504; $2:50-.. 

' Baronet | (Reade) (430; $1 25-$2). 
—"To Bed or Net To. Bed” (Cont). 
Opened. ‘Sunday © (22). . 
“Ladies: ‘Who. Do” (Cont) (4th wk-. 
6 days), was mild. $4,000 after $6.- 

oe sy 

mits tmilins . ne 

9 wi 

a eaters - 

Coronet (Reade) (500; $1 -30-$2). 
—"Billy ‘Liar’ (Cont). (2d wk). In-. 
‘itial session completed Sunday §22) 

2 was. great $12,000. 
Festival (Embassy) (546; $2-$2.50) . 

PLittle Carnegie (Landau) - (530; 

“Murray ~ Hill. ‘(Rugoff Th). (565;- 
$1.50-$ -$2) -— “Love With Proper 

eR SR. 
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| “Wednesday, December 25, 1963 

ad ary Great Si i ane. | 
Take Her’ Okay f 66; ‘Cleo’ 56, Zh 

Cincinnati, Dec. 23, 

“Ti’s a Mad. World” looms ‘great | 
in. preem at Capitol to. dominate } 
‘the Cincy cinema’ scene. currently. |: 
Most of major locations are. mark-- 
ing time with ‘holdovers. prior. to 

“unwrapping “ho” - ay. ‘packages... Al: 
local record: cold wave ‘is added to'| 
‘shopping woes in. the. first. ‘half. 
Hilltop art: theatres. were closed: 

for two days: -until Xmas.:’ 

round, -“Yum Yim Tree” — looks. 
fine at Valley -and - “Take .Her, 
She’s Mine” rates. okay. at’ Palace. | . 
“MeLintock” is. doing nicely in 
fourth frame at ‘Keith's. Reissues. 
of “Days of. Wine ‘and Roses” and | 
“What’ Happened -to Baby Jane” 
shape slow at. Albee... i 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO): (3,100; ‘$I. 25-$1 50) 

— “Days of Wine and- Roses”: (WB). 
and “What “Happened .to Ba 
Jane” {WB) (reissues). Slow: $5,500. 
Last: week, 
(Cont) treissue?, $6,000. 

Ciapitol (SW-Cirerama). , 339; 
$1.25-$2.75) —-“M.*. World” (UA). ; 
Great $14, 0co or better. for first 
week's 10 performances - through |. 
Christmas Day in- prospect. Rave |. 
reviews and. potent advance sale |. 
easing ‘sting’ of Jate Xmas. shopping 
and. sub-zero temperatures. 

Esquire Art. ‘Cin-T-Co) 
$1.25) — 
‘(2d wk): Five. days. ‘Fair $1, 000. 
Last. week, $1,200. : 

‘Grand. (RKO) (1,396; $1: 80-$3)— 

(500; 

“Cleopatra” (20th) (26th: wk). Mild |. 
"$5,000: Last ‘week, $5, 200.: 

Guild 
“Devil. and 10 Commandments”: oo 
-Gindie) (3d: wk}. Thin. SH, 500, in ‘10y 
days. 

‘Keith’s. 'Cin-T-Co) a 500: $1. 25- 
$1.50) — “MecLintock”.:(UA)° (4th. 
wk). No complaint at $4, 500. after. . 
$6,000. for third round. . . 

Palace (RKO) (2,600: $1-$1. 50): 
“Take Her, She's’ Mine” (20th): 

. $7,500. wk), ‘Okay $6,000. Last week, | 
$7500, 

Twin Drive-In (Cin-T-Co) (West | 
side only; 800 cars; $1)—“Battle. of | - 
‘Worlds’ (Indie) and’ “Lust to Kill’ -| 

| Fair . $3,000. East. week, | *: 
“Blood Feast” (Indie). cand “Scum ‘i 
(Indie), 

of . Earth”. ‘UIndie), $3,500. 

Valley {Cin-T=Co) (1,275: $1 50. 
$1.75) — “Yum Yum © “Tree” (Col) 
(5th. wk-5 days). Nice $4,000. Last 
week, $5, 800. - | 

North Carolina’ $ 
Own Films Near [ 

4+t4Ist. wk): 
. week. $4, 000." ‘Raleigh, N. C., ‘Dec. 23. 

The - North Caroliria, - “Films}. 
Board, established in 1962. through | 

ote /Sock. $12,000, Last “week, $4,000. | a srant from the Richardson. Foun- 
dation in New York; expects short- 
ly to start releasing the first of: | 
12 mation. pictures it: is making’! 
on life in North Carolina. The | 
board,.. which has received little. 
‘er no. Jocal ye blicity, is :thought™ 
to be one of: 
ment film producing: agencies in. 
the nation, 

Initia] ‘pix to go into. Please’ 
probably are “The Ayes.Have It,” : 
a documentary. on the state’s Gen- . 
eral - Assembly; - “Phe Road to- 
Caroline,” a historical. production’. 
for the Carolina. Charter. Tercen-: | on ‘a desert 
‘tenary Commission, ‘and. 

‘Last. week, 
1 “Lee”: 

; (Col): (7th «wk). Good : $5, 000.. Last 

“Wuthering Heights” | xK 

“Get On With. Jt?” (WA) |" 

| $2,500. 

wk), 
week; $7,500. : 

: | $8:000: or: close. 
caccio. 70": (Col). and “Divorce. Ital=|| 

(reissues), f: 

| “Wild 
$4,500, . Last week, “Sin. ‘You: Sin- |. 
ners”~ (3d. wk), - $3,000. . 7 7 

(800; . $1. 25-$1.80) | 

| dina?” (Col). 
- |. Last. week, 

e few. state govern- |: 

: ‘pr States, Theatres here, and Gor-: 

“Pros: ; ; 

“DETROIT - 
'. (Continued from. page oe 

Undie);, $5 000. 
week. 

Grand Circiis (UD). (1, 400; $1 25. ; 
$1. -49))— “Take | Her, - She’s. Mine’ |’ 
(26th) (6th wk), Down to fair: $5,-: 

-- [000. Last week; $7,000. 7 

‘Longrun. “Cleopatra” shapes: so- + 
s0O-in 26th week. at Grand. .In fifth: 

Adams -( Comminity): 

wk). Slow $4,500. Last week, $4,700- 
Music’ Hall (Beacon. Enterprises) | 

: a, 213; -$1.25-$2.80) — 
Was: Won” (MGM) (43d wk): Slow- | 

| ing: to. big $10, 000. Last ‘week,’ “$14, =f 
+000, 

“How West 

"Mercury. (Suburban Detroit). a.- } 
468: “$1-$1.80)—“Yum Yum. Tree”. 

week, $4,800. : 
Krim ‘Trans Lux. (Prans Lux) 

(980: $1 .49)..—. “All. “Way Home”. 
(Par) -, “Oke “$5, 000, -Last.. week,: 
“Devil | “and’: 10° Commandments". 

‘WASHINGTON 
-(Continued from: page 9). 

Fair $4, 300. after ‘opening at | 

=(RKO): «a 838: $1-$1 49)— 
“igings: of Sun” UA).: 

(4th wk); $7,500. °°. | 
‘McArthur (KB) (900;"$1.25-$1. 40) 

- —‘Murder at: Gallop” -UMGM) (6th: 7 

(Vance) 1272; - $1.25) Jl wk.: 

“Macbeth” | (Indie): {reissue).- Dull |. 
Last week: 

$2,500. 
Palace (Loew) 12,360: $1 25-$1. 80). 

: -~“‘Wheeler Dealers” (MGM) ‘Sth 
Trim ° $6, 800 or -over.. Last 

...Playhouse. (LL): (459: $1. :25- $1. 80): 
—“Lord’ of . Flies” “4Cont). ~ Boff 

‘Last - week; “Boc- 

ian Style" . Embassy). 

(278s. $1, '95-$1.80)— 
‘Indie) and. 

Oke 

(TL: 
“Male and: Female” 

My’. Love”’ (Indie).”. 

Town. (King) 
—‘Secret Passion” (U) {2d wk). 
eee ‘$2,000- for. ‘five. days. after |” 

“$3, 000. opener. . 
.Frans-Lux (899; $1 49-$2)-—"“Car- 

Wow: $17,000. or over 
“Yum ‘Yum Tree’ (Col) 

(6th wk), $4 000. ©. : . 
Uptown: (SW): (1, 300: $1. 65-$2 7B): 

—“How West; “Was Won” *MGM}-. 
‘Wow: ‘$12, 000; . Last 

Warger. (SW) (1; 250: $1. 50-$2. 15). 
“Cleopatra” (20th) (26th ~ wk).: 

THESE THEY CHERISH; 
ALL-TIME OWA FAVS 

Des Moines, Dec.. 23... 

* Don: Allen; “general. manager: of. 

don ‘Gammack, | Des. Moines: Trib- 
‘une columnist, put their. heads .to- |: 
gether. for. some interesting copy: 
a‘few weeks. ago that.-invited read- | 
ers. to | imagine. themselves stuck. 

“Small: World: D 
in” second | 

1; ,450; 
‘$1. 23-$1. 50)-—-Reopenis ‘Dec. 26. with: | 
“The. Prize” (MGM) after closing 
down. one week for renovation. . 
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.50-. 

$3. 50) — ““Cleapatra”: (20th), (26th 

- | $5,000.: 

: «Cardinal” 

Sock $12,-'} 
“1000. . Last week, . “McLintock,’ (UA) 

. Pair .. “$4, 000. Last week, 1 

‘Ontario (KB) . 11.240: $1-$2)— | 

“Der. Rosen- |- 
kavalier” . (Indie) (reissue). (2d. -wk);: here, with “It’s a . Mad World:” - 

“The: Cardinal” and- “Who's. Mind-~ 
‘ing the. Store’. leading the :patk of. 
newcomers: 

:Mine”- is ‘wow: at the Hollywood on. 

opener, :“Kings of « Sun’. is. Tated:| _.. 
Dig at: Loew’s.: “Horror. ‘Hotel” day- | 

| 1,203; $1-$1.75)= 

- ‘$1.50)—“Take. ‘Her, - 

island. where .. they , 
"could: hhaye ‘any and only 10 feature - 

pects. for The Mountain Region,” ‘| films ..of their choice, .and. .to.send.|. 
about ‘the: problems facing « resi- | their choicest to: Gammack: The 
dents of the Avpalachian:. Moun-? response.was far. greater than: an-|" 
tain area. All films ‘run from, 30 ‘ticipated. 
minutes to. one hour. °° Allen promised free 

Director of. the board is James. 
Beveridge, a native of: Vancouver, | 
B.C. Ben Mast, a native Caro- | 
Tinian and: formerly of ‘the Voice 
of America, ‘is his associate.. They 

proved. tobe ‘the general favorite |: 

“Gone With. ‘the. Wind’ ‘way. out in 
: front (one reader" claimed: ‘Viewing 

theatre 
- tickets to those whose..No.1 choice |. 

. if possible. . The : ‘tabulation put} 
‘Stin- ‘solid at $12, 00. last: week,” 

are directly responsible ‘to. Gov.’ |: 
Terry Sanford, who’ was. instru- 
mental in securing the: grant from 
Richardson Fund.- 

council. include John Grierson,. 
wellknown documentary: filmmale 
er; Borden. Mace, originally - of 
‘Beaufort, N.C., who is prez ‘of. 
‘Louis. De Rochemont Associates, 
and. George. C. ‘Stoney, .a. ‘Winston:. “Rear | Window”: 
Salem native and film writerde. Day”: 

- rector. 

All of the board's: filme. are con- 
tracted to. outside individwale and. 
firms. - S aa Goes to. “Washington.” 2 

it 18-times). 
Other favorites,- in. order, : -are. 

the = River . Kwai”; . 

“Mrs. -. Miniver’’: 
Bounty, ” (with | Chas... 

Brothers”: “The: Best Years. of Our 
Lives”; “The Treasure :of. the 
Sierra’ Madre,” “and Mr. ‘Smith |. 

“South ‘Pacific’; “State Fair,’ {first | 
Towa: &-yersion} “West: Side. Story”: | 

: > 6a roun : 

Members of the board's, advisory { : 80 ‘Daye’s? “The ’ “Music Gen ant 

Happened. One Night”; “Bridge -on.| 
“Going - “My- 

Way": “The Ten Commandments”: 
“Mutiny - on ‘the |: 

Laughton); 7 
“The: ‘Longest 

“Seven . ‘Brides for : Sever. 

7 1Cob, ‘Spened: ‘Saturday: (20)." — 

"MINN BAPOLIS 
(Continued ‘from, page By. 

—"Cleopatra”’ - (20th):: (26th © Wk). 
Fine $6, 000. ‘Last week; -$3,;000.:.: 

}$5.500. 
“ Goplier. (Berger) (1; 000: ‘$1-$1. 25),| ve ot 

anf (Col) and 
Maniac” (Col): Mild. $3, 000. . Last. 

“Forewell: to Arms”: (20th): 

—‘‘Old Dark ° Hotse’’ . 

cweek, 
“and. “Marilya ” (20th) - (reissues), 
$2, 500. 

“Four. ‘for . “Texas” (WB). - 

$1-$1.25. 
Mann. (Mann) - a 000: - $1 25- 

-1$1, 50)—'‘Kings of ‘Sun’ ( UA). .Good 
“Take . Her, |- 

| She’s Mine” (20th) | (5th Wk); $3, 000 |. 
‘Last. week; - 

in five ‘days. 
‘Orpheum (Mann) (2, 800;. $i: 

$1. 25) > “Who's © Minding - “Store 
(Par). Oke $8,000. 

Park (Mann): 

‘mer. Place”- (WB). (reissues). 
$2, 500. . Last ‘week, “Divorce, Ital- 

A jan. Style”. (Embassy) and: “Boecac- 
"| Cio. *70” TEmb) (reissues); $2,000. °° - 

State : (Par): (2,200; $1. 25-$1. 50)—='|- 
Mighty - with: 

. Last week: “Yum |. 

Indie), - $4,000 in second week. : pean Tree” (Col)(4th: wk), $7,000. 

gn 2s) “Lord:: of. Flies” | 
| (10th:;wk): Oke $1, 000 in five days. \- 

' |Last week, $1;200. fe. 
"World. (Mann). (400: $i. 25-$1. 50) 

(Col). : 
$11,000 or: over.. 

. Suburban” World (Mann) - (800; 

ae “Wheeler . Dealers” (MGM. (6th. 
wk). Okay : $3;100 ‘in five. Mays. 

Last. wees, $3, 000. . ot 

| Toronto Torrid W anid”. 
Sock. $25,000, ‘Cardinal’ | 
~ Wow: 1G; Store’ 196) 

' 1000. ‘Last-week,. Los Angeles, LLoy-: 
ola,..Wiltern, with’ Iris,: “Promises! ‘Toronto, Dee: 23. 

“Despite Xmas. week; biz is ‘torrid 

“Take. Her, 

‘dating at. two Rank houses, As ‘also 
scoring. . 

in. at roadshow Cardinal” ‘are. 

Jn. 0, at Fairlawn is nice. 

’ Estimates ‘for This Week: 

$25, 000 or. near. : 
Danforth, Humber (Rank) (1, $24: 

-+ wWk)-: $12, 000. . 
Downtown, ‘Prince.. of. Wales, 

State (Taylor): (1, 059; I, 197;. 696; 
50-$1)—‘‘Karamoja” (Indie); ‘So-so- 

with capacity: of..4,629, $14,000: : 
” Fairlawn :(Rank) (1,165; $1-$1. 75) 

Hollywood .(FP): : 
- She’ s- Mine” 

(20th). ‘Wow. $14, 000: or. near, ‘Last 
“week, . “Bitter “Hy-yest”: (20th) (34: 
| wk),- ‘$4, 000, . 
! Imperial. (FP). (3, 216:. $i-sr. 75)— | 
“Who's. Minding .Store” :(Par); ‘Lus-:| = 
ty: $19,000. Last .week,. “Fun in. ‘Aca- 
.pulco”. (Par) (3d. wk), $9,000. . 

Last “week, . 
"(MGM) .(4th wk), $8,000. - 

“Cardinal ’: (Col)... 
‘Or: better. as 

“Conjugal Bed’ (IED), : ‘Swell. $8,- 
‘000: :,Last week, 
wk), $3;500. ° 

“Cleopatra”: (20th) ° “(26th . wk). 

same, 
fe Uptown . (Loew): 

Lee”. (7'-Arts): (4th” wk).: “For “six. 

“$6, 000. 

Honolulu, Dee. 23. . 

record of. 19 weeks. and 2 days. - 
‘New: attraction; :“The - Cardinal’ 

Cooper: (CF). .(905;" . $1.25-$2. 50) : on £ 
—“How. West. Was Won’ - (MGM) |. 
(424 wk), ‘Loud $6, 500.. Last week, »| 4 

$2)"Pantasie”. (BV). (reissue) (8th 
wk). .Seventh week ‘ended Monday 

1 (23) was: great $9, 000 or- -close after’; 

Lyric. (Pary (A; ‘000: “$t. 25-$1. '50)—-1" 
“Socko. 

$12,000. Last week, “Fun. in: Aca- 
‘puleco” (Par)” (3d. wk), $3, 000: _ at. 

. $2). 

‘| Opens today: (Wed.). 
{Yum Yum. Tree” (Col) (Gth. WE), 

Last week, (TL) (550; “MeLintock” (UA): (5th: wk), $3,500. - 
(1,000; “$1 50. 

| “Auntie “Mame”. (WB). ‘and’ “Sum-- 
Okay’ 

$1. 25-§2) - 
(20th). ‘Opens: today. (Wed), day- 

‘ated. - Woman” - 
$16,300. 
X-Ray Eyes” (AI). (2d wk, “Twice | 

: She’ §1Told Tales”. (AT), $4,000. : 

“It's. a Mad World” and “The [ 

prices, latter®. on: .a ‘reserved seat.) 

policy. “Under Yum Yum Tree” -on |: 

‘Carlton’ (Rank): 2;058:° $2-§3) — | 
“{’s a Mad. World”. (UA) Great | 

-—“Horror’. Hotel” : 
(AA). Okay: $10,000 or” over,: ‘Last -| > 

‘week, “Yum. ‘Yum Tree” (Col). (7th . Lawrence: of. Arabia” (Col) (5th 

| wk), 

$2.40). “Wuthering: 
| (Cont). (reissue) (4th. wk)... 

$9,000. Last .week, | “Too. Young: to {83 000.. Last week, $4,000. 
‘Love’. (IFD), . five. Taylor. ‘houses, af 

‘and. “Battle of Sexes *” (Cont): -(re- |. —“Under -Yum: Yum. Tree”’ (Col) |j i gS, 400. | 
[tn .0.). Nice® $6,000:.or close: 1 Last week, $3,600. 

ogo: $125: | UAge WS § : Beverly, Orpheum (State-Metto:| | 
‘| politan) :-(1,150; 2,213; . $1-$2.40)— 
“Tom Jones” (UA). (9th wk, Bever- 
ly:. 4th wk, Orpheum. ' Lusty $18,- 
509. - Last” week, $19,400. . 

‘Cinerama. (Pac): (915; -$1 49-$3.50 |. 

wk)... 
. $27,80 

Loew’s (Loew). (1, 641: “$1-$F. 50) | 
“Kings ‘of Sun’ (UA).. Big: $12,000: | — 

“Wheeler. Dealers". .| Trim, $10,000.: «Last week, $10,000: 

Tivoli. (FP). (9353. “$i. 50-$2. 50)—| 
Smash. $17,000: 

‘|Last. week, $4,500: 
Pantages: (RKO) ‘a, 512; $2. 50-| 

$5. 50)—“Cleopatra””’ 
wk). 

“Towne (Paylor)- (693:/$1-$1.50)=- |: 

“gly” ATED). 6th. 

‘University (FPY: (1, 344; '$2-$3 50) | 

(9,245; $1.25-. 
$1.75}—"“Small World’ of. Sammy | Each Retires Preliminary. 

To To Taking Connubial Path |: days, mediocre SAI 500; ' Last week; : 

“Cardinal” Follows Cleo’s) : 

“Record Hula 19-Wk. Run'| 
ae '1 4927, and ‘tranferréd to’ Fox Mid- 

“Cleopatra”: (20th) finally exited.| west in 1929, where she. ‘continued 
the: Kuhio Theatre after setting an, 
‘all-time - ‘statewide : marathon: run | 

7 ‘Cabpret, Riviera. 

‘BROADWAY 
-. (Continued. from: page 9): 

$6, .200..in sixth, 
‘Trans-Lux East (TL): (600; “$1.28- 
—“Hud” (Par). (repeat) (2d: wk): 

‘This: week of. eight. days looks like 
Slim: $2,500 after $3, 500 for opener. 

“Act One” ..(WB) opens with. bene-. 
fit- preem:'the’ ‘night “of Dec... 26, 
with: regular run ‘starting Dec. 27. 

(T-L). (5405 | “Tratis-Lux’ 52a. St... 
$1. .25-$2)—""4 For. Texas” (WB). 

was .good: $5,900... - 
Trans-Lux 85th St. 

— “Move. Over Darling” | 

dating with Astor, In: ahead, “Take 
‘Her, She’s. Mine” (20th) : ‘(th wh), . 
was dull $2;700.. ; 
World: (Perfecto): (390: “90-$1 50) 

—Traveling | Light” “(VIO - ‘and 
“Amorous Sex’ 

LOS. ANGELES 
(Continued. from. ‘page 9). 

cible:. Gladiator” (7. Arts): . Stout 
‘$26,000: ‘Last. week. Warren’s with: 

| Crest; .““Lawrence of “Arabia” (Col) : 
| (4th - wk); $6,000.: Pix, Four. Star,’ 
.|“Mondo Cane” 

| of. World”..(Emb). (reissues), $7,400. 
|? Les: Atigeles, Hollywood, ‘Loyola . 
Wiltern (Metropolitan - FWE - SW): 

(Emer), 

42,049; -856;.1,298; 2,344:. $1-$1 49) | 
—"Haunted - “Palace” . (AD ‘and: 
“Mind Benders” (AD, ‘Hefty. $24,- 

“And ‘God Cre-. 
‘(ndie) | (reissue), 

“Man. With: 

Promises!” ' (Bey), . 

Hollywood, : 

“Vogue (FWC)- (810; “$1 25-$1: -49) 
-‘Brothers- Grimm” . (MGM). . and. 

“Jumbo”” (MGM): (reissues). Dull. 
} $3,000.. 

Iris ° (EWC) (825; $1-$1:49)—: 
— “Saturday ‘Night, .Sunday ‘Morn- | ; 

| ing”.(Cont) and “Taste. of ‘Honey” 
(Cont) (reissues, 
Lido . (FWC)> 

Slender $4,000. 

Last ‘ week, . $4,000. 

(UA) 

shire) (2d_wk).: Dim 
‘Crest 

$5; 500. 

Fair; $2,200. 
:Warner. Beverly (swy Be 316;: ‘$2-| 

Music Hall (Ros). (720; sis: 40) |. 
—“School for Scoundrels” (Cont) 

(4th * wk). issues). Soft 

—It’s -a Mad . World”. (WA) :: (7th: 
Wow. $30,000. Last” week, 

Chinese. (Fwo) 4, 408:. $2-$2: 40).|" 
—“Yum Yum. Tree’: (Col) (9th. wk); 

. Hollywood. . - Paramount (State).|. 
oe 568;° $1. 55 - $2. 40) — “V.LP.s”. 

(MGM) (15th' - Wk), . .. Fair: 4, 000. | 

(20th): (27th: 

(MGM) (44th: wk); 
‘Last week, ‘$14, 500. ° 

Sock | 

vi Kansas City, Dec. 23. 
Fox: Midwest . Teceptionist:: Von- |. 

ceil ‘Jeter retired from her - ‘post | 
with National General division here 
in| mid-month: She ‘had been at 
Loew’s Midiand Theatre starting in: 

until her retirement.. | 
- An industry bash’ in her. ‘honer. 

| 'Nov.-13 brought out more than 150 
te. a -buffet luncheon at: ‘the, former 

ann a ; 

£, to: ‘the .. 
“| here. ‘ Topper: . is” 
‘World,’ ”- which shapes’ .smash. ‘on - 
opening round: at Orpheum,: “The. 
Cardinal,” also new, is heading for... 

| a great take at the St.’ Francis... 
another: - ‘newie,. 

looks. socko at — United .. Artists.’ 
“Goliath and’: Sins of Babylon,” _ 
paired: ‘with -Sdmson. .and, Slave’ ~. 
Queen,” is. rated. -oKay™ daydating -~ : 
two spots. “Kings of.:Sum” looms -: 
‘nice. in: two locations. Biz: at three ..- 
drive-ins” was rained. out two days: 

“Lawrence of Arabia,” 
on moveover. at.the Stage “Door, 
shapes: socko ‘for “48th. .week. down- _ 

Last “week, : 

* (Mishkin) (9th wk).. 
Eighth session ended Monday. (23). 
“was.. big .$6,000 or close or .near |- 

| after $i, 000. for seventh. week. 
- (Cont) | . ce 

“Women: 

"1 ears:. $1. 25: person). — 
Slave Queen” (AD: and “Goliath... 
and Sins of Babylon”. (AI). Okay ato 

mel 439; 

| 000: or .over. Last. week, 
‘Acapuleo” (Par) (4th:.wk), $4, 000... can 

Stage: Door .(A-R): (444; $1: T5-$2).. 2 = 
(Col)... 

(m.o:). Socko $6,000 for=48th. ‘week . 

(876; .$1-$1.49)— | 
“Ladybug;: Ladybug” (UA). ‘(2d wk). 

‘|+OKay ‘$3,800. | 
Hillstreet,. Fox Wilshire (Metro- 

‘politan-FWC) . (2,752: 1,990; $1-$2). 
—"“Lilies _of.. Field’. . plus |. 
“Stolen. ‘Hours’. (UA). (Hillstreet) | 
and. ‘Lafayette’ (Indie) (Fox -Wil- |. 

(State). (750;'° $1-$1 49)—| = 

ve $1. 50) 

Busy $19, 000 or: near. Last: 
week, $19;400. 
Warner Hollywood: (Sw). (1.291; 

'$1.25-$2.80): —. ‘How. . West - Was { $3, 
“Won” - 

; $29, 000). 

New ns Hype Frise; World or 

* San: Francisco, Dee: 23. 

‘Some big, new. entries “will add: 
Christmas. week © sparkle: 

“It's “a. Mad- 

“Tom. Jones,” .. 

in week. . 

“town here. 0° -. 
Estimates for - This Week 

_ Alexandria (United -Calif:): 

wk): 
$8, 000.. 

$9,000 or’ over... || 
“Wheeler Dealers” 
wk), -$4,000.. 

(MGM) 

cars; $1.25 person) — “Kings of 
Sun” (UA). _ Okay . 

‘Dibble-Mctean) - 
- week. ‘reruns. 

‘Embassy 

“Dementia. 13”. (AI) (2d wk). 
$4,000... “Last. week, $6,000. . 
Geneva. -Drive-In_ ( Syuty) 

Oke ‘$5,000. Last week; ‘$6, 000: . 
._Metro (United Calif.) 

$1. 15-$2)— 
‘Hep $4, 000, ‘Last week .$5,000:. 

. Mission | Drive-In ‘(Syufy). - 

“$5,000... Last’ week, -Teruns.: 
Orpheum | “(Cinedome) : 

$2.50-$3.50)— “It’s a. Mad. World” ‘ 

(UA)... Smash’ $26,000 “or ‘better. 
‘Last’ ‘week, house’ was. dark. 
Paramount” (Par): 

(WB). (4th -wk).- Slow $5,000 “or 
| near. Last week: $6,000: 

-St.. Francis (Par) (1, 400;. $2). — 
“The Cardinal’ (Col).. 

—“Lawrénce of. - Arabia” _ 

‘downtown. Last weék, reruns, = 
United Artists: (No. Coast): ‘Ay. 

148; $2-$2. 40)—“Tom Jones” UA). 
Smash. $20, 000 or close. 

“Bluebeard” (Landrw) - 

‘$2,000 
‘Warfield (FWO) 

-. “Samson 

near. Last ‘week, 
(Col). (rh why %, 500. 

“CHICAGO. 
= (Gontinued’ from. page 8) 

(Indie) and “Girls Without Rooms” 
(Indié} (2d. wk). ‘So-so, $3, 500. Last 
week, $4,700. 
‘Oriental (indie) (3,400; .90-$1.80) 
—Kings of Sun” - (UA). 
006. Last week, “McLintock”. (UA). 

: Sth: ‘wk),.'$11,000. - 
\:: Roosevelt. (B&K). (1: 400: ‘90-$1. 80) . 
‘Wheelers. Dealers” (MGM). (5th 

‘Trim $8, 000. . Last - week, 7 

State-Lake (B&K) (2:400;°$1.500- 

wk): 
| -$8,700..° 

‘$4)—“‘Cleopatra” . (20th) “(26th ‘wk): 
Solid $18,000: or near. Last week,. . ~ - 

| week, $18,500. | 
‘Surf (H&E Balaban) (684; $1,506. 

$1.80} — “Family: Diary” - (MGM). 
‘Brisk °$3,500:. Last ..week, “Room: 
‘At. Top”.. (Cont).. and “Divoree,. 
Atalian Style” (Embassy) (reissues), 

Last week, house -was. dark: : 
‘Town . (Teitel) .(640;. 

(T-L) (reissue), $1, 500. - 
United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 90- ” 

(Col). ° $1 80) —“Yum “Yum. ‘Tree” 
(8th wk).. Bright $9, 00. ‘Last week, 
$10,500. © 

- Weods | (Essaness): ‘a 200; 
$1 80) —“Take. ‘Her, She's” Mine” 
(20th) (4th wk). . ‘Livély. $11, 000 or’ 

| close. . Last “week, $15,000..:. 
World (Teitel). (608: 90-$1: Bove. 

“My Life-to Live” . (Union); 
$4,700:_ Last | week, poetucers 

. (Brenner). @é wh), -$3,500 

Good $7,000... ‘Last aes 

“Coronet | (United . Calif). a 2505. ; 
$2)—"Kings. of Sun’ (UA). “Fancy. 

Last ‘week. . 
. th ae 

‘El Rancho. Drive-In. (Aifill): (925 <0.” 

$3,000. » Last... 

A; = 
‘400: $1.75) — ‘Terror’. (AI) end _ 

(910°. 
ears; $1.25 person) —“Terror” (AD) 
and “Dementia _13”.. (AT). (2d: cima 

—"8lo” . ({Emb) ' 6th wh. a 

“(950.- 
. “Samon, and. 

! (2,646; $1.50-— 
$1.75) —“‘Palm.. Springs - Weekend”. 

“Great $22, =" 5 : aig 

Vogue (S.F. Theatres): (365: $2). 
(Emb): : 

(3d wk). Fair. $1, 200. Last: week, 

@ 656:. “-$1-25- - 
’ aind ‘Slave -- 

Queen” (AD and “Goliath and Sins 
‘of Babylon”. (Al). Fair °$10,000-or: 

“Yum: Yum Tree” wo 

“Big $28;-. 

000. ree 
Todd (Todd). (1, 089;. ‘90-$1. 80}—>. os 

-|“Tom Jones” (UA). Great. $17, 500.. 

'$1.25-$150). 
“My. Life. to Live” (Union). Fine °°. 

$3,000. Last week, “Green Mare”. a 

et 
iad 1° 

cin ered 

90. . 

‘Brisk. w
ot Joe 

: ot - “eo. 7 ff. soe oo 
ed ee cm nee ne md Re 7 ce le ae A a= 5 iS co " 
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; ape Strangelove” is” ‘now. set. Columbia ‘release, ‘Stanley. ‘Kubrick’s. 
to. premiere simultaneously Jan::29 in. ‘London, New York and Toronto, : 
meaning ‘no postpoiement except. ‘for a short deferment. in London. At 
the outset the film ostesibly was being held back Because of: its bearing | _ 
on President Kennedy. 
“Theodore Bikel has agreed. to. ‘serve: as: ‘emcee. Of: the ‘aniual’ IFIDA: 

dinner-dance. Jan; 21 at: the’ Americana. ‘Meanwhile, Nina Rao Cameron, | 
director of the. United Nations. and Consular. Corps, of N.Y.C.,: has’ | 
agreed. to. serve as ‘special: liaison for: the fete. | ‘TFIDA. hopes to hhave | 

. “The Nisit” has. wound.| 
On the ‘bill. with “Ladybug,. Ladybug”. - 

at the Cinema II is the short, “The Directors,” featuring’ on-set: inter- fs 

‘a big turnout of ambassadors. at. the dinner’, 
shooting. at Cinecitta in Rome . 

views with such: maestri as: Antonioni; Bergman, Fellini, Germi,. Kazan, 
Mankiewicz, ‘Stevens, ‘Wilder and - Zinnemann—from A. ‘to Z, that. Pe 
is, 
Twentieth has: signed ‘director Serge Bourguignon to’ do: ar « second 

picture—the first being “Cassandra At. The Wedding,” starting. in -Feb- } 
ruary. It. will be. Aaron Rosenberg’s production: “The Reward,” and 
will go into. production late néxt. fall. . Immediately 

“Sound. of Music’... 
Sex,” from G’& G Productions. of Hollywood: 

20th-Fox reports: its. “Take -Her, She's: Mine” has. taken. in. a. “theatre | 
gross of $2,162,194 ‘in its first. 168° -domestic dates over..a. five-week: 
period .. 
-Friday (20) afternoon . ... Mike Mayer, exee director of IFIDA, is. con- 
tacting all film trade associations to obtain. their:support of the Georgia | 
exhib who was recently arrested ona. criminal chatge of showing: a0 1 TFID A: action is the belief-that as 

more and more. cities go -to: multi- 
‘ple - day-date . -firstruns on .conven- |: 
‘tional . film’. fare, 
number : of. subsequent run “houses 
stand to. “become Marginal . opera-. 

if they: depénd . solely © ‘on |. 
standard pix..-Thus, it’s -felt, ‘they. 
‘may: now. be. more ‘receptive .to: 
playing. the’ kind of. offbeat. ‘and/or: 
‘imported : product. ‘handled - by. .the. 

“ftindie distribs and ‘importers. . 
‘outlined: “last. 

obscene fiim:.The film?. Continental Distributing’s. “The Balcony”. 
-Movietonews reports plenty of interest/in its short,:“The’ Quarterbacks,” - 
featuring Roger Staubach, Y, A. Tittle and: Tommy. Meyers. 

Francisce Rodriguez, recently named 20th-Fox's ‘supervisor in’ Latin 
Ameri¢a, has. left: for- Mexico City. where he’l]; make*tits h.q.. Karl Knust 

“holds. down the Latin American desk atthe homeoffice -. . Non-thea- 
trical rights. to the French: historical spec;. “Lafayette,” - have been. “ac 
quired by Productions Unlimited headed by “Milton Salzburg é- 8 ‘oe: 
Suzanne Pleshette and Nancy Kwan go.into 20th’s “Fate Is The Hunter” 

- opposite Glenn Ford. and. Rod Taylor, Pie gets underway. at the studio 
Jan; 3. 

_ Pelevision. director Bil ‘Hobin’ is. ‘negotiating to: acquire “£m rights |". 
to the Broadway musical, “Plain..and Fancy.” It would be: his first. 
feature film effort . . . Sam Goldwyn: Jr. has: ‘returned - to the Coast: 
after. distrib talks here re “The Young Lovers” :.. . “Brandon Films: has. 
‘scheduled a special L.A~ engagement of. its short,: ‘Trout Madness,’ 
order to have it. qualify for.the upcoming Oscars. Pic. was “written by. 
and features—Judge John D.. Voelker who, “as Robert Travers, Ww wrote: 
“Anatomy of A’ ‘Murder.”” 

-Columbia’s. Rube. Jackter. reports, !Under ‘the Yum. Yuni’ ‘Tree” is: outs | 
grossing any comedy in*Col- history, already: has taken.;in. $3,000,000- at: 
‘the b.o. and is booked for over 500, situations.over the holidays .... 
Jim Mitchum and ‘Peter. Fonda. “in, from fhe Coast for. “The Victors”. 
opening. 

Den Murray, actor-producer The. ‘Hoodlum Priest”). has acquired |: | 
idea of “having: an ad-pub- Trepre- | 
‘sentative. working. for him. In this’ 

Nathan Leopold’s ‘‘Life plus 99-years” . .... Edna ‘Nixon, British. author 
who makes her home -in Switzerland, ° is “Author. ‘of “Voltaire and the: 
Calas Case,”a prospect: for Samuel Engel’s: production schedule. . 

Mary McCarthy. reported discussing: film deal of her novel :“The 
Group” with. agent Harold ‘Freeman -and producer. Charles ‘Feldman. 
The price jis.said to-bé around $400; 000 on. escalation and might, include 
Miss. McCarthy’s services : “as adaptor.. 

‘The Jocal critics came out strong.for Elia Kazan’ 8 “Ameriea Amieriea” 
—mainly reservationing. only that it's: too long. 

Terrence H. White, English playwright, spéaking at’ ‘Uition’ College,. 
. Schenectady, said; “You can not-do anything - in this: world, . except for’ 

itself. “You can not make movies for.money: Hollywood is committing . 
In same vein he declared, “You. can’t marry for. suicide by trying it.” 

money.” He warned against “trying. to be happy.” : White: explained, 
“Happiness isnot an end-product; it .is..a-. by-product: of doing ‘things. 
well.” America is’ experiencing -“‘a real. renaissance. of ‘culture”——due. 
partly, ‘at least, to wealthy donors. - -Its: people ‘have: ita ‘greater. interest. 
in culture. than: Englishman. * But America “lacks actors of the: ‘calibre 
of Sir Laurence Olivier and Richard’ Burton” (sic)... White identifies. 
himself with Burton, star ofthe musical, Camelot,” ‘which,. in. turn, 
was “inspired” by White’s. novel, “The Once and. Future King.” 

Rock Hudson set to topline in “Mirage, ” which Harry. Keller: "will 
produce for. Universal ‘based on Howard Fast’s. riovel “Fallen Angel,” 
with Peter Stone to script ... . Irving Asher; who'll produce’ “Forbidden: 
Area” for Ely ‘A. Landau, ‘here from Hollywood for production. talks. 
Edmond North is inked to script ..,. Ann Doran into “Where. Love: Has- 
Gone”. . Cinema Distributors of America exee v:p:. Robert’ B: Steuer 
in Gotham conferring with general sales. manager’ Clayton Pantages. 

Irving Dollinger, . Allied: Thez ‘tre. Owners of New. Jerséy;. honored Yast 
week by the exhib organization: for his: work on. ‘behalf of Allied through |: 

Keep After Jamies Kelly; . 
independent feature” tonight (Wed.) at the ‘Newspaper ‘Guild. offices in. |: 
New York,. speakers to include “Willard Van: Dyke,. Shirley. Clarke, 1 

the years, including his ‘recent ‘stint as national: convention: chairman. 
..--. Sereen Directors International Guild. holding’ a forum:-:on:: “the 

Paul ‘Heller and Larry Moyer, -~ 

Herb Gillis . appointed U:S. and ‘Canada: sales: director for’ “Fall of |: 
which., Paramount ‘is releasing. in the. western: 

. Martin Balsam in -Gotham to. bally “Seven Days -in. 
May”... Jerry. K. Levine, Par ad manager, inMadrid for confabs. on’ 
“Roman Empire’ ‘and “Cirecus World”. with Samuel Bronston and as=, 

the Roman Empire,” 
hemisphere .- 

sociates. 

Ely A, Landau: is : “planning: to the: “British-made. pie. “The. Servant” 
" himself, having formed -the. Landau Releasing..Co.- a- while ‘back. but |’ 

. “Phe Pawnbroker” and “The Fool Killer,”. never having put it to use. 
both ‘completed, will be handled by another distrib, . however, .:and- 
Landati has “Heart Is a “Lonely “Hunter” skedded. té roll May 4 Ang 
“Forbidden Area” ‘to go on the Coast in February or-March: . 
Shipley, Manager of the Esquire. ‘Theatre, Enid, “OkIa., 
winner of fhe “55 Days At Peking” posting . ‘contest Tun ‘by Allied 
Artists and Samuel Bronston Productions, ° his - prize being - ‘a round’ 
‘trip to-New York’ with a three-day stay at the Astor Hotel, tickets, to. 
Broadway ‘shows and. ‘niteries ‘and such, 

Believed. that. George P. ‘Skouras, who ‘pevently resigned. as’ prez. ‘ot 
United Artists Theatre Circuit in favor. of Marshall Naify, will continue 
-as prez of Magna Theatres,: in. Which UATC has: a’ major. interest. | 
Skouras is now chairman of UATC.... . Amos Vogel, coordinator of the 
1964 Lincoln ‘Center Film. Festiva] . jas: he was of. the one this: year), 
has. left for Belgium . to: attend. ‘the international experimental film. fest 

7 ‘| there was feuding -and: fussing ‘be- | 
Meet the New York Underground’ Cinema’s ‘own. Renissance ‘Man: 

Peter H. Beard, star -of “Hallelujah The - ‘Hills. According toa press } 
handout, the 25-year-old Bcard has been a- ‘parachute jumper, aviator,. 
big game hunter, painter, shrat man; had his last rités in 1958. ine fur- 

today, while a photographer. for Vogue, 
a stodgy. 

at Knokke-Le Zoute. 

ther explanation offered), az-d 
is putting last touches to- his book; “‘The.End of.The Game,’ 
of game preservation in central Nn Abrica, which’ Viking : will publish. - 

Bi $ "Racknilied Drive 
: Universal’s 45. overseas ranches |’ 7 

J | and. distribs- wiil. participate. :in. a- 
we , | 26-week .sales drive’ next year ‘ban--|: 

7 |:‘nered for U prez Milton R: Rackmil. : 
“Drive gets. underway the. first | 

‘following. “Cassan-. 
dra” this spring, Bourguignon will do an.indie pic:in: ‘his native France } 
... Saul Chaplin gets. associate :producer ° ‘credit on 20th’s-upcoming: 

‘,-. Joe Brenner’s latest: acquisition “Unsatisfied : 

. ‘Seven. Arts threw: its. ‘Christmas: bash -at- ‘Basin Street East | 

‘tions . 

Stanley. ‘Kramer, - 
-ete., 

: promotional agents: in residence; mh 
-. The aforementioned’ are aligned: 

reps. 

-in- a “portion of: ‘City. of - Atlanta: 

J. Pp: 1. 
‘selected ° as 

FR IEG SIE RS 
my ~ 8, ee vo eo 

week. of January and: runs through. 5 
{ the end Of June... _ 

thy . 

out to. -vamp- ‘more: conventional 
theatres. into ‘switching. to an vartie, 
policy: 
The iFIDA ‘board; at. thie ‘sugges- 

‘tion of Walter Reade-Steérling sales | 
‘chief. . Sidney’. Deneau, ‘last week}. 

.-+ voted. to: set: up ‘a.committee: which a 
will .explore. the: - possibility... OF]... 
spreading ‘various ‘types of . .promo-:| 
‘tidnal - material “designed ..to -ac- | . 
quaint theatremen. ‘with’ artie, “ex- . 
hibition: 
“Unstated, : “biat: “implicit; ‘in ‘the: 

‘an - ‘inicreasing: 

“As. tentatively : 
week, the IFIDA promotional ma- 

| terial ‘would include a’ directory ‘of. | 
‘artie . product: available;.- methods } 

in | Of -: -operation® and“: experience ‘of 
‘other. exhibs . who've’. ‘Switched ‘over. 
to: artie- exhibition ‘from. “a conven: 
tional. Policy. ee ls 

KUBRICK FORECOES 
~ TOUTER-IN-RESIDENCE 
Stanley - ‘Kubrick’: eschews ‘the 

day of indépendent production, the 
filmmaker.such- as Otto Preminger, 

‘Carl -. ‘Foreman, . 
‘invariably: . have’ their: own 

with Columbia, as’is. Kubrick. The. 
| indies at’! all companies : for .:the- 
most: ‘part . have their , “OWN ; pally: 

“Kuibtick - Sez : -HH6, ” for- ‘good’ or 
for bad;..and undertakes to handle 

| the promo. on.-his own, . ‘His newest. 
is “Dr. - Strangelove, ‘ “Or How -1.- 
‘Learned. ‘to. ‘Stop- ‘Worrying: ‘and | 
Love the ‘Bomb.’ moo 
‘In: New: “York : from: ‘London, 

Kubrick himself participates in the. 
“publicity and advertising meetings - 

‘J about. the picture. and. his -voice is 
heard. before - ‘any’ decisions: are 
made. . He's in on‘ all ‘the rulings . 
“and -asks. not. for. an. ad=pub: spokes- 
man. 

effectiveness. . of the: specialists. in. 
} the . field. :. It’s ..just’ that“ he’s: an |- 

‘ ‘energetic. man. who'd. ‘rather do. it . 
himself. - 

-Pinch Follows ‘Balcony’ 
*“ Atlanta, Dec. . 23. - 

DeKalb: County ‘Grand. Jury in- | 
‘dicted’ ‘the - manager of. Kirkwood |. 
‘Adult ‘Theatre,. and- Academy The- |}, 
-atres. Inc.-on charges of possession’ 
and showing of obscené pictures: in’ 
connection: with the* ‘showing Aug. 
21° of “The. Balcony.’ mo: 

_ Indietment named’ ‘James Kelly, 
29, as: manager. of Kirkwood... It’s. 

which ‘lies':in DeKalb. County. 

21, Afterwards he -was’ bound. over. 

war: in’. ‘connection: with - ‘pictures 
Shown ‘in: theatre. Under’ “censor- 
ship ordinance’ and: ‘ater . City’s. 
rating | statute, ‘both. ‘of, which. “were 
‘struck * down’ as. “unconstitutional, 

tween. Kirkwood and- -authorities: 
Theatre’ S* previous - 
(Kelly. not: included) were hailed 

ordinances were. invalidated, but 

at Ari?’ 
“phe independent. | Film: Import: : 
ers &: Distributors...of . America. is |- 

_.memann, ‘Charles. Schneer ‘and :. 
—_——— ee 

“| tors’.of: the’ corporation. 
stock, $20, 000) until ‘the. first ane 

in ‘a: Colonial. design; - 
tern. Branche,* who - said~ that. he’ 

| will not ‘follow an. “art”? ‘policy: and 
will: show no- “ “questionable” ° pic: 
-tures,: hoped to have the. new- ‘situ- 

: ation in. operation - “by Jan, 1. 

‘in: ‘a five-mile radius,” 
- Believed’ that second-run policy,- 

tike Stanley “Warner ‘Madison ° in | 

IRakigh Theatres 
~ Banish Jim Crow 2 

Kubrick has: ho ‘quarrels: with. the: I 

Atlanta’: police” “charged. - Kelly 4 
with: ‘violating obscenity. laws ‘Aug. 

from -Atlanta ‘Municipal’ Court’ to {said “here: 
‘the ‘DeKalb Grand Jury: . a 

Kirkwood . and. Atlanta authori- | 
ties: have: béen- at. almost - Constant | 

“Manageérs 

‘into court .at least. six ‘times ‘before. 

‘this: marks’ the. first. tine: -DeKaib | 
thas taken. any action. ao it wants, 

SANS tS LER PEEL SN SR OP Tee wee 2 SUT * 
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“Endowed Seats 
a Edinburg; Dec. 23... 

Ronald’ Colman, Jack. Bue. 
dhanan, Robert-Flaherty, Robert 

- Donat,: Jean Vigo, Sir Alex-- 
ander. Korda are some’ of the 

- names tobe found on the’ seats . 
: Of the Edinburgh Film Guild’s 
intimate 120-seater Endowment — 

a ._ Cinema - at . ‘their Film House- 
. HQ §shere.. 

The: cinema “has just . cel- 
-“l-ebrated’ its fifth birthday: 

_ - Only. sonie: 30 seats: remain 
without endowment ‘Jabels: Re 

| “.|:, ‘eent. donors ‘have. included Sir ~ 
‘|. Alexander King, Chairman of ~ 

the ‘Films. of | Scotland Come. 
mittee. 

Others. who have’ endowed. 
seats. in’ recent weeks include 
actor Stanley. Baxter; Fred Zin- 

| sions’ are. 

2 aya 

: ‘Stamps. 

~ ‘Cleo’ Customers — 
. Kansas City,.- Dee. 23: 

|. M. Robert. Goodfriend, ‘Durwood ' . 
Kansas: City manager, ina recent .° ~~ 

| check, found. that. 500. reserved- © - 
‘lseat tickets for .20th’s 5 

‘| were issued by’ area Top Valué:re=""~ 
“1 .demption centers.in the first four. . 

weeks ‘on. the run. Stamp: adiniis-" .-)-. * 
issued. for “Monday. .°: *... 

| ‘performances. 
-| only,.. ‘leaving : ‘weekends . for: cash 
‘through.’ Thursday ™- 

‘transactions. 
Pilot: project ‘was | “worked: ‘out 

1} with’ Top Value officials: by Good- 
{friend and’ George: Kieffer; ‘also. of 

| Durwood.: Theatres: It- offers cus- |\Pharmacist-Showman: 
James Branche Behind 
New. Upstate Hardtop 

‘A . “family. “type” 

os 

‘operation “is. ; 
-promiséd for.a-theatre of. approxi- 
mately. 1,000 capacity,” now. under. 
‘construction :. ‘on. - Albany - Shaker 

-|'Road.-in ‘Village . of. Latham, out-" 
side. this: city:. It is the first: subur- 
‘ban ‘ conventional - to: ‘be: ‘built “in 
‘Albaniy’ County, ~ 

Altros- Deyelopment*. Corp. was. 
chartered -last- spring* to’. construct 
and” operate:.a~ theatre: in Town 
of Colonie. “Three. members’ of.:a 
local ‘law firm. were listed: as direc- 

nual meeting, © 

( capital Tt 

Road. and ‘member. of a family long: 
active in- Albany. pharmacy ‘field, 
‘is. identified; ‘in ‘industry : éircles, 

_. | aS :the: ‘man .who ‘is. constructing 
and who wit operate. the film. house. 

A one-time. Albany usher, he. and 
{his wife ‘will conduct..the ‘theatre, ' 
which .is to. have. two stores . in.| an 
front, with Parking space for’ 390. 
cars.’ 

“Conasete. block, ‘covered by: brick, 
isthe - pat-. 

‘However;. it is now: thought. ‘he: 
will: be | fortunate to get it: ready 
before February and Lent. Branche 
‘is ‘devoting: much. of his: time’ to 

_{ the ‘project, long a dream, ‘ 

: Theatre, yet unnamed, “will have. 
jew seats. and: new: equipment. : It 
‘will: be useable for eivie meetings 
and: 1 for. _coriventions.. . 

“Location: i is approximately a. Half- 
mile from Route _-9,: 

. With 35 

‘ “A. substantial population, with- 
: is. ‘pictured: 

Albany, | will at- first be essayed.’. 

Area papers have not carried the. 
| builder’s mame—usually described 
“Las “a leading | business’ man’ ’ in - 
Latham. . ee 

) Mann’ S Maiden Migration. | 
“To American Hinterland |. 

Minneapolis; Dec.: 23::- 

: where | there - 
-is.a- turnoff. from “new Weston’ 
| Shopping - City. ..Fabian-owned: La- | 
‘tham - “Shopping. “Center, ; 
stores, is. half-mile north, on: main. 
“highway. - 

-in- ‘Kansas), ° 

| tomers a.$2:25 reserved seat for. °.: 
‘3/5 book: in any .of the ‘seven..Top”  * 

“| Value centers: in: western ‘Missouri. 
|—Kansas City,.K.C. North;-Inde. 
‘pendence, Joplin; “Moberly, Sedalia we, 
and.-. Springfield: - 

people: did: the following:. 
“Set up..“Cleopatra” displays im’ -. . 

each of the seven Yedemption cen--" 
.| ters. -- ‘Installed a permanent. ‘sign. 
explaining the offer—to'reniain up .--' wee 

during the: entire Capri run. Dis-": 

‘tributed. 3, 000 heralds: threugh the 
centers, | 
alds to be used’ as bag Stuffers to 
the |. Kroger. 

vertising..- 
‘Here’s what’. Kroger. ‘did: Set ‘up. 

in-store displays in-all stores Nov.” 
| 7-9." Permanent run-of-the-picture ae 
‘signs. in. ‘the. 21° Missouri. stores:-° 
(stamps. of this type ‘aren’t legal - °° -| 

- Used: 25,000. heralds’ | 
-aS ‘bag’ stuffers. . in * Missouri:. 
60-secand TV commercial tn. “Tex- . 

” over KMOS-TV, Sedalia: Ran 
two. TV. ‘commercials - -over ‘WDAF- 

-} TV" in.-the. BetteHayes “Acéent” a 
.| program . week . of. Nov. '10.:. Ran 
| some. 40. spot radio. commercials on™. 
AM and FM. stations, plus numer- -.. 
ous. mentions on’ KMBC-FM. Johne::. 
Pearson Show, sponsored :by Kro-. 
ger. . Full page. grocery. ads. on 

+-Nov. -7 and: 14° carried’ big block’ 
explaining | offer. : 

Windsor, © Salisbury - -and. 

rup- of the’ Pic. 7 
The 23: - "lark * 

Artists: “Mad “World”: which ‘start- 
“ed at, another’. Durwood. . hard=>" 

|| ticket” house, -the - Empire. in- Kan-. . 
Bas. City, Dee.. 19. 

°. . 

“Here: on a touring: exploitation: j 
trek for ‘his. forthcoming. “Who's. 
‘Been Sleeping in My. Bed?” .(Par), 
Daniel ‘Mann: expressed the opin- | - 

}ion .to. _Morning - Tribine’s.. Will |: 
Jones: that other Hollywood direet-_ 
ors: like ‘himself. should:;go. out “in 

| the.--way that he’s now -doing to 
; help . their screen offsprings. and: 
| get-in closer. touch with the: public, 

is. the first - -time I’ve: 
: toured: for any. of my films,” Mann 

“But -it’s.. something (1: 
think I should have: Started doing 

. “This °- 

long. ago, 

| bor Council; committee ‘vice-chair-_ Bee 

| ‘man- Charles A. “Lyons. Jré Said “a! ee 

‘climate exists in Raleigh.in-which...: | 
| more- progress is "Possible. Though _ 

this. measure -of progress may seem‘ 
-small,.. it is - ‘nevertheless | progress - . 

|.and: we hope to. continue to build . : 

“It’s part of compiete: moviemak- 
ing, talking to people and ‘getting : 
their reactions. I. also" think. it’s 
‘a: good. ‘thing . to let - -péople ‘know 
that a movie director is not a fel-| - 

| low: in beret ‘and ‘puttees, but just |” 
ager, ‘was ‘reappointed - ‘to’ a. threes ‘a man .-with. thinning - hair: and . 

problems.” - . 
_ Mann. pointed. out that. ‘a person 
who makes. only. one. picture’ a.f: 
year, as he does, can’t.choose his: 
material lightly.. With, the: -invest-. 
ment, in the millions -of . dollars ‘it’s'}: 
necéssary: to. give: the public | what. 

he Said.” 

. . . ‘ 

cea! endnote ye alll ea 8 Aten i oe dee 

of "- Raleigh, N: G! Dee..23.. 

tation. to a state-wide Good. Neigh-. 

- 

on, this foundation.” ae _o | 

TRADE ‘REP ‘ON: BOARD. 
: Columbus, O., Dec. 23). 

Ed ‘McGlone, -RKO- city . ‘Man-. 

year . ‘term. asia “member | of: “the | 

Columbus _ ‘motion: picture” ‘review: - 
board by: Mayor. W. Ralston West 
lake. - ‘ 

McGlone is. the sole. film indus. — 
-try |. Member of the J5-person’ 

ae board. | 

(h K C. Draw 500. : 

“Cleopatra” te as we 

> : “ . Pa 

tee . ' son, ‘ . tee wt oe RR UNE prem eneesemn re: een eee be 

ve 

—s— 

Two main Top. Value. outlets: ine. 
the’ Kansas City area’ are’ 29 Kro- 
‘ger. supermarkets: and. 23°. Clark ~_ | 
gasoline. ‘stations.:.'Fhe - ‘Top. Value aoe 

Distributed : 14,500: heér- pas 

‘Carried in the: 0" 
K.C: Times. and. the Sedalia, -Mob- ee le 
erly; — _ 
Brunswick, .Mo. arewspapers. : 
ger’s: continued | to give a portion. ~°. 
ofall newspaper, radio and: TV. ad- _ 
‘vertising to promote. offer. during. oa 

Kro:" 

“stations” each - 7 
: ‘agreed’ to display. a One-sheet, with. -, 
.a. footnote” explaining the . stamp: Salts 
‘offer: . - 

All this: has been. | ‘working ” 60. - ian 
well that. ‘the same .géeneral: plan ~'””. 
‘has ° gone. ‘into effect. for United. - 

. Negroes have’ gained. access to. 
_ fall: ‘indoor. motion. picture theatres: 

‘in Raliegh, the. Mayor's Communi-: | ee 

ty... ‘Relations Committee has dis- ai cet 

‘elosed, eer nd 
In a’ report prepared: for 3 presen- 2 

oo . oo ow pte 

SOT me nee npingtemnmpen nsf 

. . rr ; 

“Ap ia renee Paneer eet he by sn' ce 

Tae: 

supermarkets. -.Ar-" ee 
ranged - for ‘in-store ‘displays - and. -.. 
‘encouraged : -these: ‘stores ‘to feature-. 

:| the . offer - in their “newspaper: ad- ° 
However, James, ‘Branche; ‘owner 

of .a.-pharmacy. on: -Albany-Shaker.| 



ZHRe Ss Decash! _, ey Or) an 

: Shaw Re y TA KE S° EXTREI M MED 

| PLEASUR RE IN, ( CONGRATULATING c: 

6. 

ol AND EXTENDS. ITS BEST WISHES — 
FOR A MOST. AUSPICIOUS CELEBRATION: OF - 

- 40 YEARS | OF ' SERVICE ‘TO THE. INDUSTRY. | 

a ; { | 

y | 
i 

. oo ° . . . 

“ON COLUMBIA’ 'S°CURRENT AND 40TH YEAR OF RELEASES; ANGLUDING @ UNDER THE YUM, YUM TREE © THE CARDINAL ® THE 

“VICTORS © e STRAIT-JACKET @ DR. STRANGELOVE, “OR: HOW | LEARNED 1 10, STOP WORRYING AND LOVE THE BOMB @ LILITH:@ BE. 
“HOLD A PALE: HORSE: @ HEY: THERE, IT’S yoot BEAR @ THE: LONG SHIPS @-LORD JIM © GOOD. NEIGHBOR SAM ® MAJOR DUN- 
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- Productions Danner. in 
. under which she gets ‘salary and. 

-eal is based. 

§ bh for aig As 

‘Distributors of America. to. the best | Also, . 

‘Daughters (Indian), 

The Water” (Polish), . 

‘the best English language pic’ of 

Actress Will Hit Road for ‘Molly’ - — “First Personals asl 
Sinee- 1952 - — Due at Las Vegas 

"WAGONHEIM'S TWINS ‘Hollywood, “Dee. 23, 
Debbie. Reynolds will embark on |. 

her first. promotional tour .on be- 
half. of .a-film since 1962 when she. 
last trekked for “I Love Melvin.” } 
Actress is mapping a tour for “The | 
Unsinkable: Molly Brown’. for-.the. 
month. of July,. with appearances: 
in at least 10 key-cities. ©. 

Miss. Reynolds will: ‘spearhead 
local preems. of “Molly”-for ‘char- 
ities in each area. Actress ‘said |. 
every opening. will be. for. a. Jocal 
charity, 

“Molly” is. expected to. ‘compiete'| 
shooting. the end. of. this ‘month, . 
with Miss Reynolds to finish loop- 
ing. and. post-production activities. 
by Jan, 10. Actress has a. participa-. 
tion deal under: her own Harman 

““Molly,’ af 

- Cinema I. and Cinenia. II For. 
7 Shoppers—Policy ‘Upset. 

Baltimore, Det. 23.- 
* Howard. ‘Wagonheim:. icspresl 
‘dent: of Schwaber Theatres, ~ has 
broken ground for twin film. ‘thea-: 
‘tres in Yorkridge Shopping Center, 
about five miles north: of city: Jine.” 

. They'll be called..Cinema-.One 
and; ‘Cinema Two: and ..will. have | 

one boxoffice. One will seat 780, 
|- Two, “408. ‘Wagonheim. doesn’t yet | 

‘house . and: non-art .in other..- Or,. 

at. both . ‘houses, . with ‘showings |. 
every hour on the - hour, : giving |- 
‘patrons’ wider: choice. of. Starting |: 
limes, Ln 

percentage. Pattern will be same. 
on all: future. activities, ‘including | 
nitery appearances which also are: 
under Harman. 
She .is also discussing. “Here's 

Love” with Metro, ‘which owned | 
film rights due to ‘remake’ deal of- 
earlier picture “Show. Around the.| 
Corner,” on. which the legit. musi- 

‘ih Fox! Proatie | 

. -. Hollywood; Dee. 23.. 
On her own, with veepee ‘Irving |) - Twentieth-Fox -has’ 24  streen-']. 

Briskin, Miss Reynolds is prepping ‘plays currently. in preparation. The’ 
five pilots for filming. this year | writers and their. ‘properties in- 
under Harman. First pilot: will be |¢lude: _ . | 
Jack. London’s “White Fang” for | ‘Sidney: Boehm; “The Circle’ 
Metro, Actress will not appear ‘in: Harold. Medford, “Fate Is The Hun-’ 
any of the neries, but may go into ‘ter’; Larry . Marks. .and-: Michael. 
some 8 ‘| Morris, “The Smashmaster’ Caper":: 

- {and Samuel Peeples, ‘The Danger-- 
‘ous. Days of: Kiowa Jones.” All: of 
these . will be. produced by, Aaron 
Rosenberg. ; . 
Also, ‘Ernest’ ‘Lehman, phe 

Sound of. Misic,”” and Robert An- 
eo ic derson, “The Sand.. Pebbles,” both 

est I ‘orely [to be produced by Robert Wise, 

Cine rails Hare ea aed uster Fell’; Harry urnitz,“¢ . Nine foreign language features ‘bye, Charlie”: John: Paxton,: “Trap | are in competition for the. .1963: for a Man,” and Edith Somer, “The 
Burstyn award, given: annually by| Pleasure: Seekers.” These are: for 
the Independent Film Importers &} producer David . Weisbart. :: 

Trving - Brecher, . “Tlicit.. 

members vote-on the award; ‘though | y Mary Constable,” both. “for” ‘Pro-. 
Pic handled by non-IFIDA distribs| gucer Fred Kohimar. : 
are eligible for nomination. _ ; en | _ Additionally, Art Crowley i is § writ. 

ies, rs sompefition ae the | ing “Cassandra at. The Wedding” 
aw nelude “Four Days Naples” (Italian), “Conjugal -Bed” ‘for. Martin Manulis; Wendell Mayes: 

(Italian), “Music “Room” (Indian); 
“Winter Light” (Swedish), “Two 

“War: of: The 
"8.1/2" -(tal- 

David;: Robert..Dozier “The ‘Pray- 
ing Mantises” for producer-director 
David: Miller: Lou. Breslow and Jos-. 

(French), eph Hoffman “The Yen of Corporal Buttons” 

jan), “My Name Is Ivan” (Russian), | Brown” for Walter Wood; Nunnally. “The Suitor” (French), “Knife nson “Erasmus with Freckles” | 
on Stranger| for: _ 9 as producer-director: Henry Kos- 

Knocks (Danish), and: ‘A Sound ‘ter® and: Russell. O'Neil: “No Adam | 

of Trumpets” (Italian). x 
Competing for IFIDA’S. award to ie een’ for ‘which ‘no Pro

ducer. is 

the year are “Playboy of The Wes- pocrpting the pix set to be shot 
hie World, Wau Sporting me... Annakin,’ ‘‘Those’ Magnificent. Men 
“Ri ar as a r “Th LS ee,” Jin ‘Their Flying Machines”: “Daniel | 

ily | iar, e _JsShaped| Fuchs, “The Bait"; Eleanor: Perry, | 
Room,” Lord of The Flies, ‘Heav- “Our: ‘Mother' 3 House”; ‘Ben. Barz- | 

ens Abdve, . rom Jones, ™  SPar-| ma n, “Justine”; ‘and. John Cleary, 
mews Can't Sing, The Trial, and. “Watcher in- The. Shadows.” Moe 
qriondo Cane. hich wa is an. Italo . 
ocumentary which was ‘presente 

in the States with an English lan-| Allied Artists’ Bernstein. 
guage commentary. 

In addition to these awards, IF-| “ : _ Heading Chicago: Tent | 
IDA. members also will vote for the |. Chicago, Dee, 23: 
year’s best director, actor, actress,| “Vie Bernstein; “midwest sales s 
‘short subject, and English’ dubbing ‘Manager | ‘for Allied“ Artists “Pi¢-. 
job on a foreign language feature. : ‘tures, has been elected. Chief Bark- 

° ber for Variety: ‘Tent No. :.26 . for: 
| 1964, which headquarters " in ‘the. 

| Pick-Congresa Hotel ‘in’ Chi. -Bern-} 
stein, who replaces. Jack Clark,. 

NO. PROOF EST ABLISHED 

‘Second. Trial. Ends. Davies Suit: Tn ‘prexy. of Allied ‘Theaters of -1Ni-|: 
- Krasna’s Fayor _ pols, will: take office early in Ji anu- 

Los Angeles, Dee. 23. Others ‘elected to. “yo64 “offices Norman Krasna was.-winner in| ai Raymer (Schoenstadt, Theatres) $1;500,000: damage: suit filed orig-| and. Arthur. Holland, “assistant. 
inally by late. Valentine Davies} chief barkers; -. Harry. Balaban, | 

“and continued by. writer’s. widow,. Dough: Guy; . ‘George. Regan, Prop-} Mrs. --Elizabeth .Davies,..over. a| a erty Master, «.° *. 
literary property. A jury in Supe- ‘Canvasmen for 1964 Ww ‘ill be. Ben 
Tior Judge Shirley M. Hufstedler’s | ‘Katz, H Lustgarten,: Bill: Mad-: 
court Friday (20) found no oral den Paty: ‘Mana, Ralj h Smitha 
agreement established between oe Mike Stern. 2 PY 
Davies. and Krasna, as was ‘claimed a | 

_ Original suit by Davies. claime 
he submitted a script; “Love Must }- ‘Marco Polo” Tor U A 
Go-On,” to. Krasna, and. charged it 
“was basis fot Krasna’s play, “Who| “Marco “Polo”. is: ‘again on the| 
Was That Lady I Saw You: With?" | film . horizon: | -Epie-style . . picture. 
Case ‘previously hit the-courts but} planned by. Raoul Levy is: now out} 
a jury.was deadlocked :in Mareb, Of dry dock. and. on the | ‘United 
1962, and trial. was re-set. | Artists: manifest. 

1 * No. details on new. project are’ ‘as | 

Filin -Bookérs ‘Inc. hak beer au-}¥et-available. 702 nt: 
thorized. to conduct. a motion pic-| -. uel 
ture and television flims booking |: ” Delbert. ‘Mann-Donglas_ Laurence} 
business in New ‘York. ‘Capital ‘Productions Co.; .in which: writer 
atock consists. of 200. shares, “no| Dale Wasserman: also is. partnered, 
par value. John F.. Martin: was | optioned “Thé Banker,” 
‘Ming attorney, at Albany, er Inovel by. Leslie ‘Waller, 

‘know: what policy ‘he -will. follow: aa 
‘He. may play art ‘films . in. one | 

he may sometimes. play - ‘one: film | 

Creative Potential 

at Screenplays} 

“Von. Ryan’ s.Expressway’’ for Saul |: 

"QUESTIONED, MCA: SAID. 

“Undisclosed 
, Board. ‘Held. in “Secrecy: 

a “routine”. meeting. MCA: holds 
“such | gettogethers | from time: to 
‘time ‘for review. purposes, ‘to. tidy. 
up any loose ends:-in’ its. octopus |. 
‘operations which include: Universal 

“Revue ..Productions ‘and: Pictures, » 
‘Decca Records. As per longstanding 
MCA preference: for: secrecy, these 
sessions: are . held out’ of. the lime-'|- 
light... Often . they. remain’ known 
Only. to those, those, directly partic Participating. 

Columbia Alert To. 

With: operations on. the. ‘profit. ‘up- 
‘grade, ‘Columbia Picturés. continues 
on. the ‘prowl. for: top: . creative: 
people..and ° ‘properties while at the 

‘and: art-type enterprises, states exec 
:v.p.. Leo’ Jaffe. ~ 

“meeting the challenges aggressive- 
ly and we -believe: in. a manner ‘to. 
improve the position ‘of our: ‘com-. 
Pany . in the. industry.” 

. Cited by: . Jaffe as ‘being: ‘atriong't 
those. aligned’ ‘with Col: are Otto 
Preminger; Stanley ‘Kramer, ..Carl 
Foreman, Frederic Brisson, Robert. fusal. by a considerable.:number ot Rossen, Fred -Zimnemann, Robert. 
‘Cohn, Richard: ‘Brooks, ‘Charles Sch- 

ert. Mulligan, Arthur Penn, Martin 
‘Ransohoff, . Harold Hecht. Jerry: 
Bresler, Mark Robson, : ‘Martini: Ritt,. |: 
‘Paul Newman and George Clouzot: 

Foregoing . are’ among the pro-: 
ducers..and.. directors. who. have 
product deals, either.. currently: or 
‘for, the future, ‘with Col... . 

Col for ‘the .‘first’ quarter,. ended 
| Sept. 28, of its. 1964 fiscal ‘year had 
‘a net of $791,000, or:.44¢ a. common | 

‘crisis: atmosphere had~been brought. share, ..compared.. ‘with a net- of: 
$577, 000, ‘or 32¢e° a share, for the. 
first quatter of 1963. °° 

: The board last week declared. the 
regular quarterly dividend of $1.06- 
1/4°on the $4.25. cumulative . pre- 
ferred stock;: payable. Feb. 1% to. 
holders of. record on Feb: 3. 

Media Gaarauty Shrink 
‘To $650,000. Total.As. 
-USIA Partly Re-Budgeted. 

Washington;. “Dec. 23.: 
- Senate Appropriations - -Commit- Q 

‘fee restored. $7;500 000 ‘to the US, |: 
s those --who: played ‘party politics; Information: Agency - budget. ‘and 

‘directed: ‘most: of the: funds :to- the 
Le | Agency’ s- ‘film: and ‘television: ‘serv- 

‘ices... . 
At ‘the. same: time the. Committee. 

‘slashed: ‘the Media ‘Guarantee fund |. 
‘to. ‘$650, 000, solely. for. _interest 
payments... : 

The ‘Media - Guarantee: cut: ‘was 
-$350, 000 ‘under the | House’ passed 
figure’.arid -to: $3,310,000. less. than:|. 
USTA requested for the program: in 
the ‘January budget. « . 
‘The committee: directed: the pro- 

gtam to be “phased out.” *- 
The Senaté::committee ; boosted: 

‘the. -total. ‘USIA,. appropriation. - ‘to’ 
$131,500,000 from the House passed 
‘figure. of’ $131,000,000: .USIA. orig- 
inally. requested - $145, 971, 000. : ‘Tt’s 
‘appropriation: last year ‘Was: $123;- 
145 000. 
The inerease would allow: USIA 

to add’ employees and. would defray. 
increased. costs: in. Media Services : 

includes - “films: ‘Activities -' which 
and tv. 

“a. 6 The committee’s: Ss. recommenda: 
1 tions © will: ‘probably ' be. voted . on | 
‘niext . week by the. - Senate. ‘After 
‘that ‘differences in the House: and’ - 

1 Senate“ figures’: “will “shave. ‘to.’ be 
‘worked. out | ‘in..a. conference: com 
Inittee, . ; 
“The House ‘told USIA’ ‘it: couldn't 

have any new employees: except in 
{the Voice of. America and. told it 
to- cut. ‘back on: its. JW. and. film. 

7 | services... ; 
‘Also: ‘included i in-the Senate com-|{ 

‘mittee’s recommendations:: was. a. 
directive: ‘for USIA to make “‘dras- } 
tie reductions” i in its Western. Euro- 

‘upcoming pean programs .and transfer raed | a 
me Aand. Personnel. to. other areas, 

N.Y. Meeting: at} - 

: Rank Chairman Challenges 1 Demand for. 50%. coats ; 
Be _ Would Keep Eady Fund for British . 

“MCA ast - week. held. ‘an -undis-| 
Closed - ‘New. .-York - board meeting: |’: 

. Questioned, .a company. spokesman | 
_.|-said,-as usual, that: nothing of any-|-- 
- particular - ‘consequence’ ‘happened. 
| No new. officers. were elected ‘nor.}- 

“| were any major: resolutions. passed..}- 

.-The session. was ‘characterized as” 

same time also seeking: out program. 

Jaffe characterized : ‘the current: 
era ‘as. one. of: challenge, largely. be-. 

| ¢ause of risitig: costs. in: talent. and 
‘production. endeavors. but - he. offers 
the. assurance. that: the ‘company. -Is.}. 

neer, Sam Spiegel, William. Wyler; | change ‘had. occurred. 
the feam of Alan ‘Pakula’ and Rob- bonds, which had closed: uneconom-' 

“need ‘the - seats: available. in. over 

| demonstrated that it ‘did not want. 
_|.to.'see: many- of the’ films that had. 
_.been: made, because of. their sim-- 
ilarity - to free tele. entertainment.. 

Among them were those who real- 
‘ized: a. problem existed, but were’ 

“| mot. sure.. of the- ‘solution: ~ 
"| whose livelihood. was at stake and. 

"| misleading views: 
| vocally;.and the trade unions, who 
‘were: worried ‘because ofthe need- 

| vellian - policy, ° 

'~ € to 

- London: “Det. “93. 
Making’ his -first public declara- 

John Davis, ‘speaking at: a show- 
manship: luncheon at the Dorches-. 
Be last. Thursday - M2) leashed ‘out 

‘Organization. 

2. The people. who. deliberately 
started ‘a. campaign attacking the. 

“which | two.-.-major ‘organizations 
| have done. so-much for British pro- 

fa ductions during ‘and. ince the war.” | . 
& Ss ar.” | increased Quota, . 

the. campaign instigated: some 15 
years back, which was supported ~ 
by .the. Rank| Organization. He | 
frankly admitted “we made: 4. mis- 

‘A. bitter. lésson’ had been. 
learned - ‘and he did not ‘want: to’. 
‘see the same. mistake. repeated: If . 
‘the 1963 ‘Quota“had been 50%. in-.°: 

the:two. Major. cir-..° 
‘cuits. would. ‘Only. have--had.to. play. 
‘five more. films,:and.that would not 
have.-been-.a solution: to the prob-. 

*.3.: Those. who are. playing. party 
:| polities, for whom, he. declared, he. 
had no sympathy whatsoever... 
The Rank chairman insisted that 
his. observations : referred to: the 
‘British. film industry. as: a whole | 

{and not only one. part. of it, ‘as. ‘ho. 
part: could. survive. longterm" “un-- 
‘less ‘the. whole was. in. good: heart... 
There has been a ‘campaign delib-. 

- erately mounted. ‘Stressing ‘the ex- 
‘istence. of a crisis, but he rejected 
‘that point of view. To him.a crisis: 
implied something that: had. ‘been 
blown up suddenly and was capable | 
of solution by drastic action. . 
Claims. ‘Crisis Needs Real’ Study 
~The ‘two ‘basic’. problems:of the. 

industry: were not capable’ of dras-.|. 
tic ‘solution, - but needed ..¢areful |: . 
study, thought and: ‘acceptance of. 
the. fact . 

+ changed materially. The first. prob- 
that . conditions 

lem, not unique to. the film. in- 
dustry, “was - that. of eontraction,. 
and the second arose. from the re- 

people : to. ‘accept that. a matersal 

‘As had happened: ‘with the: rail: 

i¢ lines, the. industry. ‘had. had ‘to. 
close’ -unéconomic - theatres. 

1,000:.theatres. The public had also: 

As - Davis - saw “it, the . ‘present. 

about: by.. a deliberate attack on the 
twa. majors. Others had made: their’ 
-voices. heard, and they. fell into* a 
number. of: natural “groupings. 

‘those. 

‘were. worried. about. it; those: who. 
-| were misguided in. accepting, with-. | 

| out: research or’ question, ‘the piten 
“expressed .. 

to ‘insure regular. employment for. 
their . members: . 

_ Those Who Play: Party Politics 
. Finally.the Rank. topper attacked. 

and ‘he did. not. believe. that such 
an important industry should ‘-have- 

jits future’ bedevilled, harmed. and 
‘maybe ‘destroyed by those people |: 
‘some of.-whom have. néver. run ‘a 
business. nor had ‘any. Stake in it.” 

‘| The: industry,. he averred, should | 
be. ‘above party. politics, ‘but rarely. 
‘was. 

Davis © dismissed : “AS “rubbish a 
the. allegation that the two majors, 

| as’ a. matter .of : deliberate Machia~ 
. $0. arranged. . ‘the’ 

-booking of. films to force independ- |* 
ent ‘producers. out of production. by| - 
éither refusing %o. date their: films 
or deliberately dating-them late“in |. 
‘order to embarrass thém ‘financial-° 
Vly. Insisting. that good entertain- 
| ment: films ‘were. more -than ever 
“nécessary, he suggested there | ‘were: 

| no. truly independents, as ‘produc- 
-ers had. always’ been “financed. by’ 
‘someone. ‘The major. contributors : 
since . the “Wat “had. 

‘jors, ‘the. ‘National: rin Fmanes| 
Corporation; the banks, and; ‘to a 
Tesser degree,. British Lion, ns 
In a comment on the films which 

had- either. not been. ‘dated: ‘or had 
delayed; bookings, Davis said. that: 
he. had. asked for the titles, . but 
there’ - was: always. -Breat. -coyness’ 
when. ‘the. question was put. “Why 
is it ‘that we ‘cannot Secure . the 
‘names of. these films,” he’ asked, 

-:} “unless. it. is that: the’ producers 
and.or distributors . realize: ‘that at 
Mistake of policy -has been ° made |: 
‘and the films are not. likely: to ‘be| - 
accepted as entertainment by the 
ultimate. arbiter, thé: boxoffice?” . 
He was afraid that _Deavy. Pro- 

tion on the’ British. film‘. crisis, 

“1. The critics. who wiade. ‘uirea- 
sonable. and ‘unjustified attacks” on’ 
the theatre. Mivision of the Rank: 

had | 

The | 
Ppublie’ had shown that. it. did not |; 

made by .the backers of..some. of 

times. 

“take.” 

stead- of :30%,. 

lem. On the: other hand;-it could 
lead. to: the destruction. of British 
production ‘by. again -encouraging 
the making of -the type.. of film 
. which. the: public: did not “want. to- 
see, . 
Wanted Eady. Confined. To: ‘Brit, a 
“Davis ‘also: referred back. to the: LF 

time. when the’. Eady -Fund -was.:...-> 
being put on a statutory. basis, and 
he ‘endeavored to persuade ‘people 
_that .it. would ‘be ‘in the interest.of. 
the. British production. industry: to" .- 

{restrict Participation to British pro--.. 
-dueers in the. narrow sense of the. a 
word. Under ‘the decision taken," 
{American producers had been able - 
|to.'make: British’ films qualifying: . 
for the Quota,. and therefore. par ie 
ticpated ‘in: the’ Eady Fund. 

His. own. company - had con-. 
tributed | about. $4,200;000 ‘to the: 

statutory | Eady. Fund in . the last: 
‘financial. year, ‘equal to. about: 8% 
‘of income, but their drawings from . 
the Fund, after making. allowances. 

| for: the. moniés .. passed to . inde-- - 
.pendent producers, totalled around 
| $1,000,000. He did not regret ‘their: _ 

| contribution, but did ‘object to the: - 
constant. ‘attack ‘on. them,’ ‘claiming 
‘they had‘no interest in British pro 
duction and. chad done: ‘nothing to a 
Support, it.. oe 

"-” Finally ‘the ‘Rank. chairman com-. tS 
‘mented on the clamor for.a:third “°° ° ~ 
Telease and: opifed there ‘was. not: .: 

product: 
available to..maintain..such a re- 
enough .. entertainment 

lease under: present conditions. Tt. 
‘was only three or. four. years . ‘ago,: a P 
he recalled, ‘when. the. anions and - 
others . were campaigning for. a: °- 
nationalized: fourth -Telease.: Now 
they ‘are. campaigning. for a‘ nation- 

| alized ‘third. _Telease, 
more,” he asked. 

Albany Tent Tertninates - 
Camp, Thacher: Charity 

' Albany, Dec. 23: . 
Albany - ‘Variety -Club,. credited . 

‘with- raising more: than: $250,000- .. 
for Camp ‘Thacher.since 1941, voted.” 
unanimously ° to: discontinue this - 
charity.. Action: was ‘taken after a. 
‘long debate, Chief Barker. Adrian - 
Ettelson ‘said. 

| . “charities. - ‘conimittee, ae 
3C:.| appointed . sometime ago. to survey: 2. ° 
ja-|.0ther. possibilities,...is 

various . suggestions. -~ : 
. International: “Variety. “Repre-: ¥ 

| sentative Phil Stone, of Radio Sta-." 
{tion CHUM in Toronto, on an. offi- «: 
cial visit :-last’ week,” brought. up- =: 
‘the idea’ of ‘a. “Sunshine; Coach.” -: *:- 
‘The “London ' Tent, originator — of 
this plan for a specially equipped .- 

A néw~ 

bus. to transport erippled children, 
has 10 or.12 now working. ‘The: 
Toronto. Variety “Club bought : a 
““Sunshinie’’ ‘Ditto, 
‘York ‘unit, 

“bus. the New 

Gorden: Kay: &. Associates pure. 
chased” “Fluffy,” 

cat ‘Universal,’ 

duction losses” “were - ‘going - te. be. os 

the. films: which were. put ‘into ‘pro-. 
duction a year or more ago, some- 
‘of which:--were begun -at the insti: : 
gation ‘of: people who ‘should have: 

| known better. To his way -of think-* 
ing,. it was nonsense: to: ‘contem-_— 
plate “again making films. of -the a 
‘calibre. that had: been: made in the’. -:.2 °°" 
spast.. The solution., might: ‘be found:: .~° 
by a combination of the. resources. 

| of. the. unusual distribution: units .- 
that have been . formed in recent ae 

Challenging | the ‘demand. ‘for. on - 
‘Davis. . Tecalled. 

. "abe ry oe . 

. r . . . . 

os rr) , . . sos . 

. . .t a . Jiote te. ce ue . 

a NOOR ECONO, IU er” SN Ae rhe corte da te a pA ype geet geet gga 
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Although he .was glad. to say. 
they had made some fine. films, - *:.. 
and insisted that he was not at-  * 
tacking ‘the. American. companies _ 
aim any way, they had; ‘nevertheless, | 
upset the economics: “of the.domes-" | 
tie production industry... They had. ~.. 
a different ‘sense of values; and’.a*.’: 
-different level-of costing . and: had: 
behind. them the: ‘great. American. : 

| market, which no British producer’: - 
-had ‘ever successfully’ cracked, 2 2 

‘Need T° 5a 
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" . ““ypeople, : 

Can't Be Innocent Twice 
——e ‘Continued. from "page 3s 
who's never. made.‘a. "film. ‘before | - 

_. ‘and knows ‘nobody in films (“they'd : 
-. Just tell him. it. was. impossible”). 
‘Such a person: quite: often. barges 
‘ahead in’ his: ignorance - ‘and. gets: 
the necessary, dough. ~ 

*. “" “Hlowever,”. she: . 
“this. peculiar set. of -ciréum-" 
stances will. exist. only once—_ 
you can’t, be a virgin. twice. Ps 

" ‘Catch-As:Catch-Can | 
asked. ‘chow. he had obtained: the: 
money for “The Moving . Finger,” 

his first: feature, Moyer: answered, 
- #] ‘guess ‘I didn’t.” He had gone to 

“some ‘eloak-and-suit | types, .some |: 
relatives and. evens a. couple of. 
psychiatrists.’ ” =T9 interest ‘them, |’. 
he-had- started to’. shoot -material, 

’.. lvobtained deferments ‘from -princi-]. 
‘pal actors, fromthe labs and sound | ¢ 

shooting. . ‘all. the: while, 
' -eventually - - finishing the. picture, | 
‘repping. an estimated cost of about. 
$75,000, without: ever. having, Faised | 
more than . $10,000: . 
The difficulties in. Financing. and. 
production of the picture -are; of 
course, ‘nothing compared to ‘ab- 
‘taining commercial reélease..- She 
_had found, said’ ‘Miss -Clarke,. ‘that, 
depending | -on what your budget 
was, the producer must set. aside |" 
another .25.to0:50% for. “selling” |- 

.. the film—via“ screenings at. hame| 
- ‘for. distribs and exhibs, taking it 
:.. to fests. abroad, -éte. ; 

“who recalled -the fear: most: distribs: 
had of. “David. and “Lisa,” ‘which | 

‘Said. ‘Heller, 

was not sold: ‘until four months 
after. completion:. 

‘on'a rack. Ps, 

“Moyer. recalled that: distribs had | 
been telling. him they: were . inter-. 
ested. in - -either. exploitation : or. ‘art 

pix, though. he never was given a. 
. ne 
indie, he said, had looked at his| ‘ 
“pie (a Greenwich: ‘Village comedy- 

and... . suggested | -shooting 

lear: definition of. either. 

-drama) 
. “some: additional: material: to give 
Ne it exploitation. leverage. 

Hear: eee. — : 

5% Hollywood © 
q Comméntator 

cautioned, | redblooded American’ boy; 
‘the’ distrib‘ ‘sug: 

’ gested beefing. up -a. ‘quick shower. 
a _[ Scene in-the film, by having” ‘both 

~ | boys and girls’ in’ the scene. 
‘some areas,” - “said: ‘the. distrib, “we. 
_can: show. the naked girls.. In-some 

’! areas, the naked guys. And .in some 
‘places where. there ‘are: no censors, |. 
-we.can splice both together. san 

‘get. 

“You-can make: 
‘any. film. you. want,..as.well as you 
ean; but. don’t expect. any distribu- 
‘tor to think.of ‘it-.as: anything ex-. 
cept another piece of, meat hanging 

| labor: angle, . 

‘stocking 
belts,’”: the: distrib. had ‘suggested, 
telling’ Moyer. defensively, : “Well, 
even I like black. garter. belts,” 
implying: that - if Moyer didn’t,: he 

}really wasn't a. healthy; . normal, 

‘Additionally, . . 

“In 

“The: Moving - ‘Finger’ remains 
2 unsold. 

' Miss. Clarke: was: “not quite’ ‘SO. 
caustic; ‘though’ equally pessimistic, 
noting ” ‘that: ‘unless. © you-. make | - 
money, - it’s “almost. impossible: to. 
continue to work*- in: the.-medium. 
‘However, ‘she: pointed. out; the film- 

| maker: must. be: realistic: about his 
subject’ matter, guaging. the box- 
office potential in setting. his. bud- 

she « added .. Parerithetically, -. 
that talk ‘to’ the ‘effect. ‘that - the 
American: :public (or- distribs).. now 
‘want adult ‘films is: absolute . non- 
sense. — 

“att. or. The Recoup’ 
“Miss Clarke ‘also cuwgented t that 

she 

screenings for interested. groups, 
‘and. ‘thus’. obtain: ‘playoff - ‘inthis. 
fashion. . It’s not, a. very: exciting | 

“What you. ‘need is. some. “pleck | . 
S! and. some black © garter }- 

underwater ©. - premiere, 
‘junket. ‘will include <a 
derwater pressroom, “plus. the. use. 
“of: ‘Weeki Wachee. ‘Mermaids Bs} 

| hostesses: : 

-ing. redoutable.. flack deep~ -in 
‘depths of. Weeki. Wachee - getting” 
‘sigs of: two mermaids.:: Wearing. 
‘shorts (but no underwater breath: | 
‘ing apparatus) his masculine. form. 

“Weeki Wachee, Fla, Dec.:23.' 

“The. In-. 

‘Picture. will -be| screened. in. 

of. Don Knotts ‘Starrer about aman. 
:who' dreamed ‘of. living . Jike-a- fish. | 
‘It. was: ‘written: by Florida | author | 
Ted. Pratt 

‘In addition to: being the “first: 

special. un- 

“Weeki © “ Wachee,.. 
Brooksville. on: . Florida’ S.- 

Jocated”” near’ 
West. 

-Coast,-is. known -as the “Spring of. tion. - 
‘Live - ‘Mermaids. ” Afeature :of the |" 
‘spring is.'a special.16 ‘feet ‘below- | 
the-surface. 500-seat theatre, where 
‘mermaids. “perform. _ 
which - “Limpet” - 

clear waters. of: the: Spring.. 
Theatre. has:19. huge. plate. glass 

| windows; ‘each ..244. inches. thick, 
-| through. ° ‘which - “newsmen: - and 
newhens will view. pic’ at least out] 

‘when ” a: filmmaker. undertakes ‘a. wardly “dry. 
-| project, : “he: must’ also .be “com: |: 
mitted” to: ‘Selling’. it—seeing - that. 
“it gets : ‘into’ -release.. With distribi- 
tors. ‘remaining ‘so -Square, — 
thinks’ that- perhaps. the filmmaker |. 
‘might: ‘undertake toshow: the pic- 
ture in “concert” fashion. Taking 
‘it. ‘around the country:: personally, | 
‘Setting. up. special one- or. ‘two-shot |. 

of-all motion picture.editors show-' 

‘is shown off to: full, advantage... 

~ Football & THT 
prospect, she “acknowledged (“once J. 
‘you finish a-film, you never want 
to ‘see ‘it again”),. but: it’s ‘one way: 
to: get some. money . rolling - in. 

' "Having .alréady: made one film—. 
and a. ‘successful one’ at ‘that, are 
-distribs: ‘any more reeeptive to. the 
young - indie: producer? Heller. an- 

| swered ‘that. one: .it takes: less’ time 
to get. appointments, | -but they. are 

| still as’ hesitant about risking: capi-- 
“ELtal.. as’ they. would . be with” a 

neophyte: - : 
1} .-The. panelists quite’ “consciously 

I avoided ‘specific discussion’ on the 
though’ ‘both: Miss. 

B Clarke . and Moyer. acknowledged | « 
‘that. they ‘could not: “have. done 

oe ‘their films had they been. required | 
| $0. conform with union regs. Moyer, | 
‘who is facing explusion from his 

a. | editors local for: -having -. helmed 

800 ‘Stations 
in Americal’ 

7 . 1717 NS Highland Ay. 

7 Hollywood 38. ¢ Cal... 

‘motion sicture : 
‘& TV insurance 
(cast, film, “weather, liability, © 

“cameras, props, plagiarism... oe ). 

as “WINKLER, ASSOCIATES, LTD. | 
120 W.57 St, New York 19, Circle 7-366 || 

: WE WOULD LIKE io sHooT You 
: ON 1% ‘MM ‘SOUND. FILM . “OF 

: thts Is your. ‘chance. to: see ‘and hear’ 
- yourself ‘on film. ‘for a. minimum cost ; 

Nl ot sige: 
Fer - ‘Interview or | Informatien - call’ er 
I write U.S..Fiim Co:. -. atin. Mr. Cantu, 

sh g92 Santa A Monica Bivd., ba. 6% - Calf, - 

= “THEATRE MANAGERS- _ 
TO $12,000: PLUS. BONUS. 

of ‘We are in the market | tor FCs) managers fer. - 
-" §- drive-in and conventional - OnS.. ’ Sites: East ef 

q- the . Miss.—your.- cheice. 

| Urgent, Rush: your’ resume showing ‘atkiag.. 
i “salary. and availability. for interview, All. fees - 

7 ‘Besten,, Mase... St7-HG 2-9385.- 

New. York Theatres 

parry ClTY MUSIC: nit 
Rockefeller Center PL 7-3100 

i “The Mase Hal's raat Chrisinas Show - o 
a CARY GRANT > “AUDREY nEPBuRN 
“2 aMCHARADE” 

_ a Universal Release i in "Techaicolor® ~ 

- ws STAGE be ative” i sid “CHEERS”. 

— ‘Continued | from page. 5 

Prefer exp. but will. | 
‘train a ‘sharp young .man. with. streng desire. 1 

Shamrock. Personzel. - 145 Teement St. | 

i Ts issues. 

'T @ -nen-union ‘venture, : ‘commented: 
. “AS a..union man, I’m not .sym- 
| ‘pathetic: to this. kind. of. production.: 
| But asa ‘producer-director, I know. 
|-my: film could not have been made} 
otherwise.” : : 
*Heller’ ‘noted. that ‘in ‘most: bases, : 

” labor. costs. comprise no more. than | 
-| 20%" of. total production. costs, and 
‘| that, -per ‘se, union: regs, are not 
stiffling. However, there. are. times, 

‘| he said, because of peculiarties. in. 
_|-an uncertain’ shooting sked, requir- 
‘ing ‘night . shooting, 
union. :regs . and: ‘scales - ‘can swamp 

7 Va Jowbudgeter. : 

etc.,.- 

Polite Regrets 

-would :best- suit the: needs. of. direc- 
| tors. everywhere.” .... ; 

_SDIG internationak board has- de- 
cided: to report to the membership. 
the merger. terms. proposed by the} 
Westeriiers.. This, the: Guild ‘says, 

~_l| is: being done™ “in. the. belief : that 
| the. membership’s . opinion is: what: 
is required ‘undér. these .circum-| 
‘stances.’ ‘Talks proceeded for near- 
ly ‘five months under tighest. leak 
‘security measures, news of the de-. 

4 velopments being practically impos- 
.-.:} Sible to come by from either. side. 

until Sidney: ‘broke: ‘the silence. - 
||. It was not. the first time the two: 
a ave sat down to talk merger. What 
| apparantly kayoed: thitigs. this ‘time. 
_ | Were’ some involved, points dealing. 
“| with “membership - - provisions: and. 
7 legal. representation: :. These were: 
‘. characterized ‘by Sidney. as major 

— ‘Continued’ from’ page. Qi 

‘when 

— 

is: ‘stubbornly. attempting ‘to. -keep |’ 
the. merger. from. happening—to |. 
Keep: the ‘SDIG membership: from: 
‘Seeing the. proposed. merger agree- | 
}Ment -and~ expressing: ‘its voice on 
|: the | ‘matter: In-‘the -face ' of - this. 
easterners declare still: that ‘a mer- 

| ger is: désirable and: necessary, ” 
{contending that. its: Officials.’ “had 
| devoted their best, energies ‘to: ar- 

- |; riving: at. conditions of merger that 

ment in: - supplementing ‘the seating 
.! capacities for home games: in - a: 

professional sport whose following 
has outgrown. its stadiums. .He told 
“a: press. conference that ‘next: year 
-he would : Tet the. individual clubs 
experiment with theatre tv for 

| of - responsibility.” a home games at. their own’ option. 
“As for the: championship game this |- 
‘Sunday, Rozelle. said he. did: not 
‘expect the local theatre telecast to 
‘be an ‘appreciable boxoffice factor 
despite a. ‘ticket Seale: from & to} 
$7.50: |. 

TNT. ‘actually: hias bypassed ‘thea! 
mame a tres’ for the -telecast and: ‘instead 

‘has engaged: two convention: halls 

minimum: of -sites. The. Exposition 
1 Hall. of: McCormick Place will be 
l.set: up to’ seat::6,000; the. ‘Interna- 
tional. Amphitheatre will ‘have 11,-|== 

-Joe ‘Hyams, ‘national. publicity " 
*} director for Warner Bros: Picture; { “ 
‘turned ‘merman ‘here ‘to finalize the ae 
arrangements for .an ~under-water }- 
premiere: of his ‘outfit’s. 
credible: Mr. “Limpet” on Jan.:17.- 

‘world’s first ‘“dive-in” theatre. for | 
“some 200. members of international 
‘press on hand ‘for : first showing |. 

‘ three-day: 

Proof - that ‘Hyams. turned mer- | 
"man is: photograph now in hands: 

and one’ sports arena for the Jarg- 
est’ Possible « sSéating capacity in‘ a 

he mn | | 

Tei & Country Cl Chain. | 
hae as To Monopolistic” 

Conspiracy, NY. Law}: 
” Built: asking. damages’ of $700,000 | 

‘has. been: filed :in Supreme Court, 
‘New: York’s. Nassau County,- by | 
Town and. Country Theatres against 
United: :Artists,. Century: Circuit. 
and. Skouras Theatres. Rather than 
‘the usual kind of antitrust acton, 
this one Has been instituted under | ; 
the Donnelly. law of N.Y. State | 
and alleges. conspiracy, monopolis- 
tie -atrangements | and discrimina- 

Gregory Peck 
—_, Continued. from. Page 2 =e —— 

writers: ahd-..considers - them most, 
important ple in pix.) . 
"Whether" ‘tetars?? | 

a need..-to communicate.’ mm 
‘ Question that really: set’ him off: 
was “What do you think the public 

“| gets. out-of films and ‘what about: 
‘| censorship?”. Peck commented: “I. 
think the public. gets ‘what is com-' 

|ing.to it. If there is a better kind 
of censorship than. what we have 

; _ Be the - Motion. picture Associa. 
1 tion:o erica’s Production e 
it will ‘have to come from thé pub- he feels, would do. well. in this 
lié.. It isa problem that.we have. 
to:.-keep’ grappling. with... But you 
‘mast’: remember. .that «both the. 
‘MPAA .and_ film. ‘producers - react 
to ‘publie opihion. ‘The “production 
‘Side cannot . bear: the: full: ‘burden | 

. Peck isn’t. “Keen on. the: “versa- 
tile’: ‘performer .who. uses putty: 
noses, ete, ‘to: keep changing types. 
“TE would. rather see a.man perform, 
than * an’ .actor. - Versatility. is an 

; --overrated- 
‘He... diploniatically - “refused... ‘to 

“favorite”: ‘leading lady 
‘but admitted -being fond ‘of. Audrey. 
| Hepburn, Ava Gardner and Ingrid. 
Bergman. Of other..actors; he pre-. 
fers 7 Laurence; ‘Olivier, Spencer. 

nique.” 9°. 

"Tike the. ‘older Tracy, wells 
‘fellows.’ ran 

500. usuable: ‘Seats; and | the: -Colis| a 
‘seum- 8,000. 
TNT's. ‘Eidophor projectors sup no 

‘posedly. wil. - 2am a 760 «Square 
foot picture. ( bout two and a-half{ -2 °° 
times. as large as t 
‘tre-tv.: image). wi 

TNT prexy Nathan Halpern.- This 

ne ordinary. thea-|- 
i the clarity of .a|: 

fine motion ‘picture. Or so. says]. 

‘will be: the ‘first time the Eidophor | ee 
system will have been ‘used: for ‘aj. - 
‘sporting: event. Its: previous" ‘uses |. 
have ‘been for industrial and. gov- |: 
ernment: ‘closed ‘elreuit “communi- 
‘cations. : 

‘Merry Widow 
“Continued: ‘trom Dase. 1 

“ples. of. Hoffmann, ” 

canvas - “Of 

Belle: ‘Epoque, . 

bling .. world... - “Widow | 

machine-gunning, ° 

tortuous . sways “followed: by: Bejart,. 
whose frenzied quest. of: originality | 
seems. “unprecedented, - defeat its]. 
‘goal. It is hard .to imagine’ that the | 
‘scandal .. created, will help’. the] 
career of this overembitious show.1 

“complete | he 
with . electronic’ ‘sound, : Franken-" ge 
stein-like ‘effects and. added. ehar-> 0°”: 
acters, -completély -misfired’ here. |’ 
There was hardly need to stuff the | 

this - operetta with |}. 
screened.’ sociological: . iniendoes | 
depicting the corruption of. the|..- ~ 

with. -rightmarish ne 
pictures of. the. first- “World: War,| 

|. with horrific ‘visions of. a crum-{ |. _ 
gains] c.-: 

nothing - by: that;-on .the contrary;|: 
the..planting. of..such irritations;| ~~ 
the -epilog of: | “soldiers. pointing 7 
their -guns° towards - the public,. the]... 

‘the “vision: _-of } 
Apocalypse. ‘are: ‘dreadfully. out: of 
‘place-in so:fraila canvas... : 
A. great ‘pity for, otherwise, “The ° 

Merry. Widow’ has bee.‘ beauti-| . 
‘fully’ ‘staged and has: visuaily ‘a -lot | © 

“1 to ‘offer: It: is well: sung, too: and] 
-would:. have been a. ‘perfect. Christ- } eh the 
‘mas. and: New Year treat: But the]. . 

' Plaintife operates: ‘the Glen Cove, | 
Town. “Wantagh. and Hewlitt These : 

‘Sereen * “On. = an Long. Island. 

will” be: .shown |~ 
‘will. be 20 feet under the ‘orystal | - 

are born. ‘or 
“| made—T ‘don't think there’s. a: 
rule about. -it.; Some ‘people are: 
born ‘with-a ‘gift, others:learn'some- 
‘how, and: both. kinds can turn eut: 
|:to ‘be-good ‘performers. Something 
probably. has’to.-be born in. _you,. 

a : Hollywood, Dec. 23. 
a’ vast ‘European market is open- 

a | ing up for.the right kind of Ameri- 
{ can. motion -pictures, created. by 
insufficient financing for. the ‘prod- 
uct. of ‘European filmakers; 

ported upon his return from twe 

. pro- 
ducer-director Robert ‘Aldrich Te: 

and one-half weeks of distribution 
confabs abroad. 

‘Aldrich: . stated that: growth of 
‘the. Common Market, under which 
subsidies will. ‘be ‘eliminated. for. 
producers to avoid competition, . 
has made money hard to get. Thus, --. 
in most areas, according to pra-- 
ducer, there: are few pix being 
made and. great opportunities - for 
‘American fi ms to fill this vacuum. - 
“But, “Aldrich ‘stressed. the pie-.° ~~ 

tures ‘they want are not the usual. 
‘frothy ‘comedies ‘or Light farces 

_} being sent now. Producer asserted. - 
“The American film industry: now: 

\-has the opportunity iof making the. 
|kind of pictures Europeans. are 
‘making and distributing here with . 
preat success.” He Stressed thse 
are “less expensive films that can 

just as'the same kind of pictures 
are :made and sold’ successfully. 
-koth in Europe ‘and in the United 
States.”: . 

- Situation would involve a. totally 

to Aldrich, wke paints cut. they 
are “reluctant to change their pat- 
tern: and id give ‘producers money fo .... 

the. kind ef pictures that. 
Aldrich him - 

make. | 
can fill this qiarket.” 
self iseveral weeks ago disclosed 

the $250,000 budget area which, 

‘market; but he stresses: “one Little 
producer cannot change the entire 
trend. and the U. Ss. industry is 

{have an increasingly — important” 
-Tremunerative yalue..in Europe, - 

hew distribution attitude on the 
“part of U. S. companies, 

‘plans te. make a series of pix Ta. 

losing a bet in not taking advantage 
Of business that.is there.” 

-Major. problems abroad, under. 
| common market system, is for in- 
.dependents who ate unable to 
‘finance, Aldrich said, This is par- 

| ticularly evident in England, where _ 
release is controlled: by two major. 

to new 

‘Circuits and indies rarely are able. 
‘to break . through, producer. said. 
Result .is ‘no -preduction, paving. 
the way for the Yanks. Producer. 
asked the U. S. industry to take’ 
‘advantage. of its knowledge on how 
to. make pictures,” looks 
‘methods of. financing snd distribu- . 
tion and make and sell the pix 

me But funch i isa pretty. skimpy 
.. word to describe the great: - 
. hickory-broiled steak, crisp salad, 
“fresh. vegetables, baked potato, 

. “apple: pie and good. coffee 
“> -weservefromnoontimeon, _. 

-? Callus up. and we'll save e you a table. 

that Europe. wants ‘to. buy. 
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this infamous. time in human his-: 

“man guard can smile when a. little : 
girl on her way to the. gas cham- 
Dre pets his dog. But he soon snaps. 

work of herding them along: 

‘German female, guard and an in-. 

-saving her once. 

reserve and confused reactions ‘as 
the guard that make hercharacter 

iguous, frightening ‘and |- 
at ones ambigu B g grounds if its-determined quaint- 

ing and pride that can help her. 
survive. But it is. the late. director” 

complex and mixed up ‘aspects of. 
all the terrible things involved that. 

portment. | 

-the victims and guards ‘in camps 
ds burning and compassionate. 7 

_4ts most. gifted filmmakers in 
Munk’s untimely death. . 
years, this looms‘as ‘the most pro- | 

try to rouse hate or accuse..but 

EE AS ETE TT SO a ET LT | A OS a re ee ne 

Film Reviews 
——— Continued from ‘page. 6; . 

- the: ‘ean - head back ‘to. his peaceful, ' Pasazerka 
with an unusual medium. Jength |: 
supporting pic. This has a moving: 
comment to make in.:its own right. | 
It also appears a natural: for Spe- 
tialized tv programming. - _ 
"Pie starts with photos. of “Munk: 
and: explains the status of the film. 
‘Then, with stills, it shows ‘a: Ger-: 
man woman on a ship coming back 
to Europe and.her sudden sight, Of. 
4 face from out-of the past: She 
tells her husband she had been ‘an. 
overseer at Aushwitz during the 2 

war, but she had actually saved’ : 

one woman or tried to...” 
Her virsion is shown and: then: 

what really happened. -It makes for 
one. of the most. balanced looks. at 

tory: yet. filmed. There is. no bys- 
terical piling .on of ‘monstrousness 
but the terrible . descent: to - “con- 
trolled annihilation: is there. * 
-Film also points. up how. people: 

could somehow cope with _all.-this 
bestiality: by accepting it as an ‘out-: 
come. of war. 
human ambivalence that. gives. this 
unfinished but powerful’ film: its | 

The emotional: as- |.- 
pects of both the: doomed and the | 
great impact. 

executioners - are also. starkly 
blocked out.. 
A woman. guard ‘Can: « ery. over 

the death of her dag. while: people 
are being burned: and slaughtered. . 

before her: continuously. A. Ger- 

to attention and goes ‘on with - his. 

The leading characters. are a 

mate. The former. ‘somehow - tries 
to assuage her. later: guilt, ‘and dur- 
ing the camps, by. helping. one ‘girl 
meet the man she ‘loves. ‘and: ‘even: 

Alexandra Slaska has. the ‘steely. 

sometimes ‘completely. clear. Anna 
Ciepoelewska has. the right. bear- 

Munk’s uneering feeling : for ‘the 

help make this a stirring statement. 
on-what can happen when. duty. is: 
taken as an exeuse for human: ‘come. 

” Witold Lesewicz” has done. a 
knowing and comprehensive: job: or. 
assembling. everything as ‘best “he 
could. If, perhaps, some of Munk’s 
points on the more personal ‘plane. 
may riot be clear, his Icok at both. 

It shows that Poland lost one: of 

After 20 

found look at the monstrous camps 
ever attempted, The film-dces ‘not: 

only to give an inkling of how 
human outlook tan be swamped by. 
war, indifference’ and :Vile.:values.. 

It is lensed. with the. right. gray-- 
ness and has the tone> of.an un-’ 
hysterical’ summation. of. a -recent: 
terrible episode” in homan rela: 
tionships. . Mosk, 

Les. Tontons Flingueurs: "| 2 
(The Gentle Gunmen) 
' '(FRENCH):. -°. 

| Paris, Dec. . 1%. 
Gaumont yelease | of Gaumont Ultra. 

Film Sicilia Cinmematogratica:Corono -Film - 
roduction. Stars Lino Ventura, Bernard. 
ier, . Francis 

Directed by Georges Lautner. Screenplay, 
Albert 

-Fellous: editor,: Michele: David. At ‘Balzac, 
Paris. unning time... 310 MINS. 
Fernand. ......-...- pe peaees “Lino Ventura 
‘2oul seitetienser sts - Bernard . Blier- 

Notaire -........ Sieebecs, Francis. Blanche 
‘Brother: ..... ge evecceaecs Jean Lefebvre: 
Patricia ...ccs ewe cans eee Sabine’ Singen- |} 
German ......... “eu ne et Horst: Frank 
Antoine 2.000)0000.2.011 Claude Rich. 

This. jis a fair gangster. “comedy. 
that should have an okay career ‘on: 
its home grounds. But this. pic 
vacillates. between - parody, farce 
and straight . action. sequences to. 
Jose the snap:..and ‘uniqueness: -for-}" 
much arty: theatre possibility | 
abroad. However, ‘on. a few suc- 
eessful running ‘gags, some: ‘solid | 
cemic scenes and okay playing, |- 
this could: have © Playoff Possibilities | 
in other cl 

AnD. oe gangster, who: has’ “Been |. 
alean for 15 years,‘ gets’a summons 

. from an old friend to ‘take over} 
“his gang and ‘the future of his. 

_ daughter. The man does so when 
his: friend dies. Follows the -sub- 
Guing of rival elements of the gang. 
and marrying (Of ‘the. girl before q 

It-is this strange . 

-rault; ~ 

| noying but clever, 

Blanche: features- Jéan-]- 
‘Lefebvre, Sabine . Singen, - Horst. Frank... 

Simonin, Michel Audiard, ‘Lautner |. 
’ from bock by. Simonin; camera, Maurice 

honest life.. - 
‘Lino: Ventura emulates. . zy ean. 

Gabin in a rough, rugged portrayal’ 
that: is more surface : mannerism 
than’ true emoting.- Sabine. ‘Singen. 
is. toa. -mousy. and colorless asthe 
‘girl in question but a strong-group 
of: character players: make up— the 
‘roster: of hoods. A: neat touch is: 2: 
pang fight with silencers while the” 
-girl’s fiance’s father comes to claim. 
her hand, plus-.a big fight.in eve- 
ning . ¢lothes. before the ‘wedding: 
‘However, this has too’ . much 

slang, . forced. dialog. arid. -uneven: 
tempo to provide overall. wit,-in- 
‘ventiveneess and. unity. of. tone 
which .it now lacks. But : director 
Georges. Lautner ‘has a brisk feel: 
for parody that should: make him 
okay’ ‘commercially | when . he. set-' 
.tles. down and’ finds <a: more: -eohe-. 

_ | sive -tone. to ¢ his mounting. It . is 
: technically . Polished." 

“Mi ose, 

~Bebert Ee. Omnibus” 
Bebert: and ‘the Train). 

mL (FRE NCR). : 
“och Paris, Dee. 33. 

‘Warner: Bros. ‘release: of La. ‘Gueville. 
‘production. *: With | “Blanchette . ‘Brunoy, 
Pierre- Mondy, ‘Jéan Richard,: Michel. Ser-. 

‘Jacques. Higelin, -. Petit -.Gibus. 
Directed. by Yves. Robert.: Screenplay, 
Francois Boyer; camera. Andre Bac; edi-. 
tor.’ Robert Isnardon.. At Ambassade Gau-, 
mont, Paris. Running. time, 90 MIN 
Bebert ‘Petit. ‘Ginus- Pa ee ase eotesteoetenaareoe 

PION wy cece eeseee ores .- | Jacques. Higelin © 
‘Jean Richard: 

Mother . . :. " wpare “Blanchette: Brunoy- 
Berthoim. | :.....0....0..- Michel | ‘Serrault 
“Parmelin .... vee visage ed: Pierre: _Mondy- 

" Broducercdireector: Yves- Robert. 
struck it rich ‘with -a modest: mop- |: 
pet: bucolic’ warfare..pic in. “Fhe | 

| Button War" ‘two: years ago. Pic: 
‘was a-sleeper that turned out to 
‘be a. Bonanza. moneymaker.:. ‘Now: 
Robert. wisely. sticks to ‘the same. 

-| principles in: his new ‘pic which: is 
‘somewhat. richer in. production, but 
‘is. ‘still: a basically. simple ‘moppet: 

Pic. i 
Film: ‘should. do well on: ‘its home: 

ness and-: forced’ bonhomie. .and 
spontaniety make it a ‘chancey: ‘art | 
“item. abroad. ‘However: ‘its. generally. 
pleasant, |and- has ‘overall enter-. 
ftainment values. - “It: could be - a 
dualer. or playoff. item - of. -some- 
worth with tv: possibilities. also in: 
herent. - 
‘Story: concerns. a pesky ‘puts ‘win- 

ning, curious but. complaining, an- 
five-year-old 

boy: hamed. Bebert “who: gets - lost 
on a train while traveling. with his: 
‘big brother. ‘Pic ‘is. about the fran- 
tic. search | ‘for him, Much. of the 
plotting is forced and theré is.:not | 
‘enough. cogent observation. :of ‘the: . 
Jittle boy on his own. He is pushed |. 
‘into a mold of: adult interpretation,. 
even with =a “stream. of conscious- a 
ness ‘eommentary.. 

-But. director. Robert: has. ‘ioved 
the. ‘story ‘briskly. to cover.. ‘the 
essential banality and:lack of story 

Reviewed at Lytton Center, Les: Angeles, 
‘Dec. 12. "63. R ] unning time, Ba -MINS. | 

“Although. “this = 
adventure film is‘ self-described: as. 

claim’ ‘are occasionally well-photo- 
graphed. views. of - wild- beasts : in 

for _Easter 1964 release, 
‘screened * at! this. ‘time © for: both 
‘Academy - Award . ~and : . Golden. 
Globe. consideration. | Coens 

are pased. Up,: ‘making it-a possible, 
by: slanted ‘advertising, . ‘Potential 
money-maker in: _the action and 
violence market. 

Evidently,. " Michael’s purpose 
has’ been to have: his own -adven- 

has- written about’ ‘it. extensively) 

cinematographers — ‘as: a. cinematic 
biography.. Tim “Spring and John 

of the” camerawork. although - “be- 
ginning, and ending. sequences: give 

‘evidently ‘spoken - by’ 
the « “resonant | and. ‘well-tiodulated. 

voice of an’ experienced : lecturer, | exid he's more of a butt. than’ a: per 
| sonality. z 

‘There’s an.- ‘overspill. of molasses 
in Wisdom’s relationship. with the 
orphan lassie; guaranteed. to: bring. 
‘out hot flushes, . ‘but: this..stab at: 
bringing out. the human side’doesn’t: 
intrude: too much. ‘Edward ..Chap- 
man is fine as the principal part-. 

‘lin spots, 
as describing. a rogue . elephant. ‘as. . 
“a  killer’.who. moves’: with” the. 
speed. of lightning,” only ‘to. ‘have 
the. camera pan‘to a- slowly-ambu-: 
lating *: -pachyderin,, 
along with no > visual: Sign. of con-- 

‘filmed:in-Africa: 

‘a-semi-documentary, the only doc-: 
‘umentary’ value it. ‘can. ‘truthfully . 

their natural Hiabitat, Pic; intended: 
: Was: 

tures (he was born in Africa: and |: 

captured on film. “by professional 

B.-Kennard have done a good. job| 

—- the: impression, being: 20 amateur: | weuve 
< | ishly. ~ coriceived, of: home-movie] 4°. 
.» | bits: attached to. the’ more: profes-|¢ f¥... 

| sional... _footage:.- -Re-enacting his} {°° ¢- 
= “‘Tife among ‘the ‘fierce: ‘denizens of] : 
‘}-the’ Dark °.Continent’’ 

slain. - 

Despite ‘the - “excuse” that” he 
‘switched, at a certain. point ‘in. his. 
life, from gun. to-.¢amera, it’s hard 
to.-excuse: the slaughter. shown: in 
“recapturing” his’ ‘early. -days. The 
killing -done’ then, ‘added to that: 
filmed, adds. <Up: to: ‘an- appalling 
total. 

Some infreguent’ ‘but’ fascinating ot 
‘shots. show ‘a pair:of lions: swim- 
ming a. stream;. two: male giraffes | 
fighting (each using his. long: ‘neck 
for. pile-driving. effect. as he slams. 
his. head and neck against: his op- 
ponent): .a. baby. leopard and: a 
small baboon’ playing. together. like | 
two. puppies: and an“ominous view |: 

| of four “lionesses’ ‘stalking. deer} 
“| long. a: well-traveled : ‘highway, ig-| 

‘| noring : the ‘humans for. more oe 7 
as fenseless. prey. -- ve 

To accept ‘the film’ seriously. as: on law as .do ‘the. Presbyterian . and :the Jew. It means’ -that the «:-. 2° 
“: Communist ‘who confines -his activity to the: soapbox" and ‘the’ 
- “printing press - is under’ ‘the’ same protections as. is: the racist: 

: | doeuisientary one: must also: accept 
events - presented ° -as. factual ‘and |. 
“without - exaggeration... How, then, |; 
to ‘rafionalize. an. early: shot. ‘show-. a 
‘ing’a ‘spear -being plunged. into the |“: 
‘back of a native; animal after. ani- 
‘Mal being killed ; -befeore: your eyes; 
‘endangering’ the’ lives --of natives |. 
-when,. according to.‘the ‘script,. Mi-. 
 chael’s gunbearer 

evokes: laughter rather than chills}: 
and. ¢ould smartly be: edited out. ot 
of, the film: ~ = 

- The: sound, “evidently: ‘dubbed, ‘ig 
“excellent. with only. minimal “use |’ 
of jungle: sounds. The. commentary, 

Michael; ° 

is not. particularly outstanding and, 
even - embarrassing, - such 

galumphing 

ee Robe. 

rs Stiten j in: ‘Time. 

“London, ‘Dec. Vz 
: “Rank - Onuinieade™ release’ :of . Hugh. 
Stewart: production: “Stars : Norman ' Wis- | 
dom, Edward Chapman, Jeannette. Sterke, {| 
Jerry “Desmonde: ‘Directed “by . Robert’ 
Asher. Screenplay;- Jack Davies; ‘camera, . 

values or true child insight: There Jack © Asher; | “editor, Gerry. ‘Hambling;: 
is also,: sometimes, -a penchant for} music. p. Green. Reviewed at. ‘the 

.Odeon, . -Ha ket, .. L d 
‘vulgarity for its own sake rather.| time, 94.MINS- -Running: 
than ‘springing om aracteriza- |. Norman Pitkin Maki ‘Notmari “Wisdom. 

Grimsdale :..°2)..6cee..s » Edward: Chapman 
tion. But it all adds-up to a.canny: - Janet..Haskell .. ......:.,. Jeannette Sterke | 
commercial jtem - that may- well go |. Bir Hector cinco .: oy iD emonde 

Ady . ey seesens eres or: the.: way: ‘of its-big grossing prede- Wel eiyn: Houston, 
cessor, at . ‘least . on “European, Matron |...-...:2..0++.6.+ Hazel” Hughes: 

{Brounes. | It: is. technically: sound. . | BR geese ‘Patsy: Rowlands 
. ; ae Mosk, “| Russell 2 ..0..3 -T.... ‘wésue- Jeter Jones. 

. - Professor Crankshaw. . veeceee ’ Ernest | Clark 
ee 24 Lindy *.28 cece eee eee es Lucy...Appelby. 

re we Jee . ... -Wera: -Day. 
White ‘Hunter _ Nuttall 02.5. cc. cece ss Frank : Wiliams 
. (COLOR)... | Nurse’ RudkKin |........ ‘Jenny. Morrell . 

| Dr. Meadows’. SRO .. Patrick ° “Cargill 
 Herts-Eion -. ‘International reléase-. oe. Benson -- Francis Matthews - 

‘| Signal International (George. “Michael)- Woman: Patient . msene ‘Pamela Conway | 
production, | written, - directed .by and } Ticehurst Ieee tcnnoneenn . Danny Green 
. starring Michael. Features David Georgi-.| Teddy. Boy .... 22... - 2005 “:Johnny Briggs 
ades, June Michael, John Haddad, Carole: Dales. .rejeesrecicseos “srs Jobn. Blythe 
Michael, Ps ee Blake, . Jack Hutcheson, | | : 

1e or des. an BR man- 

pete. ier Sorings Jorn 'B. Kennard. | -.Together with. turkey, plus ‘puds | 
; ding, ‘and’a steep rise in road acti- | 

| dents, “Christmas: -always brings. ‘a. 
Norman... Wisdom - picture. - For the | 
Jast 10. years, this -arinual event has. 
‘boosted the seasonal trade, and: the 
latest is Wisdom’s: “best. since “The. 
Square Peg.” It: gains by: economiz- 
ingon plot, but devises ‘a string: of 
farcical.events that put. the. pint-. 
sized, Wisdom through. the. full prat- 
falling routine. The ‘thin thread |" 
linking ‘the scenes ‘has Wisdom‘ as: 
-a hapless butcher’s: assistant caus- 

-No: ‘moments . of’ ensstionalisin. ‘ing eonstant 
commotion in a hos- 

going surgery. for. 4: swallowed 
‘watch. He gets banned. from: the. 
place by the ‘hospital boss, Sir Hee-. 
tor (Jerry Desinonde), and. the’ re- | 
‘mainder of-‘the running time is. 
taken up by his: bizarre attempts to, 
regain. entry... 

-to brood -over. their naivety. .Jack | 
-Davies’s. script is- the. sixth’ he’s_ 
written for ‘this coniedian, and ‘he. 
knows the. strength arid. limitations 
of the star. For: sophisticated pal 

(and ‘with: we oF : 
»| members of his. family, friends and | ~. 
_| natives supposedly ‘playing’ them-| 
i. selves), Michael. has,:.probably ui-' 
‘intentionally, created a portrait .of: 
-a bloodthirsty “white ‘hunter” with. 
‘little compassion for; the animals. 

Murray: “The love. of thé common ‘good 4s'an obligatory: virtue.” 
“Remembering | Catholic ‘influence. in_ ‘censorship policies of . Boston,. " 

Chicago, Baltimore; - Cleveland, Akron, . ‘Detroit and elsewhere . show _. 
-business .is- ‘probably inclined to think .. the example has. been narrow. 
Gibbons’ article’ definitely. agrees. He: finds. fault with’ habitual view- -*- 
points—that™ Catholics ought - not toe exercise leadership ‘in civil. Vibe 0S. se. 
erties and that. an interest’ in: the concepts: of free. press, free speech . noe 

” Rviderce multiplies ‘in. i periodicals published-and edited: by ‘Roiman 
“Catholic clergy - ‘that. there is a tide ‘of. liberalization running, Another. _. 
recent instance is an ‘article. of Russell W: Gibbons in: the monthly, : °~ 
“U.S: Catholic”. originating -with the .Claretian Fathers at Chicago, - | 
‘This -treats ‘of “Catholic. Neglect’..in ‘the. past. of ‘civil liberties: in’ 

‘| which connection it ‘quotes . the’ Jesuit - theologian, John ‘Courtney 

‘demonstrates |: ~ 
‘his. “position” by driving the white | «: 

‘|-man’s ‘car. straight. at. a. group . ‘of 
villagers. 

Strange result: - prestiniably. un: 
Intended, Michael's’ ‘portrayal, of |. 
‘himself hakes, him -a.:vain;- ‘self- | 
Opinionated. man,--with “no discern- 
ible feeling. for animals. or many |." 
of the natives ‘other’ than ‘his’ spo-|.°: “ 
_ken assurance. An: evidently faked |’ 
‘fight - -between . a: leopard: and a. - 
hunter is: so. poorly. handled: that it 

support. is’. functional; 
'Melford,. Patsy Rowlands, «. 

The: article. proceeds. this’ way: 

“Of: justice- and injustice. 

| and’ ‘free literary expressiori is- actually suspect on the. face of. it... 

“Why Catholics.do not: feel a. sense. of. outrage at the violation’: 
Of the rights .of ‘others is -a question. which those active in’ the ~...0. 
soctal . action’ _apostolate- have been” confronted . with: for years... °°, 

Being..‘for” the’ Bill of.- Rights. is. a true test of an understanding — 

' “We. cannot : be: for.. tie. Bill: of ‘Rights’ for. ourselves and. our: 

- all. men’s rights are respected... 

'” politician in . Mississippi: 

what. ‘is not ‘Americanism.’. 

bluff. 

ates, “Wisdom. 3 is. mechanical, “pnd 
he plays. up. the sentiment’ of the |: 
“little-man” up against. authority | | 

4 {to cloying effect... 

. The charm, in fact, is fabricated, 

ner-in-gags,- ‘with: Jerry - Desmonde 

{.tor, Jeannette Sterke has-no chancé 
- to. be. more than’ ‘decorative as. a 
‘friendly. tiurse, : largely because 
Wisdom. is wisely deprived of love-. 
‘interest in this. one: Other thesp 

.Peter 
‘Jones and Glyn. Houston. briefly 
registering. ‘types. 

Hugh -Stewart’s . production. is 
‘economical, ‘and. occasionally ‘shows 
it.” But..Robert Asher’s ‘direction. 
is dashing, and has learned much: 
from. the:.speedup - techniques: of. 
the. Keystone. ‘Cops. Jack: Asher’s |. 

-| lensing is okay, and:a jaunty musi-: 
-|.¢al-soundtrack comes from: Philip 
Green. In fact, it’s: a. ‘breezy offer- 
‘ing for the. star’s addicts, who don’t 
demand ‘much more than that. he’ 
‘should fall. down with versatility. 
It’s the: most. horizontal. comedy *. progress: 

|... Also. approved : was - the ineréase™ 
=| in, authorized stock’ to 3,000,000"... 

‘from: - 2,000,000 as -of -.- 
oy: present, with this. extra issuance "| 

‘|to ‘be possibly..used: for’ ‘possible 
— Continued from: page 2 — 

years.. un. Ota. 

stars: wilt have. to carried: on sal: 
from. shooting: start to finish. Also, 
though shooting ‘will: last. at Jeast 
12: months, it will. ‘not. "necessarily 
be’ continuous. 

Creation : sequence;. For - this se- 
quence, Says Huston,:Cinerama al-. 
ready has ordered the grinding of 
new lenses ‘to: make. possible . the } 
‘photographing : of: microscopic | Or-: 
‘ganisms, which:.are to be. a’ part 
‘of ‘his: and.-Haas* conception of the: 

2 -{ continuously: «. creative. -life’. cycle,.| 
- ‘The. sketches: follow ° each | ‘other.| 
thick and fast;.and leave no: time. 

‘Other cameramen will be assigned 
to the remaining. segs of the film. 
Huston; who. left New York Sun- 

day: (22): to. .return..to his. home: in 
Ireland for the holidays, plans. to 
scout “Bible” locations. in Italy and. 

‘Malamed signed ou the. Spot. Near East. next month, ” 

with . Jill |: 

friends, fluctuating with: our political, social, and- religious pref- 
- erences. It.is all or. nothing;: for. no “man’s: rights are safe, unless. 

“And this means that the. Constitution bécomes color-blind iphen at 
a racial issue-is inviolved:.and that it takes no-loyalty. test. to-pass.: 

- fudgment~on . political “‘unorthodoxy. ‘It means that the Black .-':- 
‘Muslim, and. the. Jehqtuah: Witness have equal: rights... under® ‘the 

~ “The crippling conformity whieh: looks upon. dissent. as" “Suspect.” 
“Sand. even . subversive: has, found ‘ready. acceptance. aniong MANY 20 
-+: American. Catholics, Quickly forgetting that: ‘Catholics .were de. °~. 

‘clared to be ‘subversive some -200. years ago,. many have joined. 
with the: descendants: of théir prosecutors to define. what. -is and a 

“When. the shrill cries ‘of: the. Royal. Oak: ‘radia’ priest went: out: 
‘over the. airwaves into: millions. of -American-homes in the: 1930s, 

y eréating.an image of the church as. ‘anti-liberal, anti-intellectual, 
= and. even: ‘anti-Semitic; .there. were: : few. ‘Monsignor . “Ryans “apho hope: 

spoke -out against. this, distortion: of. ‘the- ‘gospel. of . ‘social justice.’ ood. 
_. “Later, when Congress in: one of its: manifestations. of ‘fear.in the: >. 

~“apake of. social ‘change’ allowed a Texan bythe. name. of ‘Martin:. — 
_. Dies to form a. committee to: ‘eduate dissent with subversion, : ‘its. 

- work -iwas -applauded. by most. of. the’ “American. Catholic press... -- 
_". “And when Senator Joseph McCarthy was running. roughshod. ae 
-over the: Bill. of Rights—and-‘making the. attorney general’s: list 
“.a- ‘handy reference booklet. forall sorts of ‘Watch & Ward societies 

> tt * was. a amely Bishop Sheil: ‘who stood ground and: called his 

—. “Continued. from page 3 = 

meeting . voted | ‘overwhelming | ‘ap 
-proval to the: assorted propositions. 

| These ‘included (1) -the- reelection: 
of Schneider and. all other : -incum- 
bent: directors, (2) - the previously= 
reported ‘stock | option. plan for. Ist 
V.p.-global’ production “head Mike. .° °°. 
J. -Frankovich and -senior ‘v.p. Sol 
A. Schwartz: and (3)-a pension ‘plan 
about past~ “productions* fesidual: a 
for key employes. ae 

| providing. familiar wrath: and in-|_ 
‘| dignation’as the pompous. Sir Hee- | : 

-Rembusch Rises : , 

| Trueman ‘Rembusch, ‘Indiana: aie” ° 
‘hibitor. and longtime exhib asso¢ia-:: 
tion leader, tock the floor at: one ~ 
point, . was. _Tecognized,*. -and: -:-he 
charged . Columbia. ° 

Broadway. . 
Schneider ‘made ‘no - 

reply, ‘commenting that ‘this was. a 
.matter to. be. considered in other 
channels. - ono 

The - ‘Screen | Gems area. “Was.” 
‘covered’ by. Jerome. Hymas, ’-top- 
-kick, who noted: the coming ‘year is 
looked for. as. meaning, ° further : 

shares, 

but as. of now. unspecified arrange- 
| ments for personnel and’ property. - 

ary. Charles. Schwartz 
meeting, particularly Gilbert, ‘that 
there'll be no dilution, of present“. - 

Z stockholder: equity because -“some-. 

‘The ‘director has: already ‘Pacted: Ane, Of vane ed.” i be r eceived for 
nature of the film, no -high:salaried.}' 
Ernest Haas, © famed su. ‘photo-. 

i m: : 
pital, where his employer. is under-. graher, (0 work w im'-on the: 

How come the stock. is not’ sell 
inig -at.a higher price?.. Schneider. « 

thinks the issue is: a 
“buy” but “Ecan’t tell: Wall Street. 
that.” A voice from.the floor was... 

replied he: 

heard to. allege that “in-some Wall. 
St.. opinion. management. is serving : 
‘its own - ‘interest, rather. ‘than the 
stockholders. ee 

‘In ‘an ‘unusual: turn! of ‘events; ; 
Rembusch . offered a motion to. =" :". 
table the empioye-benefit. plan and.::.:”. :- 
‘Charles Schwartz killed: this: by : 
immediately : voting. in- the’ nega-. 
tive’in. behalf of the management- 
held proxies. .which he: and 

TN A Yay aR IC aS Rr RR AS OTE DOT IIe any ope cee ge ete die 

woe ft ms a to. 

with : prices... 
fixing ard a ‘preferred relationship *|.-. 
With a :theatreman customer- who.’ 

| also happened to be -a Columbia 
stockholder. He claimed he. was. in?” 

| the office of a:Col sales exec in- 
| New York and. heard arrangements... ”: 
being made for.the admission scale’. 
for . “Lawrence Of. Arabia” » OR. 

“explicit ” 

assuted ‘the - 



cornea : 

wt, * . é quickly; 

WARINTY'# ; LONDON. orrica: 
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il lta of Brit Lion Fi - “|
 s 

“Br HAROLD MY ERS. 

a | London, Dec: 23. - 
, On: ‘the: eve: of. ‘last Friday’s- (20).} 

| House: of - Commons debate. on ‘the | 
“... “British film crisis, the- -government:- 

= ,ewned film bank, the: National Film: a 
‘Finance. Corp.,: ‘announced it: had} 
acquired. ‘complete. control of. Brit- | 

~ "ish Lion -Films.: The. amount: in-~ 
volved -has. not been disclosed, but: 

.. NFFC ‘managing. director John .Ter- 
-.- Fy said: it) was a “very substantial, 
-.: figure.’ The -deal is believed. to in- 
.) Wolve, a-payout. of -over -$2,000, 000. 

7 to five. British Lion ‘directors. . 

. The five. ‘directors, ‘whe. ‘will share 
ihis coin: are. David Kingsley, ‘chair- 

- man: iand : managing director; © ‘the. 
‘Boulting twins, Roy and John;. and 

_._ the producing’ team. of. Sidney. Gil- 
1-2 Jiat- and-Frank: Launder. Their fu- 
“" *:- ture. with the company appears un-. 

_ certain, but:they have: been asked 
- 28 to. stay: on for the.time being. The 
“v2 Miew- is widely :held, however, -that 

they. will not. be ‘able to-remain. in: 
office for very long aftér receiving. «... 
what is locally known, as a “golden ii 

“handshake. me wy 
After. the: ‘official, announcément; r) 

AE became .known. that. the -NFFC. 
*! ‘gave the British Lion: ‘directors. an | 
- option ‘of: acquiring - compléte .con- 

173° trol of the:company, ‘but. this would 
il: ave: required a cash. payment of | 

wih "$4,200,000: by the end of: the year:. 
- ‘It. was.impossible for them to com- } .. 

, template. raising. ‘such: a- -sum:' sO 7 
. particularly | with . they . 

wie Christmas. holidays’ intervening: - 
+ .“he news, came as something. of:a 
: * sarprise, to the ‘industry in view of: 
- the-fact that the. NFFC had until 

.../ next.-March to’ pick “up its option 
-.-- for -eontrol:::Such action, ‘however, 

was one. of ‘the - proposals ‘put. for- 
“ward. by.- the’. Federation of Film 
‘Unions when-a deputation met Ed- 

.. .. ward. Heath;- the Minister- for In-|° 
— ‘dustry, earlier in the’ ‘month.,. George | 

Elvin,,. secretary. ‘of. the FFU. and 
_-also’.general: secretary of the. Assn: 

_ of. Cinematograph, . Television .and. 
. Allied. Téchnicians,’ welcomed ‘the 
news; ‘and ‘described the decision 

“as a: great. ‘victory: for: the unions: . 
policy, al 

' The. big question ‘inark raised by 
-the announcement: is’ whether the 

.. government will decide-to own and. 
operate. British Lion. and maintain 

it as. a third force in the. industry, 
-. or whether: it will decide to Sell: out. 
- . to private investors.’ The NFFC: in- 
~~ timated ‘some -time .back-~ that. it. 
“would want-to-sell British Lion: and | 

"* some leading industry: observers be- 
_-lieve ‘that. this ‘ could: ‘be the: first |." 

..”, Step towards such a move. If that} 
“fg the’. intention, “it eould: well: be 

that’ the present: directors will be- 
___.asked. to. stay ofi.and run. the.com-. 
“7 pany. until there is a further r change 
“im ‘ownership, a 
r The. NFEC. hias ' played a “major: 

oan role. ‘in the affairs .of British -Lion-: 
“ ginee .it was first. ‘set up. by . the}: 
“” Labor: government .in 1948. ‘At that 

‘time, . it, advanced ‘$8,400,000. to the |. 
“company, “which was . then: headed 

* by. the: late Sir. ‘Alexander Korda.. 
.When the::company. was again in 
‘financial: difficulties,” the . corpora- 

- tion’ set up British: Lion Films, and. 
“assumed ‘control. .The. directors ‘ac- 
quired a substantial: holding: in r the: 
company. ” 7 

‘Last. year, . “put! of profits, “more 
: than: $1,500,000 was. repaid .to the. 

“+ 7 NFFC. During ‘the last: few years, 
-- British’ Lion has ‘Thade. ‘aggregate. 
.. profits. of over: $4,000,000. and is. ex-. 

~. ‘peeted*to add to” the’ ‘total ‘on its. 
7"! current year’s trading.’ The. British +} °* 

Lion assets include: the Shepperton | | 
:: Studios, which closed -earlier in the: 

| month. until next April... 

“Jt had always: been ‘the. view. of | 
‘the - British. Lion ‘directors that, }” 
"sooner. or Jater, the NFFC should | 
acquire : their. holding; : as: it Was] - 

_. felt desirable. that: the governinent | ; 
- should: maintain ‘its stake. inthe: 

"Industry. They did-hope, however, 
that they: would ‘be invited: to stay 
-.77 on and run the. company, but. this. 

has not, sO. . far, “been: formally. sug”: 
~ sBeeted. er 

a ib on »Looksee of 
Metro. Aussie Cinemas 

Sydney;: Dec. 17. 
"Arthut” - Egberts, - 

‘Metro operates ‘a 

../King’s -Rhapsody:”. —— 
The. producer ‘claimed : ‘that. his |, a 

indemnity: ‘was. to operate only if|f a” 
‘North: -and. ‘South. American .re-/U . 
‘ceipts: from. ‘the’ films failed’ to]: - ee 
‘eover: ‘all’.Gommitments' by. May; |}... .-2/ | 
1965,..but the judge ruled that it} ©. >: * 
should be paid immediately.-A. stay |--° °°. - FUG 
‘of “execution * ‘pending -appeal was} = 9 0: 
granted, ‘subject’.to. the -payment } 
‘info court by. Wilcox. of #64 600 0 with: | 

Italians, - 

as international: 
prexy. of the- Metro ‘film loop, ‘is |: 
“here. for: 2 looksee:. of :the local. 

-.. Metro. theatre: setup. Egberts. will 
“jet back: to his: NYy base” ‘some-. 

en time this..week.. : 
ce a. chain’ ‘of cine. 
ee mas and :drive-ins . here. in. opposi-. 

.. tion = to. Greater . Union - Theatres 
and, Hoyts’ : ; . ‘business. - 

: Corp. laa 

Wieox or Amal Is Court. 

London, Dec. 23. : 
"Herbert Wileox 43 :to appeal. the |f 

High. Court decision ordering ‘him |}. 
to.. pay: : $33, 042 ‘to ‘United. ‘Artists'|] 

personal | indemnity: he |}. 
gave in 1955.in. connection with the |] ° 
‘financing ‘and:..distribution ‘of* nd Plas. 

‘and: 

under ., au 

films, “Lilaés:: in. Spring" 

in a ‘month. ° 

ne Inside On 
Vienna, Poor Burg | 
With Lush Opera 

‘Vienna, Tee. 23: 
“severely. guarded. are the secrets 

of the: Vienna © ‘Statoper, the. oné 
‘undoitibted extravagance ‘of a mod-. 
estly-run. republic. -of 7,000,000 

-The : ‘conventional. “alibi. 

giver season. 

one’-:performance, with - resultant 
refunds. .Even. so Austria’s own 
regulars. . 

bert von Karajan’ s. private’ secreé- 
tary, - Baron. Andre. Matfoni, al- 
though said ‘secretary. - is © only : in 
Vienna. when: ‘the’ Maestro himself 
lis in. attendancé (about 35 evenings 
‘a’ Season). ‘Karajan. cannot reside’ in 

local: taxes. 

Staging’ and: directorial. chores: of 
‘Karajan. Some $600,000 a ‘year is 
spent for the .offices..of two diréc- | 
tors” (artistic. : and . ‘administrative).'|: 
Karajan’s ' conducting" fee here. is-| 
$700 - ‘a night - ($24, 500: for the 35. 

J evenings) the rest-is for. staging 
directorships and some’ incident 
expenses. : 

. During season- 700 000 ‘people: ‘at- 
tend the: ‘Vienna opera, About. 500;- 
000:. ‘occupy ‘seats; -200,000 * are’ 
‘Standees.: -Some. 9, 000 subscribers 
take Up 50, 000. ‘Jocations Searly. Be 

| Rank: Extends Hotel: | 
-nterests i in. Ireland 

a - Dublin; ‘Dec.’ “17... 
Rani: “Organization ‘is - “negotiat- 

ing’ for: acquisition © -of. Kinsale: 
Boats, deep-sea angling ouffit based - 
at - Kinsale, County ‘Cork, . arid in-: 
cludiiig: caravan site, tep: ‘class res- | 
taurant, fishing . tackle shop and 
-boats...Deal. is ‘expected to ‘be com- | 

Organization is. un-- 
“| derstood. to- be planning: a hotel. 
af development. at the site associated | 
‘| with the angling centre. Hotel will 
‘be. in competition” ‘with. ‘another | 

Trust. 
| Houses, which owns and is extend-- 
ing: ‘Acton’ Ss Hotel, only. other major 
‘hotel there: -. 

pleted ‘soon: 

English-based - . company, 

‘Kinsale.. will. be .. ‘Rank’s’ third. 
hotel project. in- Treland.. Company 
‘already: controls.. South. County.| 
Hotel .here, now: being extended; 

| and Silver Springs. ‘Hotel . at Cork: 
‘which -is building. Restaurants: as- 
sociated: with’. the. ‘cinema. : ‘chain. 
heve: -been - “upgraded. for’ new 

~~ Decision in UA Case : oe ea 

population... That: ‘the: opera: piles. 
Jup.a deficit of. $5,400,000 annually. 
stands by. itself: as ‘a:jolt:that ‘would: 
be: taken .from:. no. other. institution 
here. ° oo 

“is ‘ to: 
blame: international singers,’ ‘mostly. 

‘and. the. contract: under 
which .La ‘Scala of Milan ships in- 
tact Various. productions during. .a| 

- Austrians are -con;. 
-vinced:. that’ ‘they are helping ‘pay |- 
‘part..of the. deficit: :at La .Seala |. 
‘which only: is’ open: six: months. 
- A.considerable bitterness against. 
‘the - Italians “came ‘to..a- head re--| 
céntly. when’ the Vienna opera stage | 
‘erew. struck - against a promoter 
from’ Italy. and the: company: lost. 

‘ities. . 

vat. :Statoper~ are...paid. 
whether they sing: or not -and ‘this. 
“costs ‘the house $1,200, 000° a‘ year.° 
~The opera -pays_ ‘conductor Her- Twontd. d ‘have ‘about’ ‘eight’ European 

‘films coming through. in’ 1964, with | 

“Famed. Composet : 

os we * ee 

qaotiier interesting: Featare.. 
7 “ie the upcoming © 

58th t Anniversary Namber_ 

OF nee 

Plus other statisticel oad data-filled: 

| Goatieniatas 

of. the deal. betiveet: Columbia and. 

| British. ‘Lion; : whereby. ‘the ‘output 
“lof both: companies:. is distributed: 

~| throughout’ the United Kingdom by 
“t BLE Films, “Was - given: here. last’ 
week by Mo. Rothman,. chairman. of. 

the: BLC board: and. Columbia’s ‘ins 

‘ternational. ‘topper. -The.. contract, 

first: signed: in March, 1961,.. tias 
been extended to run another. three’ 
years. and” ‘signatures will:: ‘be. ap-| 

| pended:to the. Ascuments. within: a. 
few: ‘days. * 

At. ‘a: ‘trade’. ‘press: ‘éonfab. last. 

‘week, Rothman ‘was ‘at ‘pains’ ‘to,em- | - 
phasize’ that BLC: is-.a: * ¢orporate. 

at: present: confined ‘to: releasing: 
the output. of Columbia. and Brit-- 
ish Lion, would.welcome overtures. 
froin ‘other distributors who would. 
like. to usé: their’ releasing - ‘facil- 

-Rothman: declined to. com-. 
ment whien- ‘asked . whether: repre-. 
sentations. had;: in fact,’ ‘been re-. 
céived. from ‘other companies. 

While: deliberately avoiding’ the 
tquestion of. the British ‘film ‘crisis,’ 
‘with: the - ‘delays “in: ‘getting . early. 
‘playdates for: British, ‘.and. even 
American, ‘product, ‘Rothman: ‘indi-’ 
cated - that. recent.-developments ..in 
‘Britain were: ‘comparable. to . what. 
was. happening ‘in:.other parts of{ 

| the’ world. ‘There had been /a de-:|' 
‘eline -in- ‘production , ‘in Italy. ‘and: 
France, _ With. ‘some’ .compensatory. 
increase in ‘Hollywood.: . 

He © indicated -. that - Colmubia 

‘a further. 12: -alréady firmed up for | 
‘production: in.’ Hollywood... British } 

1 Lion “itself ..has fight British: pix 
‘Skedded ‘tor. 1964. ‘yo 

‘Vienna for ::more--than 180 ‘days: al 
‘year,: a5- he: would. be. Subject. to} Co H J ds Pr ( 

‘It has: never: ‘been ‘quite. clear | ommons 0 S re 
how’ ‘much: is spent: for. conducting, |: 

Film Crisis, Tony! Blasts Council 
-[ both: Rank ‘and ‘ABC: while others | 
were- “tied”: to one -or -other of -the. 

London, ‘December 23: 
‘The public: gallery, ‘crammed with: 

the . House’ of oF 
‘| Commons  held:''a’~ short, prelim’ 

me debate on the current crisis in the: 
local . pix. trade- on. Friday. - (20) 
which. served. to: ‘give the ‘situation 

film. : ‘industryites, . 

a: top level ‘airing;.-but little else. . 
Recognizing . the. need for .a fur- 

| ther -debate both - government. and: : 
Th, Opposition’ Teps were. talking in 
<-Tterms of | changes - within the -de-: 
‘-}-clining - biz.” Degrees of. change, 
‘: leither government-induced .-or | in- 

tra-industry innovations, as récom- 
mended by MPs varied from furth- | 

er, . emphatic urging. of ‘a: 50% | 
| British. quota; to the creation of. a 
| “third “force”. within. the trade... 

.-Most accusing speech . came from. 
Capt.’ Lawrence. Orr’. (Tory): :who. 
‘suggested that. the statutory -Cin-| 
ematograph: . Films: Council -' was']. 
dominated - “by. the influence ‘of. the 
two. major :.companies, ‘the . Rank 
Organization. : and. Associated Brit-' 
ish..:He insisted. the ‘government 
should be wary.of Council’s rec-: 
ommendations, ‘such‘as the decision 
not .to increase. the British ‘quota | 
to'50% ‘ (which the government has. 
accepted)... ‘Domination of the. two. 
-major. circuits. is. the - root of. the! 

. trouble” he said, “and: the. govern- 
ment: should act to introduce ‘more 
‘competition - into -the . industry.” 7 ... 
Questions. ‘Government’s ‘Motives 

Lion: because British Lion repre- 
‘sented: the. one - “buffer” -company.j 

oe in . his country. 5 which traded: d with, 

: ROBERT peas _ [Despite i 
_ from ls. Vieana- ‘base recaps’ - 

the Strong © oe 

" Matings of Poles 

and Music mo 

_— {te tal Gix Assn. Backs 

2 Countries On 
In List for ‘4 

annes Festival 
' fortnight ‘ago, but the situation 

Of Higher British 
e. @. 

~ Critic Fired From Job 
Rome; Dec.- 23." 

:Clno Visenting. has. been recon-. 
| firmed. ‘as head .of. the Italian Film. 
| Critics. Assn:, after a “heated ses-. 

J sion: Principal’ debate - centered 
| atound-censorship, which the meet: [ 
“Ting: voted to abolish, and on. the 

|recent firing of Visentini from. his 
“- ‘| job,.as- critic. for. the: Rome after. 

|. | moon dafty,. Giornale d'Italia: 
‘ In- last-named _ hassle, the. ‘crix 

. Teaffirmed. their ‘solidarity with 
_| Visentini for “refusing to abandon. 
(the. dignity of ‘the (film) critic's. 
| profession: ” Critic reportedly was. 
pinkslipped for Tefusing to modify: 
his réview. of a. _couple- of: recent 
‘releases: to conform. ‘to views of. 
paper’s - owners. - Critics ‘likewise 
invited its. members’ to ‘refuse to 
accept: offers to. Teplace Visentini.. 

Paris, Dee,. 23° 
|. Changes in ‘the rules for the | 

entity ‘in “its: own right, and while | next. Cannes Film Fest, April. 29- | 
May: 13, also include. a list of 22. 
hhations ‘from. ‘whose ranks. the pix: 

chosen. *: ‘Countries. were will -be 
“picked. on their. showing at Cannes 
the last three years. — 
--This -: may: -elimiinate squawks 

‘from. those nations’ not included, 
-except from ‘those. who’ feel ‘they 

““"|made a ‘better showing than those 
countries on the list: ‘For. example, 
India.-is. out. in: spite ‘of. the ‘fine 
films. of ‘Satyajit Ray ; (*Pather 
-Panchali,” 
Gerniany: is in as are Austria ‘and 
Yugoslavia who: have not’ been ‘out- 
‘standing at Cannes’ of late. . 

17th. Cannes caper will come from 
Argentina,’ ‘Austria, Belgium, Bra- 
‘ail, Canada, .Czechoslavakia,..Ger-.|' 
“many; ‘Great’ Britain; Greece, Hun- |. 
gary, . Italy; ‘Japan, Mexico, The | 
‘Netherlands,,. Poland, : ‘Rumania, | 
‘Spain; Sweden, U.S. USSR., Yugo. 
Slavia, and of course, France: Le 

“Fach. country will: have. the right 
to submit one feature. and one short 

{Continued on page 18) 

aa Debate ( On 

‘big : circuits. He. described the: deal 
whereunder : the: five. directors had 
been’ asked to hand in ‘their resig- 
nations ‘asa “shabby ‘maneuvre”. in 
order to: get rid: of .a management 1 
land bring ‘in someone. “more amen- : 

5 a x Christopher. Mann Agency to sus-. able. to: the’.two circuits.” 
In . reply - to questions, 

Price, Parliamentary ‘secretary :to 
the Board of Tradé, would not give 
assurance | that British Lion; : now: 
on the open market : (“it should be. 
Tun-:privately and not. by. the gOV-. 
ernment”), - would. not be sald to- 

“But, 39° he} 

‘said, “condition of sale: ‘was that the’ : 
‘purchaser. would. continue to offer. 
thé same facilities ..to ,independent | 

either Rank| or ABPC.. 

producers. and that : it. ‘should : be 
operated:.as .a ‘third force!’ --: 

had ‘them before, she said, this one 
goes. deeper and is. more worrying. 
:In effect, she.said the people who 

were. bleating. about: not gefting re- 
ledse ‘dates were not the failures. 
ofthe ‘business but sone. of the 
‘most talented. members. : of the 
trade. She suggested: the setting wun |. 

‘| of (a. ‘third circuit «which would 
‘comprise hot only indie : exhibs: but. 

- Orr questioned: the ‘government’s. 
motives on allowing: the- ‘National |. 
Film Finance Corp: ‘buy up- British’ 

Per ees en 

averred. Ahe’ big: “b. 0... "pix. “could: 
still ‘so*-re. the bie.coin while less- 
er-ent-ies stood a chance oft reason- 
able exposure. aa 

| _INTERNATIONAL . 

istic; Chose Vote S 

“Devi") - ‘while. . “West.} 

‘Be. that ‘as-it may,:films for the |” 

producers and distribs of 
.| Leopard,” looks headed: for an out-. _ 

‘James | 
7 ‘still possible. “T don’t feel T:shouid. 

Opening. the debate, Mrs.’ ‘Eirene |": 
White; ’ a “member™ ‘of: the. CFC; } 
named that . state: of the. current: | 
British. market ‘as ‘a “crisis of: con- |. 
‘fidence.”. Though the: industry has | 

ish Quota Continue 
~~ 

Hopeful 
London, Dec. .23.. 

“Although the . campaigners for. 
| ‘higher British Quota lost the first. 
‘round’ in their fight when the 
Films Council decided, by - nine: 
-votes. to seven, to maintain the 

| status: quo, they have. not aban- 
doned hope. The struggle is fo con-: 
tinue, and. political pressure wiil 
‘be stiffened during «the coming = 
weeks, 
‘The close vote ‘has given added 

l encouragement to go on with the 
campaign. The seven votes for rais- 
ing the Quota to 509 came from 
the union members, from the Fed- 
eration of British Film. Makers’ 
‘rep ‘and. from some of. the inde- 
pendent. rept tatives on the, 
Council, including -Mrs.. Trene™ 
White, M. P., who initiated ‘the ad- 
-journment. debate on the industry 
erisis. in the House. of Commons . 
Jast Friday. (20). She is one of the 
principal Labor spokesmen in the 
Commons.on film industry affairs. 
‘Fhe unions. reckon: they lost an 

|: additional . vote through the. ab- 
sence through illness of one of 
| their: members 
/[ meeting. 

at the. Council 

As part of their pepping up cam- 
L-paign, the unions are requesting 

a further meet with Edward. Heath, 
‘the Minister for Industry, who is | 
responsible for film industry af- 
fairs in Parliament. They, and the: 
Federation of British Film.Makers, 
had deputations to the Minister a 

has deteriorated since. then, and 
‘they now want. to press for: imme- 
diate action, 

The: pressure ‘will be vigorously 
‘maintained until the meeting of the 
Films Council on Jan. 20,. when 

| the whole session will be devoted . 

tion to the sub-committee report on ~ 
monopoly tendencies in the idus- ~ 
‘try: While it may not be possible. 

} to revive the Quota issue at that. 
session, there will be strong de- 
‘mands for action to. establish a 
third release, for increased funds 
for.. the National Film Finance 
Corp. and for a review of the 

| whole barring system . in Britain. 

Miss Ca
rdinale

’ Suit
 

Rome, Dee. 17. 
‘Threatened suit over billing filed. 

by Claudia Cardinale against Titan-- “ 
jus. Films of Rome and 20th-Fox, . _ 

“The. 

of-court: settlement:: Suit was pro- 
““twoked by billing given Alain Delon 

ahead of Miss Cardinale in the 20th’. 
{release in Britain, billing which the 
‘actress ‘claimed violated ‘her™ pact- 
With Titanus, which had awarded 

ther second: billing affer Burt Lan- 
‘caster, | 

Quoted in Madrid,. ‘where she is. 
winding her “Circus” “stint for 
Samuel. Bronston, Miss Cardinale 
said she was “very. surprised and 
embittered” by the. news, as “my 
‘contract | spoke very clearly.” 

. She. added, “I have: asked the’ 

pend any legal action, if. this is 

damage ‘the release of ‘The Leop- 
ard’. in Britain for a legal cause 
tied to-my name, just though this 
‘Cause. may: be. I have therefore . 
asked, that all legal requests for 
‘damages, | moral or material, be. 
suspended.” 

First Scenes of New oo 
“Marco Polo” Completed 

Belgrade, Dec. 17. . 
Initial batch of scenes have. Deen: :: 

a. 
4 

‘shot forthe new version. of “Marco. 
Polo” ‘at the studios of. Avala-Film, .~ 
‘the producing company serving the | 
‘Republic: cf Serbia. This -is- Deing- 
done: as. a' -Yugoslay-French-Italian. 

of the film city of Kosutnjak. . 

quire four months, including loca- 
tion work in Montenegro, Dubroy-. 
inik and Morocco. Pic is to be alis= 
| tributed by United Artists. Cast in-” 
cludes. “Orson Welles, Anthony 

}Quinn; Peter Ustinov ard. Elsa : 
Martinelli. -- No femme dead. has. 

3 been set as yet 

Camera work is expected to re- . 

-coproduction in color. Initial scene A 
\;was. photographed on the terrain: 
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- 6 New Oates sted! = | 

Berlin, Dec. V7. 
The current. western ‘trend in| 

German pictures is truly something 
to. wonder about. This trend con- 
tinues and there will be, if noth- 
ing unforeseen happens, ‘some six |... 

new German “A”. horse. operas |- 
next year. This means ‘substantial |: 
working ‘possibilities for Yank ac-.| 
tors; too. When Guy ‘Madison was: 
here a couple of days last week; 
he had extended talks with two’ of 
the most prominent German. west- 
ern producers, Horst: Wendlandt. 
(“The Teasure of ‘Silver Lake,” 
*Winnetou”’) and Arthur Brauner. 
{Old Shatterhand”’).. _ 

It was in Brauner’s “Old. ‘Shat| 
terhand” that°Madison::had~ his 
German screen debut. The -recent- 
Iy completed film. will have its do- 
mestic. preem 
months.. Madison. enacts the: heavy. 
‘in. this, Lex Barker has. the title | 
role, Constantin-Film. will Yelease 

pany that has the biggest German 
hit of 1963, “Treasure of Silver. 
Lake” and. “Winnetou,’ ” in release: 
Brauner signed Madison for four 
pix. It doesn’t have to. be all ‘west- L 
terns, though. ° 

There's. a. Possibility. that Hugo - 
Fregonese, who © directed. the 
Brauner (“Old Shatterhand”): west- 

for Wendlandt. There have’ been. 
talks between. Wendlandt.and Fre-: 
gonese. American author - James. 
Wakefield Burke, who wrote ‘the 
lion’s share of Braurier’s 
Shatterhand,” may also find. more, 
utilization: in:German western pix. 

Meanwhile, Wendland’s “Winne-* 

‘Jt got remarkably good reviews. 
In fact, the crix appraisals were. 
surprisingly good if taken into con- 
sideration. that the local scribes: 
are very tough on German pix. 
Wendlandt. tossed 2°. memorable 
“Winnetou” party — along with 
Constantin-Film, the distributing. 
‘company——on the roof garden of 
the Hilton hotel. ‘He said that: he’s: 
anxious to get an American name- 
afar for one of his 1964: ‘westerns. 

Metro’s. oldie, 

for Constantin-Film ‘to -reléase 
again (also this an attempt: ‘to cash: 
in on. that remarkable German: 
western predilection), will come 
‘out at “Easter. ‘When the film was. 
first sHown in Germany about 12. 
years. ago, it. flopped” at the. box- 
office but: ‘farnered fine - reviews,’ 

RANK PLANS CHAIN OF 
MOTOR INNS, LODGES 

London, Dec. 17.. 
A plan for motor inns at. ‘strate-. 

gic points on trunk roads: of: -Brit- | 7"~. 
ain and across Europe was dis-| 
closed by. John Davis, chairman’! 
of the Rank Organization, at the |. 
opening of the new Rank motor.|. 
inn at ‘Maidstone, Kent. de en- |... 
visaged a time well within: the |... 
next 10 years when a family: in|. 
-England_. ‘would drive for. its. holi-'|: 
day in Istanbul. In: such conditions, , 
‘the Rank Organization: would: be f°" 
able to chart the family’s course: 
‘ACTOSS Europe, with top Rank motor ‘| .- 
‘inns established on the main. roads. 

‘The Rank chairman alsa ‘revealed 
that the company js to build.a ‘ski. 
lodge in Scotland and ‘has acquired. 
an angling centre at. Kinsale, _ in 
‘South Ireland. _— . 

Would Pat 10% Quota | 
On Tagalog | Dialect 

Manila; - ‘Dec. 23: 
Tagalog . dialect films, “popular 

here -but sometimes criticized’ as 
not helping ‘the Filipino: film. in- 
dustry. .attain prestige.” would. be | 
limited te 10°C of screen time, un- 
der. a proposed new. “municipal or- 
dinance: introduced: by: Councillor: 
Gerino M.: -Tolentino.- It would: 
carry 2. 200- pesos fine for violation, ; 

There is - already 10%. quota 
regulation on Tagalog _ dialect. 
books, but -it is ignored; claims. 
the Councillor; because. there: is 
no.penalty clause. 

City Council has: recently 
banned “sexy, - obscené .and_ vio- 
lent” films; w ‘ithout, defining them, 
from patronage of’ ‘under-18’s, : vio- 
lators to. be fined 100-200pesos or 
‘given up to. six months | ‘imprison: 
ment. | 

|biz here. ‘There's little’ that hej{ 
-hasn’t done “in. the: entertainment |" 
world. :-He directed: and. produced |. 

financier, 

in. -about-.. three | 

a new: film -version ‘of. Carl Zuck- 
Wriayer’ s “Captain: of. -‘Koepenick’” 

Jeave. Germany,” Goebbels: let “him | 
know that. he didn’t like. Gordon’s 
‘then upcoming: ‘staging of ‘the play, 

+ 6 
9. 

ern, will do the same: on a western |. Is. Love a Society Game? 

Goebbels.” 
| find this.funny -at: all and: arrested | 
him. Only through. the -interven-. 

“Old ‘Higa: of the “Hungarian - Ambassador 

But he had: to leave the country: 
‘+immediately:. He. returned: ‘to Ber-| 
Nn in 1951." ; 2 

tou” also was.preemed in Berlin. | 

‘| which, in: ‘principte, the ‘fest: ‘must: 
-accept unless. they can’ ‘suggest that 

invited’ by the. fest’ from. any of: 

if strong” enough, may also: ‘be 

“Annie Get Your: | 
Gun,” which Wendlandt ‘purchased f 

: move: “will. cut down. entries. . 

| France, ‘Italy ‘and the U.S, ‘have 
“| Brace, ‘had three entries ach. and. 

| sometimes four. However the..ple- | 

among. the other festivals. 

‘East. Bertin.. A few. smaller’ houses. 

‘zation -by the: Ministry of Culture: 
at :the -end.-of ‘last..season:. 

| certain: ensembles. merged; 
J essential”. 

_. - missed: ‘Even: in. ‘the’ East's -.cul-. 

- feet. 

| authors - from: ‘the. :-Saviet: 

PAUL. GORDON’S 40TH: 

Berlin; Dec. 23. 
Paul “Gordon, | . 

observed. his:.40th. anni ‘in’ show 

plays, pix and:tele films,. fas head- 

‘and publisher, 

-Gordon.was one-of: the first. here ; 
to link himself with. television. In| 
1952,. he. founded, “with a Stuttgart |. 

the: ‘European~ Televi-| 
‘(ETG).. which: eventially. } 
“the- European ° -company:|. 

sion Co.. 
-béeame | 
that has_ the largest. tv: film ata- nk a 
log. ” In between (1937-1951), Gor-| 9 © 

“ ”» 14 _.| don. ‘spent. nearly 15 years in. . Amer-. 
Old. Shatterhand.” It's the com: \ica-and became’ a U.S. citizen... He | 

produced. in collab with. John. Hall |: 

in Hollywood. 
In: 1937, Gordon. Was: ‘forced: tO 

-Gor- } 
don cracked: “And 1: ‘don't - like. 

The. Gestapo. ‘didn’t 

“Gordon ‘.released from: jaik:. 

— ; Continued from page 1? aos — 

a film is unworthy. Others may -be 

these countries. It:is ‘not. clear. if 
pix from. countries: outside: the list; 

invited. 
Anyway, the list excludes: Aftica, 
the Middle. East and Various coun-.| ~~ 
-tries-in the Far East and ‘in South {. 

‘| America... ‘Countries eould -protest 
‘and there may be some future 

‘| squabbles | since Cannes: ‘is still a. 
diplomatic fest. It remains.to be. 
‘seen..if the quality: will go up at 
Cannes next year and whether. this. 

‘Up to now such’ ‘countries as” 

tries’ :to-’ spread. their’. better: pix: 

"Many Plays “ ‘Announced But } 
_Presented—Eeonomy 

Berlin: ‘Der’ 23. 

The theatrical’ Season has: started . 
on the other:side of “The Wall”: in 

were the victims: of. the -ré-organi- 

Re-. 
shuttered, . 

.“non- 
artistic personnel dis- 

sultantly.. some. were _ 

tural ‘section, up* to: new’. heavily |4 
favored and. éndowed by the Peo- 
ple’s : Democracy, egonomy " is now: 

Partly. to biame’ is: ‘the alarming | 
‘loss: . of -audience*. ‘Which - fas OC~. 
leurred. lately. - 

- Repertories: ‘of the: foughly 60: 
important. theatres: in East: Ger- | 
‘many ‘Suggest. that -about 30C “of: 
the -plays ‘are. by” ‘authors * of .the. 
Soviet-zone;. “2669 _ are classic 

. plays,.. 15% ° are . -by.. ‘Western’: 
j authors, 12° by.: “folk democratic 
authors. (meaning thesé known: only} | 
‘behind the Tron: ‘Curtaim ‘the. re-} 
maining 17°” are taken up” by! 

‘Wnion. j 

ANNI IN SHOW BIZ) 
| .. membership fee of. $4. With: 
.- only::'37 duped his - ‘other .. 

‘Budapest-born - 
American : ‘residing in. Berlin,“ has: . 

like an oil, ‘Susher. ” 

| Loch: Ness Monster” OE 
a To Star i in Brit. Pie 

“ spening. ight: 

|  Tnternation al Sound Track a Vienna, Dec. 23. 
Peter: Labutta, ‘nemployed 

{. invited - the: prospects to come _. 
- to the: Rondell cinema here, : . 
-and induced- them .to- pay: :a. | 

-meanwhile.. -:returned. -. the ~ 
-‘money), not: much: ‘damage. was. 

. .done,. except for’-the . letdown: . 
. over. not getting into films. 

the case: He. told the-potential — 

“phantom-.. motion - -pieture.’””. 
‘Now he.argues, “‘I did. not lie, 

. it. actually. was & phantom.” a 

Miracle’ Record 

” Mokyo, ‘Dee. 17, 

audiences from “Worker.” 
Arresting sidelight-is that almost. 

/ nobody wanted the pictire:: ‘United: 
Artists -had ejected . “spending. an- 
import license on it earlier in the’ 
year—before. - Ann. Bancroft’... and 

cultural groups. And: it’s. paying -off 

Glasgow, ‘Dec. 23. 

is’ here: enroute. to. Inverness 

‘and: countryside around. the. loch. | 
According to : producer. Hartford-' 
Davis, a monster. exists. in Loch | 

‘| with. this din mind. 

it Feels Pinch 
But Not Many. ‘Actually 
Now More. the Rule. 

tre:.to engage. one. -author to: .col- 
Jaborate on ‘plays. of “contemporary 
socialism’”” 
‘laconic ‘press :releasé- offered. t 
information. that the project. ral 
not! been ‘realized and in such cases. 
‘when’ they. were——the sO. pampered. 

but in. many cases’. A: 

authors never saw :more than a 
few performances of their work.: 

-Kleineidam whose” play 
i “Schmidt’s: ‘Millions”’:.. 

opening. The main theme (a gen- 
: erally’. ‘beloved and’ frequent. one): 

“An- 1. 
during past’ week.’ 

is.about.a “socialist: brigade.”. 
other successful: play.-of. this ‘kind. 
is Halmut -Saskowski’s. 

Some 59 premieres and: “‘firsts® are agitation. against the. overiord.. 

announced=—but it is: ‘doubtful that 
all. of ‘them: will take places. Ex- | 

Of. the 130 plays “announced”: 

ee 

An.-always sure -bet™ are’ “the: 
-Bertold: ‘Brecht plays’ of ‘which a 

perience of -past - seasons | dictates part from the’. performances ‘at. 

oy Ensemble”. 
| there have. ‘been. -19 . Productions | 
-[his > ‘own - “Berliner . 

last year only 31- actually had: an Hast season.” 

most. recently, showed more: - 
imagination: ‘than. some motion. Vee 
picture ‘producers. That's what’. } -: 

- he wanted. to be; but now he’s... |. 
waiting trial. Advertising. for. -|-- 
“stars, starlets and. talent”. he *. 

“The most ‘curious - point. of |. :| 1964; 

actors: that: he_ would: shoot. a- - 
ted. theatres and promoted - talents, |:" 
and has: come- -along as an author : 

Biggest ‘success story of the sea- |: 
son.here ‘Miracle. Worker,” which’ 
‘lived: up ‘to its title. by grossing 
around $230, 000 ‘in. its first seven. 

iF weeks. at ‘the : Scala-za, - smashing 
numerous records: for- the. house.. 
It. is unlikely that its merks will: 
be:. headed -: for : ‘sometime: : Early. 
morning showings at other theatres 
-were ‘used: -to.. capture. ‘overflow. 

like a 

Patty. Duke’ ‘eopped their: Oscars— 
+ and offered “The Miracle: Worker” - 

“| =| the 4 J apanese ‘indie importer-dis- 

“Several also ‘turned’ “tt down be- | 
| fore Towa” bought “it “for. what. 

‘turned out. to bea steal. Towa prez. 
_Nagamasa ‘Kawakita .says he’ went. 
heavy’. on .- promotional. spending, 
“aiming. particularly at schools arid 

1 -wood.:. 

‘The: ‘Loch: ‘Ness. Monster, mystes 
-rious ‘denizen. of a- Highland. loch, | 
‘thay.:be Britain’s ‘next film :star. 
Robert Hartford-Davis, . producer-: 
one ‘of Tekli Films. Productions’ 
Lt 
‘to. ‘séek: locations for. the’ produc: 

-ttion. |: 
__Lensing: ‘is. ‘set: ‘to: ‘start. in ‘Janu: 

Lary. “Scenes: will. be ‘shot: of. Loch 
‘Ness, and. of. the: éerofts;. cottages | 
‘Ness, and: ‘he is’ ‘shooting the. film: 

‘thora of ‘fests.’ may. force ‘these | 
‘countries to.cut down Carnes -en- 

“At ‘the ‘beginning |” : 
of 1962 -an” ordér’ from.. the: Cul-| 
‘tural Ministry. obliged each thea: -year for:pub-ad effort © : 

was °.taken. 
over by 7 theatres. after ‘its. Leipzig: 

well... Milan holding Japanese Film Week . 
duction . Officials. illustrated: Italo. ‘pic industry’ 5: ‘fiscal . woes: to. press 

“Stones in | 
the’ Way” .whieh. has: had © 14: pro-- 
‘ductions ‘and. is’ perhaps: ‘the: ‘only 
| play. to. show. some building “and. 
‘outline :of. characters—-whereas the |. 
highly praised -play- (by the ‘party. | 
organ) “At Night When: All‘ Gats:} 

; Are ‘Gray” typical or old-fashioned. 
comedies. with a-twist of peasant | 

& #&. St. James's Street, Plccaditiy Coe 

choose. whether to. see the American version or his. production .. 

Paris 

Kidapping: of Frank: ‘Sinatra Jr.. ‘got. frontpaged for days here: 
‘The ever-recurring. pit. about Greta. Garbo. returning to: pix is on. again. ; 
‘Now ‘comes’a‘ report from. Budapest: that Melchior Lengyel, who. wrote 
-Ninotchka,”: there fora visit and research, says that ‘she will make: .. 
‘a comeback. in 2. pic “The Blonde Enipress’t ‘based ‘on: the“last love of. |. . 
‘the. Empress Elizabeth,: wife:.of ‘Emperor Franz. Josef. Lengyel is in..-.-- 
“Hungary looking: up: -aspects - of. this” historical affair..Sam Spiegel. 
would ‘purportedly produce ‘and. it’ would. be made entirely in Holly- 

a . Plenty: of show: folk. investing in the private yacht harber..:.:: 
| that starts ‘puilding in Cannes next? month. It ‘should be ready ‘for the... ~.. 

a |} next Cannes Film. Fest, - April 29-May : :13,..and:‘many | people may be.:..°. 
‘| coming by boat to the. ‘affair rather: than ‘by ‘train. and plane.. Charles’ 

-Azmavour was one of. the first. to buy a share ‘in it’, coed, 
‘} trates sociologists. and ‘psychologists ‘blaming a Cinema-Truth pie “Le... 
}Chemin: de La Mativaise Route” (Way: of the Wrong Road), of Jeam.. - - .. 
Herman, as being. responsible: for the death of: Jean-Claude Grandvallet Pe ee. 
‘who ‘played /himself.in this: pic. depicting his life: They feel it caused - °° 
: exhibitionism and ‘led Grandvallet to continue: ‘stealing. Cars -for: please. es 
‘ure -though ‘he. could. not. drive. He: was. killed. in.‘a. recent accident a 
‘during. one of. thesé joy rides. Others. feel the. film gave a valuable’ ime .* 
‘Sight. into unbalanced: youth and..was not the cause, but rather a warn-- 0°. /. : 

|: ing: of ‘what. may. happen. It might. lead to more. censoring. of these type: 
Local: public relations. man Georges Cravenne ‘now. repping cael Pas 

Samuel ‘Bronston. here. Cravenne also dittos for: Otto. Preminger-.°...°-- 
‘A short. called “Sucre: Amer’? (Bitter ‘Sugar) is being ‘shown privately”. ao 
for it. will probably not. get a:censor. visa..Made by Yann -Lé Masson. in 2 = ...2-." 
the French island possessions of ‘Reunion, it shows -how ex-Prime Min- ~. 
ister Michel. Debre :was ¢lected:as-‘an’ assemblyman, It: has ‘votes. cast... | 

1} by deceased people, which’ seems. to bean’ island penchant. . 

Rome: 
: _Mareelle- “Mastorianni: on: busy’ sked:. currently i in.. Milan. tor ‘Maree o ale 
) Ferreri’s ma, 
“Casanova,” also :-for Carlo Ponti, then .““The Stranger”..and “The Bal- - >. 
lad: of the Count D’Orgel,” last | two ‘under..direction of Luchino Visconti: =... 

\.,. Arthur Cehn at: Flora Hotel, winding: production of “Dog Eat Dog” 7 

“The Man with’ ‘the Five. Balloons, ”° which ‘he. follows with 

:-Comedian Toto awarded medal for his 100th Itale feature. 

j as ‘British . here as. ‘well. 

Assia. Noris makes lier’ sereen. “comeback. after 14 years ‘absenée (and; : 
222 turned-dewn ‘scripts). in. Aston. Film’s ‘upcoming. production of “La 
Celestina,” -to. be directed by. Gianni: Puccini: from “tragicomedy. by. © 
‘Francisco: De Rojas; play had. two-year Paris ‘run. but was: banned for. 
{:“immorality” in “Spain; ‘script. is being. wound by. Sandro. De Feo, al 

One: of.thé few. exceptions is ‘the: Giorgio Stegani, _Continenza, and: Baratti.. 
play of the. “playwriting worker” | . 
| Horst... 

"Martin Manulis, producer ‘of “Days of Wine and “Roses,” here. with. Ba 
Leon Shamrey and art. director Richard Day to set shooting plan for: -~ 
“Cassandra at. the :Wedding,” ‘for -~which ‘three weeks Rome locations: a 
‘under. direction: of. Serge Bourguignon are slated in: April-May of. 64; : 
20th pic will star Natalie Wood, with male lead: being. sought here as. 

Anthony; Quinn, who. is. currently winding ‘his. “The Visit”. stint ‘ander - 
‘direction of. Bernard Wicki, is “discussing. another ‘project. with: ‘Swiss-. 
Austrian director: based.‘on. _Joseph Conrad story, pic would join Quinn, 7 
‘With’ another “Visit”. player, Ernst Schroeder under Wicki’s' ‘direction: 

. Milton. RFackimil, Amerigo Aboaf,.and hos of Universal: toppers. left: oe 
after. ‘week of company conclaves here. in Rome. 

a year : 

‘Alberto’ Sordi. acts 
over Christmas holidays « in “Brasilian - Carnival, ” - lensing in South 

a | America, ae 

weg, London: pe ater MM 
Samantha. Feear’ ‘thas set. for role “in “The Collector; which: ‘William ree 

|. Wyler-is:to. direct for Columbia.-Terence Stamp, has: male Jead::Film =.) 
will be coproduced by John. Kohn and Jud Kinberg. . « » Warner:Theas 3:7... 
tre is to-be equipped.for. 70m presentations next ‘suminer, “The house * © <.0.- 
- will: go: dark for’ some time for redecoration and modernization, and: °°." 

|: Will ‘re-open with “Cheyenne Autumn,” which: will run on.a hard-ticket’: 
-basis’ until “My Fair-‘Lady” “is .due. in- 1965. ......“The. Golder Head,” | 

.| formerly: known: as. “‘Mille Goes to’ Budapest,” ”?. “has completed filming’ 0-2 = 
rin London. after. ‘extensive’ Jocations ‘in Hungary. ‘The Cinerama-Hun-. . :. ~ ° 
“garofilm coproduction is expected to be released in the late: spring of : 

: Luchino Visconti wrote to ‘the London Times: expressing re--- 
y gret. that there -was' nothing he could.do to prevent. the’.circulation of” 
a version ‘of. “The: Leopard”: which -he- had neither seen-nor approved 

| before: its ‘presentation to the. public: ‘He expressed. hope: that “through .. 
‘someone’s goodwill’: the original Italian ‘version. might. be shown ina 
‘London theatre. and thus. give. .the, English” cinemagoer . a’ chance to 

The: first: Circlorama. film :to-bemade in. Britain ‘has. ‘now..been eom-. 
‘| pleted and will be: shown at: the Circlorama Cinema in: ‘Piccadilly Cire... 

cus towards the end. Of. January | next. Film’ . ‘involved the ‘use ‘of a- unit. | - 
of ot: 11 ‘synchronized: ‘cameras, and. ‘called: for several. ‘months. ‘of experi-. a 

>. [mental work.: It was: produced for. Searchlight : Films by. y Stanley ‘Long, 
r with Amold Miller as s director. . : aes 

‘Henit Deutechineister,. head of Franco-Londen. has. set up a: “distrib 
| adnamet He has. picked up a first pic by a femme director Patile Delsel; ° 
“La’ Derive” (The, Drifting), for release,::This unusual offbeater, about: --.- 
a lazy, inarticulate, but deep feeling: girl, ‘drifting through ‘affairs, has... 
-gotten criti¢al notice even. before release ‘ 
“his. comedy-suspense’ pic “Topkapi”. (UWA): here, but-the assorted thesps. . 
in the pic are. already preparing all sorts of projects while Dassin would - ~’. 

a long rest. Melina’ Mercouri will do a pic with Harry Belafonte — 
- based: on. the ‘Jacques Deval. play “Romancero.” : It ‘will be’ about a.: _* .: 
preacher - ‘trying. to: save.a lady of -easy ‘virtue but: falling” in love im-.. «0: 

| stead.. To. be made in a tropical-locale next. spring, the ‘pic reportedly = 
will not. deal. with racism,.it will just. ignore .it. Maximillian. Schel has. ae 
- been: offered ‘the lead in’ Alan Jay Lerner’s new: musical ‘I Can See: 2: ¢ 03. 
-It ona Clear ‘Day:” He: will play ‘Hamlet’ in German.at the-Theatre 0 Pe 
of Nations Fest here next year and has writtén’a play" A Man: Named 2.000. 
“Herostrate” about tormented man longing ‘to: commit ‘a crime’ -to. im-.* 
‘press society. Peter’ Ustinov is-directing the. French .version: his ‘legit 
_hit. “Photo: Finish,” and is winding: another: Play on. capital punishment . 
"Life. In My -Hands” and working on another.. -_ 

... Jules Dassin is winding ~~ 

; Several magis- °.-'. 

, One“ of > 
| the. questions in-.a graduation exam ofa leading architectural school . 
|-here ‘was “How. would you. build a house for Orson Wells?” Ht depends | - 
| on. whether : -they . ‘Saw: “Citizen: Kane,” om “Macbeth” , or The Trial” 9. Ait 

f seems. a : oe 

“Hines ingpined songs slatedfor ty projection’ from-San Remo. over 0 
:Christmas. to. tub-thump for- upcoming ‘Disney’: Teleases; marks. second ears. 

. “Lawrence. of Arabia” is not only. considered =: 0°00: «2 
“British” at Acapulco | Fest: it’s also raising the British.:screen quota’: “... .* 
‘in Italy, thanks to healthy, ‘Brosses racked up by: Spiegel. effort entered . Cte te 

. Top exhib: and. pro-.- 

Gualtiero Jacopetti off to Africa for. lensing work .on “Africa Addio, sei Dee 
his. latest Cineriz feature documentary, which‘ will. keep him. busy: for i. 60° 

.-Dino DeLaurentiis scotched ‘reports that all ‘of. his.“The = 
Bible” -epic .will ‘be. shot in -Yugoslavia;. but hinted that, “Noah’s Are” 
and. “Tower of Babel” sequences:may. be ‘filmed there, while hes deal- 
ing with Spain, Egypt,-and: other ‘countries, including Italy: for sites. 
for other segments of -pic;’ final decision ‘will: be. made . ‘when director: 
. John ‘Huston .arrives in- Rome early. next year .. 
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Lot : : 

melas “years. in ‘NBC-TV’s Saturday ‘afternoon programming: corner: (at a: i. 
= i. ‘gost..to..the network of ‘slightly in .excéss . of :$13,000,000), it’s a 
a anticipated: that: it’s ‘going. to take. atleast a $15,000,000: pid for the | 

.- winning network: to: cop.the NFL two-year. contract, considered an ©: 

; four-way- ‘sponsorship | ‘wrapups on the ‘NCAA -telecasts on NBC,: 

_ ... That. ‘figures to. around: $40,000 a. ‘minute (16 a game) for Class C 
./ time—a few. thousand . ‘a minute. more than a -primetime’ minute. 

- eosts."The. return, .of. course, ‘to the -car,: razor blade, cigar and. .--| 

the. round-figure. for: 

’": gheapies) -have “already -been ordered: ‘General. Mills is in for the ~ 

‘, : handled’ with.” -Rolgate,’ 
ae Slamprinig. _ 

_ died up across. the. ‘board last: week. a Nn. 

J -aBothe American Assn.-of' Adver-]-°:.... 
ol" tising: “Agencies: ‘announced. its: in-{ 0.0. 

!. 1. “-tentions to join NAB!s Rating Coun- 
‘=.° @il, and reps. of the 4A’s, Assn...of | 
"National Advertisers” (along - with: 

network delegates): met ‘in closed | 
-Session with NAB prexy LeRoy.Col- 

{ling to discuss. stiffer- self-regula- 
i -"tion of the tv:commercial situation’ 

_ i. (a program the former Florida Bov-. 7 
efor is urging)... 

oe. the 4A's was: reconsidering its. de-| 
3>/ .@iston éarlier -this year’ (along with |] 
‘"" ANA). :to: stay out. of -the-NAB’s | 
-.. Rating Council; -the group’ set-up | J 

0) fo monitor. the’ rating services after|§}. 0-250... 
«> the: Federal . investigation. of the lll . 
-:-. broadcast: : 

_ Broadcast’ Committee. decided’ to 
: join the. Rating | Council after.the |: 

‘Group W head,.made‘a'second plea |} 
“for help. He’ told the -4A’s: and‘/4}- 

‘support of - his. -Council; the: rating | 
_. Services, were. not cooperating in: 
the monitoring’ program and other | 
- activities of the watchdog...group. | 

“non, -4A’S expressed. its desire - to | 
Join -the: Rating «Council: under’.a 

rv geries of.“‘factors.”. Signed by 4A’s 
. prexy John: ‘Crichton, : . the. letter’s 
” demands re membership asked that |§] 

. at be: the intention ‘of the. Council fit 

: “BC 
V 

te ‘till: last week ‘with a flock: ‘of |: 
‘primetime ‘sales-for the-first quar- 
< ter of 1964 and. -beyond. ..: Biggest’ 

ci. Spuy: was by. ‘Consolidated. Cigar: 
“which: ‘bought - $2,400,000: worth. Of 
dime. on | 

and one other ™ show. to! be. an 

“the ‘Thursday ‘night at-10.p.m. slot! 
: locked up: only. until: April. Switch | |. 

es lala i She ee ie OR A eee Shall Sd a ae ee SST re rae Te tt 

: Now ‘that: the: NCAA: football . ‘games. are tucked” away: ‘for: © two * 

“even juicier audience plum. It comes up next: month. And ‘con- ||", : 
sidering the spirit . of resurgence. that’s ‘manifesting itself. around. ope “By. GEORGE ROSEN.” _ 

. (NBC these. days: Gee separate. story) it: would hardly come as 2 ‘| "Ins ‘the - view “of: “Madison: ‘ave, 
surprise to .anyone at was: the’ nefwor going. for the whole — dynami rward | 

~~ weekend kaboodle ‘(as:.currently pertains to ‘CBS).’ “Last: time. ‘out ve ‘theuat there's * t NEC ‘ai fo days. 
_.CBS paid. $9,300, 000 forthe two-year-exclusive.’ " a going ona eae : 
"New NFL contract, itls.- anticipated;- will. contain. provisions  Perhars. not since the . "pristine | 
‘.yeserving the league’s : right to. engage. in - ‘theatre ‘pay television, - days’ of: Niles: ‘Trammeit- has there] 
‘which would be:-utilized ‘by: the:NFL on: an experimental basis. in. | been. in. evidence ‘the. pace and 
7 cities ~where ‘home games ; ‘are blacked. out on. home: sets," : .  : kvigor with which the “network ot} 
~ "Meanwhile, ‘interest’ centers onthe vital statistics. attending. ‘the :-| the two Bobs” (Sarnoff:& Kintner)’ 

‘has been. gathering up ‘the ‘tv jewels 
- .. ‘Madison: Ave.’s ‘sports-minded execs were. ‘astounded ‘at. both ‘the. “(the Jack’ Bennys,. :the ' Danny}. 
high bidding arid-the quick—at. ‘premium—sale to. Chrysler, Texaco, | Thomases, : the NCAA Football: ext}. 
Gillette and. ‘General: Cigar. The foursome.-paid a reported total of... clusives). ‘and: whose: combined ‘opu- | 
$9,200,000 for:'a- fourth each of the :14 scheduled. college. games:.- ‘lencé-is-. shedding _ a: sparkle...and | 

, excitement not sensed: ‘at 30. Rocke- 
| feller Plaza in over a: decade:: 

“) "Now,. after .a sustained . hiatus 
Buy - marked. by Bs and. ‘two or three 

-|-years - ago, network tv - 
‘Breaking down the’ costs. against hetwork: take; observers figured. sey. NEG. theeetens nee petri 

the 14 games in ‘the’ 1964 season is: $6; 500,000, : -} The - traditional . head-to-head -CBS. 
or mdéte: than $400,000.a game. The: agency. 15%, commission added ““Iyvs NBC competition. ‘is. Teasserting 
nto. the: net rights. cost per game, along with an estimated $100,000 i ‘itself. and about to enter a new 

in’ time;. talent.and: production Costs Per game; brings. the: total cost: | level ‘of intensity. 
for each game to’ around $634,0 a ’ i 
 -:That figure. eould be $6,000. Aen "way. or. the other-because of. the on It's. arejuvenat on and resurgence -of an érstwhile ‘docile. ‘NBC, now. 
° rough estimate :on. time and-production costs, and -the:total- billings: : "| Scrzen Ger the show . 
a. game—16. ‘minutes: at $40,000 a: minute—comes: to: $640,000). ‘| shaking off its lassitude, And its a, " vems owns oe am now . ba response ‘ that has: come chiefly{| 4. > — 
With ‘the- RCA: : ling, “of ‘course, NBC has added. promotional “f | 

L benefits: in céicreasts of:sevéral games; and both‘the pre-game and * | from: its. quarterback, ‘Bob Kintner | 
- post-game’ 15-minute. preview and’ wrapup : shows . (production: '|},;, uly shilled ta the multiple 10: hae : 

preview, and the’ post’ game show. has more orders than can’ be ~ Silesmanchiy. hip. fanle daztle, and ‘ 
: Carters Produets'- vand. Bristor Myers: man who’ has - ‘galled: ‘some | -“blite’* 1 . 

| signals that: have carried: the net-| 
=| work. competitive : ball: fairly:deep} °° - 
"| Bite. CBS .. territory on: the’ three] oo 

* 4 nétwork ‘gridiron: -- | oe 
| Not only have: the Kintnér. sig- | no 

tT pals netted | NBC three’ consecutive | | 
'- 4first, downs,; but he ‘continues. to | 

_— i :
  Aboa be ak A@ | maintain ‘the. initiative ‘which,:-for: 

‘Madison Ave: and the ‘NAB. bud-- 

“AR DONNA REED 
Hollywood, Dec, 23. 

newal of “The Donna. Reed Show” 
for’ ‘a.seventh season. 

network. and Screen: Gems brass. 

. gasoline advertisers, in ‘high. count of inale- viewers. makes it a solid and NBC-TV are interested in the 

‘bell’s” ‘Soup : and - ’ National ‘Bis- 
cuit | ‘Co... 

‘&O-| the time being at least, he. seg¢ms | Holdovers from the ‘current season; 
-” <| ta: have : grasped from CBS’ - Jim 

=~. Aubrey. - For.Kintner & Co, have. 
"4 pat. together : three - consecutive |. 

\, ">: 4 ground-gaining plays Whose .cumu-.- 
: Hollywood; Dee. 23. -| lative. effect: has” definitely’ condi- 

+ tioned . the. attitudes: :and~ leanings 
Dan Dailey. has been signed: ‘by | He ‘|.of the bluechip ‘advertisers « new. : 

producer’ “Jess. ‘Oppenheimer ‘to. slready ‘buying for. the "64-65 sea- 
star: in ‘an untitled; half-hour . ‘com-:| son. . 

‘In ta ‘triple play’ of ‘retrieving 
‘three’: prized: ° prodigal « programs. 
that “return” ‘home ‘to NBC. next- 
Season,’ Kintner.- has . ‘aequired—in 
rapid - order—Jack: Benny, ’: Danny 

(Continued « on a page 30) 

two-thirds. of the previous season's 

ing up.as relatively stable. 
. But while the programming. line- 

‘periods for current. shows in. order edy. ‘pilot being. made. for Desilu)., 
to. get the maximum’mileage out of Studios. : _ 

Project, is “for . the : 1964-65" “ty 
season, : will’ be “a- comedy. : ‘with. 
music ‘integrated:- ‘Oppenheimer ‘is. 
‘exec. producer-writer: of the’ Show, | 

paid off this season. for the “Donna 

As Teported in Vawery. ‘recently, =. (Continued on ' Bage 31) 

“numbers | ‘game qd 
spring: The ad agency. association’s:| 

Council's prexy Donald. McGannon, : 
Cee ay 

ANA: that, ‘because there | was, no’). 
apparent : advertiser” ‘and: agency’ To Meaning, ‘sit: “down ‘and. prepare: your. ‘copy pronto; state your. 

i message ‘to.your contemporaries, order your space inthe issue which «= 

oo people. wait for, dig big, save for’subsequent consultation... Time. is” 
tivities (of the, watchdog. Braue. | oe ee hes for ‘your: inclusion i nin | the annual compilation. -of Who’ ‘s. 

ae Show Business does rote: sand long remember. “Names make: the. 
ae record:and the record is the-sum:of the:names. You ought not exclude 
; the include. ‘of yourself — whether - ‘personality or organization; This 

©. >is the important. rally of | success.and prestige: Buf. advertising copy ; 

2 Epust, reach | us. soon.” Act Now." | “Usual space rates Prevail 

“(Continued ¢ on _bage’ 28). 
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Vf, 704,0
00 Sales! 

ABC-TV rang: up’ $7; 700,000 ‘on 

Communicate immediately for the’ 

” 56th Anniversary | Edition of 

“Hootenanny; 2.6. 
and. Trial,” “Pro ‘Bowler’s: Tour” 

ee pected. ‘that: Consolidated NEW YORK 10036 - ~HOLLYWooD 90028. ‘CHICAGO 6061 1 
“vwill dropthe Sid Caesar and: Edie |: _ 154 w. 1h St. os = 404 Sunset Dvd. 3 400 N. ‘Michigan, Ave.: 

-. Adams half-hour shows. on. ABC- | oar . 
as When: ie current, deal! runs i - LONDON, ‘s: W. 1. PARIS © =ROME 3° 

onsolidat u its } . --.,,aBency, ‘Papert, Koenig & Lois, has AOS. "Ace $0 Ave. te Nesilly “Ma Sedona: 43° 

een . . . 

eg of . . an : 

Rous <a See o. Sn SST eras SS 
‘ ‘ ‘ eae . ete bw, . ety ‘ ptt, 

Lc TM te . ool. Ons oe eon, : ‘es shea : ‘ vote soot Ha oa 
nett Loo, oar are wthe 

. . tet ae 

“Ve an . . ee . yee 

. ., ye ‘ 
a . Jet . oan . : ° 

e * , hh 

. Cob th, 4 

de + Newly Sar-Seine ae | 

(Continued. ‘on: page 28): 

ABC-TV: ‘is. negotiating for re- |: 

Tony Owen, exec: producer: of 
the - ‘ABC-TV -comedy. ‘series .and }® 
“Miss “Reed’s husband,’ is in N.. Y-- 
‘taking part -in” negotiations with | - 9 

‘dent's 

Not. only. ABC-TV, but CBS-TV . ited the presidents and top ; 

“series for next season, but- ABC-TV 
has first: refusal,. Owen -disclosed | 
here. Series is sponsored by: Camp- |p 

- Miss’ ‘Reed. and: Owen ‘own: the } 
‘product. of their first. five years. 
of “the. sériés,.188. negatives, but. 

|| groupe ,wanted to use t 
ticularly. interested in tv coverage 

“Tof the small news conference’ he 
y | has been using. It was learned that. 
the was greatly impressed with. the 

minature. | 
™” . al epee ABC offered to 0: : 

‘ ABCIV's, 20485 side will: the 
‘be .-anchor y--16, possi 18,- willingness 

| {0 participate in a test to see how 
In. contrast with-last year’s drastic | it w 
‘ overliaul - of.: the. lineup | in: which }- 

programming - was. dumped,’ ABC-: 
‘TV's 1964-65. picturé is seen shap-} 

Bo available. 

-up will ‘be. familiar, there is slated 
} tobe considerable: ‘shifting of.time 

the existing ‘product. - Such shifts 

™” foe, . ‘Sasee te 

IAD. 

49 

_Washingtcn, 
“As ‘far as television 

nit ds concerned, President. 
{son wants to | As a 
starter, he may all. ty coverage 
of. his informal, small, spur of the 
moment, news conferences if mina-. 
ture equipment can do the job. He 
doesn’t want the clutter of normal 
_jcameras in his office—or what he 
candidly regards as the “bad man- 

‘of certain Washington ty 
cameramen. 
All ‘this came out of. the Presi- 

meeting with four . ABC 
execs: President Johnson had in- ° 

officers of all three networks to thé 
White House for lunch (NBC, Wed- 
nesday; CBS, Thursday: and ABC, 
Friday). 
"He talked television and how he 

mjght use it only. with ABC, That © 
quartet was made up of American . 
‘Broadcasting-Paramount prexy- 
Leonard Goldenson; corporate v-.p. 
{James C. Hagerty; Jesse Zousmer, 
j assistant : 

_ News {topper Elmer Lower was det irr. 
| Europe): and Bob Fleming, ABC 
‘4 News Wai | bureau chief.. 

to the prexy of ABC 

The 

demonstrate -it for him, and 
President indicated a wi 

Precunably, any coverage of any 
news conference would be fed te 
all three networks, although ABC 
volunteered to make the equipment, 

‘The President is ZIso said te” 
have. indicated that he -will hold 
some large televised press confer- 
ences as President Kennedy did. 
‘President Johnson was quoted by 

a participant as having said he is 
-considerin asking for questions at. 

Reed Show,”?” ‘and . “Wagon, Train” } - i ” (Continued on page 31). 

TNBCIV & Texaco 
| Fracas 

7; F elt's a ‘White Christmas in. more 
{than one. way for NBC-TV and.. 

: Texaco. Web 
| week-: settled. their differences 

§| arising out. of: the latter’s attempts” 
{aito pull out:.of its bankrolling of. 

{1H part of the Senior Bowl game over... 
{the issue of. discrimination against . 

and sponsor last 

Negro players. . 

NBC: and Texaco came. to. terms. 
i despite: the: fact there were no in-. 

| dications ast week - (with ‘release 
of. the roster for. North team) 
that.any Negro players would be. 

| invited. Texaco had asked out. 
with the network insisting that the 

| company. stick to its original pact 
* . von ‘the annual. bowl contest from ks 

: il Mobile, ‘Ala. : 

Early last week a Texaco ‘spokes-"” 
}man was insisting the company. 
| would .gét. out of its. sponsorship, 
| contingent’ on the announcement 
of players, ‘but the situation was 
Settled and stet: by: midweek ‘with 
|'Texaco also coming in for.a: $2,-° 
| 300.0 000... quarter slice of NBO's 

NCAA’ football : ‘ telecasts, 
which: the web.won in ‘competitive 
bidding = ‘Tuesday {see separate 7 

Hi story): . 
. NBC cancelled ‘telecast: ‘of: ‘the 
Blue-Gray game from Montgomery 

Lover. the discrimination issue (after 
| advertisers pulled out under pres-- 
sure), .but is -sticking with the all- 
| ofay Senior Bowl, Sugar Bowl, and” 
last Saturday — had the all-ofay 

ii} Liberty (yet)... Bowl from | Phila- 
Hit delphia. 

“al| pened ‘to feature a couple of deep. 
{south schools, and Senior Bowl. of- 
| ficials. have told the network. they 

:- {ff have no rules against Negro play- 
fers. - They dust don’t get. invited, 
‘i ‘that's al 

Latter’ actually just ‘hap-. 
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_RADIO-TELEVISION _ 

‘Oh News.’ 
By. MURRAY. HOROWITZ 

The | -working role’ of . ‘producer. 
_Av Westin can be compared to that. 
of the male animal wooing. the} 

“female of -the species. Fhat’s the 
working role assumed by virtually 
-all daytime tv. producers, but Wes-. 
tin, as producer of the ‘Mike Wal-| 
lace. “News Show,” _ unashamedly. 
deals in. hard news.: - - 

ie le Pag her 0f the Ta “| 

"Mite Maid’s Buy 
_ Minute. Maid, 

sponsorship ‘of the hour ‘Marine- 
land_special,." 

29. 

_in the morning may be. harassed.} 
.Our program is designed ‘to be 
listened to, as well as seen. If. the. 
harassed. housewife is. intrigued. 
‘with what-she hears, ‘she'll stop. to}. 
watch: .us..- 
“We aim to give the. woman some: | 

thing additional in the news.” He 
‘recalled some time back when Gro- |. - 
‘‘myko. paid -a visit to. the U.S:. after: oes 
the. Cuban crisis. CBS correspon- |. 
dent ‘Marvin ‘Kalb told: a Khrush- |: 
chev: anecdote. about Gromyko .on!. 
the show. “‘When her husband-came 
home that. woman - ‘watching: our. 

‘one: said ‘if he ‘told Gromyko- ‘to 
or on ice, ‘Gromyko would, do just. 

a 7.97 

with the New: York Times, the na-. 
tion’s newspaper of record. “We're 
the page five of the Times,” he said, 
“rather than page one.” By that. he 
referred to the many. stories inside 
the Times and. other. publications’ 

as’ medical. quakery, the . cigaret- 
cancer issue, the consequences of 
atomic explosions in the. air on new 
born: babes, juvenile delinquency, 
new teaching methoégs, religion, and. 
the insecticide controversy. . 

_ Westin wasn’t ‘unmindfal ‘of the’ 
ratings ‘for the show. ‘Although 
NBC-TV’s “Say. When” is topping 
“Mike. Wallace” in the. 10-to 10:30 
‘am. slot, the Wallace show. has 
been building and is currénftly hit- 7 
ting a 23 share of. audience, ‘com- 
pared. to the 16 share it inherited’ 
from “Calendar,” ‘which. occupied 
the same CBS-TV time period: last 
season. It looks likely that Wallace. 

- will return next season. 
Design of the’ show rules out 

‘commonplace women’s . features: 
such as fashions and cooking: Wes- | 
tin, Wallace and the writers of the: 
show are conscious of news of spe- 
cial interest to women and ‘when / 
‘there’s a news development in that | 
area, they develop it with. relish. 
Westin has.a rule. prohibiting | the | 
use of news footage seen on. the 
previous night's 
News Show.” 

To develop. fresh angles. and. to 
secure fresh footage overnight 
isn't a small task. Helping. Westin 
is the whole CBS News operation, 
as well as occasional feeds | from: 
CBS affils. 

Another segment of the program. 
in keeping with the design of the 
show, is a daily diary of expected |. 
news developments. In ..that: “‘wayf| 
the women at home, busy with the’ 
kids and. housekeeping, will know. 
what to expect when Daddy. comes: 
home with the newspaper. . 

The sympatico team of. ‘Westin. 
and Wallace, iin effect,. have ‘rung | 
up a sign on tv. -“The. Intelligent: 
‘Woman Lives Here. ‘Escaping Dora 
‘Go Home.” — 

Audience Buildup 
For Ron C 
ABC News,: battling . as get” into. 

contention with the otier net-. 
works for the past cauple of -yeatrs,. 
is finally making it a fairly re- 
spectable race with the Ron Coch- 
ran's early evening show: Altnough. 
still third in the ‘three-network 
race, Cochran has upped his rat-. 
ings by more than 48° over’ last | 
Year and is now. delivering almost | 
4 300,000 homes per. average min- 
ute. Payoff for these higher | ‘rat- 
ings is in the current $12.000° per 
minute’ rate for’ the. Cochran as 
against half that figure two. years } 
ago. 

around $20,000 per: minute. for to. be. vidtaped- in Hollywood - ‘for 
_ { telecasting by-CBS-TV. 

..Another guestar. scheduled for : 
the. hourlong | special is. Margaret: 

Special -is :slated to.) 
‘be’ vidtaped Feb. 8, with: no ‘date |” 

yet ‘for: telecasting: : 
George Englund -has” been. signed 

their evening news shows. 
Station clearances for the: ‘Coch-! 

ran show are also climbing. Now: 
over 120 ‘stations, two key mar- 

WEWS-TV.,. Cleveland, and: 
‘WTVN, Columbus,: will be: picking | 
up: the show. starting‘ in? January.: 
Addition of. these. cities. will heln} 

.Cochran’s standing in thé. national | 

like. the ABC-TV | 

_ kets, 

Nielsens which, 

(Continued on | Page 31): 

Heilbron, 

“Walter ‘Cronkite: 

Rutherford: 

‘selected «as 

100 In Show Biz 
‘Unite, In Bid For 

“ London; Dee: 23. 

s “One: ‘of “the” strongest. new. ‘ap: | IN 

show :could say “that Khrushchev plications for..a 1964-7 ‘commer- | 
‘cial: ‘ty franchise, “now Up: for giabs, i 

is.in from a :new ‘group,. London |." 
“We're not a program of record,” Independent -Television Producers.”| 

he said. He then drew a parallel | Headed °..by. 

Box, ‘it. is backed by. nore than’ 100. 
| show biz ‘names. . It -is undérstood* 
thé ‘group is ‘seeking to. ‘operate in: 
the London area, ‘Monday to Fri-. 
day, -a franchise now held by. As- 

which are of ‘special. interest to. ‘soelated-Rediffusion, 
women. He mentioned subjects such |. ; 

‘ing. of around. $8,500,000, is headed 
-by.a board. of governors ‘comprising | 
‘Dame Peggy. ° Ashcroft, _Anthony- 
Asquith; John Betjeman, 
Edith Evans, Ivan Foxwell,. -Chris- 

| topher: Fry, Jack ‘Hawkins, “Rose 
Q@.C.; ‘Bernard Miles, 

John Mills, Jacquetta Hawkes, Sir: 
‘Michael Redgrave, - . 
‘Robson, ‘Sir’ John Rothenstein. and ! 
Peter. Ustinov. 

‘Board. ‘of: directors, ‘chaired’ by: 

. producer ~. 

LITP, which has ‘fnaneial™ back: 

Dame- Flora’ 

.Box,: includes - : Ne orman. Fisher, 
‘chairman: of |. BBC's Advisory | 
‘Council; ‘Ted. Willis, a : leading. 

iricludes. ‘such. writers .as 

Galton: and’ “Alan: Simpson, . Ken. 
Hughes, Willis’ - Hall and. Keith 
Waterhouse. y 

Producers. ‘and directors involved 
include: Ken:. Annakin, Roy Baker;. 
and. George Brown :amvoiig many | 
others and. among: performers -as-. 
‘sociated: with ‘the | project: are ac-* 
tors Sfanley Baker, Richard Todd, | 

_|- musician. Stanleéy.. Black ‘and. news- |: 
man, Brian; »Connell, to name’ ‘but. 
a few. 

According. to. Box: “The group 
was. formed. as..a result. of long: 
‘discussions during: gatherings .of 
writers... 
‘musicians: who ‘felt convinced. that 
| creative. artists: 
greater. part in. the ‘running -of tv: 

. The - basis. of :the: ‘application | ; 
‘Fests: ‘upon. the -belief:. that: the 
creator must™-be. the dominant - in- 

} fluence .in tv if the’ medium: is‘ -to. 
be used: with maximum. efficiency! 

}.in. the ‘service - of: the. pubiie:. © 
“What. we. are looking: for ‘is va | 

| marriage’ of creative: ability: with [> 
experienced management on. terms 7 

producer, directors and 

‘Should: take a 

| of - equal. partnership, - something 
~~, | which: does: not. exist in tv: today, |. 

| where. creative ‘personnel - are in-. 
| variably in a: position of inferiority 
despite the ‘fact. that they Provide 
lv with its life blood.” = © 7 

Should.the showbiz‘ station ‘bid 1 
‘be successul, Box -poirits out, studio. |” 
‘space at. Shepperton. and in central.|. a 
‘London, together ‘with all. the. nee- 

is: already. as. essar v apparatus, . 
sured. : 

LESUE CARSON SET 

as: producer of the .one-shot: 
Goulet, under: his deal with CBS. 

| TV; -also”.is: scheduled .to make. at. 
. pilot for. a. possible weekly: series. oe 

via = Dancer, Fitz. 7 . 

gerald & Sample, ‘has. bought full |” 

‘to -be: telecast -by |. | 
CBS:TV: on ‘Easter Sunday, March 

; | "Charles Andrews will produee. { 
“We. realize’ the housewife’ at 10 oe 

‘Brit. TV Stations | 

“Sydney fe 

Dame-:. 

| FI (’s ‘Deception’ Rap 

products. 

” Fespond fo the’ FIC: ‘charges. 

»’ Monday. -to:Thuisday ABC pro-: *. 
tion ~ pictures,” 

ST ANS Or rr rE EE Se TT ERY ET ER egy oa rE see 

7S . : . : oe Pee re te . nae 2 

J ACK BA BARRY 
L Now ‘producing: five - ‘pilots . for: 
CBS- TV—Paramount TV: Proguction 
Development. program. 

or 

if atre’s’ 

Trio of 
“Hollywood; Dee. 23. 

ae trio. of ‘spinoffs. are on: ‘Revue 5] 
“Kraft: Suspense ‘Theater’ - series 
this season, .two of them finished, 
‘and one now: before. the. cameras. 
All “are . being’. helmed. ‘ander : the |: 
supervision of - exec: producer Roy} 

“uy. “Enemy, | 
| Huggins, 

-Now | ‘shooting is 
This Town,” 
Bain, -Scott : Marlowe and: ‘Barbara: 
Nichols.. Bob: Blees’ is” “producing | _ 
‘the show, which - if. it: becomes a 
series. would: be called. “The Stran-| 

1 Bers.” os 
“Court - Martial,” ”. : '‘{wo-parter 

‘starring. Lee Marvin which opened | 
the season for the series; .is. an- 
other spinoff, and -the: ‘third is an 

_|‘Air Force story. localed: in. England:| 
during World War: Il,. “Fhe Action 
of. the Tiger,” on. whieh - lensing 
has - been. finished... Peter Brown | 
and Steve “MeNally star. - 

scripter, ‘and. -James Carr. leading |: - 
| documentary. film, producer.,. ‘They. 
“Will ‘be- ‘responsible ‘for the. -day- | 
‘to-day: running of the. company. ] 

_LITP’s: list of - associates, which | 
totals more -than: 100: names. con- “s 
nected with: the: entertainment. in- | 
‘dustry, 
Frank. Muir and. Denis ‘Norden, 
T. -E. B.-Clarke. Jack: Davies, Ray. 

Vs. 3 Toy Companies | 
a ‘Washington, ‘Dec.. 23:: 

Three: toy: companies : were | 

slapped. with. -complaints* for’ de- | 

ceptive.. - toy: advertising. on. ‘tele-| : 
vision. by the Federal Trade. Com-|' 
mission. 

The. ‘companies——American - ‘pen | 
& ‘Toy Corp.,: Rainbow. Crafts: Ine. 
and Emenee Industries Inc.—were. 
charged: ‘with: _misrepresenting 

in-..tv,. wnewspaper ‘and 
periodical - -advertising.. : 

FTC's: complaint against “Ameri- 
“can. was based on the company’s 
“Dick Tracy.. _ 2-Way. “Wrist. Radio”. 

‘| which ‘claims. it could. receive ama- 
teur. radio ‘signals, © 
The. Commission : said Emenee’ 5. 

“Electronic Rifle Range”’: does. not 
| have™. a- telescope-like sight |: and |’ 
noted the. -game:. was - not complete |: . 
‘and ready for operation. 7 

-FTC: ‘said: not’ all ‘of. Rainbow's 
“Forge”. -Press” ‘sets. and” other 
games are complete: and. Teady: to 
operate. 

' The. companies ‘have. 30: days: to 

My. Fair Shave: 
‘Editor, VARIETY: < Lo 

- Regarding: WaRIERY’ s. "story _ 
“on: “30% .Share”. in‘last week’s ' 

issue, .we at ABC :were. some-. 
: what © puzzled... ‘For -example:. 

.. For six weeks ending -Nov. 
10, 1963. (Oct. 1 to Nov. 1 Niel- .” 

ABC had 10: hours: of program- * 

-. This- compares with: only four: 
and a quarter hours. with.30.. 

a shares: or better ‘for: ‘the: com-= ~. 
_» parable, Six. weeks: in. 1962.: 

{- "Phus -in- ternis: of. ‘the ‘number’. 

“FOR GOULET SPECIAL! 
_ Leslie ‘Caron: will ‘make. her ‘ty'|-. 

NBC-TV and CBS-TV. ‘fet | debut. in the Robert Goulet’ ‘special |: .. on 
- report: you: ‘quote shows: no in- 

of hours of programming. with. . 
30.: plus ‘shares, ‘ABC -has :im=- 
“proved 122%: over ‘a year. ago. 

The. reason the ‘November 2 | 

>. erease :over -1962,: is that all. 

’ ‘prams: telecast .: the. second: 
week of the regort period lost” ~ 
anywhere. from: seven ‘to .25-: 
delayed . telecast markets’ he-. 

_ ..eause of: President Kennedy’ sot 
/ “assassination. coverage. 

In .a3 timieally. Jew a 
Fhis 

Tesulted. 
share. levels. for the report. 

“Michael Je je Foster. 

petece ote TL. 

a: .. Tycoon : : 7 . “ 

-Broadsides «2: ...0.0...:. tee ek 
oer eog”” .- 

|: Take Me To Your. Leader Veeg eevee 

‘Spina | 

staring::. Diarie | Mc- | 

AT E Protests 

sen National. reports‘inclusive).:. 

ming: with 30: shares. or better. : “8 

| Wednesdays December 25, 1963. 

: Where the Pits om Fon 
€ 1964-65 Deals) 

pen ‘Pioneer Go ‘Horne’ OE ea eee cae tee ele, “x: 
1 | No Time: For Sergeants F copetar es 
#.|; ‘Wendy-And Me . eset sagbeee ey 
+ .. Not. Very. Newsreel._ gle ne ceeces 
J Valentine’s ' Day eee vee 

- Captain Ahab - 
| + Three On An Island . - cee werd * Mickey obec cde cee eee eb aces 

_— Jodie -* 
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File. 109 . 
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” Animal ‘Crackers: vee ee lee Cede a 
Criminal: ‘At Large aol sea tegteces 
‘One Patient cat A Time. 
-Yellowbird . 
McCaffrey none . Webbe lbadbetesness 

s|- Night:People. ..0.......... bw ee ces 
. Twelve O’Clock High” Sieve eae 

| +- Great Bible Adventures a 
.1.- Medical Center 2.0. pe ce ce os vas -“ 
“|. Alexander The Great ..:..:....: “. : 

Voyage.To The. Bottom ‘Ot ‘The Sea’. . xX 
Royal’ Bay. 2.5. c.0fe.cgae etc eees —_ 
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Chana Student Story. Finds ABCs $ 
Lower, Jaffe . 

Spier’ $ $6 Deal 
Hollywood, Dec. 23.. 

. Tony “Spinner | has ™. 

Screen Gems. deal. as producer- 

writer-creator : in connection with 

anew pilot, “The. Intruders. mo. 

ture: ‘project. Spinner, formerly a 

produicer-writer - at Warner « Bros. 

‘TN, owns. a na plece of series. of series. _ 

New Tape. Pact 
With Producers 

Hollywood, ‘Dee: 93. 
‘First: official protést against ‘the 

new. tape pact between IATSE ‘in: |. 
ternational. prexy Richard Walsh. 
and .motion picture and. ‘vidpix.| | 
production, associations has been | 
‘registered by. the: membership. ‘of 
IATSE. film | editors - ‘local 776, 
which . “last: week unanimously. 
adopted a resolution empowering 
its board of directors to take: “any |: 
‘and all: mevessary ‘action . to: pro-| 
‘tect the Jocal’s. now existing - con- |. 
tracts with. all producers.” a 
Membership took its’ action. after. 

a discussion of the tape.pact, led. 
‘by.: business :agent John- Lehners. 
‘Much’ concern. was expressed by.|.. 
some : of the members. regarding | 
the jurisdictional ‘aspects of the |.” 
tape pact, also its interchangeabil- | . a 

Pity clauses.:. _ 

| -At-the same ‘meeting, : the mem- 
—| bership: approved two- pacts. with 
* 4-‘Wolper Productions, one for .mo= 

“| tion pictures, one for vidpix. Lingo} 
| in the Wolper: pacts, which is-sim- 
ilar. to: the editor’s pacts with other 

; ‘companies, ‘takes: on” new. .signifi- | 
cance in view of the current has- 
{sle over tape; Part of -the Wolper-. 

“| editors. pact-reads. . 
{| pany uSes any substitute substance 
‘or product: such as magnetic tape 
.| in“lieu of ‘positive film for the pur- 
pose of editing: ‘documentary mo-. 
-tion ‘pictures.as aforesaid,. or -for 

| the synchronization -and. editing: ‘of 
sound «effects: of any.-natuire,“and|._ 

| for. masic’ in’ conjunction” with the} e, 
editing of documentary Motion) ; 
‘pictures,. said ‘use of: such” substi- 

-{ tute, 
-Lnot: alter or. change .the - contract- | 
‘| ual ‘obligation: of the -parties* here- 

-‘That’s. the- language “in 
the tv pact, and. ‘the film pact: Jan- 
| guage states that the phrase “mo-. 

cas. used. herein, 

Substance © oO. ‘product - ‘shall 

tofore.” 

shall be deemed to mean motion 
| pictures -of any’ type” or” nature, 

‘| produced. by. the. producer.”."". | 
Editors: claim... this’ ‘contractual 

language: ‘definitely covers: tape—a 
claim: echoed by: other IA Iccats in. 

cE Hollywood, and: assert. this Was, put 

"(Continued o on: page 31).. 

inked ‘a 

original ‘figure. ‘approve: 
House -and $4,500,000 : below ‘the 

| The * 73,000, 
-eall 145,971,00 “if the com- all ed: for $ 

mack in Middle of of it A 
By HERM ‘SCHOENFELD 

Elmer. W. Lower; “ABC: ‘News 
| prexy currently ‘on a tour .of. the. 
-web’s. European: -bureaus, . 
“himself in the center of-a hot news me 
story while. in: Moscow last week. : 
Lower was lunching - with -ABC’s. | 
‘man in Moscow, Sam Jaffe,- ‘when: — 
a tip was mere ay str a. “Ghana ; 

te . _| stration by stu ents rom ana ‘It's. ‘a 60-minute action: adven: ‘had started. ; 

. Lower. and Jafte: took’ oft. for - 
: Red. ‘Square. by. car with. the ‘bu-".. 

.-. /yeau’s : Russian... cameraman -and - 
<1.) Jaffe’s interpreter. At Red Square,,. So 

| they. found .the ‘vast: plaza. closed ' 
| from. three - sides to keep the Rus- 

| sian ‘public. away; but. Lower ‘and 
| Jaffe -circled along the -banks. of: - 
the Moscow ‘River until they. ‘le 

| cated -the: single’ entrance to the 
‘square. 

found 

The ABC cameraman; séeing: al-. 
“|. most: ‘as. many © ‘Russian police..ag. ¢. 
:-there were: students, was. worried’. ~ 
‘about ‘shooting any film, ‘He. took .. 
about. 15 feet before..a Russian 
‘security officer said. that: ‘photos ~~ 
‘were’ not permitted. There’ was. 
only one other. cameraman. present. 
—a man from Moscow Television— 7 
but. he ‘shot nothing. 

"(Continued on ontinued on page 3 30). 

USIA \ Compromise: ee 
~ Vote $134,000,000 

Washington, Dec. 23. 
‘The ‘House and Senate ‘agreed to : ve 

“a -compromise $134,000,000 appro- -: 
priation - for: the’ U.. Ss. Information oon 
Agency... 
The. coin: is’ s $3, 000, 000 above the 

amount. first: voted by the Senate. 
Agency’ Ss original : budget 

Both. ‘houses « also ‘passed . the 

compromise $750,000 ‘appropriation i 
for..the Media Guarantee Fund, 
The. -House -had originally ‘called. ne 
‘for ~$1;000,000. but - the. Senate 
-chopped~- ‘this ; “to... $650,000. and 
called. for :a ‘halt -in<the’.program.. 

priations - conference: 

‘The:-$134,000, 000. ‘sum. ‘agreed to. 
‘for- USIA means ‘the: ‘agency will: - 
-be able’ to expand somewhat - its” 

| film : and . tv -operations. Much | of .. 
in; the: 

original’ USIA’ budget . was. ‘to! 800%, 
‘the ‘increase ‘ealled . for. 

to. those operations, . 

When ..:the “House ® first: : ‘slashed a 
the figure to $131,000;000,; “USIA:. 
director. Edward. R: Murrow- went 
‘on the warpath, : denouncing: Con- 
gress. in. ‘several speeches: for ‘eut-.. 
ting. so deeply. ‘into’ the film ‘and *-- 

. ry. services. . 

Lower and Jaffe. tried: to. ques-. 
-tion the students, but Russian ‘se- 

| curity: officers shouted . at them: 
“Tell them about, Alabama.” Lower | 
replied that the students had heard. 
‘about: Alabama ‘because. the: free: 

d... by.‘ the - 

The compromises were. reached: |... 
earlier | by. a. House-Senate Appro-. ~:~. 

- committee -:: > 
with’ floor - ‘Passages - being: Of a 
‘routine nature: me 

wine oy ene 
C CCL aman wet 



a National’ ‘Nieeenss Second: Nov. Report ee 

Mt. Novak. (NBC). Lb alee Va elete 
Kraft Suspense Theatre (NBO) - 
-QOuter ‘Limits (ABC) bet ek ee es wa setweees ese ceeee veeues 
Fugitive (ABC): 
Greatest. Show.on ‘Barth (ABO) 
Richard Boone* (NBC).- 
Lieutenant* (NBC) * 
Breaking Point (ABC) - 
~“Arrest..and Trial* (ABC) 
Great Adventure* (CBS). Kegnte eee tbe tas vi seecae: 

.:Burke’s. Law* (ABC): 

‘Temple Houston (NBC): 
East Side, West. ‘Side (CBS) 
Channing. (ABC) : ste a vies °. Libs ves ooteaes > : eecoseoan vs ‘em o 5 

Espionage - (NBC) © 
* Telecast. one. week only. 

o ‘An. intense competitive pattle for 
- the: world.. market ‘by the’ ‘major |. 
producing. nations is giving a pow- || 

erful thrust.to the.advent of in-| 
ternational. commercial. television,:| 

“according to. Don Coyle, ABC Inter- | 

national ‘president. :.“‘The - strides 
. that -will be made. text. year « will 
“make our past progress seem pallid 

- by -comparision,”’ he - said, :-while 

, noting that his” ‘division’s billings 

mounted by over: 100% ‘in the. last 

- gouple ‘of: years, oon 

One. of ‘the ‘most “nipoctant. fais 

“global ‘tv, Coyle. noted, is the fact 
that Japanese and. English manu-: 
facturers have’ been. ‘hawking: their 
‘wares to. fhe world via.tv.for the. 
first time, During the past couple. 
of months; ABC International’s of- 

ficés in’ London: and: Tokyo. sold. 

time on its affiliated. Latin-Ameri- ; 
can, network to such companies .as.|: 
Yardley, Kiwi. Shoe Polish, ‘Beech-. 

|Puppetry Trend On Bait Cham 
‘am. Products, and “‘Oki-Denki,. the. 
latter al _Nipponese. ‘electronics 
company:. ~~ ; 

This development, Coyle noted, | 
{s only the initial phase -of a drive | 
‘for. foreign . -markets.. which | 

_..@ompel “American . advertisers to}. 
‘pay increasing. attention to’ global |. 

- tv ‘as.a merchandising tool:: Coyle;. 
-": meidentally, ‘recently:‘completed: a tour with other company execs: -of 

'-100° top advertisers in. the U.S. to: 
which he pitched: the. sadvantages: 

. of international. ‘television. . 
~ Coyle said that American: ‘iadus- |. 1, 

-.trialists : were impressed’ “by :the.| 
profound ‘impact: of television. on. 

- world. public opinion during the 
coverage of Pres... 

(Continued on. page 31) 

Wf, Increase hh 
~ Matual Billi 
Mutual Broadcasting’. ‘reports “a a 
16%. increase’ in time sales: over 

‘last: year.. (Last. year the’ radio 
web Teported. a Profit ‘of .: ‘$1, 000,- 

, \. . 

Tce? |: We a ‘yearend*. ‘statement, web. 
. preny ‘Robert F. ‘Hurleigh said, : 
~ “the continuing use-of network ra- |. 
"dio: as_an important,. low-cost. ad- 
vertising medium has. been partic- | 

-" as ‘been. strongly. reflected ‘by: in- 
: vo ereased |. activity on. part.’ 

.J):* proadeasters: and advertisers... 
“vs: Metwork’s’ volumé. has 

‘steadily for the past three years.”. 

ularly: evident .during.. 1963. : 

-of both 
Our. 

‘gone ‘up: 

He said this year’s revenue in- 
, ° erease’ also: was -due: to the. fact. 

that the 480° Mutual affiliates. ac- 
‘cepted. up to 95%: of the web news. 
shows; . there’ are. now. Mutual -af- 

-filiates 'in95 of.:the: top’ -100. mar- 
‘kets; . ‘improved © ‘operating. effici-. 
ency;. and recent Studies. proving. 
network radio : was. being . -undet- 
estimated: 
“A total of: 57 ‘advertisers ised’ the: 

. network, . and. the web made. addi-. 
” tions. to. the: affil “roster in“ Chi-. 
-“gago, San. Antonio,.. Tacoma, . Baton 
Rouge, Spokane, " Nashua-Manches- 

“.>ter, Lubbock, Mobile and Nashville, 
“Web. ‘aiso.. made. flans ‘for new 

‘studios and engineering facilities. 
in 1963, and reports aré the hq will. 

“.. move - uptown © in © 1964. from ‘the 
“Tongtime. 1440: “Broadway. location: Bene 

‘@enveev'eo ee se woae 

oa ey sy eleaeeelele ob enced ees “Gee. 

° eegeeereecera ds cosas ebews esas 

weg dese caren cede sees d eta ea $e, 

rye seeeeseeee eco e decease cenesace 

Jamie McPheeters* ' (ABC): sa benmeeedeneseegereesenes., 
wc eee enna ds teecgerecece: 

see ss aesdeeeeystscewsonee 

.eations of: the future potential “of |.Teruns. © 

John F. “‘Ken- . 

na Scorecard 
. ‘408. 

‘18.4 
179° 

TD: 
165: - 
380 

15.9. °°: 
os: 
“48° 7: 

agcewee ‘ge cune oes ‘ée. 

pe eakege 

14-7. 
“146 
13.5 ©. 

SAA 

1 Dozier ‘as ‘senior v.p. in-.charge | of | 
. | production: at: Sereen’ Gems, ‘and 

| tJack -Webb deposed ‘as tv produc- : 
-1-¢ion boss at Warner Bros, | For this 
I] is the:.season. ‘when : the. major ‘tv: 

_W° | studios: failed. to: come. up with ‘a | 
‘“} single hit .on, any of. the networks | ¢ 
| see ‘Separate story): all of the. Niel--| © 

| sen-inviting new. entries have come | - J 
| from the-ranks of the ‘independent. es 

-)-prodicers . andi when -no. less a. 27 
_|-buyer’than CBS-TV ‘has. shut’ the | -. 
| door, on all the. miajers in Project- J 

Bake’ Se for 2 
- Hollywood, . Dec. 23° 

Four: Star’ s “Burke’s Law" ' ‘5e- 
ries. -has “had -its . second. option: 
picked up by ABC-TV for. six: more |{:- 
episodes, to’ make for a total. of 32 
hours forthe season, ... - ; 
-Gene Barry: stars. in’ the. ‘series’ 

‘produced: by Aaron ‘Spelling. Orig-: 
‘| inal. déal -with the web: was for 

13 “segs. “Deal: “also. includes - 18 

‘Series has been sold in- 13. “Hore 
“eign: countries, : and- dubbed. .into. 
‘five. languages, : Japanese, | Spanish, ; 
Ttalian, Portuguese and: French... 

Supercar’ Cueing 

London, Dee. 23; 
Following» the “SUCCESS - 

“Supercar” - and 

A. P.. Films, 

involving puppets, namely, “Sting- 
ray” for Associated. Television re- 
lease. Meantime; -ABC-TV, which 

| aired ‘its own puppet show “Space. 
° Patrol,” has: decided: ‘to bring it 

.| back for. a.second run.” 

‘BBC-TV, too;-has caught the bug tt 
band. currently has <a ‘And }. 

ce Perky” puppet . anusical ‘series on. 
= ‘| the: air, plus.a puppetization « of. ite 
7 Tadio: “Goon Shows 7 wugts 

“Pinky 

a telepix enterprises. 

2). 

‘of. “the: 
“Fireball XL5” 

series on “American tv. and: to al. 
great extent. on the domestic indie } 
‘channel, . use. of ; Puppets: in. -kid- 
‘shows has: accelerated. . . 

responsible tor 
“Fireball”. and “Supercar” is ‘cur-'| 
rently working : 6n .a-. third «series | 

, ate 
' Collier Y Young Paced > Hollywood:: ‘Dee. 93: 

. péxhaps pot since. the Méecline-of | 
lar motion - picture. 
{the -major: Hollywood: studios. 0X-'| 
| perienced™ ‘the. ‘turmoil ‘that -cur- 
| rently: exists: within their: all-im-| 
‘portant (and all too: frequently ‘the 

«4 difference ‘between profit and loss). 

"What. had: been. ‘foreordained: al- 
“| most: sitice: the: start of- the .tv sea- |. 

| son—that. something (and someone) 
| big::-would -have’to give—came to. 

_:| pass. over. the ‘past week: with ‘the- 
'| simaltaneous. resignations ‘of . Bill: 

ing ‘its: 64-65 ‘schedule. 
“In the’ wake of. the: ‘Webb and \ 

Dozier’ exits,. it .is-felt. in. well-in- | 
formed’: ‘eireles here that other | 

changes. are.on- tap; ‘that :it is. en-.} 
-tirely . conceivable ‘that before’ ‘the |. 
‘spring there:. could bea new. tv 
‘production. thhead at most. all if not. 

| all of the. major ‘studios. .There’s | 
‘one report, for example, that Jerry |. 
‘Thorpe’s.:departure~ -from.::Desilu’ 
‘Studios: ‘might-be imminent. . 

Meanwhile’ speculation. is Tife. as 
a to who will: succeed Dozier as. the | 

} new production chieftain at Screen 
|-Gems. and: who. Bill. Orr: will ‘desig-. 
“I mate as Webb’s ‘successor.’ It’s un-"} 
.| derstood: that Dick Dorso,, who. has} 
considerable “success “this /season . 

“with his UA-TV: entries, -particu- | 
: larly those on. ABC-TV - (and with }. 

| six. CBS-TV. pilot: deals: for.‘ next |. 
2 season) is. in No. 1 contention for 
| the: Dozier top - slot, ‘along ‘with /. 
a Harry. Ackerman, ’ exec. producer of 
:| many SG.-séries... There has been. 
{some talk that Orr. may ‘restore: 
Hugh: Benson . to his: erstwhile, Ww 
‘spot. ‘at ‘Warners. 7 

Dozier. in. October ‘completed 

of . ‘Sereen. ‘Gems, ‘in. a. joint -an-| 
“‘nouncement . with: Dozier said. ‘he |" 
‘would: remain ‘available until com- 
‘pletion -and -delivery- to the .sales |: 
department. of: the company’s ‘cur- 
rent output of pilots. for: next: se€a- 

‘| son. He ‘is: expected‘ to: check. ‘off 
: the Columbia’ lot Jan. 15, 
| While: Dozier ‘said. his’. ‘future’| 
| plans: are not. definite, he indicated. 
‘Teactivation of his indie.- ‘company: 
Greenway Productions, . which. has 

fe “non: exclusive . ‘agreement for: 
: | Joint’. development. of - productions. 

Telcan, Home TV Te 
7 Recorder (British- Made) | 

> Given 'a NY.- Tryout’ 
. rc ‘home ‘tv: tape- recorder: that’s: 
been ‘in. the: works with more than 
one. manufacturer | ‘over the’. last: 
‘eight years; was: demonstrated for | a 
press “and. Cinerama ‘stockholders | 
last week in: New York. . : 

“Telean;. hone’ recorder “aevel: 
Loped by. British engineers.’ ‘Jack 
Jones,... Norman:. “Rutherford; . Mi- 
:Chael “Turner. - and Brian North: 
was demonstrated. in. England ° last’ 
‘summer.-and. now. in: this country 
‘by ‘Cinerama. | Company . hopes: to. 
‘he able to sell the ‘machine: along. 
with an electronic camera, for. im-'| 
‘mediate playback of. ‘motion ‘pie |-, 
tures through the tv set, ‘for be 
tween $300 and $400. 

- Demonstrations. . he: re “showed. 
both: replay Of. tv. ‘shows - picked 
off: the ‘set and. instantaneous re-. 
‘play of | pix taken with the: tape. 
“eamera. oe oe 

1: In’ the. fall of 1956; ‘on ‘the: 0c: 
‘casion.. of. ‘General Davia: ‘Sarnoff’s 
50th. anniversary: in ‘the “electron- 
ies industry, - RCA. g@emonstrated; 

; along with -other. developments,” a. 

(Continued on: page: 30)... 

‘senior .veepee in: charge.’ of SG 
‘productions: ‘and. Coast operations. 

ding :E. : 

ident . ‘Ben: 

{:for-.SG distribution: The parting |: 
“was said to: be- amicable, the result 
of policy - ‘differences.. 

Dozier: came to. SG. “after two 
turns: as head of RKO'-Studio and. 

‘| program veepee in Hollywood. for. 
CBS-TYV.. With his recent: new con- 
‘tract - Dozier -* was -given ‘title. of 

The Case of Jack Webb © 
- Webb last : ‘Wednesday - (18): te- 

* | ceived: a front: ‘office communique 
notifying him. his services - ‘would 
No ‘longer:.be :required as of 6 p.m.. 
on: that day: This resulted-in con- 

‘ferences between.his. attorney,. Jac-| 
.ob ‘Shearer, and-studio reps, inclu- 

_DePatie;- since’ Webb}. 
does’-have a ‘three-year firm con-}* : 
tract, which -has. two . “years: andy" 
‘two: months to go. 

-The entire situation: was: ‘precipi- 
tated. earlier ‘when ‘Warners issued 

fa ‘brief announcenient: stating that 
Orr, former: tv. production: chief at: 
‘the ‘Burbank’ lot, had been assigned. 
‘to “reevaluate the entire ty. opera- 
tion.” ‘This was issued ‘without: con} 
sultation’ with Webb..: 

- Background of. the. situation was . 
explained’ by. his-counsel; Shearer, 
who. said: “About..10. tnonths: ago. 
Warner . Bros.. president. Jack L: 
Warner and. his executive. vice pres- 

‘Kalmenson © -extended 

"(Continued ‘on page. 28). 

sales chieftain. John: Mitchell. 

“Yank™.season, All 
one -of ‘the most, sfriking features. 
-of.the medium was. the gray hairs 
('sported.. by. performers. and.‘ per- 
formers ‘and ‘personalities. ‘in the. 
‘programming he ‘caught, He noted. 
a general Jack. of youth in. dramas, 
quiz games and comedies.. And al- ; 
though - shows’ like “‘The Beverly | 

“inyolved. “youngsters, 

| Garters’ - 

“Ryan-Pressman” 
ning: news: strip, has taken over. 
the. 11: 15. news. He'll continue’ as™ 

: the. two-a-day™ stint. isn't at a1 
7 finale“ mM] 

As: ‘Rogues’ Producer 
| Hollywood, Dec. 23. 

" Producer. ‘Collier’ ‘Young "has 
‘been. si: 
duce. “it 

be. on ‘NBC-TV.. next. ‘season. — 

‘drawing: ‘poard, via a. * 26-week 

Sereen. Gems. deal ‘negotiated : by 

Series, - “HY ohnny Quest,’ ” 

the--‘current - tenant, 

board: as a- firm. commitment. 

tempt in the ‘cartoonery . program- 
“ming sweepstakes ‘starting with the 
- successful 
Others included. “Top Cat, ” “Cal-| 
vin: & the Colonel” and. “Jetsons. aa A 

| Britain’ $ kan | | 
‘four: years. at the studio and ,re-|- 
-eently: was given.an extended eon- 

1 tract. While his. resignation is im- 
mediately: effective, Jetome: ‘Hyams, 

“Flintstones” ‘series. 

Too Many Gray airs 
~ Dominate TV in US. ; 

‘London, : Dec. 23. 

" Ameérigan: “television. ds ‘middle 

aged. ‘So says. ‘Elkan. “Allan, dight: 
‘entertainment topper ‘of the. come. 
mercial ‘major. Associated-Rediffu- 
sion,- who has just returned from 7 

‘|a trip -to.the U.S, oe : 

On his firsthand 0.0. Of. the new 
an ‘reports ‘that. 

Hillbillies”. 
they. pivoted on older thesps. . 

‘Says ‘Allan: 

no: one is over ‘25: 

young: ‘performers. .. 

~Mueller’s Switch: 

of New. 

tion). and home: life (he’s a newly: 
wed); =: | 

Pressman . handles’ the stations 
‘half-hour’ 

long 3s 
+ too smuct wt a. strain. » 

os bay nn. 

hed. ‘by: Four. Star‘ to. pro- 
. -new.: adventure -series,. 
-|“The.-Rogues,”. hourlong - ‘show . to: 

| hours. in- medium: Blstony that he 7 
there> 

fore didn’t adhere to certain “rules 
and regulations.” The sponsors and 
‘the affiliates were’ running 
ness, and this, he said, ‘made their - 
‘standards. different from his. “I 
don’t like to.do like I’m suppoee . 

| David: Niven, Charles. Boyer and: 
Gig Young -star in series on a ro- 
‘tating basis. First segment of the 
series: has just: finished shooting, 

| with Four..Star.prexy.-Tom McDer- : 
mott ‘as producer,. ‘Young will take . 
over. with a second episode,.then: 
‘there . -will -be a. hiatus, with full 
Broduction Metinning in May. 

de- 
scribed - aS- an: action-adventure | 
-eartoon series, ‘is .a.-candidate  for- 
the Friday night 7:30 period: next. 
season (following the departure ‘of. 

“779 - Sunset. 
Strip”). Series has: heen botight— 

ff the st , ‘at $60,000: per -copy—o ory his underway. . 

re Y Help | 

“York—sneaking: 

This will ‘mark ABC's : fifth: at- |: 

“From. what 1. ‘saw, - 
|-none. of. the American. networks | 
had a™ show. Jike. our ‘Stars. and |. 

in which ‘all the .. per-.:| 
| formers: are’ under -30. years of | 
| age, or a “Ready Steady Go’ where | - 

(both: shows’. 
‘score. top. ratings here,: incident-.|: 
“ally).’ * It seems, he: avers, that the |. 
American. ‘webs. ‘just. do not a and “Dr. Kildare” series are plan- 

_) ning: a: two-parter for next season, 
j and since NBC-TV has okayed the 
| project, it’s an indication the web. 

NBC: ‘néweseaster Merle. ‘Meuller \is expecting to renew both shows. 
‘has given up the WNBC-TV. 11:15 | 
‘D.m.. news: strip . te ‘devote ‘more- 
job: time to political coverage’ (he’s: 
‘been close ‘to the campaign 
York Gov.- Rockefeller to get the 
Republican ‘ presidenttal ‘nomina- 

. Bill: ‘Ryan,: who: also: with. Gabe: 

‘eve- 

Jerry. Lewis went. oft his. ABC- 
{tv show Sat. night. (21)—not with 
Ta: bang but a whine. He took the 

| closing Moments .of his 13th and 
‘ast two-hour variety show for: a 
swan song that tried to pin the rap 
for his failure on the network and 
the sponéors 
He told the ‘studio audience and 

whatever viewers might have been 
left after one of the longest two- 

was.’a nonconformist and 

a busi- 

to,”. he said laughingly. 
‘Sammy Davis Jr. was around for 

the wake, and his straight, musical 
-Tsegs supplied the few. . minutes of 
‘worthwhile variety. Davis was. a.. 

:|} much. larger contributing force to 
_ }an’ earlier ‘Lewig.- stanza, possibly 
vo! | the -ghort. séason’s best, ‘bat once 

| again it-was proof of the old shaw 
| biz addage. that: you shouldn’t re-— 
}write a hit. 

Spread over the closing night, 
bits. y ‘Lewis. had .two noteworthy - 

-Y.|One was a parody of a method 
a : | type singer in a takeoff on the new 

A io-TV: 18. going | “to: try. again. 

with| a ‘half-hour. caitoon: series. 
‘This. one is off: the Hanna-Barbera 

school . of-nitery: ‘act. The -other was 
a. rendition- of Charlie’ ‘Chaplin's 
“Smile,” sung to a ‘smiling hand -- 
‘puppet. It was intimate: and touch- 
ingly humorous.. Otherwise, the 
comedian’s. patter throughout it 

~ was felt, should have been: buried 
{30 years ago in the Catskills. . 

‘Lewis’ at one ‘point said he-hed --. 
recently had a “dual thrill’.in New.’ 

in to catch folks . 
breaking up at one of his own 
pictures; then | catching simflar._ 

theatre laughter. over at thé Plaza 
where the Charlie Chaplin festival 

Counting the $9,200.00 sellout of 
tthe NCAA football for 1964, NBC. 
4+TV last week. racked up better 
than. $12,000,000 in sales, the rest 
‘coming from new nighttime busi- 
ness for the new year. 

‘Biggest nighttime order came. 
from Consolidated Cigar, putting 
$1,000,000 in five shows—Richard 
Boone, “Espionage,” “Temple Hous- 
ton; ae “International Showtime” 
and the Monday night feature pix. 

| Electric. 
‘picked ‘up a minute a. week in the 
‘Saturday night features; Block 
Drug:took an alternate minute in 
“International Showtime” (spring 
and summer); Simmons piit $750,-. 
‘000 in nine. shows; and Xerox. 
picked. up on the “Bay: of Pigs,” 

“Jn other sales, General 

télementary delayed following the 
| Presidents. assassination and now 
sch wed for Jan. 26, 10 to 11 p.m. 

and: Ford Motor made a. 

minutes. _ 

aa Hollywood, Dee. 23. 
-MGM-TV’s “The Eleventh Hour” 

‘Tentatively titled “Angel’s Fare- 
begin ‘well, ” the: two-parter will 

on “Hour.” which is seen Wednes- 
day nights, and finish the next. 
‘night. on. “Kildare.” Christoptier 
Knopf is.scripting the show, which. 
‘will deal with the subject . of heart: © 

| attacks. Irving Elman is producer 
of “Hour,”: and: David Victor of . 
“Kildare.” : 
“Same series’ had a _ two-parter, 

“Four: Feet in the: Morning,” On 
ehis. Season, but 

Labs put ‘$200,000 into . 
“Espionage” and “Sing Along with 

|. Mitch, 
-$500;000 spring. ‘buy of scattered 

tee 



rr 

Station Applican 

Washington; Dee: 24. 
FCC disclosed plans. to ‘toughen. 

up requirement for television Sta- | 
tions to learn the needs: and_ in-. 
terests of their viewing. communi- ite 
ties. 

served up in she form of a- -pro- 
‘posal. to. revise. tv’ applications. 

First, stations, when. filing. appli- | 
ations, will have to. detail ‘their’ 
efforts in seeking: community. ad- 
vice. 

a less detailed summation of how: | 

they are living up.. to their. com- bo. 

_!KVIM-AM, New. Aberiz;. ‘Lay: 

The Commission. ‘proposal, x 
munity: ‘efforts. 

ly reflecting the philosophy of 

Chairman E. William Henry, wi 

he subject’ to oral: arguments : Commissioners: Rosel: Hyde; ‘Robert 

. “EY Lee,’ Frederick Ford,. ‘ennethy 
Cox’, and: Lee: ‘Loevinger.” 

Feb.. 13. 

The proposed revision is’ in- Sec-., 
‘tion IV-of the tv application: form. 

Three portions of that. section’ con- 

tain. program. and policy questions. 

asked in pr esent. applications: .. 

The guts of the change lies in 
the subsection calling for .a narra~ 

tive statement on a “Survey of |. 

Civic: Leaders and - Viewing . Public. |: 

to <Ascertain Needs.” | 

It. would include listening. pub-| 

lic, public , officials, educators, re- 

ligious groups, entertainment |! 

media, agricultural organizations, 

business organizations, . labor: or- | 

ganizations, charitable groups, Ppro- 

fessional. associations, etc. -- 
The second portion of the sub-. 

gection would be a-statement on a 
station’s “Evaluation: Of. Program- 
ming Needs.” 

The third part would be “Pro- 

gram Proposals,” a list of regular-. 

- Jy. scheduled programs for: the 

coming year. ~~ 
: Statements in. the. section would 

‘tbe relied upon in. reviewing: appli- 
cations for. new tv. stations, renew- 

als, transfers of control and. major: 
changes. in existing facilities: | 

Parties seeking:time for the: oral 
arguments should notify FCC: ‘by. 
“Jan. 21. 

Storer’ § Bundle 
Of 20th Features | ‘idea for the intercontinental‘ hour- 

‘long program in. which. President: 
Lyndon 8B: - Johnson. has. been: in-: 
‘Mited to ‘participate. | _ Among. other | 
things;..it will include highlights ‘of 7 
‘the Syttende Mai-activities ‘in Oslo, |: 
Norway, and. Eidsvoll, Norway, ‘spe- 
Cal ceremonies. . me . 

In the largest group. ‘purchase 
‘of syndicated product. made. by 
Storer Broadcasting, the chain has. 
entered into a deal with 20th: Cen-. 
tury-Fox. TV for. 46..feature films: 

and 147 episodes of “Dobie Gihis” 
for WJBK-TV,. Detroit, WAGA-TV, 

. Atlanta. Storer -also bought the| 
* 46 features in 20th’s “Century II’ 
package for WITI-TV,. Milwaukee. 
 In- addition to-the Storer deal, 
20th-Fox TV. sold 30 features in. 
the Century | package. plus: the. 
Century H. groun te WHEN-TY, |. 
Syracuse, and KTMA-TV, Yakima: 
“WKOW-TV,.. Madison,. bought © the: 
Century I group.. Sales. ‘bring the 
total-of number of markets sold.on: 
Century i to. 50 and. 42 on Century.|== 
Wi. These features ‘were originally: | 
telecast on NBC-TV. ~~ 

Twentieth Century-Fox’ TV ‘also | 
inked an agreement for the exclu- | 
sive Canadian distribution : Nights | 
to 140.series produced by Glenn. - 

of. Canada, |: 
the independent : ‘production ‘arm ; 
of the CTV network's’ flagship. ie ; 

an |< 

Warren Production. 

CFTO-TV, “Toronto. . 

(Continued on page. 28)" 

‘Repertoire Workshop's’ $’ 

tion, 

Educ’l Network, Ride ; 
. “Repertoire W orkshop,” 

ern ‘Educational Network: 
stations for the second. year.’ 
Eight EEN stations will carry: call’ a 

35. episodes: of: the series under the} 
In. 1963,. six EEN |. arrangement. . 

stations broadcast 16° episades: -in 
the “Repertoire Workshop” series. 
‘The series will. hegin its ‘second 
year on the five. CBS -o&e's Ss “during |: 7 
the week of Dec. 30. and one week, 
later on the EEN ‘stations. . 

The educational -stations which’ a 
will broadcast the “Workshop” se-|° . 
-Ties are: WGBH, Boston; .WENH, 
Durham, -N.H.; ‘WCBB. “Augusta, 
Me.: WMEB, Orono: Me: WMHT, 
‘Schen<ctady;. 
WQED, Pittsburgh; 
Washington. 

oa
 R o

le a A
w: 

The local needs eightball - was 

‘Minn, & Norway 

-the Norwegian general. counsul.’ 

‘the. first demonstration originating 
in Minnesota of the use ‘of the Tel- |. 
star IE. communication satellite for- 

‘a live intercontinental tv exchange 
| and that this.‘ 
‘step in the communications: exe 1 § 

_ Syttende. Mai is Norway’: S: lide: 
| pendence. Day celebration. Telstar 
ATL is a Bell telephone experimental : 
’ [project ‘which was::launched .from. 

‘1961. 

“WCCO-TV | itself ‘originated the “also is aimed at public libraries, . 
: government agencies, ” and inns, 

Portland; Mée., KGBE, Galveston; 

“weekly: 7 
-geries ‘produced by the five CBS / .- 
oX&o tv ‘stations to encourage. new | 
talent, will be broadcast .on ‘East-.|' ~. 

(EEN) | 

an eee 

WNED; ‘Buffalo: _ 
and : : ‘WETA, . 

$450, 000 New. Orleans 
Station Sale Okayed 
Washington, | Dec. 23. 

WWOM. Ine, -to Wagenvoord Broad- | 
casting. Co: Ine. | 

. The purchasé price - 

to assume $45,000° liabilities. - 

_Wagenvoord — “already 

Commissioner’ ‘Robert - Bartley 
dissented. Backing: the ‘sale were. 
Chairman: .E.: William. Henry” and 

‘Satelite Hookup 
- Minneapolis, Dec, 23, : 

On next Syttende: Mai © (May 17) 
Norwegian. holiday: which: also is 

' celebrated | 
“community, - Twin . Cities’ .WCCO- 
-TV.-CBS affiliate, 

A: T. .&  TU’s. 

arrangements for the telecast” with 

It’s pointed. out that. this: will be 

will. mark another: 

perimentation. field
.” °° 

Cape. ‘Kennedy (Caneveral) “May: 4 

KUDL Joins. "ABC 
KUDL, Kan$as- City,: as. hooking: 

‘up with ABC: Radio starting Jan. 
‘ly topping a group..of. five.-other]. 

_affiliating. independent |. ‘Stations: 
with’ the web. 
‘Others: are WABL Bangor, Me. 
WAGM. Presque Isle, Me.;. -WPOR,’ 

and KTRM, _Beaumont, Tex. 

- FCC ‘okayed $450,600. ‘the ‘sale.| 
| of; WWOM-AM, New.-Orleans, from 

“includes. 
1 $75, 000. for ‘a’ coveriant -by \WWOM: 

Second, stations on the air: will | Ine. not to compete: within. 50 miles | 

have to submit to FCC every year | for five: years and ‘an agreement 

controls. 

in this Scandinavian 

will ‘carry a live. 
j two-way ; telecast between Norway 

and: Minnesota. using..the communi: |. 
cations Satellite Telstar II.- 

The tv'station. and ‘Northwestern. 
| Bell. Telephone Co., 
‘local: affiliate, have - “completed ‘the. 

Rumor” 

broadcast; ‘Four, Views of. -Caesar,”’ 
‘will, be: distributed: by. Film. Asso-- : 

; ciates of. ‘California. : 

-Philadelphia: 

a calymoe- Dee: 23. 
LAL 

indicatés. two: ‘nominees: for. each 
post open. are 

pee; Ted..De®™ Corsia;’ -Nestor.. Paiva, 

‘-Backes,. Roy Glenn, recording. sec- 

treasurer... 

Unie Role Fo or 
| ‘No Hiding Place’ 

poses. 
-Most of the ty shows ‘fiding the. 

16m: ‘circuit are of a documentary. 
nature. :-Few: are. known fo, be in 
the dramatie form. - 

. Making’ the deal for “NG Hiding 
Place”. -were..CBS: Films, . 
handles. licensing of - network 
shows, arid: Carousel - Films, which’ 
distributed . in the 16m: ‘Wnarket.. 
-Negro family which: has: imoved into: 

‘Lan all-white: neighborhood and the 
“blockbusting”. attempts of. unethi-, 
cal: réal- estate operators: a 
Carousel “also” will’. 

“CBS Reports;. Case History.’ of. a 
‘and. “Golden: .Age” _ of 

Greece,” second: in: ‘the new “Roots: 
of: ‘Freedom’: Series. “The :Text- 

“CBS Reports: The Great Ameri-- 
can. Funeral”; ‘and’ the “Chronicle” 

The’ ‘non-theatrical: “t6m' market: 

trial. - Broups. 

“Seven Arts Sales” 

WBBM-TV,. Chicago:- 

Volume :7: was sold ‘to’ “‘WCAU-TV. 
and. -WJAC-TY; . Johnstown, Pa. 

| Volume. 3 was” ‘sold. to ‘WKIG-TV . 
Fort Wayne. In addition;- “a group 
of. special. features: was : sold to 
‘KCTO-TV, Denver: 

, TV, Shreveport, " 

Victor Jor Je ary: y Actor & & Salesman 

_badly either as a salesman... 
: a ‘sales-tour:. - 

“thesp; quite by. accident... 

~* other: markets." 
‘Fhe Delta sale gave J ory. the: ‘selling bug. “Hig problem: however; 

, Ww ‘as that he had several major. ‘commitments, including a‘ top:role. - - 
in John ‘Ford’s. just completed “Cheyenne Autumn”; a guest ‘star. - 
role in’ “Temple. “Houston” ‘and: other vidpic deals. . . 
he managed to get ‘in six weeks on the road, making sales in “Ate : 

vo ” Hollywood, Dec. 23.. 
‘Victor Jory, ‘who coproduces’ “and costars, in “Carib Adventure, wo 

first ina: series of. one-hour ‘color travel ‘specials, -also: ‘has: won’ his. |: 
stripes .as a syndication: salesman.: "The actor-prodicer hasn’t done tee 

In six weeks,. he: racked. up $82, 000 on, o 

ae Chapter: of the: American | | a 
oe “Federation of. Television. & Radio |. aaa 

_| Artists. ‘will hold. annual ; election |. 
J. | of officers: and vacancies’ on. board | 
— =| of directors in: January.. Elections 
| will be conductéd. by: referendum |: - 
“t pallots: ‘to be. distributed :approxi-. 
1-mately Jan. 13,/ with: deadline. for 
‘return about. Jan: 23, according |. 
‘to exee secretary: Claude. ‘McCue. 
| Aftra nominating. ‘committee list 

as.a regular in. January .. 
‘cation last’ week after. taping NBC-tv spec which airs Feb. 20. 

: Officer.” “siainatione. ate: Tyler. 
| Mevey, ‘Joe Yocam, president; John 
M, Kennedy, Michael Rye,’ 1st -vee-: 

2nd -veepee; Vincent Pelletier, Don: 
Rickles, 3rd:. veepee; Jud Conlon,. 

‘| Gene. Lanham. 4th -veépee; Alice of ‘East-West: Shrine football. game . 
-blower® on:: “Tonight” show: orch,.- has new ‘disk: out “Torch Songs for - 

retary: Stanley” Farrar, ‘Gene: ‘Roth; 

emcee .. 

| Nations: . 

“No ‘Hiding “Plate, ”. ‘an’ “episode | | 
| of “East Side/ West Side, will rep= | 
| resent one of. the few. instances 
where. a tv. dramatic show. has been. 

‘|. selected . to. spark ‘discussion. ‘and |: 
thinking-on social problems, among: 
‘school,. .church - and. civic... groups 
utilizing 16m. film for such | _ pur- 

a starring. Robert Lewis . 
Puppet on: NBC-TV’s 

‘which:! 

dren... 

distribute 

Film Division. of McGraw-Hill Pub-. 

‘| lishing “will ‘be’ the. distributor. of . 

"| what they're. getting ‘and the ratings’: ‘substantiate it :. 

his. matinee. ‘stint on KTTV . 

Brady. and it. could be about: rey. ‘Married a Poodle,”: which Rapp ‘sold: 
‘as a- ‘theatrical film under. a different. title but: ‘still- owns: the title-and.. 

phe Gold Rush,” set: for Christmas:Day on BBC . 

‘| cial web : 
nical . experts on the televising. of Parliament :: 
_gsion. ‘Authority. to appoint.a. “religious: programs. ‘supervisor”™ a 

‘earried ‘around, it’s the first ‘purchase of its.kind . a 

Geoffrey Johnson-Smith’ set to helm a new-etv project from Associated’: 
and. i KOMC-. -‘FeleVision: on transport. . 
. -+ Stuart. Hood, initial: output of BBC-2, the upcoming -UHF web, will’be: 

: . BBC’s separate ‘Welsh web, currently being read-: .~~ 
tied, is. expected: to beain’ ‘next February or; at. latest; “March ; 
| Christmas “Lucky Stars” .show, ABC-TV. .compiled.-a bill | comprising 
|The Beatles, The: Searchers. The Dakotas, The Breakaways, The. Pate-. Saar 

| makers,. Cilla Black, ‘Tommy Quickly and one. er: two: others. - as 

| IN. SAN FRANCISCO 

= = | 32 hours'a week . 

IN NEW y ORK. 
Shirley Temple in New York Jan. 27 to. tape a guest shot" ‘on: “ging 

‘Along” for’ airing Feb. .3:... ; Shari Lewis joins NBC Radio’s: “Monitor”... 
« Jonathan * . 

. Dick. 
Kellerman, new: manager, creative projects at. NBC. News. ; . NBC . 
Press veep Bud. Rukéyser. ‘back: from vacation. at Connecticut ledge . 
/Ten. NBC’ News. correspondents. in .city for year-end spec Sunday. (29) 

‘| before: departing on10- city speaking tour, They. are ‘Joseph C. Harsch. 
- (London), Bernard Frizell,. 
Levine, (Rome), George €lay (Africa), John Rich (Tokyo), Jim Robin-.. 
‘son (Far: East); Sander Vanocur (White: House), Ray..Scherer. (Congress). 
‘and Elie Abel (State Dept.) . 

(Paris), Welles Hangen, ‘(Berlin), Irving. R.: 

| Ted: Nathanson, director: of. NBC-TV’s: 
“Concentration,” winging to San: Francisco to call tv shots on: coverage :.. 

Doe SeveFinsen, lead. trumpet 

“Trumpet”... - -Ida° Lupine and Howard Duff. guesting on. nighttime 
?| premiere of. NEC-TV's “You, Don’t Say” Jan: 7-..: .. Nancy Ames signed... 

| for NBC-TV’s “That Was. The ‘Week That Was” w . Steve Lawftence and. : . 
. | Eydie Gorme. will: host the 13th annual N: -Y.. United - Cerebral’.Palsy: 
-1.Telethon:on-WOR-TV the .weekend ‘of-. Jan: 11-12. Denis James. will :~ 

. Beryl Bernéy’s program ‘on WCBS-TY, “AYE: Join Hands; pros 
“being presented. in-cooperation with the American Assn..for the United. .~. 

“International. ‘Showtime” producer-director. Gil ‘Cates... ...- 
| signed: by. NBC to directa game show. pilot . 
‘Lois Hunt: guest on. the: Joe Franklin show: Thurs. (26) 

| oeice named sales: Manager for ABC. ‘Television Spot Sales’ Chieago ~ 
office - . 

Fred. Carney. nained producer of: ‘Gamut’s. “Backstage” tv: property, 
‘Zel deCyr: does. the: ‘voice of the little. girl 

Rae and’ Ready’ Christmas ‘show: Saturday (28) 
Robert L. Hosking named general manager..of WCBS. Radio : : . 

Sportscaster: ‘Chris Schenkel calls the Cotton. Bowl game-on New Year’s . 
_Day- on CBS-TV wo. WIWN Radio, ‘St. ‘Johnsbury;. and” WIKE Radio, 
Newport, Vt.; join CBS: Radio, effective. Sunday. (29) °. 

| precede . 'NBC-TV? s. telecast of the National ‘Football ‘League: champion-. 
-ship: between the New York Giants: and Chicago Bears: with. a: half-hour - 
review of NFL highlights since 1923. ‘Show is ‘sold: to. Northeast Airlines: . 
and: Chase Bank. ; aed, ; 

LIN? HOLLYWOOD - 
Marie Wilson will ‘be. ‘pack. on- ty after eight-year. lapse if Filmways viet 

finds a buyer for “My: ‘Son, the Witch. Doctor.” She had “many-‘years: 

) s-WNBC-TV. will” 

on: early tv: as star of. “My Friend Irma”. .:. Bea:(Mrs. Parke) Levy: 
‘may. have- started: a new charity fad: when. ‘she “charged”. to-see the. 
‘pilot of Levy’s. ‘Many: Happy Returns.” More than 100 showed. up at. 
“Glen Glenn’ studios and wrote our checks for.the care-of retarded ‘chil- 

- NBC: Coast. ‘promotion. ‘chief, Mort Fleischmann, on.the mend~. -. 
from: major. surgery... ! 
‘weeks. every writing team dreams about. Thrée of their shows. aired: ~ 
on successive nights .. 
‘will soon. ‘have two comedy: shows for:-CBS: to rake a choice .. 
years ‘ago: George. Wells ‘wrote his last “Lux. Radio Theatre”. script. and: 
.eross-towned fo. Metro where. he: has “been since for some -kind of. a 
record for permanency: : 
Skelton would. like ‘to: try out’ some: new. characters: next season but 
CBS nayed it down:- Web’s: survey showéd that viewers ‘are:happy..with . 

. Phil Leslie and ‘Keith. Fowler had: -one’ of those 

. Robert Young and. his-manager, Gene ‘Rodney,. 
; Twenty 

; Producer: Cecé Barker‘ and his charge, Red 

. Bén- Hunter. 
“Night” Line”: from.. Joe Pyne,- moonlighting from: 

Phil Rapp bent.the ear.of ABC's. Ben 
took ‘over KABC’s’ 

tv rights . . Shirley “Thomas, one. of. the. earliest” ‘fv reporters of the. 
‘Hollywood. scene, is.so intrigued by the space race’ ‘that. she’ wrote two" 
| published. tomes with her. head in. the: clouds, - oe 

"Seven: Arts wrapped up: 10. more | IN. LONDON - 
deals. last ‘week for: its. various |. 

_--. || groups: of feature’ product. Volume. 
~. 1 8- was: sold to WCBS-TV, ‘N. -Y:;. 

WCAU-TV, J 
“WBAY-TY, -. Green a 

.| Bay; “and -WGAL-TV,. ‘Lancaster. - 

First. Charlie Chaplin feature pic ever: to- hit local ty. screens. will: be. 
. And BBC sched- 

uled its $8,000. buy“Elizabeth Taylor In London”’—on. Christmas: eve... 
. Associated-Rediffusion’s tavern show “Stars And Garters’ ‘swept: 

into ninth place. in.TAM’s.network top 20. on its return to the commer-: 
. Top. politico Selwyn Lloyd: to have. diseussions with tech-" 

. Independent Televi- = 
. BBC’ 

ordered. from.Japan a three-inch image orthicon camera: which. ‘can be. 
.-MP-broadcaster. 

According to BBC: program ‘controller. 

; For a: 

. KGO: (ABC) coming up ‘with ‘a. 775-voice choir ‘tor Yuletide season. 
“Young Voice of Christmas” draws on. kids from the area.in a pro- .-.:: 

- | ‘gram. of: seasonal. standards. Gordon. Waldear and Jim Baker: are. ‘the: _ 

Jory: got: into - ‘the selling: act; after some ‘35. years. ‘or.more.-as® asa producer-director. and ‘Pacific Gas & Etécticity is lifting the tab-.. 
a ‘After. ‘he. and -his. partner,’ ‘Bill: ‘Burrud, 

. had. finished the film.on location in’ the Caribbean’ and.were flying ©. 
. “back to the mainland, they ‘got. the. idea: of pitehing . At. to. Delta a 

Airlines,. whose. transportation . they. used. - a 
ae Jory stopped . off at Delta’s ‘homeoffice in- “Atlanta. ‘and: made. his: 
: “pitch. ‘He. was told. to. come back: when. the film had been edited, -. 

‘dubbed: and: s¢ored. --He did.: Result: ‘Delta’ bought“ it- outright: for: 
New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and San. Francisco, plus spots" in’ 20 - 

ABC execs. red-faced: over- luncheon incident with visiting: ad man from, | 
“the East..After: boasting. that SF is really.a: Big Time ‘town, they took ~~ 
him to scoff‘ at the Sheraton-Palace hotel -only ‘to* learn: they: couldn't... : 

«| -get both: food and liquor after 2:30 p.m: in any one. of the. swank’ hos- - 
telry’s s four. or five rooms. ‘They wound up in Breen’s, a Third St. distro 

First and ‘second winners. in KRON:scripting contest will’see their. . 
efforts. crowned with production. ‘during: Xmas week. ‘Walter De Faria, 

| winner with “Denny . Buries the’ Dinosaur,” to” see Harry Rasmussen. 
‘}-and. Randy. Kasten carrying. the two-part. script. “Vern Louden directs... 

‘Janta, San, Diego, ‘Salt. Lake, to ‘the ‘Time-Life ‘station: in. ‘Minneap- -; 
_Olis,. and’ WDAFE-TV, Kansas. City, among, others, : 
odd markets. domestically. °. 

* sereen “Carib.” 

Jory’s, salesman's role developed some. unique: aspects. For. exe” 
ample, every. station » he ‘piteched,;- whether they. bought - ‘or “not, _ 

-~-insisted:on -his doing ‘guest shots:.dn-their-“live” shows,. probably‘: . 
the first time’ this” has happened to a. film: “salesman. " 
“managers,. who have been. ‘known to give regular syndie’ ‘salesmen . 
“a fast brush, ‘invariably gave -him the red -carpet ‘treatment- and 

- usually invited top station: . Personnel in ‘to: hear, Jory pitch and me 
*~."leélor programming, : adding ‘“‘Clorama Theatre” Dec. 31. New. offering 

‘Topper for. Burrud: and. Jory. came ‘this week: when they Worked L 
out:a deal to produce two films for Delta to. be. used. by the airline: 

oo at the upcoming N. Xe World's Fair,” wy wt 

Show is in. 40-- 

Station 

“| No.2: shot, “Santa Rides Again,” by Ford: McCormack, is: directed ‘by =": :. ' staffman Dick. Behrendt. Players:are J. Ivan. Holm, ‘Charles G- Barnes, 0°. 

Betty Bennett, Jaleen ‘Holm, Gordon ‘Tufts: and. Jack. Webb.. Program | WE ROS n ee 

‘Nevertheless, : “| manager Robert H. Glassburn ‘is exec. producer. . 

IN MINNEAPOLIS: _, 
| Minnesota “Mining -&:. Manufacturing ‘Co, ‘has’ ‘appointed: BRDO: to: a 
“handle: advertising for Mutual. Broadcasting Co. which ‘the St. Paul - 

| firm .owns.' Erwin Wasey,. Ruthrauff &- Ryan ‘previously had ‘the MBC. 
account. New agency takes over Feb, 11°, . . KMSP-TV: expanding its: ” 

by. the 20th-Fox station. will. consist. of. Paramount. Pictures’: Techni- 
. ‘eolor films.,.... , Macalester | (St.Paul) college. ‘installing’ slosed tele , 

‘(Continued on page 30). 

inters:to Palm Beach for Vaew. ioe: 

‘Earl Wrightson and wel a 

John Hardy alle 
night deejay at KDIA, ‘played. four solid hours of. Dinah. Washington =: 

\:as a memorial to the blues. queen.the night she died... 
| service: award . from American, National. Red Cross" for. aid: to: home, 

nursing. program. : : ; Bo 

“ KRON given. ~ oa 



“Cincizinati: “D 
: The Ruth Lyons: fund: raising campaign for. hospitalized cKildren 
in Ohio, Indiana: and. Kentucky, which: kicked. off. in. 1939: with. - 
$1,000 ‘and ‘hit a. $2,750,000 total. last year,’ “has been increased.-by — 

_ - close: to'-$300;000° just. contributed for the new year, An. addition. - 
le of. five. hospitals. will increase the’ number .to'64: of participants: - 

“Miss” Lyons, star of ‘the: “50-50. Club” - weekday. 90-minute: show” - 

list of steady. helpers. » 

. “personnel. 
_livering gifts: to many homes. 

’ Sunday: (22)-in * 

Mb. -A Mad Mad F 1d Mad Foothall Town 

_ During: Past Season. 

” Misinecpetis. “Dee. 23." 

-evision . ‘setowners’ 

‘Phis 

amount” of gridiron’. “fare ~ served. 
here. on... video. Even:.a’ non-net- 
work - -station,. Time-Life’s| WTCN-: 
TV, was” feeding it. to. ‘the: public 
‘in: ‘wholesale . quantity in iene 
“tion of -its ‘enormous’ appeal. 

Like elsewhere,” 

-. dngs National“League team’s away- 
: from-home. games. It also ‘was re-|-' 
--galed..with .a small--college bowl| ~~. 
game . having |a -Minnesota : college “goo 
as a participant; but played at. A 
Sacramento,. Calif, pnd not on any ; 
network. - 

. ~ WICN-TV, brought. in that ‘bow! | . oa 
“game: ‘exclusively’ at‘a considerable _ = 

: cost: to itself as :“a public service | 
This. was on}... * for.:football lovers.” - 

the day :that two other Twin: City. 
“stations, -KMSP-TV. and KSTP-TV,.| 
carried the networks’ telecasts of | 
the -A.L:: Buffalo-New ‘York. contest |: 
‘and the West ..Coast’s Orange |. 
- Coast: College’ s. bowl: game,” ‘Te-] 
7 spectively. 

-* On that: ‘particular Saturday. (uy. 
the ‘football games brought in here. 
by tv were those -of: \bama- 
Miami; Buffalo-New -York,. Orange | 

--Coast ‘College-N orthwestern ‘Okla- 
~homa .A,."&°.M., ‘Green Bay-San 

Fraricisco-. and: . Minnesota: -. St. 
. John’s: College: — ‘Texas - Prairie 
“View A. & M.—. all- this -on ‘one |: 
‘afternoon’ and . various © “stations 

“(Continued on page Su) 

Food Cli Clients Y Yen . 
‘Syndie Have Gun’ 
Food clients. represents -the top 

 oategory:. of... advertisers. utilizing 
- “Have Gun Will Travel”. in ‘syndi-). 

© gation; according ‘to a. study. made | 
by. distributor ‘CBS :Films.. 
‘Among the - clients: are. some ‘of 

the leading. blue-chippers: “Amer- 
.foan’--Home:: Products, : Coea-Cola; 

_. General Foods, Schlitz, “Campbell. 
- ‘Soup, P&G, “Wrigley. and General 

aa _ Ratiking - second. in’ ‘the. ‘last. ‘ot |." 
a : participating’ Sponsors are. those -in |: 
. ‘the drug field. . Range of. ‘clients 
also -covers - the ‘Helds of . -automo- 
; hiles,. appliances. and candies. - 

~ Hoppy’ Sail Hops: 
: by .“Hopalong Cassidy,” 

_ Now in its 12th year ‘in overseas 
bution, Fremantle inked. new 

. ; eal with GTV, ‘Melbourne; and 
ATN, ‘Sydney... - 

_- : Over-the: years, the William. Boyd 
. has hever : failed to -be 

: ‘funhing im.at least: seven countries. 
ee at. one. . time, 

Ig % 095, 500 KIRO. : There has’ been. considerable tel- 
‘happiness | int 

this’ football-mad.. area during. the.|: A: 
.”! Just-ended. reguJar: season, 

‘was because of the’ ecordbreaking | 

a the . ‘area - ‘re-. 
- ceived -. via.tv’ the. NCAA. and. 
.. American. | ‘League - contests along. 

- “cu with’. those. of the ‘Minnesota ‘Vik- 

‘Peter Ustinov, : Olivia de Havilland, 
“Trevor. ‘Howard, 1 

David “Tomlinson, Julie. Andrews, ; 
- Joan * Bennett, 

. distributed 
“> * py: Fremantle;. still. is - ‘riding: ‘the 

Do international ‘sales. trail. 

~ BUY GETS FCC - 
Washington, ‘Dec. 23... 

“REC's Broadcast Bureau. -okayed. 
the $5,095,500 _purchase of “‘major- 

-ity. control: in: KIRO-AM-FM-TV.,,. 
Seattle, ‘by: the Wasatch ‘Radio and}. 
Television. Co. Selling control, was - 

; ‘Saul Haas. ° | 
1.” Wasatch: -alteady: owns - 42%. “of 
the: present: licensee ‘Queen City 
Boradcasting Co. and with the’ buy. 
‘will: hold. 50.2% of the. company. | 

Arch, Madsen - is ‘President. : of 
Wasatch: re! es 

'“Pondon; Dec: o5- . 

““podtietion started at Teddington’ 
: ‘studios last Friday" (20} on a new 

“Anglo-French tv: series which. will 
combine ‘film and live action. The 
‘project, initiated by the Perform- 
_ing ‘Arts. Organization, is described. 
‘as ‘a.coproduction ‘between Paris-: 
TV. -and Iris: ‘Productions, and is 
pased:‘on-a newspaper feature,. 
“Did - it ‘Happen, ”. which ran ja. 
the London: ‘Evening Standard. ‘The’ 
London Express News and ¥Fea-. 

| tures,-.an’ adjunct of the Beaver- 
| brook: ‘newspaper | group,.. which 
“|. publishes: the.- ‘Standard, ls. part- 
; ‘mered inthe. venture, 

‘The. project ‘calls “for 90: halts 

rown, 
Rogers,. the ‘Duchess. of: Rutland. 

Brigitte. Bardot; Ingrid 
Susannah York,: Peggy Cummins, : 
‘Princess . “of” Robech : “and: Tan 

‘The ‘series, ‘which: ts ‘expected tol; 
“run. on BBC next .year, is being.|’ 
- produced: by Michael. -Nardy, with 

- | Jean Claude- -Henriot:‘ag.¢xec pro-. 
ducer, ‘Carroll ‘Levis: ‘is moderator. . town 

oe Levis,’ who was a prominent | 
3 figure in. British ty and radio -be-' 

fore he. joined -Performing- ‘Arts 
‘Organization. .on ..the' Continent 
‘some years’ ‘back, is also readying 

| a 60-minute - ‘international variety} ~ 
- show, to be filmed <in color in dif- |: - 
ferent cities throughout. the. world: 
“The first is scheduled: to get:-under 

| way in “Madrid. in‘ the New: Year,. 
“using local: Spanish: artists and. also’ 
‘top . international ~ talent..: ‘During |: 
‘the. past 18 months, . Levis: ' “has. 

a6. -{Continued. on. 1 Page 28) 
- 

J ‘Television: ‘Corp.’s cla 
= off-network series.as a whole aren’t 
| bringing. rating. gold dust’ isn’t. 
-bortie ‘out ‘by the: study. The ‘off- |’ 
network. ha 
‘and’ the occasional. syndie ‘entry, 

; WESH, ‘Daytona. Beach-Orlando. 

aT UNIQUE ig | 
| LONE EXCEPTION _ 

“When. it comés. to. making a: mark 

ee on Crosley. tv stations in Cincy; Columbus, _Dayton and Indianapolis. - : | among the top 10 syndicated series. 
:-.. ‘andiclear channel WLW-Radio, .opened. this: “year's. drive: Oct. 4.and .— 

climaxed, it:-with her annual “Holiday Hello Show’ us 
cE Ww ich some: ‘contributors received - valuable merchan ise awards... «| 

‘Crosley. Broadcasting staffers’ and a governing board -handle. all cording to a survey of 22 tharkets, 
o donations. and divisions of money received: without. compensation. a 
.. The ‘shares ‘to hospitals are for toys and vitally-needed , equipment a 
for children‘ every day of the year. . - . 

Taft’s. WKRC-TV and. WKRC-Radio likewise. are: high ‘oh: Santa's a 
Each. Yuletide: since: 1952 their “Neediest™. - 

Kids Of-All” drive has collected gifts ‘and toys for. several thousand”. 
:. ‘children, ‘Sohio.-service. stations ‘and. Albers supermarkets - are: ‘eol+ 
ee lection, :points,- the collecting done::byU:S, “Army: and’ Air Force =:” 

Junior Chamber of Commerce: members. assist. in: ‘de-- 

-| telecast - locally, -. ‘the off-network: 
| hour series in: many key’ ‘cities fail | 

to enter - the. ‘charmed cirele; ‘ac-: 

The. off-network hour: series, as 

The measured time. period for: 
: : ‘the study runs from Oct. 16-29, 
|-when the new season .was. in full 
‘|-swing. Findings for the 22 markets 1: 
utilized: in the- survey: have -been 

. published : in the: weekly. VaRIETY- 
’ ARB charts, running. from the issue 

ee | of Dec. 4:to. the current:one. 
a Gridiron Fare ‘Served Up in Enor Upi in’ Enormous TV V Quantities : 

~ 
work’ hours ‘made their’ finest dis- 
“Of ‘the: 22- markets, the’ off-net- 

phay in Miaini,- -where four off-net-. 
— j-work 60. minuters won four. -of ‘the. 

. } top. 10 there. | ; 
2.1. Tn: the tree: major. markets “Ot ss 

5 NY, Los” Angeles, -and. ‘Chicago, i A 
“only Warner Bros. “Gallant Man” jf, 
| showed: up. among - the ‘top~ ‘10° in. 
| N.Y. Off-network.hotirs among ‘the {| 
‘top 10:for the Out. 16-29 measured | 
time ‘period, drew a ‘blank in: Chi- 
‘cago and: Los: Angeles::. 

“The - ‘heavy’ waccent - on. kiddie T° 
“appeal. for. series’ making ‘the’. top.} 
.10.is understood™by:the many .car-_ 7 
toon shows: which.’secure entries in 
the charmed. circle: in the ‘three,|. 
major. markets ‘and ‘key: cities:: 
‘The..off-network hours’ had. two. 

entries. among the -top 10. in ‘In- 
-[dianapolis,’ three in Kansas 

“= -| two in-New Orleans, one. in Atlanta, 
AS | two vin ‘Minneapolis, .one in Mil- 

‘| Waukee, two -in- Philadelphia, ‘two. 
-. "4 in. Cleveland,’ one “in Cincirmati, 
>; fone in: St. “Louis, : ‘and one’ in: Port- 

:..4, (and. The 60-minuters failed to ap- 
|. pear in the: top 10: in San.-Fran-| 

| | cisco, Washington, Buffalo, Boston, 
= eae ‘Houston: ‘and ‘Memphis, ‘in the: 22- 
ae : market eurvey: 

Storm kicked: up ‘by Independent 
im ‘that the 

hours, the cartoons: 

first-run and rerun,:-in- the -main 
makeup the top 10 syndicated list.:| 

- Again: looking at fhe: major mar- losses - totaling - 
kets of N.Y., Los Angeles, and Chi- 1: 
ago, . “markets. which. are. highly. 
comipetitive, ‘the few ‘syndicated. 
first-runners ‘ in the’ non-cartoon [ 
aie wt which made it on:the top:10 

-Flickers”’ and ‘ eDeatt, Valley. Days,”” 
in the measured ARB period: Car-. 
toon: and. off-network : half-hours’ 
‘swept the top.10 charmed circle. | 
It should be added; too, that there’ | 

“Biography,” : “Fractured 

‘are very few Piret-runners in. «yn 

| hour “programs. in which. :a. ‘panel | dication to offer “competition in 
of. distinguished guest artists. ‘will. 

4 be- invited ‘to. comment on a pre- 
‘filmed “dramatic -sequence and to 
‘decide whether the yarn {fs fact or | 
fiction:. Among the guests already |. 
‘lined up aré Stirling Moss, Geprae | : 

‘Shirley::Ann Field, Anne | 

‘quantity - to. Me. off-web- 30-min- 
taters, - 

BATE LINES’ 126 

ville; “°WAFG, Huntsville; WDAY, 
‘Fargo;. WNCT,. Greenville; KOMU, 1 
“Columbia; and, WYTY,, 

“Biography” (first year: and. sec- 
‘ond) has newly. been. sold to KHOL, | 
Holdredge-Hastings-Kearney, ‘Neb.;. 
KOLN, ‘Lincoln;. WKRG, Mobile, 

- MPO's Divvy.- 
Seo at adirectors Decting this 
mionth declared a dividend of 10c. 
per share on class: A Stock, payable: 
Jan; 15, 1964. 
“Blurbery’ s ‘stock ‘payment . goes: 

‘to: Stockholders, of record. Dec, at 

_a bulwark ofthe’ network here. : 

é >. ; 
| TS: “BIOG 184" 

Official Filme reports it’s closing: 
| out: the year. ‘with the- archives: 
-first-runs,. “Biography” ‘(now in its j 
second: year). in’ 184 U.S. . markets, 

? y and: “Battle “Line” .in 126, ‘along. 
with considerable’ sales in: Canada, 

| South America, the Far East and 
+ Eur 

"Most. ‘recent buyers. on: “Battle |. 
Line” ‘have been WAVE, ‘Louis-. - 

; Youngs-) 

half-hous: 

‘Syracuse, - Provi 
‘dence, Schenevtady, Norfolk, ant 

1 Chico, Calif,” : 

bick SMITH’S KMBC 
“EXIT AFTER 35 YRS. 

Kansas City,’ ‘Dec,. 28, 
rel 35. years. in radio. Dick | wyn’s block. ‘of vintage films are. 

t | claimed by. their distributors, time” “Smi ch: retires at the énd ‘ofthe. 

| and -again lift the ratitigs for the: 
“| -particular - slots, .‘but- according’ to- 

“the.. ARB-VARIETY compilation . of 
22. markets, ‘the hypoed. ratings in 
‘the: thrée major :.markets—N.Y., 
}:Los: Angeles, and’ Chicago—are ‘in-. 

| sufficient to win. more*than one 
| entry. in the top. 10 listirigs.. - 

_year.frontK MBC, Metromedia out-. 
let here. As a young baritone from | 
‘Independence, Richard D. Smith 
was his ‘mark on the: ‘Coast, ‘when - 
radio beckoned him ‘to the mike. 
‘jn1928 (he thinks it was at. KFQZ), 
After a few months there, he re- 
turned to:Kansas City.to ‘join -Ar- 
‘thur.B. Church at. KMBC, one of 
‘the first. key CBS ‘affiliates, jong. 

Smith «subsequently. .sérv 
‘program. director -for. KMBC: for 
several years, but went.to WHB 
‘in .a similar. capacity in. 1934, He 
came pack’ to KMBC. in 1954, this 

SILI 85 Des 

|KTLA to Gene At 
nolds group (still tobe approved 

ed as 

[his overall title as 
‘ '|mewly-created tv “division c. aa 

Golden West. Broadcasters, recent ~~ 

Gross; Net Uh’ Too |= 
* Hollywood, ‘Dec, 23...) 

hn increase of 23% over .last. 

: Hollywood, Dee. 23. : 
“Last: ‘of the holdouts ‘against: ty. 

| Paramount is -reported now. ready 
jto make available its backlog of: - . 
200 post °48 features. All’ other. . 

_|major studios have been supplying... — 
'| tv with their oldies. Samuel Gold- 

available ‘but -no 
portedly.. to high | asking price. . 

unload its stockpile is the reported. 
overture by the company to'S. L, 
“Stretch” Adler to head up the 

‘Par's - With sale of . 
y-Robert Rey- 

sales force. 

by. FCC) Adler is leaving the sta- 
tion management after three years 

lbut with three years to go-on his 
contract with Paramount TV Pro- 
duetions, Adler. declined comment. 

t’ 

up: ‘a sales force after the first of 

manager of * KERO: Vy, 
lin Bekersfield, Cal, iy reported to. 

takers, ‘due re-. 

“Indicative of Par’s. ‘willingness to. 

understood Adler will ‘set, . 

post. and his former position both | te year to syndicate’ the pictures, . 
| being: under: ownership of . Cook 
Paint: ‘8. Varnish, pom whieh ‘sold: 
to Metromedia. : 

| although the networks will: have © 

be Adier’s successor at KTLA in 
head. of the 

purchasers of KTLA, No chance: in 
| KTLA tranagentent can be made 

: _, {fer -station they don't own yet, 
- {Mortensen is a 19-year veteran: of 

the broadcast industry, Adler had . 
‘been in the sales syndication field --: 
for: 15 years before joining Para- 

“Continued on Page 28) . 

year’s. first 26 weeks.in gross ‘In-|¢w 
‘come is reported by Desilu Produc- { 

-ttions for: this: year’s. correspond-{. 
‘ing period ended. Oct,.26. Total for | . 
the’ current. fiscal. year: was. $11,- 
195,935. as against last : -year’s $9,- 
089,236, according to. prexy. Lucille 

.{ Ball, Net income for the half year} . .. 
was- “$400,000- against $361,661 ip|:.°*. 
1963, an upping of :11%, ... 

sat hal ound i n't hays | S ounted to as 1. 
| based’ on 1:233,631 ‘shares ‘of com- | 7ziangie 
bined *commion and ‘class. B* com- | “2°, 
{mon stock. Per share. earnings for | *¢ 
the , preceding year's: scorrespond- |** 3 mae 

Z-“pel a was Ble on: 1,155,940 | party, and ‘Har - Baldwin, mill< 

| tary editor of the MY: ‘Times, - 
shares, . 
Operations - for -the: fiscal: year 

ended April 27 of this year brought fe 
‘a net-loss: of $655, 387. or Sac a id ) 

31,950,006 Miss 
share: “ pecausé.# 

Ball noted that “with-all of Desilu’s | 
‘anticipated. extraordinary : cost. ad-. 
‘justments having been effected, 
we believe Desilu’s curreritly prof:: 
itable. operations will. continues and { 
will be reflected favorably at close 
Of the current. fiscal year.” | She. 
reported. that - ‘Desilu's: ‘three stu- 
dios are. 0 

Desily, have been. comp 

ay .and ‘Claudie,”’ . 

starring. 
Bernardi. 

' Miss ‘Ball. told: stockholders, “ag | 
I-complete ‘my: first year as presi- 
dent of your: company, I am happy 
and: optimistic: over . Desilu’s . 

her own comedy. series on CBS- 
TV. next season,. the studio’ 3. big- 
gest: money-maker. a 

"Tel iperty insur 
“piying * Fisherman,”-. 

‘series. featuring 
man R v. seed Tadabout Gaddis, has 

for sponsorship by- 
| Eipecty aerate | Insurance for tele: : 
: casting ‘in. Boston.” : 
-|. Liberty Mutual will the | KRDO, 
- color. ‘series: initially I present the 

N.Y,, with a. Jan. 4,64 

” Other : markets. ‘glre ‘carry 
the series “are. ey. ing 

) seasonal 
capacity 1 that five half-hour 
pilots, owned in Zul or in ee | oo 

are Donald: O’Connor ‘Bhow, show, “Hey | ECC. ULE 
4 Teacher,” _starring Dwayne 7 
‘| Man,” 

Hick- | - 

{| Ross Martin, a-comedy series star- 
+> img Dan. Dailey and “Hooray. fer: 

ollywood” Herschel 2° for Dayton to seta 

} television. wtation wi within the next 

| Oly UE 

first- fun . 
fisher-| 

“Target: . 
a ‘}KTVL, ‘St. ‘Louis. 

Triangle ‘Program Sales: syndl- 
cate the series next year. The se- 

ary | Ties is: being produced by Lew 
Klein and. ivected by ‘Ed ‘Moore. 

ries oF 65. tive minnte color shows, 
soolortal World of Music," tre aa 

Podrecca's Picco ea an 
Italian. marionette 
series .was kicked off. with a one- 
-hour. special sold in some 50 mar-: 
kets during the Christmas period. - 

e troupe. ‘The. 

John Toutkaldjian 1 is Producer-di- oe 
rector of this 

Dec. 23. . 

“POR DAYTON'S 33... 
Dayton,. 

‘The FCC seems to have cleared . 

six. to nine months if. 

obstacles 

Corp., 
Springfield, Mass, of the ‘land, 

now owned by. tower, and building 
WONE, Inc., for $153,000. 
The. 38-acre 

firm plans to reactivate Dayton’s 
station, on- Channel. 22. 

A Star Off-Web Sales: 
Four Star Distribution: reports 

posting 11 new. sales on its seven” 
off-Web: p 

“Dick Powell Theatre” has been 

“starting sales: include. “Stagecoach ” 4 

atte Agency - for. Liberty is} West” to 

appear. ‘The Fee hee 
proved the sale. te the Springfield 7 

ture.” She made: rio: mention - 4 Television Broadcasting 
whether’ or -not. she would resume. 

site of the facilities. 
“is in Jefferson Township, near the 

| Dayton Speedway. The Springfield 

{sold to WKBW, Buffalo, and a KRDO, Colorado Springs, aud 
KREX,. Grand Junction. ‘Other 

Phoenix; “Rifleman” to 
WALL, ‘Atlanta; “Jane Grey Thea~ 
tre’ to KID, Idaho Falls; “Law &. 
Mr.: Jones”. to KING, ‘Seattle; and 7 

‘The. ‘Corruptors” te 
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‘Both. the network and syndication study features ‘the: total’ area homes reached © 
| an@ the metro area ratings on each -show.: The total: area homes. eached reflects. 
the audiences on the basis. of thetotal market. area’ examined. _ The. metro area. . 
ratings” are based. om. the metropolitan ‘markets, within’ ‘the total area’ ‘examined. Top 

; N EW YORK 

| VARIETY’ 8 weekly: tabulation. based on * ratings furnished by. American . Research: 
Bureau,. highlights the:top. 10. network shows. on ‘a local level..and. offers a rating 

{ study of. the top 10. syndicated shows: in the. same + particular markets, This” week. a 
siz. different. ‘markets are: covered. oe. * 

_ STATIONS: wees, WNBC, ‘WNEW, WARC, WOR, WPIX. SURVEY. PERIOD: OCTOBER’ to: - 29, 

10 “shows, both network and sundicated, are, Tistea on the. bail of, their showing - 

in. the total area homes ‘barometer. a | 

Various ‘branchés of the industry, ranging from: media. buyers to Tocat ‘stations o 
2 to syndicators will, find the charts valuable... 

* Over.-the: course: of a year, ARB will tabulate @: miniium ‘of. ear markets, The ve 
: results’ of: that tabulation will be found weekly in Vartery’Coupled. with the-rating |- 
performance -of. the top 10 network shows, on the local level,.the VARIETY-ARB charts: J. 

“are. designed to. reflect the rating | tastes of virtualiy. every. -market in ‘the. U. Ss. a ja 

1963, 

‘8. Candid Camera ites 

10. Saturday ‘At Movies, CLWNBC . 

LL “Beverly Hillbillies .. 
-2. Danny Kaye ~ 
3. Dick Van: Dyke. 2) a 

. 4 Bonanza wo ole eee’ 

“Total Area Metro a 

.. WCBS 
WCBS . 

, .- WNBC. 
5.. Andy Griffith eeeeea se WCBS 
G. Ed Sullivan ........ « WCBS 
%. East Side West Side <. .- WCBS: 

_s oe a2 ee eo. 

9. Dr. Kildare | eo tenes 

WCBS 5 : 1 
1 

-Hemes. | 
Too Network Shows. Ba. "Reached, _ Rte. 

468 300°. 
,447,100.- 

1/262,000 
1,257,300 - . 
1 244:900 - 

S 1.244.300 : 
54.932,000 
1,477,900. 

- Area 

“a9 
_ 29. 
27 
“24 
24] 
28) 

be , 
23 
23 “ 110. ‘Detectives (Fri. 

8:: Mr... Magoo. (Thurs. 7:00)... 

3. Astro. Boy. (Sat. 6:30). ; seas 
4. Phil Silvers: (Tues: 7: 00). 
5. Rifleman.. (Wed: “7: 00)... 

Laces 

RK. “nop Syndicated Shows Day aime | ‘Sta. . 

A “Top: Cat. (Sat: 7:00). ele wlan Ceeeee 
2..Sea. Hunt; Eve. 'Rot.. Sat. 7 by. core ! 

SlWNEW.: 
‘Saees WABC.. 

oni b aes. .e-WABC.. 

. CWNEW.. 

“Tot. “Area Met. ’ 

Dist. 
. Screen; Gems: 

we ”_Economee 
- NBC. Films .. 

: CBS: Films. ‘: 
. Four. ‘Star ~ 

8. ‘Gallant. Men (Fri. ms 00). eevee odie -WNEW.. . Warner Bros. - 

4. “Mickey Mouse Club (MF 6:30). 

9. Gun. Will Travel. (Mon. at 00). 
oneee 

SS iware.: 
10: 001. pee eee’ oe ‘ aaa ‘WNEW.. . 

 -WNEW: | 
-WNEW. 

~ Buena: Vista 
- TV. Personal | 
:CBS ‘Films © 
Four. Star 

Homes © 
: “Reached 

725,000 
105,800 

=~ 630,600. 5: 
: ” 607;560.': ~. 
605,500 
600,100 

3,507,000... 
"500;200 
~ 473,300 ~~. 
435,300, 

‘Area. 

15 |Sea ‘Hunt; Eve. Rpt. 

. Top Competition 

-WCBS*- 
‘Top. GCat.°. bo vo cecs. ..WNEW.. 

:| Evening Report; | FB.. 
1 Evening. Report: . - 
Evening: Report |... res 
‘Evening Report*........ 
}Int’l: Showtime: ee eeescas 
|CBS News _ e: : Bee . 

‘| Evening: Report’ waned 
| Evening Report. cee 
- Alfred Hiteheoe'c 

"WCBS. o 
NP ORS, a 
«WCBS — 

. WCBS. 
WNBC 

Jc WCBS. 
‘WCBS... 

WEBS . 

aos 800. 
725,000: 
683,400 

199,900: 
-- 761,800. 

" 739,700 .. 
847,800 = 
639, 300 
“830,100 
845,000 

“1 075, 6c0- 

CIN CIN NATI 

‘Qe Bonanza: 

4. Flintstones 

1. Monday Night. Movies, wT 
vat eewdeen . WLWT 

3. Saturday - At. Movies. .WEWT.. 

4. Donna. Reed scene as .*.-WKRC 

5. Patty Duke .... 0.0545 «. WERC | 
6. Ozzie &. Harriet. divas WEKRC? 

+ WKREC. 
8, Beverly ‘ Hillbillies, ae -WCPO. 

10. - Andy Griffith 

9. My 3 Sons. wewpas: +-WKRC 

--WCEO .. 

cone 

192,200: 
. “‘A9t, 800 ©. Pe, 

“= 188,300 
"183,700 
181,200. 
- 173,600 
171,300. 

167,600. 
166, 190°. 

“82 

a+ 

_ 
29° 

28 | 
aT 
“30 

31: 
120. Bronco (Sat. 6:30): Sha 

oo “Death Valley I Days” (Tues. 4: 00). ro 
2. ‘Mickey Mouse _ Club (M-F* 6; 30). os 
3 Sugarfoot. AThurs. 7 200) 2. 

4, “Wanted. ‘Dead Alive (wed. ‘7: 00). 
5. True Adventure (Thurs.. 7: 00), wore 
6. Whiplash (Fri. 7:00)... 2.0.5... a : 
4. -Ripcord -:(Fri.. 
8. Laramie;. Hall: Fame ‘Sun, ‘6: 30). 

7:00). 3 si 0 

9. ‘ Huckleberty ‘Hound: (thurs. 6: 00}. 
eee ewe ere esc ae 

° ~WERC.. | 
"WRC: : 
+, WERC. 

_:WKRC.. 
WLWT.. 
WKRC.. 

:. WLWT.. 
»WEWT: 

_-WCRO:. 
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oo details, 
“Ds Meaning was - not. ‘quite: caught. 

, “i: +-JMuch: of. ‘what: was said was. overly. 
ee philosophical. and; 

_Weineaiay, December. 3, 

: = V a = 
THE FACE- OF ‘FRAUD. cee 
Narrator: ‘Lord Francis. ‘Williams. 
60 Mins.; 'Wed., 9:40: p.m... 

_ Associated : TeleVision, from. Ber-| : 
“ mingham .: 
‘Freelance ‘outfit, ‘Television ‘Re- 

rly potters “International. ‘leading. déc-: 
---- samentary outfit Wwhich~has a -pact.| 

“with ATV, made: the commercial 
..Wweb screens again. with. a-firstelass 
‘piece of television. Looking at the 
-times ‘and aspects of society . in 

_ America . and © _Europe Which .fos- 
tered, inthe past 50:years;:a half-. 
‘dozen’ gigantic. frauds, the . show 
“was well researched, ‘well, mounted 
and. excellently: narrated. by. ‘jour=. 

--nalist- Williams; 
-It. dealt not..so much: with, the. 

technicalities ‘of : their” immense: 
... 1: (§windles, but rather: with the effect 
.." "Sof such doubledealers 'as. Samuel: 

*" Insull, “Ivar Greuger, Serge Sta-. 
visky, Lord Kyleant and. others, ‘on 

their respective. societies and how. 
-. : *-those. societies’ survival was threat-. 

a. ened.- 
‘ Show’s. 

.Inatched. by: the skillful visual treat: 
ment.. Archive. ‘film, stretched” . to. 

“slow the jerky,. high speed: move-. 
ment to a more:normal pace, added | 
dramatic value to the “stories” and, . 
where no film was ‘available, -im-' 
pactful. still . shots. were projected. 

~ AZ fascinating. image of billion- 
dollar bond. forgers: like Insull,, ‘who 
lighted — half -of. America © and 

': prought Wall - street ‘to :-chaos,~ of . 
» match king ‘Kreuger, . who. Jent 
-money to bankrupt. European. ‘gov: ; 
“ernment’s. out.:of .his’ fraudulently | 

Gyseghem: Tom. Criddle, ‘Roy. Her-. 
Tick; Alex. Scott: and: Hugh. Man-- 

7 Ring: a 7 - Watt. 

., chighly-placed French -officials.that| = © ¢-” 
. the Government was: brought: down | °° 
- and: the-effects were felt right. up | 

‘to. France’ Ss eapitulation to. Hitler, | 
“was in’ each ‘case superbly. word- . 

~ earned coin, of Stavisky, the great-. 
“est contact man of all time whose 

“web. of :intrigué: involved ‘so. many: 

Watt. 

- -VORBEI — —-EIN DUMMES ‘WORT 
.. (Passe—A.- “Foolish. Word) - ae 

. drawn. by Williams 

beth . Flickenschildt; : 
‘Haupt, others. -- 

__-Writers:. Juergen “Moetter, Gerd. | 
Kairat .. 
45. Mins. ‘Sun; ‘8: 15 pm, 

re West German. TV, from sambiare 
This .45-minute- _program . -paid._|:, 

_ tribute to: Gustaf, Gruendgens, one. 
. Of: Germany’s . most. fascinating 

we ‘stage personalities: -who . died- Oct. 
%, in Manila: where. he. had made a 

= “stopover . on .a .trip: around. the 
_ | world.. His death was as mysterious. | 

~ Jas. large, 
-attribit id. to internal. hemorrhages, : 

a ‘Tumors — that: 
“touched: the possibility ‘of suicide.'| 
~Like“many great -artists,’.Gruend- | ; 

.  Béns was privately a rather. strange | 
person. ‘There are. numerous 
stories of every calibre associated. 

part: of ‘his. life.. It- was 

but - * there. _were® 

with his life. which at. ‘63 ended. so 
abruptly. an, 
Program featured. excerpts from: . 

-Gruendgens” films. such” as “Dance 
‘on the Volcano,” and showed: him: 
“in: famous. portrayals. ‘such: aS Mep-. 
histo © in: Goethe's. “Faust. ”~ There 
“were .some - , private: ‘scenes and 

-. there: -were some interviews: with 
.* people- ‘who ‘knew © him: such.:as” 
“: aetress: “Elisabeth . -Flickenschildt. 

‘-2 His’ Tife -as’ rétold in | brief’ ‘char- T 
|“: aeteristic . ‘sentencesand some in-. 

+ . ‘teresting:.inside bits.’ were’ given. 
ae; With regard. to his. activity during 

the -Nazi_era:* His : Berlin. theatres, 
. (three): during: the _ period “were 

» looked. ‘upon ‘as an, ‘asylum... of 
_. Mnental- freedom. -In- addition; 

vi. Gruendgens’ did ‘all -he: ‘could ‘for.} 
-.uchis ensemble and: helped’ everyone, 
os especially ‘those: "who. had. Jewish 

¥elatives, 
- "The program * “was. interesting in 

but. the ‘Teal’. 

in| fact, - -much 
"too, “serious, The ‘whole presenta- 
"-.. tion could’ have: stood some: light |. 

-- ‘touches “despite the tragic | fadeout 
OF. Gustaf: Gruendgens'. life. 7 

7 Hans, 

“Fr 1 Fala 

ce " Restival , 
- Seemingly - ‘gathering 

So ‘vidplays what “The. ‘Defenders” is 
“' to Courtroom sagas. Thus. far, its | 
ok ambitious, cut-above-average. pro- 
~ - @actions” —. including ‘the monu- 

| a ‘mental. Stephen p” adapiation 

-made an: .:awesome,: 
‘background : to. ‘the’ ‘play.--:-The 
-Stark. :piece forcefully pointed ‘up . 

|.the futility. ‘of. war. °It- -was. skill- | 
fully directed: by Cartier, who in- 

'. depth’ “of . foous - ‘Wias . 

“intended 

7 * stature 
a swith ‘every stride, ‘this. new. BBC- 
"TV" dramatic ’ series has become: to. 

1963 - 

ha prought’ new. meaning” and | 
| new . fire. to: Imidweek, prime time? 
J-viewing. - 

- “Stalingrad,” 

_intense .drama:: was. seén 

of « view. 

“(who -. Tost: - 
striking | 

goosesteppers:.. 
330,000-. “strong: 

jected: several horrific.and memor- 
‘ablescenes, : ‘andthe thesps: turned: 
in -superb = performances. -Plaudits |. 
-to. Harry: ‘Fowler. as*a hardy ‘ser- |. 
‘Beant - -who,-in  spite- of ‘Supreme | . 
|-privations,: 
“humanity” to-look after. an:emo-' 

-comrade, to: 
Peter | Vaughan. as ‘a key ‘officer 

- Maintained. 

tionally. ‘= smashed . 

whose. Shaky: faith’ in. ‘Hitler was 
“tested. time) and ‘again’ ‘until. he 
finally :turned to Yeading - the: Bi-: 
ble, . and" -to Albert: Lieven. asa 
surviving: officer: who: 

Also’ first-rate: were. Anat Van 

- First Nighi 

skein into. orbit this fall, and, ‘al- 
"| though. “A Local. ‘Boy’’. ‘was: not, so" 
 |:forceful a. contribution as its. pre- 
decessor, ° 

.*} to. this, erratic . and . unpredictable |: 

a With’. Gustaf ‘Gruendgens,. ‘Elisa- | 

Ui rich. ' 
Liverpool, strayed from: this locale. 

‘it’ gave a ‘slight’ -boost 

series.. Owen,- "whose ‘strongest. 
plays - are. rooted. in“ his . native 

The result was a‘ loss’ in pungency, 
‘but-. his above-average . ‘efaftsman- 

aa ‘| ship ensured: 7 fair. level: of. in- 
terest. : — oa 

_successors:. put up. by. ‘the “party 
committee. ‘Question “was. whether 
‘David. would win his. approval and: e 
achieve his strong. Political: ambi- iz 
tion:. 

wife, Prudence | (Diane: 

(Allan. “McCleland), 

Jost—and so, as it turned out, was 
the play’s: For Owen: ‘allowed it to. 
peter “out . into. compromise,. with 
Prudence practising feminine guile . 
to bring the two -men together.- : 
.. This “disappointed - largely - “best: 
cause. -the- ‘script hited. at ‘a’ public 

‘young . contenders, - 

‘about, ‘and the piece: ended. slackly. 
+But the eharacter ..of David :was. 
‘strongly. realized,. ‘and - effectively: 
acted. “by. Jack: . ‘Hedley. ‘Clifford | 
Evans-- also. clickel ag: an’ -oldstyle 
-barnstorming. politico. with. a-towch 
of: Welsh magic, .and Allan: McClel- | 

| land -was:-neatly in ‘the ‘picture as” 
‘the fixer who must not ‘be’ seen’ to. 
fix. Owen;: whose touch. has “often: 
been uncertain on the distaff. side, 
‘fumbled Prudence. ‘but: Diane Clare: 
‘made the best. of ‘Some: oy” and 
sketchy gambits.. ; 

> Sunday Night. at the : Palladium. 
Associated. TeleVision’s “toprated 

vs ‘vaudeo: vehicle this:time out com 
1 prised. ‘a healthy':and happy ‘mix 

‘of old .and’ new talenits—newcomier 
‘Patsy ‘Ann: Noble, ‘vet.. Billy’ De. 
“Wolfe and hit parader Frank. Ifield, 
And; ~ of - 
Forsyth.” 
Billtopper. was. ‘Thield.. whose. ay 

Course, ‘compere © “Bruce 

Remember You” rocketed -him to 
the : ¢ top 0 of the: e-heap ‘both. here: and: 

ca. Rudolph: ‘Care 
tier) adaptation * from:: a: play. . by. 
‘Claus Hubalek, - ‘based. on.’ : Theo-: 
dore -Plievier’s: ‘novel: was. also- di- |. 
rected: by: Cartier: and ‘maintained'| 
the high standard. : ‘The * jumbo-- 
sized; 
from the. ‘German. ‘6th’ Army: ‘point. 

Insanely - ‘ordéred ‘-. to | 
“fight “to. the : Jast man” to -hold. 
‘Stalingrad - in “1942,. encircled: by 
the. . ‘Russians, 
from - wounds, ” 

magic—especially . 
mime “act of -a--woman: ‘taking a 
-bath—to. get :-the . ‘biggest belly- 1 , 

suffering. terribly |. laughs of ‘the: night. . 

shunger and. cold- 
ahd ‘running - “out ‘of . ammunition, 

‘| the ‘plight of.. the: once-arrogant. 
‘ their 

: force)’ 
“nightmarish | 

-enough-.| . 

' openly ; 
bucked. the. .Furhrer and = advo’ 
cated | ‘capitulation. _ 

“At. ‘was. a: a play by: Alun: Owen ‘that: 
“put BBC-TV’s. “First. Night”: drama’ 

hands; 

Situation was_ “the: bia ‘of- Davia}? 
(Jack - ‘Hedley) : . to; represent - his 
-community: in parliament;, in place 
-of the fiery.and: ageing Evan Lloyd | 

|. (Clifford: Evans), 

-retirement, ‘had valways - ridiculed -|: of ‘a a fashion, house: to” diseover the 
“Lloyd,: due “for” 

.- The: first half: of the. hour ‘nade |: 
an. intriguing - ‘deployment : ‘of. the.|'> 
theme. David, scornful of. his’ child.|. 

“Clare), : ey 
-Maneuvered. subtly . “with. the wily. | - 
committee‘- man, *Gerran - Jo. 2.€'S. 

-and: had a 
powerful showdown with Lloyd, in: 
-which.. he. exposed his ‘bombast and 
-arrogance.- David's - “cause “seemed | 

encounter between: the ‘old and the. 
when.” they- 

would: be rivals. for. the ‘support of. 
local - voters. This did not .come- 

family background and. his. -politi- 

° delegation to: Munich. in’ 1938, .was 
‘optimistic ; about. a. “detente with} 

‘closed -with a live pickup. ‘from: 

‘honor :. of . Pres.. Kennedy. --‘This |. 
-Sequence.: colitained - Pres: ‘Lyndon | 

‘tthe surrounding: religious ‘invoca-} 
‘tions. ° 

: . ineatly. integrated « other bits: -about | 
David J.. Thomas: fivinly directed 

“John :Elliot’s: production, and: the’ 
‘| segment ‘was at least capable,. and. 

‘sometimes more, ‘and ‘thus .an -im-. 
= ‘Proyement On: ther entriés. . af 
ee Ue Otte: -h: 

:| Santa Claus flavor with: his’ Christ-. 
|. mas: *. preseritation.. 

‘music, . 

takings "was, the. “presentation. - of 
“| ““London: isa Bit of Alright” with: 

| had color; pace and"? an authorita- 

5 in ‘the: US; ‘and, in. “this: instance, $e 
‘1 he: delivered a straightforward slow- |'f. : 
+:| quick-slow~ son 
Y | oldies: like ‘ “Blue: Skies,” “Don't | 4. 
-J-} Blame Me,’ “Please,” “Say-It Isn’t| J. 

- | So,” “Autumn. Leaves” “and, finally, oOo 
“Waltzing ‘Matilda.”. ” 
.His fresh and swinging, ‘approach 

to the-standards, ‘aided. and ‘abetted’ 
by: his powerful, -yodelling; home--| 
spun voice. made.:for a warm .15- 

~ minutes. and.:a: fitting. climax to a 
good all-round, ‘biE 

- Standout,’ ‘however, was’ Billy. De. . 
Wolfe, (starring in: “How-To. Suc- 
ceed In’ Business’’) who- brought 
to the show: some oldtime: Showbiz... ‘ a 

in. “his™ classic |. : 

“Miss Noble,. a” ‘chirpy. 19-year-old: : 
‘delivered: a. ‘sad, slow: and: difficult 

»-| number, “Little: Girl Blue,” by way: 
Of a. bow but dispelled any: doubts 
about her success: on ‘the. show: with |. 
cher followup. rocker, “Pll” ‘Cry. To-| 
‘morrow.”. “Her mastery ‘of. a. song,’ 
: her: style “and maturity ‘make ‘her’ 
‘a cut above the. Majority. of upcom- 
ing: chantoosies:. Bruce Forsyth was 
as- - effective: as: ever; direction ‘was 
up to par and: maestro Jack Parnell 
backed. Up. well. . Watt... 

The Sentimental ‘Agent 

° Owing. to illness, Carlos Thomp. |! 
son: has had‘ to be yanked: from: the |. 
‘star ‘spot: of ‘some segments: of. this||. ° 
suave mystery skein from: _Associ- ; 
‘ated: TeleVision. The seriés, sched-: 
‘uled ‘until Dec. 2I,. has a ‘couple’.of 
hours: featuring. “Thompson: still. ‘to: 
‘be’ shown, -But four’ episodes ‘ine | 

. troduce John Turner, ‘and- the. first, 
| “Was .a. 

[neat : example .of making. the. best. J 
‘| of.-a bad -job. «Audience reaction, 
which: has -been good; owed: mitch. . 
to the ° ‘dapper, dressy, and. sophis- |: 

“The “Height. . of: Fashion,” 

ticated -image..-of. Thompson, ’. as 
‘| Carlos: Varela, ‘the’.export’ agent. 

Tu¥ner, “an ‘able. ‘thesp,: Jacked . the 
glamorous. “gimmicks: * and: missed * 
out on: the.panache; but ‘was. other- 
wise. a decent. substitute. ~*~ 
‘The script; from Peter and Betty: 

| Lamda, explainéd : Varela’s absence. 
‘as due to. a sudden: business. trip. 
to. the .U. S.; and. thereafter. ‘came |. 
up witha. competent. tale, im: which | 

| Bill Randall" ’ (played. ‘by .'Turner): 
“was ‘involved ‘.in.. devious -shenani-| 
gans. A vast: Joad-of colorful horse-: 
blankets .had been. ‘left. on:. his. 

and;- with: ‘the - aid” ‘of . a: 
‘model, Jackie’ (Sue..Lloyd), he: im-. 
pressed: ‘adress designer with their 
utility. as: womian’s: capés.. A : ‘Prin- 
cess, due for matrimony, was per-. 
suaded to wear -it as her going- 
away - outfit; - and the development: 
“was ‘concerned: with’ the..attempt 

* (Continued on i Page, 28) - 

fo "Sunday ~ ats 
Pan’ |ntetview with : “the | “new 

‘British ° Prime “Minister; © Sir “Alec |. 
Douglas . ‘Home;: “and : coverage ._ of. 
the. memorial services for. the late 
‘Preés.. John F. ‘Kennedy. highlighted 
‘an excellent: “Sunday” (22). ‘outing, 
on ‘NBC-TV. The filmed -sequence 
With” Sir.:Alee, - his first: interview 
for | American’ tv: from 10 Downing 

ree 

tioning. ‘i “NBC: ’ correspondent | 
‘Joseph. C: ‘Harch, spoke, about his’ 

cal outlook. Sir Alec,-who was ‘part. 
of the “peace in our :timé”. British | 

Russia in. the ‘coming years.: °° 
‘The’ ‘90-minute. “Sunday”. ‘stanza | 

‘Lincoln Memorial: “in - ‘Washington | 
for: candle-lighting. ceremonies in 

B. Johnson's address ‘and - ‘some. of 

“As” “anchor Tan, ‘Frank Blair. 

football,. Christmas - ties,. - books; 
ete” into: : a: consistently. 

attractive Jayout. Herm: » 

, Ba ‘Sullivan. a es - 
Ed’ “Sullivan “ gave . ‘his. ‘show | a 

There. . ‘were. 
goodies: for: the young:. folk” and. 
items for their elders: as well, -. 
‘One of the’ more -amitious. under: 

Tessie O’Shea in ‘the ‘Jead spot. It. 

tive ‘performance . by .Miss.- -O’Shea: 
This’ sequence from Noel Coward's 

comprising ; 

THE NEXT REVOLUTION | 
‘With Bill Leonard, narrator; others 
‘Producer-Director: Warren Wallace 
Writer: Wallace. ne 
‘60: Mins.; Fri; 8:30 pam.” oe, 

“s N.. Y..- HERALD. TRIBUNE, | _NA- 
“TIONAL | AIRLINES, : GENERAL ; 

. With: Tennessee. Ernie Ford, FOODS" oa 
WCBS-TV,. N:. NX. ET a 

(Papert, : Koenig: Loiss: ° 
Benton. &. Bowles) 

‘tor-writer, exhibited. all the. 
: stincts. of a good | documentary. pro-| 

diicer in: “The Next" ‘Revolution, ad 

‘dealing with’ the problems. inherent | 
in the: ‘March of’: automation.” 

Where’ he faulted’. in’ this hour 

NwY¥., Friday (20). night, was in. the 
editing. and: the. summation, ‘both: 

-Admittedly, 
‘automation is a. ‘tough problem and 
answers..are ‘hard’ ‘to come’ by, but : 

-Tto “wind up” an‘: hour - exploration 
with the same questions as. posed. 

" “| originally. misses the dynamics in-' 
herent ‘in. such... an: Outstanding | | 

of which were ‘dose: ' 

issue. . 

‘ing. for the ‘program, néed not have 

focus. . 
ration: © 

jfashion, ~- ~ 
- The. raw. riaterial for’ can “out : 
‘standing’ study . was: ‘there. -There |’ 
were ‘interviews- with ‘leaders: in: 
various ‘ segments” of -our: society. 

government. officials, 

tions often. -varied. 

dangered by: ‘automation. They 
Were. an. articulate,’ engaging «lot: 
Cameras. also. roamed. the’ factories 
cand : iwaterfronts: | in 
graphically: depict: fhe: changes go- 
ing on. 

‘only to have unskilled. jobs taken 
away - by. ‘machines, : also was. ex- 
amined. 

’ The pictines carried: ‘impact; ‘the 
: people interviewed: ° “were | _articu- | 

wate euen a bit: too" Tong. for. video rieeds, | 
but- was nonetheless. entertaining. . 
“One of the. appealing ‘numbers 

a party. for a bit. of solitude, and 

| comedy by- George. ‘Kirby, 

the fidelity of -his-.sounds. : 

Downstairs .at the. Upstairs. ‘where 

This. ‘preeting card number” with 

brought | out. some. charming’ mo- 
‘ments effectively. . 

. Sullivan. opened | with’ Hugh Por: 
gie. ‘and his troupe: playing a bad-. 
minton: game. It’s been.a ‘good item: 
jon the -ice. shows for several years 
and. js.. also” ‘good - -here.: . Forgie. 

at: ‘batting the: bird... The Italian: 
7 Mouse; . virtually -a: regular. ‘on this} 

_~tshow,--must help the. ratings, but 
: entertainmentwise, . it’s becoming 

| placid. Further novelty. was: by- the 
Trio Harmanis-. Spinning. yo-yo. on 

direction. 
“Making - ‘the. singing. ‘scene. were 

Frank -Ifield, the Australian. pop- 
ster, a. haidseme lad and a “per- 
sonable Singer, * ‘ who. scored, with 
two .umbers:. ‘Gloria | -Blezarde,; a 
‘graduate from the. cafe revue. /pro-. 
vided a. cute. special- material: num-. 

(Continued ‘on a page a1) 

a ‘Producer-Director: 

-Warrén Wallace, producer-diree- | 
n- | 60. Mins.,: Sun..10 p.m. 

GENERAL MILLS __ 

exploration, telecast= by. WCBS-TV, z 

.taken. any Sides, if- that -was the |. 
‘reasons for. wallowing - indecision, : 
‘but -after.-the ~ hour; ‘the - ‘questions | 
posed. by the narration. could have. 
been: ‘sharper ; ‘and more clearly in. 

Bill Leonard..read the nar- 
in:: ‘his: “usual: - competent 

Most of them, ranging: from labor’: 
Jeaders : to: a “spokesman. for’ the. 
‘National Assn. of ‘Manufacturers to}. 

“addressed: 
themselves clearly to the: problems 
of “automation, : though the. solu- 

‘Phere also. were ‘close-up: inter-| 
views with men whose jobs are -en-. 

order... to} ; 

The: many ‘parts of the. 
‘whole problem; : ‘as exemplified by 
the Negroes struggle for more jobs. 

‘was a. . pantomime by Buster Kea-1 ' 
-ton of a man breaking away. ‘from | 

is grimly determined: to: get it de-. 
‘spite mishaps.’ Keaton is still one. 
ofthe top. pantomimists, a: truly. 
‘funny. man: with a ‘masterly. ‘con-. 

‘|cept af comedy. There.was further’ 
an. ex-| 

‘cellent .impressionist,.-w 108e : “spot 
‘was broken into for the telecast of 
a news bulletin.: It -broke- ‘Kirby’ Ss 
continuity, -but ‘not enough: to mari 

‘Another show “spot ‘came. from| . 
P .the stories contained in them-to 

‘the. intime. ils. in ‘cafe ;Tevue~ prevails. and understanding to the narration. 
Dick ‘Libertini. and* ‘Paul - “Dooley |" 

| FOUR. CENTURIES OF ‘AMERE 

‘worked the. scene” in: Santa. .cos- 
‘tume. It didn’t. hamper his --skill: 

a string... ‘They. are. skilled. 1 in _ this ’ 

ber about the tribulations of Santa | : 
“The Gin" “Who. Came: to. Supper” coe : 

_RADIO-TELEVISION  OF.. 

“ere late; ” sharper. editing and less 1 re- 
‘liance on posing questions in the a 
script would. have improved this . 
documentary.. immeasurably. 2 

‘Horo. 

THE ‘STORY ‘OF ‘CHRISTMAS. 

"Roger. Wagner ‘Chorale &. Orch: 

_Burch - 
Writer: Charles Tazewell 

NBC-TV (color). _ 

- (Doyle .Dane & -Beribach) 
The big problem that Christmas 

= ‘presents to programmers is finding 
a new way to— tell: the same. old: 
‘story.. : -_NBC-TV’s. | special, . “The 
Story - Of Christmas” found it. with 
jan -animated -art version of - the 
‘story :of the Nativity excellently 
‘etched by Eyvind.Earle. It backed. 
up the. narration of the story ac- 
cording. to the Gospel of. St. Luke 

-Tevérent sketches. that glued atten- 
.tion. tothe home ‘screen. The seg- 
ment. ran a little over 18 minutes, 

| {but it-made- the show. 
“Wallace, who dia’ ‘the interview- {- 

The. rest was the mixture: as be- 

in: his” familiar folkey manner 

time of the year. He got plenty of 
help. in the vocal department from. 
the Roger ‘Wagner Chorale whieh 
did a topflight: medley of carols 
in an English street scene setting. 
that. hit. the: right Yule: note. 

The script by Charles Tazewell 
‘knitted it all together in the right 
manner and helped the show come 
off as a pleasant holiday Ppackage.. 

| Gros, 

1963: A TELEVISION ALBUM 
With: 

- tor; others. ; 
Exec Producer: Leslie Midgley. 
‘Producer: Alice’ Weel Bigart 
Director: Norman Gorin ~ 
120 Mins., Sun. (22), 3 ‘p.m, 
CBS TV (film) i 

‘dramatically displayed in. this year- 

A Television. Album.” 
-hours, consisting mainly of news 

the. year, was a. feminder of the 
| big news job done by the medium, :: 
as Well.as an interesting, and times 

‘when it happened, was left towards 
the end of the program..The broad- 
‘cast opened with ‘the civil: rights. 
Struggle, a 15-minute. segment 

Vietnam, the. death of. Pope John 
and: the selection of a new Pope, 
Kennedy’ s trip to. Europe, - 

Some of the big and little news 
of the. year, some of the humor 
and tragedy, also. was included in 
this . wrapup, : the . two- ‘span 
allowing ‘narrator Harry Reasoner. 
and his. production partners an. un- - 

| common luxury of. time. — 

‘All ‘the footage was sharp and 

the. point. Reasoner lent .warmth 

‘Horo. 

CAN ART... 
With Brooks Henderson, others 
‘Producer: -Kenn Barry 
Director: ‘Bradley Jacobs 
Writer: Arthur. Selikeff 
30 Mins.: Sun. 5:30 p.m. 
MPLS, FAKMERS & MECHANICS - 

SAVINGS BANK 
KSTP-Tv, ‘Mpls.-St. Paul (tape) 

- This. exceedingly well produced, 
directed,. written. and narrated. 
color program was devoted mainly 
to: filmed highlights of a “Four 
Centuriés of American Art” exhibi- | 
tion and had highly: able KSTP-TV ©. 

“| staffer. Brooks: Henderson as nar- | 
‘wator. Comprising ‘a number of this 

| nation’s past ahd present paintings, | 
Sculpture and. other objects from 
colonial times:to the present, the 
noteworthy exhibition itself is on 
‘display at ‘the Minneapolis Art 
Anstitute. ; 

_ Along with the art. treasures, the. 

Continued, on page 30) 

“William N. 

‘with’ effective art.work done with. 

fore. Tennessee: Erie Ford hosted. 

‘and :sang ‘some of the seasonal. 

hymns that. always go. over’ this 

Harry Reasoner, host-narra-: 

- How: much of» the world’s news - 
is conveyed on the tv medium was 

end -CBS-TV recap, called “1963:° 
The. two. 

footage’ shot. .over the ‘course of: 

‘fascinating, _review.. o£ the news - 
_ highlights - ‘of. the year. 

;} The:top story, :of. course, was 
~ |:the assassination of President Ken-— 

{ | nedy and the takeover of the Presi- © 
$} dency: ‘by... Lyndon Johnson. That. 

| story, told so'well by the. medium 

which included: ‘Many facets of that 
‘movement as it swept ‘Various sec-. 

}.tions of the country. It then turned 
to foreign affairs, the situation in: 



EL COT veer IF: esd bebe, ai Ce 

"Major V Studios 
— Continued from. page S| =|. 

its “Redigo,’ ide ‘and’ at. Warner: Brod. 

WB last: year had five. MGMTV, 
incidentally, also lost. one show ‘in |... 
midseason—"‘Harry’ s Girls.” 

Walt Disney. studios continues | 
‘to stay in the picture ‘with its one- 
hour series. -on NBC-TV; -20th-Fox 
has none, as compared. to .one “a. 
year ago. Paramount has” interests |. 
in four. series through its acquisi-'| 

‘tion, of two ‘telefilmeries: Talent | 
Associates.. and. Plautus: Produc- 7 
tions. 
The © various ‘indie vidfilmesies 

have 31 series in production,’ as 
compared. to 23 for the majors.. 
Indies and majors. each. have 23° 
‘hours of network - programming - aps 
week in production,: the. majors | 
pulling up even:-here ‘via longer | :: : 
shows. such as Revue’s trio: of 90-4 
min: ‘series. ‘plus ‘more 60-min, : se*}. 
ries, Many of the indies. ‘specialize |: 
in half-hour” comedies, . such. as | 
“Fhe --Beverly Hillbillies,’ or 

; Show. ” 
CBS-TV, the. dominant. “network | = _ 

in terms of. ratings, hands most of |. 
its telefilm biz to the indies, rela- |*: 
tively: little .of its. product. being | 
turned out by the. major ‘studios. 
‘CBS-TV. ‘prexy : James T. Aubrey.| 
Jr. has made no secret of ‘his ‘af- { 
finity to the indies, where he feels |... | 
product .is more © specialized ; and. Pot 

tallored to” ‘web: needs, 

” ABC's Ist Quarter 
fo Oct. -s “FOUR. FEATHERS” 

— ‘continued ‘from page. 18 — 

into “Hootenanny” may ‘indicate. 
that the. cigar~ company -is on -a 
‘new 

towards younger audiences. 

in on the. streamlining of: their 
product and the absence of:-the- 
cancer-producing odium - attached. 
to cigarets. °*- 

ABC-TV ‘also ‘picked up $1, 000,-. 
009 from Pepsi-Cola on.a nighttifie | 
scatter plan. ‘This: is ‘slightly less-} 
than. one-half of the total allocated | 
‘by. the ‘soft. drink ‘company: ‘to’ all | 

-‘Mead-Johnson, - three networks. - 
‘Carter Products: and Brown. & Wil-. 
liamson, via ‘a renewal, also. ‘bought - 
‘substantial - Farticipations | on. ‘thet -- 

‘web starting in 1964. 

_ .An” additional - ‘$400, 000. was | 
picked. up from the ‘sponsors of 
the Ameritan. - Football. Leagué |. 
games who are also. -bankrolling | 
the AFL eastern division. playoffs |. 
game Dec. 28 between: the. Buffalo |. 
and Boston teams: ' This is a. fe~ 
Bional sponsorship deal. 

‘Storer | 
—. Continued: from, page 22 

‘Silverbach, 20th's director. of syn- 
dication, said- the ‘10° series ‘in-| 
ede ‘those in 
these. already.on. the air. 

_. product for: Canadian release. - 

' he series -include’ such shows. 
as. “Hat Sports Seat: 7 a half-hour | 

“Kiddo,” a} sports panel :show: 
half-hour Strip. children’s - show; 
one-hour weekly. wrestling. matches: 
“Hi-Time,”: a one-hour ‘teenage. 
dance: Program; “Homemakers Ex- | 
ercise,”"" a ‘daily 
show: uy ‘Wish You: ‘Were .Here,”’: 
travelog ‘series; 

a bowling. -show; and 

show... 

Tom Reynolds, -20th’s ‘Canadian 
Bales manager, negotiated, the deal. | . 

Foreign Vv Followups i 
— Continued. from Page. 2 — a | 

secret and. imitate.” ‘the. garment. : 
The. tale was. ‘placid, but. adroit: 

Harry _Fine’s. ‘production, | -ably-| 
directed by Charles. ‘Frend, amain- 
tained its gloss. Burt. Kwouk, veg- |. 
ularly appearing as Varela’s.. -Chi-’ 
nese valet, had more : ‘to. .do in a. 
Confucius-say ‘stylé,. as “if. he’ da. 
worked with Charlie -Chan. 

- ‘pression as the. model. 

But ‘there was still a- vacuum. at | 
‘the center, although John. Turner] 
eould hardly ‘be ‘blamed.:for not } 
substituting much dash and fire: “|. 

HR te 

: ae particular’ market. On ‘Saturdays: and ‘“Sundays,: daytime feature slots compete with nighttime, piz: . 
there are two hourlong: shows: SG-} 
last season had‘ eight shows, and} 

-the-|- 
Danny: Thomas Series, the . Dick]... — 
Van Dyke series” ‘and. “The. Lucy} 

‘merchandising. tack. «slanted _ ” 
Cigar |: . 

companies . ‘currently are: cashing: oo 

production : and | 
Glenn |: "- 

Warren is. planning additional. oa 

muscle-toning ma 

“Around: ‘the: 
World,” “15-minute: ethnic. series;.|: 

“Punch - & : 
Johnny,” ‘another sports discussion 

Sue}. 
; -Lioyd. made ‘a cool and poised im-}. ~: 

a Vantery- ARB’ ‘weekly: ‘chart offers a : day: bye ay ‘analysts of thie | top’ featire evening slots ine . 

‘periods for designation asthe top feature: slot of the. day.. The analysis is confined to the top.rated | 

period usually” covers three or four weeks. Other’ data such as: the time slot and total area a homes : 

ts furnished, Top competition and competitive ratings also are highlighted, Bo, 

Chicago * ° “STATIONS: WBBM, _WNBQ, -WBKB, WGN: { 
-© SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 11 OCTOBER: 1,183, 

: 2¢ TOP’ COMPETITION: ee Total Area: Homes: 353 300, Se STATION. 
WNBQ: ‘Metro Rating: 16 .: 

“Sept. 23 “DAVID AND BATHSHEBA” ~~ 
mothe Gregory: Peck, Susan: Hayward ee ae 
_ - 1952, 20th Century-Fox, 20th: ‘Contry Fox i 

Sept. 30° “EXECUTIVE SUITE” 0.209 90 
William Holden; June Allyson: cy rs ee 

1954, 20th Century-Fox, 20th. ‘Century-Fox capo 

“Total ‘Area ‘Homes: 159, 300 ae ie TOP: COMPETITION. 
‘Metro Rating: 8 .:_. STATION: & “WGN, "Share of Acdince: a ; “PROGRAM. ‘TOTAL HOMES, 

‘ 9: Late’ Show: LL show" _WEBM | 
neo 17 “BATTLE CIRCUS” *12:00-12:30 "88,200 :Huniphrey-: Bogart,. June Allyn. 

_ 1955, MGM, MGM. . _ 

- Sept. 24° “ANY NUMBER CAN. PLAY” | - 
“ =. Clark Gable, Alexis ‘ ‘Smith: oe 

"1949, MGM, MGM Ll we WE 

‘Ralph: Richardson, ‘C. ‘Aubrey Smith'- a i 
1939, ‘KORDA (British), Ben: & Barry & Assos I 

“Total Area Homes: 172, 200, TOP COMPETITION - 

WBBM ‘Metro Rating: 9 ae i , STATION Nw 
: Share of Audience: 26. a th PROGRAM “FOFAL HOMES 

WEDNESDAYS 10:159215 ore Tonight SWNBQ © 
Program: LATE SHOW te ..  20:15- 12: 00 328,700 

si i. 11 “MEMBER OF THE WEDD NG”: ° WGN Presents . WGN . 
epi WEDDI ar 42: 00-12; 15. 95, 300° Julie Harris, Ethel ‘Waters. 

1953, Columbia, “Screen: Gems’ 

Sent 18 “CATTLE EMPIRE” ; ° ae 
-.w: * Joel MeCrea, Don. Haggerty’ ca 

1958,. -20th-Century, Seven Arts . 

_ Sept. 25 “AFFAIR. IN TRINIDAD” ; 
‘Rita Hayworth, Glenn. Ford” 

. 1952, Columbia, ‘Screen. _Gems Bo 

- Total Area Homes: 131 000. “TOP: COMPETITION. 
“WGN: Metro Rating: 6: : ‘STATION. & 

- Share of Audience: 24. coe “PROGRAM TOTAL ‘HOMES 

THURSDAYS. 10: 15-12-30 fh Tonight - “ WNBQ 
’| Program: WGN’ PRESENTS - 1015-12: 00. 294,200 *_ 
po Sept: 12 “PEOPLE WILE. “TALK” 7 Late Show:. LE Show WBBM! 

Ss Cary .Grant, Jeanne-:Crain- -12:00- 12: 30 0°. o 67,100... 

1951; 20th: Century-Fox, ‘20th. enury Foe 

Sept. 19 “FLAME. OF BARBARY: COAST” . 
. John: Wayne, Ann | ‘Dvorak | So 
1945, ‘Republic, Hollywood . Television Serv.” 

Sept: 26 “THE GUN. RUNNERS” -- 
‘:Audie Murphy, Eddie’ ‘htoert 
"1958, UAL (Seven Arts); United Artists" 

Total ‘Area. Homes: 203, 500 “TOP. eeu 

WGN Metro. Rating:. 9 oh: ; Lo SSRATION 
Share’ of f Audience: 32 “PROGRAM TOTAL HOMES | 

‘FRIDAYS. 10:15-1:00° “Tonight WNBQ _ 
Program; WGN PRESENTS... |) 7° _10:15-12: 00. a 268 300. 

“Sept, 13 “BIRD OF PARADISE” : ee “Late. ‘Show: LL. Show WEEMS 
“.  , Louis: Jourdan, Jeff. Chandler =." 2 ~. 12:0021:00° 127,700" 

1951, 20th: Century-Fox, ‘20th: Century-Fox 

Sept: 20. “NO. BUSINESS LIKE. SHOW. BUSINESS”: |. 
oe ~ Ethel ‘Merman; Dan. Dailey,. Donald: O’Connor * 1 

1954, 20th, ‘Century-Fox, 20th: Century-Fox oes | 

«Sept: 27 “THE BIG. HANGOVER”: 
' + Van Johnson, Elizabeth - “Taylor 

1950, MGM, MGM _ 

“Total: Area Homes: 405,700 | "TOP COMPETITION 
~ WNBQ’ Metro ‘Rating: 19 - STATION & | 

Share of Audience: 32° "PROGRAM TOTAL ‘HOMES. : 

{SATURDAYS $:00-10:00 -L, Welk;-J. Lewis " WBEB 
Program: SATURDAY. NIGHT ‘MOVIES: 8:00-9:00 0 515 700. 

Z Sept. 14 “19: NORTH. FREDERICK” | - Gunsmoke - WBBM: 
. Gary Cooper, Diane: Varsi 2 ~~ : ol ree 9: 00-10: 00 £19,300. 

1958, 20th. Century-Fox, 20th ‘Century-Fox : ‘ 

“Sept. 21 “SEVEN. YEAR ITCH”. oo a oo 

* Marilyn: Monroe, ‘Tom ‘Ewell oe 
1955, 20th Century-Fox, 20th. Century For. 

Sent. 28 “THE: JOURNEY” © Te 
. -° . Deborah, Kerr, Yul 1 Bryaner, an 

“1959, . MEM, MG OE Ss -_ 

| “ “(Coatinaed on Page. 30 “A 

feature. slots in: ‘the ARB measured. period, “broken ‘down: by:days in the week. The ‘ARB measured erg! 

a ‘expired next. 

# _ PROGRAM” TOTAL. HOMES 
/ Share of ‘Audience: 28 wo : = 

MONDAYS 6:30-8:30 7 ous, Hata Le 500: _ 
Program: “MONDAY NIGHT MOVIE eo te 2 

Poe ‘Tve’ Got . Secret: ‘WBBM 
“Sept “16 “LOVE IS A MANY ‘SPLENDORED- THING®: TS L, 2 i 

William: Holden, Jennifer Jones" . 7:00-7:30. - 877, 800... ; 
1955, 20th Century-Fox, 20th. Century Fox: = Wagon: train: eS, .. WBKB: ; 

ae 1:30-8:30. oie SOL 700. 

| twice. travelled; the world, visiting. od 

‘more than - 50 countries, Tining up: 

Major Casuallios 
— Continued from page 2 —s “4 : 

“Webb's contract: from -one year. to 0074 

extension, .gave ‘him a. very. sub- 

2 ean _ can . 

on © , . . * ‘ . ‘ . 

| three. years. They: insisted: on .the ~~ * 

- |-stantial' inerease. in : salary, stock ~ °°" 
| options, and placed :him in’ charge ceed 
7 of. the. studio’ s:tv operation.” [arr 

“Webb's original pact would have.” § 
: February,” he-'said. ©: 
“7 “With most. of the projects still.to. .- - 
|come, what has ‘caused Jack ‘War--. 
‘| ner ‘and Kalmenson. to change their 
"| minds?" he asked: 

. The. attorney : added’ “AS ‘far as” md 
Jack is: concerned, lie’ hasn't. chang: | 
ed: his. mind. He. still- feels: it will. - | 

| take: ‘two. ‘years to.do-the job.’ 
“At ‘last. -Wédnesday's "meeting, ad 
Warner reps. requested. that Webb’s '* 

| duties be. changed, and Webb “re-- 
| fused. to:engage.in a game of mu- - 

:. ¥sical chairs,” ‘said: the. attorney, | ‘Te-. °° 
‘iterating “he will stand on his.con<. ‘ 

. tract.’ Understanding is that War-— 
Pp Nners:: -“suggeste PF Webb revert to... 

‘This former.-status: as an indie: PYO-.-- 
| ducer: with. the: lot... . 
{-- Shearer- then “said. of Warneis, 
| “they have indicated. they would .-. 

_. .p like: to. settle the contract but their - m | 
~... | offer.-ig .unSatisfactory.”. Obviously‘: . ~~ 
ae ired. at the entire rapid-breaking =": 

series of events, he added :“‘Nobody. - © 
[suggested ‘to us what © made him. 
(Webb) .a bum in°10 montis. Webb”. 

_ thad:: made it clear to: Warner. and © .--| 
oe to Kalmenson : ‘that the job: of. put: . ve 

. [ting the. studio: back. on ‘its feet:im::.:°.- 
tv.-would.take’:at least. two -years ©... -- 

;}and this. was-something they agreed : a 
with ‘when the--extension:.“of. the ~~ ~.J 

-..’ | eontract’” was. signed, with .Webb) -. 
‘being: named" production: chief.” -": 

_;} Webb assumed his. 
position: last. ‘March. Cob ws —_ 

top-echelon _ I 

scontisacd from. page is nul oe J 

: to™ “proceed. ‘promptl
y ” beyond the ie | 

auditing’ of existent rating
s ‘toward " 

‘the: improvements. of. methods of. 
-audience ‘measurement; ‘that -sum-""- 2 | 

_. . mary: findings. of .the ‘audit. will be 
me | available. to- member agencies:.of..-.. 

| 4A’s; that there .are assurances ot 
the” ‘legality of. the: Council from 

“| appropriate government.offices; and: .. 
Le that. the Council bring into ‘the. act... 

+1 (on-better methology) the facilities’: - - 
1ot: the industry group, . the. ‘Adyer-.. My 

. tising Research Foundation. eet te 

: Although: there’ was. no official : ot 
rl word: on what: was discussed: at'the .- :- 
2. T session . ‘between the ‘broadcast in-*:.?°:| 
"dustry and “NAB’s LeRoy. ‘Collins °-"" 

‘l-last week, -the hard ‘subject.was: ~:. 
| most. certainly the problem of over-. . -* 

| commercialization.. -Collins ‘is not « -~ 
| the only interested. party who real >... 
izes something’ in the way. of great-- 

- Stretch Adler 
A: — ‘Continued from page 23 =: oe ' 

- mount. Before that hes was with . y 
7 William ‘Morris. Free. mon 

r 

Autry, ‘Officially. Files- 
Washington, Dec. 23: 

jer self-regulation is. necessary im || 
the face of tv’s blurb and promo-. =: ..- 

- J tional. inereases,. and . the’ threat . ~ 
again of a ‘press ‘by FCC: for gov-. 

. ernment regulation: . of broadcast- 
or ing’ s commercial allotments.’ wT 

- Gene Autry” and’ Golden. Wonk, aed 
‘Broadcasters. filed with FCC their. 

-} Paramount Television Productions 
Ine... 

‘and the Wells Fargo. ‘Bank of San. 
} Francisco. : " 

.. 4 In- its. application KTLA listed _ 
os its - after. tax profits last year: at 

_ | $363,918.. Golden. West's after: tax ° :.)- 
| take. tallied, $2,483;996.. The : Autry 

| group owns séveral stations in. Cali- - 
me fornia and, ‘Arizona. oie? 

“Anglo-French Tv 

; the: ‘series. 

application to: purchase. KTLA-TYV, ©... _ 
‘|-Los. Angeles for $12,000,000 from, 

‘| The buy: ‘will be fitianced by: two in, a4 
| “$6,000,000. ‘loans from the: Security ~.“:| 
.|-First National Bank in’ Los. Angeles. 

Continued from page: 23 — - 4 

‘This project calls: for 26 pros” 

.| lar,:.which’ will also be-filmed.in .* 
: Madrid, at: which cash awards of ©.) © | 

. $100,000 will: be made. to out-..°= ) 
performers. Levis says he =. | 

fis closing ‘a ‘deal with a U.S. ° | 
4 major, which he. declines: to name; 

standin 

however, as..the’ series is being 
ce ‘filmed in color the guessin

g locally: © 

ae | is that it is s being Pitched t to: NBC, 

a | ‘grams, plus .a. two-hour spectacu-": :. . 

7 ~ 



bt “CBS correspondents participating ‘in. CBS-TV’s 
* Scectal press. s luncheon will be. lield Monday (30) in » conjunction’ with | 

“Years .of. Crisis. wo 
“In former years, the. corréspondents traveled ‘the ..“Crisis’’. ‘show in |. 

2 i- key _cities,.but the touring: bit: was given.up. because. it ‘took. newsmen | 
: ”. away. from their: posts. too Jong. “Assassination of. President.- ‘Kennedy |. 

brought: the correspondents . to N.Y. for the ‘yearend.’ telecast:'- Prior. 
“pte tothe assassination, the” “Crisis”: telecast: was planned with. foreign: 
“: @orrespondents ‘remaining in their’ respective ‘posts, with the “Small | 

“future ‘tv documentaries: 

4. youth ina BBC-TV - “Panorama”. 
telecast from. -Glasgow. | .. | 

aol the: -BBC, has.-told Lord ‘Provost: 
“. “Peter. Meldrum. that’ the object of 
-. 2 the.-program : concerned. could: not. 
wl“ Tnave ‘been. achieved without, paint: 

_ ing.a’ ‘grim: ‘picture. _- 
wo? “The impression ‘in Scotland has| 
been, of . sensationalism without 
“good ‘motive; ' My. reply: must: be. 

. q - the’. BBC - topper’ s -reference to. 
net consultation ‘as confirmation: that 

'' "the BBC’s Scottish: dept: were. not 

-. “World” technique slated. to be used:-: 
_- ‘Those. participating will be: Erie’ Sevareid,. “Wiriston. Burdett, *Marvin: 
Kalb, Peter: Kalischer, - Alexander’ Kendrick, « : Blaine “Littell, _ Stuart |- 

eee Novinis and Daniel- ‘Schorr. . =: 

_ ‘Those. holding CBS ‘stock’ will have: new ‘stock ‘fesued to. them: on we 
_ two to one basis on Feb. 15. . The stock split will be: effective to holders: 

- ‘of record as of Jan. 17: °° 
.. The ‘proposed. two-to-one sock: split: was. overwhelming. adopted by. 

rely stockholders, at “a special’ meeting Friday (20). 

“WNEW Radio, N. Y:; ‘and: ‘Howard Clothes. have teamed up ta. give: 
ae the. N.Y, Football Giants a handsome. award for. the 1963 season. . 
-.. ‘the title..or not; the complete: ‘team’ and wives ‘are getting a “vacation: + 

“..4in‘Puerto Rico with: the station and: the: clothing: store operators ‘ split- 
cl ‘ting | the tab. WNEW earries ‘the Giant: games: ‘Play-by-play. 8 and: How-| 

/ «ard: isthe major. sponsor of the: radiocasts: : | 

bor Wants:a Better BBC 
‘Shake on Drom‘ mae | ~ Glasgow,: Dec:. 23: + 

 Givie toppers ‘here .. want: ‘to |" 
huddle with BBC chiefs and secure 

. a proper picture -of- Scotland : “in| 

“ This follows ‘Fecent - strong. pro-} 
‘tests : here over alleged. Imsrepre-" 
sentation ‘of West of “Seotland . 

. Sir. ‘Arthur: ‘fforde,. chairman - of: 

that ‘the: motives were -there,. but 
-, too little: evident,” he said... 

~ “The BBC, -he ‘added, would: ‘be “probing the .processes.‘of consilta-: | 
-’ tion between ‘London: and Scottish. 
+ program staff ‘and. program: staff | 

elsewhere. in order .to improve 1 
_ treatment. ‘and: execution, “and. to 

2. help in the’ more accurate asséss~'| 
ment of ‘public: acceptance. of pro- 

os grams. of: importance in. the: area. 7 
; concerned. 3s 
: The’ ‘Lord ‘Provost’ "said, ‘at a 
.- press: ‘confab_ here,. “that: he ‘took: 

--eonsulted at ‘all. at: present. ‘about 
:;, programs such, as. Jast . ‘month’s 
“Panorama.” 

’ Civie © Boss. said’ the letter. he’ 
had: received from Sir Arthur. was” 
“an absolute shocker.” He was. 

_’.. eompletely ‘disgusted, he said, with 
">. seemingly complacent ‘attitude of: 
/* the BBC, who from their. London 
heights: ‘had given an answer. ‘hard= 

ly. worth: writing. - 
He .appealed ‘to. all viewers: ‘to 

. + keep - him’ informed _ of. programs 
*- witha. slanted - view. against the 

‘Scot. interest," os, wo 

: = Violations 
as 

7 “washington, Dec. 23. 
Foe Iooked. ‘in ifs own backyard : 
‘and ‘then to .Casper, Wyo.,: and. 
finding alleged violations . slapped 
two. stations with, ‘fines | totaling 
$2, 500. 

‘Slapped. with: $1, 000 finé for oper- 
ating: ‘a. new: antenna system ‘and 

_ conducting. ‘performing equipment : 

. and “program. ‘tests, all. sans .Com-: 

mission .approval,._ was : - WOL-FM,, 
“Washington... - 

“Hit for ‘$1, 500. was: -KVOC-AM, 
Casper, Wyo., ‘which. was .cHarged 

' . with © beginning equipment - ‘and. 
, Program tests without “notifying 
“BOG. 
a -WOL; licensed” by: ‘Washington |¥ 

ee, “Broadcasting Co., told FCC. its vio-| 
“” ‘Jations: were neither. ‘wilful nor ‘re- 

‘peated. : Commission refused to” 
‘reduce’ the: fine as it ‘pointed . ‘to. 
the “extenf: and seriousness | of the 
Violations. ye 
On... this’ “order " 

missioner: ‘Frederick | Ford... con- 
- curred. 7 

KVOC, licensed. ‘by -KVOC 
5 Broadcasting Co.,. pleadéd' its fine 
Was excessive’ fora. “small.-oper-. 
‘ator in a marginal. market.” Com-' 
Anission refused. to: Teduce. the. for: 

a feiture::. 

Free TV $ ad 

ne $2,500 Fines 

: Commissioner. 
’ Rosel Hyde. dissented” and - ‘Com-|. 

Ws Germany: 6th Biggest 
Cologne, - Dec.. 23.: 

_ West. Gerinany: ranks number -six 
in’ the world scoring of the nations | 
with the largest’ per capita: owner- 
ship ‘of television: sets:. 
-The . United States’ comes first, : 

with’ 311 sets per 1,000: inhabitants, 
-followéd by. Canada With.235, Eng-. D 
‘land. with 230,. ‘Sweden - ‘with . 217. 
and.- Denmark. with 182): 
comes ° . West Germany, . with, ABE 
Sets -per1,000 ‘people. - “1,000. People. os 

Tet pao 
- Paris, : Dec: 23: : . 

| SExperimentat ‘ beamings . ‘of ‘the; = 
| second - television ehannel are vale] 
ready on in the Paris. aréa. cand} ‘14 ie 
the ‘official | starting. date is still |\7arV 
‘April 164, But: it. appears that ‘true ge 
programming - will... not . (start. ‘ti 

S|the-end. of-’64. and that: a quarter ie - | 
of the. country’ ‘will’ not: be. able Te 

to: receive: it. till. late: 766. | 
- Financial: troubles ‘have. puit back 

the building of. the’ needed. 40: emit-: 

ters ‘to cover the ‘country : on tinie, 

so that. will. cause. the delay. The 
junserved | regions, “however, . are 
| the least. ‘populated, . which: is ‘some 
‘consolation to tv ‘people: The big 
transmission centers. of Paris, Lille, 
Lyon, Marseille and Saint. Etienne 

| will get started next-April and.be in 
| full | operation by t the: end, of . the | 
year.. 

First’ programs” ‘are ‘expected: to. 
| be- mainly. news entriés, sportscasts |: 
and several quiz, variety and‘ series. 
‘entries of both local and American | 
make, Both channels will be under | 

‘Television: : Francaise" “and. as “yet 
‘no commercial ties: or’ ad -uses- are | 
envisaged.. -However: it isnot com-. 
pletely ruled -out’ and a- licensing 
program ‘arrangement, - with-~ ads, 

seene:. 

‘Win. 

Then. 

“Tabi From TV Film 
“On President: Teinson| | 

Washington, | Dec. 23. ]- 
“Under attack by- New. York ‘Con='}: 

“the. WS, Information . 
Agency: again - ‘denied ‘deleting: “al: 

from: | ay: ef 

gressmen, 

‘with.: a- Yabbi-- 

tv film about President Ji ohnson. . 

-” Officially ‘commenting on reports . 

| it dropped the’scene with the rabbi 

| because . of: possible. Arab: reaction, 
USIA: said: it-has “no : such: policy. | 
pértaining ‘to: its material, ‘Ror will 
at’ ever. adopt. one.” Do 

The Agency: did . not: ‘officially. 
‘| comment on’ the, nixing of all-re-. 
 ligious . scenes—Protestant, Cath: 
olic: ‘and. J ewish—from the film: : 

films featuring. Jewish: ‘pérsonali- 

oh. ties ‘and - religious -services “which: 
= a Were” shown: in. Middle East: coun-: 

| tries. 
‘ The film: under attack: “was . ‘a 

* documentary. on’-President Johnson 
which’ the. Agency. ordered soon }: 
‘after. President Kennedy’ s asassina- : 
Hon. : Pare 

The New. York ‘Times originally 
= | reported, froin: Hollywood that shots:| 

| of Catholic, Protestant, and Jew- 
‘lish - clergymen «were ‘filmed. ‘but. 
5} that the rabbi: “was ordered deleted. 
‘| because of. ‘possible- Arab. objec- 
tions, 93. . 

This. was ‘denied, first: by: a  USIA. | . 
‘spokesman : :who. said the . 
originally." ‘Was to /open with. al: 
“panorama of: American life” in- 
cluding. Various. religious scenes. | 

' ‘The’ opening was. ‘discarded for | 
a film:of. President Kennedy's. fu-|- 
‘neral, the. spokesman said.. a 
.He. ‘called it an. editorial decision, | 

a averring: it was not. connected: to. 
‘| possible: Arab reaction. © >: 
: :- The “denial. ‘and: the origiial ‘Te. 
‘port came under ‘New. York .Demo- 

‘Teratic: ‘attack by “Reps. Emanuel 
- .Celler and Leonard Farbstein. |. 

|: Celler said if it-was ‘true that all: 
religious’ scenes’ were: dropped, “it: 

.| makes if even worse.” _ - 
| Farbstein. said * tie hoped | the 
| USIA-denial:was true, but was still 

‘| standing ‘with. the. New. York Times. 
“account. . He ‘said: the. U:S. should: 

| not: try to “curry: favor | by. porttay- 
ing. a false e picture.” 

2 “London, 1 Dee. 23, 
SBBETV Enterprises, the” ‘buy: 

‘sell: limb ‘of: the ‘national: network, 
is moving: into. the: merchandising | 
field. ‘Under the aegis of its new.] 
‘head; Denis‘ Scuse,- who left BBC’s’ 
New York office. to: take over: from: 
Ronald’ Waldman,’ the’ department: 
4s developing this “profitable little: 

| sideline” - not only: for the -coin it 
| brings .in, but: for the ‘exploitation 
gained for: programs.” ~- 
-Among principal. lines. which: ‘af- 

| ford BBC a‘rake off. at: the moment | * 
‘are -disks,: ‘toys. and. games from }j: 
such shows. as “Steptoe. ‘And: Son; » |: 
“The Rag: ‘Trade” “and even “That | 
Was The Week That. Was.” ..- -: 

‘Venture ‘is expected © ‘to “be: de- 
the governmental: ‘Radiodiffusion |:-Veloped:. further in the’ next. 12. 

months, : ‘not. omy locally: ‘but’: also 
abroad. Where an inereasing: num- 
ber - of ‘BBC. Programs - are - being. 
seen “as, for -instance,: in: countries: 
like : ‘Australia’ and - Canada. . 

could come: about when..the’ second.|'” 
‘chain really. gets. cracking. and |. 
needs more programming than: the! .. 

1 RIF is geared to give. it:. | 
‘RTF’ heads: have . said: that. both] © 

webs: will complement each other’ 
rather. ; Athan’ compete... But: many 
tv. representatives: feel . this . 
wrong. The: fairly. ordinary. genéral 
program aspects might be. helped |: 
by: ‘some, brisk. competition, they: 
feel. Also’ it.seems there’ -will -be: 
|more cooperation between RTF: film |- 
units “and: private: filmmakers: © 

‘Several skeins have been made| 
for. RTF by feature’ producers and | 
there are plans. afoot’ to ‘have the |: 
RTF -advance’.as' much as $60,000} 
:to_ $100,000 ‘towards a feature. for 
a first one-shot ‘showing on ‘tv. with. 

‘the. pic. then ‘reverting. to the pro- 
‘ducers for. regular theatre showings. 

. New. tv- sets, that: can get both 
channels, ° are’: selling. briskly; as. 

| well as. adapters for old ones. New] ° 
‘chain ‘will haye- 625 lines to the 
present $19: “This is being ‘done 
‘to ease: interchanges: “of. program-. 
Ming. between. Eurovision. nations 
_aS‘well.as to make more band space | 

2 for’ ‘any . other: future webs. : 

ipg,”’. ‘Collins | wrote: ‘Meagher, 

‘ton Bowl’ ‘Festival. Parade,” 

4 regional buy. Pos 

~~ Meagher’s NAB | s NAB Ent 
: Washington, ‘Déc: 93: 

““NAB’s, Radio v.p. John ‘Meagher 
Lis. ‘YTésigning:: effective | Feb. 

. was disclosed. here.: 
: Meagher, . -who has | been. radio|* ; 

yeep ‘Since. 1954, : “plans. to. return}. 
to: private business. He was. foriiier‘}': 
general . manager of KYSM, _Man-"" 
‘kota, Minn. | 

BL: it: 

NAB: prex’ Le “Roy... ‘Collins. ‘told 
Meagher he hoped. to.be able to use 

sultant ‘services. oe 
““You-. have: ‘Giemonstratéd., a. Te: . 

markable talent and: dedication: in 
Service - which has’ been of: ‘great: 
value to the. progress of broadcast- 

COTTON: BOWL: PARADE’ COIN. 
Frito-Lay (potato chips) .and|-Fal-. 

“Cot. 

the 
staff’ have. .bought.: CBS-TV’s 

show which. ‘precedes ‘the. : Cotton 
Bowl: game. to-:be- ‘telecast: Jan.. I> 
Falstaff © Brewery” us a major 

film’): 

186 Storer Ned Ann 
08 Clearfield. Channel 

Washington, Dec Dec: 23; . 
“Rec ‘refused - to. Teeonsider ‘its 

-assignment of educational channel. 
3 ta Clearfield, Pa.: 

‘In turning. aside” the ‘yeconsider- 

with’ drop-ins, channels.3 or .8. 
‘would :have ‘been. assigned Johns: | 
town. a 

’ Commissioners | R osel Hyde, 
‘Frederick Ford: and. Kenneth Cox. 
concurred in the. refusal . to. Te-" 
‘consider. : , 

‘ Backing. the. order’ were. ‘Chair: 
man FE. William Henry. and Com- 

. | missioners: Robert Bartley. and Lee 
Loevinger. 

Brit. TV Seaso = ‘S 
Scorecard: Com] 
Webs 637, Share 

“London, Dec. 23. 
Séeme: the’ Viewing pattern. for 

the °63-'64 vid. season ‘in the U.K. 
is. set_ with ‘the ‘commercial . sweb 
running “well ’. ahead of BBC—if 
Television Audience’ Measurement | 
Ltd. figures are“taken..as a: guide. 
“TAM states: that. the’ commercial 

network . ‘has maintained a: 63%: 
share of. the. dual-channel tv audi- 

Pence’ ‘for the month of November: 
This: follows : its. 63%: share -of :the 
viewers: in. ‘both ° September. and 
October. According. to TAM, .there-. 
fore, in the. first -three:..months. of: 
the -new. #keds,: BEC-TV’s. lineup 

” Shas: been attracting | only 37% - of. 
o viewers | with: a ‘choice. ‘of. either aa 
Soe outlet. 

“In- individual ‘commercial. 
aan ‘areas, ‘the: -major ‘Northern - trene 
«| worked’ -by:. Granada. ‘during the 
week and by ABC-TV. at the week-| 
ee | ends-has the biggest single average: 
y: ‘audience ‘share, 67% against. BBC’s 

‘BBC scores heaviest ‘in the 
smaller areas such as North Wales, 
33%. : 

49%; the South West, 48%. and the 
Border. areas 45% but, in each 
case, is” beaten..out by the indies. 
In. the capital. market, London, |: 
‘TAM states that 61%. of. ‘viewing 
‘was on commercial. stations, - Asso-| 
-ciated-Rediffusion . (Mon.-Fri.):":and 
Associated TeleVision weekends), | 
while 39% peeked BBC. . | 

| Blak Cat’ Series To ye 
- Blend Tape & Fin) - 

‘Hollywood, Dec: “23. 
“An. unique process of: lensing “a.|. 

-téleseries’on. tape. and then trans- 
‘ferring it to film is being used on 
@ new series, “Tales of the Black 

He ‘is currently in ‘hegotiations 
ae with two: studios .anent his half- 
‘hour: series, ‘an anthology themed. 
-6n. terror. and. Irony, and*6 one. e which. 

| he. created.. : : 

“Radio Mi sm “Sels Bow 
‘Isle of. Man;. ‘Eng., Dec. 23. 

| Radio. “Manx, - first. commercial 
‘radio: station : in the UK., ‘expects. 
to: be in: operation. ‘by. May 1964, 
according .to.. Sir. Ronald Garvey, 
Governor: ‘of the island. .” 
Station. will have -a- low-pow ered 

transmitter aimed . ‘to “Serve only'|' 

present directors are. some mein- 
‘bers ‘of the Manx: Govt. ‘and. also 
Roy Thomson, ‘newspaper: and. tv 
magnate, - 
wood, héad of the powerful British 
Electrical & Mechanical Industries |. 

ad group. “on. 

Had the ‘Commission: gone ahead . 

ternational. 

v.| tions, 

‘and : Sir Joseph Lock-! 

+. ‘Up ‘until earlier ‘this year, Bob. 
‘Brandt was a. Los: Angeles stock- 

| broker. ‘with one interest in show 
‘Dusiness—his wife Janet Leigh, In 
a’ féw- ‘months, | ‘however, he’s. be-. 
come. the’ president ‘of a thriving 

-| production company. that’s sold ..a 
eouple of shows to CBS, turned out. 
a -$35,000 blurb job for Atlantic 

‘| Refining and made pilots and plans. 
{for several network series.. 

‘ation’ requests of ABC.and Storer | 
‘Broadcasting. Co., FCC said its: re- 
‘fusal’ earlier : to. lift the. drop-in 
‘ban for Johnstown, : Pa., wiped out. 
‘any reasons: for. changing its mind’ 

‘on channel 3... — 
“To “back its’. denial: “USIA.. gave | 

several examples - ‘of tv clips: and. 

In New York recently on a sales 
junket to the networks, Brandt 
was pitching the networks on such 
projects ‘as-a special on the life of 
Branch Rickey. to preem the. base-. 

‘} ball. season’ next: year (he has. 
‘Sewed - up. rights to a biog of the 
notable’ general manager); a series, 
“Tonight: We Improvise,” with a 

.-}eompleted, pilot: featuring Susan 
‘Oliver; Lee Phillips and ‘Leslie 
‘Nielsen. Jn ‘off-hand dramatics; a. 
‘soaper, “Time of Challenge,” with 

jeonsiderable -location shooting ‘at 
the same. under-the-line costs as 
the all-interior jobs: and: a series 
idea, “Mr. and Mrs. Pollcat,’ which 

{has characters arguing a current. 
topic: with the argument continuing 

| with the ‘opinions::of vox poppers’ 
_| caught in various locations. * 

Brandt's: company, International | 
| Productions, has’ already. sold two 
|-shows to -CBS-TV,: both for the 
‘network's: Sports” special series, 
‘First if a ‘tennis spec featuring 

‘|Pancho Segura and Pancho .Gon- 
zalez playing at the home of Dean’ 
Martin. Pro game is followed by a 
‘volley between Martin and actor 
Rod. Taylor. with Edie Adams as 

_| “ball -boy.””: Second is the. Salton ™ 
| Sea: speedboat’ races, considered. 
the Indianapolis of Speedboat Tate 
‘ing. ‘Tennis ‘show is: . 
proposed | asa series, 

All. this: programming activity. 
‘ot. underway- when Brandt, who-: 
‘via his brokerage had financed In- 

Videotape, a. tape 
rental facility with a $500, 000 
Mobile.. unit’ which was doing 
‘marginal business, moved :in as 
Prexy. of. the film. He first. hired. 
‘creative talent, including producer 
Fred Hamilton, who created “Bo- 
nanza” to” make the swing into pro- 
Zramming.. . 

-. Company name “Was changed Te@-. 
| cently . to International ° ‘Produc- . 

since the .conipany has. 
| branched out into. film in the vari- 

packaging activities,” 
IP hasn't given up on below-the- 

| line: business, however, and is deep .. 
‘In negotiations with execs on the 
payveéé blueprint for Los Angeles. 

‘Francisco. major league. 
‘baseball. Company would like to. 

ous program. 

and San 

tion. the entire ‘Telecast. Produe- 
on 3 

| ‘Washington,. ‘Dee. 23, . 
A new. pile of. Federal coin was 

unloaded for five educational tele- 
vision. stations’ in -gix states, the 

‘Dept.. of: Health, Education e Wel- . 

fare disclosed. 
-Cat,”. being. plotted by - producer | 
‘Bruce. Andersen and. his .:Gothic. 
Productions - for next season. Pro-: 
ducer said. he is ‘combining tape | 

“1 and .film inorder to bénefit from. 
-| the “excitement” of live tv and the 
“Thigh: quality’ of. film. - 

Five: grants. totaling ° 

"Phe. Delta College District: Bay 
©) Gity, Mich., Was granted: $183,920. 

‘| to turn on channel. 19. 

The. University -.of | Georgia 
: pulles’ in $136,109. to expand facil-".. 
ities of channel 8.in Afbens and. 
‘the School District of Kansas. City” 
garnered 
‘purpose on. channel 19. 

$102,000. for ‘the. “Same 

‘School. District. No. 1-in Denver. 

3 channel 6. . 
the Isle of Man, both on the or-{ ~~ 

St dinary. waveband. and. on: VHF. fre- So - 
---L quency: It will run as a-:partner-.| 

ship: betwéen. ‘private enterprise |: 
and .the. Manx ‘Govt. . :Among: the} 

‘received. $58,¢ 688. for: expansion: on. : 

/ MORE ‘FUGITIVES’. 
. ‘Hollywood, Ree. 23. . 

“The Fugitives,” 

its. option “picked” up by the web 
for four more segments.to round | 
cut the current Season. F suk add. to 
‘the original deal. for 26- firm: 

David: Janssen stars in» series 
produced by ‘Alan Armer, | 

also being 

$693, 342 
-brings the. total cash granted u 
der the ety program to $1 552,204. a 

"The .Federat.--coin. must be. 
matched" ‘by ‘state and Jocal funds. 
The Duluth-Superior Educational . 
‘Television ‘Corporation received 
{$212,625 to activate channel 8 in 
nity. Minnesota-Wisconsin commu-. 
‘nity: 

QM Produc-.. 
.tions series on. ABC-TV, has. sad 

tie. 



Yocal affiliates.. 

~ Kintner’s 's NBC. TV | Resurgence 
Thomas and. the NCAA: Football. 
Each of the three: hag played a vital 
role in CBS’ audience, affiliate and. 
advertiser. strength . this: fall, Each’ 
will represent ‘a substtaction from } 
CBS and an addition to NBC. next 

“ geason - While | ‘any one of the 
switches. ‘could. be ‘rationalized. as 

routine’ in the ever. changing tv. 
“ business, their. additive,. cumula- 
tive effect, agency men say, spells | 
‘Major: anticipated gains for’-NBC {the fate: of: the. ABC’ ‘Gillete biz | 
next _season:.. Particularly since the when the Friday: nights fights. are 
NBC Kintner-sparked primacy in 
the entire area of public affairs is | 
bound, it’s. felt, to. exert. an even 
more strategic overall influence in 

~ the opening: stanzas’ of a-’64-’65 tv. 
season ‘dominated: -by the -Presi-. 
dential. campaign and. elections: dn. 
November. — 

_ While Jack. Benny, .. ‘of: ‘three 
prizel acquisitions. © represents the: 
“only every-week .effort,. it’s: felt 
- that ‘this traditional Top 10 Nielsen’ 
entry, strategically. placed, _may 
‘well. represent the key. audience- 
bolstering feature.--on- whatever 
night: Benny is scheduled... 
'. Then, too, the Thomas. specials, 
while. only five in: number, can. 

{same advertisers. will place on 

for. example, - 
“volume discount” - 
remaining lush: - billings . which 

sequently place for his giant client. 

in ‘the: fall. of 1960.. ‘At. that. time, 

tion. ( which: “accepted: ‘the.- fights 

Gillette-sponsored | 
games . then: - telecast ‘on ~ ABC.. 

Stations. on - ‘which. -to place the 
-| Collegiate. - Football: in the: two- 
‘channel - markets, -.the. fight clear-. 
ances, - “somehow, posed: no. marie 

‘exert devastating Nielsen damage |‘problem, . For. example, in 
es the competing: -webs .and: at the ‘the’ Gillette. fights received a livey. 
| ide NBC -with. a’ major ‘clearance—via AB outlets 

‘time provide ing ‘ N -But today. that. live clearance has: 7 audience-buildin halo, *: much. in|: 
the same nee as the occasional | shrunk to’ 12 ‘stations. - Cancelling. 

out: were such: important : markets’ J ials. have sparked Bob Hope: specials. ha P as Cincinnati, Nashville, Baltimore, NBC ‘to No. 1 ‘audience . status. on 
Friday night this season. °° Birmingham, ‘Columbus: Lexington, 

‘Furthermore, ‘thesé top. ‘comics— ee oan ieee conta a m 
whose clearances, ‘are: ‘especially | - "Ti a, OL teal y; ie Ebaie ont 

fought for in the one. and two-|, This: particular’ situation, ane 
channel markets—are. bound, it’s tthe fights, of course, is but'a small 

observed,. to. give NBC . valuable work. tv. 

“competition impetus, particu arly |. Wo" 

| re But. it: ‘illustrates. the direction 

tee" front: C, on this vital COver- | im. which’ the major ‘tv. tidal’ forces. 

Ditto the NCA A foothall,- ‘which |-272. “now: -moving, with ‘accelerating 

will be exclusively . telecast... by force’. and speed. ian with NBC. 

NBC on Saturday afternoons. . This | ?° the . protagonist ‘this. time. ou 
feature. is especially prized. -by .the 

Throughout, the: 
. Season, most lang ate 4d on 2. num= 
-ber of occasions are: in‘.the area 
“of either the home or visiting team rt y thse in the: history, of 
ofthe game: being ‘telecast. No | v-networ ch 
one tv series. is’ more ‘prized -or|« 
- prestige-laden at the local or re-} 
gional level. Furthermore. ‘the |... 
NCAA games, which typically sell- 
out within days after: they are ac-'|: 
quired by. the network in question, |" 
‘provide a key. leverage to the :net- sprogrant. included: ‘verbal explana- 
work on acquiring all; or the bulk,/| tions of. the: methods ‘employed. in. 

of the remaining tv. billings: of . the 
advertisers: involved.” 
- Thus. when _the- Kintner - ‘sales 

‘is anticipated,. next season, ‘to. be. 
‘the most exciting: contest for - Tead- 

V Reviews. 
es Continued from. page. i — 

‘play’s preparation. and” presentation 
forces—under: the " command - of | and the. reason. for its local’ Pres-. 
.NBC_ Sales v.p.. Don*: Durgii—| ence, - 
quickly ‘wrapped up -a full and” 
profitable _ sellout . of. next fall's: 
NCAA ‘games. to co-sponsors: Gil- 
lette, Chrysler, | Texaco .and | Gen- 
eral Cigar Co., ‘they.’ virtually | 
‘clinched another: $20,000,000 .Or":SO 
ee _ 

PILOT. FILMS 
~ WANTED — 
‘ie pay good price. for. half Kour 

a | situation. comedy, comedy" “mystery,: 

. Hight drama, or similar pilot films foe: 

_non-broadcast ae - a 
‘Writer; John J. ‘Cassidy - 

a | Write Box V-3546, Vartety’ 30.:Mins.: Friday 9:30°p.m.. 
154 Ww. 46th. St, N. Y. 10036 | ‘WRGB-TV, ‘Schenectady . (film) 

= _,Jong“in-preparation,” his 

program : ‘undoubtedly. ‘was .a. tre-. 
mendous treat.: And ‘even. for low-. 

able. entertainment, .human inter- 

| the program: was. put: together by: 
the NBC affiliate, the only Twin 
Cities station equipped .to produce 

|-a. color show. Much. credit: is- due. 

: outsiders having. a. hand in it. 

-GERY 

‘Doyle, others 
| Producer-Director: Grant Van. Pat 

homes and over $5: ‘Billion. . : 

in Spendable i income, | _ an 

“Why, hot sign. up. with: the pene 

“The Northwest's: first TV sta- - 

tion, - KSTP-TV’. ‘serves: and: ; 
3 _ sells this. vital market most 

- - effectively, most econoinically,, 

100,000: Watts - NBC 
MINNEAPOLIS: + ° ST. PAUL 

“Continued from page 12, —————— |. : 
"64- 65. “network: coin ‘which these . 

‘other. evening programs: throughout | . 
the. coming .season... The ’ Gillette |” 
purchase. ofa quarter ‘sponsorship, ‘| 

‘gives NBC that vital | 
‘edge for the | 

Terry Clyne’s: ‘Maxon. will” sub-| 

‘Already speculation is rife. as to ; 

dumped after: this season. Gillette, : 
it’s. recalled, -moved the. weekly | 
fights’ “telecast (together .with other}. 

“| sizeable billings) from. NBC. ta-ABC |" 

ABC's" live clearance. of. the fights | 
‘was tremendously - -aided—partic- | 7 

‘\darly in ‘the two-channel” markets— |. . 
“by its. ability to place. with: ‘the. sta- °° 

ive). a : “companion” ‘order for- the]. ._ 
NCAA: grid}: - 

Since ABC jhad: ‘the’ ‘choice: of two. c aaa — 

inientaty, 

current’ in: the: mainstream of net='| 

‘tv experts’ see the, giant: ‘eonten- . 
ders about-the square off? in: what:| _ 

erate? duties—”’ 
Precautions. were. necessary. 
Differences of. opinion: may exist | 

as ‘to the’ wisdom and value of tele- |. 
casting”. such: a. difficult, delicate: 
operation: for an- unconditioned: lay |: 

The. ‘General. -Electric- : 
owned -station,: nation’s. oldest. in-| 
point of continuous operation, Pio-. 

“making the selections. for the ex- | 
hibition, what went. into’the: dis-- 

‘For art lovers’ “especially, the} 

brow: dialers’ ‘there. was. consider-. 

est and: eye-delighting: fare. ‘What. 
‘helped was the skillful way. that | 

| KSTP-T-V. staffers. and. the: several. 

i PACE - MAKER - “HEART: ‘SUR’ = 

With. Ernie: Tetrauit, Dr. ‘Joseph. T. oF 

vs . ‘writing: | -Job, 
. technical.‘ 

docu-| - “The. “stars,” ”. the surgeons, “wen
t 

“tthe ‘Northwest a area. is really 7 2 

“big Teague... . 810,800 TV of 
: — ; Continued from page 21 — 

| *hear- see”. 
“| press. conference at. the Pririceton, 

labs ‘of “RCA., Gen. : - Sarnoff 
said. “at - ‘that: ‘time the company 

{NL S., 

first- place: ‘elub—KSTP -TV. a which in demo played a-clip picked 
j off the: set, ‘ready. for market: in 
‘|-five years’: (1961). - 
a “small. transistor. tv. camera”. was. 
‘alsa - _mentioned. | ‘as -a:. possibility. : 

‘There -has, . ‘however, never. been 
os et of further’ develop. 
| men 

SUNDAYS" to: 15-12: 30”. : 
Program: , LATE SHOW. 

Sept. 29 ) “SAFARI” oh 

“J ack: Paar ‘Show,’”. 

“It dramatically ‘demonstrated. al. 
per-. 

formed - ‘on. 57-year-old. carpenter | 
whose. heart. beat. .had.- dangerously 

new... type of-. heart. surgery, 

slumped - - approximately . :.40. 
Gommentary during the. operation. 
‘was’ provided’ by "Dr. - Joseph T. 

‘| Doyle; .professor .of medicine™.and 
| chief. of. cardiology at Albany Med-: 

ical” College,. 

| casting. the delicate. ‘operation. 
Pace - ‘maker: . should... : effectively 
serve patient - three: to ‘five ‘years. 
Long-term results ‘can not~“be. pre- | - 
dicted, -but the Jessening of lengev- |: 
ity is ‘certain—because: the patient. 
has a ‘major coronary: condition. 

Climax - to: the’: ‘surgery, “per- 
formed .by: 2 first -team. operating 
group. of eight: doctors. atid -nurses.|- 
“with a’ minimum of four ‘others in: 
|-attendance,- 

: uu. | recovered man ‘leaving. his ..home 
=-|to sit-in.a chair outside, ‘and -per- 

; forming © an. inside household re- 
-tpair’ job :on..a- ‘step-ladder. |: -Dr.} 

", .| Doyle. -told : interviewer ‘Ernie: Tet- 
‘| rault, of :WRGB -news. that the pa-. 

were ‘pictures «of the 

tient. could. ‘safely perform. ‘“mod- 

audience, : 

necred. area-wise.. 

an outstanding: public: service © pro- 
gram. However, : it mus‘ have: been 
neither -easy..on: ‘the - eyes - nor. the. 
merves: of some viewers. The: -cam-: 
eras left nothing to’ the: imagina-. 

|tion.: This was -the .closest’ visual 
approach. to the. life - spirit which’ 
‘is imaginable: ‘and... - perhaps * -it} -- 
should: have’ called: for. a spiritual 

| note.. . 
Dr. ‘Doyle spoke in’ the: calm. tone 
of his profession. Occasionally, the: 

‘| pitch. seemed |a little toa’. quiet, 
| almost. indistinct. . His. rapport. with 
Tetrault-_who.. ‘has: worked. * on 
other. - medicasts—was: excellent: - 

..” John J. ‘Cassidy, | furned in‘ a- fine 
avoiding: ‘the: - too- 

unnaimed. . Program. may have de- 

of operation,- and. treatment. About 
a dozen’ operations ‘of this: kind 

ad aco. 

“Telean 

hoped. to: have the -home tv tape, 

At: ‘that. time, 

" Greéasboro,N. Cc Carroll : Ogle, 
.. {| general’ ‘manager of “WEAL, has 
---fbeen-: elected’: ‘president. “Of the 

_ ;newly: organized Greensboro Radio 
. Association, 

Tofol Area Homes: 247,000 ; 
ween | ‘Metre. Rating: 12. 

Sept. 15. “PRINCE AND ‘THE SHOWGIRL” . 
’ Marilyn. Monroe, ‘Laurence. Olivier 
1957, Warner Bros., Seven Arts | 

Sept. 22 “ALL ‘THE YOUNG MEN” a 
| - - Alan Ladd; Sidney:Poitier _ 

_ 1960, Columbia, Scteen Gems 

“Victor, Mature, “Janet. Leigh 
1956, : Columbia, “Screen: Gems, 

one oft whieh  WRGB’s ' 
“Northeast: 963”. special events ‘se- 
ries, had a. prime time > spotting, S 
‘between ° “Bob. ‘Hope’ Presents” ‘and |° 

‘retarded . 

-in:: coopération. with}... 
Albany: Medical ‘Center..in-. video- | 

; been - held in. downtown Dallas. 

| tinue his: Policy: ‘of. n0: “commercials on. Christmas: Day . 

. Lanes;. while’ KBOX... 

valthough - certain 

2 -in. words and: ‘pictures. - 
- By. accepted ‘standards, ‘this: was ; 

‘students’ to: the: Ministry ‘of: Educa- |. 

his. hand: over’ the lens.. 
‘cheap . sensationalism,” :: 
and permitted no pictures. © 

‘tried to take film from a distance. 
“of about °30..feet.. This time: the |. 
‘Russian ‘cop who stopped him’ said |. 

-strongly. about: this. 
‘tinue: ‘to. take film;": “he.:said,.. “I 
-eannot’ ‘guarantee your safety ‘or. | 
the safety of your: correspondent.” |: 

~ 4 liberately :Teft. unanswered “ques- |. 
‘ttions; such as the™estimated . cost. 

2 *. [have ‘been’: performed ‘at AMCH, 
2. a jusually. in emergencies. 

would. talk for a radio. interview |f : 

-wanted t6. complete. his university 
- | education: in. Russia. 

| minutes © 
| arrived for lunch: planned -by Jaffe '| 
| to'introduce Lower to Russian offi- 1.0. - 

_____ | cials: and foreign © ‘correspondents. a 
‘Jaffe excused” himself: -from. the | giammssnscm 
‘lunch’ to: interview. the: student. inj. A home- ‘tape. rig at’ ‘a 

| an adjoining office. 

| the. Ghana. student. story. Russians } 

One departing correspondent leav- | 
|.ing Moscow:.on rotation refused. to: 
‘be -used as a pigeon, that. is, a} 
-courier.:He thougt ‘it was too risky. } oe foe 

On top of this, one European news. === a 
cagency was - overplaying the: story} ae = 
“as. a riot, which. produced ‘an _ava- | 

-| lanche’ of ‘queries. from. the N.Y. [| 
| office.. Neither Lower ‘nor™. Jaffe | air-conditioned: office ia ‘attractive’ i uo 

suite, - - Services aveileble.. ideat fer | 
| saw any’signs of rioting, and Lower:| 

producer, : writer, press agent, ete... Po Be 
ordered the New: York:staff to use’ 
only | Jaffe’s . reports ‘rather : ‘than + 
the “overwritten - “yarns | Stemthing | : 
‘from other. sources, a 

7 _Wetoots,D December 25, 1963 _ a oe 

‘ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Loe VAnuExY- ARB’: weekly chart offers a. day-by-day analysts of: the top feature. evening. slots in: . . 
os particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime. feature slots complete with. nighttime piz..:- 
“. .. periods for designation as.the top feature slot of the day. The: analysis is confined to the top rated ° 

"« feature slots in‘ the ARB meastred-period,. broken down -by days in the week: The: ARB measured. 
“period. ‘usually covers three ‘or four weeks.. Other data such as the time slot and average share’ ee 

audience: é is Furnished. Top comperition and competitive’ ‘ratings . -also. are highlighted: a 

“(Continued from ‘page: 28). 

“TOP. COMPETITION. 

STATION & 
Shore. of Audience: Ee ? ROGRAM, TOTAL HOMES: 

“WGN. ‘Presents WGN 
183,400 -10;15-12:30 - 

“Fr rom The Production Centres - 
; Continued from pace: 22 

tv equipment for use: in ‘classroom: instruction. _ Three Gan meee 

costing $40, 000,. will be-set to go next-month , 
has opened new. “drive- to: ‘Taise: funds. for State hospitals’ ‘for mentally. -. Me 

i _ WTCN-TV: ‘paid. Minnesota State’ ‘High School. Athletie “~~ 
‘League. $19, 110 for rights to telecast. ‘state high: -school hockey tourney — 
next February:and prepsters" basketball: meetin March, . 

- beaming. “Christmas Night - ‘Skating. Show’ for -eighth consec ‘year. to-: 
-mortrow. (25).- ‘First National::Bank of ‘Mirineapolis.. repeats. as Sponsor. 

. WTCN aniouncer Dick Driscoll is’ producer-narrator of néw humor - 
seriés: titled “The. Regrettables.”. 7 , One-minute vignettes: are. based. on 

. KSTP-TV. 

radio. bloopers... 

LIN: ‘DALLAS. . 
» ‘The Jan.-1- Cotton’ Bow!’ Festival Parade has been moved to a State: 
‘Fair Park,: where CBS-TV. will’ carry ‘it for 45 minutes. Previously: it’s 

- KIXL prexy: Lee. Segall. will -con-=... 

', Time-Life’ s WICN-TV: 

. WPAA’s: | 

POLO R 8 ANY EY 

‘“Newscope” airing traffic reports daily from: a helicopter, 4:9: 30 a:m.,. Tee 

with eyewitnéss accounts of ayem traffic.conditions every 15 minutes - a 
Chris ‘Schenkel, Johnny Lujack and KRLD’s Frank Glieber wiH do..." 4 

.. WRR:now . ‘the Cotton Bowl’ game coverage here for CBS-TY Jan: 1. 
diring its. allnight deejay remote shows. from .the Bowlero Bowling =. +! 

motion” contest . 

‘KVIL-FM. 

ABC's Lower, Jaffe 
— Continued from. page 20. poe : 4 a 

piess: had ‘peported ‘that. story fully, . 

Lower and ‘Jaffe followed: the : 

tion where ABC's cameraman tried @ 
for film, but a security officer put | 

“This is |. iB. j 
he. ‘said, |e. Z 

‘The following day a dozen. Ghan-. a 
jan students, most. of. them. leaders, 1 § 

‘| gathered near the: Ghana embassy, ‘|. Pi. 
‘but. Russian police barricaded. the:| -¢Z. 
‘embassy. and refusel them ‘en- | 
entranice.. ABC's cameraman again’ 

that the Russian: people feel. very. 

“If you -con- |] Manager, . 
| ment for good. money ia any major 

. Back. at the ABC office, a student: 
leader phoned Jaffe to say that he || oad will bein: New: York. natil the . 28th. - 

if: he were not. identified; .as “he ” PLeza 2.7676 

“The -student | ; coe eeeecas 
showed up:at the ABC office five’ | J. 

before the ‘first guest |. 

ACRE. RANCH . oe 
3. Bedrooms: 3 Baths, Living” Roce,’ oe 
Fireplace, Dining..Room,. Paneled [ 
Den, Dinette, ond Kitchen, Large j. .: . 

_T.Y. and Movie Room, Siler Screen,.] 

Other: correspondents. had: an. . 
equally rough time trying to. cover 

refused ‘to. transmit UP. Telephotos.. Terrific . Lawn, 

Shrubbery, ‘Flowers, Rock Gardens, 

Garage. Good Terms: ia 606. 

———OFFICE RENTAL— 
'S7 St. Near: éth Avense: Sunny 

Call: Ju 2h 412.- 

“On-the-Air-Pro- --. 
: KRLD-TV. will carry the Dec.:31 Sun. Bowl ‘Game. 

‘from EL Paso. pitting’ Southern Methodist U. vs. Oregon 
Electric. Stereo Drama Series. again being . aired ‘this Season by a 

. . »- General’. 

Highly Talented, Experienced. or 

‘Credits as Long as. Your Arm |=: 

liv Producer, Director: ond. Station: an z 
_Availoble for employ-[:. 

metvopelitaa’ = merket. Returning’ _ 
“from ‘Sabbatical on. December 13th 

a necessary. call sollect— . 

ia Bri) 
Specimen: Trees, = 

. Casey Cohemia, WEAA-AM-FM-TV. promotion: ~~ .-"} 
director, was. elected’ second v.p.. of Broadcasters. Promotion Assn; at ~~; 

| eighth annual conclave’ in San Francisco.. He- also’ was’ awarded two: . 
: plaques for honors: won: ‘by his department: in -BPA’s 



z ‘been submitted in’ advance... 

. mhiée inlerowave towers. have ‘been. ‘installed: linking the: LBE: 
ranch :-with the telephone ‘companiy ‘facilities. here. Basically, the .. - 

_. Palerowave system will transmit television a and other ‘comununication 
signals from the ranch to here. 
“The: system is: part of: a- $2; 500,060 communications network. 

| Austin, “Dee. 93; 

= ./ which has been ‘built between here and the ranch which is:likely ‘to\- 
become’ the. summer . White _House “and” origination point. of. news 

when. President Lyndon B. Johnson. comes: ‘to his home at the. ranch. ” 
- ‘In: :Gillespie County, : Johnson. City." ~ . 

< +  .;The Southwestern Bell Teleptione Co.:has- installed 50 new lines. | 

° te the ranch.in addition to the microwave installation.. Local radio 
and tv" outlets are faving their. newsmen: “authorized as White House - 

yor ~Teporters. . 

~ LBIs 3. Network Chinfests 
— — . Continued from. page 19. 

big’ ‘press. conferences: to. ‘be. sub-. 
“mitted in’ advaice,. thereby: ‘ruling : 
out any. possibility ‘of .a--slip ‘of the |. 
tongue. Only President Kennedy | 
‘met newsmen ‘in. a no-holds-barred 
live-ty.. news . conferenée. - 

_ President: ° ‘Eisenhower. “had. ‘Te- 
quired: that he edit: what went out 
-on tv before ‘it. was. transmitted: 
long afterthe conference’ was ‘held.. 
‘President. Truman permitted. -only-|* 

:: televised : ‘excerpts ‘and’ denied . the. 
-newspapermen © the - ‘privilege | of 
' quoting him directly unless he spe- 

., cifically authorized - it. President 
+ ‘Roosevelt allowed no direct “quotes. 

or live radio. President .Hoover an-' 
. gwered: only ‘questions. ‘Which’ had: 

brought Up,’ and it’ never. was.. 
A CBS_participant said there was 

just: one.reference to tv. during the 
CBS turn in the. White. House -din-. 

- |ing room.. That came when. Presi- |: 
dent Johnson; obviously..as a joke, 
remarked that- he. intended to’ ‘hold: 
his ‘first big’ televised. _press ; eon- 
ference :in: prime time, beginning 
at 8:30: Pp. m. and lasting ry ‘minutes. 

. President’ ‘Johnson. told. the. ABC. 
group: about this remark and ‘was 
quoted’ as. having :added:.“I kept | 
thinking Dick Salant. would ‘smile,|. . oO 
‘put he ‘never: did:”.He paused. and. : 
then ‘added:. ‘Leonard. (Goldenson), | 
why -aren’t” you: ‘smiling? Gold- q 
-enson ‘smiled. 2 —_ 

. President Johnson. left. the: “ABC _— 
‘execs with the impression. he willl |= 

. not let tv cameramen into his ranch 
me when: he is there. a 

. _ Johnson-Hagerty: Tie: 

ne “that. President Johnson .opened: up 
‘* and | talked : television ‘with. ABC 
-= “(and not.with NBC or-CBS) ‘because. 

-of the. presence. of Hagerty: in. - the, 
ABC. group.. 

“ton:as ‘the. most. able man ever, - to 
‘hold. that. job. - 

‘ Presumably, the. President. is. Te- 
_ceptive to Hagerty’s ‘ideas ‘and sug- 
‘gestions about tv White House cov". 

o erage. 

noes “President Johason ’ invited “the 
" “ABC: quartet. to: take a pre-lunch 
-" §wim-in. the ‘White. ‘House _Pool with | 

: him, and all four did. 
‘The ‘day . before, : ‘also at Janch, 

he: had: invited. his. five CBS. ‘guests. 
to take..a swim,” ‘and: only prexy. 
Frank Stanton and: ‘Blair ‘Clark had. 

-.. done’'so. ‘Board. chairman. -William: 
2: Paley; CBS News. prexy: Dick Sal- 

‘ant -and~.:D.C, ° ‘bureau. chief. Bill 
“Small declined. 

The. NBC. “group,: Jed. by” ‘prexy. 
Robert: Kintner, were. asked for the 

. first. of: the’ three successive. Tun-) Cini. 
-cheons. That day | (Wednesday), the 

- President - 
his : schedule - and “did. “not: invite 

them for ‘a-swim. 
.The NBC White’- House * "méal 

a was* said to:..have . ‘been’ entirely 
social. ‘The ‘group Zept waiting for. 

‘as sxie 6 Bios Prints ‘tthe exit | 

. - 100 8x10 Color Photes ‘only:$1:15 each. 
-. Write for: brochure ‘and ‘free ‘samples | 

. - 5 Qe PHOTOPRINT. C0, 
Bey 128 Houston, Texas 7017 a 7 

—— 4-0707 ——— 

Ate you'a 

a “BRIGHT. YOUNG Vv 
oT producer’ or director looking for an: 

| exciting opportunity in: New. York? 
| Hf 20; tell us about yourself. - _ 

‘ Box V-3545, VARIETY . 
154 W.. 46. St., _New ‘York. "10036. 

“was. running. -late: ‘in | 

A} ‘time,. 
—] Limits,” 

ae ae — ued. fr — 
a It was generally: believed here ‘Contin af om page. * . 

trying to coine’ to. town ‘after being 
‘classified as ‘an: ‘unidentified flying 
‘object. ‘The ‘show ‘was- ‘completed: 
by: a talented home « group; the | 

: |. Burke - Family,’ . 
_° “The. President: has Tong. idinired 

an ‘and ‘respected: the _Hagerty : mind: 
<2 and talents. Hagerty was ‘for eight | 

years. the White. House press‘ séc-} 
‘retary. under President Eisenhower, . 
and is widely regarded in: Washing- | 

“ar . rather large 
Menage who: caroled. ‘out a pair in| 
a classic. manner. Jose. 

“pélephone: Heut_ 
NBC-TV’s “Telephone. Hour” “as 

in the. Tuesday: (17) Offering.” 
“Steve - ‘Lawrence . | and * ” Bydie 

-Gorme took not one,. not: two, -buf€ J. 
three guest ‘shots: in: the: opening,. 
midway. .and.. closing. segs. Vet. fap | 
dancer _ Eleanor... Powell © (tophat, 

] tails.’ and - cane) “starred. with the'| ‘: 
‘-regular dancers in a‘terp to. a. med- |= 
Jey :of standards: It seemed unnec-:} - 
-essarily long—long . enough for- a |: 
viewer to discover that Miss Poy-. 
-ell—as: some ‘piano men. lave ‘a:hot |. 
right hand—has .a| hot ‘right foot.. 

. Most noteworthy .in the tunefull |: 
| hour ‘was -Met soprano. Birgit Nils- |. 
son with: taxing—and moving—miu- ; 
sic. from" “Wagner, ‘Verdi .and Puc- 

“Telephone”. ‘asa. child : ‘prodigy ‘in 
‘| the: radio days,. ‘making . ‘One of -his: 
several returns as. piano Soloist | 
(he’s : now 19).° 
‘Donald. Voorliees led’ the ‘Tele 

|. phone. Orch in its. usual. ‘excellent. 
oe and varied backings: | Bi 

“Coyle 
7 — Continued ‘from’ page oe —. 

an | hedy’s: assassination. This impact, 
‘| Coyle said, was-made possible by 
|‘the ability. of American: television |’. 

ae “ ‘to transmit ‘the: picture’. ‘of those ; 
*tevents to. the world within minutes: 
of ‘their occurrence.. 

-| <- Coyle forecast- big. gains: for. 
‘commercial : television ‘within the 

-.1 whole ‘non-Communist- world, eyen: 
| in those countries where ‘there is- 
‘currently no commercial’ ‘operation. | 

=== | In Europe,.he said, industry needs. 
“y | commercial. ‘television to -expand |}. 

-_... [{markets. This pressure: is building | - 
aE while: Government-owned ‘or ‘pub- 
aS licly-operated tv facilities are find- | - 
‘ing it: impossible. to be self-sup-|: “# 

| | porting. “If “commercial television | . 
a i | existed : ‘throughout Europe, Coyle | . 

‘| said, ‘the .Common: Market would | “ 
“} | be 10. times: sas. ‘successful . as: it: As a 

new. . 

7 1 24 ‘W: 44th ST. NEW. YORK 4 “ABC | International - 

it. ‘bought. -a ‘series, 

discount: : ‘from -the distributors: 
| United: “Artists .TV;-- which also} —. - 
benefited’ -by. getting. into -areas, |§ ®: . 

|} such as_Afriea, which -it ordinarily | .° * 
ad | would: not find. prostable | to ) service. I 

played). 

usual - ‘pushed. a lot of. contrasting: 
{music through -the four-inch. ‘speak-'} 
ers of.-Videoland, but the talent 
seemed: to be spread unusually thin : 

“Also: in’ the: classical: vein, . 
Lorin Hollander, “who ‘debuted. ‘On - 

“Burke's Law, ”" 
‘| Right,” - 
- Welk: and “Arrest and Trial.’ ” 

”| est. 

is “Heading i 
. into 1964-by setting.a new pattern‘ - 4 
| for program. buying. -For :the first] | er 

“Outer. - oo 
= - for all “its: ‘worldwide af-| ge 

: filiates in: 16. countries, . instead--of.|'.F-- 
‘buying on “a “Sarket-by-niarket Ti Q 

| basis. In “this: ‘way, ABC Interna-. - oe we 
tional was: able. to: Zeta volume:| -F | 

Ves coma from: page: a. — a 
competing: for’ ‘audiences ‘much ‘of: 

.| the: time. : 
‘after: the Vikings - - Philadelphia: " = 

. | game,. WCCO-TV tuned: in ‘on the |. 
second half. of the Chicago Bears-|. 
Detroit N.L: ‘contest. - . 

“During: ‘the: past ‘regular. season’| 

On the. yiext. day. (15) 

7 ‘on. Monday nights. WCCO-TV -‘car-’ 
| ried: the. preceding’ Saturday. after- 
noon U.. of: Minnesota. home ‘and |. 
‘awey.- games (only . two of | which |° 

.-| had -beén televised . while. being 
: “and:: WICN-TV. did “the. 
jsame for the ‘Vikings. ‘On Sunday. 

| afternoons: WTCN-TV: alsd: had 
| one-time 
. | Bernie. ‘Bierman. appearing ‘with. 

_. | re-runs. of important - ‘past’ games 
“| during. his long coaching. career— 

‘the: subject - ‘of “television to. be. 

U. . of .. Minnesota 

those that happened to be’ on-tape 
and which were resurrected. ..‘The 
area; of course, will: be getting all. 
‘of ‘the. various: football. televasts 
Still to. be coming on the networks: 

The: extremely. high . ‘¥atings -at-: 
‘tained: hy football telecasts. in. the 
‘Twin Cities indicate that. this area |. 
is) -more. football-mad, : ‘perhaps, 
than any other. in: the ‘entire ‘na-- 
tion, say ‘the tv folks. . Radio- also. 
feeds out: the’ play: ‘by play Sridiron: 

aoe contended ‘that. this. Janguage em- 
“braces: -tape, - ‘and. this _is -among | 

contest: in terrific ; ‘amounts. 

“Berlin. ‘Dee. 23° 

.the. past’ two years. 
‘Aim. of ‘the ITC, or Jnternational- | 

. Ler Fernsehwettbewerb Berlin, will 
.-.| De. same ‘as the film fest, and: will-/ 
“| be. under. sponsorship‘ of the’ gov-| 

‘ernment: of the Federal: Republic} 
-of Germany. and the Berlin: Senate. | ‘Cock is head onagainst. Walter’ 
-All productions presented : will be 
‘under the: motto ‘Freedom: 
Justice,” : 

like: ‘surefire | “returnees, for ABC- 
TV: next) season are “Outer. ‘Lim- 

“Combat, a 

“McHale's Navy,”. “Fugitive,” ‘“Oz-|Suing AN! of thiese shows came out |: 
zie. &: Harriet,” “Farmer's. Daugh- 

“Patty. ‘Duke. ‘ Show,” “Ben. 
Casey,’ ” 
Reed. . ‘Show, MY: - “Phree . Sons,""}~ 

“The Price - Is |: 
Lawrence'|. 

its, a “Wagon Train,” o” 

ter,” 
“Flintstones,” © “Donna: 

“Hootenanny,” 09 

Jn. ‘the. doubtful” category ° “are 
| | “Breaking. Point” and’ “The Gréat- 

Web. execs | 
| will be watching them closely over | 

Show On. Earth.” 

the - winter ‘months. to ‘see whether 
the rating scales op in. their. i: 
-rection.. 

“Beyond * feprieve.” “are: 
ning,” “Sunset: Strip,’ “The Jimmy. 
Dean Show,’’. “Jaimie McPtieetérs”. 
‘and “The: Fight of the Week.” The | 
“Friday. night. fights which ‘have 
‘been: a. form.:.of. specialized’ pro-. 
‘gramming always with low: ratings, 
has ‘ been: kayoed “by ’.the. “virtual. 
demise of- the fight game" itself... 

> Distributed by: 

“meaning: of the term ‘motion pic- 

‘coach: 

[in their’ basic.” 

| TV Fellowap Comment | ae 
' ’ Berlin’ 8 ‘Titernational Television 

‘Festival, ‘to be held June: 20-25, will. 
be recognized for the first: time. by: 
‘the’ European ‘Broadcasting Union. 
‘and ‘will .no longer: be.an- adjunct |; 
“Of the. Berlin. Film ‘Festival, as in 

| meeting. set. ‘for Frisco, ‘beginning 

test: the’-pact’ on “tape, and inform |: 

‘and 
.. irrespective: : of ‘themes 

or. whether from.a social, religious, | 
cultural, . economic. Or - political 
point. of view. We et 

| Brinkley on: NBC, the ABC news { 

-{ City, Seattle,-- Houston, “Madison, | 
o fand:: ‘Birmingham, ‘Cochran... ranks.| 

| first in the local Nielsens. In. ‘over |. 
. Ja dozen other cities, Cochran is in 
the. No. 2 slot... 

— 5 continued from. page: 19 =: 

which ‘the: web: says: ‘are: gettin — feature documentaries : ‘sponsored 

‘higher -Tatings: ‘in’ their — new ‘time: 

‘slots. ‘than’ they” did: ‘the: Previous 

‘season.. :° 

- The: shows. which ‘currently ‘ook 

telecast Dec.. 10 at 10. pP.m., hit 29.7 
‘shafeand*a 16.3 rating in: the 30. 
‘market: Nielsens. - ‘The: three: other 

“The World’s Girls” and “The:Fes-: 
tival Frenzy,” were: about 25%. .un- |. 

‘is starting. experiments: with stereo 1 7 

lis sending-special stereo programs, 1 
[aimed ‘initially at the-trade. — 

“Chan- |: Saturday from 10:45 to. li: 45 a.m.,. 
‘the. station will send out ‘the stereo 

) SCREEN GEMS, » INC. 

- Hollywood, Dec. 23. : 

~TIATSE. | week, with an. impressive .numbér 
— Continued from. pare. 2 — 

‘into ‘basic : “pacts. with. indies nd 
Majors 10 years ago. — ; 
Article.17 of. the basic. pact A's 

have with the producers ‘is: ‘headed 

‘the Universal (City ‘studio. . 

previous industry. peak of ..3,500, 

tures,” ‘and defines it this way: “it. 
4s. a. Mutual’: understanding and 
agreement of the ‘parties . hereto} 
that the. term motion pictures ‘as 
‘used in the ‘agreement and in all 
prior basic agreements: between | 
the. parties. means and: includes; 
and has always. meant and: includ-: 
ed ‘motjon. ‘pictures.. whether made 
on or by film, tape or otherwise, 
and whether ' produced : by “means 
of. motion . picture : cameras; elec- | 
‘troni¢ cameras: or. devices, or any 
‘other © combination.’ of. the. fere-- 
going; or amy other means, ‘meth-| ' 
‘ods, or devices now used:or which |. 
may héreafter be. -adopted.” ae 
‘Hollywood ‘IA locals: have ‘Jong { 

era, but the peak Jast week came 
with 19- “segments shooting. 

Revue ts lensing: its many series 
not. only on’ its. own 410° acres, 

where additional space was rented 

“Suspense Theater” seg in: Chicago. 

as: are.six backlot locations, _ 

'—43 of them—and embraces eyery 

featured. players and name -guest- new ‘pact, one “th "feel is unnec- 
ey stars. - _ Off-camera.. totals . reach ‘Because tape: is mentioned 

ing... exec. producers, 
Jan. ‘27, and a number of-IA locals 
in: ‘Hollywood. are. planning to: send 
delegates to that. session to pro- 

there are 1,240 on Revue’s admin- 
istrative and. execrtive staff. 

the. board. of any. action they. may | 
plan to take, pursuant to. -Foember- 
ships’ ‘directions. 

Ron Cochran [ny Show"; “Channing.” and pilots 
| of five. new. projects, “Karen,” “$0 — Continued from: page oe = Bristol Court” - 

‘web as whole, is hurt ‘by its. limited 
station: lineup.. - ‘Johnny: North: ”, 
In -some . focal markets’ -where | 

British Tint wW 

sodes; two “Arrest and. Trial”. 
“ shows: two Bob. Hope-Chrysler 
‘segs: “The ‘Virginian’: “Destry”: 

‘Cronkite ‘on -CBS :and ‘Huntley- | 

show has been. scoring the No. 1 
‘or 2 ‘position. . ‘In. ‘Wichita, ‘Kansas 

recommendations, . 2 
‘Although it is. generally . - Fecog- 

ABC: News’ ‘also ‘scored: ‘this ‘sta-" be. substantially more expensive 

‘son. with . its: ratings on‘ ‘the four 

by Philco. “The Soviet, - ‘Woman,” 

‘and added. that it was vital to the 

one-hour shows in’.-this . seriés,. future. of the radio industry: that, 
“Whatever happened - ‘To: ‘Royalty,’ tem ‘common to Europe. 

der. this rating, but still considered | - ‘Honetele-City’s 1s 18 -standard-. 
strong. for. public affairs. program-. 

of John Secondari’s -spéecial proj-| a. 
ects department; s a. ‘division. of. ABC i fin 
News. . oon . . 

W. Germany’ s ‘Stereo. 
Cologne, : Dec. “O84 i 

‘West German. Radio :in Cologne 

‘broadcasting this month. it: 
Beginning this week,. ‘the ‘station’ 

Daily from 2:to 3 :p.m., and. also | 

shows from the transmitter of the {jf | 
Third Radio Program, carried by |} °°. 
Channel: 41. in ‘Langenberg, ‘Chan- |f/ 
nel .9-in:‘Muenster; Chantel ‘37. in|: 
Nordhelle, Channel; 33 in the. Teu- | 
-toburger Wald, all. in’ the ultra a 

_| shortwave - reception area. ae | 

“HAN BARBERA CARTOONS — 
“TOUCHE TU RILE « LIPPY THE LION e > WALLY GATOR” 

1962 Hanna-Barbera Productions ines. 

‘All in all, four. companies ‘are on. 
‘Off-lot. locations. ‘Every one of: the. 
-company’s 32 sound stages is busy,’ 

than.. conventional. sets; Bevins 
hoped that they would be available. 

Jat a price which the public could: 
afford. ..He denied any suggestion. 
that. Britain was. “dragging its feet”. 

if possible, there should be a sys- 

band radio ‘stations air a total of 

D ernest at Peak . 
~~ T Revue studios set an alltime 

high, ‘in telepix ‘employment last 

ef 5,300 persons on the payroll of 

‘The record figure topped the © 

established by Revue last Aug. 29. - 
When. the “August figure was_ 
‘reached, there: were 11 ‘segments 
of various ‘series before. the cam- 

but at ‘Paramount Sunset studies. 

‘because ‘of the heavy production 
Joad, and.is’even shooting a- “Kraft. 

‘Record employment is a bonanza . 
‘to the. iridustry’s crafts and ‘guilds 

phase of: production..'There are ° . 
1,385 ‘actors and actresses work:. 

| ing, 210° of: them ‘series regulars, 

‘| 2,675; repping -technicians,  Jabor- |.. 
ers: and creative personnél, includ-* 

producers, 
“writers - -and diréctors. In addition’ 

ae 

“Nineteen. segs before the cam-. 
eras. ‘consist of a trio of “Kraft” 
‘shows; two. “Wagon Train’. epi- 

-.| “McHale’s Navy”; “The Jack Ben-- 

“Broadside”. _ 
“Night People, ” and the two-hour” | 

— ‘Continued: frem page 1 —: 

and will: be reporting to him on its 

: nized. that color tv. receivers will ©: 



. trombone leads the way. * 

You.’ 

“The. Wav You. ‘Look. Tonight, ” 
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| Nelson's ' For You 
East Side/West Side’ Top New LPs 

RICK NELSON: “FOR - You" 
-(Decea). The. title ‘song. herein. is’ 

already - rolling in. the singles. mar- 

ket. which. should | give this’ pack- a 

age. added ‘sales. -pull.: Nelson: ‘has 

grown - professionally, ‘since; he 
dropped - the “y” in. his. original 

Ricky tag, © ‘and. now can pull in 

adult: fans :as well. ‘as hold on’:to 

- the. youngsters. His ‘adult. draw| 

comes. from his’ fine handling ‘of. 

such oldies as. “For: You, ” “Pools 

Rush. In” and “The Nearness of 
-And for :the kids-‘he’s got. 

SONgS. like. “That's All: She. Wrote,” 
' “Bown “Home” ‘and. “Hey - There, | 

“Little Miss Tease.” 
arrangements: by. Jimmie. Haskell 

are topfi! ght. 

LEE - EVANS: “ON CONCERT”. 

Lee Evans has. an am-. 

bitious program ‘here..but it’ never }- 

gets out of hand. He's: an inven- 

(Command). 

tive pianist and: to play -up. the 

“concert” theme he’s :surrournded 

himself. ‘with-a full-blown orch; but. 

he never lets. it take away. his’ key- 

board - lead. Out | of. the grooves, 

therefore,. comes a 
blending: that’s quite. exciting. The 

repertoire is made of.. solid «stuff, 

“Satin Doll,” “Thou. Swell,” 

“Porgy : ‘and. Bass” 

‘among -others, which: adds . to. the 

listenir ¢ pleasure, : 

“EAST SIDE/WEST | “SpE” 
(Columbia): ‘One of the strong en: 1. 

tries of the currerit tv’ -season,. 
“Rast <:Side/West. -Side” ~ ‘has. a 

ready-made audience. for: this. <LP: 

It’s. . Kenyon. ‘Hopkins’ © ‘music, 
though, that’s the. attraction. ‘here |: 

and it comes over.with: lots of ex- 

‘citement. H's: themes ‘capture the 
city’s. . beat. in pulsating musical 
terms that - ‘have drive as “well. as 
meatiing. Hopkins is the’ “musical 

conductor here and‘ he sees -to- it. 
that ‘the’ composer. is" well taken 

‘RECORD REVIEWS | 

‘Evans’ ‘Concert’ | 
Morning, ” My. Coloring’ ‘Book; re “y . 
Wanna ‘Be ‘Around” and, “The End 
‘Of: The World.” — | 

“THE. VENTURES IN| SPACE” 
(Dolton): ..This four-piece. combo, 
known: as . ‘The Ventures, .creates a. 
driving: sound. that's:right. up. teen. 
alley. ‘The group: ‘has already made. 
plenty: of. ndise- in the. singles. ‘mar- 
‘ket and has. made a ‘dent in the 
album: market as. well;. This. LP, 
‘then, will | continue | their ‘Streak -be-: 
cause. .it’s packed. -with ‘high-flying | 
instrumentation: that: displays their} j 
musical -flair.. The LP is pegged on 

The ‘musical «The . ‘Fourth :” Dimension,” 

piano-orch 

medley - ‘and | 
-but all have the. folk’ flair that the’ 
-buffs. go for.’ Of the more current. 

‘{items, there are songs by Woody |- 
Guthrie. ‘ahd “Bob Dylan, ' ‘It’s’ ‘hard 

‘titles. such’: as_ 

Race’ and. “War Of'The Satellites” 
} but: the. beat ‘is. down. to earth and | 

¢ k ble. for the. teen a highly’ ‘mar etal _| “WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL” 
trade.’ 

(Atlantic): The New World Singers 
‘belong in the ‘upper half of the}! 
overcrowded -foik  class.:.They.-can | - 
-push.their through this: overloaded |’. 
folk field: because of. their authen- |. 
ticity. and enthusiasm. -The group, } 
-made. up‘ of “Gil’-Turner, Happy |. 
-“Truman~and “Bob. Cohen,.: spill -out | 
a” round.. of. folk. tunes=that : grab = 

a}'attention, Their songbag. is..a“pot- 
pourri of. -traditional.‘ and: current 

to ‘go. ‘wrong: with their stuff. 

REPRISE SHUFFLES ITS 
DISTRIBUTION ‘SETUP. 

“Reprise. Records. realigned’. its: 
distribution: setup. in’ “several. areas. 
last. week: 

- In St: ‘Louis,- ‘Reprise: wilt be han- 
dled. ‘by: Commertial :- Music’... Co.’ 
Other: cities: and. their’. distributor- 
‘ships: are:  Biiffalo,. Gerber Distrib- 

“Twilight -Zone,” |" 
Solar.|.’ J 

.“PHE. NEW “WORLD. SINGERS" |= 

Linkletter, ‘Atkins, Green 

-Int made pn impact in the. jazz 

‘uting; : ‘Milwaukee, . Tell Music: Dis- 
tributors; - New York, Alpha: Dis- 

| tributing:. ‘Newark... Laredy. Record 
‘Distributing; : and, Charlotte, Armold 
Record.. 

care of. 

“KAT. WINDING” (Verve): “Hav- 

field. -Kai Winding started taking. 
hold’ of .th* pon: market .with the}* 

it, ‘withort corrupting any.. 
‘innate 

‘(Landen?. This’ original. cast album: 

dis. the- 

‘O'Neal help get..the. vocal message 

“YOWRE i] 

“tine: 
-ranied : ‘nd conducted, : “has ‘sat upt . 

relosse of i's “More”. single ‘and 
athum: several months .ago.. He. ‘did. 

of- ‘his 
“his. musici ‘anship,:. giving 

more recent-sides.an appeal to the} 
asters 25 well-:as the .jazzsters: 
Ths 

his. handling.- of songs. -likel 
“Only In America,” “Washington. 
Square.” “Hey. Girl,” | “Viocking- 
bird” and “War. Out: East’. are’ ‘set | - 
“un for 
ciuse ef the. interesting: scoring. 

listening. appreciation. be-. 

Throuch-it: all, Winding’s. masterful 

“BALLAD: FOR.  BIMSHIRE” 

o” t'e off-Broadway’. musical; 
“Batlad. Fer. Bimshire,”- has .a- lot: 
of spark: ard joy. -It’s tie music 
thst ‘counts here and it's all .attrib- | 
uiable to Irving «Lord. Burgess) 
Burvie. -The: setting: of the ‘musical. 

island. ‘of . Barbados ‘and 
Burgie has that - ‘island beat. down: 
pat. His calypso rhythms are entic-| 
in3, and his ballads are warm “and: 
attractive. Ossie Davis, - ‘Christine. 
Syoncer, Jimmy. Randolph, Clebert. 
Ford, Alyce ‘Webb . and Frederick: 

_ GEORGE CHAKIRIS: 
MINE, YOU”: (Capitol).: . Actor: 
George Chakiris is trying to: build. 
a disk -foHowing and with: efforts. 
such as.this is won't be long: before: 
he has them wrapped up. He's in, 
a romantic mood nére and with a. 
“musical backing’ built. along: ‘soft |. 
Latino lines he’s ‘able to get’ his 
point across. “As Time Goes By,” 
“Our Day Will Conie,” “Be- Mine 
T might” 
B2me of the -perstiasive’ items ° -in 

the. arranging - conducting, ‘also 
helps out as guicar soloist. 

TON! |. JAMES: - 
ov ‘LOCK IN THE MORNING” 
(MEGM). Joni Jarres -puts ‘on. a soft} 
and. melancholy disposition for this |. 

fangs. Suitable to the}. round». 02. 

Li's’ title. ‘It's kind .or romantic f- 
‘he devoted ‘to operatic-arias and the other-to. Yiddish ‘songs . ‘al pleasant to hear and there. are 

sts of -s‘des that deejays. can: pull’ 
‘fer late-hour | programming 

Jimre. Haskell, . who .ar- 
our 

ancem asieal backs? Gund in keep- 
in’ \th the ‘overall mosd. Some} 
‘of thé. wo. 2° sninnab'e 2 sides: are 
“In The Wee. ‘Small, ‘Hours: of “Fhel 

‘Tn. addition,. “pill Davis’: Denver. Bo 
‘Record. Distributors ~. will. -Service | 
-both | 
Records ‘for. the. ‘El Paso- area, while 

“Reprise: and: ‘Wainer « Bros. 

L.A..’s Hart’ ‘Distributors : will: han-. 

. ért. 

Strauss’ 

“LAWREN CE WELK | 

Form Prod: Co. to Wax | 
- & Package TVShows | 

Hollywood, . Dec: 23; 
Art: Linkletter. ‘and :his- associate, 

-associated--with John Guedel in- the | _ 
“People Are” ‘Funny,’ |. 

“House. Party” and the: Linkletter | 
tv. Specials.- 

long-run: ” 

“Fledermaus”. 

‘Has. :Another -Hit-“Dot. Aibum!: | _ FREDA PAYNE . 

|PREDDY.. bees 

Irv. Atkins, have formed a: produe-|~ 
}-tion company. with Mort- Green, tv |: 
producer-writer, on the Andy ‘Wil | | 
liams. series,.for waxing and” pack: | 
aging -of* tv shows:..It marks “the: 
first thrust into the recording’ field - 

"| by Linkletter and Atkins, who: have |. 
| been teamed: in. ‘yadio’ and. tv. ‘for | 
‘f. the: past .20: years.. Ves ; 

: Deal. has. been made with. 20th- 
Pox * “Records, which’ distributed} 
-Linkletter’ s first..LP, 
You Come ‘Froim?” ‘Fhe album. has’ a 
already | had -200,000. sales. .Green,. 
in. charge of- production, is :prepar-:| 
‘ing another: comedy’ ‘LP for. Feb- 
ruary’ releasé and an hour tv “en-: 
-tértainmentary”: to star. ‘Linkletter | 
for. next. season... 

* Linkletter: ‘and: “Atkins have. ‘been’ . 

“Where Did | © 

PETE KING CHORALE... weds. he 

: LESLEY. CORE. - 
Wei. ‘Viennese. “ewaltz king”: Rob-| 

“Stolz. will ‘conduct: Johann}. 
(The. Bat) | - 

‘New ‘Year's’ “Eve at. the . Vienna | 

dle. the . same - function ‘for | the 
. r 

acke7@-is in’ the same groove. — terri itory.. 
and ‘should: hit. a strong sales: and 
spinning stride: The accent. here}}/ 
‘3.00 a _ravthmic boat that is. snié | Jf-> 
to excite the terping: crowd. “But (il: 

“with artists &. repertoire. producer Harry | Meyerson ‘at: the. helm. .... . 
‘Erroll. Garner, back in. the. U.S.to: plug his. Mercury EP, -“A ‘New Kind 2 
Of Love,”“has: been: rescheduled: for.:a tour:of. England in the spring:|.. 

of 1965- and for dates in. Europe ‘in the fall of "64; 
Columbia --disker, is the’ winner ‘of Cue: Magazine's. “Entertainer. of the. 

“Marriage ‘| 
‘““Today’’ show last’ week resulted. in-a‘: 

AY. ‘The ‘Clancy | - 

. ARTIE KAPLAN ORCH. 

- Year”: 
1Counsellor”. album on. NBC-TV’s 
_ Sales. spurt. that has already passed: the 25,000 mark . 

‘NBC-TV's 

and ‘ ‘Anema: —E Core” are: 

.an- operatic recordin; 
h’s repertoire. Bob Bain; who did {| r g 

“LIKE. “3 : 

. 
fe ee ae em em ee eae ek ee 

. ‘tro Herbert von- ‘Karajan. 

. Barbra. Streisand, 

“award: for 1963 -. The. plug ‘for Tony: Webster’s - 

Bros: &:.Tommy Makem,-:Columbia. diskers; began a’ two-weeker at 
New York's Village Gate last night (Tues.).. 

. “Oscar Brand. will -be. the: -debut attraction. at. the. new: v-Muggs. ‘Gallery 
‘in. New ‘York. opening ‘Friday: (20)... His; current ‘LP is .“‘Cough”..on the'|. ; 

Roland Kirk, -Mercury disker’ currently. fepped: in: ‘the |: 
album. market with “The Roland Kirk Quariet: Meets. The Benny. Golson | -. 
Orchestra, "began. a two-weeker.-at Buffalo's Royal Arms Monday (16) | 

- ‘The ‘Serendipity Singers, who: will make their LP. bow.:on Philips,-|..- 
‘have been set to: headline at Mister Kelly’s;: Chicago; -for three-weeks:|- . 

XAVIER. cucaT: ORSH, : Peewee tle 

Elektra label’ 

in’.February :..:: -Bill. Cosby; now ‘out. with a Warner Bros. ‘LP, -“Bill 
‘Cosby. Is A- Very ‘Funny ‘Fellow . 

“That Was. The ‘Week: ‘That:'Was” 
discovered ‘Fabian. and Frankie’ Avalon, - has: signed: a new singer, John 
‘Andrea °. 

cludés extra: discounts, delayed billing and~‘co-op- advertising. .-<. 

also ‘cut two disks for Vanguard Records’ in Vienna, One ‘of. them will. 

Records has. appointed. néw distributors as: follows: Cadet. Distributing, 
: Detroit; Modern: Distributing, L AS and: ‘Stone Distributors, San Fran- | 
crsco. 

m: . 2's: “A Christmas. Carol,” Ww hen it’s ‘aired on ABC: ‘radio torr 
(Wed:),, This the: 29th: consecutive year that. Barrymore's: “A ‘Christmas’ . 
“Carol” aa * has. been ‘Set: for Christmas Day programming. either live or. on. - 
disk.” 

State ‘Opera, at invitation of. maes-"| 

_| BILL. ANDERSON en at 

Lenny. Dee ‘recorded. ‘his “20th: Lp for Deeca. last: ‘Week’ | in Nashville ; 

“ TY WHITNEY 

. Right!,”’.was. honored ‘Monday. (16) |: 
- by Philadelphia's’ Downtown Club at, a ‘gathering of Temple U graduates |. 4. 
| and Philly ‘social leaders." _ 

“Nancy Ayies,. Liberty : disker, has. béen: cast’ in. a “régular: tale. in | 
“3°, Bob: Mareucei, who |- 

‘Tommy . Roe, ABC-. 
= Coloratura | 

: ANDY: WILLIAMS - 
: Marty, Wargo, ‘London’s: sales. |.. 

Jan: Peercée, who is: “set to do a second pop. LP for United Artists, ‘will 

. Request. 

ICM Records will” ‘get a. plug: “for: its: “Yule package, Lioiel. Barry- 

_Wednesiay December 25, 1963 _ | 

“To op. ‘Singles ( Of | 1 1e. > Week 
mu he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

| ANTHONY NEWLEY _ oa yd hii ev se TRIBUTE. 
(Acapp ela) ee eb ae es “Laiheat For A Hero 
‘Anthony: .N owley's “Tribute”. i M elody Trailst) is another tribute. 

tothe late President. John F. ‘Kennedy -couched. in. the. form ofa. 
folk saga and: dramatically delivered ‘by this British singer. It will | 

another. tribute... 2° 
“Lament For; A-Hero” ( Melody. y Peaher 7 

take its place with “The Summer-of.His. Years,” 
stemming from England. | 

is a good ‘musical } adaptation, ‘of. a Walt Whitman: “poem, 

(Columbia) - . ‘The Peking ‘Theme. 
Jerry, Vale’s *On. and ‘On? Ritbale®), taken from Offenbach’s. =" 

“© Barcarolle, ae registers as a tasty ballad with a. romantic lyric which 7 
- this singer delivers in-an open-voiced. ‘style. that impresses. 

‘also: gets. an excéllent:-pop, ride.: i 

tee oe ote ae 6 ot ew ee rarer ore (impulse) 

_ current pop an offbeat, jazzy workover that adds new values via: 
-. this. songstress’ punchy style and sharp instrumental - background: : 
It’s: Time’? (United. Artists*) is a neatly swinging, entry ¢ also with 
ms good. chances Jor: a big: jukebox. ride. ~ :- . _ 

Sa i 

CC re oe a (MGM) .. | oa. +¢Why Can’t-I Ever Be. Lucky . 
~Freddy’s- “Son: Won’t You ‘Come’ Back” ( Roosevelt} ‘introduces’ 

the ‘German disker, who’s racked ‘wp. multi-million. ‘sales in his. : 
-.own country, with.a warm and sentimental tine, sung.in ‘English, ‘: 
that should give ‘him.a.good sales start in the U.S. “Why Can't I: 
Ever Be Lucky”. ( Rooseveltt) is a b slow: ballad done in an ‘effective. . 

melancholy, mood, RU a + . as 

(Dot). ‘Together: 
Jimmy Rodgers? “Mama: “Was: A Cotton Picker™” f Little Darlin’ - 

..Hazelwoodt:) shapes up as @ ‘highly ‘attractive. country side: with a 
fine. lyric and. a ‘bouncing rhythm which this, singer handles with.. 

ov © © @ © @©.8 © © @ @ 

_Son-Ross. Jungnickel*) is: a. fine work cover: of. this. oldie, . 
* ee 

(RCA. Victor)... ... Sela "Pat ‘On Your ‘Sunday Clothes’ 
.. Pete King Chorale’ $ “Hello Dolly” . (E. -H. Morris*) isa smoothly 

“swinging ballad ina sing-along - groove. that makes: for. easy. ‘Tisten- 
‘ing: “Put On: Your: Sunday: Clothing”. (BE. H. Morris*) is. another 
‘pleasing side slickly: delivered: by this, choral ensemble.” awe 

Rk - 

. (Mereury): wee Run Bobby, Run: 
Lesley: Gore's S- You Don't Own Me” (Merjoda* ). ‘shapes wp. as- 

Solid. rocking _ ballad -with a- teen-slanted lyric. ‘projected’ very. 
“capably ‘by this. songstress against a rich background. Run’ Bobby, © 
Run”. t Heliost) is,a good. uptempo slice. also which- handled well, 

KO Sd . 

* (Decea) aeee 7 oe e. . Five: Little: Fingers... 
“Bill: Anderson's eBasy Come Rasy’ Go’ ’-(Moss Roset). comes. 

“through as “a highly: attractive country. entry: with its. toe-tapping. 
|. ‘rhythm: ‘and: fine lyric. ‘delivered. in: excellent hillbilly” style... It- 
-. sounds: like:.a big one. “Five. Little Fingers’: ¢ Moss" Roset) ts a. 

° more. routine: sentimental side. a, 

. MOVE OVER | DARLING 
- (20th Century-Fox). . “we Throw Away ~: 

Ty Whitney’s “Move. Over Darling”. (Daywint is jan. arresting aa 

“ballad idea -which this singer delivers ‘effectively. in a ‘class arrange=:* 
( Thayer? ). mB 

changes pace. with a. bright, marching tempo set fo a romantic lyric. a ote 
' ment with across-the-board. appeal.. “Throw: Away” 

Le a ne 

CC olpix)*: . . Life Goes. On: 
Artie * ‘Kaplan's. “theme. ‘From “The ‘Vietors * (“My Special. 

. Dream”) (Screen. Gemis-Columbiai} registers as: a strong instru- 
mental entry with: a. catchy melody delivered with powerful. strokes 
‘by this large orch.: “Life Goes On” ‘(Screen Gems-Columbiat). a 
@ more. atmospheric: piece, also arranged in: interesting. style... a 

“(Mereurv) ~ Cagie 6 Cocktail 
. Xavier Cugat's’ “Grasshopper” { Hill & Runge “Bendigt) gives.” 

* this - current’ instrumental click a- colorful’. Latinized’ workover 
= that?ll add up.to. plenty, of . spins. 

> 2 oa coeees 

TED HE ATH ORCH. “THEME FROM ‘LORD OF THE. FLIES’ . “9 
Paris. Mist .<: “e e wie ee 0 ee 6 te 6 ee 8 8 8 et lee 8 ee 8 le, (London) - 

Ted: Heath Orch’s “Theme. From: ‘Lord. of. ‘thé: Flies’ * (Saute... 
ders*) is a. ‘comparatively: late entry on this pic. thenie, -but this is.- 

definitely one of the best arrangements of a powerful instrumental . a 
“Paris” Mist’? (Famous* yoo number.. ‘Could give. it’ new’ impetus. . - 

from the.Paramoint film, “A: -New Kind OF Love,” * ts: another 
“encellent, instrumental slice. 

i aia " is 

woe be Dah de le cegh le ate Charade’ CE olumbia) 
. Andy ‘Willianis? “A Fool Never ‘Ledrins™ t Cricketiy. shapes. up: : cee . 

as a ‘bouncy, quasi- country ‘ballad. projected: for top returns by 
theme: art § 

+: from the_ motion n picture, is an. interesting,. though somewhiat dif. rn 
cult ballad.” s ne 

this ‘polished. singer. “Charade”. (Southdale-Northern*), 

JERRY & RIALTOS. wate . WHATCHA GONNA ‘po. ‘| 
_ (AL-Bov)”. a eee cee. Jt’s All In-Fun 

Jerry & The. Riattos?: “Whatcha” ‘Gonna. ‘Doe ( Marullo -Nardont).... 
7 “rolls down...a ‘fast. ‘rocking. ‘groove “with: @. typical: teenage. Tyrie. caf 

so delivered ..with customary vocal. ‘flourishes by this: fast-moving. - | 
rrow |... : ‘combo. - “It s. All In Fun” ( Marullo-Nardont) 4s: an okay. ‘slow 

. ballad: try. “ Herm. 

7 *ASCAP: a . +BMI._ | 

:. Peking ‘Theme”. (Samuel. Bronston*), From. “55, Days at Peking,” The 

| a “a SWEET SEPTEMBER ©. 
It’s Time -‘. 

-Freda-Payne’s ‘Sipect September” (B.S. Wood*) gives. this 

SON WON'T: YOU COME: : BACK 

JIMMY RODGERS. . osc MAMA Was rN COTTON N PICKER a 

a fine assist from a chorus. “Together”: (Desylva, Brown. & Fender: a se 

HELLO DOLLY. | 

Via -YOU.DON'T: OWN ——s - 

. .BASY. ‘COME EASY: co “ | 

. THEME FROM “THE VICTORS’. | 

ae ae “GRASSHOPPER | | 

'“Cugie’s. Cocktail” ( Emarcyt) oe | 
1: ds an: okay, original. ‘with: a good dancing: beat." vu! en oo | 

. Trini, Lopez; Reprise :disker, ‘will ‘fill the New Year’s Eve | 
bill : at: the ‘OF Broadway, San: Efancisco a 

. Paramount: disker, ‘goes into military:service. in- February 
soprano. ‘Roberfa Peters will make her first. appearance. of the 1963-64: ve 
‘season: at. the: Metropolitan ‘Opera in “Ariadne auf. Naxos”: ‘on Dec. 25. 

-Erich: ‘Leinsdorf, now in. his. ‘second. season-aS-music director of the'}: 
| Boston. Symphony: Orchestra, was named ‘Musician of the Year” for | 
1963 ‘by- the nation’s music. critics :surveyed | ‘by Musical: ‘America mag. |. 
In the past year RCA Victor has | issuel seven: recordings ° ‘of .Leinsdorf. |. : 
conducting the Boston orch as well as -one-in which he’ conducted. for: 7 

. Folk singer-guitarist. ‘Mira Gilbert, who has‘. 
an ULtra LP tagged. “Not Too Seriously, ” will. give a ‘concert Dec.' 28: at. 

ulSO'| New York’s Kaufman Coneert “Hall. . 
ve adminstrator, has’ “set up. a. January “stock : program commemorating | . 

London’s. 15th. LP. anniversary. year. ‘London released its’-first LP. in: |. 
1949; :the current LP catalog. now contains: more than .2; doo: itmes, all} 
of. which are available. On: the January stock program. The program ins: 

nm FOOL NEVER LEARNS as 

fe 

| JERRY VALE. eee. phe fee ON: AND "ORE : 



. ognd. a ‘subsidiary of Columbia: Rec- 
- .ords, is joining the price stabiliza- 
tion bandwagon ‘just five months. 

'» following ..{ts :parent, company’s 
.{ Move against the: “no-profit”. blight | 

affecting ‘the. disk industry.:” as 

Epic's - ‘move. ‘to: ‘drop prices : at 
the dealer level. is: -believed to steni: 
“from -its desire. to follow. the. Col- 

->'"ymbia pattern prior. to the New. 
"Year when several labels. reported-. 
_.4 dy_will ‘start’a wholesale.:‘move to. 
.. aise. the - quality level of disk. 
° : “~product.:. Such. action. would : liter- 
‘+. ally” seta. new standard’ for « the. tions 
'(: lL entire” industry—and ‘possibly: tej: 
| -of vital: ‘importance. to. further. Mar- -: 

"keting ‘trends... > 
:.. The Epic “program, ‘tagged. “Era 1 
.:. Of. Profit,””” was | mapped ‘out -by- 

: Premier Wins Wit 
ye Rivals Unfair | 

: ‘Len Levy, diskery’s- general man- 
.- ager, in! New . York ‘last’ week. : -It: 
. . also-embraces a-concept: of: year- 

-.:yound . ‘sales, | Merchandising - ‘and 
““vadvertising | programs, °° 

--The:* first. ..step;- ‘accorditig’: “te 
Levy, -will be the. establishment of |: 
acnew year-round. suggested dealer |.’ 
cost on:-its LP and pre-recorded )-"" 

_, _tape product. .. 
"un merchandise ‘with “a ‘suggested fist = 

“price of $3:98 will have:a: ‘guggest-. .. 
'* ed dealer: cost of $2:25- rather ‘than 

~ the . existing . $2.47. Merchandise | 
oS with a suggested ‘list. price: of $4.98: 
“.' will have: a.. ‘suggested | dealer. cost |: 
Of $2.81 rather ‘than - $3.09. Dis-- 

- Effective. -Dec..- 30,. 

oy “tributor costs. will be changed Pro- 
ae portionately..” seb, 

oo Levy. added: “Commencing with’ 
pur ‘January LP. and’ tape. release, | 
“we -will: anniourice new. product ‘on. 
a well-balanced, ‘and well-planned 
|: schedule.. 
~- make. ‘obsolete. ‘our former - prae~ 

‘This innovation’ - will 

" tice of two substantialy heavy re- 
leases : a. year ‘during: re-stocking: 
periods.” 

‘Meanwhile, back: “at. Columbia, 
‘William . P. Gallagher, | -Col’s 

New _ York «that: .Columbia’s: “Age: 
Of Reason” - program, - - introduced 

.- Jast-. July,. was “without” doubt | an: 
-.. overwhelming ‘success.” 

. Gallagher. told’ the ‘gales ‘crowd : 
oe “that ‘in: 1964. Columbia. will add. 
-: even more emphasis to ‘its “Age: 
of. Reason” program with’ well. 
-< ‘planned logal and national adver- 
-tising programs coordinated ‘close-. 

_- ly. with ‘point-of-sales” merchandis~ 
a ing’ aids” for’-dealers..: 

~“Also.: at the. Col meet, salesmen 
‘with’ 15. years..or ‘more: salés. ex- 

perience were. given’ charter: mem-- 
‘bership in ‘the. newly-formed ‘“In- 

*. .-ner Circle” LP club..Plaques. will |W 
. be awarded to each. member. of’ the |: 

>. ‘@lub, - which now ‘has. a member-. 
oot ‘ship, of 35. salesmen.’ wo 

: Musician Toenployment 
| ~ Poses Threat to Future ~ 

-Minnéapolis,’ ‘Dec. 23. 
; The! ‘American. ‘Federation .of:|#}. 
‘Musicians’ current: drive to bring |} 
. about. ‘greatly extended -employ- | 

7 orchestra [At 
_ ‘embers - had - better succeed. ‘be- J] --- 
_» eause, if it doesn’t.'the time may: |. 
not -be:-far ‘distant’ ‘wheén-: there'll | 

be insufficient: ‘nuniber --of”.-mu-. or 
“sicians ‘to: keep the nation’s: Jeading | toY 

ment. _- for. symphony .- 

symphony. orchestras: going. 
- That's... the -opinion -: 

of. the: Minneapolis. 
‘> Orchestra. . 

-musicians,”... he: told . St:. 

Hi omePioe ial 
In Move for Ma ket | Stabiliz 

Epic Records a key indie: Jabel + 

-Mar?r-: 
_.. Keting. veepee,. told .a. conclave - of: 
~ yegional and. district: -‘managers -1n 

e- ‘essed. | 
here. by ‘Boris’ Sokoloff, . ‘pec nager. 

‘Symphony. 
_ ‘Unless a. remedy is | 
- found for. ‘the: ‘present crisis _ in }- 

musician’ employment;. ‘he foresees. 1. 
a. “gradual. dissolution -. Of. . most 

ae  Symrhonies. ~ . 
oo “The. fundamental. problem’ “fae? : 
sing’ alll. ‘symphony | orchestras is:-'to |- 

- find means . of. full employment for : 
- Paul |i -: 

Sede BU Man. 
Also. Into ee a " 

- ‘Hollywood, Dec:. 23. 
Stan - Seiden... and. Zev. _Bufmian, 

who. operate four. legits locally, - are. 
‘expanding: into: the . music. field: 
They’ve already . formed ‘Intimate | 
Records and are setting up Seiden- 
“Bufman Publishing. Co.,-on both 
BMI .and ASCAP- level. 

"Los Angeles, Dee. 93. - 

cover - -commemorating.: the: “late 
President: John F. Kennedy-hit ‘the: 
courts last week. when: Superior’ 
Court. “Judge - Macklin Fleming, 

} upon petition: ‘of. Premier Albums: 
J Ine., issued. a. ‘temporary. ‘restrain- 
ing: ‘order: enjoining ‘distribution of 
a similar .cover :-by several ‘defend- - 
‘ants’ pending’. a. hearing set. for] 
‘Dee. 20. 

‘Premier, - which ‘said. it had. put 
out. ““A Memorial Album’.to John. 

containing: 
| highlights. of speeches ‘of Jate Pres- }* 
ident, in. late’ ‘November ‘and. had 

.copiés, Pe 
‘claimed: unfair . competition in ‘suit 
“brought — ‘against’ Crown’. Records. 
‘Inc., Cadet Records Inc., Tops Rec-. 

‘Pressing,. 
Record: Service. Inc., and. Tip: Tor 
‘Music. Co.; Ine. be 

. -Bremier valso: liread - thie dex 
féndants. interference ~ with ~ -PYO- 

dd. “spective economic . .advantage, mis- 

Fitzgeraid:. -Kennedy,” - 

“gold = - several . million - 

ords, ~ United — Superior. 

‘appropriated - ‘personal :. -property.| 
rights, : interferred with: ‘contract- |... 
ual. relations, isued false: ‘and -mis- | 
leading: - advertising, ~ ‘committed . 
plagiarism. and: ‘infringed . ‘upon | a 

‘| trade-name. - -. 
‘Complaint ‘alleges. that: first ‘four 

_defendants_ ‘came’ out Dec. 13 with 
a. cover. similar in. size: and color. 

, _ (Continued. on page . 35) 

- Pioneer. ‘Press music editor: John {fi} - 
_Harvey.- 

make a. ‘decent. living." 39- 

co “ABC-Par’ Ss. “Distrib Meet: 2 | 
° ABC-Paramount’s: first distribu: ii. 

- “Tf -we don’t -we aren't 
__. going: to. ‘have’ any musicians.. It’s |, 
as” simple . as: that. People. aren’t |} 

‘going into a ‘field: where, they: can’t I 

; ~NEW YORK 10036 

| ssex Music’ Platz 7 Ties nes 
«| With, Two Dankworth Cos.| Ua) 4 

| sie, « 
‘equal partner With the Dankworth 
-in the. latter‘’s two companies, - 

- Under the agreement, the Essex | 
‘outfit will activate all the’ material | 

‘Irving |‘ 
Klase:: will head UP. both ‘opera=|° 2 

“Inked for diskery. are ‘The ‘Aqua-| : 
men, Franck: ‘Church, ‘Dave ‘Walker |. ; 

[and Tom. Karns,” il 

‘First: litigation .over..an “album |" 

- Justice. Dr. 

- Eondon, : Dec. 23: 
‘Bisex. ‘Music group, helmed by 

-/David Platz, hag. pacted with jazz} 
musician. J ohnny. Dankworth,: 7 

:| owner. of .Jazz ‘Music: and ‘Kek Mu-| 
“whereby” Platz becomes.. an 

; New Lap laid to Hit 
“4 Corners of The World’ . 
. Kapp Records is launching a new. 

label to be. known as’4 Corners Of}, 
The World.. The new label, which - 
will: ‘be international - ‘in. : concept, - 

“oy. f will release -both ‘singles and: LPs 
os ‘showcasing: foreign: artists: ~~ 

[| “Opening shot ‘for 4 Corners. Of. 
The “World : will” ‘be. releases: ‘by 

_[-Italy’s. Robertino “and. ‘Germany’s: 
4 .| Lolita. ‘With. the: release of these 

* | | records, -néw ‘areas .of ‘artist ac- 
{ tivity are -predi¢ted by Dave Kapp, 

-| president .of Kapp. Records, Rob- | 
-ertino; for. example, recently gave 

: forming’ ‘Tights ‘society, lost a:‘ma-' ‘his. first American concert.” 
jor victory’ last week: in :its fight +. 

_ | to collect ‘fees from: tape. recording 
| set ‘owners in this country... 

in: the: Dankworth catalogs: both at |. 
| home: and abroad. . “Thése’ comprise 
| such numbers ‘as “African: Waltz” 
and “The ie Avengers ‘Theme. ‘Theme.”: = 

IMA Hits Snag 
ba 

‘In Tape Fee Fig 
-Bonn,: Dé. 23..: 

iGEMA, the. West: German. ‘per- 

“GEMA has: been involved in ‘sev- 

| control: -the “names -.and addresses. ae 
of buyers of. this equipment, -sinee 

proposed: in’ parliament. that: ‘pri- 
vate, pressings of radio: or :televi-: 
sion’-musie or ‘private’ records of: 
“music” taken from other records |: 
“should.. be: allowed, -and ‘that: fees 
need not be: paid:- 

ers ‘and . lyricists Gt~ répresents 
{and |. the - ASCAP 

U.S.) losing 

thrives - here, - Current count lists 
‘over..1 ,000 ,000- ‘ape 3 sets in Private 
‘hands, - . ) 

Smash Gets Hunter 
*urlean - Hunter,:: 

wax . for .a. few “years; ‘will initial 
| with Smash. with: a “series of ‘sin- 
; gles early. next: year, oo 

| Meaning, sit down. and: ‘prepare. your. copy. pronto, ‘state: ‘your. 7 
. “message to. your. contemporaries, order your. ‘space inthe issue. which, ae 

people wait for,.dig big;.save for ‘subsequent consultation.” Time is ~~ 
.coming short for your: inclusion i in {he annyal compilation ‘of Who’ Se 

Really a: Lhe ee 2 oo 

lee ys ” Show Business does note and long remember, ‘Names make ‘the 
oe On record. Gand the record is the sum of the names... You ought not exclude 
© the-inelude ‘of ‘yourself — - whether: personality. or organization. - This _ 
is the: ‘important rally. ‘of success and. prestige. But: advertising copy = 
vet omust reach. Us soon. Act. Now.” Usual spacer rates 5 prevail. : 

: - Communicate immediately. for the 

58th h Anniversary Edition of 

GEMA:. 7 

If the: German» parliament: goes. 
along’ with: his: : suggestion, : : 

| GEMA test. cases will be. out:the: 
‘window, ‘and ‘the organjzation -will. 
lose’ its chance to. secure: the feés. 
for its members ‘ 

GEMA: ‘argues. ‘that- the. LOMipos- 

the: 

-members, - for. 
whom it collects fees in West-Ger- 
Many, in ‘return. for ASCAP’s rep- 
‘Tesentation. of. its members. in :the 

‘considerable’ 
funds. to. ‘which. ‘they. are entitled, | 
jas. the . tape “recording. industry |: 

staff. “vooalist, 
with: WBBM. Radio in Chicago, has" 
‘signed: ‘with ‘Smash: Records. | 

-Miss:: -Hunter;. who ‘has , been. off. 

oa ghost 

Barton Succeeds 
eral: ‘test-cases to see:.whether’ it | 
can: collect a:fee whenever ‘a tape |" ~ 
“recorder: is bought. in: this country: |: 

fit. also --has been: taking : steps. ‘to'|: 

rae dy T :|-they- may. :_be™ Fecording : 
--. protected: music.. 

But..West ‘German Minister - of. 
R.. ‘Bucher "has «. just. 

Carl Haverlin as 
BMI Preside 
“Sadge Robert Jay. Burton is the 

‘board | that- he did not wish-to con- 
tinue “in. office, 

full ‘time. to his: BMI duties.. 
‘Judge Burton is: also_ chairman | 

of ‘the: Copyright Committee. of | 
the. ‘American: Patent Law ‘Assn., |. 
j-and-is a trustee of The Copyright 
Society of te U.S.A.:-He has-been | 

chairman. ‘of.. ‘the, Cominittee. - On: 
| Copyright: “Office: -Affairs: . of. the |. 

‘American. Bar’ Assn...and: of the: 
Radio. & -'Television: Committee of 
the .Federal Bar Assn: of NY. - 

-. Haverlin left for the Coast. Mon-. 
‘day. (23) with his wife to spend the }:: 
Christmas-New Year holidays with | 
‘his “family, Hell return . to New 

; ‘York: in early. January... ; 

- 7 sit DOWN. | AN D BE iin 6. a 
Of ‘Symphonies: Sokoloff

 | : y 

“cHicaco 60611. ee 

nt 

new. president of Broadcast Music | 
Inc. = He. succeeds “Carl Haverlip;:: 
who is. retiring. ‘Sydney. .M. ‘Kaye: 
‘remains board - chairman. 

‘Haverlin, | ‘BMI’s president. since 
| 1947,. is reaching the: retirement 
“age. “of . 65.. He informed: the: BMI: 

However; ‘he'll 
Temain. as a. consultant. ‘ 

The. new. BMI president was eX-" 
7 ‘ecutive -veepee of: the. company at 
the time of his election ‘last week: | 
‘He ‘began his. career with BMI as: 
resident’ attorney in 1941.. Judge. 
Burton served his home city, New: 
‘Rochelle (N.Y.),*. as - Acting: City: 
‘Judge from’ Jan. 4, 1960, . until: he | 
recently resignéd. in. ‘order. to give: 

‘year in 62," 
‘Epic's’ increase. 

| year with “Blue Velvet,’ “Blue On 
di Blue”: and. “There, . I’ve Said.’ It... 
“4 Again.” He also had:a. bestselling 
tii album in. “Blue: Velvet: ad 

_| lower court that the $6 per capita 
(tax resolution adopted at the June. 
American Federation of Musicians, 
convention ‘was: unlawfully passed. - 
In making its ‘decision, the. Ap-. 

regular convention’ mean one vote 
for each - delegate? As we are un- 

ing te. the phrase; we hold:. That: 
each- ‘delegate at the 1963 (AFM). 
convention :. ‘was entitled to one 
vote, no more, no- less; (and). that 
the resolution as. passed was void.” 

- The ruling further states: that 
| “one néed not be steeped-in the 

*Liistorical. data affecting the: uses. 
\of labor organizations to. realize . 
: that -any complicated. system for 

. proposing. and voting for increases 
jin dues, initiation fees-and assess- 
ments is subject: to the disadvan- 
tage. of the individual ‘union mem- 
‘ber;”’ ‘and: “‘we hold. ‘that ‘the. sim- 
‘ple,:...unambiguous requirements . 
set forth 4in the: ‘Landrum-Griffin 

gress intended to preyent future 
skulduggery of -every- possible 

": character: and. description in the 
fertile field “of increased’ dues, 
‘initiation. fees ‘and. assessments.” 

This decision: places the AFM in| 
a tight. financial spot ‘since it de-. 
pended on.this income to offset the 

| loss: of. the-10%: traveling tax that. 
was held to be an unlawful..exac-. 
tion ‘from .orchestra leaders. The. 
‘first installment of this $6 tax was 
to. be: payable. by the Locals to the 
AFM - Jan. rT. ‘Now: they must de- 

-: Now -in. ‘question’ ‘is: the legality 
‘of: increase in initiation ‘fees. since 
the hike was: passed. in the. same 
Manner..as the $6 tax. -In-. late: 
August,’ these suits were filed by 
an orchestra leaders: group and. a. 
Local. 802. sidemen’s | ‘group against. 
the Federation .‘and Local 802, re- 
spectively, . with - -attorney -Godfrey 
P. Schmidt representing both the” 
leaders and. the Sidemen. 

/ Epic Scores Bisgest Sales 
_Boost-in 10-Year History; . 
~ "63 Dollar Volume Up 15% 

‘Epic | _Records racked. up the 
greatest sales take in its 10-year 
[history in 1963. Net. dollar volume 
for’ the past year represented: an. 
increase of 15%. over '62. 
eustom of -parent CBS not-to dis- 

| close specific sales and dollar. vol- : 

(It’s the 

ume of subsidiary labels. 
‘These figures are based on ac- 

‘tual net sales’ volume for.the pe- 
tTriod.. Jan.. 1. to: Nov, 30 and pro- 
| jected net. sales for. December. On 
‘the upgrade were’ singles, pop al- 

: {bums atid “classical. albums, - The 
2 | sale.. -of single records was. 30%... 

| Breater. than in ‘62, total- album 
AR sales. 14% . greater and - ‘classical 
mt | albums: 17%: “greater. - 

‘Bobby Vinton, who helped carry 
: the Jabel to. its’ previous peak.sales _ 

again svearheaded | 
He clicked this 

_ Also paving. the: way in: the disk- 
1 ery’s sales spurt was the recording 
-of “Washington Square” by The 
| Village Stompers. ‘The success of. 
the. disk and its ‘similarly. titled 
{LP - largely accounted for. Epic's : 
record-breaking © October period, 
with net sales exceeding those of 
‘October, "62 by. 220%. 

| Other artists. contributing. to the. 
7 hefty: take: were Rolf Harris, Cliff 
‘Richard, George. Maharis, Lester 
‘Lanin, ‘Buddy. ‘Greco, Adam: Wade 
and: Bobby: ' Hackett. Okeh: Rec- - 

. The US. Court: of Appeals last’ Y 
Tuesday (17) ‘agreed with the 

peals: “Court: said, “In the context | . 
of-a-section of the Landrum-Grif-"° 
fin: Act do the. words ‘by majority" 

‘ivote of the delegates voting at the 

able. to perceive any other mean- .. 

Act) -were: intended to mean. just... 
'; what they appear on their face to 
‘Mean, and that,in this way the Con- 

vise ‘other:*means of raising the - 
‘necessary funds’ to carry on AFM: 
‘work -until. the: next: ‘Convention. a 

| rolls around.. 

vo, a YW 900 lords; ‘Epic's: subsid, also contrib-. 
aa tor’ meeting” ‘in. 1964 will be. (held. wt wou oo: 28. i uted to the sales. swell. with click , 

on: : Jan. 9... + ae ae ai ie Tay lor. 
. The: label” is - " Gurrentiy putting ‘ ae ‘LONDON, s. w. 1. _ PARIS ae har st ROME. 3: |" On the classical Jevel, Epic had 

the finishing . touches. on .the big- | ” ‘St. James’ 's ‘Street | ae $0. Ave. le Neuilly | ‘ Wie Setdegee 43. ja. good sales ride with The ‘Cleve-: 
gest..group of.album. releases ver | Piccaaity” Ste | {land Orchestra: under the: direc-:- 

_ issued at:one: time by.the company. in AS 

approximately ‘30 LPs, including |g}... .: -- 

“de Nelly SursSeine.. 

| Impulse, the firm's. Jamz subsidiary. 1 — 

“|i tion of George Szeli, The Juilliard” 
‘String Quartet’ and: pianist Leon 
Fleisher and Charles Rosen... 
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ent Rests “4 Bre meudey, December 25, 
|... /3-Name Band. Binge : 

Los. Angeles, Dec.: 23. ae 
7 F “One: of. biggest | “assemblies of geo 

| top: talent ‘in. band field has: been 
set: for New- Year’s Eve ‘at Orange | 
‘County's, -Newporter: Inn. .. George | 

1 Bucecola,; owner : of : the.’ ‘Newport | 
Beach. convention-resort: plushery, | 
Thas three’ name: ‘bands ‘with total: 
-of 39. musicians, ‘Set. ‘for’. -celebra- | : 
‘tion: 2: 2 

: “Didk Stabile’s: Ae-piece ‘oreh, ‘fea- = : —————— 
1 ‘turing vocalist: Leigh -Ann’ Austin, a a wa REE ste 
}} Gill -be playing for a: public :dinner- |: ® i os = . 
dance. in the..Empire Room while-}{-:.""*: D 
‘Les: Brown's. 19-piece © crew. ° per-:| 

| ALBUM BESTSELLERS | 
_(AI National | Survey of Key. Outlets) 

~ SINGLE RECORD T. EP. s. 
(me une Index of Performance & Sales). 
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Yolume a LCL. 2054). 

‘VILLAGE. “STOMPERS Stipie 
Washington § Square. (LN- 24078). . 

3 ANDY WILLIAMS: Columbia)” 
* Xmas Album (CL 2 2087) - 

1." JOAN BAEZ “Wanguard) tee 

Mol. TE (URS. 9994): — — "4 

AL ‘MARTINO: (Capitol: tee 

‘Painted ‘Tainted Rose. (T 1975), 

“LOS: INDIOS. ‘TABAJAREZ, Z«Victory- 
Maria’ | Elena: (L (LPM 2822) 7 : 

” FRANK. - SINATRA: RA (Reprise) 
_ Sinatra's Sinatra _( (Re 1010) 

_ "Moving (Ww 1473)" 

“ANDY WIELIAMS: —esicinnier 
__ Days: of ‘Wine & Roses (CL. 2018) _ 

. ROBERT ‘GOULET (Columbia) ~ 
__ In Person. CE 2088) Bolte: 

~- SWINGLE- SINGERS: - (Philips) 
_ Bach's Greatest: Hits (PHM 21 200-( 097) 

“ELVIS, ‘PRESLEY, (Victor) 5 

. Golden Records, Vol. DH (LPM 2765): 

- WEST SIDE SFORY ( Columbia): 
| Soundtrack (OL 5670) | Doe 

BOBBY. VINTON: { Epic) 
a oe ‘Blue. Velvet {LN 24068) - 

2” 

io 

ae 

_ | 

_— 

. BARBRA “STREISAND: (Columbia) 
Barbra Streisand. Album: (CL 2007). 

PETER, PAUL & MARY. (Warner. Bros) AL 
_ Peter, | Paul & Mary. (W- 1449). 

~~ FRINE- ‘LOPEZ. - (Reprise): 
Trink “Lopez at: PJ'S (6093): 

_. Ramblin’. (CL: 2055). 

—“ BEVIG PRESLEY (Victor) | 
. “Pun. in. Acapulco (LSP 250) 

. JOHN: GARY (Victor). a 
Catch .a Rising Star (LPM 27 2745)" | 
SMOTHERS BROS. iMercury) ~: ~ 
‘Curb. Your Tongue, Knave. (MG" 20862). 

RAY CHARLES { (ABC-Par) - 
_ Recipe. for: a- ‘Soul. (465) .. 

BEACH BOYS | (Capitol) 
“Little Deuce Coupe (T 1998)" 

ROY ‘ORBISON (Monument): 
‘Greatest Hits.  (MILP. 8000) -. | 

~~ JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard). | 
; Baez i in Concert (VRS 9112)-. 

> BYE. BYE ‘BIRDIE (victory 

Soundtrack (LOC ° 1081) « 

BEACH BOYS: (Capitol). : 
‘--. Surfer Girk (T. 1981) . 

pose ae 

ee “HENRY MANCINI (Victor). 
- ee: a ae 

a 
7 

, 30 

ais 
39. a 

13 

263 

ar 

“ee 

a 

ar oe 

“15 

- HOW “PHE WEST. r WAS: ‘WON: MGM - 
_ Soundtrack (TES)... 

}. ALLAN 5 SHERMAN. TWarter “Bros 
-_ My. Son: ‘the’ Nut (WB. 1501). ° 

Charade: (LPM 2755) -* 

“HERE'S LOVE (Columbia) — 
. Original - Cast ; (KOL: KOE 6000): 

AL “HIRT: “(Victor): con 
... Honey. in: the Horn. ( LPM: 2133) 

ee ee Se a eee ee 

-PERCY. FAITH. (Columbia) ” 

____ Shangri-La. (C (CL. § 2024) res 

0 .SMOTHERS E EROS. ‘@Wfereury) ; 
Think ‘Ethnic (MG. 30777) | a, 

ERNIE HECKSCHER. . (Columbia) 
. That: S.F. ‘Beat. (GL 2085) . 

eee See eee 

“NANCY WILSON. (Capitol): 
___ Hollywood. My. Way (T. 1934) oe 

“ JOAN. BAEZ. (Vanguard) Be 
Vol, I (URS 9078)- 

7 -MONDO" -CANE S (United Artista 
“Soundtrack (WAL 410% 4105): Mey 

- BOB. “DYLAN- > (Columbia). . 
- Freewheelin’. (CL | 1986) . 

ee 

JAMES BROWN-{King) 
- James. ! Brown Show. (826): 

“CHAD MITCHELL: TRIO- Marea) 
: Singing Our Minds (MG 20838). 
JIMMY ‘GILMER (Dot) ; 

Sugar. Shack (LP 3545) . 
JIMMY SMITH. (Verve): : er 

__ Any. ‘Number. Can. Win: (Vv 8552) _ 
— ee eee 

~~ SURFARIS. {Dot) 
-Wipe Out (DLP °3535):.°. 0 se 
~~ JRAWRENCE OF ARABIA. :Catpie . 
__: Soundtrack ; (CP. S14) 2 wes 4 

PRINT “LOPEZ: ; (Reprise) 
_ More. at P.J.’s. (6103) - 

- JOHNNY: ‘MATHIS. (Columbia 
‘Johnny. (CL 1809).-" 

PETER. NERO (Victor) - 
In ‘Person: (LPM: 2710) 

_. }/orable- 

a a : mountin 

“NEW CHRISTY “MINSTRELS olanbiar ———_"]| least” 12,000° of the’ disks. 

“ - Tl they ‘considered the Newley treat- 
4} ment-to sourid so: maudlin ‘as -to. be | 
fla possible leg-pull-by -Newley, who | 
{|‘numbers ‘satire.. among: his. many | 

Hy) talents... He”. was.. later.“called. by {[ 
2 Pp Larry. “Atteberry; who ‘has an: inter.’ 1. 

. | view show, “Current” on“WBBM. - |. 

' |.. In the. on-the-air phone ‘conversa-.|: We : 
So tion; - ‘Newley said’ that -he- wrote |: 
“fand: recordéd “Tribute” : because. of. 
|-his deep personal Sense. of | loss; 

| | taste”. in. the’ current “JFK disk 

soy. ae | (Columbia), : 

—— HN Connie -' Francis. (MGM),. and. Kate a 
{Smith (RCA Victor}. 2 
) The. ‘racord ; : companies. and. the 

|nedy,”. 

Buccola’ says that New “Year's. 

AF. ‘Tributes? 

the | label ‘in! Chi, 

¢ 19) afternoon 

| show and. asked for phone résponse.. 

There’ W ere about 0, ‘calls, all: ‘fav, 

record.. ‘said: that‘on the: Thursday . 

| ceived “orders: amounting ‘to. | “ait: 

So- far: ‘as. a press -: time ‘¢heck 

Yecord ‘in: Chi.: Several. Stations at. 
first: hearing were ‘hesitant. because. 

‘and. because he felt. that. because. 

entire. world: He. ‘added that “he 

either. ‘not ‘received the: Fecord ' or 

‘firm -policy | before ‘the. Newley. disk. 

. ‘Station. WIND ‘Said’ it would také 

-meeting: ~ -WMAQ. : 

hearing. vy 

“Meanwhile: ‘Back in’ N x. " 

thumb. - on what constitutes “bad 

splurge. In New: York, for ‘example, 

‘Newley’s. “Tribute?” but have’ 

_ |-clampod, down on’ “In. The..Sum-. 
‘mer’ of Years,” a folk tune. written.|[) ——~ er, ars,” a é a 3. 8 

Paramount), | 

“Tont Arden - 

‘disk ‘pushers: are’ confused. as* to 
“the benning of “Summer: Of His. 

te ‘disk. If ‘it: constitutes “bad | 
““[htaste, Fas the. ‘stations are. Saying, | 

“then whv, they- ‘ask, is. the. Newley | 

! Years” 

| disk. in “geod. taste.” “, 
do-cPhe: JFK disk splurge isn’t over | 

- Ii yet. -either. Out late ‘last: week. is.a 
tdisk called “John: Fitzgerald - Ken-. 

7 sung. by. ‘Tim Scott on ‘Fan-. 
“f) nie ‘Rfeords, “and”: 

| Down,” 
“He'll: “Look 

4 forms for guests’ at a gala Charity |] 
{Ballin the: ‘hostelry’s recently com-|4." 
‘f ‘pleted Jamboree Hall. Frankie Or- /. 

at tega “Trio: wil ‘be: in, the: Marine: i} 
Jf Lounge. : aa. 

oa | ‘Eve format ‘is. actually’ foretaste of | 
F-17964. things: ‘to: come,, a continuance |f. 

"|| of. this. summer’s successful policy | 
a |; of “big. name. 2, bands” for. daneing.: 

=. I i Continued: from. page a: — I 

- through air play: The ‘record: ‘is: oe 

Anthony Newley’s-.“F ribute”? b/wil 
__* |! “Gament For- A Hero” on. ‘the. Aca- i 

an is pella Jabol.. . | 
James: “Martin, ‘distributor / -for : 

: claims ‘that he || 
to | sold. out. his | entire. ‘stock of. 3,600" 

-J¥of the records within: two. days {|]-. 
| after: WBBM disk jockey Bud. Kelly: : 

. } played - the ‘disk. without. comment, 
Lon. Tuesday night (17): 
|| favorable - phone | calls.. were “re: tL 
: | ceived, ‘and: ‘Mal Bellair. played: it: 

‘JJ on his:. Thursday . 

> {could ‘determine, WBBM was the | 2. 

.onty ‘Station. that: . has- played the 

.: [the President's death ‘affected the |: ~~ 
_ 2 280 33. 32 
| believed: there. should.be.arecorded jf «20 20°. 

_ 7 eulogy: by. Someone other than 
os 3 Americans.:. - af 

Most. of. the’ other stations: had: T 

-. i were deliberating. whether. to’ ‘play | ro 
-it:or not, WGN said that it had a} 

came: out not to. play any: records |} 
of this sort’ til- after’ the first’ of |f © 2 00000) 

oy ‘the: year: and. possibly: not. then. } BR —— T 

am | thie matter ‘up. at its - next. regular. : 
-: “§} programming. : 

4| WLS and WSFL said’ that they had. 
‘fVeither not ‘received: the record ‘or. 

had not -had a chance ‘to give it a qe 

Ei the “radio ‘-stations-.are “spinning | 

for the BBC: ‘Salute: to JPK. on its|f 
“That. ‘Was: ‘The: ‘Week That’ Was” | 

ate program... ‘There are: disk. ‘versions’ 
“El out by «+ Millicent °. “Martin. .- 

“Mahalia - Jackson |. 
(Decca), |" 

(ABC: |f-- 

er ee 

Re a 

“is an 

1 oo a i 

HR? 17 3 
“Martins. “the- distributor of: the. Boe ee 

; 18. 1B € 
{| evening: following the Bellair show lf os 
and during: the .next. day: he-re-} 

2 24S 

2595 4 NIT TY "gperny | 

“35 322 

2926 8 OE 

x 435 - 2 

|. 39°37" 10- 

| 83s 

| 2.38 8 

a 36. 

| | 
es | oR recitation-styled tribute | 

ee ue. “OU Barile on } Hie’ Cama label. 

—poMINIOUE “Toe - = ae = 

“Singing | Nun. Late e seg el cde w eae 

THERE, ° PVE SAID iT AGAIN” 

_ LOUIE LOUIE | 
-- Kingsmen i 

Ee “10. *, 7 POPsiCLiis & 1 ICICLES. ace 

ee ee 

YOU DON’T HAVE 0 BE A iE A-BABY: | 
-Caravelles | Chats wea Se ea. 

PM LI LEAVING T' IT ALI ALL UB 70 (0 YOU" 

5 .DRIP- ‘DROP © 
Dion 2. 2. lye ie ee ne 

TALK: K BACK :K TREMBLING. LIPS” 
- Johnny Tillots Tillotson. 

7 SINCE I FELL FOR. YOU, 

EVERYBODY © 

‘FORGET HIM - 

'. LODDY. LO... 

MIDNIGHT MARY PO ee ey 
_. Joey Powers |. vee: wire See Fg ee ns 

SHE’S A FOOL ee 
- Leslie’ Gore weet on 

“WONDERFUL. SU SUMMER” 
:. ‘Robin Ward:- 

. “WIVES & LOVERS” 
* Jack . Jones’ 

“KANSAS ¢ CITY... 
- Trini i Lopez: . 

3 CAN:T I GET: A WITNESS.” 

"SUGAR § ‘SHACK - 

Martha & The Wandelt orice isis: Gordy 
HAVE YOU HEARD, EEE 
‘ Duprees ; 

Shirley _- Ellis, . 

~ MARTA; ‘ELENA 

BE TRUE TO. YOUR SCHOOL a 
‘Beach. Boys eae Da ee ee ee ee 

’ OUTER LIMITS. Yo 
- Marketts _ 

94. 22 7 

~ IN .MY -RC ROOM . 7 
eo Beach Boys... 0+. -.:1.. eee 

27:. -29 5 “THE | BOY | NEXT DOOR. 
So oe Secrets’ 

2 “TURN. AROUND. es 
- Dick &- Dee Dee. cc tee este ne as _-Warner. Bros. 

-s oe Seeks » Capital 

2. 8 2. 8 
“ 

“LITTLE. RED | 'D ROOSTER . 
__ Sam. Cooke. 2... ce ee ees _ Victor 

IT’S ALL’ RIGHT ~ ee 
Impressions | ....::. 

WHEN | LOVE: LIGHT. SHINES - ae 
wo Supremes... ee ees “eae wes --Motown. 

AS LONG: AS HE KNOWS. = OO 
.Marvelettés |. ...:. 0... ja vee ae — Cea wees =: Tamla 

., STEWBALL . - —_ . 
Peter. Paul & ; Mary. ; . Warner Bros, 

_ BABY DON’T YOU WEEP 
 Garnett.Mimms .... vie alae 

"PRETTY PAPER 

-SURFIN' BIRD - 

. BOSSA NOVA. BABY 
"" Elvis. Presley: © 

‘WALKING THE: DOG 

‘DOWN AT PAPA-J JOR'S ‘Dixie’ Belles | +... : 
DEEP | PURPLE 

. April Stevens & Nino: Tempo... 

LIVING A | LIE : = 
a: \ | Martino . 

24 HOURS’ ‘FROM, TULSA. 
‘Gene Pitney’: 

“DRAG CITY ~ 

“WASHINGTON St SQUARE 

YOWRE GOOD -FOR | FOR ME 
_Solomon Burke... eee nee 
HEY LITTLE: GIRL 

46.46.81 = 46° Te 

te Major ‘Lance be eee ee cheese eee. ee ae 

500 MILES AWAY | FROM “HOME: a 
Bobby Bare... ..: 0-50.00: sie es : 
WALKIN’ PROUD. 

BAD GRRL ee ae 
. : Neil. Sedaka. .*. oe - co ‘ x wwe ieee oe 3 . one oc . js Wietor 

MISERY neces 

ayn 

. wT ase “yt ee 
. we . . . . 

wae . cate . _ ay - ee 

ete . . . : . “s a 
a "} . . ad . . . . . . an .' 

aT AA art G2 ka ce he Ma ola cee tee TSA? Sd TTS oma wl are Nae el 

- EE iO Ba ; 

_Murmalds ise sine : «is Chlaoodhe se 
_ Sash, Be 

Columbia oF 

” a . ce ewes er eee . ve o. wes MGM: | _ - . 

es Lenny: Welch: :, 2: . 2.5.2. et: o, eecbees Cadence a 
= WW To 7 seranci ns Cadence Tt ee 
Tommy Roe -.. — be Pec e ceed eee SABC-Par 

oe in Bobby Rydell -. wit opens tiv eeheccs eee. Cameo shoo | 

12-9 OT rr ras ia 
Den SE ‘Chubby: Checker Lewes eee ue These eee ces Parkway. -F- 

eee i esedieeees pet 

lie teeks! si lee vee tae /Reprise ~ ws wo 

woes Marvin. Gaye ... eee pect algae eos ei Tamla? - : 

. . — : = a a og _James: Gilmer __ - . e. eeeoe- io . os oe oe oe . es.) Dot ~ . 

L 205 ‘21: - 4. Se : 7 ~ 

Los Indios: lids: Tabajaias”— Leeeeal oe, - aaa - 

el aati blew bob nbee Warber Bros. a 

Dee ee Te att Wace we ge . Philips ; , 

pe ee i oosadend U
A : 

A _. Roy Orbison. :. eeeeeeee oo siti “Monument — 

po Trashmen’ oe es Oy nie. 8'6 Shela s caine be ue Garrett, | oo 

“There. ‘apparently: is’ no rule-of- | moa 7 a. | _~Elvis. Presley’. :... bocce eee wis ail. ue .* Vietor & ove 

__. Rufus Thomas °. .. a 

se . — __Ateo = 

we beeee- meaner ; =: 

alee eee E eS ne ee: _-Musicor on | 

itv “Village Stompers... 22. ns - 
45 42 2 BO RE G¢ — om 

a Atlantic, ed 

_-Okeh: =e a oy 

(gq tte ys Stowe i REN 4 

| Dynamics... o.oo eee ce Big Top. Po] 

Sites Ase 

Dale &. Grace . veda eee bebe eens eedened _Mibelle 



n 2 25,3 1963 

The Tv 3 Berlin ““iaost valuable. pop ‘song’® story.o on ‘iewhite Christ: 
-mnas” in Jast. week’s VARIETY got® ‘considerable. followup. reaction from.|} 
“.qnewsmags and. dailies. Among. others, . Newsweek asked the. songsimith. | 
_how.much all. these record sales meant: in money.and he said he couldn't 1} 
“answer that because “it ‘would require: three sets of-accountants” be- oat i 
!-@ause ofthe. ASCAP revenue, which: is sizable, and which, intratrade, | 

ve is presupposed; ‘hence the ‘VARIETY story didn't. stress that. phase. Accent |] - 
* ehiefly was: on the. song’s steady sales in sheet music; between. 115, 000. | o 

:.  gnd 125,000,: every. year; which ‘is: extraordinary in an: era when. anew |f 
BT smash. ‘hit: doesn’t sell that many. copies,: This: is the era of the record- [] 
“t+: ing’ and, In. that. respect, the 44,449,535: platters of “White. Christmas” 

”. (U.S, .and: Canada: alone) and the: 4, 544, 521. sheet “mausic constitute: a 
{unique peak. 

. “How The ‘West Was ‘Won; a ‘the: “title. ‘song. “ot. F the MGM-Cinérania. 
_- - film, has’ copped.:the. Western. Heritage’ “Award for $963’s:top- musical 
"gomposition ‘in the. western idiom. Western Heritage: Awards aré pre- | 
-- sented. each year. by..the National ‘Cowboy Hall ‘of Fame to artists and. 
_ organizations: in the tv; ‘film,. book, magazine. and: music fields for :otit- 

“. ~ | standing: contributions to our western. ‘heritage. The: ‘winning song,: pub-*: 
“.. - ished’ by the Robbins. Music. wing of:the Big 3,. was. written. by. Alfréd. 
. -’ Newmian. and: Ken: ‘Darby: Presentation of ‘Western Heritage : “Wrang- 
. Jer’* trophies ‘willbe: made to. Robbins: ‘Music, ‘Newman.and Darby.: at. 

: the. Oklahoma’ City Municipal: Auditorium -on. Jan: 24, ‘The. ‘special show: a P 
. planned- for the Western’ Heritage Awards: ceremony will feature: Fred on ~ 
2 Waring &- His Pennsylvanians. » 2 . ee cae 

“Limited ° edition’ of .a: yemarkable. recording ts. now available: to:.a. yes 
‘select: ‘group of Collectors and music lovers under special. circumstances: a a An 

_ _ .. This is a single long: playing record of: Arturo Toscanini. conducting the’ 
- - NBC. Symphony: rehearsals. of excerpts from Mozart’s 

| a -overture, Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony -and-Verdi’s “La Traviata’ with | 

. vtatl. 

een os CONGRESS RECORDS" 
a Inspired. by the Poromount. Picture. 

| S -"WHO'S BEEN: SLEEPING : 

oe hervasd MUSIC CORFORATION . 

aoe ae FAVORITES- 

. ; ‘Announcing 

° “a commentary by: Marcia’ Davenport. It-has been prepared ‘by Walter. 
Toseanini : as a memorial- tribute to his'father. The $25 record will ‘be. 

_/ sold ‘through and for the. benefit’ 6f The Musician's :-Foundation -Inc.. 
_-. > established - by : “‘The Bohemians” ‘in.1914 to provide | financial ‘aid ‘to 
.""_.- needy-professional musicians. and ‘their. families. Conductor was. a ‘mem-" 
:. bet of “The. Bohemians” for over 45: years. and except for. “Casa. Verdi”- 
dn “Milan, Tay: this ‘Foundation: was the nly one ne ever Sponsored, 

2+ 
| {in autical ‘Agenting Gets LINDA SCOTT 

WHO'S BEEN 
“SLEEPING IN 
“MY BED 

: Hollywood, Dec. 23. 

| Capitol . Records’ , 
] | two-year: chiatus, but. apparently . it 

| took some ‘seagoing’ to do it... Mor-. 
‘T | gan’s: manager: Nicky Stewart: had. 

some “days after" Anitially ° ‘talking 
terms. 

“Learning. ‘ast . week: ‘that. ardent. 

J-eruiser, ‘Stewart | drove to: Wilming- 

IN MY. BED" 
| He wound the -confabs ‘aboardship 
and headéd: to shore «with ‘signed 

{| cutting, is Jan. Bee | 

I. Ie t's Harrower of Houston’ =. 
- - Houston, ‘Dee::23.. - 

ss SCARLET RIBBONS 
“LITTLE | f ze Production for - the. Houston 

MM an n pera. (since : 1956) in 
“RU ER “TH otelto” on Jan. 16: and 18... It will 

' BOY | be: same ‘physical: production: seen. 
year. in: Dallas, - designed: “by. 

Attilio ‘Colonello... ‘-~ : 
Dallas - production of this year 

H}-“Incoronazione. di ‘Poprea” ‘(cos-' 
|tumes:: ‘Peter’ Hall. sets Attilio 

‘| Colonello) : :-wilk . ‘be. borrowed’: by 

- SLEIGH RIDE 

“MILLS ‘music, INC,” 
- ‘New: York City | 

= for dts. ‘February opening. 

& "Two Great Songs. ee 

-*CIUMACHELLA & = \ | ~ Premier Wins 
vos THE LIGHTS OF ROM An F — Continued from Page 33 — 

_ -which: was “calculated to: ‘mislead’ 

taken belief that” plaintiff's phono- |:. 

PoE 
+ leged,” changed the: : color: “back- 
| ground of Kennedy from, | 

.| pure red. to yellow. Suit:.contends: 

Lon ‘Part. -of ‘the. defendants. 

and His Co 

‘WoRLD FAMOUS ORCHESTRA 
Carrently. thre: Jan..5 

GOLDEN. KEY CLUB, Cleveland 
. January 9-18 | - 

BASIN. STREET ‘EAST, New. York City: 
Do COLUMBIA: — Records — REPRISE -- | 
"2 BOOKED: EXCLUSIVELY vy 

“Magie Flute”: 

“ ‘Russ Morgan ‘Aboard Cap. 

-roster _ after /a}.: 
Morgan. ‘came. in- for . seVen-week 

engagement . ‘and “found. ‘Jack: -Ro- 

herts. {who ‘then: was running ball-- 

room: ‘for. the park). had. questioned: 
paying: ‘bandleader: a: cut: of per-} 

‘centage. coin for: a-former: engage-. 
ment. - Roberts refused .to pay. the: 
$66. item; contending no. percentage. 
of gross’ entailed © “ent Of federal 

‘been - tracking Cap -artists-reper<. 
1 toire chieftain. : Lee. .Gillette.~ for | - 

skipper. Gillette was away” forthe: 
| day: . on- “the... briny.” aboard.‘ his | 

{| ton, chartered ‘a \small- -boat.: and |" 
-eame up alongside. Gillette's ‘craft... 

contract.. Morgan’ s. first: fe Car 

“Rexfora ‘Harrower: Will .stage his 

Catania’s (Sicily). ‘Teatro: ‘Massimo ‘paid “Morgan $33 as’ that’ portion 
=) of. percentage - he’ earned: during: 
=|previous engagement. which’ had |’ 
- | been ‘held | up in ‘the. dispute: over. 

| whether - percentage *of - “gross in-|. 

. Bib to Premier’ s tabbed, OA Memorial een es ee 
“to John. . Fitzgerald - Kennedy,” |: 

HANDLEMAN, DET. pst and deceive” the public in the mis-.} 

[raph record was-being ‘purchased. |- 
| The defendants, it was. further. al- | 

Premier's. 

‘| this““shows ‘consciousness - of Built”: 

ee 

_ WNEW-Redio’s aa 

-VARNER "PAULSEN ai 
hase kind word for: 

- People Too” 

etiether Informative Feature” 
mL the. soon-due - 

58h Anniversary 2 Number : 

Pav other statistical: cad £ dere-titea 
" charts and articles .. -_ 

Morgan Back At 
ae 

- Hollywood; Deé.. 23." 

“‘Pacifie: Ocean: Park | fas: been | - 
lifted” off: AFMusicians’ “Local: 4T 
“unfair ; “ist”: 
band’ is. back: ‘on’ ‘the. stand. at. “Ara 
gon. ballroom. at. ‘the: ‘pier . park |. 

(Wednesday: - 

However, - one: ‘tub : in. ‘the: ‘dispute. 

—| yet -remains’~‘to. ‘be* solved. . and. 
a “Local 47 reps. will ineet with. POP's 

veepee and general 1 manager. ‘Neil, 
‘Blaney. . tomorrow (Tues:).. ‘on ‘this 

matter,” 
“Russ “Morgan. band . is. back. 6n |: 

and: : Russ" ‘Morgan 

‘through: . Sundays). 

: Ruckus: begin-a a: -qhonth. ago when 

admish’. tax.. 

However, _ “union: and ‘Morgan 
asserted. ‘such was not Specified ia 
‘contract. Union ‘ordered. Roberts. 
pay: latter refused;. union | placed . 
‘POP on 

+ didn’t. open till’ matter. was “ad-]0.°...-: - 
justed. following Roberts” exit from |: 

‘| POP : employment . 
‘handling: negotiations. himself.’ 

Morgan: band. is: ‘getting. $2, 000 | ' 
against. 

percentage: Matter. to ‘be. resolved. he 
tomorrow: is Jength- of .Morgan ‘en- 
_gagement —. originally : for. seven: 
‘weeks, but which cannot go..more: 
than- three | now: ‘in light of. the. 

its. ‘blacklist. _ Morgan 

for . -five. ‘nights~. ‘weekly, . 

dispute: which. idled. erch: “Morgan 
yesterday said: he has been firmed. 
for a. long:‘time for, Dec. 31-Jan, 28°}. 
-at: Riverside hotel, Reno, and. will | 
-play that date definitely. 

In settling original dispute; POP 

.| cluded. that portion of. gross which 
.Z0eS to. the. ® government. in admish | 
taxes. . Do a ea 4 

“Whe Handlemarn- ‘Co. 

as cents over the ‘prévious: year. 

| GO WEST 57 STREET; NEW: YORK 19., . Sdien 27100" | 
 eHicAee « ‘MIAMI © BEVERLY HILLS 5 “LAS VECAS * DALLAS « Lonbow’ 

@ | ceuticals,: 

. In ‘addition ‘to’ ‘records; Handle. 
man. merchandiseg drugs, . pharma. i 

‘| beauty : ‘aids, ete, ‘The company, 
went, Public Sent. ii, '1963,. 

vitamins, . 

Record Plugge
 ers. an fo

e 

| handed: out on. “The Best On Rec-| 

a contribution, to ‘the . industry”. and 
“| not ~. necessarily” on - sales. 

|| the. show. aired | via” ‘NBC-TV on: 
| Dec..8." 

| changed the. title of ‘The Marketts’. 
| “Outer Limits” to “Out. Of. Limits”. 

_|{in order to avoid possible | conflict 
: 4) with: the ‘tv ‘series ‘of ‘the same 
"-iname . 
a ‘Paramount diskers, will appear: on’ 
. {the New: Year’s: Eye: special hosted 
~ | by. Guy. Lomibardo and emanating 

’ from: Grand Central: Station... 

| for: the fourth. consécutive year on. 
_:, | the ‘comedian’s forthcoming tour of. 
. .|the . Armed’ ..Forces ‘Bases... <- «: 

m |. Kapp: ‘Records’ Barbara. ‘Chandler, | 
v who clicked recently with “It Hurts 

10th appearance this season on the: 
“Tonight” show: (NBC-TV) on Dec. |. 
{27.. The singer is currently rolling | 
with. “Soul. Dance” on RCA. Victor : 

_disker, atid: Dick Dissell, who. has | 

 organists,. will appear New . Year’s 

Room of the Hotel Lexington .:.:. 

‘Dec, -29 
‘Amperials "’ “headlining - ‘at Trude} - 
-Heller’s in. Greenwich Village: | |. 4 

and. Blaney | 

next. October. in Warsaw, Poland | 

| Dave: ‘Clark aed an ey the. fast | | ’ 
rising song “Glad. All Over”... . ‘a F 
‘Singer Kenny. Lynch and cleffer. — y Wri 
‘Sammy die ask to. launch their | i JIMMY VELVET 
own ‘in ie isk production ‘com: | 7 wa ae lpeay.. “WE BELONG 
Bob. Wallis. fazzband - ‘on-road’ * TOGETHER” . 

_|. London | Palladium ° 5 
“1 Of: “Dominique” . by | the: ‘Singing 

mark ns . Len 

this month; is her first” single: ‘ise 

disk’ dis-. Woe 
| tributor headquartering in: Detroit, }||-° 
made an: 11%. rise in earnings for. AP. 
the. {first -six: months - of. this year. 
over a’ similar period in-“1962.'||} © 

| Firm’s board of. ‘directors: last Wed-: | ft. 
|: nesday (4) declared a second .quar-- 
~-@ |-terly; .¢ash.. dividend of .17c": per.||| 

¥ |. share on ‘the 501,480 shares of com-"|||: 
“g}mon stock -outstanding, : 
Jan: 15; 1964 to: holders of record: {Pe 
‘Dec, 31... 

q (There are: an: aggregate of 1: 002,- o EH 
| 960. ‘sharés. of common ‘stock: -and.| a 
| Class B common stock outstanding. |} -.. 

The 501,480 “shares. ‘of: :Class’. B ||}: 
3 |-common: stock. are not. entitled. to , 
: dividends.) ; se 

_ “Handleman’s sales: ‘for. ‘the. “six| 
-%| months. period: ended Oct. 31 were |||: 
‘| $13,436,945. compared. ‘with °$13-|][ 

+ (806,431-in ’62.. However; the: firm’s {ffee0 0. 
Yinet income after taxes in .’63: was: 

= § $391, 588 compared with the pre- | 
| vious year’s $346,149. | Earnings. 
‘| per: share. in.’63 were. 39¢, ‘up: four, 

payable }- . 

oy Christmas. ‘almost here, Dookings” 
‘for next yéar’s. summer shows at. 
‘Blackpool - are: being inked: Such 
pop artists as Joe Brown,. Jobnay 

Nes ew York 
, “Achteverment Aw a rd” “The: 

ord” show is based on .“creative’ 

‘Bing ‘Tornados. have already been set 
Crosby received. the first: ‘award on 

ter’s new 23-piece orchestra to bow 
‘on ‘the trek which kicks. off : Dee. 
21. at Cardiff. <- Local popster 
Rolf. Harris set for his own radio 
‘show-.: ~To. -promote . LPs for 

| Christmas, “-Decéa - is. sponsoring a 
new half-hour: radio ‘show -on. Radio 
Luxembourg: . 

Warner Bros. “Records: “has. 

. The. Willis Sisters, ABC 

‘supremacy. over the theme’ of Carl 
>| Foereman’s . “The Victors’”—Frank 

Chacksfield. recorded it for Decca 
and, similarly, Ted Heath cut it-for 
the ‘same: diskery. while George 
Bradley band waxed it. for EMI's 

: Anita Bryant. ‘will: ‘join Bob: Hope 

for exposure on. ATY’s 
Ti 6,” x 

. 0 Be-.16,”.: wilt pppear. on. Clay |" EMI to take tv airtime plugs for Cole’ stv show Jan. ‘4 | 

“Tommy: Leonetti will: ‘make. “his disks - ‘see Val Britten, BEC’s ‘disk. 

after ‘2 years service. 

; French. composer Maurice. Jarre] . 
will “write. the: score’ for: “The| 
Train,” an ‘upcoming: United Artists o 
release’; . ; Jack. Malmsten, Liberty | » 

_WEEK 

recorded for. RCA Victor, both. tt. 

Day in the Tournament ‘ of. Roses |’. | 
in ‘Pasadena. - ..- ta 
aed Auletta into his. third - year! I 

-orch ‘leader’ at: the . Hawailan| 

Régina disker Sylvia De Sayles will . 
be at the Living Room through} } 

. Tyree. Glenn Jr. & His}. 

‘Henry: Mancini: has ‘been _set-to| -L 
write the score for the upcoming | : 
United. Artists ‘release “A Shot.In|- 1. 
The Dark” ...., Keely. Smith and}: 
‘Count. Basie co-headline : ‘the holi-|. F 
day show at: Basin Street’ ‘East be-| F. 

|. ginning - tomorrow .(Thurs.) ©. -.[- 4" 
After 24. weeks at. -Les..Bergere’s, | } 
Huntington, «1. : 1, 'singer-pianist | | 
Bob Petti had his contract renewed : 
for: an. indefinite stay.” | 

“London 
| “Helen Shapiro ‘to. ‘debut’ behind | 

. Harold: Davidson. Agency inked |: 
it's © Chert-Tepper! 

again . ‘after seven months ° ‘at. the |; 
. Lo¢éal sales ASC—10488 

‘Nun have topped: the. -100,000 | 
a Horne’ 8: -controver-| 

‘sue: here for. a. year. _ 
Duane Eddy leaves néxt week 

for ‘ ‘a. South African. tour wee ‘With 

Applicants for. membership 1 in the ‘American... . 
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. -} 

who ‘meet the following: sequirements ‘will be. 
: accepted as members: 

‘WRITERS: Any compeser or author of a copy- 
sighted) musical’ composition ‘who. shall have : 
lt hhed-a¥ least one work ‘of his composition. ¢ or 

“” writing: regularly: p : 
PUBLISHERS: ‘Any 

‘Stanley Adoms 
President 

_ Fc, erm 
B75, Medison: Avenue, Mew York 22, 0. Y. qi 

Kidd and the Pirates and the. 

. Shirley Bassey and John Barry — 
due’ ‘for a lengthy local tour. Lat-. 

Three-cornered.. 
-battle ‘is ‘being waged for. chart - 

HMV label : , . Johnny Mathis set. 
“Sunday .-™ 

Night. At ‘The London Palladium.” 

librarian, ankling the. Corporation iH 

we ‘ 

a 

cud pee vs . ., - ot oy : . foe . : . y . 

20) ee Ae ae SD | 8 | RENN ee - wy : ; Ce . . 

_ - SS ST ET, SET Se, RU SD, re , 

. . . at . . 
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jurisdiction of the American. Guild} 
of. Variety Artists which prescribes: 

SSeS BEERS TENT A. REO 
ao _ . . - ott . 

Pre Sel 
AtNLY. Fair, Assert Button & Fei elgay | 

‘The key to success for. a show ; 
at the Nek. York World’s Fair . is} 
pre-selling according to ‘Dick But- | * 
ton & Paul Feigay who are produc-. 
ing. the icer"at the N.Y. :City, Blg.: 
‘at the. Fair. They’ ‘indicate - that 
most of their costs. may ‘be: amor- 
tized by the time the show opens. 

that’ this | inthe show just: seen could pro- | “It’s also. quite likely. 
‘method: of financing | ‘will . enable: 
them. to prodtute a. “fourth. ‘major 
touring blades’ display. at. the. con- |. 

_elusion of. the. Fair in 1965. Name | 
of the show will be. Dick. Button’s ° 
“Ice-Travaganza.” 
Button '& Feigay said: that. a deal }. 

fg | Now in negotiation with:Colum- |- 
bia Concerts” Bureau to- take -the | 
ayout on the road ‘However, their |: 
“read:. frappe. frolic: will. be aided |- 
at smaller. arenas and : theatres, . 
rather ‘than the - ‘large: showshops. 

The duo have been: devising. 
“gimmicks that will insure a heavy 
- advance. Qne of the more succéss*: 
ful is pre-selling the’ first ‘aiid: last 
of: the- six-shows daily sessions: to 
convention groups. The auditorium. 
‘can be ‘used. for..a meeting, site 
either before. the : first. show: ‘or 
after the last. show; ° ‘For the. last. 
display, | 
arranged. . 

Another. sales “angle ‘stems : from: 
the: fact: that- the Fair ice show -is’ 
Jocated near .the. Vatiean. Exhibit 
which will be heavily. ‘attended--by 
‘Church. *: ‘groups. . Attempts .: are 
heing made .to steer all these. ‘visit- 
ing units into the icer so ‘that there} 
will bi e-sold houses throu out 7 

i PF ’ Bout ball. Adderley,’: Miles. Davis, “Stan’}. the run: 

The. pre-selling”™ is. Jeast éom- 
plicated in buildings that aie 
‘weather ‘proof: ‘Such constriction, 
‘tlie -producets. Say, “will help bring 
people into. the fair even during. 
inclement. weather: and. eliminates 
performances that would : other= 
wise - be : -total losses. - 

The Button-Feigay icer will have 
two casts. as. ‘have most..of the 
‘arger ‘shows. Show will be under. 

a.$105: minimum for: chorus. There 
“will be‘alternate casts so: that.each’ 
performer. will “work only. three: 
shows lasting: about an hour. each, 
although some principals will, w ork 

- all. shows. Q 

‘Whether ‘Bitton will. perforin” 
“hasn't been’ decided .as yet. Since 
his. ;name would have ® to-go up. 
on the marquee, it would. be neces-. 
sary for him to do. all shows. 
‘Whether he can assume that load | 
7 »|and wine, rigidly, policed, Bateman 

| bélieved - he. could stay alive. But |}. 
}| a Liquor .Control Board. turndown 
‘flin May" this. year, ostensibly « be- 
-cause . the.. board ‘did. not. ‘feel. the 

' coffee «house setting ‘was. a-‘suit- 

a. buffet. ‘SUPPET " can. “be. 

and still take Cate. of administra~ 
tive duties | is’. being: “mulled... 

-The Button-Feigay. . production 
will have -no names,. not. -because_ 
of the:: possibility - -of. increasing 
costs . but:. because. the’ -alternate. 
‘show system - ‘will. mear- that any. 
advertised performers. not’ ‘present 

yide'a - basis of customer dissatistace: 
tion.” 

a 

Ieusion, Ist Ve couver 
Loffee: House to Feature’ 
‘Name Acts, Quietly Folds 

oy Varicouver, ‘Dec: 23. 

“The. . Inquisition, . Naneouver’s 

Howie‘: Bateman. 

expected ‘announcement that .the 
club would-be’ put into voluntary: 
bankruptcy’. as. of. Monday’: (17), 

. During. the’ “two | years: and nine 
‘months. .of. its active life, the: In-- 
‘quisition .presented a surprisingly: 
large - segment: of the ‘continent's 
top. folk “acts; 
names. -as” Bud.” &: Travis, 
White,. Pete Seeger, Judy Henske, sent ‘of the. wome 

lifetime contracts for the dancing 
| lessons. - 

J oshr 

and. the. Tarriers. 
Jazz: groups “headed. by. Cannon: 

Getz,.. the Montgomery: Bros: “and 
Cal ‘Tjader. were * also - presented. 
‘Petformers ‘on - Closing . bill... were 
folksingers Buffy: Sainte-Marie: and 
Jim, Johnson. -:- 

- Although’ ‘suecesstul.- artisti¢ally 
‘and . ‘apparently. . filling~a - void ‘.in 

-| Vaneouver entertainment from the: 
‘time. it? appeared on the. scene, .the 
Inquisition had. waged. an ‘up- -and-. 
down : ‘financial. battle. since ‘its. in-” 
ception. Crux: of:.Bateman’s...trou--|' 
bles. stemmed fron his. ‘inability to |. 
secure. a liquor: license ‘from pro-. ; 
vincial licensing. authorities for. the. _ 
‘sale: of. beer and. wine. re 

- Opposed initially . ‘to.. liquor. con- |. 
-sumption: ‘on ‘his premises, . Bate- 
|-man ‘soon realized that door charge” 
receipts and .sale .of. food. and. cof- 
fee. from his limited 150-seat capac- 
“ity: -were .not jin. themselves | suffi-. 
cient. to: offset’ the’ Felatively. high 
cost of: ‘talent.’ 

With. profits ‘from: sale’ ‘of. bier. 

|} able “premise, _ was” the: beginning} 
Of: ‘the end. 

Culminating blow. was: - the- disas-| . 
trous .efitertainment: slump- ensu- | 

-non,.._playing® the “fernale.:lead.. in A} ing: from President. ‘Kennedy's’ as-. 
. | sassination.. A. Josh... White | Family: 

-eoncert scheduled. the night. of ‘the 
tragedy was cancelled’ by- the, folk 
“artist: ‘and business ‘has: been: ‘poor 

: ~ {| for the intervening ‘period running: 
** || into: the traditionally tow. weeks. of. 

}ithe ‘Christmas: season. 

. dollars;, t00.: 

dress. suit. with, 16 ‘pockets. ** :. 

purelar -also: ‘took ‘diamond _- cuff 
‘links. and. ‘shirt. studs: used. by’ ‘his | —_- 
father, Blackstorie the. -Magician; | 
during 50. years of ‘trouping. :Black- 
stone Jr. ias:made a reward-and- |. 
no- -questions. ‘asked : offer . for: the: 

‘tabbed. “richest, actor”:in’a ‘recent 
-YSRIgty. banner headline. 

*. Among -- items -purloined - from. 

mf “Bateman’s * future : ‘platis are snot: 
| known -at. this: time. . Options: for 
| Inquisition. ‘appearan¢ces. by ‘Glenn |. 

ge Key to Show Success [Seats 5 : 1 For ‘Therapeutic’ Daneing | f. 
Minneapolis, Dee.. 23. * 

“Charged “by.” ‘the... U.S.. “Justice.| 

Dept, . ‘with. fraud. im. connection 1 

| with an: alleged: . 

-rackét,”. 
“dance studio |, 

the. pal former: . officials, 
instructors - ‘and. salesmen ‘of: ‘the 
ow... 

trial here. 
week... 

» The ‘dance. studios were ‘the: ‘Na= 
tional and ‘the. Dale, the one lo-. 

|. cated -here.and. the ‘other: across. 
| the™ Tiver. in’ St. Paul. 
“cipal: owner, . new one ‘of the de- 
- fendants, was. Harold. Friedman of 

_ | Long. Island, N-Y.. 

‘Their. prin- 

A 1T-year. old” ‘Minneapolis wom- 
‘an. testified . she ‘spent $4,250: for | 
Jessons in ‘less. ‘than: ‘a year: without |.‘ 
léarning.. how to’.dance.: 

| National: Studio salesman’ told: -~what. 
| she: continued ‘to’ expend was “like 

. ‘putting money. ‘in the bank.” .- 
‘first | : coffee--house ..to play.:top |: . 
“names, quietly. closed its doors fol-: 
‘owing windup show. last ‘Saturday 
‘night (14). Spot lrad been. in. opera: | 
‘tion... fearly. three: “years. -before.| 
|-owner-manager - 
‘shuttered ‘it. with. a brief and -un-. 

:, Many’ ‘other state’ witnesses” also: 
have’ been. ‘elderly.. widows . who, 
‘being. lonely. and guilless,, allegedly. 

The- “dovernmient.” ‘Alleges. - that 

‘He and. ottier . instructors: “were 
ordered. to ‘make ' their ‘students } 
“nervous - -and ‘tense”. before: datic- |" 
ing ‘tests, the ‘state's - ex-instructor. 

+ witness. téstified. ‘There. also. has’ 
| been. testimony: alleged: false. Pro- 
mises. made: to Students. 

Blackstone’s 16 Pocket” 
Tux ‘Among Losses As~ 

: Chicago, Dee: 23.. 

show hbizités in Chi last week, ‘and: 
‘while the. loss:.in each: tase ‘was |= 
sizeable,: there was:a‘bit of. humor:| «. ay 
‘im. one of. the heists. - -Magico_ ‘Harry'|: 
‘Blackstone’ Jr.’s room was broken |. 
into at: the. Conrad’: Hilton.. Hotel;. 

.|.and: a‘ thiefsomewheére -must- be. 
‘wondering. “what ‘to: do -with.a’ full-. 

- Not: funny” is‘ the fact: that*. ‘the 

|. return of -the jewelry.:: 

‘Also: burglarized. was Dyan’ ‘Cah: 

“How to Succéed in-Business With- 
out’ ‘Really-Trying” at the Shubert 
Theatre. Detectives theorized. that: 

| Miss- Cannon Was’ picked © as’-a tar-. 
{get for ‘the: pilfering ' ‘due. to. pub-. 
licity. she - ‘received (in - conection. 

‘| witha Chi .-visit. ‘by. Cary.. ‘Grant, 

-defunct - Studios - have: been |. 
hearing various ‘allegations ‘hurled. 
at’ them ‘during the: Federal .jury:| 

The: trial’ Is. in ‘its third) 

‘She .said'|-place © a; ” permanent 
Flamingo 

“A ‘former: instructor 
‘of. one’ ‘of. the. -studios,.. ‘not being.|: 
‘prosecuted, testified:.for the. state |’ 
‘anent emotional ‘sales Pitch em- 

| ployed. - : 

|. --On:the: witness. ‘stand, this one: 
_time - instructor’ said.: officials told)” 
‘him’ ways. to- discover his feminine |: 
students’ ‘weaknesses’ arid needs:”. 
‘The’ aim. “was ° to: sell. a ‘more. (BX 

comprising ‘such |. 

‘even. ‘signed. 

fled ; Anto sad,. 
funny’ routines; . was” expertly ; de-: 

‘in a. deceptively’. simple 
Their: blend: of vocal’ har-: 

-fmony- was a delight: to enraptured. 
. | fans: who. contribbed ° thunderous: 
“| applause: at the end of each number:: 7 

+ Nina 8& ‘Frederik. ranged. ‘from: 
“}the. lively “Oh; ‘Sinner: “Man”: and. 
“Suku Suku’. ‘through. ‘the: light- 
héarted “Worm Song”. and “There’ Ss 

. style.” 

Chi: Heists. Hit Showfolk 
| meaningful - ‘numbers... like . 

“There - were:. three : ‘thefts. from | 

|} Erank Clarke. 

‘Alan’ Haven ‘played. some heavy 
-handéd jazz. organ. and showed: Jit- |. 

‘Saving grace, how-| 

Harolds Club, », Reno, Bids - 
For. West. Canada’ Biz’ 

Vancouver, Dec.’ 23.” 

its “resident “Vancouver 

‘and. personal pitching. *. 

‘While | Harolds. “is first club to 

trips. .to'. the Calgary * ‘Stampede. 
‘Schiller’ s . latest appearance - was 
-one-day. trip for Grey Cup football, 
extravaganza ‘Nov. 30. 

Nina & Frederik Lead 
Folk: Singing Unit to SRO- 
~. Biz in- London: One-Niter', 
.Nina: &: Frederick, in for. ‘a. date 

‘| at the Savoy, did a “spinoff”: -one- 
night. ‘concert at the Festival Hall |’ 
to SRO biz: ‘Folk artists of superb 
style. and. ‘grace, ‘the duo: seored ‘so’ 

:| Well. in .a refreshing contrast from |: 
|: “Beatlemania” that they: took. eight ‘west. 

curtain. calis. ° 

Their - ‘16-song: aet, neatly shuf- 
‘serious, gay: ‘and 

livered. 

A-Hole In: _My Bucket” - to .more 
“Blow- 

| ing In. The: Wind,” “Once Was thé 
Time- ‘Of | Man”. and “Nicodemus;” 9, 

. Lotidon, Dee: 14 
“Nina &: Frederik, ‘Alan: ‘Haven,. 

Julie ‘Rayne, John: Barry: ™musi- 
‘cians: -Al. -Newman,. Sheila Brom: 
berg, . Juda: ‘Proctor, -Art. Morgan, 

John: ‘Coast .and 
‘1 Donald. Langdon ‘presentation at 
| Festival. Hall, “London; $3 top.” 

The: ‘Singers. elevated: ‘the status: of = 
the. folk song. in several aspects. mE 

‘Imaginative. ‘backing for ‘the ‘duo: | re 
leame. ‘from musical director John jf - 
| Barry: who hada couple of ‘spots. of. 
-his: own ‘with. a. small combo. 
‘played clear, gentle. jazz. that. lacked. 
pretension’: but : abounded. ‘in musi- 
cal taste and flair. 

Harolds Club ‘of | “Reno. ‘beconies [ 

| the: first: Nevada ; ‘nitery to: ‘open a] 

sales” office. . -in. "Western: Canada 

with: appointment. of. ‘Bob Smith. as) 

: agent.’ 

‘Smith, emcee ‘of the longrunning 

5 CBC radio. jazz show, “Hot: Air,” is. 

‘drumming: Harolds ‘via direct. mail 

rep . ‘here, 7 
publicist. ‘Abe. Schiller 

“has ‘made several annual : goodwill 
SE visits. for: the past. few.’ years, 

“usually. in. conjunction — :With: his 

clude 

‘He |. 

- While - the . : @hristmas -: seagon 
tends to be.for the stay-at-homes 
in Germany;. and. nightclubs. and. - 

_Wedneter December: 25, 1968 _ a 

"Frankfurt, ‘Dee. 23. | 

| restaurants “usually: take. .a_ sump. 
‘in ‘busines, the whole. country ‘is 
‘Betting ready for carnival... - 

-Nightelubs, ‘pubs, . and. hotels are’ tye 

‘preparing for the’ beom that ‘will 
‘occur between New Year’s and the 
“start of: Lent. on Féb. 12, 

No: less’ than 116° ‘giant. masked 
‘balis and--: costumed © parties” are. 
‘slated for the silly season iti Co-..': 
logne,- 200 public: parties or. fests’: 

-, in’ Duesseldorf wind. Up . with’ the. 
“Rose -Monday.. parade. on February oe 
12, some 20 carnival’.sessions and. .-- 
balls will ‘be - held in ‘Bonn,..and .”” 
similarly: every: village, town ’and-"*-_ 

one .. all-night. “party.” 
another. 

-city in the country is preparing. ‘for | 
‘the. biggest business of the year. .as 

| the wild;: merry-making: crowds:-go- : . 
from. - = too 

Prices: “are” ‘usually’ tabbed to” ine. 
“everything,” . with “music,--  __ 

-one bottle-of wine and dinner run=°: 
‘ning up to. $20 per person: at.: ‘the: 

| more select locales, and .additional . . 
magnums of © ‘champagne - totalling . 
the bills into-.astronomical amounts. 

‘While * all the partying -takes - =<) 
place, much of. the loeal color ‘will... 
bz. aired: by. the German‘ radio and. *™; 

settled. 

television.“One squabble involving .. 
tv’ rights to. a carnival that--has. ~~ 
lasted. for. months has” just: been’. 

For. the: last 10 years, the- South= Lie 
German ‘Television | :from - 

‘Baden-Baden has’ been.. the’ mem-: 
. | ber. of the: First German: TV Net™:. . 

to- carry one ‘of: the. most . colorful... -: 
carnival ‘sessions to the -viewers. It... | 
has’. been* showing - ““Mainz,: As It-° 

‘considered . by 
‘carnival buffs: to. be the - biggest... ; 
-show. of’: the’ entire” lot in, “West...” | 
Germany. | a 

Sings. and Laughs,” 

“Now, -:the.” ‘Second German: TV 
Net, which headquarters ‘at Mainz, “ 
asked for the right. to-televise the -.~. 
_show at the same time for. its audi- 
ence; : or-.to. have exclusive . right 

for : 1964,. 
toe 

‘Unlike. Barry, - supporting: artist. HW 

tle: originality, 
ever, was his expert handling of the: 

like. “Misty” and: “Maria. arn 

- DIAMOND Jim's 
. St. Paul, ‘Minn. 

instrument -in “his: slow numbers |{_ 

‘to the’: -program.on-alte..:ate years; 
Mainz’ city “officials;; whose” ‘city-. - 

‘government . ‘underwrites~ the: ex-900 °°: 
| pensive. program, -+had. ‘preferred its. 

_ | being ‘carried on: both: ‘television: *. - 
- \nets, But’ after:.months ‘of argu-. -:: 

‘| ment,- with: the Southwest :German .-:.. °: 
TV" represented . through: its mem-"..... 
‘bership in. the Working | Group of. 
the First. Television Net, it won the.. |: 
right’‘to exclusive: transmission .of.. --: 
‘the popular entertainment, at. least - an aH : 

- Upcoming « Julie “Rayne - “belted 
out. a‘half :-dozen - oldtime’ songs: 
like “Knocked: ’Em in-the:Old Kent 

| Road” . ‘and ““Tet’s All’. Go - Down |: 

‘The’ Strand,” “but ‘she’s probably: -Christmas are. usually pretty dull. in. 
done be ter. at: ‘more: modern. bal- |] the. entertainment fields ‘. ut. 
ladeering.. ae ‘Watt. eta! Kannon had them. loaded ‘in f- 

the cellar while the place: was open | nob Syivester—Daily: News . 

lage epee lotr, ey Aba Orch Repieves | JACKIEKANNON’s| | ~ Roosevelt Gril El Foldo|] | | mers, ce RAT FINK: ROOM || 
’ Demise of Inquisition leavés this $7,000. in cash: and. eustomer . tabs.| 

The : Roosevelt .. -Grill.; “of - the. 

Atop. The: Rewsdtable.” 

‘tity with: _just-opened. Attie -coffee.|' were reported to. have been in’ the | 

. _ = Roosevelt. Hotel, N. Y., “which was: ; 

151 Easi.50th:St., New York,. Ne Y Dog 

Miss Cannon. were:.a full: length |: 
mink . coat, a “pearl | necklace and. 
two ‘diamond: rings. _ 

The new. Chez. Paree, open | “only 
‘a‘month;. had its safe’ dragged. from. 
the..basement of: the * ‘nitery by 
‘thieves believed to.- have: entered 

1} Yarborough, Judy. Henske- and. the. 
Modern Jazz Quartet. have been: 

‘cancelled: ‘but. Bateman” will: per-: 
-J| sonally stage a. one-night..“Hoote- |. 
A nanny at’ Christmas,’ ™ in the Queen 
“| Elizabeth Theatre;. ‘Dee: 21,-made. 

‘up ‘entirely of local folk ‘singers. 
| and with all tickets:-in: ‘the.’2,900- 
| seat - auditorium - going - “ate ‘St. per 
head.. 

DONNA LYNN 
cannon event Release ARTIST 

"RONNIE® 

“T HAT’S. ME ov THE BROTHER”: 
McCLENDON AGENCY EN 7-2287 

" RAT-FINKS REJOICE - 7 oe 
| YOU HAVE A NEW HOME | 
“The weeks and nights teading up to | - ces 

Meng, Kong's. _ 
Leading Impresario co 

~ HARRY 0. ODeLL 
\ house,’ presenting U.S. and -Cana- |: safe. - 

9 tee Hosse St. Cable: HARODEL to: have ‘closed permanently follow- {f° 
| dian professional: entertainment ‘on | 
| a selective date basis, ‘plus another 

| ing Julius ‘La. Rosa's: windup Satur-. 
day. (21), ‘has been reprieved. Spot 

| new. spot, the: Bunk House, featur-. iy 
ing purely local acts: at present. 

a -|| has. booked ‘‘the- ‘Joan . Fairfax: All-}) 
-- 1 Girl . Orehestra to ‘open “Jan, . 3: 

Christmas 
~{ Combo closes at.-Guy 

Lombardo’ s| 

Tierra Verde (Fla.) resort: Jan.-2,: 
de . Despite its accent on names this |} 

| season, ‘the “Roosevelt. Grill -has | 
a nd | been doing « inconsistent - business 2 

probably «because - of the. room’s|{ 
Do Best. Wishes for ‘64 _ rep as a. band centre. The: “Grill | 

EXECUTIVE “iN, Dallas, Texas be 
Opening. January. m4, 1964 

» EXECUTIVE INN. . Tacton, 4 Arizona: 

. From: dondox: aaa 

DICK RICHARDS 
_appraises the new. glow. on™ 

» British: varieties: 

Music Halls For. 

Working: Men | 

- ._ another informative Editorial . 
‘Featare in. ‘the: upcoming. 

“58th Anniversary Number 

GLASON'S. “(FUN-MASTER . 
/ "| PROFESSIONAL. . | 

COMEDY MATERIAL eo 
For ‘every braack.ef theatricals - 
WE SERVICE. “THE STARS!” 
3. Gas. files $15; plus-$1. postene. 

FOREIGN: 33. for: $36: - ‘ 

Boeks, per Bk... tec de 
4 -$23¢ Ff 

‘had its golden: age when Lombardo. 
{was its regular attraction.- At 

ale The: Fairfax booking was. made 
_.: || by: Dave Baumgarden’s Agency. of. 

: “...4{ the Perférming Arts. No. suitable | ws 
2 LRP. - JAAREETY © .. {tiame “was. available between sas w ta SLNSON ogni 7 

AL] Plus other statistical end data-filled.{| LaRosa’s exit. and Miss Fairfax’s |. 40° : | 
Se home ent ores dt will remain ‘shutttred until Jan. 3.| Miet 2 real: Profesional. frale you! 

‘o3 Parody 
iges. Slackeut Books 1-2-3 Each. 

'. No. 4:fer $35—Ne.. 5 fer $30 
:8 Minstrel (white he. nudset $25 e. 
‘oe “Hew te Master eremenies” ef Df 

$3: ‘PER. copy ee NO. ‘C.0. Ds. ‘ 

ey a ; _ . . . “ . 
speeder aac mend dine gage le nyt samme 

ce a een et A ie a ee, eck Ne eh at 



‘. and” mariagers~ -canrict  convizice 

ae wee 

:. *he’s- mulling: changes in the- pill] 
_ ‘every.three. weeks: instead of: four, | 

~: He. points: out that business: -dur- |. 
ing the fourth: week. of .a ‘setup 
". generally decreases. and ‘he’ hopes 

Loo top. prices | among the New York 
” ~ inns. .-HoteF: has ‘gone ‘as. high, as 
"+. -$15,000..-for ‘some naniés.. -Getiga- 
. notes’. that: :under- -percentage . ‘ar-: 
a Tangements: ‘that: :can be. worked. 

_/° out, earnings can be: even higher, 
. “On: ‘headliners: iners: making. goo ‘good, » 

7: Spee: Revue ‘Similar. To. 

or “Five-Past’ Fight” shows: for some | 

wo inform top. ‘performers. .of - offers |: 

‘formers, according to’ Larry Gengo:} 
‘talent ‘buyer for the .Loew’s. Hotel. | 

‘ames. ‘hat they should. accept: the 
dates. : 

Hotels and: nightclub | rooms lies:in-|" 
= the ‘booking of. namés. and in con- 
- “cocting new ideas: He-believes that. 
* the. agencies. ‘should. cooperate. by 
_ urging. their: major: clients ‘to play: 

-. the: cafes. and -add. Tew interest to} 
n the field. 

= agents. do -not.. communicate “offers 
.-to their top names. He. adds: that. if 

. -. 80. _after: ‘the stars‘ directly: 

~eana:- Hotel, N. “Y. ‘to. the. end ‘of 

.., opens. ‘Dec... 303: “Ella: ‘Fitzgerald, 
“Feb, 4; Glenn: “Miller: band -show 
With. Ray | Eberle,. Modernaires ‘&. 

. Paula Kelly, March: 2; Julie. Lon- 
don; March 30; Peggy: Lee, April 

a yb ‘Liberace, ‘May. 25; followed. by: 
“an ‘open. period. Phyllis : Diller .is 
: set. for July 27 and it’s likely that - 
Mickey: ‘Rogney, will | come dn. : Sept. ; 

44. 

“layout for only- three. -stanzas. - 

‘on. lines: of the Glasgow. “Five-Past: 
- Fight” ‘productions. is~ to: be" tried 

: 
~~ 

| Wednesday. December 25,1 1968 ag 

- Tf agencies and managers do not + 

made. by niteries, the: nightclubs 
must: start talking ‘directly . to per-j 

Hideaway, Ga" s Ist Dimer 
Theatre, Bows in Atlanta 

-- Atlanta, ‘Dec. 93. 

“Hideaway Playhouse, 
lonily. . professional. - - theatre. - 
-Georgia’s © 

chain; He: feels: ‘that if: agencies | . 

names to go isito: cafes where earn- 
“ings remain high, then ‘it’s. the duty 

uyers .to .convince ‘the - top 
Stevens’ “‘Marriage-Go-Round” ‘and 
the. meller, “Dirty Work at: the 

“Gengo says. that ~ the’ future - of Crossroads”: in repertory..-.- 

way, a lounge-type: ‘Spot, swith dane< |- 

-Gengo opines ‘that j in many cases’ 
‘Stewart’ Culpepper. 

‘he doesn’t get --answers, he. will. ‘fables in front .of three-quarter 

-Gengo ‘has: completed bookings ‘ ers). 
‘for - the Royal. Box. of the. Améri-. 

‘freres’ : adjoining. New. 
September. -Following. the. current ‘Restaurant... 
run.. of ‘ Patachou, “Pearl ‘Bailey |: 

Roy Kelley's s(
 Con 

Gengo aserts: that “next: season 

Honolulu, Dee: 23: 

to avert. the letdown by.. keeping. a 

‘The Americana. ‘has been. paying 

eight - Honolulu « hotels, . including 

‘| which will: be: vacated next. month 
LAY. the - Outriggér. Canoe. Club. : 

. The. new hotel wo 
| as?-a unit of -his . present : A, 700: 
| room .- hotel. “empire,” ‘which -- Glasgow’ s ‘5-Past: Fight’ 

; 38 ins g West End Tryout | "” Kelley’s: victory. over. Sheraton 

* Format. ‘of the spectacular. ‘revue. 

Jocations., 

out in. London’s. West Exid.’ f 
- Dick: Hurran; who has ‘staged. the Be 

“years, will stage a. similar- show, | | 
. a “Round. About | Piccadilly,” 
.  ; ing-at the. Prince of Wales Theatre: 

“c/s Bondon; in March. Max'.Bygraves, |; 

+. Jast:May, will «star. . 
“-. Show is. being presented ‘by: ‘Ber- | 

“.-; ‘Winter. Gardens here’ June. 30 for |i. 
:"-a,-13-week> run’ through the sum- |. 

mer. 
ae English. ‘holiday. resort. 

. of: the Glasgow shows.. 

“ ‘Dancers, . 
- George. Mitchell. Singers, - 

oO ‘duction. cost"is estimated: at around | ha 
De $150,000." . 

‘Room. type revue for the. Tivoli} - 
., ‘Theatre, -Melbourtie, Sets. will. be-| 
‘built in Australia, but much of: the | 
~-gcenery’ and ‘costumes. will go. from: 
: ‘here. Hurran plans: ‘to Plane, there 
i J anuary;” 

Bos fre 1506 ‘Winstrels 

. ‘Black: & White’. Ministrels. Spec- 

_ preemed here two’. summers...ago. | 
“v/ After: a" run. .of” 11. weeks, : several. 

Q Tivoli Theatre. Since ‘then: :this. |- 

-open-.| 

who starred in the Glasgow edition | | 

“nard : Delfont: ‘in. association ‘with 
*. Stewart Cruikshank; ‘head. of the |f aad 

-- SHowatd. &-.Wyndham. chain which 
an pioneered. tee th | L Be a 

‘Tevues, in’ Glasgow. It *tyle (tl message fo your contemporaries, ‘order: your:space if the issue which 
people, ‘wait for, dig: big, ‘save for. subsequent consultation: 

an coming ‘short. for: ‘your inclusion ii in: 1 the sninual compilation of Who’ se. 

“Five-Past * Eight” 18] 

Starlight Room setting, on style t 

: Acts . will -include’ the” " Saddri| 
Anthony *. - Bygraves, 

“Tiller | ae _Really-Whe, : mF: 
Girls, arid ‘pianist. Bob. Dixon, Pro- Cotte : 

Hurran will also stage a. Starlight 

Revue: for Brit: Resort We 
.-Morecanibe, Eng, Dec..23.- 

“A new $150,000: edition - of “Phe || 

‘tacular”| is .set -to open. at ‘the 

“Moercambe - is. a. “leading a 
rr 

. “Minstrels”. A. similar revue. 1. 

NEW: YORK 10036: 
a of thé principals, including Penny re 54 W, 46th | Ste ve 7 

“ Nicholls, ‘Two ' ‘Pirates, and. Jackie |§]*. :.-::* 
.- “Griffiths, -planed:. to!:.Melbourne, |f}-:.. |). “LONDON, ‘S. W.1, | 

_: ‘where ‘they: “opened in. October,.| a Si. James's Street a 
”. 1962 to ‘play for 34 weeks: at the ne ecedity 

‘wnit’ has. been in New. Zealand, : 
. and opened recently . in: Sydney. “MG = — 

“atianta’ Ss 
and: 

“first ° dinner. theatre, |. . 
‘bowed here last week with Leslie 

| Crystal Palace's Ss 
‘New’ Playhouse. “occupies “Bite |. 

‘that housed Hank & Jerry’s: Hidea-|. 

ing, owned and. operated by: Harold |. 
and Byron Cohen.. Present tenants |" 
are SEN Productions: Inc., with Ed |- 
Yastion: as: “producer-director:. :Co- | ' 

| producers. are Nancie Phillips. and | 

Playhouse patrons are ‘seated. ‘at B 

| stage (there’s room for 250 custem- | 
Drinks and ‘comestibles: are’ 

served between: acts: from: ‘Cohen | 
‘Frontier ‘|. 

-NSG From Talent | 
Parveyors’ View 

- Slieraton’ s ‘plan. to: build : a: dux- 

aury Waikiki‘ resort hotel. ‘between | : 
Ats~- Royal: Hawaiian * and :: Moana-. 

~{ Surf Rider Hotels fellflat when the 
up-for-grabs lease to. the site was } 
jicked’ up‘ by .Roy ‘Kelley, Hawaii's | 
‘biggest hotel: tycoon: Latter owns 

‘the; -Reef.. “and . Edgewater and is’ 
| planning = -a $5,000,000 .16-story 
hotel, ‘tentatively. éalled ‘the. Surf:| 
& -Sand,:-on .the. beachside. parcel,. 

n’t be ‘operated:j: 

scattered: throughout : mid-Waikiki. : 

doesn’t ‘bring. ‘much. ‘cheer ‘to. local 
professional. entertainers; for.. he’s: 
never budgeted ‘much: ‘money’ : ‘for: 
pro. entertainment: : in any: of. his 

tren Sask., Dee. 23. 

we : two. $4 aso 000: aie ma | : me . 
fa | main. theatre.‘capacities for oT. ; 

0)| Zoot hve beep seeommendes To Win New Bu, Say ‘Capades’ Execs a : for: Regina and. Saskatoon-in a sur- | 
| vey, conducted. for -the. cities by a + 
|: Winnipeg: consulting: firm. . 

. Ancillary: faéilities are urged’ i 

events as. ‘conferences, . conventions | 
1 and. other” non-performance ‘func: 

tions. - Cost. would. be. shared: by |: 
municipal,” Provincial: and. federal 
° governments, 

F oldo Worries 

* Chicago, Dec: 23... 

The- closing: of the nitety. thay-be 
temporary, but. it has: catised:.con-. 
siderable ‘jitters. along the..row: of. 
coffee shops, curio and -book shops, . 

“| and* small... cabarets. which: have. 
sprung up-on about: five ‘blocks of 
Wells: St., in ‘the past few: years. 
‘Chief concern: is-that the foldo may. 
be a harbinger of others-to come: 
‘as -a- result of’ the “Windy City’s’. 
traditionally. bitterly. cold: ‘winters. 

--This.- line. .of : Teasoning : stems. 

Rush: St., ‘centre: of.-classier -res- 
taurants © and. nitéries «is. ‘less trau-. 
matized:by the falling thermometer | roll .ar 
because. its. business ‘comes ‘from | and © 

type talent. ” Rodgers - played. “and |: ‘tourists* and. conventioners, 

eabarets. 

“Meaning, sit. tedown ‘and | prepare: your: copy ‘pronto, ‘stat
e. your” 

ae Show: Business does rote sand long rémamber, ° ‘Names. make the 
ae “eceid and the’ record is the sum.of the names. You ought not exclude 
“So the inelude: of :yourself — -whether. personality or ‘organization: This 
“2: is ‘the. important. rally. of .suceess and prestige. But. advertising copy 

tee must reach Us'soon. “Act Now. ‘Usual spacer rates s prevail. ° 

* Communicate Immediotely for the. 

Seth | Anniversary E Edition of 

 HOLLYWoop 90028 
| $404: Sunset: Bivd.. 

“PARIS 
$9 ‘Ave: le S i 
de Nesilly-Ser-Seine, » 

, 700 Forgery Rap Holds 
provide - ‘accommodation -for such |- 

| preliminary hearing before Munic- |: 
' +ipal. Judge Maurice T. Leader, was today’ 's ice ‘shows, having had a. 

| bound. over for Superior Court ar-j run - 
raignment . Dec. :24 on ‘two. counts. century, must introduce new. ideas - 

of forgery: efi 

|-America.: - 

“T'$200: ‘dated March 21,:1963,. the-sec-. 
fond. a check: for - $500: dated April. ‘(Capades” has named Sid Smith as 
| 18, 1963, ' 

~ Rival Chi
 Cafes | |abDay Mo

 cr, = 

“The ‘Crystal Palace, a nitery near 

‘the | new - cafe : “complex: On.” north | . 

Wells: St., shuttered last: -week. amid . 

reported. ‘financial: woes. . The :club |‘ 
went dark: three. days ‘before . the |" 

‘..{ end” of. an ‘engagement “by . folk- 
‘singers. Joe & “Eddie and ‘the. com | 

‘-:'ledy. team ‘of: Stiller: & -Meara. | 
|-Amanda. Ambrose was: skedded: vas | 
‘the next, act... 

formér-booking’ 
US. . servicemen’ s‘‘clubs in. the. ‘are’ going to build . personalities, 

‘Orient . since ‘the. assassination of 
| President Kennedy... Immediately. in, this field. 
‘after, .in view. of: the 30-day. period “ Rogers. feels that the show. top- ; 

of.- mourning: ‘declared, ‘many. but 
not...all .servicemen’s orgs |-and 
‘military ‘posts: cancelled all. talent. 
‘booked, 

from a ‘general. concurrence among. - 
-the owners. that. their main source 
‘of -biz'is from Chiéagoans. and. sub-. 
urbanites, who. are mostly strollers. 
from. place :.to.. place—a ‘summer. 
_pastime. They. figure that: the older. 

Okinawa and: on: Formosa sum- | 

Heller,’ 

who. 
‘ignore the. cold by. cabbing to. the, 

-_ | Japan; lost them ‘elsewhere. » 
‘| “A small but more: hopeful group |. a 
think that the Crystal ‘Palace ‘ran - 
‘into: trouble. pecauiSe. itis. not’ ac-} 
“fually: on: Wells. St.; but: is about 
‘four. blocks. away.. It is‘ their opin- | 
-ion that if. the Crystal Palace could- 
‘have “huddled togéther’ with: the 
other clubs, ‘it: might have. survived. 
the: cold. : ) 

Says: “Heller)- ‘amd, overall; grossed |. 
‘about $7, 500 weekly the five weeks | 

a rand. guitarist: Ralph. ‘Grasso. . 

Formats 
Ice shows must modernize with 

| techniques ‘from. other ‘media, ac-. 
cording to ‘Ted: Rogers, exec. of Me-' 

lL A. H Racki y |ades" and John fontrols “Ice Cap-— 
enry j.ades”’ and John Eby, new :“Ice Cap- 

‘Agent C ades” president, who are mapping= 
‘Los Angeles, Dee, 23. 

“Agent ‘Henry. A. Rackin,. after. . ‘Major ‘icer.. 7 
“Both : execs. take the. view that. 

of approximately a. quarter-: 

‘ Alleged” victims :.are | and. reflect the: growth of the out-.. 
Herb’ Silvers | Corp. and: ‘Bank. ‘of side world if :this brand of. enter- | 

any | tainment is to maintain: its. ‘popu- 
- First, count involved: &: check: for latity..- 

‘To carry out the new ideas. “Tee. 

its new producer. Primarily from. 
| television, he has produced various 
: | specials aswell as several of the - 
‘Bell ‘Telephone Hour shows.. : He 

‘| sueceeds .John H. Harris, who Fe- 
cently resigned. 

Both. Rogers: and: Eby feel ‘that .. 

For
 JK
 | se
t 

L a .{ that.regular patrons have long been 
: -accustomed to. They cite the need - 

rient | of: capturing - the. attention of the 
- es ‘teenagers. with choreographic ideas : 

Hollywood, Dee. 23. ° and patterns. 
‘Talent. inanager Seymour Heller.|.: However, the most radical idea 

‘returned: last week from shepherd-. ‘the new execs have in mind is the 
| ing client - ‘Jimmie Rodgers. and. ‘entry of stars into the major shows.- 
‘troupe on.a Far East tour: and. re-. Rogers declared that the | ‘ice is-the. 

‘situation. among |. ‘of the show: For this reason, they 

¢ | which is considered a new approach 

pers should be: good enough man- 
agers and executives to know. how: 
‘to. deal with temperament and. 
make. | good. deals with. people 
worthy of stardom. ‘They _ will 
build personalities. as one means of 

in capturing..an enlarged market. 
‘t Both pointed out there have been. 
| Many performers worthy of -star- 

‘| ring: in-icers. It was a gambit em- 
‘ployed. at the beginning of the ice 

a ‘show ‘era when there were such. 
headliners’ as Evelyn . Chandler, 

| Bruce Mapes, Donna ‘Atwood;. Bobby 
‘Specht, and .of course, Sonja Henie. 

(Continued on page 38) 

Playboy’ $ 9th Spot, Plas 
2 Hr. Bottle Clab in Ky., 
hs To Hypo Cincy Nightlife 

..’-Cincinnati, Dec. 23.. 
Night life in downtown Cincy is 

| due for. a- setup. March .1- with 
‘opening: of the Playboy Club's 
‘ninth operation on the top floor. of. 
jthe. eight-story Executive . Bldg. 
‘opposite the Shubert . and ~ Cox 
Theatres. 

- A 10-year lease on the 13,000 ‘sq. 
ft. layout was clesed last week by 
Playboy execs Arnold Morton and 

} Victor Lownes, in from Chicago - 
| headquarters, | ‘who ‘said they will 
{match ‘the building owner's: '$150,- - 
000: for remodeling. Annual ‘rental. 

| Was tagged. at..close to $30,000. 
| Plans are for two '400-seat.:show- _ 
rooms and | a 150-seat banquet - 
room. ; 
-.On. the: Kentucky -side- of ‘the 

| Ohio River ‘a bottle club, operating. 
| around, the clock, has been opened 
in -the former ‘man’s Club, 
‘Newport, built two years ago: - by 

| Frank © Andrews of the: gaming 
| fraternity. . 

‘Spot has been leased by Kather- 
line Penticos of North Miami.Beach, 
Fla., with Stuart Wegener, attor- 

} Mey, as manager. It has been 
-mamed the Executive Club; sells 

{ liquor ’-for. $5.80 a fifth, has an 
| hourly: charge of 50c for men and 
| 25c. for femmes. Membership fees 
are. $25 - -for individuals. and $100. 
| for. companies, 

Josie Baker Returnin Returning To’ 
» Bway ia 1-Woman Shew 
Josephine - Baker will return to 

Broadway Jan. 9 with a. stand -at 
the Winter Garden. “An Evening 

| with: Josephine . Baker” will -be 
hpresented by. Felix. Gerstman ‘jin 
conjunction’ with a new producing 

Rodgers’ group. had been. set for 
16 performances. in ‘10 days-at Far 
East ‘outposts.. All. dates. 

marily. were. cancelled by ‘respec- 
tive. commandants. : “But, reports: 

US... military ‘- posts © 
Japan: “merely: ruled’ out. rock.’ 

was. paid | for -: military: dates .. in 

.On the trek,. Rodgers: also. played. 
numerous -one-nighters . in Japa- 
nese .niteries (biz “in. them. is off,. 

he was. .away. Gross’ also" covered | 
other ‘performers... gers’. 
troupe, the’ "Fairmount "Singers: (3) | 

Time i is 

j firm, Trans World Associates. Pro- 
CHICAGO. 60611 ; |. duction. will. be staged by Jack 
M0: N.: Michigon Ave. ee ‘Jordan..and music will be: under 

“ROME Hi} direction of Gershon Kingsley. 
3. -Negro singtr recently played 

Mie Serdeges 43. | Carnegie Hall for her first N.Y. 
appearance in. some years, At that: 

oa S ee | {time, the Hall. went clean. at a $50 
top. for . the benefit, o€ - several 
organizations. 

plans: for the- 1964 edition of the 

: ‘much has to be done to capture a *- 
new market ‘and at the same time’ - ° 
maintain ‘the entertainment values °~ 



” ‘some .of 

‘Las ‘Vegas, ‘Dee. Be: 

Monte’ Proser’s. bold : ‘experiment: 7 
of presenting - two. Broadway ‘mu-} 
sicals on the. same stage the same | 
night in. a nitery has paid off— 
after 

_Joe Wells. saw the twin bill: onen- 
ing. night: he said he. wanted it to. 
stay at least.a. year. 

Dick Shawn: stars in. poth Any. 
(the. 8:15: dinner | F 

and “High. Button: Shoes” | 
(at midnight) with Eileen Rodgers | 

thing. Goes” 
show). 

‘as: his eostar in: the former, and 
Patricia -Marand. 

nated by William Gaxton. and. Phil 
Silvers. Miss Rodgers is“ the jJatter-. 
‘day. Ethel Merman,. and Miss Mar- 
and ‘fills the. “Shoes” worn..on 
B'way - ‘Dv - -Nanette: Fabray: 

-streamlitied “near-perfection. 
~ Cole Porter's steal Score cdn- 

sists of such evergreens-as: “You're: 
Gabriel, Blow,” 

“T-Get A Kick Out Of You.” “Let's. the ‘teal Model T car’s. antics;. and |° 
those. ‘wonderfully. - prissy. “women | 
-who- belong to.: the: ‘Bird | Watching. 

_ | Society. 

The Too,’. “Blow, 

Step. Out.” ‘and: of course the. title: 
-fune — plus a ‘couple: of ringers. 
from: other: Porter: shows,. “It: Ss. -De- 

. lovely,” ‘and. “Friendship.” 
‘This. version of “Anything: Goes”. 

ts tailored to fit the talents ‘of éx- 
‘tremely. versatile Shawn:-He’s ex-’ 
cellent asa singer, dancer, come--} 
“ dian, and aetor, gracefully. moving: 

<- Hiss Rodgers: is.| around. the stag 
-. the perfect. choice to play the role 
~ of “Reno ' Sweeney,” ‘the -ex-evan-. 

. -pelist- (with her. “Angels” including 
the : most’ refreshingly |’ 

beautiful chorines working in .Ve- 

fine singing. . 
Irving. Benson, dong ‘the part + ' 

created: .by ‘Vietor “Moore, : nearly | 
‘steals the show. The vet burlesque. 

..comic;. who. is “Public Enemy: No: 
13° ‘disguised asa ‘man ‘of the cloth, 
has a wonderful face. flawless tir. ! 

ing. Also. outstanding are Benny: 
Baker. as a pompous imebriate, .Vic- 
tor. Rogers asa. stuffy. Britisher,, 

_- Pat ‘Finley as.a pért gun moll; and. 
-Miss ‘-Marand: (borrowed from’ the 

: “ather. show) as: Shawn's ‘love in- 
terest. 

. “The: current - “Anything.” Goes”. 
“ with its farcical. situations; good}. 
. songs, and standard - ‘hoofing-. Te-- 
“tains the flavor of the irreverently . 

_ wacky: musical coniedies of its day. iz 
. Because of. the: generosity of bawdy | 1 

WANTED 
| AUDIENCES To WATCH. FUNNY.. 
HILARIOUS, COMEDY WAITER | 

JARTIE, ROBERTS 
PERFORM 

.: “STEVE. ALLEN, CANDID CAMERA, 
-@.M., XEROX, 1.8.M.. New fet him 
de the seme for you. : 

1 PREE Brochures and price on request. 

ie Uestae Be o New. y ter Ciy 
53608. 

| ' Wir.: Harry Greben, 283 N: ‘Wabaih Av 
-DEarborn. 2-096; ‘Chicago, iilinols: 

-diaiog it probably ‘v would be better. 

Thunderbird . ‘Hotel owner |. 

in . the latter.. 

Shawn ‘portrays’ the “roles: origi-. 

| into” th estivities. ili Jule 
-. gas}. aboard - ship. with : the: rest. of | into: the E stivitie ‘Fain Jar’ Ju 

‘the cast on“a “very funny. voyage; ' 
during. which’ she: clicks. with. her : 

to have-it as the “midnight. show,:| 
when fewer. ‘youngsters: attend. 

ly...has. its: lulls, : ‘Highlight is the qq 

‘Thunderbird, Las. Vegas s) 
“Anything Goes” and: ‘High But- | we ee 

ton. Shoes,” “produced by- ‘Monte |} 

Rodgers, Patricia Marand; features 

Mann, . Frank-: - Sorello; 
- Baker,’ Vicki. ‘Belmonte:. 

ers. (10): Femme ‘Dancers: “€16); 
1.Nat* Brandwynne - Orch a7); $5. 

oo miitmun. 

‘Firstnighters seemed to be par-- —— : 
tial: to ““Anvthing. Goes,” a. fast-. 

moving. romp which has been: 

-ing hefty yocks are Shawn's scene’ 
‘where he ‘tries: ‘singlehandedly. to- 
cripple the Rutgers football squad;. 

- Shawn. : is” splendid as. “the “con: 

Mann, as Papa, ‘is a brilliant song- 
-and-dance. man; : Frank: ‘Sorello. as: 
‘the. ‘romantie’ gridiron . -hero is: 
‘handsome. ‘and: -has':a well-trained: 
singing . voice; “Benny: Baker::as a- 
swindled citizen: and of ¢ourse the. 
‘beautiful. ‘Miss’ _Matand, 

.Styne-Sammy . Cahn tunes :are 
“Papa Won't’ ‘You: Dance With Me?” ik 
“Sunday -By -the: Sea”. “Your re My 
Girl, ” and “Jealous,” ™- 

directed with flair ‘and..sparkle -by:: 
David. ‘Tihmar. A strong plus. “goes: 
fo designer Glen: Holse, especially: 
for. his novel. rearaprojection: scen= 
“ery; the: costumes ‘by. Berman’s of 
Hollywood:.are just ‘right;-and. the. 
‘parties. are smoothly : ‘tied together- 

|. by the. sensitive’: baton. of “Nat 
‘Bra ndwynne, 

said after: the opening, ‘this: is .an. 
: open-end: engagement. -Dukew’ 

UME EATS CA, 

“Martin” -Kummer. ‘has ‘- “broken 
| from. Creative’ Management. Asso-|: 

|| ciates (Freddie: Fields. & Dave Bie- |. 
| gelman)' to. form .his own personal 
management ‘Office. with Jack Paar. 
as’ his’ first: major. client. Paar had. 
‘been. ‘with ‘CMA; but’ 
‘said to ; have: brought: him. -into ’ the 

| firm, “ 

“Ktmmer. ‘had: been. a veepes. cat: 7 
‘MCA when the talent agency: broke. 

| up, but he remained with ‘the firm: 
fii after the dissolution. However, he: 

; elected ‘to. join: CMA. rather than 
| remain purely. in tv -sales. “Prior. 
‘to joining .MCA;-he was with: the 

I ‘William Morris: “Agency. | 

: Red Nichols ; Shrinks 1 His ~ 
oo) Pennies’ toa Quartet |‘ 

- Hollywood, -Dac. 23:- 

eading returns. to the: _Sheraton- 
West. Dec: 30,. for his” annual. three- 

“dition.:to his own. corneting. 
For the past -10.. years. "Nictiols 

has ‘been ‘a winter: fixture . at “hotel, 

Ti-vanced. ‘the: idea’ ‘that | six - tooters. 

(A this “engagement only that ‘Nichols 

Return Engagement 
BLUE ANGEL - 
| London a 

. {| would, shrink combo. to. ‘four. Side- 
Fimen, then revert to traditional five io 

. for. bookings. thereafter, 1 

‘condensed © musieéal | 

| sky's Follies: for six weeks.” 

. cary . . 
fo meme acre te ae @ et ete 

“High “Button Shoes” is done. oe 
-with.a brisk pace, but. unfortunate: | ‘ 

Pat :Finley,. Irving. Benson, Jack |. - 
Benny (l— 
‘directed | 

by David: Tihmar;: production de- | 
‘signed..by Glenn Holse; assistant |. 
producer, Bill Collins; Male Danc: The. Freddies (2), Carlos: Twins, 

-14-(2),: Lottie Brunn; Rudy Dockey, 
=. Princess Tajana; ‘Hanneford Family, 
}Madison’s Eleptiants (2); Hasleys, wild ‘Keystone. ‘Kops. pallet, ‘one é of | 
Flying Artons: (4), Norbit. (2); Mad: |:the furiniest ‘classics of. choreogra-. 

phy. ever. put on a stage. Also. pull-. 

‘manager... Opened. Dec: 21, 
Coliseum, N- ¥. $5. top. | 

‘Christmas Cireus ‘last.-year at. the 
-N.Y¥..Coliseum, is. back for another } 
‘fling ‘at: the. -tanbark. ‘He has gath-’ 

-mnani. ‘Harrison. . Floy; >and: again’ “ered: -an excellent.’ assortment .. of 

- Benson” ‘is:a scenhe-swiper. Jack tring” style’ so:‘that. each turn ‘gets |* 
J maximum. exposure ‘and. -attention,: 

‘holiday. ‘season for’ an “‘T1-day- run 
“only: as. against: the: three-week ty. 
last. year. - 

‘a . most. winning. At. performance caught, 
| the show’ needed ‘some: tightening 

‘exhibit. As-it is,-several-.acts: will 
‘| have: to-be. omitted: from each: per- 

‘Producer Proser. masterfully” ‘C07 

ordinated the double-bill, which: is: 

in’ this ‘bill, The Egony: Bros.,; who 
come. : on ° _early, 

rexecute -some - marvelous. swings, | 

‘and separately. - 
conducting-: his 172 ]:. 

| piece: group.’ As hotel boss ‘Wells 

n | fits: which: is.tepped by. ‘Tommy | 
4 Hanneford, .:a most. capable: clown 
‘in ‘this: ‘category,. ‘provide an. enor-} 

[mous amount of laughs and gasps. 
“+The “Artons, | 

FORMS OWN ue 
‘the fact. that. itis a talented turn 

highschool: éffects. and. an :assort- 
Ment ‘of: tricks that : called: for. a 
high: ‘degree of. skill from’ ponies, 

Kummer is: 

‘menagerie... 

‘with some ‘amazingly free. swings|. 
on the. flying trapeze.. She hangs |." 

| ford, ia resplendent: White. ‘Russian 
‘outfit, _assists her-on the. ground. . 

Red: Nichols for. years had- Ted 
|| a. “Five: Pennies”. cOmbo: but when: 
the vet:of nearly 42° years -of band- 

| month: roost ‘in spot; “he. will. be. 
‘carrying: only four: musicians in. ad- : 

Ton. handshake deals with Ed: Crow- 
‘|fies, ‘who ‘bonifaces the-‘L.A.. ‘link | good catches: which’ stamps ‘them. 

| in the Sheraton chain. ‘Crowley ad-| 

=] made a wee bit too. much “music for: 
= | size of room, so. it was’ decided. -for 

| a-Toan - and -woman. guiding ‘them, '{ F 

| Westchester Goes. Minsky. : 
The. ‘Westchester. ‘Dinner. ‘Thea- 

tre, Yonkers, N-Y., is starting. a | 
‘temporary « change’ ‘of policy “Dec. | 
30... Cafe; which ‘has been. doing 

| -Fevues, ‘_ is 
bringing in a new. -edition: of Min-| 

‘Twins. are: good “handbalancers, |}. °: AL 
"Florian. Zabach orch: at ‘the Stat- . 

jer-Hilton: Hotel for two frames, |; 
‘with Jose Greco's troupe. due Dec. 

: | band: which - works: the’ acts: with 
Cast . will -include Milton. Doug: 

las, Willie Dew, Tony DéMilo. And 
- =i ‘acrdbats Gus. & ‘Ursula. : J early i in. the show. | BT, Jos 

: From Herida 

- ODIE ANDERSON - 
: ‘details the saga of". . | at 
| ni Royal a | [| 

: aad the manner ia wh 
New York 

“London: Lee pacted for. the In- 
_ Big Biz. |ltermational ‘Theatre Restaurant 

..) Jan. °22:...°. Mills. Bros. into the | 
| dee “f].Chi-Chi Palin Springs, .Calif., Feb. 
“one. sof the many: Editertal eaters. | 77-.: Jackie: Mason down -for the 

- "> ia the sooa-due- =. -Fairmont ': Hotel,.. San_ prancisco, 

, 56th Anniversar N mber | starting: March.19 ... T uro 
of y a “ST bowed -out: of. the. Copacabana. deal 

- ° oe “o. 1) set for April:. rat i x Dyke, 
2° Re > an |'to the. Supper Club Baton ge, 

| Pius other ‘statistical aad: date-filed Jan. 9... Keely Smith set for the 
. “charts and, articles - 

A | Carmy, Became 

| Caribe Hilton, ' ‘San' Juan, Jani. -29: 
following’ her ‘stand ‘at . Basin’ St. 

— East... .. Kay Starr into. El:San 
-| Juan, “Puerto: Rico, March.5°. . . 

Circus, Review 
J ack: Tavelin -preséntation with | Latin Quarter June.3. 

- Rip Taylor. re-signed with Buddy | 
Allen. -.management — ‘office : . Egony.Bros.:(2), ‘Cathalas. (3), Van an. 
Milt. Shaw, of the Shaw .; “Artist | Donwen’s Seals, John F: ‘Cuneo JT... 

ing on a show for: Fuld's Sahbra. 

dalena ‘Zacchini, Paul. Eavalle Band, 
Morty: Gunty.: “Art. Moss; “general. 

63, at 

* Jack Tavlin, “who. presente a ithe who: recently handled: .industr. 

Studios. . 
at the. Gastaways,, ‘Las Vegas, Sun- 
day: (22). 

- Henny” “Youngman | hops’. from. 
‘Art Leonard's. at Phoenix into Sky. 
-Room at-Tucson for -over New|. 

acts: ‘which are . presented ‘in:..one- 

The show is. in for the ‘Christmas 

New. York :to rehearse in “Thurber 
Carnival” due for’ a January fort- 
night. at Paramus, .N.J.. He’s. due 
for a. repeat. Jan. 2. on. Johnny. Car- 
son NBC ‘videast.. “ | 

so. that it can.get in ‘and out in-less } | . Patricia. “Morison pacted for ‘the’ 
than: two hours, the timie needed Condado Beach, San Juan; starting 
to-fill the. scheduled four-show daily ‘Dec. 27. 

the. Eden Roe, Miami Beach, ‘March 
‘10 2 J. Ritz Bros. booked ‘for ‘the’ 
‘Americana, Cleveland, Dee: 27 . 
Keely Smith follows’ ‘her. current 

The acts. are. viniversally applause 

formance, not. ‘only to provide addi--| 
tional ‘breathing . periods. but -be- 
cause of time Tequirements ‘as well. 

° There. are ‘several .unustial- turns the ‘Caribe Hilton, San. Juan, Jan. 

work. © ‘from. an | each, Feb, 12. 

anchor fixed at a high. point.. ‘They. Miami Beae 

going around. full circle: in: ‘andem 

,| Garfield, N. J. : .:. Danny. Davis, 
The. Haniieford. “Family, -one “of. 

the | - better. known equestrian’ out- | going -into business for’ himself: 
‘He’s debuting his. act at the Living: 
Room Dec. 30. 

an. aerial .. quartet; |’ ‘George Kirby to. ‘Harrah’s, ‘Lake 
failed on_ the: triple ‘somersault: at Tahoe, April 9. 
show. caught,. but. this ‘didn’t belie} 

capable’ of. ‘furnishing’ a: ‘full: mea- 
sure of: entertainment. — ; 
The: Liberty -horses ‘of: J chan. F. 

Cuneo Je., with: the aid of. a comely 
femime,. produce. some. beautiful. 

Flamboyan,. Jan. 10. 
Man a. newcomer at. the Castaways, 
Las -- -Vegas :; 

Drake; Chicago, June 2-, 

a. huge: Scottish | Clydesdale horse 
as. well ‘as. doves and. dogs. This: 
act in. itself. contains a complete: 

‘Chicago; Feb. 10... 

ham, Mass,; “April 23° 
\ertys opened. at the’ Concord, Kia- 

Another.” ‘top ‘turn is: “Princess. 
Tajana, who highlights’ her antics. until after. New Year’ 8 Day. 

from ‘her :toes, her heels and’ ‘he a 
{back of. her neéck.. Tommy - -‘Hanne- |. 

“Chicago. 

An’ ‘unusual act -is: Norbu,” who a fortnight - 
‘|-works ina: realistic gorilla “cos-. 
tume..:-He is a ‘remarkably. ' -agile 
fellow who-executes some amazing 
tricks with the assistance of a.fem-| 
me: However, his run -throtigh the: 
audience resulted in. several. hys-: 
terical . mioppets.: at - show... caught. 
‘It’s ‘the only. drawback to the stunt: 

. Show | opens: with The’ Freddies |. 
on..the. trampoline, one: ofwhom’|"' ‘Sher wood April 20 for two weeks. 
‘performs the usual stunts: on the 
‘spring. But his partner makes some 

| for three weeks, and Cole & Blon- 
dell’ are: down for the. Celebrity 

‘week ; .-; Robert‘ Clary. and Sally 
‘Jones set for: the Vapors, Hot ‘somewhat different than :the .géen- ‘Springs, Dec. 19 for a week .. 

eral’. run: ‘of ‘trampoline ‘act.. ‘The 
Cathalas “.perform.” ‘excellently... on: 
the high’ perch. Lottie Brann Scores: 
rapidly ‘and cleanly. in: the juggling 
dept. - co. 

’ Madison’ Ss" Elephants ( 2),. 

dere Club, Hot ‘Springs, ‘March 2 
for :a- ‘week’. 

“with. weeks.’ 

‘| work, entertainingly:. The: ‘Carlos |}: - 7 
Dallas - 

Rudy Dockey’s dogs play a basket- 
ball. game, : and. the~ clowns: .Yound, 
out: the layout.” - 

‘Van. Donwen's Seals, The Hasley$ 
and Maddalena‘ Zacchini didn’t. is:. 
play” at’ show caught. 

The ‘backing i is by. Paul. Lavalle’ S 

26 for one: week :. - «?..Damny Cos- 
‘tello. inked for a fortnight at King’ 8 
Club, ‘opening. Dec: 23... . 

assurance. Morty. Gunty- makes. a 
brief’ appearance «as a’ ‘ringmaster ‘April -14 = Woody. Herman. ofch. 

‘gigs Dec. 18 at. State Fair: Music tL ose. : 

Hall ~ 

| Norman ‘Crosby ‘pacted:. ‘for: the a 

Bureau; and Leo Fuld collaborat-: 

Johnny: Desmond pacted: for | . 
the ‘Living Room: starting Dec. 30.} 

.: Woody Woodbury.-to make: 
personal. appearances: in -12: major. 
‘cities on behalf of “For Those Who 

--1-Think: Young”.:. . John Bennewicz, | 

shows for: Robert Lawrence Pro-. 
ductions, Shifted” ‘to the. Norwood | 

; Don: Sherman opening: 

“Year's Eve. Comic then planes to. juncture: ‘ig hard ‘to say. . But. they. 

| note that the Disney shows, while” 

‘catering to family business; haven't. 
neglected. the: teensters. One item.” 

. Edie Adams moves ta}: 

Basin St.: East. ‘stand. with a hop to | 

8°... . Kay Starr into the Diplomat, " 

:Angela: Martin pacted’ for - Snif- : 
?| fen. Court Inn’ starting. Jan:::20.. 

She's. current at. the Allegro :Club, - 

“Ice. Capades.” ~ 

who has been a ‘comedy: writer, is. 

.. Rip Taylor opens 7 
at the Copacabana ; Jan. 16. .,.-.. 

: Bobby ' Colt set for’ a. pair: of i; 
“Queens. Co.. (N.Y.) niferies,. starting |]: 
_at the-Linden Inn; Dec: 27, and the |[ 

Don Sher-'||/ 

| Jackie . Wilson 
Pacted | for - the. ‘Copacabaria April’ 
“16: : Jane. Morgan: set. for | the}. 

. Jerry. 
“Shane - starts: ‘at. the. Chez : -Paree, 11 

Jane Powell | 
‘down for the Monticello,. Framing- } 

.. « MeClev-: 

-Mmesha. Lake, N...¥., and remain. 1 

Jerry “Vale and Ronnie. Martin 5 
: play” ‘the Chez Paree. Jan. .27 for | 

3. Jennifer Marshall | 
-inked for — the Sultan’s - Table of: 
Sahara Inn. North, . Chi, Jan.. 22} 

‘Lounge ‘at the ; ‘same spot: Dec. 251 
-for-a-month ..,... Jack E. Leonard -_ 
into the Roostertail, Detroit;. Jan. | 

|-10-18,. with Pat. ‘Suraki into ‘the. 
\-same spot Feb. 10-22; and Roberta’ 

..Marie Wilson down for the C’est.|: 
Si Bon, Birmingham, Jan. 23 fora. 

Kim Sisters down for: the Belve- ; 

. Roy’ Petty set for |} 
: | Chan’s, Winnipeg, Feb. 3 for three. 

Club. 
1 Village inked two-frame stands for | 
the Diamonds, Dec. .26; the Smart 

Set, - ‘March 31, “and. Don. Brooks, || 

‘Richards, Dec. 26-Jan. 8. 
Ginny Tiu: Show ‘set: for. Cabana | 

“Motel’s Bon Vivant Room Dec...26°.-. 
Gino. Tonetti: - for. one -frame.... 

returns. to the. Bali ‘Hai. Club Dee: 
:26 for two weeks .-.’. Andre. Previn, 
.due to illness, postpotied until Feb, a 
-1¥ his Dollar: Concert date with the. 
Dallas | Symphony’ 

Adolphus Hotel. has: a mid-January 
date: at . me Continental. _. Hotel _ oy _ awl 
Houston.’ 

—. ; Continued trom. page. 37 7 ae ot 

Latter was: the héaviest individual : 
‘draw in ice history.. 

‘Both execs feel.that the - biggest. 
and “probably. the ‘most important 
task‘ahead-of them is to crack. the 
teenage market... They admit. . that Me 
-teensters. have long - felt. that ice. 
shows ate the ‘square. type eriter- 

-| tainment, - Having been catering to-...... >: 
| the ‘family. trade, they adinit thats". a 
“perhaps | they have, neglected teen- ns 
“age tastes... - _ 

Just: what will ‘be done ‘at. this” 

on -the. agenda . to -entice this © age 
bracket .is a” ‘stronger - accent on)... 
auditions: “Ice ‘Capades”’ : holds - in 
each . city: to find new. talent: ° 

to the. level ‘of. top: theatre. Should: 
they. ‘succéed in this endeaor with: _ 
inclusion: of. ideas from all. enter- 320: 
tainment “media, . they: will “have ©: ++... 
smoothed ‘out any shortcomings: ‘in’ 
the iceshow ‘structure. . - 
“There is also. the necessity of get: 

ting individual identification ‘for : 

individuality, 

iments of. the frappe industry. 

“THE COMEDIAN” © 
t Month 

Beret pag BAG: 4h ae 
TH 

&.. MOST-UP-TO-DATEST . 

‘stories. 

fogs, | parodies, double ass, bite 
“ tdess,. oe 

“Thoughts of th 
‘of the: News, ‘Vignettes, et 

$25 ¥R.—SINGLE: ISSUES: $3 

$38 YR. /—SINGLE. ISSUES “ 
Ne: €.0.D ' 

BILLY GLASON, 200 

ICALLY ATTRACTIVE. 
WOMAN FOR EXTENSIVE: PROMO. 
TION. Send pictures a 
info to: AMCO PICTURES, 

ONE MAN HOOTENANNY : 
Management: DAVID. &.. WHALEN i. 

woe, ““Gaylife - ‘Club “ pacted 
‘| Frank “Parker, Dec. 12-24, and Ann’ 

- Orchestra at. 
‘Dallas. Memorial. Auditorium... . -, 
“Bottoms Up,: 63” revue at “the 

Rogers and - ‘Eby ‘cited: the. extent. _ 
of .Miss Henie’s | lure. by. ‘recalling 7 
that her. grosses were heavy. even: 
‘when. she carried a’ show-inferior.. 
.to the other major blades. ‘displays. - 

“The basic idea, Rogers. and “Eby 
‘say; “Will be:to: upgrade ice. shows. . 

They. frankly ad-.. . 
mit. that their show. is: ‘Teferred to.:-: 

| by -the. name. ‘of another. icer, and - - 
the other blade: specs: ‘have. the ay 
same - problem. ‘They will put: on: : 
‘a campaign to establish’ their own «. 

and “build: a: ‘gate’ 
based on their owi merits Yather 20 bE 
than: cash in -on- the- ‘accomplish= 50) + 

EST —— THE GREATEST —- io 

“ New In. sits. 157th Issue, containing a = 
iners,, poemettes, Beet 

titles, hecklers. audience: stuff, . mene: oe 

intros.- impressions - and..im-} °°. 
personatiens, : political,: interruptions.- Coen eg 

e Day, Humorous Views | ...... 
e. (20 Posed). 7 . 

New. York Clty Teas, "G0 Bt E1316 - 

‘FACIALLY BEAUTIFUL "AND z= Semas | 

YOURS]: 

PO. ‘Box’ 4396, _Chleoge, ial, a 

ZY new FSi in : Pele muse” | i - 

TUFES==DAVS ; 
| “Bava Witstice Hotel, Bavorly Hite calito 

Stet ep Shihan a 

a 



oe = well-known. on the: home “heaths.. 
“> But until now she was virtually an 

- Dancing’ Debs. (6),- 

_Weducadey, December r 25, 4 

. Hotel Plaza, Ns’ Ys. -_ 
. Leslie Uggais: (with.Nat Jones), 

, Bait Coleman. Orch,. ‘Mark Monte’ 3 
. Continentals; “$3- $4" cover. ; 

The: ‘Hotel Plaza’s Persian Room 
‘is having: an ‘extremely successful : 

:. season. The. raom_ is~: offering °.a. 
variety. -of -upbeat talents:. who 
seem to make. ‘this a. thriving’ op- 

“<2 eration. . Making her“ ‘posh : room. 
': bow is “Leslie. Uggams, who ‘comes: 
from the. Mitch - ‘Miller.’ ‘tv. show, 

wee and as. ‘a’ youngster was. an: integer 

- That ‘Tune. Seas 

-Miss Ugeams - - consequently: 

eo unknown’ to the. NewYork. cafe’ 
‘set, although ‘she: ‘has played a 

myriad of -dates: in- ‘other cities. 
_. "She comes‘in as-a- surprisingly .ac- 
a ‘complished - ‘singer who ‘combines - 
“the wide-eyed -naivete’ of. a young-" 
a Ster: with :the sophistication ‘of .a- 
2 gnature: adult”. 

~ Yet. there . are approaches in her 

‘.. “mumbers. that: indicate her-worldly-. 
-.”- -wise’ mannerisms ‘are. still’. subject 
1). to ‘girlish -limitations.’-She’s in a}. 

. ‘charming : period © of: transition, 
_ pongwise,. between these. two: im-: 

"+ portant ‘periods: in--hér: life. She’s 
a youthful 20,: wide-eyed: and eager. 
. 46 please, but.still: sufficiently .con- | 
“tained to. give her that’. _ Sophisti- 
cated. ‘Veneer. ° 

_ What's. more, Nis: “Upgams. Te: . 
, ‘mains’ true to. her: ‘Negro heritage. 

.,. Some. of ‘her’ ‘musical: phraseology | 
> ds punctuated, with the minor key- | 

| ‘that’ runs indigenous’ to. that: race. 
‘Its use‘ gives added .coloration to. 
her ‘work ‘and. ‘enhances its variety. 

’ Miss . Uggams~ as. - gone out ‘of: 
“her: ‘way to get some new numbers. 

“The- 

. GirF:Who.Came to Supper,”’ is rep-: 
resented as is -a lesser ‘heard item. 

“Noel Coward’s | new... show, 

from: “West: ..Side™ -Story.’- Then 
“. there. are. ‘standards that.. fit: into. 
_Virtually:ahy ‘singer’s- -catalog: 

-".. However, she gives. them. a. degree 
we of distinction. . . 

Singer. has. come in “with: a Tot 
“ ‘of. ‘eredits., Theré. are. “two” gowns. 
inher: act, ‘first’. an: Empire “gown: 

| oe ‘of. burgundy velvet and. pink- satin, 
. and. ‘second - comprises: 

; 8. hadsome.. frame. 
. Her act ‘was ‘staged. “by: Mickey: 

oy Ross and Nat Jones: conducts her. 
music - ‘impeccably. ‘from. the piano. |} 
‘Emil Coleman’s crew - contributes 

.. smartly ‘and. Mark Monte. plays ‘a. 
‘:.. “eolorful brand. of relief dansapa- 
_. ¥ tion, ‘Per usual, John Fosatti pre-. 
Sea ‘sides elegantly at. the. jape: 

Cave: Vancouver oo 
_ “Vancouver, .Dec.. 18. - 

: “Geld: “Rush” Revue: ..(20). with. ms Fran Dowie, Candy’: Kane,.. Roma: 
Hearn, Van’ ‘Luven, ‘Tom :Hawken,- 

‘Fred ‘Bass; © .Cave: 
a ‘Chris: ‘Gage. 

Orch: CU; $2: ‘admission: wh Ce 

Dave. - Hamel;:- 

— Two: ‘Years: ‘ago. ‘the:. British: Co: 
: lumbia- government. commissioned 

-. Internationa]. Festival - 

ae Headed’. by. vet_ British music. hall: 
he ‘team: of: Fran Dowie and ° -Candy 
Kane, generated. enough: success to 
‘merit repetition: this summer. 
Now it has-been. revamped: for 

“nitery. presentation by Dowie and 
Cave .p.r...-Ben Kopelow and turns 
out to be one of the best: fun shows 

“*.. Ken Stauffer and Bob: Mitten -have 
".-. ever. presented. at their. Cave. ~The: 

-Barkerville. cast -has- been’ kept: ‘ine 
tact. . Augmenting. ‘it: are the ‘six 
lovelies of the: Cave ‘Dancing. Debs: 
line . and: the : Chris:.Gage -house||. 
‘orch, with -femmé— ‘banjoist - ‘Ruth | - 
Dewhirst added for vintage musical. 
effect. : 
"Show opens. with. mutton-chopped 

toning of “Back. In The Good: Old. 
wes ‘Days: When .Father Was A-Boy’? 

“swhich:-Ieads into. sprightly - 
duction: number. by leggy chorines..: 

- :/ Folksinger :Tom Hawken, .a. rosy-. 
cheeked, -sweef-¥oiced Jad,. sticks to 
the main’ theme ‘with a medley ‘of: 
“Caribou Trail’, banjo" ‘instrumien-. 

- tal- “Cripple Creek”, and .old. min- 
ing . ‘ballad, ..““Pay - Day” At: ‘Coal 
‘Creek No. More”: nt 

: No revue ‘of this: ‘kind would be. 
a ‘ complete. without a saucy soubrette: 
- ... and blonde looker Roma: Hearn fills. 
7 the - role. beautifully: “as :she -re- 
'... prises ‘such. old. lunar faves as/| bya solid set: of-terps. : 
7 “Shine On Harvest Moon” and°“On 
oa Moonlight. Bay’. Her: fine mezzo 

_ beaded. 
: : glacks ‘and: blouse | that shows: off. 

‘is | | honky tonk style | stu 

‘Both: facets - ‘make + 
‘themselves apparent to" ‘the. audi-’ ” 

/ ence, * 
: 7. Miss Uggams. seems. to know her 
we craft every ‘moment on. the: ‘floor. 

are’ practically. guaranteed: of .a lot 
| of: company | -wher, viewing a. show |: 
| there. 

‘}a.-night, | which is . attractive. to .a'} 
lot of names: 

‘the’ old - burley - wheels, the. ‘vaude-: 
“ville” circuits,: circus, ‘and: the topics 
‘of ‘the -day.~ “The “‘hello,. dere” Salu-y"" 

ve host: Van- ‘Luven’s ' powerful - bari-,} 

-pro- | 

-pertly executed routines. “The. duo 
is lithe -in’ executing ‘several. in- 

Keep: the. customers’ interested.. 

oft impeccably. ” a 

by” Fran Dowie’s. two music hall 
routines, ‘the’ first as he. ‘assumés 
the .. guise of fake «magico “Prof. 
Barstow, complete ‘with: full’ ‘Ori- 

tét is-another essential - ingredient 
land foursome. .of. Hawken,. Dowie; 

‘Old’ : Oaken .’ Bucket” : 

“Gaiety. Parisienne Can Can”;- au- 

{line of” Linda :Colliris, Sharon. Bell, 
Anna” ‘Richards, « 

Cmay: be extended through’ end .of 
month. run if: -business. warrants. 

inaugurate 64: Season. 

| Town & Country, Phiya : 

|Maksik ‘family’s | ‘Brooklyn: rendez- | 
vous; ‘the ‘Town’ & .Country Club, . 
is’ apparently : hitting: excelle: 
‘The spot is open orily when “thi re’s: 
enough: trade. to. warrant operation. 
‘It closes‘for a “few. days at’.a- time | 
-or even. Jonger when. there’: ‘aren’t. 

‘The Allen: & Rossi opening: Friday 
'420):-was unusual in that. there were | 
.two ‘-shows:. scheduled, . ‘With: : the 
first - an. SRO’ proposition.-~ eo 

it: adds up-to: solid entertainment | 
. . | throughout. : : 

Jose.” _ 

ae | gaining’ ‘artistic . “as: well. 
"| stature: ‘in: their : successive .. local |" 
forays: 
4:changes.-. ‘of: material - ‘in’ each | of |. 

recollection of: the. clown :. eFa.. 
-F Allen: ‘is an: appealing: ‘performer | | 
t and ‘he: is: -excellently. supported - by. 
‘Rossi - who ‘Sings .solidly ..enough,-; 
to: merit top. ‘audience appreciation: 

“ ‘ factotum |. 
ae Gordon Hilker to. stage a vaudeville} 

. . Shéw at Barkerville aS a means ‘of 
attracting tourists to-the old centre. 

- ¥> of: Caribou ‘gold rush: days. Theme 
2. of show's. entertainment’ was: ori-. 
<o- J ented around ..turn of -century: era 

‘and: a-cast. of local. ‘professionals, 

jin. the audience: respond -to it. 

‘and: hit-and-run: bits. of business 
are. Virtually trademarks that: ‘keep 

ested. 

roundiiéss. 

an: : effective. bit: 

‘smoothly. ‘flowing: performance ‘that | 

‘stress. . Shows. “excellent: phrasing 
-and style. 
aren't, in: the. genre ‘to ‘make’ ‘all |: 
‘her: -attribuites.. ‘count. - 
what: ‘she . ‘displays vis. -sufficient to |. 

cause customer. imagination to:run | 
ahead :-of’: itself. But’ when: the. 

4 pipes. ‘are in top form ‘and- ‘shie. is. Cocoanut ‘Greve; L: “AS. 
nicely. turiv da out | ‘in. bustles” and , 
‘bows. ~ = 

= 

’ Los’ -Angeles, Dec, 17. 

,Comedy:. highspots. ‘are ‘provided - Miller’ 0? 

(15), Stuart: Faster; The *Modern- 

-tnson; '$3: “$3: 50 cover. rps a mint: 

ental troupe: of two.: Stooges: are. “mum, . 

capably played: by ‘Hawken ..and 
Dave. Hamel. Second -arid: standout | : 
‘spot: isan. old-time: revival’ sketch, | talgia set by. the preceding: Tommy 
“It’s. In The Book’, with Dowie.at |: 
his broad. ° best - and - wife’ . Candy |‘Dorsey: package. Whether there are 

-enough ‘smocth “and ‘easy ‘dancers ‘tamibourine-shaki it... Kane. in: tambourine-shaking pa in “the . current ° .frenzied - .twist- Musieal - director. Fred Bass plays . 
Pay mashed ‘potatoes-bird trends who jthe™ iano :solo -s ot in’ _ traditional 

P P * wary [ean pay. the: Grove: tabs ‘remains 
Mis: . Kane also: takes. solo -spot- 

light,. garbed’ a la Mae ‘West to lead 
audience in‘. rousing. singalongs. ‘of. |: 

|“*Man.On The: Flying Trapeze”-and: 
“Bill. Bailey”.:.A barbershop. quar- 

| this show. - 
Package: Ais’. “very: much. ike ‘its 

earlier presentation | as a telespec: 
Tex. Béneke, ‘ vocalist-sax. with the’ |. 
‘original: .Glenn: . Miller,-: ‘ continues | 

Bass .and. ‘Van. ‘Luven render. “The: 
and - “John ; 

Peel”. ‘with: loving’ care. 
“Show winds ‘with’ gay ‘and pectic [Slarinet : and-..the - wildly’. fragetic 

{ very: much-in' evidence on. @. highly | 
rhythmic “Ameri ‘ican. Patrol. ” - 

Package, of: course,. features. ‘The 
‘Modernairés, headed: ‘by. Hal- Dick- 
inson ‘and ° Spotlighting . his. wife, 

thentically -clioreo’d. by: Bob. Calder 
and. terped enthusiastically ‘by Deb 

‘Jocelyn’ Wetter 
strom,. Shirley Milliner and. ‘Susan: 
Francis,* .... : 
“Bill is in: for: three’ “weeks” ‘and 

Wayne’ Hoff, .. Chuck. Kelly. and 
Vernon. Polk: They’. faithfully “re- 

Andrews. Sisters’ are..due -Jan:.-6 to.| 
, Shaw’. : projection, continue to hit on ‘‘Juke- 

‘the’ Basie- “band “arrangement, 
“Little ‘Darlin’. me. 

Ray. Eberle- had to: "eancel due. to 
‘critical | ‘illness. of his’ wife, and’ he 

' Allen -& ‘Rossi, Brascia & Tybee, 
Mauri. Leighton,. Ned d Harvey Orch; 7 
$7. 50. minimum: ; 

“The” -Banquet - “pusiness. at. “the ‘cally a: Tommy. Dorsey band. alum- 

tly: thas - ‘the same. smoothly.” romantic 

‘Singer’s big- Hnumber,. however, ‘is 
“What Kind Of Fool:-Am .1?”..an 

enough: bookings to insure that. ‘it ‘outstanding tune delivered: hand- 
will ‘break even... ‘Thus: the patrons. the Miller: style.: 

: oF hoo”: is ‘still sh; 
* The = 1, 500:seater : also: ‘has - ‘an- nooga Choo. Choo”: is ‘still sharp 

other gimmick, generally‘ one. show: 

- However, they also 

do: two: when” business © warrants.- Borrowed -and Blue” medley. that 
features band ‘on “Georgia. On: My. 
“Mind,” old; Foster” on - “Wives ‘And 
Lovers,” 7 new;: Mods. . On © 

r: River,” borrowed. . This routine: is 
tops in‘ the show. 

. This’ comedy. ‘team. is apparently |’ 
a ‘major. draw: here: © The ‘show sup- 
port is by: singer ‘Mauri- Leighton. 
and. daricers Bras¢ia & Tybee; and 

show. for “dancing, with: many’ of 
‘the. Miller. ‘standards, - 
Pearls, ”? 

cus _ tr weeks. 
Marty Allen. &- Steve: Roséi_ ‘are |- 

as D:0:. 

Dale... a 

The. Committee, § S. . 7 
. + ‘San Francisco,. Dec. 19, 

Kainryn.- Ish, . 
Scott Beach, ‘Hamilton: Camp, -Gar-. 

. Phere’: are - ‘sufficient. 

their appearances to” give ; -them |: 
freshness and added- interest, . 

“The ‘turn is~ ‘developing: ‘into “a-|: 

‘weeknights,. $2. weekends, 

Building. on 

| improvis t -Allen’ draws his’ inspiration from: provised: material,” 

tion: Joo 

Many 
Al 

len’s ‘waddle, mop of. unruly. hair 

tation: is. ‘virtually -a ‘theme... 

‘using.. ‘the - ‘word “improvisation”; 

.“improvisations,”“-but rather ‘it: is: 

the: - customers extremely. “inter? 
- -visations”; 

What's. more, the. aet is. getting | 
‘It “seems to have. the}: 

potential of: going ‘into: ‘any direc-| 

Lior os thooses. an There. Se ; end product’ than. an. evening.’ of 

which , Allen *has:-developed: ‘into. complete. improvisation. from 
 Thé duo’ ison. Scratch | “could ' possibly provides 

ut. some o e -excitémen 
for..about, att hour. in. a, easy and. watching: this intellectual and dra- 

‘matic: rising to:.a challenge is lost. 
“What may be. lost in spontaneity 

is ‘more than made’ ‘up for, in‘ most. 

‘which. ‘to. improvise, Some rework-: 
ings ‘of «skits: done. before.’ 

calls. for .repeated.. bows. - 
. Miss. Leightoit has a rich ‘and ime. 

pressive voice: .:The Negro! song- 

“Some of. her” numbers |. more: : pointed. ‘comedy. - 

for instarice,. is .a- ‘skit-with-slides 
strongly. ‘Yemiriscent. of: segments 
“of..:London’s. The. Establishment, 
‘but: _ making -some.- _ particularly. 
‘American . points, One effective. 
‘such bit is a still of. hooded Klans- 
_men™ burning. a fiery’ cross. while 
pianist. Ellsworth Milburn” “softly” 

- However, d 

win. an encore. 
Brascia-..& ‘Tybee: - are’. a ‘strong 

and effective terp..twain with ex-. 

trieate ‘lifts, have-a dramatic. flair 
and show. enough’ sexy - passages. to. 

Strong: . meat, “perhaps: . But. 
stronger . morsels: ‘are: to. come. .. 
-A.-new game’ with: The. Commit: 

tee. is- called | “What: If 23; 2 and 
east: -mémbers take. turns: yerbal- 
izing ‘their. own paranoid. fantasies. 

“| Climax.is.Garry Goodrow’s:““What. 
‘if the ‘CIA. think ‘it’s’ analified ‘fo: 

- Some of Miss‘: Tybee’ Ss. costitmes 

Whistles ‘and. exclamations ‘of sur-. 
‘prises ‘subside, ‘they are. won. over 

“The: Ned: Harvey. crew ‘showbacks 

Sos, 

““Miisie’ Made’ ‘Famous: by Glenn: 
- with: Tex: Beneke. ‘Orch 

| aires: ‘with Paula: Kelly; Hal: Dick- 

Musie: in. ‘the: Miller i jnanner: —s 
tinues. the’ wave of big -band:-nos-: 

the commercial. proving: groupd for} 

the reed-lead band. styling,. and’'so| 
the 15-member ° ‘group: is oredomi-| 
nantly a sax ‘section, with “a lone | 

‘drums: of Joey ‘Preston: , Latter is 

| Paula Kelly: Pair-are only originals } stage. 
‘(with Miller) left, now ‘joined’ by. 

taiw same easy.sound. and. relaxed. 

: Box’ Sat. Night” novelty. as well as. 
“Elmer's: Tune,” -*Perfidia” and, in‘|: 

‘is subbed . by: Stuart -Foster,: ironi-. 

nus. Foster: is an“able:replacement, |" 
‘a big voice, rich ‘ballad. ‘singer who 

style - that. “well suits: the ° show. - 

somely, but. totally” different from 

‘Beneke: himself haan’t” ‘changed. al: 
bit; his vacal rendition: ‘of. “Chatta-: 

and his ‘St. Louis: Blues. March” 
‘a ‘highlight: ‘Latter. ‘is: the blues.}. 
“portion - of. “Something - Old, . New,4 

youngster. .: . 

“Lazy. 

-Beneke. and troupe: remaiit inter: | 

“String: of} lower’ rangés. 

“Moonlight © _ Serenade,” . 
‘ete. featured. Show, As. in ‘two 

Irene’. Riordan, : 

ery: Goodrow,. ‘Larry’ Hankin, -Eus- 
|-worth Milburn, Dick .Stahl; Alan| 
‘Myerson, : producer-director; 2S 50 | 

1 the. ‘suécess. ‘of: its. 
-first: show, ‘alt. of which began with | 

The : Com- |:.: 
‘mittee, after . six months, now. is: 
Presenting a totally « new Produc-.| 

‘Intréductions for. ‘skits’ in ‘the 
current. show. are more careful in|: 

‘md-- longer -are_ all’ .items.- called | 

‘stated they ° “all” began’ as. impro-: 
additionally; - ‘when. au- 

dience’: “suggestions are. used on. 

‘The: result: is amore: “polished |. 

‘Skits, by more | ‘biting . Satire - Or. 

‘breathtaking - ‘jazz . stylings. 
,seems to have less. acro and more: 
peat — blues . and. religioso — than 
-when last. caught,.and that’s good: 
Not. to take. away’ the exciting: scat, 

‘chords “The Old .-Rugged - Cross.” |: 

unbeatable .- 
Broadway ° 1 

“MeaT cLus REVIEWS 

[ota really is running the US.A.”| 
“what | '| Then,” explaining - that 

If... 2 ds: an“ exercise in ‘para- 
‘Hola, he blackouts with, “But what 
if ‘paranoia. is. the: only; ‘legitimate. 
reaction to 1963?” : 

tion ‘of ‘Lenny: Bruce’s tribulations 
.~and -trials—with Bruce = taking. 
‘part, with. “doubtful” notation -at- 
tached,. due to: announcement by. 
 Bruce’s lawyer. (who négotiates for. 
him: on /a’ percentage’ basis). that 
“comic wouldn’t. show.-:'But. -pro-: 
_ducer.. Myerson” still is showing | 
-eontract with Bruce’s signature af- |. 
fixed, and. says group. hasn’t . yet. 
heard from... either. ‘Bruce or. ‘bar | 
rister.. a . EStes 

OTidelands., Housien a 
~ Houston, Dee..17.. 
‘Simmy’ Bow;: ‘Vikki -Carr,: Fred- 

die Noble: Orch (5); ‘SLi entertain. * 
ment. charge. :. nas 

’ Simmy. Bow,. with: a rapid deliv- 
ery, crams much. fresh and. ‘funny: 
material “into his 35 minutes “on- | 

While. he explores ‘such |: 
subjects.:as: ‘Harry: James. and ‘wet 
Kleenex, ‘pigeons,. diseases’ and 
mating ‘habits. of insects, he. ‘still’ | 
‘probably . fits: ‘classification. of: liter- 
ate.comedian.. . 

He. : ‘constantly overshoots: his. 
punchlines. ‘with. his fast pace,. then 

Vikki. Carr’. opens: show, 

‘a belter without losing anything in 

among : others. 

bowing. ‘out. Just: ‘before. 

‘Village ‘Gaie, Ne. Ye. 

‘$3 admission.” 

talents. 

of the ould-sod only. | 

Irish. ‘sense of - ‘humor. : 

Trish revolution will never prompt 
@ command: performance. at Buck-|. 
-ingham, which is: Just too bad. for. 

-|-the Queen and-hers.. 
Beginning - of ‘the. second : half, “For: solid.’ éontrast’ 

Hendricks &-Bavan open ‘with their 
Act 

vocal-instrumentals.: ‘that makes a 
fine. ‘Capper... 

Leal 

always stops. when the yocks catch: 
up. °:This: is deceptive;. for: it does: 
take timing and ‘his is’ -excellent. ' 
And this ‘delivery keeps ‘patrons. on. 
‘toés,. for. one has.‘to listen. to fully . 
absorb ‘the many facets of . his. su~ 
‘perb ‘sense .of humor. - : 

Bow’: delves -: into - ‘Shakespeare | F 
and-. Greek mythology, then uses 
even older “gimmick of ‘singing | 
“April Showers,” | “punctuated with | 
onie-liners. ‘Yet his style, material: 
and most subject matters: are en-' 
tirely fresh,. and -he is certain to: 
be. “welcomed in the’ more: ‘discern- 

{ing -bistros.. : 
‘and: 

‘comely :thrush . gives. boniface. Bill: 
|. Newkirk the first half of a winning: 
daily: double, : for: she:-has excep- : 
tional pipes, appearance, presenta-'| 
tion ‘and. mike -know-how.. for. a+}. 

‘She’s’ - auburn - haired. 
‘and at - -epener’ wears ‘simple: black | 
-ankle-length gown, which ~ Seems | 
‘just. ‘Tight. — 

. Femmie, : who ‘has ‘singles: and. al-. 
| bums for Liberty plus national tv |} 

exposure, ‘has: rare‘ ability of. being | 

‘Tunes, during 25.|- 
‘minutes, include “Accent the Posi- | 
tive,”.“Where Are You” and “Hey, 

| Look: ‘Me - Over,” | 
‘This young. thrush has. an excel- | 

_ {lent. potential; _ 
| -» Freddie’ Noble. orch does usual 

| good - job of backing and. playing. 
dance ‘sessions. . Miss ~ Carr’. plays. 
‘through. New: ‘Year's Eve, . wigkd Bow. 

ip. - 

‘ There’s |. great: enthusiasm. in ail}. 
‘the work, ‘the sea chantiés. (“which |: 

| are just. ‘working. songs, after all”), 
the’ kids’ tunes ‘with, ‘more than a 
hint, at’ the origins — .of the-.great 

“And the. 
| rousers—and . sad ‘ballads—or the 

| ‘Lambert, ; 

’ Folk and: ‘legit: showtune ’ ‘belter . 
‘Leon: Bibb is held over? He’s: an 

al talent in’ the 
é;~ and. : powerful’ in- 

folk, if. ‘sometimes displaying too. 
much: dramatic. intensity. His best. 
number. in the latter: category fs a/H, 
put-down --of the Westchester-Ivy- 
fay. and his Predictable ‘mode: of: 

| ‘Tun the'U.S.A.?" ‘og What If the "He. a Bill... 

39: 
— 

Basia St. East, Nz YY. 
Keely ‘Smith, Count. Basie’ Orch, 

| Rubin Mitchell Frio; $3.50 cover. *: 

‘Basin: St. bast seemingly. has- 
° gone all.out for the holiday seaso 

AH ‘cast. meinbers contribute 6h. 4 e 
«| | feotive | performances, ° underlined” 

: “by Milburn’s_ keyboard: expertise. 
‘Recent announcement. of Gom-: 

‘mittee. plans. included dramatiza-.' 

‘when “Collegiates on. vacation are 
expected to provide a healthy 

{}ehunk of: boxoffice. - Keely Smith. 
and Count Basie are the top: in- 

1 gredients. in this show, Each has 
‘enough: ‘draw. to. insure a high de-. 
sree. ‘of prosperity for Ralph. Wat- 
kins’ showspot. 
The opening “performance at. this 

‘hospice ” seemed a rather ‘unfair 
‘measure of the duo's. capabilities, 
The show was laid out as a broad- 

liam’ B.. William 

of: “‘eelebs: which. detracted from 
’-|the ‘overall gloss that: a card - can 

- impart. ‘Nonetheless, - the bulk of. 
the. patrons. appeared | more than 
pleased. at. the extra fillip that: ‘the 
added dimension | provided. ~~ 
Miss Smith is a singer with a- 

ape ‘warenéss: and ability: even though 
there are ‘times that she-fails to. 
take’ vadvantage of her full poten-- 
tial. “She has a. knack of. singing © 
lyrics .in:a manner that. suggests 
‘improvisation. She provides new 
facets for songs that have. long 

and: there. is warmth } hae ‘IF presen- 
| tation.: 

‘There are still soe items. in - 
her. tune. collection that. could: be 
‘eliminated for better’ effect. How- 

her cooperation with. the: broadcast 

—- wo 

“The. ‘Count j 4s.one of the stalwarts 
‘in the jazz firmament. Although 
‘he -too had‘ to forego some of his 
‘standard «* rating procedures, the 
power. ‘and surge of his crew are 
‘highly- evident. His arrangements 
\help:him bring out a feeling of -~ 
‘spontaniety. and weave color. and. 
strength -into: a dazzling musical 
fabric.. He . ‘reminds listeners that 
the: big band sound of the former 

oped in the pop musical field. | 
‘The. Rubin Mitchell’ Trio :om- 

pletes - the bill... Mitchell at the 
‘piano cuts some lively musical. pat- 
terns with bass and drum asosee 

ose. 

Blackstone Hetel, chi 
-Chicago, Dec. -18.. 

- a ‘Velasco, Frank. York Orch; 
sl 50-$2 ;. cover, 7 

‘Despite.a ~ fairly impressive in- 
‘ternational list of supper club cred- 

the ‘show caught in the Sheraton- 
Blackstone's Cafe ‘Bonaparte, The 
relaxation-seeking convention 
crowd in the room seemed to de- 
‘tect the: uneasiness on her part, 

| and -rapport betweén_ canary. and. 

"Clancy ‘Bros.’ & Tommy ‘Makem | crowd was never fully established.
 

= ‘ta, ‘Lambert, Hendricks. & ‘Bevan, 
| Leon. Bibb;. 

Boniface ‘Art D' Lugoff fias a. well 
stacked, musical bill for his Village 
Gate . “Holiday. Songfest,”. with a 
good ° mix Of Jaz. and: ‘folk vocal 

The lack of Poise was particular- 
ly surprising since Miss Velasco 
‘has played such rooms. as the Stork 
Room and Society Room in London,. 
Bi San Juan’ Hotel in Puerto Rico, 
and the Caribbean Hotel in Aruba. 

-observed.. However, many of thé 
affirmative qualities are still.in the 
area of potentiality. She’s an exo-. 
tically’ attractive thrush with a. 
shapely figure that. is well-displayed. 
‘in a Tew-cut.but tasteful gown. In . 
her. eceaSional moments of ease, 
she also demonstrates a warm and 
ingratiating. sense. of humer. - — 

On the other hand, Miss Velasco 
does not have a cahesive. act, and. 
thusly is without that quality cru- 
‘cial to any performer—a. well-de- 
fined stage personality. Her present . 
‘turn is..a random. array. of tunes . 
that -do ‘not. comprise a welded 
Show. 200 

Perhaps. it was. ar. off-night, but 
her.-voice. was..often strident. and 

jstrained and her, phrasing ..was 
‘sometimes: at odds ‘with the beat 

house -. provided | by -Frank York’s 
band. ‘In all fairness, however.’ it 
is. also true’ that: York did not 
always" ‘seem to. be. in step with 
‘some (of. Miss Velasco’s -more off- 
beat charts and their partnership. 
also -broke down. on. several of the © 
Simpler. tunes. |. 
‘Among: Miss Velasco’s ‘more sue 

‘cessful | numbers. were a subtly- 
rhythmed bossa nova -version’ of 
“And The Angels Sing” and a sen- 
suous Brazilian love seng.. Also in 
-her. repertoire are “The. Sweetest.” 
Sound.”:: “Anyplace I. ‘Hang. My. 
Hoat,”’- “Irma La Douce,” “Won't 
‘You Change Partners” and a ver- 
sion of “Tea For Two” 

Mor. 

cast for WNEW, ,with deejay Wil-. 
re ‘conferenciering: | 

Because of ‘radio requirements, - 
there. ‘were. extraneous matters in-.. 

_| troduced, ‘such as the presentation 

been dissected complete] by others. 

‘ever, it:is only fair fo assume that. 

created a stress different than is. 
‘normal for her during the . usual: 
floorstints. Yet the crowd liked. her. 

- wery well as this show. When she 

‘era is ‘still one.of the best devel- 

its, Filipino thrush Vi Velasco ap- 
peared fo be. quite dl at ease at. 

There is.much both positive and. 
negative that can be said of. Miss. 

| Velasco on the basis of the: show: 
The’ Clancy Bros = pat, Tom. and-| 

Liam, plus “Tommy- Makem, “pre- 
miered ‘at fhe ‘Gate just.three years | 
ago. and®:‘since :have become one: 
.of the most respectible (for authen- 
ticity). ‘folk. ‘groups. at..the top. of. 
‘the genre... No phony: sophistication 
or faking here—pure, lusty: echoes | 

ot 

AU fe 



'--€oleman Ore.; Mark Monte Orc. -Plaza-9. 

NEW YORK cire 
MUSIC HALL —: Rockettes; ‘Corps: det. 

Ballet, Raymond ° ‘Paige Symphony. OFC. 
“The Nativity.” 

AUSTRALIA. 
- MELBOURNE (Tivoll: Theatre). — Van|-: 
Loewe, Don - ‘McManus, Jennifer Hurley,. - 
. Ted Muller. 

SYDNEY ‘(Tiyotl)—Penny’ Nicholls, : Bob |. 
Andrews, The D'Angolys, The .2- Pirates,.| 
The. Balcombes, Eddie. Mendora,. Eric. 
Whitley, Jef. Hudson, _ Harry Currie, 
Keith Leggett, Jackie . :Griffiths, Maureen 
Wilson, Wendy ° Faulkener.. a 

BRITAIN 
“COVENTRY: ‘TH EATRE—Arthur Askey, | 

:.Mike & Bernie. Winters, . Mark Wynter, 
“Anton - Dolin, Manetti: ‘Twins... ‘Patricia 
-Kilgarriff, Terry Callahan,. ‘Frank Law- 
Tess. Joho Pearn, Derek. ‘Faveruer Singers. 

nger | 

‘THE ALHAMBRA: BRADFORD Reg Var-: 
“Terry. Ron ‘ney, Freddie Sales, Joe - Church, 

Fearis, Sandra Michaels, Ernest. Bale, 
Bronwen Williams, Morlidor - ‘Trio, Derek 
Taverner. Singers, Laidler - Sunbeams. . 
BRIGHTON. ‘HIPPODROME — -Charlie 

‘Cairoll,. Freddie’ ‘Frinton, . Billy. Dainty,. 
‘Nico. Ferry, Henry. Lytton,. Astar.. Blair, |. 
The Derek Taverner_ Singers. Full. Corps 

all 
NEW “THEATRE, CARDIFF--Nat “‘Jackley, 
Ken . Roberts... Susan Lane, . Dailey © & 
“Wayne, Diana: Day, — 
Jefferies, - Michael. “Kilgarrift, Derek Tav- 
‘erner Singer 
WINTER GARDENS. PAVILLION. — 

Sheila: Buxton, Chic Murray & Maidie, 
The Woodpeckers, The. Cavaliers,. Darly’s | 
‘Canine Comic Dogs, Howard De Courey,. 
George Meaton &. McAndrews’ &: Mills. 

. BIRMINGHAM HIPPODROME .. — - The oe 
. Three . .Monarchs,. George - - Moon, ‘Pamela 
“Charles, Ken’: Jonnart, © Stanley © Platts, 
‘Dorothy. ‘Dampier, - Herbert -Hare, -Caro- |: 
line Haig, Mougli,. Bryn Bartlett, Les. 
Henry. Eric Yorke; The Betty Fox Babes, |. 

. Bill Shepherd’ ‘Singers, The Hippodrome. 
“Dancers... | 
LIVERPOOL EMPIRE. — “Norman Wis- 

dom, Morton Fraser's. Harmonica Gang::} 
Eddie - Leslie, . Billy . Whittaker, Patricia |: 
tark, Patricia’ Lambert, Terry ‘Kendall,‘| 

Harold Holness.. Mary Redtern, Jack Es-: 
ecott. Dennis ‘Castle, 
Johnny .Winter, The. ‘Leon Bartell. Danc-: 
ers, rhe Derek: ‘Taverner Singers, - ‘The. 
Empir 

. NOTTINGHAM: “THEATRE. ROYAL. mee. 
‘Pat Lancaster, Sonny. Jenks; Tudor | Evans. 

. Janette Miller,. Cox’ Twins, Munks. Twins. | 
Humphrey Kent,: Nicholas: Brent, Lynda 
Reynolds. | Pat Lonsdale, George Barnes, |. 

‘Dancers, - ‘Bill Patty ‘Arch ‘Taylor,. The. Royat 
‘Bhepherd Singers, ‘The Royal .Babes.. 

VICTORIA. PALACE — The. George |: 
- Mitchell . Minstrels, John Boulter, . Tony. 
' “Mercet :and Dal Francis, Leslie Crowther, 
Margo: _Henderson,. George Chisholm  & 
The Jazzers. Sener Brothers, The T. V. 

- Toppers, Pa alee 
LONDON ‘PALLADIUM .— Barbara 

Evans... ‘The Baker Twins, Anna Dawson, 
‘Eric “ Flynn.. Vicki “Mitchell, Elizabeth 
‘Belm,. David Dayenport, «Andrew ..Laur- |- 
‘ence, Michael Hawkins, Geoffrey..Wincott, |; 

~ Reed de Rouen.’ Sidney Vivian,. Tom 
Gill, Jack “Francois. The Bill ‘Shepherd: 
Singsers.. James : Ottaway, Joss Clewes,. 
_Barry Shawzin 

.. ~ BRISTOL. HIPPODROME-Eddie: ‘Molloy.- 
Erica. Yorke:.'..Elizabeth.. :Alys, . Betty: 
Emery. Nicholas” “Smith, -- James - Hinson, 

_ The Bristol: Babés, | 
' Dancers, The: Derek Taverner Singers. “ 

Cabaret Bills 

_ NEW: YORK: city. 
_ AFRICAN ROOM — Tad: Truesdale,’ 

- Ritchie Haven -3.. Johnny Barracuda.. 
" BARBERRY ROOM—Conrad’ Monjoy. 

“ORRENT. BL 
_ WEEK ¢ OF DECEMBER 28. 

Barry. Kent, Roy. | ~ 

Daphne . Lungaro, 

‘Fhe Hippodrome | 

_, | Funes. Kay Houston. 

| ‘hitians. Singers :Three. 

——— | Shecky. Greene, Bobby. ‘Sherwood.: Phyllis: 
_.-| Dorne. 

= Prima; Gia “Maione;. Sam ‘Butera, . “Wit- . 
; nesses,’ ‘Characters, George. Rock.- - 

“SPARKS: ‘NUGGET may ‘Bolger; Poncte {7- 
‘Ponca, Muriel Landis, George ~-Arnold {4° 
Singers: and. Dancers, Foster. _ Edwards 

aan "WAGON WHEEL ‘ (Fahoe)-—- Town |} 
a - Pipers, Rene Paulo Quartet, ‘Nelson, *. ig 
7 Palmer, . Ron Rose... a TE o-: 

SAN: FRANCISCO: ° 
BiMBO'S 365—Youns- "Brothers," 

Marker, Roy.| Sisters: 
Syite rr re TONY MARTIN & cyp. 

et ee, Astroustes. (SROSSROADS . “@akland)—Earl", (Fatha)|.CHARISSE 
VILLAGE SAT Leon: Bibb, “Modern |: : "Sones, Dances. tHE COMMITTEE—Kathryn_ ish, Irene , 

F vintage 7 oe a Riordans Scott Beach, Bobby Camp, Gary | 75 Mins; 
| o earaGARe ae GOON'S. " rurk ; c ‘S$: -— Tur 

- CHICAGO. ; - *- | Murphy, Clancy: Hayes. 
“BLUE ANGEL forcings capes | "FAIRMONT HOTEL Pat . ‘Suzuki; . 

" v] alyp-. — res.. : 

‘onan ‘Al D tsou, ont The HOLIDAY INN. (Oakland)—Frank “Gore. 
- CONRAD .. Beret Hats ore!” Black: shin 

‘stone Jr.. Helga Neff & Theo. Ernst,: Bar- | HUNGRY 1—The.. Folksters, ‘Mary . Stal. 
clay Shaw, ears. 0)" Boul Ft ee | daze oP ORKEHOP ~ Chics: iton. 

°. ly ar- ns . co: am: 

oy Palmer ‘ev ‘LITTLE. FOX—"Private. “Lives,” John. Timmy, ‘Palmer . 
HOTEL. : ‘CONTINENTAL—Bilgen Bar- van. Dreelen, Marian Walters. .. 

OFF ‘BROADWAY—Trini - Lopez: | ‘ton; Franz Benteler cs 
CRYSTAL PALACE. Amanda “Ambrose:. yoN at _BROADWAY— “Under . the Yum- 

um: “ DEL {PRADO ‘HOTEL— ‘Hits of. Broad: 
way” revu PURPLE. _ONION—Freddie ‘Paris,’ Al 
‘DRAKE. HOTEL Earl ‘Wrightson’ & Lois. 7 -be rt “Berr 

‘Hunt, Jimmy: Blade Orc. | SAFARI (San. J0se)—The - Cables; ‘Slim 
' EDGEWATER . BEACH —— Juan ‘Carlos, Gaiilard.: 
-Copes. Revue, Don Davis 
“GATE OF . HORN--Village Stompers. 

| Riviera, ‘Las: Vegas’ ‘Ore, ; 

each other.’: 

‘velvetly - personable _Spouse.- 

SHERATON- PALACE: HOTEL—Garden’. 
‘Court. Dinner-Theéatre, . “South. Pacific,” 

Flira Dorothy Collins, Gene":Hollman.. -°. - 
‘LONDON. ‘HOUSE—Ramsey Lewis: Frio, _ SUGAR HILL—IMlinois Jacquet: Trio. - 

Jose Bethancourt Trio,. Larry Novak: Trio. |" TRIDENT: (Sausalito ~~ Jean : Hofman. 
-MISTER KELL Y’S—George - ‘Kirby,: Clai- ‘Brio, Joe: Sullivan. _ 

borne. Cary,.. Marty Rubenstein’ Trio, John a 
'Frigo Trio. as I 

’ Cuigat’. & | PALMER. | ““HOUSE—Xavier re ae — mg a — 7 

le een 

| versatile as:- teammates. * 

“Abbe .Lane, ‘Ben. Arden Orc, —- i. 
. PKAYBOY—Sonny’ -Sands. | Wayne -Ro- | 
land, Jackie Carol, “Judy: 
Curtis,’ Brothers: Cain. ..- . 
SECOND: - CITY—"13 “‘Minotaurs,”” ‘Ana: 

Elder, .Sally.-Hart, Avery Schreiber, John. 
Brent, .. Jack Burfis, -Del.. Close, : Omar. 

.Russ . “ATDO, 

_ Olympia, : Paris | | tin does ‘it with solidity and. polish 

+} Alamo, . Les -.“Celibataires:.. (6),. 
Pierre. Perret, “Noir “& » Bleu « (LD), 
Louise — Cordet,;’ The -Eagles - (4), 
‘Surfs*(6);. Kimonos (2), Bruno & 
‘Rockeros | (5), -Noberty Frediani: 

1 Bros. (32, Maurice: Gardett, Daniel 
amin ‘Orch: (217; $3. 50. top... 

“LOS. ANGELES. 
COCONUT GROVE—Tex. Benecke’ Ray. 

Eberle, The Modernaires, . 
-““CRESCENDO—Judy . ‘Henske.. “Mike Clif: 

-ford, Lou: Alexander. |. 
DINO ere ack - -Elton, 

Steve ever 
ICE. 'HOUSE_—Paul Sykes;.: itichard) . 

Jim,. Bill Willoughby.:: ; 
INTERLUDE—Pat: Collins: - 

_ JERRY LEWItS—Lionel: Ames. : oo. 
‘MELODY: ROOM—Rita Moss. -° - 

:: PURPLE ONION—Jimmy ‘Witherspoon, 
Ham; pton ‘Hawes, Teddy Edwards: '. 

; SLATE -BROS..— ‘Don’ Rickles, . Eileen 

new. peak in this.appearance. Songs 
inehide “Cheek..to’ Cheek”. 

Carol Brent; ‘She Needs Me”. (with. a. highly ‘ef- 

a Gray, ‘borrowed from his. backing 
—_—_——" a | femme-two: male chorus); ... “For 

‘Bruno: Coquatrix, ‘who has. made 
this: vauder: a’ centre for -the : local 
‘rock :and’ roll: and-.Twist.. singers, 
‘and - - profited: ‘handsomely. . from‘. 

Burton. 
STATLER: . ‘HOTEL--Geo e|- ‘Liberace ‘youthful. audience: turnouts, -now 
“TOWN. HOUSE-“Red Nichols & Five. goes worldwide: with a collection | of 
P Career con secur’ “terry, rock practitioners - from: the: .U-S., 
McGee,’ Hoyt. Axton. _- ” Spain, Poland; ‘Madagascar, Viet- 
YE: Kae ITTLE.. “CLUB—Mare - nam, Britain ‘and. France... Thése 
‘BOURBON STREET —Lyn ‘Keath... imports. ‘are: laced. with regular. 
EASraways Woody,” Herman Oi, house’ acts. ie . 

Ben. nee ties: ee | TE Aineven: “in” “quality, this pill 
““QESERT INN-Eddle., Fisher.’ ‘Lounge: should. have” “an. ‘okay. ‘two-. weeks’. Jay Livingston and Ray E 

Ben. Blue,-Mafalda Trio. *- |. & and Ray Evans. 
Buddy fester, Ben | Apear’s “Casino: de} Diz fa. store. “There is-no chauvin-: "Instead .of -.a, ‘chorus . tine, : “the 
Paris.” . Lounge: - Rusty ..Warren, “Vive | ism’ involved,. but the, U:S:: runs | Half Bros: (2):open.the bill, adding 
Les Girls” Sultan's, Table: “Arturo Ro: | away :with ‘performance: honors in 

FLAMI*NGO —. Caro. ILawrence, ‘Jackie pro.: ‘aplomb,. ‘drive: and musician-~ to. their. novel “juggling © act. 

Mason, Russ Black’ Ore.. Lounge: Harry | ship .compared to :other -countries. { likeable: ‘performers,’ skilled | 
“But; . after ‘all, -it. started. there. | 
. Britain. is next, ‘followed- by: ‘France. 
with others of. ethnic, and in some 
eases talenit, interest. . 

James . Billy Eckstine,. Nita Cruz, ‘Bob 

si FREMONT-—Joe King Zaniacs; 4 Fables: 
Eesteme. Biil ‘Britton. 

GOLDEN §- NUGGET-_—Judy. “Lynn, | Cut: 

RARER emington,, Tommy a Vink ont + 
Grover Shore Trio; ‘Johnny. “Olen. Four, pent: Ww rack main y jwoeal.|- 

dusky. ‘damsel: in:a’ Jong: tight. gold INGA NIELSEN: 
-dress,.: scores -'sondly. “Hers ..is’.a.| Songs. | 
‘belting. ‘voice. that -can. take’ r&b, | 20. Mins. —— 
“Spiritual. qualities... and. varied” in- Rendezvous Room,,. L AL oly 
-tonations fo fitthem easily to. the | Svenske -flicke 
rock: popularity of -today..- 

”. Shirelles, a bouney: quartet: har- 
‘monize ‘well: and-have frenzied terp. 

“Fly: Me to The Moon;”: :“Avalon,” 
and ° “Tenament. Symphony. 3B 

billing: ‘and. rehearsing, Al Pelli- 
frini conducts ‘the - ‘Jack. Cathcart 

Brownie 

‘Douglas, 

sions, Al Sendrey for Martin. .Ar- 

[is: set for’ five weeks. | . Duke. 

‘MINT—“Hong " Korg... Scandals: 
NEVADA-——“Harem | Nights,””- ‘Royal Ta-. 

RIVIERA—-Tony. “Martin, ya: Charisse; 
Half Bros..- Jack Cathcart ’ Orc... Lounge: 

° Hackett; “Buddy. AHARA —— Budd: 
3 %o  Louriges. Louis. Greco, ‘Louis. Basil” Ore. . 

Jamaican, Greek and. “Australian 

into.’ the... Rendezvous, . giving . the 

When “Tony Martin . picked wite 
Cyd ‘Charisse to’ be: the partner in} 
his new act..it-was a shrewd ‘bit. 
of ‘booking—they’ re very good for 

“The ‘leggy looker. 
-blends: a neat songalog into her 

| superb dancing: turn, and she ex- |. 
pertly .tosses comedy : lines ‘at her“ 

She 
‘hints. that.:she would liké. to'-be-}. 

| daringly different and present ’:a}. 
new gimmick for costume’. changes 
—bit she throws in. the towel and: 

{ trots -outfour- dancing _ boys.,. call’ 
“| familiar to Vegas stages, and - ‘all: 

Miss Charisse has an orb-shaking 
| Helen: Rose wardrobe, and the act- 

| is. masterfully staged ‘by Robert: 
Sidney. A: wild ‘Sadie: Thompson’? . 

{| number’ -is her ‘highlight, ahd} 
~~ though. it’s difficult to follow, Mar- 

‘Shapli, David.Steinbérg., Gene Kadish, Bill |- “Paris, Dee: 16 | in his’ initial ‘number, “Best Things 
Mabel TON. BLACKSTONE —Ray: ‘Shaw. ; _Shirelies Dy ‘Dionne Warwick, In. Life Are Free.” | 

| & Joe Costas Frank York’ Orc L | Little.” ‘Stevie . Wonder,.’ Frank... . Moving like'a ‘machine niellowed. 
with sweet: music,’ Martin’ hits a 

(with. 
straw hat and cane),-“As’ Long AS: 

| fective assist: by. ‘beautiful - - Sally + 

Every: Man There’s. .a- “Womaa, an 

| Martin: and Miss. Charisse . are | 
‘fe-united “in. a delightful. finale, - 
‘which touches,on:such problems.as: 

orch (21) ‘for Miss Charisse’s: -SeS-: 

‘rangements are by Jerry. Fielding, 
words: and -music . by Sammy Cahn, : 

“much ‘new and: ‘pleasing material: 
The’ 

every “phase of. balancing, ‘aad 
humor with their ‘charming ‘dialog. . 
‘This show, presented by ‘Elias Atol;. 

. (Swedish gir |. 
| Inga Nielsen - follows ‘an -Indian,-|. 

‘the party crowd opening night: 

Professor Irwin . Corey. and ‘his 

‘comedy for. the Tast - ‘half of the. ~ | 
show: He: is.. funny enough - in -his 

-turel,. although a bunching of. his 

ler ‘presentation . ‘and would: -im- 

_ Quin.” 

a GALENS (4). 
Vocal, Instrumenta’: 
‘Penthouse, BAS 

-of the Penthouse. ‘Executive . ‘Club 

‘pears as if the: ‘operators “of. the: 
plush . ‘spot, originally - a key. ‘elub 
_but now open .to. the public, ‘are~ 7. | _ 

still groping. for ‘the: formula’ to 
make. it’ -click..: 

mental ‘quartet, specialize in elabo- 
rate, “ornate - vocal arrangements 
| and. ‘cliche-type medleys. The Chal-. 
-lenge.wax foursome: features. ‘Char- ° 
lene. Knight as-lead vocalist; Galen” 
-on’. piano, Bob: -Hubéner. on: bass. . 
“and electric | guitar, George Ross 
-on.: drums.: 
form‘ vocaly-.-in | ‘ suport - “of Miss” 

; Knight as well as. instrumentally. 

The: ‘three: ‘males: per-. 

“After commencing’ their .30-min- 

and a -cohventional “You're Just: 

with ‘an unorthodox. treatment of. 

spiritualesque. ditties, | 

taifiers | within ‘the . framework of: 
‘their’ musical .éraft; but: ‘something . 
less showy, less demanding of the ~ 

_|-clientele’s .. attention, seems -neces- - 
‘sary in this. room. -Peopie: tend: to 

| visit this'.club to* wine’ and dine in 
a chic’ romantic ‘setting. Many’ :are_ 
content: Just. ‘to:chat softly and. ad- 
mire: the .view. Perhaps a. more 
‘subtle, . subdued, background type 
of: ‘entertainment. would’. be more 
appropriate { for: the atmosphere. 

“Pubes 

BASIN ST.. EAST—Keely Smith, Count . SANDS.—Joey... Bishop, L.A. . Dodgers, ‘interludes to make them.also’a sock. see . Antonio Morelli. rie ged ane addition. Little Stevie’ Wonder, Showcase a- _ continuing interna- 

SITTER END WSbider, Jobe Roger: ton, : mune Stewart,” Be ee ns with’ his. sharp, ‘falsetto voice, gives ona al flair," Il, —Karen ndler, j ton, ew ° . . |; Singer is. a ta statues ue, | 
Force. CONG EL. Dave: ‘Astor. |: -¥vonne jP aU BOAT: Rast... _Tsabely Sohinny | potency to his: lowdown rock dit=| handsome | blonde: ‘with a- set |= ‘een 

¢ | SILVER. SLIPPER—Ro - Belinsky,. aby: ties aided. by- his playing. of. many -Gonstant, Woods & Jones Reyneaux.  . 
? CHARDAS— illie Fling, Bela: “Babat’ 
Ore. «» -Elemar orvath, Tibor | . Rakossy,. 
Dick Marta. Janos‘ Hozzsu.- 
CHATEAU MADRID-—Los: Chavates 

Espana, Senor ‘Wences, Emilio ‘Reyes Ore 2. 
Carhia © 
COPACABANA — Jerry . “Vale..- ‘Cally 

Dodd... Rene: Martell, ‘Joseph ‘Mele Orc.,, 
Frank. Marti Orc. §. 

| CRYSTAL... ROOM—Larry Storch, Jay 
- Lawrence. 
— “EMBERS— Jonah Jones. 
mn GRINZING — Kalman. 

utz.’ 
-HAWAHAN ROOM. Dee. ‘Marquez: 

Keolu Beamer,. Auletta Orc 
: MOTEL AMERICANA—Peasl ° 
‘Lester Lani ‘Ore.,. AL Conte Trio. |. 
MOTEL AST ‘OR--Eddie Lane OQre.. 
HOTEL NEW VORKER— Mule, Saunders 

“Ore:, Cobey 
winorat PARK" SHERATON —_ Irving. 

ields 

HOTEL. PLAZA—Leslie “Uteams; ‘Emil 

Roem: Julius Monk. Caro) Morley, Gerry 
Matthews, Rex. Robbins, ‘Lovelady Povell, 
Susan: Browning. Gordon - Connell,: Wil- 
liam’ Roy, Robert’ Colston. 
_HOTEL ST. REGIS_Peter Duchin. ‘Ore, | 

Quintero ~ Ore, Walter. Nancy: Manning, 
Kay, Jani Sarko zi. 
MOTEL | SAVOY-HILTON— Arturo. Ar-| 

turos 
SHOTEL STATLER HILTON: —- Cecil: 
INTERNATIONAL —. George. . “White's 

‘Scandals. - Mike Durso:' Ore.. ..- 
~~. LATIN QUARTER—Kim Sisters; Ven: 

” Dryes, Marion Conrad, Jeanne Michelle;: |: 
‘Jo. Lombardo Orc. Sammy Bidner Orc.. 

LIBORIO—Olga Guillot, Candido, Elena. 
“Del Cueto. Gloria Ochoa & -Nestor, Her- |- 
_ man. Le Batard’ Ore." ‘Pancho. Cardenas + 
Orc. 
NO. ! FIFTH AVENUE—Bankinson - Pe . 

-Stanley:: | ‘Myron. ‘Handelman. |. De .Maio.,. 
‘Anita_ Scheer — 

RAT -FINK ROOMJackie | Kannon, 
Ken Colman. “Marge. ‘Dodson, Norm Gel. ; 
ter . Francis Brunn, Steiner: ‘Bros.s. Don “Cone: 3. 

- RED @ARTER_Banjo “Band. | 
RED ONION—Banjokers.. 
SAHBRA—“Hora Hoeotenany” “Scacas'| Ore. 

“Boy ra. Ore. Gavri Ders::: Margolit An- 
kor, . R-tsheva Baron &. 
‘Leo td. 

‘SQUARE. EAST— “When. The “Owl 
Screams." Bob . Dishy, Severn - “Darden, 
“Dick Schall;. Dana Elcar, Barbara: Harris. 

THE MOST—J 
Jorge Morel. . a. 7 
: TOWN | a’ r ‘COUNTRY—Atien| Ross 

Tybee, Santen, Ne 
Harvey's “ore. . R Rod_ Rodriguez. Gre. , 
UPSTAIRS 

Over Nientl 

tini. Mary. I 
“VIENNESE . th TERN— Vane Yarkeads| 

Ernest . Schoen ‘Ore, . 
testes ERE EE *: 

Banya: “Hénry ; 

Bailey, ae 

| Lynda 

; 4.'Stan Hayman: & Johnny ‘Music, . Mal 
| Malkin. Orc... Chester. Nennett. Dancers... 

Ezra Zahavi, |: 
; ‘termen,. -Moro- 

t 
oe Mooney, Carel: Sloane, 

a “DOWNSTAIRE—"Twice 
¥,* ‘xaader, Macin- 

‘throaty : -voice and. -smooth,.. easy ‘O'Neill, Donna. Theodore. . Sparky. . Kaye, 
-Style. -Danny Jacobs. Eddie’ Innes, Viennas, Slip-. 

erettes, Geo'.Redman -Orc: “Lounge: Fan: 
‘ tastics, “Beverly” ‘Marshal, Skeets Minton, 

“| Johnny: La onfe; 
" STARDUST —. “Lido ‘de Paris,” ‘Eddie |- 
‘O’Neal -Orc. -Lounge: Novelites, _Bernard. 
Bros... :Nalani, Kele,.-. Esquivel, Andrinj. 
Bro. 
"THUNDERBIRD—Dick : ‘Shawn, Patricia: 

‘Marand, Eileen: Rogers, Pat Finley, Vic: : 
‘tor ‘Rogers, Benny: Baker in: ‘An 
-Goes” and: “ Button Shoes,” Nat | 

| Brandwynne Orc... Loung@: Billy. Daniels, 
Dukes of. Dixieland, Buddy Rich, ‘Big. 

| Beats... Kitty. Kover. . , 

MIAMIL-MIAML BEACH: 
“ AMERICANA—"Ecstacy: on’ Ice.” . - 
-- BALMORAL—London .- Lee; - Brown. “& 

| Dann, Gaslight Singers, ‘Turtles.: |. 
CARILLON—‘Ooh La La;’’. Barry. ‘Sis. 

Gloria, - ee .Newby, Pierre 
Jacques, Line. (12);. Jacques. ‘Donnet ‘Orc., 
Bill Jordan & Lée Coby; Sammy ‘Morris, 
McCormick's . 3. . 
“CASABLANCA Buck Buckley, “Mario 

‘& Flora, Bob Regent. Orc. . 
CASTAWAYS—Ring-A-Ding - Six: Peéri-. 

Sots. Preacher. Rollo, Ore. » M. B. Sym- 
on _ 
DEAUVILLE—Sammy Davis Ir. 
DIPLOMAT  —. _ Allen’ Sherman; Molly,|. 

Bed, : Van... Smith “Orc. ° ° 
“DORAL - BEACH—Damita Jo... Allegro: 

‘instruments. | _ This --blind. prodigy 
is. a. musician in: ‘his: own: Tight as 
well. as:an offbeat act: 
‘British “Eagles. the - ‘show's. Jead. 

Straight instrumental - ‘quartet, pro- 
‘vide “. savvy; ~ pulsated - “rhythms. 
‘They back: ‘singer’ Louise: ‘Cordet 
who Shows big. pipes: and. presence. 
Frank. Alamo-: is:..a- personable 

young Frengeh ‘Twist singer who: ‘has. 
the. right’ rhythms and energy. - He. 

:|-is- one of the: few -wax. ‘performers 
who can match. his disk popularity | 
with. okay. . _in-perso@n.. presence. 
Celibataires.. are - a. choral -' group 
owith .good production aspects and 
‘well. regulated : voices - and routines: 
-fo’.mateh. ve 

Pierre - Perret: Gs. “ more- -conven- 
‘tional in-self-cleffed satirical: songs | 
that-hark back to the more per= MARA. LYNN. BROWN. 

_| sonalized’ ‘French* ‘tunes.. He .man- Songs... 
ages. t6-.20 cover: well,: in: ‘spite of |:20 Mins. . oe 
the. insistence on r’n’r, due to. good ‘|. Eddys’, » Kansas City ae 
‘material arid delivery... - °, Young singer Mara Lynn Brown 
Surfs ‘are -six tiny,,. ‘sooth. sing- 

ers from “-Madagascar with. deft: 
\choral.:footwork- ‘and -vocalistics’ to:| 
make .a fetching act: Kimonos are: 
a. passable. rock. singing duo. from 

supper ‘clubs, - 

ind’ of. ‘Hildégardesque chanteuse 
But | she: needs. some: experience. 
There are: overt moments of: per- 

“and - occasional - 

romantic. : “Kick Out. of :You” ‘has 

‘Who Got Away" is. a. soft Delt. « 
“Dale: 

“EDEN -ROC—Belle Barth, ‘Morry King, 
Sonny . Kendis Orc.,. Monroe Kasse Orc.:: : 
FONTAINEBLEAU “Vive: Les. ‘ Girls.” 

MURRAY FRANKLIN'S ; Murray 

in clubs and onenighters for..some 
time, But. has : not yet come up in 

GOLDEN—_Davis -& Reese; Paris Play: 
‘mates: Revue. John.: Carleton Orc.: 
-HAROLDS — New. Christy - Minstrels; 

to a high electric pitch. on. Latino 
{numbers | which: rock for a:passable | 
act of ‘this kind. - Poland’s Noir: & } 

| Bleu is. a sympathetic r&r attempt. 
9 Braman sta Leonard, Judy-.Lynn,:| 3 ' Fredianis . ‘uncork: a bounding, 
ony. Os. oly. | dextrous ‘acro. act for’. good: mitts. 
HARRAN'S (Fahoe)-—Jack Benny, Let. Noberty. is .a‘sardonic type who can. 

Noble Orc. Leunge: Earl Grant,. Jack take. harrowing: but. risible pratfalls. 
fonans Marksmen, “Jimmy Wakely, ‘Vic | and-‘then ‘disaprear. irito .a slim 
[HOLIDAY=—Sue. Thompson, ‘Coronados.. ‘barrel, looking. for . his” “hat,: and. 

ex.. Char - . | MAPES—Freddic : ‘Bell - and: “Bellboys: come’ up: at’ the. bottom. ‘and: ‘exit: 
‘with Robera. Linn, Frankie Faneli.. | turtle-fashion. “Both are, expert. 
NEVADA. LODGE ranee)™ —.. Collins “house: numbers.. oe : 

 wias, Hits. ind. a Miss, ‘Robert Paul: and | -Daniel ‘Janin: O r ch does ‘yeoman 
Maria N 
aE CHINA: ‘CLUB— Skip oO ‘backing: work. and .some good. med- 

ley. interludes on its ‘own, Maurice: ‘brunet, she’s. nicely. owned and " RIVER Jiramy Skip “O'Connell: ¥- 
-erside. Varieties, - Cariten. Mac 
fares Beth Or Orcs Gardett. emcees s briskly. '* Mosk. :. Ag ured; drew: a hefty hand 

: DR SAN Mae See w Eee EET >» PRCA ESS VE ee Ee Ps <° 

and. “He © Needs. Me” from’: the ‘HARRAH'S (Reao) — ‘Tommy. Dorsey 

‘notable: special: in- “Peel Me’. a 

dles. it capably throughout: Some 
“embellishment is added in the way 

dancing. experience. A 

ee a a er 

At this point,. she suggests |. 
‘greatest, potential. for sophisticated | ° 

comes -off as. the'|.: 
‘right for soft lights and champagne. |. 

| Owners; . Ine.; “Theatre. Owners of 
Allied - ‘States ‘National: . . 

Exhibitors, Organizations and Cali-. - 
fornia Crusade. for. Free. TV. _ : 
‘Motion picture ‘theatre - corpora-| 

tions named ‘included: United Cali- 

‘| America, 

sonality. and sex appeal. projection: 
‘insecurities. that]. 

show” ‘up ‘vocal. imitations, . as in. 
weak closing of “I Wish. You Love.” | 
‘But her “Language of Love” is. 
nice for:.cafe intime™ styling and. 
husky. “Had To Be You” pleasantly | 

-a good * rhythmic. ‘swing and Man 

Calif. Crusade for Free: TV;. . 
‘Arnold. C. Childhouse,. ‘head: of me 

‘the New - Acts. This. fortnight. | California: Crusade for Free. TY. -Eddys’. in her first in these parts, 
ornare Dick Haviland. © “Bros... Ber| Vietnam, =.“ | and she is ‘doing’ well enough for'| = 

Vaughn 4 Jimmy Holmes.: Phyllis Branch..{ '. . Bruno’ & Rockeros’ ‘pring’ Span- a play. back in the near future. Her |. 
“RENO-TAHOE © }ish ruffled shirts and guitars. tuned | singing is in the pop’ style’ on: a 

‘well ‘chosen ‘variety. of. tunes: in- | 
eluding “Old: Devil Moon,” a ballad | === 
arrangement of “Poor Butterfly,” 

‘standards and current. list. She has al 

Grape," a’ novelty, and parodies a. 
number of pops in her own. ‘style, | 
Miss Brown’s..voice classes in the: 

higher. pop: register, and she: han-: 

| of. ‘body’. movements. and: chore-: 
ography which ark ‘back to her]. 

striking ; 

Pat Weaver 

foriiia © Theatres’. Inc.; Amusement 
Corp.: of - Ameriea, -United ‘Artists: , 
‘Theatre Circuit Inc., Pacifie Drive-. 
In Theatres . ‘Corp:; American 
‘Broadéasting-Paramount ‘Theatres ”: -.::- 
Ine., National General Corp:,.Sero 
| Amusement’ Co.; . 
Inc.,. Stanley: Warner Corp.,: Stanley 

| Warner . ‘Management : Corp... “y 
‘| Warner ‘Theatres Inc... .: , 
_|.. Individuals named - ‘were ‘Graham: 
a Kisslingbury,, ‘public. relations’ ad-_ 
.| visor... to '-California-. Crusade: for: 
Free TV; Roy G..Cooper;: prexy of 

‘Gat: ‘of ‘Chicago has been chirping. Northern, ‘California Theatre -Own-. 

RKO Theatres 

ers’ and. Northern. Calif. rep of 

“John Birch Whisper 
—_ | Continued. ‘from. ‘page. 1. — 

any kind of. “such - thinking ‘in any 
review, tradepaper. or otherwise, 
brought to-. the attention ” me. 
VARIETY. |. : 

_~ Robert -S. Ferguson, vp. of Cok; s 
-went from ‘New York to the Coast 
last: week to’ appraise the matter.’ - 
Other than: the Valley. Timés ‘piece, 
‘there has beet nothing. out ia. the ot, 
open... 

‘She. opened the two-act bill with. . 

jibes at public. speakers, masters of » ~ 
céremonies ‘and ‘the’ college ~ lee- 

better. material would bea: -punchi- 

prove time-wise. His: 55 minutes’ °° = 
stretehed is” reception: ‘a ‘bit’ thia...": 
‘Laughs ‘roll okay, but.they:. could ”-: 
‘cascade. if he would knit. them: up.” 

- The: :Galens .are.a- good” ‘group, . 
-but' they are -not fully’ ‘compatible OTb ou as 
-with the sophisticated environment . 

atop the Sunset-Vine tower.. It: ap- 7 

In for a fortnight,. the Galens, a So 
Vegas lounge “style- vocal-instru-..: ™ 

ute ‘set with.a brace of happy. songs © 

In Love,” the.group. hits .stride: . 

“Over The Rainbow,” ‘sung ‘as.-if-'.- 
it were.a folksong. This. is followed. ae 
‘by a. medley ‘of. Polynesian tunes |.” 
including a-not-very-warlike Tahi- §- °...: 

_ tian War: Dance opus and: ‘another. wo 
-cluster of Parisian: songs featuring... ~ 
“Galen. at -the piano. ‘Miss:-Knight,. 
‘an. attractive“ but somewhat overly’ ~ 
animated redhead, then‘flashés her = . 

n.| best vocal . ‘form. on “Rockabye—- oo 
‘With a . Dixie: “Melody,” and. ‘the: _ 
‘group. closes out. “with” a pair. -Of. . 

‘The Galens are. ‘capable: ‘enter= a 

—a Continued. from’ ‘Page 1- ms’ : 

- and. 

“and... a 

" Ferguson, in“ his. advertising ot wo 
‘the’ feature, is dealing in straight. 
“gell’”-as. entertainment..and ‘is not 
‘going inte any. sontroversial areas. 

“a@ oat eee een eRe 

ee ES ry Ona 



‘Hugo. has: caused. the: incidents; in- 
‘.terruptions ‘or spilled as . ‘much. 

ot ‘printer’ s ink. as: the present run of | 
3 Rolf: 
Betts drama, ‘“The Deputy: ee --| 

us “Pope. ‘Pius “XII’s alleged’ silence. 
“” “over.” Jewish - annihilation by: ‘the 

2: "> 'Nagis. during’ the-‘last.. war has 

Te t’s played... Opening here Dec. 9. at." 
<0. the ‘Theatre Athenee, ‘it has: been | 
“os gold. out. and every - performance: 
“has had: “people ejected for creat- 

* ‘ing. scenes, throwing. ‘stink: ‘bombs, t 

ae oppose. the: play are trying to have:|: 
“4t closed: :by : ¢reating enough. ‘dis-|--.- 
turbances to: have. the police step}. 

_... in to shutter it’ for ‘public ‘safety. [\ 
"So. far only ‘a-minority ‘have caused.| ,: 

_trouble -and -have ‘been’ ‘quickly'| 
| evicted. ‘In. one. 

pare ‘young men got: on: stage and. erap- | 
“pled ‘with.-the ‘actors. 

_Official. statement :against ‘the: play |." 
saying that. certain-subjects had-to| - 
‘be treated ‘with respect and. it. .was. 

° -an-affront to the’ memory of the 
“07. Tate Pope to treat.-him’ with light-. 

7°" hess.and even caricature in.a pub-. 
“-" lie play. He felt that any.Catholic 
~:“;would be- offended by: the. offense. 

surely nobody would forget. the. vic- 
‘tims of. the: concentration -camps, 

‘i> whieh was brought up .at the recent 
_ ..- Ecumenical Council, -and_ that the: 
oy | Cause: ‘would not ‘be served by srar 

| |prior to opening : at. at. undesig- 
{nated Main- Stem theatre the: week - 

na Subsidy Blues; 
“Modern Dance Dolefl 

_ ‘pallet (or:some portions thereof) of: 
ground’. $7,000,000, much. ‘on’ a 
_. natched: | dollar: requirement, . did 
--. not fail. to: vex-thoge ‘who did’ not. 

.-,.,Other. mutterers: were’. not. ‘picked 
-"-up on the public antenna but: ‘could: 
: readily’ be «guessed. ° 

—.. ,-by:impresario Sol Hurok,.a pioneer | sens 
-. dn” presenting ballet; : ‘notably : “the | ay 

- gia. Declared he:.. 

a grant of - nearly. éight-million dol- 

_/payer’s money: end + as such must be- 
“ questioned and. examined carefuity.' 

.> most difficult. conditions and built |#}.-: 
or 2G. diversified. repertory: which: is tit 
unique. The . Ballet Theatre: has _} 

“deen struggling: for. 24. years .and. | Bf. 
-it-is ‘astonishing to me, that. this | 
company was completely’ omitted: 

a ‘that: the grants are strictly regional | 

“troupes which: have -only amateur.| ‘i 
“standing, - while a first-class. ‘tour | 

_ frey. Ballet, which
 just scored such 

|§\- ; 

"Limon, 

ae - future. a 

ject of koe 

> “By GENE MOSKOWITZ. - 
“+ Paris,Dec. 93. 

” play & sinee ‘the. days of Victor -|State F ads ‘Supported 

Recent. City Opera. Tour 
Subsidy funds: given directly ‘to. 

: Hochhuth’s : controversial} y 

West. German :play ‘about. ‘the late | York ‘road: dates’ of: N. » Y::. City. 

towns, | 
-Farmingdale, :: L. AL, --under:. New. 

aroused. ‘pros | and. cons wherever: York Council on. the. Arts ‘aid. - 

etc.: ‘+ anapolis, - Urbana,. ‘TIL; 

People and organizations. “who y isit ed. 

600 Ane | 

instance several |. 

. The Archbishop » of. Paris, “Mau: | 
rice. Cardin2]' Feltin, also made: an 

will be partnered . with. Kermit 

‘Bloomgarden in| ‘producing. “Any- 

to the Pope.” 
' The. Sei bishop ‘also:. ‘said ‘that; Arthur-. ‘Laurents-Stephen _ Sond- 

as : “Side: Show.” ‘The. tuner, cap- 
italized’. ‘at - - $350, 000, is: scheduled 
‘to begin ‘trying out - -Mareh: -2. at 
the” ‘Forrest. Theatre; Philadelphia, 

Continued ‘on. page ica 

fot ‘March 23; .. 

4 ‘Laurents;: “who - ‘wrote. ‘the. book 

- Watching Ford Coin Go By: 
Recent. bestowal upon. American’ formances: ‘prior. to the 'N:Y. open- 

weeks of.:: out-of-town - ‘ perform- | 

share in. the’..Ford. Foundation 
largesse. “Martha Graham, . ‘than 
whem no great artist is ‘more: neg-1 Tt ‘then’ climbs: to 9%.°: | 
Jected, -was. quick” to: " grieve. aloud: | As director, ° -Laurents: ‘will ‘also 

get a°$5,000 fee, : ‘as ‘well-as 2% of 

A‘ strong . Statement . ‘was ‘issued |. (Continued. on. Page: 4) 

-big companies. of Europe. and. Rus- | 

“J applaud the. Ford Foundation’ s. 

lars to the field of ballet. But f
oun- |} ne a 

dation. money “is, indirectly, -tax- 

“ “While I applaud’. the grant: and. 
4ts: purpose, I question the distribu- 

Really:Who. 
‘> 

eled:to.town after. town under the «| 

..#]- also. must question’ the. fact 

and: in some cases distributed -to_ 

-ing company like the.-Robert. Jof- 

a. sensational Success” in, the ‘Soviet. fe. 
Union, is neglected... - 

“Finally: I’ ‘trust. ‘that: ‘the: Ford a 
Foundation is. planning - grants. in.- 

the field of modern. dance. for it is |. foe 
‘inconceivable to. me. that such art-.| 8} 

NEW YORK 10036. ists as Martha- Graham. and’ Jose | 
tor. :mention . ‘only. -two, } 

: should. ‘be ignored: in. any study of. . 154. Ww. -_ 
American dance... . an | a 
” “2 have- not had an. opportunity | |. oO “LONDON, s. W. Tt 

to-read: the complete text. of..the | f} ay. St. James's | Street _ 
. official Ford: Foundation, announce: | f] : "Piceaditly eee 
ment but I triust:and hone ‘these lil 
omissiens ‘will, be: remedied in thes I. 

‘Opera: -The Company |. played.” 13: 
including : the finale at|- 

| Stratford (Ont) ‘Troupe: -In all, ‘the. ‘City Opera’ 's. road tour * 
presented: ‘Six. operas for °36' per-.| 
formanees. ‘in. .24..stands. Philadel-| 
‘phia, . Burlington,,. Bridgeport, Indi- | 

Cleveland, |" 
‘Columbus » and. -Ann ‘Arbor: were : 

‘For — 

‘One. .Can’ Whistle” on ° “Broadway.. 
.. Whistle’. -is the new: title for the 

heim musical,: previously ‘identified. 

"| for- ‘the ‘musical, Will.‘also ‘direct: 
“| Sondheim is the ‘composer-lyricist: 

‘Their. aggregate - maximum ‘author 
royalty -is to be 8% ofthe: weekly’ 
-gross. for. each. week .of- road per- 

ing (but not more: than : $1, 500. ‘in. 
any. week. during: the - first four: 

-ancés) ‘and. for ‘each. week. of: per- 
forman¢eés thereafter until the ‘pro-' 
‘duction costs. have been. ‘recouped. 

the weekly: gioss. until . Production 

| Node 2 December r 25, 1963 Vevey Soe A 

lécal _promoters:. made.- possible}. 
many | _of the recent: upstate. ‘New | 

. [Swanson Heart Alnest NY 
2 ~ Cancels Hwood ‘Oh Kay’ |" joe 

“Hollywood, Dec; 23. - 
nt “Fevival Of George ‘Gershwin’ s. 

| gh Kay, which had’. been. sched | 
!-uled. to. open . Thursday night. (26) 7 
-+at-‘the .Las Palmas ‘‘Theatre,:has. * : eee 
{been cancelled: by William Swan-| - | ..°..\ 

son.. The producer - notified . Actors |: aa 
-Equity to pay off ‘two weeks”. ‘salary 
to the -cast, the . amount - of: bond 
‘required- by. the Union. -°.... : 
Swanson’. -gave-a-. -heart illness: “aS. 

the. reason: for: yanking. ‘the -show,,. 
‘which -had ‘been. in. ‘rehearsal. 10}. 
days. George Berkeley. was: staging: | | 

Due to Play: Chichester, : 
“Not: London‘ ‘or On: ‘Avon 

spring. Contrary to earlier | plans,” 
the troupe: will not appear at Strat- 

“| ford-on-Avon,.. 
chowever,* 

‘}-London.. . : ped 

Whistle’ Project’. 
‘The: | * team of: Robert. Fryer, 

Lawrence: Carr and: John: Herman: 

Warwickshire, 
and* ‘Brobably pot. 

‘The Canadian ‘group will. bring’ a 
repertory ‘of: three | plays,. Shake- 
Speare’s- “Timon. of - “Athens” 

-and | ‘Mo- 
| “Le. Bourgeois | 

speare’ ’S.: ‘birth... 

The. company” will” ‘start “ res’ Loe 
-hearsals Feb. 17°in.:Ontario, and. Pe 
‘will: fly March 29 for England: for | - 
further :week ‘of; rehearsals. on ‘the |. 
| Chichester. Stage. before” opening 
“April 6. 

Although: the heads of: the. ‘On: 
- | tario - qperation - -had expected.: that 

the: troupe would appear -at the: 
Royal. Shakespeare ‘Theatre in: the. 
original Stratford-on-Avon: ‘and the 
Aldwych ’ Theatre,: “London, ‘which 
ig under the same. management, it’s 
‘understood. that. limited funds has: 

| forced: the. curtailed. schedule. . Ap- 
parently plans for: the. ‘Ganadian 
outfit: to appear. in. ‘Australia have: 
also. been: dropped. © 

2 AC previously contemplated Eng: 

from Stratford,-Conn., likewise ap- 
pears to have been. scrapped. Lack 
‘of ‘sufficient.: financing is. “also un- 
derstood -to -be the -reasen for. the’ 

}eancellation® of ‘the: American ‘put: 
a ‘fit's: ‘Plans. : te 

SIT oui - BE COUNTED 
- ation..and concentration. of :75 per. | 

lv eent of it in: one source. If’ the 4. 
. purpose, as. described in. the ‘press, | 
"4s *to develop schools,. there. are 
oT many - -other.. deserving’ ‘of support.) 
A. ‘monopoly. 43 unhealthy | in ‘the |: 
ae arts —n0 - ‘matter how artistic tt |. 

_. maybe. * 
“Tf it is to encourage. batiet; Tr 

must..deplore the: complete ‘omis-:|. 1 
o sion ‘Of :a grant’. toa major Ameri-.. 
ean company, which: has spawned. : Show: Business does note. e and long remember, ‘Names make the 
° “choreographers : ‘and. dancers, ‘trav- || : . record:and the record is the sum. of the names: You ought not exclude ©... 

othe: include of yourself: — .. whether: personality: or organization. This~: 
“js the important. rally of success. and- prestige: ‘But advertising copy . 

“must reach: Us. soon. “Act Now. | ‘Usual space: rates. s prevail. | 

ens, 

~ 58th h Anniversary Edition of * 

HOLLYWOOD 90028 

B40: Sunset Biv.” 

“PARIS. 
80 Ave. le Neuilly 
de + Nevilly-Sur-Seine a 

| Shed Classic Repertory 7 

with | 
Night: mo 

. That. ‘will. be’ followed -by” “Ring. 
| Round.. the Moon,”. by Jéan An-. 
‘ouilh;:. “Present: Laughter,” ” by Noel 
‘Coward: 
Henry, Wood; 

“London, Dee: 23, 
wee | “The. Stratford. ‘(Ont.) Shakespear-|~- 

naa | éan: Festival . Thearte, Co.-which} ; 
‘| was. the. inspiration - the festival 
| theatre ‘at. ‘Chichester, . will :send: a 

ses | repertory. company ‘to. England for. 

Streuli, . 
2'| Robertson: Jack . -Witikka, of” the | 
‘Finnish -; ‘National... Theatre, 

‘stage’ the Chekhov Play. 

Actors Protest | 
‘and: 

“Gentilhomme.’ ” ‘They. will -perform 
Love’ Ss: ‘Labour’s.: Lost” 
-liere’ Ss. 
“homme.” 

“Gentil- . 
They -’ will. perform]: 

“Love’s . Labour's - Lost” on. ‘April | © 
-23,° the quatercentenary of Shake-| . 

“For. Pitlochry, Scotland 
Pitlochw,. Scotland, Dee. 23. . 

“The: “400th . anniversary ‘of 
‘Shakespeare's. birth. is. to. be com- 

"| memorated at the 14th ‘annual Fes-. 
tival in’ the .Hills here. by: the 

: presentation. of: ‘six standard plays 
‘from British repertory,. Kenneth 

JIreland,. ‘the Festival artistic head, 
says” ‘the séason ‘will open April. 18 

Shakespeare’ Ss. Twelfth 

“Kast » Lynne,” by - Mrs, 

: Directors wil] | 
‘Brian. Shelton,” and ‘Tony 

On Waiver lor a 

productions in: connection with’ the 
‘assassination. of - President. John F, 

| ‘Kennedy. -There’ve:; been . grum-. 
blings: among Equity members be- 
calise-: the : ‘council. made its deci- 
sion. without ‘consulting or inform- 
‘ing ‘the members or their. deputies | . 
‘(each ‘cast selects: a deputy: as: un- 
‘jon Yepresentative).. 

lish - appearance ‘by the Stratford |. 
Shakespéar Festival ‘Theatre . group- 

; (Continued on n page 43). 

a ‘Meaning, sit ‘down ‘ond: prepare. ‘your copy pronto, state your” an 
as message. to your contemporaries, order your space in the issue which... ~-.- 
people wait for,. dig -big, save for. ‘subsequent consultation. .. Time is. 
coming ‘short for your inclusion in ‘the annual compilation of Who’ = 

Communicate Immediately Yor the 

Vy Hay Foloway Tr Probe 
By Giving Evidence to Grand Jury; 

uestion Guilt of B.O. Personnel 
; { the investigation of 
‘| other business irregularities in-the 

~ “Daphne ‘Laureola,” 
by James. Bridie, and. “The: Sea-. 
gull,” by Anton Chekhov.” . 

include Peter: 

mill 7 

‘Actors Equity: will: hold a. éspe- E 
cial géneral membership meeting } : 

in. New York the night:of Jan. 6 
to discuss the decision taken by | 
‘the -union’s council: in‘ okaying a 
-waiver: of ‘cast salaries for. the two- 
performances: cancelled: by. legit: 

been ‘studying. 

Main - 

41 

The. heat. is being turned on. in 
““Jce” and 

The | Broadway theatre; ‘probe 
‘launched: by N. Y: State Attorney. 

| General Louis. J. Lefkowitz for the. 
purpose: of mapping corrective” 
legislation has spread to the office ; 
‘of .N.--¥. | District Attorney Frank 
Hogan. Jerome Kidder, Assistant 
D.A. .in. charge of the Frauds 
Bureau;- -has begun studying | the. 
‘possibility: of. seeking criminal in- 
dictments by- a-grand jury. 

+ Kidder's- 
‘first. deal only. with» scalping and — 

investigation will at 

the .under-the-table “ice” ‘payoff 
to “those ‘who supply:.tickets for 
the’ black ‘market. ‘Consequently, 
-he intends querying brokers, box- 
office employees. and ‘theatre ow- 
ners, : His inquiry. is being con- 
ducted. under sections. of ithe state. 
|General . Business Law. and the 
City Administration . Code_ that 
‘make it: a -misdemeanor for a 
licensed. ‘ticket broker to charge 
more: than the. establishéd price: 

“| far ‘a.ticket:. |. 
._& broker. ‘eonvicted of - a. such 

a: misdemeanor. faces loss. of’ his. 
~ Licenses. ‘and a maximum punish- 
. | ment of one year. in jail or a $500 
| fine or both, for each instance of. 
} scalping. Kidder -says he. .was 

| asked to investigate “for possible. 
|-criminal. action” by Special. Asst. 

| Attorney General David Clurman, 
} who’s - been directing. the. state 

jiDocumen- 
tary evidence,” Kidder’ declares, « 
has. been’ turned over. ‘to: him by 

| probe for Lefkowitz. 

‘Clurman. . 
' Kidder has voiced’ the: opinion 

that ticket scalping practices “look 
pretty widespread”. ard: that “a 
great many. people appear to be 

The. Lefkowitz ffice. 
is understood. to be. also consider- 
involved.” | 

ing asking. Kidder to investigate 
‘possible’ criminal violations in 
kickbacks and ‘financing of legit 
‘productions, : which it. has. also 

7 Meanwhile, 

(Continued oR page a5y 

| William Morris Agency Objections. by ‘the. deputies: to. 
the council’s. decision’ were -over- 
ruled by the: governing body. How-.| 
‘ever, a. “subsequent -petition re- |” 
‘questing ‘the upcoming ‘meeting 
was. submitted‘ to the‘ council: The | 

| Petition, -was- signed. by about: 240 |. 

~ Having Big B’way Season; 
_ 10 Authors Have Shows. 
“The William - .Morris ‘Agency is ; 

| having: one of is busiest Broadway. -- 
‘|-seasons’ .as- the. represenfative of 

| writers. connected with 10. current 
| -preduction; as well as’ 

; several slated for New. York. pres- 
entation. ‘Those now 

| with . shows” om the boards are 
Edward Albee, Ronald Alexander, 
Abe’ Burrows, Joe Masteroff; N. - 
Richard ‘Nash, Carl. Reiner, Neil- 
‘Simon, ‘Joseph .. ‘Stein, 

|. Willson, . 
I. Howard. Dietz. ts 
| . Alexander. is ..the most recent - 
| addition to the lineup as. author of. 
; “Nobody: Loves am Albatross,” 
which opened ,Jast week ‘at. the 

| Lyceum Théatre, N.Y. Albee. is 
| represented by . “Who's Afraid of: 
| Virginia) Woolf?” - 
adaptor of “The Ballad of the Sad’ 
:Cafe,”. Burrows is co-author and 

| director of “How to Succeed. .in | 
Business. Without. Really - Trying” 

4 and “Masteroff wrote the. book for. 

Arthur ~ Schwartz 

and asthe 

“She . Loves Me,” coproduced. and 
| directed. by Harold ‘Prince, also. a. 
Morris. client. -. . 

| - Nash - was. “his own -. adaptor: on . 
140--in’ the - -‘Shade,” directed: by.“ 

| Joseph Anthony, also. represented 
| by the agency; Stein. is the adaptor 
| OF Reiner’s. book, 

: ing,” 

| Park,” ‘Willson did the book,. music 
| and. dyrics for “Here’ S.. Love”’ ‘and: 
| Schwartz. and. Dietz are the respec- 
‘tive. composer 

“Enter Laugh- 
Simon wrote “Barefoot.i in the 

and Iyritist of 
| “Jennie,” | which closes next Satur- 

ii | day (28)... 
The roster. of * “a0rris. writers also 

ft | includes: two. current. tryouts and 

CHICAGO 6 6061 fe ; 
400 N. ‘Michigos ave. 

“ROME S - - 
We: Sardegna 43" 

|. man, - 

engagement tonight 

‘one show in sehearsal, Clients with 
these _productions are Jerry Her- 

composer. and lyricist: of 
“Hello, Dolly,” now: in. Washing: 

| ton; Sidney. Michaels, author of 
“Dylan, **. which begins a- Toronto 

(Wed.). ‘and 
AB} Bob Merrill; Iyricist for “Funny 
|; Gir a 

1 period. 
currently © its practice 

Charles. Baker heads. the agency’ s 
legitimate’ theztre department and 

: | Helen. Harvey fs ‘in. charge of the 
ae play departme..t. 

subpoenas | “were. 

identified 7 

Meredith - 
and 

La: 



~ Australian Shows - 
- (Week. Ending Dec. 21 

on Broa y | |. a ADELAIDE 
_ Canislot- Her. Majesty's... 21 

; AELBOURNE 
ae ‘A ges of Ma fy Comed edy. | : 

ite -Liar, :. Emerald: Hill... .. - 
; also’ - an’ author: with: a poirit of. - ‘Breakfast. ‘with Julia, St.. Martin's, an. 4 “|. Fled " ae 

Nobody. Loves. - “| view. It'.remains: to..be seen how Hew te succeed; Her Majesty's. ae 
Albatress if yok. ae - 

- much the play’s, caustic flavor and.|- - SYONEY . on 

tion tot comedy in two acis. one? — ‘realistic ending may limit its pop- |. ‘Aboriginal’ Theatre, Blizabethan. . oa 
‘ular ‘acceptance: . In:.any case, the “by. Ronald Alexander. Staged I” steven “Merry ‘Widews 1 Her: Majesty's. 

Saks; scenery and lighting.. show is a:strong boxoffice -bet for |. ‘Minstrels, ‘Tivoli. 

-. 

Armstrong; costumes, Florence. Klotz.:| ” Physicists, Ensem ble . 

Stara. ‘Robert: Preston; ‘features: Carol ‘Broadway, a_ lively prospect: -for | -: Private. ar, Public - “Eye,. Philip: 

Rossen, Marian Winters, Leon Janney: film: adaptation and - a. “natural | | Rashomen, ‘Tadependent. . | 
Constance Ford, Phil Leeds, ‘Leslye Hun Hob es. 

“Sot Hurok, “the: concert and ; arena showman; ‘commented: on po- 
ae J “Aitieal pickets as ‘a problem:. “There weré 6,500 ‘people inside ‘the. - 

| “hall and eight carrying ~ placards outside.” 
“Reference was to the Bolshoi Ballet. : 

‘Is. that a problem?” 

(sa result of. his many trips to, his: ‘many. ‘deals with. Soviet 
"Russia, had he been. accused. of: Deing soft. on. Communism?’ Yes,.. 02 
-. he had, but President Eisenhower and Chief Justice. Earl Warren.” 

had. been. similiarly aecused; “I’m. in. good: company.” ..”” 
--: How. serious ‘a vexation. in) ‘concert. management was " ¢ancellation. al “ 
of a récital? - ‘He shrugged’-that it was one of the. hazards, didn’t. ~~" 

af happen often; then ‘added, "Better to cancel. a. ‘performance: than on 
“give a. bad. performance. because - ill.” _ . 
. Hurok thought the’ Congressional. members who attacked Martha" 
Graham—he called-her “a: ‘great lady, a great’ ‘personality’ *-—were 
a bit dimwitted. He thought American ‘symphonies: now absolutely” 

ter, Frank. Campatella, Jack: “Bittner, Jaugh-getter, for: stock. a a | 

Barnard . Hughes, Gertrude Jeannette. | - ee ee EL 

‘Ric rd Mulligan, Marie allace. Ope es 9 QE evap TE. 

Dee. 19, “63. at the Lyceum Theatre, N.Y: Marathon. 33. ite "Shows Oat of Town. A 
$6.90 top weeknights; $7.50 F riday-Satur-.| Actors Studio. Inc.,- présentation of |} eee Pte att eae 

t Actors - Studio Theatre. . production of}: : : = 

Nat Be eentl ne 7 Robert Breston drama with quicidental . mausic. by Zune - —————— 

Diane Bentley. “- Havoc, based ‘on ‘her own boo e. wf: 

ee fon Jeannette Early: Haves. Staged by June Havocs ‘The: ‘Milk: Train. Doesn't: 
"ster eee err ees - assisted by m erett; scenery, Peter o 

Phil Matthews.,.-...+. Richard Mulligan | yarkin;. costumes, - Noel. Taylor: lighting, Stop Here Anymore - 
Hildy Jones ..----+ Constance. Ford’) Tharon Musser; . production supervisor, | Wilmington, Dee: 19°. 
LL. T.:Whitman .....+: “Frank Campane ‘Lee’ -Strasberg:. production . co-ordinator, , : |. 

Marge Weber seeedases .. Marian. Winters Fred Stewart. Stars Juli¢ Harris. Opened : David “Merrick. revival of drama in. two: ; 

~ Bert Howell ....-.+ 2 heon Sinney. Déc. "22, .°63, at the Anta’ Théatre. N.Y.;- ‘acts. Richardson scenery an raged ey . 
ve ees vascaee eon Janney::|- . 7 4 : / 

Mike ‘Harper Hees, S00 top! weeknlghis, $7.50 | -Friday Satur- | Rouben. Ter-Arutunian:” -music,» Ned | 

Since turning: ‘from ‘acting -to- 
_playwriting, Ronald ‘Alexander has 
Gnvaded the film. and television: 
scripting. fields, where he’s. .not 
only :sharpened his comedy talent 
but also evidently: developed. a ve-. 
hement | point: .of. view. His new 
play, “Nobody. Loves. an Albatross,” 
‘which opened’ last ‘Thursday. night 
(19). at. the ‘Lyceum . Theatre, — 
funny and. sad and true. It's good 
entertainment... 
‘During his hitches in thie “‘Holly- 

wood picture. and tv-tape’ factories, 
Alexander -must have kept. . his | 
‘powers of observation on the alert, 
for his. account of the guerrilla 
bushfighting. among the egomaniac 
‘talents {and resourceful-no-talents). : 
is not only convulsing but ‘also 
devastatingly revealing and,. on an-"| 
other level, a little pathetic. 

“Nobody. Loves -an. Albatross’ 
‘may be limited slightly .in popular’ 
‘appeal by the fact’ that: ‘it .so-reso- 

‘Jutely resists romanticism: in favor 
of realism—the. likable- heel. -hero- 
‘does | not reform and ‘turn ‘out. ‘to: 
be miraculously talented " at’ the 
‘end; but pulls off the higgest swin-- 
dle‘deal: of ‘his. career, . and: ‘the 

.. fairly level-headed. girl walks out 

on. him. and. the: whole | Fat. race. Barefield, -Sapaphone ‘and clarinet; Kenny: 
- Davern, world he inhabits... Na--other finale 

would be. convincing, but’ many 
showgoers might. prefer something. 
softer, if not more sentimental.’ 
Robert Preston: plays the engag- 

ingly “amoral. protagonist | of - ‘this } = 
lethally’ penetrating look at: the 
commercial. video production: busi-. 
ness, where. jungie .warfare is the |. 
“accepted.code and: the- nearest -ap-' 
proach. to. scruvie is ‘devotion: to” 
one’s own écoeentricity. |. 

| There's at least ‘suspicion: ‘that: 
some of. the ‘characters are. life- 
portraits, which. ‘may. provide. “O. 
lively . identification game, among 
inside- playgoers.: - On - the “ other 
hand; while the rampantly. screw- 
‘ball: individuals: arid the -wacky: in-- 
cidents -are. presumably . ‘based °on* 

fact, they | ‘give fhe impression of: 
,being compressed. and ‘dramatized 
“to the point. of edricature. 

Under :the_ 
and detailed direction. of .Gene. 
Saks, ‘the ‘performance . is generally: 
plausible, yaried ‘and ‘well con- 

trolled: Preston is onstage almost: 
continuously. ‘as the 

-writer-produeer. ‘who is. untalented {| 
-but. glib, fraudulent. but clever and | 
amorous but unloving:. ‘His playing: 
has. insight, ‘finesse, . vitality; -bra- 
vado and a curious. Sort of under-. 
lying. poignance. = 
Among = the” ‘supporting. actors, 

Richard ‘Mulligen ‘are believable ‘as |: 
‘intermittently. hysterical’ denizens 
of the. vid-tape | ‘steeplechase. | Phil |: 
‘Leeds is contagiously dizzy as a: 
blissfully: demented .technical ” wiz- |! 
ard and Marie Wallace. is: properly'|’- 
decorative as an _ amiably dimwit: : 
call. girl. 
Carol Rossen is. adrnirably re 

‘strained as. the secretary: who. falls’) 
| orily, in love ‘with ‘the deliriously selfish 

-but | amusing hero and. yet retains 
| ally climb, dru a saving sense of propartion, but: ‘a 

more: emotionally forceful. and: au- 
‘thoritative ‘actress. must. give the. 
role more. ‘stature. - and. the ‘play 
more dimension. 

. Gertrude. “Jeannette” i is. “a. eliev- | 
ably saphisticated-maid and. Leslye 
Hunter, as the young daughter. for 
whom. the. hero ‘occasionally. dis: | 
plays. ‘traces of real affection,’ 
‘that rare item, .an. ‘attractively ‘un, 
“precocious stage mioppet... Will .Ste- 

. Armstrong has designed: cat ven 
suitably grandiose ‘Beverly “Hills } 
living: toori s2tting for the rumpus. 
and. Florence Klotz has . provided: 
‘appropriate | clothes. 

“Nobody Uoves an Albatross” 
demonstrates anew. that. Ronald 

is an adroit. comedy }:¢m 
writer end adds evidence that he’ 8: ed, 
Alexander. 

‘Marathon Trainers... .. . 

: ‘Band: Leader-M.C.. ~. aes . 

“Sugar “Hips” Johnson... 
. Banty .. Binks. 

‘Scotty -Schwartz 

1S")Al Marciana’ she oe 

; Helen. Bazoo. 

; Local Contestant ©. 

a and Ralph Waite. 

inventively~. ‘comic. 

_ waggishly 
tasteless but somehow. ‘disarming |}: © |. 

f : “Marathon: "33": isa) staged rep: |. 

Petes: Masterson 
Conrad. Janis 

Eve “Adamanski: 

va ee wee esre 

Robin Greénaman, Teqddens Robin ‘Howard 
Rita -Marimba - “See Maya ~Kenin 

Pearl Schwartz - ‘eee ee wens: 

Schriozz. Wilson
. 

Rae. Wil
son “wow e ; . in r

e os _Dorl
s 

.Flo Mareiano:.../.:....+-..".Pat Randall 
Abe O’Brien...-...-.-. doeee's “Tim: Everett * 

|-The Mick ..... beeeebere ‘Lane Bradbury 
Bozo. Bazoo - ... voc ietaty "“Tegie Wolfington 

vee Lucille: Patton 
Dance’ Marathon, ‘Promoter 

His. Partner, ..2.2-25+5  peeecks Libby Dean. 
Vaudeville. ‘Adrobats. aeee. Dick Bradford, .. 

: Robert Heller}: 
Patsy .s-..0.. its wet eae sees! ‘Lee Alien.|” 
June ren earns Julie | ‘Harris 
Floor Judge-: Joe Don Baker 
‘Night Floor Haanaass Goran Phillips. 
‘Marathon Fan::..  .:...-. Adélaide Klein - 
Local: Racketeer- Boss.. 
Fancy. Girls». wee ewe ce dene 

re Janet Luoma 
Sweet Man. o ho wave se ooh Beoor - ‘Robert Heller 

: Rocketeer «. a 22 aceon ee ’ Dick Bradford 

-Minister. Leveecwie ieeeiestit Pin ‘Waite 
‘Melba Marvel: ...:;..- oes .... Libby Dean 
Night ul Star ;-.-;..-... Janice Mars 

giotaires,. Spectators, Roustabouts.,. 
. Policemen, Bodyguards. and Miscellaneous. 
‘Whores and’. Pimps:.-Sally.. Aléx,.. 

Will.Hare, Janet L 
Jariice Mars; ‘Gordon Phillips. James Rado 

Band: Ahmed “Abdul:Malik.: ‘bass; Eddie 

clarinet and” saxaphone;-° 
“Panama” Francis, drums; Conrad. Janis, 

_Bianog. “Johnny. "Windhurst,. 

ening: degree “Marathon ’33” does 
them, justice. : 

Inter lude,”" 

bet for pictures and negligible | for 
‘he: road or stock.. “Perhaps signi- 
-ficantly.- the. script. was: previously | 
under option to“David Merrick, but 
was. dropped because. of differences. | 
over’ adaptation: and: production. de-, 
tails. .- 

resentation: ‘of. an .endurance ‘dante 
‘contest;. compressed | into two. acts | 
‘and’ supposedly covering 28 agon- 
‘izing days:and nights. It is studded 
1 with the sort if vérminous people.. 
y sordid 

‘Constance Ford, Frank: Campanel- | t 
Ja, Marian, Winters, Leon Janney, . 

_ Jack Bittner: ‘Barnard Hughes: and {' spectacles. 2 mee, 
‘The ‘stage : Ot the ‘Anta- Theatre 

as “been” “extended ‘out: inte the. 
‘orchestra - section to provide room 
‘for ‘the - Tag-tag ‘contestants to go’ 
‘throush | . their ©. ‘stupefying ‘grind. 

‘blares: intermittently: ’ 
‘saddistic -spectators ‘watch . desult- 

guzzle:. yell - encouragement | 
‘or insult.. toss’ 

ropes to- interfere. 
But’ although’ 

aontains. 
“Marathan - 

of course 

longing ‘for. the. final curtain. . 
Under 

*{ contests ~ themselves.- | “But ~ 
episodic and: scattered: show. lacks. 
emotional - impact, and it’s - ‘even 

{Continued ‘en. ‘Page. 45): 

Philip. ‘Kenneally, : : Stars ‘Tallulah Bankhead;. 

"Olive. Deering. 
Lusty. | “One| “Punch”? iutenison ; 

Tom: Avera. ‘ 
~.- Margret. ‘O'Neill | 

Brooks Morton. 

-‘Don_ Fellows | 

. Logan Ramsey: 
is. Roberts | 

: Gabriel Dell. 

_ Lonny. Chapman’ . 
. John Strasberg 

“Will Hare | 
“Marcella ‘Dodge. : 

Dick - 
Bradford, Mircella Dodge, Philip Dorian, | 

uoma, Brooks Morton, 

‘David: 

trombone; - John Letman. trumpet; . Dick. 
-Wellstood; 

| | trumpet. 

Phe “endurance dance ‘vontesis of. 
the depression era must have been: 
a revolting: bore, and to a disheart-: 

‘The’ June... Havoc 
‘ adaptation of her autobiographical | 

-| book, : The Karly. “Havoc,” 
‘last Sunday: night (22) at. the ‘Anta J 
Theatre, : achieves: something: of the’ 
‘hiraculous by. combining a ‘fabu-.| 
“lous” performance. by : Julie ‘Harris: 
“and an acutely unpleasant show... 
As the. second. production of: the 
_Actors ‘ Studio” Theafre;. following: 
‘last. season’ S: revival . of . “Strange 

this. concentrated - but™ 
nondescrirt show - is a dubious | 
“prospect ‘for. Broadway, ’ ‘a remote! 

- opening ‘ 

‘incidents. and: distasteful |.” 

"| eight ‘live. tooters: must“ be em- 
miserable’ Roman “Coliseum - like: . pl oyed in: the. ‘pit ‘acknowledgeédly |: 

shuffle, ~stagger’.. arid. drag: 
themselves. and. each: other around. 

‘the «floor -as a jazzband. upstage. 
Meanwhile: 

coins and ‘oecasion-' 
enly. through: the: 

993” 

more -kaleidos¢opic . cae ft 
| tion’ than’ a -revved-up ‘three-ring. 
circus,: practically. nothing comes |: 
alive in termis. of. human. beings: or. | 

audience involvement, |: 
it’s ‘weating, ‘oceasionally “‘harrow- | * 

¢ fing, frequently. repulsive—and . the}. . 
effect tends::to be. a progressive: ; 

‘the intense... direction. of |: 
Mis$ Havoc, assisted by.-Tim. Ever-|.-- 
ett, the. action. and: overall perform-: 
‘ance have a frenetic quality - that |. 
presumably. reflects the tone ‘ofthe |: 

the | 

features : :Tab 
. Hunter; Kuth Ford.. Opened Dec..- 
‘at the. Playhouse; ’ Wilmingtons. $5.50: top.. 

; Stage Assistants: eet '-Bobby. . Dean -Hooks;. 
Konrad. Matthaei: 

Mrs. Goforth: “vga ved Tallulah Bankhead |. 
Blackie: - rye hes ee ‘ we nee’ Marian _ Seldes |.. 
Rudy Ralph :Roberts | |... 
Ghettopher. “Fianders.- + te Tab Hunter. |. 
Witch OF. Capri sortie owner Rath. Ford 

This 3 is: Tennessee Williams’ ‘third 
-version. of: ‘the drama. -originally: |” 
{.done: at. Spoleto, Italy; and‘ unsuc- |) — 
s cessfully - produced. on. ‘Broadway | 
‘last. season. As of. the premiere, ‘its | 
{fate Still: looks - dowbtful,: -although || 
‘it: has. the’ - advantage... ‘of: several. aa 
fine. scenes, ‘dramatically: effective | 
dialog and a-sSplendid :cast:.. 

‘apparently — intended to point up 

‘aging, 

philosopher’ who invades. her. re- 
. treat. 

The piece. ig: heavy. ‘with ‘symbol- 
ism . ‘about: such. matters: -as: ‘life, 
fate, -ete. It. starts. slowly; “but: de-: ~ 
spite an’ intense death ‘scene,’ ‘there- : 
are. ‘too many ..sterile’ moments. 

in the meaty Tole of the Ioquacious 
‘onetiiie. siren;- handling . the: gar- 
rulous. passages ‘with’: ‘aplomb - and 

“ ‘injecting. laughs when ‘the ‘seript | 
permits. ‘Tab. Hunter has less. op-}. 
portunity An’ -thefuzzy “role of the. 
‘poet, ‘but: is. "effective -1 in. this Jater 
scenes.. ‘ 
“Ruth Ford: shines’ in a : brief. ap: 

‘pearance ‘as- the - heroine’: S.. catty 
: ‘friend. and - Marian Seldes:- gains. 
‘sympathy. for the downtrodden sec- 

| retary. Williams departs from con= + 
ventional . theatre. by using - a pair 

| of. stage’.assistants in‘ the. manner. 
of the. Kabuki theatre - of. Japan. 

the credit side; giving: full empha- 
sis to the dramatic: highlights, There | 
-is'-also “a striking setting - designed: 
by Rouben ‘Ter-Arutunian. Klep. . 

Union Wants 8. Musicians; 
Theatre Cancels Puppets: 

Los: Angeles, Dec..23:. 
‘James Deolittle, " operator. ‘of 

‘Biltmore;, has’ dropped plan to ‘book. 
Rerie’s. Puppetshuw. for - ‘nine “‘per-! 
‘formances - -this week. - 
A ‘Musicians: Loeal- 47 ruling that | 

is ‘the “reason house. ‘stays’ ‘dark. 
Doolittle’ ‘played:; the. puppets. last 
‘Easter’ and; he: ‘reports, ‘the. Bilt- |. 
‘amore. ‘dropped: $3,000. Admish’ was 
‘$1.50, top, and theatre: ‘underwrote 
-attendance- of. 1,500: - “underprivi- 
‘Tedged. tots. But the_ Easter -date 
“Was: ‘played with... taped -. music, 
which. : ‘ Rehe™- “carries, no yt. live} 
tooters... nh 

Local aT pas a contiact witht ‘the 
Biltmore: which: ‘occasionally’ books}: 
touring ‘legit -musicals,.. and- union 

| increasingly is patting." use’ of "tape 
in lieu of ‘live tooters.’: 7 

SCHEDULED. BWAY. PREEMS : 
‘Double. ‘Dublin, . Little - 2-26-63): - 
Milk. Train, Atkinson: 160. 

- Chinese. Royale (1-2-64 _ 
Hello,. Dolly, ‘St.. James ‘a1e69.. 

Dylan. - Plymouth: (1-18-64). 

Habimah.. Little. Theatre - (2- 1-64). 

Abraham |. ‘Cochrane, - Hudson : 25-60): 
Rugantino, : Hellinger (28-64, = - ; 
Fair Game;.-Lyceum. (2-10-64). a 
‘Passion Josef, “Barrymore | O60. 

_o Foxy, “Ziegfeld. (2-15-64). 
_'Mareo, .ANTA-Wash Sq. (2-20-64 

' funny: Girl, Winter Garden: (2.07: 64), 
Charlie}. ANTA-Wash.. Sq. (3-12-64)... - 

- High Spirits,. Alvin G- 31-64). - 
.. Hamlet, Lunt-Fontanhe (4-2-643.. 

Royal. Shakespeare, ‘State (5-18-64). 

‘King and .i, State (7-664. ~- 
Merry. Widows: ‘State. C1T6D. 

Rorem; associate -producer;. Neil Hartley. |: 

18, °63,.-|. 

The:.revised play’ fails. to. jell, 3 
“due | in part ‘to “excessive - ‘length | . 
and ‘marathon’. speeches, ‘the ‘latter | 

the- heroine’s inner turmoil: ‘The. 
reworked. ‘plot still: centers. abatt an- 

egocentric, -former: beauty, 
living ‘in-.an . isolated spot -on. the. 
“Italian. Riviera and ‘spending her | 
last’. days. dictating” “her: memoirs, 
-and ‘an: ‘errant, wandering .. -poet=' 

‘ Talhilah Bankhead, for whom ‘the. | 
| play is: supposed, ‘to » shave . ‘been. 

-originally ‘written, has a -field-day™ 

“Tony Richardson’s’ staging. is on: cha
racter ‘so. 

“.. Linvolving:. 

the’ best: orchestras in the world. ‘He. argued that.‘so long as Rus- ~: 
|..:sians’.and Americans watched: one: another. singing, ‘dancing: and. 
_.-eavorting there would: be. no- ‘bloodshed. Blt 

- All of the foregoing comments weré: ‘brought: out during a’ ‘taped 
7 interview (Channel 13) conducted by Joan W.-Konner and followed 

‘some of : -Hurok’s characteristic remembrances of his early: years: :. - 
. America ' ‘as a. Russian - -immigrant . “with -a variety: “of - -menial - jobs - 
while: practicing concert management:on' the sly. under: ‘an: assumed - 

'.., mame,’ Miss Konner endeavored. to.trap.Hurok:in‘an inconsistency: 
- between. his -cheap admission ‘‘Culture:For. the Masses” stance of... : 

.-50-years ago and the: high cost. of: ‘tickets: to Hurok ‘attractions today. - 
: Jt didn’t faze him at:all.- ‘There’ were no. poor people nowadays in — 

oe admissions ‘to “lousy films.” - 

. the sense of 1910. Turning philosopher, ‘Hurok suggested. that. the >. ee 
‘Socialism: of that. day was now. the. operating laws of the affluent. 

_ society. Besides, why . berate. concert, Prices in. the. ight of: the: 

-It'-was an ‘instructive. television. examination: of: the ‘views. and: oe 
7 opinioris of. ‘America’s’ concert . platform: dean:- 

Shows Abroad 

Land. 

John Gabriel Borkman 
“London, Dec. 5.: 

"Stephen. Mitcheii Gn: association | with. 
David -Ross) revival..of a drama. in. ynree a 

“Ibsen, - acts (four .sceries) ‘by ‘Henrik. 
English version. by Carmel Eban: Staged 
by. David. Ross; decor and costumes, Les-.| 
lie” Hurry; - lighting, ‘Michael Northern. 
‘Stars Donald: Wolfit, Flora. Robson,. Mar- |" .! 

features -Delphi ‘Law- |: : ‘garét.- Rawlings;: 
rence, George Cormack;,.. Karin - ‘Fernald, |- 

Dec..4, 
don;. $3.50 -top. = 
-MErs..- Gunhild ‘Borkman: Flora Robson fF 

| Malen Daphne Goddard }- 
Miss Ella Rentheim, . 
Mrs. Fanny’ Wilton: 
Erhart: ‘Borknian -..... 2035. 
John Gabrieél Borkman. 

_ Margaret. Rawlings | 
- Delphi. Lawrence, 

Daphne Goddard; Patrick Mower. ‘Opened| 
763; at the . ‘Duchess Theatre,. Lon-: ‘ 

Patrick Mower.| 
.~" Donald. Wolfit 

funny.. The ‘Aussie ‘setting tends to. 
Ibe .incidental;. so ‘presumably the’.:. 

play -would: ‘be. ‘suitablé for export...:: 
Irene: Mitchell's - . precisely-timed ~ 
‘staging .is: an- asset, and. the per-" 
formance | is: generally excellent. “ 

ao Ll. Stan” 

‘Mier oder ‘Anderswo 
(Here or. Elsewhere). - 

: Zarich, Dee.- a 

drama by Robert Pinget, "German aaapta- 
‘tion’ by “Gerda. ‘Scheffel.. Staged by: Gert 
Westphal; ‘set, : Toni. ‘Busiriger;. tectinical 

-direction,. Ferdinayd . ‘Lange... Albert - 
“Frida Foldal.-:-........- Karin. Fernald |'Michel; lighting,. Walter Gross. Opened -~  . ©... * 
Vilhelm - Foldal eee ed ‘George’ Cormack |. . Dee: Ds: 763, at ‘Schauspielhaus... ‘Zurich, rr | 

. . op. . . 

Cl weuetacie iv Wolf 
“Stephen: ‘Mitchell | is bucking. the Nime. Flan okt ies Wal iteang Reichayn BL 

“normal trend in presenting Henrik } “Mme. Boulette 0.50... ... 7 ‘Edith Golay: 9 - 
Ibsén’s sombre “Jolin Gabriel | Mine. tone .- MEE Angelica Arndt - nan 
“‘Borkman”. just. ahead" ‘of §=« the! Girt -........052. Anne-Marie . Dermon. 
Christmas - festivities,” and. this meni ns “Many Hinderman, 
revival is: heavy-going,’ with little}. ° .- Ue td 

“Switzerland's jeading ‘légit house, Bo PE LE 
| ‘the ‘Schauspielhaus: of: Zurich, Hag: :.° >). : | 
“opened. its ‘doors: to’ an unusually we 

chance’ of drawing: adequate -audi- | 
ence support. 

of ‘the’ directorial devices’ would | 
not’ do: “credit. to':a . small-time | 
‘provincial theatre: Also, the’. ‘per- 

{ formances. have -been restrained: 0 
such a degree: ‘that ‘the drama Toses | . 
force. 
Donald -woifit, in contrast to his 

‘usual ° style, Cre 
severely © ‘that - -he 

misses the ‘spark that. should ignite’ 
it. * Flora ‘Robson: plays, ‘his ‘unfor- 

j note, and. -Margaret . Rawlings, ‘as 

| performance. 
7 Only Delphi Lawrence ‘Tises: to | 
the occasion. with welcome. vivacity | 
Lin. Her. ‘protrayal. of the. gay. 
| divorcee who- goes. off. with the} 
Borkmans’ son. The latter. part is | 

‘Burry, M. yro.: 

Breakfast With Julia 
‘Melbourne, Dec: 15. 

“st: Martin’ 3 Theatre ‘Co. presentation 
of comedy in two acts .(six scenes); by 
Burton Graham. Staged by Irene Mitchell; | 
setting -Paul Kathner:: Opened -Nov:. :27,. 

“That traditional. legit staple; ‘the | 

exits, pantomime, ‘sight gags. and: 

“The: locale. is. Sydney, cand, ‘the: 

- ‘the. ‘visit. of an American naval | 
| officer: tothe’ apartment -:of.an 

‘Aussie’. colleague to deliver:a letter. 

| seemingly - endless . ‘complications. 

- Despite. an excellent: cast, “the eft 
fect is dissipated by: the plodding, | 
‘uneasy direction of ‘off-Broadway. 
producer-sfager ‘David: Ross. Some |: 

|.giving. wife on. a single .gloomy.| 

| the sister who should’ have married’ 
-| the.: banker; also ‘Bives. a one-note 

played ‘without. much obvious feel-.| 
ing by ‘Patrick: Mower:: -Serviceable | 
sets: lave -beén 1 designed by Leslie’ 

*63,. at’ the ..St. Martin’s Theatre, .:Mel- 
hourne;: $1. 40 top. | 
Julia olla cece cee ns * Marie ‘Redshaw 
Buzzie EALEININS.: wesc Ian . Boyce ' 
Bren ssc veces ceccncace ‘Terry. Norris. 

- | Conchita, Seen wees sseeee vues Julia. Blake’ 

‘bedroom: ‘farce of mistaken. iden-. 
tity, | lots..of. ‘quick entrances’ and | 

...+, {pot a.-shread..of real naughtiness.| 
“Lis admirably assembled in: “Bréak- 

“fast with Julia,” “by Burton. ‘Gra-: 
| ham. As a.ptesentation | by. the St. - 

cy] Martin’s Theatre Co., 
"greeted: in. Melbourne’ as the Aus- 
_ . tralian : answer to “Mary; Mary.”. 

After ‘Fall,. ANTA-Wash.° Sa: 1.23.64). ay 

it has been : 

.to.. the latter’s .wife.-He mistakes | 
-| atsister for the’ wife:and there are 

-absent | “spouses - ‘anda 
vad .4 femme visitor: named Conchita.. 

Girl to: Remember, ‘Hellinger (5-26-64). a ia 

_ Heidy- Forster oe 

‘large. number. ° of young Swiss 
dramatists this: season, - probably in 
the. hope -of discovering. ‘another 
Friedrich:.. Duerrenmatt * or. Max. 
‘Frisch. So: far, none’.of the. three 
“new: ‘authors. ‘has -come ‘Up . with a” " ; oh 
new’ “Visit” ‘or. “Andorra. ”. we 
‘The .. fourth: .in:. the - “seriés,. a. 

|:Geneva-born Paris resident; Robert . . 
‘Pinget, who “writes 2in French,. is” 
‘no exception. --His.‘play, “Ici* ou 
‘Ailleurs” (‘Here or -Elsewhere”’), -. 
first. -presented | ‘here in German: 
translation, : is . a ‘rather’ laborious. : 
work ‘with ’.a ‘lot “of talk “and: little ~ 
_action:.It might. be better suited: - 
‘as a: novel or, radio play, these two... 
‘domains being: more familiar “to . 
Pinget,. anyway, judging: by his” pre- 7 
‘vious literary’ essays.’ ‘The: play. is.” 
‘not without . meaning, :-but. simply” 
too. static” and coloriess~ fOr: ‘the: 
stage. YS , 
“Localed iri: a. “railway station: the. 

‘plot * concerns a philesophical: ‘ ‘clo- 
chard”. (hobo): who ‘lives. there in... 

aged bookstall ‘owner and earns. a’ 

‘spends- his ‘days. drinking. ‘wine: and: 

‘whether he will ‘start ‘a’ new life,” _ 
kill himseif,” or simply. live jelse=..- 
Where.: Loe iF 
There are too. many” ‘toose ends 

play: The occasional. beauty: oflan- - 
guage..isn’t enough. to- offset. the. 
‘lack.of theatrical: impact: Besides, 
the: reiteration of the. theme of: 

‘eommiunication | has : become : trite.. 
“The rather : leisurely: pace..of Gert 
Westphal's: staging. does. jot -help,’ 
either. | It - -is ‘Father | Wolfgang 
Reichmann’ Ss Tichly. faceted. .and.. 

‘the. hobo which provides the- best. 
-moments.. ‘Gudrun Genest:: as’ the’ 

however;: Is. an. asset.’ . _ -Mez0, = oo 

‘Ellen’: ‘Kaplan. Sand William. 
Boughton: will be Ford Foundation -- 

_ administrative : interns for the 1964.. 
. | --Ehe whole. thing: is unpretentious. 

; -but ‘inventive, | “Resourceful. ‘and | 
season at.the ‘Tyrone. Guthrie The-. fe 
atr e,. Minneapolis... 

“Schauspiethaus “ production’. ‘of ‘three-act. vs me 

Genest - 

a shack, converses. with a middle- -.. | 

few. francs. ‘by . fortune-telling. » < 
| Accused: of “a: crime and. acquitted =" |»... 
for Jack ‘of. evidence, ‘he ‘has dével- :. 
Toped an aversion: to ‘travelling | ‘and ©. 

reading: ‘to. the. ‘kiosque*.owner . «:..-.-": 
from. ari old grammar bodk. He--. -.. 
|-finally leaves, but ‘it: isn’t’ clear: "* 

‘in the story. to make.:a_ satisfying a a woe 

loneliness, frustration..and- Jack’ of oa 

occasionally poignant. portrayal. of °~ 

energetic. kiosque owner. is, barely: : wl 
adequate. Toni Businger's only set, °:~ 



~ ?:geats, 

otal less theatre parties. are: mentioned. 

$7505" 
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iB way Bui mn Pre- fi 

ie ~ Business: on’ ‘Broadway. was, bru; 
tal: ‘Iast. week. -as ‘the . traditional: 
pre-Christmas : decline reduced ‘re- 

. productions : registered“ grosse$ of 
-"lnder ‘$10,000-each; eight were: in|. 
.-fhie . $10, 000- $15, 000.. ‘bracket. and- 
four: were: in the~ $15,000-$20;000 
- division: The ‘others. all -went. over |. 

* $20,000. with: “The Girl Who.-Came 
to” “Supper” 

2» BEOSS. for the new musical. : 
“Barefoot in the “Park” “clearly. 

estahiience ‘itself:.:as.. the hottest. 
‘entry ofthe season ‘to date, “being | 
-he only © ‘sellout Yast.” “week. Thus 
far there:are. three. ‘productions 

‘scheduled ‘to. close: next ‘Saturday 
(28) and: another” the. following: 

The. three . shutter-— 
‘ing at-the end of. this week. are-| 
Saturday : (4)... 

': “Jennie,” “Man and: Boy”.’and 
:. “The: “Rehearsal.” “Due «for. with- || 
drawal Jan: 4%is. “Spoon -River.”. 

Estimates, for Last Week 

a ‘Keys: ‘c (Comeay); _D' (Drama), 
cD '(Comedy-Drama), R: (Revue), 
..MC -(Musical-Comedy),.MD (Musi- 

‘:“eal-Drama), -O: Opéra) ,- OP: ‘Or . 
“eretta),. Rep. (Repertory) ,. 
A Dramatic. Reading). 
Other parenrhetic designations | 

- réfer, respectively, to weeks played, 
2. gumber of performances | -tlirough’ 
+s: last Saturday, top. prices: (where: 

{wo prices are given, the. higher.is: 
~ for Friday-Saturday nights and the |. 
-~ lower for: weelcnights) , ‘niimber of: 

capacity. gross’ and. stars: | 
‘Price includes 10% - Federal: and 
5% repealed City tax. (diverted to. 
a. industry-wide. ‘pension ‘and wel- 

"fare fund), but grosses: are. ‘net; 
‘fe., exclusive of-tazes.- 

. beth Asterisk - ‘denotes - ‘show. had. cut. 
Pee ‘rate. ‘tickets in circulation. ; 

Grosses’ ‘mormally have 
reduced : by commissions: “ahiere: 

- Last. week; $16, 944, | | 
- Barefoot in the ‘Paik, Biltmore 

— (C) (9th wk; 67 p) ($6:90-$7.50; 994; |; 
”_. $38,692) (Elizabeth. ‘Ashley, Robert 
Redford, Mildred’ -Natwick,. -Kurt: 
>, Kasznar). Previous . week, $37, 817 

| * with parties.. ~ 
“Last: week; $38; 424.” 

oe Beyond: the Fringe,. ‘Golden. (® | - 
(61st: wk; 483. p) ($7.50; 799; $342 /% 

.. 1874). Previous ‘week, $12, 395., 
oS Last. week, ‘$9,098... . 

oo . Case of. Libel, - 
“ith: ‘wk;. 82: p). ($6. 90-$7. 50; Ad, 101; 
$40,986), (Van Heflin, 

-Blackmer, Larry. ‘Gates). 
| week, -$23;263 with. parties. 

-_ _ Last: week:;. $15, 426. 

Chips With. “Everything, Piy- 
oe mouth (D):(12th: wk;..93 -p) ($6.90- | : 

Previous -| “1,084; - $43; 865), 
week, $14, 255; Scheduled to move 

. Jan.:6 to the-Booth Theatre. - 
': * East: week, $10, 802: . a 

Miner s * .. | Enter” Laughing, . 0) ; 
-":'(41st' wk; 323 -p) ($6: 90-$7:50;. 940: ; 

-' $30,200) : (Vivian. - Blaine,. Alan |. 
“Mowbray, - Irving . -Jacobson,; “Alan |. 
_Arkin), Previous ‘week, $15, 612. 

Last week, 99, 347... are 

= * Funny~ Thing ‘Happened. on the. 
Way! to..the. Forum,.: Alvin (MC)’. 
2" {85th wk; 677 p) ($8. 60-$9. 40;'1,334. 
“* 3. 71§65,096).- . {Zero - Mostel).:: 
Leta week, $38,;814:: ‘Scheduled’ to move |'- 
March” 9: to an ‘undesignated thea * 

‘tre. 
~ Last week, $26, 723. 

Girl | Who - ‘Game * to- ‘Supper, 
7 (2d wk; 17 Py. 
($9.90; 1; 185: $97,000): (Jose: Fer- 
"S per,. Florence Henderson). Previous |.- 
week, $92,001: for: nine. “perform: 

' -Lanees-with parties. © 
Last: “week; $66, 466° with parties. 7 

Rs Here's. Lové,- Shubert (MC) (12th. 
“on “wk: 90. ‘p). ($9.60; ‘1,453;- $71;205). “de 

Previous week. $62, 180 with _par- 1 

- Broadway _ (MC) 

ties. | 

fee “Hew - to: Succeed _ in Business : 
"7. 22" Without. Really “Frying, 46th St: 

(ME) (115th wk; 911 -p) ($9. 60; ‘1. 
“week, Previous | $66, 615).. 

$54, 567. 
= Last: week, $43, 599:. 

es > Infegular, ‘Verb to: Lave, Barry-'| 
: ‘more! (Cy (rath. wh: 107: » (S68. 90: 

-registering the -top | 
: take, ‘but’ with: the figure: substan-. 
“-tially. below: the potential capacity : 

formances: and ‘two. previews. : 

‘Luther;. St.  Jamés:(D). (13th wh: vf 
“ F99p) ($6.90-$7:50; 1,609; “$61, 095) fe 

|: (Albert Finney, ‘Kenneth: Jz. War- : 
‘ren, John Moffat, Peter Bull, Glyn° 
Owen, - Frank: ‘Shelleéy):: 
‘week; $47,053: Has to vacate. thea- 
tre Jan..11 and .may- move'-to: the, 

°430) 

been ; $37,000) 

gram; - Watts;. -Post): : 
‘Last -week,. $14, 121. for four per- |:' : 

formances and ‘three : ‘previews. OB 

cle Oliver; Imperial (MD): (50th. wk:. 
: 399. p) ($9. 30; 1,450; $71,977) (Clive’| . 

‘Longacre. “0 Previous: 
‘| week, $38,758.” . 

"Sidney aT 
Previous | 

"-4-1,186; 
= | Inga ‘Swetison,- ‘Stephen ‘Douglass).° 

‘Previous “Ts 

$53; 200). 

Last: week. $50, 923 swith’ ‘parties: : 

Last. week, : $7, $11, 

“Jennie, Majestic (MC). ‘doth: wk: * 
74-p) -($9:60; 1,655; $91,714) - (Maiy - 
Martin). “Previous week,” $64, 197 
with: parties;’- 

(ist. -wk;.-5--p)” ($6.90-$7.50; © 1,010; 
$40,000): (Larry: Parks, ‘Mary. ‘Fick- 
ett). Previous week, ‘$20, 956, Mab. 
‘nut, Philadlephia.. 

‘ Opened: Aast -. Wednesday | night.| 
a8) -to-a° Unanimous. -thumb-down 

‘Herald: 
‘Tribune; McClain, | J ournal-# ore Pa 

YUD-" |}. 

: ab Schedule 9Phay Season. 

(Chapman, : -News;. . Kerr, 

can;. -Nadél, World-Telegram; . 
man,” - Times: © Watts, “ Post).. 7 

‘Last. -week, $9,970. for five: ‘per- 

Lunt-Fontanne. Theatre. 
Last. week, $42, 002. - 

wk; 46. p) -($6.90-$7.50; 1,088; $44,-: 
‘Previous. t 

week, $14, 907. Closes. ‘next: Satur- 
(Charles’ Boyer). « 

day - (28)... 

Last week,’ $6, 208. 

; _.Never: ‘Too. Late, Playhouse | ‘o- 
(56th, wk; 445. -p) ($6. 90:$7.50;; 994: 

- Ford, Maureen. 
- O'Sullivan,’ ‘Orson: Bean). “Previous ; 

any "1 week, . $35,629. ce 
ee ‘Ballad. of. the: Sad Cafe,. Beck (D): , 
2 (8th wk; 59 ‘p).($6:90-$7.50; -1,280; |. 

~ $50;898) -. ‘(Coleen : Dewhurst, Wile 
‘liam. Prince). Previous. week, $22,-. 

“806 with parties. | 

- (Paul. 

. Last week,. $28, 306: 

Nobody. - ‘Loves 
Lyceum €C)* (ist wk: 4p) ($6.90- 

| $7.50; 995; $33,000). ‘(Robert Pres-. 
-| ton). ‘Previous week, - “$22, 423,. Wil : 
‘bur,.. Boston: * 

. Opened: last. Thursday: night asi. 
‘to. ‘three . favorable ‘notices. (Kerr, 
1Herald Tribune; McClain, ‘Journal- 
‘American; | “Taubman; Times). ‘and: 

| | three « qualified ‘approvals’ 
Nadel, -World-Tele- 

(Chap- 
’ News; 

Revill, Georgia ‘Brown). 

Last. week, ° $30, 082... 

“One. 

Last week, | $12, 539, 

110: in the ‘Shade, Broadhurst 
:-(MC). (9th ° wk; ‘66.-p) . ($8. 60-$9:40; “| as" 

‘(Robert Horton, | ‘Funny. Thing ‘Happened en thé way fe" 
: the Forum: Qa Co. Forrest, Philly: De 
25-Jan. *4). 1 

Helle, Dolly: “tryout)-—National,, ‘Wish, 
‘Wee. 2J 

$58, 000): 

Previous. week, $94; 513: with : “‘par- 
ties 5 

Private Ear’ and. ‘Public. Eye, Mo- 
7: | posee’ (D): (ith: wk; 83 -p) .($6.90-.) : 

| $7.50; 1,009. : . $41, 827). (Geraldine: 
. “Brian ‘| 33 
Bedford, Moray: Watson). Previous 1 

| week, $18,244 with parties: .. a 

McEwan, * : Barry Foster, - 

Last. ‘week, . $11, 208. 

‘Coral: 

“Last week, $11; 675: . 

She: ‘Loves Me, “orNeill ” “Me 
(35th. wk; 277 p): ($8.60; :1,047:: 

‘(Barbara . Cook, | “Daniel |: 
Massey, Barbara Baxley). Previous | Wee 

or | Stop the World—I Want. to Get: “off 
Md: ‘Co.)—Musie” Hall, K:C: (Dec: 25-28); 

‘Spoon: River,. Belaset c o “BRD ‘(12th : Clowes, Indpls.: (Dec. 30-Jan, );° Brown: 

wk: 95 p). ($6.90-$7.50; 1,008; $34,- |. 23. 
1.277) (Betty Garrett, Robert, Elston: 
| Joyee: Van. Patten: . “Charles. ‘Aid- 
man)... Previous’ week, '$14;321- with | ° 
“Play of. the. Month - ‘Guild patron-. 
age. -Closés. Jan. 4." 

. Last: week, $15, 162 ‘with Play of |. . 
the Month Guild: patronage. « ao 

| .#Stop -the “World—I- .Want - To : 
Get Off, Ambassador. AMC): (64th 

week,’ $27,216.- 
__ Last. week, ‘$19,867: 

. | (Joel - Grey). (mas Calpe: “| 
~ ‘Park Sole Sellout, ‘Supper’ $66,466, 

Preston $14,127 (D, | ses Z| Bs O} ‘Donald. Davis). - 

$7.50; 1/079; $44,124)... (Claudette: § 
“Colbert. ‘Cyril: Ritchard), Previous yt 
“week, $12,856. ws ] 

eeipts. to. ‘a. murderous. level.’ Five: | 

" ‘Last. week, $59, 445. with parties: 
Closes. next’: Saturday" (28). 

‘Love: ‘and. Kisses, “Music: Box (Cc). "$6.90; : 6033. 

Previous: 

' Last: ‘week, sit, 181. with | parties. 

| ” Mary,: “Mary, Hayes (€): 46th"). °. 
‘wk; 1,162. p): ($6. 90-$7.50; 1,164; . 
- $43,380) (Patricia‘. ‘Smith,. “Murray | 
Hamilton,” Michael Evans). -Previ- 
ous week, $12,357. 

‘an < tbateoss, | 

Jan. ®. Flew. Over. “dhe: Cuckoo's | 
. ">: Nest,. Cort © (D)*(6th | wk; 42: ‘p) | San 
1 AS6. 90-$7. 50: 1,100; $41, 482). (Kirk' |: 

Walnut,” Philly. ec. . 23-Jan... 
“Dylan (tryout)—O’Keefe, : Toronto ° ‘Wee. 

“Last ‘week, "$51, 211, with: parties. Jan 

Rehearsal, ‘Royale (D): (13th: wk: 213 
102. p)* ($6:90-$7.50; : 1,050;, $43, 908) Wan 

*: 2) (Keith: Michell, ° 
: | Alan. Badel,:- Ardienne.- “Cori, . 

“nifer ‘Hilary).. Previous. ‘week,: $12,-. 
994. Closes next Saturday. (28)... : 

‘Browne, 
J en-: ‘ft 

\ Boston Dee 

Jan 

Erlanger; Phil 4). . 
; Afra dof. ‘Virginia ‘Woolf? 
Geary, | SF. Wee. 23-Jan. ae 

mapa do 

.. 

“Swi 507 p): ($8.60; 4,121; $51, 705) or 
Previous: week 

963. . 
eet week, $14, 104, 

18,968.. . 
_ Last week, $14, 467. . 

OPENING: THIS: ‘WEEK 

Marathon. "33. ANTA (D) ($69 90. 
$7.50; 1,174; $45, 650) (Julie Harris). 
“Actors. <Studio presentation . of. 
June ‘“Havoe’s.: adaptation: of: her |- 

+ autobiography, 
-opened last: Sunday: night. (22). 

* Double. Dublin, Little (R)-( $5. 15 .. 
$23; 900): (John. Molloy, | 

Noel- Sheridan). ‘Josephine. Forres- |. 
‘tal ‘ presentation «of: Irish. ‘revue; 
opens. tomortow night. ‘(Thurs:).: 

' “Early’ Havoc”; 

- OTHER. THEATRES | 

For Playhouse in Cincy | 
Phe | Playhouse. in the ‘Park, 

Cincinnati, will present) a 25-week 
sedson ‘of nine. ‘plays. i in 1964. ‘Cast-+: 
ing for the. Equity. operation, ‘of 

which Brooks. Jones ds ‘produicer, . 

_ | will: be. ‘held . -in* 

- ; January. Guest. diéctors and, Job- 
- Man ‘and Boy;. Atkinson - (D). ‘eth ‘bers willbe employ. ed: 

Rehearsals -are roid to get 
‘underway. in. 1 Ma 

New : ‘York in 

“Actors Protest 
/ — Continued, ‘from page a1 es] | 

| actors. ‘Still ‘Unsettied in. the same 
“| area ‘of. salary. ‘waivers for the per- 

: Hormianees ” -canceélled ‘the. ; Friday. 
‘the. President: was. shot and. the .en-. 
‘suing: ‘Monday. evening, -the day. of : 
national ‘mourning, is whether or’ - 
not Broadway: ‘stagehands , will | 

_ have. -to- be. paid. . 

“A. decision. - still hasn't: ‘been |. 
reached on. the ‘matter. by. Theatri-. 
‘eal Union Lo¢al:}, the N.Y. Stage- 
hands: ‘Union. The. League of N.. Y. 
‘Theatres, : . representing . Broadway. 
producers - and : theatre. ‘owners, 
asked ° call :. theatrical. - unions’ . to. , 
Waive: pay. :for: the’. two. cancelled. 
shows: The : attitude: of-. Local 1 
has been that: the ‘union. does ‘not. 
‘have the. legal.-right to. waive. the 
‘salaries | of its. members. ‘arid: that 

:[-th ‘situation, 
‘quired study. a 

_ consequently, . 

Af Figures ¢ cover Dée. 93-Jan. a” 
- Beyond: ‘the’ ‘Fringe - a: 

4). 
"Bleck Nativity—civie, 

wi 
‘Camelot (bus- truck) 

ston. : 23-28," mover to N-Y,). 
Conversations “in- the. 

an. 
‘Hollow’ :  Crown—Split-week ‘Wee. “30. 

Auditorium, “Houston” Mec: 
Auaiignum, " Oklahoma ‘City Gee.” “or 

LS Man for- All Seassns—Playhouse, Wie. 
an mansion, | © -(Dec. 25-28);" 

4). 
- Man for. ‘Ali “Seasons (bus-truck)—Civie; | 

Colonial, 

N.O. Peer 26-315, 

Milk Train: Doesn't ‘Stop. Here Anymore 

) 
. National - 

ewer Fa Tee | Late 
hi Mec. . -&). 
NO oe ting age—Curran, 

“Pajama - ‘Tops—Auditorium, - Ft. 
(Mec. 25:28);. Auditorium, Dallas: Mec.‘ 30- 

SF.. “Wee, 723 

Jan: 2);: Liberty Hail, El Paso - (Jan 3-4). |. 
.Chi.| (C-RS) | 

$35,000). (Sam .Levene). Previous. 
Son-—Studebaker, -. Seidman and 

. 28 ; _ Auditorium; “Denver. Wee. 

L’ville an. 
Thousand - “ClownsFisher, Det _ Dee. 

Indpls. - (Dec... 26-28); - 
Der. 31); Civic, .N.Q. (Jan.. 2-4). 

What. Makes 
(Deer. 26-Jan 

.Who’s - 

Square;: Ae WY... 

| “Who's Afraid of Virginia | Woolf? iy 
| Rose :(D) -(63d ‘wk; 496: p) .($6:50- | 
| $7.50; 1,162; $46,485). (Uta Hagen, |. -.- 

‘Arthur’ ‘Hill, Ben. Piazza) {matinee |’ 
company costars". ‘Haila. Stoddard, oS 

Previous. werk, 

Booth, 54th: St,,. Hellinger, ‘Hud. 
; son, -Lunt-Fontanne, Winter’ Gar- ; 
‘den, ziceteld. 2 

“clusive: of tares. Engagements are 
‘for: single. ‘week: unless otherwise : 

‘{noted, | - . “fe 

(D-T) (st. wk)’ | ($5.40-$6; - | 
$55,085) (Margaret. Leighton, Alan ° 

Hughes, Herald;, Maloney, 
; eler). . 

" Co. }_Nixos, 
7 Pitt. = Pec: _ 23-28); Shubert, .Ciney) Wee. 

Chi .Wee..,'23-| “The. Crucible,” National, Washing- 
ton. - 
Last Week; ‘about, $10, 000 tor, 

melet—Opera” ‘Houre,. ChE, “Mee. wa 

High. : School, “Ap-. 

-pleton, Wis. Wee: 23); Oriental, Milwaukee’ 
Douglas). ‘Previous. week, “$16, 585: Wee. :25-Jan. 4).” ee 

. if. ‘Chinese Prime Minister. (tryou—=Colo- oa 
. ‘| nial, = on — 

Dark stzvout— |: ; Plate 

“Previous. ‘week; $7,060 

4). 
- How to Succeed int Business ; ‘Without 
‘Really: Hy Trying. Qa Co. )—-Shubert,. ‘Chi Dee, 

‘How: 40. Succeed. In Business”: ‘Without 
Really Trying (3d Co. }.—-Civie, N.O. oo: : 

‘Boston . 

. Auditorium, Houston : 

{trvguty Ford's; -Balto Wee.” 23-28, moves: E 

Repertory Théatre—_Wilbur; 
23-Jan: ©): - 

“(2a Co. Blackstone; 

RS)" 
$42; 000). 
‘Carroll, Will: ‘Hutebins).- 
-week, $18, 042, °: 

“Worth. oi 

Sammy: -Run?: (tryout) — 

~ | TG-ATS 
Jack ‘Rictisrdson tieads ‘the play. : 

‘writing. course at the ‘Circle’ in the. 
Playgoer subscription.” - 

-- Bustriess. was: bad for a: number. 

lof ‘Toad “shows last week. A not- | 
lable ‘exception. was the: Broadway- 

‘bound “Dylan,” which ‘established 
a-- louse: record~ at the’ Shubert.| 
Theatre, - ‘New - Haven, 
Vand “How. to..Sueceed in: Business |‘ 
Without . Really. ‘Prying”. continued |; 

‘| big ‘in. Chicago,. -although: receipts: 
‘for both ‘musicals “were -Substan- |. 
tially: below: the. previous -week, 

- “Dolly,” trying: out in. ‘Washing: |. 
ton,: did well: ‘Business was mis-. 

erable, . liowever; - for two, other] 
- Broadway - ‘bound. entries, © 

- -! Chinese’ Prime . Minister’? in Bos- |: 
‘ton : and:’:the ‘revised. 
Train: .._Doesn’t.: Stop ° ‘Here. _Any- | 

{ Tore” in. ‘Wilmington... 

_Estiniates ‘for: Last. Week’. 

 Parenthette designations for. out. } 
. “| oftowh ‘shows are. the same as for-{. 
| Broadway, except that huphenated 
‘T with show. classification indicates. 
tryout, RS. ‘indicates © roqd:. show 

’t.and BT. indicates. ‘bus-and-truck | - 
: production: ‘Also, prices on touring |. 
shows include 10% Federal. . tax 
‘and. local. tazx,: af. any,. but as or. 
Broadway: grosses are net; £.€.;, CX. 

- Where - 

-BALTIMORE 
Man. ‘for “All Seasons, Ford’s 

(D-RS). (soe 43:.1,819; $52,231): (Wil-: 
liam. Roderick, ‘George Rose, Bruce |: 

- Previous . week, $32,899 
| with Theatre. Guild-American The- 
‘atre. Society. Subscription, ‘Nixon, 

Gordon). .- 

Pittsburgh. 
. Last. week,’ $90,527 with TEATS if 

subscription... 

BOSTON” 
° Chinese Prime Minister, x coi 

Webb, John Williams). Previous: 
1 week, $17, 948, Royal: Alexandra, 
“Toronto. ; 
“Opened here: Dee, 16 to one yes- 

‘no review (Norton; Record Ameri- 
four: negative . notices | 

“Globe: | 
“Trav. | a, 

| | version: -of Tennessee: Williams 
| play. - ee 

-| "National .Repertery. Theatre, Wil- : 
pour (RepRs) (ist wk) ($5:50-$6; 
- 1,241: $40,601) (Eva La Gallienne, 

| Farley Granger, Denholm Elliott, | 
Anne. Meachem. . 

can) and 
(Guidry; - Monitor;. Kelly, — 

= Last week, $9,846. - 

same: ‘repretory. : a 7 

“CHICAGO L 

(3d. wh) ($5. 50-$6; 9 

~ Last week, $11, 995... ; 

Arthur. Treacher). 

:Last week; $64.71 783 with. TG-ATS 
‘sirbseription. Das 

. How. to” ‘Succeed in “Business 
Without’ Really "Shubert | 
(MC-RS)_ (6th wk)" ($5. 95-$6. 95; 

{| 2,100;- $74, 000)... Previous" week, : 
$69,633. a 
Last week, $59, 494. . 

_ Never. Too. Late, ‘Blackstone. (C- 
(ith = wk)”: ($5-$5. 50; --. 1,447; 

‘(Wiliam | “Bendix, . 

Last week, $6, 729: 
Seidman and. Son, “Studebaker 

(3d. wk) *($5.50-$6;- 1,200; 

week, $19, 487. with: TG-ATS sub-. 
al scription. 

“Last . iweek:. $22, 573. with “TG. 
ATS. subseriptionu. 

“Thousand Clowns: ‘us: fruck}-_Clowes, : 
Tivoli, Chattanooga‘): - DETROIT. 

-$39,- 

'. Subscription, ” Shubert, 
Cincinnati. 
‘Last weeek,” $25241. witht Fisher 

* Record $6361 for, NH: 
y GDC: Levene 2,6, Chi 

356, NO. Clowns 

“Camelot” 

-“The- 

“The. Milk | 

RS) 

| wk) 

subséription ds: men ' 
- fioned, the gross is. the. net: after 

tthe deductions . of -conimissions,. 
|. Grosses for split -weelts..are -pro- : 

© dates, when shows; play ‘guaranteed’ 
-dates. 

_ Previous week, af figured). 

gull,” “Ring Round: ‘the Moon” rand | 

-Cainelot, Opera. Housé* (MC-RS) 
arcre wk)- ($6-$6:75; -3;600; -$120,000) | - 
(Kathryn .Grayson,. ‘Louis. Hayward, 
| ‘Previous: ‘week, |. 

‘| $83,424: with. TG-ATS’ subscription..| 

Nancy: 
Previous 1 

"| Lovers,” 

ve LOUISVILLE: -- 
‘Camelot, Brown (MC-BT) (Biff 

McGuire,. Jeannie Carson, Melville 
Cooper), -Previous week, about 
$31,500,. Ohio Theatre, Columbus, 

Fast week, about $39, 000. 

“NEW HAVEN 
‘Dylan, Shubert: (D-T) 

1,650; . $57,400) (Alec” Guinness), 
Opened here Dec. 

(Johnson, Journal-Courier) and one 
strongly ‘affirmative review, with, 
reservations @Leeney,. Register), 

14: Preview. 

7 NEW ORLEANS 
How: to Succeed in B: 

| Without Really Trying, Civic (MC-° 
i RS-3d Co.), Previous week,. | $38,286. 

Last week, $835, 096. . 

- PHILADELPHIA. 
'. Beyond. ‘the. Fringe, Forrest. (Re. . 

1,760: (3d wk) ($5.40-$6;. 
$50,000). ‘Previous week, _ $33, 787 
with TG-ATS | subscription. 
Last” week, $22,029. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
No Strings, 

($6.50-$7.05: 

Previous week, $31,827. 
Last week, $23,208.- 

' Whe's Afraid ef V irginia Woelf? 
‘Geary. {D-RS) (2d wk) ($5.95-$6.60; 
1,483; $48,500) (Nancy Kelly, Shep-. 
pard ‘Strudwick) (matinee company 

| costars Micahele Myers, ‘Kendall 
| Clark), Previous week, $24,002 with | 

| TG-ATS. subscription.. . 
. -Last week, ‘$26,874 with TG-ATS 
subscription. " 

'. WASHINGTON. 
Helle, Delly, National 

(1st wk). ($5.50-$7.90; 1,673; $62,502) 
(Carol: Channing). Pre Previous 

scription: Fisher, Detroit. : 
Opened here. Dec. 18: to ‘two 

raves: (Carmody, Star; Coe, . Post) 
and ‘one \affirmative. for the. show 
| with a rave for the sta:: (Donnelly, 
News). 

formances with TG-ATS subscrip- 
tion. o 

WILMINGTON 
Milk Train Deesn’t Stop Here 
Anymere. Playhouse. (D-T) (Tallu- 
lah: Bankhead, Tab Hunter).. 

Last. week, $7,436 for first five ; 
tryout "performances: of - Tev 

- UNREPORTED | 
(Included below are productions 

with guaranteed detes on which 
grosses “ ‘cannot. .be- accurately 

‘Man fer All Seasons 

‘Dick O'Neil, split- 
: ‘week, . - 

- Pajama. Tops {C-RS) (June “Wile - 
cE ‘kinson; Richard Vath), Auditori- 

Nativity, “Civic. AMD-RS). - 

; $27,500). | 
‘um, Houston. 

Step the. Worla—I Want te Get 
1 ‘Off - (MC-RS). (Kenneth Nelson, 
Lesley Stewart), Auditorium, Co-. 
lumbus: » 

‘Thousand corns (can (Jolin 
Ireland), split-wee De 

7: Coconut Grove Slates © | 
2 Tryout Productions oan 

~ Miami; Dec. 23. 
Two [pre-Broadway tryouts: are — 

athong” the shows booked by Zev. . 
Bufman ‘and Stan Seiden for the 

~ 4 Coconut: Groove ‘Playhouse _ this 
| winter, “Madly in Love,” by Ruth 
‘Goetz, with Celeste Holm, Jean 

‘Pierre Aumont - 
‘Carey,: will open the season Dec. 

‘and 

26-Jan. 12, “Fair Game. for 

with. | “Leo. Genn, Forrest -Tucker. 
and: Maggie Hayes, will follow ‘it “ 
Jan. 14-26... 

‘Other items on the schedule in- , 
‘clude revivals of “Strictly.Dishon- 

| orable,” with.-Cesar Romero, .Jan.. 
{28-Feb. 9; 
| nando | ‘Lamas, Feb. 25-March 8, . 

“Kind. Sir,” with Fer- 

and. “Dear Me; the Sky. Is. Fail- 
ye dine with. Gertrude . Berg in her 

7 “Phousand Clowns; "Fisher : CRS): 
‘(18t. wk) ($4.85-$5.50;.. 1,606;- 
.000).. (Dane Clark, Margaret ‘O’Bri- 

yen)... Previous - week; $23, 941 with 

original Broadway: role, .as the_sea- 
‘son. finale, March. 10-22. 
" Season . subscriptions — are ra 7: 
109% ‘discount, Tanging. from $19.80. 
to. ‘$10. 80. for evenings, and $13 to 

| $8.55 for matinees. Saturday nights, | 
‘when the: top is $4,990, do not come: ... 
under the | ‘subseription Tate. 

($5.4 40; 

16 to one rave 

Last week, house record, ‘$56,361 _ 
for. eight. Performances and a Dec. | 

Curran {(MC-RS) (4th 
1,758; $60,000). 

‘+ (Howard Keel, Barbara McNair). 

(MC-T). 

as week, 
| $61,555 with Fisher Playgoer sub- 

Last. “week, $46,067 for six per- 

; D-BT) ° 
{Robert Harris, Jeff Morrow, Rob- 
Jert. ‘Donley,. 

MacDonald. 

by. Richard Dougherty, 



Lo | dittyn: & Bacon.:(OC).. 
youve 2s. t:| American Book (AS) :. 

Ree | Amer. Book: Strat. (AS) ° “AL 141" 
Following | ‘are. “available - par 3 “in upcoming: Broadway, off-Broad-| 

way, and touring shows; as well -as ballet, films, industrial, and tele 
vision .shows. Alt: information ‘has been: obfained directly by . the. 
VARIETY Casting Department by. telephone . calis,.. and. has. been. re- 
checked as of noon yesterday’ (Tues.).. -) 
The available roles. will be- repeated ‘weekly. sintit: filled, “and: addi 

tions ta the list will be: made: only. when information is. secured from. 
responsible parties.. The.:intention: is to service performers | “with leads 
provided by. the. managements of the shows involved. rather than .to 

_ This information. is published. without run.a wild. goose ‘marathon. - a 
-Guarge. _ 

Parenthetical: designations. areas. “follows:: (C) Comedy, (D): ‘Drama, 
(MC }.. Musical - ‘Comedy; (MD). Musical ..Drama, 

Reper Lory. 

_ “BROADWAY. 

“Abraham «Cochrane”’ (D). 

ducers, 
Jacobson (119 W.. 57th St., -N.Y:). 
Avai'able. parts: .femme;. - young. 
parlor : maid; male, 

7 femme, late: 20s-early 30s, -attrac- 
‘tive. Mail . photos . 
c’o above. address. 
or visit.. ~ : 

“Baker. Street”. MD. “Producer, 
Alexander . EL.. Cohen tefo. Casting 
‘Consultants, | 
“N.Y.). Available -parts:. femme lead,. 
26-36, glamorous,’ ‘intelligent, 

; Boprano, must Bae well; 
.. middle-age, “Watson: _male, 
} villain, Brofessor ‘Moriarty; “male, 

Do: not phone 

| 26-36, -handsome, light : baritone or. |: 
‘tenor: ‘boys, 8-17,- sing: and ‘dance,’ 
-be able todo cockney accent. Mail 
photos and . resumes. fo. ‘above. 
address. 
“Easy Does. 1" ” “©,” 

ers, Laurence Feldman. - & ‘Jack 
Rollins (c/o Laurence Henry: Com-- 
pany, 1545 Broadway, N.Y.),. Avail- 

able ‘arts: femme lead, 30, -attrae-|[[-: 
.tive, flippant sense of humor; male, 
30, zany, uninhibited. writer; male, 
35, -.aleoholie artist; 

pretty,: bright;. femme, 25-30; office. 
busy-body, comic; “male? 28, -pom-. ‘City Music Hall, Rockefeller. Cen-' 

‘pous, efficient -P.R:: man;‘male,. ‘55, 
blustering. boss;. male, 35, ‘authori-' 
‘ative -but nice: army officer: -male, 
type, ‘no sense of humor; femmes, 
40-60, comedy :members of -women’s |’ 
breakfast club:. Mail ‘photos. and 
resumes. to. Michael Parver. (c‘o — 

“Do not” phone or |" above address). 
visit. : 

. 4 \FF-BROADW AY. a 

Jo" (M). Producer, Victoria 
Crandall (162 W. 54th St., -N-Y.). 
Available parts:. lead male; 20s, 
singer-dancer; male, 25-30,. lyric 
baritone, tulor. type; femme, 20s, 
‘beautiful, dark-haired,. lyric so- 

- prano;. mieézzo, 35-40, ovely: .char- 
acter’ ‘man, 40-45; character. woman, 
49-50, Mail photos. &. resumes: c/o 
above. ‘address. - 

Plain. and: “Fancy” MC): 

W. 47th St.,-N.¥... All'roles open. 
Sign up” ‘for. reading. Dec, 23-Jan. 6, : 
on the: ninth - floor. . ec ‘a. above” ad- 
dress. 

“Once TIn-:a “Litettine” 4@): ‘Pro-’ 
“duicer, ‘Peter Bogdanovich: * (210 
Riverside Drive, N. ¥.. RI 9-4056). 

-- Available parts:: leading man, 30s, 

‘die-aged, German film’ ‘director, 
non-Equity - femmes” 18-21, shapely. 
_Mail photo..& ‘resumes co above: 
address. "Agents. may phone; . ~ 

STOCK 
Coconut Grove Playhouse (3500. 

‘Main. Highway, Miami,. ‘Fla. Ace 
~eepting photos and.resumes through : 
agents | only;: for winter: season of. 
star. ‘package | productions. ‘Mail .ta 
_Kip Cohen (234. W.-44th St. N.Y. 

Melody Top - Theatres 4720 No. 
‘Au- -Michigan Ave.;. Chicago; Il). 

ditions this “Phurs.-Fri. =Sat: (26-27- 
- 281 for ; chorus. and. -dancers: for. 
 *64-- summer. season. 
companies. 
Stevens Studios;.22 West. Madison. 
St., Chicago.. For: information: Call. 
WHitehall 4-T525 (Chicago),” 

7 “Television 
“Camera ° “Three” 7 (educational \e oa 

drz‘aatic . series). - Producer, -CBS |. 
(524 W 57th St., ‘N. ‘Y:; JU -6-6000); |- - 

Paula . Hindlin: |: 
Accepiing photos arid resumes oft 
‘General. niale and female dramatic |: 

talent. ¢40 above address. No dupli-. 

casting © director, : 

- Cates. 

“Lamp - Unte. ‘My- Feet”. (religi. | 
O-ls:.tramatic series). - Producer. 
CBS: (524 W.. 57 “th St., 
6-6006);. casting - ‘director,’ 

(DR) Dramatic: ‘Reading, : (DB). Double. : Bill... 

| No. duplicates. - 

-Pro-=| HH. 

Walter Fried &. Helen : 

-middle-aged, 

and | resumes - 

“land. 137: : girls, 11 and 14;: 
' pretty. vivacious, wholesome, “must 

444 | ‘Madison: Ave.; 

male, 

: Anglo:Savon.. 

“produc. 

male,. 23,74 
bright. college... grad;- ‘femme, 30, 

stager . are - not. 
weekly for the ‘first four weeks: of 

| out-of-town performances - prior. to, 
‘the. Broadway preem. AML Enter- 
‘prises | Inc:, a company headed_ by 

Laurents, “will - have ‘the. ‘right ‘to } 

| spective backers. stated. that for as- 

|. Show, . 

_ All. Equity.| scenery. is being designed . by. Wil- Auditions ‘at. Patricia |); sm and-Jean Eekart.. 

_-tin. the venture. 

N. Ys JU} 
Paula. 

AR). Revue, . (Rep). 

Hindlin, ‘Accepting. photos and: Te- 
| sumes of. general.malée and female. 
‘dramatic talent, lo above address. 

“The Sound. of: Music” (MC). ‘pro- 
‘ducer, 20th. Century-Fox, (c/o east- 
‘ing: Consultants, 444. Madison Ave.,: 
N-Y.). -Available -parts: boys, 4, ‘7, 9. 

‘irk: 16,: 

sing and dance ‘well; boy. 17, hand- 
some,. must sing, dance and ‘act: 
well; male; : late 30s. or’ early ‘40s; |. 
-attractive; . ‘strong, personable, : :¥o- 

‘All children .who- apply | 7 ‘mantic.’ 
must “be. ‘Germanic, Nordic, - 

English or: continental: stage . dic- 

tion,:.no . New. Yorkese - speech ac- 7 

ceptable... ‘Musical. training. ‘would. 

‘| beof. value: but. not essential. Mail’ 

photos ‘and “Fesumes. to- “Michael. 

Shurtleff, : 
Room: ‘103 cio: above address. 

-Casting.. ‘Consultants, 

“Radio. ‘City Music. ‘Hall: “Ballet. 

Director, Mare * Platt. (c/o ° “Radio. 

ter, .N.Y:). Open’.call auditions. for. 

femme ballet dancers willbe. held 

Tuesdays’ at. 2:30. p:m..at the Music 

Hall. stage entrance. (44 Mw. JSist. 

St, NY). 

“Whistle Ante. 
— Continued: from page ve — 

costs: are. recouped, ‘and 3%. there 

after: - ‘However, : 
v0 - éxceed_ $500 

furnish his’ ‘services as: “director. for. 

jal’ other editions’ of:-the ‘Mmusieat. 

“Pro--} 
ducer, Equity Library ‘Theatre (226 | 

For~ each © such. “directorial chore 
AML. ‘is ‘to’ receive $2,500- and the 
same» ‘percentage . of the. weekly. 
gross. as-is: applicable on Broadway. 

In the case of a company which 
is not: directed by: ‘Laurents, ‘AML 
will ‘receive. oné-half of the yoyal-. 

| ty which svould:be pavable-to it if 
Laurents.: had directed . ‘such ‘eom-. 

| pany.-Prior: to the. involvement’ of |’ 
fast-talking . con: man; male, mid- Fryer, Carr. and. -Herman:-in:- -the 

production, a. solicitation. ‘to pro- 

sistanice.:in - ‘procuring ° financing, 
‘tAML . and © “Burthen Productions: 
Ine:, 

“heim, were to-get a minimum: of 
the. latter.-headed . by.” .Sond- 

15%: of - Bloomgarden’ Ss. share of 
any’ profits... 7 
The "solicitation. also’ ‘meritioned 
a producer’ s fee of $300. weekly, as! 
well-as a weekly $450. office charge. | 

| Lee Remick, Angela Lansbury, and: 
Harry. Guardino. have been set. for 
Cc ostarring: assignments’. in: the. 

“Which is..to° be-: choréo-~ 
graphed ‘by . Herbert. Ross... ‘rhe: 

‘Columbia’ Records;.. which | “res: 
Nortedly: ‘has a’ nominal. investment 

is” ‘understood, -to. 
have » the: . - original. 
rights.:The’ musical is. scheduled tol 
‘begin rehearsals. Jan.- 14. | 

Bis of London. 
ro Tondon, - Dee: “93. 

"spike: Milligan: is ‘temporarily: 
out-of ‘the -cast of: “The Bedsitting 
‘Room,” OF: which he. As’ ‘eo-author, 7 
owing. to an ‘acute migraine attack: 
‘The new. Nottingham Playhouse, 

of which: Peter. Ustinev. is a. direc- 
tor; opened | last. week. with: a-re- 
-Vival of | “Coviolatus,” ‘Staged by 
Tyrone Guthrie...” 

me 2 mee cee Raed Snedt aeons oder or soe seg aes 

‘Book of Month (N YD. 

-| Crowell. Collier’ a4" 18Y2— 

Grosset &- Dunlap (OC) 84k 
‘|: Harcourt’ Brace -(N. ¥.).. 

| Hayden. Pub. (OC), eee BE 
| Hearst: (OC).-: 

—| Holt R.& Ww: LY an 
~ (ILA: Times-Mirror (OC): 33°: 

“McCall (N.Y: | 
‘McGraw-Hill- (N ¥ 3. 
Meredith : ‘Pub, Co. « 

| Nat'l Per: Pub. 6)... 

Time Inc, : (OC). 
| Universal Pub. ‘Co. (OC): : ‘434 |. 
|- Western Pub. Co. (00). 20a Ve: 
;Woeld ‘Pub. 

in’ appearance (ao = “ 
‘Tatin types at, all); ‘Must. have good |= 

‘ing up. the.-terrible’ incident’ in. shis-| 

‘also’ intimated that he was not sure|-be..seen in -the™ 
‘it would - eventually. be. done : “on. ‘Magazine, | which. makes wide ‘use’ 

‘troubles. 

| religious | 
‘ou tlook.. 

‘This: was felt. to show: the prestige: 

- | openings, ° 
-comé till. this. week.’'To- ‘avoid dis-| 
turbances.: there. “ be. a a special ‘but. usually. mean hiked ‘sales ‘and |. 
‘matinee for’ them. 

- ast. album. . 

| director: with the. Andre‘ Mertens.|-Clezio’s 
| Division. of Columbia Artists ‘Man- 
.{.agement’ in N.- ¥:, will open: her mard.” .. . 

Concourt, supposedly for: young- | 
report. ‘of. forming’ a ‘partnership’ in. Fer, promising. writers, this:- time 

—_ . } went. to..an.-establHshed one, since }-i 
. In-addition .to.. ‘surviving: ‘CAME | Lanoux “is 50-and known: Book. 

“Miss. ‘Michaels | “previously ‘haridled | is about a Canadian. soldier making 
-a pilgrimage to the. site of the: D-: 

Ake ‘is. va. Pacifistic: 

: and the: N. ¥. oy Ballet, 

~ Publishing Stocks 
Ag of Dec. 23° closing) BE 

234d 
: 42564116 en 

American Heritage. (OC). 3342~14| -Ralph Ginzburg ‘Sentenced: 
IDAE. Ve 
1244—.% 

"1234. 
‘Conde Mast. WN, ¥.) — Eros™ Magazine: and - other erotica, 

Cowles .. (OC): - “eo wees es 

. gi -lowing. the: guilty verdict returned: 

eee ied, bron ak 14 | by a Federal jury there. Ginzburg, 
-|-Ginn. & Co caer R8Ab vA { formerly - ‘anarticles: editor, at Es- 

-Groilier.” (00) - . Sele j aa 4934— 16 1| quire, ‘was found: guilty of ‘mailing 

212——. Ba. 4 is free on: $10,000 bail. 
2616 

_ 23184 came* to the Federal ‘showdown 

. 2984—1.. 
| 26Yee ‘1! skirted thé: permissible, . printing 

| earefully-edited extracts. from 

I New Yorker (OC): ...... 408" 7 “Fanny ‘ Hill,” segments ‘of Mark 
| Pocket. Books. (OC). nn . Be ‘Twain's adventure in scatalogy and 

{Popular Library (OC).; 24%, — - ‘parts of ‘Hindu ‘bedmanship texts. 
| Prentice Hall: (AS) . et . 3112114 ‘Eros’ mailing’ pieces- were ‘post- 
‘Random ‘House (N.Y:)... 9364 ‘marked Middlesex, N.J:, as a stunt, 
‘Scott. Foresman-(OC). . =» 251 4.14 | OF: ‘Intercourse; Pa. ‘The come-on 

- 3134: 1: ‘tended. to promise more. than «the 

Bey. 90-41. 
AP “. Post Officé..was increasingly vexed. 

‘H.-W. Sams (OC) 

Dele gee bee. (Me 

OC Over: the. Counter: | 
” NY——N-Y: ‘Stock Exchange. . 
* AS-— American Stock: Exchange. 

(Supplied by. Bache &. Co.) * 

| to religious: Personages, including 
4 nuns, : 

——|'was -“‘confident. of ‘ultimate .. vie- 
{ tory.’ ”? ‘Meantime his legal fees .are 
.|réported staggering. In. addition to 

| the. jail sentence he was ‘socked 
~ Paris ‘Deputy’ 

—- - Continued from. pase — es - with: 2. $42, 000 fine. - ‘Exact sub-| 

tuitous: 
a polemics. . . 

icf. This: ‘week: _the ‘critics. will have -as high as 175,000, as low as 65,000. ‘100. 
1) their look: at this’ much~ disputed Ginzburg. built up a fair-sized staift | 

- |] play: Meanwhile’ it.'should :run’ as | and: used’ some ‘name -byliners in- 
{Jong. as: the attempts. at’ creating | cluding. Faye Emerson, who amla- | 

‘and - ‘sterile scription: list. built up ‘for Eros. on _accusitions ° 
| some: four: ‘issues has’ been: reported 

incidents are: held: in cheek. ‘Other. lyzed the: sex. appeal of the late 
organizations: have spoken out in|President John F. Kennedy, which 
favor of the play feeling. that: bring-: raised’ eyebrows both. as..to. the 

tory is important ‘today... sense. 
_ :The- author, Rolf: ‘Hochhuth, was "Ginzburg’s. first. venture in. this’ 
present at one showing when rotten. kind. of hard-cover literature; while 
‘eggs: were lobbed at the. stage. He|-he was still.. with Esquire, ‘was a 
confided to a newsman- that. he was |$15. volume, 

__| surprised’ ‘that Paris, : which: prides ‘Of Erotica;” Teputed to have. sold) - 
a7. itself On. liberty: of ‘-expression, : 40 000. -copies.- _ 
“should. -be- having more: trouble} = a 
jthan.any other. city.in which it has}: / 
-} played. Hechhuth pointed out. there | 
= | ‘was: one outbreak in Basle ‘and lit- Jaunched by, the Rank. Organiza- on, 

tle trouble.in: London. He felt. that | tion,.. 

this” royalties | as .it. wasitoo bad. that the play . was} 1964, °. 

“Ar Unhurried. View 

Ranks Fan. Mag 
A new. fan magazine, Show. Time,. 

first: 
initial- print’ order 200, 000. 

being - ‘used as.a pretext. by .young Peter; ‘Tipthorp. is: -editor.. cos 
hoodluims,. who .did not even under-'| 
stand it;.to- ‘create: incidents. 

Broadway: : of color, Is Printed’ in Holland. : 
- Hochhuth. said he also. had. Te-] : 

céived: many. anonymous, -Menacing |" 
letters and one woman. in Basle: fer- |- 

French. Playboy-Type ‘Mag: 

self would -bé ‘put in a crematorium 
or gas- chamber: “He- also ‘said. he ; last’ month,: of. 150,000: copies, al- 
has written a new play -ealled “The most. sold’ out on the’ newsstands. |. 
Employer”. which: isa social. criti- | Lanzmann is aiming for an: eventu- 
‘cism,. of :Germany. ‘today. ‘He -is -not | al 500,00: circulation | on the Conti~ 
‘sure: whether it: will‘ cause trouble, nent. 7 
but. ‘then’ he” did -not. ‘think “The | 

| Peputy” would - either. | an 
- Editorial Comment: * = ; 

“In a Special frontpage. ‘editorial, -he is. -worried.. about. censorship, 
the staid influential -afternoon ‘daily |. and . highbrow. articles, ‘reviews, 

| newspaper Le Monde stated that: if| cartoons, fashions ete. Lanzmann. 1 
“The. Deputy” has been beset. ‘with | claims that the. availability -- OF. 

-it French’ women .is a-myth. In Jan: . 
opened; nobody. has yet. let anybody | ‘uary::-he ‘plans : 2. special Brigitte 
else know: whether. it is’a good play | Bardot Iayout. ‘which will:show her: 
or: not. It felt. the. ‘problem is.an-| in.a-light never :seén. before, : he}: 
‘esthetic - “one «as... well. as. one of}. claims, mainly: as.a great. beauty... 

Political | ‘Lanzmann -has. a: modest: office: _ 

and «attacks "since 

doctrine _ or" 
and ‘orkaday. ; jooking’. secretaries 

: Paper’: went - on: to. “say” that” if| not in the bunny catégories: “He 
Pope -Pius XIE had. been -tréated in| also: feels itis a rule. that anything. 
a historical book. or a: novel: there] that> goes. over in ‘the U.S. finally |. - 
.would. have: been: nothing ‘like: the. catches - -on:.- here’ about 10 to. 15 
uproar.created by theatrical:drama.| years later.’ 

and importance of the’ theatre. French Literary. Prizes. 
Due.to. the full: houses -and- ‘other 

the” -eritics ‘could not: were. handed - out . last © week - in 
‘Paris. The. cash: ‘awards are ‘low 

‘| possible. pie buys.. 

. Lanoux’s. 
| Retire”. (When the “Sea ‘Draws | Andre. Michaels o on 2 Own : ‘Retire’ 

“Audrey ‘Michaels, long. publicity. the _ -Renaudot. ‘-.to- Jean-Marie 
“Te. Proces-Vérbal” (The 

‘Summions), . ~ published | ‘by 

own shop. after. Jan. 1A previous” a 

‘publicity. is’refuted. 

‘artists . touting - ‘for. ‘National \Con- 
certs: She ‘has / also ‘served. the.| Day - Jandings. 

‘Central. City. Opéra : in . Colorado: tome. 

""} was“ sentenced by: a. Philadelphia. 
judge ‘to five years in. prison ‘fol-. 

14. obscene . ‘matter, - ‘Ginzburg’s: -attor-|-. 
| neys - -have filed dn appeal and he. 

Ginzburg’s ‘$10 - quarterly, ° Eros, 

_.}more. in connection with his high- 

Macfadden Bartell. (as) . ‘54 14! ‘powered ‘promotional ‘methods by |. 
; 3314 be direct. mail than: by the actual .con- 

| tents. . of. the. publication - which | : 

| actual’ publication. delivered... The} 

‘with ‘Ginzburg, ‘adopting the view- 
-|.point that the editor was “asking |- 

-.| for. it” by the double-entendre of |-- 
- his* ‘promotion, “by the. mass .mail- ys 

ings, many of the addresses being |- 
dents)" of. Alabama, - 
‘Louisiana, 

“Gineburg said last week that: tie: 

publication’ Ss, and. the. actress’ ‘g00d 

issue dated. January |. 

‘Editorial. contents mainly devo 
-He| ted ‘to films and. personalities’ to 

Rank ‘theatres. | 

Novelist Jacques Lanzmann. has 
vently, wished “his family..and’ him- ‘started ‘a French” version of Play-' 

| Boy: ealled ‘Lui, (Him). First: issue, | 

Mag’ has the ‘usual nude - photos, : 
| if. still not :as plentiful. or: explicit. 

: | as: Playboy, strange as it may. seem. 
‘Newspapers | Ine. 

“The two . ‘main literary . prizes : 

a The: leading 
'::) Goncourt award ‘wert to. Armand |. 

“Quand. La Mer:. Se 

published ‘by: Julliard, ‘and ‘|. 

‘Galli-: 

“ Clezio- is 23, ‘aha ‘big book nat-| 

“Literat ti 

Z| towly missed getting the Goncourt. 
Ralph Ginzburg; 34, ‘publisher of: Renaudot ‘was -set: up’ to ‘correct 

-Goriceurt. “mistakes.” ‘Clezio’s. book: 
is. about a man who'-has chosen © 
solitude .and just: ‘watches life. One’ 
day. ‘he:- -harangues a: crowd and 
‘is -put away .in: a™ inéntat. ward. 
which. . he’ considers. as a. refuge 
and | not’ as a: tragedy. - - fo 
“Both books. look assured. . ‘of. at.” won 

least 100,000: in: “sales - as well as” 
| reprintings 
Other leading” awards coming: up. : . 
_are the Prix Femina, from an all- 
female jury, and the Interallie for 
; the best first work by. a. Jourralist. a 

all . over.: the world. 

* Croweil’s. “Appointments | 
“Donald L. Smith, previously. sales: 

and trade ‘manager, named assist- . 
‘ant’ secretary . of ;Crowell,.” 
continue as: ‘sales. manager... 
Mann, - formerly’ senior. editor’ for. 
tradé books, promoted: to: manager . 

Before: 
‘joining Crowell he was. ‘senior. edi-.. 
tor’. at Popular : -Seience:. Monthly. . 
Leicester .. ‘Handsfield, previously. ae 
assistant. secretary, appointed as-" 

He’: has. been *.. 
_Crowell’s general: Production man . 

of the Trade. Department. - 

sistant -. treasurer. 

ager ‘for: ‘13: years. 

‘Bhama. arts: Fest 7 
Residents. and/or ‘former. _resi- 

Florida, . 

Interested: parties ‘should com- 
municate with the B'ham Chamber 
‘of Commerce. - _ . 

offered ‘include . ‘these: a 
television. script, $300;. short ‘story,:° 
$150; poetry, $100; string. aeartet a 

Prizes . 

_Ballerina’s ‘Autobiog’ 
‘Avfelissa -Hayden, On Stage: and. 

Off” (Doubleday; . - $3:25) 

Midsummer Night's Dream. ae 
‘Book . ‘lightly,:: 

-’ Rodo, : 

LW, C. Worcester’s. ‘Shift: 

manager _ of | -Central ‘Newspapers 
--Ine.; and managex: of Radio Station é 
| Wie, Indianapolis: = | Cogs 

“The. Muncie Star &. ‘Bress are. oe. 
‘operated and - “managed: by: Central. ies 
N ewspapers. 

John Ss. Knight. “Auditorium - 

‘He. will -- 
“Martin 

Mississippi, ' 7 
Georgia and 

Tefinessee are eligible to: enter: the 
Birmingham Festival of Arts*which | 
is marking © its 13th year: in 1964. 

. is’ the... 
autobiography: of: the:.Toronto. bal-- 
‘Ierina, told principally through: acne! 
counts. of her approach to six of ©. 
her .. “most. famous - terp.* starring." « |... 
‘roles: “in. “The. Nutcracker,” “After- - -_.- 
oon.. of: a- Faun,” ‘Swan, Lake,” 
“Orpheus,”. ‘Still: Point” and’ “A 

charmingly _ 
| written; with: excellent ballet’ .pho-: 

_} tos -by- Fred: Fehl, ‘and. a. ‘foreword. of 
‘|. by. John ‘Martin.. 

in: order. to... 
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‘Willard ‘C. Worcester: has. asked. 0" 
‘to be relieved ‘of this duties:as.gen=.-: > | 

| eral manager of the Phoenix (Ariz.) 2... 7} 
Republic &. Gazette, 
take... control. as’. publisher: of:the:  “-] 
Muncie. (Ind.) Star. & Press..Before --: |: 
‘coming to ‘Phoenix, he was ‘general re 

-- A’'-5§40-seat auditorium: in be ce | 
new College of Law. Blidg..at- the’ 4.%-°- 
University. of Akron will be-riamed. * 
for John.S. ‘Knight,. ‘president - and 
‘editor of .the. “.Akron: ‘-Beacon-. 
Journal: and. publisher -of Knight ©: ....- | 

The- auditorium: ;~*,.- a : 
in ‘the’ $1,250,000". building. was’. >..." 4 
madé ‘possible by“.a. $150,000 ‘gift :. —— 
from the. Beacon | :Journal Publish- woe Std 
ing” Co, 

for student. “use early. in: 1965.. 

“CHATTER. 
‘Film’ Y publicist. Art Moger’s. tome. oe | 

about: show ‘biz, :“‘Some.:of .My Best -) °° 9 
-Friends. “Are. People; ” 
Press): ‘due for March 15. - 

‘AL «(“Li’l. Abner”). Capp’s - auto- eo 
“biog: will: ‘be published ‘by Random re. | 
. House. | ae 

- ee © -Playwright-novelist Guy ‘Bolton; co 
| just. back-at: his Long Island ‘estate: . § 
from “the.:Coast where he’s’ been ....”-..-.| 

| -powwowing. with :Edwin Léster. on! a | 
a Jegit musical ‘project, has: a new °: 
novel, . “The. “Enchantress,” due 
from Doubleday. on. March. 13. 
‘New Stein & ‘Day pubbery; Which . 

heretofore distributed via Lippin-: 
-cott, set up its own.sales: depart-: . 
ment under “Daniel. - B.. Chabris.:° | | 
Canada - sales. via’ S.. -J:- ‘Reginald: * «:. § 
“Saunders *.&~ Co... and. Feffer &. five 
Simons. for: export: ‘orders. 
The Roger Price-Leonard-Stern-.. ~ © 

“Elephant -: ‘Book,”. °. 4 
which has gone in its seventh print-. -:: °..'f 
ing and over.300,000 ‘copies, sold to... 
‘Honey, British mag for ; teenagers, « : 
England, Germany, ‘France, “Argen-..:. 0: ; 

Turkey and - 
-Japan. have. bought | loeal ‘rights to.“ . 
“the~ ot iginal | gag paperback ‘which ae 
is a $1 item in Me. US, . oe 

Larry Sloan - 

tina,.’ Greece, .. Italy, 

(Challenge: od 
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The: new. building will
 be rea aay es 



. a difficult. to identify. the individual | 

stage and. film. musical,. “Gyrsy”), 
. stranded. by. the collapse of. ‘vaude- 

-} this: gifted “actress: has. yét. -given,. 

: ; . heroine's: partner and the: pathetic : 
top’ comic ‘of ‘the. squalid’ show, as.} © 

~" Avera, Margaret 

_.. .-Kenin,‘Don. Fellows: Patricia Quinn, 
-* > Logan, ./ Ramsey, © 
ae Gabriel: Dell, ..Pat: Randal;,- Tim .Ev-. 
 erett, Lane “Bradbury, - Tggie: Wolf-. 
“ington and - ‘Lucille - ‘Patton. as as: 

Sorted contestants... 

a ; ‘Interesting. and atmospheric. from: 
* “downstairs . locations, ‘but according . 

>: @where some of the supposed mara- 

*, ful. touch 40. the show. . 

ad _ Pore: ‘Schary presentation of. eomedy. fw |: 

22. producer, - 

hn. UPons. Stars: 
on ‘features’ Dennis: Cooney; © 

‘Haven, 

a course, but it. has renewed: applica- | * 

“07 play” ealled “Love and. Kisses” ‘last. 

“Box Theatre. 

cr; @omedy’s:. tryout tour?’ Even :.more. 
~~: confusing: is. the question of how 

duction: of “Camelot” opened: last ‘week, is that. the show. may-be 
taken’ to London following. its. ‘Australian ‘tour. H.:M.-‘Tennent, the * 
-London management that. originally announced plans for a West ‘End 
‘edition of the Alan Lerner-Frederick Loewe musical; is understood: ‘- 

.. to have: dropped the ‘idea of, putting-on-a new production, ‘andthe’ - 
> Aussie’ firm: ‘would like to:send. this unit- ‘to: England under a-part-- . 

‘nership. arrangement. ‘Johnny Perry, a. Tennent . representative 

accompanying John Gielgud. on the Down: Under tour of Ages .of: - the. vicissitudes: of being connect- 

ed -with. the touring “No Strings”’ 
*. land. mentioned Kansas City “for |; 

-walkouts; ‘letters, ete: As’ far “és. 
I- can: learn, Miss’ ‘MeNair ‘did -not. 

| ‘appear here and I know that Bev-. 
| erly .Todd played ‘the performance. fil 

~1Lawe': saw. -Miss.. Todd :. Sang. very 
"| well but. most. ungonvincingly,. but. 
.| being <in ‘front’ row. centre ‘we 
_|heard no .unfavorable | comments. 

Man,” is. supposed: to look over the “Williamson production : ‘and: 
smmake, a recommendation. about it to his. London: ‘Superiors. ° 

= “phe: critics - -have: not been” overwhelmingly’ ‘kind to: me. here.” 
o In fact, -I’d' ‘say: they’ve :.gone’ out ‘of: their:.way:. to..take potshots: .” 

Directors. come back to, my door after: a ‘performance and say, ‘Bob; | 
*"... the musical theatre needs: ‘somébody- ike ‘you.” Alan Lerner ‘wants.. 

. -you to do his-next:show, But the New. York ‘criti¢s—that’s a differ- 
* ent story..Try to figure ‘them. out. One. critic didn’t like. anything: 
~ aot it me. Another critic didn’t like. anything about the’ show. Go 

--. fight it.’ 7 

a way musical,” “110 ‘in the Shade, Peas: quoted, by. Donald. Freeman : 
Lie, in the! San Diego Union, ae 

—Robert Horton, : ‘Costar’ with. Inga. ‘Swensen -in‘ the Broad-: ° 

_ Shows On ‘Proadway 
— Continued: from ‘page a 

———— 33. 
tion. 

Mrs:. Block, ‘reputedly a prolific 
actors. 1 short ‘story. writer and novelist,. has, 

7 - Miss: Harris plays’ ihe: ‘down. and: 
“almost. owt -former . Toppet singer- 
hoofer. (apparently about:.a ‘year or:| 

_ so older than the Baby. June of the: 

couple and: ‘put them into Ladies’ 
Home. -Journal . fiction * “situation, 

“.yilie and: desperate. enough to. com- 
pete in a ‘dance: marathon inorder. 

. to:. survive... It’s- a tour-de-force’ 
performance,. the: most: spectactilar 

and a teenage son who, on’ the eve’ 
“of ‘highschool... graduation, . ane. 

including. not only beguiling .dra- 
Matic ‘and: comedy playing,. but also. 
considerable dancing, a.solo variety |- 
‘skit and. what. must be exhausting, 
: Physical: exertion: 

Phere are also ° helpfiilly - ‘yivid 
“portrayals by Lee: Allen” as “the : 

married. 

: After! ‘three -¢ntermninable . “wets: 
and . eontrived. spats; all.. three 
couples: ‘are ‘reunited ‘and tke audi- 
ence. -cam “go over the - ‘wall “and 

‘¢octed, Tugubrious jokes. -. 

Lonny ‘Chapman,: “Olive ; Deering, |’ 
Joe Don Baker, : Gordon. Phillips’ 
as :contest personnel, ‘and. Tom 

‘O'Neill. ” “Brooks 
‘Howard, - - Maya ‘Robin ‘Cooney and’ Alberta. Grant | play 

the: teenage. newlyweds on what's 
Morton; 

Doris... Roberts,.| 
hysteria," 

engaged~ ‘pair; Katharine: Raht. is 
_overpoweringly stern as -a- -benevo- | 
ently: domineering . ‘housekeeper, |. 
and- -Michael.. . Currie. gives ; -the 
standard. “portrait | of a ‘conscien- 
tious, goodnatured. COP... 

-Marvin . Reiss ° lias. ‘designed. a 
‘combination living. room, :adjoining 
‘dining . porch ‘and’ bedroom corner. 
setting that -looks. like ‘a. House: &- 
Garden’ dream.” room. illustration. 

- Despite’ the : virtuoso : ‘perform. ‘There...is also’. a ‘eyclorama | with 

‘ance. of. Miss’. Harris..and - a: few. 
‘Jesser: .-rewards, |. “Marathon. “933”. 
‘boils down. to. a- oisy;. ‘lurid | ‘and: 
disagreeable: evening. _ Hobe. 

‘Peter *Larkin’s- ‘scenic . ‘design’. ‘is. 

to“ upstairs: patrons .the forestage. 
and front - rows:’-of the. orchestra.}". 

‘thon spectators sit) cannot be seen. 
_- from the : mezzanine’ and - balcony.. 

~ “Noel Taylor’s costumes add a. eolor- 

woods?) -.and.- “vistas : of mountain 

+ ture: on ‘a- Union | Pacific ‘Railroad. 

“| the play.is supposed ‘to .be' Michi-. 
: Leve. and. Kisses: pan , Presumably. near..a- large: city.; 

a three acts seven Scenes), by Anita: Rowe. ° ost ‘least. pecoin ‘Helene be, 
* -Block.. Staged. by Dore. Sc ary; associate" “ec um omin . 

ae “Walter. Reilly; -setting. and. es. panei B: HP e _ 
“-- +. Jighting, Marvin. Reiss;-. costumes,. Helene |. 

‘Larry: Parks,: Mary Fickett;: 
Bert .Convy, - 

: Browning,: Katharine Raht;. ‘Michael. 
.-Currie, Alberta: Grant. Opened Dec.. 18, 
'*63, at. the Music Box ‘Theatre, NY; to 

- $6.90. top’ weeknights, $7. 50 Friday- Satur- ; 

To Start Construction 

$e Ben aray Pars “ e ea ll nar ere Lt od, . ‘Dec.. 23. is is. Alberta’ Grant 0 ywo 
vn - Rosemary Coots. rte “Katharine, sant | othe long-projected Valley Music. 

J Carol " Biingle ~ ile ee tees ary Fickett | Theatre, .in : Woodland - Hills; will. 
Pee ceeseee’ Browning. 

ay, Bue be "Pring ieee eaeeeent “gue ‘become reality: ‘with the completion 
_ ote ete 7 er onvy. 
© s3 wa see wie aay _-Michael Currie he mancing ‘for. the: $1,200, 000 | House.” “ New.’ investors... 

in: New | Edwin: -Pauley, ° ‘Bob’: Hope,: Fred’ 
“cr ities and audiences. in New ‘Levy -'dr., . Claude’ Cameron . and 

That’ 3 Carleton... Coveny. 
‘cers are Randolph Hale, president, 

just: aren't - - trustworthy, . 
hardly | a - startling © discovery, of 

Ground... Will” be broken ‘inime- 
diately : upon. completion of the. 
construction lean. and: permanent 
Financing, commitmént from ihe: 

| City ‘National Bank,- Beverly ‘Hills. 
..., Everything in’. life,.“even -in. ‘the | re theatre plans i 20-week season 
theatre,.. -is: “supposed. ‘to. be. ex. of ‘Tausicals: © 
plicable, but what: -can. critics and 
audiences ‘have . been’ thinking” of 
during. . the “Anita: Rowe~ -Block: 

..tion with the arrival of a -waif-of a)’, 

“: Wednesilay night’ (18) at” ‘the Music 

an.old: pro like Dore -Schary ever. 
came: to. be mixed: up. in. such an: 
* artless,‘ not’ to- ‘say witless, folksy 
family comedy as this. : . . 

.: :° Well, chalk it up to- ‘experience, 
OF: ‘something. Anyway, “Love and. 
's Kisses” isn't for Broadway .and is 
a questionable .bet for pictures .or. 

more: than a few. stock ‘bookings, 
though it-may get moderate -play 
from PTA. drama: groups and other | Fair: Lady.” 
‘amateur . ‘outfits. © It: represents - a] offices. have t been gpened: in Sher- 
trap | for Practically” everyone: in- man Oaks, - . ; 

be built by-the Peter Klewitt: firm. 
Dow.: constructing: the Los: Angeles: 
Music Center. ° 

restroom | areas ‘and. large: parking 

- production - rights .to. “Sound. of 
Music.”” “Oklahoma”... My. 

Word. from ‘adelaide, where’ ‘the , Williamson maragement’s ‘pro. | r 

Ls Editor, VARIETY: 

be. -expressed. * Your. « wonderful 
‘VARIETY makes : ‘Friday. the. big day’ 
{of .the ‘week’ and: for - years I: have. 
{read and believed every word. . 

“| nor heard - of any -during: the 

=a |New York where-we see an avér-" 
"| ageof 15 shows .each. season. “‘No. 

ol Strings” is a New York show but 
1 -T will not. elaborate on the shoddy ' 
‘1 treatment.we receive from ‘tour: 

| ing. -companies, - 

_-~ volved. in ‘this Broadway produc: year. ago: at the Billy: Rose I-came | 

taken a.sort of Ozzie and. ‘Harriet: 

were ‘more than’ adequate but. it 
“was -played - for. Jaughs—or’ were 

with 4° 22-year-old ' ‘daughter who’ S|:they trying. to: “entertain” the: 
been ‘engaged for about:.a year. to} 

| a smug, opinionated. ‘young lawyer,. 

‘back | and. Making the. twice-a-day_ 
nounces. ‘that during«-the. lunch |: walk from ‘the: Plaza-to “44th St.. 
hour ‘that. ‘day he ‘and -a doting | 
younger: teenage ‘neighbor. were | crease’ attendance. in “Kansas City 

1 .and- you: try: to impress the’. fact: 
.that -there“is..a.. great: potential -au-- 
‘dience. ‘It. is our ‘mutual love’ for- 
-the- theatre: ‘that. makes any” ‘other 
“Media ‘seem. -trivial. ©: 4 

away: “from. there. The. whole - thing |: . B 
‘is. laced. with -. desperately eon-} 

“Larry “Parks ‘and Mary ‘Pickett | 
-are, costarred -as “the: paretits, ‘and+: 
their -perplexity at their ‘situation. ‘is’ unquestionably. plausible..Dennis “which-accounts. for’ Mr.. Hedberg 

She ‘was: out. of the ‘show . ‘severat - 
‘times - 

‘presumably an-.accurate™. néte of | —Ed:) © 
Susan: Brown ‘anid’. ‘Bert: 

Convy. are. believably. stuffy as_ fhe: 

‘office. early: last week: to-.90. trea- 
- J-surers; 

‘about 50 had: been questioned, most. 
‘reportedly. 

enough. towering pines" (or’. red- |: 
- counsel, 

anid Jake to: suggest. the sceéni¢ pic-. ‘thorough ‘study .of. the . theatre 

_. . calendar, . ‘although: the’ locale. of. 

“extent of liability of: boxoffice. and | 
~[other™ theatre personnel for -par- 

| ideiy we in ticket scalping: .- It’s. 
| widely . believed © that. 

OF Coast Musical: Dome 
| demeanor “in . selling..tickefs . over 

-| the. legal limit; theatre . treasurers. 
‘and owners; ete. are. violating ‘no: 
“law in... “accepting | ice” 

include |. clare “ice”’or other payoff on their. 

Theatre. ora ty ‘assumed, however, that at least: 

and Art Linkletter. and Nick Mayo. | clared by most boxoffice men and: 
figured. that it would be difficult’ for 
-the. Internal - Revenue- Dept... to 

“Richard. Rodgers has. been. asked er 
to conduct a charity benefit opener, ne 
.- Scheduled: for:.June,” ‘Located on: | 
. an eight-acre site on Ventura Blvd., |: 
the. domeshaped :2;900-seater . will - 

’| “Facilities: will. include: a ‘rehears- 1 
‘al'stage; four. concessions,» four. 

. Season | ‘gabseription. 

° Shawnee Mission, “ita ; 

A, -few.. ‘opinions of: miine- ‘must 

You quoted Barbara McNair on: 

week’s® ‘stay. here: . Naturally. we. 
were .sold on “Diahann | ‘Carroll’ in. 

After: seeing. Virginia Woolf” a 

Kelly . and — Shepherd . -Strudwick’ 

midlanders;: 
I: shoufan't- ‘Yeally- complain- for 

Y m.-looking forward - to’ next. trip 

‘We -will- continue: trying to. in: 

Ben Hedberg... a 
"- (4132. ‘Brookridge -Drive;: 
-Shawnee Mission, . Kansas). 

“(Anent Beverly. Todd's’ ‘KG. 
date; -Miss: McNair’s’ manager:. ‘says: 

‘during: ‘that. ”.engagement, 

having : ‘Seen. Miss. ,Fodd- Bistead. 

Mee? Followup 
—«- ‘Continued from. page. al —. 

issued - ‘by: the Attorney : General's. 

‘assistant treasurers \ anid. 
others. ..As of: the erid: of last, week, . 

exercising « a, Fifth: 
Amendment ‘¢lamup.. me 

In a- related. “action:. the Wy, 
‘Ticket. Brokers "Assn. has’ appointed. 
its -president,; Saul Lancourt, and: 

Jesse ‘Moss; .'to": make 

ticket-. situation - in’ “London, “with 

“the.” im- 

: There: may -be a. question ‘of. the 

“although 
brokers: nay. be. guilty of :a- mis- 

They : might. be ‘prosecuted. : ‘on 
‘a .felony. charge’ for: failing ‘to: de: 

in¢ome tax returns, It’s common-. 

a. portion of. ‘such. income is’. de-: 

Others who. receive it. It’s: also: 

‘establish ‘the existence: or ‘amount 
of uurideclared - additional -ayofis.. a 

20. vat ~. the: 

| Qaarion” Marlowe’ ‘Will star off: 
{ae in “The Athenian 
} Touch” and Butterfly McQueen 
will’ ‘be ‘featured 

at the Jan_ Hus Auditorium. °.”. 
. Natalie Schafer “has returned | to 

New: York - from: Honolulu, ‘where. 
she. ‘appeared: in: a pilot. television 

m.. : _— - 

‘Lewis. M. Allen, coproducer of 

Taina Elg’ wi 
March. in- 

Millburn, -.N. . house, . J., ‘starting 
Thursday’ (26): and. then the. Mine-.: 
ola - (GT). ‘Playhouse from: dan. 
}14:26.. 

. Allen prescott thas joined ‘the 

‘pack raving.to one ‘and. all ‘about |’ Flora. Roberts literary agency. 
its virtues. Last: night we. Saw the |: 
“show here. in. Kansas City: Nancy 

Rome... for 20th-Fox, 

Broadway in, “She: Loves: Me.” 

Baldwin Bergersen. ‘is - ‘musical 
_| director for the Broddway presen") 
~|.tation of “Double Dublin.” 7 

- Hume Crony#, : who's scheduled 
*T to’ appear on ‘Broadway. later: this 
| season © with. ‘Richard . Burton. in. 
“Hamiet,” returned. to. New. - York 
last Friday (20) with ‘his. actress: : 
wife; - ‘Jessica’ Tandy, after a” Vaca- 
tion. on :their’ islarid ‘in ‘the. Baha-’ 
‘Imas.- Jehn -Gielgud,.. -who’ll ° stage 
| the. offering, will be heard, put not. 
‘seen. in the «-production, as. ‘the . 

‘| voice. of..the' Ghost. | 
’ Svetlana MeLee,: who'll . ‘appear 

; in: “Foxy,’’.-.will.. assist: Jack . Cole. 
-with the ‘staging of the dances and 
musical: numbers ‘for: the.: tuner. 

| Sets..and- costumes are being de- 
signed,. respectively, : 

Will ‘Stevens - Armstrong is - de- 
signing : the sets ‘and: lighting for 
“The: Passion :of- Josef DD.’ 
“German: ‘Tights: to. Lewis. . John: 

|: Carlino’ s “Telemachus “Clay”: have. 
the play translated. into’ German } 
by: ‘Eric Burger who. has * already’ 

| translated’ the two one-act. Carlino - 
plays: presented - ‘off-Broadway - un-" 
der the overall . title, “Cages.” 
 Dorethy Stickney will - open. Jan. 

{No Ys. 

“show, “A-. . Lovely } 

will. direct. 
/ Waiter Wager, author. ‘and. for- ; 
‘mer jaz crit ic, has been appointed : Corruptien, Cherry Lane (10-8-63): moves 

_editor of thé new monthly: Playbill, | 
the: official Broadway theatre. ‘Bro- i 
gram. 

“The ‘American Express Co. ig the exclusive ticker broker: as “previ | 
“ously. reported, ‘for ‘next. spring’s. added ‘season: of. ‘works. at. ‘the ‘Met. 
‘Opera’ in: Manhattan. at the time. of ‘the .N. 'Y. ‘World’s Fair: openirig.- 
‘Fickets sell up to $15. There are also:to. be. backstage touts, known ‘as. 

“Opera: Pilgrimages. ” -These will be supervised. by .Mrs. John. De :Witt |. 
“Peltz, once’ editor .of ‘the Met Guild’s Opera-News. These carry'a $i[ . 
(for Guild members) -and. $2 (for outsiders) fee and take those inter-- ty 
ested through. ‘the- present: ‘Met. ‘struetuge, with. accompanying lecture. . _ 

‘area. Mayo-has ‘just returned: from |: “| 
‘New: York, . where ‘he ‘acquired |. A motion: picture ‘on ‘basic. steps. ‘and. style in. “pallet. ‘has. been. pro-. 

“duced. with a- grant. from the New York State Council. on ‘the ‘Arts. |- 
Staged as. a result of the tour which the New York City Ballet made |: 
‘throughout ‘the State ‘in 1961, it has Jacques d’Amboise and Allegra|. 
‘Kent, Bemenstrating: fundamental 

| dling ‘marrafion, 
‘movements: with’ . d'Amboise han: : 

‘Athe- tuner,: 
‘which has: a book ‘by: wiarther Good- 
‘man-and J. Albert Fracht;: music 

| by: Willard. Straight. and lyrics ‘by 
| David Eddy. Alex Palerno is ‘:di- 
recting . the . musical; which: David. 
‘Brown ‘and. Ronald Toyser are co- 
‘producing | for a: Jan. 14: opening 

‘With Everything,” . 
‘practice he initiated last season in: 

| makin g. “choals large buses: ‘to 
‘outlying: sc and. coll 

“The. Ballad ‘of the Sad’ Cafe,”. left |: vith eges to 
New. York for. Europe recently’ 

{with ‘his :wifé, Jay Presson, play- 
wright-scenarist,.on.a 30-day com-| 
‘bined - -business-p asure. trip.. 

costar with” ‘Hal 
“The ‘Tender Trap”: 

which. plays the Paper Mill .Play-. 

‘| Forrest:: 
| prior to a Broadway opening at an 

“The “Visit”. ‘in: 

by - ‘Robert 

‘a’ view. towards incorporating any. Randolph and Robert Fletcher... 
‘useful ideas into. a plan. Which: it: 
‘intends presenting °-in 
mediate: future” for. application . in 
the Broadway :theatre: : 

vival of “The Caretaker” 
John’ T.:Weems and Robert Bue- 

| cole are ‘producing for a Jan. 30... 
‘| opening: at. -the Buyers Theatre, *. 

"Seven League’ Boots.” present: Ma 

\ " Shakespeare,. 
. Closed: last: 

‘edby the Pistachio “Playérs, ls 
being - ‘performed twice. daily 
through Jan. 4 as the first im a 
series of children’s shows. at. the 
Bouwerie Lane Theatre, N. Y. 
Leonard S. Field. has optioned 

Vicent. HH. 3 “Climb. the 
Greased Pole” for Broadway pro-. 
-duction, ~ . 
“Morton Gottlieb, currently rep- 

| resented: on ‘Broadway as producer. 
“tof “Enter Laughing” and- cepro- 
ducer with Helen Bonfils of ‘Chips 

transport. ‘students. -who have 
‘bought. tickets for “Laughing” and 
. “Chips.” 

“Anyone Can Whistle” is the. 
{ néw title for the musical, previous- 
ly identified as “Side Show,” which. 

| Kermit: ‘Bloomgarden is .¢o-prodec- 
ing with Robert Fryer & Lawrence 
‘Carr, with: John Herman, for a. 
March 2‘eut-of-town. preem at the 

Theatre, Philadelphia, 

undesignated. theatre the week of 
.| March 23, Ming Ch Lee 

: Bernhard ‘Wicki, German actor- & Cho Lee is design- 

‘director, currently: directing the. 
film. -version ’ of. 

er. for: the. production. . 
| Arnold Geland is dance. arranger 

’ for “‘What' Makes Sammy Run?" 
will - stage |. 

“Who's: Afraid® of Virginia: -Woolf?”: 
‘in- Vienna. - : 
_ ‘Walter Abel- will. appear | “March - 
-5-T in the E 52 University: Thea ; 

; tre’s presentation: of “The: Imag-"| 
inary Invalid” in Mitchell Hall..at:] 
the * Univ. ‘of Delaware,’ ; Newark, |: 
Del. . 
: “Serica - Jin ‘Crow,’ 3. by. Lang- 
ston Hughes, will be presented in | 
the Sanctuary of the. Village Pres- 
-byterian’ Church. and. Brotherhood” 
Synagogue; N.Y: for a total: of 18 
performances‘ over nine. weekends.|._ 

} frem' next Saturday (28) to: Feb: 23, | 
p }with ‘William Hairston as director-- 

: Bobby Banks. is musical ‘director. 
: for. ‘the: upcoming off-Broadway re-'| 
vival of “Cabin in the Sky,” which 
“is. being: choreographed “by. Pepe. . 
+ Dechama ‘currently © -appearing | On. 

David. Merrick wili be partnered. 
With. Emile Littler in producing :a:-_ 
{London edition of his current. 
Broadway Presentation of “110 in 
the Shade,” “* 
: “An Evening With Theodore” at. 
the . Washington Square Theatre, 
Ne Y¥., is. now. giving three per-" 
formances on. ‘Saturday nights. at 

hg: ‘10 and 12 p.m. 
. Jean Eliet (Mrs. Pea Bosley) has’ - 

succeeded Mary Ann Corrigan, as 
general -understudy in. She Leva 
-Me” 

‘Dana. Elcar ds standby 1 for. Aleo” 
Guinness in SD lan.” 

Jéhn Pr z 
‘poser of tnekeemees music for the 
off-Broadway | production of ‘“The.- 
Trojan. Women.” 

‘with Peter. Bo 

the. York Theatre, N. Y. _ 
Ethel Terry has joined the Har- 

old: D. Cohen talent agency in New- 
York. . ah 

|. William. ‘and Jean ‘Eckart are 
‘designing. the ‘scenery for the 
‘Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., produc-: 
tion of “Too Much. J ohnison,” for 
-which ‘the costumes and. lighting 
are -being designed, respectiyely,. 
He 5 Patricia ‘Zipprodt | and Kiaus'. Hic | 

An: ‘off-Broadway revival of. “The 
Consul,” with Patricia Neway Te- 
-peating. ‘the. ‘role she originated on: . 
‘Broadway,-is ‘planned hy M. Edgar. 
‘Rosenblum, owner-producer of the 

, “Woodstock; (N.Y. Playhouse. - 
A. successful | subscription «gale. 

has-been closed for the first’ sea-- 
son. of ‘the. -Repertory. Theatre of: 
Lincoln Center. which. will get un-~ 
}derway Jan..-23 at the ANTA . 
| Washington Square Theatre, N. Y.,. 
with “‘After the Fall,” to -be .fol- 
lowed | -by “Marco. Millions”™ and 
“But For Whom Charlie.” 

‘Fred Herbert will: direct. the. re- 
which. 

Mayfair * ‘Theatre,’ N. Y. 
‘under - -the ‘production | 

| auspices of.. Jeff Britton,. in cher] 
one-woman 
“Light,” a dramatization ‘in. ‘three | 
|.acts. of the poems” and. letters of: 
| Edna. St:. Vincent. Millay. Howard |: 
Lindsay’ Miss Stickney’ ‘3. “husband, oh 

“Off Broadway Shows 
(Figures . denote onpning | dates) 
Blacks, St.. ‘Marks (5-4-1). . 
Boys Syracuse, cereniee 4 (£15.69. 
Brig, ‘Midway a2 se ). . 
Brentes; P Phoenix -20-63 

-Berning, York (12-3-63). 

24 to the Villace South Dec. 
‘Fantasticks, Sullivan St. O36, 

’ 463), 
‘Pinter. pieve” Pocket. ~ 11-26-82), 
“Riverwind, Actors Pl-vhouse 112- 12-62). 

G-£63). "US tx: Characters, Martinique 

tO clemechies Clay, Writers. £11-15-63), 
Streets of Y. Maidman (10- 

Fist diese cas yg . f n ¢ a eo 

“Trumpets of Lords as Astor Pi. (12-21-63). 
. "Chosen - 

- Crime and. Crime, Cricket (12-16-63); 

G2463); | 
.closed Dec. 16 after one | ‘perfo 

Sunday “@2) after mm Per- 
formances. ° 

_ SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Pimpernel, Gramercy (12-30-63). 

Cherry Lane (1-460. 

is continuing ’a . 

“A-Tevival -of *“Once In A Life- 
time,” . gdanevich 
doubling ‘as: producer-directer, ‘is 
scheduled for.a Jan. 27 opening. at 7 

Ay ; 
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“Menotti's. new.” opera. - 
“Savage” 
Jan. 23, debut ‘at Met. Opera: ‘It's 
a -spoof om: an. American “heiress: 
~ who falls in. Jove with an aborigine, 

“by Robert 

-Youngstein. 

_ Incidentally, | 

_.Weidnesday, Deve mber 25, 1963 | 

- Broadway 
a “Chamberlain, ex Swissalr 

‘vy: with Tom Deegan ‘on the. 
. “orld’s: Fair. ‘publicity. oo, 

. Author Raymond. Vv. ‘Martin. talk- 
ing to prospective backers, ona 
‘musical: comedy based : 00. a revolt | j 
in the Mafia. “ 

Songsmith-author Hans Holzer 
7 back.from a 10-day Coast. and mid- 
west swing. of 17: radio. shows, -shill- 
ing for. his “new, ‘book, 
Hunter.. a 

Alicia Andreadis, a contralto 
- from the. -Colon ‘Opera: House _in- 
‘Buenos, Aires, made her U.S; debut 
Saturday: (21) . at Carnegie. Hall, 
with Leon Pommers at. the keys. 

CBS ‘director of tv broadcast: 
services David..L: White. engaged 
to: Janet. E. ‘Murch, of. the ‘protocol |. 

office. at the N-Y..:World’s | Fair, | 
“and. who. graduated with a .B.S. 
. degree in ‘tv. and radio. from Syta- |. 

cuse’ .U.. 

‘Lonalime. prima at Bins. Gay. 
90s,.Ethel Gilbert is’ now pursuing 
her’ painting 100%: and is.a- mem- 
er of the. “50. American Artists.” 

' Lyricist-son Dennis . Marks; has .a- 
new legit. -. -*f2al, slated for Broad-. 

way. HOXt Spring. 

‘This: is plaque month: for: Hilde- ’ 

garde—the chanteuse received -one’ 

‘from the Overséas Press. Club and: 

another from: the -Greater'™: N.. Y.. 

tion,” 

Ed Reid, ‘tewspaperman and co-" 
‘author - Of 
current Trident bock, feels he’s |- 

club: thas. Nick Eucas through. Dec:. 
31, Rusty. Brown “and Cell Bloek 7) 

/ open three-week stand on Jan. 2. 
-Ford Foundation awarded Ty-| a 

“Green Felt. Jungle,” a 

more thin: the. ‘usual: Broadwayite 
in that. he. was born: on ‘Broad vay’ 
and 49th St. 

~ Pa ‘ppy., De ‘Albrew; quendam ball=,| 
roomologist. of another era, spon- 
‘soring:a - “One - “Night. ‘In. Paris” 
Hew: Year’s: Eve gala’ at: Delmoni-' 

“co's with Enrie- -Madriguera’s° -OF- 
including: chestra -- “at: ‘$30-a-head, 

pourboire. but not the grape. *- 
Boston. Symph maestro. . Erich, 

Leinsdorf’s son, David Immanuel. 
* -Leinsdorf; ‘engaged to..Sarah: Law-. 
rence. soph. Margaret. Laura Cohen. 

Her: father, Abraham W. Cohen; is: 

‘editor and ‘publisher. of Chartcraft. 
Investment Advisory Publications, 

‘Larchmont, N.Y: 
Bob Hope. finally took . off. to 

Atikara ‘on his 12th annual. over-: 
seas’ Christmas: ‘tour to entertain 
U.S. troops in. foreign. ‘bases, fol- 

- Jowing .a ‘delayed. departure_ -be-- 
-cause: of his eye .ailment.: Jerry: 
‘Colonna, Tuesday Weld, Anita Bry- | . 
ant-and Les. Brown's: orch accom. = 
panied him: 
N.Y. Graphic" Society. ‘wilk pub-|. 

Gian-Carlo | lish ° the libretto ‘of | 
“The. Last 

simultaneously: -withi- “its 

arranges. -for. his Americanization, 
‘which he cannot endure. He . Te 
verts to: savagery and: happiness. 

David: Kahr, who figured - as: pr. 
and financial ‘advisor | in the orig-: 
inal MGM proxy fight when Joseph. 
R. Vo#el retained control. ‘of - the 
company (although since succeeded 

Metro deal, although ‘Col. is: also. 
interested: in. making anew - pact... 

‘Kahr’ has. taken -over. 
‘the ‘old Moss. Hart. penthouse du~ 
plex:on Park: Ave. 
‘Mickey Rudin; “Hollywood. ‘ator. 

-ney representing Elizabeth Taylor, 
back.to the. Coast. after powwowing 
Louis Nizer; who's attorney for Ed- 
die Fisher. No acéotd yet. reached . 
on. the financial. details attendant’ 

to their marital split: officially. 
‘Femme. star’s. decision: to. marry. 
Richard ‘Burton, -who:.has. been |’. 
granted:.a . divorce: by: his: wife;, 
‘Sibyl Burton, caused -both © attor-. 
neys. for the ‘still. married Fishers. 

“to seek working out: the: economic | 
-details.  Nizer Meantime is off to 
_Jamaica, BWI, for the Christmas- 
“New Year's semester and, , Rudin 
back to LA A. 

~ Rome 
By Robert KF. “Hawkins. 

(Via. Sardegna, 43; Tel. 479 .316)- 
Renato: Rascel back from London | 

after. ‘nine ‘months stay” for” his’ 
-*“Enrico” starring stint. 

with 
‘tractic: nm.’ 

Rita Pavone introing’ ‘sure terp. yet the thinkmanship ’ to: achieve 
; _ with: break-through." . technique - over. RALTY,, 

ae Hammer): the leadoff item. <°. ].. 
Guido ‘Alberti ack from ‘Mexico: _ 

“Gli Anmiici. e--Tu, ” plus: his - San: 

7 “Ghost. . 

* ‘town; ..Marisa Pavan: -back from 

- “Aldrich back: to. States. after local’ 
.0.0.; Xavier Cugat-and Abbe Lane’ 
‘return, shortly for more’ RALTV 

(208° “contd Parkway; sits 

Stanza. plugging his -latest,;.- 
{Been ‘Sleeping: in‘ My Bed?” (Par). 

| Friday. (27). -wilk be. -cellist::Janos 

j next: on. Jan: 3. 
Committee. Opposed to Flugrida- |. . 

| for training: of ‘administrative -ap- 

Boughton, -who, ‘managed...Guthrie. 
Theatre “boxoffice ‘this’: year. and | :'- _ 

| Ellen Kaplan; formerly with Cleve- eer 
‘land: Play House. | feos 
Rarity - cropped - up | last frame'| 

when three : ‘advance - agents: ‘were. |. 

-were:. Maurice. Turet: in- front. of. 
“Never: Too Late,” -Joe. Shea’ for 

|-where ‘less rigid shops prevail. As 
‘a Tesult, ‘Europe often gets:the ben-: 
efit of: these ‘Yank talents. first’ and | 
sometimes .forever, while. the..U.S.| 
exhibition. thereafter. import “many. - 
forward-looking - rade Bex Which 7 

eres 
. O'Brien), is dittoing. 

rien g might . have been. made for ‘indie film producer. Max. Es 
Latter | dickering. al. 

‘to encourage ‘rather. than ‘discour- 
age wouldbe filmmakers from start- |: 

‘thing: like: ‘what legit did with ‘off- 
Broadway . 
Scales .ete. for. ‘the ‘downtown’ PLO“): 

TATSE leadership -6ffort of a.kind 
rarely. ‘seen to plug the. gap. ‘This . 

‘|not go for concessions for. filmmak-~ 
‘fers with the’ finished. product sold |. 

.,_.». [80 ‘the publie’ at usual admissions. 
~-" "Nor would IA:-like it if major: dis-: 

. enhance- industry. supply,. but labor 

-have.shot their. footage in Manhat- 
“Ermanna Olmi directed his fitst- 8 anha 

tele documentary: for RAI-FV;, after 
_& series of. theatrical pix. ‘and does... 

-Luigt: Zampa pausing in between. 
filni-directing ‘stints: to: write his 
third novel,“A’-Man of My ‘Age."”. 

Rome’s, Folk Studio: cutting: niche: 
for itself, in’. ‘Trastev ere location. 

hootenanny - a featured at 
}far- broader . question." -Nobody: has 

nee “Daiemi- un. “Martello”. (Give: Me 7 

and: ‘set-for: role ‘in. .“Marco-: Polo” 
|'as ‘a“Pope, having just missed: out- 

| on: title role :in- -Ottto: Preminger’ s 
“The Cardinal.’’: 

Paul. Anka’ recorded. several. new: 
‘fItalo, ‘songs ‘at RCA Italiana, includ- |: 
‘ling. Franco Migliacci’s faa Tuo 
‘Compleanno” and.: Carlo: Rossi’s 

Remo. entry, . “Ogni Volta.” = .~- 

In-and-out:.. Jean. -Negulesco - in’ 

Paris: Tanya Lopert. ‘to ‘Paris for. 
“holidays; Eric Pleskow in. for meet-: 
“Ings; , Irina .Demich ‘to* Paris. after. 
winding ‘her. “Visit”: stint; Robert 

Myles St. Paul - 
‘By: Bob Rees 

“Old Log. Theatre, ‘Equity. stock 
company,” “OWNS. ‘three-week ” run cof i 

4 Harvey" on: ‘Jan. 2. 
“Director. Daniel. ‘Mann. here. tast |" 

“Who's. 

Minneapolis - ‘Symphony soloist 

Starker,’ "with pianist Ann Schein. 

Met Opera ‘tenor Jan Péerce. set. 

lis Symphony: on Jan. ul, observing. 
B'nai. B’rith’s -120th anni... 
‘Diamond Jim’s,- ‘St. Paul: supper. 

rone Guthrie Theatre ‘two’ grants, 

prentices. Grantees will -be William 

here at same time. Tub ‘thumpers: 

“How.to Succeed in’ “Business”. and. 
Jack | Toohey. preceding 

- All: 

“Never ..Too Late,” 

‘Lights, Camera’ 
_—— Continued fiom. page — — 

réason.: for the: limited experimen- 
tation and. the studio union.is sin-| 
_gled.” out :as’ a. major ‘factor in the. 
‘film. economiés. Situation. With con-: 
ditions. as. they: are, some easterners: 
claim; U.S. film avant’ gardists are 
being: ‘forced. :to-migrate overseas 

-One.- thing | that’ has. been: “sug- 
gested is .a special N.Y.-union cate- | 
‘gory which would allow the: making 
of. experimental ‘pictures. at lower 
rates: and with less. manpower re-. 
quirements. -This-- would ” permit. 
more production and: would ‘serve 

ing out. The idea would. be some-. 

-in. establishing’ ower 

‘ductions. 

But ‘there is: one ‘gaping. hole in 
‘this ‘proposal. : and;..’observers. be- 
lieve, it -would. take a progressive 

‘loophole | is ‘that ‘off-Broadway-is a 
separate. area from Broadway, with 
lower admissions and other. factors. 
‘The film ’.unions .:would ’ certainly 

tribs picked up: cheap.-product. to: 

left as sole philanthropist on'scene.. 
TATSE- ‘is hardly ‘unaware that 

certain experimental. . -producers 

tan in’ non-union ‘studios, ‘or: -sub- 
stitutes. - therefor, : and | ‘with: -non- 
union technicians. Having. caught 
one of them, .Larry Moyer; -red-' 
handed. (he: told all ‘to: a daily news- 
paper reporter) IA is. inclined -to 
punish Moyer with extreme -penal- 
ties. ‘But. l'affaire Moyer ‘is: Feally:| 
only an “emotional - side-issue Of a 

“elude Nicholas -Ray,.: 
‘from: his Madrid base;.aetress Nadia: 

Cy. Feuer" “and” “playwright |. 
" Samuel ‘Taylor. . 

Oito-. ‘Preminger. éame ‘in: ‘with 
Tom: Tyron and. Carol Lynley- for | 
the .press screening and. preem of. - 
“The. Cardinal,” which opened. .at}; 

‘on: Dec. 

“Who's. 
Afraid of Virginia: Woolf? ~ 
three | roadshows play: Minneapolis 
“next ‘ month; 
originally .. ‘booked. ‘for ‘St.Paul in| * 
an ‘has: ‘been set” for week of Jan. 

| Wedriesday (19).. 

‘cians,: 

‘abre ‘tv -humorist, 
|-Sketch’on suicides: from: the Eiffel 
“Tower. when. two. tried it, with one |. 
succeeding,- the. day. before he. ‘was, 
to- ‘do the :show.- 
. Marie’ Dubois : copping | ‘the’ ‘Suz-|* 

‘anne. Blanchetti. Prize: as. the. most. 
‘promising. new.- “actress. ‘Usually: 
‘given for film actresses; this. year |. 
it -was..décided ‘on ‘the strength | of 

“(Hvae Park: 4561/2/3).° 

Circuits * Management Assn., 

Show’. biz visitors in- London. ‘in- 
‘who’ came in 

Gray, | 

the. ‘Astoria last: Friday (20). 

1I:.- 

tomorrow’ 

one-man. show. - 
Nat Cohen; ‘who: ‘had intended to: 

catch. the 'N. Y. opening . of- “Billy: . 
Liar” ‘last’ week, .had -to delay -his 
departure: and “plane out ‘last Sun- 
day. (22). He will spend: a‘ week ‘in 
“Manhattan. discussing: new: ‘projects’ 
-with hisU.S: associates... aan 
_Sir ‘William. ‘Coldstream, : ‘princi- | an 

| pal. of the Slade; School: of Fine Art |‘ 
. London Unive Tsity, named ‘chair- |. 

‘man of the Board. of. Governors: at. 
the. British Film Insfitute, succeed- | 
ing Sylvester Gates, whose. term. of 
office: ends: fhext Jan. 28: . oe 

Chicago 
(DElaware’ 74984). 

' New — Celebrity. Lounge - in: “the. 
Hotel’ Maryland preéemed: last. week 
-with.-Ralph “Marterie" helming a dd: 
‘piece band, 

Nancy: “Wilson . ‘and. ' Cannonball. 
‘Adderley. will do.a concert at Me- 
“Cormick ‘Place. Arie. Crown.:Thea-" 
‘tre Jan. .4 under aegis: of: deejay 
Sid: -McCoy.. 
‘Mark Yohanna,- 

‘ished “Come Blow: Your. Horn”. ‘at |": 
“Drury. Lane Theatre, off..:to_ Goth-.| 

-am. to understudy | ‘Alan -Arkin in 2 
“|.“Enter - Laughing.” yo 

': More than. 600. ‘persons’ attended. 
the. funeral’ of: Dinah’ Washington. 

———:' | at .St: Luke’s: Baptist “Church last 
Mahalia Jackson ; 

sang. the ‘closing ‘spiritual:. : 
‘Barney Richards, prexy: ‘of Local 

| 10; - Chicago. Federation - of. Musi-. 
‘continues: longtime: ‘prece- | 

dent set -by his predecessor ’ “James 
-C. Petrillo to. host a: Christmas. 
Day party... ‘for’. blind: memters: :of 
‘the’ union” at: ‘the: Sheraton Black- | 
stone... : . a 

Paris 
By ‘Gene: Moskowitz.” 

(80 Ave: ‘Neuilly--SAB 07-12) 
Two ‘Marx --Bros: : pix -in--reissue: 

“Duck. Soup”: and, fA. Night, at. the: 
as ‘some instances: the basic produc- Opera.” en 

Lido - Keeping’ its show" “tor an- 
‘other. year, due ‘to. its success,. but | 
replacing - all. “the acts “with. new. 
ones. Soe 

Marie-France;  Migral: replacing - 
' Marie-Jose Nat: in’ the longrunning: 
Norman. Krasna Jegit. hit: “Sunday 
in’ New York.”. 
oJ ean-Christophe: ‘ Averty, , 

a.tv'show. for ‘the: ‘first: time. 

and may repeat. its U. S.. and Brit- 
‘ish successes * here. - “Jones”. ‘re- 
lease. pushed. ‘back : ‘the “pending: 
“preem- of the: U. ‘S. ‘indie: “David 
and. Lisa,” at. these. same. ‘hardtops, 

” ‘to February. : 
Robert Thomas, playwright. who y 

turned: ‘pic director to put Felecien. 
-Marceau’s. “‘La Bonne Soupe”. on 
film, ‘may- ‘repeat. for. other © plays 
I such: as Marcel: ‘Achard’s 
and Marcel Ayme’s “Clerembard.’ 
“He -may: also film his. own jegit. hit 
“Eight . Women.” =. 

interrupted -:at - each. ‘showing’: by’ 
(stink. - _bombs ~ and. even - People) 

- Richard - Rodgers -back’ in’. Lon. 
don and will .stay-for: the: opening 
-of .“No Strings’ at ‘Her: Majesty’ ae 
next . Monday..(30).)  . im . 

“company controlling. the Rank. éir- 
‘cuit; \has..been. renamed.-and reg-|- 
istered as: Rank Theatre’ Division. | 

George Lockyer,. manager- ‘of the. 
7 Gaumont;.-Coventry, . 

‘| national. champion ‘showman. award |. 
“y for second time . in. Rank: Organiza- |’: 
| tion’s: annual. showmanship: contest. 

° -“Lawrencé of: Arabia” “started ‘its:|- 
second: year as a hard-ticketer here | 

It -opeiied ° ‘at the: 
‘Odeon, Leicester’ Square, and. sub=4 * 
sequently moved. to. the Metropole,’ 4 

|-Mictoria. ae 
“Peter . Maxwell : ‘eaves - London’ 

4Thuars:): for...a seéven-. 
‘month tour of South: Africa, Kenya | 
and Rhodesia, during - which | Re 
will: ‘give. ‘250. pérformances - of. his} 

collared ‘the. 

“who. just. “fin-| = 

 —— Continued from Page 1 

.mac= 

-eancelling | a Besides, 

to” “meet the. - ‘customérs. 
-| there .are ‘rigid ‘anti-mixing- laws: 
enacted. by: the City. of New York. _ 
and the American. Guild: of: Variety 
‘Artists: A look-but-do-not-touch. 
atmosphere prevails, and:.that ap- 

- “Tom. Jones”. opened. to’ sock - re 
‘views, and -big biz. .at: ‘three ‘houses. 

-niteries. ‘depend. ° 

“*Patate”. 

pumping’ ¢ on. stage. It. is : felt that! ps 
~ Lanti groups’ want to have it banned }.-. 

“| finally - in the . ‘interests. of ; public: 
| order, but” each. performance. gets. 
more. applause. than. ‘boos. 

‘Philadelphia 
By. Jerry Gaghan - 

"(319 N..18th St; Locust 4-4848) . 
. Bobby: ‘Rydell, ' 

‘two month . European tour, chad’. a 
first. look - at his: new: Penn “Valley. 
home.: 

visit to the N, Y. twist. ‘center. | 
“Daniel Segal, owner. ofthe ‘Liv- 

Ly ing Room, N. -Y:, scouting midtown. 
| for a branch: location that will em-:}. 
ploy: the same talent setup. as. his’ : 
” Gotham: ‘spot. ; 

Erlanger’ Christmas musical, 

Stars. 

‘Ethel Merman joined. the’ stars 

lar: role. in pic. . 
“Sam. ‘and Mert: ‘Shapiro... owners: 

of: the midtown’s. Areadia, making’ 

White Horse ‘Drivein,. outside Cam-. 
den, and the Eric Theatre, in. Fair- 
Tess Hills Shopping Center. 

San Francisco 
Jack Dempsey eliecking i in at. the |. 

Mark Hopkins Jan,:6.  -.. 
-“MGM-TV. shooting ~ pilot 

“Grand Hotel” in ‘the Fairmont. - 
for 

is : Fred. Storm,. tele. watchdog at: the | 
|’ News Call. ‘Bulletin, : back. ‘on the 
job after surgery. 

|.. Margot Fonteyn and. Leon Nure- 
ast ev due. Jan. 14.for a shot: with } ; 
| the loval‘ballet troupe. —-... | 

“Photog. ‘Frank Shaw: due ‘soon . to : 
‘join. his wife, Pat Suzuki, singing. 
at -Fairmont’s: Venetian. Room... 

‘Jim: Battaglieri looking. for a-new: 
‘place ‘to ‘put ‘his Gino’s Restaurant, 
‘forced to: shutter Jan. 5 to make. 
way for the Golden . Gateway, a 
housing development. “ . 

‘Bring Back Babes? 

people than .in. ‘other districts. 
‘| Fhey mist. ‘have. the kind. of show 
that is unlikely to. be. seen. in most 

f Lamas make: legit: bow as a team other. cities. 
A necessary reqiiisite is. associa-: 

tion with exhibition in Paris, Las. 
Vegas or any. other glamor: city. 
This, they- contend, . “can. be more 

of the longevity.-of its ‘shows.: ‘In 

tion: has. run‘ over.'a year. *: 

Broadway showmien, ‘however, in’. of Radio Eireann -to, direct stage 
productions.. : 

returning to the femme policy, be- 
| lieve -that: the -time. ‘is again ripe}. 
for. the. girley shows... They. -hold 
that it’s an. economy built. ‘on the 
entertainment. of the. male: The 
return ‘of the legitimacy. of the ex- 
pense account’ has aided -in’.the 
current concept of entertainment. 

the unavailability -and f- 
high ‘prices .. of. nares, many. .of: 
whom: have- . passed ‘. their peak | * 
draws,. _make ©. new:- Boliciés “man- 1 

“|datory, .°.- 
- Broadway. operators. tealize that’ 

the’ girley: policies cannot mean :as. FV). 
much. as they did. in the. ‘old days | 

|-colm. - Browne’: 

‘parently - has become . enough to} - 
entertain: in many of the. out-of-. 
towners. on° whom | the Broadway. 

The - cafe - ‘operators also: ‘realize 
that Broadway. - -must. ‘provide . a 
Kind ‘of .entertainment that. will 
appeal: to ‘the’ conventionaires ‘and. 
others .attracted bythe New York. 
World’s. Fair starting ‘next ‘April 
22..-Inasmuch: as the Fair. . “policy 

-}as presently. expressed, bans nudes, 
- Controversial. legit’. “entry “The 

Deputy,” ‘of. Rolf Hochhuth,’ being} 
Broadway showmen.. feel. that -.it’s 
‘up to them to provide. same... They. 

anticipate prospertiy — with”. - this 
Kind | of : " Poltey.- we 

woe ote 
Be _ 

ve 7 Le -. 

. _#: er " . 
soe ag Be ee Tee wy a 

ie: 

home: from.” his.} - 

-Ray Calloway. and ‘the. Dardan- : 
ellas opened eight wweék:run at the |. 
Peppermint’ Lounge, their. fourth. |-om" 20th-Fox’ “Sound. of. “Music” ‘as. 

Former. exhibitor - Jack. Engle i | ies 
local general manager, and ‘treasure 
-er_of Shooney’s, restaurant chain. | Kingsbridge 
“here for “It’s a Mad. World”. preem‘ fey Bronx, for, sabiract eye Ses : at: the Boyd, Dec. 19; She has stel- | °- yy; 

final plans for _ opening of their | - 
‘new theatres Christmas Day, the: 

“Korea,.. 

“RE Greco,” 
‘title ro'er,’. “Spanish-Italian €opro-: 

‘house, - -Palm ‘Beach, : week ‘of: 

‘Dominican, - 

Today. 

‘Hollywood 
“Abby Greshler . in. Tokyo. ‘on. 

client: ‘biz; 
‘Lacey ‘ Jones,: guitarist, ‘inked to. 

: Ava Records ‘pact: 
Elia: Fitzgerald. Spang "Tan. ‘5-22 

on. Nipporiese : trek: 
_ Anita’ O'Day’ starts: ‘three week 

| tour: of - Japan’. ‘on’ Dec:: 23. . 
‘Maximilian “Schell: “set - to. do 

“Hamlet” . ‘in Paris. ‘and N ¥. next : 
‘year. 
‘Michael ‘Mindlin: ‘Th, set: as pub-- 

ad. director for Filmways; ‘checking «: 
in Jan.13: - 
Saul ‘Chaplin - joins Robert Wise’. 

associate . ‘producer.’ 
. Howard - Culver. . joined | KLAC. 

newstaff, Tejoining: station after’ 
Several - -years. absence. we 
Vic Bugliosa. swings: ‘from: ‘assist: — 

Edyie Gorme will set ‘up “house- | at: manager ‘of -Fox Wilshire ‘to_ 
keeping here during: sixweekrun‘} 
-of “What Makes: Sammy Run,” the 

‘inj 
which. husband .  SteVe ‘Lawrence | 

manager of Fairfax. Theatre. Do, 
‘Guy - Endore. in. “Madrid for -con- 

fabs .with producer. Ronald ‘Lubin » | 
‘On. Dee bulation Explosion’. sevipt. wee | 

Miss Pageant, “Pensacola, ‘Jai. 3-4, | 
Comedian . Bob © Clémens: in: 

Veterans «. -Hospital, . 

Martin - Melcher. skied. to. Jugo- 
-slavia. ‘to revise production - ‘sked 
‘on “Cavern,” ‘due’ to weather, cone. 
ditions. i 

Martin M. Kadist:. “upped: ‘from 
western. regional manager to. -Na-. 
tional. ‘Sales “manager - of Elektra. .. 
Records. - . 
Richard | ‘Irving - ‘replaced. Tewis * 

ij Milestone, down with flu, ‘on final 
_. P two. days’ ‘shooting on. “Arrest and. 
i | Trial” episode. 

“Raymond - Burr: on: “Fnonth’s- visit 

‘of military installations in. Japan,...-.- 

-Okinawa: ‘and - ‘Philippines 
| a io 

|.at' request of Pentagon, - 
Ap 

Mary, ., Pickford’ ‘and | Harold ” 
Lloyd. will head. ‘program for. 50th: 

| Anni of. Beverly - Hills -luncheon — 
Jan.- '28,. -emceed. by. George Mur-: 
phy, 
Mel © ‘Perret will. -double : ‘up for~ 

exec producer. and: 

-duction. . to. ‘Start’ in: Madrid next: . 
— ‘March. 

| Gloria: Swanson and - Adéich - 
‘Zukor - _ will’ be: -made. ° ‘honorary . 

| members ‘of. ‘Delta. Kappa: Alpha: at: 
*'| anni dinner Jan, 26 -of USC chap=: - 7 

a | ter of ‘cinema frat. . 
Liberace, recuping from. illness. 

that forced cancellation: of :a Pitts-’: 
burgh nitery date, hits the read _ 
‘again .Jan. 20. for - two ‘frames at” 

=| The. Vapors, Hot Springs, Ark. 
long. felt that any nightclub. in this |: 
‘area.-not connected with -a hotel 
must appeal’ to a wider segment of. 

“Margie . (Mrs. Jimmy) “Durante. 
slid ‘down’ .one.: of . those: local. hill- oa! 
“side. homes; : wrenehed _ her: ‘back ~ 
_and. broke.a. ‘bone. in: her foot; “will. 
shave: to be-in .a cast for six ‘weeks... 

‘Esther. ‘Williams . and: ‘Fernando * 

in “Kind: Sjr” at Poinciana Play-- -" 
Feb. © 

17,- thence-:. to. Cocqanut. Grove 
Playhouse,” ‘Miami... 

‘readily advertised... than .- names | 
-.. ‘alone’ and means: more: " Applica- . 

. | tion: of names on ‘top’ of ‘such.a]_ 
layout, as ‘has: been. the: policy. at. 
{the “Latin® Quarter, ‘helps - create. 
|More businiess. ‘| 

The.. Latin . -Quarter’ was: “forced | 
into an overlay of names because ‘fary. of National Film ‘Institute... 

Treland | 
By. Maxwell: ‘Sweeney . 

fonle (Dublin. 684506). - 
Frank: ‘Ryan. bows ‘out: as’ secre: . 

Director ‘Tyrone: Guthrie. elected _ 
Chancellor: of: ‘Queen's. University,” 
Belfast. 
“Producer Frank Bailey. bows: out : 

Kenneth Reeves, formerly - with” 
ABC, named manager of Gaiety, 
Theatre, Dublin. . 

Trish ‘Actors. ‘Equity. ‘reports: 442 
‘actors and 800 crowd. artists . ‘cuit 
Tently. on. its books, : 

‘Michael Mac. “Liammoir to: ‘tour - 
“Importance Of Being =. Oscar” 
through. Australia’ in’ 1964. 
--Father. ° ‘Romuald* “Dodd, 

“appointed - religious 
adviser, to- ‘Telefis: ‘Eireann. (irish 

BBC-TV.. features editor - Mal-” ; 
- directing: -” docu... . 

mentary. on. Irish. lite: of. the: last - 
century. 
Brendan Smith’ planning | Con : a 

tinental. tour’ for Abbey. Company 
with. “Juno and the Paycock”.. next -- 
spring ‘after London - ‘appearance. 

- Two..--Shakespearé: - “productions. . 
are. ‘planned: by. ‘Telefis -Eireann ~ 
-Urish TV)* for -early.:1964. to mark = 

‘| fourth . centenary of Shakespeare’ S | 
‘birth. | a 

? Jack: Hylton: bought world rights.” 
‘of “The. Roses. are’ Real” and. -. 
‘stages . ‘London. ‘production in .Jan- | 
uary, ._ with ‘Hilton - ‘Edwards di-.. 
recting.’ 
“Outdoor. productions. af ‘Sliake-. - i oo! 

Speare in. Dublin last-summer lost”: 
‘1: $2,800, - -aecording. to Dublin Thea-. 
tre .Workshop spokesman, through - 
“bad weather, _ theft - and.” Hire 

| damage: roo 

oC ~ 7% 
: x rr) 

wf - i. 
a a ran. 

oe “see 



. . te a . . 

a + ate . Pay 

faye . a) 

Fo tee Paris, . Ont:, 

*: . 2. dic. programs:: 
“+ Hollywood. Bowl!’ in 1940. and made 

' "-; Feeordings, while. Still in. ‘England, | 
- - OA, Jan. Sibelius’ ‘symphonies, 

7 “GUY ‘TROSPER: 
“Giy Trosp 2,3, .-§2, screenwriter |. 

a ” who recently. completed: “The Spy 
Who’ Came in from ‘the’ Cold”. for: 
‘Paramount, died of .a heart: attack 

:.- Dec, 20 in Hollywood. .He started 
“his: film career as _a ‘story: editor. 

.. .and- reader for Samuel Goldwyn. 
.,..» His -eredits:‘include: “The Stratton 
. ‘Story;’’: ‘_eride of St. : Louis,” “One { 

‘Eyed - Jack - and . “Birdman | of | 
Alcatraz.” «- 
‘e ‘Surviving. are his wife, son and t 
a: ‘daughter, . 

na LOUIS: ‘WEISS. 
woes Louis Weiss, 74,: longtime: “pro-{ . 
a ducer-distributors. -whe: introduced 

. ‘Tarzan: to: the screen, died Dec..:14 
in. Beverly’. Hills, :: Calif.,: after - a. 
Jong . illness. Following. his. “aequle 

December 2 28, 1961 

: MANNY. ‘FLEISCHMAN. 
. Manny Fleischman, 55, ‘composer; 

‘bandleader. and arranger’ ‘who -spec- 
falized. in‘ Yiddish. music, ‘died: of a. 
heart: attack : Dee... 17. in. ‘Miami 
‘Beach, where he ‘was. preparing to 
‘baton. an: -orchestra in- a ‘season of 
‘Yiddish: musicals. . 

Prior. to going to Florida, Fleisch- 
man was assistant -musical ‘director. 
of ‘the : Anderson. Yiddish .Theatre 
‘in New. York's downtown east. side. 
Born in Toronto; he studied at the 

.”"" }Ppronté:Conservatory.of Music -and 
“v:.[ later led” bands. during the: vaude-| 

. |}-ville era. - 
Fleischman batoned. orchestras in|: 

-New. York's: Capito] Theatre. and 
the Academy of Music, ‘among: -other: 
‘yestéryear ‘vaude. ‘showeases. ' AS a. 
composer, he’ turned out the. score 

_ ANASTASIA REILLY BUHL 

vo sition: of. the. rights. ‘from - ‘author 
+. Edgar Rice Burroughs ‘in 1948, -he 
“co ‘filmed ‘the. first ‘Tarzan : - Pieture,-| 
“+. starring: Elmo~ Lincoln..- “: 

"+ .Moving to Hollywood int the Jatet: 
1920s, .Weiss produced. many Silent |, 

ter. ah eomedies’ ‘-and- westerns. 
> .when- sound came’ fo the- : industry: 
“around 1928,:.he -turned. out: fea- 

-..-, tures: with such yesteryear. stars as 
HE B. “Warner; Conway Tearle and |”. 

er Mae “Busch. . 7 

v:  .: At’ one-time he headed. Columbia 
oo : Pictures” serial civision,: In that 
“ “eapacity.-he produced | the. Frank 
“Buck “Jungle Menace’’ series.. On: 
_ ve. television,: he. produced the “Craig 
"ee ‘Kennedy, Detective” series. an 1 re-es 

“An Meimory ‘of: 

MEYER J. Bhhanco 
- (1903- 961). 

oS ent : years, he and his son- “Adrian 
'. -were. active in film. distribution. | 

Surviving ‘are ‘his’ wife, another 
sori and a. daughter. ° oe 

“ BESSIE BONSALL | 

princirals. in the original _D’ 'Oyly 
:} arte ‘company,...died Dec:.: 15. in’ 

‘near Toronto. A. con-|_ 
tralto, she later went on: tour-with4. es 

*. John’ Philip Sousa’s: Band :and.-with | 
‘Sorrentino’s . Banda Rossa: singers ' 
and ‘dancers, *- JF 
In ‘1906;. “Miss” ‘Bonsall | "was tmar- 

ried in “Toronto. to George: Barron. 
‘He: died 30 years . ago... Going ‘to 
London, England, ‘before the: turn: 
of. the century, she became ‘a prin-. 

-eipal :-of -'the - D’Oyly’. Carte: cast, 
‘:"*s which had been. assembled at the 
a Savoy” ‘Theatre. | 

She, was: a y member of of ‘the com 

+, In Memeriam. : 

am) ‘Wendertul: Guy" 

RL : 

“ELLEN e. " COLDBERG a 
‘TINY. PEBWORTH . 

" WILLIAM 8. OLSEN - 

ANTHONY: ve COLLINS 
+7 cAnthony V; Collins, 10, British- 
oO born: composer’ = “eonduetor, died: 
. £°Dee.“11 in- Hollywood. Brought to ]- ..:. 
.. +>. Hollywood by. British. director 
» ., (Herbert.. Wilcox, : ‘he: became musi-. |: 
"gal director. ‘at “RKO, and | “wrote: 
- "Scores ‘for. several pix, ae 

‘Collins -. Jatér’ -freelanced. ’ “and: | 
“Worked” at. other. studios as -. well. 
", as scoringsome Orson. Welles. ra-:} 

He conducted .. at: 

Two" sons: survive. : 

i “EDWARD R. MILLARD 
“teal ard R. “Rocky”: Millard, for: | © 

‘died. in. 4-mer. actor: and. ‘singer, a: oo 
13° after: ay uF , ~ | Glendale, Calif., -Dec..- 

“pany for’ three: years. ‘and Srvcared 
_.:, in-amariy Royal- Command: perform- 
+ canees “staged for Queen. Victoria. 

_..:.and_ her’ son; ‘the late. Edward “VII, 
in Gilbert: & Sullian operettas. 

ee Survived by: ‘two - SOnS “and- ay 
. _Saughter: ; 

oI Marjotie’ . Gateson, 
ao show "business ‘in the ‘late 1930s: ‘to! 

Your. Client 

- mK. 

‘for. “oy Like ‘Soup,”. a Yiddish mus 
sical- which’ starred ‘Menasha: Skul- 
‘nik, He.also did the music for “Sec-|_ 
‘ond -Marriage,” *““Hooray~ for: ‘Ren-|" 
zo” and ‘The ‘Show Parade.” : 

‘In. cleffing: the’ scoré “of “Papir- vias 
‘ossen,” “he. collabed: with ..Herman |. 
Yablokoff. : ‘He: also | composed . the. 
music for “Shir: ‘Hashirim.” on: 

daughter. 

~~ " FLORENCE. B. SHAW. 

member of the New York. Philhar- 
monic, died’'Dec.. 19: in New York. | 
She’ joined” the’. -Philharmonic’: S. 
‘auxiliary board’ in. 1937, later be-| - 
came. freasurer. and’ since: 1955 had |. 

(ais) LENIHAN 

beer chaitman ot ‘the ‘subseription |. : 
om committee.” . 1 

Mrs. Shaw, “who- was the ‘widow: 
‘of: George . H.. Shaw,’ v-p.- and di- 

lt rector: of | the. Cities ‘Service. Co., 
-- lalso- headed” ‘committees. for. the 

~: | Philharmonic’s " -pension | fund_ con- |: 

“Bessie Bonsall,. 92, one -of. tthe ‘certs: which ‘usually .open the’ or- 
chestra’ 'S* Season in- Philharmonic 
‘Hall, N.. YY." 

., Three’ stepchildren survive.” 

- ° STANLEY’ D. ‘JONES | 
“Sidakee (Stan) D... ‘Jones;.” 

‘writing and acting.. 
Aside .:-from - | “Riders,” 

““Wringle,.. Wrangie”.. . 7 

-John Ford films, among other num- 

long illness. “He. had’ been. with 
Paramount before. being™ featured. 

| in several Ben Yost singing groups. 
Among’ these: ‘was : the . Ben-. Yost 

. +Royal. Guards; ‘which appeared. ‘with j... 
| Milton Berle, Martha Raye; Joe-E: |. 
‘Lewis - and in - niteries throughout : 

| the ‘country.. “Combo- also _ 
for. two-years at. Silver: Suipper, Las. 

-.| Vegas. 
His wife, daughter, oe and *| swept away, “his. body. found many 

oo nS | hours Jater floating: in the : flood. 
two. sisters: ‘survive. 

a ROBERT. B. -FARICY 
Robert . 'B... Faricy, 68, ‘onétime 

| piano accompanist. for: such yester- 
| year: stars as .Helen Morgan and. 
Elsie. Janis, ‘died.of a-heart ailment 
Dec.: 16 in St..‘Paul. He: chad . the 
role of Jake, the’ piano player, ‘in 
“Show. Boat” when it. opened . On 
‘Broadway’ in. ‘1927... 

‘also’ “aecomped! 
‘retired « from 

Faricy, “who. - 

ae neer * radio . 

‘chief | announcer . for - 
‘recent .years he: ‘operated his own. 
optical parts firm.. 

Wife;. three” sons, “two aaughters { 
and a: brother: survive. | no 

Surviving are. “his- wife | ‘and a 
ve | his: own ENSA show: during’ World 

ed War'-II. He made. his -lest * pro-. 
oe, _ | fessional. performance 14: years, ago. 

“Mrs. Florence B. Shaw, 65, ‘board | Lo 

Mary. Fickett.. 

Jones | 
‘many: tunes -for. Walt: Disney and’ 

bers.. As an: actor, he co-starred ‘on.} 
— : Hs “Sheriff ‘of Cochise” teleseries. | 

4 /Suriving are his. wife And. ‘eon, 1 

“| TOBE COLLER DAVIS 

played: 

= " mat an antique shop in St Paul, 
hometown. — * 

me is Surviving are. six. bothers, and, | 
-_ a’ a“alster. ar | 

“LEROY. M. E. CLAUSING - 

for WEBH there and subsequently. 
-WJAZ. In 

. BENJAMIN Ju: COONEY. 

Wife, and two": Sons Survive. 

> THOMAS Ww. ‘DENBY | 
me | phoma W: Denby, 65, ‘film:radio- | 
7 | ty soundman for 35 years, died. of] 

‘Ta. heart. ‘attack Dec. 16 in Holly-}.” 
wood. . He. was waiting * to ‘record: 

| an: interview: with. Loretta “Young. 
-}at.annual Christmas’ ‘party of the 
‘| Braille Institute. of America: (LAS 

He- most. 
recently: ‘had. been .with “ABC.” | 

His wife; two, ». daughters and ‘sis 

branch). .when:. stricken.: 

ter survive.’ 

pep. PRYDE 

‘vue. and pantomime’ and_-also had; 

in- a Terry. Cantor :revue. 

Maguire, a ‘performer, : 

“JAMES ve ‘FITZPATRICK 

KENNETH: M. “BICKETT | 
Kenneth’ ‘M. Fickett, 60, associate 

director of CBS radio,. died Dee. 14]. 
‘in’ New York.:.He ‘joined CBS" ‘as 
an -associate. director. in. 1941.“ He 
rejoined | it in: 1950,. after’. a brief 

| dancing «and - stroiling : fiddies Dbe- 
tween. - sets: ‘The « ‘Pump - Roof, a 

| /¢ /-traditional celeb hangout, is charg- ; 
2: ing $23 for dinner and’ dancing to |" 

| Charlie: Holden’s. orch, the most'| 
recent in‘ a series.’ of: rotating. se-'| 
ciety barids. The. fact.that there’s. 
a: performer. at. the Continental: 
evens out: the: ‘dollar. difference : a 

-absence.. 
' He.-is. ‘the: unele of legit actress 

“WILLIAM. SANDERS “ 
* William: (Joy-Boy) Sanders, ..33, 

| disk . ‘jockey: with . ‘radio. ‘Station 
- 49, WGIV,. Charlotte; N. C., 

‘| songwrite?-actor;. died Dee.. 13 “in:} 
Los: Angeles. Originally - a U2 S,}- 
National: : Park . Ranger, he sold” ‘Al’ 
‘song, “Ghost Riders ‘in the. Sky,’ : 
-and eventually came te: Hollywood |: 
to take up a double. career of song- a 

died: Dec. 
15 in-that city. ‘With. the outlet -for 
niné. ‘years, :: 
‘attack a. week. prior to his. death... 

‘His... Wife. “and. four © ~ehildren - 

LZ Harold (Happy) Jones, 73, “ase” 

‘Sury ive. 

- HAROLD: JONES: 

sociated ‘with. Richmond : Théatres 
for 45 years, ‘died- Dec, 6 in Rich- 
mond. Retired,. he was. a a longtime 

ao ar “in 1 remembrance oe 

December. 25, 1962 

{michael sean. ° o'shisa” 

treasurer of. “the old Lyric Theatre: 
‘in Richmond: . 
His wifes survives,. 

* wether, 60; of tw. comedienne ‘Pat 
Carroll, was drowned. in Baldwin 
Hilis dam’ break in. Los ‘Angeles 
Dee.’ ‘14. Police. report. indicated. he. 

“Grace: “Barker, “assistant - tréas 
“urer- of: the John: Blair ‘station rep 
firm: in Chicago,: died ‘in ‘that -city. 

band’ and. sister: ‘survive: mute 

“Cant ‘Koch, “1, ‘who turned. out: 
puppet: ‘silhouette - films - with - his 
wife, Lotte | Reiniger, died - ‘Dee. 1 
an Barnet, Eng.:. 
Mite, of ‘Bard | Phillips of ‘WINS: 

Ted" payde* comedian for more. el 
than 40 years, died“6f cancer. ‘Dee. i a 
2 in “London: :.He appeared in -re-: 

‘he’. suffered <a. heart. 

radio: aiea Des: 16 in New: r Yorks | 
after. a a long fliness, ” 

Father, 87, ot comedian. Noimie 
| Faye, died, Nov. ciel in New Tork. 

“Leroy M. E.. ‘Clausing,: 70; pio : 
‘engineer ‘and. ‘ane | 

nouncer, : died - ‘Dee, -14 in: ‘Evans-| 
ton; Il, As.a ‘consulting. radio ‘en- |- 
gineer in ‘the .1920s,: he- designed 
“several early radio. stations includ- 
ing WBBM and: WJBT in. ‘Chicago: 

| Later“ he” ‘became chief engineer 

"New Year s Eve 

evening and. apparently: neither felt 

| sufficiently ‘important’ ‘to gO. ‘all 
out to book: a ‘layout for.a one-nignt 

“Benjamin. J.-Cooney,. 66; a. ey [stand 
cago. motion. picture theatre. - biiild- 
‘er in the 1920s-and a theatre: man- 
ager. since -then;. died Dec. 15 in |: 
-that. city, . He was:.instrumental in* 

‘| the. construction. and management. 
" @ | of the “Avalon, Capitol: and‘ former 

fi} Stratford: Theatres; At. the time: of. 
'. | his. death, -he -was- maniager.-of. the: ; 

i Biograph: and Michigan ‘Theatres, - 

‘Sherman: Billinestey(- the 

there will ‘be a small band only. | 

play: a. $12. 50 botfom. 

. The Latin “Quarter. is. ‘eontiniiing. 
its. $30. top minimum, ‘as “is “the 
“Chateau Madrid.’The International 
will. set its: scale at: $25. ‘There: are’ 
some ‘surprises. . The coffee: house 
‘taFiffs are: fairly. high. “The. Bitter’ 
End has announced .a. $17: bottem, 
‘which. ‘indicates. there’s - a ‘lot of} 

j money: in mocha... . 

“costs. Up ‘in. cht: 

= Chicago, Dee. ‘93, 
“The. Cost Of ‘swanky-panky in 

‘Chi’s ‘nobbieér © niteries. for ~ ‘New 
Year's: Eve will be. about: the. same 
as. last.-year,- but a brand new 
‘supper club:-has copped the ‘couvert 1. 

‘Surviving. is: his daughter, Mit | championship for: bringing in. 1964. 
Generally,. the “g.m.’s.. and’ maitre 
d's’ ‘surveyed ‘said. they: were look-: 
ing ‘ forward . to -excellent New 

oe ' Year’s Eve. biz on the basis. of early | 
I ames. V.: Fitzpatrick, -58;- ‘whose | 

-. “success inthe coin ‘machine .and| | 
| wired-musie’ field. won him ‘the tag’ 
or. ‘Juke Box King”: of: southwest- 

“fern: Connecticut, ‘died ; Dee.’ “15: wat 
Bridgeport, ‘Conn.’ 

tt He. was. president - ‘of: “Miracle: 
| Wired Musié, Deluxe: Vending Co. 

. and: Fitzpatrick Amusement, Co. 

reservations. 

‘sistent with . the. hotel's 

Ambassador’ East... 

bit.” 
“Package. Deals: 

band. 

The’. “Boulevard” ‘Room of’ ‘the. 
‘Conrad Hilton is. opening a new ice 

| show the’ day. after ‘Christmas, and | 
‘B| New ‘Year’s: Eve’ guests 

dinner --and ©: the. -.s ‘ 
| First;” ‘for. $18,50. Th 
Village - of the Edgewater ‘Beach: —— 
Hotel: is: getting: "$12:50. for. dinner’ 

- j-and’' the Juan: ‘Carlos. Revue: 

“1° Of the two. pdsh “hotel ‘supper. 
” |-clubs ‘considered . somewhat. com- |: 

‘petitive (actually they are at oppo- ; 
site ends of the Loop), the Camel-. 
lia - House. in the Drake Hotel is 
serving better-known - talent. (Earl 

; | Wrightson" & Lois Hunt) with :din- 
‘was caught in raging. waters « and | ner ‘and. is . charging $22.75 per |- 

person. The. Cafe Bondparte: in the}, 
‘| Sheraton-Blackstone has Ray Shaw. 
Je Joe. Costa and dinner for $16, 45: 

OF George. ‘Marienthal’s cafe’ en-. 
; the top ticket is‘at Mister 

Dec. 17 of a heart. attack, Hus- 3 te 's—$15 for dinner. and .a bill 
rhe. Kirby -and.” Claiborne. 

- | Cary. The:London House is. getting: 
| $12.50 . for steak ‘and the Ramsey 
-Lewis Trio; and the Happy Medium 
eabaret. theatre. ‘js’ clarging a flat. 
($695 for Theke Cheers for the 

[Tired Businessman” instead ‘of. ‘the: 
‘Usual, jop ticket of $45. 

ithe Stork Vancouver; B.C., Dec. 9..- 

Club: impresario,. announced - that 
‘he will have an open.-house policy. 
‘at his-nitery on the: Eve.. The Eve'|: 
activity at the: Waldorf:w ill: be. con- | 
fined to. its: Peacock Lounge, where | in the tv department at NEC. 

_Pricewise,. the situation. in. New: 
York is about: the same as -in the 

= "| past few years. The Plaza’s Persian |: 
e ‘Room is. going: to: $32.50 per: per- |. 

son. Its Plaza’9.room. will have two:| 
| shows,. the early. session. Will shave : 

Top tab. honors. ‘for: the ‘night’ ‘in|. 
Chi’s | firstrank: hotel..rooms -go. to:} 
‘the Chateau Continental in the: 
new Hotel. Continental. . The top- 
‘dollar ticket is interpreted by hos- |. 
.telry operators as a status play con: 

. efforts. to } 
a grab the limelight. (and. VIP trade). 
“|from . such ’.established: glamour } 
|. the: P a the ‘spots. as the: ump oom : in ¢ Evening Post. 

_At. the Chateau Continental: the | ar 
: package goes for $30 and includes. . 
‘dinner, Eileen Barton .orstage, and.| . 
Franz Benteler.:and his: orch for | son, Santa: Monica, Cal... Dec. 11,- 

“athe. prime - hotel rooms - . Guliere 
most .of the. big ‘buck: ‘layouts’ are j. 
being offered): are wooing. biz. with | - 
package ‘deals :ranging from ..$25- 
down, with sonie throwing in a bot= 
tle of champagne. The outlay at the | 
Empire Room in the Palmer House: 
is $25 per person, with dinner, a: 
show comprised of Kavier Cugat &. 
-Abbe . Lane: Dlus. the: Ben. Arden | 

"Ladies : 
Polynesian-|- 1 

~ MARRIAGES 
“Fay Rudin . ‘to’ Harry © Zucker, 

; Tew "york Dec. 13. Bride is head 
-of: foreign: department. at Frank . 

| Music. a 

|. Gloria Stone Martin to. Carl Betz, 
‘Santa. Monica, Calif, ; 14 He’ | 

lan aetor.- 
Sandra Lisk- to- ‘Cecil. ‘Rumtey 

: ‘ak, ‘Greensboro, . N. C., Nov. 28. 
— ‘Continued ‘from “page 2 — 

developed: in New: York’ "Two. major. 5 
hotels, -the . ‘Waldorf-Astoria and | 

the - Roosevelt,. “will. be" “without: |- 

| ghows in: their. . ‘Tiajor rooms. |: 
“| Neither. has: “acts. booked. for’ that: 

Bride is with WPET,. Greensboro. 
‘Susan Maw to Andre Brandon. 

de Wilde, New York, Dec. 19. He’s 
an actor.” 
‘Nora. Fowler to. ‘Lamar ‘Fike, 
New. York, : recently. He’ s road. 
manager. for: Brenda Lee. | ..«-.. 

- Virginia _ Davidson to Lieut. 
| Robert. N: Virden, San Antonio, 
Dee. ‘14,: Bride is staffer of KMAC 
in that. city. 

Mary - Franklin to Paul. Bouffard, 
Bride ‘is 

cashier “with Cave. ‘Theatre-Res-. 
taurant.. “nitery:. he. is assistant 
TMaitre @- there: 
_Ardath Hairston to‘ ‘Ernest . Hill, 

Dec.. “14, New: ‘York. He’s a writer 

-Joyee Ellen Hill to: Kerineth’ J.. 
Stein; Dec.. 14, ‘New. ‘York, He’s:a 
legit producer,., a 
Rena. Carol. Lefkowitz to Michael 
~ Dretzin, New. York, Dec. 21. 

( ater of ‘Nat. Lefka- 
. .Of the” William 

= 7 to-'S. Mark. 
eee Dec. 21, ‘New ‘Kochelle, SY. 

Bride, whe’ was. president of her 
‘senior class. at Finch, editor4n- 
chief ofthe school’s ‘newspaper, 
and v.p. of. Student Government, is. 
‘the daughter of. publicist. David O.: 
Albér;-groom.is‘v.p. of N-Y, invest- 
inent ‘brokers: ‘Bernard & DuBoff. 

‘Leslie “Mary. Kandell to Dr. 
oe ' Richard ‘Friedberg, Dec. 21, New. 

York.. Groom's’ mother is play- 
° wright Gertrude Tonkonogy: his 

‘father, Dr. Charles "K. Friedberg, 
‘is: chief. of -‘eardiglogy at Mount. 
Sinai. Hospital, N.Y.,‘ and. associate 
clinical . ‘Professor of medicine at 
Columbia. | 

Evans. Evans to John. Franken- 
heimer, Déc. 20, Paris. Bride is an 
‘actress; :groom. is the film and tv 
director. 
‘Sue Lyon: to. Hampton “Fancher 

‘3a. ‘Dec. 22, : West .Los Angeles. 
‘Bride is the actress who made her 
‘bOw ‘as “Lolita,” he’s also an actor, 

- Jo-Ann Cohen ta Ian Michael 
‘Reiss; Dec. 22, New. Fork. Bride... 
is the. daughter of Dick Rubin, Vv: P.. ; 
of. General Artists Corp. . - 
“-Debagrah Ruth Goldberg tc to James 

LeBaron Stinnett, “Dee. .Cam- 
bridge, “Mass.. Groom is ‘the son 
of Caskie Stinnett, author-humor-. 
-ist: and: an editor of ithe. Saturday 

BIRTHS | 
Mr; and © Mrs. Donald- Curtis, : 

Mother. ‘is- actress. Eloise Hartzell; 
‘father’s. a former. aetor.. 
“Mr.” and -Mrs. Hank > “Brown, 

daughter, Hollywogd, Nov. 21. 
Mother is. Jegit producer. Casey 

| Bishop; father is a writer. 
Mr. and. Mrs. George Costello, 

daughter, Burbank, Cal., Dec. 13. 
‘Mother. is.:.daughter . of: producer 
AT Zugsmith;: father’s: an actor. © 
Mr: Jand | Mrs." Dick Schory, 

daughter, Chitago, Dec. ‘13. Father 
is a bandleader, ~~ 

. Mr. and Mrs. Radford Stone, son, 
Dec. 16, New York. Father is ac- 
count supervisor for~ AB-PT,, at 
Cc. di LaRoche, Ine. 
“Mr... - and: © Mrs.. ‘Lee. Barnett, 

daughter,. Nov. 24,,New York. Fa- 
ther is a comedy writer. —- 
Mr. .. and; ,Mrs. Jerry Landay, 

daughter, ‘Dee: 14, New York. 
Father . ds: news: director of. WINS. 
‘Fadio.. 

‘Groshy’ $ New Terrain 
— Continued. ‘from ‘page 2 —a_ . 

women. -are Mrs.. ‘Alexander’ s 
| daughters;. and both families are 
Burlingame Club members). | 

‘The. family. Spent more than two. 
hours going through the place. with 
Trotter, .an _€xpert. on antiques. and 
“all that jazz. Then they went up to’ 
‘Marysville for a spot of. duckshoot- 
ing with Trader Vic Bergeron. 
.Crosby’s * prinvipal~ reason . for 

moving north appears to be that 
he and his. wife want to bring up: 
‘their children out of Hollywood’s 
influence. ‘The brand of golf played. 
at. Burlingame. and. on the Mon- 
terey Peninsula. courses ‘may have 
‘been persuasive too; as is the ex- 
chisivity of the Burlingame Coun- 
try: ‘Club. 
“The elub’s membership is lim-. 

ited. ‘to 400 families, most-of whom 
are. socially prominent. in the Bay 
Area and some: of whom. may ‘eve. 
tbe richer thay ‘the Groaner.. 
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